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PREFACE. 

TuE first Part of my Travels in Southern Africa is here presented to the 
public. It does not appear without considerable apprehensions on my part, 
from a conviction that the book is far from being as perfect as I could wish; 
but I also cannot help entertaining a confident hope that it contains much 
matter which will be found of real utility ; in any case, I can safely affirm 
that it has been compiled with the greatest care, and with a strict regard 
to truth. I consider the latter quality so much as the first requisite in a 
book of travels, that I rest my highest claim to public favour upon this 
eround, and desire nothing so much as that the reader may take the work 
into his hand with the firmest reliance upon my veracity. Deeply impressed 

. with this idea, it was once my intention that a principal object in my Preface 
ahould be to speak of myself, in hopes that by making the reader acquainted 
with my modes of thinking, and my manner of observing things, as well aa 

by giving a short sketch of my history, I might obtain the confidence I wish. 
It is, however, so difficult for any one to form ajustjRdgment of himself, and 
concealed vanity i1 ao apt to appear obliquely through all our efforts to pre
serve an appeara11ce of modesty and humility, that upon mature considera
tion I determined rather to leave my friends and my book to speak for me. 
I rest then in the hope that my endeavours to make them partakers in my 
own fum aDd inward con:victi(?n, upon the various matters on which I treat, 
will not be mistaken. ..., .. ~ . ~ 

I have for the same reason avoided ~u.:.a-.p~-~0: ~~ellish my descrip
tions, lest they might endanger the thro.?<V-iJJJ;;t1ia i~·proper shade over the 
whole of the picture; though I am ready'~.~~"~!~ge that some external 
ornaments arra~ged with taste might h&ve -re~t~)he whole more agreea• 
ble and attractive. My Travels may therefore possibly be thought barren 
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iv PR.EFACI, 

of rare adventures and extraordinary occurrences; but if so, this advantage will 
be derived from it, that the few which are recorded will appear the more 
striking. The charm, however, derived from such descriptions, particularly 
if the writer in his manner of givi·ng them derives much assistance from his 
own fancy, must, to sensible minds, be of little value, in comparison with 
endeavours to detail the simple truth in a clear, natural, and easy style. In 
my own case it has cost me the less to sacrifice imagination to truth, since I 
am not by nature desirous of coming forward as the hero of strange and 
romantic adventures. 

I am well aware that this barrenness of ornament is not without its disad
vantages. He who would seek to represent every thing in its most riatura.l 
colours, divested as much as possible of whatever approaches to the mar
vellous, and who is desirous that this should be fully understood by his 
readEirs; will find himself sometimes constrained to enter into minute details 
nearly allied\o prolixity: But too much conciseness has alway~ to a certain 
degree the appearance or-want of sincerity, as if by the hasty manner in which 
the subject is treated, the writer hopes the more effectually to escape detection. 
Besides; in compiling my work, it was not to German, or even to European 
readers alone that I wished to address myself; I had equally in view the 
rendering my labours useful to citizens of Africa, and to future travellers in 
the southern parts· of that v0111t pP.ninsula~ ·, I was the more desirous of this, 
from finding the little attention that had been ~id-!? such objects by my pre
cursors both in the route that I travelled, and in th~-,!_eports given of their 
travels. Their sole object in their publications seems td',have been to make 
them entertaining to their own countrymen, or, at the utm{i!jit, to their cotem
poraries in general ;-they seem never to have thought or"'rr~ndering them 
useful to the travelling part of the community. Thence it happ~ns that each 
one in succession has found great fault with his immediate pre~ursor, and 
indeed too often not undeservedly. Le Caille and Menzel are sev\ere upon 
Kolbe, Sparrman. ~rjii~i,~s -i~ ~~e': and Menzel, and Le Vaillant tomes 
under the censur~ ~{:.Mr: Ba.ti'b~.: :: i.-or myself I must confess that th ~ de
scriptions of the two la't!~r,~a~lygiven without sufficient impartiality,pa1 .. tly 
too much loaded wit~ :~rfi~~i,i~a'!e had a considerable influence upon tl '1e 
form which I have gi~ii~ ln)f •~;ork, earnestly desirous as I was of avoiding__~ 

former failures. _ ~ 
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PREFACE, V 

Perhaps the above sketch of my views in the present publication may 
serve in some measure as my j,istification for not having combated with a 

more determin_ed resolution my inclination to give it to the world; for having 
ventured, notwithstanding the many works already written- upon Southern 
Africa, and very generally read, to hazard the writing another, nay, to offer 
it as a better than any preceding one. I can indeed truly say, that this in
clination originated less in considerations that merely concerned myself, 
than. in a variety of extraneous motives. I may besides call upon Aristotle 
-arid Pliny, as well as upon Sparrman, who next to them has spoken the 
most forcibly upon the subject, as vouchers that something new, and well 
worthy our attention, relating to Africa, is constantly rising, and ·will long 
continue to rise. 

Almost every traveller takes a different view of things according to the 
. colouring they receive from his peculiar turn of thinking, or from the parti

cular circumstances under which they were seen by him. One overlooks 
what makes a deep impression upon another; to one opportunities are pre
sented of obtaining information, of entering into investigations, which never 
occur to another. I was the earlier, during my travels in Africa, impressed , 
with a desire of communicating my remarks to the world, from comparing the 
notices already given, with the information I had been enabled to obtain, and 
finding the one so little in conformity with the other. , With this desire waa 
soon combined the determination to strike into a new path, from that pursued 
by my precursors. It was never my idea to give the public a mere detail of 
the occurrences that happened during my travels; I wished to give a regular 
descrip~ion of the country, as to its topography, political situation, natural 
history, and ethnography; above all, I was anxious to give what has hitherto 
been entirely neglected, a general history of the colony. 

For this purpose I began early to collect materials for such a work, and the 
kindness of friends in power supported me in it not a little. A very favourable 
opportunity of travelling through the country was to my no small satisfaction 
soon presented me; and I had but just returned from my first journey, in 
which I obtained no inconsiderable stock of important information, when the 
means were unexpectedly afforded of greatly improving and increasing 
my stores. •The renewal of the war gaye a totally different aspect to our 
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1, Pll:IPA.CE, 

situation at the Cape, and occasioned a great revolution in my destiny, 
Soon after my return from my second excursion I was appointed Army Phy• 
sician, and in that capacity shared in an expedition, which carried me farther 
up the country than I had ever before dreamt of penetrating even in my most 
sanguine moments. During this excursion I was inspired with _ the idea 0£ 
greatly enlarging the plan of my work, and two additional short ·excursions, 
united with the campaign against the English in 1806, put me in possession 
of as ample and extensi•e a knowledge of the country as I could desire. 

I returned to Holland in the train of Gene~ Januens, and even in the 
same ship. The Commissary-general De Mist returned the year before, 
and had in the interim been revising and arranging his observations upon his 
journey. ,vhen my intentions were made known to him, he in the mo.st 
obliging manner lent me his manuscript, and permitted me the free use of 
any materials which it contained. I availed myselflargely of this permission, 
not howe~er following bis plan, but true to my old ideas, I separated the 
narrative part from the descriptive, intending that this latter should be first 
made public, that the reader might be entirely at home upon the theatre of 
action before the detail of occurrences upon it was to begin. · A considerable 
progress was made in the work according to this plan, when the advice of 
some wsy able literary judges, combined with several other circumstances. 
eecasioeed a change in my .pu~, and determined me to give the prece
dence to the narrative part. preparing the reader by that for the descriptive. 
The first V-Olume was soon completed after this idea, and I must confess witb . . 
gratitude that the Commissary-general's manuscript assisted me exceedingly 
in the compilation. A part only of his remarks are, however, here employed; 
the remainder are reserved till I come to my description of the country, 
where they will be more appropriate, and will not interrupt the narrative, 
That many things have concurred since the completion of this volume. in 
the summer ef 1809 to retuti its publication till the present moment I 
eannot very much lament, since it is new publislaed under circumstaaeea 
~culiar)y gratifying to me. 

Notwithstnding all my endeavours at compressing thew~ I have founa 
it impossible to include the whole of my first journey in oae volume, with~ 
~t makiag it unreasonably thick, .and it is therefore broken off at tile~ 
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of the third part. It may not perhaps be amitl here•~ give a lketch. fbrtbe 
JMneflt of th01t who may purchaae tbia firat voltime, of what la to be ex-
pected in the 1ucceediPI ones, . 

The aeoond voluae will contain alx parts, commencing wita eur retura 
frem Graaft"-Reyaett to the Cape Town, which form• the fourth part of the 
work. In the fifth will be Ji.en a sketck of a botanical journey to Zwel,. 
lendam and the neighbouring country. The sixth and seventh parts will in• 
clllde lht journey to the newly viaited tribea of the Beetjuans, in which will 
1,e pven aa ample deacriptioa of that people. ae well ae of the Bosjesmana, 
and other tri.,_,_ w Hottento~ savages. The eighth part will oontain a aoli• 
tar, esCUl'Bion to the bonlera of the Rogg.veld; and the ninth • journey to 
Bo.-Yeld and Tulbagb. with the contests which occurred during the cam
peiga agaillat the Engliah, and our return to Europe. 

The remainder of the work will be devoted to giving a systematic descrip
tion of Southern Africa from Cape Agulhas to the district of the Steinbo~k, 
including all such observations as I have reserved in order to avoid splitting 
upon the same rock as my precursors, and interrupting too often the course 
of the uarrative. Here will moreover be given all that concerns the most 
important object of the work, the correcting whatever has been erroneously 
represented by other writers. If the task may be invidious, I yet do not 
know how to dispense with myself from performing it, desirous 81 I am to 
givf; all possible amplitude and accuracy to the descriptive part of the work.· 

This division will be preceded by an introduction, in whlch will be given 
a list of all the works that have hitherto appeared upon Southern Africa, 
with some short strictures upon the merits of each, The materials will then 
be divided into nine parts. The first part will comprehend a general view 
of the country, and of the origin of its population; an examination into the 
climate, the aspect of the country, the properties of the vegetable kingdom, 
the general character of the animal world, and lastly, an ample account of 
the. human race, natives of these part!!!, with an analysis of the influence 
which so many years intercourse with emigrant Europeans has had upon 
them. _ The second part will treat of the history of Southern Africa both 
before and since its colonization: the earliest information which could illus
trate this subject has been diligently sought, and every thing writt~n upon 
it even to the lateat times has been carefully examined. In the third part 
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will be given a description of the customs and manners of the present genera• 
-ti on; in the fourth a political and geographical description of the Dutch 
colony, and fo the fifth a ~ketch of the form of its government. The four 
remaining parts will be occupied with the public institutions, . the state of 
knowledge and of the arts, the objects of trade, the mode of husbandry, 
-and lastly with remarks upon the Cape of Good Hope, considered ~ a mili
•tary station. 

Whether from the importance of these divers objects, and the rich store 
of materials collected for treating of them, it will be possible to compress all 
into one volume, it is impossible here to decide. The question will be in 
great measure determined by the manner in which the public shall conde
scend to receive this first volume; and if on account of the expense attending 
the publication it should be found expedient to abridge my plan, I must, 
however reluctantly, give up some parts entirely. 

HENRY LICHTENSTEIN. 

&rlio, March, 1811. 

Tbe Pabllabtr Jw to regret that a Map vf tlu! Dutch colony, at the Cape or Goocl Hope, which oagbt to bate 
accompanied tbit wort, and 0to which reference is frequently made ID tbe coane or It, wa1 omitted to be 1eot 
with the Germ1111 copy which be recel,ed I and it appean that no other copy of the orlcinal be.ides bis 01rn ha 
-,et (Ollnd Ill way into tbl, coantr-,, It wu not possible to procare It from the continent lo 11111icieDt time to accom
pany the 11raent Tolame I it will therefore be gl,eo with the aest, which It 11 upected will ,ppear the en.ill{ seuoa. 

ERRATA. 
face 6, line 9, dele t111t. . 
· S~ - 14, for tlr.e b119, read S11ld11nh11 Jo9. 

'12 - 28, dl'le often. 
91! - 24, for frequent, read 1u61egue11t, 

165 - bottom line, for hcoph,u, read u .. co,Ae .. 
166 - 80, before t/ta cattl<, add/or, 
175 - 23, before other, add tlte, 
188 - 21, for ,tronK, mad thick. 
21!t - 8 from the bottom, for defence, red o§rnct, 
251 - 26, (or corporal, read corporeal, 
¥7• - 91 (or i$ perpctua/19 pu,~cd i/ 1 red, ft i1 perpt1H1l!J p11.•fml. 
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QccalUHI of the Journe_y.-Yo9age to the Cape.-Stay at tT,e Cape•T01JJn.-Situalio,, 
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the Commissary General de Mist to Traoel through the Colon_y.-Preparation, 
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Enu,neralion of tTte Things necessary to be taken for the Performance of the Journey. 

BY thestipulation1at the peace of Amiens, which wasconcluded towards the 
end of the year 180 l, the colony of tht Cape of Good Hope was to be restored to 
the Dutch: this colony, after having beeu in their possession for nearly a century 
and a half, had been taken by the English in the year 1795. The Batavian 
Republic immediately began to occupy itself assiduously-with considering the 
means of regulating this important possession so as to derive from it the 
greatest advantages that it was capable of affording. In this undertaking they 
found so much the more difficulty, since from the dissolution of t_he Dutch 
East India Company some years before (under whose direction the colony of 
the Cape had been till that time), and the influence which the being seven 
years under the dominion of a foreign power must have had upon the govern. 
ment, the·customs of the inhabitants, and the ievenues of the colony, few of 
the former institutions and ordinances could continue any longer in force, 
none could remain unchanged. 

Even so early as in December, 1801, before the preliminaries were confirmed 
by the definitive treaty of peace, the States asked the advice of the council 
.for the Asiatic possesswns (by which department the business of the forme1· 
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East India Company was ~ow to be administered) upon the best manner of 
regulating the colony of the Cape on its restoration to the Batavian Republic; _ 
and a committee of the council was appointed, by whom an opinion was to be 
given. A member of this committee, Mr. J. A. de Mist, a man whom 
neither the misfortunes of his native country during the changes occasioned 
by fifteen years of divisions and disturbances, nor the insolence of self-erected 
adversaries, on ,vhom the caprice of the populace confers a power commonly 
dangerous, but always merely ephemeral, could ever dishearten, or turn aside 
from pursuing with zeal the straight path of truth and integrity, was the 
person to whose lot it fell to draw up the answer. This task he with asto
nishing diligence accomplished in a few weeks, and it was to the no small 
satisfaction of the committee that on the 1st of April, 1802, the honourable 
post was confen-ed upon him of receiving the colony of the Cape from the 
~ands ·of the English in quality of Commissary General for the Republic: by 
this appointment it fell also to his lot to superintend the carrying into effect 
bis ideas for the· regulation of the colony, as well as to instal the new gover
nor, J. W. Jarissens, into his high office. The latter had been appointed 
governor as early as in the month of February . 

. Some months were howe~er requisite before the equipment of the vessels, 
the assembling and cloathing the troops_ destined for the possession of the 
Cape, the embarking the stores for the magazines, and other business neces
sary on the occasion could be accomplished. It was not till the middfe of 
July that the ships were ready to sail, although it was in the first days of this 
month that the troops had been embarked, and between the 6th and 15th that 
the Commissary general and the governor themselves, with their train, had 
gone on board. I was myself among the train of the latter. An unconquerable· . 
inclination to try my powers amid the vicissitudes and toils of \\'andering 
through new climes and under ·a different heaven; an ardent desil'e to be 
acquainted with. a country upon which, even in my boyish years, my imagi- . 
nation had eagerly dwelt, and which since my arrival at a maturer age I had 
always had an unbounded curiosity to explore, induced me to offer my services 
to the governor, who, a short time before his departure, _ was seeking out a 
tutor from Germany for his son, then thirteen years of age. He accepted my 
offers, when, with a cheerful heart and placid confidence in my future fate, I 
quitted my native country, my parents, my brethren, my friends, and blessed, 
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even at that moment, the determined resolution with which I was enabled to 
engage in the career prompted by my genius. 

The dispositions of the excellent persons in whose service I. was engaged 
forbids me to say all that I could gladly say of them. • From the mouth of 
one who owes them so much, the most truly deserved praise, the mere ex
pression of the gratitude due to them, might appear too much like flattery; 
and there is a cer~ain class of readers, who can discover in ever so slight a 
tribute of applause sufficient ground for a suspicion of partiality, which 
would ill become a German writer. True it is, that in these people I love a 
whole . nation, but I should consider it as the most unpardonable weakness 
were I to degrade my narrative with any thing that might have the remotest 
appearance of untruth in order to gratify that love; and I had rather remain 
wholly silent than forbear to speak with the frankness and sincerity which 
foreigners have always found so praise-worthy in the character of my country
men. What renders the present work, h~wever, one of the most pleasing 
undertakings of my life is, that I have never had any temptation, through in
discretion towards my benefactors, to hazard losing the recompense which 
posterity will perhaps first bestow upon my undeviating adherence to truth. 

Four weeks passed before a favourable east wind permitted our sailing out 
of the Te_xel. It was on the 5th of August that we left this road in company 
with a numerous fleet of transports destined to the East and West Indies. 
We were afterwards, by the contrary wiuds which we encountered in the 
British Channel, constrained to run into Plymouth, and when still farther 
advanced on our voyage were ~etained by an unusual calm ; hut towards the 
end of September we reached the Canary Islands, and lay ten days in the 
road of Santa-Cruz, off the Island of Teneriffe. The wind was not more fa
vourable to us as we pursued our course, till we passed the line, which we 
did on the 20th of November. From this time our voyage was fortunate and 
quick, so that we came to anchor in Table ~ay on the 2.'.Jrd of December.• 

• I pass over in this place the account of our sea voyage, with several perhaps not uninte. 
resting observations, becauae more important matter is here amply presented, and reserve them 
for a short publication by itself, which I hope to render useful te future voyagers by sea. An 
u.tract from my journal during our stay at Teneriffe is through the goodness of Counsellor 
Brun of Helmstadt published in the Universal Geographical Ephomerides for lSCMS. l\fan1 too 
evident traces of the original destination of this journal I could have iished suppres!ed io the 
fragmcat. 
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I say nothing concerning the early part of my abode at ~ Cape, and of 
the occurrences with which the delays in delivering up the colony were 
accompanied. Another part of the work, devoted entirely to .the history of 
the colony, will give ample information and satisfactory elucidations upon 
this subject. Let me on]y be permitted here to make the following remarks. 

When the Cape was taken by the English in the year 1795, the colony 
was in an unusual state of anarchy and internal distraction, ~bich not a little 
contributed towards rendering the conquest so easy to the enemy; for in the 
eyes· of impartial observers, the evil of falling under a foreign yoke appeared 
incomparably less .than the probable ones which were then banging over 
them. Some restless adventurers from Europe had introduced here the 
fanaticism of freedom, and awakened among the people, otherwise too much 
inclined to discord and disobedience, a revolutionary rage, which their igno
rance and crude conceptions rendered no less laughable than dangerous, and 
which, without the intervention of the enemy, would very likely have spread 
ruin over the whole colony. The eomfortlesssituation of the mother country, 
torn herself. by political divisions, the msecurity of her existing government, 
and the exhausted state of her powers, which prevented any portion of her 
attention being turned to her colonies; all these circumstances, without 
doubt, contributed very much to the overthrow of the factious, and to_ induce 
the sober-minded rather to submit to a government, in whose strength they 
could place some confidence. It was not, however, possible for the new 
English adminit,tration to suppress entirely the ill consequences arising from 
the rage of freedom which had been excited, particularly ~ince their true 
purposes being mistaken, they were considered as supporters of the ·orange 
party, to oppose which the general judgment was perfectly agreed.• 

It was chiefly in the district of Graaff Reynett and the eastern part of 
Zwellendam, that the greatest - opposition was shewn to the Eng]ish govern
ment during the whole time of their continuing here. The refractory were 
indeed quieted by force of arins, but this was done with.so little discretion 

·and foresight, that the evil was thereby rather increased than diminished. 

. ' 
• This opinion bei:ame nt .the attack of the Eoglish so much the more universal, as she 

herself made It a principal object in the hasty capitulation. Colonel Gordon, who siped it, 
was a professed adherent of the orange party. A few days after, this other 'wise upright man, 

made a public confession of his error to the world by destroying himself. 
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Thence arose di8cords with the Caffre tribe who inhabit the eastern borders 
of the colony, and as in the case of Graaff Reynett, by the most imprudent· 
measures the Hottentots were employed in subduing the rebellious peasants. 
The latter thereupon, after a formal engagement, fled with their women and ch-il
dren to a remote corner of the colony, when a numerous body of these savages 
spread themselves along the sea-coast; overthrew the dwellings, destroyed the 
gardens and fields, made themselves a path by burning and massacre, and 
pressed forward to Outeniqualand, near Mosselbay. A body of English 
soldiers, under General Vandeleur, did indeed drive them back to their ancient 
borders, but the contest was not a slight one, nor was the happy termination 
purchased without many sacrifices; and even at the time of our arrival a 
great enmity subsisted between the Caffres and the English government.• 

From all these circumstances, and from the deplorable state to w hicb, through · 
them, the eastern part of the colony was reduced, the attention of the ne,v· 
Dutch government was·more particularly called to it. No sooner then was 
the colony at length restored in February, 1803, tha11 General Janssens formed 
the resolution of visiting these parts himself; and he hoped by personal 
observations, and regulations made upon the spot, to put an end pO\verfully 
and speedily to the evil. Since the organization of the government, with which 
the Commissary general even then occupied himself diligently, nevertheless 
could not be completed in the first months, the governor, as executor of 
the standing laws, could at this moment better permit himself to be absent 
from the capital than later, when he should have received the reins out of the 
bands of the representatives of the sovereign power. He therefore com
menced his journey early in April, and the many hardships which he had to 
encounter in his progress were well repaid in the complete success of his 
benevolent views, as well as by acquiring an accurate knowledge of the 
country which henceforward was to be entrusted to his administration. The 
particular occurrences of this journey will more properly find a place when 
my own travels, in the train of the Commissary general, through the country · 
now visited by General Janssens, come to be related. 

• An imperfect account of these traaaaction1 has been given to the public in the second part 
of Barrow's Travels. I ahall gi,e a more ~ompletc account of them in anqther part of 
this work. · 
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In the mean time, during his absence, that is on the 6th of July, 
l 803, the intelligence reached the Cape, by means of_ a dispatch boat, of 
the renewal of the war between France and England. The presence of the 
commander was now imperiously demanded for the regulation of the defence 
of the place, and he returned with so much haste that he performed his 

. journey back, of an hundred and seventy hours,• in only ten days. From 
t~e day of his arrival, the 1st of August, he occupied· himself indefatigably 
with these regulations, while the Commissary general completed his labours 
for the organization of the colony task, and circulated his new code for its 
ci•vil government. 

He also had the intention of visiting the interior of the colony, that be 
might obtain from his own observations arl accurate knowledge both of par
ticular parts and of the whole, so that at his return to his native country h~ 
might be able to render an accurate account of all the advantages to be 
derived from the colony, as well as of all its wants and necessities. Itwas a 
question, ~owever, for some time, whether, since an attack from the enemy 
might be supposed a thing not very remote, his removing to a distance from 
the capital could at that time be permitted: yet soon the suggef\tion of the 
utility that might probably l,e derived both to the mother country and to the 
colony from such a journey superseded all other considerations, especially as 
for many reasons it did not appear probable that the English ministry would 
immediately think of directing an attack upon it from. the East Indies; and since. 
in the activity and bravery of the governor the colony had a protection upon 
which it might very safely rely. Besides, in the case of an attack, the 
presence of a magistrate high in office, in the remoter districts, might be of 
great advantage towards the defence of the colony. 

As soon, therefore, as this journey was resolved on, the necessary pre
parations for it were immediately commenced. It is expedient here to state 
particularly that the governor had before taken this very same journey, and 
his information concerning the things necessary to be attended to, and the 
means of performing such a journey, so as to derive the greatest portion of 

• The German mode of reckoning distances is commonly by hours, and they consider & 

Grrman mile, which is equal to five English nnes, a.~ equivalent to an hour, The distance that 
the governor therefore tra"Yelled in ten days is to be supposed one hundred and seventy Gero1an 

niilc~, or eight hundred and fifty English ones.-TRANSt.ATOR, 
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advantage from it, without being subjected to greater privations and incon
veniences than were absolutely necessary, were imparted to us, and lightened 
our way exceedingly. The captain of artillery, Paraviciui di Capelli, aide
de-camp to the general, and who had accompanied him on his journey, a 
man of great penetration and foresight, directed these preparations with 
much kindness ; and through the pains he took deserved on many occasions 
the warmest thanks of the whole trave11ing party. 

From the travels of Le Vaillant, which have been so universally read, we 
know very well the necessary provisions to be made by a single traveller-an 
enquirer into nature, so that he may pursue his way with the best effect 
through the inhospitable regions of Southern Africa ;-so that he may not be 
subjected to a want of the absolute necessaries of life, or be prevented in 
attaining the objects of his researches as a man of knowledge and science: 
Yet any one will have bih a very imperfect idea through this ruedium of ;,,hat 
we found requisite for the equipment of a company of forty stout men, 
forming a sort of little caravan. 

But principally because this journey was unlike any which has perhaps 
ever fallen .under the reader's observation, since no travels into the interior 
of Africa rt>semble it in any way, I think I may venture to dwell some
what more at large upon our preparations, as the mode of our travelling 
will by that means be better. understood, and through the novelty of the 
objects to which we were obliged to attend, a more lively interest will be 
awakened. 

Journeys similar to that which the Commissary general was now about to 
undertake had at all times since the foundation of the colony been occa
sionally performed, and the people were accustomed to see the magistrates, 
who were high in rank, tr-clvel with a sort of state, and with a train of fol
lowers which would distinguish them from the people around, and point out 
their rank and dignity.• This custom had its origin in an imitation of the 

• Mr. Barrow, in the first chapter of the second part of bis Tra,els, has thought proper to 
laugh eztremely at these journeys, which bis French translator calla Ezpedition, de parade; 
and remarks that they are of no adnnta&e whatuer for obtaining a knowledge of the country. 
That was not their object, and the use which most of them had upon the whole will be pointed 
out in the history or the colony. Abo,e all, it i• ezceediogly uoj111t to impute to the Dutch ol 
tJae 1e.eoteeoth aod eighteenth ceoturie,, u a piece of mercantile mea11ne11, the eecrecy tJae, 
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Batavian customs at Java, which was the model of all the ceremonials at the 
Cape ; and since it had been . once introduced here, it was not even now to , 
be neglected by any one who would appe.ar with the dignity attached to his 
post. This numerous train, and this show of armed men, was more par
ticularly requisite on the present occasion, since the course lay in the neigh
bourhood of several savage tribes, and through solitary uninhabited parts, 
in which hordes of the Bosjesmans, and hands of run-away slaves or English 
deserters, might have made the travellers feelingly repent the neglect of so 
useful a precaution. 

As necessary as was this train itself, equally necessary was it for the whole 
society to take with them provisions for their wants of every sort; and it 

' will be seen in the sequel that the care displayed throughout for this purpose 
was not so much as to the conveniences and accommodations which are 
pleasant on a journey, but for things absolutely necessary to the support of 
life and health. If the voluntary privations of one of Robinson's pedestrian 
wanderers displays an interesting spectacle, I hope not to entertain my 
readers less with a representation of the numberless hardships sustained every 
step by a company of Europeans in their progress through a hot, hilly, un
fruitful, thinly-inhabited, half-waste country, where scarcely even any water 

was to be had ;-of _ the wants, the privations they endured, and the earnest 
longings with which they were sometimes seized to taste again the sweets 
and comforts they enjoyed in their own country. Indeed, the equipment of 

• such a journey by laud required scarcely less thought and attention to things 
the most minute than a sea voyage would have done; so inhospitable is the 
country, so entirely destitute of all the advantages which in other parts of 
the world art and nature combine to present for the accommodation of tra
vellers. Scarcely is it indeed possible to give other than a general idea of 
the unavoidable number and variety of things with which one must be 
encumbered ·. 

Before, however, we enter upon an enquiry into them, let me first be 
permitted to say something about the persons who composed our. society, 

are said to ha.•e ob&encd with regard to their geographical discoveries, since the existence of 
the discoveries was rested upon these journeys, whic;Ja they turn into to much ridicule; and 
it was in fact the geographical and political situation of the country which rendered thelD 
aecessary. 
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since then the nature -aod a umber of om wan ti will lte better un~rat~ . It 
consisted of the following persol!•· 

Mr. J. A. de Mist, commiseary-general. 
Mr. A. L. de Mist, his son, and secretary. 
C. A., H. Michgorius, clerk in the chamber of accounts of tbe colony, and 

belonging to the office of the commissary .. general. 
H. Gilmer, lieutenant in a squadron of light dragoons, commander of the 

escort. He had already accompanied General Jannens upon his journey, 
and took upon himself at once the inspection of the waggons and teams 
belonging to them, and the care of providing forage for the riding-horses, 
&c. &c. 

P. J. Le Sueur, a cadet of the same corps, in the ordonnance of the com• 
missary-general. 

Myself, whom the commissary-general had chosen as his attendant jn case 
of necessity to superintend the medical department. At :the same time ha 
hoped to derive some advantage from the little knowledge I had in natural 
history, from the observations it would induce me to make, and the objects 
which it was my purpose to collect. General Janssens, in whose particu
lar. service I had come to the Cape, gave me permission to undertake the 
journey the more readily, since his eldest son, Henry Janssens, my pupil, 
was destined to accompany us; besides, my having occasionally rendered 
myself useful in various cases of illness had made him much my friend. ' 

F. Winters, surgeon to the Mili~ry Hospital at Cape Town. 
M. Halewyn, book-keeper and house-steward. 
P. Menger and H. Kummel, gentlemen of the chamber. 
-~ corporal with seven dragoons, every one of whom followed some trade, 

8$ sadler, smith, carpenter, &c. &c. 
A sergeant of .infantry as superintendant of the Hottentots and slaves. 
A French-hor.Q player of the corps of Jagers, a very useful, indeed en 

almost indispensable person, since according to certain signals he collected 
the cavalcade together when they were to set forwards, summoned the cattle 
with their keepers from the pastures where the former were feeding, or if any 
one was wandering away from the company called him back to the right path; 
&c. &c. The care of our little eamp, to blow the reveille and the retreat, 
was also committed to him. 

C 
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Twelve Hottentots, who acted as .servants in all capacities; to them wer& 
added daily ten or twelve others, who belonged to th~ aleltlges of the day. 

Four slaves for the service of particular members of the society, or to attend 
ttpon their horses. 

Lastly, a courier of the government, who went forwards every day to order 
the ate/ages that would be wanted, and to take care that forage and provisions 
were prepared. 

Our travelling party was moreover embellished in a very agreeable manner 
by the addition of female society. Augusta de Mist, youngest daughter to the 
commissary general, could not be restrained at his departure from Holland from 
following her father in his migration. This instance of true filial Jove, so 
delightful under every point of view, inspired her w{th fortiturle to despise 
the dangers of the sea, and the inconveniences attending a long voyage, to 
leave her sisters and her friends, and readily to renounce the joys of a life of 
ease and social comfort, perhaps for many years.. Many young women 
of nineteen, accustomed to live in the first circles in their o_wn country, 
would have been staggered in their filial duty at the prospect of an interrup
tion . to these joys; but not so our traveller. Even the consolations which 
she -found in the lively scenes of the Cape Town, which atoned tt, her in 
some measure for what she had abandoned, were equally given up to remain 
by the side of her father amid the sultry deserts of the interior of Africa. It 
seemed to her far preferable to share with him the dangers and difficulties 
inseparable from such a journey, than, at a distance, at home to tremble 
for his life, to think of him in illness, perhaps, confided to the care of 
strange and mercenary hands. Her father had not omitted to represent 
to her in the clearest manner every danger and hardship she might be 
subjected to encounter, and entreated her to reflect that the objects of -
his journey could not in any way be restrained or contracted by her being . 

• his companion, that she must even resolve to forego all personal wishes which 
might interfere with his attai11ing the objects for which the journey was un
dertaken. 

All this could not awaken any terrors in her mind, or deter her in the 
slightest degree from pursuing her purpose; and how eagerly soever she 
assured him beforehand that he might rely upon her resignation, her assurances 
were even exceeded by the firmness with which she adhered to all that 
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was required of her, by the patience with which she endured every hardship, 
by the .punctuality with which she conformed to all the regulations made by, 
even to all the expectations and wishes, of her father. It is not less 
incredible than true, that through the whole journey, ·which was extended to 
nearly six months, never was at any time the least delay occasioned either 
by her or her female attendants, never was the setting off in the morning 
postponedon her account, neverwas any regulation whatever broken in upon. 
It must indeed be remarked that such privations were the less felt by 
her since her richly stored mind received a constant recompense and gratifi
cation in the perpetual succession of new and remarkable objects with which 
it was presented. The delight of having so many of the wonders of nature 
hitherto known only by description placed before her eyes, and of studying 
a race of men, whose frame and colour of bodv, no less than their · habits ., 

and customs, were so different from any she had yet seen, left no room 
to think of petty objects of ease and convenience~ and sweetened even the 
most wearisome restraints. There was, indeed, in this young lady a singular 
union of feminine softness and tenderness of heart, with a manly resolution 
and firmness of mind not often to be found among the rougher part of her 
sex ; - through both she often shamed one or other of the members of 
our society. One of her young friends from the Cape Town, Mademoi
selle Versveld, had at her own particular desire been permitted to accompany 
her. With equal firmness did she support the toils, the hardships, and the 
inconveniences of the journey. Each was attended by a young European 
female servant. 

It was determined that the whole company, those who belonged fo the 
waggons excepted, should perform the journey on horseback. We wero 
twenty-five horsemen, some of whose horses were always led by the slaveR, 
to render the fatigue less. A large waggon attended, which carried all that 
was necessary for the general wants of the day, and the little packages of each 
individual; it was also provided with accommodations to carry any one who 
might be ill or worn down with fatigue;• and, according io the custom · of , 

• It is worthy of remark that the chief of the expedition, probably the oldest of the whole 
society, a man of fifty.four y~ars of age, was the only one who never availed himself of this 
convenience, but performed the whole journey of nearly nine hun1lred ho11rs (four thou~ard 
i,e hundred English miles) on horseback. 
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the country, it was furnished with arms and ammunition, the carrying
which to any extent . would very much have incommoded the company Olb 

horseback. Five other waggons were filled with our larg~r baggage; they
contained in the first place a large provision of dry food and liquors, such · 
as rice, sea-biscuit, pease, dried fruits, coffee, tea, sugar, tobacco, wa~ 
candles, &c. &c. besides wine, brandy, and vinegar. 

Next, that we might not be reduced in trave1ling through such very thinly , 
inhabited countries to the necessity of sleeping entirely · in the · open air, 
which, notwithstanding the mildness of the climate, is always danger6us ~ 
the health e,·en of Europeans born in the country, we had ten or twelve 
tents with· us of different sizes, which, with the necessary appendages. 
belonging to them, of poles, pegs, cords, and fastenings, filled of themselvea
on.e waggon. Equally necessary was it to carry a provision of simple field
bedsr since the number of serpents and venomous insects rendered it very
dangerous to sleep upon the bare ground. Some new mattresses, bolsters,.. 
and woollen coverlids, were furnished from the magazine for the hospitals,.. 
on · which, indeed, we did not lie very soft, but soft enough to sleep well 
after the fatigues of the day. Much room was occupied by things necessary for · 
cooking in the open field, such as kettles, saucepans, &c. To give an idea.. 
of all that it was necessary to provide in this way it is sufficient only ta , 
refer to the number and variety of persons of whick we were composed, and 
to the different provisions which were to be made for each; especially as in, 
traversing the borders of the Caffre tribes we were several weeks without 
coming into an inhabited country. Besides the society who lived with the 
commissary general, there was to be provided for,. the steward . and the· 
servants, the dragoons, the Jagers,. the Hottentots, and the slaves. Theo in. 

order to eat the meat with any degree of comfort there must be field-tables, . 
field-stools, plates, dishes, knives, forks, spoons, and table-linen~ Indeed, 

·· · it required a man with all the attention and activity of our steward to think. 
of such a variety of things, and have them all in such excellent order. 

To be prepared against any accidents that might befall our waggons or-· 
our horses, it was necessary to carry with us a travelling forge, with a 
provision of carpenters' tools, wheel-bands, nails,. and horse-shoes. We 
had, besides, a chest filled with all sorts of trinkets and frippery, as-presents , 
for the Caffres and Hottentots, o:i: to exchange with them for the rareties 
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of the ·couetry and-their own household implements. Another was filled wilh 
medical drugs, chirurgical instruments and bandage~. There were two. 
!>an-els of gunpowder with about two hundred pound of shot and bulleti, and 
a variety of guns and other arms. There were chests with clothes, linen., 
books. and maps, as weU as spare saddles,. and other appurtenances for the 
lwrses. To these are· to ba added the daily provision of corn for our cavalry, 
and the quantity of bread, meat, pulse, &c. which we-were often obliged to 
provide-when we were to trav-el for several days through parts . almost unin
ubited. It will not then appear surprising that our six waggons were no 
more than was absolutely necessary to contain s11ch a number and variety 
of objects. Indeed, it was not long before we ~ere convinced that most of 
ahem were too hea-vy loaded, and it was. found expedient . to increas~ their 
aumher. · 

It is sufficien-t here once for all to r.emark that the waggons used in a 
joumey • like the present are differently constructed from what would be. 
employed in .Eu-rope for a similaa· purpose; and that they differ equally from 
those kept in the- vicinity of the Cape Town for little parties 0£ pleasure. 
The dry and hot weather, an.cl above all, the extreme badness of the 
mountain-roads, renders it necessary to make them of rnnch more solid 
-materials, ·and to put them much more firmly together than is usual with 
0ur waggons. Many kinds of trees in these parts furnish a wood, which, from. 
its hardneae and toughness, is particularly adapted to such kind of uses, and, 
we •ay safely venture to assert, that no where .ar-e such stron? and durable 
waggoae fJJftOe· as- at the Cape. They are commonly about the size of a 
inodera1e baggage waggon, but are much neater and better finished, some
thing like the best of the post waggons in the north of Germany, and have a. 
canvas awning over them,. called in the country a tent ; they are thirteen 
feet io length withi,n, and sixty-two inches broad, Rhineland measure. The 
ifOR hada.of the wheels are almost halt:..an inch thick •. 

Repeated experiments have taught us- that carriages sent hither &om 
Europe are of no use whatever; at least they do not last long. The English . 
~erefore made all their carriages ,for this place without e:tception with iron 
ale-trees .. 

The Waf!J80ns, according to the weight of their lading, and to the length and 
4UDculty,of 1he v,3y they have to go, are drawn by eight, twelve, and eveQi 
sometimes by sixteen oxen. T~se are yoked together two a11d two by ai. 
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beam over the back of the neck, which is fastened hy a thong of leather 
under the neck, and two others running on each side of the hams. In the 
middle of the beam is a strong iron ring, and through this is passed a cord; 
which is fastened to the leather thong.• In other countries it has been found 
more convenient rather to make the oxen draw by their heads, and Euro-· 
peans have endeavoured to introduce the same practice here; but the 
particular form of the African oxen, which are distinguished by being very 
high in the haunches, should seem in their case to plead in favour of the 
established mode. 

As drivers to these waggons, Hottentots or Bastards t are generally pre
ferred since they know best how to keep pace with the oxen, as well as how 
to dress and tend upon them. No reins are used; the drivers manage the 
animals with merely calling to th.em; e,·ery ox has his particular name, and 
by pronouncing the word /wt or haar, they turn to the right or left according 
to the signification of the word used.t The well-known whips with bamboo 
handles from fourteen to sixteen feet in length, and lashes of at least an 
equal length,, with which a dexterous driver can readily strike any of his 
cattle from the first to the last, are very seldom used among a well-ordered· 
team; never unless any of the poor creatures happen to be extremely weary, 
or the difficulties to be encountered in the way render a more than usual 
exertion of strength necessary. 

This perpetual calling to the animals, which is done in a high rough-toned 
voice not easily to be imitated, and which is more intclligil>le to the oxen 
themselves from the tone in which it is done than from the expression used, 
is indescribably wearisome to the traveller, who is compelled to ride in the 

• I cannot attempt to go any farther i11 describing this African mode of harnessing the oxen; 
since we ha.e no words by which a thing wholly unknown to us can be accurately described, 

it is better to waTe the attempt than to use npresaions which may lead only to misunder. 

standing. 
t These are a mixture of Hottentots and white people, or Hottentots and slaTes. More 

will be said concerning them in the second part of this work. 
:t The drhers of carriages in the south of France will in like manner manage their horses or 

mules merely by calling to them. Aa the country is hilly, tht>y commonly dismount in going up 
the hills and walk by the side of their cattle, when they have two modes of calling to them, 

one if thoy are to go to the right, the other if to the left, which the animals undentaod jwt u 
well as their clrinrs, aocl taro accordingly.-TuNsLAToR. 

.. 
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waggoo. In very narrow and bad roads, however, the driver.does not depend 
whoJly upon his vocal powers for manag-ing his atelage; a boy is then added, 
who leads the foremost oxen by a thong fastened to the horns. It is, indt>ed, 
extraordinary to see how a boy can with so much dexterity lead so long a 
team through heights and depths, over hills and crags, without risk either to. 
himself or to the vehicle he has under his care. This is principally done 
whtn the team consists / of more than sixteen oxen, for the driver alone 
can hardly manage above that number, partly because the most spirited 
being selected for the leading oxen, while the strongest are reserved for the 
hinder ones, they are more difficult to he kept in order, and partly because 
the little stones slipping about under their feet are apt to throw the middle 
yokes out of their ranks, and one pair will perhaps be inclining to one side 
while the next draws towards the other. Is a river to be passed, the poor 
boy must often wade through the water up to his chin, still holding the 
thong fast, to prevent the fore oxen stumbling or reeling in the middle of 
the stream, and oversetting the whole equipage.• 

The strength of the draught oxen here is easily exhausted. On a level 
road, with only a moderate load, and if the air be tolerahly cool, they will 
get on as farjn an hour as a man who walks pretty quick; but if the way be 
sandy, the load be heavy, or the sun be very hot, they cannot at a1l keep 
pace with him. The distance from place to place is reckoned by hours; 
but in differeut parts they compute differently as to the quantity of ground 
that may be gone over in an hour. It is calculated that a distance of eight 
hours with a team of tweh•e oxen, and the customary load of twenty hundred 
weight, may without difficulty be performed in a day, rising early in the 
morning, or in the very hot se~ison of the year rather travelling all night, and 
resting in the middle of the day. Such a distance is here called a sclwft, and 
all greater distances are calculated by . so many schofts, or days journeys. 
The keeping of the draught oxen costs little or nothing. As soon as they 
are unyoked they go immediately to the water to drink, and then regale 
themselves with the thinly scattered forage that the African fields afford. As 
pure grass is a thing rarely to be found, they are commonly obliged to be 
contented with heath plants, rushes, and even with succulent plants; to the 

• We bad sometimes, when our route lay o,er nry steep part9, as many &9 twenty.four, or 
e,en . twenty.six oxen, and yet half a day would elapEe before all the waggons arrhed happil7 

· at their destination. 
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latter indeed they are confined almost entirely in summer in the Karroo 
,country, unless they prefer the hard stalks of the brushwood.• The oxen oi 
the European breed are considered as stronger and able to endure more labour 
than the natives ; but of this, as of many things now only slightly noticed, 

· more shall be said hereafter. 
The enumeration of my own little apparatus may perhaps be petmittecl 

here to find a place. Besides the books and maps-mentioned hclow,t I was 
furnished with an excellent compass, and some small pocket compasses ; a 
very good telescope and microscope, and a thermometer.t A case of ana
tomical instruments, two pound of orpiment for preserving birds and qua
<lrupeds, and a cask of brandy for keeping reptiles, &c. Some thousands of 
needles of various sizes for fastening insects, tin boxes for insects, and but• 

, terfly nets. Twelve wooden boxes for receiving my daily collections,§ some 
stronger ones with divis.ions for minerals; an<l a large provision of paper for 
,drying plants. Such were the preparations I made for rendering our journey 
useful, as I hoped, in gaining a more extended knowledge of the natural history 
of the country, as well as by the attainment of more importa~t objects. 

• In some places this ii the only pro.ender which tbey can find. An extraordinary instance 
how Jong the poor animals can be subsisted upon ao other than such wretched food will be 
found io the sillth part of this work. 

t My library consisted of such trncls of my precursors in the present journey -as are the 
most generally celebrated, those of Kolbe, Sparmann, Thunberg, Le Vaillant, and Barrow. 
Besides some of these in the Frencb language the commissary general had with him Sta'forinus's, 
Degrandprc's, and Crossigny•• truel1, with se'feral works in Dutch upon the same subject. 
In the second place I furnished myself with a uriety of books oC Natural History, particularly in 
botany and entomology, and was .,ery enct in procuring those that had all the latest discoveries; 
yet still, thanks to the inexhaustible treasures of Nature in Southern Africa, I seldom found 
them oC much nse to me, And as amusement was RG less necessary occasionally than in. 
struction, I carried with me as companion, for my hours oC rela.xation Gothe'a \\'orks, 
Lrssing's Nathan, Schill«.>r's Don Carlos, Stttrne'a Sentimental Jodrney, and Tasso's Aminta. 
During the six months that our journey continued, I read daily in some onE!I or other of these 
books, yet found them such a constant source oC entertainment that I nc,~er wished I had 
taken more. 

:t My tra.elling barometer was during our voyage broken and spoiled; and' .onc intended 
for the same purpllse which I had at the Cape was omitted to be packed up. \ 

\ I found the simple mode of preparing insects recommttndrd by LP, Vaillant the\most pre .. 
ferable. It is necessary for that purpose that the chest& should be made stroog, ao t~at enr7 
J>"r·dle may have a proper bold when atuck into the wood. \ 

j 

\ 
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PART I. 

JOURNEY THROUGH-THE WESTERN AND NORTHERN PARTS OF THt 
COLONY:. 

CHAP. I. 

l'7 

Departure from the Cape Torvn.-Riet'Oalley.-Trou~lesome lnsects.-Brakkefontein 
Bad Water there.-H artebeenkraal.-~u11pannpfatse. 

As General Janssens in his travels had bent his course towards the eastern 
borders of the Caffre countries, and since from the menacing aspect of public 
aft'airs it seemed wholly uncertain how long the Commissary-general could 
continue at a distance from the Cape Town, he thought it better in the first 
place to visit the western and northern parts of the colony, as an assurance 
to the inbabitants of these districts, who were not often in like manner 
'Visited, that their welfare was no less an object dear to the hearts of the new 
Batavian government than that of the rest of their dependents. Perhaps 
also it was a great advantage to travel through these parts at this early season 
of the yea,, when we might be tolerably secure of finding a plentiful supply 
of water, and good feed for the cattle; whereas, parched as the country is in 
the height of summer, it was very likely that we might then· fail of both. . 

The necessary preparations, as well as the multiplicity of public ·business ; 
which it was necessary for the Commissary-general to conclude before his 
departure, delayed us so long that we could not set out before the ninth of 
October, Early in the night the waggons were dispatched, as the com
mencement of the cavalcade ; they were followed at day-break by a great
majo.rity of the travelling party, and at six o'clock the Commissary general 
hi~elf brought up the rear, he being attended out of the town by the go-
vernor and all the principal civil and military officers of the garrison. As 
representative of the States, the honours due to his rank were paid him, 

D 
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and the castle announced his departure to the town by a salute of one and 
twenty cannon. 

\Ve had halted at the Rietvalloy, a 91,'(>t about two hours journey from the 
town, at the Government Place·• upon the Strand, to wait his arrival. Here 
were assembled, ijOOl.,e Hottentot~ th~ -COlllllleIWQQ1ent of a corps . of ~se 
people, which was to be raised u11der, the command of Captain Le Sueur, 
and wltich after~ards was increased to a batalJioa, the same officer being 
continued in the command as lieutenant colonel. t He inhabited the prin
cipal house, which under the English Government had been exceedingly 
neglected, and suffered to fall into qecay; we received from him a very kind 
and hospitable ,vclcome, and he regaled us with an excellent breakfast. 
Round the house the swarthy re~ruits had built themselves lrUle. huts of 
reeds and rush-mats, in and Qut. of. which . wete rµoniog WQmen and children 
half naked. 

The goYernor, with the. rest of the ~ends who ·were not to be of our tra
veJling party;, here took his leave of us. The warmth of the adieus, and the 
concern for us expressed by those who were returning· to the town, excited 
in our breasts the first presentiments we had experienced of the dangers and 
hardships we were about to encounter: hitherto every thing bad appeared to 
us under the brightest aspect; ev~ry one had· formed his ideas according to 
his wishes, consequently nothing was foreseen but what the mind could with 
pleasure foresee. We moved on silent and thoughtful: a dead calm, a deep 
sandy road, and the heat of noon, did not conspire to raise our spirits. It 
seemed as if a foreboding of what was one day to happen had seized the whole 
company, as if they saw in the order of their future destinies, that ere scarcely 
two years and a half were expired, the Dutch arms would be called upon to 
fight in that very spot in defence of the colony. For it was indeed on the 
plain between the Blue and the Tiger mountains, on the 8th of January, 1806,. 

• Plac11, as thus used, signifies enry spot cultivated and inhabited, or capable of beln1 10. 

Such provincial terms I have left unchanged, because they are more appropriate tban any terD 
th,at could be given them in our language, and the reader soon accustoms himself to tlaem. 
For this reason also I leave all proper names, without attempting to translate the1;11, tbinkio,. 
it much better to talk. of the RietTalley, and the Zout rlver, than to render the names la911lable 
~y attemptiog to Ger;..anite them. · 

t Ia a .year af&er the batallloa wanaieed I wu appobltecl aurgeoamajor to it. 
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that the unfortunate battle was fought which decided the fate of the colony, 
and gave it once more into the hands of England. 
. Th~ disagreeableness of the way was very much increased by an innu
.merable multitude of flies, here improperly called musquitos, that teased us 
exceedingly. They were scarcely half as big as the smallest chamber-flies, 
-and appeared particularly to abound where the ground was somewhat moist. 
Their sting, though not accompanied with any smart, occasioned at first a 
sort of involuntary shuddering, which was succeeded by a considerable 
itching. The gauze veils which we had had the precaution to take with us 
protected us very little against these troublesome insects. Their num~er, 
their extreme smallness, and the heat, occasioned us soon to give up at
tempting by this means to defend ourselves against them. I seldom after-- , 

wards, when we were actually assailed by the musquitos, saw them in such 
numbers together. 

After having for several houre endured these inconveniences, about noon 
we reached a plaoe called Brakkefontein, belonging to a butcher in the Cape 
Town, of the name of Pfeil. The owner, happening to be there himself, 
brought us some refreshment~, which were particularly welcome after the 
hardships of a course to which we were as yet unaccustomed, in a hot day 
over a parched heath, without water, and without shade. The water of 
tbeee parts, which is collected in hollow trunks from the springs in the Table 

. Mountain, is very ill flavoured, indeed, in the hot summer months it is almost 
in-tolerable; and yet in the sequel we found that many .springs along the 
weetem coast were so much more so, that we should not unfrequently have 
been very glad of a glass of this water which we were now so ready to spurn 
and despise. 

When the great heat of the day was over, we again set forwards, and two 
hours farther arrived at a v_ery pretty spring of fine fresh clear water, · which 
was extremely reviving to us: our horses, who could not at all reconcile 
themselves to the Brakkefontein, enjoyed their present regale no less thau 
eurselves. This place is called the Hartebeestkraal, and was one of the 
many stations to which the name of Ausspannplatze was giYen, • because they 

• Tlae same reaeoa which the German author give, in a former note for retaining t~e names 
of places, u dley are called in the country, without attempting to translate them, may b~ 
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were established by tlie government for the benefit of travellers as· restinr
places at every half day's journey, and were open to every body: nobody h;cl 
exclusive possession of them. These establishments were more particularly
intended for the accommodation of the colonists living at a distance from the 
Cape, who used every year, or at least every two yeaFS, to come down to the. 
town either to dispose of_ their objects of trade, such as butter, soap, elephant's 
teeth, aloes, hides, &c. &c. or to collect the money for the cattle purchased 
from them by the butchers of the Cape Town, who sent their own servants up, 

· the country for this purpose. At their return the traders carried back such 
things as were requisite to supply their own little wauts. These objects ; 
consisted principally of linen and woollen cloth, implements of husbandry, 
tea, coffee, tobacco, groceries, spices, and drugs. Other . objects included · 
in these journeys were to pay the imposts to the government; to petition for 
new grants of land:,, or tor an extension of the old ones; to settle disputes 
which often arose with regard ·to the boundaries of their -different properties, 
and in general every thing relating to law business. But a · no less important 
object than any above enumerated was to conclude the marriages which . had 
been agreed upon, and to baptize the children which had been born in the 
interim; for these were ceremonies which could only be performed in the Cape 
Town. One · of the new regulatio~s made·by the Commissary-general in his 
progress through the country was, that such ceremonies were thenceforward 
to be performed before the Landdrost of each district. 

The time when these journeys of the colonists were usually undertaken 
was in the early part of the summer; or rather in the spring, that is to say, 

urged as a reason for retaining the German term, here used · ausspannplalze; since nothing of 
the kind being known in England, no English term could express what is meant. Spann in 
German has cxa~ly the same signification as atelage in French, meaning the whole together of 
the cattle attached to any carriage, whether horses, mules, or oxen : it may. be expressed by 
the word team in English as far as it relates to waggons or ca~te, but we never-apply that term 
to carriages, whereas the German spann and -the French atelage applies equally to tht1 one or the 
other; and ausspannplatze is a compound word, signifying a place to unharness and rest the 
sparin. These places appear to hne had no resemblance to inns, since they had no houses upon 
them: they were only enclosures for the cattle tc feed in, and were government establishments 
for the accommodation of the public, not prhate oaee for the profit _ of those by whom tbey, 

were kept.-TRANsLATOR• 
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in-the months which are so in· these parts, viz. about September or Ort(')hcr, . 
since at that time the cattle are · fatter and stronger, and find better fre<l b.r 
the way. The proper winter months, from April to August, would have 
l>een still better for· the cattle, but the wet and· cold of that time would have 
been pemil.-ioas to the human beings; besides which, there would have Leen 
danger of their being stopped on the road, even for weeks together, by the 
rivers being swelled so as to be rendered impassable. 
· It not unfrequently happened on these occasions that a whole month was 
spent upon the road, since it was not only by the head but by the whole 
family that the journey was · to be performed ·. This was done parrly because 
it was thought unsafe to leave the wife and children at home , unprotected, 
liable to attacks ·from the neighbouring savages, and partly because it was 
nec;essary to take all the draught cattle for the waggons which were to carry. 
the commodities, as well as most 0£. the slaves and Hottentots, so that the 
wife would have been left without servants and assistants; but the women 
were besides very much accustomed to roving, since the colonists of many 
parts· were from the very nature of the country compelled to follow a 
sort of Nomade life, and · take up their abode in winter at the distance of 
several day's journey from their summer residence. There were even some 
families who had no fixed abode (though this was against the express orders 
of the government), but who moved 'from place to place with. their housho]d 
and cattle, living io their waggons or under tents, only remaining in the same 
spot as long as they could find provender and water for their cattle, and any 
thing -whereupon · to subsist themselves. It was chiefly against these rovers 
that a very wise regulation made by the government was directed, viz. that 
no company shou~d be permitted to remain more than two days at au auss
pannplatze; if greater latitude had been given, it is very probable that such 
parties might not unfrequentJy have taken up their abode at these places ti11 
all the forage around them was devoured, and they were deprived of the 
meana of being of general utility. 
. The utility of such institutions; as the auupannplatzen,. which .many 
people considered pernicious, because they said much cultivable land was
lost by them, could not be more clearly evinced than by seeing the process 
of a- halt made at them by one of the travelling families above described~. 
The beat inn could not be equally eligible with one of these places, whel'a 
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they might consider themselves at home, and where they found free of 
ex.pence every thing requisite tQ gratify their most pressing wants. An 
African colonist, whom circumstances compelled to travel with so la1·ge a 
retinue, must unavoidably be provided with most things necessary for the 
subsistence of himself and his family during the journey, and when he 
atopped he wanted little more than a supply of water, and feed for his. 
cattle. • It must here be observed, that the hospitality ascribed in general so 
justly to the Africans never extended to the cattle: the colonist would with 
the utmost readiness :3et before a guest who came to his habitation a super
fluity both of provisions and drink for himself, without any idea of remune
ration; but he would not entertain the draught oxen in the same liberal 
way; for every one of them he expected to be paid at the rate of about a 
shilling a head per day. Travellers must therefore find great conve~ience in 
stopping at an aU88pannplatze where their oxen could feed gratis, and any · 
wants they might have themselves were readily supplied by the inhabitants 
of the neighbourhood. 

As the oxen are generally found to be stronger and not so soon fatigued by , 
travelling in the night . as in the day, the common practice was to ~et off late 
in the evening, and calculate the time so as to arrive at an aMSspannplatze 
about sun .. rise, or soon after. The women then built up a sort of hut under 
the shade of the waggon, where they made a fire, and getting out their 
pots and kettles, began to prepare their cookery. Of the salted meat which 
they brought with them, or of the flesh of .a sheep killed the day before, a 
soup was made, exceedingly strong and savoury ; but besides this very refoth
able dish, among these wanderers, whose table wu nothing more than a 
mat spread upon the ground, was to be seen the choicest game, which they 

' -had killed in their way with scarcely any trouble; such as might be contem
plated with envy by those who partak-e almost daily of what are commonly 
esteemed much more luxurious repasts. At noon they lay down to sleep, 
and at night the oxen were again put to the waggons, and the journey conti
nued. Another advantage supposed to be obtained by travelling in the night 
was, that le88 danger waa to be apprehended either from wild men or wild 
beasts. As both the animal• and their masters must be more watchful and 
active while going on, than when lying by to rest, the approach of an enemy 
of either kind was more immediately perceived, and the meana of def~nce 
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more expeditiously resorted to. This IJlanner of travelling would not, 
. howeyer, suit those who are desirous of gaining a knowledge of the 
country, consequently it was never practised by us but in cases of absolute 
necessity. 

It was not uncommon for the colonists to petition the government to grant 
them these ausspannplatzen (which were generally enclosures of from ten to 
twelve tiooU'88nd square roods)· in fee~ and semetimes . they were· granted on 
e--solem.n engagement made that they; shoulEI still be-~ontinued upon th'e smne 
footing as places- of public utility and accommodation. But wherever this 
was done it led to . endless discords and contentions; for not only did the 
holders of these farmed mllSpannplatzen endeavour in various ways to evade 
the coadition of furnishing travellers with water and feed for their ·cattle 
gratis, but in countries much frequented the whole benefit was engrossed by 
the farmers. It is a much better regulation that at certain times of the year 
tie eolonists living in the neighbourhood of an au,spannplatze shall he p~ 
mitted the use of it as a common place of forage. In general the spots which 
have hitherto been selected to be devoted to these purposes were the teut 
cultivable of the whole neighbourhood: · 

, . 
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CHAP. II. 

The JllaM"Oalley~-Gromekloof.-Gansekrllal.-The Van Runms' Farm, and Stud. 
-Mulical Slaou.-Le Yaillant', Friend John Slaber.-Uylekraal.-Dexterily of . 
the 4.frican Waggoners.-Teefontein.-Collection of Plants and Insects. 

To return from the digression which concluded my former -chapter. To
wards evening we arrived at the Klavervalley, a place made not many ·years 

. before by Mr. Sebastian Van Reenen. Here we were received with the 
utmost kindness and friendship by the owner and his whole family, and found 
the rest, . which, after a journey of fourteen hours, we began so much to 
want. Our waggons had arrived a short time before us, but they bad found 
so much difficulty in getting through the sandy road, that it was deemed 
necessary to add another waggon to our former number, thereby to lighten 
the weight of them all. The necessary arrangement& for this purpose coulq 
be miide with great ease since we bad determined to spend the following day 
in taking a survey of the neighbouring country. · · 

The next morning, therefore, l accompanied the Commissary-general, with 
some others of our fellow travellers, an hour's journey eastward_ to the ·part 
called the_ Groenekloof. This is the ·principal place of a district which goes 
under the same name, comprehending about thirty farms, some larger some 
smaller. In a still more extended sense the name of ,Groenekloof is applied . 
to a neighbouring chain of hills broken by a number oflittle vallies; these hills 
abound in springs of excellent water, and afford besides good grass for the 
cattle. This domain was at the time of its firit cultiyation devoted to 
feeding the oxen destined for furnishing the garrison, . the hospitals, and the 
slaves, at the Cape Town. It has since been judged better to farm out the 
furnishing meat for these purposes to private persons, and as the contractors 
send to distant parts for the cattle, which often grow lean upon the journey from 
its great length, they are kept here .for a time to recover their flesh before 
they are killed. Six other domains have in like manner been gran.ted hy the 
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government to the same contractors for the purposes of husbandry and feeding 
cattle. · 

In these domains the farmers h~d also the liberty of carrying on salt
works, for which they paid a yearly rent of about twelve hundred dollars, 
they being bound to furnish the Cape Town with fine salt at the price of 
three dollars and a half per bushel. • The salt-pans were at some distance 

· upon the shore, but the space was so confined that the works were carried on 
to great disadvantage, so that the government were in the end obliged to make 
considerable alterations in the compact. -

\Ve returned about noon to the Klavervalley, and in the afternoon visited 
the brother of our host, Mr. Jacob Van Reenen, a man whose name is well 
known from his travels into Caffraria.• This gentleman lives at a place upon 
the coast called the Ganzekraal, about an hour's distance from the Klaver
valley: it formerly belonged to the government, hut is now his own property. 
Both this place and the Klavervalley are among the best and most fertile 
spots, not only of these parts, but of the whole colony. No people deserve 
more credit for the great pains they have taken in the improvement of agricul
ture and the treatment of cattle than the numerous family of the Van Reenens: 
almost all these brothers, those even who are properly citizens, and inhabi
tants of the Cape Town, have some farming concerns in the interior. As 
an instance of l\lr . Jacob Van Reenen 's attention to these things, and of his 
ardour in the pursuit of them, it may be mentioned, that he this year has 
cultivated two hundred and forty acres of land t on which he has bestowed 
sixteen hundred loads of manure. He told us, moreover, thM he could 
insure excellent crops by only manuring his lands every three years. One 
of his fields, husbanded in this way, had already produced him crops for 
twenty-four years successively . 

Equal fertility is not observable every where in these parts, and it is in this 
instance rather to be ascribed to the neighbourhood of the sea than to the 
goodness of the soil: there are many other spots, particularly the Klavervalley, 

• Journal of a journey from the Cape of Good Hope, undertaken in 1790 and 1791, by 
Jacob Van Reenen and others of his countrymen. By Captain Edward Riou, London, 1791. 

_ t Wherever I speak of mrasurcs in this work I must be understood to mean the usual Rhine 
land measure. 

f 
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much mo~ fertile by nature than the lands of Mr. Jacob Van Reenen. Tlie 
property of the latter consists almost entirely of a tract of land more than an 

· hour in length, but seldom exceeding five hundred feet in breadth, which 
seems formerly to have been the bed of a river, end whicb towards the south 
i1 bounded by a tolerably high shore, which shelters it from the parching 
winds that blow from that quarter, as well as in some measure from the 
acorching rays of the sun, both of which have double force when they 
:eome over the water. It requires only some observations upon the draining 
of tracts subject to be overflowed, to render them extremely valuable. That 
a field of luceme was mowed eight times in a summer is a striking proof of 
the great fertility of this valley. Some sorts of European grass which Mr. 
:Van Reenen has sown here have succeeded particularly well. It must not be 
-forgotten that it is these lands which especially require after some years to be 
supported by plenty of manure . 
. , That such ample returns from the lands is not generally to be expeeted 

• must not, however, be entirely ascribed to ignorance and want of attention in 
the owners, but much more to the great distance from the Cape Town, so 
that they cannot have the same supply of manure, to the want of a sufficient 
.capital to expend upon the culture, and to not having a sufficient number of 
alaves for tilling the ground. As long as these obstacles continue, and the 
proprietors depend only on slaves for the culture of their lands, no sanguine 
hopes are to be entertained of agriculture being greatly improved in the inte
rior of the colony. 

Our secobd day of rest at the Klavervalley was devoted by the Commis
sary general to visiting another government station called the Groote-post, by 
which means we saw a different part of the Groenekloof. In the afternoon 
we were visited by Mr. Jacob Van Reenen and other colonists of the neigh
bourhood. The former gave me many very interesting details respecting his 
travels in Caffraria, and evinced a knowledge of the natural history and geo
graphy of the country which is seldom to be found among the inhabitants of 
southern Africa. In his youth he had been in Europe, and had travelled 
through France and Holland: his wife is sister to our celebrated Mr • 

. Persoon. 
Mr .. Yan Reen en had some of the best horses of his stud brought out to 

show us. The finest among them was an English horse, which, under the 
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former government, he had procured from England at much trouble ancJ 
e±"pence, but he hoped to repay himself I,y the improvement it had introduced 
among his breed; indeed, the colts we saw were a convincing proof that his 
hopes were not likely to be deceived. It is not easy to determine of what 
species the original race of horses at the Cape may have been, as many of 
these animals were brought from Europe very early in the establishment of the 
colony . This is certain, that in the time of Vander Stell, horses' were brought 
hith.er from Persia; and in the middle of the last century some of the race 
frotn. South America, here called Spanish horses, were introduced at the Cape 
Tovv~ _ These are a sort of dapple-grey horse, of a middling size, very strong ·ia · 
the breast, and are found extremely useful as draught horses. Some of the 
pure race of the Persians have been preserved in the northern districts of the 
colony; the peculiar characteristics of these are, that they are very taU, have 
great strength in their knee bones, and can endure a grea~ deal of fatigue: 
they are of a light brown colour. }i'ew among either race arc, strikingly 
handsome. . 

People who have studied these matters, assert that an African horse is • 
third weaker in drawing than an European one, but the former have very
much the advantage of the latter in climbing mountains and steep pl&ces. · 
The Africans, besides, owing to their being accustomed from their youth to 
seek their nourishment upon dry mountains, are easily satisfied, and grow so 
hard in the hoofs that there is no occasion to shoe them. They do not bear 
very severe or long continued exertion, so that oxen are universally employed 
to draw heavy waggons destined to go any considerable distance from tbe 
Cape Town. To enable them to continue at their work they must often be 
suffered to rest, and must be well fed with barley or oats. If attention be 
paid "to these things they will hold out longer than European horses under 
similar circumstances: it is indeed almost incredible what a prodigious quan
tity of ground they will traverse in a very few days. Most of them go a 
sort of short gallop, very agreeable to the rider as well as to the horse, and 
they will hold it out for a Jong time, •if not unreasonably pressed forwards; if 
prtased, they soon become ' lame and stiff. This pace appears so natural to . 
the l"aee of horses in question that it is not without some difficulty the riders 
can ever get t'hem into a trot or walk. 

E 2 
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lu the cn·ni11~ Mr. Van Rccnen entertained t;1e company with a concert 
performed by his slaves. They played first a chorus, and afterwards several 
marches and dances upon clarinets, french horns, and bassoons. The in
struments were good, and there was great reason altogether to be pleased 
with the performance, though much was wanting to render the harmonv .. ___ 

complete. They afterwards played upon violins, violoncellos, and flutes, on 
which they performed equally well. It is not uncommon to find the same 
thing among many families at the Cape, · and there are many freed-men in the 
town who gain their living by instructing the slaves in music: but neither 
master or scholars know a single note : they all play entirely by the ear. 
This practice receives great encouragement from the natural inclination that 
the slaves, particularly the l\lalaJs, have to music, from the passion for 
dancing that prevails among the young people of the colony, and from tLe 
advanta~·e the gentlemeu find in having them at hand 011 all occasions of 
festivity. I know.many great houses in which there is 11ot one of the slaves 
that canuot play upon some instrument, and where an ord11 stra is irnme
diatdy collected together, if the young people of the house, when they are 
visited in the afternoon by their acquaintance, like to amuse themselves with 
dancing for an hour or two. At a nod the cook exchanges his saucepan for 
a flute, the groom <p1its his curry-comb and takes his violin, and the gar
dener throwing aside his spade sits down to the violoncello.• 

On the morning of the 12th of October we quitted the Klavervallcy and 
its ho~pitahle owner. At the departure · of the Commissary general he was 
saluted according to the custom of the country, as the representative of the 
go,·crumcnt, with the firing of some small guns. The same was repeated at 
almost every place we visited, or only passed by, and it seemed to be made 
so great a point of by the good people, that they would not have considered 

• This acc:11111t of the rrauin<'ss with which at the Cape the slaves exchange ono employment 

for anoth<'r forms a striking contra~t to the llindoo scnants in India, no one of whom is e,er 

cn1sa;c:d for more than one purposr, or will ever stir a hand or foot to do any thing which is 
nol l:is or her particular province. The cook, the groom, the gardener, will work indefatigably 

from morning till night at their respective occupations, but notbing can induce them, neither 

thrrats nor intrratic~, neither the hope or being rewarded nor the fear or offending, to ghe the 
kast a~,is tancc in any other, though it should be e,cr so much wantcd.-TnA~ILATOR, 
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any thing hut an aLsol11tC' want of powder a sufficient e:,ccu!§e (or emitting itp 
Even g·uests of an inferior rank, if they arc in any way entitle _d to <listinctiou, 
or if people wi:-:h to do them honour, are salut1·d at their departure with firi11g 
off a couple of common fowling-pieces. Jt ·has many times happened to 
me in my subsc(p1cnt travels, when . I was alone, that in case of ha\'i11:; 
per1,,rme<l a cure, or done any thing else which gave purticlJJar pfc_>asure, 
such ho11ours were paid to me. The value of this token of respect \Vill Le: 
best unde1-stoo<l by those who are well aware how much gunpowder is au . 
object of indispensable necessity to the colonists, and how ill they can afford 
to use it unnecessarily. ,rithout this medium of defoncc against their savage 
neighbours and against wild beasts, without the power that it gives of up

holding acquisitions already made, and of makiug new ones in the game that 
cootribuks towards the supply of their table, no African household can be 
loug supported :-and it must be moreover taken into consideration, that from 
the general scarcity of powder which sometimes prevails in the colony, tl.e 
govt:rnmcnt will not allow an individual to have more than one or two pou11J1> 
in his possession at a time ;-tlie value of a single salute is then indeed very. 

great. 
Our way lay at first through the hills and valleys of the Groenekloof, till 

at the north-west extremity of this circuit we arrived at a place called the 
Oranjefontein: here the country becomes more flat, sandy, and dry. After . 
travelling fom hours and a half, we arrived at a small house which stood in a 

solitary and mournful situation on the declivity of a steep hill, called the 
Klipberg. This hill had formerly been a signal station, as we recognised 
from an old cannon now lyin~ upon the top, and the house had been the
habitation of the watchman who attended to the signals. Here we found 

Le Vaillant's well-known hunting companion, John Slaber, now a lean hag
gard looking old man, who had already exceeded the ordinary limits of man's 
life. · His venerable father, so justly celebrated by Le \' aillant, had been 
dead more than seventeen years. He died so poor that it was necessary to
sell the Teefontein, and his children were all settled in small farms. He, as 
well as all belonging to him, spoke in very warm terms of Le Vaillant, and 
talked over with evident pleasure a thousand little circumstances of his visit. 

He had learned from other travellers that he was mentioned by Le Vaillant 

in his ~ritiogs, and seemed much delighted at being thus brought into notice ... 
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When ,ve questioned ou1· host upon the subject of the tiger-hunt represented 
by the traveJler as so extremely dangerous, he did not seem to make much 
of it, and on our reading to him the description given by Le Vaillant, he 
declared that the principal circumstances were mere invention. The good 
old mother of John Slaber I had seen several times at the Cape Town at the 
liouse of my friend Hesse, the Lutheran minister. From her and her daugh
ters I heard like expressions of regard for Le Vaillant, which however were 
sometimes accompanied with exceptions against his too minute description 
of their household economy and manner of liv:ing together. This worthy 
woman died in 1804, a.t the very advanced age of ninety; a length of years 
rarely attained in these parts. 

The continuation of our way was along a stony and sandy plain, which was 
strewed over with some low solitary shrubs. .Many sorts of heath plants 
enlivened in a degree the dreariness of the _scene: we saw several pelar
gonicu, gnid<.e, and pcisserinte, with here and there 9: plant something of the 
lily kind, and abundance of garteria, asters, elich1ysia, and others of the 
syngenesia class, the rays of which were even now expanded to the mid-day 
sun. To our right the g~eat chain of hills which runs from the north to 
Cape Agulhas reared their rugged heads in the distance, and we could plainly 
distinguish th~ peak, at the foot of which on the other side is the ravine 
which runs to the valleys of Roodezand. 

The place which' we reached towards evening, and where we determined 
to take up our abode for the night, is called Uylekraal. It was the farm of 
a certain Conrad Laubscher, who supported himself by growing corn and 
breeding horses. 1n· the rude manner in which his house ,vas built, in the 
~eanty manner in which it was furnished, and in the bumble clothing of our 
host, we immediately recognised our being already at a considerable distance 
from the Cape Town ; yet even here there was an attention to neatness and 
cleanliness, wh~h we could not but acknowledge was extremely commend
able; and this \, ·e never failed to see among the colonists, even in the most 
wretched houses upon the borders. The house was too small to lodge the 
whole party, so some of our tents were set up, and here ,ve commenced 
sleeping in the field. As there was yet some time remaining before the hour 
of retiring to rest, Laubscher brought out a light waggon, to which he har
lleiieed eight horses, and taking the reins ,.,ith one hand and his long whip 
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with c:he other, drove our ladies and a part of the company (the rest fol
fowing on horseback) in an hour to the Teefontein; which estate now belongs 
to Afr_ .John Van Reenen, the eldest brother of the gentlemen whom we had 
already -visited. 

All the address of our European waggon drh,ers vanishes entirely before 
the very superior dexterity in this way shewn by the Africans. In a very 
brisk ~rot, or even in a gallop, they are perfect masters of eight horses, and 
if the road be indifferent they avoid with the utmost skill every hole and 
every st<>oe. With horses, as with oxen, the long whip serves not only to 
regulate the pace of the animals, but to keep them all in a strait line; if any 
one inclines ever so little from it, a touch from the whip puts him imme
diately i oto his place again. Laubscher gave us a singular proof of his dex
terity in using his whip, for while we were in full trot he · saw at a little dis
tance trom the road on a ploughed land a bird which had alighted upon the 
ground, when giving the whip a flourish, he struck the bird instantly, and. 
killed it upon the spot. His talents in driving astonished us so much 
the more, as he took the whole management upon himself, nor had any 
assistance from the slave who usually sits by the driver, and holds the reins, 
while he only touches them when he wants to guide the horses to the one 
side or the other: the sharpest corners are turned in this way at full trot. 
This dexterity is so universal that the people seemed surprised at our seeing 
any thing in it to admire. · 

The Teefontein is one of the best spots in this sandy country, and the grass 
it Produces is particularly good for the feed of sheep and horses. In the 
shade of high trees these parts are wholly deficient, and those which are to 
be seen in Le Vaillant's engravings are probably introduced there only with 
the idea of embellishing the landscape. The water is good and well-flavoured, 
but not io great abundance: its yellowish hue, from which the spring derives 
its name, is doubtless owing to particles of iron. \Ve were here regaled with 
8 genuine African dish, 1the anis root,• which has a strong spicy taste, and 
when cooked seems extremely nourishing. It is in perfection at this time 
of the Year, and is sometimes brought to the Cape Town as a delicacy. 

• Probably the sium filifolium of Thunberg. 
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We returned at night to the dwelling of our host, when I made use of the 
space afforded by my tent for arranging and putting in order the insects and 
plants which I had thus far collected. I now perceived that the booty I had 
acquired far exceeded my expectations, since I had not hoped to find much 
in this most unfruitful part of the colony. I remarked, extremely to my satis
faction, that these sandy downs were inhabited by insects and plants wholly 
appropriate to the spot, and varying extremely from those more immediately 
in the neighbourhood of the Cape Town. Most of them, upon 'a closer 
examination, appeared so entirely new, that I must suspect the naturalists 
who have gone before me of having neglected these parts exceedingly; if not, 
they must have travelled through them at a very unfavourable season of 
the year.• l should conceive that a man could scarcely explore this 
country without almost involuntarily becoming a naturalist. My spirit of 
collecting these objects seemed to be caught by many of our party ; and what 
we acquired in a day, which we considered as tolerably productive, was 
always well worthy our attention. With how much trouble soever the 
collecting them was accompanied, how great soever were our losses through 
the want of foresight among the slaves, by the overturning of the waggons, or 
by the injury received from wet in• passing through deep rivers ;-or how 
much soever was suffered from the want of sufficient room for stowing them 
propel'Jy, from the necessity of sometimes gathering the plants in a high 
wind, or catching the insects in a heavy rain ;-still with all these allays to 
our collections being so good as we could wish, the pleasure we derived from 
them was greater than can be comprehended by any who do not take delight 
in similar pursuits. 

+ The riches of Southern Africa, in objects of natural history hitherto unknown, has licen 
Mnfirmcd by the collection of . insects which I brought with me. Among between six and sevc-n 

hundre,I sorts there were three hundred and forty which Professor llligt•r found entirely new. 

A small collection sent over a short time before by the Lutheran minister, IIcssc-, to my friend, 

Mr. Hausmann (an account of which has been given in Professor llliger's Entomological 
Magazine), was 110 less rich in rare objects. This collc{:tion was chidly made in the neigh. 

bourhood of the Tc-rfontein, and at our visit there \fC found the daughter of Mr. Van Rcc~m 

' ciccupicd in completing it. 
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CHAP. III. 

Soldanla Bay-Frugal Meal al Geelbek-Hi,toryand Description of Sald~nltt1 Bay.
Upon it, .Atloantag·es and Disad'fJantages, and upon the different Plans whicA haoe 
been proposed for ob-oiating the lalter.-Flock of Flamingo1.-The /1/antl, of 
Saldanha Bay.-lnteruting Old Soldier. 

EARLY in the morning of the following day preparations for our.departure 
were made; when the tents being struck, and with the rest of our .field 
equipage repacked, we se~ forward at seven in the morning. We came 
again to the Teefontein which we had visited the day before ; aod notwith
standing our haste to get on, that we might lie by in the great heat of the 
day, the friendly oivners insisted upon our stopping to take a breakfast with 
them. We then proceeded on our way through a country very much re
sembling what we had traversed the day before, passing a stream, called here . 
the Long Fountain, which proved a great comfort to our horses, as it gave · 
them an opportunity of quenching for awhile the thirst by which they suffered 
so much. From hence the country grows more and more sandy, and it was 
really grievous to see the exertions which it cost our poor oxen to draw 
the waggons along. The waggoners had the good sense to propose 
their going along the eastern shore of the bay, while we ourselves explored 
the peninsula which lies beween the l,ay and the open sea. 

After three hours very fatiguing travelling, ·both to ourselves and our cattle, 
in an almost insupportable heat, we at length espied the southern end of the 
bay: the sight of this smooth expanse of water, surrounded by a circuit of 
high hills, was quite reviving _to us. A house which we saw at a little 
distance seemed to offer us all that was wanting to the full enjoyment of the 
acene--protection from the heat of th~ sun; but, alas! when we arrived we 
found it entirely shut up, nor was any sign of another human habitation to 
be discovered within the reach of our eyes. We had therefore half resolved 
to set up a tent for our h,moured chief and the ladies, under the shelter pf a 

F 
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half-ruined shed, when we were addressed by an old man, who appeared of 
Mozambique, in a language composed of Portuguese, Dutch, apd Malay. 
He gave us to understand that he belonged to tlae house, and took care of the 
~xen in a neighbouring field-that his master was absent, hut he had come to 
;ffer us his services. In answer to our request to be admitted into the house, 
he said that his master had taken the key with him, but we were exceedingly 
welcome to the use of his own little apartment. Here we found a .cleaa 
table, a couple of stools, and a couch wit4 au ox hide spread over it, but 
iIJ our situation even iucb accommodations were mo.tt acceptable. 19 addition 
to what cold provisions we had with us, he brought us his whole little stock 
of bread; we enquired for eggs, as we saw poultry about the place; hut this 
dealland wus not easily satisfied, As · there was no roost for the hens, they 
laid their eggs about in the fields, and it was not till after a good deal of 
searching that our people could collect a dozen. Refreshed, however, by 
tbis frugal gieal ·and two hour'1:1 rest, we set forwards again in the afternoon! 
we learnt afterwards from the slaves that this plaee was called Geelbek. 

Our course was now along the western shore of the bay, sometimes upon 
the very sand itself; sometimes over the rocks which projected almost into 
the water; when we had indeed a delightful view ·over the bay. The fisher
mens' huts strewed about the shore-the still water, peopled with here and 
there a flamingo, and various other sorts of water-fowl-the hilly tract on the 
other side, bounded at last by the lofty and picturesque Piket mountain, 
composed altogether a very fine landscape, which from its diversity was more 
particularly deserving of admiration. The fault of African scenery in general 
is that its principal characteristic is a dry and naked uniformity: the lover of 
the picturesque will above all things find the want of a rich foreground, and 
must call to his assistance either the habitat _ions of mapkind, or their 

_ employments. 
In the midst -of the peninsula a rugged and lofty mountain runs directly 

into the bay. Over it lies the road, with deep precipices on the right hand, 
and on the left crags, .on which were growing many sorts of succulent plants, 
and shrubs with leaves of a greenish grey. _The noise of our cavalcade 
frightened numbers of little antelopes, who, starting up on both sides, 
fled through the bushes, so that w~ could only now and then catch a glimpse 
of them as they from time to time raised their hea<ls to look at us. All on a· 
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sudden the van of our troop, who were armed with fowling-pieces, stopped 
short, alarmed with the writhings of a frightful serpent upon the ledge of a 
crag, which raised up its crest, swelling and puffing itself out. One of the 
men aimed his piece at it, and shot it dead instantly . It proved to be a 
P'!f-addtr, as we believed, one of the most poisonous species that are found in 
this country; but ·since no branch of natural history in Southern Africa has. 
been.hitherto .more neglected than the reptiles, I am not able to give the 
scientific name with any degree of certainty. This animal is distinguishable 
by a disproportionate thickness, and by a body handsomely spotted with black 
and \Vhite spots upon a brownish ground; it has this peculiarity, that when it 
is enraged it swells out its neck to a very great fiize. It measured in length • 
about an ell and a half, and was about six inches round in its greatest 
circumference. 

Tbe ·sun was already going down when we reached the government-p09t in 
Saldanha Bay. The 11upe1intendent of the bay, who bears the title of post• · 
bolder, lives in a very convenient well furnished house upon the shore, to the 
left of which is a prominent hill, bearing the signal-post on its highest point. 
By the side of the house is a spring of tolerably good water, but the supply is 
so scanty that it is secured by a wall and cover, which can be fastened down. 
The name of the present postholder is Stoffberg: he is by birth a German, 
and was formerly a subordinate officer in the garrison of the Cape. He re• 
ceived us with great hospitality, and took infinite pains during the two days 
that we remained here to make us thoroughly acquainted with every thing 
relating to the bay. The reader will perhaps not be displeased at my inser .ting 
an abstract of the information which I obtained relative to this interest· 
ing spot. 

Saldanha Bay has hitherto had the fate, the perverse fate as it may perhaps 
justly be called, of being falsely laid down even in the latest maps, and of 
being no less erroneously described. Of this the following notice, when 
compared with former ones, will be a sufficient proof. 

Antonio de Saldanha, commander of the third division of a Portuguese 
fleet, which was under the supreme command of the celebrated Albuquerque, 
and was destined to pursue the disc~veries of Vasco de Gama, landed, as Barros• 

• Joam de Barros dos fcctos que os Portugueses fizevam.-Lbboa 155Z. A more amplo 
accouat may be seea iD tlto Histor1 of the Discoveries io Souther& Afric.}, 
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relate, in the year 1503, .in a bay of Southern Africa, which ,vas in the 
sequel called after him, Alguada de Saldauha.-This was no other than what 
is now called Table Bay, as is sufficiently proved by all the circumstances which 
Barros minutely details. For a whole cen.tury it retained the •name of the 
Portuguese hero, and it was called so equ11Ily by the English, till in the year 
1601 its present name of Table Bay was given it by the Dutch navigator, 
George Spilberg. It was then, though I have not been able to discover bf 
what means, that the name of Saldanha Bay was transferred to that of which 
we are now to treat. On account of its want of good water, this has 
never been much used as a road for large ships, and since the commence
ment of the seventeenth century it has been little frequented but by whale 
fishers and !Jeal catchers. 

In the beginning of the eighteenth century the Dutch began to cultivate 
th_e land in the neighbourhood of the bay, when it soon appeared that parti
cular spots were fertile beyond all expectation. The fields on the coast, 
a~ove all, which were moistened by the vapours from the sea, afforded, even 
in the poorest years, abundance of wholesome food for the cattle. How 
imperfectly this bay was then known is obvious from examining the old maps, 
and reading the description given of it by Kolbe. lo most of the maps it is· 
represented as running a great way inland, in an almost easterly direction; 
Mr. Barrow's is the first in which a more accurate delineation is given, 
but on comparing even his with what accompanies this work, it will be found 
that they differ in many essential points. I leave this comparison to any 
reader who chooses to make it, as far as the figure of the bay is concerned, 
and shall only observe here that our maps vary no less as to its situation. 
According to Mr. -Barrow the mouth of the bay is in latitude 33° 10' south;
according to my calculations it is 32° 54'. • 

Saldanha Bay is unquestionably the most secure and convenient harbour 
on the whole coast of Southern Africa; indeed, there are not many to be 

• Mr. Barrow, in the second part of his Truels, acknowledges the defectiveness of his mal>) 
though not with the man}y frankness and openness which might be wished. Against the 
f,nourablc testimony of General Vandeleur, to which he appeals, I must Tenture to set up my 
lilwn, and obsene that I seldom found it of any use: a,, for example, Graaft' Reynctt and Algoa 
Bay are laid clown a whole degree too far eastward. . 
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foun~ in .other parts equal to it for size, security, and the goodness of the 
anchorage. Five little islands, three of which are at the mouth of the 
harbour, the other two towards the southern part, appear planted there by the 
hand of nature, to break the force of the west winds which blow into the 
bay: it is besides almost surrounded with hills, so that none but the north 
wind, which is here very rare, can disturb the smoothness and glassy surface of 
the ~ater. The bay is large enough to contain sever~) fleets ; and the 
northern part of the bason, called the Hoetjes Bay, i~ of such a breadth, and 
the water so deep, that the largest ships can not only lie safely at anchor, but 
can even manreuvre there. Towards the south the bay assumes constantly more 
and more the appearance of a fresh-water lake; it grows gradually shallower and 
shallower, and abounds exceedingly with fish. l\lr. Stoffberg ~ssured me that 
as much fish had once been taken in a single afternoon as when salted filled 
six hogsheads. As this is a sort of food that the slaves love exceedingly, 
many colonists have fisheries in the bay, or fetch in cart loads from the 
owners of the above mentioned fishing-huts, the provision for their house
hold. The salted fish is sent from hence over the Tulbagh, even as far as the 
Bokkeveld and Goudinie. In the winter months the whale, called by 
Linnreus balama glacialis, appears in shoals in the bay, and may be taken 
with very little trouble. 

The land hereabouts, as has been already observed, is extremely fertile, 
and by improving the mode of husbandry pursued, the crops of corn might 
probably be increased at least a third. The garden-vegetables are thought to 
be particularly well flavoured. 

Amid so many favourable circumstances, it may perhaps seem a matter of 
wonder that . at the establishment of the colony this spot was not rather 
chosen for building a town than the open and insecure shores of Tul7le Bay ; 
at least it may appear strange that ships do not by preference run in here in 
wfoter; but against so many advantages one disadvantage must be acknow
ledged, which perhaps counterbalances them all, and that is the want of good 
water. The quantity of this indispensable article to be obtained here is so 
small that it hardly deserves to be mentioned, when the question is to supply 
a numerous a~semblage of persons, or to administer to the wants of a fleet. 
The well belonging to the spring at the government-post will contain thirty 
hogsheads, but it is seldom that above a fourth part of that quantity can be 
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drawn in one day. The p·ostholder can scarcely satisfy the wants of ~ven a 
very small travelling party, without endangering the not leaving a sufficiency 
for his own cattle and his household purposes. Another spring upon the 
signal-post hill is perfectly salt, and though in flowing down it loses this 
quality in a certain degree, which is somewhat extraordinary, still even at the 
bottom it is undrinkable: the water has been found equally salt and brackish 
in several wells that have been dug. A question may here very naturally be 
asked/ whether no attempts have been made to remedy or at leastto alleviate 
this evil, and if any, of-what description. It is certain that the attention of 
many persons who understand these matters perfectly has been ex~rcised 
upon it; but hitherto to very little purpose. Mr. Barrow, in his work, bas. 
offered many well sounding hints upon the subject, but they are only such as 
had bee1i brought forward long before by different inhabitants of the Cape, 
This induces me to dwell somewhat diffusely upon them, and to examine the 
question more closely, and under more variety of aspects than it has been 
examined by him. 

This gentleman, who in some respects is undo_ubtedly an estimable writer, 
.has, as well as his imitators, raised a great outcry against the confined views, 
the inactivity, and cupidity of the former Dutch government, which they say 
threw a damp upon all endeavours at improvement; and this is'now become 
so much the general voice of all the reading part of Europe, that I should be 
almost fearful of saying any thing in opposition to it, were it not that better 
information, and a consciousness of the utmost impartiality, urges me to speak, 
and would render a timid silence an offence against truth. Auduztur tl 

altera pars. 
It should always be borne in mind that the ju4gment to be formed.of any 

measure must depend much upon the relati9n it bears to the powers of the 
person or persons by whom it is to be pmsued, and to the degree of benefit 
which may eventually be derived from it.-To apply this rule to the present 
case, it may be asked whether while the Dutch were masters of the colony 
'it was ever desirable that Saldar,ha Bay should be provided with water and all 
other things in which it is deficient for supplying the wants of ships: I do not 
hesitate a moment to answer this question.in the negative, and these_ are my 

- reasons. 
\ 

Granted that Saldanha Day • was on a sudder:i amply furnished with water., 
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aud by this means rendered the most eligible harbour upon the whole coast, 
what would be the advantages derived from it ?-that it would be more fre .. 
quented by ships, that the situation of the country round would be improved, 

, that foreigners would perhaps reside there, that houses would be built, that in 
short a new colony would be established. But this it must be well understood 
would c::_ontinue only as long as it might please the English to remain at peace, 
and permit neutral vessels free ingress and egress to and from the place. 

And how are these advantages to be obtained, excepting at the expense of 
deserting the present colony at the Cape Town. Enormous costs must be 
incurred for erecting fortifications, magazines, barracks, and other necessary 
buildings, above all, a permanent administration in the mother country would 
be indispensable, that the sub-government here might not be liable to be 
changed. Another important question is, what number of troops would be 
requisite to defend works so much more extensive as they must necessarily 
be, and to garrison the posts which must then be established all along 
the coast from the Cape to the bay. And for whom would all these enormous 
expences be incurred ?-only for the English, who, at the breaking out of every 
new war, would probably be seized with their usual longing again to possess 
themselves of this settlement. Let the number of troops employed by Hol-

' land in the defence of .the colony be ever so great, the English will send a 
greater force against it. The favourable circumstances attending the bay 
may be urged; the little islands at its mouth, the heights by which it is sur
rounded, so formed by nature for the erection of batteries and works of 
defence; the superiority of the English naval tactics would laugh at these 
things, they would sail th_rough, spite of the batteries, and effect a landing at 
the-back of the island&. 

No, in the inaccessibility and inhospitality of the African coast, in the un
fruitfulness of the soil, arid want of water about her bays, has consisted hither
to the principal means of her defence. The force cou Id at any time be concen
trated 011 one point, and being assailable only on the side of the sea, no appre
hensions were to be entertained of an attack on the rear by land. The diffi. 
eulties of a landing in Saldanha Bay were sufficiently experienced by 
England in_ its expedition against the colony in 1S06. It was superfluous, 
becauae the ~tter would have been much sooner decided in the neighbour
hood of the Cape; indeed, the plan must inevitably bave miscarried, if the 
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orders issued by the governor for the inhabitants to retire into the interior of 
the country, carrying with them their cattle and all their moveable property, 
or destroying whatever they could not carry away, had been punctually 
obeyed; and this would have been done, if the citizens of the Cape Town, 
who had possessions there, had shared in any degree the zeal and enthusiasm 
of the distant colonists. It would have been an unpardonable fault in the 
Dutch government, if they had attempted to form a settlement of any conse
quence in any of the bays near the Cape, since their inability to defend them 
either by land or water would have rendered them only a certain prey to the 
enemy irt case of a new war. 

Let us now examine the plans that have been·suggested for procuring a 
supply of water in Saldanha Bay. Before Mr. Barrow, it had been proposed 
by ~Ir. Frederic Kirsten to make a canal from the Berg river to the bay. 
Against this project, which has cost its supporters many quires of paper, and 
some drawings, several weighty considerations may be urged: I cannot pretend 
here to give a complete analysis of them, but the following are among the 
most important. 

In the first place, the little fall that this canal would have. The water for 
four miles• up the Berg river continues to be salt, and the canal must com
mence half a mile higher up, where this river joins its waters with those of 
the Zout, so that the canal must be carried along a course of six miles and a 
half. As it is then agreed that the level of the water in Saldanha Bay is the 
same as that in the Berg river, where it ceases to be salt, there would be no 
more fall for the waters of the canal through so long a course, than the Berg 
river has in half a mile: but it seems never to have entered into the heads of 
the projectors that any attention to the levels of the waters was necessary: 
Further, in order to conduct the canal by the nearest way, and render it of the 
greatest possible advantage, high hills must be cut through. Moreover, the 
whole work must be carried through a sandy country, which is ill suited to an 
open canal; and if it should be. proposed to conduct the water by means· of 
leaden pipes, it must be considered that the least injury received by them in 
any part would occasion an entire stoppage of the whole. Lastly, the Berg 

• It must here be recollected that the writer reckons by Gerlll&ll miles, eYery" one of which is 

equal to the miles English,-TRA.NSLATOR. 
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river itself is not at all times or the year well supplied with water, all 
.Mr. Barrow himself observes: the supply is sometimes so scanty, that ves .. 
sels_in Saldanha Ilay, depending on this canal for furnishing them with the 
~essary provision of water, might run the hazard of being detained for a: 
length of ti111e, which would not be found very pleasant. Nay, it is not 
impossible that through malice the water might be stopped at a moment 
when large fleets are lying in the hay, which would be a very sufficient reason 
i>r deterring them from ever making a second visit of the kind. I s&y nothing 
here of the expense: it is estimated by Mr. Barrow at about ten thousand 
pounds sterling, a sum ~hich might indeed be sufficient in Europe, but not 
in a country where nothing is done but by the hands of slaves, every one of 
wham costa at least half a dollar per day, while after all he does not get 
through above a third part of the work performed by an European day. 
labourer. 

Another plan has been to make the canal from the spring at the ,Vhite
Cliff, which is not more than a mile and a half from Saldanha Bay, and from 
which there is a much greater fall. But this spring would never yield half 
sufficient for any considerable number of vessels ;-and here again the 
advantage deriverl would not answer the expense incurred. 

All the abortive attempts that have been made by digging to find good 
water still cannot convince Mr. Barrow that none is to be found; the fault 
has been jn the poor peasants who did not understand how to search for it, 
for water there must be, because at the distance of ten or twelve miles lies a 
range of high lulls, whence it must filter through the ground in subter-
ranean channels, and this is proved by the granite to be found at a certain 
depth in the earth. This theory of Mr. Barrow's is pretty much of the same 
nature with that formed by him upon the saltness of the sea, and is one of 
the errors which in another place he has demonstrated more at large. The 
difticulty of bringing these lands. into high cultivation, according to him, is 
not to be ascribed to their nature, it must be sought for in the character of . 
the ~easors and in the faults of the gov~rnment, and he dips his pen in, 
the bitterest gall, to represent both, as then, pl,u ultra of rusticity, of awk-· . 
wardness, of short-sightedness, and of cupidity. He cannot forgive the 
Batch goverµment that it bu -not expended enormous sums upon the colony 
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to make it a more brilliant conquest for the minister of his king ;-to render 
the acquisition of it a more dazzling exploit in the eyes of the people. 

It is proved by the registers of the former East-India Company that.the 
establishment at the Cape of Good Hope, during one hundred and forty-three 
years that it remained under the government of that society, had more than a 

· hundred millions of guilders expended upon it, without reckoning what little 
the colony itself contributed towards its support. The gains derived from it 
were at the same time small, since during peace all other naval powers. 
shared the advantages of the establishment, without contributing any thing 
more to its support than the trifling sum paid for an~horage there. In time 
of war, on the contrary, the defence of it was an immense expense to the 
possessors, and the little advantages it derived from its trade were almost 
entirely annihilated, because not only the ships ofthe enemy absented them
selves, but it was almost equally deserted by neutrals . This colony would 
long ago have become the prey of one of the two great naval powers, had it 
not been that their reciprocal envy of each other preserved the possession of 
it to Holland. They preferred its remaining in the hands of a subordinate 
power to its passing into those of an enemy, ·and nothing was more natural 
than that England should become master of it, when France sunk only to a 
secondary rank as a naval power . 
. During the seven years that the colony of the Cape was in the possession 
of. England, not less than sixteen millions of pounds sterling was expended 
upon it by the British government, as has been asserted by several English
men from the most authentic documents, and yet in what a wretched con
dition was it when restored to Holland in I S03. The inhabitants of the Cape 
Town alone, and indeed only some individuals among them, had derived any -
advantage from this enormous expenditure. Luxury was introduced, and 
from the inundation of merchandise sent thither, articles · of clothing and 
fashion became cheap, without the real wants of the government being there
fore satisfied on more moderate terms. The interior of the colony was mean- · 
'J'hile in the highest state of dilapidation, all public institutions neglected, . 
all public buildings suffered to fall into decay. I suspect, not without good 
ground, that this arose very much from the English government never con
·sideripg this as a permanent possession ; that ·having resolved at a peace rather 
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to give up the Cape than Ceylon, they were not solicitous to make improve
ments for the benefit of their successors. This seems proved by the little 
that was done notwithstanding such enormous sums were expended : time 
will discover whether in their second possession of it the efforts of the British 
government will be more happily directed. The liberal spirit shewn by this 
government towards some of her colonies leaves much room for hope: I must 
however doubt much, whether they will ever be seized with a fancy to 
carry M1·. Barrow's plans for the improvement of Saldanha Bay into 
execution. 

Another thing in which this bay is deficient must not pass unnoticed, since 
for that, as well as the former, Mr. Barrow thinks he has found a remedy; · this 
is the want ofa good supply offirewood, an article of great importance.to vessels 
which are numerously manned. He conceives that the various sorts of shrubby 
plants which grow all about these sand-hills might be used for this purpose, 
especially the thick woody roots of one particular sort (he probably means the 
cus,onia spicata), which, as he says, grow to such a size as to form almost Ii 
subterraneous forest. But here it must be remembered that the continuance 
of this provision cannot be depended upon in the case of large fleets requir
ing to be supplied from it. These subterraneous forests are of very long 
growth, and would be much sooner destroyed than renewed. Against the 
proposal to plant the oak, the poplar, and the silver-tree, no other objection 
need be made than that it is impracticable, since from the saltness of the earth 
nothing will grow here but the proper natives of the soil; that is to say, when 
the question is of large trees which strike very deep roots. 

To return to the continuation of our journey. It seemed a little ex
traordinary to us the next morning as we looked through our glasses to the 
opposite shore of the bay not to perceive our waggons at the appointed 
place. They arrived there however about eleven o'clock, having toiled 
all night to make their way through the deep sands. At some places 
they bad been obliged to fasten the hinder waggons to the foremost, and 
even then, with the united power of four and twenty oxen, great efforts were 
necessary to get them on. Some idea may hence be formed of the difficulties 
to be encountered in taking long journeys in this country. 
. A h.~t was now prepared, in which I embarked to take a more accurate 
auney of the bay. It is in-this part about a quarter of a mile over, and for 
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large vessels not navigable much farther in length. In our little boat, the 
tide being at the ebb, we were obliged to steer at a considerable disrance 
from a vast bank of sand, which, running into the middle of the bay, reduces 
its breadth by nearly a third. A large troop of flamingos, at least, as we 
guessed, two hundred in number, were walking about upon this hank appa
rently to seek for the sand-worms which bad buried themselves there. We 
came within a hundred and fifty paces of them, and could see very plainly 
their singular manner of eating, raising their food from the ground with the 
upper part of their bill and then twisting their long necks backwards to make 
it pass down._ I had afterwards a couple of these animals alive in my pos
session, when I remarked that they never eat in any other way; and-as they 
aoon died for want of their accustomed food, I applied myself to a closer 
examination of their bills, when l perceived that the under part is entirely 
immoveable, and locked as it ~ere fast into the jaw-bone. It is remarked 
by the colonists that t_hese birds do not breed here. They disappear entirely 
in the very hot season of the year, but no young ones are seen among them 
at their return. Probably the young remain at their birth-place till they have 
strength enough to undertake a long journey ; and that may not be the first 
year. These birds not being considered as of any use, since no Apicius, 
Caligula, Vitellius, or Heliogabalus, has yet discovered that their tongues 
are a particular dainty for the table, are never molested, though it would not 
be difficult with a well-charged piece to kill a dozen at one shot. They are 
therefore not shy, so that they will permit people to come very near them 
before they attempt to fly away. 

Another day a larger party of us made a voyage to the nearest of the small 
islands, called Shapen-lsland (Sheep Island) from the excellent feed- that it 
affords for these animals . This islet is about an hour in circumference, and 
resembles very much the Robben-Island (Seal Island) at the mouth of Table 
Bay. The foundation is granite, and here and there appear veins of loam or 
argile. There is a little spring on the northem side,. but the water is 
brackish, and the supply scanty. The ,·egetation is confined chiefly to some 
sorts of the mesembryanthemum, particularly the ,nesembryantl,emum cry,• 
tallinum, or ice-plant as it is generally called, and some little shrubby plantrt. 
The inhabitants of this as well as the other islands, are chiefly sea-fowl, ser
pents, and lizards: European rabbits are also to be found, the descendant!J-

,-
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of some which were once brought here, and which have increased ex
ceedingly. 

Up to this island, or at leasi within half a mile of it, the bay is deep 
enough for small vessels; larger must lie between this and the Meeuwen 
Island, and ships of war will find the depth necessary for them to the north 
of the islands in the Hoetjes Bay. The three other islands are caU~d the 
Jutten, the Malagassen, and the Marcus, islands; the last lies the nearest to 
Hoetjes Bay. About six or seven miles south of these, in the open sea, lies 
Dassen Island, which is little visited, so that seals are still to be found there, 
though they are almost extirpated from the other islands. On this island is 
a simple inscription en graven on a stone to the memory of a Danish sea cap
tain who was buried there. A favourable south east wind and ebb-tide 
had carried us in an hour from the Government-post to Shapen-Island, but 
for this very reason our return was tedious, and lasted three hours in a burn
ing sun. In the evening we visited the signal station, from whicli we had a 
very fine view over the whole bay with all its islands. 

In the house of our host lived an old soldier, now in his eightieth year, 
who had served under the great Frederick in the seven years war; he had 
then entered into the Dutch service, and at the taking of the Cape by the 
English had lost a pension which had been given him as an invalid: in con
aequence of the distress to which he was thus reduced, the excellent Stoff
berg had taken him into his house, where he maintained him entirely. The 
old man interested us exceedingly, particularly from his extreme vivacity 
ahd. animation. He had still his faculties perfect, and gave us an account with 
the utmost · energy and accuracy, of the battles in which he had been engaged. 
He played · us some marches and dances upon his violin, with more than com
mon spirit, and remains of former excellence. 

Our supper was made principally upon eggs of penguins and sea-gulls,• . 
which we had collected at Shapen-IsJand; the flavour o t lie yolk we thought 
good, but not equal to that of a hen's-egg. The white acquired by cooking 
a· sort of. transparent yellow consistence, which · had somewhat' the appearan·ce 
of opal~ . 

• Tbe-apteMdyte, ~,a, and diomedea e~ulan, ot Linnns. 
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CHAP. IV. 

Departure from Saldanha-Bay.-Laubscher', Farm.-Hipl'opotamu, Hunt.-E:t• 
treme Ate . of a Sla-oe.-The Mouth of the Berg-Ri-cer.-Bay of St. Helena.
Tedious Passage of the Berg-Rii:er.-The Piket-Mountain.-The Widow Lieu
wenberg's Farm.-District of the .four and twenty Rivers.-Leiste', Farm.-Ge
lukwaard.-Forwardness of the European Plants here.-Cultivalion of Rice anti 

· Indigo. · 

ON Sunday , the sixteenth of October, we took leave of the excellent 
Mr. Stoffberg and his family, and having sent our horses round the day 
before to the other side of the bay, we now crossed over ourselves in a boat, 
and rejoined them: the cavalry had been entertained for the night at a small 
house upon the strand. Our course lay still through a sandy level country, 
scattered over with heath plants; but after awhile we began to ascend by 
slow degrees till we came to the summit of a widely extended hill, called · 
the Mastenberg. After three hollrs travelling on the other side of this hill, 
we arrived at a place called the little Spring-fountain, where dwelt a 
colonist of the name of Stadler: opr want of rest and his very kind and 
hospitable solicitations induced us to stop here for more than an hour. 

The number of beautiful insects which I now saw whereverl lookedinvited 
me irresistibly to loiter behind, when our company set forwards again, and lead
ing my horse, I indulged myself awhile in pursuing my favourite occupation . 
The shrubs, which were higher than what we had generally seen, united 
with several sorts of protea, rims, and other small trees, confined the prospect, 
and brought in some sort to my remembrance the little woods of my native 
country. I followed, perhaps with too much eagerness, a beautiful chafer 
which flew before me, till I lost my way, and got into a wrong road. Very 
possibly I might not have rejoined the company that day, had not some of them, 
missing me, sent a young colonist in search of their stray companion, when, 
with the usual sharp-sightedness . of his countrymen . at tracing any one, h~ 
soon found me. By him I was conducted in safety to the house of one of 
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the richest colonists of the country, Mr. Jacob Laubscher, where the rest .of 
the party had arrived some hours before. ,v e found his house a very indif
ferent looking one as to the exterior, but more comfortaule and better fur
nished within than any we had yet seen; while the number and size of the 
out-buildings were sufficient vouchers that our host was a man of no incon
siderable property. Indeed, he maintained a sort of patriarchal household, of 
which some idea may be formed by stating that the stock of the farm consisted 
of eighty horses, six hundred and ninety head of horned cattle, two thousand 
four hundred and seventy sheep, and an immense quantity of poultry of all 
kinds. The family itself, including masters, servants, hottentots, and slaves, 
consisted of a hundred and five persons, for whose subsistence the patriarch 
had to provide daily. The quantity of corn sown upon his estate this year, 
including every description, amounted to sixty-one bushels. 

By what is here stated, it ~ill be seen that an African farm may almost be 
called a State in miniature, in which the wants and means of supplying them 
are reciprocaJ, and where all are depen<ient one · upon another. From the 
produce of the lands and flocks must the whole tribe be fed, so that the 
.surplus is not so great as might be supposed at first sight; it perhaps hardly 
more than compensates the outgoings for objects which cannot be raised upon 
the spot. These may be classed under three heads: first, articles of manu
facture, as cloth, linen, hats, arms: secondly of luxury,. as tea; coffee, 
sugar, spices, &c. :-thirdly of raw m~terials, as iron, pitch, and rosin. 
'Tis only through the medium of these wants that a colenist is connected 
,vith the rest of the world; and I believe I may venture to assert, that ex
cepting articles of the above description, there is scarcely any t~ing necessary 
for the supply of his household which is not drawn from his own premises~ 
All kinds of handicraft works, such I mean as are here wanted, are performed 
by the slaves, for there are few indeed among them who are not instructed in 
some mechanical occupation, and the dwelling .is surrounded with work-shops 
of all kinds. It is really interesting to see so manJ[ different employmen_ts 

, and pursuits comprehended within so small a space. 
Over every branch of these works the master himself has an eye of super

intendence, and amid such a variety of objects this is no light task : how 
little soever therefore he may work himself, it would be the grossest injustice 
to accuse him of sloth or idleness. . The African land-owner is incessantly 
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. occupied in some way or other, nor thinks of availing himself of his situation, 
or his vyealth, to shun business, and seek the life of ease, for which, among 
us, affluence would afford so just a pretence. And though, from the heat 
~f the climate, from his sequestered mode of life, from the absence of that 
~ind of . intercourse with his tell ow-creatures which is c1·eated by living in a. 
city, from the liberality of nature in furnishing him plentifully with all thingtl 
necessary to satisfy the most pressing wants of life, and other circumstances 
of a similar nature, the colonists around the Cape acquire a cert~ifl phleg~ 
a slowness in their movements which m~y he ea.sily mistaken for indoleQce1 

and which forms a striking contrast to the restless bustling Q)anne\" prev.alen~ 
among the same class in the north of Europe: they are ~n rea~ity any thing 
rather than indolent . 

,vhat Gothe rerqarks in his Fragme,:,.ts tpon Italy_, with respect to the in-, 
dolence of the lower classes E\t Naples, of whic4 so µiuch has been s~id, will 
appl_y extremely well here. The northern nations, he observes, judge the 
nations of the south, who live under so very differe~t .a heaven, too ou~c~ 
according to their own feelings and their own view of things, without makin~ 
a sufficient allowance for the influence of external circumstances. ; and he. 
cites, as a confirmation of this remark, the judgment pa.ssed by de Pa_uw ini 
his Recl,ercltes su1· les Grecs. 

When Mr. Barrow among the many. accusations he brings against \he. 

African colonists (and he certainly has not been sparing of them) charges
them with extreme sloth, be shows either that he has never pajd due at
tention to their household economy, or that he has no discrimination witb, 
regard to the difference of circumstances created by difference of climate, but 
expects the same exertions from a pea.sant at the Cape as from an English 
day-labourer. I forbear here to enter upon a diffuse discussion of this sub
ject, because a more appropriate occasion for it will occur in another part of 
my work; but I cannot omit observing that even in my first journey I was 
led almost daily to ask myself whether these were really the same African . 

. colonists which the celebrated Mr. Barrow represented as such barbarians, 
a~ such more than half savages-so much did I find . tq~ reality in contra
diction to his descriptions. 

The Rietvalley, for this was again the name given, to the place where we 
were now resting, lies very near the Berg-river. Mr. ~uJ>scher:'• dwelling• . 
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house stands upon a considerable height at not above a quarter of an hour's 
distance from its bank. The country between affords excellent grass, and if 
ploughed would no doubt produce - corn in abun<lance. The mouth of the 
Piver is about three miles distant from this place, taking a direct line, but 
double in following all the twistings and windings of the stream. ,vhen the 
north-west wind blows strong into the bay of St. Helena, the salt water 
not only comes up th~ river as far as the Rietvalley, but nearly an hour's 
distance beyond it, so that the inhabit~nts being deprived of fresh water for 
their cattle are obliged to drive them to other parts. To balance this incon
venience, the valley has the advantage of being a spot where a disease among 
cattle called the lamzielcte (a sort of murrain of the most pernicious kind, since 
the animal infected with it becomes entirely lame) is wholly unknown. At 
the time when this disease prevails in any part, cattle are sent hither even 
from a distance to remain till the danger of infection is over, and this brings . 
aometimes a good deal of money to the purses of the inhabitants. 

The Berg-river is remarkable as being the only one within the boundaries 
of the colony where the hippotamos or river-horse, called here the sea-cow, 
is to be found. One of the governors, about the middle of the former cen
tury, _:Mr. Tulbagh, thinking it would be a pity to extirpate these animals, 
and that some ought to be preserved, set a fine of a thousand guilders upon 
the destruction of a river-horse. According to Laubscher's account, there 
was now in the river ten or twelve of these monsters, who in the day-ti~e 
scarcely ever appeared above the water, but who often came on shore at night, 
end did great damage in the fields, not only eating the young corn, but 
trampling down a great deal more with their heavy unwieldy feet. On the 
very day of our arrival one was perceived in the valley directly opposite the 
house. This occasioned permiS&ion to be given by the Commissary..;general 
for a hunt of these animals to be commenced, o.nly one of which however 
wa& to be killed. When this was done, the skin, the skeleton, and the , 
principal entrails, were to be carefully prepared, and dispatched to the Cape 
'f own, since we were sufficiently near to it for this to be practicable; from 
the distance at which in general these unwieldy monsters are to be found, 
like .preparations are in danger of being much damaged in the transport. But 
.elas ! our plan, however excellently arranged, was in the end wholly fruiJ
t'i·ated, and the chace was of necessity abandoned. As it can only be per-

B 
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formed by water; a boat was ordered out for the purpose~ but when ·we came, 
to examine it we found it wa& leaky, nor was there oDe to be procured in 
which we could trust ourselves upon the water without manifest danger. \Ve 
-were therefore o~liged to be contented with examining the traces which the 
animal had left upon the shore: the impression of the foot waa as large as an 
ordinary sized trencher, and in the mud close on the shore, where the crea
ture had sunk deeper, between the marks of the feet was plainly to be 
discerned a furrow made by the large protuberant beUy. 

Another object worthy of remark which we saw in this neighbourliood 
-was a slave who must have nearly attained the great age of a hundred and 
twenty. Although he could not tell his age himself, it mi-ght from many 
circumstances be calculated nearly to a certainty. He perfectly remembered 
that when he left his native country of Java, General Van Outhoorn, was 
governor of Batavia, and the period of his government was from 1691 to 17Q4-. 
Besides, on the first of January, 1801, be tame in the morning to offer hi1 
best wishes to his then master upon the commencement of a new century, 
'When he added that it was the second time he had performed , this ceremony. 
A hundred years before, he, with aJI his fellow slaves, had presented them
selves before his then master at the Cape Town, to offer him the like good 
'Wishes; and it was only by his having done so that he could on the second 
Occasion instruct his comrades in their duty, since it was a piece of courtesy 
which they were not aware ought to be practised. He moreover described 
accurately what the Cape Town was at that time, consisting only of a few 
small houses, without any church, and a wooden castle. He spoke with 
great warmth and gratitude of his master, Mr. l\lildc, who he said took such 
excellent care of him though he was not able to work any longer; praises 
which were echoed unanimously by all the slaves. Indeed, whoever had 
an opportunity of contemplating, though but for a short time, the deportment 
of this excellent man towards his children, his household, and dependents, 
the manner in which he issued his commands, administered reproofs, or 
inllicted punishments, must almost have fancied that he saw the days of th.e 
patriarchs revived. Nor are such instances rare. The truth is, that iastead 
of the odious. representations which have been made by some persons of the 

'behaviour of masters in this country towards their dependents, being ··de
scriptive of their general conduct, these have rather been- taken from parti-
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cn-1ar imrtances which ought -m have been ci~ u exception•: .nGr Ila~ an,
circumltaBCes relating-to tbe colony of -the Cape been more lOiwepresen-te~ 
tbaTi die mao12eriD ·whiaa the colonists cc,nduct themselve81towardstheir-slav841 
and Hottentots. 

-On the eighteenth of October we agreed to make an excurai0• tG the moutli 
of" i:the Berg..ri,ier. :Mr. F,rederic Kinten, whose :name l have ~lready iae. .. 

~oeeG in speaking of Saldanha Bay, had invited us to a .am.all est.ate of bif 
called F-ishwater, neaT the mouth of the riYer, :whence we c&uld take a •~ 
.;e-...,. ibcM41 .of itbat and the !bay of.St. Helena. 

~hw bay both in its ii~ and .situation resembles Table Bay very much;; 
it 4is -~pen to the -same ar-inds, .and equally insecure. .I must here 9bserve that 
this --.as the nret place -in .these para Yiaited by Europeaes. V asco de Gama 
find ~ here, according to 8a1'1'°'' in November, 14-97, oo the day of S.t. Helena. 
wbi<=:: 11 occasioned the name of this saint to be given to the bay, and jt is the 
-errl r place .upon the coast which has retained its original Portuguese name ; 
the ~t ha~e been ,11U .exchanged far Dutch ones.• Some doubt may indeed 
be s "t:~rted whether there has not equally been a change here, since Barros 
txp~Jy says that Gama did not find any river in the bay ~here he landed, 
aad -,ras obliged to procure a supply of water four Portuguese leagues farther 
~r-=. ~ward ; this riv.er he calls B·io Saa Jago. Unless therefore it can ~ 
ill~~ed that die Berg-riYer had at that time a dift'ereni course, which is by no 
~ -ios ·impossible, we must suppose the bay where Gama landed to be some 
~h~,. than -what is now ailed the bay of St. Helena . 

. .._.,.lie Berg-river, which is not in general broad, is about a hundred and 
-91-:g_t:y or a hundred and eighty feet over at its mouth. It shares the general 
fa~ <1f rirers in Southern Africa, the mouths of which are almost all choked 
•i th banks of sand. T,hi,, u well as most others, has a considerable fall, and 
at l!lome· parts of the year the stream is rapid indeed, carrying with it large 
q~'1llltities of -soil and eand. Besides, these rivers with few exceptions empty 

~h~lves imo the .open eea,so that the winds which blow against the shore 
~ -for many months together, drive the sands up from the sea, when unit
~g with those that are brought down the stream, they constantly increase 

'-. • -It~ .true that the~• of Saldanha Bay is Portuguese, bJJt it must be remembered that the 
-:Y II01' 10 tailed is not that to wlaich the name was oti&inally given. 

H2 
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the obstructions. According to the time of year, during one part of wbick 
the power of the waves fr.om the sea, and during the other the force of the 
stream preponderates, the bank of sand spreads out in breadth, or - runs ia 
length into the sea. :Most of the streams on the southern coast may be 
forded at the mouths at ebb-tide, some arc even quite dry. As the coast 
runs northward, some rivers which flow to the west, running through large 
sandy plains, are entirely lost in the sands before they reach the sea. Noa· is 
this confined to small streams; it is equally the case even with pretty consi~ 
derable rivers. The Orange-river, which at a distance up the country has 
a narrow rocky channel, over which it rushes with great force, and with a, 

violent noise, nevertheless, in its subsequent progress, when it flows through 
a widely extended sandy plain, becomes an easy prey to the absorbing rays 
of the sun : an additional instance of the impotence of broken and divided 
powers. • 

The bank at the mouth of the Berg-river is so nearly dry at ebb-tide as 
not to have above two foot water, so that i~is difficult even for small sloops 
to pass in and out of the river. It was a project of Monsieur Degrandpre's 
to clear the bank quite away so as to make a passage for large ships; but i.t 
must Le obvious at the first glance that this was the idea of a man wholly 
ignorant of the subject on wbich he pretended to treat, and one that could 
only be countenanced by those who understand nothing of the nature and 
causes of like obstructions; who are moreover wholly ignorant of the diffi
culties attending the opposing by works of any kind the force of the waters 
upon nu open sca-const. 

In examining the coast northwards from the bay of St. Helena,. it will 
appear obvious that in all the maps of the country hitherto drawn, this bay 
has been placed far too much to the north. Its direction from hence according 
to the compass is north north-west. About an hour and half south from the 
hay lies the Partridge ~fountain, between five and six hundred feet high. 
From this hill Table Bay may be seen very distinctly. General Janssens~ 
iudeed, when he was here in the year 1 S04, remarked that he and all the company 
with him could plainly distinguish with their naked eyes a vessel sailing into 
the bay. The clearness of the air, and the glittering of the white sail in the 
scttiug sun, favoured exceedingly the distinguishing such an object, yet ~t 
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seems almost incredible, if the fact had not been vouched by several respectable 
wi ~n esses, that at the distance of eighteen geographical miles, upon such a 
heigbt, a· ship coul<l be discovered without the help of glasses. 
· I was once upon the Table Mountain with some friends, when we saw 
by t: he beJp of the setting sun a ship in the west, which the ne:1Ct day came 
in to Table Bay. The captain on my questioning him about the situa ion of 
his vessel, for his I supposed it to be, which I had seen the preceding even
ing., referred to his log-book, when he found every thing answered my 
descri -ption so well, that it was impossible to doubt its having bee0n the same 
that I had seen, thoui;h he could not at that time descry any Jand. This was 
owing- to his being so low in the oHlng, and surrounded by the vapours of the 
sea: I~c calculated that he must then have been from twenty-eight to thirty 
miles clistant from the Table l\lountain. 

Th~ estate of Mr. Kirsten, as well as several other neighbouring possessions, 
abou r:a. ~s with excellent pasture for horned cattle: they are for this r-eason 
disti~ .guished by the appelJntion of cattle places. We were here regaled · with 
an e~ cellent sort of fish, the season for catching which in the river had but 
just ~ ommenced; an<l it was admir.ibly dressed _. Here, . as in Saldanha Bay, 

: such. '"'- .. ast quantities of fish are taken, that the trade to the inland parts in 
salted ancl dried fish contributes. very essentially to the support of the iuhabi-
tants ~f the coast. · 

'" .... ~ returned in- the evening to the Rietvalley, and the next morning pro
c~ec.\~c:::1 on our journey, after having taken an affecting leave of our hospitable 
k_md_ l-iearted host Laubscher and his family. We followed the course of the 
riv~r -Cor some time, till we arrived opposite the residence of Mr. Kirsten, 
'' h 1 cl-. lay on the other side. A part of our company had got into a 
boat: "'hich was sent to meet them about half way, and ascending the 
streatn, arri\'e<l here befor~ us. As the river is here very deep, and -it is not 
" 0 t-th while to have a ferry-boat, since the road is too little frequented to 
aas,"er the expense of it, and as a bridge is. still less to be thought of on 

ac~<>unt of the frequent overflowings of the river in winter, so it cost us 
n<:> . 

Slllall tl'Ouble and delay to get our whole eavalcade over. The men 
~'l"~~sed in boats, and at each tum some of the horses were held by 'the 

l'ldle and made to swim over. The oxen likewise swam over, but in order 
~ . ' 

~ake them take the water, we were obliged to get a couple of the oxen 
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belonging to the bouse, who were accustomed to it, to lead the way. The 
waggons were unloaded, empty casks were fasteoed to them, .and. then they 
were towed over, after which the goods were brought in boats, and the wag
goos re-loaded. This mode of passing a river had to an European e.utire Dove~ 
ty to recommend it, and presented such a succession of pictures from the 
swimming cattle and floating waggons, and from the variety of objects on the 
busby and already picturesque banks of the river, that it mightindeed .be call~ 
highly interesting. 

Often was the wish entertained amoag us at remarkable scenes and spott 
like this, that we could all draw, so that the perpetual remembrance of them 
might be preserved to our eyes as well as to our minds; and every occasion 
that inspired such wishes awakened anew our regrets for the loss of one wbQ 
would have been a most valuable companion to us upon our journey. This 
was a young man of the name of Moreau val, who, from his superior talents in 
drawing and engraving, was destioed to accompany us from Holland to the 
Cape; but he was most unfortunately ob board the Dutch transport, the 
Vrede, which in November, 1802, was wrecked in the Channel upon the 
· English coast, where he, with many other persons of worth and talents, found 
a watery grave. 

The passage of the river, with the unloading and re-loading the waggona 
occupied so much time that we soon found it would not be possible to pro
ceed farther on our journey that day. I therefore availed myself of the 
opportunity afforded by our detention to sally forth as the evening closed in, 
accompanied by some of my fellow-travellers and a couple of stout African 
hunters, down the banks of the river in hopes of finding a river-horse, and 
if p088ible shooting him. My pains were however fruitless, and after a long 
and ineffectual search, we returned late in the evening disappointed to the 
house. • 

Our road from Kirstenfontein, which was the name of Mr. Kirsten's house 
where we had passed the night, ran eastward along the right bank of the 
Berg-river, through a deep tiresome sand, but scattered over with some pretty 
little flowers,• particularly several sorts of pelargo1'ia, but nothing like a busl:a 
high enough to afford the least shade to the traveller. The great sand-mole is 
here .in such abundance that it is· necessary to attend very much to horses 
who.are not accUBtomed to them and aware of them: the bwtows made by 
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these urmale are so large and deep that the leg of a horse will sink into one 
in a moment up to the body 9 when both horse and rider must inevitably f&ll. 
This h~ppened to several of our company in the course of the day, but with• 
out any serious accident. 

A bend of the river every now and then somewhat diversified our route, 
and at intervals we found the hank grown over with a small leafy sort 
of grass, the fresh colour of which contrasted in a · pleasing manner with 
the grey green of the other plants. Although the hot season was but 
just set in, we found parts of the river already nearly dry, with only a sort of 
little gutters in the slaty and loamy bank, through which very diminutive 
streamlets were flowing: where the bed of the river is more level, the water 
collects itself again, and since these parts are commonly deeper, it remains 
there a much longer time. Such places are called here pits, and have com
monly cattle places upon their banks. We remarked on both sides of the 
river a number of smalt houses and huts scattered about, every one of which 
denoted a cattle place. The care of these places is commonly entrusted by the 
owners to a couple of old slaves or . Hottentots, and at certain times of the 
year the cattle are sent to them for the sake of the food they afford, or to 
avoid the murrain. 

Having performed ha)f our day's journey about noon, we rested awhile at 
the habitation of a colonist, and then proceeding onwards, found ourselvea 
approaching the Piketberg, a pretty hill, which has its course almoat parallel 
with the great chain of mountains that runs from north to south. 

Thes~ mountains are known at a great distan_ce from their broken summit., 
which on both sides give them the appearance of being as .it were crenated. 
The enormous columns of sand-stone which· rise at intervals, and occasion this 
appearance, give reason to suppose that there was once no breaks, that the 
-l!mmmit was one continued ridge: · their whole appearance is indeed very re
markable, an~ it is difficult for some time to be convinced that they are 
productions of nature, not works by the band of man, so much do they 
resemble ruined towers, or relicks of other great buildings. These natural 
columns extend very far northward, standing like an interminable row of 
isolated towers, even where the ridgy summit of the mountain flattens into 
a widely-extended sandy plain. My readers may, perhaps, have already 
seen them thus described by Mr. Barrow. 
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·Just as the twilight began to come on we reached the southern point of the 
Piketberg, against which the stream of the Berg-river dashes, changing its 
northern for a north westerly direction. In a broad ravine, abounding with 
water, called the Rietkloof, we found the house where we were to rest for 
the night. We were regaled by the owner, who gave us a very hospitable 

• . reception, with a bountiful supply of Chi~a oranges, which at this distance 
from the sea, in a soil so favoumble to them, and under the shelter of the 
mountains, are j>articularly fine. A small stream of clear water runs close to 
the house, which sometimes swells in winter, from heavy rains, to a destruc. 
tive breadth. We saw still remains of the devastations which it bad made the 
winter before in the corn-fields of our host. We heard heavy complaints of 
the murrain among the cattle, to which, at certain times of the year,tbey are 
here very subject, while the sea-coast is perfectly free from it. 

On our walk to the house we first saw a woman of the Bosjesman race, • 
and had ocular conviction of the truth of all we had previously heard 
respecting the uncommon ugliness of these people, particularly of the femaJes. 
She sat more than half naked at the entrance of a miserable straw hut, near a 

. fire of fresh brushwood, which eKhafod a terrible smoke and vapour, and was 
occupied in skinning a lean hare, which her husband, a Hottentot, and herds. 
man to our host, had brought with him from the field. The greasy swarthi• 
ness of her skin, her cloatbing of animal hides, as well as the savage wildness 
of her looks, and the uncouth manner in which she handled the bare, pre .. • 
sented altogether a most disgusting spectacle. She took no farther notice of 
us than now and then to cast a shy leer towards us. 

The following day's journey was much pleasanter, from the greater variety 
and novelty of the objects with which we were presented. Instead of the 
wearisome sandy plains by which we had been so much annoyed, we had now 
before us hills and mountains, which not only afforded firmer footing to our 
horses and oxen, but presented us with many pleasing and picturc>sque 
views. \Ve pursued our way along the heights to the southern. part of the 
Piketberg, where, amid the gentle slopes and intersecting vallies, the plain 
was soon wholly lost. At the feet of these slopes we saw scattered many 

• A tribe or savage Hottentots who lurk about among the shrubs and bushes, whence 11\ey 
&&lly out to plunder travellers. Bosjes signifies a bush, and bosjesma,a is a busb.a,ao, or a lll-'Q 

who lurks among the bushes, 
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· pretty dwellings -surrounded with trees and corn-fields, more than one of 
which would have afforded a good d~ughtsman an excellent opportunity of 

· sketching genuine African scenery to the best advantage. The ravine to our 
left was well grown over with bushes, several of which were now in bloom, 
and the damp had occasioned numbers of insects to fasten upon them, so that 
a rich harvest was collected. By noon we had left the Piketberg wholly 
behind us, and began to descend into the valley on the other side of it. A 

· large farm, with a wood of towering oaks, and dark leaved orange-trees, lay 
before us. How delightful was it to Europeans !-what a reviving sight to 
travellers who had been toiling all the long day over dry parched African 
wastes, to behold the cool shade of trees richly clothed with the most 
luxuriant foliage! 

The place which we now reached we all agreed was a most enchanting 
abode. · At the door of a very neat well built house we were received by 
·the owner, a venerable matron already advanced in years. A double row of 
'oaks spread their shade over the turf beneath, and a little stream of clear 
water ran obliquely through it. · In the true spirit of that hospitality which 
we almost invariably found, we were soon served with a simple meal under 
·the trees, the enjoyment of which was extremely increased by the kindness 
.of our hostess, by the charms of the spot, and by resting from the fatigues 
we had endured. A mandarine tree,• amhl whose dark green )eaves shone 
a-profusion of golden fruit, afforded UR an excellent dessert. In order to 
leave a memorial of our friendly disposition towards the good old widow 
Lieuwenberg, and our gratitude for the. reception she had afforded us, the 
Commissary-general wrote some lines in her bible, in which, besides his 
acknowledgments to herself, he paid some compliments to the place, and to 
the nice order in which it was kept, with regrets that so few of the 
colonists embellished their habitations in like manner by planting trees about 
them. 

In the afternoon we again proceeded· on our way, and toward!' evening 

• The mandarine apple, called at the Cape marretjes, is a sort of sweet.orange unknown 
in Europe; it ia distinguished from others of Che species by the fruit, as well as the tree being 

·emaller than most of them, and by the thickne~s of the rind. It is a native of Japan, and wH 

,brought from thence hither. The flnoo~ is much finer than that of any otha sweet.orange. 

I 
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came to the foot of the gTeat chain of mountains. The country from the 
Piketberg hither was more fertile, aod abounding more in water than that 
through which we had previously travelled ;-of this the much greater 
number of farms that we passed in our way, and saw on either side of us. 
was a sufficient proof . We were now in the fertile district called that of the 
four and twenty rivers. It has this name from the number of little streams 
that water the ,·alley; the principal of these flows from an open ravine in the 
mountains, and in its course such multitudes of smaller ones branch out 
from it, that they have been fixed at the number of twenty-four. All these 
branches in the end re-unite, and here the stream is fordable, but not without 
a proper guide who und erstands the exact direction that ought to be taken in 
fording it: there are otherwise spots where the bottom is so morassy, that a 

horse and man might sink in an instant, without the possibility of their being 
saved. In heavy rains this river is very subject to overflowing its banks, 
when the numberless little islands formed by the winding branches are entirely 
lost. The whole then appeal's one large wide stream, and all intercourse 
between the neighbours is precluded for weeks together. A fe,v hours hence 
its waters unite themselves with those of the Berg-river. 

\\! e had quitted the direct road, and did not arrive till dark at a place 
called Gelukwaard, the property of a worthy honest German, by name Leiste. 
Thirty years bcfol'e, this man had come to the Cape as an under-trader in 
the service of the Dutch East-India Company, and on account of his great 
mathematical know ll'<lge was, by the then Go\ ·emor Yan Plettenberg, taken 
into the st•n·icc of the governmt..'11t._ Ile was for a long time invested with 
the place of sworn lan<l-sun·eyor, and at the suggestion of the Governor 
Yun de (.;raaff underto, 1k se\'t'r,ll journC'ys for the purpose of improving the 
nu1ps of the country. 11 c afterwards by marriage obtained this place, and 
through his pnll'ti('al k1h,wkd .~c, his ii;dustry, and activity, was now become 
one of tilt' rid1t·st ('olt111ists of the country, and the oracle of the whole 
nei,Thhourhood. lks idt•s (;t.•lukwaard, he had an estate in Zwartlaod, which 
facilitatt •d his tradl' with the Cape Town, and several C'allie places in the 

· H.(1{>'\•t' \"t•ld and llokk,·n ,hl. ll is accurate knowledi:::c of the country which 
~~ '--' 

we prnpMcd to tr.lvd over induced our chid' to determine on remaining 
here, while our wag1,!ons underwent some repairs which now began to be 

' much wanted; 1111d he hoped from this nry intelligent man to obtain such 
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ju£ormation as would enable us to trace out an improved plan for the 
continuance -0f our journey. 

The following day afforded us an opportunity of becoming thoroughly 
acq 11ainted with all the charms of the spot. Its situation directly under the 
Jof"'ty, steep, and craggy mom:itains, the bright green of the broad avenues of 
old oak, · the excellently husbanded pastures and com-fields, . the nicely
dressed vineyards, orchards, and orangeries, the sight of numberless well-fed 
cat:t:le, and the widely extended circle of neat buildings for barns, stables, 
win~-presses, and work-shops, formed altogether a most delightful assemblage 
of objects. Easy affluence, rational utility, prudent caution, and careful 
atte.:. tion to every thing being kept in the most exact order, were every where 

· coos picuotis throughout this little domaia . 
-W- iioe, lemous, sw.eet-oranges, and dried fruits, are the principal produce 

of tA::. is place, as, well as of the fertile district of the four and twenty rivers. 
Tlae ~at distance of the Cape Town, whither every thing must be trans
port~-cl in waggons, derogates in some sort from the advantages which might 
otbe...-wise be drawn from the fertility of the spot. It is only ' i{l years . when 
the ~ rops of com have been indifferent . in other parts, and the price ia conse
q11e~ tly unusually high, that the profit will pay the expense of the transport. 
Tb..e. journey backwards and forwards occupies from ten to twelve days, so 
that the cost of keeping fOT so long a time the cattle necessary to draw tbe 
waggons cannot be repaid but by selling the corri a_t a very high price. 

Tt-ie wine is here particularly good, and Mr. Leiste has for some years 
tu-med his attention exceedingly to the culture of the vine, and 'the best 
Dl<>d.es of improving it; though he is well JlWare that, to introduce the 
Eu T'opean manner of cultivating vines under the idea of improvement, would 
P1"'<>bably be committing a great mistake. The best manner of cultivating 
th~tn must indeed every where be principally dictated by the nature of the 
d iniate; the most important object here is to keep them clean from weeds, 
and in this the cultivators seldom fail. The three principal objects for ob
ta.i lli~g good wine, plenty of slaves, ample buildings, and store of casks, are 
~-ened by most of the colonists. Excellent Cape M\tdeira, and the Cape 
I-ontac, as it is called, are the sorts which succeed best on this side the 
~ 0 untry ; the fine sweet Cap~wine is not so good here as to the east of the 
~ able Mountain. 

I !l 
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It may be instanced as a proof of the fertility of this climate, that we saw 
an oak eight feet in the girth, which was only twenty-four years old: it was 
one -of an avenue which Mr. Leiste himself planted at that time. Yet we must 
not omit to observe, that the growth of all plants from the north of Europe is 
here injuriously rapid, because they have not the rest in winter which properly 
belongs to them. In a month, or a month and half after they have lost theit" 
leaves,the buds and blossoms are again coming out, for the cold neyer sinks to 
the freezing point, and a clear winter's day here is as warm as our finest days 
in spring. The consequence is that some trees will not succeed at all, as the lime, 
otherwise the Dutchntan's favourite tree, the elm, the beech, the ash ;-that 
some, as for example, many of our orchard trees, the cherry, and several 
sorts of plumbs, apples and pears, bear very indifferent fruit ;-and that other • 
.trees, a~ the oak, the horse chesnut, and the fir, which yet look thrifty, are 
very inferior in the goodness of the wood to the same sorts in their native 
soil. An oak of two foot diameter in the trunk will not have a kernel of 
above two inches good hard wood like our oak ; aJl the rest is mere sap; and 
the fir-wood is so weak and porous that it is hardly useable. This pre-matu• 
rity is the character of alt products about the Cape not natives of the 
country: it is the same with animals as with plants, and is particularly 
striking in horses: it may almost be said to be the same with the human race, 
both as to their physical and moral nature; and this may justly be con
sidered as one of the principal obstacles to their ever arriving at their proper 
size and strength. 

How _little any ohject tending to improve his property, and increase the 
products of the country, escapes the enterprising spirit of _our host, was 
instanced by our seeing here plantations of rice and indigo • . From two hat's 
full of the former sown he had gathered a crop of between sixteen and seven
teen bushels . The rice was very fine and white, much better than the East 
India rice, and neatly as good as the Carolina. Yet, notwithstanding this 
abundant produce, on calculating the costs of transport he found that he 
could not get a price for it at the Cape Town sufficient to answer the 
expense. This plaiM is besides, as he told us, particu!arly troublesome in 
the cultivation, from the necessity of keeping it constantly well watered, 
and of employing a number of sl,aves the whole · summer through to frighten · 
away the flocks of bulfinches (loxia astrilda) which otherwise would almost 
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destroy the plantations; and during this time the slaves are lost for all other 
kinds <:>£ work. lo very dry years moreover, notwithstanding all possible ' 
attent: i e> E being paid to watering it, the harvest sometimes fails entirely. Nor 
could ~ l~e indigo, he said, be produced without equal difficulties and incon
veniences, and even then what he had gathered was of a very indifferent 
quality_ · But the most important objection to both, he observed, was, that 
the cu I ~i vation of them was evidently injurious to the health of the s_laves 
employed in it. These considerations had nearly determined him to abandon 
his proj e~ ~' and the rather as the price of both articles at the Cape Town had 
-fallen ce>~siderably since he had first engaged in it. A strict regard to the 
bodily h~alth of his slaves we observed indeed to be conspicuous throughout 
every pa r-t of the worthy farmer's establishment. "\Ve saw here another remark
able inst~ nee of longevity among this class, in the person of a Malay slave 
now a h '-i Ddred and seven years oJd. . 

Through the adroitness of our friendly host's smith, and waggon-wright, our 
-waggons ,vere soon thoroughly repaired, while the hospitable reception given 
to the "7 hole party, even to the lowest among our slaves ·and Hottentots, had 
entirely 1·ecruited our strength, and given us new vigour to encountei· the 
further -fatigues that awaited us. A heavy rain, which had fallen during the 
two days that we rested here, having ceased, on the twenty-fourth of Octo. 
her _viv-e quitted the charming Gelukwaard, impressed with a deep sense of 
grati~ Ude for the extreme politeness and hospitality with which we had been 
recei'7ed; and proceeded onwards in a fine clear day, breathing with delight 
the ref"reshing air which in this country succeeds a heavy fall of rain. . 

• 
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CHAP. V. 

The White•Ant Heap,.-Pikenierskloof.-Upo~ Mr. Barrow•, Exaggeration, re
specting the Barbarity of the Colonists.-T/1e Berg•Yalley.-Tribes of Apes.-The 
Hottentotkraal.-A Hottentot of the Tribe of the Great Namaaqua,.-Encampment 
in the Long-Yalley.-Picturesque .ltlountain Scenery.-Jakhar, Yallry.-Prepa
ralion of Leather for Thongs. 

WE proceeded now directly northwards to the foot of the great chain of 
mountains, passing many very pretty farms; but we remarked that in pro
portion as our distance from the valley of the twenty-four rivers .increased, 
the dry and dull -uniformity of the country, of which we had already had so 
much reason to complain, increased also. Many little rivulets running from 
gulleys i11 the mountains intersected our way, and the depth of their beds 
evinced the height to which, though now mere streamlets, the waters rise 
in heavy rains, or when the snow, which in winter covers the summits of 
the mountains, melts and flows down their aides. It was not without con
siderable difficulty that we sometimes got our waggons through these deeply 
'Sunken channels. 

· For the first time in our journey we now saw l\n immense number of white4 
ant heaps strewn all over the fields on both sides of us.• They were of t~e 
size and form of bee-hives, and so hard that a heavy-loaded waggon in going 
over them did not level them entirely. They abound particularly in what 

• 
• The termes fatale, or white.ants, are in some countries, particularly in Guinea, a real 

plflfUe, since they eat into and destroy wood.work, houses, ships, furniture, cloaths ;-nay, 
they will eTCn work themsehes in a sbort time into the trunk of a Tery strong tree, so ae 
entirely to spoil it·. The qu<•en of these ants lays eighty thousand eggs in four and twenty 
hours. These insects liTc together in immense numbers, and build themselves curious dwellings 
in the earth, where they lead an extraordinary kind of life, as may be seen from an account of 
them by H. Smeathman, published in the English Philosophical Transactions, Vol. LXXI. or 
from the German translation of the same work, by F. A, A. Meyer, of Gottingeo. 
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are ·called in this country sour-field~,• but are never to be found on sandy 
plains and low moist grounds, any more than on the true Karroo-soil. This 
latter soil differs from that of the sour1i,elds in the greater proportion of iron 
that it contains, and the ants that are found in the Karroo-country must be 
considered as an entirely different species from these now in question, iil88-
much as they are considerably smaller, and never bui_ld above the earth. 

Wherever white-ant heaps abound, traces of the myrmecophaga, or ant
eater, are always ·to be found. The colonists collect these ants to feed their 
poultry, and they soon render them fat: the ant-heap is laid open with a 
pike, when the animals come out.in multitudes, and the people gather thenf 
up-by handfuls, and put them in bags to carry them home. The heap when , 
broken up is found full of little cells like a coarse sponge, which, from their 
colour and solidity, shew that some portion of the juices of the animal must 
be combined with the loam to form such a building. It is probably this ad
dition which makes the composition good fuel ; at least a fire already kindled 
may be made to burn considerably brighter, l,y adding to it a piece of an ant
heap: they are not indeed so combustible as coal, hut a piece between two 
layers of wood makes an excellent fire. In burning they lose their dark hue 
aod hardness, and nothing seems to remain but the mixture of sand and loam 
of which the soil is composed. These ants do not here get into houses and 
destroy the provisions as in some places ; they differ in this respect from 
those of Java, which have sometimes actually done a great deal of mischief 
in the warehouses of the East-India Company ; and have still more frequently 

• The name of ,our.jield, is giYen te 11uch lands as 3re a millture or sand and loam, aod only 
produce spontaneously a coarse rushy kind of grass, though by cultivation they may be made 

to bear some sorts of artificial grasses . They are called ,ourdi elds, because this sort of grasa 
is Tery apt to turn aour in the stomachs of the cattle that feed upon it. It is ocTerthcless coo. 

sidered as a wholesome food to horned caUle, and when accustomed to it they grow lean if it 
lie changed suddenly for milder grass. The most fertile parts where the fine grass is produced 

are called in contradistinction mcetdields. The hillocks at the feet of large mountains, par. 

ticularly on the southern sides, arc commonly ,our.jield,. They are seldom to be found 

higher t_!lao a hundred toises above the level of the &~a, and lie in a!>out the same regions as 
where succulent and rocky plants generally grovr- As the white.ant heaps are a certain proof 

of a ,our-field, so whcreTer the plant kuhnia rhinocerotis is seen growing it is immediately 

'knoW'n to be a r.,reet-field. / 
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been accused of it when an account was required of th ·e disappearance of 
wares which had vanished in a very different manner~ A keeper of the ma
gazines once, when some bars of iron and a quantity of beJls were missed, 
had the impudence even to accuse the ants of having destroyed them. 

We rested at noon at the house of a widow, again of the name of Lieu
wenberg, but who was by no means in the same happy circumstances as the 
former one of that name whom we had visited. She had the terrible mis
fortune of having three daughters idiots: the young women were grown up, 
and n~t ill-formed, but according to .the information of the neighbours, this 
imbecility was a family disease: traces of _it were to be found in some other 
of the poor woman's nearest relations. 

In the evening we arrived at the foot of the Pikenierskloof, a passage over 
the mountains leading to the districts of the Roggeveld, and the Elephants'
river, • The house in which we were to take up our abode for the night 
belonged to a widow Coetze, and was at this moment full of guests; some 
·going to the warm bath at the Elephants'-river, some retuming from it. 
This bath is considered as particularly salutary in gouty and rheumatic com
plaints, and is much fr~quented at this time of the year by people afflict~d 
with them. ' 

The guests talked to us very much of the pa.ssage over the mountain, .re
presenting it as fatiguing to ourselves, and even dangerous ·to our heavy• 
loaded waggons. Indeed, the next morning when we proceeded on our 
journey we found their representations in great measure verified . From the 
steepness of the hill it was impossible to carry the road directly over it, but 
it forms a zigzag turning repeatedly, though always ascending. The turnings 
are of necessity often pretty sharp,· and this occasions the great difficulty to 
the waggons. At such moments the whole team of oxen cannot be made to 
draw at once, and the wag3on is in danger either of running back, or, if it 
turns too sharp, of being wed Ped against the rock. We sent our baggage 
forwards very early in the morning, following ourselves an hour later, when 

• The anne1ed piatc shews this passa~·e over the mountain, and in the front is our cavalcade 
exactly io the order in which we arrivt•d at its foot. The (arm to the left is that where we 
Jodgtd • . To embellish thl, landscape, the person who sketched the design has been guilty of aa 
anachronism, and made the waggons already ascending the mountain • 

• 
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about half way up the kloof• we found one of our waggons stuck fast, • 
nor n" as there any other means for its release but to unload it, and set 
it rig h t: by the exertions of our own strength, instea<t of employing that 
of the oxen. It must indeed be considered as a matter of no small self-. 
congra t=ulation when a waggon reaches the top of the hill without any acci:.. 
dent; since no help being near, a mischance of this kind may delay the 
journey a. whole day. 

To a~ .European who has not been accustomed to the Alps, or any other 
of the mountainous parts of that quarter of the globe, it is really a curious 
spectac 1.~ to see the progress of an African caravan through such a pass. as the 
PikenierkJoof. In contemplating this stupendous mountain one is tempted 
totxclai IE at the boldness of him who first thought of drawing a carriage of 
any sort over such a height; nay, even to consider the attempt as a sort of 
presucn_ption. Nothing but the necessity of passing with all his effects this 
mighty barrier, planted by the hand of nature, if desirous of inhabiting the 
fertile vallies beyond it, could have inspired courage to form the project, or 
fortitude to- surmount all the hardships which opposed its execution, and 
fi~ally to carry it through. The rugged wildness of these lofty regions, the 
gigantic masses of naked rock, the tremendous height from which one looks 
down. upon the precipices below, makes it almost incomprehensible how a 
heavy loaded waggon should ever reach the summit; and the immoveable 
vastness of nature forms a striking contrast with the perpetual movement of 
man, "'7-ho, when brought into such a comparison, appears little even in his 
greatest undertakings •. 
h Here the African traveller is first fully convinced of tile necessity of making 

;~ "9-~ggons so exceedingly strong, and understands why the patient hard
b u r-1 ng ox is to be preferred for drawing the load, to the fiery, spirited, 
u~ coniparatively, in point of strength, powerless horse. The nearer we 

-:iv~ at the top the steeper the hill becomes, the turnings are more frequent, 
an ~ t is still more and more fatiguing to the draught-cattle. Here it is, 
not~ith . standmg, that the greatest strength must be exerted, that not a 

:t\'I"he reader is probably aware from other travels that the term kloof is not appropriated 
'° o-J to the passage of which we are here speaking; it is a general name gino tu all mountain. 
1 & of a ahoilar kind. . , 

& 
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moment'& respite to exertion can · be allowed, lest the waggon should run 
back, when that, with its whole lading, the oxen, and the men themselves, 
would ~e in the utmost danger, if not of being totally demolished, at least 
of receiving some frightful injury. We ought not therefore to be too severe · 
upon the African waggoners, if at such a moment they employ powerful 
mearis to make the almost exhausted oxen put forth all their remaining · 
strength, and this is the more necessary,' as under such circumstances they 
not unnaturalty become obstinate and unwilling to move, nor will mind the 
'fOice of the waggoner~ or even his usual wh.ip. It is really grievous to see 
the oxen, particularly the hindermost pair, when frolll a sharp turning in the 
road the fore ones cannot draw, lashed with a thick· thong of Rhinoceros 
leather, or goaded with an iron spur; but there are moments when it is only 
by such means that they can be made to go on. 

It iA however wronging the Africans much, how rough soever their manners 
may be, to assert, · as Mr. Barrow does, that they delight in such barbarity; 
but it is scarcely worth while here to controvert what this writer says, since 
his -own assertions contradict themselves. ·who can believe, for example, 
that a wound of seven iriches Jong and two inches deep, and such he affirms 

· are made by these barbarous pe!lsants in goading on their cattle, could be 
healed in three days: it is impossible for such a wound to be healed in so 
short a time. · But on thitt subject I must beg leave to contradict him, for I 
can safely affirm that I never sa~ an ox with scars of goads, which he asserts 
fo have seen in such abundance. The colonists indeed shudder at the 
thoughts of misusing the poor animals in such a way, and I never met with 
but one who remembered having been under the necessity of using an iron 
goad to get the oxen on. This accusation is one of those which Mr. Barrow 
permits himself to bring against the colonists in general, in consequence of 
his personal dislike· to , particular ones. He does not seem to see how very 
wrong it is to take solitary examples, and apply them·as the character of a 
whole class, though in so doing he transgresses no less against truth, and in 
a much more offensive way than Le Vaillant, when he indulges himself in 
the invention of extraordinary adventures. It may besides be made a ques
tion, supposing all Mr. Barrow says to be true, which shews the ·greater 
hatbarity in his disposition, the uncivilised African, who in a moment of 
danger goads his oxen with the lash and the spur, or the polished European, 
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who without any use in the world docks his horses, or for mere -want0a 
pastime, worries them to·death by running races. 

The height of the mountain which we had now ucendod is computed te 
be from two thousand to two thousand five hundred feet .above the countrr 
lying at its base, and that again is computed to be a thousand fee~ abov~ the 
level <;>f the sea. ~ .w~dely extended prospect over the Pikrtberg, and the 
country beyond, amply repaid us the fatigues of the ascent, and not far froQl 
the top a little grotto, in the midst of which rose a spring of fine freah clear 
water, afforded us a resting place, and shelter from the _parching raya of '. the 
'JUD. 

. A less steep ind r4gged way carried us down _ the other side of the bill i~\o 
the vale below, which was so inclosed with high and naked hills, that it 
seemed as if there was no way out of it. After anot~er hour's Journey 
tnrough a narrow valley, we reached .a fine gras,;y spot, where we found 
excetlent water and feed for the cattle, and where we resolved to stop and.. 
rest awhile. It was an ausspannp/atze, and called Janakraal. We perceived 
a very striking difference between the vegetable kingdom here, and what we 
bad hitherto gone over, so that this day enriched the herbarium and col
lection of insect& very much. The object11 added were so mu?h the more 
valuable, as they seemed to belong almost exclusively to this spot: we 
scarcely ever found them elsewhere. 

Our farther route lay through a narrow pass among the mountains, inclosed 
on both sides with high bills, at the end of which we arrived at the Berg
valley: here we were to pass the nigllt at the house of Field-Cornet Gideon 
Rossouw.• The valley spreads out in this part, but towards the north con
tracts again, and ,is ioclosed by high and steep cliffs. The soil seemed to 
us extremely fertile, and the fruits of the earth st8:nding upon it good, hut 

• •Tit thus that this f'amily now write their name, though they are descended ori,inally f'rem 
French ref'ugus •f the name of Rousseau. In lik.c manner many otller French families. hue 
acc~mmodated the present spelling of their names to the manner in which they arc prono1mced 
in the Dutch languagc.-Field-cornct is the title gi,eo to a magistrate who decides in the first 
ialtaaee little -dilp1ltes that semetime1 ariae among the colonists thcmsehes, or between the 
Hottentots and the colonists bordering upon them. Their jurisdictien extends to f'rom ten to 
twelTe farms, oTer which they have a sort of sub.government. Their Ealary consist, only in 
an esemption f'rom the impo,&a npoa co1uu10 fuamg establishments. 

1t 2 
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_ the owner complained that a great part of bis lands were scarcely cultivable, 
from the quantity of salt-petre they contain. He pointed out to us several 
places where this salt was to be seen rising from the ground, although it was 
early in the year, and rain bad fallen but a short time before. In winter the 
rains carry the salt-petre with them deep into the earth, but it re-appears in 
summer in a thick rind upon the surface, and soon destroys all vegetation. 
This is a very general evil in the districts of the Roggeveld and Bokkeveld, 
and seems to prevail most in a fat and fertile soil. 

On the hills that encompass this valley, we first saw a company of apes,• 
which, as we approached them, fled hastily to the highest summits; but the 
whole night through we were annoyed with their tiresome yelJ. They do a 
.great deal of mischief to the gardens, and even the most watchful dogs can 
scarcely prevent the nightly maraudings of these nimble-footed animals. 
Although Kolbe somewhat exaggerates the regular and concerted manner in 
which their robherie.1 are carried on, yet it is very true that they go in large 
companies upon- their marauding parties, reciprocalJy to support each other, 
and carry off their plunder in greater security. 

The stream which runs through the Berg-valley, and supplies it with 
water, is so :;trong that it turns a small mill which Mr. Rossouw has erected. 
We even found depth sufficient in some places to permit of our bathing in 
it; a refreshment which we never omitted taking when an opportunity was' 
presented, and which contributed not a little to preserving the health of the 
whole party. Our dragoons and Hottentots, who were not very rich in linen, 
availed themselves of it also to wash their shirts; and such is the drying 
nature of the air in this part of the world, that, after banging a few minutes 
upon the bushes, they were dry enough to carry away 'with them. The 
water that flows through the valley collects· itself some miles farther west
ward towards the coast into a pretty large lake, which has the name of the 
Lost-valley. In heavy rains this lake empties itself into the sea, but for the 
greater part of the year the evaporation of the waters is as great as the flow 
fro~ the hills. 

The field-comet informed us that in another small valley, not far from his 

• The rimia cy■oeephalu, of Linneus. 
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babi tat i cm, there was a Hottentot-kraal, where some families of pure HottentQtt 
were established, who lived entirely after the manner of their ancestors. 

· Whea they are reduced to great want, they come to him, and other .inba- . 
bitants c,f the neighbourhood, to offer their services; but when they haye 
earned a slender provision of sheep, fruits, or bread, they return · home to 
irid11Jge in their natural laziness, and do not come again till they are once 
more pressed by extreme want. But their wants must be very pressing 
before they do this, since they bad rather suffer a certain degree of hunger, 
and have: only a skin girt round their body. than work to obtain a better 
supply <>£ food and clothing. For awhile they will live upon vegetables only, 
particula..r-Jy upon onions and other roots, but no African savage can liv~ 
entirely "1'ithout animal food, -and it is this want which drives them at last to 
hire the~ selves as herdsmen to the colonists. They cannot at the ~ame time 
be acc"U.aed of any actual wickedness-their characteristic vice is extreme 
indolence. The Dutch government has recently prohibited all such societies
offree Hottentots within the boundaries of the colony, unless they can prove 
that they have some means of gaining their subsistence. 

On. ~ ednesday, the twenty-sixth of October, -early in the morning, we 
pursu.e<:1 our jour~ey through a deep, sandy, but always ascending ro~. 
Our h~t accompanied us for a short distance, and carried us to his garden, 
-wh_ere ""\lVe saw a very fine plantation of orange-trees. They were so full of 
mnt th at the branches seemed ready to break with the weight, although ten 
"&ggon loads of oranges had already been sold to the neighbours. The trees · 
were so high in the stem that we · could ride under them upon our horses, 
and gather the overhanging fruit. There are many parts in the interior of the 
colony particularly fa,·ourable for the culture of sweet-oranges, Jemons, and 
:andarine-apples, but the harvest of them is lost to the colonists, because 
~- Y cannot be sold at a price that will pay the expence of transport to any 
1stanee. Some industrious colonists bring the pressed lemon-juice in casks 

t\~be Cape Town, and some,even extract an oil from the rinds, the trade in 
w •ch is very profitable.· It is remarkable that though-the bitter-orange will 
n~t thrive in any part of the colony, the large thick-coated lemon, called the 
Clt"'8 decumana, • is tolerably abundant. 

• In English, the Shaddock. 
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At this garden was a Hottentot of whom Mr. Rossouw desired .ua to taJte 
particular notice. He was of the tribe called the Grosse Namaaquas, aDd 
WJUJ di$tinguished from the other Hottentots by ,his much greater size and 
strength. In early youth, in a war between his nation and the Dammaraa, 
a tribe living farther northward, he was taken prisoner by the latter, and 
lived for some time among them. According to the custom of the country. 
bis two middle upper front teeth were drawn as a mark that be watt a prt
soner, and with this token upon him (which was shown to us), the 1088 of his 
life wo_uld have been the inevitable consequence of his being made prisoner a 
seco,nd time. He therefore prefe.rred living E1mong t~1e Christians to running 
t.his chaoce, and making his escapt:, engaged in bis present aervice, with 
which he was extremely ,atisfied. 

After pursuing our wpy for a considerable time over a dry sandy c ou try 
w~ were utged by heat and thirst to seek repose in a habitation a little to the· 
right. Although our visit here was not ~xpected, we found every thing in· 
readineN for our entertainment, and received such a pressing invitation from 
the kind mistress of the house to partake of a little repast, that we sent our 
e,Jcort on to ~n appointed place, there to wait for us, and prepare us a 
dinner -in the open field. I mention this circumstance only as a farthe-r 
illustration of the genera! spirit of hospitality that distinguishes the Afrinn 
colonists. 

In a sort of hollow ainong the mountains, called the Long Valley. •~ 
found some tents already set up, and all our people, from the first to the last, 
busied every one at bis post, in making the preparations we 'had orderefl. 
This repast in the open field was the .rather determined on as an earnest of 
what we might expect in future, when necessity would compel n to encamp · 
in solitary places, and to begin practising .our people in setting up and etrikiag 
the tents expeditiously .against they should co~e into more frequent use. 
As novelty always has in it something attractive, so every body was on this first 
occasion ready to take their share of the necessary business. Our ladies took 
the cooking upon themselves, and our/ young men vied with each other in 
their eagerness to get out the tables and ohairs, to.lay the cloth, •to unpack the 
knives and forks, and prepare every thing in · the m08t exact order; while 
the frugal meal, which every one now considered himself as having duly earned, 
was sweetened by the gaiety and good ·humour that reigned among us. 
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lf'e ...,.~re already busied in re-packing our goods and chattels, when two 
colonists came to us who had set out upon a journey to the Cape Town; but 
leamiog l>y the way that the ..Commissary-general was to visit the country 
they in b abited, had sent their families on, and come themselves to seek us, 
and int~at that they might be favoured with our company at their house. 
They v.r-ere two brothers of the name of Louw, inhabitants of the Lower-Bok
keveld. All our entreaties to them not to think of losing so much time, and 
of taking ~ double journey of more than a hundred hours, were in vain. They 
should n~"Ver forgive themselves, they said, if they were to be absent from 
home at t lie moment when for the first time, since the existence of the 
colony, a. ll'egent had visited their country. They accompanied us two days 
farther on <>ur road, and then took their leave to go home and prepare every 
thing for C> ur reception.• · 

Frolll. C> ur fir&t entrance into the Berg-valley, we had been impressed with 
strong ad. 01iration of the . very singular nature of African mountain scenery; 
but we now passed through a ravine, the bold grandeur of which raised our 
astonishinent to a much higher pitch. Enormous masses of sand-stone were 
towering one above another, till their gigantic forms seemed as if they touched 
the arch of heaven itselt They ran nearly in paral1el directions from the 
oorth to the south, while here and there their regularity was interrupted by 
br'.iken nu,sse&, the clefts-of which were overgrown with plants, which seemed 
Wttl't. difficulty to raise their dark green leaves out of the solid and massy 
• tone. These almost perpendicular walls, riling to the right and left, though 
fur thousands of years they bad braved the ravages of time, yet seemed at 
every ~oment to menace the almost bewildered traveller, with falling and 
eniab-

1 n g him to atoms. 
The noise of our cavaicade frightened a number of the little lively d~es f 

,,;;he ~frican colonists when they tra-rel on horseback ha.e always a led Jtorse wi_th them, 
h. caa-lr"iea their packages, and which tbey sometimes change with the riding.horse to reline 
~ "rbe embarrassment they would be in if their horse was tired, or ill in the midat of a. wute, 
bebi:i ~~is precaution very necj!ssary. A Hottentot boy, who is hair naked, and who rides 

19 lllaster without a saildle, carries tlae gun, with which the traveller now and then killa f111~. a.ncl. .._,hich is destined equally for his defence in case of meeting with wild beasts or aayages. 
u-\; "9a.y they will tranl twenty hours distance in a_day. . 

b~ c!as or h9raz capen,i, o( Linuaus, is a small dusky coloU1'ed animal, abont the aize 
et" '--'b'bit, with &hort ears and no tail, whicll inhabits many or the mountains in the ,oteny. 
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who were reposing in their quiet solitude, and springing up before us, they ran 
to seek shelter in their burrows among the rocks; while at the very edges of 
the overhanging crags skipped the nimble antelope, called her-e the l.:lippen
springer, • and high above in the air soared the hungry vultt;1re ::is he : was 
prying into the chasms below in search of his prey; 

The way through this ravine was a constant ascent, and when we arrived 
at -last at the top, a new -scene awaited us, as we looked back upon the nar
row pass we had just quitted. It seemed as if the Tu ins of a former world lay 
in chaotic confusion at our feet. Not the least trace ofa human being was to 
be discerned: all was one continued wilderness of gigantic masses of rock. A 
single isolated pyramid, which reared its lofty form in the midst of the broadest 
part of the valley, was the centre point of this vast picture, and the only 
object on which the eye could sati!d'actorily rest; Not one of us had e'ver 
seen, either among the works of nature, or of art, apy thing at all resembling 
this scene: ·what a world of new jdeas would a painter endowed with taste ~ 

and feeling imbibe from visiting it! 
It was late in the evening, when, after a fatiguing course, constantly ascend

ing and-descending steep and lofty' hills, we. arrived at . the dwelling of, a 
Mr. Kendrik Van Zyl, in a place called the Jakhal Valley. In this solitary and 
motrrnful spot, far removed from the rest of the world, we found still the 
same good-will, the same readiness to serve and assist us, which is so distin
guishing a feature in the character of these colonist<:J. Notwithstanding that 
in this house there were evident marks-of greater poverty than we had hitherto 
seen, and the inhabitants made a very different appearance, yet every thing 
was neat though humble. and the utmost diligence was exerted to accommo-

• ' date us 'to the best of their power; equal exertions were made to do some 
repairs again wanted to ·our waggons, they having suffered much from the 
ruggedness of· the ways we had recently passed. 

These repairs were, however, not completed till noon the following day, 

, •. Tile griesb~ or grizzl.ed deer (the antilope oreotragu, or Linnieus), known also in tbeae 
paru by the name of the duiker or diTer, Crom the manner in which when concealed among 

' . . . I ' I • ' ' 

the bushes it will every now and then raise its head up· to iook at· passing objects, and theD 
immediately plunge down again, like water.fowl di,ing into' the wafer. 
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when ,re again set forwards. Again we had to climb a steep . sandy hill to 
get out of this valley~ and when arrived at the top, still we saw nothing but 
rocks and sands, with some heathy shrubs scattered about them ;-yet we 
1¥,gan t() be SQ accustomed to such scenery, · that we found ourselves every 
day less wearied with its uniformity. We here found in abundance a plant 
which also grows nearer to the Cape Town, in the district of Tulbagh : the 
colonists call it rhinosterbosfes, because, they say, that in the time w~en the 
rhio<>f;eroa was an inhabitant of the country, it used to feed very,much upon 
this plant. It is the same that I have mentioned before under the name of 
1nJmia rhinocerotis, as the sign, wherever it grows, of sveet-jields. . , 

The place where we rested some hours at noon belonged to a :wid9w, by 
name Van Wyk, whose eldest daughter, a married woman, of . abo\Jt eight 
arid twenty, struck us all very much, from her extraordinary corpulence. It 
is, however, scarcely possible to conceive more beauty of features .and COQl• 

plexion, more natural modesty of behaviour, and more activity in her 
motions, than in this woman, , notwit_hstaoding her unusual b,dk. Former 
tnaveliers have remarked that corpulence, particularly among the women, i• 
by no means rare in Southern · Africa. • The mildness of tbe climate, the 
quantity of animal food eaten, little bard work in their household concerns. 
freedom from cares and sorrows, may well account for this disposition of the 
body. 

We here learned the manner in which the leather used almost universally 
in this country, instead of coraage,. is cured. The fresh flayed ox-bide is 
first cut with a knife into thongs, .the breadth being regulated according to 
the strength and thickness wanted, which varies with the purpQfe for which 
it is to be used. The thongs are then soaked in ley for four and. twenty 
hours, after whic1' as many are joined together as are requi1ite to make the 
length wanted. · The whole is then thrown over a sort. of gallows, and a 
heavy weight, from eighty to a hundred pounds, fastened to it to stretch it 
down. Two slaves then, with a stick between the leather, keep drawing 
it backwards and forwards, and turning it con$tantly round and round, 10 

that the weight may bear alternately alike upon every part of the leather. 
-From thus constantly changing the place by which -the leather haags, it is 
soon dried, and is then used without any other preparation. · The harneu for 
the oxen that draw the waggons i1 made of-this leather. The little cro,1ble 

L 
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neceuary to prepare these thongs,- and their .durability, have acquired them 
such a decided preference over cordage, that no one has ever thought of 
tumiog their attention to several sorts of nati,•e plants which appear to partake 
of the nature of hemp, with a view to rendering them useful. Thi's ma)I, 
perh~pa, occupy future generations, when the facility of intercourse being 
mer~ new objects of trade will be sought, and ox-hides may become of 
much greater value than they are at present. At some distance from the 
Ca~ Town, the slaves, and upon the borders, even the children of the 
coloniats are clothed in leather prepared by themselves, and there is abun
dance of plants which aff'ord excellent materials for tanning. Even the 
savages of Southern Africa are very adroit in preparing leather, and have the 
art ~f giving it an extmol'dinary pliability. In the houses of the colonists, 
the seats of the chaim, and the frames of the bedsteads, are generally made of 
leather. 

We found here some vines, though these mountainous regions of the 
•orthern part of the colony are not very favourable to them; and in a garden 
near the houae was a profusion of apricots and peaches. The fruit, including 
the grapes, wae dried in the sun, and aold to the neighbours: some was 
oc_casionally carried to the Cape Town. 

I cannot here forbear, even at the hazard of being charged with dwelling 
unreasonably upon the subject, adverting once more to· the very unjust 
representations made by French and English travellers of the rusticity and 
uncouthness of the colonists. But after having seen these things so much 
-tlwelt upon, we were not a little surprised even here, at the distance of eighty 
hours from the Ca,pe Town, in a country where the inhabitants are, from 
their sitiiation and local circumstances, deprived of every means of receiving 
what is commonly called a polished education-,Ye were not a little sur
prised~ even here,. to find a degree of cultivation and good-breeding not 
always diacernible where the opportunies of acquiring it have been much •ore favourable. There · reigned an order and aeatness in the house, a 
decency and propriety in the deportment and manner of expressing them
selves among the inhabitants, with a friendship and kindness towards each 
ether, and a mildness towards the slaves and dependents, which excited 
ila ua the highest admiration of the venerable mistres~ (now nearly 
1eventy years of age) and her · ,,-hole family. · We had been accostomed, 
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wherever we went, to see the utmost politeness and respect shewn to 
our chief, and f.very attention that civility required . paid to the rest of the 
party, but seldom saw these courtesies performed with the appearance of 
more unartificial sincerity, yet, at· the same time, with a greater degree 
of refioemeot than here. I am ready to allow, that instances of so high- a 
degree of polish are not common among the distant colonists, but I mUlt 
at the same time affirm, that instances of such brutal roughness and coaree
neu of manners as ~Ir~ Barrow describes, and which he givee. u uie· geaeral 
character of tbia class of peop~ are much more rare. 
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CHAP. VI. 
. . . . 

7ne Elep!tats' River.-Salt Lake.-Fatiguing PMsage of the Nordouw Mountain.-
~e Part.!! lose thej,: Wa!J ~!I }(ight in ar, almo,t ullinhabiled Count,y ,-Night .pas,ed 
~on . the 'B~nk of the IJ_oorn•rivcr • ..:...The Yolle!J of Jlo«J,oerlot,ve,, -The Lomer 
Bokke'Oeld.-Uye~'DalleJJ. · . · · · · · · · 

01' the evening of the twenty-seventh of October we reached the bank 
of the Elephants' -river. In a little valley, surrounded' with hiHs which la1 
near it, called again the Rietvalley •, we passed the night at the hou~ of a 
nephew of the brothers Louw, whom the reader will "'member to have been 
mentioned in the former chapter. Tbe owner of the place was absent himself, 

. gone up, according to the mode of expression in the country, to the · Cape 
Town t; but his children, who were almost grown up, 1ave' us' the best enter
tainment in their power. 

• The reader moat not take ol'ence against the coloniata of the ae.enteenth a■d eigfat~ 
c,aturies, if there appears among them a want of nriety in the name, they gave to cWl'ereot 
,pots. Ir the same name is found repeated in many parts, this arose from the spots to which 
it wu given being all of them distinguished by like charactr,ristics; since it was from the cir. 
cumstances appertaining to the spot, or from the animals found in the neighbourhood, that most 
ofth.,names were derived. Hence some confusion certainly arises, and it seems -rery expedient 
that aach additions should be madeas would point out which, among the varioDI place• oC the same 
~e, it ia inteaded to allude to. Besides the number of Rietvalleys already mentioned, we shall 
Ind another Elephants' . river in the district of Zwellendam, as well as that of which we are now 
tpeak.ing ;and in like manner there are more than one Hlppopotamos•.rivers, Buft"alo.rivers, Lion. 
riTers, &c. &c. A·. proposal was made to the Dptch government in the year 1805 to remedy 
this inconvenience, of which perhaps the English government, since the colony has been la their 
....., have availed themselyes. 

+ It II widl the Cape Towa, u Comerly with the holy city of Jeral&lem, that being tJ,e Nat 
.,r gotern■ent, the cc,loniata al ways talk of going up to it, though the Janda thereabouts are the 
·hweat la the whele country, tho1e about the other bays excepted. Although from the Cape to 
Ole ltonien of the colony the couatry is a constant ascent, still these remote parts are all called 
die Lo.,..Fleld,: thence the L°'"" Bolrmeld and the Loa,er Ro11eH1tJ, whlda are tltill CU.. 
tlngaielled, bec:aaae they are tJ,e paru of tile diltric:tt tlle tur&liat nmoM fNII die capial1 ••* 
because .they are the loweat llnd•~ 
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Not far from this place, about four hours farther to the north-weat, lies a 
salt-lake, from which the inhabitants of those partsfumish themselves with 
this great necessary of life. But since the same quantity of salt cannot be 
collected every year ; ~nee there are even times when the salt-pans_ are 
entirely .dry; in good seasons they make a very large provision, sufficient to 
last for thr~e years or more. 

In .this v~lley we 'again.Jound a water.:mill, which is a constant proof of a 
fer~ile spo~,-since it evinces ·that there must be a very ~ supply .<>f w~r~ 
The '!heels are.none of them more than from six to eight feet in diameter; · As in 
~o,t, P~·O( the :colony the corn is ground by hand-mills, wherever a -water
~.ill can be erected, it is very profitable to its owner, since their neighbours 
bring their com to ·it to be gro~nd, for which they pay a certain• price. Fro~ 
fiv~ to six bushels . of com is as much as one of these mills can grind in four, 
.and.twenty hours. In the garden to this house we found the largest pQJDe"'. 

peoate-tree we had yet seen in the colony: it was nearly twenty feet high in 
the stem, and would. afford .shade from the rays of' the sun to seve~ persons 
at once. 

The next morning we 'croued the Elephants' -river: it was not more than 
two feet deep at the ford, and about a hundred feet broad, including a little 
island in the middle of the stream. The sands driven so far up upon the 
banks, and the loosely-rooted trees near them, shewed, however, that at certain 
times.of :the year the river spread itself out ,•ery considerably, and then the 
prope,;:ty_of the inhabitants must be exceedingly contracted. Directly on the 
other side rises a steep hill, which retains its old Hottentot name of the 
!'_iardouw. We were ~hove an_ hour ascending it on horseback, and our 
,waggons, which we overtook about half way up, here again got into great 
4ifficulties. We found ene very much damaged, and most of the others, 
though they had a double number of oxen to draw them, too heavy laden, 
so th~t we wer~ obliged to lighten them by nearly a half, and let the load be 
carrit"d at two different times. In the lower half of the mountain, large 
~locks of slate, which lay' in the middle of the road; so obstructed the way, 
rhat it was scarcely .possible for the waggons to go on, and it sometimes 
required the united st~gth of all the people belonging to the waggons to 
11em.ove them, ,while towards the top, both oxen and waggons sunk into so 
-deep a sand, that it was not without extreme difficulty they cou:ld get on at 
all. - From. these · specimens, some idea may be bmed of ihe obstacles opposed 
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tb carrying 011 a interceune of tride from one pert of th• colony to anothec
'by means of land.e11ria~ 
· ·We had tftlveUed about an h()ut aloog the flat a&d arid summit of the 

mountain, when the ground began to elope very gradually. A 81Dllil streamlet 
of water, runniAg -from among the naked rocks, in-rited us to stop here, at once 
to rest our horses, and to wait for the waggons wliich were eGming after us~ 
A ihlt piece of rock, serving as. a tabl~ wu spread with our little provision, 
and here we took our frngal repast. As we were seated at it, a bastard 
Hottentot eame 11p to lay beMre the Commi88ary-generalaCG111plaint against 
hie master for ill-usage. The coRNnissary invited the lad to. join ._, and 
when some weeks after we ~ame into the district where tbe JD811teJ>of whom 
he eomplained hved, he cited both him and the field-cornet of the district to 
appear More him, a.nd redressed the aggrieved Hottentot. The latter, how• 
el'ef, entreated permission lo remain in our service, and we found · him one of 
the most active and faithful of our whole swarthy community~ 

Scarcely less fatigftd wi,h our rest at noon in the bur11ing sun> tbaR tvith 
the ascent ef the hill, as the heat somewhat abated, we proceeded onwards
to encounter new and still greater difficuhiesw The spirit and patience of the 
wlwle party, and aho:ve all the firmness of our ladies, was at this momen4l toe 

h pY.t to the first great trial they experienced. From a very imperfect direc,.. 
lion having beeo given us respecting the way to a farm-house, situated alioot 
two ·hours off, where w:e proposed passing the night, we were led to follow 
the fresh track of a waggon, which carried us. to the left, and which pn,miaed. 
tts a much better road than what we ought to have taken. Three hours pused
l>efore we became eensible of our error, but still we pursued the same track., 
testing in-the hope that this must carry us at length to some human habitation ; 
bot still none appeared, and in this dilemma night began to come on. To . 
return · back seemed in no case adviseahle, since having taken a northerly 
direction, it appeared as if we could not have come entirely 011t of &ur way,. 
and that though not exactly in the right road, yet that we must. still hue beea 
advanci.ng., consequently that we must lose ground by a retrogr.ade movemen.e. 
Fortunately, the moon, being at the first quarter, afforded us some light, ao,as 
'° assure us that the way we were going was perfectly safe. , 

Meanwhile our horses, who bad not .had any regular .meal since early morn,. 
ing, began to-grow extremely 'A'eary,; one of mine, which . perhaps .had eaten of 
some plUU; that disagreed with him, as he was feeding at tihe time we were 
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resting, soon after we got out of the right track becam~ extremely ill. Not, 
howeYer, having the least idea that we had missed our way, I ordered my 
,la~e to remain with the sick horse, and wait for the wllggons' coming up, 
when -his comrades might assist in getting the animal on. The comfortless 
situation of this poor lad, who was only sixteen, who I now found woul~ 
espect assistance in vain, and who mjght be attacked by lion$ and hy~uas, 
traces of which we bad this day for the first time discovered, gave me the 
utmost uneasiness: yet we had wandered on so far that it was impossible to 
aeod him auistance without danger, and the only thing I ~ould hope was 
that he would be so much frightened that he would leave the horse, and try 
to liad the waggons .by himself; a hope which I afterwards found confirmed. 

At every step we took, the country seemed to grow tlatter, and to be spread 
oat to a greater extent before us• and we looked around in vain, in hopes of 
arying some light in the distance, which would hive announced an habita
tion. Equally in vain did the whole party stop at ,hort intervals to listen 
whether we could not heat the barking . of a dog, though sotne fancied they 
eould plainly diHtinguish such a sound. Alas! nothing was to be discovered 
all around by the glimmering of the moo», but a vast, and, ae it appeared to us, 
boundl~ desert. The ride!'$, not less weary than the horses; now almost all 
diamounted, and led their exhausted hUDgry Animals after them, sometimes 
stumbling over loote stones, sometimes sinking ande deep in the sand. 

We now began to perceive plainly that we were upon a gradual d8$ceilt, 
111d •ere inspired with 4l hope that we might soon come to water, which 
wouW at least be a cordial to the thirsty anuuaJa, whom we could with diffi
tulty -drag after us .. · Our hopes were soon converted into a cettainty, • we· 
plainly discerned a row·oftree, down in the bottom. It was now ten o'elQCk. 
We came at iength to the bank of a 1tream, along which w~ coasted some 
" 8Y, and which, according to the marks given ua, we e()flcluded to be tbe 
leaae,, Doorn..river. The want of rest wits so general among us, that po ~ 
"oUJd hue daought of crossi11g the 1tream 9 even if we had not conceived it 
11•~ to attempt fording it at night. It was therefore agreed to wait here for 
.,~l"eak, and to make ourselves as comfortable aa we could with empty 

8~aehe, and not a morsel of any thing to satisfy our hunger. The b&o,es were •":eddied, and when they had drank at tile stream, we tied them with i}alters 
tree.., -about die roots of wbicb were Kattered Mme thi~ tufts of g~s. 
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This being done, we all set about searching for wood to make a:large fire. 
which was rendered doubly" necessary from the coldness and darkne~s of the 
night. A second fire was kindled upon the nearest height, as a signal to our 
people, in case the steward, who had remained with the waggons, should 
have sent any of them in search of us. The want of sleep was now another 
of our hardships, yet the cold ,vas extremely adverse to the satisfying it. 
A~ none of the party had any wann cloathing with them·, the only dependence 
for warming them was upon the fire, and even this was but a broken reed to 
rest on, for while on the right side · we ~t tolerably roasted, to the left a 
cold south wind penetrated through the thin cloathing, quite to the skin• 
Fortunately some of the dragoons had with them · the coverings for their 
horses, and their own riding-cloaks, and by the help of these, with some of 
the saddles for _pillows~ we made a sort of bed for our ladies, on which they 
got two hours comfortable sleep. - The rest of ·us stretched ourselves upon 
the sand by the fire, outbidding each other in the price that we would at that 
moment have given for a piece of bread, a glass of geoeva, or a pipe of. 
tobacco; and every time we turned, c:ursing the coldness of the night, which, 
as we found afterwards, we ought rather to have blessed. 

In fact, the Ausspannplatze, for auch it was at which we had stopped, lay 
under a very ill-name~ on account of the immense number of black scorpions 
by which it was infested, and which are some of the most venomous animals 
of the country. In warm nights there is very great danger of b~ing stung by 
them, and but a few weeks before our adventure,___ a ·melancholy proof had 

·been given of the dangerous nature of their sting. '-One of the best female 
slaves of a Mr. Van Wyk, when she was busied in collectj___ng dry wood, had 
-the i:nisfortune to be stung in the hand by one, which was prob~,hly concealed 
under the bark of one of the oldest and dryest pieces. · All the · .µsual reme-

. \ 

dies were immediately applied, but the girl, notwithstanding, died iii., eighteen 
)lours. This dangerous insect seldom comes out in the cold, and' ,loses in 
eome degree the power of darting its sting, so that the wound -~s· less 

. dangerous. · · · · \ 
) 

To complete our misfortunes, towards morning the heavens overcas~ and 
it began to rain; the day, however, soon after appeared, and a dragoon, ~ho 
was sent out to reconnoitre, discovered at a distance a little hut, al-om 
w.hich came 1\11 old slave, who was stationed there to take care of a slllall 
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herd of cattle belonging to his master. From him we learnt that we were 
already three hours distant from the place where we should have passed the 
night; that we were, however, in the right w.ay to the Lower Bokkeveld, and 
mightvery probably reach the abode of Mr. JacobLouwin thecourseoftheday. 
A couple of dollars to drink prevailed upon him to accompany two of our 
dragoons in search of the waggons, that our people might be made acquainted 
with our adventures, and follow us as soon as possible. We ourselves set 
forwards at stin-rise, and haviug passed the · Doorn-river, not without some 
inconvenience, the bed being" rather deep, and full of loose stones, pursued 
our way over a broad beaten road, at the foot of a chain of rocky hills. 

For three hours we still kept going on, aniid the constantly increasing 
weariness both of horses and riders; . when a wag-gon, standing still, presented 
itself to our view. The appearance of a vessel in the midst of the wide
spread ocean cannot impart ·greater delight than we now felt at the sight of 
this vehicle. A family of colonists were upon their journey, and the waggon 
was stopping, while the oxen were feeding at a little distance. A pretty 
young woman lay sick in the waggon; she had been carried by her husband 
to the bath at the Elephant ·s• -river, but to no purpose; and was now returning 
home. It was the track of this waggon which misled us the evening before. 
The· mother of the sick woman was busied in cooking a hedgehog, which 
they had just taken, and with the utmost good-will, she offered our ladies 
some of the broth with a piece of bread, while hungry as they were, it was no 
less grateful to them than the most delicious soup. As w: entered upon 
explanations on both sides, and they understood all the particulars of our 
situation, the good man immediately produced his flask of brandy to recruit 
the exhausted strength of the strangers; on this, and a piece of bread, which 
was portioned out to each, we made the best breakfast that we thought we 
had yet eaten. 

I was happy in being afforded an opportunity of making some little rQturn 
for this hospitality, by giving the sick woman, who was in strong hysterics, a 
little glass of naphtha, which I had with me by chance; and since our future 
route lay not far from her dwelling, I promised to visit her, and give her farther 
advfoe, as well as to furnish h_cr with some medicines. Therron, which was 
the name of the colonist, now shewed us a little foot-way leading to a 
deep valley, where he said we ~hould find a house, and some tolerable grass 
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for our horses. We then took our leave of the good people~ with many 
acknowledgments, and turning our horses into the path, soon reached the 
valley. 

We found, without difficulty, the spot to which we were directed. The estate 
belonged to a farmer named Wilders, whose present dwelling-house was at 
some distance, nor had he for several years lived at this place: it was now 
inhabited by a freed slave, and two bastard Hottentots, whom he had placed 
there as keepers of his herds. Corn is a commodity not produced in this 
rocky valley, so that we asked in vain for bread. The half-savage inhabitants 
live upon dried and salted flesh, which there was not sufficient time to have 
cooked, even if the looka of it had been more inviting. Some unripe lemons 
which hung upon the trees was all that they had to offer us, but our horses 
found tolerably good feed, and we stopped two hours to refresh them. This 
interval was employed on our side in lying down under the shade of the 
lemon-trees, where we enjoyed a sound sleep, and found ourselves on waking 
extremely revived by it. The freedman now intormed us that we might go 
by a much nearer way, if we would quit the valley, and not follow the beaten 
road any more, which from the winding course of the valley necessarily 
made a circuit of several hours. He was with little difficulty prevailed upon 
to shew us the way, when he led us over a steep path, the fatigues of which 
exceeded any thing we ever experienced either before or after. The name of 
the valley, given by the person who first discovered it, is Moed-verlooren; and 
never was a name more highly deserved, or more appropriate. The path by 
which we ascended out of it was so steep and dangerous, that we soon thoug·ht 
the time we were to save too dearly purchased, and repented exceedingly 
that we had not rather been contented quietly to take the circuitous road. 

It was impossible to think of remaining upon our horses, for the way was 
often so steep, that we were sometimes obliged to use both hands in climbing, 
nor could we without the aid of the whip make the horse spring up a perpen
dicular block of between two and three feet. \Ve afterwards proceeded a con
siderable way upon the slope of the hill, on a narrow path, which to the right 
had an almost perpendicular waH of rock above it, and to the left below a 
deep precipice. \Ve were even glad when we had to ascend again, notwith
standing the fatigue attending it, to quit a path, which, though less difficult, 
was much more dangerous. A fu)l hour elapsed before we reached the top, 
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and were out of danger of man and horse falling, and perhaps meeting with a 
fate which the mind shudders to think on. Even the brothers Louw, though 
pretty well accustomed to steep and difficult paths, assured us that they had 
never but once in their lives gone that way to the Moed-verlooren, and had not 
the least inclination to attempt it a second time. They thought it a matter on 
which to congratulate us, that out of a company of twenty persons no worse 
accident had happened to any than a bruised knee or ancle, and blamed the· 
freedman very much for his thoughtlessness in having recommended such a 
way tons. 

At length, towards evening, we reached Lokenburg, the dwelling of Jacob 
Adrian Louw, after having been thirty-two hours out in the open air, almost 
without nourishment, labouring through roads the most difficult and fatiguing 
imaginable. I leave it to the readers to conceive to. themselves the situation 
of the ladies who were of our party. Let them but revolve in their minds the 
occurrences of the preceding days, and then think of two young women, 
scarcely twenty year~ of age, accustomed not only to all the conveniences, 
but to the superfluities of life, going through a long day's journey on horse
back, sleeping at night upon the sandy bank of a river, with only a dragoon's 
riding-cloak for a bed, and then travelling a second day almost without food 
and refreshment, not only half the way on foot, but climbing rugged rocks, in 
danger every moment of wounding their delicate hands with the stones and 
briars, and only assisted occasionally by the servants .of the company. To these 
things must be added, the inconvenience of a woman's clothing, and the wea
rying manner ofridingupona woman's saddle; and when they are all duly con
sidered, there will be no difficulty in deciding, that whatever was endured by 
the rest of the company, it wns not to be compared with what these young 
women suffered: yet all was supported by them with the most undaunted pa
tience and constancy: not a ~omplaint escaped their lips: they only confessed 
afterwards how much they had suffered from hunger and over-exertion. At 
the time, they were emulous to display uninterrupted gaiety and good-humour, 
and often by some lively sally dispersed the cloud which seemed to be steal
ing insensibly over the mind of the father. Probably, few of my female 
readers will now be desirous of taking the same journey. 

The valley in which Loken burg lies is called the Uye, or Bulb-valley, 
because many sorts of Iris and l.ria grow here, the bulbs of which the Hot
tentets eat, and are very fond of them. The country is fruitful, and affords
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excellent feed for sheep and horses. The owner of Lokenburg is the richest 
man in the district; the house indeed did not bear any appearance of great 
wealth, but that was more owing to the remoteness of the spot, and the frugal 
habits of the colonists living on the borders, than to a want of the means of 
making a greater show, or to penuriousness of disposition. The country is 
here thinly inhabited: in the last twenty hours we had scarcely seen a house, 
and onr host himself said that he had not above four neighbours within reach 
of half a day's journey on horseback. Com was little cultivated: the grapes, 
from the height and coldness of the country, were not yet ripe; and the fruits 
in general were not so well flavoured as in other parts of the colony. The 
principal wealth of the ~ower Bokkeveld consists in sheep. These animals 
thrive particularly well here and in the .Roggeveld, but the dryness of the last 
year had destroy~d a great many. The number of sheep fed by about twenty 
proprietors amounted to seventeen thousand, and might be increased to 
thirty thousand in favourable years: the loss in the last year was computed 
at ten thousand. At a· moderate computation, there are besides about a 
thousand horses, and two thousand head of horned cattle, fed in this district. 
The farmers have begun to introduce here, the Spanish breed of sheep for 
the sake of the wool; that of the African sheep is good for nothing. The 
government considers this experiment as one of the most probable means pf 
promoting the interests of the colony, by the source of profit which it may be 
made: but of this more hereafter. 

That com is not more cultivated, is owing principally to the difficulty of 
transport. Every one can, without much labour, grow a sufficient quantity 
for the supply of his own household, although there is a general want of 
water. The place where we now were is an exception to this general rule : 
it is the only spot in the district where the fertility of the soil can be turned to 
the best account, by the possibility of sufficient irrigation. Louw had even 
speculated upon attempting the cultivation of rice, which he thought would 
be· very practicable; in fact, in a later journey which I made into these parts, 
I found that he had carried his project into execution. Tobacco is also grown 
here. In large trees, such as. would yield wood for building, the cou~try is 
wholly deficient. ,villows grow on the banks of the Bantam.river, and 
mimosa on the banks of the Doorn: on both are also to be found nut.trees. 
\Vood for building is brought, though not without great difficuity in the 
transport, from the cedar hills, and the houses in this district are therefore 
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much mor~ roomy, more c.onvenient, and built in a much better taste than 
in the Rogg~veld. In the latter district thl!Y cannot get hard wood, such as 
could be used in building~ on account of the almost impossibility of bringing 
it over tne steep mountain roads. 

As the Lower Bokkeveld is at the utmost extremity of the colony to the 
north, and borders on fhe solitary tracts haunted by the Bosjesmans, so in 
former ti ~es itsinh~bitants suffered much from the inroads of these uugovern
ab\e savages. For some years past, however, they have rather withdrawn 
from these l)arts, and carried their incursions more eastward, to the annoyance 
of the in.hllbitants of the Roggeveld: and the little parties who remain in the 
neighbourhood of the Bokkeveld live on peaceable terms with the colonists, 
the latter purchasing their amity by paying them a yearly tribute of sheep. 
The field-cornet, John Gideon Louw, the cousin of our host, contributed 
very mueh to the establishment of this peace, by collecting in the year 1798, 
from th~ colonists of the Bokkeveld, four hundred and sixty sheep and goats 
as 8 Pre-sent to the Bosjesmans: upon this a sort of compact was entered into 
~twee..,_ them, which, by making them like presents from time to time, has 
h1the1"1:<::> been very well observed. But since some of the colonists, parti
cul~rl y those at a distance from the borders, have of late failed in giving in 
their e~ntributions, some new means, it is to be apprehended, must be resorted 
to for tbe maintenance of this good understanding. 

We were not a little discomposed by expecting, in vain, for the greatest 
part of' the following day, the arrival of our waggons with their attendants; 
at length, about evening, our minds were set at rest by their app.earing, when 
We found that this delay was owing to their having done like ourselves, and 
lost their way. Our whole company were now re-assembled, excepting two 
dragoons, who had loitered too much behind the waggons. Our French-horn 
player was here of particular use: stationed on the nearest height, he blew 
his far-sounding horn so successfully, that, notwithstanding the darkness of 
the night, the wanderers were led by the sound, till they at length rejoined 
us, and we were all once more collected together. 

Our waggons had, however, suffered so much by the badness of the roads, 
that they were most of them not in a state to proceed without 41ndergoing 
once more considerable repairs. This circumstance, united with the want of 
repose arnong the whole party, to recov~r their fatigues and recruit their 
strength~ determined our chief.. to stay two days here. I· was particularly 
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pleased with this arrangement, as it gave me an opportunity of putting my 
various collections into some oJ11er, and of packing them more securely. 
The Commissary-general employed these hours of leisure in visiting some 
other places in the district, and went on the first of November, accompanied 
by some of his train, and the Field-Cornet Louw, to 0orlogskloof,• the abode 
of the latter, seven hours farther northward, on the bank of the greater 
Doorn-river. In his way he stopped at the houses of several persons lying at 
a short distance from the road; and notwithstanding the poverty that reigned 
among them, he was received every where by the owners with expressions. 
of the greatest pleasure, and with all the politeness which their situations. 
would admit of. 

The evenings and nights that we passed here were very cold, and the ther
mometer !mnk to 39 by Reaumur. One night there was a strong hoar frost, a 
thing never experienced at the Cape, even in the middle of winter: this is 
ewing to the height of the country in these mountainous r~gions. In 
another part of my work, when my readers are made thoroughly acquainted 
with the nature of the country in all its parts, I shall take an opportunity of 
dwelling more diffusely upon the differences of the climate in different 
districts. 

Our host remembered with much gratitude the excellent Thunberg, who. 
Tisited him in the year 177 5, and to whose cares and skill he owed the life• 
of a son then very dangerously ill: . the youth recovered entirely, and is still 
living. As a particular curiosity> he shewed us a goblet, made of the little 
horn of an African rhinoceros, which, as he assured us, had the property, if 
a liquid poison was put into it> of changing its nature entirely by a strong 
fermentation> which takes off the noxious quality, so that it may be drank 
without any danger. . It was in vain that I endeavoured to pursuade the 
worthy man how e1Toneous, and eveo dangerous, was such a belief: it seemed 
to be the universal popular creed, and was not to be shaken. t 

• Oorlogskloof> the War.nlley, so called because of a combat which once took place here 
with the Bosjesmans. This place is the most northern. of the district. Directly beyond it begins. 

ate inhospitablt1 country of the Namaaquas. 
+ In the firJit volume of a collection of travels published at Leipsic in 1748, it is said, that the 

Malays consider the rhinoceros as the female of the unicorn; and it is added that they nlue 
t:heir. horns yery highly, as an antidote against all sorts of poison. It is Tery probable that this. 
1uper6tition was introduced into the c:olon1. of the Cape by the Malay &Ines. 
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CHAP. VII. 

The Namaaqua Partridge.-The Matjes•fontein.-John Strauss.-On tl,e Ditease, 
of the Colonists.-The Tyger-point.-The District of Hantam.-Yan Reenm', 
Property there.-Charwcter of the Colonists of these Parts.-lmpres1ion1 of Fi,h in 
the 'Slate-Stone.-The Spurting-Snake.-The Rogge-celd .bfounlain.-Hunting, of 
the Colonilt, beyond the Border,.-Cold Climate of the Rogge-oeld.-The Legplaot,. 
-The Lower Rogge1Jdd.-Accoant of the Murder of a Family of Colonill1 by Sla'Otl 
and Botiesmtms.-The Kuil-rioer.-Natron rising out of the Ground. 

ON Wednesday, the second of November, we proceeded on our journey, 
,and stopped at noon at the house of a certain Peter Van Zyl. We found in 
the person of Van Zyrs wife a poor but truly worthy and notable housewife, 
who was exceedingly bustling and assiduous in her encleavours to ,;nnke our 
short stay as agreeable as her confined circumstances would permit. We had 
here a Namaaqua partridge, which the husband had shot the day before: 
these birds are in such abundance in this country that as many as sixty are 
sometimes brought down in three shots; they are about the size of a small 
pigeon, and very delicate. In later journeys, by myself, when I went beyond 
the bounds of the colony, they often afforded me a very agreeable repast. 

In the afternoon we went a little out of our way to visit the sick woman, 
whose family had a few days before so readily shared with us their slender 
provision of food and drink. I found her still very ill, and left her the 
medicines I had promised, with some directions for managing herself, parti
cularly with regard to diet. On the evening of the same day we arrived at 
the Matjes-fontein,• where lived a certain John Strauss; but his house was 
so small that there was not even a place where the Commissary-general could 
sleep: we were all obliged to have recourse to our tents. 

This Strauss was of Germall origin. His father migrated to the Cape as a 

• Matje,goed Is the name given to a sort or' rush, of which Tery pretty mats are made in this 
country. It grows ia abundance in this place, and hence it ia called Matjes-fonlein. 
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soldier, but afterwards became a citizen, and was in exceeding good circum-
stances, when he had the melancholy fate of being murdered in a most horrid 
manner by his slaves. Strauss, though then but a child, was an eye-witness 
of this dreadful event, and gave us a very circumstantial account of it. 

I found ample employment during the short time of my stay here, for 
there was a vast number of sick and infirm people in the neighbourhood, who 
came to ask my advice. I was much struck with the manner in which I was 
accosted by most of them, for placing the firmest confidence in the infalli

. bility of my art, they called me master, seeming to have the feel~ng, as if I 
were able to perform like miracles with those recorded by the Evangelists, 

' and of my own power alone heal their diseases.• Most of them were 
afflicted with long-standing deep-rooted maladies, which would have required 
a protracted and careful attendance to afford any chance of curing them. 
Chronic diseases are much more frequent in this country than acute ones. 
Far tµe greater part of the women labour under hysterical affections, which 
by their strange mode of managing them, contrary to all sense ·and reason, 
often come to a formidable height, and end in hectic complaints, which 
prove fatal. The stone is here a much too common complaint among the 
·men: this is perhaps to be ascribed in great measure to the bad water, and 
the want of spirituous liquors.t · In those districts where vines are culti
vated, and good wine is made, or where wine is to be had cheap, the evil 
does not exist. There is another disease which is not vel'y frequent among 
the white people, but when they are afflicted witli it, from their total igno► 
ranee of the manner in which it ought to be treated, it commonly gets to a 
formidable height. It is much more frequent among the Hottentots, but 
what is extraordinary, is not so manifestly destructive to them. 

Gout and rheumatism are among the diseases to which the colonists are 

• TM Dutch ship surgeons are called in the sailor's language meester, (master) and this 
term, with many others used by the sailors, has been adopted as the language in ·common use 
among the colonists. Edwards, in his excellent account of the English possessions in the 
'\\'est.Indies, remarks, that the case is the same in those colomcs. 

+ Water loadccl ,fith earthy matter is generally assigned as a canse of the stone; but the 
n;ant of spiritutJus liquors seems to be a novel and an unrcasonabre cause for that disease.-

\ 'fRJ\NSLAT&ft. 
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more particularly subject. By removing to a milder par~ of the country, or 
by the use of the warm bath, these evils are, however, more easily subdued 
than many others. Children suffer much from quinsies, but this is the only 
disease prevalent amoug them: scrofula is seldom to be seen, and the small
pox is quite extirpated from the interior of the colony. Fevers are not 
frequent, and never arrive at the formidable height among the native colonists 
that they do · among Europeans, whether in their own countries, or as 
emigrants in this. 

Notwithstanding that our stock of medicines was very ample, yet it would 
soon have been exhausted, if I had administer~d to the wants of every body 
that came to consult me. I therefore found it expedient to make myself · 
acquainted with the properties of such medicinal plants as grew in the 
nei~hbourhood" and had recourse to them in most instances, since otherwise 
we should hav~ be~m left without resources, in case of any of our own party 
being sick. By the advice of a friend in the Cape Town, I carried with me 
a stock of Halle medicines, in which he told me the colonists placed great 
confidence, and that it was not easy to make them a more acceptable present 
than a glass of pu,lvis antispasmodicus, or essentia dulcia. As I did not, 
however, place equal confidence in these medidnes, I forbore to give them 
as specifics in ~ses of real disease: I only availed myself of them occasionally 
when I wantecito make some little return for civilities received, or when I 
was for any other reason desirous of obliging. Through the medium of my 
medicinal · knowledge, I acquired myself many friends among the colonists, 
and in my subsequent travels through' these countries I found the readiness 
I had always shewn ·upon this_ occasion to give my assistance wherever it was 
w~nted amply repaid by a thousand little courtesies, and by the universal 
esteem and regard with which I was received. One inconvenience I expe
rienced from it, that many an hour was by this means lost to me, which I 
wished to have been able to devote to other pursuits. It occasioned me, 
besides, to have much less time for repose than any of my companions, 
since, from the number of patients I had to attend to, it often happened that 
no other opportunities remained for me to make my excursions in quest of 
the treasures I was always desirOlJS of obtaining, except the hours which 
should have been devoted to rest. 
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Tbe next place at which we stopped was at the foot of a little hill, ,he 
$outh end of which is called the Tyger-point. We met with a very friendly 
tcception here in the house of a colonist, by name Vander Merwe : we had 
a gr~at deal of conversation with him upon the diseases to which the cattle 
of the country are subject, and judged him, from the nature of his remarks_ 
to be a sem,ible man. In the neighbourhood of the house we found a ricb 
tiarvest of rare plants and insects. 

A pass between two little hills which unites two plains with each other, 
without any difficulties or unevenness of ground in the passage, is called by 
the colonists a poorf (a door). Such a poort. is formed by the Tyger-poillt 
and the hill opposite. ,v e passed through this poort in the afternoon, and 
learnt from our conductors that two years before, the pass Wa.9 for some time 

« infested by the Bosjesmans. They used to ·conceal themselves among the 
blocks of Sand-stone rock, which are nearly the colour of their skin, whence 
they shot their poisoned arrows at the travelJers who were passing through, 
without a possibility of their being seen by them. We remarked, as we 
proceeded farther on, traces of a 'fast as~emblage of ostriches, which must 
recently have passed that way. ln summer these birds are fond of inhabiting 
the heights, but in wihter they descend into the plains. 

The fuot of the Hantam mountain W88 the boundary of our this day's jour. 
ney; and Akerendam, the house of the Field-Cornet Abrafam Van Wyk, 
on the south side of the mountain, was our destined quarters for the night. 
This hill is in many . respects very remarkable: it is almost isolated, and . 
resembles the Table mountain very much, from the flatness of its top, and 
the steepness of its sides; but it is not so high, its summit being only about 

· fifteen hundred feet above the ,•alley at its base. What above all things, 
however, makes it remarkable, and eccasione it to be celebrated throughout 
the colony, is the excellent quality of the grass produced in its neighbour
hood; it is reckoned particularly salt1tary for the feed of horses. Another 
advantage enjoyed by the country is, that it is free from the pernicious 
dt"oughts which in some parts of the colony do so much mischief almost 
ev-e1-y year. The cause of this peculiar wholesomeness of the grass is not yet 
fully understood, but the iohaoitanti are inclined. to ascribe it principally to the 
mountain being covered with snow for three months in the wioter, while 
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even the highest of the neighbouring hills do eot remain white for more than 
a day at a time . . 

The Jand hereabouts would be fruitful enough, if, as in the southern parts 
of the colony, rains fell regularly in winter. But this is not the ca1:1e; p. 

want of water prevails every where, particulal'ly to the south and east of die 
Hantam mountain• many plac~ ~ven, from the c~treme drought, ~re in 
1umQ1er wholly uninhabitable . In the Ethort winter days the springs some
times begin to flow again of themsekes, without any rain having fallen, iJl 
consequence of the little enporatioQ from above, ~d the melting of the 
anow on the tops of the hills. Even at thi~ time Qf the year the salt-springs 
and standing waters of the Roggeveld become sweet from these circumstances. 

Very little corn is gathered in the dj&trict of flan tam, though some lands 
are sown every year by the colonists . If heaven is ple13sed tQ gran~ rain, the 
harvest is tolel'!lbly abundant, but it too often l!appen!:f that the seed is sc~rcelf 
more than return~d ; the principal part of t~e cpm used i~ therefore brought 
from the neighbouring districts, particularly from the Lower Bokkevel<f. 
Tho consumption of corn is small ie these norther(l parts: meat i~ th~ general 
food : the ahwes in particular scarcely iwer ta$te hl'~a4. This js unive~Jy 
the cue where, as here, there i~ good feed for ijheep, ao<J meat is cheaper 
than bread. In a household of twenty people, three or four sheep, weighing 
from thirty-six to forty pounds each, are killed every day, and the coanmQll 
reckoning, u I coUected from questiQning a variety of persons, ia ~ sheep a 
week for every herdsman. There were at this time about twenty-five thou~and 
sheep in the district, but the dryness of the year l 804 decreased th!3 mm1ber 

to about twenty thousand. Nor was this the only miichief jt Qcca&ioned; 
for the fo~der was in many places entirely destroyed, and nothing J>qt worth• 
leas plants remained . upon the spots. Very few horned cattle ~r~ kept, from 
the want of what is called valley-ground ; by this is meant a moist soil, 
composed of clay and sand, since it is ia such a soil that the plants good for 
feeding cattle thrive best. 

The most considerable estate in this dist.rict is one belonging to Mr. John 
Vaa Reenen, the same whom we had seen at the Teefontein. Jt lies Qn the 
north-west side of the Hantam Mountaie, the part which iai well watere<J. 
At the next farm, called the Groote Toorn, Van Reenen has an excelJe~t 
stud, consisting of more than three hundred,~breeding horses, mares.) an4 
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·colts included,-all of the best English and Arabian breed, He had among 
others, an Arabian horse, for which he gave three thousand . dollars. These 
·animals are left day and night to run about the open field without any guard. 
Stables are wholly unknown here, and to steal a horse is a thing unheard of. 
About once in a fortnight the horses are all · collected together and counted 
over. Now and then a colt is missed, which has probably become a prey to 
the hyrenas, and in many of the horses are to be seen evident marks of the 
·cJaws of wild beasts. 

This estate of .Mr. Van Reenen is an exception to the general rule respect• 
· ing the unsuitableness of these parts to the growing of corn. As on his side 
·of the Hantam Mountain several little streamlets flow from it, so that the 
lands can be well watered, he can grow sufficient corn for his own consump-

. tion: in a good year the corn will yield from forty to fifty fold. The garden 
produces excellent kitchen vegetables of many sorts; and an orchard of about 
-six hundred peach trees, furnishes an ample supply of · dried fruit for the 
-winter. 

· Van Reenen's .flock consisted at this time of more than sixteen hundred 
·sheep. As he was one of the first to . introduce the Spanish sheep, many of 
his flock; even as far as the fifth generation, were of that breed, ~nd bore very 
fine wool; an article which already brought him in great profit. The 
government in the year 1804 established a commission to enquire into the 
best mode• of improving agriculture and the breeding of cattle, of which 
-~fr. Van Reenen was appointed a member. Of this commission, at the head 
of which was Mr. Van Ryneveld, I shall have frequent occasion to speak. 
Their attention has been turned very much to the improvement of the breed 
of sheep, in which they have succeeded so well, that for a few years past • 
the revenues of the colony have been much benefited by the exportation of 
wool. 

Next to Van Reenen's estates that of the Field-Cornet Van Wyk, at which 
we were now taking up our quarters, is esteemed the best in the district:
it is, however, very deficient in water. To the south-west extends a wide
spread plain, about three or four hours _in circumference. This plain is 
bounded by several isolated hills of singular forms, among which the most 
remarkable is the Prammeberg (the Breast Mountain), so called, because 
when seen in profile it very much resembles the bosom of a woman. 
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-The inhabitants of this district are more active, move more briskly, and, 

are less fat ~nd un~ieldy than those of the southern parts; probably owing 
to the climate being so much more temperate. They resemble in this respect 
the inhabitants of t'1e country -about the Snow Mountains, on the eastern side 
of the colony, whose activity has been celebrated by most travellers. Soon 
after our arrival, several families of the neighbourhood made thei! appear
ance, some in waggons, some on horseback, attracted by curiosity · to see a 
magistra~e high in office, once _in their lives. Every one brought with him 
some little present of game, or other things for the table, which were n0 

less thankfully received than they were courteously given. We could not help 
being once more surprised to see so much natural good breeding and civility, 
so much propriety in tlieir modes of expressing themselves, under such 
simple garments, and among people living at the distance of sixty miles from 
the capital, iii a dry and solitary country, fit only for the feeding of cattle, and 
half encircled by some of the wildest among. the savages of th~ neighbouring 
districts. 

A couple of sturdy young lads, whose eyes glistened with health and con
tentment, delighted us very much with the eager manner in which they 
related a number of hunting and travelling adventures they had met with; 
and the effect was exceedingly increased by the concise, yet expressive, 
African Dutch language, in which the relation was given. We had often the 
opportunity of remarking, that we never heard from the mouth of a colonist 
an unseemly word, an overstrained expression, a curse, or an imprecation 
of aoy kind. The more I saw of these people the more I was convinced of 
the truth of this remark; I even many times perceived plainly that they · 
could not without a sort of honourable indignation hear our dragoons, and, 
indeed, others of our Europeans, i_n.their impatience, permit oaths or other 
unbecoming expressions to escape them. The universally religious turn of 
the colonists, amounting almost to bigotry, is, perhaps, a principal cause to 
which this coi;nmand of themselves is to be ascribed ;-it may also be in 
some measure the result of their Jiving so extremely secluded from the 
world; a circ~mstance which preserves them from temptation io many 
vices. 
. But w_hat pleased us above all things in the good people of the Hantam 
district was, the amenity of disposition which appeared in them to.wards each 
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other. This wu the first place where our active chief bad not been called .r: 

upc,n t() decide any difference, among the iuhabitanta. It muit be acknow- . t 
ledged that the colonists in general are too much disposed to quarrelling 
among themselves, principally with respect to the boundariei of their several 
estates; and perhaps among ten near neighbours nine will be at variance . 
Yet, though they adhere to what they consider ai their rights with the 
utmost pertinacity, no one thinks of aspersing or calumniating another, not 
even behind his back, much less does he ever proceed to acti\ '.e outrages. In 
this district there is, indeed, less cam;e than in some others for such quarrela, 
since the estates lie pretty remote from each other, and there are comp'll"a
tively few horned cattle kept: the forage for them, where they are kept jp 

abundance, is always a fertile source of diicord. 
The heat of the following day induced us to remain here till the afternoon; 

the rather as we were only four hours distant from the place where we were 
t.o rest the next night. I employed the morning in exploring the surroundinc 
country, and visited two sick Hottentots belonging to our host . I found by 
the bed of one of them a musical instrument, a sort of guitar made of half 
.the rind of a gourd scooped out, with a rough touch-hoard fastened over it, 
along which were drawn four strings. The wife of the sick man would play 
upon it, and produced accords which I afterwards beard ftom the gonY1,/i pnd 
other iMtruments of these savages, and which could not without great diffi
culty have been produced from any of our own stringed instruments. 

The place to which we went in the evening belonged to a person of the 
name of Gous, and was one of the poorest we had seen in our journey. It 
is the last in this district towards the east, and is called De onwetende fo1ttei,
aan dm Daunis Kloof. The cabin, for house it could hardly be called, of 
the owner, was surrounded by naked craggy rocks, nor, at far as the eye 
could see, was a tree, or even a shrub to be discovered. Low, thinly scat
tered bushy plant.s, among which the mesenwrya11themum ,pino,ru,a aeemed 
the most abundant, was all that the earth produced ; but, notwithstanding 
this, a considerable number of sheep were feeding all about. A little spring, 
which rose in the bed of a periodical river, afforded only a small quantity of 
brackish water scarcely drinkable, and the , complete solitude of the place 
left the inhabitants .not without apprehensions of viaits from the Bosjesmans. 
In this melancholy spot, however, we found a curiosity well worthy the 
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utmost attention of the naturalist, and of future travellers. In the slate-stone 
ftom which the spring rose were the impressions of an innumerahle multitude 
·or fish. We perceived this extraordinary appearance first upon the surface, 
but the impressions were larger, more distinct, and finer, in proportion aa 
we broke deeper and deeper into the . stone. The form of the fish resembled , 
that of the eel, and the length of the largest was about three feet. The brit
tleness of the slate made it impossible for us to get out a single specimen 
entire, and the fragments, which we preserved for the purpose of examining 
t'hem at our leisure, were afterwards destroyed by the jolting of the waggon. 
The more I made myself acquainted with this country, by my subsequent tra
vels, the more remarkable did the phenomenon appear to me, as being the only 
remains of a former world, which I found throughout the whole of Southern 
Africa. 

We now quitted the district of Hantam, and turning to the south-enst, 
bent our course towards the Roggeveld Mountains. Our route lay over 
a plain which stretched from the south-west to the north-east, between the 
districts of Hantam and the LQwer Roggeveld, and, like the former, it was 
encompassed by isolated hills, rising as it were out of the plain, and pre
senting a variety of fantastic forms. A lofty mountain, which seemed almost 
as if it had been broken down perpendicularly, and which was divided in 
horimntal . layers, towered above all the other hills; its top appearing in 
some points of view as if it had been a regularly shaped cone, in others, 
aa if it wu broad and flat like the Table Mountain, . while over it was 
thrown a green carpet of well-grown plants, giving it a very picturesque 
appearance. 
- Some young colonists accompanied us as guides, who were, besides, in case 

of meeting with any game, to give us proofs of their dexterity in the art 
of shooting. But alas! such opportunities were sought in vain; the only 
thing that came in our way during the whole day was a vulture of the species 
here called the bald-head (vultur aura), which one of our jagers shot flying. 
The heat of the day brought out a great many snakes; we killed two of 
very venomous kinds, one the horned snake, as it is called (colube1· cerastes), 
tlae poieon of which is very mucltsought after by the Bosjesmans for poison
ing their attows. The other was a very rare sort of serpent, called here the 
spugslang (the spnrti.ng snake). It is from three to·four fee~ long, of a black 
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colour, and bas the singular property, according to the assertion of the colo
nists, that when attacked it will spurt out its venom, and that it knows how 
to give it such a direction as to hit the eyes of the person attack tng him. This is 
followed by violent pain and so strong an inflammation,that it will occa sin 
the entire loss of sight. To wash the eyes immediately with warm milk is 
recommended as the best remedy in such a case. The bite of this serpent is 
extremely dangerous. It is probably the same that is mentioned by the 
Capuchin Antonio Zuchelli. in the account of his mission to Congo•, where 
it is said that it spurts its venom from its own eyes into the eyes of the person 
who attacks it; and that the milk of a woman is the only thing that can pre;. 
vent total blindness ensuing. t 

'\Ve arrived in the mountains of the Roggeveld about noon, and in a narrow 
valley found the dwelling of a widow Steenkampf, called Elandsfontein. 
Although, from the abundance of water, vegetation was here more flourishing 
than in many parts, and that there were gardens and corn-fields about the 
house, yet the narrowness of the valley, pressed in between high, dark, naked 
rocks, into which the house seemed as it were wedged, made this but a dismal 
abode. The cold, at night, was pre'tty severe; and as we were obliged to sleep 
in tents, we had some difficulty to keep ourselves warm. 

Our day'sjourney, on the sixth of November, w:as performed by me more 
than half on foot, that I might be at liberty to collect plants and insects. I 
was obliged to carry, besides the apparatus necessary for_ disposing of the 
treasures I hoped to amass, a gun to defend myself in case of neces1tity, or to 
kill any game I might meet with; and thus loaded, a walk in the heat of the 
day wa~ somewhat fatiguing. My trouble, however, was repaid by a large 
addition to my collection, and by a hare and a couple of very pretty birds 
which I shot. I quitted the road, and climbed among the rocks, now up, now 
down, over clefts and crags, till at length about noon I rejoined our party, 
whom lfound iii a place called the Hartebeestfontein, belonging to the son of 

\ 

• Pub;ished at Venice in 1711. 
t See Beckmann's Litteratur der alteren Reisebeschreibungen. TIie Translator Jsas sought in 

nin in Linnzus for an account of this snake : no name corresponding to the German one ii to 
found; nor is the animal mentioned in N,mnich', uricon ,kr NaturgeschicAte. 
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one of our old friends the Louws. He was not himself at home! he had been 
absent a fortnight, haTing gone with some neighbours to hunt the eland.• 
They had now exceeded the time that they proposed to be absent by two 
days, and the wife was under no little anxiety lest some accident had befallen 
1hem. It was impossible not to share in her distress, and equally to partici: 
pte in her joy, at seeing them return in the evening. The company had 
gone me days northwards, beyond the boundaries of the colony, and besides 
all the smaller game they had killed, which served as their daily food, they 
brought home seventeen elands. These animals weighed from seven to eight 
hundred pounds a-piece, so that the portion of each of the hunters was about 
four thousand pounds of pure, excellent fksh. This was cut to pieces upon 
the spot, salted and pa.eked in the skins, and thus brought home in a waggon 
tbey had taken ,vi-th them. Here it was to be smoked, and would then be a 
plentiful supply of cheap and wholesome food. 

T be g.reat muscle of the thigh, smoked, is more particularly esteemed. These 
are cut out at their whole length, and from the resemblance they then bear 
~ bullocks.' tongues, are called thigh-tongues. They are often sent as presents, 
or f'or sale, to the Cape Town, and are there eaten raw, and cut into very thin 
slices~ with bread and· butter. Thus prepared, they are esteemed an excellent 
,ourwumdise. The taste of the eland's flesh, when eaten fresh, resembles bee(, 
but it is tess fat, and can for that reason be kept longer when dried. In this 
eountry, where bread is not always to be had, and where fatted mutton is 
thought not to he wholesome as a constant food, this smoked flesh comes in 
as a very agreeable and salutary change. 

M ueh has been said against these hunting parties beyond the borders; and 
it must be confessed that Mr. Barrow docs not without justice represent them: 
as incroachrnents upon the savage tribe, to whom the territories properly 
belong. They have, indeed, been strenuously prohibited by the Dutch 
g°:"ernlllent, since the year I 804· ; a regulation which certainly has _more to be 
said fof than against it, and the best effect of which is, that it must compel 

•n , . 
•tlle' · e Antehpe Orea,. These arc a largt' sort of Antelopes; they go together in flocks, and 
t "Aeei. is ~cb esteemed; the marrow is considered as a particular delicacy: the skin is ex• 
rtlDely '-•~1, and the Bottentota make tobacco.pipes of the horns. · 
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the colonists to be more diligent in seeking resources within themselves; that 
they must now be under the necessity of making improvements in the rearing 
of cattle, to compensate the loss of the supplies derived from the chase. I 
cannot, hmv'evcr, abstain from remarking, that the ground on which Mr.Barrow 
condemns this practice, can never, as it appears to me, be maintained, and that 
he rests his corollary entirely upon false assumptions. In my later journeys, 
when I went beyond the boundaries of the colony, I was fully convinced 
th:it there was a super-abundance of wild game all over the country, which 
the Bosjesmans, from their natural indolence, anc} from the imperfect nature 
of their arms, are by no means in a situation to make use of as an object of 
advantage to themsdves. Nay, I have myself heard them complain of the 
discontinuance of these hunting parties, since they were, they said, beneficial 
to them, as they got the refuse, that ii to say, the head, the feet, and the 
entrails of the animals, for their portion. It is, however, I again repeat, right 
ihat the possible mischief which might arise from this practice should be 
prevented. 

The district in which the elands had been killed was still, as Louw told us, 
inhabited by the rhinoceros, and he had himself, in the course of his life, 
dispatched several of these creatures. Their flesh is commonly given entirely 
to the savages, who consider it as a particular dainty; and such a present ia 
the more acceptable, since they cannot, with their weak arrows, pierce the 
thick hide by which the monster is defended. The skin is the only thing va
luable to the colonists, to cut into strips for making the driving whips known 
here by the Malay name of Sclwmbo!.·s. As these whips will always sell for 
two, three, or even four shillings;-a r_hinoceros amply repays the powder 
and ball necessary for killing him. 

The Ilartebeestfontein is a very fertile spot, and affords plenty of good feed 
for cattle. Louw keeps two hundred horses, three thousand sheep, four 
hundrccl goats, and a great number .of horned cattle . A very neat nice young 
wife, and five stout, healthy children complete his domestic happiness; while 
his cheerful, contented spirit, and frank integrity of mind, render him worthy 
of all they can bestow. 

We found the cold a;ain here pretty severe at night, though the thermo
meter rose in the day to twenty degrees by Reaumur. In the winter months 
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deep snows sometimes fall, and it is so cold that the inhabitants of the Rogge· 
veldts, in order to preserve their cattle from want and disease, remove to the 
neighbouring Karroo, which lies some thousand feet lower. If rain falls at 
that period of the year, the Karroo, though it is at other times wholly dry and 
unfruitful, becomes a glorious meadow. Every colonist of the Rog-gevcld has, 
therefore, besides his proper habitation, a place in the Karroo, which is called 
a Legplaats, and for which no duty, as for a regular farm, is paid to the govern
ment. Here a small house is erected, which at the beginning of spring is 
forsaken again, and remains empty and open. The drought begins to come 
011 . in September and October, when the family return to the hills, where they 
commonly remain tili May or June. As the Legplaats is sometimes several 
days journey from the dwelling-house, it will be easily comprehended that 
these migrations twice in the year, with wife and children, bag and baggage, 
must occasion a good deal of tro·uble and expense. 

The country upon these heights is more level, and less wearisome for tra
velling, than in many other parts we had visited. · The valleys are broad and 
open: only here and there solitary eminences rear their beaus: from the 
summits of many of these there is ~ fine view over the Karroo below. 
The atone is covered with a very thin coat of earth, but between the crags 
grow a variety of delightful aromatic plants, as for instance, different sorts of 
o~alu, diosma, pelargo11,ium, chrysocoma, pteronia, otlw1ma, and others; the 
1'udicaulis, and cotula glubifern abound more particularly. These afford a 
wholesome food for the sheep and horses, and enable them to subsist during 
the drought of summer, supposing the usual fall of snow and rain in winter not 
to fail; but this it unfortunately did in the years I S03and I 804. When we were 
.here, therefore, the stock of sheep was comparatively small to what it 1s at 
more favourable times. The flocks had not only suffered from want of food, 
but in consequence of the usual rains failing, they were infested with the 
sheep-louse to such a degree that many thousands died in consequence. The 
district contained at one time not less than eighty thousand sheep; but in 
1805 they were reduced to half that number. The climate of the Rog-gevel~ 
mountains has, in a course of years, undergone a considerable change. Old 
people remember very well, that.half a century back the super-abundance of 
water in the qistrict was such that in the middle of summer the nearest neigh-
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hours could not get to each other, on account of the rivers being ovier
tlowecl, and of the .deep morasses in the v.,uleys. There seldom at that 
period passed a week, even in the hottest months, that violent thunder
storms did not bring with them a profuse supply of rain: on the contrary, 
whole summers had of late years passed without the intervention of a single 
$torm. 

In the circle of the Lower Roggeve1d almost every family has more than 
one place, some have even three or four, so that though consisting of forty. 
seven places, it contains no more than twenty-two householders. This arises 
chiefly from the circumstance that most of these places can only be rendered 
<?fuse at certain times of the year, and that the want of.water, the scantiness 
(?f feed for their animals, or diseases among the cattle, make it necessary to 
c_hange their abode from one place to another. Many parts of the district arc 
extremely favourable for the breeding ot'horses, particularly where the situa,. 
tion is high and cold : in such situations they are seldom attacked by the 
murrain, a disease from which they suffer exceedingly in low damp places. 
The number of cattle fed here is very insignificant, and yet Jess so than in the 
~liddle Roggeveld. A sufficient quantity of corn is grown for the consump
tion of the inhabitants, that is to say, of wheat and barley. Rye (roggen, 
or rocl,en) is not cultivated here, though the name of the district might 
lead to the supposition that it was a principal object of cultivation; but 
the truth is, that the name is taken from a species of grass which grows 
very much among the clefts, resembling rye, and which the colonists call 
wild rye. 

After remaining a whole day with the friendly anq happy owners of the 
Hartebeestfontein, we proceeded forwards on the eighth of November, a11d 
about noon reached the house of Mr. Dirk Van Wyk, at the Matjesfontein. 
Among the children of this man, who was already advanced in years, and 
singularly corpulent, we were particularly interested by the eldest daughter7 
from the terrible scenes she bad gone through two years before. She had 
married a person of the name of Coetze, with whom she was living at the 
house of his father not far from hence. Their domestic happiness was already 
increased by t~e prospect of her becoming a mother, and the time of her con
finement was approaching, when suddenly, _in a dark night, the slaves and 
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Hottentots belonging to the establishment (there being,amongthelatter, many 
of the Bosjesmans) rose upon the family, and after inhumanly murdering her 
husband, her father and mother-in-law, and a sister of her husband's, before 
her face, plundered the estate of every thing worth carrying away. She herself 
was, wonderful to relate, spared. It could only be supposed that even these 
barbarians were moved with something like compassion on seeing her situation. 
She was, however, dragged away, gagged, till after several days travelling, 
they arrived at a place of concealment, whither also they carried all their 
plunder in cattle, in goods, or in money. 

A whole week was she detained in this horrible situation, often a witness -
to the debates among the plunderers respecting her ultimate fate. The Bos
jesmans contended for her being put to death; but the milder slaves, to whom 
she had done several acts of kindness, interposed to save her. At length, 
however, her death was determined on, as intelligence arrived that a party, 
which had been sent in pursuit of them by the commandant of the district, 
was a.t band. They were accordingly leading her to a lonely chasm among 
the rocks, there to complete their purpose, cnoosing this place, as thinking 
that there would then be no danger of the corpse being found by their pursuers, 
when a party of colonists, headed by the brave Field-cornet N el, rushed from 
the opposite side into the valley, and falJing upon them, rescued the poor 
woman, and taking most of the wretches prisoners, de~ivered them over to the 
hands of justice. 

It is probable that the Bosjesmans were principally incited to this horrid 
deed by the great wealth of the old Coetze, as no less than twenty-five thou
sand dollars in paper-money was found in their hands. But it is likewise 
possible that ill-timed, or over-strained severity on the part of the master, acce
lerated the crime, as the slaves bad been induced to become partakers in it, 
and had been restrained from disclosing the plot. The poor young woman 
was restored to her parents, and was not long after brought to bed of a son, 
whom we now ~w, a fine boy of a year and a half old, the delight of his grand
father and grandmother. 

In the evening we arrived at the house of the Field-cornet N el, men
tioned above. He was a very sensible, well-informed man : indeed, he and his 
father and brothers~ had the reputation of being the most intellig·ent and active 
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cattle and sheep feeders of the country. They had among them six places, 
of which only four had a supply of water the whole year through~ The sons 
had therefore recently made an agreement f9r another, which was watered 
by two never-failing springs, and thought of disposing of the unprofitable 
ones. The price of this new place was twelve thousand dollars, but it is 
not their absolute property: they only paid this sum for the house, the 
garden, and such improvements as were made by the late proprietor, and 
for his rights as Jessee.of the lands under the government. · 

The place where we now were is called de Kuil, aud the little periodical 
river that runs through it the Kuil's-river. In this river was now a pit 
so full of water that we could bathe in it; and yet Nel assured us, that a few 
weeks before there was scarcely sufficient to satisfy the thirst of a couple 
of horses. The water was very brackish; and what was used for family 
purposes was drawn from a neighbouring spring. The whole plain before 
the house was whitened over with the natron rising from the earth : 
it looked perfectly like a thin layer of snow. I availed myself of this 
abundance, the like of which we had not seen before, to collect a quantity 
of it, and clearing it from the sand, carried it with me, thus crystallised, for 
further examination. 

One of our waggons having again, the day before, had an axle-tree broke, 
the repair of it made a day's rest here necessary. \Ve did not, therefore, 
proceE=d on our journey till the tenth of November, on which <lay, after 
making a halt at noou at the Kruis-river, we arrived in 'the evening at 
a delightful little valley C-illed Koornlandskloof. This was the scene of 
the horrid murder above related : it was now in the possession of 
Ocker Coetze, son · to the old man who was murdered, and brother-in~ 
law to the uufortuuate woman we had seen. He had with him an 
unmarried sister, who in that fatal night fortunately escaped the hands 
of the robbers. She gave us a minute detail of the tragical event, 
led to it almost irresistibly by our being in the very room whi_~h had 
been the principal theatre of it. This young woman besides excited_ ·our 
interest very much from speaking, with fluency, the languages of the 
Caffres, of the Hottentots, and of the Bosjesmans. The purity, more
over, with which she spoke her own langu~ge (the Dutch), and •a certain 
refinement in her manners, shewed a higher degree or polish than we 
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bad found atnong the rest of the women in these parts. In this place 
the same inconvenience is experienced, as in so many others already men· 
tioned, that though, in humid seasons, it is very fertile, and will produce 
corn abundantly, yet in some years the springs are entirely dried up, during 
the hot months, and-the inhabitants, from want of water, are obliged to 
seek another abode. 
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CHAP. VIII. 

The Middle RDgge,aeltl.-Destriptio,:, of the Habitntiono.f a Co!onist.-Qaarrels among 
the Inhabitant, of the Rogl!,cveld.-Large I1ock of Ostriche,.-Komberg.-An 
Instance of the increasing Population of the Colony.-The Little Roggeveld.-Yisit 
from some Bosjesmans. 

AFTER having seen nothing for several weeks but a very dull and 
uniform country, we were this day agreeably surprised wi.th the pleasant 
road we travelled, turning and winding now on this side, now on that 
of the little Fish-river. The road was· smooth and level. The frequent 
fording the river, as it was no where deep, was rather pleasant than trouble
some; and the banks on both sides were fringed with willows and mimosa, 
which, if the foliage could not be called luxuriant, at least reminded us of 
coolness ,and shade. He who smiles at the pleasure we received from only 
being reminded of shade, or thinks this observation trivia), must feel the force 
of an African sun to have an idea of the value of shade and water. This stream 
must not be confused with the great Fish-river wh~ch lies to the east of the 
colony, on the borders of the Caffre country: the stream, though small, yet 
even in the places where the water was lowest, had greater depth than any 
we had passed since the Berg-river. 

With our spirits very much cheered, we arrived at the house of a widow 
named Korf, where, in compliance with the pressing invitation of the mistress, 
we stopped, and partook of a repast which she instantly prepared for l!S: we 
could not, in civility, decline doing so, though we should all have preferred 
sitting down to take our usual rest at noon by the side of the river. 
Early in the. evening we reached the place of the Three Fountains (Dreifon

teinen), belonging to a Mr. Gerrit Vischer. . 
We were now in the district of the Middle Roggeveld, where there are 

sixty.two places belonging to thirty.six housholders. ·Each of these has 
from two to four thousand sheep, and upon a moderate computation, the 
whole number kept by them may be estimated at a hundred thousand. The 
,soil is an irony loam mixed with sand, -resembling the Karroo soil very 
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much, but from its greater elevation, and the quantity of loose stones, it is 
much cooler and more fertile. 

The Roggeveld lies from two thousand to two thousand five hundred fee't 
above the Karroo below it. Northwards it slopes gradually towards the Ri~t
river, and the Nieuweveld. The course of all the little streams which have 
their sources among the mountains of the Roggeveld is not towards the 
Karroo, but towards the Agterveld, as it is called, that is the thinly inha
bited northern part of the district. What has been said of the climate, and 
productions of the Lower Roggeveld, as well ·as of the objects of profit to the 
inhabitants, will apply equally well to the middle. It lies upon the whole 
higher, and therefore suits.the breeding of horses better; but the people have 
so strong a prejudice in favour of their own race of horses, that they will not 
introduce English or Arabians to cross the breed. Their's are certainly 
the best among the different races or' African horses: they are large and strong, 
but they are thick at the joints, and any thing rather than handsomely formed. 
Formerly as much corn was grown as would serve for the consumption of the 
district, and the seed returned nbout forty fold; but for some years it 
has been diminished, and the consumption of flesh has increased. Fewer 
rattle are kept here than in the Lower Rogge\'eld, on account of the want of 
Valley-ground, which is every where hereabouts the principal object in . 
breeding cattle. 

In large trees, the country is wholly deficient, for which reason the dwelling
places of the inhabitants have a naked •forlorn appearance. The want of 
trees is so striking, that some insignificant hcdg~s of European elder attracted 
our attention exceedingly. We also saw some single peach-trees, anti seyeral 
hedges of quince. Snow falls earlier here than in the Lower Roggeveld; 
and as the cold and thick fogs are very injurious to the cattle, the inhabitants 
are driven down in winter into the Karroo.. In October they return home, 
but they are not long at rest, for in summer they are often compelled by the 
drought to go northwards to the banks of the Riet-rivcr. A long experience 
has taught that the~e removals, however incon\'enient they may be to the 
masters, are very salutary to the animals, particularly the sheep:- the oftener 
their place of feeding is changed, the better they thrive. 

On account of the circumstance above stated, the buil<.lin6s ar<· in no pari 
of the colony smaller, poorer, and less CQnvenient than here. The dweHin_;

P 
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houses are seldom more than from thirty to forty feet broad, and about 
twenty high. _From the entrance by a little low door, the roof, which is 
composed of rough unhewn spars of the mimosa-tree, or sometimes of 
bamboo cane, may be seen. The room by which we enter is that where the 
family sits; it serves also in many places for. the kitchen, and is equally the 
room for the servants as for the masters; but in the best houses there is a 
small place backwards for the kitchen. By th,e side of the large room is 
another, to which there is a little narrow door: this is the sleeping-room of 
the whole family, and is often used besides as a place for keeping provisions 
and other stores. The household furniture consists of some simple tables 
and stools, with leather thongs for seats: instead of shelves, drawers, or closets~ 
open niches are made in the wall where things are stowed: in one corner of 
,the room commonly stands a tub filled with water, into which aoy body who 
wants to drink dips a tin pot, or perhaps tlie shell of a gourd. A pot with tea 
stands upon one of the tables almost all day long, of which the women drink 
perpetually, and thereby lay the foundation of those hysterical disorders to 
which, as I have already- mentioned, they become so subject. The only 
thing that can excuse this excessive drinking of tea is, that the ·flavour of the 
water is iu many places so bad, as to be very disagreeable without somethin~ 
to correct it. Beer is no where to be found in the colony, excepting at the 
Cape Town; wine must be fetched from a great distance to the Roggeveld,. 
and even brandy is very scarce. Milk is only to be had where there is good 

· feed for the cattle, and then it is generally made into butter: the colonists,. 
besides, who live so much upon animal food, do not like milk to drink; they 
seldom even use it with their tea, and mixed with the brackish water, it has a 
very vapid disagreeable taste. 

The materials of which the waHs of the house are built are not to be 
broug-ht from any great distance. A coarse kind of slate, abounding all over 
the Roggeveld, serves extremely well in the place of stone for building: this 
laid in rows 1-ike bri~ks, and cemented together with clay, makes a very 
thick, solid, and cool wall. From the want of wood, it is impossible to adopt 
a better style ofbuilding here. I have heard those among the inhabitantsofthe 
country, who are in good circumstances, assert that if they had but better tim
bers, they would build as handsome houses as could be seen. But they are not 
able to afford the enormous sums that must be expended to bring timber over-
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the steep and rugged mountain roads by which it must be transported from 
the parts where it can be procured. 

The exterior of the house is, however, sufficiently neat: the thatch is well 
laid, and the walls are plaisterecl both inside and out, so as to make. a very . . 

good appearance: it is only where there is a want of lime to make the plaister; 
or of money to buy it, that a surface of day is substituted. The floors are 
every where of clay, and are washed every day with a mixture of water and 
cow-dung, which keeps them cool, and free from vermin. The utmost neat
ness reigns· throughout the house, and the good mistress with her daughters 
are indefatigable in sweeping and cleaning it • 

.About the dwelling-house stand a number of smaller buildings, simply 
~ustructed, which are partly for the slaves .and Hottentots, partly for work
shops and store-houses. Near these are the folds for the different sorts of 
ca~tle called here kraals.• The )41lals for the horses and_ oxen are enclosed 
by a wall five or six feet high, those for the sheep are only enclosed by thorn
hedges. As the draught cattle, the cattle destined to be slaughtered, and the 
co,vs and calves, have each separate kraals ; as the sheep that bear the fipe 
·wool are separated from those with the fat tails; and as the ewes an~ wethers 
are also kept separat_e from each other; so there are often as many as seven 6r 
eight kraal, about a house. An equal number of shepherds and herdsmen 
are also necessary to watch each separate flock or herd: they ·go out early in 
the morning to the place where they are to feed for the day, and all return 
back to the kraata~ sun:-set. The dried 4ung often lies three feet .high, or 
even more, in these kraals, wholly neglected and unused. From the number of 
cattle kept, and from their being always thus separated, it will appear obvious 

• why 6Uch extensive domains are requisite to the colouists. Few estates are 
lea tha11 an.hour long, and of equal breadth, containing thirty-si1' thousand 
acres; yet even these, on account of the scarcity of water, and the. infertility 

·of the .soil, ae often insufficient for maintaining so large ,a number of cattle, 
•d the farmer ift ther.ef~re eonstraiJied either .to have more than .ope, or to 

I 

·di.· kraai signifies in the first ll1ace a glasi or coral bead, in the sec;ond place a necklace, in the 
'rd P'hl.ce the circle hi which the Ho"tt'entofs formerly constructed their assemb1lige of buts, io 

Jthu 'th~-r -cattle were 'encfosed in the centre, -and ptotect~ · from ibe wild l,8116tt, aod in t•e 
o•rlb 1 .... -P8!1W aoy fold lor sheep · or cattle. 

• ◄ . 
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drive his cattle into the common fields near his estate; an<l since all the 
neighbours consider themselves as having an equal right to do this, thence 
arise th~ frequent quarrels among themselves as to their respective boun
daries. 

These disputes are no where more frequent than among the fohabitants of 
the Roggeveld. There are fe~ of the colonists here who have not: had a 
law-suit with their next neighbours; and this country being at so great a 

· distance from the Cape Town, where only al\ law business can be decided, the 
: difficulty of coming at the grounds of dispute, and of having the proper data 
on which to make a decision, occasion them often to be of very long duration. 
Thence comes it that the field-cornets;who give thedecisio ·n in the first instance, 

· are held in very little respect; they have no means of enforcing their authority, 
and their competence is often denied by both parties : they are accused, 
perhaps not always·unjustly, of partiaill', since they are themseives settled 

· in .the district, and are most likely either related to, or at variance with, most 
·, of those over whom their jurisdiction extends. The government have there
: fore bad an idea of establishiug a· commission ft:om the College of Justice at 
• the Cape Town, which shall make an annual progress through some of the 
· diatant parts of the colony to hear and decide these disputes upon the spot. 
This seems a very desirable regulation, as they. will then be able to enquire 

,, : more circumstantially into t~e subject of disagreement, and having no con
. nections themselves in the country, their decisions will not be liable to the 

. · imputation of partiality, while at the same time they may enforce submission 
to the inferior juri$dictions. 

At the place where we now were we found numbers of these kind of dissen-
tions,. the parties concerned in which were very eager to lay their grievances .. 

. before the Commissary-general. Notwithstanding that he wanted rest very 
· much, he heard them all with the utmost mildness, patience, and attention, 
. and took infinite pains to reconcile their differences. With many he sue-
. ceeded, but others were deaf to his truly kind and paternal advice and exhor-
tations, and were only to be subdued by his juridical decisions. Yet here we 
had occasion to observe, not without some degree of astonishment, that 

. among so many rough unpolished men the outward forms of decency were 
never violated. Even in their utmost warmth not one unbecoming word 
eac;iped them, not one injurious expression: to such things these people seem 
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wholly strangers: they are things which never meet tbeir ears • . It is indeed 
sometimes amusing to hear the manner in which they express themselves 
towards each other; bow, even when they mean to make use of reproaches, 
they employ terms which in the ears of an European would have the most 
inoffensive meaning. Such is the poverty of their language, and so imperfect 
are _their ideas with regard to those defamatory terms which generally charac
terise the lower classes of the people in civilised countries. 

As the wives of the colonists in general interest strangers very much, both 
from som~thing agreeable in_ their persons, and from the gentleness and kind
ness of their manners, with which, however, is often united an evident firm .. 
ness .and resolution, to be ascribed perhaps to the solitary pastoral kind of 
life they lead, and to the necessity of watchfully maintaining their authority 

- over such a number of servants and dependants ;-much as we had often been 
interested by the · happy union. of these qualities, never did we meet with a 
woman by whom this kind of interest was more warmly excited than by our 
·present · hostess. · She was now about forty years of age, and · though the 
mother of fifteen children, still in the. bloom of health, and with ·evident 
remains of former beauty. She had lost three of her children, and the 
youngest was now at the breast. ,vhen I visited her a year and a half after -in 
my third journey, I found that she had made another addition to her family. 
· Among the colonists assembled here were both the field-cornets of the 
district, as ,veil as the field-commandant,• by name Kruger :-these, with 
several others, accompanied us part of our this day's journey. Our way lay 
once more by the valley of the little Fish-river, and we had again to complain of 
the aame dull uniformity which . had so often annoyed us~ If there be no 
river in the neighbourhood where there is water, at ]east in winter, a person 
may travel for weeks together withoµt seeing any thing but miserable _low 
bushes. Wherever a tnU bush or a _tree is to be discerned, there he may be 
sure ofiinding the bed ofa river; yet, unless in_the cool season between Ma-y 
and August, he must not, therefore, flatter himself that he is sure of finding. 

• In e-rery di1trict there is a field-commandant, who has the supreme command of the parti~s 
which _are occaaionally sent out against the Bosjesmans, or against plundering.parties of fugitive 
slues and Hottentots. He is generally chose11 from among the field.cornets, but baa no hlgher 
jlldicial au~ority thao bis co1Jeagae1. · 
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,vater. More ·than three-fourths of the rivers in Southern Africa are in. summer 
entirely dry. 

The uniformity of our route was, however, agreeably interrupted by several 
flocks of ostriches which appeared 011 both sides of us, and which we came 

'tolerably near before they perceived us. They then fled in haste, crowding 
close together, and running against the w.ind: an eye unaccuatomed to 
such a sight might easily mistake them at a little distance for a squadron 
of horsemen. To the right we remarked some single ones which had strayed 
too Car from the main body, and were now -easily cut off from joining them 
by our horsemen. As we had no fire-arms with us, and as it was about their 
breeding time, when the feathers being good for nothing, the :i\fricans do not 
think of shooting them, so that it would have availed us little if we had bad our 
guns, we resolved on taking another method of getting as near a sight as 
possible of. one of these cavalier-like figures, and encircled him with our 
horses, drawing so close to him on all sides, that no way remained for him 
to escape, but by running directly through the midst of u&. Two: of our 
dragoons endeavoured t-0 stop his way, presenting themseh·es diroctly 
before him, and even ventured to strike at him with their drawo sabres. By 
this manreuvre we got a complete sight of his gigantic figure, for raising bis 
head as high as he could stretch it above the rider, he pushed forward. . and 
evading the stroke of the sabre, ran away. This rashness was much. con
demned by the Africans, as they assured us, that if the bird in its fligb,t had 
given them a flap with its powerful wing, and this might easily have 
happened, an arm or thigh would probably have been broken.. The munber 
of ostriches we saw in this place could scarcely be less than three huodred. 
I never on any other occasion saw so many together. ,, 

On the highest point of this wide-spread desolate .mountain-plain, .whence 
ever_y now and then a prospect into the Karroo below opened, upon.,us, we 
found under the shelter of a sort of broken ruinated natural wall of reek • 
small hut, tbe herdsman's abode while tending his master's .cattle at . the dry 
.ea.son of the year. when they are sent into these cooler regions. It WWI 

open ang standing empty, yet offered a welcome shelter from the wind that 
1b.lew over the mouotajns, and from the rays of the sun. The door, which 
.:was QU1de of reeds bound together, was soo.Q _taken off, and by the _assistance 
of four fragments_ of rock converted into a taQle: this ·was imm~diately set 
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out with cold provisions, wine, and bread : · blocks of stone served us as seats, 
and good humour united with hunger to give a high relish to our simple 
meal. Throughout the whole journey similar resting places presented to 
the party, who could not be expected in so long a course always to have an 
equal flow of conversation, an opportunity of joking and amusing themselves 
exceedingly with the contrivances to which it was necessary to have recourse. 
ia making out the apparatus for our meal ; and I really think they werer evea 
from the very inconveniences we had to combat, som~ of the most mir-thful 
aud eujoyable moments we passed. 

This spot was not·only the highest of the surrounding country, but was,: 
according to Colonel Gordon's calculation, the highest we visited in the -
course of our journey. He considered it as two thousand feet higher than, 
the summit of the Table-mountain, consequently it must be five thousand 
three hundred feet above the level of the sea. The air was indeed so dry and 
thin, and we found ourselves so singularly heated and irritated by it, that oul' 
lips and skin broke out in blisters. In the night, which we passed at the 
habitation of a certain Mr. Olivier, we ielt the cold very severely, and the 
tents in which we slept were by the morning quite , fr<nen. This place bad · 
the singular name ofToncleldoosfootein (the li.nder-ho~ fountain), a striking
proof again how much th~ first inhabitants of the colony must have been at a, 

loss for names to give the places .. 
The ·road we took from hence was to· descend at last to the Karroo, which, 

• we must cross to arrive, as according to our plan we intended to do, at the 
Cold Bokkeveld~ This might have been performed by a shorter way, if we 
ltad descended immediately from the Roggeveld wher~ we quitted the little 
Fish-river. . We should then, however, have had five days journey through 
the uninhabited Karroo, whereas having taken the road of the Little Rogge
wld, though the journey would upon the whole be longer, we should have 
on1y thrne nights to spend encamped in this dreary wa&te. 

The hill we were now to descend is caJJed the Kornberg ~ it takes thi9 
name from the valley below, which is· called the Kom-valley (the Tub-valley), 
as being enclosed with hills, so that it has the appearance of a vast tub. It 
is impossible to give an idea by any description of the prospect which at this 
spot opened upon us. It is one of the most extensive that I saw in all my 
trc1vels &-ver Soutbern. Africa. Never having appeared during the Jast fort• 
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n.igbt to,ascend·very, milch, we were exceedingly astonished to find ourselves 
at such 11 height, to see at what a depth below was the country that lay 
spread.before us. from this point the greatest part of the Karroo is seen, 
with the. bills , that bound it to the west and south. To the right and left 
the margin 'Was formed by the gently inclining circuit of the Roggeveld 
mountains: deep chasms broke at intervals the continuity of this ridge, 
forming repeated steep and lengthened declivities, which were covered with 
loose fragm«nts of stones, or. slate of a whitish grey. Over these was thrown 
a thin light clothing of plants, which, mixing their verdure with the fallow 
ground, threw a hue of faint green over the whole face of the monstrous 
landscape. Far to the south the view was bounded by the lofty hills which 

· inclose the Hex-river, in the vallies of which live the inhabitants of the 
Cold Bokkeveld. The space between is the great Karroo, as it is called, a 
parched and arid plain, stretching out to such an extent that the vast hilJs 
by which it is terminated are almost lost in the distance. The beds of num
berless little rivers cross, like veins, in a thousand directions, this enormous 
space; the course of them might in some places be clearly distinguished by 
the dark green of the mimosas which spread along their banks. Excepting 
these, no where,. as far as the eye could reach, was a tree to be seen, no nor 
even .a shrub-no where any signs of life, not a point upon which the eye 
could dwell with pleasure. The compass of human sight is too small to take 
in the circumference of the . whole-the soul must still rest upon the horrors 
of the wide spread desert. 

We began to descend, leading our horses in our hands, slipping over the 
loose rolling stones which crossed our way at every step. The first quarter 
of the way is steep as a staircase ; all the wheels of the waggons were locked, 
ao that they slid down over the loose slates with which the whole way was 
strewed. The road then begins to take a different direction, and after many 
turnings and windings, comes to the front of the declivity, when, looking 
down, a house is seen so directly below that we seem almost upon it, yet 
there is a full hour still to wind and turn before it can be reached. The 
African hills have this resemblance to Mount Sinai that they are much less 
difficult to ascend than to, descend. ,v e now found -Ourselves in the Korn-valley. A thousand greetings of 
1velcom~ resounded on all sides of us from the farm, and at the door of a 
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house; not ll'ind and water tight, we were ·received by two hosts, who lived 
bere with their• families in a joint domicile. We were conducted ~nto the 
gra~d apartments, where the perforations ip the thatch were covered over 
with · mats as well as they could he managed to keep out the weather. A 
Jarg-e chest served . as a table,· and some smaller ones as seats : our dinner was 
a good sobp made of mutton, and a wild goat roasted; while, for a great treat, 
by -way of dessert, our hosts set before us some white bread and milk, which 
bad - been just sent as a present to them : we found here, besides, some fresh 
butter~ the first we:had seen, which also was a present from a neighhour;
and yet amid all this manifest poverty, every thing was perfectly clean. The 
women took upon themselves to do· the honours of the house,· and were 
exceedingly active in their posts : they had cheerful contented countenances, 
and t:be house sw.armed with children, some of whom were even handsome • 
.Th.e number there seemed to be, occasioned us to count them, when we found 
tba. t five couple, inhabitants of the last three houses we had visited, had 
fifty-one living children: four out of the five mothers had each a child at the 
breast, and a wager might very well be laid.that none of these would be the 
last. It- is moderate in this country to reckon upon ten children to each 
fatni ly, allowing for what may have been carried off by death, as it is scarcely 
ever to be supposed that the whole number of children born will be reared. 
ln these five families, we were informed, that if all had lived there would have 
been sixty-two. From this example; as well of the number born, as of the 
mortality among them, a general estimate of the population may be made, 
Which will agree pretty well with what I found afterwards upon a more 
ace u rate enquiry to be the fact. · 

We were shewn here as a curiosity, a youth of the nation of the Briquas, 
""'_ho both from his slender form, and more noble physiognomy, was strikingly 
d~fFerent from .the rest of the Hottentots. The extraordinary accounts here 
g,v-en me of this nation was.in part the occasion of the resolution which ! ~ade, an<l executed a year and a half after, to visit the Briquas mysl·lf. 
I clefer what I have to say with regard to them- to the time wlien 

· 8 ban give an accnunt of this journey. · 
b. We proceeded onwards, still. descending, till we came to a very rc111ark,1hlc 
. l l I, which brought us in the evening to a place called the Hoop ( the llop1,J, 

~ 1-.ahited by the brother of the same Vischer who has been already me111jn1w,l 
~ were now at the centre point of the Little Roggeveld. 

Q 
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The district which goes under this name is directly at the foot of the great 
RoggeveJd mountains, ,nd forms a sort of terrace directly above the Karroo. 
It differs fro01 .other parts of the JtoggeveJd, since, notwith$tanding that it is 
rather high land, there ~s a constant supplyof 'water from the springs the ·whole 
year through, so.that it is always habitable. The breeding of cattle is therefore 

· a principal branch of indttstry bere, and the ·soil is, besides, very good for the 
cultivation of fruit-trees. Corn is sown every year, but it does not yield 
abundantly. In some cases, however, if any quantity-of nti(! :falls at the· time 
of the corn coming into ear, which indeed does notoften'happeri, ttie harvest 
is very plentiful. Six years before such · an instance occurred, · and· Vischer 
.told me that in that year he gathered a . hundred ·and· forty:· bushels of 

. wheat from only two bushels of seed. Yet since the feed of sheep ·aoo horses 
is but indifferent, the inhabitants,' on the whole~ are poorer than in the 
·higher parts of the Roggeveld ;· and this district contains : only fourteen families 
of colonists. · ' · · · 

Our waggons did not arrive tiU late at night, and had suffered so much 
from the bad roads, that they cam·e in at last with broken shafts and axle-trees, 
.so that they were with difficulty got on ·at all. Some of the neighbouring 
colonists, who were good workmen in this ~vay, were called in to assist in 
repairing them, and in conjunction with our smith the work was completed 
the next day. The object in which their l~ding consisted had not suffered 
less: the furniture of our table was almost all broken to pieces, as were many 
_of the bottles of wh;ie and oil i and we considered ourselves as very fortuna'te 
that ·we were now approaching a more inhabited country, where we coutd 
repair our misfortunes, and make some fresh provision for our future travels. 
The difference of the climate was here strikingly evinced by the change in the 
-th{lrmometer: in the higher parts of the Roggeveld it had been at 64°; accord
. ing to Fahrenheit, in the middle of the day; it was now at S6°. · • 

As we were sitting at our dinner this day, we were surprised by the entrance 
of two Bosjesmans. They belonged to the troop with whom some years before 
the colonists had made the sort of treaty mentioned above, by which they 
engaged themselves to abstain from their usual maraudings, on condition of a 
.certain tribute of cattle~being paid them yearly. They had heard of one of the 
principal magistrates of the colony being in the neighbourhood, and were come 
.in hopes of receiving eome presents. They approached the company assem• 
bled at &able not w.itbout manifest s_ymptome of apprehension and embar• 
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rsssmeot, but a glass of wine, which was presented to them, and the looks of 
kin.dness with which they were received, soon inspired them with confidence·. 
Oa:ae of them produced a paper wrapped up in a piece of cloth: it was a sort 
of passport given by the Field-commandant, as a sanction to the troop for 
begging, from time to time, of the inhabitants · of the district a few sheep, or 
~er things of which they might stand very much in need:_ in return for 
which. they had promised, on their part, to remain quiet, and not murdetor 
ste•L F9ur years before,·a collection had been made among the inhabitants 
of ~e northern .districts of sixteen hundred sheep and thirty head of cattle, as 
a present_to them for .beginning a regular establishment, that they might be . 
. ema.bJed to breed their own flockf; and herds, and live a quiet and orderly life. 

- l;be experiment-did n~t, however, succeed. : As they had no government, no -
~ Ure dwelling-pl:t,ce, no social compact; nay, were even with·out individual 
pr<>pe~y, the people from the re~te parts had come down upon them, and 
1p-u.ngiogon their little stock, it was soon completely annihilated. Since that 
tio::ae the neigbbourhoqd had been compelled to give them, from time to time, 
ah.eep, tQb~co, brandy, beads, buttons, and other trifles, happy if by this means 
tbey ~ouldsofarpurchasetheirgood-willasthatthey woy.~d abstain from stealing 
tkeir cattle, and murdering the Hottentots who were gbarding them. 

But aince the number of the whole nation is little known, and while people 
are a.t peace ~ith one horde, another may suddenly come down upon and 
pl under them, a peace of this kind can avail but little. Indeed, these friends 
~et:nse(ves are very burthensome, since they will come, by twenty or thirty 
lll a body, to visil. the estate of a colonist; that is to say, they will remain there 
days, .and even weeks, expecting to be fed and attended upon; nor will go 
a'1Vay at last without handsome presents of cattle. Nay, it has sometimes 
ha,PPened that the guests, in return for having been thus entertained, since 
0 1>Portuoities had been ,-afforded them of knowing thoroughly the state of 
things in and .aboµt the ,house;have, after departing in the moruing as frien<ls, 
i-e~Umed ~ night as enemies, and breaking in among the herds, carri~d off 
Q'1~~rs of the caule, with -wbich .. they have escaped to the neighbouring 
---~untaip~ trusting to their poiaoned arrows as. a security against their being 
t-e~laimed by their ~ners. Should -it, however, happen, that a sufficient 
~~tnber of the inhabitants could be collected together to venture upon pursq
.a. ~Q them. ud they are obliged to tly, they do not guit t,heir phinder tiUall the 
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cattle are killed, or hamstrung, so as to render it impossible for them to be 
carried away alive. It cannot, therefore, be matter of surprise if the antipathy 
of the'colonis.ts to like plunderers is carried pretty far, and that it is scarcely 
col)sidered as a crime if in the pursuit of these flying hordes some of them 
are, from time to time, killed. That regular parties, however, are made by 
the colonists to hunt the1u down, . as some late writers have a'iserted, l must 
say is untrue. 

Equally untrue is the.assertion that the nation of the Bosjcsmans is com
posed of fugitive slaves and Hottentots. They are, and ever have been, a 
distinot. people, having their own peculiar language, and their own peculiar 
customs, if the terms language and customs can be applied to people upon the 
very lowest step in the order of civilization, as the Boajesmans may certainly · 
be l'Steemed: .one might almost call this extraordinary rac,e without customs 
and without language. No Hottentot ui:Merstan<ls a word of the Bosjesman 
language; and the nation was hated by all others on account of its habits of 
plunder, and disregard of the rights of property, long before the Europeans 
settled in Southern ~frica. The Bosjesmans always lived in enmity with their 
nearestneighbours,overwhom they had this advantage, that they had themselves 
nothing but their lives to lose in the strife, whereas they could gain from the 
CaffrEs and Koranas their herds and their flocks. At this moment the enmity 
between the Bosjesmans and the Caffres is greater than between the former 
and the colonists; nay,_ they are even more gratified by depriving a Hottentot 
of life thun a white man. This is not, however, the place to discuss the 
subject more fully; these sketches are sufficient to shew how erroneous have 
,been the descriptions hitherto given of this extraordinary race, and how little 
the truth with regard to them is really known. 

The hordes who now live upon the borders of the colony, or within its 
boundaries, are become more peaceable than their distant brethren: those, in 
particular from whom the present embassy was sent, have, for several yeara 
together, abstained from plunder. But since the Bosjesmans have no national 
interest, and any compact made with them, even· if it were ever so well ob
served? could have merely. a partial effect, · binding individuals only, not the 
whole nation, it is easy to comprehend how little such agreemen~ can afford 
security to the colony at large. The experience of the following years only 
shewed, alas! the inefficiency of the compact made with them at this time. 
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More distant hordes came down, and not only made terri~le devastations upon 
the proJ)f!rtyofthe ~olonists, but vented their rage equally upon their own peace
able countrymen, when they found that the latter would not make a common 
·cause with them: . but more of this hereafter. The colonists ought not. 
~herefore, to be arraigned very severely if, finding the compact burthen-
aome, they were unwilling to continue paying tribute to an enemy too weak 
to have the power of enforcing the agreement it had made. There seems, 
however, nothing better to be done at present, if the utter extirpation of the 
whole race is not desired (an idea which must be deprecated by every person 
tf common humanity), than to endeavour, by conciliatory measures, to purchase 

0the good-will of the numberless scattered hordes, though this may not be a 
thing very easy to accomplish. 

I shall not enter .further in this place into the modes of life of these untamed 
people, since at a proper place the subject will be amply treated, but shall 
return now to the two individuals whose arrival among us gave occa~ion .to 
the present digression. They were scarcely four feet high: the colour of their 
skin was only discernible in particular places: a thick coat of grease and dirt 
cov~red their faces and meagre limbs like a rind. Under the eyes, where the 
smoke of the fires by ,vhich they delight to sit; had somewhat melted the . . . 

grease, was a little spot quite clean, by which the proper yellow hue of the 
skin could be seen. A wild, shy, suspicious eye, and crafty expression of 
countenance, forms, above all things, a striking contrast in the Bosjesman 
with the frank, open physiognomy of the Hottentot. Th~ universally distin
guishing features of the Hottentot, the broad, flat nose, and the large, promi~ 
nent cheek-bones, are, from the leanness of the Bosjesman, doubly remarkable. 
Their figure, though small, is not ill-proportioned, and they would not he 
ugly if they had more flesh; but the withered thigh, the large knee-bone, and 
thin leg, are very far from handsome. Yet the men may be called_ handsome 
in comparison with the women. The loose, long hanging breasts, and the 
disproportionate thickness of the hinder parts, where, as in the tails of the 
African sheep, the whole fat of the body seems collected, united with· the 
·ugliness of their features, makes a Bosjesman woman in the eyes of an 
_European a real object of horror. The Hottentot women, though they. in 
some respect resemble those of the Bosjesman race, yet from their greater 
height, and more justly proportioned limbs, Jnay in comparison with them 
. .,e called handsome. 
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, ·· The cldaihing of our visitors consisted only of a sheep-skin worn over their 
shoulders as a sort of mantle, with the woolly side inwards, and tied round 
'the nee\ with a leather thong. On their heads they had greasy leather caps, 
nriiamented with glass beads of a great variety of colours: they had strings of 
lhe same beads round their necks, and round their wrists were broad bracelets 
-of iron and copper. The middle part of their bodies were covered with the 
skin of a jackall, fastened round them with a thong of leather, and they had 
·iandals of ox-leather bound round their feet. They had each a small leather 
1>ag hanging on their arms, in which they carried their provisions, with some 
:tobacco, and a reed which served as a pipe. Such, with very little ,-ariatioit, 
'Mis the costu ·me which I found worn by these people when I visited them 
in their own wild state. They were then sometimes wiihout their beads and 
bracelets, and wore the skin of an antelope instead of a sheep. Their woolly 
flair smeared over with grease and dust, and tied in a number of knots, 
•11--ung dowri below their leather caps • 
. . We ·round it at firs~ very difficult to enter into conversation with our 
·guests,' since they couid not inake themselves understood either by the colo
nists who were present, or by our Hottentots, and their fright made them 
·unable to express their wishes by signs. Some little presents, however, and 
the wine, at length encouraged one of them so far as that he began to be talka
tive. He spoke with much animation, and in a chattering, clacking kind of 
lone, by which he seemed to express his thanks and respect, mixing now and 
it'l~ii with his own language some words of Dutch which be had occasionally 
collected, ahd which assisted exceedingly in explaining his meaning: in 
}>articular, ·he often introduced the words Groot Baas, lGreat Master), by 
'which he meant to signify our chief. The Hottentots commonly call the 
masters they serve Baas, and the governor of the · colony had ever since its 
establishment been arways called both by them and their wild feliow-country
·men Groot Baas.• · At every object which excited their astonishment o.r 

_ • Maa7 mistakes hne been made, I know not by what means, respecting th'! 1ituation of the 
Hottentots in the aeniee or the colooists. They have beeD auppoted their property., aud that 
they take tlaem io thei~ early youth to make slavea of them. This i1 not the cue: the Hot.. 
ten tot · is a hired •cr~ant, and· there is this great distinction between them and the slaves, that 
f1ie·r_,;,dler onfy ·addreis their mas·ter by the title of.Baa, (Master),-whilc'tlte 1Jan1 ad•rea llba 
a, Sieur (Lord), pronounced here Ssohr. A Hottentot in comequeace tak.es it eitremely amillt 
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gave them pleasure, they exclaimed mooi! mooi! (fine! :fine!) which words 
were pronounced with a slow and lengthened tone that was not unpleasing. 
As they were by degrees inspired with more confidence, their still increasing 
curiosity and astonishment was expressed by gestures; if the admiration was 
moderate, they made a sort of whistling noise, clapping their fore-finger hastily 
up<>n their lips; but if they wanted to express it in a high degree, · they 
tkt-e w their right arm over their head, throwing the h_ea~ back so that the h!lnd 
touched the neck. The objects which more particularly pleased and astonished 
the~ were the pl'esents we made them, of tobacco, and tobacco-pipes, of look~ 
ing-glass~~, beads, buttons, &c. &c.---a watch which we shewed them---the 
wh i te skins and long hair of our women---the whiskers of our dragoons--• 
the sound of the bugle-horn and violin---and our tents with their furniture. 

The Commissary-general carried them into his tent, offering them a seat~ 
which they rejected, and sat down immediately upon the ground. He then 
Wr<>te a sort of passport, which he gave them, requesting the .good-will of~ . 
the Dutch christians towards the Bosjesmans; and signified that · as long as 
they should keep that paper, and abstain · from robbery and plunder, there 
wou Id be peace and friendship between them and the Dutch. · As a con.: 
firination of the treaty, ~present was made them of twenty sheep, which they 
Were to carry away, and eat with their companions. 

Before they quitted us, two others of their party came, one Qf w}:iom was 
presented by the colonists as the chief of the horde, though there was nothing 
by ""hich he seemed to be distinguished as such. He could, however, speak 
a . . 

&ort . of broken Dutch, and was therefore the speaker when the peace was 
6 na)Jy concluded. · As an emblem of his dignity, and as a IJ.}emorial of the 
~ni pac_t, he hung _ronnd his ueck a piece of brass~ which _see~ed to have 
. en formerly the hd of a tobacco-box, upon which was mscnbed on one 

81 Qe the word Vrede, and on the o\her, Ja.-;; it had been given him by one of 
th e colonists. It is a rema·rkable instance ·of the total absence of civilization 
a.n:iong these people that they h~ve no names, and seem not to feel the want 
Of' 8 Uch a means ef distinguishing one indivi<lual from another. 

ir b . 
-~ ~ •.e a~dresseaby the words Pay or Jonge, as the slaves arc; be expects to be called by his 
to ~e1f addressed by any one who knows it; and by those to whom it i, not kaowa he eipects 

_ ~ called Hottentot (which he p~oaou~ces 1/otnot) or boy. · 

• 
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CHAP. IX. 

· 'I'ne Great Karroo.-De,criptionof it.-Th~ Cold Bokkeoeld.-lts Fertili(1J .-Remarka
ble form of the Schurfdeberg.-Rocks near the Hou1eofthe Cyclops-like O'Dtrseer.~ 
Fine Prospect from the Summit of the Witsemberg.-Arduou, de1cent of thi1 Moun• 
tain.-Arrfval in Roodezand. · 

- • ON the fifteenth of November we again set forwards towards the Karroo, 
_ .and at noon reached the last place on the terrace of the Little Roggeveld, 
, called Standvastigheid, the house of Mr. Abraham Botman. An incredible 
number of flies• made the short rest that we proposed to take here extremely 

· disagreeable, and we found ourselves in danger, every morsel we put into 
,our mouths, of eating some of these insects. They have an odd contrivance 
.here (or destroying them . Alargcwispof straw ia dipped in milk, and hung by 
-a string to the beams of the roof, and when this is covered with flies, they 
~ome with a large bag s!owly under the straw, and getting it in to a certain 
depth, shake it well, so that the flies are shaken to the bottom of the bag; in 

, this way they assured us that they had sometimes1faken as many as a bnshel of 
. flies in a day • . In the Tulbagh the colonists employ the slaves, whose office 
. it is to go out for wood, to bring home with them bundles of the sticky bush, 
Roridu{a d,entata, which they lay about the room, and it is incredible how 
soon they are covered with flies, provided the precaution has been taken not 
to leave the window or door open. 

As we proceeded onwards, we met a family of colonists with their waggons 
and herds of cattle, who had been for some time in the Karroo, but were 
now driven back to their own habitation in the Roggeveld, from the springs 
below being entirely dried up. In the evening we reached an uninhabited 
place in. the K\lrroo, called the Brand-valley, where we already found our oxeo 
unyoked from the waggons, and our people busily employed in pitching the 
tents. The rema~ns of buildings which were here conspicuous on the naked 

• Our common chamber ftics; the Musca domestica, and Stomos:91 irritan, • 
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-sand, proved that formerly, at certain times of the year at least, this plac~ 
was inhabited. For some generations the spring has constantly grown worse 
and worse, and the spot is not now even fit for an Ausspannplatze. In the 
middle of summer it is entirely dry, and at this moment there was nothing but 
a little puddle of muddy brackish water. 
. This was the first night that we passed entirely in our camp far from any 
human habitation. It happened to be the birth-day of one of our young 
ladies, so we .celebrated the double solemnity with assembling the whole 
party in the evening in the large tent, where we had a cheering bowl of 
punch, the enjoyment of which was not a little heightened by the contrast it 
presented to the cold south-west wind that b)ew over the desert, and to the 
wretchedness of the water afforded by the place. 
, It had been determined that we should remain here the following day, and 
wait for the cool of the evening to proceed on our journey, as we might travel 
with the utmost safety by night over the smooth and level roads of the 
Karroo. As, however, contrary to our expectations, the weather had turned 
very cool, anl as our cattle did not find here either food or water that was 
very relishable, the resolution of the former day was by unanimous consent 
rescinded, a1_1d we agreed to proceed onwards as soon as every thing could be 
made ready. We had now an admirable proof of the readiness our people had ' 
acquired, by five weeks practice, in striking and repacking the tents and their 
furniture, for the who)e business was accomplished in so short a time that it 
was sc~rcely half an hour after the resolution was passed before we wer~ 
,eady to march. 

One of our horses had slipped his halter in the night and run away. A 
Hottentot who was sent after him, traced him so well, that in the course of 
the day he caught him again and rejoined us: this readiness of the Hotten
tots in tracing animals is really wonderful. Let the ground be ever so hard, 
so that scarcely any impression of the hoof or foot remains, still their pursuit 
is never made in vain. A stone fresh rolled, a fresh broken 01· bent bush or 
blade of grass, is sometimes the only mark left of any thing having been there, 
yet it seldom happens that by pursuing these imperfect impressions a little 
while, they cannot tell by what animal they have been made. 

We proceeded now farther and farther into the Karroo, and could not help, 
at every step, expressing our astonishment .to each other, at finding it so very· 

R 
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different from the idea we had formed of it. Indeed, the descriptions hitherto 
given of this tract appear to me so little correct, aud so imperfect, that it 
cannot be superfluous to descrihe it somewhat more amply. Uader this 
name is comprehended a large extent of uniahabited country, towards which 
nature seems to have ar,tcd like a step-mother, lying between the two first 
great chains of mountains which stretch across the African continent from east 
to west, parallel to each other, and parallel to the southern coast. The length 
of this waste, according to the general computation, is sixty geographical 
miles, its breadth from fifteen to twenty; its surface is computed at one 
thousaud square miles. It is bounded to the east by the Schneeberge (Snow
mountain8), Koub and Kam<leboo; to the west by the Cederberge (Cedar 
mountains), and a part of the mountains of the Bokkeveld: it declines from 
the northern chain of mountains, and from the Nieuweveld towards the south; 
i_ts mc.-dium height above the level of the sea being estimated at three tbou
iand feet. Almost all the rivers that flow from the northern chain of moun
tains take the same direction, and at many points break through the southern 
chain, which separates the Karroo from the fertile )ands on the coast; only 
iu the western part of this tract, where a considerable passage is opened 
between the Cedar mountains and the mountains of the Roggeveld, some 
streams Lend their course to the northward. 

l?rom what has been said of the Karroo by the writers who have hitherto 
<kscribe<l it, the readers have been led to expect an immense level plain 
like the deserts of Asia or of South America ; but this is not the case. Ill 
the mi<lst of this waste rise some pretty Jofly slate hills, which are only con-· 
sider<:d as eminence:; sc.i.rccly worthy of remark, because they come into 
comparison with the lofty mountains by which it is surrounded; and for this 
reason alonl~ have never bcel) thought worthy of being noticed in maps. 
There are large spac('s which are perfect plains, particularly towards toe 
west, an<l at the very eastern extremity of the Karroo, some of which com
prise from thirty to forty square miles of entirely level surface, but these 
arc iutcrrnix<>d with eminences which in other parts would appear not incon
~i<ll'raok The soil throughout is a sand mixed with clay or argilaceous 
earth, and contains every where mme or less of particles of iron, from which. 

all yellow tiute<l soil throughout the colony l1_Rs obtained the name of Karroo 
grouu<l. 
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Such a kind of soil i8 the product only of the ruins of nature, if 1 may be 
a/le>wed the expression, so that there is no where any thick coat ofit: in dig
ging to afoot below the surface, we come to a hard and impenetrable stone. 
Fr<>rn these and other concomitant causes-, the vegetation must, of necessity, 
at a.I l times be extremely poor, and in summer, when the sun has dried the 
soi I. to the hardness of brick, it ceases almost entirely. The nu'$embr)a• 
the-,n.um and some other succulent plants:· some sorts of gorterfrt, of bergi,tJ, 
and of ,uters, whose roots, like the bulbs of liliaceous plants, nature ha~ for
tified with a ten-fold net of fibres under the upper rind to protect them 
ag-a.inst the hardened clay:-such plants alone resist the destructive nature of 
this inhospitable soil. 

As soon as in the cooler season the rains begin to fall and penetrate the 
ha-rd c.oat-0f eait.$,,. these fibres imbibe the moisture, and pushing aside the clay, 
th.e gerin of the plant, under their protection, begins to shoot. As by sac
cessi ve rains the soil gets more and more loosened, the plants at length appear 
al>ove it, and in a few days the arid wast-e is covered with a delir:ate gteetl 
clothing. Not long after, thousands and thousands of flowers enamel the 
whole surface: the mild mid-day sun expands- the radiated crowns of the 
mesembryanthemums and gorteria, and the young green of the plants is 
ah:n.ost hidden by the glowing colours of their full-blown flower8, while the 
whole air is filled with the most fragrant odour. This odour is more particu
larly delightful, when after a calm day the sun declines, and the warm breath 
of the flowers rests quietly on the plain. . 

At this time the whole dreary desert is transformed into one continued 
garden of flowers; the colonrst with his herds and hi1J flocks leaves the 
sno'Vy mountains, and descending into the plain, there finds a plentiful and 
~holesome supply of food for the animals, while troops of the tall ostrich 
and - the wandering antelope, driven also from the heights, shll'l'e the repast, 
and Enliven the scene. On the western side of the Karroo stand the winter 
habitations of the Bokkeveld colonists who come from the south, near those 
at' the inhabitants of the Roggeveld. Lo.ng separated friends and relations see 
~a.~h other again, are neighbours for a time, and enjoy in each others' society 
; l~fe of quiet and content. The attendance upon the flocks and herds is here 

'~ lit and easy: for in this plain, though the sheep may sometimes stray, they 
~~~ never finally lost: no ox or cow falls down the precipice and is seen oo 
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mo~e; the cattle. feed secure from the lion, the tyger, or the hyrena, since 
there is 'no hole or cave where these plunderers can conceal themselves: the 
murrain is unknown among them, and the plants upon which they feed are 
a remedy, if they are diseased, which speedily ·restores them to health. All 
occasions of strife between the different inhabitants are averted by the lands 
being common property, and spr~ading out to such an extent, that there is 
feed'in plenty for the cattle of every one. 

Before the inhabitants of the mountains descend into the Karroo their 
fields and gardens are put into winter order, but while the field-work ceases, 
and the seed above rests quietly under the moist covering of sno"'', another 
kind of work commences: The children and slaves are sent to collect the , . 

young shoots of the Channa bushes.• The ashes of these saline plants 
produce a ,strong ley, and of this, mixed with the fat of the sheep, col
lected during the year, the women make an excellent soap, from the sale 
of which a considerable profit is derived: large quantities are sent to the 
Cape Town, where it is sold at a high price. In the mean time, the 
men prepare, from several kinds o( plants, and the bark of certain trees, 
a sort of tan for curing the skins of the wild animals taken at their hunting 
parties in the summer. The quantity of leather thus prepared is more than 
sufficient for clothing their children and slaves, and much of it is ~lso sent to 
the Cape Town, or sold to the colonists who live in the parts principally 
dev_oted to agriculture. Thus the trouble and inconvenience occasioned by 
these two-fold removals in the course of the year is amply repaid, and the 
people by whom they are performed talk with a delight, which seems extra
ordinary to the more indolent part of their colonist brethren, of the time 
spent in· the Karroo. 

But how soon is the country again deprived of all its glory: it scarcely 
continues more than a month, unless late rains, which must not often be 
expected, call forth the plants again into new life. As the days begin to 
lengthen, the revived power of the mid-day sun checks once more the 
lately-awakened powers of vegetatfon. _The flowers soon fade and fall, the 
stems and leaves dry away, and the hard coat of earth locks up the germs till 
the time arrives for the return of the rains: the succulent plants alone still 

• Sulsola aph9lla, and Salicorniafruticosa. 
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furnish food for the herds and fJocks. Soon the streams begin to dry, the 
springs scarcely flow, till at length the complete drought compels the colonists 
to seek again their more elevated homes; yet even then, they quit the plain 
wit: h reluctance, and the flocks, accustomed to endure thirst, still Ii nger behind, 
feeding on the succulent plants which afford at once food and drink, and are, 
particularly salutary to those that bear the wool. Every <lay, however, the 
Karroo grows more and more solitary, and by the end of September it is wholly 
deserted. The hardened clay bursts into a thousand cracks, which evince to 
the traveller the vast power of the African sun. Every trace of verdure is 
van.ished, and the hard red soil is covered over with a brown dust, formed 
from the ashes of the dried and withered plants. Yet amongst these ashes is 
the seed nourished that is to produce future generations, and the relics of one 
year's vegetation furnishes the manure that is to cherish the germs till the 
ne~ t,, year's rain aga~n brings them forth. 

In some places, particularly in the beds of the rivers, water remains a 
longer time by the supplies afforded from concealed reservoirs, but the power 
of the sun soon corrupts these standing pools, so that they are wholly unavail
ing- to the traveller. It is better for him when the bed is quitedry, since then 
by digging he can sometimes find good water, deep below the surface, beyond 
the i ntluence of those parching rays by which that above has been rendered 
useless. 

It 'Was in this desolate state that we found the Karroo, when we travelled 
through it. The road was level and easy, even over the heights that we had 
sometimes to ascend. The beds of the rivers, a considerable number of which 
ll'e crossed, were all entirely dry: we saw not a footstep of either man or 
animal: the shrubs were withered and dried : scarcely did we find even a 
Solitary beetle flitting like a shadow among the thinly scattered remnants of 
th e shrubs: nothing could be more ennuyant than travelling over such a 
C<:>"Untry. Towards evening we came to a rock .where was a spring, and 
beCore it a rough bason formed in the stone, containing still two or three ;ai ~s full of stagnant brackish water: here we resolved to. pass the night. 

h ls place is called Smitswirrkel. A few miserable clay huts pointed it out, 
a~ the winter habitation of some family of colonists. The ground was so hard 
th.at we were obliged to peck holes in it with ou~-iron tools, to drive in the 
1>~1es which were to support our tents, and even then they had s~~h indi£. 
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ferent hold, that if a brisk wind had sprung up in the night, our houses 
would probably have fallen over our heads~ 

At noon on the_ following day, the sun being particularly hot, we stopped 
by the side of the Great-river. From the nawe, something distinguished 
might be expected, but th~ stream i.s only great in comparison with the other 
rivers of the Karroo, which are scarcely more than gutters: in itself it is 
small, and miserably destitute of water. A few places only afforded a little 
standing in holes in the rocky bed ; and though it was cool and looked clear, 
it was so ill-flavoured and brackish, that our cattle, notwithstanding their 
thirst, could not drink it. Probably it came from some springs deep in the 
ground, and not discoverable, for there were mimosas growing about of a 
tolerable size, and beginning alteady to be in bloom, while in other places 
that we had seen them, both before and after-, they were still very backward. 
A number of beautiful insects, especially of the mylahru and haprestis. were 
hoYering about these trees, aDd I caught several sorts which I never BBW 

either before or after. The smell of the mimosa flowel' is particularly a~reea
'hle : the bees are exceedingly fond of these flowers, and the flavour of them 
may be distinguished in the wild honey collected near them. Their foliage 
is always the finest at the time when they begin to blow; they then even affi:n•d 
a tolerable shelter from the sun. Under their shade, and by t-he si~ of the 
river, we found a little grass, which afforded no small delight to our horses amll 
oxen. The Great-river divides the Karroo of the Roggeveld from that of 
the Bokkeveld. 

Through the same level, but dully uniform road, we arrived about sun-set 
at the place where we intended to rest for the night; it was called the Plat .. 
fol'ltein, from a little spring of very bad water. We found here, in conse
quence of having sent a courier forwards, relays of oxen from the cold Bok
keveld, with · the Field-cornet and some inhabitants of the district. They 
p,oposcd to t-1s to continue our journey through the night, since there was 

here neither grass for.· our cattle, nor water enough for them to drink; tho 
herses they said would besides be less tired with going on now-in the cool of the 
night than if they , were to wait till morning, when they must travel in the 
heat and· with empty stomachs. As we all thought there was much reason 
in what they urged ', the propos::il, was assented to unanimously, · so we took 
a little K>past in h~te, and then, under the guidance of some of the patty, 
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proceeded on our way. The Field-cornet rode on before to prepare every thing 
at his house for our reception. 

At break of day we came to a narrow pass, called the Bokkeveldspoort, at 
the first entrance of the mountains which separate the Karroo from the 
Bokkeveld. We arrived there just at the moment when the rising sun began 
to gild the lofty summits of the mountains, while the twilight was still glim
mering in the depth of the ravine. The return of the morning light threw 
magic shadows upon the · naked rugged rocks, and on the green hushes that 
bordered a deep toJTent. Our minds were particularly attuned to feeling the 
•hole effect of the scene: the night had been spent in watching and travel
ling over a dreary desert, and now, as if by enchantment, we found ourselves 
DI the mild twilight of this contracted valley, the living veg·ctation of which 
formed so fine a contrast with tl1e dry, barren, and almost, as it appeared, 
boundless plain which we had quitted; while the contrast was no less strik
ing between the sharp points presented by the profiles of the mountain~ 
before us, and the curvated heads of the slate hills, over which ,ve had so 
recently passed. 

NaJTow as was the pass at its entrance, 1ve soon found a wider valley spread 
out before us, from which the road gradually ascended. The ridges of lofty 
towering bills rose to the right and left, while looking upwards the eye 
was carried into dark and broken chasms. High above, enjoying the first 
warm rays of the morning sun, was a little red antelope feeding at the very 
edge of a prominent piece of rock, but frightened at the sound of the African 
whip, re-echoed from every part, it quickly fled into the valley on the other 
side. 

We soon arrived at the Field-cornet's house.-He was of French descent, 
'and his name properly Bruyere, though he' was now called Martin Ilruel. 
His farm was kept in exceUent order, and was surrounded with very fine 
orcnards and com-fields: but what charmed us more than any thing, unac
euatomed as we had now been for some time to the sight of forest trees, was 
a little wood of old oaks and lofty poplars, near which ran a fine clear stream· 
of excelleat wate,: when to these things is added the situation of the house, 
between high and steep mountains, the reader will easily conceive how trnly 
JQIDa.Otic must have been the scene. Not above a thousand paces from the 
houae IIIU:&DIJ&laer, &eloogiug to a neighboui> resembling it iD every respect, 
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both as to the natural charms by which it was more distantly surrounded, and 
in the cultivation that appeared in its immediate vicinity; but, sad to say, 
these neighbours had long been at enmity on the subject of feed for the cattle 
and the boundaries of their corn-fields. A father had some time since unad
visedly divided this fine inheritance between his two sons, when one selling 
his share of the property, estranged himself from the family, and thereby 
sowed the seeds of an irreconcilable enmity between his brother and the new 
neighbour whom he had given him. It is much to be lamented that the 
peace of this lovely little valley should be intel'rupted by strife and discord. 
I have seldom seen a spot more silent and sequestered, without being confined 
and gloomy-it was the very place of all others for one who was altogether 
weary of the world, and of living among mankind, to retire to. The soil is 
fruitful, and it is richly watered with plentiful springs, while it bears excel
lent corn and fruit of every sort, even some fruits that will not usualJy thrive 
in an African climate. Sheep, cattle, and horses, are abundantly supplied 

. with wholesome food; and the murrain, so destructive in many parts, never 
has intruded itself into this delightful retreat. 

As to this valJey, so to the whole circuit to which it belongs, has nature 
been superlatively kind. Two and thirty estates are comprehended within· 
it: the name of the Cold Bokkeveld has been given to it from its high 
mountainous ' situation, in opposition to the Warm Bokkeveld, which lies 
towards the south in a much lower plain. The northern part of the district 
is particularly cold, whence it has the name of Friesland. The snow 
sometimes lies there in winter ankle deep, which compels the inhabitants 
to de~cend into the Karroo. In the southern part, where the houses are 
in !ower valleys, the flocks and herds only are sent into the Karroo, the families 
remain at their own houses. 

Every one grows as much corn as wil1 serve for his own consumption, 
where the springs are abundant, and will permit of channels to be made from 
them, so that the lands may be supplied with waterall the year. Much more 
land might be cultivated if the transport were easier, and the mountains 
between the district and the Cape Town were not so steep anct difficult of 
ascent. A Jittle traffic in tobacco, wine, and brandy, is carried on between 
the Cold Bokkeveld, and some of the northern parts through which we had 
lrave)led ; but the wine here is not very good. The fruits and pulse, con .. 
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siderable quantities of which are sent to the Cape Town, are much more 
advantageous objects of trade. Yet here a great drawback is experienced, 
for the merchanrlize must all be carried over the mountaine either by men er 
horses; the waggons can only pass empty. Oranges, lemons, peaches, apri
cots, figs, melons, and grapes, are the fruits principally cultivated, and they 
are finer flavoured here than in any part of the colony : both fresh and dried 
are sent to the Cape. Apples and pears, from the coolness of some parts of 
the district, are likewise to be had very good ; and it is almost the only spot 
in the whole colony where cherries are produced: but as these cannot be 
transported in any considerable quantity, they are seldom sent to the town 
except as presents to some of the principal people. The greatest part of the 
pulse for ship stores is furnished by the Cold-Bokkeveld. 

All sorts of European woods are here tougher and harder than in other 
parts, since they have more rest in winter, and do not come into leaf again 
10 immediately. Whether any experiment has ever been made to plant limes 
and beeches, which have so often failed near the Cape Town, I do not know; 
but they are as little to be found here as in other parts of the colony. Poplars 
grow particularly well, and are planted generally in preference to oaks, because 
the wood is more useful for many little purposes, and wood for building is not 
so much wanted. Firs are not planted at all. 

Another proof of the great advantage derived from the coolness of this 
climate is the superiority of the poultry bred here, both as to the numbers 
and quality. This forms a principal object of food to the colonists of the 
Cold-Bokkeveld. In most parts of the colony it is extremely difficult to rear 
turkeys, but here they are reared without any trouble, and without any parti
cular attention being paid to the chicks. 

The district has generally been considered as very. much resembling that of 
the Roggeveld, both as to the coolness of the climate, its high situation, and 
as to the time requisite in each for fattening the different sorts of cattle: but on 
a nearer examination, many striking differences may be ol>served. The Rogge
veld is a flat hill, or it might with greater propri.ety be called a very elevated 
plain, consisting almost entirely of masses of slate; whereas the Cold Bokke
-.eld is composed of granite-hills, mixed with layers of sand-stone, intersected 
by deep vallies; some amply furnished with springs; some very deficient in 
water. The soil of the latter is found extremely favourable for the cul ti vat ion 
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of fitt «rast and fruit-trees, neither of which grow well ia the Roggeveld ; 
whHe this latter diatrict abounds with the 1lromatic herbs, 80 excellent .for 
feeding sheep, ·jn which the Bokkeveld falls entirely. 

Jo our day'• journey yesterday over th~ Karroo we had ·&eeR the melancholf 
sight t>f more than seventy sheep lying <lead in the road. They belonged t& 

a drove which was going to a butcher at the Cape Town,an4 prebably had been 
permitted ·, inadvertently, while they were heated with travelling, te drmk of 
the bad water in the Great-riv~ ·. On ounnentiooing tais, tile :peE>ple of the 
neighbourhood immediately El•spatcbed some waggons to collect the &kins and 
tails, the fat of the tails being extremely useful both for makmg soap aad 
candles, and for waggon-grease. They employed the utmost di8patch in doi~I 
this, and not without reason, since the large vultures, who assemhle W>ry soon 
about carrion, had they been some hours later, would probal:.ly have left them 
nothing but bones. These 'birds followed us through our •whole ;journey, 
particularly in uninhabitea places ; and ·scarcely had we quitted a spot where 
we had made a meal Or encamped for the night, before they were upon it te 
gather up whatever we ·had left. It is owing to them, and to the number of 
catrrivorous quadrupeds haunting these regions, that even in die wildest parts 
~ never met wi~h a dead animal, nor even a complete skeleton of one. 

The place where we now were is called de Uitkomst, as being the entrance 
to, or rather exit from the Karrqo. The day which we rested here was 
passed in business of various sorts, and iu receiving visits from many of 
the neighbours. We found in them a higher · degree of polish than in the 
inhabitants of the Roggeveld, accompanied with a great deal of kindness and 
frankness of manner. I must here be permited to mention more particularly 
the Field-cornet, Pienaa.r, as one of the most worthy, honest, active men ill 
the whole colony. 

Lieutenant Gilmer set off immediately from hence for Roodezand, that he 
might attend himself to all the requisite preparations for our reception being 
duly made. We followed him the next morning under the guidance of the 

• Field-cornet, having sent our waggons forwards in the night. As the valley 
is enclosed on all sides with high hills, we commenced our journey by labour
ing up a very steep ascent, which obliged us to stop several timea for our 
horses to take breath. When we had reached the top, · we could not help 
pausing awhile to contemplate the delightful valley we had left behind us, 
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•nd to look over the wide spread plain of the Karroo, beyond the door of the 
Bokkeveld. · In the sand-stone of which these mountains are composed, we 
found abundance of crystals of calcareous spar; a considerable space was 
covered with them, but they were very small. 

The other side of the hill descended gradually to a long valley, in which 
we saw before us many farms at a moderate distance from each other. 
We made our way up to the nearest, where we found a man far advanced in 
years, by name Erasmus Rasmus, who, with his wife, not Jess aged than him
eelf, lived here childless. We stopped for a few minutes, and were regale<l 
in the true patriarchal style with new milk. We took our dinner about noon 
at the next farm, which belonged to a widow of the name of Janssens; and, 
according to our usual custom, atopped till .the hea~ of the day was over. We 
had here the satisfaction of meeting Mr. Michgorius, the first clerk in lhe 
Commissary-general's office, who at our departure froQl the Cape Town had 
been detained by illness, but was now come to join the party. Our hostes, 
had the misfortune to have a son and a daughter deaf aQd dumb, both near 
thirty years of age; the son was very active in husbandry, and the daughter 
equally 10 in every thing within t~ female department in the house : both 
were exceedingly ready in the use of aigns, and by the assistance of them 
made themselves perfectly understood by their relations, and all who were 
accustomed to them. 

The way out of the Long-valley was again over a considerable ascent; on 
the other side of it was·a &rm, at which the Commissary-general, true to his 
principle of shewing his good .. will towards all the subjects of the States, 
.ropped, intending to have a few minutes conversation with the owner. He 
was not at home, but one of his relations stepped forwards in his place, and 
gave ua the firt specimen we had found all over the colony of true boorish 
coal'Beneu aod roughness of manners :-he scolded the slaves who were to 
hold our horses, using the most gross and abusive language; at the same time 
as an intimati-on how little agreeable our visit was, he did not attempt to 
enter into conversation with us, or shew the smallest particle of that 
attentio11, whi,cb even a traveller of the lowest rank makes himself sure of 
~ivjng in thisc .O\WtrJ, w,herever he goes. He looked at the same time so 
exceedingly ill-hum9U,:led, th3t Pie~aar jocosely ,observed, with the na'ivete 
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~ommon to an African colonist, that he made up such a face it was enough 
to frighten the flies from settling upon his nose. 

Farther on, we came to a gentle declivity, over which wel'e scattered great 
numbers of large rough blocks of sandstone, some as much as forty feet high, 
and which must have been of many hundred weight ~ they seemed to 
have rolled from the heights above, and in several instances held to the ground 
by a single point, threatening at every moment to fall and crush to atoms what
ever might be near. Directly after followed a valley of a very different charac
ter. It was at the foot of the Schurfdeberge, one of the great ch~in of moun ... 
tains which runs from the north parallel with the western coast, and which 
we had traversed in part in our way from the Pikenierskloof to the Elephants' -
river. This mountain has a very remarkable form; it presents the appearance 
of a high sunken overshelving wall, and continues to run thus, unbroken, from 
the north towards the south for three miles and a half, forming the western 
boundary of three districts, those of Friesland, and the warm and cold Bok
keveld. The inclination of this wall is every where the same, and may make 
an angle with the eastern horizon of a hundred and ten,- or a hundred and 
twenty degrees. In figuring to the imagination an immense long table-moun
tain, which by some tremendous revolution has been overthrown, and its flat 
surface turned so as to be wedged into the earth, not perpendicularly, but 
inclining over, a tolerable idea will be formed of this enormous shelving wall. 
Over the whole length of its flat su~face there is not the least appearance of 
vegetation : it looks like the roof of a house washed clean by the rain ; it is 
equally broken every where, without any considerable rent, and is of a dismal 
dark grey hue. It is in no place perfectly flat, but has every where a kind of 
appearance as if full of blotches, though they are stronger and more abundant 
towards the top; and from·these the name of Schurfdeberge (Scabby Mountain) 
bas been given to it.• The top of the wall is about three hundred feet above 

• The 6nt European, who tettled in Southern Africa, when they were obliged to teach their 
language to the savages, might probably by way of facilitating the task to their scholars as much 
aa posai6le, conny their instruction through the medium of sensible objects. Thus they called 
every hill a l,ack, enry point of a mountain ahead, a Hottentot village, from its resemblance to a 
aeck.lace, a kraal,• all sorts of fire-arms reeds, horned cattle bea,t,, the whole family of the.a~te-

• See tbe espluatioa of tbia word la a note to page 107. 
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~-'he valley at its foot, but from the Warm Bokkeveld, which lies so much lower, 
it must . rise at least between seven and eight hundred feet. 

From this extraordinary production of nature, the valley at its foot has a 
gloomy and melancholy appearance. A small stream, the Leeuwen-river, runs 
-a::hrough it, parallel with the· mountain, down to the Warm Bokkeveld, and 
&: bere uniting itself with the waters of the Breede-river, rushes with them 

«:;.Jirough the pass of the Mostershoek into the sea. The valley is rich in grass 
~d liliaceous plants, and resembles an European meadow more than any thing 
~e had yet seen. About the middle of the valley, at the foot of the mountain, 
et:ands the house of the field-cornet Hugo, where we stopped for the night. 
The buildings here are more roomy, and executed in a better style than 
in Che Roggeveld: the beams, as well as the walls and thatch, are of much 
neater workmanship. The sitting-room is decorated with neat shelves, on 
which the household utensils in glass and earthenware are arranged with a sort 
of taste, which evinces affluence of circumstances; and the manners of the 
iobabitants have more of the citizen-like polish to be seen among the burghers 
of tile Cape Town, than the blunt but kind-hearted simplicity of their country
men in the more northern parts of the colony. They talked much ()f the severe. 
cold Celt here in winter, and said that they commonly removed at that season 
to.the Warm Bokkeveld, where also they had an estate. At present it was so 
warn:. that the whole family made up beds for themselves in the outer room, 
in order to leave the inner one entirely for our party . They assured us that 
they often did this in summer, to be more out of the way of the heat, and of 
the flies. 

T~ fatiguing road which we w~re to travel the next morning was one of the 
Principal subjects of our conversation, when for our consolation they assured 
ua, that there were few passages over mountains throughout the colony more 
'troublesome and fatiguing than this. As a proof, however, of the facility with 

~OJ>ea bo.t,, &c. &c. It is to this cause probably 'that we must ascribe the poTerty and corrup. 
c~ ha tile expre11ion or abstract ideas which is now uniTersal among the colonists, and that con. 

e.a and naiTete which borders on the figuratin language or oriental poetry. All bodies with 
.. l'C>la .._. gh uoenn surface are from the same cause called ,churfde (scabb!J or blotch9). When we 

Ille ~ the Ca8're1, it was curious to obsene that if among the, presents we made them any of the 
1- ta..l buttons had an impression, they always returned them as being ,churfde, and desired to •e •1lch as were quite smooth and ahiniog. · 
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which tt 'ffi\8 p()!!sible for both human beings and animals to surmount these 
hardships, the good woman of the house assured us, that after every lying-in, 
and thi8 had been hitherto an annual ceremony with her, she went on the 
teeond or third Sunday herself with her child, to have it baptized -at the church 
kt Roodezand. She had a very safe horse, she said, which carried her so well 
6vet both the mountain! between her house and Roodezand, that she could 
gci arid return in the same day; he would go the whole way in a trot without 
~vet stumbling, and she was never afraid of suckling her child ev~o in the, 
most dangerous parts.• 

One of our waggons having again been damaged by being overturned in a. 
ttiorass at the entrance of the valley, ,vas repaired in the night, and we set out 
~rly in the morning, desirous if possible of reaching the top of the Witsemberg 
before the great heat of the day. We travelled along the foot of the Schurfde
berge a full half hour, before we reached the passage by which it wee to be 
.a~ended. A power far beyond all mortal comprehension has here made a 
vast rent in this enormous mass of stone, and opened a way from five to 
six hundred feet wide, through which the road is made. It was, however, a 
very atduous undertaking, and attended \Yith great difficulties, particular-ly in 
the lower and na~row part of the cleft. Vast immoveable blocks of stone, 
which lay in the way at every step, must be pulverised before it could be pos• 
sible for a waggon to pass. It was among these awe-impiring ruins that we , 
were to ascend, but to our great surprise, consideri-ng the details of hardshipa 
which had been given us the evening before, and which brought naturally ta, 

our imaginations the idea of the Nardouw, and the valley of Moed-verlootM, 
we found the road perfoctly 1-evel, and the e.scent easy ; after what ,ve had 
ptevioosly pa.c;;sed, the present ad,,enture seemed quite a joke. In . half. an 

• A tery remarkable effect of the climate of Africa, and or die modes ci( lh·ing among the 

women tlicre, j9 the racilify with whicla they bear their children. A woman dying tn child.bed h • 
tftibg albto~t t111heatd c,f; nn the contrary, ~· the foartbday they «9nerally begio to retur11 i6 tlteir: 
ltbtrirehotd aff'airs, and by t~ se•enth or ~ghth leaff the hoase,aml are perfodlJ teCO'Nftll: -' 

this nt>t only among the hatd.irt>rking women tn the C011Tttry, bal&1110ftl the ladlesia tlaetown, 
thongb in mahy respect• they are delicate e11ough. Perhap', however, thi1 facility ma1 lte • 
principal r.ause of tltt!ir propensity to growing 10 extremely 1:0rpnlent, aod of tlaat tlispotltioo to 

hysterical alreetion!I which has b~n mentioned, md JMY therefore be hataaced by itll ••11camiallllt 
eYils. 
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heur we reached the top of the mountain. Here a sandy plain presented itaelf, 
the opposite side of which we reached in another half hour, when deacendins
egaio, amidst the.se massy blocks, we reaclied a pleasanter Little pla.iu, richly 
carpeted with green . 

A11d fl&w, looking i>aok, we -were presented with the western side of the 
Schurfdeberge . From the :top to the bottom it was one continued succession 
of broken masses of .rocks, ,heaped one upon another. Their deep shadows, 
.the dull grey of the stones, ;s.nd the dark leaves of the bushes, l\ 1 hich raise their 
ileads as .if coming forth not without .the most painful exertion, impress the 
traveller involuntarily with .a sor:t of feeling of pensiveness. Ex~pt alqng 
1he _beaten ·road, the mountain is almost as inaccessible on this side, 
from its extreme .ruggedn<:'ss, as on .the oth er from its steep, flat, and · u n .. 
iuokenAU.rface . Large troops of apos were' climbing about these ma.i;ses, anel 
their .hotrid yell was r<?ndered a thousand times more horrid from being ec!hoed 
every way by the surroundjog clefts; while :little wanton goats, resembling 
the KiipPffiSJJri.nger, were bounding about on the very top, seeming to mock 
their persecutors, from whose .weapons they were now perfectly secure . 

.More abundant traces of the crafty panther -were to be found · here than in 
any other part of the colony, while his harmless fellow-inhabitant& of the rocks 
above-mentioned, often become his pr<'y . . .Often, too, do _the flocks of the 
i11dUBtrious farmer suffer severely froln his ravages . But the enemy _most to 
be feared here is man. A thousand places of concealment offer the wished-for • 
asylums to slaves deserting their service, and bands of these robbers not un.
frequently .take advantage of the favourable nature of the spot to harbour in it 
ior a Jong .time together, living upon the plunder of the neighbouring flocks 
-and herds, gardens and fields. From time immemorial this mountain has never 
l>een free from such marauders, notwithstanding that parties have frequently 
J>een sent out against them, and numb~rs have been brought to justice . Some 
:hatt:.iostructed travellers have confounded these people with the Bosjesmans; 
!hut they haive no relation whatever with them. They are much le!IS addicted 
.to murder; but are not so eas ily taken, on account of the fire-arms which they 
fiavt, for defending themselves . 

. .A.·.p.Ja.io of more than an hour in breadth now carried us to the foot-of the 
other high mountain, which we were this day to cross. This plain has for 
its eastern boundary the Schurf~eberge, and runs from_ north to south between 
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that and the Witsemberg. Directly on coming outofthe cleft through which we 
had crossed the Schurfdeberge we found a solitary house standing under a pro
jecting piece of rock: it was inhabited by a person of the name of Scholz, who 
was overseer of the road, and stationed there to collect a dollar and a half from 
every waggon passing the mountain, to be applied to keeping up the road in 
a propt>r state. The money thus collected, and the free use of the circumja
cent lands, was farmed by him at a stipulated sum, to be paid into the chest of 
the district; and he was besides to attend to the proper repairs of the road. 
Some repairs are perpetually wanted, on account of the damage done by the 
heavy rains of winter upon a pretty rapid ascent. 

A few oaks by which the house was shaded seemed to offer us a desirable 
place of rest, and bringing out our tables and benches, we sat down upon the 
turf beneath to take our refreshment. The overseer, called in the country the 
padmaker, was one of the largest and most corpulent men I ever saw, and 
throughout the whole colony a man with less intelligence of any useful kind, 
or one less fit for his post, could hardly have been found. He assured us that it 
was o_nly within a few years ·he had become so corpulent: he was before rather 
lean than fat. He had a little waggon in which he was drawn about to in
spect the roads; but the overlooking of the workmen employed upon them 
was deputed to one of his slaves. The neighbours complained much of his 
duty being very ill performed, and asserted that the road had been mended in 
a hurry against our arrival, but that for two years before it had been scarcely 
passable. 

An object which here particularly attracted our attention was a gigantic 
assemblage of blocks of stone, piled together in such a manner, that spaces 
were left sufficient to walk in and out between them, and thus a sort of laby• 
rinth was formed; here the owner of the place kept his flocks and herds, 
each different species having their distinct apartments. In exploring this 
singular place, I was struck with _ the resemblance it bore to the cave 
of the Cyclops, according to the description given of it by the ·sublime 
author of the Odyssey, while the gigantic figure of the host, who had been 
long afflicted with a disorder in his _eyes, and had one bound· down with a 
handkerchief, seemec,l a not unappropriate representative of the monstrous 
)Daster of this cave. 
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When to the nearest verge of land we drew, 
Fast by the sea a lonely cave we Tiew, 
High, and with dark'ning laurels cover•d o'er, 
Where sheep and goats lay slumb'ring round the shore. 
Near this; a fence of marble from the rock, 
Brown with o'er.arching pine and spreading oak, 
A giant shepherd here his llock maintains 
Far from the rest, and solitary reigns, 
In she~ter thick of horrid shade rcclin'd, 
And gloomy mischiefs labour in his mind, 
A form enel'Qlous, far unlike the race 
Ofhumao birth, in stature, or ln (~; 
As some lone mountain's monstrou1 growth he stood, 
Crown'd with rough thickets, andanodding wood. 

ODYS9EY 1 8OO1t IXo LI!fB !11. 

Pope•, Tran1latlon • 
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.A rumour wu abroad in .the neighbourhood, that Scholz bad many more of 
these sort of caves than were known to any person, his slaves excepted, 
wnere he concealed .the sheep which by the help of the same slaves he stole 
from the butchers as they passed with their droves that way. In fact, about 
a yea:r after; upon the complaint of some butchers, Scholz and all his crew 
were apprehended, and more than half convicted of the robberies alleged 
against them. The slaves confessed that the master was guilty of asserting 
most abominable falsehoods; but before the process was concluded he died in 
Prison. I myself visited him there several time~ in my medical capacity. In 
his gigantic form, his one-eyed face, his craft and deceit, his disposition to 
solitude, and in having abjured vegetable food, it would perhaps have been 
diftic ult to find a stronger resemblance to the monster Polypheme, than in the 
O\Vner of these caverns at the foot of the Schurfdeberg. 

In the afternoon arrived some deputies from Roodezand, to welcome the 
Coni~issary-general, and they accompanied us across the plain between the 
lllountains. This_plain is morassy, and abounds with rushes and liliaceous 
Plan ta : it is even so morassy as to be dangerous passing over in very wet 
~ea.ther. Here and there a little stream flows through it. We now ascended, 
111 about half an hour, the inner side of the \Vitsemberg, and the whole party 
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agreed that a more striking view than was presented from its summit could 
hardly be seen. There is here no level ground: the descent begins almost as 
soon as the ascent is finished,. and a valley is spread out three times as deep 
below the summit as that o,a the other side, the little space that there is at the 
top placing them both, as. tt were at the same JDOment, before the eyes of the 
almost awe-stricken traveller. Forty rich farms lay spread before us as upon 
a. map, each with neat-looking houses, shaded by oaks, and surrounded by 
green meadows and corn-fields. Smooth roads crossing, each other in various 
directions, going from one fa.rm to another, seemed like a sort of net-work 
thrown over the green carpet,wbile numbers of bluish streams that wound pret
tily from the sides of the valley, and met at last in the centre, formed there a 
wide stream, which sought a way out of this confined spot through a vast 
chasm in the opposite row of hills. Over this row, which in the parts about 
the chasm is lower than· the place where we now were, we could see the well
known hills that rise above Saldanha bay, and farther still, in the south-west, 
wa~ t9 be disc~rn~d the Table Mountain, with its summit now lost in a white 
doud. Those who had friends on the shores of Table Bay could not help 
8f'~ting with delight, though at the distance of three days journey, the flat 
~i-Gen_ee toweriqg. above the place of the1r abode. 

Aa the· traveller begins to descend, be can scarcely con~emplate without a. 
sort of shuddering the danger which appears manifestly to be attached tG 

the task he is undertaking; and he feels disposed to niil in secret at 
the person who planned the road, that he could require of any one to descend 
this steep wall, by so madly bold a path. Nothing is to be seen here of the· 
bottom of the hill. The road has to the eye, as it looks down, the appeHance 
of terminating, after a short descent, at the edge of a precipice; and when 
arrived at this edge, it is not much less frightful to see a. perpetual zigzag all 
down the side of the steep descent; while at the same time it is curious to 
observe how carefully the most conYenient places for making tpe turns have. 
been selected~ Farther down, the road come~ to the edge of a wide-spr~d 
chasm, along which it descends more rapidly, but more safely, to the bottom. 
lly the side of the road, in several places upon the declivity, little spring& 
trickle from the slate~stone, which, to travellers exposed as they are . on this 
almo1t perpendicular hill, in.the midst of a burning sun, afford a most wel-
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come cordial. One half of the hilt is well clothed with bUBhes: the aaked 
stone changes gradually into fertile soil, .and there are even sf.lots that furaiah. . 
grau sufficient for cattle to feed on them •. These reminded me .uongly of the 
neadows upon the Swiss moWJtains. 

Wearied with descending for an hour and a · half, we arriYed d lat. at . 

-c:be first farm in the valley, directly at the· foot of the mountain, where. 
~e were received with the most friendly welcome by a large family: 
of worthy inhabitants, and all ·sorts of refreshments were immediately 
set before us. 

Twenty-five years before, there was no passage over this mountain, and the 
on Jy way of coming from the Cold Bokkeveld hither was by a wide circuit of 
almost double the distance, through the Mostershoek, and by the bed of the 
Breede-river. At that time a man of an enterprising spirit, Mr. Pienaar, the 
fat: her of the Field-comet, formed the bold plan of constructing a road over · 
th~ Schurfde~erg and Witsemberg, and under the favour of the government, 
ha _ppily accomplished it, so that now the passage of the Witsemberg, when 
Ice pt in good order, is preferred by all the neighbourhood to the road of the 
Me>ste~hoek. This Pienaar was a friend of Colonel Gordon's, and accom• 
panied him in all his travels. He was a man whom no danger could deter from . 

• any· "Undertaking: the more arduous the task, the more was he determined upon 
accomplishing it. To this undaunted courage he fell a sacrifice. As a band 
or t be slave-robbers once attacked his domains, he went out among them 
alone and unarmed, in hopes by his presence, his remonstrances, and exhor• 
tations, to induce them to quit the course they were pursuing, and return to a 
life of honest industry; but the men misapprehending his purpose, fell upon 
him and murdered him. 

Lieutenant Gilmer had occupied himself exceedingly in providing good 
acconimodations for the whole party at Roodezand, since it was resoh·ed that 
liVe should make some little stay there, partly to wait for intelligence from the 
CaJ>e Town respecting the political affairs of Europe, on which the determi
nation whether or not we should proceed on our journey principally depended; 
;al'tly to put our whole equipage in good repair, in case we were to proceed. 

h~ Commissary-general, with the ladies, were lodged in the house of the 
c:lel"gyman, which w~s near the church, almost in the centre of the valley; the 
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rest were dispersed in the farms that lay nearest, none of · which were 
more than a little half hour distant. I myself, with my pupil, and my 
friend Winters, took up my quarters at the house of a widow by name 
Du Plessis, where I employed -the time of our stay in putting in order 
and. packing my different collections, and sent them off' to · the care of 
my friends at the Cape Town, to make room for the accommodation of new 
treasures. 

END OJ' PA&T TB& l'tRST. 
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PART II. 

JOURNEY FROM ROODEZAND TO ZWELLENDAM, AXD Al.ONG THE 

SOUTHERN COAST TO ALGOA BAY. 

CHAP. X. 

Jfl 

. . 

Ducription of the Yallt!J of Roodesand.-Character of its Inhabilants.-Prt'Dlliling 
Bigotr,y.-7'1,e surrounding Country.-The Water-fall Mountain.-Mo,tershoek.
Breede-rfoer.-Goudinie.-Hot Spring in the Brand Ynllt!J, 

THE highest part of the great chain of mountains, which runs from north to 
aouth through the colony, is in latitude S29 so· south: here is formed an 
assemblage of heads or knobs, the most lofty of which is covered with snow 
in winter, and thence has the nanie of the Winterhoek (Winter point). _ 
On the northern side of this mountain is the source of the Elephants' -river: 
toward1 the-west its foot borders the district of the twenty-four rivers, and 011 

the east it is met by the mountains of the Cold Bokkeveld. To the south the 
chain divides into two branches, one of which, turning to the south-east, ter
minates in the Witsemberg, l\fostershoek, the Hex-river mountain, and at 
length at the ridge which forms the boundary of Zwellendam. The other 
branch runs directly south, and joining the chain which has its course from 
east to west, spreads into the Franschehoek, Drakenstein, Stellenbosch, Hot
tentotsholland, to the False-Cape, where it is lost in the sea. 

In the circle formed by these two chains as they branch off, lies the valley 
of Roodezand, formerly called Van-Waveren's Land, though, at the first 
planting of the colony, when it was the principal place in its northern parts, 
and the seat of a Landdrost, it was distinguished as the Tulbagh . The breadth 
of tbi1 valley is about a geographical mile; its length, as far as the district of 
Roodezand extends, is from two miles to three aod a half. On three sides 
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it is enclosed by high hills, but it is open to the south, and bounded by the 
Breede•river and Goudinie. This circuit is inhabited by forty families, so 
that each domain is small, but fertile in corn and fruit. The wheat here is 
considered as the best in the whole colony, and is in great request at the 
Cape Town. Very few cattle are kept, as there is a great want of pasture, 
yet every one breeds as many as will furnish him with the oxen necessary for 
his own use: he only keeps sheep sufficient for his househo~d consumption. 

The church was built in the year 1743: it is a very humble, simple edifice. 
Service is performed there every Sunday: the coniregation being collected 
from many miles round: most people attend who are at the distance of no 
more than half a day's journey ?n horseback. The inhabitants of the Rog
g~veldts, of the Bokkeveldts, and of the district of Hantam, may be consi
dered as parishioners here, since they bring their children to this church to be 
baptized. They do not, however, make a point of coming for this purpose 
immediately after the child's birth; they wait till some opportunity presents . 
itself, perhaps till they take a journey to the Cape Town. Both Sundays 
that we were here, there were as many as four and twenty children baptized, 
a proof of the flourishing state of population in the colony. Marriages are 
also solemnised here,• children are confirmed, and once in the year at least, 
even the most distant of the colonists come to partake of the sacrament of the 
Lord's Supper. How assiduous the African farmer is in praying and singing 
in his own house shall be hereafter shewn. 

Near the church is a row of ten or twelve small houses, inhabited chiefly 
by handicraft workers and little traders, who, from the neighbourhood being 
s.o much more inhabited than many other pa)'ts, and from the road being 

· much more frequented, gain a very good livelihood. Every house has a little 
garden,on the other side of the road, oppos!te hisdoor, and many of the inhabi
tants have a .small quantity of land in the open field, from which they gather 
their provision of bread.corn for their families. At the end of this row stands 
the house of the clergyman, the neatest and best house in the valley. 

• Formerly marriages could only be solemnised in the Cape Town, _and for this purpose the 
parties to be united were sometimes obliged to take a journey of more than a hundred miles. 
The government has now altered this regulation, and marriages ma7 be solemnised before the 
landurost of each district. 
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Before it is a court, enclosed with a palisade, and near it is the garden and the 
corn-fields. The clergyman is by birth a German, and his name is Ballot~ 
He was educated at the German Universities, and afterwards went as Dutch 
preacher to Malacca and Bata,1ia, whence he came hither. His wife, a very 
mild, amiable woman, is of one of the best families at the Cape Town: from• 
the kindness and hospitality of both these people their house is one of the 
most agreeable at which a traveller can be entertain~d. 

The inhabitants of Roodezand, owing to their frequent intercourse with the 
Cape Town, have more of civilization than the distant colonists, are more 
active and industrious, and more attentive to their own interests. There is 
more taste about their houses, more luxury at their tables, the wives and 
daughters are better clothed, and they make some pretensions, not wholly 
without reason, to polish and educati'on. Unfortunately, through the mis
taken zeal of a swarm of missionaries, who within a few years have established 
themselves liere, a degree of bigotry has been introduced, which has very 
much changed the frankness of character and good-will towards each other, 
which was once so prevalent here, and mad& them devotees and scandal
mongers. ·Music and dancing are entirely banished; and they can scarcely 
fbrgive their regular clergyman, that he _ is more tolerant and would encou
rage cheerfulness among the young people. The youths do indeed still 
occupy themselves with agriculture, hunting, and travelling, but the women 
sit at home in pious inactivity; or if they do move, it is with an affected 

· solemnity, stiffness, and starchedness of manner, that even the young
est seem as· if they had taken their grandmothers as the model for thejr 
air and carriage. Every lively feeling of youth is suppressed in prayers and 
psalm-singing, and they often go to the arms of the husbands whom their 
fathers have chosen for them with pale countenances and half-ruined 
health. . 

The first disposition to this vexatious bigotry, for so it is to a true chris
tian, was created by the predecessor of' the present' clergyman, an ignorant, 
illiterate man, without any of the true dignity of the clerical character, who, 
with a canting affected humility, preached the doctrine ofevery one devoting 
himself entirely to the salvation of his own soul; a doctrine not only utterly 
destructive of all social affection, but even of all attention to the necessary 
occupations ofhfe. Such a doctrine, the offspring of sloth and ignorance, 
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could only find complete admission into the minds of silly, ignorant people: 
but unfortunately it gained a partial admission with many, otherwise sensible 
men, while it was highly commended by the elderly women, and soon 
became that in which the young women were to be educated. This influence 
over the minds of the female part of his flock was employed by the pious 
preacher for the base purpose of seducing a young woman, who soon, by 
giving birth toa child, brought both him and herself to public shame. Not. 
withstanding this event, there were but too many who still wanted their favou
rite to remain among them ; but he went, if I am not mistaken, with the 
English to Ceylon. There are still, however, many persons who very much 
lament the loss of him, and wish ardently for his return: in fact, the doctrine 
he taught was a very convenient one; if was, that if a man is only with a true, 
humble, broken, and contrite heart, convinced of his sinfulness, it is no matter 
how great may have been the sins be has committed, he is certain of being 
saved. 

Among the mountains that encompass the valley of Roodezand,• the Wit. 
semberg and the Winterhoeksberg are particularly distinguished: the summit 
of the former is two thousand nine hundred feet above the spot on which the 
church stands, the latter, which is at the northern corner of the valley, is one 
hundred and fifty feet higher.. The mountains become lower as they advance 
towards the west, till the Roodezandkloof, a long narrow pass leading to the 
Cape Town, and continue decreasing to the Water-fall mountain, the last in 
the chain towards the south. In one of the clefts of this mountain, a large 
stream of water falls from a high rock above, which in winter, ~hen swollen 
by the rains, presents a glorious spectacle. We spent one of the days of our 
stay at Roodezand in a visit to this spot. A ride of an hour and half brought 
us to the foot of the hill, having in our way crossed the Little Berg-river. 
Here we left our horses, and climbed to a considerable height over the. steep 
and broken rocks which form one side of the mountain, and when we arrived 
at the top, we saw the fall on the other side. Its height may be between 
eighty and ninety feet, its breadth between thirty and forty. The sublimity 
of this scene was however lost to us, since there not having been any rain 

• The valley has the name of Roodezand (Red-sand) from the colour _gifen to the soil b1 the 
J>.•r.ticles of iron with which it is e,ery where ia>pfeloatcd. 
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for a long time, a very scanty portion of water trickled down the deepest part 
of the chasm. It was in a very different state when I saw it a year and a 
half after, in the winter of 1S05; there had been abundant rains, and it was 
in full beauty. 

I cannot omit recommending this water-fall to travellers as one · of the 
objects which they will_ find the most worthy their attention of any in the 
count~y. To a painter it would afford excellent matter for a picture, the 
principal object of which, with the surrounding ones, would give a very good 
idea o~ the scenery of Southern Africa. It is not often that really picturesque 
views are to be found here. The country makes a strong impression upon 
the mind from the extensive horizons which it so often pre.sen ts, and from~ the 
vastness of the objects comprehended within the space over which the eye 
is wandering; but it is seldom that near objects, that single points are interest.;. 
ing when separated from the grand whole of which they form a part. African 
landscapes therefore fail entirely of the suavity, the mildness, the animation 
which are to be found in so many spots under the European heavens: they 
may be given as descriptions by which the nature of the country will be more 
clearly understood, but they will scarcely be studied for their innate and 
abstract beauty. 

In the valley beneath, the water is collected in a vast bason excavated in 
the stone, granite if I am not mistaken, the bottom of which l could not 
reach with a pole ten feet · long: by the side of the stream is a grotto, which 
runs within the rock to the depth of between thirty and forty feet: the arched 
entrance to this grotto is close to the falling water when the stream is full. 
The rocks round about are thickly grown over with shrubs, which are then 
sprinkled by the spray. As often as I visited Roodezand in my subsequent 
travels, I never omitted a pilgrimage to this enchanting spot. 

Our exceJlent and respected chief was confined almost entirely to the house 
during the whale of our stay here, by the variety of business which claimed 
bis attention. Dispatches from Europe and India occupied him not less than 
the affairs of the Cape Town, or the many regulations he tnade for improving 
tbe situation of the countries through which we had travelled, and of the 
place· we now inhabited. Happily nothing bad occurred to interrupt the 
prosecution of our journey-,_ or to render the Commissary-general's presence 
in the Cape Towp necessary. The damages, therefore, which our waggons 
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had at •ariou~ times received, being ilolf very completely repaired, 
we ourselves 'and our whole ~uite being thoroughly recruited, and i\ new 
1uppiy having been laid in, patUy by purchase, and partly through the 
kindness of the inhabitants, we quitted Roodezand on Thul'sday, the first of 
December 1 after a stay of eteven days. 

We had experienced very considerable heats during our stay here, and at 
three different times the thermom~tet had risen aboYe the beat of blood. We 
tiid not set out therefore till the afternoon, when commonly a cool breeze rises 
from the tiouth•east; iometimes ,indeed it brings a atonn with it, but never 
attains the degree of heat here that it does at the Cape. Some of the most 
eonsiderable people of the place accompanied us a part c,f the way as an escort 
of honour, and at every farm we l)a!§~ed we r~ived the custotnary salutes of 
honour from the old German muskets, We trossed several arms of the Little 
Berg-river, and went up and dowh l!ieveral pretty little hills, from the tops of 
·•hich ,ve had interesting views oflhe richly cultivated country around. To 
the right w.e had the Water-fall ttiotmtaio, to the teft Mostertshoek,• whicli 
projecting some way into the phtin, contracts the breadth of the valley half 
"geographical mile. We cros~ed the Breede .. river several times: this strea~ 
issues from the steep ravine that leads from the Warm Bokkeveld, and 
tpfeads inro many branches which wind about the valley, and form a number 
'>f pretty little isl«nds. · 

Alrout sun-set we reached the house of the Field-cornet Hugo, which bas 
\he name of Liebe (Love). In this house we found every appearance of the 
o,y'ners being in effluence. The farms hereabouts ·are altogether as fertile as 
those in Roodezand, and have the advantage of a more extensive circulation 
for their commodities. The wine is much bett~r; the ·Cape Madeira in parti
cular which grows here, is very much like that in the district of the Four and 
Twenty R-itera. But in this place· also we found a great degree of bigotry, the 
offspring of a swarm of idle missionaries, who find it more agreeable to be fed 

. by the devout colonists, than to pursue the proper object for which they were 
!ent out-the endeavouring to instruct and ci\tilize the neighbouring savages. 
When we were seated nt table, six children of the Field-cornet placed them-

• Mostert was the name o( the man, tong siace dead, who fir.at inhabited this place : thence the 
Mme or Moatcrtshock, < Moster'• Point.) 
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•elves'.Ml a~, aecordi.ng to their ages, behind the seats of their-parents, and 
there ~bbled over ·a -Jong grace, all from the eldest to the youngest speaking 
·together. It was Jlot,-however, one learned from the prayer-hook, which they 
might have understood, but it was composed of a parcel of high-sounding 
words devoid .of meaning, to which it was plain. neither they or 'their teachers 
could annex any distinct ideas; and from the .tone •in which it was spoken, and 
the jangle of so many discordant voices speaking together, one might ha,·e 
·thou~t oneself in Bedlam. 
· . O.o the following day we ai:rivec!l in the .district of Goudinie, having passed 
-:in our way a pretty .eeep ford of the Breede..ri.ver. Our nearest road to Zwel
:lendam would.ha¥e been 1>y following the left bank of the river directly out 
of ·the valley: .we should then have reached it in four or five days. But the 
.dulne$8 ed uniformity of the country, and the want of plac~ where we could 
.t.k>p to rest, hesitles ,the wish to visit many interesting objects which lay out 
-of this :coume, detemnmed the-Commissary-general upon taking a more circuit
ous route. 

Goudinie is a low fklt district, in a recess formed by the western .chain of 
-meuntains, where it 'J'uns ,parallel with the mountains of the Hex-river, and 
(8lcloses·tbe v.alle1 of the Br.eede .. Ri.ver. A-number of little streams flow from 
,tbe ·clefts .of ·the mountains throu~h this plain into the latter river, by which 

, 'tlte.districtjs ,not ,unfrequently overflowed.in winter. From -this low situatioa 
sr- is produoed iD profusion, and oxen and horses •may soon become fat here, 
·but there is oo ,place .in· which they are ,more liable to the murrain. Little 
:oorn ,ia ,grown, and that ,of a ,very moderate -quality; but the ·fruits are fine, 
.above al:I, -the gm.pes: the raisins of this district are considered as the finest 
tftannirecl in·the wbole,colony. 

Wie 11eated for the night .at the house of a certain Daniel du Toit, wl1ose · 
family was of Hrench origin : they are now spread so numerously over the 
~nntr,y, :that !there .is scarcely a family in ·the neighbourhood who is not 
u~te_djn ~acae.degree to ,the IDu Toits. In ouf'jou ·mey to day we had passed 
11M'eral:housm·iohabited -hy pen;oll8 of -this name. Our host was seventy-one 
1reaa .of .age,;b_ut still healthy and -active. He was married for-the third time 
~o .a ,woman not now more than thirty, who had borne him several chil
.dren, ·the .youngest being only three •years old. His eldest son was already a 
,tTand~fatber, ad the whole number of his descendants, chi~dren, grand• 
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children, and great-grand-children included; amounted to eighty-three. The 
house was neat; the family were kind and hospitable, having the appearance 
of being in very comfortable -circumstances, and they seemed anxious to make 
every · thing agreeable to us. Some tall oaks shaded the house, and the 
meadows around with cattle feeding in them brought strongly to my imagina
tion the idea of the Netherlands. 

This place was formerly called the island, from being surrounded by several 
little mountain streams : these are sometimes so swollen in winter that there 
is no stirring out. ,v e here, for the first time, saw a cow afflicted with the 
la1nziekte. She had for a whole month lain entirely on the ground, exceptieg
when sometimes .by the assistance of the men she was raised up for a short 
time, but she could neither rise or stand without assistance . . It appears to 
be-a dtsease of the nerves, particularly of those of the buttocks and hinder 
legs; but neither the cause of, or remedies for it, are yet well understood • 
. When, as in the present case, the · disease continues a· long time, and . the 
-animal is always able to eat, great hopes may be entertained of an entire 
recovery. 

· The next day we proceeded to the hot-spring in the Brand-valley, travel
ling for two hours through a low, flat, morassy country, intersected with 
many little streams. This spr;ng has been hitherto little visited by travellers. 
yet it is an object well worthy their curiosity. It rises at the foot of a high 
hill,, from a bason which contains forty square feet • . The bubbing ·up of 
the water, the vapour rising from it, and the spray blown about with any 
considerable breeze, gives this bason a strong resemblance to an immense 
boiling kettle. By the side · it flows into a · canal, which it furnishes with 
more than four hogsheads of water in -a minute: the supply of water, even at 
the very source, is sufficient to turn a mill: the heat is 180° by Fahrenheit. 
The ,vater is clear, tasteless, and has no colour: . it flows in an equal quantity 
_the whde year. The bottom of the bason is covered with . sand: it is enclosed 
round with granite-stone, and directly above the water, begins a strong layer 
of argile. The vegetation is here particularly luxuriant: the margin of the 
bason is fringed round with thick bushes of the freshest green, and but a few 
paces from it, some poplars that were planted became in a very short time 
large trees. Faded plants anq leaves, held in the water for a few moments 
are perfectly revived: eggs will not harden in it, though from the degree of 
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heat in the water t~is might be expected. None of the mineral acids that I 
had with me occasioned the least tr~uble or fermentation in it, and the vapour 
that rose from the bason seemed like tte gas of pure coal. A flask of the 
water well closed up, which I carried away with me for farther examination, 
had pu1·ified itself entirely in four days. 

This bath is said to be extremely salutary in cutaneous diseases, or for 
healing long-standing sores. It .is not, however, of equal efficacy with the 
"Warm springs at the Elephantf-river, and at the Zwarteberg, and is of no 1,1se 
in arthritic complaints. It is sometimes imprudently used for hysterical affec
tions, but from its great degree of heat, it has generally proved pernicious in 
these cases. Little provision is made for the accommodation of guests who ~olll4t 
to bathe. A small house, about four bundred paces from the spring, contain• 
six very small and poor apartments; four of these were now inhabited, but . 
n~ne of the patients could boast of much amendmeot. The first necessari~ 
oflife. are acarcely to be procured from the inhabitants of the adjacent farm at 
the foot of the mountain, notwithstanding that the owners-of it draw a revenue 
from the bath, and are paid for the. hire of the rooms. The invalids must bring 
every thingwith them~ or have things brought to them, for the little that they 
ca11 get in the neighbourhood is charged immoderately dear. Opposite the 
house, on the other side of the canal. is the bath-house, a wretched little 
building, with two of the walla tumbling down. Notwithstanding the diatance 

, mentioned above of the bath from the spring~ four hundred paces,. the water 
when it arrives there is as bot as at the spring, and must remain some time 
to cool,. before it be possible to bathe in it. Near the principal spring are 
several smaller ones, one of whic~ is perfectly cold. At an hour's distance tb. 
1tream from this springjoins the Breede-river. 
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CHAP. XI. 

BoJjes-oeld.-Tht Ri-oer Zonder.1m<1.-Ba'Oian1kloof.-Description of the Sociel!J of 
UniteiJBrel1rrmthere.-Zoetemelks--oaTle_y.-&,o'lutukloof.-BrHdN+oer.-A.rrfc~ 
'in Zwellmdam. 

WE now quttted the valley of the Breede-river, taking a southerly direc
tion. The country through which we travelled is .a part of the district called 
the B~jesveld, ext~nding to the right bank of the Breecle~ri•er. .Our road 
lay 1hrough a broad ravine of easy BScent, .inclosed .between tmo :rows of hills 
l'unning almost -parallel ; here are several very pretty looking places. After 
having pa$Sed a considerable eminence, from which we could see to a great 
ttistaace 1south..vards, we arrived at our quarters for the night. 

Here we were received by a ve11erable aged couple with four unmarried 
tlaughters; none 0f the latter were now young, and both paren1B ,end chiklret1 
~er~ of almost• colossal size and ·stature. Tihe •Dame of this veteran was Ven 
der ·Merwe: be had 'twelve children now living, all of ·the s~me gigantic 
figure 118 the four yo1mg ladies whom we first saw. Indeed, es far ;as ii could 
1~arn, ·the whole family of the · Van ·der Merwea, in .all its ;branches, are 
equally colossal. The good man -prides himself .not a little upon rhis fami~ 
being•one ef the'Oldest in the -colony. Schalk Willem Van der Merwe, the 
founder of -it, was sent hi-ther fr«,m Holland soon after the estitblishment of 
the colony as an able ag1·iculturist, and in 167 5 married Aene Prevot, one 
of a number of orphan girls also sent by the then government to promote the 
population of the colony. They had ten sons and six daughters, who were 
all married, and all had large families. Our host w·as grandson to Schalk. 
The father of our host, one of Schalk's ten sons, had been dead only twelve 
years; he died at the Cape Town, being then a hundred and eight years old. 
Not very long before we were here, one of the Van der Merwe family had 
eelebrated his golden wedding-day (the fiftieth), to which the nearest of kin, 
with their children and grand-children, were invited, and the number of guests 
amounted to a hundred and seventy. 
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At noon on the following day we reached the end of the wlley, and stopped 
till the beat was over at the house of oue of the Du Toit family, where'" 
were very kindly received. We did not find the houses here either so good 
<>r so well furnished as those at Roodezand ; the lands are less fenile, an• 
could not be made much more profitable, even if the difficulty of trans}M}rt 
offered no impediment to the industry of the inhabitants. A person 011 

hor.seback can go in two days from hence to the Cape Town, pa88ing througb 
Hottentots-holland, but with a loaded waggon the road by Roodezand ia 
preferred, as being much better, though more circuitous. Du Toit gave us 
an excellent sort of wine. called here Pontac, a sweet deep-red wine, which 
is sold at the Cape at thirty dollars the hogshead. 

The road &om hence to Bavianskloof runs along the declivity of a hill, and 
is not pnsable for loaded wag~ons. Ours' were therefore sent ro~nd by 
another road through the Zoetemelks-vaJley, while Du Toit put bis horeee 
to a small waggon of his own, in which be himself drove our ladies the hilly 
road. From the heights we saw the stream which goes by the name of the 
River-Zonder-end (tH'e River without end); a na01~ given by the penons 
who first discovered it, because they found it a very great labour to trace it 
to its source. We likewise saw to the south the country through which lies 
the most freqttented road from the Cape Town to Zwellendam. Towar• 
evening we descended the hill, and couted for fM?IDe way the bank of the 
River-Zonder-end. Here we met two of the respectahle members of the 
Society of United-Brethren at Bavianskloof, dressed aceording to the euetom 
'Of the place in short jackets. Having beard · of the Commissary-general's 
wrival in the couutry, they had come hither to receive and welcome him. 

Those who have read Mr. Barrow's Travels know already something of the 
insti-tutiou formed in this district by the Herrenhuters, or Society of United 
Brethren:• it has now been established for a considerable number of years, 
and deserves every thing that can be said in its commendation. Sparmaan 
mentions a pious German of the name of George Schmidt, as the first of the 

• The Herreohuters, or United Brethren, better known in this country by the appellation 
or Moravians, are a religious society, whose principles approach nearly to those of the Quakers. 
The sect was founded can1 in the eighteenth century by a Count Zinzendorf, or Herrenhut, or 
Herruhut, a town in U 11pcr Lusatia, whence they had the name of Herreohutcrs.-TaANSLA'SOa. 
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Society who undertook to come out in quality of missionary to Southern 
Africa. He settled there about the year 1737, and soon collected some 
Hottentots together for the purpose of converting them to Christianity. 
After his departure• a small number of his disciples remained together in a 
society, and the reports concerning them, which reached Europe, induced 
three of the United Brethren in Holland and Germany, of the. names of 
Marsveld, Kuhnel, and Schwin, to remove hither in the year 1791; the 
first was from Zeist, in the province of Utrecht, the other two were Germans. 
By order of the East-India Company in Holland this spot was granted them 
for the establishment of a little colony, and the boundaries between the lands 
awarded to them, and those of the neighbouring colonists, were accurately 
defined. In a short time they collected together a tolerable number of 
Bastards and_ Hottentots, whom they instructed in their religion, at the same 
time endeavouring to inspire them with .habits of industry. 

In the mean time 1 that is in the year 1794, those unfortunate dissentioos 
broke out among the colonists, the destructive consequences .of wh~ch .were 
fortunately superseded by the English invasion; but tile sad effects of their 
discords spread even to this peaceful vale. The whole institution was _a 
subject of offence to the surrouncling colonists, partly because_ they did not
see their own strong calvinistic doctrines taught in it, but still more, because 
they found themselves restrained in extending their lands, nod were in some 
measure deprive4 of the services of the Hottentots, for the latter preferred 
leading a quiet life among the Herrenhuters, to attending the_ sheep and 
oxen of the farmers. It was to these causes that the enmity of the co]onis~ 

• It does not appear how long this missionary remained among the Hottentob; Sparmann 
aay1 he wu informed " that he wu banished the .conntry for hating illegally made himaelf a 
chief among the Hottentots, that he might enrich himself by their labour, and the presenu of 
cattle which they made him; and the acquisition, by any means, of the cattle belonging to the 
Ilotteotots was strictly prohibited." It is to be supposed that this prohibition, u well as the 
banishment or the missionary, were acts of the Dutch goYernmcot, though this is not particu. 
larly specified : he certainly remained five yean in the country, but whether onlJ that time la 
aot clear. la the original of the present work, Schmidt i1 stated to hue settled in Africa, ia 
1750; but on referring to Sparrman a mi1tak.e seems to hue been made in thi■ d4te, since ~ 
Jetter of Schmidt's, cited by Sparmann, wherein be mentions hilfing been there be years, ii dated 
UI 1742,-'fUNS~ATOR, 
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towards the Brethren me.ntioned by Mr. Barrow is to be ascribed; but this 
gentleman suffers his zeal against the colonists to get too great an ascendancy 
over him, when he represents their enmity as having been carried to such 
tengths that a conspiracy was formed among them to murder the missionaries. 
I have myself been assured by the missionaries themselves that they never heard 
of such a thing; they only, by way of precaution, petitioned Sir James Craig, in 
the year 1796, to grant them a confirmation of their rights~ and security against 
theeacroachments with which, ,they were menaced. Since that time, excepting 
some t,iflmg disputes about the boundaries of their lands, they have li'ved 
upon very good terms with the colonists. They are universally esteemed, 
aod I have myself more than once seen a considerable number of colonists 
attending at the religious assemblies of the Brethren. 

In the year 1799, at the request of the three original missionaries, two 
others, of the names of Rose and Korhammer, were sent from Germany to 
join them: the former has now in Marsveld's place the direction of the whole 
institution. Both brought their wives with them, and brought over also 
wives for the Brethren already established, women of their own persuasion, 
who made no hesitation in crossing the seas to unite themselves in wedlock 
with persons wholly unknown to them. Since that time, the society 
has increased exceedingly both in numbers and importance. The same 
year the Brethren built a very neat ch,..ch, · from remittances sent them 
by the .society in Europe, atl<l the number of their disciples now amounts to 
nearly eleven hundred . Two hundred ho~ses and huts, with gardens annexed 
to them, and built in regular rows, give this place the appearance of an 
European village; a sight which surprised me exceedingly, and for the first 
time brought in a lively manner to my mind the idea of my native country. 
Excepting this place, I never saw any thing in the whole colony bearing the 
least resemblance to a German village. 

The five Brethren, with their wives, received us at the door of a house 
where they live all together. One of ,them made a short speech to welcome 
us, after whic~ a chorus of perhaps a hundred Hottentots, men and women, 
ranged in two rows before the door, the women on the right hand, the men 
on the left, sung a hymn, which was truly affecting and elevating to the 
bearJ. At first the whole number of voices sang the simple melody in slow 
time, then the verses were sung three voices together, by the men and the 

X 
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women alternately, and the melody was sung by two voices only till the last 
verse, when again they all joined in chorus. I could not help remarking, 
that among all the mens' voices there was not a counter-bass, much less a 
bass. The natural tone of · voice of the Hottentots has a roughness, which 
makes it little adapted to singing, yet it was by the low tones of their not 
overstroined tenor, that the principal effect· of the chorus was produced. In 
the full chorus the voices of the women were not to be disti~guished above 
those of the men so much by their fullness as by their clearness and 
shrillness, but the strongest effect was produced when the mens' voices 
predominated. 

The Ilottentots have a strong feeling of music, and are soon impressed 
with the harmony of our Intervals;• yet hitherto I had never supposed that 
with these thin, an<l often sharp female voices, and these hoarse mens' voices, 
so much effect could be produced. 

After we had rested a short time in the house, we were carried to a table 
extremely well set out, and all prepared by the good wives themselves, every 
one in her different department. Instead of a prayer before the meal, the five 
couple san~ a verse of a hymn, and then with the utmost cheerfulness, 
and in a style equally removed from studied seriousness and from frivolity, 
entered into com·ersation with u8. This was carried on in a manner which 
shewed so much correctness of thinking, and soundness of understanding, 
that our good opinion of them was increased at every moment: we were so 
well entertained that we did not break up the party till near midnight. 

The next morning every different part of the institution was shewn to us; 
the church in the first place. It is a simple, neat quadrangular edifice, but 
the roof is too steep, and carried up to too sharp a ridge: this was done to 
give height to the building, and render it more conspicuous. Within are tw.o 
rows of benches, and a simple pulpit; the utmost simplicity is, indeed, 
ohservable in every part of the building, but at the same time the due pro.;. 
portions are exceedingly well obsen·ed, and the workmanship is extremely 
neat. The timbers are all of sumach wood, the yellow tint - and polish of 
which gives a sort of simple elegance to the appearance of the whole. 

• In what respects the Intervals proper to the Hottentots ditfer from our's will be shown io 
another place. 
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Th~ English government gave the Brethren permis~ion to cut down a~ 
muc: b timber as they wanted from the woods belonging to the company, free 
or e,Cpense. 

B ~ the side of the church is the garden of the pastors, in the miust of 
wh i c:h stands the large old pear-tree, planted by Schmidt himsett: the original 
fou ~der of the institution: benches are standing under its shade, and this 
is a £avourite place of resort among thE: Brethren. The g·arden is two hundreci 
paces long, and about a hundred and fifty broad; 'it is well stored with all 
kinds of kitchen vegetables and pulse, and intersected all over with littlt> 
channels, by which it is constantly well watered. Ilrother Schwin, who is an 
excellent gardener, has the management of it. The church-yard i.s directly 
heh ind it, and is laid out exactly in the manner of the Herrenhuters in 
Germany: a walk divides it in two, on the right hand of which lie the men, 
on t.he left the women. The graves follow each other in regular rows, and 
the utmost ~are is takeri of them: each has over it a little wooden cross, on 
which is inscribed the name of the deceased, his age, and the day of his 
death. The graves of two children of the Brethren have tomb-stones, and 
those of the Hottentots that had been baptized are distinguished from the 
rest. · 

The house inhabited by the Brethren has, besides the hall in which they 
assem hie, and where they take their meals, two chambers for two of the 
couples, and various household conveniences; the other three couple lodge 
in small houses close by. Another house is appropriated to the manufacture 
of knives, of which Kuhnel is the director, and which begins already to he 
very profit~ble. Four Hottentots were employed in it, who, when first they 
began learning had no pay; they are now paid wages by the day, and when 
they are perfect in their work are to be paid by the piece. The knives are 
strong and well made, and are much sought after at the Cape Town though 
they are dear: pocket knives sell from a dollar to a dollar and a half. Kuhnel 
complained much of the want of tools, and the difficulty of getting them 
from Europe, ·so that he is obliged to make them almost all himself. Mars .. 
veld is the miller, and ha1 built a water-mill after the European manner, in 
wb.i~b he grinds not only all the corn for the household and the Hottentots, 
but a great deal for the neighbouring colonists. 

X ~ 
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The church, with the nearest houses, lie in the deepest recess of the 
valley, at the foot of the Bavianskloof, from which, in winter, the water 
sometimes rushes with great force, so that it has mqre than once overflowed 
the whole valley. The channel has, therefore, been lately enclosed between 
two strong walls, and several bridges have been made over it; a work of no 
small labour, and affording an additional .proof of the industry and activity 
of these people. The Brethren proposed carrying this canal on as a benefit 
to the lands lying without the valley, and when two years after I visited 
this spot, for the last time, it was alreaay extended six hundred paces 
farther. 

But in order to form a just estimate of the worth of these excellent men, 
their manner of conducting themselves towards the Hottentots must be.seen; 
the mildness, yet dignity with which they instruct them, and the effect 
.which has already been produced in improving the condition of their unci
vilized brethren is truly admirable. It is the more astonishing, since all has 
been accomplished by persuasion and exhortation, no violence, or even 
harshness, has ever been employed. No other punishment is known but 
being prohibited from attending divine service, or being banished the society; 
hut it is very rarely that they are obliged to have recourse to these things, 
only when repeated exhortations and remonstrances have failed, and a 
determined perverseness of disposition appears, which cannot otherwise be 
subdued. The highest reward of industry, and good behaviour, is to be 
baptised and received into the society. Of this, however, they are so sparing, 
that the whole num~er of the baptised scarcely yet amounts to fifty. To the 
most distinguished among these, the still higher honours are granted of being 
appointed to little offices in the church, such as elders and deacons. The 
latter are also~ very naturally, from their diligence and industry, in the best 
circumstances of any of the community, and have houses built by them
seh·es, not at all inferior to those of the colonists on the borders. The 
men are clothed like the peasants, in linen jackets, and leather small
clothcs, and wear hats ·; the women have woollen petticoats, cotton jackets,. 
with long sleeves, and caps: the lower class are still clothed in skins, but 
they are made to keep themselves and their clothing clean, and no nakednesa 
is permitted. 

Q 
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.B ~ery family of Hottentots has a garden behind the house, planted with 
veg~tables, pulse, and fruit-trees, with a portion of land, according to the 
uu ~her of persons to be fed from it; this they cultivate themselves, under
t11e «lirection of the father, as he is called, and thliy have the implements of 
agri~ulture and the seed-corn given them. Industry is rewarded by an occa
sion al addition to the portion of land, negligence -by being deprived of a 
pare: but the Brethren still find a disposition to indolence, the greatest sub
ject of complaint they have against their dis_ciples: many of them will only 
gai •~ their slender sustfnance by the same occasional labours to which they 
have been accustomed in the service of the colonists, by assisting in the har
vest: for example, by attending upon their cattle, or by working at their 
bui Jdings. The women and children are left behind when they go out to 
work_ in.this way, a qurden upon the community, and are not without diffi
culty incited to gain a trifle, by working in the gardens of the Brethren, or of 
their more substantial fellow-countrymen. Those who are baptised are all 
Bastards, since among thl, pure Hottentots exhortation alone cannot produce 
a sufficient effect to induce them to throw aside tqeir careless and indolent 
ways.. . 

How much superior is such an institution to those that have been esta
blished in other parts of Southern Africa, by .English and Dutch missionaries. 
While the Herrenhuters, wherever they have gone, have ex~ited universal , 
tespeet,-and have endeavoured to inspire a spirit of industry, with a sense of 
true religion, while they have sought to make the savages men before they 
thought of making them christians, the missionaries above-mentioned, with 
few exceptions, have shewn themselves idle vHgabonds, or senseless fanatics, 
begi o ·ning their task of conversion by teaching the doctrine of the 
Trinity, and baptising their disciples, and hav~ concerned themselves little 
With seeking to give them habits of industry, to inspire them with the feel
~ngs of men: they have commenced with the superstructure, without think
ing of laying the proper foundation by which it was t9 be supported. As 
all the comm uni.ties of Brethren over the whole· earth, at the same hour, 
morning and evening, are' united in singing the hymn appointed for that day, 
80 a-re they all inspired with an equal ardour in seeking to arrive at the same 
goa], It is m,t among them single men that labour; it is the united strength 
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of many thousands )"orking together, and the fruits of their diligence and 
savings goes all into the common stock ; the remotest branch is supported 
and nourished from the trunk. According to the 'testimony of the Brethren 
here, the little branch of which they have the care, notwithstanding the 
favours shewn it on the part of the government, has received in the eleven 
years that have elapsed since its establishment no less than twenty-five 
thousand dollars from Europe, and the yearly expences seem rather to increase 
than diminish. 

Assurances of countenance _and support on the part of tbe government 
were reiterated by the Commissary-general; he gave them besides much 
friendly advice, and presented the establishment with a handsome sum of 
money from the government treasury. We stayed to take our dinner here, 
and then departed amid the blessings of these worthy people, and their 
prayers for our happiness: two of the Brethren even accompanied us a part 
of the way. 

Qur road now)ay through the wide-spread valley of the River-Zonder-end: 
to the left was the high hill which stretches from hence in an easterly direc. 
tion, to the bay of the Kromme-river. The country is fertile and pleasant: 
there were many neat farms, and the lands · were well cultivated. In the 
evening we reached the Government-post in the valley of Zoetemelk (Sweet
milk), where we recognised the grand style of buildings erected here at the 
cost of the company, during the time when they could boast a full purse. 
The postholder was not at home, but we were politely received by his wife, 
and learnt from her that several couriers had passed not far from the place, 
charged with dispatches from the Cape Town to the Commissary-general. 
As these letters might render his return to the Cape necessary, it was resolved 
·not to proceed any farther, but to wait here the arrival of the messengers. 
The dispatches arrived the next morning, but it appeared that they were not 
of very great importance, and the preparations for a hasty return, which had 
already been in some sort begun, were laid aside. The necessary answers to 
these papers, however, detained the Commissary-general a day and a half. 

The valley of Zoetemelk is a place, which in the earliest times, on account 
of its excellent grass, had been used by the government for resting and recruit
ing the cattle boug·ht of the distant Hottentot tribes, and destined for s~augh-
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ter at the town.• As the colony was a~ first very scantily peopled, it could 
not furnish a sufficient supply of provisions for the ships and the garrison, so 
that from the year 16.SS, a commission was sent annually to the Essaquas and 
Outeniquas to purchase oxen from them. These travellers, whose station is 
distinctly pointed out by Ten-Rhyne~ t passed through this place, the valley 
being then called Ragensboom, and one of the farms, which has a small 
grotto in a rock close by it, to this day retains the name of the Ziekenhuis 
(the Infirmary), because the travellers used to leave their sick in the grotto to 
be nursed thertc: till their return. As the population of the com\try in a course of 
years increased very much, the company took the Zoetemelk's valley into their 
own hands, built sever~! handsome houses, and kept there a quantity of cattle 
for the supply of the public wa~ts, particularly for thP. garrison and ships' 
stores. \Yhile the English were in possession of the settlement, a detach
ment of dragoons was cantoned in this valley, on account of the excellent 
grass it furnished for the horses. 

The spot is plentifully watered by a number of rivulets that flow from 
the gulleys in the rocks, nor is there any reason ever to apprel,end the 
failure of this supply, since large trees which strike deep roots grow in these 
gulleys; a plain proof that the moisture cannot have failed for a long course of 
years. Some miles farther towards the eagt, the gulleys are much larger, and 
grown up with woods, which have furnished, and may furnish again, very 
good timber for building: at preient all the best trees have been cut down, a 
few excepted, which grow in situations where it is not easy to get at them; 
but African trees grow so slowly, that it must be some time before timber 
can be cut down here again. The postholder at Zoetemelk's-valtey is also 
overseer of these woods, and without express permission of the government, 
no more can in future be cut down. Among the many healthy and aromatic 

. plants which renders this place so excellent for fce<ling cattle, I found the 
Euplwrbia genistoidn; in great ahundance. 

The nearest heights were ornamented with a variety of beautiful heath-

• Since it appears here that cattle were purchased of the Hottentots by the Dutch government, 
the prohibition alluded to l>y Sparmann, see note to page 15'1, it is to be presumed extended only 
to the purchase ofthrm by individuals, ·TRANSLATOR. 

t Wilhelm 1'en-Rhync's Schcdiasma de Pr<tmontorio BonaMpei. Scafusii 1686. Car, xviii. 
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plants, hut most of them were already out of bloom. This circumstance, as 
well as the rich vegetation of the spot, induced ·me to wish very much for an 
opportunity of visiting it again at a more propitious season, and in the fol
lowing year, such an opportunity was afforded me. One of our people, in a 
-visit to a farm-house, killed a serpent, which he brought to me. It had, in 
their sight, climbed up the wall of the house, to take the swallows that had 
their nests under the roof, and it was in this enterprise that they killed it. 
The colonists called it the tree-snake (Boa canina), a species which is very 
adroit at climbing, and is therefore a terrible enemy to small birds. It was 
six feet long, with a black back, and greyish belly; the bite is extremely 
venomous, - and is considered as mortal. We found in the belly six half. 
digested young swallows. 

On t'he seventh of December, in the afternoon, we quitted Zoetemelk's
valley, and crossing the River-Zonder-end about half an hour after, continued 
our course along its right bank. We were now in the great cattle_road from 
Zwellendam, which, notwithst~nding its being exceedingly frequented, 
was so smooth and even, that it might be compared with the finest chaussee; 
and yet we were assured, that no pains were ever taken to keep it in order. 
-But from the drought that prevails here, _ and from the natural hardness and 
evenness of the soil, the roads are not easily injured. We stopped at the 
house of a Mr. Holzhausen, a man of good address, and pleasing manners; . 
he was by birth of Lower Saxony. The house was very neatly built, but 
lay, as most of those which we passed this afternoon, too open and exposed, 
upon the high bank of the river, so that one was even in a perspiration with 
only _thinking of the hot sun glaring upon it. .Such is the dryness of the soil 
on this side of the river, that there are no trees, but on the other, where the 
ground is watered by a number of little streams, they grow extremely well. 
It will, therefore, be perhaps thought strange, that the good people of the 
district have not rather placed their houses on the other side of the river, but 
the truth is, that the neighbourhoo,!l of the great cattle road is of so-much 
advantage to them, notwithstanding guests being entertained in this country 
free of cost, that it supersedes the lesser consideration with regard to coolness 
and shade. · 

Besides, from the overflowing of the river, the inhabitants of the other side 
are frequently cut off from all intercourse with Z~ellendam and the country 
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on tbis aide; nay, from the number of little mountain streams by which jt 

is intersected, they are sometimes unable to get even to their nearest µeigh. 
hours. Another forcible reason for having placed their houses in such • 
situation is, that corn grows best on this side of the river; and on that acc0:tmt 
the buildings for their stores must be here. There are no springs: all the 
water used is from the river, but the district is not ljable t~ the ,aame 
droughts in summfir as some of the more northem ones, ~ even as the 
Cape. J?ertilising rains seldom fail of falling here at intervals. Tbe cwntry 
may, perhaps, be in some µieasure indebted for ibis to ihe high hille which 
border it to the north, as by the prevailing squth windi the clou_ds ~e 
blown this way, and break over the mountains. The ·country ·from hence 
southwards, towards Cape Agulhas, is again very deficient in water, and 
scantily inhabited, but affords at the moist times of the year the means of 
feeding a few cattle. This is called a plain, because there are no high hills, 
but there are perpetual risings and unevenness of ground. 

On the following day we suffered much from heat and thirst. In the early 
part of it we came to a farm where the people were busied in the corn 
harvest, hut from thence the country became gradually more and more 
parched and solitary. The River-Zonder-end turns here somewhat in a 
northerly direction, and winds round the foot of a pretty high hill, over 
which, from the earliest times of the colony, there has been a passage much 
frequented in carrying on the trade for cattle with the Hottentot tribes: it 
has the name of Essaquaskloof, from the tribe which then inhabited the 
neighbourhood. These were the first heights on which we found the aloe 
perfol;ata: the tall upright stems of these plants, growing to the height of a 
man, gave them when seen in the distance the appearance of men. ,v e 
perceived, as we proceeded, very striking ·proofs of the dry season being 
already considerably advanced; vegetation seemed every where entirely at a 
stand, and large spaces were wholly covered with natron. Some little 
puddles of water which we passed were become so perfectly salt, that our 
horses, thirsty as they were, would not drink of them. 

After a fatiguing ride of five hours we came to the Breede-river, which 
here first begins to deserve its name; the water was, however, so Jow, that 
we forded it without the least difficulty. In wintn it is very deep, and 
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the current is 110 ■troog that it is impassable. A good hour's distance below,. 
where the river has Jess fall, and the current is consequently less rapid, a 
ford has been made, by which the whole intercourse between the Cape Town 
and the eastern districts of the colony is carried on. .An hour above where 
\Ve crossed, the Ri_ver-Zonder-end unites its waters with this river. After 
travelling another hour, over a somewhat better country, we reached a farm 
where we dined, and rested some hours. In the afternoon we again set 
forwards, and in the even,ing arrived at Zwellendam, where we were 
received by the inhabitants with the usual salutes of honour, and with the
flags of the place displayed. 
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CHAP. XII . 

Description of Z.cellendam.-The DtT.lirs-bu,h.-Tlze Klip-ri'Oer. -Rotterdam.
Bujfeljagd-river.-Dupr~'s Farm.-The Krombek-river.-Preparalion of the dloe
gum.-False•river.-E:ctraordinary appearance in the air, like the distant sea.
The Ga,,rits-rtoer.-The parl!J again lose their way in the night.-.Arri-oal at 
M_o11elbay. 

Z,vELLENDAM is the principal place of the district which bears the same 

name, and the seat of a landdrost. The first establishment here was com
menced in the year 17'1-0, and five years after, the then governor of the 
colony, Swellengrebel, raised it to its present distinction, calling it at the 
same time from his own name, and that of his wife, who was of the family 
of Damme, Swcllendam; for so it ought to be written, though it has long 
been called, and spelt, Zwellendam. The little church built at that time 
fell down towards the end of the last century, and in its place a larger and 
handsomer was erected in the years eighteen hundred and eighteen hundred 
_and one, at the expense of the congregation, the government making them 
a present of the timber. It stands at the end of the street, almost opposite 
the bridge, and in its form resembles the reformed churches at the Cape 
Town, which are built in a regular cross. The expense of the building 
having very much exceeded the previous estimate, a ·consi~erable debt 
remained upon it, for the discharge of which the Commissary-general now 
made a particular provision. 

The landdrost, by name Faure, a most worthy and respectable man, has a 
very pretty house, with a good garden annexed to it, and excellent outbuild
ings. The house's which belong to this place lie in part like those at 
Roodezand, scattered over an extensive circuit of some hours; the rest are 
in a row at one end of the valley, at measured distances from each other. 
The inhabitants of the dist\lnt parts are farmers, gaining their livelihood by 
growing corn, and feeding ·cattle; those of the row of houses may be called 
citizens, being handicraft-workers, and traders. The street runs between 
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two tolerably high ridges, that project from the mountains into the valley, 
and is enclosed by them as if between walls. A stream which flows from 
the mountain runs down the length of this street, separating it from the 
Drosty on the opposite side. A wooden foot-bridge crosses the stream, 
forming a means of communication between the inhabitants of the two banks, 
but waggons and horses must ford the stream; and it is sometimes so swollen 
that they are obliged to wait a whole day before they can cross it. From the 
bridge there is a very pretty avenue of oaks, three hundred paces long, to th~ 
Drosty. 

As the only cattle road from the Cape Town to the eastern parts of the 
colony lies through Zwellendam, and the colonists in their journeys generally 
stop and rest here for a day, a sort of opulence reigns in the place. The 
waggon-wrights and smiths in particular, get an exceedingly good livelihood. 
\Ve were very politely and handsomely received by the landdrost and his 
fa,mily : they all took particular pains to make our five days stay with them 
8c8 agreeable as possible. 

I availed myself of this long residence to explore the neighbouring moun
tains. very diligently, my researches being particularly directed to a woody 
ravine, . called the Duivelsbosch (Devil's-bush). But, alas! I found few 
plants in flower : the favourable time of year for collecting them was past. I 
was therefore the more assiduous in collecting seeds for the benefit of the 
government botanical-garden at the Cape Town, and of my friends in Europe. 
The stream which flows from the Devil's-bush, called the Klip-river, and 
which runs through the valley of Zwellendam, has a dark brown colour, 
probably from the roots of the trees amidst which the spring rises, but neither 
the taste or wholesomeness of the water is affected by it. From this circum
stance it should seem clear that the country called by the first settlers 
Paradise, was no other than the valley .of Zwellendam, since Ten-Rhyne 
makes use of this remarkable expression in speaking of Paradise, that it was so 

. named on account of the beauty of the spot, although the water was not good, 
it being exceedingly discoloured by the argilaceous soil over which it flows.• 
That it is an error, however, to impute this effect to the soil seems clear, since 
the water is discoloured as it flows from the rock itself, before it has come at 

• Locus propter amamitl\tem ita appellatus, ubi ex argillacez terrz aquas inquinantis copia 
magna, boni laticis inopia est • . Wu.u:t:i.11 TEN-RBY.NE, Sd1ediasmu ,le Promontorio Bon<Z. 
spei. Cap. uiii. 
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all in contact with the argile. I have rather ascribed it to the roots of the 
trees, because I have generally remarked that all water flowing from these 
wooded clefts has the same tint. 

On the morning of the thirteenth of December we left Zwellendam, accom
panied by the landdrost, who carried us to an estate of his own at about an 
hour's distance, called Rotterdam. He breeds a number of horses here, the 
country being particularly favourable for the purpose. Many persons of pro
perty at the Cape Town have considerable estates in the same spot, princi
pally for the sake of the great advantage which this circumstance offers. Mr. 
Daniel Van Reenen, a brother of the three others already mentioned, has the 
best estate in the whole district. It lies between the left bank of the Breede
river and the sea-coast, and the horses bred there are so fine, that they are 
very much sought for at the Cape Town as riding horses. The vicinity of 
the sea may perhaps have considerable influence upon the vegetation, the soil 
being not so. sandy as on the western coast. The climate of Zwellendam is, 
besides, very different from that of the Cape Town. The parching south-east 
winds are scarcely known here; and if they do blow, they are almost always 
succeeded by rain. This must be understood to apply principally to the hilly 
part of the country, for along the south coast this wind i's very strong in 
summer, and the bays of that part, therefore, which are almost all open to thQ 
south-east, are scarcely of any use. 

Soon after we had taken leave of the landdrost, W«;! came to the Buffels
jagd-river, (the Buffalo's hunt), which was almost dry. A dull, parched 
country succeeded, and after going up and <lown a number of small hills, 
about noon we arrived at a very poor farm. Here we found two colonists, 
who had come to meet us, and shew us the way to the best place for passing 
the ensuing night. They were two of the most considerable people of the 
district, the Field-commandant Lombard, and a certain l\Ir. Peter Dupre. 
We had seen a great deal of game this morning, amongst others a red-deer 
(Cerv,i, elaphus), and ten harnessed antelopes • ( Anti/ope sc,-ipta). These 
parts seem to abound with different kinds of antelopes, hares, and wild birds. 
We even sometimes saw zebras; but the beautiful blue antelope ( Anti/ope 
bucopluea) is, as Mr. Barrow justly observes, almost entirely destroyed. 

• These animals generally go in large bodies: in Senegal they may be seen sometimes in flocks 
of two theusend. They deriYe their name from being of a chesnut.brown colour, with while 
Ji11~s about the body, croued in such directio11s as to ban tlle appearance of harnes1. 
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Some were shot so lately as the year I 800, and their skins were brought to 
Leyden; but since that time they have not been seen. In the afternoon we 

passed through a country where we found the .Mimosa nilotica, standing in the 
open field, spreading wide around the delightful fragrance of its full-blown 
flowers. Hitherto we had only seen this tree on the banks of the Karroo-rivers. 
These were besides much finer trees than any we had seen before: they were 
tall in the stern, and threw out large branches: the foliage was more luxuriant, 
and the thorns were neither so large nor so thick about the tree; yet it did not 
appear a different species from the other., Every where on the heights here 
:abouts we met also with the Aloe pe1foliata. After passing many little streams, 
flowing from the mountains, we came, just before dark, to the widest and deepest 
of them, theDuivenhok-river, w~ich having crossed, we found ourselves at the 
house of our companion, ~Ir. Dupre, where we were to rest for the night • 

. From the .heat of the day and the length of our journey, seven loug miles, the 
whole party were so fatigued, that most of them preferred their host's good 
beds to the exceUe·nt supper he had prepared for them. 

In this part of the colony there is a much greater difference between th~ 
higher and the lower class of the inhabitants, between the masters and the 
servants, both in their dress and in their habits, than in many other parts, par
ticularly in the Roggeveld. The great trade fo cattle, which places the farmers 
in affluence, and the much 1 rnore frequent intercourse with the Cape Town, 
which gives them more idea of polished life, has introduced a sort of luxury 
and refinement among the higher classes, to which the lower classes, who 
gain their livelihood chiefly by cutting wood, cannot aspire. Most of them 
are dressed in fine linen or cotton, and their houses are neat and spacious. 
No part of the colony, indeed, is better supplied with building materials than 
this. Timber in plenty grows in the neighbourhood; the shells which 
.abound on the coast make excellent lime, and there is scarcely any district of 
Southern Africa where stone and clay are not to be found. Even neat stalls 
the cattle are made here, a thing no where else to be seen; but by being shut 
up at night, they are preserved exceedingly from the murrain, since this 
disease is often produced by the noxious effects of the early morning 
dews. 

'Indeed, · the whole of the place furnishes a very pleasing spectacle. The 
,.spacious house, the excellent out-buildings, the workshops for the slaves, 
the. stalls for the cattle, a large garden, in the midst of which is a fish-pond, 
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supplied with water from the neighbouring Krombek-river, the neat lawn 
before the house, the sleek, fat cattle, all evipced an affluence and spirit of 
order which make a pleasing impression upon the mind wherf'ver they are to 
be seen. The people here are far less bigotted than in some other places 
where ,~e had recently been. They repeat their morning and evening 
orisons without suffering their devotion to interfere with the innocent amuse
ments and occupations of life. In their conversation they are lively, even 
sometimes witty, especially at table, and that without being in the least 
elevated with wine. Indeed, the African colonists are a remarkably sober 
race. Out of ten colonists we may be pretty well assured that th·ree at least 
will not drink either wine or spirits, and the rest will drink very moderately. 
One of them intoxicated is a very rare sight. 'Wh~tever Mr. Barrow may 
say of the Soopje as the favourite drink of the colonists, I can very safely 
affirm, that I never, during the whole time of my residence in the colony, 
saw three Africans born, in liquor. The Europeans who live among them as 
schoolmasters or servants, and who were probably formerly matrosses or 
soldiers, may he very probably often guilty of excess in this way; for it is an 
incontrovertible fact, that the lower class of people in our quarter of the globe 
are far below the African peasants, in a true sense of decorum as to their moral 
conduct. I challenge every impartial observer who may travel through this 
country after me, to pronounce adifferentjudgment. It must be remembered 
that I speak here as to the general habits of the people. I will not deny that · 
there may be single exceptions; for these must be expected in all cases. 

We stopped here a part of the following day, and found in Che inspection of 
the premises, and in the conversation of the very intelligent people who were 
collected together, ahigh entertainment. The Field-commandant, Lombard, 
was one of those who in the year 1790, in conjunction with Mr. Jacob Van. 
Reenen and others, undertook a journey to the very farthest extremity of the 
Caffre country, in search of the persons who were saved from the wreck of the 
Grosvenor East lndiaman. He related to us many anecdotes of this journey; 
and among other things, the conversation turned upon the unicorn,and the va
rious opinions entertained as to the existence ornon-ex istence of such an animat. 
Lombard declared he .was not disinclined to believe in its existence, though 
he had never seen one himself, or knew of any body by whom it was reported : 
to have been seen. What Mr~ Barrow has said upon this subject seemed the 
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principal ground on which he rested his opinion ; we sha\l in the sequel 
examine into the portion of weight which may be allowed to his reasoning. 
The Commissary-general repeated here the engagement made by the governor 
both, at this and many other places in his journey, to give a strong new waggon 
with a team of oxen and all its appurtenances• as a reward to any one who 
should bring a complete skin of this animal, with the born and skull-bone, to 
the Cape Town. 

Our host, Dupre, notwithstanding his distance from Zwellendam, is over. 
seer of the chur~h there, and is obliged to attend service every Sunday. 
The journey takes from six to seven hours, so that he is obliged to set out io 
the middle of the night; yet, although near sixty years of age, he returna 
the same day. Among his slaves was a Malay more than a hundred years 
old, and perfectly blind : for the last thirty years he had been unable to 
work, but was not the less entirely maintained by his worthy master. 

On the fourteenth of December we crossed the Kromhek-and-Vet rivers,·, 
and stopped for the night at the house of Cobus Dupre, the son of our former 
host. We found here also a great number of the neighbours assembled, 
~mong others Dupre's father-in-law, Hilgard Muller, a very worthy old man, 
and another of the party who went with Van Reenen to the Caffre country 
in search of the Grosvenor's crew, This place had formerly belonged to 
him, and was no way inferior in the excellence of the buildings, and in the 
good order and regularity of every thing about it, to what we had seen at the 
seuior Dupre's. The cows were here, as there, brought into covered stalls 

· to be milked, a very unusual sight, since they are generally milked in the 
fields, and left loose in the kraal at night. He had near two hundred, all 
very handsome animals. 

There was an apartment in the house appropriated solely to the performance 
of divine service; in it was an organ, on which one of Muller's daughters 
played very well. It was built in the place itself by a person of the name 
of Hoddersum, who was still living at the Cape Town when I quitted the 
country, continuing bis trade, and gaining a very good livelihood by making 
harpsichords. 

• Worth all tog~her abo11t ftye hundred dollan. 
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· The co~mtiy is· here so fertile, that in a year when .there is a tolerable supply 
<>f rain, wheat will yield seventy or eighty fold, and barley ninety -or a 
hundred: in very dry years bo,Yever the seed is scarcely more than returned. 
By more than <yie of these people it was remarked that the Lamziekte is not 
'6 frequent when there have been several rainy years in succession as after 
long continued droughts. 

On the following day we rested some hours at the Zoetemelks-river, having 
previously crossed the Caffrekuile-river. At the house of a certain Fori, or 
Fauri~ we first saw tile manner of preparing the aloe-gum, which is very 
simp-le. The thick fi'eeh leaves are gathered in August, September, . and 
October; the sap is left to run out slowly, after which it is somewhat 
thickened over tbe Are, and the11 put into an ox-bide made into a sort of 
trough in a wooden &ame, and put out .in: the sun~ where the gum hardens 
by degrees. As this is an article. however not much called for, and the low 
price at which it must be sold scarcely pays the trouble and expense of 
procuring it, the quantity prepared is now very inconsiderable. The soil is 
here throughout very. dry, and destitute of trees; but to compensate these 
disadvantages, the road is excellent, almost as smooth and even as over the 
Karroo. The night waa passed at the house of a certain Hannes Rensburg, 
upon the False-river. 

The next day we were presented with a very interesting spectacle, which 
I cannot refrain from describing somewhat minutely. As we reached the 
summit of one of the numerous hills that lay in our route, we aaw at a great 
distance southwards in the horizon the sea as we all thought, exactly as it 
appe81'8 seen under such circumstances. Delighted at a sight of which for 
twp mooths that we had been travelling inland we had been wholly deprived, 
we exclaimed unanimously in a tone at once of pleaaure and surprise--tAe 
«a! tAe 1e« !-A moment's reflection was however sttfficient to convince us 
that since we were now only some.hundred feet above the level of the sea, 
and at least at six miles distance from the coast, it was impossible that the 
1ea eould in fact be -Yisible to us. Yet the more we looked, the more our 
eyes seemed assured that they were not mistaken; the impression was indeed 
· so strong, that, almost in spite of myself, I remained for a while halt;ing 
between belief and doubt; nay, I was at last only convinced that it could 
not be the aea from tbe unevenness of the horizon. The idea then struck me 
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that this appearance originated in a refiection of the sea and coast in the air 
above: many circumstances strengthened this opinion, and oui: guide, who 
was not unacquainted with it, asserted that I was perfectly right; but he 
said he never recollected seeing it so distinctly. I can scarcely express liow 
much I was delighted at being presented with a phenomenon of which l had 
heard so much, yet never could form any distinct idea of it •. 

I now turned my attention to examining it more particularly, when l 
made the following observations. It was between nine and ·ten. o'clock ia 
the morning: the sun was to our left, about fifty degrees above the horizon; 
it was not itself visible, but its situation was plainly to be distinguished 
glistening through the thin vapour with which the air was entirely filled. 
The heat was 66° by Fahrenheit, and the peasants. foretold rain, which, in 
fact, fell abundantly in the evening. Not a morsel of sky was to be seen, or 
any thing which in the least broke the mass of vapour: it was .nearly a dead 
calm, a yery trifiing breeze only came occasionally from the quar~er o~ which 
the coast lay.. The appearance in the ' air still continued the same, and was 
exactly like the sea as seen from the Table-mountain at an immense crstaoce. 
From a longer observation I was convinced that th·e unevenness we had 
observed in the horizon, that jagged margin which divided the dark blue of 
the supposed sea from the light grey of the heavens, was, in fact, the refte<;tion 
of the coast, with its projections and creeks; and when I imparted this idea 
to my companio~s, they unanimously concurred in it., with applau.ses of my 
ingenuity. It seemed then as if the effect we saw was produced by our 
point of vision falling exactly on the spot, where the sea, which was mildly 
illumined by the rays of the sun, w~s refiected back, as in a ·concave mirror, 
upon the hea\'ens abo\·e, and it was only visible to us from ·the circumsta~ce 
of our being enveloped in a thick vapour, which concealed the sun.entirely 
from us. The phenomenon will not then be difficult to explain: it must 
arise solely from the relative height of the object with that of the reflecting 
medium, and upon thel'e being such Q. degree of density in the latter, that it is 
capable of refracting the rays, so as to leave only the degree of light nece~ary 
for the object to be distinctly represented in the picture; something too 
must depend upon the relative situation of the sun and that of the spectator. 
• A more difficult ·question ·to answer is, how it happens that this pheno
menon is so seldom to be seen on land; that it almost always appears over 
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the .se-a.• It seems.to me that a sufficient reason •for this may be assigned in 
the equal degree of denseness that the vapour retains over the level surface 
-of t lie sea,. whereas upon land, from the unevenness of the surface, there 
mus-t be different degrees of heat and dryness; and these, though not percep
tibl e, yet create an inequality which annihilates the reflecting powers: 
perhaps also the reflection is affected by the mixture of different sorts of 
gas proceeding from the .same cause. Another cause may certainly be found 
in t;he chemical nature of .the sea vapour. May not the luminous nature of 
·the sea itself, the luminous properties of so many of its inhahitants, and 
.the wonderful play of light at the rising and setting· of the sun under the 1 

line, l>e by some unknown means connected with this very extraordinary 
.phenomenon? 

The mirage., as this appearance is called, has been described by various 
writers, as for instance by Gruber, Biisch, Woltmann, Wollaston, and others, 
\>ut xnore particularly by Zollner: he relates that in 1797, he saw from the 
mou~ of the Elbe the Island of Heligoland, then at ten miles distance, reflected 
in the air. It seems probable that the stories which have been told of men 
seeing things at a very extraordinary distance (such a distance that it was 
jmpossible they should be included within the horizon), may he traced to this 
-cause. .JElian mentions a Sicilian who had such wonderful acuteness of 
sight as to be able occasio~ally, when he stood upon the promontory of Lily
lYceum, to see every vessel that went into Carthage; he could even distinguish 
them plain enough to count the number of sail. Now the promontory of Lily
~Utn is thirty-two sea-miles from Carthage, and does nut stand so high 
as tllat more than a thtrd of this distance could be included in the horizon. 
The most r~cent instance of this sort i~ related by a certain Botineau in ~ 

, l>etj()(fical publication called Le Spe_ctateur du Nord, the number for th•month 
of" October I S02. He says that a man in the Isle of France had seen ships at 
th e distance of fifty sea-miles off, and could even tell the size of them, an_d the 

•'b .._ What made this instance differ from any other occasion on which I had an opportunity of 
I. 9~1niog tJte ,nirt1fe, is, that the place in which the reftcctio11 of the sea appeared was over the 
-~c'l ' le ._. , and e,en at some distance from the coast. This may howe,er be accounted for, from the 

• ~• nature of the country upon the coast, and from the faint sea.breeze by which the vapour 
-'a .iiiveo .ery much upon tbe)aod, without its level w_ith the horizon being lost. 
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course they were going. This account is- accompanied with testimonies 
which almost remove the very natural doubts that must arise upon the 
fact, yet a satisfactory explanatiori of it is wuted, and perhaps none so satis
factory can be found, as resolving it into a phenomeDon of the kind abcxre 
described. .. 

We soon after arrived nt a house, the owner of which,, one Reoab...-g, wa 
very recently dead at the age of seventy: he bad indeed beea buried only two 
-days before. The widow, a woman of fift:y.1ix, had produced seventeen 
children, of whom fourteen were living, and alt married: her deecend81118 no• 
exceeded a hundred souls: a new proof of the almost unexampled increase of 
population in the colony. The dead are h~ interred at the very spot itself. 
To most houses there is a small cemetery adjoining to the garden: the rela. 
tions and neighbours attend the funeral, and the corpae is laid in tbe ground 
with great solemnity ; the whole company singing a psalm over the gran. 

Somewhat farther we came to the Tigerfonteio, a place belongir,g to a 
'Colonist by name Snyman. He was occupied in building himself a new 

. house, the old one being very much out of repair, and admitting the rain. 
As the houses here are commonly built with clay only, a trifling neglect: in 
keeping up the roof will occasion the fall of the whole edifice. · For the rest, 
if proper care is taken in constructing them, they are exceedingly durab1e i 
the Drosty at Zwellendam was built of like materials, though stone in plenty 
is to be had there. The walls were constructed exactly after the manner called 
building in Pisee, to which the dry climate here is particularly favourable. I 
have seen houses of this kind which have stood a century, and which wer~ 10 

burnt by the sun that they looked like tile. In this state no rain can injure 
them, even the ruins might almost defy the influence of weather. We were 
received in a small room in the old house, which was still left standing: an 
old man was seated there, the elder brother of the Reosburg whose widoll we 
had visited in the morning. This unfortunate vt>teran had formerly lived neat 
Algoa-bay, aud in the laat dreadful war with the Caff'res was plundered by 
them, aml his houi,~ burnt down : he saved himself by flight, but two of his 
nearest relations feU into the bands of the enemy. Although through the 
eDdeavours of Gener-di Janssen• peace was now fully re-established, yet the 
devastated country recovered but slowly,and was as yet tbinlyr~peopled: most 
of the places were so destroyed that they could not easily be rendered habitable. 
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The good old mah doubted much whether he should e\'er live to retum to his 
former dwelling. He related to us inany instances of the horrors committed 
by these savages, and the farther we now went, the more were similar com
plaints a principal subject of OUT conversations with the colonists. 

On the banks of the daurits-river, where we anived a short time after our 
departure from hence, we were presented with the view of a very pictur.esque 
country. We had ascended a toad sloping almost imperceptibly, and found 
ourselves on a sudden upon the declivity of a steep hill, below which, at a 
~eat depth, ran the broad bed of the stream. To the lert·very near us were 
lofty heights, between which through a narrow opening the river rushed with 
a great noise. Very near the entrance «>f the ra.-ine, midway up the heights, was 
a small house dPlightfully shaded by oaks and fruit trees; above all, the dark- . 
leavett orange: while to the right, upon the high sandy bank of the river, 
etood a large farm. We turned our horses sidt->wards, and descending the ste~ 
road, crossed the river, which was now very low, though it is at some times a 
powerful stream: it is here a hundred and twenty foot broad. which is wider 
than any river we had yet eeen. Its deep bed, the high sandy hanks, and the 
trunks of trees floating down, shewed plainly the height and force which it 
tometimes attains. It rist"S so rapidly that travellers who venture to encamp 
for the night upon its hanks, may pay their improvidence with the loss of all 
their property; happy if they cab escape with their life ; if not wakened out 
of their sleep in terror too great to have the power to fly. 

A glance over the map will show . my readers very plainly the reason of its 
rising thus hastily. All the rivers of the middle Karroo, the Chamka, the 
Dwyka, even many streams &om the Roggeveld and Bokkeveld, break through 
at some point or other the vast chain of mountains which frorn Zwellendam to 
SifzikammR bear the name of the Black-mountains, and unitintz heyond them 
with the Kamnasie, and Elephaots-'-river, compose the formidable stream 
~ailed the Gaurits-river.• The house where we stopped was at a consideta• 
hie height above the stream, the fonner, which was built lower down, having 
l()D)e time before become,. its prey. 

• TW. it, • Hottentot ume.. The 91&DMr in which it 11 pronoimced b1 theN •flll• · IIIS 
.aWed mu,-tra,ellen, .. •t tby u,o writteD•it die G~ada.ri,er (Gold.rifer)• . 
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According to what we were told by the colonists, it was now impo$Sible~ 
even without a guide, to miss the road; but whether it was owing to the 
cloudy weather., so that the darkness came on unexpectedly, or that we had 
not paid sufficient attention to their directions, we once more lost our way. 
We had been told that we were to reach our night quarters in two hours; 
three and a half had· elapsed, and we yet saw no signs of a human habitation. 
A very heavy rain that fell, the first during our journey, which had surprised 
us in such a way upon the road, brought on the darkness suddenly, and 
wetted us completely through. Our ladies had set out in the waggon, anq 
we had, as we conceived, reason to congratulate ourselves exceedingly that it 
had so happened. A stop was made, and I went with Lieuten:mt Gilmer to 
explore the country, while our corporal of dragoons was dispatched to see 
whether the waggons were following, or. whether he could discover any traCC$ 
of the way we bad lost. After the lieutenant and myself had rode up and 
down nearly half an hour, without seeing any appearance of a light upon the 
height,, or discovering any thing like a dwelling-house, we returned back 
dispirited to rejoin our party. It was then determined that we should 
return to the farm on the Gaurits-river, and there stop for the night: though 
from the darkness, and from having to descend a steep hill, this enterprise 
was not without its perils. 

We had not gone far before me met our dragoon on his return to tell us 
that.he had not been able to discover any traces either of the waggons or the 
road. He, however, rode on again, as he was now sure that we ·w.ere follow
ing him, but soon once more returned with the extraordinary intelligence 
that he had met the ladies, and young De Mist, who had gone in the waggon 
with them, on foot, and they were now, he said, waiting for•us a very little 
way off. It was not Jong before we came up with them, when we learnt 
.that they had been overturned in the waggon, but happily without receiving 
:any injury. In hopes of reaching the place where it was designed we should 
.stop for the night, they had got · out and walked on while the people were 
busied in getting the waggon up, so as to proceed on their way. The night 
and the rain had in the mean time overtaken them, as it had us, and they had 
inissed their way, which, perhaps, but that we had fortunately done the same, 
,they might not very easily have found again. They now mounted some of 
our led horses, -and w.e rode on together, makingmany observations upon our 
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adventure, half joking, half serious, and commenting .upon the extraordinary 
circumstance, that we should meet with m ch other so fortunately in a night 
almost pitchy dark, in the midst of a desolate inhospitable region, unknown to 
either of us, and both having lost our way. 

At the same time we agreed to fire pistols at certain intervals, as signals to· 

· direct any people who might be in search of us, and soon some young men 
who had been working at the waggon came up, anxious, on account 'of the 
heavy rain that had fallen, about the fate of those who had gone forwards on 
foot, and bringing with them a little car which they had made ready in 
haste. The ladies very thankfully accepted the offered kindness of these 
good people, and getting into it, soon reached the_ir proper quarters. We 
ourselves arrived in safety not long after, notwithstanding the frequent 
sliding and stumbling of our horses, it being now eleven o'clock, and we 
ought to have arrived at eight. Lanterns were sent .out t~ meet the
waggons, with the temal'e servants who had remained with them, by the assist
Unce of which they too r<>joh1e<l us in the course of the night. 

We were now in the house of a widow by name Botha, which, although 
tolerably spacious, had not sufficient room to accommodate such a number 
of guests. Besides ourselves, the good woman had for some time lodged 
several near relations of her own, whose habitations had been destroyed by 
the Caffres. It would be ditficult to give any idea of the confusion made in 
the house by our late arrival. It swarmed with grown people, children, Hot .. 
ten tots, and slaves; ali ran one against other, and against the guests, wpom 
the bad weather drove all at once into the house to dry their wet cloth~. 
The children being waked out of their sleep by the bustle, began crying most 
piteously, and the nurses to silence them made ten times more noise: the 
women scolded our slaves for being helpless, and not getting things ready 
for their masters half as fast as they ought; a number of gay young people sat 
at the corner of a table laughing at our party, and at the colonists with l!--8, 
not c~nceming themselves•witll stirring a step to mak:e way for the table being 
set ·out tor us: our young women servants were scarcely less in the way than 
the slaves and Hottentots, for they must needs busy , themselves with 
unpacking the things which had got wetted by the waggon being overturned. 

· At length, however, not without some trouble, order was established, our 
supper was set out, and places were allotted where every one of the travellers 
could set up his field-bed for the night. On this, as on eeveral occasions, we 
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bad to regret the want of straw, which prevails over the whole colony ; but 
tbecorn beiogtrodden out by hol'8e8 sospoils the straw that it was impos_sible 
fur our people to sleep upon it, otherwise they would often gladly have done 
so, when the field-beds were wet with the rain, or the waggons did not arrive 
in time for the beds to be of any 1:JSe. 

From this place it was necessary that most of our waggoos should take a 
different road from ourselves, as they could not all follow us over the hills 
which we were to pass, if we wished to visit tbe coast, and examine the baYf 
upon it. We thererore each put up as much linen as would last a fortnight, 
-end with this, and some other things which could not be dispensed with, 
loaded our strongest waggoo, while the reat were sent round by the Longkloot 

The nearer we approached to the coaat the more level the couotry became, 
and the ~ter abundance of grass did we find, notwithstanding that the soil 
grew evidentJy much more 881ldy. It failed in proportion in springs, and 
the farms lay at a greater distance from each· other. We stopped about noo-. 
at the house of a family, by name Marx, where we found a great number 
ef youths and damsels : the youngest davgbter particularly struck us all, 
A-om ker really dazzling beauty. If the African youog women had as much 
politeness and education H they have native charms, they would be per .. 
fectly in-esistible. At the aame time~ their cheerful good-humour, their 
innocence and· simplicity, baa not unfrequently subdued the high polish of 

· tlte proud European, nor hue the inatances been few, of the colonists' 
daughtera being brought home by such, as wives, at their return from 
their travels. 

We now saw almost daily a great deal of game, but the creatures were so 
sby that it would have required well tl'ained doga, and spirited uotired 'horses, 
to he able to come up with them. In the remainder of the way to Mossel-
1,ay (MYScle-bay}, which wu ove~ a wide plain, we saw a great ma11y ante• 
lopes, ostriches, and smaller wild birds. At length the glorious prospect of 
the sea opened upon us. The whole extent oj M~ssel-bay lay spread before 
our view. · We hailed with transport the long d_esired object, aud descended 
by a narrow IIDdy path to the shore of the bay • 

• 
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CHAP. XIII. 

Tl,e GC'l)trnment JJ,fagasines el JJlosselbay.-TTie Dane Abtte.-The Muscle Caves 
des~ribed.-JJ,furray, the Englishman's, Coasting Trade.-Farther Description of the 
Co~ntry.-Brakke-ri'Vcr.-Outeniqualand.-Woody Cleft, in the JJ-Iountains. 

r HE house of the postholder at Mosselbay, who is- at the same time over.;. 
seer of the bay and keeper of the magazines, lies directly at the upper end, 
where the bay runs to its deepest recess - from the sea~ The government 
twent:y years before had fom1ed a project _ to make this· bay a repository fot 
com and timber, that the colonists might be provided , with a more ready 
market for both these articles, while at the sante time thesupplying•the Cape 
Town with , .tbem .miglrt be facilitated by the establishment of.a coasting trade; 
In 1786, a .large magazine was therefore built 1 a hundred and fifty foot long, 
and thirty broad, which will contain from three to four thousand bushels of 
corn ; this was -suffered to fall into a very dilapidated state under the English 
government, but since the govemot's visit it has been repaired, and is now 
in exceedingly good condition. But unfortunately from the · difficulties of th~ 
coasting passage, occasioned principally by the dangerous reefs-of the Agulhas 
hank., and the storms that blow from the south-east, these patriotic views 
~ much disappointed. 

General Janssens, in th~ last year of his govemment,-again -endeavoured to 
resu.1ne the project, but the loss of the colony put an end to his numerous 
Plans for improving its situation. It is to be hoped, -however, that the · plan 
Blay be promoted by the English, since they have no want of coasting vessels, 
~cl .their superiority at sea obviates in great measure the objections which 
~•e Qgainst collecting m·agazines in open defenceless bays, and which have 

e~tl adve~ted to in speaking of Saldanha-bay. The magazine was now· _ 
el'lt:il'ely empty, and served a great part of our company as a habitation. The 

f~tholde:t's house is small, having been built originally only for- a \Vatch-, 
h.-.~._.se, so that there were but two chambers for gllests, which ~ere occupied· 
- :Y- the Commissary-general and the ladies. The postholder is a sensibl~ ·· 
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active man, but lives here secluded from the world, and unwe<lded; he is a 
Dane by birth, and his name, Ahue. In his youth he was recommended to 
the government at Copenhagen, and under the protection of the celebrated 
and unfortunate Count Struensee, who made him his pri\·ate secretary, a 
brilliant path to fortune seemed to open itself before him. The fall of his -
patron ruined all his prospects, aod occasioned him to take refuge in this• 
remote corner of the globe. 

\Ve stopped a day here to examine whatever was worthy of observation. 
With eager curiosity I hastened to explore the cavern known by the name of 
the Schulpegat (Muscle.cave), which, from l\Ir. Barrow's description, seemed 
already familiar to me. It lies about half an hour's ride from the postholder':J 
house. The way to it .is by the shore of the bay, winding along, the 
path still growing more and more contracted, till it terminates at last directly 
beneath the high rock at the entrance of the bay, which the sailors call Cape 
St. Blaise. Ascending then a steep and narrow path, with the high towering 
cliff on one side, and a deep precipice on the other, we arrive on a sudden 
at the arched entrance of a cavern, the bottom of which is entirely over
spread with a very thick layer of muscle.shells. The breadth of the cavern 
is about twenty paces, its depth about half as much, and its height at the 
centre of the arch may be fifty feet. The sea is four hundred feet below, but 
comes so directly up to the foot of the perpendicular or almost ·overshelving
rock, that the foam cannot be s~en in looking down from the caver At the 
ebb long parallel rows of sunken rocks appear, with the foam dashing over· 
them: it is this reef which breaks the force of the sea, and renders the an. 
chorage within secure. The mouth of the cavern is to the south.south.:east; 
to the right stretches the boundless ocean; directly at the foot spreads the 
whole Mosselbay ; and in the dark offing the hills above Pletteoberg's-bay may 
just be discerned. 

Fifty feet higher, directly above this cavern, is another, resembling it in 
every way, only that it is scarcely more than half as large: the ascent to it is 
not unattended with danger. It disappointed me very much, since not a shell· 
was to be seen in it. · This circumstance proves incontrovertibly that the 
-quantity of shells found in the grotto beneath cannot be brought thither by 
b_irds as Mr. Barrow conjectures, for why should they not as well mak~ a· 
storehouse of the upper as of the lower cave. Besides, we did not find here 
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the Je1st traces of any sea-fowl; a few swallows, which had made their quiet 
~scs in the crevices of the grot, were the only animals that seemed to inhabit 
it. ..As far: as I have had opportunities of examining the · habits of the sea• 
fo'"v I on this coast, particularly the albatross (diomedea exulans), they do not 
freq '--ent high places, but rather devour their prey in the low recesses of the 
clifrs upon the beach. Not one of the shells besides appeared the least fresh; 
all vvere in a stat~ of decay, and half buried in sand and dirt . I acknowledge, 
witl:i l\'Ir. Barrow, that it were contrary to common sense to suppose there 
ever had been a time when the sea came up to this cave, and the muscles 
are certainly the only trace remaining which could afford any ground for such · 
asupp<>s1uon. But I cannot assent to another ground on which he supports 
bis opinion. I must, on the contrary, from my own researches contradict 
what he affirms, that in the Lowenberg, near the Cape Town, and wherever 
like caves have been discovered, abundance of live shell-fish are always to· 
be found. I never found any such, though in consequence of having read 
his ,vork, I examined all places of the kind very particularly. He has, besides, 
been rather guilty of exaggeration, when he says, the quantity of empty 
shells in the Muscle-cave is so great, that several thousand waggons would . 
be necessary to carry them all away.• Ten or twelve would be quite suffi~ -
cient £or the purpose. The common opinion- among the sensible inhabitants 
of the neighbourhood, and of the postholder himself, is, that this cave was 
fonnerJy a common resort of the Hottentots, and that they lived very much 
upon the shell-fish, which are taken here in abundance. As the bottom of 
the.cave is .wet from the water that trickles down the sides, they very pro
bably left the shells as a sort of pav'ement, which abated in some degree its· 
humidity. This opinion, though not given as incontrovertible, has at least · 
moi-e probability-in it than Mr. Barrow's . · 

011 the walls of these caves, particularly of the upper one, I found a vast 

it.' °'.t'he German author in citing Mr. Barrow's work always refers to a German translation or 
fell ~t must here be remarked, that either the translator of Mr. Barro••• work, or Mr. Lich. · 

i St~in, bu fallen into an error with re.gard to_ whal Mr. Barrow says or the quantity of shells 
nth-

Jie • •• caTe, He docs not say that in this alone there are ma119 tlw11sa11d waggo11 louds of ,hells; 
etts -~a: "Many thousand waggon.Joads ofshclls may be met with in varic;,us places along the, 

iL ~IPn coast, in situations that are seven! hundred feet lbovc Inc Ir.vet of the sca."~TRAN-
~~OL . 
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~umber of lichens, hitherto unknown to me: some people assert, that from 
~hese, as well as from many other sorts of this species, excellent materials may 
be drawn for dying. They appear to me, from some trifling resemblances, to 
be between the lichen parelltu, and the licl,e.n roccella. The postholder, at 
my request, promised to send me a quantity to the Cape Town, my friend 
:folemann, an able chemist iherc, having long wished to make experiments 
1,lpon them ; but a~ he has probably forgotten his promise, for none have ever 
been received, I can say nothing more of their properties. 

The influence of the sea air, united with the low situation of the country, 
~pon vegetation, is here very striking. lt is particularly luxuriant in the 
parts that lie from a hundred to a hundred and fifty feet above the level of the 

• a.ea: these parts are thickly grown over with bushes and shrubs. ·The arduina 
~spinos,i, sever~ beautiful sorts of zygopliyllum, J>Clargonium, ro!lena, rhus, 
and others, grow wild promiscuously among each other: some of a consi
qera~~e size, and the leaves quite a fresh bright green. Not less rich was the 
c;ollectioQ of insects I amassed here; I had, besides, the good fortune to 
shoot a number of pretty small . birds which make their nests among the 
~ushes, and which furnished me abundance of work in preserving and stuffing. 
them~ 

Our hos~ regaled us among otaer things with man'y sort~ of fish, above all 
with oysters, wpich abound in the bay, and which, not having tasted any 
fQr so long a time, were now most welcome to us. Few of the fish were 
different from what are caught about the Cape Town, but the oysters were· 
much finer flavoured; some. were, however, we agreed, too large and too fat: 
w~ were even obliged to <livid~ them, they were so l_arge that they could not
be swallowed at once. They cannot be had so fresh at the Cape, as they are 
not to be gathered on the neighbouring parts of the coast; -th+'are chiefly 
brought thither from Hottentots-holland. Even here they are opt always to 
be procured; only when at very low ebbs, t~e fisher slaves can . go a great 
way into the sea to, the oyster beds. In the afternoon, at low water, when 
we were bathing in Mie sea among the.rocks, we found a little parcel of oys-' 
ters in a cleft. but they adhered so firmly to the stone, that we could not 
break them o(f. The bay has its name from the superabundance of muscles 
found in it; though extremely good, they are seldom eaten but by the slaves, 
.the oysters and other fish being very much preferred to them. 
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l\f osselbay was formerly called the bay of St. Blaise, so named by Vasco 
de Gama, ,vho landed here in December, 1497. He is commonly considered 
as the first discoverer of it; but it may, perhaps, be doubted, whether this 
was not the Angra dos V11queiros (Cow-herd Bay), which Bartolomeo Diaz 
discovered in December, 1-1-S6, or Jan4ary, 1487. The tr1,1esituation of that 
bay is very problematic, and it might not improbably be Mosselbay. In th~ 
first years of the Portuguese voyages to the East Indies, this bay was used 
as the general resort of the ships, and the place of re-assemblage for fleets that 
were separated. Afterwards, however, when in 1so,, Antonio de Saldanha 
discovered the present Table-bay (which, as has been already mentioned, was 
for a century cal!ed after him Saldanha-bay), he gave the preference to that, 
and the bay of St. Blaise wac; wholly neglected. The first English navigators 
to the East Indies, lhymond and Lancaster, following the accounts given by 
their early precursors in the undertaking, entered this bay in 1591, but accident 
afterwards carrying the English to Table-bay, they have ever since gone thither 
from preference. Ten years later, Jovis· Spilbcrg, a Dutch admiral, gave 
Table-bay its present name, and not long after Paul Van Caerden, who first 
took an accurate survey of the southern coast of Africa, with its n~merous 
bays, changed at the same time the names by which they had been distin
guished for Dutch ones: this was then named Mosselbay, instead of the Bay 
of St. Blaise. The angle which forms one fntrance into the bay has, however, 
retained among sailors the name of Cape St. Blaise. · 

The figure of the bay, its geographical situation, the goodness of the 
anchorage, and other things interestin·g to pilots, are known in great measure 
from former writers ; I shall therefore not enter upon the si1bject at this place, 
but reserve such · .observations as appear to me of importance to a future 
opportunity. . 

Before our departure, the Commissary. general received a visit from the 
secretary of the Drosty at Zwellcndam, Mr. Stockestrom, a Swede by birth. 
On· account of his well-known probity, and accurate knowledge of the coun
try; he had been appointed landdrost of the district of Graaf Reynett. · For 
some years no one had been found· who would undertake this arduous post, 
and it was therefore t'he more necessary that it should now be filled by a 
person of so mnch firmness, united with so much mildness of character. In 
his company was a young· physici:m, · whct1vas · established at Z,veilenda~ 
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but wbo occasionally travelled about th~ country to sell medicines to the 
farmers~ carrying them in a Uttle chest. They consisted chiefly of doses 
of emetics and cathartics, and above a]l, of the Halle medicines so much in 
repute here, and which are made up in abundance by the apothecaries at the 
Cape Town. He confessed that his principal trade .consisted in the sale of 
these, and asserted that nobody could subsist in this country by the ordi
nary course of practice, since there was not a colonist who had not rather 
pe his own physician, and would only in cases of extreme necessity send 
for assistance. 

\Vhen we left the postholder's house, we pursued our way eastwards along 
the_ beach. A steep and rocky coast rises above the beach, and it is only 
at low water that the way we now went is practicable. In several places water 
trickles down the cliffs, which forms a sort of morass upon the beach, 

. dangerous to those who attempt to pass it without. a proper guide. In one. 
of tlle clefts an Englishman of the name of .Murray has established a little 
magazine, where he sells a great variety of objects of manufacture . He has 
a small brig, in which he brings things from the Cape Town, and carries 
back a loading of wood. His trade is chiefly in cloth, ,hats, stlks, glass, 
and iron-wares; and although from the renewal of the wart so that he was· 
likely to find difficulty in procuring his wares, he had been obliged to raise 
the price of them very much, and they were certainly extremely dear, yet 
we were glad to supply ourselves with many little things which we wanted, 
and which we found of great use in the remainder of our journey. The mer
chant had afterwards the misfortune of losing two vessels, within a very short 
time, upon the Agulhas reef, so dangerous is this place even to the most 
e:xperienced pilots. The difficulties attending the coasting _ tra.de will alwaJS 
operate powerfully against the farther cultivation of the country. 

Our guide having at length conducted us safely over the last and most 
dangerous of the morasses, formed by -a little stream called the Geelbe'k.'s. 
valley river, we quitted th_~ shore, and came to a number of neat smiling 
farms. As in many other places we had found one particular family predo
minating in a district, its branches being spread all around, so here the family 
ofl\leierwasthe prevailing one. ,vhereverthis is the case,moreplacability and 
good humour co~monly reigns among them; they are more sociable, and less 
•i~ heard of quarrels and contentions about the boundaries of their respective . 
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properties. By one of the Meier family, whose christian name was Klaas, 
we were regaled with an excellent breakfast of cold proTisions, admirable 
fruit, and wines which might justly be called costly. Even though I should 
excite n smile in my readers, I must once more observe bow much we were 
struck with the attractions observable among the female part of this family. , 
We all agreed that we scarcely ever. recollected to have seen more personal 
beauty than in the eldest daughter, a young woman about eighteen. Her 
whole manner and air had in it much more appearance of refinement than is 
usually to be found among the African damsels, and we really separated our
selves with rel_uctance from so lovely a creature. 

Crossing the little Brakke-river, we came now to the house of a widow, 
called in the country Ter-Blans, but who we found was of French descent, 
and her name properly Terre-blanc he. Here we dined, and the number of 
dishes-set before us was greater than is almost ever to be seen at the tables 
even of the most distinguished bott-vivans at the Cape Town. We found that 
our hostess was celebrated in the country for her excellent table, and that 
she prided herself particularly upon it. She gave us almost every thing that 
&he chase or the fisheries could furnish, with several sorts of vegetables, dressed 
in an immense variety of ways, nor would suffer such a thing to be mentioned 
as paying her. As a great rarity, we had in the dessert cream cheese, made 
upon the spot, and which the Dutch guests, who are extremely good judges 
of the matter, pronounced to be excellent. The attempts hitherto to make 
good cheese in the neighbourhood of the Cape Town have all proved unsuc
cessful, but this may perhaps be owing to the poorness of the feed, so that the 

• milk is not sufficiently rich. Another curiosity which ~e remarked here, 
was a guitar, made in the country, of African ash-wood. This is a favourite 
instrument among the colonists, and is almost al.ways to be seen in the houses 
of substantial people. It mu_st be obvious from hence, that it is a great error 
to deny to these people any taste or relish for the polished enjoyments _of 
life. 

Behind this place, which is called the Reebok's-fontein, we ascended a 

considerable height, from which we bad a very fine view behind us of Mossel
bay. Cape St. Blaise has a very picturesque appearance from hence, while 
the large magazine looks like a stripe, and the fishing huts like spots in the 
dark rocky ground. The course of the coast, with its hills, clefts, and tufts of 
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wood~ unite very beautifully with the back ground. \Ve were too early to 
cross the great Brakke-river, which lies at the foot of the hill where we now 
were, as it can only be crossed quite at low water, and the tide was not more· 
than half do,~n; we were therefore obliged to wait a considerable time upon 
the bank, and even then the ford had in some places more than four feet water, 
in others it.had not above three. The mouth of the river is about a mile from 
this place, and, like all other streams of Southern Africa, is closed by a sand. 
bank, ,vhich in a strong'south-east wind chokes it so entirely, that at the ebb 
the water does noi run out. If heavy rains fall, then the current of the river 
gains ' si1ch additional force, that it carries the sand_ out into the sea. An 
eternal strife is thus maintained between the two bodies of water, which 
differs in this rE>spect from the strifes among mankind, that the gain of land is_ 
here on the side of the vanquished. 

The great Brakke-river divides the district of Mosselbay from Outeniqua
land. • · On the eastern bank there is again a considerable height to ascend,_ 
at the summit of which is a_ wide-spread plain, intersected with a number of 
small streams; this is one of the most fertile spots in the colony. The river 
is n·ow seen winding for a considerable length of way, till it is lost among rocks 
overgrown with bushes and heath-plants. · , 

The whole tract of land between the southern chain of hills and the coa!Jt 
may be considered as a foreland, · which from its low situation ·; from the neigh
bourhoo~ of the sea, and the peculiar character of the hills by which it is, 
bounded, may be rendered particularly fertile and profitable. Many .circum
stances concur to give the southern chain of mountainsadvantages not enjoyed _ 
by the others, and which distinguish them entirely from the rest of the moun
tains in Southern Africa. First, its course from east to_ west, so that prese,:it
in·g an entire front ':o · the south, the heat of the sun has less ·effect in dr:ying 

• the springs above, consequently more water flows down from them, which 
nouri~hes. the vegetation exceedingly. Secondly, the g~eat height of _th~se, 
mountains, which are upon an average from four to five thousand feet above 

• The Outcniquas were a numerous tribe of Hottentots, who at tile first planting of ~e. c:olODY, 
had their kraal at this place. The ou is he~c to be pronounced open ow after the Dutch_manner. 
It is 'written by aume .Auteniqua, which in the mouth of a German would be pronounced exactly 
thesame. · · · 
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the sea, and therefore attract th:! clouds, ,vhich help to supply the country 
below with moisture. Thirdly, their vicinity to the sea, and the prevalence 
of the south winds, which gives a more humid atmosphere to the hills. 
Fourthly, as a consequence from these things, more profuse vegetation, 
and the nourishing abundance of wood in the clefts, which again produces a 
vapour that prevents the moisture ever being totally exhaled from the ground, 
or the flow of water from ever ceasing entirely. The places where this fore
land is the most contracted, where there is the smallest space between the 
mountains and the sea, are always those whence there is the greatest supply 
of water, and which abound most in the wooded clefts. And again, where 
the creeks of the sea, projecting inland, come within a mile of the foot of the 
mountains, even the plain abounds with wood; in Sitzikamma particularly, 
the underwQod stands so thick from the hills to the coast, as to preclude the 
road being continued along the latter. 

In this way the particular nature of the country in Outeniqualand is suffi
ciently explained, since in no part of this district are the mountains more 
than three miles and a half from the coast. Numberless rivulets cross it in 
all directions; even in summer there is always abundance of rain, and the 
whole year through, the ground is covered with fresh plants ; but the soil is 
poor, and is of that description that belongs to sour-fields: the different sorts 
of rushes and liliaceous plants exhaust all the nourishment, and prevent 
the growth of wholesome grass: the corn-fields require a great quantity of . 
manure, and an evil, equal to any other, is the murrain, which all these causes 
combine to produce: this renders the feeding of cattle, which would other
wise be very profitable, extremely difficult: yet there must be some pecu
liarity of climate in the spot, which promotes the last evil, and to which it · 
ought perhaps rather to be ascribed than to the nature of the feed, since there 
are in other parts sour-fields where the cattle thrive and prosper exceedingly. 
In this, as ,yell as in some other districts that partake of the same soil, it is 
common t.o burn the lands every year, by which means they are manured, 
and the foundation laid for a wholesome vegetation. But this must be done 
with great caution, lest the fire should spread too far an<l catch the bushes, 
by which means it might be communicated to the forests, when incalculable 
mischief would ensue. 

Bb 
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The principal object by which the inhabitants of this country gain a liveli
hood is felling timber in the forests for building, and transporting it to other 
parts . Permissions for this purpose are given by the government at the ~om
mendation of the landdrosts and postholders, and on paying a trifling conide
ration. The woods here are much more extensive thn ita the district of Zwel
lendam, and the Groot\'adersbosch; the latt-er, on account of their much shOl"ttt 
distance from the Cape Town, have been so much cut d·owu, that it is now dif
ficult to find any trees which will furnish sound aDd atroog beams for building. 
Even here, the timber begins so far to faii that whereaa formerly they did DOt 

.cut any for beams less than thirty feet hi~ in the stem, nooe of this size are 
now to be found, except by going so deep into the clefts that they caanot be 
felled without extreme difficulty and some hazard. 

Among many small streams which we crossed this day, the Quaynng was 
the most distinguished, which, though it runs almost unnoticed 0\181' the 
plain, when it wanders among the rifted rocks, presents many iutereeting and 
romantic pictures. It is the same case with another, which in the midst of its 
quiEt course, suddenly comes to the brow .of a rock, wheoce it rushes dOW11, 
through a self-formed channel, with aoonsiderable noise aod foam. The rocb 
below these falls, from the force of the waters, are hollowed into basOM,whidi 
eeem almost as if formed by the haod of art. A·nother stream is called lie~ 
the Black-river., the water being strongly tinted with vegetable p~oles which 
it collects in running through the woods. It is yet a matter of doubt, whether 
this eifect is produced by the roots of certain trees, or whether, as some sup
pose, ,tbe tint is received from fallen leaves. 

T.he government possessee a very considerable domain in -Outeniqualamil, 
which includes almost half the district; it is under the superi:ntende.nce af ;a 

· postholder. The same person has also the .superintendence of several families 
of colonists, who, since the last war with the Caffres, hare settled upon the 
tclSitories of the government, and under certain restrictions have permi&Sio11 
to make use of the forage around them, till the complete restoration of peace 
and quietude shall permit of their returning to thejr former dwellings. This 
mode ofliving upon the territory of the government, cultivating the land, and 
enjoying its produce without any property in it, or even being regularly 
tenanted to it, ifl called here. an Erbe, in contradist!ncti8D ,to ihe tenure by 
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tease, when the domain is called a Lelinplatze. In these ·cases a small house 
is commonly built, with a little garden, for which a trifling ground-rent is paid. 
Most: or the handicraft workers and little trade.rs in Stellenbosch, Roodezanda. 
Zwellendam, and Graaf£ Reyhett, have habitations of this kind. They are 
often ~ be found betwee~ the Lehnplatzes; their number of course depend1 
pri11ci pa.Uy upon the population of the district, and it is much to be wished 
that th~y should in all parts become numerous._ It cannot be denied that in 
many p "laces the want of water must be an insuperable obstacle to a great 
increa.&E!:.of population,but on the other hand, there are tracts in which certainly 
too rn .__. ch land is granted to a single farmer; and in many places, where a single 
family cmly dwells at present, it is to be hoped that a century hence a whole 
villag,e a:na.y have been raised. The government, from a more accurate know
ledge <>f the borders, "has turned its attention much to the approximation of 
tbe co l<>uiats, as a means of promoting the cultivation of the country ; and . 
certainl_y no country is more capable of cultivation. The abolition of the 
slave-~de wiH be a means of promoting industry, since the employment of 
slaves being necessarily circumscribed, the free colonists will in the end be 
constrained to learn the handicraft works now generally performed by them. · 

We passed the night at the government-post: the house is a very poor one 
in co~pri11on with most of those belonging to the office1'S of the government, 
and, si nee the colony was in the hands of the English, has been very much 
neglecc:ed. The postholder was a German, Sebastian Fent by name, and 
furmerl.y a sergeant in the Dutch garrison: the company very commonly eon- , 
felTed tbe office of postholder on meritorious subaltem officers. He had put his 
garclen into exceedingly good order, and its flourishing state shewed plainly 

-how ~-ouch may be done with this indifferent soil by the aid of a 1ufficie11t 
q~anti t:,:y of manure: yet the neighbouring colonists all assert that -the African 
sod d~ not want much manure, and will not even bear it. 

As ~e were about to set out the next morning, a courier arrived wi-th dis
patclie~ from the Cape Town, which required an immediate answer. I there-
fore e-. d · l . d l . h . . . . t --.-ploye the mormf!g of t us ay, w 11c was very ramy, m wntmg o 
aome ~£ my friends at the Cape;and in the afternoon, as the rain had ceased, 
w~nt \:.~ explore the neighbouring forest. I took an old and sensible Hottentot 
'Wltb "l"k"la e as a guide, and arrived at it in about an hour. The number of bushes, 
btatn.b l~s, and other climbing plants, which opposed our way,did uot deter me 
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from proceeding. · Among these the C9nanchuni obtusifolium (a species of 
scamou.ny) was particularly abundant. This plant is here called Pavia
rzentau (monkey's cord), and was running about in every direction all over 
the forest. Many sorts of asparagus were also among the plants which 
we had to break through; these are called by the colonists Wagl een hcetje, 
(wait a little). I _followed the path made by the wood-cutters, and as I con
templated the number there appeared of large oaks, sumachs, and a tree that 
is called here Stinkholz,• I could not help expressing to my companion my 
surprise at the complaints made in the country of the want of wood. He 
told me, however, that among the trees I saw, the greatest part were either 
not of the proper length in the stem for making beams, or else decayed by the 

• water, and perhaps hollow. Besides, when the expense of carriage was set 
against the price at which the wood could ·be sold, it did not answer to transport 
any but the best, since the price of the middling sorts could not pay their 
costs. 

The young trees are too much overshadowed by the old ones to thrive well, yet 
- at the same time it would be a work of such immense labour and expense to cut 

the old ones down and carry them away that it cannot be thought of. Thence 
comes it that the large trees are of exceeding slow growth. Myguide's manner 
of expressing himself u poa this subject was, that there was not a man old enough 
to remember them less tall and strong than they are at present: but to make 
amends, they are exceedingly hard and strong. A terrible enemy to the forests 
here is a moss, a sort of liclien or ,unea, which covers whole boughs, particu
larly the lower ones, and in a course of years injures them so much that they 
no longer bear leaves, but decay and die. A forest in this· state, on which the 
grey moss huag from the trees almost like withered boughs, was a sight which, 
alas! in the seq ucl of our journey we but too often saw. 

• Called by Thunberg llex crocra, but it seems not yet systematically classed, Thunberg did 
notond it in flower, and I was myself equally unfortunate. 
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CHAP. XIV. 

Kaiman's-ri'Dtf', and troublesome Pas,age of the Kaimall's Cleft.-Krakadal.-ow.-The 
Silver-ri-oer.-Zwart-river.-Daukamma.-Ruinated Farm.-The Lake of Neisn• 
and the circumjacent Country.-Arri'Val at Plettenberg's-bay. 

Wli! left Outeniqualand on the twenty-second of December, and soon 
reached its eastern boundary, the Kaiman's-river,• having previously passed 
through the Pampoenkraa!,t where Le Vaillant encamped for some time till 
a way was made through the Kaiman's-cleft, by which he could proceed ori 
his journey. I must by the way remark that the French traveller could llot 
have much occasion to give himself that trouble, since some years before the 
colonists had made a road through this dangerous cleft. In Sparmann's time 
there were indeed no means of passing it, and the river then bore the name of 
Keerom's-river, as appears from this writer: it is probable that Kaiman may 
be a corruption of the original name. In another respect Pampoenkraal is 
now become celebrated, since the Caffres in the late war penetrated even to 
this spot; they had also over-run and ravaged half the country along the 
coast, before the united power of the colonists and the English military 
could drive them back again. As a memorial of this invasion, as tropl,ies, in 

• This river is so called, because a large species ot the Leguan is found in it, called he.re, 
though erroneously, the Kaiman. The latter name belongs properly to the American crocodile, 
a much smaller species than the crocodile of the Nile ; but tho Leguan is not a crocodile at all. 
It is, indeed, an animal of the Lacerta class, and amphibious, but perfectly harmless, living 
upon vegetables, earth.worms, and other insects. It is from three to six feet long, and has a 
jagged back, which gives it a very hideous appearance. It lives partly in rivers, partly upon 
trees, is mild in its nature, but so stupid, that it is said to be easily caught, yet it is very swift 
in running. Its flesh and eggs are reckoned delicate food. 

+ Pampoen is the name given by the colonists to a species of gourd, which is yery commonly 
to be found here, and which appears to be only the common European pumpkin, Cucurbit" 
Pepo. 
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an inverted sense of the word~ the ruins of several buildings burnt by them 
are still standing . 

On account of the really tiresome and difficult passage of the Kaiman's 
cleft, in later times a way has been cut through the wood, directly at the 
foot of the mountain, where the cleft is naturally less deep and broader. 
Yet on account of the numher of loose blocks of stope, this new way has 
not yet been made passable for a waggon ; and while most of our party followed 
it on horseback, we were obliged to send the waggons by the old road, which . 
prolong-ed their journey an hour and a half. As I had, however, heard this 
passage described as extremely interesting, the -ca~et Le Sueur, the steward, 
and myself, agreed to accoffil)any the baggage. 

This cleft or ravine is one of the narrowest and deepest in the whole 
colony. It stretches southward from the foot of the hill towards the coast, 
collecting in its -progress many mountain streams. It ~eems like a gulph 
formed by the hand of nature itself to preclude for ever all intercourse between 
two countries. On each side i~ a plain rising to a vast height above the sea, 
and looking on either hill ov~r to the other, from any opening in the woods 
by which they are overgrown, it would be impossible at the distance only of 
a few paces to conceive them separated by such a tremendous chasm. Yet 
the industry of mao has even subdued this vast barrier of nature, and notwith
stantling all the obstacles presented, opened a path through the very barrier 
itself, and that not only such as may serve for the foot of the wanderer, but 
will even admit of its being passed by objects of the bulk of~ loaded waggon. 

At first the rood goes very much up and down; and when arrived at a 
certain point, the guide recommends as a measure of prudence to dismount, 
and continue the way on foot. A steep height is then ascended, rising in the. 
midst of the cleft, which had hitherto closed the view, and when arrived at 
the top, the way turns suddenly to the right, at a point where a prospect ia 
presented of so extraordinary a nature, that perhaps the traveller wnl meet 
with nothing similar to it in any part of ·the ,~orld. The monstrotts ~ulph is 
now directly beneath, and at the depth of a thousand feet below him the 
mountain torrent roars over its stony bed ;-the walls by which it is enclosed 
are thickly overgrowo with dark-leaved trees, which c~t around singular and 
cohfused shadows, theil' branches almost closing over the stream, and scarcely 
leaving any spaces, through which tlie dark waters with their white foam 
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ea11 i,e seen. The road now descends, and after having crossed tLe stream, 
ascends agat0 a height, which, as we saw it from this point, I will not s,iy 

•p~d aceedingl9 st.eep, it actually appeared perpendicular; and it was not 
eaay t.o_comprehend by w.hat force an empty waggoo, which we saw coming 
dow.n, was held back, ao that it was no.t precipitated at once into the <kep. 
ID looking onwards to the right the eye was at last carried to the ,vast door 
dnroGgh wb.ich the riv.er rushes into .the sea. Two overhanging ,rocke, the 
tops of which .seemed 10 join tar above the point on which we were standing, 
fonn this door, and through it was seen the wide.spread ocean, the farthest 
boundary of which that the · eye could reach was on this fine serene daJ 
beautifully bJeuded with the clear blue of the heavens. Below, at .the bottom 
of the door, rushes in the foaming sea, mingling its greea waves with the 
dark ·brown w.atel-s of the ,torrent. 

The descent from the poin.t where we now .were co.uld .only be oan:ied along 
the &oat of the height. The broken pieces of rook risiog abov.e the ro.ad, 
vitli -the boughs of the trees entwined among them, hue been formed ,into a 
aart of rough patapet, which guaro, the .road oo tbe side of the torreo.t. But 
the ie~em use ,of .the ro.d, combined ,vith the heavy rains, .has io m&nJ 
plaoes made large weiu in the parapet, so that ·the ,head almost turns giddy 
at seeing ·the depth below, witbout any guard to prevent the traveller falling 
dowfl. The hind wheels of the w~gons were IOQked all the way, 1'lt ot-ber 
limes all the wheels -were locked. and the .waggonswere partially u.nkladed, the 
men dragging after them the packages which had been taken out . StQut 
~bongs of leather were fast~d to the waggons ,on .tbe s~des towards tbe 
torrent, which were held :behind by the .men with all their strength, at once 
•o keep tbeni hack .as .much as possible, and to prevent them from swerving to 
that side. 

When the height is descended in this way, the -torrent :may be p~sep at 
~bb .. tide without inconvenience. It just began to flow as we croased, and it 
,ivas a wonderfully grand sight to see the biUows rushing in, ,and driving bac.k 
the waters that :flo~ed from the torrent. The road here goes for a very short 
~istanoe along a narro.w piece of foreland, just broad enough for two waggQns 
to pass when the water is down. Here the oxen are allowed to rest a shprt 

:.iime., ~d .then begins the most difficult part of the whole .passage .to ascend 
ihe -opposite he~gb.t. This idoes no.t r,ise -ao h igb above .the de~p .as th\l·t ·:we hwl 
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just descended, but is much more steep: its inclination above the level of 
the river does not make an angle of more than forty or forty-five degrees. 
The task is the most difficult at the very beginning of the ascent, for here the 
road goes almost as it were in steps: that is to say, first comes an immode
rately steep place of three or four feet, and then for a short interval it becomes 
nearly a flat. The greatest difficulty is when the waggon is to be drawn up 
one of these steps, for in proportion as the leading yokes of oxen get up the 
steep part upon the level, they no longer share in the draught, so that at 
length almost the whole of the draught rests upon the hindermost pair. Here 
then the strength of a number of men must be united to support the waggon 
behind from rolling back, while the oxen must be compelled to exert their 
utmost powers to draw it forwards. 

Indeed, as I sat upon the stump of a tree above, contemplating this scene, 
I could not help being deeply affected by it. The narrowness of the gulph, 
the deep shadows resting in it, the tossing of .the stream, the rushing in of the ·· 
waves from the sea, the screaming of the waggoners, the lashes of the long· 
whips with which they were urging on the poor labouring animals, and which 
were re-echoed on all sides from the surrounding rocks, cqmbined with the · 
apxiety lest any accident should happen either to the men· or the oxen~ · 
created in me altogether sensations which I cannot describe, and which 
were heightened not a little by the entire novelty of the scene. I experi
enced nearly the same kind of feeling that I remembered to have done ·as a 
boy when reading of the punishments of Tartarus; and indeed many analogies 
were to be found between the labours to which the guilty souls there were 
condemned, and those which I now saw passing before my eyes. 

The three waggons, for among that number the lading of our single one had 
been divided upon this occasion, at length got over the most difficult part 
of their task, but the strength of the oxen was so much exhausted by the 
exertions they had been obliged to make in the midst of a hot sun, that they 
could not get on the rest of the way without a double Spann. The only 
resource, therefore, was for one waggon at a time to proceed up the remainder 
of the ascent, so that it was drawn by eight and twenty oxen, and thus singly 
the task was at length completed, three hours being however employed in it. 
I 4evoted this time to wandering among the bushes with which the rocks 
were overgrown. Io one part I found a very good path, nearly at the top of 
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the. rock, which led directly to·the sea: I followed it, and at the end was pre
sented with a truly glorious prospect. I stood upon a steep rock, at the bot
tom of which the waves were foaming, and around me were heights over
grown with trees and bushes, in a variety of forms, and making a most pic
turesque appearance. The height of this path, the beauty of the surrounding 
objects, and the shadowy coolness of the trees above, made it one of the most 
enchanting walks I ever took, and I earnestly recommend it to the notice 
of all future travellers in these parts. He who, besides, is anxious to collect 
plants and insects, by visiting the spot at a more favourable time of the year 
than I did, would doubtless find his wishes abundantly gratified. 

Proceeding on our journey, we had two other ravines to pass, not unat
tended with fatigues and difficulties, though trifling in comparison with those 
of the Kaiman's cleft. One of these is called Krakadakouw.• We passed 
this with the same good fortune as the fonner, and were delighted with the 
view at the end of it, over a broad and deep bason formed here by the Silver
river, and beautifully shaded by high trees. The bed of this river is a shining 
atone composed of particles of quartz and mica, and the water being remark
ably smooth and clear, when the sun is full upon it the surface glitters like 
silver, and thence the river has its oame. A very considerable layer of thi1 
beautiful stone stretches with an evident declension towards the east, along 
the coast in this part; it is higher about the Kaiman•s cleft, but at Krakada
kouw; and some of the other clefts, it is nearly level with the surface of the 
sea. Directly beneath this layer are to be found large lumps of shining slate, 
sprinkled in a half transparent quartz, in crystallised lamin~ placed upon 
each other. 

A short time before sun-set we arrived at the house of a certain Hert 
Griinstadt, a German baptized Jew, who entertained us in a wooden hut, 
bis house having been plundered and burnt by the Caffres. The rest of our 
party,-who went the nearest way, had arrived there about noon, and proceeded 
on their journey in the afternoon. They had not been without their fatigues 
and difficulties, and had crossed three branches of the Kaiman's-river, before 
they quitted the woods, and got into an open country. The place at which 

• A Hottentot uame, signifying l\Jaiden'1.ford. 
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they then arrived was called Barbier's-kraal, because the colonist who under
took to cut this footpath through the woods, m-ade a vow not to be shaved 
tiJI the work was accomplished ; and although he had many slaves to assist 
him in his task, his beard enjoyed a four weeks' respite. In climbing some of 
these heights, the horse of a colonist distinguished himself exceedingly by 
the' dexterity he displayed. He was, therefore, not to be purchased of the 
owner, but the latter very willingly lent him to the Commissary-general for 
the remainder of his journey. The Commissary found the loan a very valuable 
On(', from the steadiness and safety of his going, and from the Jong time he 
could hold out without being fatigued : he was after the conclusion of the 

'journey duly returned to his proper master. 
From our oxen being so uncommonly fatigued, it was late at night before 

,,·e reached the Zwart-river (Black-ri,·er), on the other side of which stood 
the house of Janssen Weyers, where the first division of our party had 
~rrived in the evening. We crossed in a little boat, and our waggons· 
were unloaded, and floated over in the manner which has been already de
scribed. We stopped here a part of the following day, and saw among . other 
things the three large lakes which lie southwards from hence towards the 

- -
coast, and which a_re laid down with tolerable accurac.Y in Mr. Barrow's 
map. , 

The fields hereabouts afford abundance of grass, but not wbolesome . for 
the cattle. Weyers had, when _he purchased this place fifteen years be
fore, five hundred head of horned cattle, eight hundred sheep: and a hun
dred and forty horses, but the murrain, and the inroads of the Caffres, had .so 
wasted his stock, that he had now no more horned cattle than wereabsolutely 
necessary for the use of his household; all the sheep were destroyed, and he had 
only one horse remaining. The inhabitants of this district live principally by fell
ing wood, and sawing it out into planks, which are sent by the Long ... kloof 
to Boventanden, or even to Plettenberg's-bay, whence they are forwarded 
by sea to the Cape Town. Th~ fruit here is very indifferent, and the wine 
scarcely drinlrnble.. A p.-focipal object of food is derived from the fisheries. 
Large animals, such as buffalos, wood-deer (antiiope sylv<ttica), and . _sp()t
ted-deer (anti/ope corinna), which formerly abounded, are now rarely to 
be caught, and elephants are never seen at all. \Ve found, however, mauy 
little household utensils made by these people from the horns of buffalos. 

/ 
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Soon after ou·r departure from this .place we had to cross a stream running 
t'1.~ rc:mgh the Ru igte-valley, • as it is called. This stream is very much 
d r~eded on account of the sharp stones with which the bottom is covered, 
()v~r which the horses often stumble, or else their feet stick between them. 
Instances of mischance in this way occur particularly io the rainy season of 
th~ year, when the stream is swollen; and even now our guide congratulated 
11s ""ery much upon such a number of horses having passed without injury. 
'rhe farther route varied very much, and very agreeably, being sometimes 
through pleasant woods, sometimes over open heights, whence we hatl ofte11 
fine views ·towards the sea. From one of these we saw a part of the 
Green-lake, thus called, from the tint of its waters. The colonists believe 
the tint proceeds from its having a subterraneous communication with the 
sea., though it is separated from it by a pretty considerable tract of land, and 
the water is perfectly sweet and free from salt . The principal ground on 
,vhich the opinion is defended is, that it has a periodical rising and falliqg, 
resembling in some sort the ebb and flow of the sea. But the lake lies con~i
derably higher than the sea, and this appearance, if it be not deception, 
proceeds probably from some secret cause which may be discovered by 
.fttture naturalists who have leisure to remain longer in the country -than I 
eould do. 

Towards evening we reached the beautiful river Dauka'inma, which issue.s 
from a deep and wide-spread forest. At the place where we first saw it. 
a11d ~here, upon the heights directly over against us, stood the house at which 
We "7ere to. pass the night, raising its head above the trees that shaded the 
dee Jj vity of the hill ;-at this place the river is so broad and deep .that it can- -
not be forded. We were obliged to travel half an hour farther upwards to 
corn E! at a ford. The road lay along the morassy bank of the river, among 
higla. trees: an immense quantity of the cynanchum. obtusifoliuin (Mon
key"~ cord) was twining about in all directions. The -beautiful touraco t 

• ~uigte is the name given a111ong the Africa.n coloniits to. a low wild shrub, but the proptr 
•ea~'\ -.tg of the word is roughnc~s, unevenness. 

i- 9l'be cueulis per111, a beautiful bird, called by the colonists loeri, or luri. It has brilliaat 
iree•, feathers, with scarlet wings, a green crown tipped with red, and a red bill. Number, 
a.re l.Q be found in tile_ woody par.ti of the colony; and ia rainy weather, H the wet i-mpcdes 
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sported among the highest tops of the trees, unfolding its scarlet wing~ to 
the last rays of the sun. After we had crossed the river, we again went 
through a similar wood, and afterwards ascended the hill to the house of 
Peter Terre-blanche, called Buffelsmark. As ·we were obliged to set off again 
very early on account of crossing the Neisna-river at the ebb, we only laid 
down upon the ground in our clothes, with a saddle for a pillow, and 
there took a short rest. The waggon had the misfortune to be overturned 
in the morassy road by the river side, and notwithstanding assistance being 
sent, it was very late before it arrived ;-the waiting-maids only were in the 
waggon. The daughter of our host, a girl of thirteen, was once more an 
extraordinary instance of corpulence : she was so fat and so overgrown, that 
she might well have been supposed double the age, and she weighed already 
a hundred and forty pounds. · 

\Ve set out again by moonlight. It was now three hours to low water, and 
we arrived just in the right time, as the morning twilight came on at the 
bauk of this formidable river. It flows into a large lake called the Neisna, 
which is separated from the sea by a chain of rocks along the strand, the 
rocks having an opening in one place about two hundred feet wide, and deep 
enough to admit of the entrance of vessels, which here find a safe harbour. 
At the flow of the tide the water is five or six feet deep, and ascends quite 
to the river. As there is never more than from two to three feet water in 
this river at the ebb, its depth is less to be feared than the nature of its bed; 
this being a mixture of mud and quicksand, there is considerable danger of 
a horse sinking into it . \Ve passed through without any accident, and pur
sued our way along the high sandy shore of the lake. 

\Ve now soon reached the ruins of a large farm on the eastern shore of the 
lake, ·known by the name of l\lelkhout-kraat.• This place was first made in 
the middle of the last century by a very active, clever, and industrious man, 
and, from its fertility, soon became one of the most celebrated in the colony. 
It belongs now to an Englishman, by name Holiday, who suffered terribly in 

their Hying very much, they arc sometimes taken by the hand. They are ofte~ kept.by rich 
people in the Cape Town, and become extremely tame. The river is also called from these 
birds the Locri-river. 

• .Milk.wood, a species of euphorbi4. 
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his property at the invasion of the Catfres. These savages had a particular 
spite against the English, and let loose their wrath, without any bounds, upon 
this farm. They not only destroyed and burned all the household goods of 
the inhabitants, who had early saved themselves by flight, but razed the 
buildings to the ground, a trouble which they did not often take. We 
scarcely found a place among the ruined walls where we could make a fire, 
b~t the vast heaps of rubuish, and the extent of ground over which the 
ruins were spread, shewed at the first glanc~ the dimensions of the buildings. 
Four years had now passed since the place fell into the hands of these plun
derers, and from that time no human hand had touched the orchards or the 
vineyards, or gathered in the fruit. The vegetables gt·ew wild in the beds, 
and the paths were overgrowA with grass and weeds. In the vineyard I 
found a red-deer feasting upon the ripe grapes : I followed his example, and 
found the flavour of them even in this degenerate state such as shewed the 
excellent stock from which they were descended. The hedges of roses and 
jessamine were now in foll blow ; the orange trees bent under the weight of 
their fruit; and an endless number of peaches, apricots, almonds, and bananas, 
hung there, either to fall of themselves, or . to regale the few travellers whom 
chance might lead to the spot. 
· Not the hand of art alone, and the industry of man, but nature seems, 

imitating them, to have formed this singular abode iu one of her most fan
tastic humours. I could not help indulging myself in the vision that it 
was inhabited by some ben~volent super-human being, such as is created by 
the fancies of poets or romance-writers. The free unconstrained forms and 
luxuriant growth of the plants and trees destined for the nourishment of man, 
the wild overgrown walks between the rose-hedges, which seemed to be trod
den by no human foot, filled me with a sort of secret awe, as I stretched out 
my hand to gather some of the neglected fruit. I conceived that I had juat 
the feeling which any one might be supposed to have, wandering in the 
pleasure-gardens of some enchanted prince. 

While my companions were enjoying the sweets of repose, I employed my 
time in hastening along the margin of the lake to the door which nature has 
formed, as mentioned above, to admit of its communication with the sea. In
somewhat more than halfan hour I reached the point of the eastern pillar, which 
may rise about a hundred and fifty feet above the sea; the wall on the othel' side 
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being nearly of the same height. The breadth of the opening may be abt>tit 

two hundred feet, but from the sunken rocks on each side, a great part of this 
space is lost to vessels going in or out. The water, as it rushes into the lake, 
comes with prodigious force, and for this reason the mouth of the Neisna, 
unlike tbOie of most African rivers near the Cape, is not choaked with sand, 
but is always na,·igal>lc. Another cause that contributes to this is, that the 
bed at the mouth of the river is keel-formed, so that the water is not pressed 
together, and its force is by that meai:is increased. These circumstances prove 
clearly how much l\lr. Barrow must be mistaken, when he ascribes this open
ing to a different origin; the Neisna Lake, he says, by the repeated swelling 
of the waters, has forced a way out into the sea, and jt is therefore probable 
that in time the Green lake will do the same, and be in like manner -united 
with the sea. This he calls probable, but it seems far more probable that the 
aperture made in the ridge of rocks which separates the lake and the sea, was 
effected by a much earlier and universal re·rnlution of the whole globe. In 
the first place, the rocks rising above the water at thi.s opening, do not bear 
the least appearance of being worn away by the .washing of the sea, which 
must necessarily be, supposing the effects to have been produced by the 
gradual friction of the inland waters. Besides, by only paying a little attention 
to the walls of th.is vast portal, and observing their equal height, and equal 
declimsion, the observer must be convinced that they were formerly united, 
and that the mighty rent which has brought them to their present state could 
only be effected by the same general convulsion which broke through so 
many mountains, and opened so many vallies and chasms in this country. la 
the third place, how can we explain on 1\Ir. Barrow's system, the depth to 
which this opening runs below the level of the sea at its very lowest ebb, for 
the power of the waters must have ceased at the mark beyo~d which they 
never descended. I am convinced that Mr. Barrow never could have given 
the opinion he has done' if he had examined the spot accurately. As little 

. can I concur in his idea, that the lake may in the end become an excellent 
harbour, how much soever I may be disposed to assent to his wishes on this 
point. But the narrownesl5 of the entrance, the insufficient draught of water 
to adm1't of large vessels comil.lg in, and above all things, the short duration 
of the point when the depth of water is sufficient for any vessels, are cir
,cumstances which must always render the ingress to-ibis harbour very preca~ 
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rious, and a snip may be obliged to tack about, or lie to for some hours, 
before it be possible to enter. The egress from it, particularly to loaded 
vessels, must be still more difficult, on account of the very prevailing south
east wind which blows directly against the entrance, and increases the danger 
of the vessels not being able to keep the exact channel by which alone it can 
be safely passed. 

If the colony of the Cape should ever arrive at such a point of riches4 of 
industry, and of population, as that the cost of the work would answer the 
object to be attained,-or should a more than liberal government be willing 
to take upon itself the enormous expense of such a work, the entrance 
might be widened by machines, which would raise from below the probably 
loose blocks of stone by whi~h it is obstructed, and this would be the only 
means of making the lake of Neisna an eligible harbour. The anchorage in 
the eastern creek of this lake is tolerably good, particularly for small vessels. 
What it wants now in depth, there not being at the ebb more than from two 
fo three fathoms water, would perhaps be in great measure corrected by 
clearing the entra11ce, which. would improve the current, and perhaps in time 
ihcrease the depth. The projecc of Mr. Calendar, the present possessor of 
Melkhout-kraal, for erecting dock-yards here, has many things to be said in its 
fav~r, and it is very much to be wished that it could be carried into exec11-
tion. The first attempts must -not however be expected to be successful, 
and theil' failute must not too much discourage the undertakers, since the 
experience hitherto of the ~fficiency of the wood about the Cape for ship
building has not been greatly in its favour. 

What has been said by other travellers of the fertility of this neighbourhood, 
and of the many sources of industry offered here by nature, is very just; no 
part of the country is more calculated to nourish and support an extensive 
population. At present there is scarcely any land cultivated hereabouts but 
what belongs to the proprietor of Melkhout-kraal, but every b~anch of African 

, husbandry may be carried on with the fairest prospect of success. Fro~ the 
height on which .the fol'mer buildings stood, the view over the whole lake, 
with its half woody, half rocky shores, is very picturesque. The lake is 

, from an hour and a half to two hours in circumference. 
About a mile eastward from hence we came to another little wood, which, 

clothing two hills divided by a valley, has thence· the appellation of de Poort. • 
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This wu the spot on which was acted in November, 1799, the fir:st unfor-
tunate scene of blood in the terrible war with the Caffres. It was the genera 
signal of enmity on both sides, and may be properly considered as the begin• 
ning of the war. Three colonist families, of the names of Wolfard, Heins, 
and Botha, who, having learnt what had passed upon the borders, determined 
on quitting the country and taking refuge in the Cape Town, were here 
overtaken in their flight by a troop of Caffrcs, when some were killed, others 
severely wounded, and some taken prisoners and carried away. The conse. 
quences of this murder, and the revenge to which, without any great crime, 
it might here and there have given occasion, (although we have no authentic 
proof that such was the case, and the whole transaction remains very much 
in obscurity), occasioned the inroad of a numerous body of these savages, and 
ended in the destruction of one of the finest parts of the colony. It wiJI be 
seen from these circumstances how incorrect Mr. Barrow is, when he asserts 
that the savages were excited against the English government by the colonists. 
It was unfortunate that their invasion happened at the same time with the 
tumultuary movements among the inhabitants of Graaff Reynett, and the 
history of these occurrences becomes extremely involved, from the circum
•tance of there being three different powers in contention at the same time. 
All that I have been able to accomplish in elucidating the matter shall be 
given hereafter. 

In the afternoon of this day, after a fatiguing ride in extreme beat, over a 
ilat dry country, we arrived at PJettooberg'e bay. 
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CHAP. XV. 

De6~ption of Plettenberg's Bay, and stay tltere.-Tlze Postltolder Meding.-Journey 
o,,e-r tAe Black•mountains to the Long.Jcloof.-The Pisang-ri-oer.-Diana's Batl,.
ll!!lacgwla' s Rest.-Mallhiu Zondag .-Description of the Long•kloof.-Conrad Buy,~ 
-The deaf and dumb Jtfan, Gildenhuis.-Celebration of the New Year.-The Field
corMet Radoneier. 

THE form of Plettenberg's bay has a striking resemblance with tl1at of 
Mosselbay: indeed, almost all the inlets on the southern coast have in figure 
the same resemblance to each other. They have generally on the western 
aide of the entrance a projecting rock, a branch from the mountains, which 
ia a great shelter from the force of the sea, but which ends commonly in 
~fs uoderneath the water. All these capes are the termination of rows of 
\ills running in parallel directions, and cutting the southern coast into many 
pointed angles. A glance upon the map will explain my meaning more 
clearly. Cape St. Blaise is the outer point of the row of hills which stretches 
fro111 t:he Krombek.river east-south-east, and the Robbenberg (Seal Cape) is 
the terminating point of another chain, a part of which forms the separation 
'between the lake of Neisna and the sea. The great chain which lies behind 
this, aI1d through which runs the Long-kloof, is lost in the Bay of Content, 
or Kroinme.river's bay, and with its two principal arms forms this inlet, the 
northern one of which spreads farther along the coast, and at length, as the 
Cape des Recifs, separates Algoa bay from the ocean. 

In t: "li.is way the whole southern coast of Africa has a regular declension 
&om "'7ut to east towards the horizon, so that the eastern part sinks into the 
sea; ID surveying the coast from the Table-mountain, at the height of about 
fifteen lmndred feet above the sea, the place where the granite ceases, which is 

. about t.be Kaiman's.river, will be found not more than fifty feet above the sea at 
its 10'\~est ebb, and between Plettenberg's bay and Algoa bay, the sand.stone 
layer., 'Which at the Cape rises to the height of two thousand five hundred 
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feet abore the sea, is upon a level with it. It is, perhaps, from this very 
caus,:i that the eastern part of the coast is so much better watered and 
more fertile than the other side of the colony. Hence too is clearly explained 
the reason why the Caffre coast is so dangerous --to ships coming from Asia, 
since all the parallel chains of mountains in Southern Africa end in reefs 
below the surface of the sea, running in an oblique direction against the 
~urrent of the water (for the current comes in · a north-easterly direction 
.tcwards the coast) ; thus the unwary sailor is driven directly upon the reefs, 
from which he supposes himself yet many n1iles distant. · The very incorrect 
manner in which the Caffre country is laid clown in most of the charts of 
this coast, being placed far too much westwards and northwards, is indeed a 

principal cause of the many shipwrecks which have happened upon it. 
A similar, yet less high chain of rocks than that which separates the Jake 

.of Neisna . f~om the sea, runs along the northern shore of Plettenberg's bay, 

.and encloses a lake,. through which the Keureboom-river flows, and, as at 
Neisna, empties itself by a narrow channel into the bay. But this lake, on 
account of its shalJowness at the entrance, is unnavigable eve1~ for the smalJest 
vessels, and is only valuable from its abundance of fish. At the western end 
of it stands the house of the postbolder . . The person who at present enjoys 
this office is by birth of Swedish Pomerania, and his name is Merling. He 
liv-es here with a very amiable family in a very good house, built by himself 
in the European taste. Besides · being postholder, he is overseer of the 
adjacent woods, and in this office has made himself extremely i.1seful to the 
government; indeed, from his strict integrity and extensive knowledge, he is 
universally esteemed. Like the Dane Abue, in his early years he received a 
scientific education ; he studied at Griesswald, and after many remarkable 
turns ,of fortune, at · length in this remote spot found a scene on which his 
genius and activity could be displayed. A German travel1er, who under 
favourable circumstances should travel over the · European colonies in the 
other quarters of the glob~, and who docs notfear a certain degree of indis-

1 • 

• retion, might compose a very thick and very interesting volume, in detailing 
the' history of his fellow-countrymen dispersed over the coloni .es of the naval 
powers. The number of Germans io the colony of the Cape alone is pretty 
considerable, and my intercourse with several of them in the course of my 
trarcls afforded me many very · pleasant and interesting hours. 
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The woods begin at not more than a quarter of an hour's distance from ths 
postholder's house. They run northwards towards the mountains, and ara 
to rich in natural rarities, that I earnestly recommend future naturalistf 
visiting the southern coast of Africa to devote a longer time to this country 
than it was in my power to do. Although during the three days that we 
remained here I was indefatigable in collecting the treasures it afforded, and 
brought home many beautiful specimens, yet was the number that escaped 
me much greater. I wished earnestly that it bad been possible for me to 
remain here several months, or even a whole year, thoroughly to study a 
country which travellers hitherto have visited so hastily, or e·fcn totally 
neglected. In particular, I saw and pursued some butterflies that equalled 
those of the West Indies in size and beauty, and which I. can safely affirm 
are not included in the system. What an endless treasure of observations 
might be made upon the vegetable _kingdom, particularly upon the now 
almost unknown sorts of large trees with which this country is richly stored, 
as well as upon the natural history of sea animals, whether fish, insects, or 
reptiles~ assisted by the experience of a man of l\Ieding's knowled'ge and 

• activity. 
On the bay, not far from the sandy landing-place, is the ·government 

magazine of wood, a not very old, but an almost fallen and useless building. 
The builder, who was then employed by the East-India Company, very . 
absurdly placed this building directly agaiust a rock, d9wn which the water 
is constantly running, without any provision being made for its going off; 
all the beams are therefore decayed, and the greatest part of the thatch fallen 
jn. People were at this time employed in building a new magazine in a 
better style, orders for which had been given by General Janssens in his 
journey. The landing-place i~ a pool' one, and only to be dist,jngui~hed by 
two very small rocks which rise on each side of it. The sea runs very high 
almost all the year, directly into the bay, so that the surf, . even in calm 
weather, is sufficient to render the landing difficult. The anchorage is very 
good, but on account of t~e force of the waves the vessels must be anchored 
with exceedingly strong cables, else they are in danger of slipping the cable, 
and being driven on shore. \Vater is not here very abundant; the stream at 
the ~anding-place wiH not supply more than from seventy to ~ighty barrels of 
water daily." The timber and planks with which ships are to be !reighted are 
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floated into the ,vater, and then towed by boats to the side of the ve11Sel to 
be taken on board. It ha!§ often been proposed to erect saw-mills at Plet-' 
tenberg's bay, but no convenient spot for the purpose has yet been found' 

· in the rivers about; most of them are too dry in summer, and they are often 
too much swollen in winter: it is the same case with the wind; there is 
commonly either too much or too little of it. 

In returning from an excursion we had made to some distance from the 
postholder's house, we crossed a stream called the Pisang-river: it has this 
name from the profusion of wild Pisang, as it is here called, stfelitzia alba, that 
grows upon its banks. It should appear~ therefore, as if this was the nativi'! 
country of the beautiful plant so much admired in Europe, under the name 
of strelitzia regintE. I was not so fortunate as to find any of the latter wild; 
I only saw it in blow in some gardens at the Cape Town. 

The soil is not less fertile about Plettenberg's bay than in Outeniqua
Jand, though the fields are almost all sour. The difficulty of finding a sale 
for the fruits of their industry is a g1·eat damp upon that of the colonists, 
.both in this district and in Outeniqualand: they almost all gain their 
livelihood by felling and sawing out timber, and cultivate no more corn and 
fruit than ~hey can consume themselves. On the high -hills, sweet grass 
grows in tolerable plenty, and some of the farmers there feed a considerable 
number of cattle. From Mosselbay hither we saw no more aloes; they 
cease where the woods and sour-fields begin; they are again, however, to be 
found on the high naked hills to the north of Plettenberg's bay, but of a sort 
scarcely good for any thing as to the sap they yield. The aloe pe,foli9ta is 
exclusively an inhabitant of Zwellendam, and some spots in other remote 
districts. 

The impenetrable forests which occupy the space here eastward, between 
the mountains and the coast, precluded our following the course of the latter 
any longer. We turned therefore northwards, as we proceeded upon our 
journey on the twenty-eigh~h of December, to pass over the high hills which 
lay between us and the Long-kloof, where we were to meet our waggons: 
we had been separated from them ever since the seventeenth._ Although 
the distance was not more than between seven and eight miles, the road w_as 
of such a nature, that we could not hope to perform the journey in one-day, 
but thought it prudent . to provide for its continuing two days. Before we 
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reached the foot of the mountains, we crossed many little nameless rivers, 
and wen.t through several outskirts of the forest~; we also passed two farms, 
where we first saw a specimen of the precautions which had been' taken 
against the inroads of the Catfres. They consisted in high earth walla, run 
up all round the house at the distance of five or six feet from it: at the four 
corners were a sort of to'wers, with port-holes for guns, resembling bastions, 
which gave the whole the appearance of a fortification: the opening opposite 
the house door could in time of danger be barricadoed. Many farmers by 
this kind of fortification saved their houses. In the way from hence to 
Algoa bay we found almost all the houses put into a li.ke state of defence; but 
we learnt that when the Katfers did get possession of one of these defended 
houses, their rage was vented upon it much more furiously than upon the 
free-standing ones. 

Under the conduct of Meding we began the ascent of the mountains. At 
first they consist of a number of ridges, running parallel with each other 
from west to east, with considerable vallies between; but each ridge is higher 
than the former, and the vallies between are constantly more and more con. 
trclcted. The roads wind carefully just below the brows of the bills on 
narrow projections, in many places looking down a steep precipice, with a 
foaming mountain torrent at the bottom, almost turning the head giddy. 
For nearly half the way we were obliged to dismount, as the least false step 
in the wearied horse might plunge both him and his rider into the depth 
below. The horses themselves, unaccustomed to the scene, and seeing the 
danger, go with a timid insecure step, leaning always to the side of the ridge: 
if the weather be wet; this way is impassable from the great danger of 
slipping. In descending into the vallies, sometimes a leap is to be made down 
a ledge of the rock like a step, and it is then necessary to leave the horse 
entirely to himself, and in ascending, it is scarcely possible to get on more 
than twenty steps without stopping to take breath. We lightened the ascent 
to ourselves somewhat, by letting our horses go loose, and driving thelll 
before us, when taking fast hold of the tails, we made them drag us forwards. 
The streams which flow through these vallies have their course eastward,joining \ 
at last the Keureboom-river. The principal arm of the latter, which we crossed -
in the third valley, is tolerably deep and broad, and when it is much swollen 
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·by rains, overflows the whole country betwee'n Plettenberg's bay and the 
·Long-kloof. 

On the heights we found again different sorts of protea, particularly the 
grat1di.ftora, which is here deformed in a very extraordinary manner ·by the 
sting of an insect, to as bad a degree as where gall-nuts are formed: the 
branches break out into knots, from which twigs and leaves come out with
out number, but exceedingly small. At a distance these trees appear as ii 
they were covered with the mistletoe, or some other parasitical plant; but 
when examined nearer, it proves to be a hall of little plants, ~xactly of the 
same nature as the large hough. Several sorts of brunia and ph9lica were 
now in flower, and their delicious odour had attracted many beautiful insects 
about them. A sort of bee peculiar to these parts makes the most excelleDC: 
honey from these flowers, which it stores in the hollows _of trees, or in rents 
in the ro~ks. It is entirely white, and the wax cells are so thin, that in taking 
the honey, they melt ~ith it, and may be poured easily into a flask. It is 
so mild and delicious, that I thought the honeyof Hymettus could scarcely be 
more so. It is eagerly collected by the colonists in the Long-kloof, and use41 
by them very much instead of sugar. 
When we had ascended the fifth height, and cast a look back tothe coast, from 

·that, as we had from every fonner one, bidding farewell lo the sea for that day. 
we stopped in a romantic wooded valley, in which we were to pass the night. 
Our waggon had been sent on the day before by a very circuitous road, but 
we had met it in the last valley through which we passed; however, oa 
account of the ruggedness of the way, it was now very far behind, and we were 
overtaken by a heavy rain, so that we were all completely wet through. We 
sought shelter under the thickest of the trees, and soon came to a clear moun,. 
tain stream, which falling over blocks of slate from one to another, in the 
manner of a cascade, and sunk beneath the dark shade of trees richly clothed 
with leaves, presented . a most beautiful picture. The place is called 
CJoetes-kraal, from a Hottentot family of that name who once resided here, 

· but it pleased the party, to give it a poetical name, since we all agreed that 
the spot itself was highly poetical, and we called it Diana's bath. The few 
tents we had were very insufficient to shelter us entirely from the heavy rain, 
and we ate our supper not without -some anxiety about .our next day"a 
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journey. The rain, however; ceased soon after sun-set, ·and before we laid 
ourselves down to rest, our clothes were well dried by the slaves at a large 
firewhich they made. · 

Our he>rscs and oxen being e"tremely refreshed by the excellent grass 
which th~ spot afforded, they and we set off the next morning with renewed 
powers, te> encounter a route of even greater fatigue than the preceding day•· 
The nearer we approached to the highest elevation of the mountains, so much 
the more gigantic did the whole mass appear, .so much the more rugged were 
the sides, so much deeper and wilder were the valleys. The paths along 
which -w ·e rode, and which are seldom trodden by any human being, except 
now and then a solitary herdsman, driving his cattle to graze, were like those 
of yesterday, narrow and winding, as from the brows of the hills they descended 
to the vast depths below. Both far and near we saw woods which had pro
bably stood for centuries, defying the axe, from the difficulty attending their 
removal. After many almost indescribable difficulties, and mucb fatigue~ 
yet sweetened by the sight of nature . in her most gigantic and most ancient 
forms, vve saw the last valley at length before us, and began descending into 
it by a steep path enclosed on both sides with shelving rocks, sliding at every 
moment over loose stones. On the side, projecting from another . mountain 
far into t:he valley, rose a high and remarkable rock, which, on account of its 
resemblance toa pulpit, is called by the herdsmen the Predikstoel. 

By a less steep path, we arrived about noon at the lowest depth of the 
• valley, where a shady grove and a crystal stream invited us to take the 

repose "re all very much wanted. The inhabitants of the Long-kloof fetch 
their timber for building from this valley, and from their vexation at the 
labour ,,,ith which it is attended, they have given it the name of l\foorde
narsku i} {the murderers' hole). ·, Our chief, in gratitude for the refreshment 
it affor<Jed us, and particularly our almost-exhausted ladies, named it in 
h~nOIII" of his daughter, Augusta 's rest. The remainder of the prO\risions 
witb Which we bad been supplied by our kind host at Plettenherg's bay 
aforded us an excellent meal1 which we took lying at the foot ofan African 
oak t 'a least a century old, surrounded by some of the most wonderful among 
the W()nders of nature, and enjoyi~g much cheerful and instructive con
~ersation. Almost close to this spot we found the fresh traces of an African 

ufi'.tlQ., and farther on, the bushes trodden down, pointed 0llt the W"Y by 
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which he had penetrated into the thicket. EJephants are known -also to 
inhabit these vallies, and are sometimes seen five or six together. 

Steeper, and from its length much more fatiguing, was the Jast hill which 
we had now to ascend. We were two hours reaching the top, but from 
thence we had a fine view over the mountains we had passed, with Pletten• 
berg's bay stretching beyond them. We descended now almost imperceptibly, 
and soon arrived at :the house of Matthias Zondag, where our waggons had 
been already arrived some days. This place is called Avontuur (Adventure), 
and lies about the middle of the Long-kloof, at its highest point. The Long• 
kloof is a valley formed by two parallel rows of hills: it is in few places more 
than half a mile broad, but is nearly thirty miles in length; and if the valley. 
of the Kromme-river be included, which .is indeed a continuation of it, the 
entire length will be forty geographica] miles. The whole chain of moun
tains, of which the Long-kloof forms a part, runs without interruption from 
Roodezand to AJgoa bay, a length of more than eighty miles, and bears the 
general name of the Black Mountains. Particular part.s have names by 
which they are otherwise distinguished, but many parts of these mountains 
deserving of distinction remain still unoccupied and nameless, and will still 
be so, till the period shall arrive when the colony will be universally cultivated. 

The Long-kloof, notwithstanding its elevated situation, is well supplied 
with water, and in many places the way is rendered fatiguing by the morassy 
nature of the ground. Through the whole length of it, houses are to be met 
with in regular distances of about an hour from each other, which is-a certain 
proof of fertility, although the people complain that they are situated too 
near to each other. Corn and fruit will grow exceedingly well here, but from 
circumstances already often mentioned, they are little cultivated. The wine 
is very indifferent, but the dried fruits are excellent: the raisins are particu
larly celebrated. Horned cattle, butter, soap, and hides, are. the products 
principally brought to market from hence. The colonists of the place are a 
good-natured, friendly race, without any overstrained piety, and with a tole
rable degree of education. From the houses, the clothes, the tables, it is 
evident that they· are in effluence, and procure with facility the wants, and 
even some of the luxuries of life. 

As the waggon, wl1ich we again quitted at Diana's bath, an account of the 
great circuit it was obliged to take, did not rejoin us till the second evening, 
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when m -.ic h wu. to be done to put it in order for setting forwards ·again, and 
89 many ~ther provisions were to be made for our futurejouroey,wewere 
obliged t<> remain here two days. During this· time. the neighbouring colo
nists cam·~ in great numbers to visit the Commissary-general, when, accord. 
iog to cu s.totn, they had many petitions, representations, and complaints to 
make to him. What inclined him principally to lend a very attentive ear to 
these things, which often belonged more properly to the inferior jurisdictions, 
was the opportunity it gave him of explaining more clearly to many persons 
the princi pies of the ·new Dutch government; to recommend patience, 
mildness 7 and forbearance towards the people u11der them; and ibove all, to. 
ex~ite them to a higher degree of industry than had been hitherto in general 
exerted -among the colonists, particularly among those of the more remote 
distrieta. 

The sequel has -shewn that these endeavours, in which he had been 
preceded by Go,·ernor Janssens in his journey,- were not without the desired 
etrect: i 11deed, the influence which they had in the .principal points upon 
these, somewhat rough it is true, yet, according to my opinion, not wholly 
uncivilised men, was among the happiest consequences of this journey. 
The English government failed indisputably in nothing so much as, that 
despising the gentler means of persuasion and mildness, they had rec9urse at 
once to harsh meuures ;-to the inconsiderate rigour of those who were 
employed by them is perhaps principally to be ascribed the refractoriness 
shewn by the colonists. They were in a sort of state of insurrection . when 
the colony was taken by the English, and being still more irritated and 
incensed by the harsh behaviour of those who were sent among them by the 
c:onquerors, it is not surprising that they appeared to Mr. Barrow in the 
namiablecolours under which he bu represented them in his writings. That 
~ lhou ld involve all in one general censure was however not quite consistent..... 
wilb ~dour, and he has thereby laid himself open to the censure of having 
~ht an almost unmanly retribution, for the slights shewn to him penonaUy 
by 1ndi '1"iduals. · !~e peasants, who might perhaps be injudiciQus, and iJl.informed aa to their 
lee 11'~rests, and who were besides over-heated by worthleu people, had 
the ll t"reated with mildness, and _had not •~n foreigners and persons whom 

Y h..ted put over them, but bad seen their magistrates chosen from among 
&e 
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the impartial and well-instructed inhabitants of the colony" and endugb of this 
description were to be found, it is probable that much mischief might have 
been spared. · All the disturbances . in Graatr-Reynett, the war with the 
CafJ'res, and the arming of the Hottentots against the colonists, :might have 
been_ averted; or, if lenient means at length proved fruitless, the proceed
ings of the English government, at least in the punishment of the leaders, 
would have been defensible, not only on the grounds of necessity, but on 
those of justice. 

Among the discontented was then a man, whom -his fate, hitherto, an~ the 
part be took in the Caft're war, has rendered celebrated. Conrad Buys, an 
African born, who had a small far-m in the district of Zwellendam, was in the 
year 1795 one of the warmest patriots, as they called themselves, and opposers 
of the Orange principles. When the colony was taken by the English., he fled 
to the Caffres; w hetper it was, as his defenders assert, entirely from dislike of the 
new government, or, as others will contend, from fear of punishment, I will not 
pretend to determine.• The same powers which had raised him to so much 
d.istinction in the assemblies of the insurgents, his great strength of body, a 
countenance full ~f courage and al'dour, a daring and active mind, with superior 
eloquence of speech, soon acquired him equal distinction among the savages. 
He above all things so entirely gained the confidence of the mother of their 
King Geika, then a minor, that a· sort of marriage was, cqncluded between 
them, after the manner of the Catfres, and in a short time he sh,red with 
this woman the almost unbounded influence which from her· rank as well as 
her prudence she had obtained over the whole nation. The Qrother .of her 
dece~sed husband was then endeavouring to deprive his nephew of the s,o.ve
reignty, or at least to separate himself, with a numerous body pf a,dberents, 
from the principal tribe; but with the assistance of Buys the prudent mQtber 
contrived to satisfy her brother-in-law, and make him preserve at leel:\t an 
external friendship. 

A year after the flight of Buys the Caffre war began, but what· ~rt ~ JlAd 
either in its origin or continuance it is not easy to decide. r.hat he sijrr~ 
up the Caffres against the Eoglish is very probable, but it .is not tt all .Uk~y 
that the desolation of the coun-try, and tbedestruction of the dlVem_ngs,Qf . .th~ 

· colonists, was promoted _ by him, or thai be en<:o.uraged t~e ·~cwrors of which 
the Caffrea were guilty toward, his for.mer frienwi a~d cO~P.flDjops1 · Jt .~ very 
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tfltain, dlatdumag lhewholewarihe •remaiaed quietly-at ,home withl1isqueen; 
Wld it is certain also, that her's. and the young -kiog~s party · took no-share what
-ever in - t:he disturbaaces. It was the tribes of·which Sambeh, Conga, and .Ja
~ubsa, .ad.~erents of the Pretender, were the chiefs, who fell with eo much fury 
;upop the colony, marking ·their,,footsteps wi,h blood and murder. It ,is even 
much to · be ; presumed, that if· Buys had any , share in the instigation of the 
1flr, -his ipurpose .was to occupy the uncle of Ibis ward, to -remove him md 
-bisadherents to a distance, tbereby to weaken his intJuence, and in his absence 
to strengthen and confirm the power of the young king. 

Many <>ther circum·stances concurred .to .bring on· tbe:evil, and without bis 
interrerence there is no doubt that it would .have .taken place.· Among these 
may be · reckoned first," the desire . of plunder common to .all the Caffres, 
created -perhaps principally b.y an increasing. population, 'with :too little means 
ofwpporting it: HOODdly, individual'acts -of power, and arbitrary instances 
of ven geanee ..from the , colonists : and -thirdly, the unstable measures of : the 
<Diw, half-formed, HI-instructed, English govemrQent. 

As lang as the English retained possession of tbe Cape, Buys remained 
·among · the Caffres, and continued to be.held in great respect and esteem by 
them. General Janasens found .him still there in the . year 1803, when be 
-eoncluded a peace with Geika. His whole behaviour hitherto appeared 
however too ambiguous, and the , influence of a person of his talents and 
powers over-a numerous .and warlike nation appeared too dangerous to see 
with indifference the continuation of bis connection with these .savages. 
General Janssens therefore ·stipulated i>r.his return to the colony, in which 
he acquiesced willingly. . A .residence -was awarded him near the place where 
we no"' were, and our chief availed himself of his being in the neighbourhood 
tt>acquire from him much.interesting and useful information respecting the 
Caff"rea., and the history of the late disturbances. · 

He "'as inv,ited to meet us, and . came on the thirty-first of December. 
~e l"~resentations which rumour, too much addicted to exaggeration, had 
given \Js beforehand of this extraordinary man, were corrected from the 
mOll\~llt of his entrance. His uncommon height, for he measured nearly 
aev~l\ feet; the strength, yet admirable proportion of his limbs, hjs excellent 
Cllrri11ge, his firm countenance, his high forehead, his whole -mien, and a 
(t?tain dignity in his movements, made altogether a most pleasiug impression. 

Ee2 
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Such, one might eonceive, · to have been the heroes of ancient times ; he 
seemed the living figure of a Hercules, the terror of hi1 enemies, the hope 
and support of his mends. We round in him, and it was what according to 
the descriptions given we nad little reason to expect, a certain modesty, acer
tain retiredness in bis manner and conversation, a mildness aQd kindness in his 
looks and mien, which left no room to suspect that he bad° lived several yeam 
among savages, and which.still more even contributed to remove than his .COR• 

· venation the prejudice we bad conceived against him. He willingly gave in
formation concerning the objects upon which he was questioned, but caret'ullf 
avoided speaking of himself and bis connection with the Caffres. This restraint, 
which was ·often accompanied with a sort of significant smile, that spoke the 
inward consciousness of his own powers, and in which was plainly to be read 
that his forbearance was not the result of fear, but that he scomed to eatisfy the 
curiosity of any one at the expense of truth, or of his own persoDal reputa. . 
tion, made him · much more . interesting :to us, aad excited oar sympathy 
much more than it would perhaps have been excited by the relation of his 
story~ 

Another very interesting acquaintan~e which we made here, though of a 
totally diff'erent kind, was a deaf and dumb man, by name Gildenbuis. He 
was uncommonly clever JD handicraft employments, . and was exceedingly 
u·seful to the inhabitants of the country, in making gun-locks, tools for all 
kinds of work, and in general in all the finer kinds of smith's work. · He 
had learned all this of himself, and many things he shewed us of his ow.n 
carving and engraving in wood and metal, evinced no less patience and per
severance, than taste and genius. As very few patterns bad fallen in bis way, 
most of the forms and ornament& were entirely his own fimcy, which rendered 
the taste they displayed much more extraordinary. This .man is mentioned 
by Mr. Barrow as a remarkable instance of genius. His manners were no 
Jess striking than his works. All his actions, all his movemen~, his very. 
countenance displayed a kind of humour peculiar to himself, an innate dispo
sition to cQmic representations~ lo nothing was this shewn . more conspicu
ously than in the signs" hich he had himself invented to express his meanings, 
and through the medium of which he could even relate long histories to those 
who were acquainted with the signs. He took a particular pleasure in giving 
tts, by the aid of his sister, an idea of this sort of speech, which entertained 
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• exc• ed·-.1y. He descri~d a Hottentot by preai ,ng the· ends of b~ two 
thumb-nails bard together, as these people do when they want to kill the 

. vermin~ b~ which they are commonly so much plagued; a hone was described 
by making a movement with his two fore fingers like galloping. These speci
lleDS are sufficient to give an idea of their nature, and they were all equally 
appropria. te and humorous. His external appearance shewed a happy and 
contented. mind, with an uncommon vivacity of disposition; and his relations 
a,sured u.s that he seemed a perfect stranger to listlessness and ennui. 

The en trance of the new year was solemnised here ac~ording to the custom 
of the country, with the firing of guns from the farms all round, so that the 
whole neighbourhood resounded with them. Our dragoons ,vere not behind 
hand, but emulated the colonists in the salutes they fired from their carabines. 

The next morning we proceeded onwards in the Long-kloof, visited ~veral 
escellent farms, and in the evening arrived at the house of a rich .colonist, 
by nune Stephen Ferrara, with whose cousin of the aame name we had taken 
our reat at noon. This place is well supplied with water; the whole valley 
indeed ia ao, and appears fertile enough to nourish in future generations a 
considerable populatiop. Tl\e filnns which we v~sited the . next day by 
.degrees 8Numed a poorer appearance, and most of them were fortified, in the 
·manner before described, with earth walls and bastions. Tbe valley here 
widens gradually, the mountains on each aide have a less wild and rugged 
,aspect, their summita are . o,ore . rounded, but the vegetation is weaker, and 
the lllltnber of springs is diminished; u · well ae the quantity of water supplie4 
hy each. At the house of the Field-coraet Raf,lemeier we agaiD met with an 
-olcl:Pruasiaa io1dier, ' whom a i1nguler fate had drive.n to this spot. He had 
served u. .the .eeven·yeai'I war, was .afterwards in garri11on at Wesel, and there 
had the miefortune to ·kill the 90il of a general in · a duel. He fted into Holland, 

-.wh~ : lie engagecl in the service of the East-India Company, and was 
sent hither 1111 a common soldier. Already an _invalid when the Cape -wu 
taken hy : the ·English, , he would . _have died helpless and forsaken, bad not the 
~~onate Rademeier, without any previous knowledge of him, taken 
biai ~ -hia peaceable and hospitable habitation, there to maintain bin for tile =--llcl~r · of bis life. . His .· name w_as ~io~ek~s, •hieh , 1 meoti~ in case 

~mbrance of ham should at,11 hve· tn the hearts 0£ any of h11 fellow
-._bJ,mei>. How many -unfortunate persoas may ~ually here; south of the 
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line, have closed a cat~er of.sorrow and repentance, tar ftom ~heir '3omes,aal 
their rtative land, without any knowledge of their fate ever having reacthed 
those to whom they once 1"~te deet~ without even 'the -cause of tbeir :ftigbt 
being knoin ! · . · · · ·· · ; ,:.:. 
· At noon we stopped ·at the hous~ of ·a eertain ·Stty<lom, where the shade 

of some old oaks, aild an avenue of loaded fruit.;.trees. the roots of;wl\ich 
were wat~red by a pretty little rivulet flowing ov-er a pebbly -bed; made us 
forget the poverty which appeared in the house and its inhabitants. ·· Our 
host and his brothers main~ained th~r families chiefly by the chase. They . . / 

roved about -the mountains to tl1e south of their -habitations, in ·pursuit of the 
·elepharits, bufralos, and wild boars, "·hich still inhabit in considerable 
numbers the vast forests of Sitzikamma. -A ·rew months before, they had 
taken a male elephant fourteen (eet high, the tusks of which .weighed 
·nearly a hundred and a half. They were sold at the ;Cape Town fdr-, two 
hundred : dollars. ffij ·asgerted, that some years-before, elephants had ~n 
take~ here 1that were _~ighteen feet high ; 'and experienced -hunters, who ·had 
travelled through the soJitary countries on the other side of Caffraria~ assured 
me afterwards that this was DO exaggeration. Strydom . celebrated .. highly 
the affection of this animal to its young, and insisted that he had-himself 
seen ·a female elephant take her woun~d calf up in her teeth, ·and nm away 
·with it. ' · · :· ,. ' , .. · , . . . . .. : : 

· Ra~emeier, who undertook·hitnseli tb be our guide for-a part of tbe•way, 
shewed us at some distance from his · house, near the road, the grave• or a 
Hottentot, who, according to the universal testimony of .the neighbourhood, 
eame int& these · parts long ago, being a -Christian, and .Jive4 here as11i 1ftiy
•ttician and Sage. His memory is now honoured by the • Hottentots, according 
to their custom, by any one as , he passes throwing a-fresh; flower upon. it. 
We found indeed ~everal which seemed to be almoet fresh. strewn there.
The grave consisted of ·a number of rough massy stones heaped together, 
which might he between twenty and thirty paces in . circumferenc~. This 
:circumstance is interesting, as a proof of the truth of what is asserted -.by early 
travellers respecting the superior degree of civilization at which the Goaaaquas 
-had an-ived above the other tribes of Hottentots. We often found in . subse
quent parts of our journey similar graves towards the borders of the Caire 
country, but never in any other part of Sou them ~frica did I see ~y thing 

• 
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resembling it. It is common among all the tribes of Hottentots to ·bury their 
dead very deep, and with great care; most of them indeed are not content 
merely with the precaution of burying the body deep to preserve it from wild 
beasts, but as a farther defence, dig t~ a considerable extent round the imme
diate spot where the corpse is to be laid, and fill up the space with bushes 
and ~rambles, putting over the whole a thick layer of stones: but this done, 
the memory of the deceased is soon lost, and he is thought of no more. It is 
theref<?re h1;1t just t~ distinguish the grateful Gonaaquas, · who, after the 
~apse of half a ~entury, ,still hol)our the rem~ins or'merit. 

Towards evening we passed the Wageboom-river,• a small rapid stream, 
near which we found the family of a colonist, by name Kretzinger, busied in .. 
rebuildiqg th~ir house, which had been burnt by the Caffres. The same fate 
had attended the farm where we stopped for the night. The owner, a certain 
Olivier, had returned a few months before~ but so impoverished, that he had 
scarcely even bread and mutton to seJl us. · Very ·liul~ more of the houge 
was left standing than the walls, · and our whole party slept at night utidet 
tents. 

• Wa,e6pOJJS i, tho name giyen by the colqnists to seyeral soru of Protea, wliich, on acco1u1t 
er the Jaardaeu ~cl toughness of the wood, alford excellent materials for makiug \vaggoo,. 
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.lfr.rt Rtnuntre fl)ithtrm,eUing Cqffre,, and many Parlicular1tonctrni11K the lnlt"iea,.
.Len,ri,enb.01eh,-M_agic Power . of Snaku.-Kaheljau•rioer.-Chamtoo-rioer, IIIUI 
dij/icult Pas,ag~ of il.~Beauiiful coun_lr!J. cm the other Side.-Ekpb.ant Hrmt.~ 

. Riet-mer.-Embarr(Jl1ment of the Traoeller, from the Delay of the Wqgon,.~ 
Lead-mine at Van Stade',-riur. · 

• Nor far from the pl~ce where we now were the Long-kloof loses .its 
aame. . The. road ascends a considerable height, whence is seen the valley 
of the Kromme-river (Crooked-river}: this stream is enclosed by the same 
parallel rows of hills which had hitherto formed the Long-kloof. On the sides 
of these heights are many chasms ; from these flow the sources of the Krom- . · 
me-river.• This name is very appropriate, for the stream winds so much 
in the narrow valley to which it is confined, that the road crosses it seven or 
eigh! times. The fords are deep and dangerous, · sometimes from t~e loos_e 
broken stones, sometimes from the morassy nature of the ground. · In places· 
of the latter description, are here and there what are called by the colonists 
Palm-bridges, which kowever soon decay, and are then more dangerou, 
than the fords themselves. Rademeier carried us for aome way along a path 
upon the declivity of the northern heights, by which we avoided some of 
theae windings, with their foftls. We were so much the more anxious about 
our waggons, which could not take this road, as two of them had already, 
early in the day, s11nk deep in the mud, whence they were not drawn out 
without difficulty. At noon, we rested near the river under the shade of 
eome ,mall tree• of Kruppelholz (Proua C~), and made a very 
pleasant meal of our cold provisions, while our bones found excellent · feed 

• All the riyen ucl ,treame of the Long.klool wbida na wettward of MattWu Zolldag'• 
Mase low iato tlae Kaanaule, width aftenruu joiu 6e Gaaritwiffl'. Tboae eunud of 
Zo■clac'a.collcct tla•sel.-e• together into tbe Jtaga.ri•ei', wWc:11 rua1 for a wlaUe panllel widl tM 
~,01111De-rker, botla at Jeactla jeiaiag the Cumtoo, 
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in the meadow ground that bordered the river. In the afternoon we again 
crossed . t" he river three times, and arrived in the evening at the house of 
r .Fcrrc:i ra, called Jagersbosch (Hunter's-bush), which had be~n taken by 
the Caa-res, but not totally destroyed. The thatch was not so l!'uch 
damaged lmt that it sheltered us entirely from a heavy rain. Our waggon~, 
ho\\·eve.r, as we had. very much feared, did not arrive till the morning, so 
.that we 1>assed a not very agreeable night, with empty stomachs, and upon the 
cold damp ground, without oar beds. 

Here ,ve first saw some Caffres: they were five men and three women, 
belong, ng to the herds of the Caffre Prince Conga, and came on a patty of 
pleasure ; or, as they termed it, had taken a walk to be entertained by the 
colonists, and receive presents from them. What makes the neighbourhood 
of these savages extremely irksome is, that in peace they expect as a sort of 
tribute ,vhat in war they seize by force. Th~y often come in large bodies, 
and '-Vill stay several days or even weeks, scarcely thinking themselves 
obliged, even though they are entertained all the time without cost; and 
this the inhabitants do, to obviate, if possible, any cause of quarrel with 
them. 1'fany times, in making peace, endeavours have been made to 
establish a fixed boundary which neither side shall pass without express 
permission from the chiefs of the country, hut to this they never would con
sent, urging that there was no use in being at peace, if people could not make 
visits to their friends to enquire after their welfare. Under this pretence, 
they rove in little troops all over the colony, coming sometimes even to the 
Cape Town, to the no little injury of the colonists, over whose propertie1 
th_ey travel. Their importunity, their number, and the fear of quarrelling 
with them, since they are very ready to catch at any pretence for a quarrel, 
commonly secure them good entertainment; or if in hopes of getting rid of 
th.em~ their host does not feed tffcm sufficiently, they take one of his sheep, 
w•th0u t any ceremony, and kill it. As they have no idea themselves but rr . , 
0 IVI_ng from day to day, ••ithout any regard to the future, th~y consider the 
breeding cattle kept by the colonists as wholly superfluous, which ought to 
be, lllld shall be shared with them. The insolence of these roving groups 
:: a Principal occasion _oft~~ late disturbanc~s,. and the not having ~een 

to put a stop to their v1s1ts at the establishment of peace, occasions 
much anxi _ety witQ regard to the future. 
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The Caffr~~ who \\'ere now upon a visit here were some af the poorest 
p~rt of the nation, very dirty, fmd very ill•clothed: three of them were not of 
genuine Caffre origin, but were bastards of the Gonaaquas and Caffres. Tw()• 
or these latter spoke broken Dutch, at1d in the name of the rest begged some 

· brandy of us. A glass was giveh to each of them ; the men were be&idec 
tlresented each with a knife, and the \\•omen with some beads and button-s. 
As we wished much for some specimernt of their dexterity in throwing the 
Hassagai, a board was set up as the mark at which they were to throw: they 
were to stand at the distance of sixty paces from it, and whoever first hit the 
mark was to receive a red cotton handkerchief as a prize. It was a long time 
before the prize was gained, and as they continued the sport voluntarily, wt _ 
observed that not above one out of thirty throws hit the mark. Yet, when 
it did hit, the force of the \veapon was ~o great, that the iron point pierced 
through a board an inch thick. 

They now gave us, unasked for, a pantomimic representation of their 
tnode of fighting, ranging themselves in two rows, and showing how, by the 
most rapid and powerful movements of the body, they throw the weapon at 
the enemy. They also imitated their manner of avoiding the weapons of the 
opponent, which consisted in changing their place at every moment, springing 
hithet and thithet with loud cries, throwing themselves at one instant on th~ 
ground, and then rising with astonishing velocity to take their aim anew. 
The activity and readiness of their motions, the variety and rapid changes of 
attitude in these fine, athletic, naked warriors, made _this sight as pleasing as it 
\\•as interesting, on account of its novelty. Another change was now produced 
by the use of their we~pons of defence. These weapons consisted first of a · 
large shield, rounded out of a hardened ox-hide and stretched by a wood 
cross within, which served also for a handle, and secondly of a short stick 
of Hassagai wood,• so cut, that a knob is made at the end by a part of the 
thick root of this stem. With the latter weapon, which the Hottentots call a 
Kirri, they turn aside the Hassagai by a strong side ·blow. They use the K:irri 
equa1ly as a weapon of ddence, in the way of a bludgeon, when they come 
to close fighting-. 

As it began t~ rain hard, we invited our visitors into the house, where they 

• Curtisia J11gii1ea, a wood something of the oature of mahogany •. 
' 
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entertained themselves till late in the evening with a dance after their fas.hion; 
this was as stiff and disagreeable as their ~ctivity and dexterity in the use of 
their arms had been otherwise. The men first come forwards in a row, with 
folded arms, . stam1>ing with a number of strange disagreeable motions of t.h, 
head, shoulders, and body, while the women with the most hideous grimaces 
move slowly round the men, one after the other. Then th~y sing, or rathe, 
howl a strange melody, which cannot be pleasing through0t.tt to IJ.O European 
ear, and which eou)d not be performed upon any of our instruments, beca',l~e 
their Intervals stand in a very different relation one to another from ovr'J. 
Yet they ,imitate these ln!ervals and the melody of their. songs upon their 
imperfect instruments ,1ery true. One of the women .employed herself ia 
making baskets of rushes, such as are mentioned by Sparmano., thick enough 
to hold milk. The work is uncommonly neat, and does great honour to the 
inventor;· but the mode in which it is· done could not be described without 
great prolixity. 

When our waggons ,vere at length all collected together, we left this place, 
and proceeded farther on along the right hank of the Kromme-river. About 
noon we reached a very agreeable resting place in the Hassagai-bosch, a& it 
is called, by the side of a clear rivulet running through the wood. We sooa 
after passed the Kromme-river for the last time, and then ascended on tht 
other side a very striking height, which brought us to a wide plain; here Wt 

1aw the bound of our this day's journey, in a solitary farm that lay directly 
before us. We had seen a great many wild animals the whole day, particu. 
larly antelopes of almost every sort, ijmong others some of the rare pigmy
antelope ( antiJ9pe pygmaa ), called" here the Oribi. These animals live entirely 
in-woody countries, and are therefore only to be taken in this part of the 
colony. .Duivers, red-deer, and wood-deir, were in troops of five or six 
together, but neither was the land fav.ourable for the chase, or could we 
iventure with our ho1'e&, tired by a long day's journey, to follO\V the game 
with any .eagerness. 

At the place where we were to take up our quarters for the night we 
found again several families who had fled, and their property had been plun. 
dered by tile Caffres; by. the ··consent of the owners, who lived a~ .the .Cape 
Town, they had here found an asylum till thei~ · own dwelling-houses could 
be reslored, and .rendered habitable. Among them was a woman ecarccly 
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no,v thirty years old," who was of such an extraordinary size, that her weight 
was estimated at not less than three hundred and fifty pounds. She had suffered 
for a long time with such a terrible oppression upon her breath, and heating at 
the heart, that she had all the appearance of an incurable dropsy in the chest. 

The Commissary-general found here again many differences to decide: 
.'\ mo11g others, '8 Hottentot woman brought a complaint against a colonist, 
whose servant she had formerly been, that he withheld from her a cow_ and 
calf which she had earned. The Commissary took occasion · upon this 
earnestly to exhort the colonists to be particularly careful in their COJJ• 

<luct towards such of the former inhabitants of the country- as behaved 
"·di in their service. He, as General Janssens had done, made it a rule in 
ull c~ses between a Hottentot and his Christian master, which appeared in 
any way doubtful·, to presume in favour of the former, ·and decide accord
ingly. This had a good effect upon the behaviour pf the colonist's toward• 
the Hottentots, and was of this use, among others, that it compelled them to 
fulftl exactly the agreements macie with their servants when they hired them. 
On the other side, as it remedied one evil, it in some sort created another, 
for upon subsequent occasions.I had opportunities of observing that the favour 
here shewn the Hottentots encouraged them to make idle and futile com• 
plaints against their masters, so that the inferior magistrates were at last 
constrained to punish here and there one of these _people, who had, without 
any ground, brought these complaints, and occasioned their masters a great 
deal of trouble. 

On the fifth of January, about noon, we came to the dwelling of a certain 
Michael Ferreira, called Leeuwenbosch · (Lion's hush). The house had 
suffered exceedingly from the Caffres, but the household was the best 
ordered that we had seen for a long time. The man and wife were 

c1uiet-pious people, and seemed to lead a most happy life in their solitude, 
surrounded by a number of fine children, and by a company of faithful slaves 
and Hottentots: both the latter appeared really and warmly attached to them: 
They received us with a pleasure and friendship of manner, which evinced 
indisputably the u~most pmity and simplicity of heart, and which made 
the frugal meal they set bt>fore us doubly agreeable. 

As, according to my custom, I took a ramble into the fields in the 
aftern()on-;-I saw at the brink of a ditch a large snake in pursuit of a field• 
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mouse. The poor animal was just at its hole, when it seemed in a.moment 
to stop, as if unable to proceed, and without being touched by the snake, to be 
palsied ,~ith terror. The snake had raised its head over him, opened · its 
mouth, and seemed to fix its eyes stedfastly upon him. Both remained still 
awhile, but as soon as, the mouse made a motion, as if he would fly, the 
head of the snake followed the movement immediately, as if be would stop 
his way. This &port lasted four or five minutes, tiU my approach put an end 
to it: the snake then snapped up his prey hastily, and glided away with it 
into a neighbouring bush, where I endeavoured in vain to get at him and 
kill him. As I had heard a great deal of this magic power in the snake over 
smaller animals, it was very interesting to me to see a specimen of it. I 
think it may be made a question, however, whether the poisonous breath of 
the reptile might not really have had the effect of paralysing the limbs of the 
~ouse~ rather than that its inability to move proceeded either from the fixed 
eye of the snake, or the apprehension of inevitable death. It is remarkable, 
and very certain, that serpents will .sport with their prey, as cats do, befor&
they kill it. 

Ferreira gave us two muskets, which some deserters from the ninth battalion 
of Jaiers had sold to one of· the neighbours, or had Jeft behind them in their 
flight. It .was in February, ISOS, as the Dutch army was encamped upon 
the Weinberg, that a whole piquet from this battalion, a)most aU Poles, 
forsook the camp by night. They were part of a number of Poles, who, 
having been in the l◄'rench service, were in I 801 taken into the pay of the 
Batavian republic, and sent hither among the colonial troops. These unfor. 
tunate men conceived that in flying northwards they could reach their own 
count,'Y. in a few weeks. .They were, however, for the most part, retaken 
by the colonists, and carried back to the camp, where they suffered the 
utmost rigour of the law, and paid with their lives their want of geographical 
fmowledge. Five of them, however, escaped out of the colony by the road 
we were now travelling, a~d perhaps met their fate from the hands of the 
~affrcs or Bosjesmans. In my principal journty, two years atter, I found 
traces of them in a very distant part, as will be related in t.he proper place. 

The excessive heat of this day prevented our setting off again till towards 
evening. J proceeded on foot with the waggons, and rejoiued the compauy 
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]ate at the farm of the widow Kretzinger, on the Kabe]jau.river. On the 
way we were overtaken by the most violent storm that I think I eyer wit
nessed. The whole heavens were covered over with the thickest black, and 
night seemed to come on before the sun was gone down. The dark moun
tains seen in this mournful twilight appeared doubly gigantic, and their frightful 
masses, illumined suddenly by the blaze of the lightning, seemed awfully near. 
From four or five different parts the lightning flashed through the heavens, 
while tremendous claps of thunder followed quick on each other, every 
clap becoming still louder and louder, and being prolonged by the · echoes 
from the mountains, there scucely seemed any interval, nG pause which 
could distinguish between the cessation of one clap and the commencement 
of another: the noise grew fainter for a moment, only to be renewed with 
a more tremendous roll than before. 

Amid a pouring and continued rain we pursued our way till we arrived 
at the above-mentioned farm, where we met" the Field-comet lgnatimi 
Muller, with a · new vorspann. Here again were several families sufferers 
from the Caffres, many of whose houses, almost entirely destroyed, we had· 
passed in our day's journey. We also inet here with another group of tra
ve1ling Catfres, who begged of us some little presents of tobacco, beads, and 
btandy. They were chiefly women, and among them was a sister of the chief 
Conga, who was distinguished as well by the greater splendour of her dress, as 
by her handsome countenance. 

· The country was now again much more level, and somewhat farther to the 
south the great chain of the Black Mountains, which runs from Roode
zand and Zwellendam, forming the boundary -of the Long-kloof, end the 
valley of the Kromme-river, clown to the coast, loses itself in the sea. Some 
miles northwards from hence, runs a branch of this chain, which stretches 
farther .to the east, and after having formed the bank of Van Stade's-river. 
runs down to the sea in the neighbourhood of Algoa bay. From these hills 
flows the Zeekoe-river, which we had crossed this day, and which unites 
itself with the sea a mile eastward of the Krorume-river. All these rivers are 
choked at the mouths with sand-hanks, and the Kromme-river's bay is from 
the surf almost entirely useless for shipping: there is scarcely a place along 
its whole margin where even a boat can land without danger of being wrecked. 
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Af\:er resting a fe\V hours at night, we were obliged to set out again before 
day-break, to reach the Cham too-river, three hours from hence, while the tid~ 
was sufficiently down to permit of our crossing it. This was one of the most· 
dangerous of all the rivers we passed, from the depth and breadth of the 
stream, and from the necessity of attending to the exact point of time when 
on\y it is £or<lable. Many a one who has not paid due attention to this point 
bas here found a watery grave: directly at the entrance of the ford O[! this 
side, the tomb-stone of an English dragoon,· who had not very long before
tbared this f'ate, stands as a warning to others to be more cautious in encoun
tering the danger. We found it, as our guide assured us would be the case, 
at this time unusually low; for · though a heavy rain had fallen the day 
before, the west wind ,vhich accompanied the storm occasioned the ebb to 
descend to its very lowest level, so that in the deepest places the water 
scarcely reached our horses' bellies. After going a little way through the 
water we come to a sand-bank, which runs down the length of the stream ra~ 
ther in an oblique direction towards the ~pposite shore : along this bank, 
which has in no part more than a foot and half depth of water, we pursued 
our course t:ill arrived at the point where the stream is the shaHowest between 
that aod the bank: here the remainder is to he crossed, but this is the most 
dangerous })ttrt of the passage. We had but just passed before the water 
began to rise ogain. 

Our waggons, which only then arrived on the other side, had more diffi
C\l\ty in crossing than ourselves, and the last of them, which, to increase the 
~"Vil, had stuck fast at the beginning of the ford, was not without great exer
tions brought safely to the other si.de. It was really a curious sight to sec the 
train -Of Waggons going along the sand-bank in the middle of th; stream. 
"'l'be Field-cornet Muller, and some other of the colonists who had accom
J)anied us, were exceedingly assiduous in giving directions for bringing the 
"'1aggons through, going sometimes ~p to their breasts in the water to point 
~ut the right track, and even to give their assistance when any thing went 

~ng. A delay of only a quarter of an bout' might have occasioned the 
8 of a Whole lading, and nothing was more likely than that the oxen io the 

~.aterm· h . 'h ig t entangle themselves with the harness, or make some· false step, 
• en o.n)y 'those who are accustomed to the passage, and have sufficient 
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ff;Solution and pr~scnce of mind, can set them righ~ again. This readiness 
to assist, aud extreme activity in assisting, desen·es td be mentioned as a new 
proof that the African colonists are not inattentive an~ slothful to the ~egree 
that they have often been represented. 

\Vhile we were resting, after having surmounted the toils and dangers or 
the passage, we were again visited by a company of Caffres, with whom we 
entertained ourselves agreeably for some time. At the same moment, some 
of the women whom we had 'seen at the Kabeljau-river, appeared on the other 
bank of the Chamtoo, and held a conversation. with their fellow-countrymen 
who were on ·this side. Our guides made us remark how e¥ily these people 
heard each other at a considerable distance, without either party speaking 
particularly loud. The slow and singing manner of their pronnuciation, 
whence a prolonged tone dwells on the last syllable, may very well account 
for such an effect. 

About nine o'clock we proceeded onwards, sending our waggons by a 
eircuitous route along the sea-shore to meet us in the evening at the house of 
the Field-cornet Miiller, while we took· the nearest way through the forest 
and over the hills. The Chamtoo-river was formerly the boundary between 
the colony and the Caffre-country, and indeed it aeems to separate two very 
different countries. That through which we were now travelling is among 
some of the most beautiful parts of Southern Africa, and shew:ed in the 
clearest manner the difference between the climate of this district and that 
which prevails about the Cape Town, with the influence produced by the 
abundant storms, and the heavy rains that accompany them, upon the \'egeta
tion and the whole appearance of the country .. Large tracts are here covered 
with the most wholesome nourishing grass; the hills are surrounded with 
woods, and in the valleys are large lakes: the water of them is, however, not 
wholly free from saline particles. ,v e continued our course for some time 
through woods and level green valleys, with ponds in them, i~. which were 
large flocks of moor-birds; in short, among such beautiful changes and 
varieties, that we could almost have conceived ourselves in a lovely English 
gar~~n. At the fet!t of the high trees grew a number of succulent plants, in 
p1uticular of aloes, which were still in high bloom, many of them with large 
branches, which seemed scarcely able to sustain the weight of the heavy 
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, - teshy lea\fes. On the ground crept a number of smaller plants, among which, 
the ScAotia sptciosa was particularly distinguished by its clusters of reddish 

~\I purple flowers. 
' ' ' .. , -~umbers of elephants inhabit the thickest parts of this forest. Not above 

a week be£ore, our guide, whose name was Nieuwkerk, had shot a large male 
elephant, but could not follow him quick enough to secure him. He thought 
it very probable that his body might still be found, since he was sure that he 
could not have run very far, and he knew the direction he had taken. I had 
no great difficulty to persuade him to accompany me, and endeavour to find 
the animal; we therefore left the party, and penetrated into the forest, but by 
no beaten path. My hopes that I should have to occupy myself during· our 
stay at Algoa bay with preparing the skeleton of an elephant were disap
pointed. We found many footsteps of elephants, some of which seemed 
almost fresh made, but could not find the dead body we sought. The 
excursion proved exceedingly fatiguing, as we were 'obliged to go the greatest 
part of the way on foot, leading our horses; for this, however, I would have 
compounded~ if it had answered my purpose, but what made it particularly 
monifyiog to me was, that in a spot where an opening in the wood 
atrorded us a prospect to the heights westward of us, we saw a little troop of 
elephants, seeming not to be at more than a quarter of an hour's distance from 
us. Between them and us was, however, a deep valley, which encloses a branch 
of VanStade•s-river, and it was too late in the day to think of undertaking a 
8etious chase of them; the weather was ·besides cloudy, threatening a heavy 
"in, and our horses were tired. We returned therefore by a different and tore commodious way to the party, whom we found at a very pretty spot i11 

:.__~ ~idst of the forest, called Galgenboscb (Gallows-bush). They had been 
;:,.__ ~tmg here some hours, and had thought of going on, as the weather grew 
~~ . 

~ry minute more and more threatening. 
~- ihe account of our unsuccessful search was the occasion of bringing the 

~•~tories of many hunting parties upon the tapis, one of which was so 
• ~~kable, that I cannot resist giving it a place here. The Field-cornet 
1:t,_~atn1t Muller was among the colonists who atcompanied Mr. Jacob Vao 
~~;en in his journey into the Catfre country, which has so' often been 
l!:n u /! to, and for the knowledge of which the public is indebted to the 

C 18 Captain Riou. The travellers found that the farther they went the 
Gg 
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more elephants they found, so that they .killed them almosf daily; indeed, 
the hope of gain from the elephants' teeth that they should collect had 
allured most of the party who joined in the undertaking. It is known· 
from Mr. Barrow's travels, that one of the company, 'William Prince by 
name, lost his life in an elephant bunt. Muller was an eye-witness of this 
accident, and. gave us the following circumstantial account of it. 

He and Prince only were out together, when they di&covered the footste.ps 
of a very large elephant, and soon espied the animal itself upon the declivity 
of a naked and widely outstretched bill. It is a rule when an elephant is 
found thus, to endeavour to get above him upon the hill, that in case of 
nt!cessity, the hunter may fly to the summit, whither the animal, on account 
of the unwieldiness of its body, cannot follow him fast. This p~ecaution 
was neglected by Prince; he shot too soon, while they were yet at too great 
a distance, and the elephant was upon higher ground than himself ~nd his 
companion. The wounded monster rushed down towa.rds them, while they 
endeavoured to push their horses on, and gain the brow of the hill. But the 

. elephant, who upon favourable ground will run as fast as a horse, soon came 
up with them, and struck with his tusk at ~hiller's thigh, he being the 
nearest of the two fugitives. Muller now considered his fate as inevitable, 
.as he endeavoured in vain to set his almost exhausted horse into a gaJlop, 
and saw the monster, aftergivinga violent snort, raise his powerful trunk above 
bis head; but it was not on himself, it was upon his companion that the 
stroke fell, and in an instant he saw him snatched from his horse and thrown 
up into the air. Scarcely in his senses, he continued his flight, and only in 
some degree recovered himself by finding Prince's horse running by his si<le 
without a rider; then looking back, he saw his unfortunate friend on the 

, ground, and the elephant stamping upon him with the utmost fury. Ile was 
now convinced, not with,out the utmost astonishment, that the sagacious 
animal had distinguished which of the two it was wounded him, and wreaked 
his whole vengeance upon him alone. l\Iiiller on this went in search of the 
rest of the party, that they might collect the mangled remains of their com
panion and bury them; but they were soon put to flight by the elephant 
rushing again from a neighbouring thicket, to vent his wrath once more upon 
the corpse, already so dreadfully mangled. While he was busied in doing 
this, however, he was attacked by the di~perscd hun~~rs, and sacrificed to the 
manes of his unfortunate victim. 
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A n"l i ct t l1e · ~ntertainment we received from this and other relations of a 
similar kind, ·we arrived in the narrow valley of Van Stade's-river. After 
cro!;'~ing· the river, we continued our way for some time along its bank; the 
road then turned eastward, and in less than an hour we arrived, having been 
first well soaked with the rain, under the hospitable TOof of our guide the 
Fieitl-cornct !\1iillcr. The place is called the Rietfontein; it is situated in a 
pleasant vaJJey, bounded to the south by naked rocks, hut every way else by 
finely wooded heights, which form a sort pf amphitheatra] semicircle round 
the fine meadow land of which the valley is composed. At the foot of these 
heights, and taking the same sweep with them, runs the Riet-ri\·er. Among 
the trees ,vhich contribute so much to the beauty of the spot, the Euphorbia 
(?ffecinarum is particularly to be distinguished; the angular boughs which 
issue from the stem with a striking regularity, and symmetry of form, while 
the smaller branches, and even the twigs, follow the same measured equality 
of distance, gives the whole tree, with each particular member, the appear
_ancc of regular chandeliers. This wonderfully beautiful tree, some of which 
were here as much as thirty feet high, has a sharp thorn at the extremiti _es of 
the twigs, from which it is called by the colonists the Noortsche Doornboom. 

Muller and his wife received us with the utmost hospitality, but their 
house was so exceedingly confined, the weather was so indifferent, and our 
waggons Were so long before they arrived, that our stay here was rendered 
not very agreeable, and the party found themselves in a situation which might 
truly be called meeting with an adventure. The greatest part of the house 
~c\~ been destroyed hy the Caffres; a very small part was left standing, which 

luller had with some difficulty put into such a state as to be habitable. It 
~"as comp?sed of the room at which we entered, and a side chamber; the 

l"st was kitchen as well as parlour, but it was no more titan twenty feet long, 
%d fourteen broad, and in the chamber wa~ a young woman, a relation of 

.,:::r . hostess, then in the pains of child-birth. Our whole party, therefore, 
~ ere t~ be stowed in the first room, for the rain gre,v every instant more and 
=a!lo ore violent, nor ceased till noon on the fol1owing day. Our presence ,vas 
l:a. ~e~h~t embarrassing to the busy hostess, who undertook the cooking 
~ erseh f, in Which she was assisted by some half-naked female slaves. Two 
•rEs -slain h . fil.l d ~ eep hung near the fire-place, while other parts of the room were 

e up With several vessels, a large chopping-block, and a quantity of dry 
Gg 2 -
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fire-wood. The whole household furniture consisted of two small tables, 
four or five chests, and half a dozen field-stools. In one corner was a sitting
hen ; in another a duck with her young ones, which had been brought in to 
be sheltered from the chilling rain ; then there were some half dozen of dogs, 
who every now and then began barking terribly; and ran out, returning all . 
wet and dirty, and sprinkling the dirt all about. The family of our hostess 
consisted of aix children, the youngest of whom cried almost incessantly, 
and. the eldest crept about, eagerly examining the strangers. The good 
mother, who seemed almost ready to lie-in herself, exerted all her powers 
to entertain us, but as she had only been returned hither a few week•, 
she bad scarcely even common necessaries about her, and it was not without 
some trouble that she could even procure bread sufficient for us of a distant 
neighbour. 

We expected the arrival of our waggons with the utmost anxiety, but 
expected in vain, and indeed it appeared obvious that they must be so much 
delayed by the heavy rain, that scarcely any hope could be entertained of 
their arriving before morning .. Aa it grew dark, and all were crowded 
together in the house, our Chief remarked that even Ostade would have been 
much embarrassed, if he had wished to represent in a picture the interior of 
the house at this moment,· with the group of guests at supper. Behind the 
aouse was a small stable for five or six horses, and here the dragoons and 
servants were forced to take shelter; over it was a little loft, scarcely larger 
than a pigeon-hole, up to which the young people climbed, and there eight 
of us passed the night. A bed was made in the front room for the Commis
sary-general and the ladies, but they had not much more rest than we llad, 
for they were kept awake the greatest part of the night, first by die groans of 
the poor woman in t~e inner apartment, and then by the crying of the new
born infant . 
.. At break of day the field-cornet sent the relay of oxen, which had already 

arrived, to m.eet the tardy waggons. We sooa received the intelligence that 
they bad been detained by the rapid flow of the sea, which prevented their 
continuing their route along the shore, and constrained them to paa tile 
night on the sand-hills. The dreadful weather, and the want of a supplJ of 
provisions• even of good water, had made this a not very pleasant situatioa 
tor the people who were with the waggon~. As we learned moreover that it 
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was impouibte they should anive till tQwardt the afternoon, and u the weather 
was no'Y fair, the Commissary-general determined, notwithstanding the fatigues 
we had suffered, to set forwards for Algoa bay, without waiting for them: about 
noon the greatest part of the company set out, and arrived happily in the 
evening at Fort Frederic. 

Young de Mist, however, my rr,end Winters, and myself, determined to 
stay behind, and make an excursion to the celebrated lead mine, two hour's 
distance from this place on Van Stade's-river. We followed the course of the 
river upwards, and came to the farm of a certain Christian Vogel, which had 
been_ destroyed by the Caft're&, and was now uninhabited: near this place 
lay the object which had occasioned our journey. An old slave who lived il'l 
the ruins, taking care of the owner'• cattle, said, that we had only to go towards 
the hill, and we should soon see the shining earth. We had some trouble, 
however, to discover it, aince-the rain had brought .down such a quantity of 
aand, that the spaces were all filled up. After having searched some time in 
vain, we succeeded at last, and in turning up a stone, found some fine pieces 
of lead-ore, which we charged the old mao to keep for u$ carefully, u we 
intended .to carry them away with us. The whole side of this lilll, up to i: 
considerable height, con~sts entirely of the same shining stone that formt 
tile bed of the Silver-river, and in this the lead-ore is enclosed. The vein . 
eeema almost perpendieular, stretching from the north-west to the 90Uth-eut. 
According to the researches of Major Von Debo, in the year 179!, a hundred 
weight of earth contains between fifty and sixty pounds of pure lead, and 
ahout fif\een pound, of base-s.ilver. Some w hicb I brought home with me 
was examilled by the chief physician Klaproth, at Berlin, when be found in 
a bnlMired parts fifty tlaree of lead, thirteen of sulphur, and a small quaotity. 
of silver, scarcely worth mentioniag. My friend, Baron Dankelmaon, who 
visited the eountry a few months after me, by command of General Jamsens, . 
ad examined the earth very accurately, found nearly the same re~11lt q 

Major V Oil Deha. l;arther i-nfonnatioo from him upon the subject may be 
espeeted t>y mioeraiogi,ts. In his official r-eport to the government, lte 
auhnMtted • their COAsideration proposals for working this mine, as it J>l'O· 

. mism, particttkrty in t.Jite kt years, to yield abundantly ; but, after an 
eocunle eaSeuktioA ~f the co&t, it was found, that ootwidlstuding ffer, 
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thing was placed in th~ most tin·ourable poii1t of view, yet frow.: the high 
price of labour, from the ditliculty of land-carriage, and from the d~ngers of 
the coasting trade, the lead could scarcely be sold at so low a price in the 
Cape Tqwn as that brought from Europe. The mine then must rest till a 
new day dawns upon the cultivation of this quarter of the globe-till the 
time arrives when an increasing population shall, with their necessiti~ 

·· increase their industry. ,v e returned in the evening to the Riet-river, to the house of our friend 
• ?t!iiller, where we found a numerous group of Caffre visitors. This group 
haci, to the great annoyance of the neighbourhood, been living for some weeks 
past at a few hours distance from hence, and daily troubling some one or 
~th·er of the neighbours with requests for brandy and tobacco. What made 
.their abode in the country still more troublesome was their hunting parties, 
ia which they destroy large quantities of game. Their mode of hunting is, 
that some hundreds of them surround a wood, and drive all the game up to one 
point. A more convenient spot is then chosen, to which they chase the ani
mals singly, and one of the party who is among the most skilful in the use of 
their weapons is stationed here, who attacks them with the hassagai, or the 
:~irri, so that scarcely one escapes alive. In this way they will sometimes, 
u Muller assured us, kill in one afternoon some hundreds of animals-anti
lopes, hares, wild-cats, monkeys, &c. &c. but as they can never make use of 
them all, so they are left to decoy without being even skinned; yet they want 
the animals, as they say themselves, less as food, than for the sake of the 
skins, which are necessary to them as clothing. How injurious the.se hunt
ing parties are to the colonists may be judged, when it is stated that they 
support their families chiefly upo,n the flesh of wild animals, in order to 
reserve the;r cattle for sale to the travelling butchers from the Cape Town. 
So much the more was it a-subject of joy to see an officer arrive this very 
day from the Caffre chief, Conga, with orders to the troop who were now 
here, to return immediately over the Great Fish-river.· A reconciliation had 
tftken place between Geika and the party who had opposed him, and Conga 
had consented, according to the promise he made the governor, to sub~it- to 
Geika as Jaluhsa bad done already. This ambassador was distinguished in 
his dress from the rest of the people. His mantle was the skin of a panther; 
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he had brtcelets of ivory upon the upper part of his arms, a jackal's tail at 
the knee, and a large bush of the quagga•s hair• ift his cap. He was ex
ceedingly pitted with the small-pox, as we~e many others, and uglier than 
-any we had yet seen ; but as to understanding, judgment, and knowledge, 
very much upon an equality with the rest. His name was Umluhngo. · 

. ' 

• The Quagt• ( Equu, quagga or Linnaeus) has a resemblance to the Zebra, and is therefore 
mistaken by Edwards ror the fen1ale or that animal: but it is a species of itself, going in herds 
wholly apart from the true Zebra. The Qnagga is larger and stron,er than the Zelna,and mucla · 
more euil,: tamed, so that it may be made t• draw a waggon. 
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.J•A.lgoa Bog.-Fort · Frederic.-Baaker•ri-oer.-lnd111try of the Genna Garri1on.
De1criptiM1 of the Bay.-fhe bti,sionar.v Yan der Kemp.-Hu H,nmt.ot ScAool .t 

; Bdl,e(stlorp. 

; EARLY in the following morning we set off to join our party at Algoa bay. 
The nearer we got to the coast, the more the country resumed its former 

· waste and dreary appearance: the road lay over a flat plain, as destitute of 
woods as it was of hills. In the latter part of the way are some sand-hilJs, and 
the deep road down them is extremely fatiguing. On the last hill, which goes 
down to the shore, stands Fort Frederic, built by the English in 1799. It 
consists of a quadrangular wooden block-house, surrounded by a wall of the 
same figure : beneath the wall is a strong row of palisades, and a tolerably 
broul- dry ditch.• Eight guns, twelve pounders, command the shore, aa far 
u it serves for landing, and protect the buildings lying near, viz. the barracks, 
magazines, guard-houses, &c. Westward of the hill on which the fort 
stands, comes from a deep gulley a little stream called the B~ker-river. t 
At the ford of the rirnr, which is concealed between the bills that rise on each 
side of it, is another wooden block-house, which under the English govern-

• The annexed plate is a Yiew or the aettlement at Algoa bay, seen f'rom the other aide of tlae 
Baaker-riYer; which ftowa into the bay. On the height to the left lie■ Fort Frederic, and below, 
aear the riYer, the Blo~k-housc. The houses of the commandant and the oflicen are ■een io a ro• 
io the di■tance. The person by whom the sketch wu taken, Lieutenant Colonel Von Howen or 
Amsterdam, bas introduced our tra,elling party in the fore.ground, though their way did oot lie 
oYer this 1i'fcr, but eastward, in a contrary direction. This seem■ necessary to be noticed, tlaat 
the reader may not be perplexed on comparing the plate with the tut. I h&Ye another new of 
the country taken f'rom the bay, but it has oot been inaerted, becanse Alberti hu giTea tbe same 
new in bis account of the Caffres. 

t Baaker ■ignifies a mark, a ■tone ■et up u a boundary, a ■ea.mark, a buoy, &c. 4:c. The 
rher aenea the sailors as a mark to point out the landing.place, and f'rom thence hu ita 
name. lt in mistake toeuppose-it, u,,me penouba.e dOlle, theBakur.riTer (Bak.er.rlTcr). 
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11}ent was prepared at the Cape Town~ and sent in puta by sea to the bay~ 
\t se-rves at once as a prison and guard-house. Between the block-houses 
li~, strewed on the beight.s, extensive barracks for soldiers, a magazine · for 
provisions, and anotbe( ~ military ,tores and field equipages, a emith'1 ffbop, 
1 ba,kehol,I.Se, a carpenter'• work-abop, and other small buildings: a strong 
powder magazine, whieh will co11taio about two thousand pounds of powder, 
is within the fort ittelf. 

Some small houses have been run up in the neighbourhood for the officers, 
among whici. the house of the commandant is the most distinguished. It 
contains four convenient rooma, and stands in the midst of a pretty garden, 
which the garrison had put into exceedingly good order, though they had 
been there 01;1ly eigbt month,. The garrison consiata at present of eighty men 
from the J iger company of the fifth battalion of W aldeok, most of them expe
rienced Jige.rs. These peQple have, under the auspices of their excellent 
tommandant, the worthy UeQteaant-Colonel Alberti, availed themeelves of · 
the favourable nature of the country, and cultivated the land about the esta
blishment; even thia y~ they have raised their own bread-corn, their pota• 
toea, uid some torts of pulae. At the houri of leisure from their ~. 
they each take a spade, and by tb~ active manner in which it is employed, 
procure. themaelvea • considerable degree of abundance, and many enjoyments 
1'hicb could not be otherwise obtained. Besides, the employiag themselves 
iu this Way pl'eventt. the. duloes~ and languor to which they must otherwise 
be aubject from the uniformity pecenarily attendant on their situation ia so 
.-emote V.l\d solitary a poat~ These iaduatrioug people had already got a 
tolerable number of sheep and cattle, by which they hoped in time to enrich . 
~ewelvea exceedingly,. ae well ae to get draught oxen for tilling their lands. 

The hay iu size, fol'lll, aad situation, exceedingly resembles both Plet
tenbe11's.bay aad Moaselbay. Aa it ia open to the south-east wind, which 
\)J~w~ here a great part of the year, it aifers no secure anchorage to 
• h1PP1og- indeed, the eatm'-'ce is difficult even when the wtnd blows · from 
~ ther q11arte~ patticularly the aouth.-west. The landing-place is a little 
sandy 'P<l' near tlae mouth of the Baaker-river; excepting this, the whole 
strand . d T . h f 18 angerous on account of the reefs. he surf 1s from t e nature o 
th e coast ~'\T~ry where aa s.trong9 that it coats immense labottr tt> bring the 
goods Oll. sl.l.ote fCGlll the. v.eaeels,. NotwiUlatud;.g these impedimeAts, this 
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place -is now con1pletely erected into a military establishment: it has eve11 
been selected for the purpose,. because, on account of the impedi~ents, it can 
be so easily defended against the landing of an enemy. Going along the 
~trand, a short mile eastward of the Baaker-river, we come directly opposite 
the little island of Santa Cruz, which lies about a quarter of a mire from the
shore, but is only inhabited by seals and penguins-•. Barfolomeu _ Diaz
erected the Holy Cross here in January, 14-87, and gave the island the name 
which it retains to this day. . . 

Th.e country about Algoa bay is by nature so fertile, that even: if uninhabited 
it would produce wood, game, salt, and grass for feeding cattle ii1 abundance. 
Now, since it has been cultivated by Europeans in quiet times·, it produces 

. c~rn and fruits of all kinds, and even wine. The breeding of cattle prospers 
so .much, _that meat, milk, butter, soap, and other articles dependent upon 
this part ofhusba11dry; are to he had at very 'low prices. The bay itself, from 
the _ plenty of fish that it produces, offers an abundant supply of food to the 
inhabitants of its shores. · . . 

. What renders- this establishment, howev~r, of particular- importance, is~ 
its si_tuation so near the borders of the Caff're country, and the facility with 
~hich, in consequence, any disagreements between these savages and the 
colonists may be stifled in their birth. . It has therefore been made a parti-
cular subject of attention by the Dutch government, and a great deal of money 
~as been spent both upon the buildings and every other part of it. A mite 
from hence, at the place of the Widow Schepers, ground has been laid out for 
a Drosty, and a village adjoining to it, which is to be the centre point ot 
a new district : it is to be called after the family name of the Commissary
general, Uitenhage.• The commandant Alberti administered the office ot 
landdrost of this new district as long as the colony remained in the h_ands of' 
the Dutch. The esteem in which he was held by the colonists, his inftuence
o_ver the chiefs of the Caffre tribes, his extensive knowledge, and the many 
excellent features in his character, united to render his administration of so 
much advantage to the country, that in two years it became one of the most 
q~iet and J>eaceahle parts of the colony. On this subject I shall' dwell more 
largely in another place. 

• -It IDlllt 'be C>bsened that»• .Milt is t~• Commissary-general's titie, not his name. 
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\Ve rcn1ained five days. at A1goa bay. Messengers were ·sent from hence 
to the chiefs of the Caffres, inviting them toau interview with the Commissary- ·
genc~I. 'J'he views with which this was solicited ·were to con-firm mill' 
strengthen tb_e peace concluded by General .J an$sens, and, if possible, to recon- ' 
cile .the chiefs with each _other, that, uhited under one head, their own inter
nal quiet, as well as the peace of the colonists, might be farther secured . By 
this means too wou]d be removed the great inconvenience which had been so 
often experi~nced, from the weaker party, in ~heir own internal quarrels, 
often seeking a refuge in the . Dutch territories, whither they knew their 
adversaries ,vot,1ld not venture to pursue them . But before I enter upon an 
account of the situation of this extraordinary nation, and give my readers a 
sketch of some fol'D:Ler occurrences necessary to he known, in order fully to 
understand. the sequel of our journey, I must close this second part of my 
work with an account of another mission establishment, situated in this part 
of the col<;m y. · 

About a n-iil~ and t1alf eastwards from the bay, a man, now· near seventy 
years of age, by name V ander Kemp, has collected together between two 
and three hundred Hottentots, to whom he preaches the gospel. If ardour 
in religion, amounting almost to bigotry, if self-denial, and a renunciation of. 
aocial comforts, even of all ~arthly enjoyments, supported by a high degree 
of enthusiasm, and by very exte11si ve learning; if these properties can render · 
a .missionary worthy of respect and . esteem, then is Vander · Kemp most 
truly so. Even t1'e history of his early life, before he ,Yas known here, must 
ereate a high degree of interest for him . 

In his youth he was an officer in the army, but contracting a marriage 
beneath _him, he was oQliged to quit the service, and, as a married man, ai)plicd • 
himself to the study of physic with so much diligence, that notwithstanding 
liis total want of all previous knowledge in this science, he attained the degree 
<>f Doctor in three years, and was appointed an army physician. Some years 
~fter, in crossing the river Maese ,vith his wife and children, the boat unfor
ta_nately overset, and all his family was lost; he alone escaped, almost by a 
~racle. · From this moment his whole soul was absorbed in religious ideas, 
• nd ~e soon exchanged the science of medicine for that of theology. He · 
atudied Particularly the ancient and the oriental languages, and soon com
~enced a Wri.ter in .his new profession: but his works, on acoount of their· 
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mystical tone and terrifying pn,lixity, did not obtain him many votaries iu 
H0Ua11d, so that ia the year 1780 be went ove, to England, where b~ suc
ceeded better. When the Cap~ waa taken by the English, he resolved,. 
,though then sixty years of age, to go out as a missionary to the Caftres, 
and being ordained at Oxford, he came hither in 1797. After two years spent 
mong these people, in which he says himself he bad not accomplished · 

much towards the ,spr&ding of christianity, the war broke out. He went 
for a while to the Cape Town, but at his retum to the Caffres was not 
favourably received, and was obliged again to quit·their territories. 

At this very time there were hoYering about the harden a number of 
vagrant Hottentots, who, during the war, had gained · their living as partisans 
of either side; one while among the Caffres, plundering the dwellings ot' 
the colonists, then assisting the colonists in seizing the caftle of the Caffres : 
i11 this way they had, in more than one inatance, been aecretly the occasion 
of the struggle being carried on with still increasing animosity. These 
people were collected together by Vander Kemp for the purpose of 
iNtructing them in tbe cbristian religion, in w-hi-Oh be was assisted by an 
Eoglishman of -tbe name of Read. But, however plausible and meritorious 
appeued the plan of the undertaking, the utility which might have been; 
and <Might to have'ht!en, derived from it. was lost by the over.pious spirit and 
proud humility of its head.. It is tme that these Hottentots were now nomi-• 
nally quiet, and' kept itl some order; yet, often under pretence of the 
.cbace~ they wandered about armed, the government ( then English) having 
allowed them, not mirely a,small quantity of powder and shot to kill game· 
for the purposes of food, but having supplied them with it very abundantly; 
a favourf if favout it is to· be called, whieh wM too of\en misused. They 
were certainly dairy instructed for some hours in the chri&tian religion, but' 
these instructions made much more impression upon their memory than upon 
,heir uoderatanding. They could sing and pray, and be heartily penitent for 
their sin&t and talk. of the Lamb of atonement, · but none were really the · 
better for all this specious appearance. No attention was paid to giving thetn' 
proper occupations, and, excepting in the hours of prayer, they might'be as 
indolent as they ehose. This convenient mode of getting• themselves fed · 
attracted many of the most worthless and idle among these people, and all · 
who Rpplied were .iodiscriminately received into the eatablishment: ·the con-· 
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sequence was that the coloni&ts 900n made heavy compJaintfJ of the want 
of servants, since the Hottentots were much better pleased with. leading 
an indolent life in Vander Kemp's school, than with gaining their bread 
by labour. 

When General Janssen& in his journey visited this institution, he con
firmed. the _principal part of the ftlvours shewn to its head by the English, 
and permitted him to call the institution by the name of Bethelsdorp. At 
die same time he signified bis wish that the Hottentots should be more excited 
to industry, particularly that they should be made to contribute towards their 
own maintenance by cultinting the lands around. This recommendation wa• · 
accompanied with a large present of implements of husbandry, and seed corn, 
that there might be no pretence for evading it. 

On the day of our arrival at Algoa bay the Commissary-general received a 
visit from V ander Kemp. In the very hottest part of the morning we eaw • 
waggoo, such as is used in husbandry, drawn by four meagre oxen, coming 
alowly along the sandy downs. Vander Kemp sat upon a plank laid acrosa it, 
without a bat, bis venerable bald head exposed to the burning raya of the sun. 
He was dreseed in a threadbare black coat, waistcoat, and breeches, without 
•hirt, neckclotb, or stockings, and leather sandals b.ound upon hi& feett the same 
u are worn by the Honentots. The Commissary-general hastened to meec 
and receiYe him with the utmost kindness; he descended from hia car, and 
approached with slow and measured steps, presenting to our view a tall meagre, 
yet venerable, figure. In his serene countenance might be traced nmwu·ol 
ft>rmer beauty, and in his eye, still full of fire, was plaioly to be diltfflled the 
powers of mind which had distinguished hia early years. Instead of dae usoal 
salu&atioos,be uttered a short prayer, in which he begged· a blessing upon Ollr 

Chief and bie compeny, and the protection of heaven during the remainder of 
ow joumey.· He then accompanied us into the house, when he entered. into 
conversation freely upon many subjects, without any 1upercilioueD818 er . 
•ff'~cted solemnity • 

. The Commissary-general reminded him that they had known each other 
thirty.six years before at Leyden ; he was then himself studying the law, and. 
V aader Kemp wa iD garrison as a lieu~nant of dragoon,. He named to biJD 
the cotree-house where they had often met, and talked over many occumaces 
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.. that had happened jointly to them. The missionary remembered thciic: tbinga 
very distinctly, observing that he led then a very dissolute life, but he hoped 
it was expiated by his subsequcut conversion, and present course. He related 
many thin;;s worthy of rPmark during the time that he lived among the Caffrcs, 
.and elucidated several circumstances that happened in the late unfortunate 
war with them. Before we sat down to table he again ejaculated a Jong 
prayer: he ate very little, <lrank no wine, had after dinner a private conference · 
with the Commissary-general, and returned in the e, ,ening to Bethelsdorp. 
His colleague Read, who accompanied him, seemed a good-hearted man, but, 
like most of the missionaries, extremely ignorant. This man, in order to give a 
striking proof of his lowliness and humility, had married a young ·Hottentot 
woman belonging to the establishment. The girl war.; baptised a few days 
before her marriage; but neglected as she was by him, both personally, and -n·ith 
regard to the formation of her mind, nobody could be made to believe that he 
married her at all from inclination.• 

.Two days after we returned Y ander Kemp's visit. It is scarcely possil?le to 
describe the wretched situation in which this establishment appeared to us, 
especially after having seen that at Bavianskloof. On a wide plain, without a 
tree, almost without water fit to drink, are scattered forty or fifty little huts 
in the form of hemispheres, but so low that a man cannot stand upright in 
them. In the midst is a small clay-hut thatched with straw, which goes by 
the name of a church, and close by, some smaller huts of the same materials 
for the missionaries. All are so wretchedly built, and are kept with so little 
care and attention, that they have a perfectly ruinous appearance. For a great 
way round, not a bush is to be seen, for what there might have been originally, 
have Jong ago been used for firewood: the ground all about is perfectly naked, 
and hard trodden down, no where the least trace of human industry: wherever 
the eye is ~ast, nothing is presented but lean, ragged, or naked figures, with . 

indolent sleepy countenances. The support of the missionary institutions in 

• Since I began printing this book t' hue been informed that in the year 1807, the ol_d 
Vandcr Kemp, following bis colleague's example, bad married a young Hottentot glrl about 
thirteen, whose ·rreedom, with tht of ber mother, he llad purchased; not, howerer, lifiug wida -
ber Cormally u ~ wU'e, 
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BDgtand and Holland, the favour of the government, the chace, and t~e keep- • 
irig a . r~w cattle, · the produce of which is scarcely worth mentioning-these 
are the means to which two hundred and fifty men have to look for their 

aupport-
It cannot be matter of astonishment to anybody that they are found wholly 

insufficient, and Vander Kemp complained bitterly _that he had already been 
forced ~ sacrifice the greatest part of his own property. So much the more 
extraordinary does it appear, that he had never turne_d his thoughts seriously to 
instilling habits of industry into his disciples; but all idea of their temporary 
welfare appears with him to be wholly _lost in his anxiety for their eternal 
aalvation. His own hut is totally destitute . of all comfort, even of any ap
proach to neatness, and is perfect~ consistent with the negligence of earthly 
cares "vhich he preaches . He remarked, not without great self-satisfaction, 
how Ii ttle was neces~ary to the support of life; but he would surely have done 
1».Ueh better when he drew these Hottentots around him, to have inspired them 
with some sort of taste for the refinements of civi-lization, rather than to have 
levelled himself with them, and adopted their habits of negligence and filth. 
It appears to me that Vander Kemp is of little value as a missionary, partly 
because he is a mere enthusiast, and too much absorbed in the idCtl of con
vetsion, partly because he is too learned, that is t_o say, too little acquainted 
~t\\ the common ccmcerns of life, to tum the attention even of a raw Hot
\tn\ot to them. Thence comes his total neglect of husbandry and all me-
chanical employments, though these are the arts in which his disciples 
must be instructed if he would make them really happy; thence also the 
perverted view he takes of the conduct which the colonists ought to observe 
with regard to his institution, since he considers them as bound to assist in its 
support.• 

EveB in this seclusion from the world, Vander Kemp has written two large 
'Yorks,~ hich have been printed in Europe. Towards the end of the year 
JSOS, he was summoned to the Cape Town on. account of some disturb-

.• O"Q. account or the ponrty and ~retched situation of the institution, it was called io the 
~~\\~C)\l.th~od, by way of ridicule, Betklaarsdorp, (Beggar's vma·ge) instead of Belhel1dorp .. 

"-'e. ~<>lntnisaary-geoeral gan A,e hundrecl Dutcll guilders from the go:vcrn~eat e1aeat &owarca 
~ T•\l~~Ort , 
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,mces wp~<;h ha.d ri eQ ii\ hi in titutio , pd it is probable t t 
eequences wpulc\ not hav b n very pl a ant to him, if the arri al of the 
En li~h hacl not put an enc\ to the proc It was-, howevel\ the ooeasion 
of the institution being removed from the neighbourhood of the Caffre btt 
into tl;\e interior of the colony. Duripg h. tay at the Cape upon tbi b i
ne& I aw him frequen,ly, and ~m obliged to i for much of the infor wn 
whi h l n w pro.Qeed to 1 y b~for~ my readen. 

J:JfD O:r PAB THE SECOND. 
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PART III. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE CAFFRE TllIBE OF KOOSSAS.-FRAGMENT FROM THE 

JOURNAL OF GENERAL JANSSENS.-OUR OWI'( JOURNEY ALONG 

THE BORDERS OF THE CAFFRE.COUSTRY, TO 

GRAAFF REYNETT • 

... 

CHAP. XVIII. 

The Ca.ff res -Name, Extent of Country, and Uni-oer,al Chc,racteristic of ihit People. 
-Opinions with Regard to their Origin.-Cf!ffreland.-The Tribe of Koos,as,-Their 
Personal Figure, tlieir Diuases, their Religious Opillions, u:ilh -.,arious other Par• 
ticulars. 

\V JIEN the Portuguese, at the beginning of the sixteenth century, first visited 
the eastern coast of Africa, the farther they went northwards among the nations 
who bad maintained some kind of commercial intercourse with Europe, the 
more appearance of something incliuing towards civilization was to be found 
among the people. At the time when they first appeared in these seas, vessels 
-\Vere in the habit of passing and repassing between the Malabar coast and the 
Red-sea. The trade to India was in the hands of the Arabs and Moors of the 
north-eastern parts of Africa. It was people of these nations who were em
ployed as pilots and ncgociators, and all knowledge of the countries was derived 
from them. Being l\fohammedans themselves, they gave the general name of 
Cafer• (Liar, Infidel) to all the inhabitants of the coasts of Southern Africa, 

• From the Arabic word Cafara, to lie. Persons ,killecl in languages, assert, not without 
r-0asoo, that the word lhould bo written C:afer not Kaffer, for the letters Ka/ and Kef io the 
Arabic are -rery different. It is the more important to attend to this difference, since the word 
K,ifr or Kjafr signifies a level waste. This resemblance of the two words aiforded the Arabs aa 

I i 
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signifying, by such appellations, the light in which they regarded all person, 
who were not Mohammedans. They could not, however, have any accurate 
knowledge of the people whom they thus stigmatised, since Melinda arid Quiloa 
were the farthest points to which they ever traded; and, as the doctrines of 
Mohammed had found their way to the people on that part of the coast, they 
could not be included in the stigma, consequently it must be southofthem that· 
we are to look for the people who were so. 

Ramusio and Barros the Portuguese, as well as Castaiiedaand Faria y Sousa, 
who first published accounts of the discoveries of their countrymen, gave very 
imperfect information respecting the northern part of these countries of infidels. 
They only imparted to the public what the Portuguese who established them
selves between Sofala and Mozambique learnt of their nearest neighbours, and 
thus people began early to separate the kingdoms of Monomotapa, Toroa, and 
Butua, from the country of the Caffres; yet they undoubtedly ought to be in-. 
eluded among them, not only according to the original meaning of the Moorisb 
name, but from the very decided resemblance to be found in the principal cha
racteristics of these people with the Caffres of the present day. Scarcely any 

· thing more was ever heard of a nation bearing this name, till the Dutch colooyat 
the Cape of Good Hope began to extend itself towards the borders of the Caffre 
country, - when the almost-forgotten appellation was again brought forwards. 
That these people had been entirely Jost sight of for three entire centuries, was 

. owing to the Caffre coast being so extremely inaccessible to ships, and to the 
consequently little political or commercial interest the nation had to offer to 
Europe; It was owing to these circumstances that the acquaintance of the 
Europeans with a country which Vascode Gama, and his immediate successors, 
represented as one affording so many circumstances of interest and promise, was 
not renewed till towards the end of the seventeenth century. 

What has been related by later travellers in Southern Africa, with respect to 
these tribes, has increased the former interest to so high a degree, that it ap• 

opportunity for a play upon them, fliat by Cafer, or Kafer, they ioteoded it to bo understood 
that an infidel wu no better than a J»atte. 

The Translator bas 3dhc,·ed to the orthography generally adopted by Engliab writen, and called 
these people, throughout the work, Cnffres, not choosing to introdoc:e, arbitrarily, a new mode 
el apelling the word. 
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pears ,very desirable to give a more ample description of them. My precursors 
coofin e the name of Caffres to a small tribe eastward of the colony, that being 
the on l.Y part they visited, without knowing any thing of the r\'.:maining inha
ittants e>fSouthern Africa, not included among the Hottentots. They consider 
the Ca.ffres as distinct from the Tambuckis, the Imbos, the Briquas, &c. and 
place the people of Mozambique directly in opposition to them. I on the con
trary, partly from my own travels (and I visited the Caffre country at two 
dift'erea t times in parts very remote from each other), partly from studying the 
above-~ entioned Portuguese works, and no less from information derived from 
some ,vorlc.s of a more modern date• ,em of a very different opinion. I consider 
alltbe tribes ofsavagessouthwardfrom Quiloa,and eastward from the colony'of 
the Cape~ very decidedly as a great nation equally distinct from the Negroes 
and Mohammedans on one side, and from the Hottentots on the other; and 
would in elude them all under the general name of Caffres. I venture to 
place the western boundary of their territory at the meridian of CapeAgulhas; 
for in the interior of the country Caffre tribes extend to this longitude. From 
thence the line which divides them from the Korana Hottentots, the Bosjes
mans, and the colony of the Cape, must take an oblique direction to the south
east, till it comes to the sources of the Orange-river, whence it descends di-. 
rectly south. 

The Universal characteristics of all the tribes of this great nation consist in an 
external form and figure, varying exceedingly from the other nations of Africa. 
The~ are much taller, stronger, and their limbs much better proportioned. 
'fhett' ~olour is brown-their hairb)ack and woolly. Their countenances have a 
cbara.~ter peculiar to themselves, and which do not permit their being included 

' in aw-y of the races of mankind above enumerated. They have the high forehead 
an~ prominent nose of the Europeans, the thick Jips of the Negroes, and the 
b~gh cheek-bones of the Hottentots. Their beards are black, and much fuller 
than those of the Hottentots. 

• Particularly from the Life and Travels of Mauriu Thomas, Augsburg, 1788, a Jesuit, who 
J;,ed many years in Mozambique and the neighbouring countries; and the J ounml of a Voyage 
perjo,..ed in the Lion eztra lndiaman, from !tladras lo Columbo and dr, Lagoa lJa9, in 1798, 
,ntla ,ome Account of the Manner, and Custom, of the lnhabitflnts of da La;ou /Jap, by Captaiu 

William White, Londoo. 1800. 
I i 2 
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Their language is full-toned, soft, and harmonious, and spoken without clat
terin(J'; their root-words are of ooeand two syllables, their sound simple, without 

~ . 

diphthongs. Their pronunciation is slow and distinct, resting upon the last 
syllable. The dialects differ in the different tribes; but the most distant ones 
understand each other. 

They Jive chiefly upon flesh, and grow very little corn: a sort of millet, the 
Holcus Coffrorum, is their only $Ort. Milk is a principal article of food with -
them. 

They are a sort of semi-nomades: they do not change their dwelling-places 
frequently, and when they are changed it is unwillingly; but they settle them
selves easily in a new place. They differ among each other in the degree of 
cultivation at which they are arrived: those most advanced in civilization are 
distinguished by their huts being stronger built, and by their less freq ueni 
change of place . 

. There are fewer men than women, on account of the numbers of the former 
that fall in their frequent wars .. Thence comes polygamy, and the women 
being principally employed in all menial occupations. 

Their clothing is skins tanned with some skill. Their arms are the hassagai, 
the kirri, and a shield. Poisoning their weapons is abhorred by them all. 

As to their religion, they believe in an invisible God; but he is not wor
shipped, neither is he represented by any kind of image, or sought in any thing 
terrestrial. They beliern in magic, and in prognostics: they consecrate cattle; 
and the youths arc circumcised when they are from twelve to fourteen years 
old. 

/ 

They have no kinds of alphabetical c,1aractcrs; but appear to ha,·e some ideas 
of drawing. Metals are worked and engr;wed by them. 

The Caffre is warlike and barbarous towards his enemies; disposed to be_ 
true to his friends, but distrustful even towards his own countrymen. In peace 
addicted to indolence; frugal an<l temperate, loving· cleanliness and ornament, 
and respecting wedded faith. They have, in general, good natural under
standings; but the most sensible are, notwithstanding, addicted to the grossest 
superstition. 

A great nuu1ber of tribes are included among these people, every one of 
which is governed by its own particular chief, which dignity is hereditary. 
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Exam pl Es of usurpers are, however, not rare. Their internal ·wars, not only 
ofone t a·ibe against another, but of rebellious captains against their princes, 
disturb their quiet continually, and prevent their making much progress in 
ciriliza t.ion. The population would otherwise, from the excellence of the 
tlimate, from the bodily strength of the people, and from the custom of poly
~my, i ~ <:tease incalculably: indeed, this propcnsi ty to an increasing population 
is very e>ften a cause of their wars: it creates a want of increase of territory, 
and that leads to encroachme~ts upon their neighbours, which the latte1· must 

resist. 
·These may be called the characteristic features of the nation at large. While 

in therm ~vill be recognised a more than half-uncivilized race, the Caffrcs must 
beackno,vledgeda very distinct people from their next neighbours the Ilotten
tots,inh ab iting the inhospitable south-west corner of the great peninsula of Africa;, 
the latter a re much lower in stature, poor in understanding and in speech, without 
government or laws-without any distinction of property: such a race are as 
distinct f"rom the Caffres, as a Mussnlman from a Briton. This difference 
would be ·wholly inexplica1,le, upon the supposition that these nations had, 
from the remotest times, lived in the neighbourhood of each other; and it is more 
than probable that both came originally from a very great distance. Perhaps 
Mr. Banow, the person who first suggested this idea, goes too far when he 
supposes the Caffres to have wandered hither directly from Arabia, and to be 
descendants of the Bedouin tribes. They appear to me of much more ancient 
descent. A people do not, in a few centuries, go so far back in civilization. 
We should still find traces of alphabetical signs-more decided remains of their 
formel' language and customs would be discernible. · . 

lt ls true that the practice of circumcision,some slight knowledge of astrono
my, their superstition, and the faint traces to be found in their words and names, 
of being derived from Arabic roots, may seem nearly to remove all doubt; but 
these monuments only prove that the <;:;affres are descended from a regularly 
formed people, as they are now themselves, and as the ancestors of the Hot-

,teutots may have been. It is very probable that some great emigration first 
people~ the whole of the eastern coa~t of Africa; for it is not probable that the 
Caffres alone came hither from Arabia and Egypt. Many generations might 
have passed before this emigration took place, aud nothing is adverse to the 
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supposition that the people of the northern coasts of Africa, who were of Asiatic 
origin~ may have been the immediate ancestors of the Caff'res. • This idea re
ceives considerable weight, from their physiogn9my having so much less rela
tion with that of the Neg·roes than with the ~ottentots. 

Mr. Barrow remarks very rightly that the Caff'res have, in many respects, ~ 
great resemblance to Europeans; and indeed they have more resemblance to 
them than either to Negroes or Hottentots: this resemblance is to be remarked 
particularly in the form of the bones of the face, and in the form of the skull. 
Their countenance has, however, something in it wholly appropriate to them
selves, which, no less than their colour, and the woolly nature of their hair, 
distinguishes them at the first glance from Europeans. From both the latter 
characteristics the Translators of Mr. Barrow's travels t derive the principal 
foundation of their doubts concerning the accuracy of his opinion with respect 
t~ their origin, giving particular weight to the circumstance, that he calls the 
colour of some of the tribes black. This is, however, not the case with any: 
here is to be found one of the strongest distinctions between the Catfre and the 
Negro; the skin of a pure Caffre, when free from alJ foreign ~onnexion, is rather 
a clear than a dark brown. The curly hair, indeed, suits but ill with a people 
of Asiatic origin; but it should not be forgotten, that if of Asiatic descent, we 
must go back to very remote antiquity forthe time when they first wandered from 
those parts. In a lapse of many centuries, even perhaps of thousands of years, 
the transforming power f the African climate may have produc ed an effect 
upon the hair and the skin; but the firmer parts of the body, the bones, would 
remain the same under the new climate as under the old, provided the new in
habitants avoided all mixture ofbreed with the old ones. 

Would it be altogether contrary to sense, to seek for the ancestors of the 
Caffres among the JEthiopian nations, whose carnans travelJed northwards 
even to Meroe and Arabia Felix? Might they not, also, spread themselves to 

• Heeren, in his ideas relative to the political state and commerce or the most celebrated 
nations or antiquity, considers it as highly probable, that in extremely r.emote times there 
were considerable emigrations from Arabia, across the Red.sea, to the opposite cout or Africa. 
Circumcision prevailed among the Troglodytes, one or the moat northern or the .1Ethioplan 
11a.tions. 

t First part or the Lcipsick translation; second part of Ehrmann'& translation. 
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the remotest parts of Southern Africa?• The enquirers into antiquity must 
decide how far such a supposition is admissible . I recollect, however, among 
the great ruins of Butua, mentioned by Barros, that the people described there 
answered very much to what the Caffres are now, as well as to the Agasymbre of 
Ptolemreus. The similarity of some few Caffre words with the Arabic affords 

. . 
another presumption that they have a common origin ; or perhaps it were to 
express myself more properly to say, that it is probable in the former intercourse 
of commerce these words were adopted by both nations. 

But not to weary my readers with a more diffuse examination into this sub
ject, I will venture to submit the following conjectures, as the results probable. 
to . be established by a more extensive and accurate knowledge of the African 
nations. 

First: That the southern parts of Africa were originally peopled from the 
northern. 

Secondly: That the uninhabitable nature of large tracts ·of country in the 
interior prevented the equal progress of this population . 

Thirdly: That they followed first the direction of the coast, the Ca ff res re. 
maining in· the eastern parts of it; hut the Hottentots spreading towards the 
west, and even to the southern point. 
• Fourthly: The hilly country on the eastern coast afforded these pastoral 

tribes an easy and happy means of subsistence, this ' side of Africa being 
habitable much farther inland than the western parts : here we find a 
much stronger race of men than among those who spread themselves along 
the southern and western coasts. 

Fifthly: On the flat, sandy plains along the western coast, south of the . 
equator, the soil offers but poor resources for the support of life, which natu
rally leads th~ inhabitants of those parts rather to the hunter's than to the 
1hepherd's life. The people then who wandered hither would consequently lose 
that degree of cultivation which was preserved among the inhabitants of the . 
eastern coast, and from the instability of their Jives, destitute of property, 
would spread themselves continually, till reaching the southern extremity, 
they could go no farther . 

• I an11_t again cite Heeren, ·who reconciles the pastoral lives of these people witb their journey• 
in caruaos, io a nry satisfactory manner. 
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Sixthly: It was in this way that the Hottentots reached the southern coast 
some centuries earlier than the Caffres. They were then in a situation to 
return somewhat to their pastoral life, and while the Gonaaquas, situated on• 
the fertile banks of the Chamtoo river, became a peaceable and somewhat 
more civilised people, the Saabs,• who remained on the dry and desert plains 
of the northern parts, sunk gradually to the very lowest step of physical and 
moral degradation . 

Seventhly: At every step they made towards the east, the Hottentots 
found the country more fertile; they inhabited it therefore far beyond the 
present boundary between the colony and the Caffre country. For to this· 
day many of the rivers and hills have Hottentot names. 

Eighthly: But they were driven back by the Caffres, who in the mean 
time had come down from the north, and now met with them here. This 
rencountcr had taken place long before these parts were visited by the Portu
guese, since V asco de Gama found Caffres at that time settled at Terra do 
Natal, and Terra da boa paz. 

Ninthly: Nothing that we know respecting the inhabitants of the eastern . 
coast of Africa contradicts their being directly descended from the Troglo
dytes and l\lacrobians . The people of the higher parts of this coast vary 
indeed very much in their colour and features froqi those of the more ' 
southern districts; but a relationship to the Caffres is very discernible in 
them, aod at the same time they are perfectly distinguished from the Negroes 
of W estcrn Africa. 

Tenthly: A striking agreement is to be observed between the Caffres and 
, the people of Mozambique, of Madagascar, -of Zanguebar, and of Abyssinia, 

both. in their figure, customs, and modes of life. 
As to what more immediately concerns the extent of the Caffre country, 

according to the comprehensive sense above taken, all the heathen nations, 
even to Quiloa, perhaps to :\Iombaze, must be included within it. But our 
knowledge of the northern part of this tract is at present too imperfect to say 
decidedly whether it ought or ought not to be considered in this light, nor 
must we, in speaking of the Caffn·s, be regarded as meaning our observations 
to extend to the inhabitants of it. As much of' this tract then as descends 

* Saabs is tile uame given by the Korana Jlottentot1 to the Bosjcsmans, 
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to the twenty-fifth degree of southern latitude must be passed over as the 
uokoo'vn part of the Caffre country, and we must wait for more accurate 
infora:aa. t:ion before any thing farther can be said with regard to it: till that is 
obtained we must rest contented with the scanty particulars . afforded by 
Father 'Thomans. The Caffres in the neighbourhood of da Lagoa bay are 
aome\.V bat better known since the publication of Captain White's valuable 
observa t.ions upon the inhabitants of those parts, and in the sequel it will be 
aeen th~ t some interesting features of resemblance may be traced in support 
of our hypothesis. A third region of ·the Caffre country, in which it begins 
to be to ore known, is Beetjuan, in the interior of Southern Africa, between 
the sixteenth and twenty-fifth degrees of southern latitude: of this part 
more w i 11 be said in the sequel, since it was one which I myself visited. 
But the_ tribes of which we have the most perft:ct knowledge are those lying 
on the so'-Ithernmost part of the eastern coast, between the twenty-ninth an.d 
thirty-third degree of southern latitude. It is of them that I propose to give 
a more accurate and ample description than has been given hitherto.• This 
will occasion for awhile an interruption to the narrative of our journey, hut 
will rende-r the remainder, I hope, more intelligible. 

The country in which Sparmann, Le VaiJJant, and Mr. Barrow became 
acquainted with the Caffres, was one never inhabited by them. It is probable, 
as above hinted, that it was once inhabited by the Hottentots, and it is also 
probable~ from many circumstances, that these Caffres themselves in earlier 
times inhabited a happier country; though, since they had been neighbours 
to the llottentots, they had gone backwards in civilization. They are a step 
\owel' in cultivation than the Caffres of Beetjuan, in the interior of the 
CO\lt\\l'y. . 

1!,efore I proceed to the description · of thejr customs and modes of life, I 

• These sheets were printed thus far, when I recehed from Holland the work lately published 
1'1 my friend Alberti, upon the Caff'res, entitled: De Kajfer, aa11_ de Zuidkust tian .Africa, 

· p(J/uur-en geschiedkundig beschre-oen. This desc'ription is much more ample than mine, and 1 
propose therefore to incorporate some of the moat important parts with the remainder of my 
••n description. I must also mention that Vander Kemp's obsenatioos upon the ClltfrcF, 
j1Dparted nine years before to the Mission Institute at London; was by them printed in the 
Jyaogelical Magazine for February, 180'!. A German translation of them was published io 
t)le July and September following, io the Uoivenal Geographical Ephemerides. 

K k 
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·must acknowledge the obligations we ·are uhd~r t<:> Mr. Barrow' for the manner 
in which lie lias introduced these people to our acquaintance. His remarks 
upon theni are in the principal points perfectly accurate ; they are put together 
with a particular spirit of observation, and seem to have been collected with 
particular industry. I consider myself as the rather bound to make this 
acknowledgment, since I have in so many other instances combated the views 
he took ·or things; I might therefore be suspected of having wished to decry 
his work, in order to exalt my own. .I must, however, intreat those who 
are disposed to make such a remark to consider that praise is comprehended 
fo a few words, but on the contrary, faults must necessarily be dwelt upon; 
they require ·proof before they can be demonstrated to be faults, and every 
opinion in which ·one writer differs from another must be suppo1-ted by argu-

, #lent, in order to make it appear that his opinion is the right. He would, 
however, be highly deserving of censure who should suppreBS w_hat appears 
to bhn the truth, from a desire of avoiding difference of opinion; who should 
abstain from noticing what appear to him faul,s and errors, because they are 
to he foiind iii an author held in very general esteem; it is even the more 
,necessary for that very reaBQii to notice them, because the error spreads the 

, _more widely, in proportion to .the reptitaticin of the writer by whom it has 
been circulated . I do not claim any particular merit to myself that I saw 
·many things mucli more fully and clearly than he did, since bis information 
and researches had in a great degree smoothed the way for me. He who is 
desirous ·of ·obtaining an accurate knowledge of the Cafrre tribes, of which I 
mean particularly .to treat, will not °find Mr. Barrow's observations superfluous 
by the side of mine, since I have diligently avoided a repetition of ,vhatever 
he has fully and accurately described. Where my testimony . is in ·contra
di~tion to his, I holy desire that credi't may be given me for differing, upon 
the -fu·llest conviction that I am in the right, and from a consciousness that I 
had more opportunity of knowing the real fact than he had. 

The tribe of which I mean more particularly to speak call themselves 
Koossas, or Kaussas, but to their country they give the name of Ammakosina. 
Tbec;e people are exceedingly offended ·at being called Caffres,• and have 

• How much the name of Calfrc is held in contempt oTcr the whole colony may be understood 
from the circumstance that the executioner's scnaot in the Cape Town, who is taken from among 
the blacks condemned to work at the forti6cations, ia called the Caff're. · 
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,u ,as~re reas~ to object to it, since in their language/ is a sound that 
occurs but ~el;dom, .ff and r never. As to the outward form (?f the Koossas, 
the s ~e may be said of them as ha~ been said of the nation in general ; 
the aie m ~e hand~;ome, ,strong made, ~n.d ,their limbs _exquisitely propor
,tioned- They a,re in general from five fee.t ~ix to five feet nine inches 
high; ;;<>me ~e eyen con~ider~bly t~ller, as for instance, their ~ing Geika; 
but f'3'-"P' indeed are l~s. Alberti once saw a man _not more than _five feet 
high, but :he wa~ an universal object of ,ridicule among them. The skull of 
tbe CaWre is ~ighly arched and well formep, his eye · is lively, his nose not 
ftat, but ~ufficiently prominent, and his teeth of the most .brilliant ·whiteness. 
They hold th~mselves excee~ingly upright; their step is quick and dignified; 
their whole exterior denotes ~trength and spirit. · 

':fbe W.9lllen are not less .handsom~, ,but much ~mailer, seldom exceeding 
• . . • . . I 

five feet i n height. A very ~leek soft skin, beautiful teeth, pleasing features, 
e,r.pr~si ve of great cheerfulness and content, and a.slEmder form, make them 
even in the eyes of ~Jl Eluop~n exceedingly attractiv~. The da~k colom: of 
$he skin~ and the ~~~t black hair ,drawn tog~ther in little locks, .somewh~t 
4etract -f r9m thi~ ~greeable .impressiop, befqre the eye is accustomed to the~. 

Both Dlen and \YODlen J1ave _the custom of colouring t~eir bodies-red with 
a sort<>£ ~!lrth, or ,with iron ru;5t. They .mix thi,s }Vith ~ater, ~nd then ru~ 
!he_JP,_elves ~ell tiU it is dried ~n, c:a~er ~hich they smear it ~ver with fa~. 
fh 19 18 not renewed every day, only once in three or four ~ays. Very few 
of. the 'l<,9~a.s are to be found ~tto(?ed, .but among the more distant Caffre 
tr,~ . th~s .cuftom.is·µot _at all unfreque~t. · 

. D~ are but litt,le kn~wn a1:11oni th~Jll; ~nd th.eir temperate mo~es of 
\~e\ \Jlterrupted by .fe"' c_JLres; or by violent corpo~I e_x~rti<>ns, will suffi. 
t1ent\y_accouot for th~s. T~e ,mqst dangerous complaint to which they are 
subject is a violent fever, attended with· eruption. For this they make use 
ofboth,~ternal ~fld internal remedi~s, ,the utility of which 'they ~-~ve learned 

.ftOIP e,x~r_ience, bllt the e.ffect of ~he_m is cqnsidered as magi~, <>r 1:3ther. t~e 
IIJC{JV'lfY ~f. ihe patient is coq~i4ered ,~ h~s ~eing disenchante~: their materi_a 
_,Jiaz .i!, .riqh ip tho~e nonsen.sical kipd of remedies whic~ ~~e sho_uld .ca!l 
a_ympathetic. :At times th~se fevers _are epi.demic, w~en they h,ave . recou~~ 
&o lo~aJ bleeding: rheull)atic nain_,s i~ the liml;>s t1re _amo~g the. sy~ptoms qf 
this disease, and they are generally relieve.d by the . _loss of J>lood. The 
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diseased limb is pierced in several places with a sharp pointed iron, wbea 
the end of a cow's horn is applied to the wounded part, in the manner of a 
cupping-glass, by which the blood is drawn out. This manner of bleeding 
l\'as observed by Kolbe .among the Hottentots, and is described by him in his 
work. Intermittent fevers are unknown to the Caffres: their soil is dry, 
they have no lakes or morasses, and their huts are commonly built about 
three or four hundred paces from the river, at which their cattle are to drink. 

The small-pox has at various times raged exceedingly in the country, and 
from the effects it is plain that it has done so in no 'fery remote times: 
numbers of men not more than thirty years of age are now to be seen 
exceedingly marked with it. It was particularly prevalent in the years 1753 

and 17 54: some believe that the infection was brought by some beads which 
they had purchased of a distant tribe, others are of opinion that it was taken 
from the crew of a vessel stranded upon their coast. I could not find, upon 
the most accurate enquiries, the least traces of any prevailing chronic diseases 
among them, and_ the· answers they made, when I questioned them upon the . 
subject of infectious ones, lead me to suppose that they are not liable to any 
except the small-pox. Another disease is here whoUy unknown. A maa 
who had resided for some time in tbe colony, in the district of Graafi Reynett, 
returning with it, was banishetl as soon as the dangerous nature of his 
complaint was discovered, nor was he suffered to re-enter the country till he 
was entirely cured. 

A very extraordinary circumstance which I had to remark among these 
people is, that I never knew one of them sneeze, yawn, cough, or hawk. I 
.do not rest this entirely upon my own observation ; the very same thing was 
remarked by our whole party. They never have colds or catarrhs, and it may 
be presumed, according to appearances, that they are eq'tlally free from the 
spleen and ennui. 

It is very remarkable how nicely attentive they are in many respects to the 
little decorum.s of life: no one ever rubs or scratches himself in the presence 
of another, though they are in general very much troubled with vermin: 
indecorums of ·a grosser kind are still less admissible. They are particular 
in training their children to a nice observance of these things; and a litt~ 
boy, who once in Vander Kem'p's presence transgressed m some way, was 
immediately sent out of the door. 
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A~ol'.lg the Koossas there is no appearance of any religious worship 
whate..,.er. They believe in the existence of a great Being who created 
the wc>rld, but in - their own language, as Vander Kemp assured me, they 
have o<> name by which he is called: they have therefore adopted one from 
the Ge>naaquas, who call him Thiko. The Caffres, however, pronounce 
the we>rd Theuke, which word Vander Kemp says signifies exciter of sma,-t. 
I have heard some Caffres pronounce the word Thauqaa. 

Their superstition, their belief in magic or enchantment, and in omens 
and prognostics, is in proportion to their want of religious feelings: they even 
draw o03ens from their own hands. There are among them persons who 
occupy themselves solely with divinations aod magic, and who hold in a 
certain degree the rank of priests.• The missionaries who have hitherto 
come int:<> the c~untry have been universally considered as magicians or 
diviners, and it was this which drove Vander Kemp finally out of the 
country. Once when a great drought prevailed, the queen-mother sent to 
him to say, that if he did not bring them rain in three days, he should be 
considered as an enemy and betrayer, and treated accordingly; for they have 
great faith in the power of magicians over the weather. He had besides 
talked niuch to them about imploring God, and his inclining his ear to them, 
so that t.bey could not be persuaded but that he could procure rain if he would. 
It happened, however, fortunately for him, that rain fell within the three days, 
~ that f'or that time he was safe; but they were the more urgent with him 
afterwards, as it seemed clear that the thing was entirely in his power; and 
since') '1pon future occasions, several times in succession, his prayers had not 
tbe d~ired effect, he was obliged at last to secure his personal safety by 
l,in,. The king, whose ideas 'were somewhat mo;e rational, protected him 
1wbile, but at length advised his departure. In many other instances Geika 
also shewed more understanding than his subjects, bu_t his confidence in the 
prayers of the cbristia~s was not less than their's, and Buys assured us ithat 

-• One of my learnsd friends reminded me, on reading this part, of the gypeie•, between whom 
and tlae Ca&a tlere are ,certainly many points of resemblance. It would, howe•er, be Ye_ry 
'1iiicult to account in any probable way for this fact, without giving what might, perhap1, J>. 
ttaought too much weight to the presomptjoo, that the origin of both ii to be sought amoP& the 
,eople ol .Northern Africa. 
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he-was often obliged to pray for .him, particularly once in a dangerous illness; 
aad 88 he recovered from it, he was only oblig~d on that accou_nt to be more 
auiduous in his prayers. The Koossas. when .they wact to affirm any thing 
:very solemnly, or to utter .any malediction, make use of t.he name pf their 
king, or of some of his ance9tors, as Non Geika! Non C/w.chdbe ! Non Kham-
611/~e! 

There are places which nobody passes over without throwing a stone, a 
twig, or a bunch of grass upon them, though f could not find that they bad any 
r-eason to :give for it : :probably they are the graves of some persons of parti
c.ular .merit, whose bodies, from pious superstition, they would guard againat 
being scratched up by wild beasts: they always intreat aJI passers-by to 
encrease the mou.ndi upon the graves, by throwing a stone or bush 1..1pon 
them. -

At the mouth of the river Keisti, 01· Keisskamma, as it ia called by the 
Hottentots, .liea the anchor of a stranded ship. Chachabe, the grandfa~her of 
the present king, had a piece of it broken off, and it so happened that thp 
,person by whom this was done died soon after. The anchor was immediate~ 
considered as· an enchanter, who had power over the sea, and was nngry at the 
offence which had been given him; a name was in consequence conferre'1 
upon him, and he is saluted by it whenever any one passes the spot. 
· If an elephant .is killed after a .very long and wearisome chase, as is com

monly the case., they seek to exculpate themselves towards the dead anima,. 
by declaring to him solemnly, that the thing happened entirely by. accident, 
not ,by design. To atone for the offence more completely, or to make his 
power of no avail, the trunk is cut oft' and solemnly interred, they pronou.ncil)g 
repeatedly : u The elephant is-a great lord, and the. trunk is his ban,d."• · 

Their songs are chiefly learned ftom the tribe of Mathimb~,t who .say that 
they received them from a number of birds, with the heads of men, who came 

• into their country, and used to sing them by night. The sense of the songs is 
not to be unravelled, and the greater part does not consist of words, but of 
single syllables, which are not comprehensible to themselves. 

It . is -a current belief among them, that far to the north of their country, 
there is a vast subterraneous cavern, from which their horned cattle origiBwly 

• Thia circumataacela takeD Crom Alberti'a work. t The Tambuckia or Mr, Dino•. 
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eame, and that cows and oxen might still be procured from it in great abun
wrce, if the entrance of the cavern could again l,e found, and a proper bait 
li)entl.Y laid there. The cattle ' would then come forth, when they might be 
taken, end they would bring a blessing upon the poseessor. 

So~etimes, as Buys informed me, they will burn a whole ox alive. The 
11110ke ,-.bicb ascends from it is an object of their very particular, even almost 
devotioiaal observation, but no one has yet been so fortunate as to learn what 
is understood by it. 

Their diseases are all ascribed to three causes, either to being enchanted by 
an ene~y, to the anger of certain beings, whose abode appears to be. in the 
rivers, or to the power of evil spirits. The cures consist in the first place 
of medicines, which have probably a good effect, bur' recourse is also had &o 

aome means of appeasing the wrath of the being in the river, by _throwing him 
in a four- Cooted beast-a dog, a hare, or something of the kind. If the ques
tion be oC an evil spirit, and of these they have a great variety, called by the 
general appellation of Thokilohse and Umsjuluhgu, he must be driven away. 
This task. . must be performed by a magician, and the people, who are easily 
«ceived, are taught to see the evil spirit under the form of some animal, a 
werpent perhaps, or a wasp, or a spider, and all that remains is to catch him, 
and put. him to death. -

The f'ollowing particulars are related by Alberti : The Kooasas have no 
priests OI' religious ceremonies ; thence, according to his opinion, their want 
« traditions. They k-now -of nothing but enchanters, and these are of two 
-.ot1B, "t9ell-disposed ana ml-disposed. It is only by the assistance of the 
former that the evil influence of the latter can be combated. For the most 
-pan. \tis old women who occupy themselves with magic, in the good sense, 
IDd gain their livelihood by it. If a disease be considered as owing to 
enchantment, one of these enchantresses is sent for. She forms a number of 
Jitdepellets of cow-dung, which she lays upon the beJly, this being considered 
as the seat of all inward complaints, making many mysterious gestures and 
grimaces, and pronouncing certain mysterious words, bringing forth at last 
a snake, artortoise, a ·lizard, by which she affinns the patient to be enchanted, 
and that this is the cause of his illness. If the sick man -dies, the excuse · is 
that the appointed term of his life was expired, and he would have died 
witholtt the effect of the enchantment ; or else the wizard honestly confesses 
that lh'e · power of the evil spirit was greater than her own. Before the 
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beginning of the cure she stipulates for her ·reward, which is commonly a cow 
or an ox, but this must be returned if the remedies prove unsuccessful. 

Not content, however, with the restoration of the patient, it is necessary 
that he by whom he was enchanted shall be exposed. For this purpose the 
whole horde must be collected together: the enchantress then shuts herself 

· up alone in a but, where she says she must sleep, in order to see the male. 
mctor in a dream. The people without, in the mean time, dance and sing_for 
awhile, till at length the men go into the hut, and beg the enchantress to come 
forward. At first she hesitateli, then they carry her a number of hassagais as 
a present, when sh& comes forth with the weapons in her hand; her eyelid, 
her arm, and thigh, on the left side whitened, but on the right died black: she 
is half naked, being only covered about the middle, but is soon clothed with 
mantles from all sides. She is then required to name the enchanter: she still 
hesitates, but soon throws the mantles aside, and rushes amidst the people with 
her hassagais, striking with one of them the person whom she means to point 
out as the aggressor. He is then seized, but befo1·e any . punishment is 
inflicted, the enchantress must declare where he has concealed the instrument 
by which the enchantment was performed. She name~ a pl;ice; it is searched, 
and.a skull, orsome other part of the human body, is found, when ~he accused 
is fully convicted of the crime. The punishment to which, according to her 
counsel, he is commonly sentenced, is either to be buried under an ant heap, 
there to be stung by these animals, or else to be laid on the ground and covered 
with bot atones. Should he suryive these tortures, instances of which have 
happened, he is banished the horde, his hut reduced to ashes, and all his pro,. 
perty confiscated to the chief, the enchantress being still the person who 
dictates all these things. It therefore not uncommonly happens, that a man 
lVho possesses a more than usual number of cattle, is accused by the Qld lady 
and brought to punishment. Sometimes the weight of offence falls upon her 
own head, and she is seized by the people, when her fate is sealed by repeated 
blows from the kirri . Sometimes the accused person exculpates himself by 
affirming that the true enchanter has laid the fault upon him to keep himself 
concealed : if the enchantress admits the legality of this excuse, he is t~en 
declared innocent. 

In long continued droughts they have recourse to magic to procure rain. 
A Hottentot commonly, very seldom one of their own people, is made use of ~; 
thr th.is purp9se. A certain number of cattle are brought to him, of which be 
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chooses ·one,· when it is slain, and he dips a rod in the blood, with which be 
sprinkles the ground all about: he aftenvards walks round in a circle for some 
time with a thoughtful air, and then goes into a hut hy himself. They · wait 
patiently for a month, but if no rain falls by the end of that time, and the poor 
exorciser has not removed himself out of the way, he is seized without any 
farther accusation, and put to death. 

They have many opinions with regard to uncleanness strongly resembling 
those of the Jews. A husband who has lost his wife is considered unclean 
for a fortnight, a widow is so for a month, and a mother who has lost a child 
fur two days : all persons attending at the death of another are so, as well as 
all men returning from a battle; and during the time it continues, -no one must 
have any intercourse with them ; they must then be purified by their bodies 
being washed and new dyed, and their mouths being rinced with milk. This 
must not be done till the full time is expired, and during the interval they 
must forego all washing and dying their bodies, or the use of milk. An 
enchanter is considered as unclean, but may be purified by renouncing his 
art, and undergoing a solemn washing in the river. 

If any one kills a man he is considered as unclean. He must then roast 
his meat upon a fire made of a particular sort of wood, which gives it a bitter 
taste, and having eaten it, must rub his face over with the cooled embers till it 
is quite black. After a certain time he may wash himself, rince his mouth with 
mil-k, and dye himselfbrown anew. From that time he is clean. 

Does a lion come into the neighbourhood of a kraal, the people go out in a 
considerable number, armed with hassagais, kirris, and shields. The lion is 
surrounded, and enclosed in a narrow circle. They then teaseJ1im with their 
lances till he springs out from the bush, and attacks one of the hunters; the 
latter falls upon the ground, coveringhimself with his shield, when the rest 
attack the animal with their spears, and dispatch him: , sometimes, however, 
some of them are wounded, 01' even lose their lives in the conflict. The first 
who receives a wound is considered as a hero, though he is made unclean by 
it for a time. When the hunting-party return to the kraal, the hero is raised 
by his companions upon their shields, and held up to the view of the people. 
One of them steps forward with strange gestures, and makes a speech in praise 
of the warrior; the rest continue somewhat behind, singing a sort of hymn, 
and striking with their kinis upon their shields. Some others, in the mean time, 

LI 
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hastily build up a small mean hut at a little distance from:the general dwelling. 
place, and here the hero is shut up apar-t from all the rest for four complete 
days; he is then purified, and brought in solemn form by a- life-guard of the 
Chief, hack to the kraal. In conclusion, a calf is slain, which all his com- . 
panions partake with him, as a proof that he is again clean. 

\Vhen . the Koossas wish to do honour to any body, they give him a new name,. 
the meaning of which nobody knows but the person who gives it. This is par
ticularly do1:1e by any-white people, who come among them, and remain with 
them for any time. Vander Kemp had in this way three · names given him, 
Jinklt:anna, Gobulwo, and Tabel,a-Keleltre~ It is incomprehensible how soon
a stranger is-known throughout the country by his new appellatioe. 
. If a storm· falls upon a kraal, it must be immediately forsaken by its inha. 
bitants, or at least ·the hut or huts that have been struck must be pulled 
down, and the place purified by the slaughter of a certain number of oxen. 
Till this is done nobody can come into the.kraal, or have any intercourse with, 
its inhabitants •. Shou}d,this misfortune happen to:the king's kraaJ, or to one 
which had been his habitation, a hundred oxen must be slain, and all left there. 
Any ·one who pleases may· coR1e and• carry away the flesh; the rest becomes 
the portion of the hyamae • 

.Na:sooo as· they perceive a sick man near his end, he is carried from his hut· 
to some solitary spot under the shade of a tree: a fire is then made, ane a 
vessel with water set near him. Only the husband or wife, and the nearest 
relations, remain with him-. If he appear . dying, the water is thrown over his 
head· io hopes of its reviving him; but should this fail, and it ia,evident that 
he · must die, he is· left by every body, except tfie husband, if it be a, womao, 
or the wife if it be a · man: the relations· stand at a distaooe, and the ·penon 
staying calls to them from time to time to let them know _ bow the · sick · 
pe1'80ni goes ,on; and at length to -anneunce his death. When that is over, the, 
relations purify . themselves, and then.return to their habitations.• The-wife-, . 

' • Accordinc .to Vaoder Kemp's in(ormation, a dying person i• sometimes fonaken by e-t~ry-
body, and if it ehould happen th11t he comes to himsetr, he is set out again for the eecond time. 
The motive of so horrible a proceeding seems to be a superstition, that an illness, or a misfortune 
ef any kind, may · fall four.fol«\. upon othert it tJae sufferer be not driven away. From the · 

,ame mowre, it diey le~ a .peraon ,dl'OWDnilJ or in daaier _,of hl1 ,lite ia c-aoy war, pulkobirly ; . . .. ' 
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bo...,ever,, '\Who must pay the last duties to her husband, eannot do this. She 
~-vea the ·~y, about which no one is any longer solicitous, to become a prey 
t.o:eome ihy.ama, ond goes with a firebrand taken from the fire that had ·been 
kindled •near the dying man, to some other solitary place, where she agai1o1 
makes a fire, and though ,it should rain ever so hard, she must not suffer it to -
~ extinguished. In the night, she comes secretly to the hut where she had 
li"Med with her husband, and burns -it, then returns back to·her solitude, .where 
ahe must remain a month, entirely secluded from ,the world, and living the 
whole time upOD roots and berries. When this time is e&-pired, -she .thrQ.wa 
Day her clothes, washes :her whole body, scratches her breast, arms, and 
thighs~ .with sharp stones, girds her body ·round with r-usbes twisted together, 
aad at • un-set returns to the kraal. At her-desire a firebrand ,is brought her ,by 
a youth to the place where her hut stood, and there she ma:kes a fire. At ,the 
Ame tine she is served with fresh milk to rinoe her mouth,and from that UlQllleDt 

abe becomes clean. The cow from which -the milk was-drawn, on the contrary, 
is rendered .impure, and -th9ugh not ki-lled, js no more milked, hut neglected. 
entirely, and left to die a natural death. The next day an ox is killed by the 
tt!ations; ·they eat ils -tlesh with her, and · give her the skin •to make a new 
manUe. By the help of her sisters and sisters-in-law ue then builda ,herself 
a new but, and re--enters in.to social life. 

A. widower bas nearly the same mourning ceretnonies to observe, -only witla 
the diff'ereace that his secl11Sion lasts but half a month. He then throws hi• 
lannents away, and prepares himself a new cloak from the skin of an OK. . He 
takes beside.a the hair from the tail of the oJC, with which he makes·a necklaee; 
and weam ituloog asit will last. The ox becomes impure, but is not killed. 
Jf a grown persou dies suddenly ie his hut, the whole kraal becomes impure, 
and must be abandoned by its inhabitants. The corpse remains undisturbed ia 

.-he but. If a child dies in the eame manner, tbe but alone becomes impur•• 
and must be closed up and forsaken. 

Jthe &laoald utter a ■cream ol terror, tJae:, alway■ ruo a"&f from him, aay, will e,en tua ... . 
tlarow stones at him. E,en ,romeo in cbild·birth dare not cry out, Jest uery body should f"nab 
them, and they ■houW be left helpless and alone. lt is probably these customs which hue ghen rlst 
to what Jw been related by former tra,ellers, that the Caffrea throw their &uperaoouated old men ! 
·aUYe to the byaeaa■• . ' 

Ll2 ,, 
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It is only the Chiefs and their wives who are buried. They are left to die in 
their huts ; the corpse is then wrapped in the mantle, and the grave is made in_ 
the fold for the cattle. After the earth is thrown in, some of the oxen are 
driven into the fold, and remain there till the earth is entirely trodden down 
eo as not to be distinguishable from the rest. The oxen are then driven otit, 
but they must not be killed. The widows of the deceased bum all the house
hold utensils which they and their husband had used together, and after 
remaining three days in solitude, purify themselves according to the usual 
manner; they then each kill an ox, and each makes herself a new mantle of 
the skin: the place is after this forsaken by all its inhabitants, and never built 
upon any more, not even by another horde. Sometimes in the spots where 
Chiefs have been buried bones are seen, but it is regarded as a very ill 
omen when their bones are disturbed from any cause whate,·er. A Chief 
whose wife dies has the same ceremonies to observe as another man, excepting 
that with him the time of mourning is only three days. The place in which 
the wife of a Chief is buried is forsaken in the same manner as in the case of 
the Chief himself. 

The physical treatment of children among the Koossas is the mqst simple . 
possible. If the mother has not sufficient milk to nourish her child it is fed 
with cow's milk, but no woman ever suckles the child of another: this their 
superstitions will not permit: healthymotherscommonly suckle their children 
till they are two years old. Diseases among infants are rare; some few die in 
cutting their teeth, from cramps and bbwelcomplaints; for these they give them 
the slimy sap pressed from the leaves of a particular species of mesembryan
themum. It is very rare indeed to hear a child cry; all my companions agreed 
with me in this point; we never knew an infant scream, or an older child 
weep. Till the children are about seven or eight years old, they remain entirely 
under the mother's care, who keeps them obedient by restraint, without the 
father's concerning himself with them. As soon as the boys are old enough 
to be employed in any kind of service, perhaps to look after the calves, they 
are taken entirely under the father's tuition ; the girls remain with- the mother, 
and are trained up to little household occupations, fetching wood and water, 
or the like. All children above ten or eleven years old are publicly instructed 
llnder the inspection of the Chief; the boys in the use of arms, and other things 
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wherein strength of body is required; the girls in works by the hand, and 
household services. 

The boys are early taken to join the occupation of their fathers in tending 
the cattle, and, as pay, have some of the young ones awarded to them. When 
grown up, the little herd is increased by a present from the father, and then 
the youth begins to think of employing a part of it in the purchase of a wife • . 
He enters into a commercial negociation with the father of the maiden whom 
he has cho~en, and the price is in proportion to the situation of the resp~ctive. 
parties, or the wealth of the bridegroom. Some other circumstances, however, 
enter into the contract; for example, if a girl be particularly handsome, it will 
procure her admission sometimes into a more wealthy family than her own, 
and her father will get a higher price for her. 

Most of the Koossas have but one wife; the kings and chiefs of the kraals 
onli have four or five. The nuptials are celebrated with the slaughter of 
oxen, and with banquetings, llhich last until the flesh of the animals is 
entirely eaten: the father has then no more concern with the bride; she belongs 
entirely to her husband. 

·Orphan children are educated bylhe brothers of their father, and the marriage 
price to be given for the maiden then becomes the uncle's. If, however, she 
has brothers come to manhood, the eldest of them has the advantage of the pur
chase, but he must give something out of it to the younger ones. 

Alberti gives us the following information relative to the marriage ceremo
nies among these people. To the feeling of a chaste tender passion, founded 
on reciprocal esteem, and an union of .heart and sentiment, they·seem entire 
strangers. The necessity of mutual assistance in household concerns, and the 
propensities of nature, are the motives which unite the youth and maiden to 
each other. That this union, according to the ordinances of these people, or 
at least arcording to their uninterrupted custom, is for their whole lives, and 
perfectly indissoluble, is a proof that they have attained, or retained, a not 

· contemptible station in the scale of moral and social civilization. 
The young man commonly endeavours, in the first place, ta gain the good

will and consent of the maiden; yet that is not always the case. Sometimes, 
nor is this very unfrequent, be waves the consideration of her consent, and 
occupies himself in the first instance with seeking to obtain her from her father . 
on the best possible terms. The price is generally a certain number of cows; 
a portion of these is brought by the suitor, and if the parents are not satisfied, 
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he bringa ~nptber anc;l another cow till they are so. The number seldom :exceeds 
ten, except in the case of the bridegroom being extraordinarily .rich, or the 
bri~ be.i~g _extraordin;arily handsome. Tl\e ·banering for the price often .con
ti~rnes several days, both parties examining carefully into the advantages :they 
may dElrive from the trao~ctioQ, before the b~rgain is brought to a.elose. A-, 
soon as it is arranged, the bride, with her p~~nts, relations, i.ind -cowpanions. 
goes to the habitation of the bridegroom, where the chief of the kraal and 
almost all the inhabitants are assembled. A number of oxen are then ,slain, 
with the flesh of which the :whole essembly are feasted .for four day11. On the 
fourth ., the bride, ~fter having been ornamented by her co111panio.ns, in parti .. 
cular having been new dyed, js led by two oi th~m before the Chief, 
who, with his train, has taken his place in the general cat .tle-fold belong,ng 
to the k~l . He .now declares his far.ma! consent to the marriage, -the bride 
giving at the same time her solemn assurance that she will -be .a faithful and 
ind,uatrious wife, and tqat her husband ·shall nev,er ha~e any cause.of complaml 
Jgainst ller. When .~he retires, the bridegroom in like manner appears before 
the chief, and gives equal assurances, that he will be hospitable and careful -ia 
the entert~i~01ent oi ;bis gues.ts, and wm .duly .pay the tributes be owes to the 
lr.ing, ~1;14 to his repcesentative, the Chief of the kraal. The bridegroom tben 
retu~s ~o the cQmpany, aod bis relations hand a basket of milk to the -bride, 
remindiqg he.r that it ,is from the cows .which belonged to the bridegroom GI 

SOl_lle {)! his family. Of this milk she must not drink as long as the bridegroom 
it .only her suitor, but now she is to drink it, and from this moment the unioo 
is indi&Solubly concluded. All the people present shout ·uQanimously, and 
begin dancing, crying, "She dri:nk, tlu milk! She luz~ draRk the wiilk ,,._ 

• It is curious to .observe, how much .:mong these pastoral· iw.ople, milk, ~hich is ono of Uieir 
principal articles of food, has, when taken under particular circumstances, a highly symboUcal 
aignification affixed to it. The drinking of milk is the last act by which a maiden is conSt>crated u 
a wife: DO person ,i·hite in a slate of impurity mnst drink of .it, and the being permitted ta 
drink it again is the conchuion of the purification. The cow, of whose milk the widow drlnll:• 
~fter her days of mourn ing arc completed, becomes impure, while ahe is purified. WMt a coin. 
cid"nce with the ideas of many cdcbrate.d uations, both of a1,1tiquity and .of the middle 11gea ! ¥et 
this coincidence is lr.ss to be regarded as conFlusi vs, of the customs beinc transmitted from ancient 
times, titan as pro Ting how closely the idea of moral impurity is connected am1:>0g people arriTed 
at a certain clegree of moral and political ciTilization, with the sacred signiication and purifyin1 
sncdium of a principal article of food, taken under particular eircum1taace11, &I milk, bleotl,

ttread, '":• 
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If a youth have made an agreement with the parents of a maiden for an 
union with her, the bargain once closed the latter cannot tefuse to surrender 
herself; if she makes ·any attempts at resisting the union, corporal punish:. 
ment is even resorted to, in order to compel her submission: if still she 
wishes to show her dislike to the marriage, she drives the cattle, which the
bridegroom brought as a present to her parents, out of the fold. 

Sometimes it happens that parents are desirous of offering their daughter as 
wife to a man of particular distinction, and then the following ceremonies 
are observed. The maiden goes by night, attended ~ya number of her young· 
companions, to the habitation of the bridegroom, who is already apprised of. . 
her intentions. ,vhen there, the party by coughing, hemming, or some , 
other kinds of noises, contrive to make their arrival known ,: somebody then· 
comes from the hut, and • asks, Who is tliere? One· of the women · mention ·s · 
the name of the bride, and some distant place whence she comes. Although 
it be not always true that she does coine-from a distancre, yet immemorial ' 
custom prescribes that · she should be re})resented as an entire straager. The· · 
travellers are then introduced into an empty hut, and presented •witb wood· 
and ·fire; food they bring with them, that they may not be considered as 
needy. The next day the bridegroom assemb1es the- bride's· relations : to-· 
enquire of them into the state of her health. The young man· is theni asked• • 
by her parentS' whether he is-disposed to take the yoUflg woman aa hi& wife. 
He commonly replies-that he' wishes first·to ' be better aajuainted -wi'tb her~ in· 
wbkh case she is left alon'e with him- the' following night~ If, after that1 btf 
dedares · himself in her·fa~ou'r; the negociation fer the 1 pifoe' ~bliimences~ ·attd~ 
she returns home till it is concl_uded ; then the ceremonies ~ above: derstribed=
ar~ an observed. If a widow is about to marry again:, the ·parents -are·agam. 
ta receive-a certain number of cows &om the bridegroom, but l)Ot so 111aay aa, 
in the · instance of the first marriage. · . . 

'till the birth of the first child the parents must not make use of the milk·· 
ftoill th'e cows they have-recei\l'ed as the price of the wife. · After her delinry 
they present the ·son-io-law with a cow. The husband mast also make the · 
sisters of 1iis wif~ some lrttle present; they take it exceedingly ill if he docs · 
nbt. ·If 'a•wife .dies without children, the cows that her parents received r.r, 
her must be·returbed. · /l 
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:Marriages between an uncle and niece, and between the children of brQthers 
and sisters, a~e not permitted. The father-in-law must not see his daughter
in-law but in the presence of other persons: if by chance he should find her 
alone, she must not stay with him : neither must she ever appear before him 
with her head uncovered. The same rules must be observed between a 
mother-in-law and her soi1-in-law. 

,vhere there is more than one wife, the domestic peace is sel<lo1~ disturbed 
by jt, since for the most part e~ch wite has her separate habitation. There 
are many instances, however, where a man has not more than two wives, 
that they live all together, and in the utmost harmony. The children are 
brought up in common; the wives'share equally the household work, and in 
case of sickness attend upon each other like sisters. If any misunderstanding 
should happen, the youngest must leave the house, and build a separate hut 
for herself. The husband does not concern himself with the quarrel, but 
Jives in peace with both, sometimes taking his meals and lodging with one,. 
sometimes with the pther, according to his pleasure. The Caffre women are 
very prolific, having upon an average from eight to ten children. 

Separations between a man ·and wife rarely occur: a woman who ruus 

away from her husband is by command of the Chief of the horde brought back 
to her duty by force. A violation of the marriage vow is only a crime with 
the wife; a husband may live without disgrace upon the most intimate foottng 
either with an unmarried woman or a widow. If a man detects his wife in 
the act of violating her vow, he has a right to put the seducer to death upon 
the spot; this however he seldom does, finding it more advantageous to 
complain to the Chief, and share with him the fine to which the culprit is 
sentenced. If a man detects the infidelity of his wife by her unexpected 
preg~ancy, .the seducer must be named to the Chief; she is even constrained 
to it by blows: the offender is then fined a number of cattle, which are 
shared between the Chief . and the husband. This done, the wife has no ) 
farther reproach to fea,r, the child then belongs to her husband, and is brought 1 

up by him. A young woman who violates her chastity has not much mc;,re 
shame to apprehend. If she cannot be married . to her seducer, he pays a 
fi~e of ~ttle to her parents, and it is no obstacle to her future marriage. A 
traveller remaining some time with a horde, easily finds an unmarried youni 
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· · woman, with whom be contracts the clotest intimacy; nay, it ia not uncom- v 
moo, as a mark of hospitality, to off tr him one aa a companion. 

Notwithstanding this~ th~ Kooiea women have a great deal of decency 
aod modesty in their behaviour. Their clothing co,•ers their whole body; 
~nly their face, ~rtlUI, and ~e~ are uncovered. They avoid carefully every 
uooece4sary exposure of their persons in suckling their children, or io wadiiig 
through a river, ·and never appear before strangeF& with their healis tmco. 
vered. No woman thinks of m~xipg in public business; the women are entirely 
excluded from the deliberations which the Chief sometitnes holdJ with the 
principal people of the horde. In extr,10rdinary instances only are exceptions 
made, as where a woman has from her age obtained a particular degree of 
experience, and from her situation commands respect; this is the case with 
the present king's mother. But the woman's influence in household affairs 
is proportionably great; they are directed almost entirely by her. Even in 

, the manner of disposing of the common property, the wife has the principal 
direction, and the husband submits to her opinion so unconditionally, that 

J
eveo after closing a bargain in the way of trade, he not unfrequently recedes, 
because his wife refuses her consent to it. A man never mingles in his wife's 
quarrels as long as they are confined to words, but if blows ensue, he then 
steps forward immediately as her protector and defender. 

The KOOfl888 have a very laudable respect for their parents, and their reJa. 
tions, who are advanced in years. A father, when unable, on account of his 
age, to attend any longer to his affairs himself, gives up his whole property 
indiscriminately to his sons, and is sure · of receiving the utmost care and 
kindness from them for the remainder of his life. Any one who should fail 
in respect for his father, or shew any neglect of him, would draw on himself 
the contempt of the whole horde; there have been even instances in which 
want of filial duty bas been punished with infamy and banishment. During 
his whole life a father must be consulted in all his son's undertakings, and 
after his death the uncle or elder brother, as his representative, must be the 
counsellor. All persons advanced in years have particular respect 11hewn 
them, their advice is always listened to, and if they become sick and help
less, every one is eager to afford them assistance. Poor relations are not less 
kindly treated, and if any one is sick, and has not cattle sufficient to pay for. 

Mm 
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being di1enchanted, his nearest relations do not hesitate a moment to fumish ·· · 
whatever is necessary for bis restoration. 

The business of the wife consists not only in thew hole care ofthe domestic · 
management, and the education of the children, but many works are done 
by women which in other countries are chiefly performed by men. Not only 
all the household utensils, pottery, baskets, and cloaths are made by them. 
but they also build the houses, cultivate the land, gather in the fruits, and 
collect the fire-wQOd. The men in time of peace employ themselves only in 

' . 

the chace. and in tending the cattle • . 
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I 

CHAP. XIX. 

Description of the Koo11• Caffres continuetl.-Their llabitations and Cattle•folds.
Tlarir iJ'fanner of keeping their Cattle,-Their Food,-1'he Chace.-.4gricullure,
Cloalhing and Ornamenls.-Their ~rms.-Manner of .fighling.-Works of Art. 

THE huts of the Koossas are in the form of a hemisphere, from eij!ht to 
nine feet in diameter, and . are seldom sufficiently lofty for a man to stand 
upright in them. The entrance is about four feet high, and is close~ by a 
door of lattice-work. The skeleton of the hut is composed of slender poles 
stuck into the ground in a circle, at the distance of .about a foot from each 
other, and united together in the centre. The spaces between the poles are 
filled up with twigs, or rather faggots, and then the whole is covered over to 
a certain height with a mixture of clay and cow-dung, the remainder being 
thatched with rushes. The hordes inhabiting the interior of the country, 
who live more quietly, and do not change their habitations so often, build 
their buts stronger, and for the most part double, that is to say, two together, 
which are united by a low anti-chamber, if that name may be given to it. 
The floor of the hut is a kind of plaster made of the white-ant heaps, beat 
very smooth and hard: it is kept exceedingly clean, and is often renewed. 
They sleep upon rush mats, six feet long, and from three to four broad, 
covering themselves with the mantl~ which they wear in the day. To express 
a ·married man, they often say that he lies under two mantles. The Caffres 
always sleep with their bodies stretched out at full length; the Hottentots, 
on the contrary, draw themselves up almost round. 

Near the huts are places hedged round, in which the cattle are enclosed at 
night to guard them from the wild beasts. To some kraals there is a common 
fold for all the cattle, which, in the day when the animals are out grazinK, 
serves the inhabitants for holding their public assemblies. As the Koossas live 
almost entirely upon the produce of their cattle, the attending upon them 
is the principal business of every householder, and from the extreme care 
~en of them, th(J cowt of this tribe give more milk upon an average than 
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those of any other part of the country, supposing always that the year be 
tolerably favourable, and aff'ords a sufficient quantity of grass to feed them 
properly. . The cattle are so well trained, that they are perfectly obedient, 
and stop or go on at the call of their masters, or at the sound of a little pipe, 
which he sometimes blows. The Koossas love their cattle exceedingly, and 
know every single animal perfectly, its disposition, qualities; &c.; it is DQ~ 

without reluctance that they part from them, either to kill them or give them . 
away. 

They are only killed for the purpose of some festivity, or upon other solemn 
occasions, or against going to war. The manner of killing them is horrible. 
The animal is thrown upon the earth, and bound. A long cut is then made 
in the skin of the throat with the hasaagai, the band is thrust into the wound, 
and the aorta is tom away, so -that the animal bleeds to death. This is 
performed within the cattle-fold, and the dung from the entrails of the animal 
is carefully strewn about, in the superstitious hope that the Joss of the animal 
will then be much sooner repaired. When the supply of grasa fails, either 
from drought or from long continuance in the place, the whole kraal is broken 
up, and the inhabitants remove to another spot, perhaps Jess pleasant, but 
this they do not concern themselves about, provided it atfords good feed for 
the cattle. The oxen are trained both for drawing and for being rode, and 
even while calves they know how to distinguish which will be best for either 
purpose. The riding_ oxen are guided by a pin of wood nm through the 
nose to which a bridle is fastened, and they are for the most part excellently 
trained. The chiefs of the kraals have several riding oxen, but they are kept 
only for pomp, and as a proof of their wealth. They are sometimes used to 
afford a ·favo·urite recreation. At a certain cry made to them, they are taught 
to run loose at the people, and the delight is, as they seem ready to rua 
against and trample upon any one, for the person, by a dexterous stroke, to 
tum them aside. . 

These people are likewise very assiduous in ornamenting their cattle, a 
they consider i-t. This is done in two ways; . either by giving the horns 
strange and fantastic directions, or by cutting, soon after their birth, pieces 
of skin from the neck to the knee, and letting them hang down. In order &o 

change the manner of the horns growing, they are, from the moment when-they 
begin to appear, pushed ioto the -dirootion ineentied to be given them. By.these 
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mens the.y sometimes drive them back like the horns of the antelope, or 
tum them in a variety of strange and absurd ways. Mr. Barrow is ill
infonned, when he says that they bend the horns by ·softening them with 
hot irons: he seems · to. have conceived this idea. from the method used by 
turners to prepare the horn for being worked. The attachment of the 
Koossas to their cattle leads them. to admire particular ones for particular 
qualitie~ about which we should never concern ourselves. They know the 
voice of each separate animal perfectly wel~ and are sometimes in such 
raptures at the tones of a cow whic-h they consider as having an unusually 
fine voice, that they will try all means of gett_ing her into their possession. · 
They eat their milk sometimes freaht sometimes sour, and arc very fond of 
whey and cheese. They make butter. by shaking the milk about in leather 
pouches, in the manner that Kolbe describes its being made by the Hotten• 
tots; but they only use it for smearing themselves; they never eat it. 

Before a party goes out bunting, a very odd ceremony or sport takes 
place, which they consid.er as absolutely necessary to ensure success to 
the undertaking. One of them takes a handful of grass into his mouth, 
and crawls about upon all-fours to represent some sort of game. The rest 
advance as if they would run him through with their spears, raising the hunt• 

, ing cry, till at length he falls upon the ground as if dead. If this man 
afterwards kills a head of game, he hangs a claw upon his arm as a trophy,: 
but the animal must be shared with the rest. They generally, after a hunt 
is over, burn up the field where it has taken place, that they may find the
blades of the hassagai9 again. They take game also very much in slings .. 
In bushy countries they make a low hedge, sometimes of a mile long. At 
intervals openings are formed ill it, through which the animals seek their 
way, and here the slings are concealed with so much ingenuity, that they 
entangle their legs in them in ·such a manner as to render their escape· 
impossible. 

The large!" game, such as huftal~ elands, and others, are taken in -deep: 
pita, at the bottom of which are pointed stakes; they are made ill the route 
that the animals usually take to go to the water. "Like pits, but with, 
stronger stakes, are made near the banks of the rivers.between the bushes~ 
where · the hjppopotamos comet by night~ The animals are watched, and 
a loud cry is made, by which tbey are frighteaed,wbea attemptingio basten 
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back to the river, they fall with all their weight upon the sharp stakes, and 
never can rise again. Panthers are taken by hanging a piece of raw Oesh at 
a certain height upon a bush, in the midst of which a hassagai is ingeniously 
fastened, the sharp point being upwards : when the panther springs at the. 
meat, he falls upon the iron, and is stuck by it in the breast. 

The elephant hunt occasions them much more trouble, and seldom answers. 
They only take single elephants which have strayed from the herd. When 
they find one in a favourable situation, they set on fire the grass and low 
bushes round, knowing that he will not quit such a circle at least by day. 
They then get.as near him as possible, and throw at him an innumerable quan• 
tity of hassagais, which, how.ever, on account of the thickness and hardness 
of his skin, do him very little injury. In the night he commonly escapes. 
or,perbaps does not run away till the fire is burnt out, but by moving he 
~nerally drives the hassagais deeper into his body. The bunters follow him 
now with more circumspection, and endeavour to drive him into chasms 
-among' the rocks, where they can, with greater security, throw more hassa
gais at him. If the country is still flat, they continue to encircle him with 
fire, till at length he is wearied, or falls sick from the number of little wounds 
he has received, and thus sometimes they continue to torment him for days or 
even weeks, till he is fairly persecuted to death. Their perseverance in this 
pursuit is the mdfe extraordinary, since they do not eat the flesh of the 
elephant, but only take away his tusks; even these they must not keep, but 
must give them to the king. All this toil is incurred without any view of 
profit, me.rely from their general activity and the pleasure they have in the 
pursuit. Their love of action is indeed such, that they will occasionally take 
long journeys, in which they have all sorts of hardships and difficulties to 
encounter, m~rely to visit some distant acquaintance, and not to be idle at home. 

Besides their cattle, they have no other tame animals on which they set 
_ any value, except their dogs. The latter~ notwithstanding that they seem to 

have a love for them, are very ill-fed, and are as miserably lean and mangy as 
Mr. Barrow describes. They are rather kept as guards against wild-beasts at 
night, than that they know how to use them in the chase. Although they 
like the flesh of t,heep very much, yet these animals are not to be seen among 
the Koossaa. This is principally owing to the nature.of their country. In 
the first place it doe& not aft'ord the aromatic, plailta on ~hich the s~eep feed 
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,o much in the colony, and in the next pl~ce it is so woody, that there would 
be great difficulty in keeping th~ flocks together. Here we saw no poultry, 
but among the more northern Catfre tribes, there are hens of a small size, and 
without combs, though in other respects much resembling ours. . V asco de 
Gama found hens among the Caffres on the coast of Terra do Natal. 

Besides the millet, already mentioned ( HolcusSorghuni), Alberti says that 
the Koossas·cultivate in some parts buck-wheat: they also cultivate water-· 
melons. No one possesses landed property: he sows his corn wherever he 
Jinds a convenient spot, without any other preparation of th~ land than 
digging it with a little spade made of very hard wood: the wee~s soon shoot 
up again, but they help to preserve the ground from getting too dry. When 
the young com begins to appear, it is weeded very carefully, and kept per
fectly clean; when ripe, it is cut with the hassagai, then threshed with a 
lti&, and thrown up to the wind to separa~ it from the chaff. The millet 
is stored up in pits in the cattle-fold: these pits are dried by fire, and after · the 
corn is deposited in them, they are covered over with straw, st<;>nes, and dried 
ox dung. When one of these storehouses is opened, the owner must give his 
neighbours and friends a little basket of the com, and a larger portion to the. 
chief of the kraal. 'The wild plant which they use for smoaking instead of 
tobacco is kept dried in bunches banging upon the walls of the hut. Neither 
the sort of miJlet or of water-m~lon which they cultivate will grow in the 
colony. The latter di~ers from wh'at is cultivated by the colonists, in having 
a eomewhat bitter taste: it is both eaten fresh, and cut into slices and dried. 
· As the Koossas are so exceedingly sparing of killing their cattle, it is very 

dreairablc that they should pay more attention to procuring themselves a sup- . -
plyofvegetable f<;>od. Their millet is an excellent resource; they eat it cooked 
with milk, and ·make a sort of bread of it, which they bake upon the hot 
embers. They also make from it a fermented liquor, which tastes almost-like 
beer; but of a much more intoxicating qua)ity, and much sooner spoiled: 
they call it tjaloa. A better sort is even made called inguhja, which is not 
unlike wine, and they make vinegar of it, which they call tjala~ Mr. Barrow 
bas been therefore, as it appears from• hence, misinformed in saying that the 
Koossas do not make use of any intoxicating liquor. These different liquors 

· are obtaine~ according to the different degrees of fermentation which ·the 
millet undergoes by being put for a certain time, mixed with water, into milk 
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baskets, whieh h;\ve had 6ki tc,mented matter in taem. In t1'e p\aet &i lie"
-for straining it they use the nests whieh many aarts of ,he Af1ieq l,"io huiW 
with the woally parts of particular plants. 

It has beett mentioned already by 0ther writen, that the Cai'rea do ftQt ~ 
any kind of fish er sea-animat. Some kraals, how-ever, waieh are •aat lke 
coast, and have a scarcity ef ether food, eat m1.11Cles. and aevel"c\l kiads of 
fish, but they are held in coatempt for it by the ,eat of the ution.\ 
· The Catfres are hospitable. Vasder Kemp, wao h.aa trav-elled. the c-0t1~ 

over and over, assured me that whenever he paNed the aigat a.t • ttr~ 
kraal tbey always gave him a hut to himself, whieh was f111rRished wida 
a bed of mats and skins, and with a fire i-n the middle; be· had beeitlet 
an ample provision of milk and cooked millet. Before his prinv.i,ples.· 'lffle 

thoroughly understood, an old woman generally used to oome 11<,, him, and 
inquire whether he woukl eo~ like one of the young women of the kraal tQ 

keep him company for the aight. This, as has- been. mentioned before,. it 
considered as a duty of hospitality, b11t i-t would be taken extremely ill if the 
stranger were to think of chusing for himself, or if he shouhl ask for a mar• 
ried woman. 

Whenever any one kills an ox he must invite -all his neighbours to partake 
/ of it, and they remain his guests till the whole is eaten: even the king is not 

exempt from this custom, and· must be contented to share his meals with his 
neighbouring subjects.• In return, it is the custom that the breast of evel')'} 
ox killed is sent to the king; even the most distant kraal must not fail in. 
doing so, although it be obvious from. the distance that it cannot reach 
him before it becomes putrid. The breast, the bead, the heart, and the feet 
of the oxen, are eaten only by the men, the women never partake in them, 
not even the wives of the king. 

The skin cloak, or mantle, whicb they wear, if made of an ox-bide, is called . 
gubu, or ingubo, but if made of · the skin of a wild animal, it is called uneh. 

• It ii also a custom that if aiiy European tra't'ellinc woog them receiY• a preaeot of food, 
lae must share it with all around him, nco though the pl~ce he gi,es to each should be eter so 
naall. Alberti sap he has heard people when they ha,e Qot been intited to participate la the 
food upon i.uch an occaaioo, at going away, imitate the yell of the h111na1 u a reproach apo■ 
the unsociability or the ,iaiwr. 
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J!ven the Chief seldom wears any thing but the hide of an ox or an eland. 
All panther skins must be brought to him, but he -does. not so much wear 
them himself, as keep them for presents occasionally, when he wants to shew , 
particular favour to any one. The skins are prepared with considerable 
ingenuity: the process of preparing them is extremely well described by 
Mr. Barrow. The mantles are seldom made out of many pieces; they arc 
commonly only one skin. Those of the women are ornamented with parallel 
rows of copper buttons, the greater or lesser number of which distinguishes 
the rank and wealth of the wearer. The Caffres are exceedingly fond of then 
buttons, and whoever bas them on his clothes when he visits their country 
is very likely to be importuned for ~hem i,n a manner that it is scarcely possi
ble to resist; but they must be quite flat and smooth, for if they have any 
kind of embossed figur~ upon them they are stigmatized as blotchy. · The 
\\'Omen besides ornament th_eir mantles . with the tails of wild-cats, which are 
put on near the sh~ulder, and hang .down on each side. Much more pains 
a_re bestowed upon preparing the skin, (or . the womens• clothe$ than upon 
those for the mens•. They sew 'the skins with thread made of the ~inews ~f 
the oxen, piercing the holes to put it through with an iron punch, something 
like a bodkin, in the place of a needle. . A girl to earn her first mantle must 
go out once with a hunting party, when she receives from her brothers an an~ 
telope's skin as her share of the booty. 

Here and there women as well as men are to be seen tattooed, but not in 
the face, only upon the breast, the back, and the arms. The smearing them~ 
selves with grease mixed with some mineral substance, as iron-ochre, iron
rust, mica, or something of the kind, gives their bodies a not unpleasant tint, 
but nobody can touch them without bringing away very visible marks of it 
upon his hands and his clothes. The men wear their heads naked, or with 
a sort of diadem round them made of a strip of leather about an inch broad: 
sometimes this is ornamented with thin plates of copper, sometimes wit1' 
beads of a variety of colours. The men also ornament their heads with a large 
knot of zebra's or jackall's hair, about five inches long1 and which must 
stand upright.• · : 

• For the clresaea of the Cdres tee the aone:ied .plate. 
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The head-dtess of the women consists i·n a ·sort of turban. A long piece . 
of fine thin leather, commonly the skin of the red deer, is wound round the_, 
nead in many folds; the two ends, which run to points, are concealed under 
the folds, and so fastened. This leather is at least two ells long, and in the 
middle half an ell wide; the middle is sometimes sewed to a cap, from which 
the points hang down on each side. Directly in the centre is always a tuft 
or tassel of beads, or of strips of leather, with little bits of copper. The true 
coquette wears her turban a little on one side; indeed, the utmost care is 
shewn in putting it on, and is perpetually pushed it this ·way or that, to 
give it if possible a better effect. · 

Necklaces of different kinds ~re worn both by inen' and women. They 
consist of small metal chailia, little red stones, mu·scJe-sheTis, giass-beads, or , 
even pieces of wood, and are so long that they bang quite down to the breast. 
Glass-beads are prized particularly for ·ne·cklaces; but the Koossas have their 
fashions in these things aa well as o'ther ·nations, ~bd the same sorts, or the 
same colours, are riot always in equal favour. The ·great r~ge at' present is for 
a small sort ·or heads whic'h ·are procured ;frbm the 'tribe of Imbo, an·d whic ·h 
are co'nsidered of such value 'that a . cow ima' calf is given for two small 
Strings. They have an idea that 'these b~acls creep ·out of ' the earth li'ke 
w·o'rms, and are caught by the IinhJs; 'but, 'a6cording to Vander Kemp"s 
account, they seem to be common glass ·beads, or perhaps chaplets, which 
have been brought by the Portuguese into the northern parts of the country, 
and thence found their way among 'the 'Koossas. They wear in their 
ears strings of beads of five or six inc.hes long, as also buttons or rings 
of copper. 

Bracelets of ivory are worn by the men on the upper part of tlre left arm, 
sometimes even to 'the ·number of ten; the broadest maybe an inch,or between 
that and an inch and half in breadth . . 'fh ·e nuniber of these bracelets depends 
upon the rank of the wearer. As all the elephant's teeth are the 'king's 
property, the bracelets made from them are given by him as tokens of friend
ship or favou:r, and ;no one can wear them ,vithout his permission. On the 
right arm, just above the elbow, a leather strap is often worn, set with five or 
six tygcr's teeth, all with the points standing out. Copper and iron brace
lets are also worn between the elbow and the wrist. Round the waist is 
fastened a leather girdle stuck so thick with plates of iron or copper that the 
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leather cannot be seen. The fem~Ie,, from their bjrth, wear a leather apron, 
which is ~ailed hik!lo~ Se~~ral of these apro11~ of different sizes are som~
times ,,r~rQ, o,n.e o_ver the other, the q.utermost of which is richly orna
mented with ~1,1.tto).l~ and bg~~ti- Tpe. fingers, pai:ticula.rly the thumb, ~nd 
~ven the-gre .~t toe, are often decorated with r~ngs of iron and copper wire; 
Jlld th~ {llen genera.lly :wea:r f~teued to o.ne knee ~ · 1arge bunch of hair 
from a lion's n:ia11~~ o,r tail, .Qr of quagga's ha,ir, whic~ haµgs q~Wl,l ~.early to 
. . : ' . ... . . ' . . 

th~ankle.. . . . .. : . . . . 
. 1heir .·,,._e_apo,~~-s qf. }"~r ~r~,. a,. ~r~ ha~e alre~dy Illentioned, th,e b~s,sagai; the 

k_irr,i, and ~ ~hielp. rhe , 6.Jst ts a spc;ir fro,1:11 five ~o six feet in length, with 
~.n iron s~ i~e a~ ,\lw el)d fr<?m. ~alf ~ foot to a foot and half long, and from one 
to t~vo inches bro.~d . . J;';J.1i$J$ .tw~r~dgE:d, a.nd is s.o~etimes the whole length 
like .a h_lad~ • s.om~iim~s. \t ,, . ,h.,If :way. .r.~und~4., a,nd _only to:wards the end flat, 
and sl}arpen~ .a.t tp~ f~~e~!·· 'fl.i~ ~~a,{t j~,~,de ~f the slender stem of the 
bass~ai-tre~ /Curli~.f«Kf'!e,f!),, ,aQd .near the ap,i:ke is about as thick as a 
finger, but at the other end is not thick.er than ~ q\lill. The spi~e is fixed 
v.ery ingen i_ou_slr in~o t.he sl\~ft, ~~4 the ~.~a(t itself is in this part bound very fast 
ro';l.nd wi t\l t4e sine:w,s Q( ~e.asts t.hat \t µiay not ~plit. The manner of using 
it, ~well ~s ~J;te1s,hi~l<l aQq the ki,:ri, .~~ ·bee.~ ~.:J.~lained in a former chapter, 
when describh:1g th~ir m.Qck, fight. It require, particular s.trength as well as 
great dexterity 'to thxow tl\e. h.a,ssagai \lpwards. int() the air; the principal art 
ill lanci,ng it, is, to give th~. aha~. a sort ~f t~~m~lous motion, which accele
rates its flight e~ce~dh1gly • . Th.ey are obli~ed to give it the dire~tion of a 
~ow, and t:his is the principa) reason why it is so diffic;:ult to hit a particular 
mark. The fal'thest distance at which a hassagai can be expected to hit is 
a hu.ndred paces, hut th~ aiqi is <;o~m9nly taken at about seventy or eighty. 
These Weap9ns stand very mu~h ~n th.e place of money among the Koossas; 
they ~re _ the n:;iost conunon medium, by which all articles of barter are 
val~e_d,_ a~~ by which the worth of e,·ery thing is estimated. They throw 
t;he kmi ~ well as. strike wi~h it, and can hit at a tolerable distance; it is used 
ii:i th e C~ase as \Yell as the hassagai: both are used besides as implements Qf 
hu,s\andt'y iµ break in~ the ground . · 

. T e 'K..Qos!:JaS are brave and re~10lute, like all the other tribes of the Caffres, 
~d ,c,ft~t:l i~vQlved in wars with thei.r neighbours; yet they cannot be called 
(\\lan~\aoxne in their dispositions: they seem m~ch· more diaposeq t:> l~ad a 
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quiet and pastoral life. ,vhen engaged in war, no man capable of bearing 
arms shrinks from the fight; and to fly in battle is considered as a disgrace 

· never to be expiated. The neighbours with whom they are the most frequently 
at war are the Bosjesmans, on account of the depredations which the latter 
-are perpetually committing on their cattle. As the Bosjesmans, however, 
never meet an enemy in the open field, but endeavour to shoot their poisoned 
arrows from some secure place of concealment, so the Caffres cannot come to 
fair and equal 1\ghting with them: the warfare on both sides rather consists of 
petty conflicts between hordes. The enmity of the Koossas, and all the 
other Catrre tribes, against the Bosjesmaris, knows no bounds. The latter are 
considered by the former in the light of beasts of prey, who oughtto beextir. 
pated from the earth; and on this system they pursue them in the same way 
as they would wild beasts, putting ·to death every one that falls i•nto their hands, 
of either sex, or of any age. If the robberies have been very frequent, they 
will seek out th~ir hiding-places, nor cease the pursuit till they have found 
the horde, and destroyed every one of them. · 

I myself once saw a striking instance of this hatred of the Caffres towards 
the Bosjesmans. In the year 1804, a Caffre, who came to the Cape Town as 
ambassador from a little horde which was then roving about the northern parts 
of the colony, was received with great hospitality at the house of Governor 
Janssens. The governor had at this time among the servants in his house a 
Bosjesman lad about eleven years old. The Caffre, notwithstanding that the 
boy was in no way distinguished from the rest of the Hottentots, iqimediate)y 
recognised one of the race of his mortal enemies, and made a push at him 
with his hassagai, intending to run him through. The boy escaped, and fled 
to the kitchen, where he found shelter; and as the people pressed about the 
Caffre, and enquired of him what their young comrade had done that he should 

· endeavour to take away his life, he replied in broken Dutch, glowing with 
rage," that what he was doing was out of gratitude to the governor for the kind 
reception he had given him. He would have freed him from that little rascal, 
who was indeed then too weak to do him any mischief, but who, he might be 
sure, if he was permitted to live, would at ·Jength deprive him both of his pro• 
perty and life. It was impossible that a Bosjesman could ever abandon 'bis 
Tillainous· ways; and it was necessary to destroy such vermin wherever the~ 
were found." 
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The -'W'Bn of the Caffres among each other are of much more consequence. 
,They are commonly.occasioned either by the rebellion of the Chiefs against 
. tieir common king, or by the desire of the latter to bring some separate 
tribe under his subjection, and make it tributary to him, or .in contentions 
with regard to the e~tent .of their territories, and ~bo.ut f~ed for the cattle. 
But no one ever falls upon the enemy while he is unprepared for the figlit, or 

•without 01aking a public declaration of war. For this purpose ambassadors 
are sent, who require submission~ or, in failure of it, thl'eaten an i~mediate 

• attack: as a token of their inimical em~assy, they carry in their hands the tail 
either of a lion or a panther. 

This declaration made, all the vassal chiefs, with tbeirdependen ts, are.sum
moned to assemble. Every one must•implicitly obey this mandate , and follow 
his leader.: whoever does not, is in danger of having his whole property confis
cated. As soon as the army is collected at the habitation of the king, a 
number oC oxen are killed, that the warriors may be sir~ngthened. for the fight 
by eating abundantly of their flesh: at the same time they dance, and deliver 
themselves up entirely to.rejoicing. The king presents the most distinguished 
and the tnost valiant among the Chiefs with plumes of feathers, from the wings 
ofa sort of' crane: these they wear upon their heads as marks of honour. . They 
are then obeyed as commanders; hut it is their duty, during the fight, to be 
seen at the head of their res pee ti ve di visions: any one who fails forfeits his life 
irredeemably: among the followers, too, whoever forsakes his leader, is pu
nished with death. 

The arniy is now put into motion, taking with it as many oxen for s_laughter 
~ are dee:r:ned necessary for its support. When it approaches the habitation 
of th e e~erny, ambassadors are again sent to give notice of the intended attack, 
and repea.t the declaration of the motives which have given occasion to t_he 
war. If the enemy declares that he has not yet collected all his people toge
ther, a~d is not prepared to fight, the attacking army waits with patience till 
be no~fies that he is ready. A wide, open place, without bushes and without 
roe~, 1_8 ~hosen as the field of battle, to avoid all possibility of an ~mpush, 
which 18 ~onsidered as wholly degrading. The two armies then, raising. a 
loud wal' h . 1· ·11 h . h' b ei ht -cry, approac m two mes t1 t ey ~re wit 10 a ~~t _s ven~y_ pr 
~~~\lP~ces of each ot~er~ T~ey now. begin_ thro~ing their h~s agais, ~n

'ting, at the same time, to turn as1de those of the enemy. The king, 
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oreommander-in-chief, whoeYer he maybe, remains alway$ in ~hece~rc .ofhis 
line, and takes aR active part in the .fight. Some of t_he inferior comml)nd~rs 
•remain near ·Mm, the rest remain some at tile heads of \hcir divis :iQ-~, $(),Q}e 
behind, to prevent the troops gi-riegway. 13ydegreeethe two.ban.cl~.apPfoadi 
nearer and nearer to each other, tiU at length they come hand~ :li.»1d,. wlien 
the hassagai-s are no more used, but the \:irri alone decides the oo.m.ba_t. Some
times, however, they do not come to -these close quartea, bt~t remain 1:1t a di,
tu1~e, till they are obliged to give over, either by the eoming Oli of niglll, or 
b-y the flight of one of .the parties. 

In the former case both sides retire to a certain dis~ace, where a line of 
demarcation is agreed upoH, and auri.ng the night negocia.tions for peace 
are carried oo: if these ere fruitl ess, the combat must then be reaewed till 
-finally decided , If one of the armies has taken to ftight, the commander alcwe 

· ·is to blame: every thing depends upon his -pe.raonal brav.ery, and -bis .faUing 
·back is the signal for the whole body to do the same. · A 8ying enemy · is 
immediately pursued, and, above all things, the conquerors seek to posse~ 
themselves of their women and children, and cattle: of the latter a great part 
·are immediately killed and eaten. If the vanquished party agrees to submit, 
his submisst0n is accepted, on condition that he acknowle-0g~s his conqueror 
from that time forward as his sovereign, and solemnly promis es obedience .to 
him. When this is done, the women and chtklren are sent back : the v:ictors 
also return some of the cattle taken, though perhaps but a very small part, 
dividing the rest among themselves. This claim of the conquered to the · 
return of some part of the booty rests upon a principle which is. a common 
saying among the Koossas, "lkat ~e mu.tt ,wt id even our ene1UUS die tcith 
hunger." When both parties &re returned to their respective habitations, the 
wnquished, as a token of submission, send a present to their new king out of 
the little that remains to them. The conqueror treats his followers again before 
they separate, in the same manner as when they first assembled. 

In these fights among the Caffres the number of lives lost is not so great as 
might be supposed; for the hassagais do .not very often hit, or if they do, the 
wound is seldom mortal. Any one who falls unarmed into the hands of the 
enemy is never put to death : the women and children, equally, have never 
any thing to fear ·for their lives; they are universally, and without excepiion, 
spared. For .this reason women are sometimes employed aa am.ba8Hoor&; 
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that is j£there is danger of _the enemy considering matters as having gone so 
far that be is at liberty to put the ambassador to death, supposing a man to be 
sent: and this may be the case under certain circumstances, though in general 
his wholly unallowable by the customs of war to touch the person of an 
'ambassador.· Allies, who are sometimes sought from very remote tribes, if 
1he parties feel themselves weak, are entitled, in case of victory, to half the 
booty. 

It re~ains to say a few words concerning the works of art among the 
Koossas~ and passing over those which have already been occasionally men
tioned, I shall first notice their working of metals. They have no copper or 
iron in their O\VD 'country, but receive it, in the way of barter, from someof the 
tribes in the interior, as wiJl be more fully shewn hereafter. Most ofit comes 
to them ready worked; but th~y have sufficient acquaintance with the smith's 

· an to improve their hassagais, or to make of them other implements which 
- they want,_ as for · example; the punches they use in making their b~skets: 

they emp loy'stones 11s hanini'ers to bring the hot iron or copper into the form 
·desired. In ordertb quicken the fire, and 8'ive it toe necessary degree of heat, 
they make use ofa soitofbelldws consisting of two leather bags, Which commu
nicatewith the same pipe,and bybeingpressed against each other, they are alter
nately filled with air and emptied again. This discovery was imparted to the 
IC:ooSSlls fh~m a distant lribe. The fuei used for their smitn•s WO'rk is dried 
o,c.dung1 which makes a very glowing -fire: 'the tribes in the 'interior burn 
tllatcolil. 

To strike fil'e they t~ke 'two pieces of wobd of different hardness, ·one of 
· ,tlhieh is-a ·t bin round -stick·, the other rs fl;it, with Httle vohttes at certain 
·ais~ances. · Into orie of these tlie ·rottnd sti'ck is :passed, and then drawn 
'.})acktvards -m1d forwards ·ex~eedingly quick, till by this friction the stick 
~ l~ngth catches fire, and being ai:>plied to a wisp of -dried grass, a flame is 
krndied. · 

Fork~it1g \iqtiofs; ~d ·even for cooking, t.bey make pots of fine clay, ,v h ich 
a~e hatden.~d in the sun, without being glazed. Some of these pots will hold :~ix bnck.~~, orpei'baps ·mo're: they keep the liquor very cool. ln:their form 
th zh~:~~~bte large bottles with ,vide ·necks. . 

. en ''"orks with rushes are exceedingly ingenious : the baskets, which 
--a:te so -e~c~ed .ingty solij as to hold milk, ar.e very well describecfby Kolbe, 
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Le Vaillant, and Barrow. Le Vaillant, however, is misinformed with regard 
to the manner in which he says they are quenched before they are capable of 
holding liquid. 

The Koossas are much behind hand with some of their neighbours with 
regard to music. Instruments proper to themselves they do not appear to 
have, for only those of the Hottentots are to be seen among them, and not so 
well constructed. Their melodies are insufferable to a musical ear, and their 
song is little better than a deadened howl. Their dances have been already· 
described. They amuse themselves with them very much in moonlight nights, 
and are never weary with the exercise. 

Although they have numerals, they have but little idea of counting: very 
few can reckon beyond ten; many, even, cannot name the numerals. Not• 
withstanding this, they know perfectly well of how many head a herd of cattle 
consists, nor could a single one be missing without its being discovered imme
diately. If a herd of four or five hundred he driven home, the owner knows, 
almost at a F;lance, whether they are all right or not. Possibly these people 
have a manner of counting within themselves, without using words, yet by 
which they can calculate accurately; or perhaps the more probable thing is, that 
they know every individual cow or ox, and from this recollection can tell im
mediately whether they are all there .• 

Their memories are, indeed, particularly strong, as far as the recollection 
of objectaof sense is concerned. For example, they instantly remember.a 
man whom they have once seen, though they should see him again at ever 
so remote a period, and will immediately cite, with the utmost - accuracy, 
a number of occurrences which happened at . their previous meetiag. 
In the same manner the countenancea of animals, or some other distin
guishing mark about them, is impressed upon their minds so firmly, that they 
can instantly recollect them. Some of them recognised immediately among 
our draught oxen particular ones which had been once in their possession; 
taken by them during their war with the colony, and restored, by agreement, 
when peace was made. 

They are very little capable of calculating time: a period more remote 
than a few months tl:ey know not how to describe, though all the events 

that have passed in it are distinctly and circumstantially present to their 
memories : still less can they at all tell their own ages. The age of 8D 

• 
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absent child is given by -shewing its height; and if a woman would 
describe how many children she has borne, she does it by pointing out 
their different heights. According to their external appearance, it seems 
as if their oldest men were not more than between fifty and sixty years 
of age. Such is Alberti's opinion, and it agrees extremely well with 
the estimation of the Christians who have lived for any time among 
them, or who have been in the habit of visiting them from time to time, for 
a considerable period·. 

00 
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CHAP. XX. 

Dtirription of the D>untr_y of Ammakosina, or of the Koomu.-It, Political Relation• 
anJ l11stitutions.-Po.:;erofthe King.-Judiriar!J Proruding,, and P,muhmentJ. 

IN considering the Great Fish-river as the western boundary of the territory 
inhabited by the Koossas, and taking the ext~nt of coast eastward from this 
river, along which people of this tribe are still to be found, a parallellogram "'ill 
be given of between forty and fifty geographical miles in length, and about 
half that breadth. From a calculation made upon conjecture only, this vast. 
surface does not seem to be inhabited by more than thirty thousand souls. It 
e,·en appears to me, that in making this calculation, Vander Kemp has include4 
the Mathimbas or Tambuckis, who were not at first distinguished from the 
Koossas. It is to be regretted that of this latter tribe, which in many respects 
is the most accurately known to us, we know so little in other respects, and 
can therefore give but an imperfect account of its political relations. Future 
travellers will here find a wide field for their researches, and may throw much 
light upon the subject. To me it appears probable that the number of the 
Koossas, properly so called) that is, the subjects of King Geika, does not 
exceed twenty thousand. This presumption is grounded upon Geika's not 
having been able, of his own power, to reduce his rebel chiefs, with their 
followers, to obedience, and the whole body of these did not consist of above 
two thousand five hundred persons. He expected troops from the Tambuckis, 
but either they never arrived, or, even with their assistance, he thought him
self not sufficiently strong, since in 1S06 the matter remained entirely upon 
its old footing. 

As to what concerns the topographical description of the Caffre country, our 
_ notices must necessarily be exceedingly scanty. No particular partsofthecoun
try have names, since there are no permanent places of residence among the in
habitants; nothing but wandering villages, and these commonly b.ear the aame 
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oftlie chief then presiding over them as the king's vicegerent. The rivers 
only ha v-e fixed names. Of these the principal are, the Great Fish-river, from 
which, on the side of the Caffres, branch· out three considerable streams, the -
Konab, the Kacha, and the Gwenge: from the former of these again branch 
two smaller ones, the Tkaussi, and the Tkui. The Keissi, which flows into 
the sea at 33° 12' southern latitude, and 44° 56' eastern longitude, receiving in 
its course the rivers Sjommi and Debe. Northwards are the Guakubi and 
Sileni, w-hich join the Kouga, and flow with that into the sea. Farther in the 
interior> towards t~ north-west, are the rivers Gohuhssi and Karoonga, which 
both tlo'W' into the Black-Tey; and this river uniting itself afterwards with the 
Wbite-Tey, they form the Amera, the most considerable stream in the country 
of the Koossas. About thirty smaller streams flow into these rivers, but none 
of sufficient consequence to he particularized here. The river Basseh is the 
boundary between the Koossas country and Mathimba: this is a considerable 
atre_am, and flows into the sc>a. 

High xnountains, some of which are covered with snow even till late in the 
spring, bound Ammakosina towards the north-west, and most of the rivers 
above-mentioned tlow from them. At the foot of the mountai ns are large 
forests; but towards the coast the country is level, and affords plenty of 
wholeso01e grass. Karroo plains are not to be found here, and the mountains 
consist of" granite and sand-stone, not of schistus. The tract between the 
Great Fish-river and the Keissi abounds in large trees, particul arly the mi
mosa. 0 n the other side of the Keissi but few tall stemmed trees are to 
be found, hut there are more large succulent plants; a sort of eup horbia, pro
bably the e,.,p.Aorhia o.fficinarum, grows here to the height of from thirty-six to 
forty feet;. 

The di frerent sides of the Keissi are· equaUy ~i~ti~c~ with rega~d to the ani
mals by ,_hich they are inhabited. W estwarcJ. of . this river the country 
abounds "1'ith numerous flocks of small antelopes.and quaggas, as well as with
beasts 0 £ prey. On the eastern side they have only the larger kinds of ante◄ 
l~pea, Panicularly the a,iti/ope area,, with abundance of elephants, and in the 
nven "aat numbers of hippopotami. Alberti says that he saw here a flock of :::!ants., which his companions thought could · not consist of less than five 

red; he himself estimated it at least at three hundred. Of the hippo 
()0 2 ' 
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potami, in one of his journeys he saw two and twenty killed in a single river. 
Thi$ difference in the animal world between the two sides of the Keissi, Al
berti explains from the difference of the vegetable products, as on one side 
sweet fine grass is every where to be found, on the other nothing but sour 
grass, which only affords good food to anima~s of a grosser organization. 
These lands, however, when cultivated,yield very plentifully. The Kooss~, 
t~ amend the quality of the grass, sometimes burn them, when a new and 
better vegetation springs up. 

For this fertility the country has to thank its happy climate, strikingly dif
ferent from that at the Cape Town, as will be seen by the following observa
tjons, for which I am indebted to Vander Kemp. The time which may here 
be called winter, and which in many other hot countries, even ia the colony 
of the Cape, is distinguished by torrents of rain, is here the dryest part of the 
year. From May to August, when the length of the nights and the northerD 
inclination of the sun considerably diminishes the heat, it rains very seldom. 
Thesewinterdays are throughout serene and cool; but theoightsareofteofoggy 
and hazy. On the coutrary, in summer the air no sooner becomes sultry, 
than thunder-clouds ~ome on, which commonly break about three hours after 
mid-day, and by the abundant rains they bring, the air is cooled. and re
freshed. Seldom a week passes in summer without at least two thunder .. 
atorms: it even rains sometimes in this season without thunder. In the year 
1800, when Vander Kemp lived near the Guakubi-river, he made the following 
observations : 

ID January it rained U days, 8 accompaniecl with storm,. 
February . •••..•. 6 • •••• • 4. 
March ....•..... 0 •••• .• 8. 
April •.•.•...... 8 . •••. . 8. 

May ............. I.- ••••• ~ 
June ....•...••.. a.. .. . . . h 

· wit oat storms. 
July .. . .•••.•.• . t ..... . 
August .....•.••. t ..... . 
September •••••••• G •••••• J. 
October ••••••••• 3, ••••• 1. 
No•ember ••••••• JG ••••• JO. 

l)eceaber ••••••• 1 ....... ·•·· 
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All these storms came from the same quarter, the north-west, that where 
lie the principal mountains, and in sixteen months that Vaoder Kemp lived 
in the country, he b1.1t once knew a storm come before noon. The light
ning is extremely sharp, is little extended, as in our climate; but the rays 
may be plainly distinguished descending from the clouds, and springing from 
one cloud to another. Vander Kemp, indeed, calls them streams ef fire, con
tinuing from two seconds to three and a halt: The claps of thunder are tre
mendous, and the rain falls sometimes in such torrents, that the house, at a 
distance from the river nre almoetbeaten down. 

In the coldest days in winter, upon the plains, the thermometer seldom 
sinks Jower than ..50° by Fahrenheit, nor at this season ever exceeds ?'0°. In 
1ummer it is seldom lower than between 7<1' and 80°; and just before a thun
der-storm the heat is almost insupportable. . The air is particularly hot with 
a north wind, so that when under the wind one seems as if by a large fire: the 
thermometer is then little above 100°. At this hot time of the year, thick 
fogs often arise at night, which sometimes continue even till .· noon the next 
day, and contribute much to keeping the sail moist. These fogs are very rare 
indeed in the colony, and even in the Koossas country they are confined pretty 
much to-the eastern side of the Keissi. • 

The fertility of this. country; and the abundance of grass it produces, will 
aufficiently account for the pastoral, or semi-nomade life led by the inha
bitants. There js no question but that if it were cultivated according to the 
European manner,. it would be productive beyond any that has yet been 
known;. At the same time very weighty objections lie agains~ the projects . 
that have been formed for colonizing it by several persons, particularly by 
Captain Benjamin Stout, of the American ship Hercules: but it would 
be carrying ua too much out of our way to enter into an investigation of 
them•. 

The trees here continue their leaves nearly the whole year, retaining almost 

• The Hercules waa stranded, in the year 17il6~ upon the Caffre coast, near the mouth of the 
rt.er Amera. Those of the crew who escaped met with a Tery kind reception Crom the Caj[re,, 
aacl most of them got at last happily to the Cape Town. Captain Stout afterwards gave an ac. 
ceut ol the wbele aiai, te Coogrose, and eodeiwourecl to impress them strongly with the eipe. 
dieoc7 of pluting an American colony upon this coast. 
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always the same vivid green, and the birds never forbear their songs : parrots 
and turtle-doves alone are heard in · greater force in summer than in winter, 
and the swallows disappear in autumn ; in Mathimba they are, ho~ever, 
.een the whole winter. 

There are years in which the thunder showers in summer are less 
frequent, and this was the case in 1804 and 1805. The drought of these 
years in the colony, which, if it did not produce an absolute dearth, at least 
occasioned a great defalcation in the usual quantity of corn, e~tended even 
to this favoured country, and the Koossas lost a great nuinher of cattle from 
want of feed for them. Whole societies strolled into the colony, in hopes or 
finding places which had been exempted from the general calamity, and the 
country was much indebted to the zeal and prudence of Alberti that this 
inroad was not attended with renewed dissensions between them and the 
colonists. 

The number of families who live io one place are generally from about 
forty to fifty ; these form a little state like a village. One of the householders 
is chief of the kraal. At the dea.th of a chief his subjects choose a successor, 
commonly from the family of the deceased; but the king has the power 
of confirming or of setting aside. th.e choice. . Sometimes the . people of 
one kraal will chOQSe the chief of ·another to be their chief, ~od thence it 
happens that there are chiefs who have the command of two, three, four, or 
more kraals. They are all vassals of the king, chiefs, as well as those under 
them ; but the subjects are generally so blindly attached to their chiefs, that 
they will follow them against the king, as has been particularly th~ .~e in 
these latter times . The power of the chiefs did extend even over life and 
death, but King Geika has set this aside, and declared it to be his will that 
henceforward no sentence of death shall be carried into execution without 
his consent. Every chief chooses from among his most wealthy subjects five 
or six., who act as counsellors to him, without whose advice he seldom under-

. takes any thing of importance. Commonly it is old and experienced persons 
who are selected for this purpose. The great council of the king is composed 
·of the chiefs of particular kraals. 

The government is entirely monarchic; . the king is absolute sovereign. He 
makes laws, and executes them entirely according, to his sole wilL Yet 
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there is a power to balance his in the people ; he governs only as long as they 
choose to obey. If be pursues any measure which displeases universally, he 
is warned by one of the oldest and most esteemed c1'iefs of the displeasure of 
bis subjects. If this warning be not attended to, every kraal, from the first 
1Q the last, breaks up, and retires to the borders; a hint. which seldom fails 
to produce an alteration in his conduct. But should he still resist their will, 
at the first symptom of resistance one kraal really passes the borders, and the 
rest immediately follow. Vander Kemp twice saw this method pursued, 
one time when Geika had made a Jaw against private revenge, forbidding a 
man, ~ho had detected his wife in infidelity to the marriage bed, taking away 
the life of the seducer; and the second, when he would have made the king 
heir to all his subjects who died without heirs in a direct line. He was 
required to retract both; that however relating to private revenge was esta
b,lished, the other was set aside. 
_ Yet, unless . in instances when this spirit of . resistance is particularly 
awakened,· his will is implicitly obeyed, and when he pronounces a sentence 
of death, it is executed without a murmur. Though the Koossas have · no 
mode of saluting e~ch other when they ;ffieet, yet there is a courtesy practised 
towards \he king wherever he is seen, by pronouncing his name with the 
syllable Ann before it, thus, Ann-Geika. ~is title is Inkoossi, which 
Jignifies . f'Uler. On journeys the king is acco,mpanied by his couns~llors, 
and a train selected from his poorer subjects= wherever he comes, an ox is 
immediately killed for his entertainment. His wives, especially those who 
are of a distinguished family themselves, are also treated with particular 
distinction, anq are followed by a train of women from the lower ranks. But 
ntither the king or his wives drink any .milk upon their journeys, excepting 
from their .own cows, which always follow in their train. 
. The revenue of the king consists in a certain annual contribution of cattle,. 
each subject cpntri~uting in proportion to _his own riches. A certain propor
tion of the fruits of the earth also belongs to the king, and he has besides, 
the breast of every ox killed, and of every eland taken in hunting, with all 
elephants' teeth,• panthers' skins, and cran.es' feathers. A father who esta-

• Alberti mentions, in speaking of the ivory bracelets presented by the ki111 u tokl'os ol 
ra,our, that they are considered as marks of 10 mucb boaour, that tbe7 must anor be lai• 
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blifi.hes hit daughter by marriage must giYe ooe of the cows he hu·receiV6d 
fbr her to the king-, for this ex pres• reason, that the girl was educated under 
the eye of the king and his wives. 

The habitation of the king is no otherwise diitinguished than by the tail of 
a lion or a panther hanging from the Mp of the roof. His messengers, at 
thO!!le who are sent to summon before him any one against whom a complaint 
has been made, carry a lion's .or panther's tail in their hands, to shew that the7 
come on the part of the king. 

All sons of the king are born captains; one of them always &ucceeds to the 
government at the death of their father, but not always the eldest; it is 
commonly him whose mother was of the richest and oldest family of any of 
the king's wives. The rest a-re only chiefs of small kraals, which they 
~enerally form therMelves, with the young merr ind their wives who have 
been their attendants, in some spot selected according to their own fancy. 
The king may, however, pass over all his sons if he chooses · it, · and appoint a 
successor from any other family. lf the king dies while his successor is a 
minor, his preceptor is rPgent till he attains bis eighteenth or twentieth 
year, and his mother, with the assistance of her relations, watchea over the 
preservation of his· rights. · 

When o criminal has been bMught before the king, and has upon clear 
evidence been found guilty, the king pronounces, "Let this ma,. h t11 

tnore ;?• some of the attendants immediately lead him away, and be is exeeuted. 
Sometimes he is purposely permitted to escape, and by flying out of the _ 
territories, he is no longer liable to• punishment. Geika, who from the mild
ness of his disposition appears exl'remely amiable and interesting, seldom 
makes use of this right. Instead of this, for most offences which we~ 
punished with death, he bas substituted a fine of a certain number of oxen, 
proportirmed to the nature of the offenee, which oxen are killed immediately. 

· This mode of punishment has been established some time; death is now elll1 

aside. lie himsdf saw a K.oossa, wbo1e bracelet, from bis growing extremely fat, had beceme 
mm:h too &R1aU for him, a~I oruaioned a Tiolent swelling or bla arm, but notwitllataodlnt 
th:! it wa~ not to he lalum off; e~eo the king himself bad not power to giTe prrmission for it. 
It is a cu~tom of ,ur thl't the hory bracelets found upon the, bodiea of enemies killed ia batde 
ate kl•pt with great care by the conq11eron, and rester«I to the t"9tllilhed party OD peace 
being maw. · 
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1nfticted for the most heinous offences. Robbery is punished by paying an 
equivalent, and by a fine of cattle to the king, the number of which he 
himself cletermines. Any one who has partaken in eating an ox that was 

stolen rn '1st also pay a fine to the king~ 
A short time since, a rich man sent a boy into the field to take care of his 

-cattle, vvithout the knowledge and consent of the lad's parents. A lion tore 
him to pieces, and Geika sentenced the person by whom he· was sent, 
to pay a fine of seven cows and two oxen to the unfortunate parents. It 
is considered as a capital crime to ease nature in a cattle-fold, or in a river, 
as it pollutes the water: in both cases the offender is subject to the punish
ment or death. The apparent hardship of this is diminished, when it is , 
considered in the one instance how sacred the Koossas hold their cattle, and 
that the £old is, besides, the place where the public assemblies are held; and 
in the other, that water is a_n article of indispensable necessity, and that no 
one would think of using any again from a stream which had been thus 
polluted_• . 

There are certain persons appointed for the purpose by the king, who, on 
occasions e>f peculiar difficulty in 11:he government, must at his req':1isition 
assist hi In with their counsels: they are called pagati, and may be deno
minated his privy-counsellors. Vander Kemp was once secretly accused of 
having attempted the life of the king, by giving him po,soned wine. Two 
pagati. canie to him, and questioned him very minutely, but with so much 
circumspection, that he had no suspicion himself of the accusation which 
had been preferred, till after judgment was passed upon him. Geika came 
himaelf t:o him, and asked him very unconcernedly for a glass of wine. It 
app~red,. however, that Vander Kemp had not a drop of wine in his pos~ 
eessron : this was conclusive, and the king then told him in the most friendly 
mann~r 0£ what he had been accused, adding 1hat the pagati would fain have 
had bnn <:ondemned to death. 

V • :lbe~u does not mention this custom; bu~ according to the testimony of Mr. Barrow and 
aa er &.einp, u well as from my own inquiries, the fact is fully established, · 
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CHAP. XXI. 

1/islory of the Koossa Tribe, and of its TrarJ tr:ith the Colony and with the &glisn.
The Cajfre Tribes of the Interior. 

THE Koossas have some traditions among them, but they cannot go farther 
back than a few generations, and indeed in these the information to be obtained 
from them is very obscure: they are not even agreed among themselves in the 
manner of relating occurrences; the same circumstance will be very differ
ently related by one and by another. There are people among them who are 
considered as more knowing than the rest, and they form together a sort of 
college, whose verdict on all doubtful points is decisive beyond contradiction: 
what they believe with regard to the history of the country is considered by 
all the rest as indisputably true. How imperfect the knowledge of these 
historians is, will, however, be manifest from the following notices, which con
tain all the information upon the subject that we were able to collect. 

T6guh is the oldest among their kings, respecting whom they have any 
tradition. The descendants from him are in the following order: 

T6guh. 
I 

Gonde, 
I 

Tsijo.-
1 

'J'garcka, 
I 

Khauta. 

I 
I 

llientza. 

KhamlJuhsjc, called Chacl,abJ. 
I 

Umlao. Sambeh. Jaluhsa. 
I 
~ 

Langa~ 

U111lao Tholy. 

Palo was brother to Tgareka, hut never was king himself, although Le 
Vaillant follows the general error iµ describing him as having been so, undeT 
the name of Farao. He was only regent under Tgareka, as Chacbabe and 
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u121 "Jao were under Khauta. Palo was a powerful chief, very much be
lo~ed by the people, and revolted against his brother the king. The latter 

had IDade an unjust demand of an extraordinary number of cattle from his 
au 1:::>_j ects, and the whole nation murmured against it. It was on this occasion 
1ha. t Palo first opposed· his brother, but it did not come immediately to a 
reg-.i tar contest, because Tgareka, by compliance, won over a part of the 
nati<>J1 to his side. Palo's adherents in the mean time increased very much, 
and upon the next provocation, matters came to a decision by force, when 
Tgareka was conquered, and made prisoner; yet Palo, though a heathen, had 
so strong a sense of right, that he did not place himself upon the throne, but 
restored his brother. 

The latter, however, no sooner felt himself again in power, than he thought 
only 0£ revenge, and in the end, Palo, with his adherents, were attacked, 
beaten., and himself taken prisoner; yet Tgareka, now on his side, shewed 
bi111sel ~ not destitute of generosity, and his haughty brother's power was only 
cireu 01 ~cribed and rendered harmless for the future; but this done, he was 
restor~<:::3 to liberty and to his former dignity. 

\'tl t-=-=-. e next generation, the descendants of Palo were stronger than he had 
~en h • mself. His son Chachabe stands recorded in the history of the country 
asa re~l hero. He did not undertake any thing against his cousin Khauta, 
a/thou ~ h the whole nation would have been on his side; on the contrary, he 
wast~ king's most faithful subject and counsellor: but his merits are univer
sa\\j ~ ~ lmowiedged, and this period, which seems to have been between 17S0 
tt\O. \ 790, is rather called the period when Chachabe lived, than when Khauta 
teignec:1. The latter was, however, in this respect deserving of esteem, that 
con~, n c:ed of the superiority of Palo's line above his own, and desirous to 
ob•i,;--,ate to the country a cause of rlestructive wars, he named Chachabe's son 
\)U'\\ao as his successor, to ·the exclusion of his own children. Umlao died 
""'9'(}\lng of a wound given him in anger by his own father, and left an only child, 

Ge,\a, the present king, he being upon the death of his father nt\med by 
"'K.nauta as his successor. He was a boy when Khauta died, and was left under 
the guardianship of his uncle Sambeh, who, as his guardian, administered the 
~emmeot in his name. Geika's mother, who was daughter to the King of 
1\'fatbirriba, was sent back to her own country during the minority of her son; 
bill when he attained the age of eighteen, and succeeded to the throne, she 
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returned. Sambeh, however, was not disposed to give up the reins of govern• 
ment which he bad held so long, and he drew over the children of King Khauta 
and his brother Jaluhsa to his party, while Geika, supported by his mother, \ 
prepared to defend his rights by force of arms. Besides the ancient and steady 
adherents of Palo and his descendants, he was supported by his brother-in-law 
Tlibi, and another chief, by name Umguhji. It was about this time that Buys 
sought an asylum in the country, and prove~ a great support to the young 
king's party. , 

The plan of the rebels was to attack the king at the same time from two 
different quarters, but by a misunderstanding, Jaluhsa's party commenced the 
attack a day too soon, and was vanquished. The next day Geika fell upon 
his uncle Sambeh, whom he also conquered, and took him prisoner. This was 
in the year 1796, and for two years the usurper was detained in a sort of cus
tody, in which Mr. Barrow saw him in 1797. This writer celebrates with 
justice the noble behaviour of the young king towards his prisoner. He left 
him all his cattle, his wives, and hisservants, and often asked his advice, only 
he was compelled to remain constantly in the place where Geika himself was. 
As the latter thought at length that he had entirely won hini back to his inte
rest, he restored him to full liberty, saying, in Vander Kemp's prt:5ence, at the 
time of granting it, "Uncle, I thank you'for the education you have given me, 
which has taught me to acquit myself with honour as a sovereign. For this 
I will forget that you ever acted unkindly towards me, and deal with you as 
you yourself have taught me to do., In like manner do you learn of me to 
behave as becomes a trne and faithful subject." 

•• < • 

· He now redoubled his proofs of esteem and regard, yet never could wholly 
divest himself of suspicion, and endeavoured in many ways to prevent 
Sambeh's acquiring any increase of property. The latter, in conseqqence, 
came at length to the resolution of leaving Geika's territories, taking with him 
all his family and treasures. His brother Jalubsa, the Chiefs Conga and 
TsJatsfo, together with Um)ao and Tho)y,• the sons of Langa, who was Palo's 

• The readers or Mr. Barrow's Travels arc already acquainted with these two young men, 
whom he calls by the names or Malloo and Tooley. Umlao afterwards retui'hed to Geika. 
Langa h:ul also another son, Luhsjabba, but being born after his father's death, he was coosi. 
dcred as a bastard.-AcTuoa. 

It seems proper here to obsene, that any difference to be round in the orthography or Caff're 
n,mcs, and indeed or Caff're words in general, between Mr. Barrow and our German author, 
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youngest son, fled to him with all their kraals, and settled in the country upon 
the coast on the other side the Great Fish-river.• 

Geika was so much weakened by this desertion, that it was impossible to 
\'.duce the rebels to obedience by force. They remained therefore unmolested 
hr bi m, but they were too much in the neighbourhood of the colonists for a 
good understanding to be long maintained with them. Their numerous herd& 
grazed upon the territ01·ies of the colonists~ the solitary farmers, too weak to 
IVithst:and them, fled in-wards with their own cattle, sometimes, however, 
returning to revenge and remunerate themselves, .by secretly driving away 

1111Y me> st probably be resolved into the diiferent ideas with regard to the orthography of the 
1rord. ...- -.Uch the same sound would conTey to an English and to a German ear. A German, for 
eia.m.p"le:, though spelling this name Tholy, would, in pronouncing it, dr(lp·the hand call it Toly, 
1rhich ....,.ill not vary essentially from the pronunciation Toolc9, given by Mr, Barrow. It i1 
not 8 «> . ~asy to account (or the nry great difference in the case of the other name, called by the 
one -..r...-11.ter Umlao, by the other Mtllloo. This subject will be treated more amply io occasional 
oot.e.a u pou the Vocabulary of the Koossa Ja■g11age givea in the Appendix.-TaANSLATOR, 

• •~ tltis relation I ha,e followed Vaoder Kemp, because his account is more ample than 
l\berti •s, and beca.use· be understood the Koossas' language much better: he had Ji,ed longer 
anong them, and had therefore more opportunity of making himself acquainted with their 
tra.di t.i.ons. In all other respects their testimonies concur exceedingly, but in this they differ 
'° 'Enucb, that I think it better to gbe Alberti's also, and then lea'!'e the reader to judge 

bet. .._,.eem them for himself. . 
4-ccording to him, Palo wa■ lawful regent, and the contest first began between Tgarcka• and 

Chachabe, bis two sons. After a long war carried on with various auccess, Chachabe was over. 
come, and fled with all his adherents to the western side p( the Keissi river, into the territory of the 
Con.~uas, which is on the borders of the colony. A great contest arose in consequence, 
'between the colonists and these emigrant hordes, io which. the Caffres, after having destroyed a 
'llu1nbel' of farms, were ,lriyen back; and compelled to make peace, In this peace, which was 
tQ1't\uded in 17g:,, tlte Great Fish.river was fixed aa the boundary of the Caffre counlry, and all 
cOt,teutions migllt from that time have been easily ~Yert.ed,. if the e:r.iating goY~roment had 
i,een sufficiently powerful to preyent the agreemeat being mfrmged. But the too Justly appre. 

11ended attack of the English, united with the rnolutionary movements of the colonists in Graaft'. 
Reyuett, rendered this impossible. In 1795, the attack by the English was really made, and at 
the same time Sambch rcyo\tcd against Geik.a, and encamped with his people upon the territory 
of the colonists, already embarrassed with their own contentions: thence, according to Alberti, 

arose all the mischief of which we proceed to treat. 

• Alberti uways writes this name Kalc:lta, but Vander Kemp, who undentands the laDguage e:rtremely well, 
upraaly mentioned the name to me u th~ only Calf re one In which the r occun, aad from tWs, as w.W u the claP( 

in the int syllable, be considen the name aa entirely of Hottcatot origin, 
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~ome of the stray cattle of the Caffres. The latter had then naturally re
course to reprisals, so that the parties even came to little skirmishes, in 
-which the colonists, from the superiority their fire-arms gave them, easily had 
the advantage. The Caffres, however, soon gained a most welcome reinforce
ment. A large body of Hottentots were induced to fly from their masters, on 
account, as they complained, of their too great severity with them, and join
ing with the Caffres, they hoped to find an opportunity at once of revenging 
their alleged ill-treatment, and of enriching themselves by plunder. These 
people knew accurately the ways about the colony; they could almost point 
out the situation of every individual farm; they besides brought fire-arms 
with them, and some powder and shot, which they secured at their flight. 
They were therefore formidable, and it is much to be presumed, that had it 
not been for their assistance, the Caffres would never have ventured to make 
the attack. 

Thus reinforced, the united body soon spread terror over the whole district 
of Graaff-Reynett, and in a few weeks almost all the country between the 
Bosjesmans' -river and the Fish-river was in their hands. A great number 
of cattle became their prey: all the houses of the colonists were burnt, and 
many fell in the unequal struggle to preserve their property. In this exigence 
the Commandant Vander Walt, after having in vain sought to bring about an 
amicable accommodation, assembled a number of colonists, in order if possi
ble to drive the invaders back to their own borders by force of arms: but 
even in the first conflict this brave man fell by the ball of a Hottentot, who 
concealed himself in an ambush for the purpose. 

Van<lcr Walt enjoyed the universal esteem of all his fellow-countrymen ; he 
was belo\·.ed by the Hottentots on account of the mildness of his disposition, 
and ha<l formerly maintained a good deal of intercourse in the most amicable 
mannn with the CatfrC's. Even the English respe<:ted his memory, and I have 
been witnf:'ss myself to the praises bestowed upon him by General Dundas, in 
a conversation between him and Genera) Janssens. "Tith him the colonists 
lost all their hope, as well as their courage, and instead of resistance, thought 
no l<rnger of any thing hut flight. His successor, Henry Janssens Yan 
Rensburg, equally endeavoured to re.establish tranquillity in Graaff-Reynett; 
but in vain~ for it was at this very time that the peasants rose against the 
English government. \\" hen Rensburg, therefore, with his troop, would have 
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marched against the Caffres, General Vandeleur, with his detachment of 
soldiers, appeared to quell the insurrection: this was in March, I 799, Rens
\)u rg, and sixty families with him> fled to the district of Tarka, and to the 
BaD"1boo mountains; those _that remained submitted, as e learn from the 
second part of .Mr. Barrow's Travels, and the ringleaders were for the most 
put carried prisoners to the Cape Town. 

In the mean time the Caffres continually pressed forwards, nor was General 
'Van deleur, even in his march to Algoa bay, free from their attacks. He 
auoce~ded, however, in driving them back to the Bosjesmans' -river, and there 
took a. strong position; but as they were very superior in numbers they con• 
trivecl. to enclose him round and cut off his supplies, so that his situation 
beca~e exceedingly precarious. Rensburg then, informed of these events,. 
and C<:>nvinced that the oppressions of the Caffres would be much more into
lerab l~ than the sovereignty of the Englishp advanced with his corps, and 
havi ~g delivered the general, the latter continued his march to Algoa bay,. 
where: he embarked his troops, and left the colony to its fate. The arrogance 
of t .he: Caffres now knew no bounds; they pressed rashly forwards, along the 
coast-s through the Long-kloof, and by Plettenberg's bay, as we have seen, 
ha.If" ~ay to the Cape Town, marking their progress with fire and massacre. 
lt "'7-as not till they arrived at the farther bank of the Kaima n's-river that the 
united power of the English troops and the peasants succe eded in stopping 
thein ; and at length, in the beginning of the year 1800, they were forced back 
'to ~he Zwartkops-river. Lieutenant General Dundas,gove rnorofthe colony, 
had in the mean time established the settlement at Algoa bay, and taken all 
"Possible precautions to prevent like misfortunes in futur e. It was not at 
first in his power to prevail upon the rebel chiefs of the Caffres to return over
t\\e Great .Fish-river, and it did not appear adviseable to attempt driving 
\\leiD over. This part of .the col~ny therefore remained for some time in 
,beir hands; the lands consequently -were uncultivated, and the reciprocal 

. distrus _t was unabated. 
Geika in the mean tim~ continued quiet, nor would suffer bis subjects to 

take any part in these disturbances and quarrels, yet perfect peace could not 
be preserved between him and the colonists. The latter never lost the idea 
of taking advantage of the first opportunity presented them for regaining from 
the Caffres a part of the booty they had taken, but went from time to fan 
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in little parties over the borders, and once fell upon a tr.oop of Geika•s 
adherents, whom they either could not, or would not, distinguish from the 
other party, and drove away their cattle. Reprisals were naturally resorted 
to, and thus, after the revolted chiefs had been chase_d from the colony, and 
compelled to remain quiet, a petty warfare was carried on between the par.ty 
among the Caffres who had not taken any share in the great contest, and the 
inhabitants of Bruintjeshoogte, Zwagershoek, and a part of the Snow Moun
tains. That the evil was not productive of more important consequences was 
owing, as many affirm, entirely to Conrad Buys, against whom so much has 
been said, and of whom Mr. Barrow relates that he was the author of all the 
mischief. He was indeed living ·with King Geika bsore the troubles broke· 
out; but having supported him in his defence against Sambeh, he was in 
.the sequel either constantly with him, or else travelling in the northern part, 
of the Caffre country, far from the t~eatre of war. Besides, it is scarcely 
credible that he would promote the devastation of his native country, and 
the misery of his friends: it was not from any quarrel with them that he fled 
and sought an asylum elsewhere; it was because he saw the colony passing 
under a foreign yoke. That an irreconcilable aversion to the English 
induced him rather to take up his abode among heathens than in a country 
of which they were the masters, he himself avowed. Even had he been 
disposed to excite his friend and protector Geika against the English, yet he 
never had any concern whatever with the rebel chiefs, the enemies of Geika, 
nor could be in any way involved in an attack made by them. 

Vander Kemp himself, who was no friend to the colonists, and a zealous 
adherent of the English, exculpates Buys from such accusations. Both lived 
for a considerable time with Geika, but Buys possessed his confidence in a 
much higher degree than the missionary : the latter indeed assures us tha~ 
the confidence placed by the king in h_i~ mother, and in his fugitive friend, 
_was so great, that no measure of importance was taken by him without con• 
suiting them. A sort of marriage, as has been already mentioned, had taken• 
place between the mother of Geika and Buys. She was a princess of 
.Mathimba, and had procured fo~ her son the sovereignty of that kingdom 
in addition to his former dominions. A vicegerent bad been appointed by 
Geika, to administer the government, and the senior among bis wives was 
taken from that nation. 
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_ Geika ·always treated -his moth.er with the most profound respect, and even 
now she exercised a sort of guardianship o\.·er him. This was exemplified on 
a particular occasion, when he was sitting in judgment, earnestly endeavour
ing to discover among a number of persons who had been cited into his pre
sence which among them was the perpetrator of a crime that had been com
mitted. The question was that some injury had been done to a woman of 
distinction without her being able to say who was the offender. As soon as 
the queen-mother heard the nature .of the complaint, she commanded her son 
to stand forth in the mid~t of the circle, as he was with the rest on the spot 
where the affair happened, and seating herself in his place, made him take an 
oeth that he himself was innocent: afterwards resigning his place to hi,m 

· again, she permitted him to proceed in the investigation. Geika commended 
exceedingly the wisdom shewn by her. 

\Vhen Sambeh was conquered, the children of the former King Khauta fell 
into the hands of Geika. Some of them were put to death, and one, who was 
somewhat deformed, he killed with his own hands. The life of the youngest, 
however, by name Hientza, was not only spared, but the king took him 
under his especial protection, and educated him with the utmost care and 
kindness. Now that he was twelve years old he had at the youth's earnest 
request restored him to his mother. Geika has many times to persons in his 
confidence expressed his wish that Hientza might prove a man of worth and 
talents, for he had resolved in that case to name him his successor, and restore 
the succession to its former line, hoping by that means to put an end to the 
unhappy discords which had so long reigned in consequence of the original 
contest between Palo and Tgareka. Besides Hientza, there are two other 
aons of Khauta living, the name of one of whom is Khaudi. 

It remains now to say something of the more distant tribes of. Caffrcs, as 
far at least as they are concerned with these notices respecting the Koossas, , 
or became known to us from the travels subsequently undertaken into the 
northern parts of the country. What I have learnt upon this subject is con
fined principally to the names of the several tribes, and to having established' 
the importantfact, that their language, though diverging into different dialects; 

•is essentially the same throughout this vast tract, and that the most distant 
tribes understand each other, though not always without difficulty. Buys,. 
who has travelled over the country, even to the l\faduanas, is my principal, 
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authority for the fact, though in the sequel a confirmation of his assertions was 
not wanting from the mouths of the Caffres themselves. 

The first tribe after crossing the river Basseh is the Tambuckis, or 
·Mathimbas; they are somewhat lower in stature than the Koossas, hut their 
language is exactly the same ; a strict alliance has been preserved between 
these two tribes from time immemorial. Proceeding along the coast, the next 
tribe to the Koossas is one which is called by many different names; that by 
which it is most generally known is the Gonaaquas, but by the colonists they 
are usually called Mambuckis ; the Koossas call them the Imbos, -and in 
Van Reenen•s Journey they are called the people of Hambona. I will not 
pretend to decide whether all these names belong to the same tribe, or 
whether they are only different divisions of it. They. were brought into , 

. notice from the shipwreck of the Grosvenor, which happened upon their 
coast, and from the journey, which, at the instigation of the Dutch govern
ment, was undertaken in 1791, to seek . out such of the unfortunate cr-ew • · 
had been saved. 

In pursuing the course of the Basseh into the interior of the country, 
south of this stream lies the tribe of the Abbatoanas, and s:;11 farther up the 
river are the Maduanas. The latter are a numerous and peaceable race: Buys 
lived for a considerable time among them, and assured: me that there was 
scarcely any dtfference.between their language and that of the Koossas. 

Far to the north-west,• in the interior of the country, the Koossas speak of 
a tribe which they call the Macquinas, and say that it is from them all the 
other tribes receive their copper and iron. This information appears to me 
the less to be doubted,. inasmuch as I found the same name afterwards among 

• There seems some confusion here, since the country of the Macquinas is represented by the 
author as to the north.west, and in the interior; yet if it' wt're so, it could not lie between the 
eastern coast and &etjuao, as it appears to do from what follows. The Beetjuaos spoke ~f 
them as the most easterly tribe they knew, and the author supposes them to hal'c bad intercoarae · 
with the Portuguese on the ,astern.coast. Perhaps a l'ery unfortunate instance of misprinting _ 
has here occurred, and we ought to read •'' Jar to the north.ea8t," Still there is a Jifficulty, •• 
to its being called in the interior of the country, since from all that is said, it appears rather to 
be towards the eastern.coast. I ha.e, however, given the passage exactly as it stands in the 
original, but hau thought proper to notice it in this way ln ordei' to exonerate myself from 
J&aying created tlae coafoaioa. Tu111LAToa • 

• 
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the people of Beetjuan. They spoke of them as the most easterly tribe they 
.knew, as the Koossas had called them the most northerly, and said that their 
very extensi,ve territory was crossed by a great moµntain, from one side of 
which copper was dug, -from ,the other iron, The number of these people is 
not to be calculated, and notraveller has ever yet reached the exten~ of their 
territories. T:hrough them, m~lilY generations before, the Beetjuans were 
assured of the .existence of such beings as white men~ Probably therefore 
this tribe had already had some inter~urse of trade with the Portuguese on 
the eastern coa$t of Africa, at least they had heard of them. The Macquioas 
belong to-the great natio~ of the Beetjua~s, but they are superior in numbers 
and knowledge to all the other tribes.• 

· The KOOS88s ·besi~es talk of an extraordinary people, far to the north, that 
have no resemblance :to ·the Caffres, who do not speak their langµage, or 
follo.w their customs. They call the country Mathola. Hitherto no one has 
:v.isited or seen these people, but according to repor~, the colour of their skin 
is yellow, and they have long strait hair, which they do up in locks, and wind 
round the head. Such an account does not seem deserving of much attention, 
and appears at first wh<>lly fabulous. But probably Europeans may here be 
meant, who have from time to ti~e l~nded upon various parts of the coast; 
for it is to be observed that similar things have been repeatedly said from the 
first re.sear~bes.made by the discoverers of Africa. Even from the time of 
Prester John, JQng hair bas been among the Africans a principal characteristic 
of every unknown and remarkable people. The company whom Governor 
Tulbagh sent out upon discovery in 1761 returned with like information, which 
they had obtained from the Briquas; and it is well known for what a length of 
time -rumours had been spread of a people dwelling on the eastern coast dis
tinguished by their long hair, till Van Reenen in his journey found among the 
Hambonas some old Europeans, who in early youth had been cast by ship
wreck upon the coast, and had given occasion to such reports. 

The trade which ·the Koossas keep up with the other Catfre tribes is very 

• I cannot refrain from remarking on the affinity between the name Macquina, and the Arabic 
word Makini, which 1ignifie1 a u,orker of iron. 1'hia similarity to the Arabic with others which 
I ha•e particularized in the notice, annexed to this work respectio& the language of tht Caffrc 
tribes, are exceedingly strit.iug, and sufficiently enigmatical. 
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insignificant; the tribes of Beetjuan are in this respect much before them, 
since they carry on a far brisker trade, and draw from it many objects contri
buting to the comforts of life. This may perhaps be principally ascribed to 
the remoteness of the Koossas, who live entirely at one corner of the Caffie 
country; There is not therefore much reason to hope that our knowledge of 
this singular nation, and of its inhabitants, will be increased through them. 
Among people who live a kind of nomade life, and are often engaged in civil 
contentions with each other, the habitations being so often changed, the 
customs are changed also, nay even the names, so that it is difficult to dis
tinguish one tribe very decidedly from another. Each separate tribe is in a 

certain degree.only a passing phantom, which is afterwards overpowered by a 
mightier neighbour, or is spread out into many little hordes, one of which 
wanders hither, another thither, so that in the course of a few generations 
they become wholly unknown to each other. Such divisions have often taken 
place among the Koossas. In the time of the struggles with Palo, a consi-

. derable number, headed by a person of the name of Mad]oagga, went north
westwards; and later, in Chachabe's time, another party, under the conduct of 
a Chief named Bakka, wandered from the country; nor was it known where 
either of these had settled. I afterwards found some traces of them when I 
trave1led from the Cape north-eastwards over the Orange-river. 

A like emigration recently took place, when a Caffre Chief, by name Baa'i, 
who lived on the southern bank of the river Basseh, was compelled from a 
long and fierce war with the Abbatoanas to quit the country of the Koossas, 
and make his way with his horde to the sources of the river. Here his suc
cessors, if circumstances are favourable, may perhaps found a 'new kingdom. 

As to what concerns the language of the Koossas, I refer the reader to the 
Appendix. I have there endeavoured, both from the best information I could 
myself obtain, and also from the additional information procured by subse
quent travellers, to give as accurate an idea as lies in my power of the 
language of this · nation, considering this as affording very important grounds 
on which to found a judgment of the degree of cultivation that subsists among 
them. · 

I must now flatter myself that I have put the reader in possession of data 
which will enable him to form a tolerably accurate idea of the situation of the 
Cafi're tribes; and I cannot help entertaining a hope that this . will give a 

r 
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double interest to my account of the continuation of our journey, when we 
not only passed the borders, but even penetrated into the midst of the Caffre 
c:ountry. 

I have been permitted to tn1lke use of the journal kept by General Janssens 
iri his travels among the Caffres; and as it affords many interesting ~ircum
ata.nces, which will contribute towards a better knowledge of these people, 
and of the relations between them and the colony, and will equally elucidate 
"tme situation of the eastern districts at that time, I have thought that I could 
ecarce:ly make a more acceptable present to my reader:-s than by giving at full ' 
lengt b the following extract from it. ' 

r 
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-CHAP. XXIl. , 

Ir~ J~'1ffl,the,1-ourntllof General J'flflHens.-Hi, Stayi,c.Algaa Bay, andCon{,er
fflee with IM ,R~bf:l C'!lfre-Cmefs.-J.ourney ialo the Ca.fre Celffllr!J, and fnt~roi• 
.u,W, the .King Geika.-Inttsrcowse r,,ith him.-~ra111aclion1 of 4he C•mmtmd•t,4/. 
-l>erti in ·the Cqffre Countr9. 

THE situation of the eastern part of the colony, at the return of the Dutch, 
was in the highest degree disturbed and lamentable, and no part of the terri
tory required the particular attention of the new government more urgently. 
The war with the Caffres had continued four years, without the English go
vernment having been able to re-establish a good understanding between 
them and the colonists. The great obstacle to this was not so much want of 
good-will in them, as the general distrust and suspicion that reigned on all 
sides, fil'l!lt between the government and its subjects in these parts, and se
condly,. between the rebel chiefs of the Caffres and their lawful sovereign. 
As long··as this fourfold distrust existed, so long no union among the parties 
could be restored, so long was it hopeless to think of peace being maintained. 
This was necessarily more doubtful from one party being a savage nation, whose 
ideas upon the sacred nature of a contract, and upon the rights of nations, were 
but very imperfect; who were more likely to act upon a conviction of the su
periority of their antagonists, and of the unity that reigned among them, than 
from any adherence to their wor<I given not to pass the borders. 

It is true that for the last three years the Caffres had discontinued to rob 
and plunder; but it was only because there was scarcely any thing left for 
them to seize, and because the new settlement in Algoa bay was formidable 
to them. But as little had the colonists ventured to return to their habita
tions, and to think of raising them again out of their ashes. Hundreds of 
families wandered about without a home, living scantily upon the small re
mains of cattle which they had been able to save from the hands of their in
vaders, sometimes seeking a shelter among the friends who had been spared, 
sometimes living under tents in a distant, solitary, but fertile country. The 
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cessation o( acts oF enmity, however, the Caffres having not for some time 
. Vent:ured todriveawaythecattlewhich thecolonists had imprudently suffered 

\c, stray into their neighbourhood, and the latter having abstained from seeking 
to reD1unerate themselves upon the treasures of the Caffres, had greatly dimi
nished the spirit of revenge which once subsisted between them. The mur
derous warfare which had been carried on was by degrees thought of with Jess 
bi l:terness, the sense of suffering was partially abated, many deed~ of horror 
\Vere :f"'crgotten, and the longing for a firm peace was become universal. The 
ti02e seemed now particularly favourable for its restoration, the return of the 
colo~:y under its former rulers having removed the principal obstacle to it. 

Im mediately after the arrival of the Dutch commission, a deputation of the 
color.. i sts appeared in the Cape Town, who made the new government ac
qll a i ~ ted with the state of things, and earnestly pressed the Governor to visit 
this Part of the country in his own person. As soon, therefore, as the Eng• 
lish had actually quitted the colony, the Governor hastened to comply with 
their .-equest, and after a journey of thirty-six days, arrived on the eighth of 
1'la.y ~ 1803, at Algoa bay. A detachment of one hundred and fifty men of the 
W a.ld.eck Jagers, under the command of Major Von Gilten, were ii1 the mean 
ti~e sent thither by sea, a part of whom had arrived before the Governor. · 
Froin the time that the English garrison quitted the post, a colonist, by· 
na:1:n.e Thomas Ferreira, had taken possession of it as steward, a man of so 
harsh a disposition, and of such arbitrary principles, that it seemed as if Mr. 
l\arrow ha<l taken his picture of the colonists from him. This Ferreira was 
\()()'lted upon by his countrymen as one of the principal instigators of the Caffre 
'\\tar ; at least it is certain that during its continuance some prisoners taken by 
°?1rn were scandalously ill-treated, and t~t he was mortally hated by the 
\~tensed savages. Major Von Gilten, upon his arrival, put Ferreira and some 
other turbulent spirits under arrest, that they might be punished by the Go
~ernor, and prevented from doing mischief in future. 

Messengers were now sent to the Caffre Chiefs to propose peace, and to 
invite them to an interview with General Janssens. A like embassy was sent 
by the General to two hordes of Hottentots who were hovering about the · 
country, under the conduct of Klaas Stuurniann, and Boewezak, the first of 
whom is koowo to the readers of Mr. Barrow's Travels. He had at the time • 
of that gentleman's mission collected together a number of Hottentots, who 
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were discontented, _and greedy of plunder, and was with difficulty persua<le<l 
hy :\Ir. Barrow to follow him to Algoa bay; nor, when this was accomplished •. 
would he remain there long, but soon with his followers joined the Catfres, 
and assisted them very much in the inroad they made upon the colony soou 
aft~r. He seemed at first afraid to venture to the bay himsclt~ notwith
standing the Governor's invitation, and wanted the latter to meet him at an 
appointed place. Hearing however that the Governor had summoned all 
Hottentots who had any complaints to make to appear before him, that their 
-grievances, where any really existed, might he redressed, he assumed con-
fidence, and wcHt himself to Fort Frederic, · 

The General immediately ordered him into his presence, and put many 
questions to him, which he answered freely, though warily. When he was 
asked what the number of his followers might be~ he did not appear willing to 
give a decisive answer; he also carefully evaded the inquiry into the complaints 
he had to make against the colonists, which occasioned his first secession 
from tpeir service. Perhaps he thought that by what had since happened 
his grievances had been more than atoned, and that it was not prudent to 
come to a reckoning. Some of his followers, however, and other Hottentot» 
from V andcr Kemp's Institution, brought forwards their grievances, which 
were afterwards inquired into by jurisdictions appointed for the pu_rpose. 
Stuurmann farther declared that his most earnest wish was to return to the 
colony, and enjoy, as formerly, peace and good-fellowship with the Christians. 
He proposed to the Governor to award him a little domain in the fertile 
country on the left bank of the Chamtoo river; but when the Governor 
endeavoured to persuade him that it would be more for the interest of both 
aides _that he should have his habitation nearer the Cape Town, where be 
<:ould be better protected by the gcfvernment, he would not hear of it. All 
his followers, he said, earnestly wished to return, and live under the 
Christians, since among their present connections they had often scarcely 
sufficient to live upon, and had much to suffer from the Catfres. They 
would be very willing, upon good conditions, and under the Governor's 
pledge that the colonists should behave well to them, to hire themselves 
again as their herdsmen and house servants. 

The General upon this informed him that a new code of laws was to be 
made for the Hottentots, by which the enjoyment of perfect freedom would 
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be secured to them, together with good treatment in the service of the 
Ch ristiaos: all that had passed sheuld be forgiven and forgotten, and himself and 
'his party should be included under the protection of these laws, if they would 
return back into the colony. On the other side, it could never be permitted 
that: they should continue to live as a company of vagabonds, and they must 
impose it as a duty upon themselves, if they wished for security, to gain their 
Ii veli hood by diligence and industry. · Robberies would be severely resented, 
and he should know how, especially since there was now a prospect of peace 
wi~h ~he Caffres, to punish them with the utmost rigour. The General sent 
hiui away at last with some presents, and this interview had the good conse
q ue~ ce that afte1· some time most of his people returned quietly into the 
serv i c:e of the colonists, or enlisted in the Hottentot corps, raised by the 
Du tc: Ji; and this corps, as long as they continued in possession of the colony, 
beha:"V""ed in the most regular and orderly manner, nor ever gave any cause of 
co1:r~:plaint against them. Stuurmann himself remained with some of his 
8S&e><::iates in the neighbourhood of the Caffres, and suppol'ted himself, like 
the~, in keeping cattle, and in the chase. In November, 1803, in hunting 
the buffalo, his gun unfortunately burst, and shattered his right arm, of 
Whic}i he died in a few days. . 

rr,-vo days after this conference with Stuurmann, two Caffres appeared 
before the Governor, one of whom was 11n envoy from Jal uhsa, the other 
fro-rn Sambeh. They had another Hottentot fumily with them, who had 
\i'\?ed for a long time in the Caffre country: they now however wished, 
Under the protection of the new government, to return into the service of the 
Christians. They were cloathed after the Caffre fashion, and assigned as the 
t'eaaon of their wishing for this new emigraJion, the want of sufficient mean& 
~f S\lpport. 

'fhe ambassador from Jaluhsa had a timid appearance, but spoke quick, 
aJld with much facility; a Hottentot served him• as interpreter. He said that 
he had come a week before to Algoa hay to seek the General, and in the 
name of his Chief to give him an assurance of his friendship. He came then 
in vain, and was returning, but before he arrived at Jalu hsa's habitation 
learnt that the Governor was actually arrived, and bad therefore immediately 
turned baek once more, in order to see him, without having spoken to his 
Chief again; be the rather considered it . as unnecessary to continue his 
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journey home, before he thought of seeking the Govemor, as he found that 
ambassadors from the latter were on their way to his master. On bis solemn 
assurance that it was now the earnest wish of the Chiefs to -live in peace and 
friendship with the Dutch, the Governor asked whether they themselves 
would · come to confer with him upon the subject. To this the envoy 
answered that it could hardly be supposed they would venture upon such a 
thing, although he did not doubt but that they would be perfectly safe, 
that no harm would be done to them. He was then asked bow he bad 
ventured by himself. He replied that he had been commanded by bis Chi~ 
and fear could not ihen come into conaideration ; but no man could command 
his master, therefore the case was quite otherwise with hioi. The envoy 
was now handsomely entertained, and reque11ted to remain till the return of 
the messengers sent to the Chiefs. 

General Janssens in the mean time appointed a commission from among hia 
followers, who were in his name to draw up articles of peace between the 
Dutch and the Caffres. He sketched also a plan of regulations for his own 
conduct, which he submitted to the most respectable among the colonists, 
they being better acquainted with the Caff'res than himself; and it was upon 
some hints furnished by them that the plan was completed. 

On the eighteenth of May, the envoys sent by the Governor to the Caifre 
_Chiefs returned. They met with a very amicable reception · from Conga, 
Sambeh, Jf!luhsa, and Tholy: each of these princes had a fat ox killed for 
their entenainment. They promised to be all at the Zondag's river in five 
days, and requested the Governor to meet them there, as· they were afraid to 
come on to Algoa bay. They were still at enmity with King Geika, who 
not only sometimes attacked them, and took away their cattle, but had lately 
commissioned the Commandant Rensburg, who was returning into the country, 
to make a treaty fot hfm with the Christians, and to endeavour to procure 
him their assistance, in reducing his rebel subjects to obedience. Since they 
had learnt this they were become distrustful, and wished first to speak to the 
Governor alone, that he might endeavour to reconcile them with the king. 

Very soon· after arrived an envoy from Conga, who confirmed all that the 
Dutch ambassadors had reported. This envoy called himself first minister 
to Conga; he had been before employed upon a similar errand; and wore 
•pon his breast a copper-plate engraved with the-arms of General Dundas, 
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which before the breaking out of the war he had received from the then 
Landdrost of Graaff Reynett. . His name was Nacabaneh ; he appeared about 
middle. aged, wns tall in stature, had a martial air, and a very keen eye. He 
said that he had four wives, but the purchase of them had cost him so much 
that he had scarcely any cattle remaining. He wore a mantle of tiger's skin, 
the point of which was fastened to the right shoulder, so that the arm 
remained at liberty. As he stood in presence of the Governor, he took care 
to throw back his mantle over the left shoulder, when on the left arm, above 
the elbow, eight beautiful bracelets were displayed, each cut out of a single 
piece of ivory. On both wrists he had copper bracelets, and round bis waist 
he had a girdle ornamented with a double row of plates of copper. Hi~ head 
was decorated with a sort of diadem, consisting of a strip of leather about 
an inch· wide, on which were sewed beads of all c~lours .in. symmetrical 
figures, and on the top of his head was a large bunch of quagga's bair, 
standiQg upright, intermixed also with heads and pieces of copper. 

· He contemplated with curiosity and admirati~n the number of new objects 
which now met his observation-the little fortress, the ba~cks, and the 
travelling apparatus of the Governor. As he went over the barracks the 
soldiers were at dinner, and he expressed bi's admiration very 11trongly at the 
order that reigned among them. He said that the Caff res had indeed a great 
many warriors who were not suffered to want; but that he must be a great 
man indeed who had so many rich people under him: if ·every one of the 
soldiers did but give him a button, what a rich man he should he,· and yet 
they would still have enough left for themselves. It was incomprehensible 
to him how, amidst such a variety of business, every one should know his 
own. The large vessel which lay ill. the bay, De Verwachting, and which 
·bad brought the last part of the troops, above all things excited bis astonish .. 
ment: it was very much tossed by the swelling of the waves in the impetuous 
bay, and he stood for a long time upon the shore watching with eager curiosity 
the unloading of its cargo into boats. When he was invited to go on board, 
be repelled the idea with manifest terror at the thoughts of it, and declared 
that nothing could ever induce him to go upon the water. A dread of the 
water is common to alt the Caffre tribes, even more particularly to the in~ 
bitants of the cout. They have no sort of vessel for the purpose, and not• 
witbataading their want of resources for food, despise th~ easy one offered 
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them by the means of fisheries. The Caffres in the interior of the country 
equally reject the fish which their numerous streams might afford, and will 
only drink water from great thirst, and a total want of milk and whey. It is 
solely on ac~ount of their cattle that they fix their dwellings in the neigh-
bourhood of springs and rivers. . . 

But to return to our envoy. On his inquiring with great curiosity into ' 
the u_se of a cannon, the General, after explaining the effect, ordered one to 
be loaded and fired. At the going off of the piece, he gave tokens of great 
terror, but it was even exceeded by his astonishment. He sprang forwards 
with ~is eyes staring, and holding both his ears, and after drawing his breath 
very deep, whistled out a long protracted tone. He then inquired very 
eagerly how far such a shot would hit, and how many men it would kill at 
once. When it was proposed to him that the experiment should be repeated, 
he declined it anxiously, with a number of singular motions and gestures. 
The gold epaulets of the officers, the naked swords, the muskets, and many 
other objects, attracted his attention exceedingly, and when he was permitted 
to feei them, or to take them into his hands, his astonishment was expressed 
by repeated whistling. A watch interested him at first \'ery much, but when 
he was informed that this instrument kept pace with the suu, he gave it back 
again without saying a word, almost as if offended that he should be told any 
thing so utterly incredible. 

On the twentieth. of Ma,y the Governor set out with his train for· the 
Zondag's river, the appointed place of his interview with the Caffre Chiefs • 

. As the train halted at the Kuga-river, the General was surprised by the 
arrival of five colonists, who came to inform him that at a short distance 
more than a hundred inhabitants of the neighbouring districts were assembled 
to testify their joy at the return of the old government, and to renew their 
oaths of allegiance to it. It was with no small pleasure the General heard 
that Rensburg was at the head of this assembly; he had for a long time 
expected his arrival, and the delay of it rather perplexed him. A little 
farther on, the train met eight more elderly colonists on horseback, who were 
sent by Reosburg to welcome the Governor, and ask his permission tq receive 
·h'im, according to the custom of the country, with a ~alute of fire-anns. As 
the road lay along the plain of the Zondag's river, the assembled colQDists 
were soon discovere4 dra_wn up in a long row on their borse1, with a gr~t . 
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nunber of waggons and tents behind them. After the Governor had been 
complimented with the proposed salute, Renshurg stepped forwards, and 
testified in a plain and concise speech how exceedingly overjoyed they all 
were at seeing the return of the Dutch government. They were come, he 
aaid, to assure him of their faith and obedience, of their desire to participate 
in the res toratfon of peace with the Caffres, and to receive the commands of 
the General from his own mouth. 

The General availed himself of this opportunity, while he gave them many 
aaaurances of his paternal care, to remark upon the causes of the misfortunes 
they had experienced. The greater part of them he said were to be ascribed 
to their <>wn misconduct,-to disunion among themselves, and to the i_ntriguea 
of sollle evil spirits by whom they had been led astray. He however now 
hoped and expected to see an end of these things, to see them remain in 
peace and amity among themselves, and that he should receive their assistance 
in the r~storation of tranquillity without doon as well as within: such were · 
the objects he assured them most dear to his heart. His emotions in deli
vering these expressions of good-will towards them on the one side, and on . 
the other the many assurances repeated by the colonists of their repentance, 
gratitude, and fidelity, rendered this scene extremely affecting and interesting 
to the h~•standers. A quiet composure appeared among them all, and many 
of the .Party remarked upon the countenances of these rough unpolished men 
evide11 t traces of inward emotion. The General, happy to observe tbia 
disposition, endeavoured, by conferring with several in a confidential manner, 
to procure bis exhortations a more favourable reception, and to insure their 
making a more lasting impression. 

In the mean time a common camp was formed on the bank of the river, 
whit\\~ &om its extent, and the great number of men, hones, waggons, and 
\tu\l, in this otherwise pleasing spot, made altogether a truly interesting 
acene. The train of the Governor consisted of a detachment · of fifty-silt
jigers~ lline dragoons, and thirty other persons, so that with the hundred 
and eight colonists and their Hottentots, there were altogether not less than 
~o hundred.and fifty men. · Klaas Stuurmann was encamped on the o.ther 
l\~t\\t \\\~ river, and here and there appeared Caffres attracted by a particul~ 

~,,f~ofcuriosity. Stuurmann sent a basket of fresh milk over to the. Governor 
\\W ,,-aent, . and several· Qf the CaJfres joined the me~ger., to. beg meat, 
JI# 
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tobacco, and a little 'drop of what they prized above all :things, brandy. Nothing 
that they asked for was refused them, and they returned over the river at 
night extremely delighted. 

N acabaneh remained atl this time ·,vith the Governor, not however without 
evident signs of fear and diltrtnt, on account of his numerou~ train. · It .was 
very difficult to· quiet his apprehensions, and although he frequently assured 
the people about, even with loud laughter, that he was not afraid of any thing, 
he could not so far conceal his su~picions -.hut that they were visible in his 
eyes. The whole of the following iday the arrival of the Caffre Chiefs was 
expected in vain. In the interval, the General had tpany conferences with 
the colonists, particularly with Rensburg arid Jaarsveld. · From the first he 
leamed that Geika had -sent a messenger to him, to · request that he would 
support him ·a~inst his enemies, and constrain them fina.Jly to submit to him. 
To this Rensburg replied, that no step could be taken by the colonists without 
the consent : of the government. J aarsvtJld; w;hom . the General had already 
sent from Zwellendam, . informed him that he executed his commission to 
Geika, and that this king wished anxioutJly to see 'the Governor ,, and conch1de 
a peace with him: . he was ready for this purpose to meet hjm at any -place he 
would appoint. Jaarsveld had also, he ·said, · talked wi~h: Conrad Buys, and 
found him ready to submit in every way to the comQ>alids of the government. 

Two ·day~ . more elapsed before · the ·eagerly expected chiejs made their 
appearance. ln the meae time, messengers came from Conga to announce 
that he was approachi-ng, and only waited for the ~rrival· of the rest to make his 
appearance personally. · People c,o the part 1of ;the ·Governor we·re again sent 
to him, whom he received in a very friendly manner~ ;arid repeated to them 
his assurances that he desi!red peace most ardently. He begged of them, as 
a token of friendship, a little flask of brandy, which, with some other presents• 
was immediately sent to him. The camp was never free from Caffr~~ whom 
curiosity ,brought thither: they were sometimes very importunate, and rather 
troublesome: they would amuse themselves with d~ing and singing, in their 
way, for hours together. At length, on the twenty•third of May, the Chief 
Tholy, accompani d by another Chief named -Tsjatsjo, and about . twenty · 
Caffres, came to the camp. They told the General that when all the othera 
were cullected, they would confer with him upon matters-of busin ·ess; that 
their present visit was Jlieant only is a token of ftielidehip ·and ·conldeace. 
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They were conducted into a tent, and a cow was killed to do them honour: 
1ome of the flesh was given to them, which they roasted themselves, and they 
were besides, to their infinite delight, treated with plenty of tobacco and 
brandy. 

Tholy hinted a wish for presents, and on being informed that there were 
some destined for all the Caft're Chiefs, which would be given them after the 
conferences, he begged .to be permitted to see at least those intended for him. 
Tholy is tall in stature, somewhat plump, and has a more flat negro-like 
countenance than the Caff'res in general. He had no c,ther distinction in hia 
dress than that his mantle was of°a tiger's skin. In the afternoon the party 
returned over the river to Conga. 

In the il)terval during_ which he was waiting for .the arrival of the Chiefi; 
the General visited the Hottentot leader Klaas Stuurmann · in his kraal, and 
endeavoured to ·obtain :from him some farther insight into the occasioQ of the 
unfortunate disturbances. Stuurmann · talked of the gross ill-treatmelt which 
he and his people had suff'ered. He named several colonists in particular, of 
whom be .complained bitterly: they were all among those who had been for 
ten years considered as turbule_nt spirits. lo the times of the English they had 
been the most eager in resisting the ordinances of the government; they had 
ardently wished for the contest -with the Caffres, and by their harsh unruly 
behaviour had essentially promoted it. Indeed, it clearly appea~d that the 
colonists of these parts were much more rough and rugged in their manners 
than any others; while the events of the last ten years, in which they had 
been engaged in rebellion, and in a wat with savages, and subsequently lived a 
roving life, wandering hither and thither without any settled habitation, were 
well calculated to increase such unamiahle propensities in their dispositions. · 

Early on the twenty-fourth, the Chiefs sent to announce their approach, and 
the General dispatched the Field-Commandant Botha, with. some others~ to 
receive them with due solemnity. )Vhen they arrived on the ~ther side of the 
river, the Chiefs -gave them to understand that they should not tr:ust themselves 
to go over to the Governor's camp. A second embassy, consistmg of the 
Adjutant-General and Captain Alberti, was equally . fruitless: how much 
soever they endeavoured • to inspire them with confideqce, and prove to them 
that they had nothing to fear, 1they adhered to their point; and insisted that 
the Governor :should come over to them. Even when he had yielded in this 
respect, still the)' found new difficulties, ·and were not without much per-
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suasion induced lo come out from among the bushes · upon the ·plain. The 
General went with a very small train of his officers, and the Commandant of 
the colonists: still they l_cept him waiting a considerable time, tjU at length 
the interpreter and Stuormann persuaded them to come forwards. 
· They approached with slow and trembling steps, one after the other, often 

stopping and looking back; at length Jaluhsa came forwards, .aod held out his 
hand to the Governor, after which Sambeh, Conga, · Tholy, Amaassi, and 
1'sjatsjo, did the 11ame. They then seated themselves upon :the grouJJd.in a 
semicircle : the Governor spoke to them in the kindest and · most friendly 
manner, and before he entered upon the negociation, asked them, through the 
interpreter, what made them so extremely fearful. They would not say posi- . 
tively, but intimated that they ·understood the Gov~nor to have come to an 
understanding with Geika, and that he had promised to seize thei:n and compel 
them to obedience. · ,vhen satisfied : that they were in · an error upon this 
·point, they assumed more confidence, but had no patience to wait the process 
of a regular negociation : they said that the Governor had only tQ send them the 
presents he had mentioned, and peace would be concluded. It was impossible 
to make them comprehend that there were many poin~ upon which the parties 
must come to a right understanding before peace could be concluded; they 
insisted that it was easily made, and began to return. Nothing then remained 
but for the officers appointed to draw up the conditions of peace to follow 
them to their own camp among the bushes, and here some farther conversa
tion took place, in which the following points were discussed: 

Q. What was the motive of the war? 
.A. The past should be forgotten, and indeed the true motives which first 

<>ecasion_ed it -were unknown to them. 
Q. ,vhether they had been offended by any individuals among the colonists, 

and whether they had any particular ill-usage from them to complain of? 
A. Yes. Very lately one of their people had been grossly ill-treated by 

Thomas Ferreira, without any provocation having been given. Former griev
ances had heen already avenged by themselves. 

Q. What was their present situation with regard to. King Geika ? 
A. They w-ere at open war with him. He had pluodered them of a great 

many cattle, an4 they had it in contemplation to attack him with all their 
might. 

Q. What was the orjgin of their differences ? 
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A. They are accustomed to make war whenever •they have a mind to 'it; but 
they were once foUowers of Geika. 

Q. Were they not disposed to make peace with him? 
To this most of them answered in the affirmative, but upon certain condi

tions; particularly that the Governor should protect them from Geika's arro
gance and revenge. They could besides never make peace with him, unlesa 
he would consent to send away Conrad Buys, who had always incensed the 
king against them. Samheh alone declared that he never would be recon
ciled to Geika : he knew him well, as he had educated him from · his youth, 
and no man could be so well aware as himself how little Geika was to be 
trusted. 

' ' 

It was now further signified to them, that if they would live at peace with 
the Christians, they must agree to the following conditions, and bind them• 
selves to the punctual observance of them. 
, Ffrst. They shouJd not prevent any of the Hottentots who were with them 

returning into the colony, if they were themselves inclined to it, and would 
enter into the service of the farmers, or join the mission-institute. The 
Governor promising the Hottentots sacredly on his part, that not only all 
former offences should be forgiven, but that they should he protected in the 
most powerful manner against any ill-treatment from the colonists. 

A. There are scarcely any Hottentots among us, excepting those that were 
' with Stuurmann, Boewesak, or Trompetter. The few that there are shall not 

be prevented returning. 
Secondly. Whatever slaves of either sex, or of any age, shall have gone over 

to the Caffres during the war, or shall have fallen 'into their hands in any Qther 
way, shall be returned to their masters. None of them shall be punished for 
what has past, provided they behave well in fut_ure : this the Governor solemnly 
promises. 

A. They are very ready to do this, but hope in return, that all Caffre chil
dren which have fallen into the hands of the colonists shall be given up.
Unconditionally agreed to. 

Thirdly. All Dutch or other deserters who have taken refuge among them 
shall be given up, without promise of P!lrdon. 

A. Agreed unconditionally. 
Fourth/9. All fire-arms which they have plundered shall be restored. 

IS 
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.A. As they did not know how to use fire-arms, all that they took were given 
to the Hottentots, who could use them, they had not therefore any in their 
possession. 

FiftMy. The Great Fish-river shall be considered, as formerly, the boun
dary of the colony, and the Caffl'es shall return over it into their own country. 

A. They acknowledge the Fish-river as their boundary, but they cannot 
return over it as long as they continue at war with Geika. They are at pre
sent about to offer him battle, and they petition the Governor that their cattle 
may remain under his protection till the battle is over. If they are conquerors, 
they will quit the colony entirely: but they must repeat the request, that the 
Governor will compel Buys to quit the Caffre country. 

Sizthly. No Caffrc shall come into the colony without the permission of 
bis Chief~ nor shall any colonist, without permission of the Governor, or of the 
landdrost of his district, pass over to the other aide of the Fish-river. 

Against this latter article they objected very much, and said that there 
could be no true peace, if people might not have intercourse lfith each other: 
besides, the colonists were such rich people, that they should be glad to come 
among them and gain a day's wages now and then. 

Neither of the two last articJes were of much avail, notwithstanding that 
the Governor in the sequel prohibited the colonists from taking any Caffre into 
their sen'ice. He recominended to the Caffres besides, to abstain from all 
commerce with the colonists, and prom·1sed them if they would do so, to send 
them from the Cape Town whatever they should \Vant of European manufac
tures, at very moderate prices. They adhered to the proposition that it was 
better to trade with the colonists, although it was proved, and is easily to be . 
conceived, that they were almost always overreached by them. 

Seventhly. If a colonist offend a Caffre, the latter shall not revenge himself, 
but he shall . give information either to the nearest magistrate, or to the com
mandant at Algoa bay, who shall take care that the offended party has-entire 
satisfaction. 

A. This request , shall be punctually complied with . 
. EiglitMy. On the other hand, a colonist shall be as little at liberty to revenge 

himself, but if he be plundered or injured by a Caffl'e, he shall complain to the 
Chief, and it is expected that in such a case the plunder shall be restored, and 
the offender punished. 
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.A. Such C>ft'ences shall be punished with death, nay, even the whole family 
of the otfende.r shall be extirpated. 

This-compact was not brought to a conclusion without a great deal of trou
ble. The commissioners charged with the negociation were for three days 
together backwards and forwards with the chiefs, who soon grew weary of the 
conversation: whenever one side attempted therefore to renew the subject. 
the other shewed evident signs of listlessness and impatience. Several times 

- the Chiefs seemed disposed to break otf the negociation entirely, partly on the 
ground that they had no more provisions, partly pretending that they were 
afraid of an attack from Geika in their absence, when he might get possession 
of their cattle. At length, however, it was brought to a close, the Governor, 
in order to retain them, having sent them provisions for the last day. They 
were eow invited to come to the Governor's camp to receive their presents, but 
only two of them, Tholy and Amaassi, ventured to accept' the invitation: 
to them were consigned the presents both for themselves and the others. 
These peace-offerings consisted of kniveit looking-glasses, buttons, beads, and 
tobacco; as presents in return, the Chiefs brought two oxen, and said they were 
their letters of compact. Klaas Stuurmann, who had Leen very assiduoue in 
tbrwarding the peace, had also presents made him ; and a uumber of the lower 
Caifres, who swam over to the camp on the last day, after having been well 
feasted, had some tritlea given them at taking leave. 

The General renewed several times to the Chiefs the offer of his mediation 
to bring about, if possible, a peace between them and Geika; he even invited 
them to send ambasiQdors to the king under his protection. They did not 
appear very desirous of peace, and were not without some difficulty persuaded. 
to send a ma~ with the Governor, who, after the interview -Of the latter with 
Geika, should return to inform them of the result, as far as they were con-
terned in it. • 

On the twenty.seventh of May, the Governc,r returned back to Algoa 
bay. There he instituted inquiries among the Hottentot disciples of Yander · 
Kemp and others, respecting the complaints they had to make against the 
colonists . In this examination it appeared that some of the latter had indeed 
been guilty of the most atrocious conduct towards their dependents; there 
was but too much reason even to believe that they had deeds of murder to 
answer for. However, aa positive proof of these things was not to be obtained, 
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and it-was to be feared that without them the College of Justice at the Cape 
Town would suffer the offenders to go unpunished, the Governor thought it 
better to take the whole matter upon himself. 

Thomas Ignatius Ferreira was banished for ever from the country, and 
admonished to transport himself and all his moveable property to Zwellendam, 
there to live under the immediate inspection of the landdrost of that district. 
A like fate was decreed to his two sons Stephen and Henry, with his last wife 
Martha, and another colonist, by name John Arend Rens. By the rest of the 
colonists, who were most of them well-disposed, welJ-j udging men, this sen. 
tence of the Governor was highly commended, while upon many who were 
a little too conscious that they might have been justly involved in some 
censure, though perhaps not quite so severe, the example made a deep im
pression, convincing them clearly of the injustice of their proceedings, and 

' determining them to alter their conduct in future. 
The General now published an ordinance, that from the. first of June no 

-colonist should take a Catfre into hi~ service, and whoever had any then as 
11ervants should discharge them immediately, . and see that they were safely 
restored to their native country. Such only were to be permitted to remain 
who had been a full-year in their service, and desired themselves to continue 
io it. At the same time he ordered that all cl1ildren of Catfres who had been 
taken in the late wars, and were now in the hands of the colonists, should be 
restored by the safest means tQ their parents: no exception to be made here, 
Dot even in the case of their expressing a wish to stay. 

On the second of June the Governor sent two colonists as messengers to 
-Geika, to invite him to an interview at the Great Fish-river, and he immedi-. 
ately set out himself upon his journey thither. On their way through the 
fertile regions bordering the Zondag's and the Bosjesmans' -rivers, and the 
country formerly called Qpammedakka, the company had daily yisits from a 
great number of Catfres ""10 now inhabited the district. On the dry plain 
between the two rivers they found vast numbers of antelopes, both great 
and small, and several quaggas. In one day, the Jagers in the Governor's 
train killed fifty-fou_r head of moµntain antelopes, with a great deal . of other 
game. The red deer were in such abundance, that large spaces were covered 
with them i they seemed to be in flocks of several thousands, and it was 
really a beautiful sight to see them flying before the bunters, bounding 
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a\ong with such springs, that they went almost as much through the air as 
along the ground. On another day, . among a troop of mountain deer, which 
seemed not to consist of less than three thousand, one was seen perfectly 
white. The General no sooner expressed a wish to have this rarity, than 
aome of the young people pursued the animal in such a way, that they soon 
separated it from the rest, and surrounded it, so that it was taken after some 
hours chase without being shot, by fairly wearying it out. The General, in 
the sequel, gave the skin of this rare animal to Monsieur Perron, who stopped 
at the Cape in his return from the South-sea, and it is now in the Museum of 
the National Institute at Paris,. where it is considered as a particular curiosity.• 
· The camp at night was commonly visited by a great many jackalls and 
hyrenas, which were so daring, that they even came between the tents and 
among the waggons, so as to terrify the oxen exceedingly. The cries of 
anguish uttered by these creatures, and their struggles to break loose from 
the waggons, to which they were tied, commonly frightened the marauders 
away again. During the first encampment, on the Zondag's river, one of the 
colonists killed a spotted hyrena in a very extraordinary manner. The man waa 
lying sleeping at night upon a waggon, at the end of which hung a fresh killed 
sheep. The scent of it had probably attracted the hyrena, and while he was 
beginning to regale himself with the feast, the colonist, taking his gu·n, crept 
slowly furwards, and pushing it almost to the creature's mouth, shot him through 
the head. Among the bushes, through which the road lay at intervals, the 
party found an immense number of monkeys, chiefly the long-tailed green 
sort, which is peculiar to this part of Southern Africa. t Some of the colo- ' 
nists were singularly dexterous in climbing up the trees after these animals and 
taking them. 

On the tenth of June, General Janssens with his train reached the Great 
• Fish-river, but the messengers who had been sent to Geika did not return till ' 

the fourteenth. They had been received in a very friendly manner, but the 
King declared, that menaced as he was by his enemies, he was afraid to go so 
far from his residence, and must intreat the General to come some daya 

• Humboldt mentions some sorts ol the Cerou, mezicanu,, which are to be JDet with ·in the 
Caraccas, entirely white. 

t Cercopilhecw 1/aucus, montioned by Le VaiUant. 
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journey nearer to him. · Directly after them came Conrad Buys · to the 
camp. He brought with him three deserters from the ninth battalion of 
Jagers, who had taken refuge with the Caffres,• but Geika, in delivering 
them up, earnestly solicited that they might be pardoned. There was also 
an Englishman in his party, who had given himself out as a traveller from 
London, but who was afterwards found to be a deserter. In the course of 
his journey the General met in different places with six other .English 
deserters. Some were concealed among the savages, some among · the colo. 
nists: many such had wandered as vagabonds about the colony, and their 
influence upon the character of the colonists had been extremely pernicious. 
Even the most uneducated European surpasses the African colonist, bred up 
in perfect solitude, in a certain readiness of wit ; and these men, not being 
troubled with very strict principles, seldom made use of their superiority 
for any other purpose than to preach their convenient doctrines to the rough 
borderers, which was often the occasion of seducing them into crimes, and 
into disobedience to the government. The General therefore awarded the 
English deserters an abode near the Cape Town, where, being in an inhabited 
country, they might be under the constant eye of the magistrate, and gain 
their living in a more creditable manner. The Dutch deserters were carried 
prisoners to the Cape, and there punished according to the military law. 

Buys repeated Gcika's invitation, and expressed great doubts whether the 
compact with the rebel Caffre Chiefs would ever be executed. Geika had 
many complaints to make of their robberies and petty attacks, and he wee 
every moment in expectation of their falling upon him with their united 
power. The General exhorted Buys to use all his endeavours to dispose 
Geika to peace, as the colony suffered exceedingly from these dissensions 
among the Caffre Chiefs. He further required of him, that he should him
self return into the colony, as his abode with the king was a great cause of 
discontent to the rebels. Buys declared his willingness to comply with the 
Governor's wishes in both instances. He had twelve Caffres with him, four 
of whom were amougst Geika's most distinguished officers; these were 

• These belongr.cl to the piqur.t oC Poles which were mentioned some way back u haYing 
deserted Crom the Weinberg in February, 1803. 
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Enno, Cassa, Spondo, and Umlao: the last is the brother of Tholy. When 
they were introduced to the Governor, they said pretty much the same as 
Buys had done : some presents were made to Enno, who was brother-in-law 
to the king, and he was dispatched to inform the latter and the Queen-mother 
that the General was on his way, and would meet them in five days at the 

Kat-river. 
On the following day therefore the journey was recommenced. · The route 

lay through a wild country, every where entirely uncultivated, and abound
ing in game to an almost inconceivable degree. There were many sorts of 
antelopes, quaggas, and wild-boars, and in one day the hunters killed so 
large a number of animals of different kinds that their united weight amounted 
to some thousands of pounds. This was an excellent supply, as in making 
provision for the journey, it was not calculated that the company were to go 
so far from any habitations of Christians. The country was not mountainous, 
but there was no tracked road, and a number of little 1treams to cross without 
a beaten way through, so that they were very inconvenient for the loaded 
waggons: sometimes it was even necessary to cut a way through the bushes, or 
the 'Raggons could not have got on. On the twenty-first of June the General 
and the party at length' reached the· appointed place, having travelled six days 
constantly in a south-easter]y direction. In the interval the perplexed state 
of public affairs was increased by some colonists of Bruintjeshoogte, whose 
cattle had been stolen by the wandering Caffres, having followed the robbers; 
and as the latter would not give back their f>rey, two of them had been shot. 
This affair had, however, no farther consequences, and in the end Geika said 

that the colonists had done right. 
· On the twenty-second, some couriers who had been sent forwards announced 
tne approach of King Geika. They were commissioned to request that the Go
vetnor Would on the morrow dispatch some of his officers and dragoons to meet 
him, and that a waggon or c:ir might be sent for his mother, as, on account of 
~~r corpulence,travelling was fatiguing to her. These requests were complied 
witb, and the waggon with the guard of honour set off in the morning. They 
met the Caffre king seated on a horse without a saddle, and as the detach
i~\\\ drew near he stopped. After contemplating them for a few moments 

, pleased and curious eye, he seemed to consult the principal people 
.,t'fl 
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with him, then rode a few steps forward, then halted again, and seemed for 
some minutes doubtful whether in his confidence be was not running himself 
into dangey. At last he appeared to come to a hasty resolution : he made a 
long whistle with his mouth, and at this signal his whole train, which con
_sisted of about a hundred and fifty persons, women included, put themselves 
in motion. His mother got into the car, the king remained on horseback, 
and all the rest were on foot: thus theyproceededin a brisk trot to the Dutch 
Camp. When arrived there the king dismounted, and being conducted to · 
the General's tent, he with the most perfect ease, _ and not without dignity, · 
held out his hand to him. 

Geika is one of the handsomest men that can be seen, ·even among the 
Caffres uncommonly tall, with strong limbs and very fine features. Hia 
countenance is expressive of the utmost benevolence and self-confidence, 
united with great animation ; there is in his whole appear..ance something 
that at once speaks the king, although there was nothing in his dress to 
distinguish him, except some rows of white beads which 'he wore round his 
neck. It is not hazarding too much to say that among the savages all over 
the globe a handsomer man could scarcely be found. Nay, one might go 
farther, and say that among the sovereigns of the cultivated nations it would 
perhaps be difficult to find so many qualities united, worthy of their dignity. 
Hi1 ·fine tall well-proportioned form, at the perfect age of six and twenty, his 
open, benevolent, confiding countenance, the simplicity yet dignity of his 
deportment, the striking readiness of his judgment and of his answers, his 
frankness, and the rational · views he took of things ;-all these properties · 
combined are not often to be found among those, who, according to our com
mo'nly received opinions, have had infinitely greater advantages in the form
ing their persons and minds. 

Besides his mother, two of his wives accompanied him, whose names were 
Nonihbe, and Solohgoii. These three came with him into the General's tent, 
where, after the first courtesies had passed, and while they were partaking of a 
little entertainment, a conversatibn was begun, which from the unembarrassed 
manner, and liberal assurances of the King, so far beyond all expectation, was 
interesting in the highest degree. On account of the warmth of the day, the 
aide coverings of the tent were thrown half open, and the military officers aJMI 
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colonists stood round. Near Geika, at the entrance, were his principal 
people, and behind them, in a semicircle, the whole train of the Caffres, witb 
their hassagais at their feet. 
· At dinner, the king, with his family, were invited to the Governor's table, 
and although he was a perfect stranger to most of the dishes, as well aa to 
-the manner of eating, he immediately caught the use of the knife and fork, 
and instructed his wives in it, who were not so ready as himself. He several 
times declared that he liked the Eumpean manner of dressing meat exceed
ingly; and when any thing particularly pleased his palate, he immediately 
handed a piece over his shoulder to his attendants, who were standing 
without. He seemed to drink wine with pleasure, but drank little; his 
wives liked it still better; indeed, as it appeared in the end, they rather 
liked it too well. The European dress pleased him particularJy; and as there 
was a suit of clothes among the presents destined for him, it was prese11ted 
upon the spot. He was exceedingly anxious to put it on immediately, and 
some of our officers, who in the interim had entirely won his confidence, 
assisted him. He then shewed himself with evident delight to his subjects, 
who on their side uttered many exclamations of astonishment and admiration. 
The clothes were much too short and too smaJI for him ; but he, notwith
standing, looked extremely well in them, and they made him indeed appear 
of gigantic stature. Nothing seemed to please him more highly than the 
military hat with the feather and cockade. Yet feeling himself rather con
fined, he afterwards expressed a wish to have, instead of them, the General's 
large cloth cloak; this, however, was so indispensable to the latter on the 
journey, that it could not be spared, and instead of it the king was promised 
that one should be sent to him.• 

• Tbis promise was punctually fulfilled, and witb the cloak se-reral other thinis were sent, 
among which was a complete Hussar uniform, richly trimmed with gold lace, and a horse with 
a handsome saddle and bridle, and embroidered housings. Alberti gins the following account 
of the satisfaction which the whole present seemed to aftord the king. " When I had conversed 
with him for 1ome time," says hr, '' upon nrious subjects, I retired from my tent, all his 
train follo'!lng me, that he might dress him1elf in the uniform which had been sent him from tho 
Cape Town. It fitted him extremely well, and was -very becoming to him. He then came out 
from the tent, where a richly capariaoned hone, sent also by the Governor, was waiting for him. 
He mounted it with hia uaual addreu, -.d hi• pleasure seemed to reach Us highest possible point, 

T t 
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On the following morning a solemn interview was again held, in which 
many proposals made to the king as the foundation of a lasting peace under
went a long discussion between him and the Governor. He appeared in his 
usual Caffre dress, and was accompanied by his mother and his most con
fidential followers. The trains on both sides were, as the day before, without 
the tent. Buys served as interpreter on the side of Geika; 011 our's we ha<J 
a Gonaaqua from Bethelsdorp. The conference lasted a long time, as Geika 
upon any difficult point consulted his mother and his friends. The following 
is the substance of the most · important matters that came under discussion. 

After the Governor had explained the object of his journey, Geika assure4 
him that it gave him very great pleasure to see the regent of the colony, and 
that thi$ interview was more gratifying to him than all the presents thl\t had 
been made him. He always was a friend to the Christians, and that w~ 

when a lookirig.glass about six feet high was produced and set before him. Be was so astonished, 
that it waa even some minutes · before he could recoYer himself. His unity was now fully 
displayed, by galloping to a certain distance backwards and forwards before the people for a 
considerable time, while they contemplated him with the utmost admiration, uttering all the 
time loud shouts ot Applause. I ohsened that he vaa more particularly delighted with the 
applauses he received from the women," 

According to Alberti'a account, the Caft'res infinitely prefer the European fashion of clothing 
to their own, and acknowledge it to be more conenient, and a better protection against the 
weather. They find besides something in the dress which distinguishes them, and gins them 
eonscquence. The Queen.mother was very happy in wearing a man's night.gown, which sh• 
Jiad received as a present from an European, and seemed to be ,ery much admired in it, 

This lo,e or European clothing is common to almost all savages. The blacks . on the coast or 
Guinea are so particularly desirous of it, that the traders thither formerly used to buy large 
bundles of frippery at the market at Amsterdam upon speculation to carry to this coast. An 
acquaintance of mine among the Dutch navy officers, who in his early years laad been at the 
GolJ.coast, gave us a very humourous description of the purchases which he once saw mad• 
by the blacks from one of these speculators. - The choice of a negro captain, among a variety 
of clothing laid before him, fell upon a small three.cornered hat with gold lace: a scarlet froc\ 
of the old French make, and a pair of vehet shoes with pinchbeck buckles. He immediatclr_ 
put them all on, aud took into his hand a long metal.heade~ stick, which he had also purchased, 
and exhibited himself this grotesque figure with his Wack body beneath his red coat (for a shirt, 
waistcoat, small clothes, and stockings, which had been 1,roposed to him, he rejected as useless 
and troublesome) before his fellow.countrymen with the utmost self.satisfa<:tioo,- and was 

cuutcmplated by them with no slight dcgre<l or envy. 
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imputed to him as a crime by those rebel subjects, wh·o were now making 
war upon him on all sides. 
- Tlee Goliernor. The disunion among the Caffres has been the cause of 
great misfortunes to the colony, since numerous bodies of them ha\'e pene
trated into the heart of it, and are eYen now established very far beyond 
the bounds which had been agreed upon as the limits of the two countries. 

Geika. That was not his fuult. He could not restrain the intruders, and 
had never taken the remotest share in the plunders and devastations that had 
been committed. 

The Governot·. From the concord now established between the present 
Dutch government and its subjects, the power of the Christians is, beyond 
all comparison, greater than it was in the time of the English, and they 
ihould . now be able to repel immediately any attack that might be made. 

Geika. This is a thing at which he sincerely rejoices. The dissensions 
among the Christians had been as unfortunate to him as to themselves, since, 
had it not been for them, his rebel Chiefs would not have succeeded in finding 
an asylum in the colony.-He took this opportunity of inquiring what was 
become of the rebellious colonists whom the English had at that time carried 
prisoners to the Cape Town, and seemed very much to rejoice that they had 
been leniently dealt with. He seemed not less rejoiced to learn that by the 
colony being given up again to the Dutch a general amnesty was established. 

Tlae Govm,01·. In what relation does the King stand with the Caffres who 
are now in the colony ? 

Geika. He is totally at variance with them; in a state of the most 
destructive war. 

The Governor. It appears of the utmost importance to the King himself, 
that the rebels should submit, and that a reconciliation should take place 
upon equal terms. What then stands in the way of such a reconciliation? 
and why should not the King send messengers with proposals of peace? 

Here Geika broke out into bitter complaints against the rebels, and with 
manifest grief of heart assured the Governor that since his accession there 
was nothing he had endeavoured with more zeal than to preserve peace among 
his subjects; but his uncle was a man ambitious of rule, and who could 
llever support the idea of being a subject to his pupil. It was he who had 
atraoged the hearts of some of the people from him, and tauiht them ·t• 
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despise the principle that they owed to him their faith and allegiance. He 
would say nothing of his personal flight out of the country, but his havin~ 
seduced away so many kraals, arid having subsequently waged such a de
structive war against his king, and those of his subjects who adhered to their 
allegiance, was wholly unpardonable. Nor had they only made war against 
their king; they had even attempted his life-a crime till then without 
enm~L · 

His mother here took up the subject, and related -with appearances of the 
highest ind_ignation that they had even gone so far as to throw a hassagai at 
the King, by which he was wounded. The recollection of this circumstance 
excited equal indignation in all the Chiefs who were present; they began to 
speak eagerly, and all together, and their whole demeanour clearly evinced 
what an exalted idea these . savages entertain of the inviolability of majesty.• 

The king interrupted them, and proceeded, observing that it was scarcely 
possible to live in peace with such men. The Governor himself, he added, 
must recollect the horrors of which they had been guilty, in their attack upon 
his countrymen: the malignity of their dispositions was throughout that affair 
sufficiently manifested. He had hoped that the Christians would not have 

' forgotten such atrocities, but would have been ready . to unite themselves 
with him against them: their whole behaviour, since their first entering the 
colony, he was sure had merited the severest chastisement. But, he remarked, 
since the Governor thought otherwise, and had condescended to make peace 
with them, he was ready to do the same, upon their unconditional submis
sion ; he would even promise to forget all past offences, and take them again 
under his protection. He would not, however, send messengers to them; 
it was their part to send and solicit peace from him. He had several times 
sent them proposals of accommodation, but the messengers had been exceed
ingly ilJ received, and sent back with contumely, and no more overtures 
should be made on his part. In promising if the Governor could persuade 

• This feature io the character or the nation throws, u it appears to me, a particular light 
upon the degree or their political cultivation. It will be recollectt:d in the conflicts between 
Palo· and his brother, above related, that when the former hail the king in hir power, he not 
only did not put him to deatb, but restored him to his dignity, aa he eJaould otherwise ha,e 
drawn upon himselC the indignation of the whole country. - . , 
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them to submission, to receive them with kindness, and forget all that had 
passed, he considered himself as making no slight concessions. 

The Governor then proposed if peace should be made, and the revolted 
tribes should be reduced to obedience, that in order to bind the union closer, 
implements of husbandry, and tools for mechanical works, should from time 
to time be sentfrom the colony to the Caffres, that the latter might have the 
means afforded them of acquiring greater wealth, and a more abundant portion 
of the comforts and enjoyments of life. A Commissary should also be sent 
annually into the country to see that the articles of peace were punctually 
obseryed by the colonists and the Caffres, and to settle any differences that 
might have arisen with regard to their respective rights. 

These proposals were received by Geika with particular delight; and when 
he expressed his earnest wish to live in the closest friendship with the 
colonists, he remarked that the distance of the Cape Town was a great 
obstacle lo the maintenance of such a friendship. He inquired therefore 
whether it would not be possible to appoint some person, not too far from the 
Caffre borders, to whom he might apply in any case when he wished to be 
informed respecting the Governor's pleasure. The latter answered that his 
wishes for a close union between the two nations were no less eager and 
sincere, and that the Commandant at Algoa bay might always be applied to, 
whenever the King wished for any communication with the govemment. 

Tl&e Governor. The boundaries of the colony shall then remain the same 
as they were settled by Governor Plettenberg. 

Geika. Agreed. 
The Governor. No Christian shall travel in the Caffre country · without 

permission from the government, nor shall any Caffre come into the colony 
but under the sanction of his king. In order to ascertain whether travellers 
have such a permission, some token shall be agreed upon to serve them as a 
passport. 
_ Geika. This the King entirely approves, and will immediately send infor. 
mation to the Commandant at Algoa bay, when any Christian is found 
travelling in the Caffre country without such a token; and he intreats that 
like information may immediately be dispatched to him, if a Caffre should 
appear in the colony without being duly authorised. 
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The Go1.:emor. The Caffres shall deliver up to the Christians whatevel' 
has h~en taken from them during the war, whether Hottentots, slaves, fire• 
arms, horses, or cattle. 

Geika. These are things not in his power. If the Christians shall succeed 
in reducing the rebel Caffres to obedience, this must be made a condition ... 
before their return home shall be permitted. But if they should be driven 
out of the colony, and thus placed again in his power, he promises that 
every thing shall be duly restored. 

1'he Governor. All white people who are now in the Caffre country shall 
be compelled to return to the colony, or they shall be considered as enemies 
to their country, and Geika as their protector. 

6eika. He is perfectly satisfied that all the white people shall quit the 
country; he only desires to retain Buys, for he knows him well, and cannot 
dispense with his counsels. 

The Governor, however, adhered to the condition, of Buys, as· well as all 
other white people, being compelled to return as indispensable, and assured 
the King that the colonist would not the less remain his firm friend. If he 
should want counsel, he might apply to the Commandant at Algoa bay, who 
would be equally his friend. , 

The Governor. In case ships of any nation shall be stranded upon the Caffre 
coast, the crew shall be kindly treated, the property, if any can be saved~ 
shall be carefully guarded, and information of the matter shall be immedi
ately conveyed to the nearest landdrost, or to the Commandant of Algoa bay. 

Geika. This is faithfully promised; and moreover, the crew shall be fur
nished with food, till assistance can be sent them. But he hopes that the 
General will assure to every Caffre who is active in assisting the sufferers a 

suitable reward, exceeding any presents · that he might previously have 
received. 

The Governor. Lastly, the King is requested to afford all the elucidation in 
his power with regard to an accusation brought against certain persons, that 
they had endeavoured to excite him against some colonists, and persuade him 
to seize them and put them to death. 

To this Geika answered clearly and distinctly, that four or five years before, 
lleinier, then landdrost of Graaff-Reynett, had sent presents to him, and 
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promise<! him others, if he would consent to put Buys and Rensburg out of 
the way. With regard to their . property, all their cattle should be his 
(Geika•s); •the sheep should be given up to the landdrost, and the horses 
divided between them. This proposal he had indig·nantly rejected, as he was 
i~capable of betraying his friends. 

After the several articles of this agreement, according to what is stated 
above, were drawn out upon paper, and signed by the proper persons, the · 
King's presents were laid before him, which consisted, besides the suit of 
clothes already mentioned, of provisions of various kinds, tobacco, many dif
ferent ornaments, and other triflea. The latter he immediately divided 
among his followers,• and of the other things he also gave parts among his 
Chiefs and principal officers, although they, as well as the women, had 
separate presents madl' to them. 

Soon after the Governor received from the King four fine beautiful oxen, 
as a counter-present, and as a ratification of the peace concluded. In the 
afternoon he made his farewell visit to the General, without his train, and in 
hia Caffre dress, but wore on hia head the three-cornered hat, with the white 
feather. 

He now requested to know expressly how long the rebel Caffres would 
~ allowed to remain in the colony if they did not accept the offered peace ; 
_and 88 he received no decisive answer to this question, he broke out anew 
18to complaints against Sambeh, and said he must relate the following cir
cumstance to the Governor. 

A colonis.t of the name of John Botha had been Ii Ying with him (Geika) 
for a considerable time, ha-ving ·fled when the colony fell into the hands of the 
English; but when he heard that it was restored to the Dutch, he resolved 
ll}>On returning. Botha, at his departure, in gratitude for the protection 
he had received, made him a present of four oxen, four cows, and a g\ln. In 

• 'fie same was done by him with regard to the presents made him by Mr. Barrow, which 
~n,i sted only ia tobacco, be!M}s, pieces of copper, .i,Ad knives. On this occasion he obsened to 

Vaoder K,emp, that they must consider the King of the Caffres iu a Yery pitiful light, if they 
~onld suppose his fricnd5hip was to be obtained by such trifles. The presents which he receiYed 
11 the sequel from the goYernment, and which were delivered to him by Alberti, consisted o( 

Buopean cloth, mantles, a horse, with a handsome saddle and bridle, a two-wheeled carriage, 
and other thinp of a similar Datu re. · · 
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, his way home he was attacked and murdered by Sambeh's people, and all 
his 'property was seized by them, which Sambeh afterwards declared to be 
lawful plunder. Geika, however, required the .restoration of the property 
for the support of the widow, but only received from him two sick horses, 

• which soon after died, two female slaves, and a gun; these he had honourably 
· ~en t to the poor widow. 

In this last conversation it. appeared very clearly that Geika did not by 
any means accurately understand the relationship subsisting between the 

•, English and Dutch. '\Vhen first the colony was taken by the former, and 
th<'y sent ambassadors to him, he could not comprehend what they wanted 
with him: he knew of no other white people but his neighbours, and the. 
Company they represented. Afterwards, when Buys and other colonists fled 
to him, who were not very well disposed towards the English, Buys endea• 
voured to explain the situation of things by a simile. The old Company 
he said were inhabitants of a large country, and what they possessed in that 
neighbourhood was only of the size in comparison to it that a cattle-fold is 
compared with a whole farm. But the English were the Bosjesmans of the 
sea, and had taken this cattle-fold from its rightful owners. Nothing could 
more completely disparage the name of Englishman in the conceptions of the 

, Catfres: the idea of traitors and robbers was indissolubly associated with it, 
and the whole nation became the objects of their hatred.• It was therefore 
extremely difficult to make Geika comprehend how the colony could be 
peaceably restored to its former possessors. 

When the king at length departed, he held out his right hand again to the 
Governor, and separated himself with repeated assurances. of the utmost 
personal friendship for him. The next mornirig Buys had permission to follow 
the King, in order to settle, as soon as possible, all things necessary, prior to 
his return-into the colony. On the same day, General Janssens with his train 
set out from the Kat-river, on their return to Graatf-Reynett. 

A few weeks after, Captain Alberti, in the name of the Governor, resumed 
the negociations with the Caffres. Sambeh, Jaluhsa, and Conga, had , 
separated from each other, each taking his kraal to a particular circle of his 
own, but all between the Bosjesmans' and the Zondag's rivers. The captain · 

• Vander 1.cmp is agaill aiy authority for thia cil'cwnstance. 
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,·isited each singly in his camp, and found them disposed to be much more 
friendly, and to shew greater confidence in the Dutch, than at the former inter
view with the Governor. · They all complained that no abatement appeared in 
Geika's hostile dispositions towards them; that he continued to plunder their 
cattle, and would not abstain from it. But the greatest subject of complaint 
was, that Buys was still with him, and that he did not send messengers to 
propose peace: never, they said, could friendship be restored between them 
till his conduct was altered on these points. 

On the other side, in• a letter recently received by Alberti from Buys, he~:· 
said that Geika complained exceedingly of the still continued enmity of these 
Chiefs; that they had not only recently murdered some of his people, but had 
again attempted his life. A rumour was indeed abroad among the Hottentots 
that the separation among the Chiefs was occasioned by two of them having 
urged the attacking Geika's kraal while he was negociating with General 
lanssens at the Kat-river, to which the rest would not consent, on account of
their promise given to the General. Nor was such an intention positively 
denied by the Chiefs; they only when questioned upon the subject broke 
out into fresh complaints and accusations against · Geika. Sambeh even 
declared that the murder of John Botha had been perpetrated in compliance 
"1ith Geika's commands, and whatever had been taken from the murdered Iilan 
had been immediately conveyed to him. 

From all this it appeared evident that the hatred and distrust which had so 
!00g reigned between the parties would not be very easily removed, and during 
Jfs continuance there seemed no hopes that the rebel Caffres would either 
by exhortations or menaces be prevailed with to quit the Dutch territory, or 
even to move nearer the borders: this was a great injury to the farmers, who 
were desirous to return to their habitations. The Caffres declared that they 
could only consider themselves as safe on this side the Fish-river, since Geika 
would not dare to attack them directly in the neighbourhood of the Christians; 
tbey were ready to fulfil all the conditions of peace if they might only be 

·-., permi_tted awhile to continue in the place which had so long afforded them 
an asylum. It was .indeed true that all their engagements had been punctu
ally fulfilled: they had given up the slaves, the Hottentots, and some muskets, 
and their deportment in every respect indicated that they had no thoughts of 
disturbing the colonists; that an attack from them was not in the least to he 
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. apprehended. ·On the ~ontrary, their confidence in Captain Alberti seemed 
to increase with every visit made by him, and they repeatedly assured him 
that they were convinct?d peace was earnestly wished on our side. Yet notwith
standing these things, our intercourse with them was exceedingly embarrassing 
,nd disagreeable, since there was no reliance to be placed upon thern ; scarcely 
any thing that they said was wholly true, and iri order to keep on good terms 

r with them, it was necessary to put the most advantageous construction upon 

•. 

their representations that they would admit of. They besidea closed their 
-ears with a painful pertinacity against every proposal which was made 

. ~nding to persuade them to pursue conciliutory measures, answering either 
that it did not please them, or that it was not a· thing to be heard ·of. 
. It ,vas moreover clearer and clearer every day that Geika's conduct towards 
~hem neither accorded so well as could be wished with the promises and 
~ssurances he had made to the Governor, or with what was required by 
justice and humanity. It was proved incontrovertibly that his peopl~ in-· 
dulged themselves in acts of power and malignity towards their revolted 
countrymen which were wholly unjllstifiable. From whatever cause these 
things might · really originate, it became more and more urgent, that Buys, 
who, by the opposers of the King, was universally considered as the exciter 
of them, should quit his situation. He excused himself to Alberti, who 
sent requisitions to him upon the subject, on the ground that he had not 
the waggons riecessary for the transport of his effects, and that he should 
rm.1 a great hazard in travelling through the country occupied by the King's 
enemies. In order to obviate this pretence for further delay, an escort was 
sent ~o him from Graaff ... Reynett, and under its protection he returned into 
the colony about the beginning of November. He brought back also two 
Europeans, who had lived in the closest intimacy with him in the Caffre 
country, one a German, by name li'aber, the other John Madder, an English 
deserter. · 

The Jatte1· informed Captain Alberti, that seven Christians, who, besides. 
themselves, had been living in the Caffre country, intended to travel north
,vards, and if possible reach Da Lagoa bay. This party consisted of four colo-. 
nists, who had for a long time not enjoyed a very high reputation, that is two 
brothers by name Bezuidenhout, and two other brothers named Lochen bout. 
'Fhe remainder of the party were Thomas Bentley, Coves Dork, aad. Harry 
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Ohry, three English deserters. Their plan, which they had imparted t<t 
Madder, wanting to persuade him to join the party, was first to procure 
powder and shot, and some other necessaries, from the Cape Town, and then 
'aet off on their journey. The project was never entirely completed, since 
Alberti, in consequence of this information, watched them too narrowly. 
They set out therefore without being properly equipped, and instead of going 
di'rectly northwards, followed the boundaries of the colony: they were in the 
1equel heard of about the Orange-river, where, in the Sixth Part of this work, 
there will be occasion again to mention them. 

Although Buys assured _us that Geika was very much dispose■ to peace, 
and thought earnestly of reconciling himself, if possible, with his revolted 
subjects, excepting only Sambeh, no advances had hitherto been made towards 
it. Two women from Geika's kraal had visited some of their relations who 
were with .J aluhsa; they were on that account considered as a sort of pre .. 
·cursors of messengers to propose peace, yet no symptoms of the visit leading 
to such consequences appeared. The good understanding between the • 
colooists and the Caffre Chiefs however continued, although among the 
dependents of the latter there were still . instances of individual robbery; • · 
whenever such occurred, whether from fear, or from a spirit of T~venge, a 
great outcry was raised, and every means possible employed to discover the 
plunderer. · 

Among other instances of this kind, fourteen young oxen were stol~n from 
1 colonist by name Prinsloo. One of his Hottentots, a most excellent hunter 
and herdsman, followed their traces, and tracked them straight to Sambeh's 
kraal, where he found them. The man had the good sense immediately to 
apply to the Chief himself to reclaim his master's property. A search for 
the oxen was instituted; the perpetrator of the theft was detected, and was 
· 1nstaRt\y put to death by Sambeh himself with his own hand. The animals 

'fftre restored, all but two, which had been already killed, and instead of 
these the Chief gave two young oxen of his own, sending a third as a present 
to the field-cornet ·of the district. The latter sent all the three back, which 
Shmbeb took very much amiss, and declared that if they were not accepted 
he should doubt very much the sincerity of the wishes for peace which had 
been so often professed. Notwithstanding this,· he denied the whole trans• 
action, when some time after Alberti had a conference ,vi·th him: · he was 
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afraid that the Governor might reproach him with his people committing such 
. crimes, and co~ceive a contemptible opinion of his authority that he could 

-, not keep them better under control. 
Nor were · the rest of the Caffre Chiefs less eager to prove how sincerely• . 

they wished to live on terms of friendship and good understanding with the 
!. Christians. Many cows and oxen that were stolen by the people were by 

them sent back to the rightful owners, after the robbers had been severely 
punished; their return was, besides, commonly accompanied -with some 
presents, and an earnest request that n<;> complaints upon the subject should 
be made to the Governor. Once, when Alberti encamped for the night near 

. Jaluhsa's kraal, the Chief recommended to him ·to have his oxen tied up for 
the night, and well guarded, for there was no security that some of the 
vagrant Caffres might not be roving about in the night, and steal the cattle, 
if they found them straying; and then, the Chief observed, the robbery 
would be imputed to his people. Another time Sambeh punished a herdsman 
in Alberti's presence, giving him many severe blows, because he had left the 
herd; and he said, if in consequence any of the animals had strayed away, 
jll-intentioned people might have said that they had been taken by the 
Christians, and it would grieve him exceedingly that they should get an -ill 
name, since he was well convinced that they had no desire to break the peace. 

Towards the end of November, Alberti, already informed of the Commis
sary-general's intended journey, had again interviews with each of the 
Caffre Chiefs. He found them in much the same disposition, pertinaciously 
refusing to return and submit to Geika, because he had neither sent ambas
sadors to them, nor discarded Buys from his counsels; for they had not yet 

• learned the arrjval of the latter in the colony. The captain, however, found 
it adviseable now to insist more urgently upon their endeavouring to reconcile 
themselves with the king, since they prevented the return of the rightful 
owners of the country to their respective properties, and even threatened 
them with being at last driven away, if they would not go peaceably. He 
warned them that a person no less high iii authority than the Governor was 
011 his journey into the country, who would s·ee that the conditions of peace 
were in every respect properly fulfilled. 

For the rest, all the Caffre children who had been found in the colony were 
.delivered up, and this greatly strengthened their confidence in the sincerity 
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. of the peace. It seemed indeed now so firmly assured, that the people \'en: . . ... 
'~, -;tured to rove about in small parties, visiting the colonists at their habitations, 

. I• 

t• 

)> their great annoyance. Parties of this kind, as has been mentioned, were 
met by us in our journey from the Kromme-river to Algoa bay, almost at 
every farm where we stopped; and my readers will recollect how very far 
these guests were from being welcome. Captain Alberti was not wanting in 
admonitions to them to remain quiet at their proper dwellings; he even 
warned them that he could not be answerable for the consequences, if they 
would persist in roving about; but nothing could restrain them : they said 
that they were so happy among the Christians, and that there was no better 
country for hunting after their manner than that about the Chamtoo-river. 
When they were asked whether it was their intention to renew the war, they 
answered that peace had been made, that the Governor himself had signed 
the agreement, and that they knew very well they had nothing to fear. 

-., . 
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CHAP. XXIII. 

Contittuation of our Journey.-Deparlure from Algoa bay.-Zwartkop's-ri-oer.-Re•. 
markable Salt-lake.-The Koega•ri'Oer .-1'he Order established in pitching our Camp. 
-Zondag's-river.-Visits from a great Number of Cajfres.-Large Flocks of Ante

. lopes a'nd Quaggas.-The Springbok ....... Tfie Bosjesmans'-ri'oer.-The Arri'Dal of 
the CB.fre Ckiefs expected in -cain.-Hof,nansgat.-Def11rrnity of tire Mimosas.
NieuwejatJrsdrift.-Tlae Little Fish-river. ' 

Suca was the situation of affairs between the Dutch government and the 
Caffres, when the Commissary-general arrived at Algoa bay. After he had been 
thoroughly instructed by Captain Alberti upon the subject, lie judged that 
it would be highly expedient for him to obtain personal interviews with the 
rebel Chiefs who were within the colony, as well as with King Geika, that 
the quarrels among these savages, by which the colonists were such severe 
sufferers, might be accommodated as soon as possible. 

Messengers then having been sent to the Chiefs, as was related in the latter 
end of the second part of this work, we ourselves departed from Algoa bay 
on the thirteenth ~f January: we were accompanied th~ whole way by 

· Captain Alberti, at the head of a detachment of fifteen Waldeck Jagers. We 
pursued our way first along the shore of the bay, and soon passed the Little 
Zwartkop's-river, which was entirely dry. Farther on we came to the house 
of the widow Van Royen, whose husband was killed in the Caffre war, in an 
attack which they made upon him by night, while he was resting quietly in 
his house. The ruins of the buildings which had been burned spoke it to 
have been in its prosperity a very large farm ; the mill only was left standing, 
and served now as a dwelling-house. Though the family had been returned 
but a few months, the great orchard was already in perfectly good order. 
We were entertained with delicious grapes and melons. This spot is _parti
cularly favourable for breeding cattle, and, before the disturbances, furnished · 
food for a thousand head of cattle and three thousand sheep ; and yet from so 
large a stock but small profit was derived. Th~ dealers in cattle would seldom 
come sq far as to this remote spot to inake their purchases, or would give no . ~ .. 
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more than from six to eight dollars for a fat ox, and half a dollar for a sheep . 
The inhabitants could not consume any thing like what they could produce, 
and the rather because the stock is never diminished here by the murrain. 
On account of this superfluity of the means of supporting life, and want of a 
market for the products, the country about the Zwartkop's-river truly deserved 
the attention of the government, and it was wisely allotted as the seat of the 
Drosty and village which are to form the centre point of the new district of 
Uitenhage . The proposal, that instead of extensive farms, it should be 
divided into small parcels of land, or erbes, appears in every respect a desirable 
one to be adopted, and will contribute very much to increasing both the 
population and civilization of the country. 

At this house we found a number of pe<;>ple assembled, hoping, under the 
protection of the Commissary-general, to return to their old habitations upon~ 
the Caffre borders . Some of them joined our party, which gave us quite the 
appearance of a caravan: we occupied a length of several thousand paces. 
Among 'these new companions was the Field-commandant Rensburg, who 
:had provided with the tttmost care and attention for supplying the wants of 
such a number of men, and for our being furnished with the necessary relaya 
of cattle. 

The Great Zwartkop's-rivcr runs very near the widow Royen's farm: in 
leavy rains this stream is very dangerous, but the water was now scarcely a 
foot deep. Soon after having passed it, we quitted the great cattle road, . and 
took a sort of track to the left through a little wood of mimosas in full 
blow. In a little hour we were surprised with the sight of the celebrated 
salt-pan, the largest which has hitherto been found in Southern Africa. It is 
a long oval lake, which may be travelled round in about an hour. The water 
is perfectly clear, but so strongly impregnated with the common salt used for ~ : 
cookery, that a drop falling upon the clothes, as it dries away, leaves behind 
a very distinct crystallization. In heavy rains the salt is amalgamated en~irely 
with the water; but in the summer, when the water evaporates, the surface, 
particularly at the sides, is covered with a thick rind of snow-white crystal~, 
which gives the whole bason t_he appearance of being frozen, and the ice . 
scattered over' with a thin layer of snow. 

As_ the water evaporates still farther, the little crystal needles are 
loosened, and carried about in flakes by the wind, forming monticules of salt · 
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upon the hank. The colonists for a great way round supply thel)lselvcs with 
their salt from this lake; it is the purest in the whole colony, and is sent 
occasionally by sea to the Cape Town. The name of salt-pan is very appro
priate, since the sun and the wind do here what in salt-works ii, done by art 
in flat copper pans over the fire. The rind w_as in some places so thick, that 
it would bear a man without breaking, and some little rocks by the side of it, 
were crusted over several inches thick with large crystals . The vegetation 
about was luxuriant, and the succulent plants were beautifuJly _in bloom, 
which, contrasted with the wintry appearance of the lake, produced a very 
iingular and enchanting effect. The portulacaria ofra was distinguished 
above all the rest, and seemed to be in its true home : it reaches here from . 
twelve to fifteen feet in height, and was full of beautiful lilac-coloured flowers. · -
_\Ve found also an incredible number of the beautiful large buprt:stis, and other 
insects humming about the lovely blossoms. The whole surface of the lake 
,vas strewed over with dead insects, and we loosened many rare species of . 
them from the salt, in which they were fast encrusted. I must wholly reject 
l\fr. Barrow's first idea upon the origin of these saltJakes, but am disposed 
to assent to the opinion which he seems at last inclined to adopt. _ How little 
the evaporations of the sea can contribute to the engendering of the salts in 

.,.· these places scarcely deserves to be dwelt upon. Similar salt-lakes are to be 
_found in the south-western parts of Asia; and, according to Pallas, even 

., . near Asoph . 
· ~ After having eaten a very slender dinner under a tent upon the banks of 

this lake, ,we proceeded on our journey, and towards evening reached the 
Koega-_river, where our people had already prepared us a camp upon a small 
plain on the river side. It was here, and in the sequel the same rule was 
always followed, composed of six tents arranged in a line, the largest of . 
~hich served as a general place of assembly for the whole party, the others 
were sleeping apartments. 'At a little distance were the tents for the jagers, 
placed in front as guard houses, and on the sides were stationed the colonists, 

· who usually slept in the waggons, though some of them had also tents. 
Behind the front was the kitchen, with the tents for the steward and servants, 
and behind them those for the d~goons. All the waggons, the number of w hicli 
oow · amounted to fourteen, th~ugh they were afterwards, from new supplies 
of forage" or fr.om the colonist families who joiued us, increased to twenty, were .. ' ' . . 
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drawn together in a row, .and between each were fastened the criba_for the 
hor!les. The oxen were always tied at night by the horns to the shafts or 
wheels of the waggons. Even if there had been no danger of wild beasts, 
or of wild Caffres, this precaution would have been necessary, .. since these 
animals . have a great propensity, if they are left loose at night, to straying 
away towards their homes . A portion of the Hottentots and slaves alter
nately were always stationed as guards to the cattle, while the rest slept in 

, the waggons. The dragoons and jiigers in rotation also mounted a general 
guard at night. 

In this way our camp resembled a little wandering village, in which every 
- one soon knew his place with the utmost exactness, and easily learned the 
business, which, as a citizen of the little state, was allotted him for the good 
of the whole. As the country in which from this time we generally encamped · 
was ·very much · the same, a small plain near the bed of a river, and .under 
the shade of mimosas, being selected for the purpose wherever it was possible; ~. 
and as we always sent our waggons forwards that every thing might be in 
order against our arrival, so it often appeared as if we had only been out for 
the day, and returned to our home again at night. Our people were so 
accustomed to pitching and striking ·the tents, that we found them in the 
evening just as we had quitted them in the morning. 

\Ve were indeed become perfect nomades, sharing the lot of most of the : 
inhabitants of Southern Africa, whom nature disposes, or compels, to stated _ . 
changes of habitation. The colonists are driven_ by the snow from the moun
tains down to the Karroo ; the Caffre hordes forsake their vallies when food 
for their cattle begins to fail, and seek others where grass is more abundant; 
the Bosjesman is fixed to no single spot of his barren soil, but every night 
reposes his weary head in a different place from the former; the numerous 
flocks of light-footed deer, the clouds of locusts, the immeasurable trains of 
-wandering caterpillars, these, all instructed by nature, press forward from 
spot to spot, searching the necessary means by which that nature is to be 
supported. 

A great number of Caffres from n neighbouring kraal thronged about our ·· · 
camp this day, and wearied us not a little with their importunities for tobacco, 
brandy, and beads. Among the colonists who followed us :were some sick, ,. 
who cam~ in the full ~pectation that the physician to the <;ommissary- . '• 

xx 
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general could not fail to cure them. As I was bus_ied in preparing medicines 
for them, I was surrounded by n whole troop of Caffrcs, who had almost 
plundered my medicine chest before I was aware of them: the little phials, 
the scales, and the various weights, appeared to them invaluable treasures. 
It was not without much difficulty, and with a goo<l deal of scolding·and 
threatening, that I could at last get rid of the women. They inquired about 
every thing, they wanted to taste every thing, and when they liked the taste,. 
were importunate to have the whole as a present. They were got rid of at 
last by having recourse to our chest of frippery; and in exchange for the 
treasures it contained, we procured several curiosities from them, as baskets, 
bracelets, hassagais, and kirris. Late in the evening a woman brought a 
basket of fresh milk as a present, and many of them, both men and women, 

f stay~ all night in the camp. 
The Koega, on which we were now encamped, is a very insignificant little 

river, in which there was scarcely sufficient water for our cattle to drink. 
To procure water for ourselves, we were obliged to dig, and did not then 
obtain very good. Here we took leave of the e.xcellent Field-cornet Muller, 

· who in the last week had been unwearied in making preparations, and fitting 
116 out in such a way as to render our journey in the Caffre country as little 
inconvenient as possible. As this country is very thinly peopled, and many 
things absolutely necessary to traveJlers in it must he procured from a great 

. · d~tance, a vast deal of attention and foresight was necessary to think of every 
thing that would be wanted. It would be difficult to say too much of the 
Field-cornet's attention, or to express our thanks to him too warmly. 

From the Koega we travelled eastwards, over a high plain, here and there 
overgrown with bushes, and which produced grass and hedge plants in abun
dance: owing to the rains which had lately fallen, it looked now extremely 
pleasant. To the left were two high mountains, one of which was called the 

. Winterberg, the other the Elandsberg. About noon we arrived at the Zondag's- . 
river, which, on account of the rains, was swollen to an unusual height for 
the time of year. Although the water was three feet deep, and the ford ,vas 

· · filled with loose stones, we all passed happily through, and rested on the 
pther side under the shade of the blooming mimosas. While we here took a 
little repast, and saw our waggons pass the river, not without some appre
nensions upon their account, a number of Caffres again assembled round us. 
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~-<kr"tbe other side of the rivcr·ialso.appeared a whole·society, and all the m~n 
f .wJ th very little hesitation waded through the water to us; hut the women 
4.i!er~ too modest to ,come over in sight ·of_our people. They went some wa,y _ 
~ ~p the river to a place which was indeed deeper, but where they could cross,. 
r. .with9ut being seen. Among these latter were several young girls, ap- '· 

~ . · ~arently from fourteen to eighteen years of age; some of them were really 
. ~ , ;~ h~dsome. · Their pleasing appearance, and the cheerful demeanour of the 

... whole party, made the intercourse, on this occasion, more lively and animated 
than any we bad yet had with the Caffres. Our interpreter had great difficulty 
in following the conversation with the same spirit and animation that it was 

, .- • carried on. The girls seemed to assume confidence at every moment, and 
• . .• · amused us exceedingly with their vivacity and na'ivete, in which nothing was .,i 

• 4l ~ -more striking than that, not.withstanding their almost unrestrained mirth, 
- • ·..,-~ _they never transgressed the bounds of the strictest decorum. They •· 
~ ~-r~iparticularly admired our ladies, and were never weary with examining, 

~ 

·· ,. and expressing their astonishment at, their fair complexions and fine 
long hair • 

.. 

. In the evening we found our camp ready prepared at al>out an hour's ~,. 
distance, still upon the bank of the rh·er, which, having taken a remarkable 
bend, was here running almost due east. We had again a number of Caffre ·.,. 
visitors at the camp, followers of Jaluhsa, and not more scrupulous o'f 
begging than our guests of the day before. They were more than a hundred,t 
wbo all wanted to barter their ornaments and other trifles for tobacco, pieces-· 
of copper, and buttons . We could get any thing of theirs in exchange for .. 
these articles, but the buttons in particular served as a sort of money by 

· which the price of every thing was regulated. A cow was valued at thirty 
coat buttons. . 

Ou, iarther route was very pleasant, over a broad gently sloping hill, over-
. tpead m>tn top to bottom with a number of shrubs and trees beautifully in • 

b\ow, particularly mimosas. The road had been cut through these shrubs, hut 
was again half overgrown. Our guide assured us that before the invasion of 
the Catrres this . place swanned with elephants, rhinoceroses, and buffalos : 

-(traces of these aniffl6)s were indeed still every where to be discovered. We 
_1 , ~topped about half way in our day's journey. to take sotne refreshment, and 

_,oon after, as we proceed~d onwards, •found ihe Hottentot, _who had been sent 
~ · xx2 
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as envoy to_ the Caffre Chiefs sleeping _ in ifte ·field. He had fasteoed.ws· 
· necklace t6 a stick, and stuck up this ensign in a bush near him, as a token 
that he was there, lest, otherwise, we might pass him unobserved. He :;. 
fnformed us that the Caffre Cliiefs were out upon a hunting party, but that 

~ messengers had been sent after them, to desire them to come the next day to 
the Bosjesmans' -river. 

On a plain which we now crossed, called the Quaggas'-plain, we saw a great 
number of these animals, in divisions of from eighty to a hundred head each. 
They were very shy, and fled in the utmost haste at our approach . There 
were also an immense number of Springboks, or mountain Antelopes ( anti/ope 
pygurga), who in like manner would not suffer us to come very near them. 

·· The sight of a number of Springboks flying from any object is, even to a man 
who is not a hunter, highly interesting; they run for some time extremely 
quick, and then, if a bush or piece of rock comes in their way, spring to the 
height of four or five feet above the earth, clearing at one leap ten or twelve 
feet of ground ; they then stand still a few minutes till the rest are passed,, .. 
after which they all set off again, running with astonishing fleetness. The 
beautiful form of this animal, its pretty marks, and the incredible lightness 
and grace of its motions, render this sight extremely pleasing. 

'l'he Springbok is of a snowy whiteness, only from the shoulders to the 
haunch on each side of the back runs a chesnut coloured stripe, and from 

• these towards the belly are others more of the Isabella colour; on the shank, 
the ears, and the cheeks, are similar chesnut-brown stripes. The back is 

• · · ··Covered with long white hair, which generally lies flat, but stands up when 
the animal raises its back to take a leap. The horns are somewhat ringed, 
and at the points bend towards each other, in the manner of a lyre. A full 
grown Springbok weighs from sixty to eighty pounds. The flesh is extremely 
delicious, tenderer and whiter than that of any other antelope. Our Jagers , 
had shot six of these animals, three of which were given to the Caffres; the 
rest were a very acceptable supply to our own table, as in making provision 
for our Journey we had calculated upon the game to be killed in our route for 
a part of our kitchen stores . In the evening our camp was pitched about 
two hundred paces from the Bosjesmans'-river ~ a short time before we : a~rived · . 
at it,· we descended the bill upon which, four years before, General Vande- _. 
leur .had been enclo~ed by the Cafi'res, when Rensburg cam~ to his assistanc~, 
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and released him. The country isilere tolerably level ; high qi~ tains are 
· ·only seen quite in the distance. 
' As it had been agreed that we should wait in this spot fbr the arrival of the 
Caffre Chiefs, another messenger was dispatched to inform them that the 

· '~ommissary-general would remain here two days, in hopes of seeing them, 
-:- . but must then positively proceed on his journey. Our camp was constantly. 

visited, during our stay, by the CafFres who were roving about: they were 
• always begging for something, or brought their cloaths, weapons, and baskets, 

to barter. We ~lso saw here a whole kraal pass, who were removing to ano
ther dwelling-place. A vast number of cattle led the van, then followed the 
pack-oxen loaded with the household goods, and the mats which serve them 
for beds. On the top of these were here and there little children tied fast, 
.who sat very quiet, and suffered themselves patiently to be shook about among 
the mats and baskets. The larger children, and the grown people, cauied •. 
upon their heads either some of their household furniture, or baskets full of 
milk. All . the men, even those whose business it was to take care of the 
cattle, stopped half the day with us, but the women, how much soever theY. 
wished to stay, were ordered by them authoritatively to go on with the cattle, 
and did not dare to disobey. 

The · heat was on this day almost insupportable ; and such an incredible 
number of flies swarmed about our tents, that towards evening, when they 
began to settle, the linen was _quite black with them. A number of other . 

• 
sorts of insects, some very beautiful indeed, which we found in this country, 
was a much more agreeable circumstance to us. We particularly found a 
very large sort of scarabreus, the Copris Hamadr9as, the chirping of which 
at night was a noise at first wholly enigmatical to us; ·nor could we imagine 

. whence it proceeded, till in the morning we found a vast number of these 
•·· animals under the ox-dung, where they had dug to two or three feet deep 
'.' :· . ., into the sand, and in these holes stored up magazines apparently for the first ~-, '°":: nourishment of the young larvre. 

~ . Our hunters, and lovers of hunting, were very active in scouring the neigh-
-~ bouring country, and seldom returned without a rich booty: one portion was 

t· · -:~ ldevoted to the use of our kitchen, another was reserved to add to our c91lec
.:·~d_ . ., · tion of skulls, skins, and other distinguishing parts of the animals bere

:1ti., •'- abouts. •· .-~ ~. t 
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The si ·teenth of January was th hµndredth day of (?Ur journey, and on 
a calculation it appeared that we had travelled five hundred hours. Of these 
hundr ed days, · however, we had rested forty, so that upon an average, on .·· 
the days ·when we were in motion, we had travelled-eight hours·and a half, 
and might be supposed to have gone over five miles and a half of ground. 

In the night of the seventeenth of January, the messenger who had been 
sent to the Caffre Chiefs returned with as evasive an answer as the former. ·. 
They were still absent on then- hunting party, but they had been sent for; r 
they might not, however, return for some days. The messenger declared that 
he ha~ good reason to believe this a mere pretence to evade the interview; 
that the Chiefs 'Vere really at home, hut were afraid to come, apprehending 
that they should be again required to quit the country, and should be me-

:.naced with being compelled· to it by force, if they would not go peace
' ably. Perhaps the positive declaration to this effect, recently made by 

·· ~aptain Alberti, and the arrival of a person so high in office as the Commis
sary-general, with a numerous train, almost immediately after, contributed 

.. very much to increase this fear; there appeared, therefore, not much reason 
to hope that they would he induced to hazard a personal interview. It seemed 
al~o probable that it was only by late events they had been fully convinced 
tl~at the government did not contemplate their stay in the colony with indiifer
ence, and had seriously determined to insist upon the former relations being 
re-established; and though far from wishing that this should be !1one at 
the expense of dissolving the good-understanding so lately restored, were 
yet determined not to be trifled with, but that their purposes should by some 
means or other be effected. 

As it was evident, however, that no good was to be expected by continuing 
here any longer, orders were given for breaking up the camp, and at eight in 
the morning of the -eighteenth of January the whole caravan crossed the 
Bosjesmans'-river. Somewhat farther we came to the ruins of a very large 
farm, where almost at the same instant arrived eight waggons with fresh relays 
of oxen from Graaff-Reynett. On this, four waggoos with the teams of oxen 
which had accompanied us from Algoa bay, were sent back. Many . of .,.. 
the colonists who had been summoned for the purpose, bad a journey of m01'8 , 
than· twenty miles to take with their waggons and oxen, and it proved alike 
the pr~cision qf the orders given by th~. Field-commandant Rensburg, and tbe 

.. ' 
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good-will and punctuality with which they had been observed, that:•notwith
standing the distance they had· to come, there was not one who failed in being 

~ to the spot exactly at the appointed time. 
Farther on, we came to the Hassagai-wood, an insignificant thicket, on the 

declivity of a small hill, scarcely deserving to have been marked on the map, 
~-if Mr. Barrow had not passed a night there. We hoped to have found a 
.: pretty considerable wood, that would have afforded us shade and water, but 
" it . failed i-n both. We were obliged, therefore, notwithstanding the burning· 
- noon-tide heat, to proceed to the next spring, where we proposed stopping 

for the night. This lay in a small narrow valley called Hofmansgat, where 
the water rose at the foot of a perpendicular rock, under the shade of a pleas_. 
ing wood. I could not · forbear remarking that the mimosas here grow in a 
very different kind of way from those in the interior of the colony, particu. 
larly in the Karroo ; this arises apparently from the great difference in the soil. 
In the Karroo these trees have_ the form only of large shrubs, branches coming 
up from the very roots, which are fast enclosed in the earth: here'they have 
stems eight or ten feet high before any branches are thrown out. Another 
tbiug . remarkable in the mimosas we saw here was a diseased swelling very 
frequently to be found upon them. The thorns and young twigs were in 
many places six or eight times as large as their natural size, and entirely 
black. 'Instead of the pods, which commonly consist of two thin membranes, 
here and there were long cylindrical excrescences equally black, three times 
as long as the pods usually are, of a woody appearance, and entirely hollow. 
These anomalies on the mimosas are occasioned apparently by some kind of 
insects; and in that respect are similar to the gall-nuts. The gum which flows 
from these trees is in · like manner often diseased, dark-coloured, opake, and 
smelling very disagreeable. • 

Our tents, fourteen in number, scattered about the little wood, and as the 
darkness came on, lighted within, with the fires burning between them, made 
at a little distance a most enchanting appearance; it was one, however, not 
easy to be described by words, and scarcely less difficult to he represented by 

. 
:.i.- the pencil. Hyrenas and jackalls interrupted us the whole night with an al~ 

'!~ .. most unceasing howl; our dogs barked at them, and the oxen al}d horses 
were so much frightened that it was not without very great diffic~ , the 
H-0ttentots could keep them from breaking loose. 

~ ' 
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The next morning, as we were about to depart, a Caffre came to UI to search 
for two boys who had stolen to the 'Camp, attracted by eager curiosity. After 
he had received from us some meat and bread, he took them away with him. : ., 
The lads, however, escaped again, and in the evening came once more.~ 
our camp, because, as they said, they liked better being with the Christian~ 
tlian at home . As there was no means of sending them back, we kept th~m 
with us, expecting that the father would come for them a second time; it f 
ivas not, however, till the third day that he did so: he had been seeking fo, .; 
his children all that time without having any thing to eat. 

We passed to-day the Nieuwejaarsdrift and the Blackwater-river, and stopped 
for the night at a place called Dirkskraal. Some of our hunters brought home 
with them most excellent wild honey. This night the hyamas came 
absolutely into our camp, and scattered our sheep all about: most of 
them were retrieved in the morning: three only had become a prey to the 
marauders: a fourth we were obliged to drive on with his tail bitten and still 
bleeding. · 

We saw here fresh traces of rhinoceroses in abundance, and found on the 
road a tolerably perfect skull of one of these creatures. The country was 
here again arid and uniform ; it is the same to which Sparrmann gives the 
now forgotten name of Quammedakka. \Ve found through the whole day 
only one little wood of porticularias, c~ctuscs, and guiacums; it afforded u, but 
a trifling shade from the heat of the mid-clay sun, yet it was the best spot we 
could find to stop and take our usual rest. 

In the evening we arrived upon the bank of the little Fish-river, where our 
camp was pitched. This river is commonly dry in the summer, but was now 
toler..ibly full of water, in consequence of the heavy thunder-showers which 

, I 

i :1 

had lately fallen in Agterbruintjeshoogte. Rensburg had here the melancholy 
intelligence, that at his farm there, the harvest, which was standing in sheaves 
in the field, and which he expected to yield him, at least, three hundred and 

Q; , _ t ! 
fifty bushels of corn, had been entirely scattered by the bursting of one of 
tbese clouds. One of his neighbours, by name Van Aart, had three t~ou- ~ 
sfnd three hundred sheep drowned at the s,11n<' time; and in another house a 

.'- '" _.: 

child in a cradle was floated away hy the t:,r,-r nt, while the elder children with -._r , 
difficu~y saved themselves by clirnjing up to the rafters of the house. All 
these catastrophes happened on the 3ame day that we had the terrible storm . 
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which I have mentioned above, when we were in the neighbourhood of the 
Kabeljau-river. 

The chase to-day produced us a great many springboks, also a steinbok, 
or wild goat (eapra ibez) and some Pintado hen·s (numida meleagris); the 
latter abound near the rivers in these parts. Their flesh is very tough, 
dry, and tasteless, unless when they are extremely young. A tolera• 
bly brisk wind which rose towards evening abated in some degre~ the exces~ 
1ive heat, but it had this disagreeable effect, that the soil here being all 
schistus, the poles of the tents could not be driven in very fast, and we were 
somewhat apprehensive of their tumbling about our heads. 

To our left we had now the mountains of Agtebruintjeshoogte, and before 
us the Caffre country. A wide plain, which we were to cross, separated ua 
from both. The springboks swarmed here, and the hunting of these lovely 
creatures shortened the otherwise very wearisome way. We surrounded 
large flocks of th~m, and were delighted with seeing them very near, running 
and leaping away from us. Only two were killed, since we had not at the 
time occasion for more. A good hunter who understands how to lay in am
bush for the flock, at a convenient place, seldom kills less than six or eight · 
at a shot, so closely do they keep together, and so powerful is the calibre of 
the guns used here. As a huntsman in these parts must be equalJy armed 
against an elephant · or a rhinoceros .. as against · smaJler game, he seldom 
shoots with balls of less than two ounces . . A true elephant gun (an olifanuroer 
as it is here called) carries balls of only five or six to the pound, and which 
are made a third part of tin. 

The springbok generally keeps on large open plains, and from an instinc
tive fear, never runs into a wood to seek shelter fro~ his quadruped pur
suers. .This cjrcuinstance is occasionally made use of in bunting, for the 
bunters drive the flock .towards a wood, where they seldom find it difficult 
to take some of the young ones alive. All attempts, however, to tame them 
have been hithert9 unsuccessful, and they commonly die in confinement. I . 

· · have seen some half-tamed young springboks here and there among the flocks of 
the colonists, but there is no security that they will remain; that they may 
not as they increase in age and strength seek the more perfect freedom which 
their species seems so much to prize. 
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CHAP. XXIV. 

A"i-oal at the Modderfonlein in Agtebruinlje,lwogte~-J'or.wney along the Bartl, of t1ze 
Great Fi,h•ri'Der ts meet King Geika.-Cdmp at 1lermannudra"1.-The King dou 
not arrioe.-Conf ertnce mitA Ai, .Ambas1t1dtrr1.-Returtt lo lhe Modderfontein.
Reconciliation bela,em Geika 01Hl tome ~/ Ille Rehl Cllief•• 

EARLY in the morning we arrived at the-1\lodderfontein, which is the most 
southern place in the circle o( Agtebruintjeshoogte. The proprietor of the 
place had not yet ventured to return, ·and it was now inhabited by a certain 
widow Bauer, who had been driven from her own habitation by the Caff'res: 
ehe entertained us· as well as her state of ·poverty would permit. We found 

. fresh milk and butter, and some sorts of pulse, which to travellers who bad 
been a whole week with nothing to · li've upon but meat and biscuit afforded 
a delicious regale. 

In the · evening the ambassadors sent to King Geika returned ; they had seen 
him on the seventeenth at his then habitation at the Buffalos'-river. Geika 
immediately recollected one of them- who had accompanied the Governor, and 
held out bis hand to him in the most friendly manner, inquiring at· the same 
time into the occasion of their visit. · When they informed him of their errand, 
and 'that they came on the part Qf the Commissary-general to invite him to 

an interview at the Great Fish-river, he answered that it would afford him 
the• sincerest P.leasure to meet him ; but be must intreat that the Christians 
would come some days' journey farther into the country, since he was afraid 
to remove to any distance from his own habitation. He was besides busied in 
preparing for an attack upon his rebel subjects, which he was resolved to 
make with his whole power, in hopes of reducing them to obedience by force • 
.This disloyal body, he said, continued to plunder, and endeavour to seduce his 
subjects away from him; they were still roving about the Christians' country, 
although the Governor had only allowed them three months, in which they 
were engaged to return. Instead of fulfilling this engagement, six. months 
were now elapsed without any hope being afforded of the calamities attend
ant upon such a state of things being likely to come to an end, and if it should 
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continue much longer, there was some da1Jger of bis being at Jength forsaken 
. by all his people, and completely impoverished. He, therefore, only waited 
the arrival of a body of men from the Tambuekis, to make the attack, and, 
as he hoped, put au end to troubles which· had been but too long endured. 
He would pursue t~e rebels to the utmost extremity, nor .ever relax till they 
either submitted or .were wholly extirpated. 

His route, he said, would lead him to a place three days journey from bie 
own habitation towards ~eGreat Fish-river, caUed by the Christians Herman.
nuakraal ; he would be there in three days, and would wait three more for 
the arrival of the Commissary -general. Messengers ahould be sent to an-. 
aouoce bis arrival, and lie would .leave people there who could come after 
him• aod recall him, if w.e should happen not to arrive till after he was gone. 
He begged that we would, io like manner, wait for him, in case we should 
arrive first at the appointed place. He acknowledged the Commissary-general 
as regent of the ~lony, for bis frie.nd and father, and said he would be at all 
times ready to assist him with hi• whole power; even to come to the Cape 
Town, if it was required of him. He would put himself at the head of all hit 
warriors to assist him against his enemies the English, and he, therefqre, 
wished and hoped that the Dutch would, in like manner, asaist him against 
ltis rebel subjects. 

He entertained the ambassador& very hospitably, accompanied them 
-lumself a part of the way on their return, recomniending to the~ apin 
earoeetly, at parting,. to deliver his answer faithfully to the Commissary• 
p11eral. . On their way baek they had overtaken a part of the army, cqnsisting 
· ef about two hundred men, and learnt from thein that three other similar 
partl. were already on their way towards the Fish-river, where they w.ere all 
to be united; and farther, that Geika bad even imparted to them the . p~e 
where he intended that the battle should be fought, which was to be at some 
boan distance from Hermanouskraal, southwards towards the sea. 

Wlaatever objections might appear against 11ndertaking the proposed journey, . 
IDCI that there !'ere many could not be denied~ yet. they were overbalanced 
by the ~111ents in its favour. The Commisaary-general wished very muca 1 

to gain th~ frieD4ahip of Geika, aud to · fix bia confidence in the Dutch go .. 
,iemment, nor could be abandon the hope of being able to effect an awicable 
•eommodatiion between the (l()Gteodini parties. The re1Poval of Buys, wh°" 
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abode with the King was one of the great alleged objects of discontent on 
the part of the rebels, he hoped, might render tliem more inclined to sub
mission; and he thought that the Christians, appearing as mediators, might 
have a powerful influence upon the minds of aH the Caffres. In any case, it 
was necessary to employ his whole authority to make the boundaries of the 
colony respected, and not to permit the contests .of savages to be carried on 
within its territory. The presence of the Commissary-general in the neigh
bourhood of the theatre of war, with a considerable_ number of armed men, 
might, if things must come to extremities, ·influence the event, and procure 
to the conquered party a peaceable subjection. It was, besides, his duty, aa 
regent, to animate the courage and confidence of the colonists, by not with
drawing, at so critical a moment, from farther negociations, and so run 
the hazard of their being reduced anew to fly their habitations and their 
country. 

The necessary orders for-the journey were, therefore, immediately gi\{en. 
Between thirty and forty armed colonists were added to the escort, and fresh 
horses were procured for some of the party, witli some oxen for slaughter. 
A quantity of bread for ourselves, and forage for our cattle, was provided; 
and four waggons were packed with these, •with our tents, and with other 
things indispensably necessary to us. The remainder of our packages were . 
left behind, as well as our ladies; the former, because the Commissary
general wished that we should be as little encumbered as possible upon the 
journey, and the latter, because he could by no means think of their run
ning the possible risk of being upon the spot in a contest such as we might 
be compelled to witness. They, therefore, remained under Rensburg's 
protection, and removed to one of the best farms in the circle of Agtebruint
jeshoogte. 

"\Ve pursued our course, at first, over the plain which we had crossed two 
days before, then turned to the left towards the bank of the Little Fish-river, 
and encamped at night opposite a place where it may be forded. The bed of 
this little stream is richly grown over with trees of various sorts, among which 
were to be particularly distinguished the African willow, and a rare species 
of mimosa, with perfectly white flowers. The leaves of .the latter seemed to 
have a higher degree of sensibility than is shewn even by the rest of its 
species; we found them in the morning entirely folded together,. and it was 
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only as the warmth of the day increased that they gradually unfolded them
selves again. 

With this river constantly on our left, we continued travelling the next 
day in a southerly direction. The heat was excessive, and a scorching south
wind, a true sirocco, blew directly in our faces. Some of the party felt the 
effect of it so sensibly, that they were obliged to tie handkerchiefs over their 
mouths.• Notwithstanding this inconvenience, we continued our route for 
ten hours, and encamped at night upon the bank of the Great Fish-river, 
about ·half a mile below the spot where the Little Fish-river branches off. 
We had the heightR of the fertile Zuure-Velden the whole clay to our right; 
but the plain over which we travelled was very dry and barren, so that we were 
obliged to send our draught-oxen over the river, into the Caffre territories, 
that night, that they might get tolerable feed. 

Close by the place where we were encamped, were the ruins of a very 
large farm, which had formerly belonged to a colonist by name Dupre. Among 
the rubbish we found a great many scorpions and a species of large poisonouS' 
spider, and made a rich booty of both for our collection. In the evening of 
this day, I had the misfortune to break down my field-bedstead, so that I 
was obliged at night to have my bed upon the ground. I perceived, after
wards, that this accident had put me into no small danger, for, in the morning, 
I found under my cover~d a number of these dangerous insects, probably 
aome which we had chas~d the evening before from their hiding places, and 
who here sought a refuge, attracted by the warmth. An accidental involuntary 
movement had nearly occasioned my being stung by one of the scorpions. 
According to the universal testimony, the consequence is sometimes loss of 
life; and even, if in the end the accident is recovered, the progress of the 
recov,ry is _very slow, and the suffering great. The spiders, when their legs 
were stretched out, were ~ost of them four inches, or more, in length. 

Early in the morning a messenger was sent forwards to King Geika to inform 
him of our approach. We had not seen a Caffre since we quitted the Bos
jeamans' -river, nor, indeed, any other human being. Here and there walls 

• My thermometer hld bt'CII unfortunately broke some days before, by an o,ertum of tho 
waggoa, but I afterwards ezperienced in the Cape. Town a degree of heat much more Into. 
Jerable, when tbe thermometer wu at 113°. 
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blacked with smoke, or houses lying entirely in .ruins, announced the former 
habitations of men, and near the river were st~ll standing some skeletons of' 
Caft're huts. But in proportion as the country was depopulated of human 
beings, was it superabundantly inhabited by wild animals. We saw the · 
foJlowing day, at a little distance, the largest flock of springboks that we 
had yet seen, and which at a moderate computation could not, I think, be 
estimated at less than two thousand head. There were besides no small . 
number of red deer, wild goats, hartebeests, hares, quaggas, and ostriches. 
We met in one place a large troop of quaggas, which were chased by u1, 
all together. I was mounted on a very spirited horse which I had bought 

' . 

at Zwellendam, and rode into the midst of the troop, nor did my horse cease' 
to keep pace with them for a long time. No one has ever yet succeeded in 
taming these animals, so as to make them useful as draught cattle, notwith
standing all the endeavours that have been made. They are besides very 
malicious in their nature, an~ so given to bite, whenever they find an oppor
tunity, that there would be some danger in using· them. Little besides 
would be gained by taming them, since the trouble and expense would be 
equal to the purchase of. a good horse. A great number of these animals, 
as well as of eatable game, were killed by the party; more than we could. 
put to any use. 

The heat was little less this day than the day before; the road was un
tracked and fatiguing by the side of the Great Fish.river, but the bank was 
so steep, and·so thick set with trees, that it was impossible to get at the 
water to quench our thirst. At length, after eight hours riding in a burning 
·sun, we came to a place where the bank was so low that the water became 
accessible: such was the eagerness of our party to get at it, that we abso
lutely laid ounielves down at the edge, and drank like the cattle. We then 
most of us undressed, and threw ourselves into the water, without any one 
suffering by an act, which on reflection did not appear very prudent ; but 
the water had attained no inconsiderable degree of warmth. While the 
oxen and hones were refreshing themselves, we sought in vain a shady place 
where we could ·enjoy a few hours rest. But the foliage of the mimosas is 
too delicate to permit of their affording much shade, and the willows stood 
entirely upon the bank on auch a steep declivity that there was no si~ing 
down among them. Nothing then remained but to fasten ·our saddle:.Cloths 
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and cloaks to the branches of the mimosas, so as to form an awning, which 
shaded 01 tole~bly well from the burning rays of the sun. · The prospect of 
the broad and tolerably well,-filled river, shaded by willows, which we could 
aee to a considerable distance each way, from the high bank where we had 
placed oursel'Ve&, . was the only sight which could make us forget for a 
momeat the aridity and inhospitality of the country through which we were 
travelling., 

In order to reach Hermannuskraal that day, w,t could only allow ourselves 
a short rest at this place, and still bad eight hours more to travel, the latter 
part of the way by moonlight, before our task ~as accomplished. It was 
half past ten when we arrived there. Before it was dark we had come 
through a little mountain pass, which is here called the braelitish-kloof .. 
In this pass there are several graves of Hottentots heaped over with large 
stones. These the first colonists who inhabited this part of the country, in 
pious simplicity, determined to be monuments made by the children of 
Israel, who ·had journeyed through the country during their wanderings in 
the desert; and thence they gave the place the name which it bears. 

It was evident here, from the more luxurious vegetation, that we were 
drawing nearet to the sea-coast. The country was grown over with bushes 
and succulent plants, between which were many footpaths winding about, 
and crossing in every directfon, made by the wild animals in going to and 
from the river. The rhinoceros is very frequently to be seen in these parts, 
and is often hunted by the colonists of Camdeboo and Agtebruiotjeshoogte. 
This animal is one of the most dangerous to , travellers by night, since he 
rushes forwards impetuously with blind rage at every noise of which he jg 

informed ·by his acute hearing, or at ettery object betrayed to him by bis 
more ·acute smell. Examples have been known of these monsters running 
by night against a waggon, and overturning it, trampling down and destroying 
both that an~ all the oxen attached to it. As there were in many places fresh 
traces of them to be seen in Ollr route this day, it was judged prudent in 
the evening to put the strongest of our young Africans in front, since, from 
l>eing more experienced, they would be better abie, if necessary, to encounter 
•uch a danger. 

Our waggons did not arrive at their destination till some hours later than 
ounelves. But notwithstanding its being so late, we were all glad to get a 
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hot supper, having lived for two days upon nothing but ship biscuit and dried 
lleef. We therefore took our dinner and supper together at two o'clock in 
the morning. 

We now learnt that neither Geika nor any of the people belonging to him 
'bad been seen by our messengers, although they had gone on to a consider•· 
able distance towards his habitation, in hopes of meeting him. They were 
therefore immediately sent to his· usual residence, which was a leg day's 
journey on horseback from our then station, with a commission to inform him 
that the Commissary-general was exceedingly mortified by not finding him at 
the appointed place; that relying entirely upon his word, he had undertaken 
a journey of thirty hours, which at this time of the year, and at his ag~, was 

. very fatiguing, and delayed him very much in fulfilling the other purposes of 
bis e_xpedition. He could not therefore wait longer than two days, and if the 
King was not arrived by that time, he must have the mortification of return• 
ing into the colony without having seen him. 

On the very evening of our arrival we had the consoling prospect of a· 
storm coming on, by which the air was very Qiuch cooled and refreshed. In 
the following days a reviving rain fell from time to time, which soon made a 
surprising alteration in the appearance of the country. As it is naturally 
fertile, our wearied oxen soon recovered their strength against the renewal of _ 
their labours. Our young people amused _ themselves .with hunting very 
eagerly, and brought many a nice piece of flesh and many a beautiful skin 
home with them. The large game had been recently very much frightened 
away, since one of our companions, by name Phihp Botha, had but a few 
weeks before held a great hunt here. He, _with two friends, and some Hot• 
tentots, had coasted the Great Fish-river .. ah~ost to its mouth, and had in 
twenty days that their journey lasted, between going and returning, killed 
five hippopotami, eight rhinoceroses, nine hartebeests, two wild boars, and 
five wild goats; smaller game and birds, and indeed springboks, they thought 
hardly worth shooting. The whole booty, in the fat~f the hippopotami, in 
rhinoceros' leather, in skins, and flesh, was sufficient to fill three large 
waggons, and when carried home and divided, supplied the three families 
with food and clothing for several months; it was even expected that a 
pretty sum of money would be made of some objects w bich they proposed 
selling at their ne~t journey to the Cape Town. · 
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'the insects and plants we collected here were most of them entirely new 
to us, nor did I find them again in any part of our travels. Among other 
things, we killed a very large snake, with a perfect lemon-coloured skin, . 
regularly spotted with black ; it measured about five feet in length. We 
were never more molested by birds of prey, particularly on the second day, 
when we had killed a young ox, some portion of which having been given to 
our Hottentots, they, according to their custom, had cut the flesh into small 
pieces, and hung it about upon the bushes to dry. A vast number of eagles 
and vultures, collected about our camp, and took away piece after piece, if 
the people \\~ere not constantly there to watch them, and drive them away. 
These birds even accompanied us in our return quite to Agtebruintjeshoogte. 
· On Saturday morning our messengers arrived for the last time from Geika, 

bringing with them an ambassador from him who spoke broken Dutch. The 
King through him eagerly excused himself for not having come to meet the 
Commissary-genera), but his auxiliaries from the Tambuckis were not arrived, 
nor were even his own followers all assembled. He earnestly wished that it 
might please the Grootbaas • of the Christians to proceed a little day's journey 
farther into the country, of which, if notice was sent him, he would not fail 
immediately to come and meet him. 

Our ambassador confirmed what was said by Geika's, and added that the 
King was apparently exceedin~ly mortified and ashamed. He had, however, 
discovered that the aspect of things had changed within a few days, and that 
Jaluhsa was on his march to submit to his sovereign, and unite with him 
3ecrainst Sambeh. Conga was not at first disposed to side with either party, 
but had rather gone upon a hunting match to keep clear of both; a messenger 
was however sent after him by Jaluhsa, earnestly to press his return, to 
which at length he yielded. Both of them had accordingly sent orders to all 
their adherents who were dispersed about the colony to follow them over the 
Great Fish~river. ,v e had before had intelligence of a misunderstandi113' 
among the rebels, and proLably this was the reason why the interview which 
had been desired by the Commissary-general with them had been evaded. 
We recollected besides the messenger from Conga, whom we had seen at the 
Rietfontein's-river, and who brought orders to the Caffre hordes there to 

• Great Master, for which see paa_e 118. 
zz 
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return. It seemed therefore probable that intrigues for sepuatiag tMIDaehea 
from Sambeh were then going forwards, and that the making their .iotentiODI 

known was only deferred till the arrival of our Chief. 
Geika,s ambassad(?r assured us that his master, notwithelaDding these' 

things, had no :intention of relaxing in his preparations. He did DOt yet 
know how to have perfect confidence in the Chiefs, uMl he wufirmly ,resolved 
that all who did not submit to him freely should be compelled to aubmi1Sion 
by force. He hoped in this to be supported by the commander of the 

, Christians, who was visiting his country, and did not doubt that he would 
either come still farther to _meet him, or wait three or four days, beyond 
which the King felt assured that his coming would not be delayed. At the 
'jUestion how strong Geika's party might be, the Hottentot interpreter held 
up the two fore-fingers of his right hand, then bent the first down at the 

I 

second joint, and said that the whole finger was Geika's force, and that the 
proportion of that of h-is enemies to it was only as the half finger. 

How much soever the Commissary-general and the whole company wished 
to be personally acquainted with the interesting King of the Caffres, yet 
there were many reasons which influenced our Chief to decline either waiting 
longer, or goirig farther into the country. It was due to the views of the 
Dutch government not to suffer himself to be longer enticed forwards; indeed 
it seemed very clear that the courtesy hitherto shewn to the King had excited 
in him a confident hope that the Christians would take a part in the contest 
in his favour. A refusal of this support would probably not be very weU 
relished by the King, and might make the interview disagreeable. By 
returning, all solicitations from him on the subject would be avoided, and 
with respect to the other party, who, on account of their sittJation, were 
always to be feared, every thing would be obviated which might give them 
cause of suspicion that there was any idea 'OD the part of the Christians of 
breaking the peac.e. Besides, as the rebels seemed now willing to submit 
peaceably, it was better to leave things to be settled among themselves, 
especially as by our journey into the country both would be pretty well 
convinced that we could tum the balance in favour of either, whenever we 
had a mind. Another thing to be considered was, that we really were not 
provisioned for so long a stay . Our bread began to fail, and we had not more 
than two days forage for our horses remaining. Even if we couJd have resolved 
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auraelvea to . liva fur some days entirely . upon animal food, and to suffer our 
cattle to run the 11azard of being reduced. to want, &till it seemed by no means. 
certain that the irresolution and hesitation of the Caffres might not require a. 
farther and farther delay, which would place ua ia a very awkward pre-
dicament. · '' 

The Commi1B81'y-general, therefore. ~nt back the King's messenger. 
charged to say to him that to the. Dutch nation,. and to the government 
ef the colony, nothing was so sacred as their promise; that he had himself 

I 

punctually complied with all that had beeu desired of him, and it . was not 
without concern that he round the King not adhering to his word. He 
had expected him to have shewn more respect for the Dutch nation, and 
for the Regent of the colony, a man double his own age. He should 
certainly at present return into his o,vn domains, but .he sh.ould not the 
leas be always the sincere friend of all peaceable well-disposed Caffres. 
He was. extremely concerned not to have seen and talked with Geika. 
~rul have given him the presents which he had intended for him. He 
expected the King would act mildly · towards his conquered enemies, and 
would take all possible precautions . to prevent the peace of the colony 
being disturbed. 

The messenger seemed altogether astonished and embarrassed at being the 
bewer of such a message, and summoned all his little eloquence to his aid to 
exculpate his master to the Co1nmissary-general, and to prevail upon hi1r1 
t.o delay his departure yet a few days : but as he saw that a beginning was 
already made in breaking up the camp, and that the resolution to depart was 
therefore irrevocable, he forbore to say any thing more th:in that this 
answer would afflict the King beyond . measure. and he should not know how 
to deliver it to him. 

He wa.'l then hospitably regaled, and some provisions ,,:ere given him for 
his journey back, after which he departed, having first seen the vaugu~rd 
of ou11 caravan set off. We, ourselves, commenced our journey imme
diately after him, and arrived at night at the spot on the side of the Great 
.Fish-river, where, some days before, we had taken a short rest at noon. · 
In our route we met a. large rhinoceros, but frightened at the sight of our . 
cavalcade, and at the cracking of our waggoners' long whips, he hastened 
-away, and was in vain followed by some of our jagere. }for, back rose 
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above the bushes, and we could. see him for a considerabJe time .running 
. with almost inconceivable swiftness. It is scarcely possible to overtake 
one of these animals when he flies, or even to pursue him, for he treads 
down all the shrubs and bushes that oppase him with. the utmost -facility, 
while they are sufficient entirely to stop a man and horse. . He is, 
therefore, seldom pursued in the. open field, but the hunter steals into a 
thicket, where he lurks against the wind, and seeks out the animal, who 
sees as ill, as he hears and smells well, and gets so near that a shot may be 
reasonably expected to hit him. The distance at which the aim is taken is 
about .thirty paces, and the part aimed at is the eye, the only one where the 
skin and the bo_nes ar~ thin enough for the ball to force its way through to 
the brain. 

If the aim is missed, the animal commonly rushes raging forwards, searching 
for the offender, and if he secs or smells him, he bends his head to the ground, 
closes his eyes, and pushes on with his horn upon the ground. It is then 
easy to escape from him, by stepping nimbly aside, and sliding by the animal, 
who still pushes with rage onwards; but attention must always be had to 
keep on the side against the wind, so that the animal may not catch the scent. 
I have seen rhinoceros hunters who have assured me that they.have contended 
in this way with one of the monsters for four hours together, till his rage 
was at last quite spent, and he was easily killed. The most common manner 
of .hunting these creatures, and all large animals from whom resistance is to 
be apprehended, is 'to watch them on a moonlight night to the places where 
they go down to the rivers to drink, and there lurk among rocks or bushes, 
where they must come so near that the shot cannot miss . 

. We followed entirely the same route in our return as that by which we 
had gone, and on the thirtieth of January arrived late in the evening at the 
Modderfontein, after having gone through a very fatiguing journey of sixty
eight hours.· In the latter part of our way, however, we had the pleasure of 
witnessing some farther good effects arising from the train of negociation 
which had been so Jong carrying on, and this, combined with what we pre
viously knew, gave good reason to hope that the end proposed would at 
length be completely obtained. As we encamped, for the last night, .not far 
from the Zuure Velden, we remarked, on the heights around, abundance of 
fires, such as are customary to be made by night among the Caffres ,vhen 
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they are on their wandering p:trties, and the next morning we saw numerous 
herds of cattle, with some hundreds of men descending into the plain below. 
As we met with them, aud·questioned them, they told us that they had been 
followers of Satnbeh, but ·had now separated themselves from him, and v.~ere 
on their way towards Geika's dominions. They were · tired of the unceasing 
,varfare in which they had been so long involved, and sincerely desirccl.80 
submit to their lawful King, especially as they knew that the Grootbaas of 
the Christians was with him at that moment, and had promised him his sup
port. They would willingly have crossed the Fish-river immediately, and 
not remained any longer in the colony, but that they had here and there cattle 
dispersed, which they must first collect together, and then all they wished 
was to stay till they knew that Geika and Sambeh were entirely reconciled. 
They were, however, informed that this could not be permitted, and if they 
did not leave the colony immediately, their cattle would be all taken from 
them, and not restored till they had crossed the river. They did not seem 
discomposed with these menaces, but said, that as peace was made they 
were sure they should not be driven away. That the colonists should 
think their remaining in the country was a reason for renewing the 
war with them was a thing which they could not by any means com• 
prehend; the Christians were their friends, they repeated continually, and 
they wished to remain quietly among them, till their own land was re11tored 
entirely to peace. 

It seemed, however, in any case, that much had been gained by the 
minds of the revolted people being far more disposed to peace and sub
mission ; and the presence of the Commissary-general had undeniably, 
as it appeared, had a considerable influence in producing this good effect. 
In fact, very soon after, an entire reconciliation took place · between · 
Geika, Conga, and Jaluhsa; the preparations against Sambeh were, how
ever, continued, and he remained, as before, within the boundaries of the 

, colony. Some single hordes belonging to the other Chiefs still, also, con
tinued to annoy the colonists of the borders. All the endeavours of 
Captain Alberti, by repeated menaces and exhortations, to induce them 
to quit the colony were in vain, and to drive them away by force seemed 
not adviseable, even if there had been a disposable force sufficient for the 
purpose. The Dutch government was, thtnefore, obliged to content itself 
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with beigg upon a half friendly footing ,vitb them; to reat aati16ed with 
seeing that they had aufticient respect for it not to make farther ~11croach. 
ments, and to consider their being suffered to remain in the eolony, on 
any. tenns, as a particular favour. In this, situation did our relation with 
the Caft'res remain, till the time when the colony was again taken by 
• English. As to any thing farther relating to the subjec~ ,ve are yet 
to be infoqned, 
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CHAP. XXV. 

~j-eslu>ogle,-Uniformfty and PoTJert,y of the LiveJ led by tl,e Colonists there.
Cawuleboo.-The Africa11 Horses, and the JJ,fanner of re..freJhing tliem upon a Journey. 
-The Jlelk-river.-Tl,e Spandau .1.l/ountain.-Arrival at Graa.JJ-Reynett. 

ON the thirty-first of January we rejoined our ladies at the farm of Berend 
Greiling, and here we ourselves rested for a day, previous to our departure 
for Graatf-Reynett. We were now in the midst of the district of Agte
bruintjeshoogte. To the, east this district is bounded by a considerable 
mountain overgrown with wood, which on that account is called the Bosch
berg. In the midst of this mountain a high ridge rises towards the west, 

· which is properly the Bruintjes-hoogte, so named, because, at the time when 
this country was first colonized, a Hottentot Chief was established here, who 
called the new settlers in mockery Bruinljes, the proper meaning of which is 
Browmkins or little Browns. That part of the district which lies south of this 
hill is called the Agtehruintjeshoogte, while the farms iying on the other 
side, towards Graaff-Reynett, are called Voorbruintjeshoogte. 

This whole country is exceedingly propitious to the feeding of cattle, al
though it has as arid an appearance as most ot~er parts of the colony. Pro
bably a number of wholesome and nourishing plants grow here, which are 
scarcely visible as the eye is transiently cast over the surface of the ground, 
yet which are easily found by the cattle. This part of African husbandry, I 
mean a know ledge of the native plants proper for the feed of animals, is exceed
ingly neglected ; it may even be presumed that by more accurate researches 
into their properties, the origin of many diseases to which the cattle are sub
ject, and which are now considered as wholly enigmatical, might be traced. 
It appears to me extremely probable that they may arise from the animals 

_being suffered to feed on plants pernicious to them. At present the proprie
tors of the lands are satisfied with knowing that such a tract of land is un
healthy;and suth another healthy, without investigating the cause of either 
quality. The inhabitants of Bruintjeshoogte quality tire neighbourhood of 
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the Boschbrrg as good, because a number of plentiful springs rise. about the 
foot of the mountain, considering this as the only requisite to render any 
spot in Southern Africa fertile. 

Before the invasion of the Caffres, this district, notwithstanding its dis
tance from the Cape-Town, was one of the richest in the colony i and the 
abundance of cattle, sheep, and horses, bred in it was almost incredible. 
But in no part have the colonists suffered more severely; and four or five 
families are now to be seen living- close to each other in miserable huts, 
because they have not yet the means of rebuilding their houses. At some 
single farms alone has any attempt been made to resume the culture of 
their lands, and of their gardens; and it was not without the utmost diffi
culty that we could procure a scanty supply of bread-corn, and of forage 
for our horses. Corn was, indeed, never a great object of cultivation 
among the farmers here, although the country is very propitious for the 
purpose, but a great obstacle has been presented in the difficulty of. finding 
a market for it. 

Mr. Barrow ~sserts that the inhabitants of this district first gave occasion 
to the war with the Caffres, and if the colonists were really the aggressors, 
th~ fault may very naturally be imputed to them, as they were the imme
diate neighbours of the savages. It is, indeed, very probable that if this 
district had been inhabited by men of cultivated minds and sound judg .. 
ment, who had understood, according to Mr. Barrow's sense of the words, 
how to manage the Catfres, the war might never have taken place. But 
he says, that these people were only descendants of uncouth adventurers, 
who, when any differences arose with the savages, had no other idea than 
of doing themselves justice by the law of force. The colonists here are, 
however, of no other descent than their fellow-countrymen spread all O\'er 
the territory, nay, of most colonists in all parts of the world, for it is sel~ 
dom the most polished part of the population of any country that seek 
their fortunes by estal>lishing themselves in newly-founded colonies, and it 
may very well be made a question whether any persons under similar cir
cumstances (among such at least as were likely to be found in them) would 
have acted otherwise. 

But the English author misleads his readers very much when he repre
sents the inhabitauts of Ilruintjeshoogte as a band of European adventurers. 
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ef ·101diers who had deserted, of discarded sailors, and the like. They are 
African ·colonists like the rest, many of them descendants from old esta
blished families at the Cape Town. Here and there it is very probable that 
tome may be found who were servants. or schoolmasters from Europe, and 
came hither as adventurers to seek their fortunes. Among the colonists of 
Africa, as all the world over, are some individuals of extremely light princi
ples and character, but there also are many thoroughly upright, honest. 
worthy men, and those even among the most zealous opponents of the Eng
lish government. But in the present stormy times, it has become the fashion 
to decide upon a person's moral worth almost entirely according to his politi
cal principles; a traveller ought, however, to be so much of a cosmopolite as 
to divest himself of all national prejudices, before he thinks of giving bis 
travels to the world, and not to condemn every one whose modes of thinking 
and acting do not entirely correspond with bis own. 

The place where we were now resting is one of the most considerable in 
the country, and, in comparison with many others, suffered very little-from the 
Ca.ffres. Eleven families were now collected here, five of whom were living 
entirely with the owner till their own places could be re-established ; a part 
of the rest had come with us from Algoa hay; the others bad only come upon 
a visit to the Commissary-general. ' The number of the latter kept continually 
increasing, since all the neighbouring colonists who · had any complaints to 
urge against each other, and against their Hottentots, or any reclamations to 
makt of cattle, which had been stolen by the Ca.ffres, now thronged hither. 
I found my patient ·here again, she having in my absence consulted an old 

_.woman -who practised in the country with much reputation. The latter, in 
hopes of receiving some presents of medicines to recruit her almost exhausted 
·stock, now came and did me the honour of putting forth to me all her doc .. 
torial science. She seemed to value herself not a little upon her knowledge, 
and had a confidence in the infallibility of her art which ia seldom to be 
found in those regularly bred to it. She had some very curious and amusing 
notions with respect to the causes of certain diseases, and no less extraordi
nary cures for them. For the rest, she had a ,·ery competent degree of skill 
· in midwifery, and seemed well acquainted with the properties of many of t'he 
»alive plants. 
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· Here ,1te were again assailed with complaints of the Bosjesmans, of whom. 
we had not now heard for a long time. They inhabit very much the solitary 
and mountainous country north-east of these parts, and annoy the district 
very much by killing and stealing their cattle, and often murdering their 
herdsmen. These crimes are the more grievous since they are frequeotlJ 
perpetrated through mere wantonness, not for the purpose of plunder. A 
short time before, one of the farmers who were now assembled kere, when 
he went out in the morning, found near his house his whole herd, consisting 
of forty oxen, together with two hundred sheep, several dogs and horses, 
and some Hottentots who were employed to guard them, ail murdered, not 
a sing!e one having escaped. 

On the second of February we proceeded on <,>ur journey, goiug: northwards, 
We passed the Bruintjeshoogte about noon, and rested till the heat of the 
day was over, at a poor little spring on the other side. \Ve crossed two small 
beds of rivers in the afternoon, the Vetkuil and Blyde, but there was not a 
drop of water in either. They flow sidewards from the Boschberg, not the 
Sneeuweberg as Mr. Barrow says, and empty themselves into the Zondag•s
river. · In the· evening we arrived at the farm of Charles Rasmus, upon the 
Vogel-river, near which our camp was pitched. Here again the Bosjesmana 
had been recently marauding, and taken away a considerable number of 
cattle from the colonists. They lurk by day about the clefts of the Bosclt .. 
berg, and in the evening their residence there was ann_ounced to us by fires 
oo thi! declivity of the hill. It w~ a good mile from us, and the light if the 
fires appearing among the trees with which the hill is covered had an un
commonly beautiful appearance. We were assured that in the dry time of 
the year this spectacle was by no means uncommon, and occasioned 
sometimes a great deal of damage among the trees; yet this appeared rather 
the effect of carelessness and thoughtlessness among them than done from 
premeditated purposes of destruction. 

\Vhen the perpetual dangers in which the solitary inhabitants of this dis
trict live are duly considered; when we reflect that they are continually 

... in apprehension of the inroads of these most uncouth of all savages, of the 
Caffrcs, who swarm in the neighbourhood, and of bands of ehristian de
serter$ and fugitive Hottentots who are roving about, it is scarcely k> be 
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eomprehended how they can have any pleasure in existence. In making an 
estimate . besides of the portion of happiness dispensed to them, many other 
things are· to be taken into the account. ·The frightful drought of the countrJ', 
in which often not a drop of rain falls for three months together, where only 
here and there a little muddy spring, or a stagnated pool in the otherwise 
dried up ,bed ofa riv.er offers drink either for mankind or for the cattle; where, 
except the thinly scattered mimosas, whoae delicate leaves scarcely afford any 
shade, not a bush is to be seen ; where a continued contest is to be main• 
tained with wild beasts as well as wild men ;-these must all be taken into 
the estimate, and in order to have their due weight allowed them must have 
Leen seen. An . eye witness alone can properly judge of the joyless state of 
existence to which these people seem doomed. He cannot, without a great 
degree of astonishment, contemplate the force of habit, and witness what 
privations men are capable of, to whom, from their earliest youth, every 
thing beyond what . ,vill satisfy the mere wants of . life baa been totally · 
unknown~ 

Yet it is much easier to comprehend how the present generation can be 
satisfied here, than how the first settlers could ever think of establishing 
themselves in so inhospitable a waste. · That character must have been pe
culiarly framed, which could abandon all those enjoyments the mind receives 
&om social intercourse, all the delights and advantages of friendship for a 
sitoation where really nothing was to be found but what is requisite to satisfy 
our first physical necessities. One should be almost tempted to consider 
complete indolence as the prevailing featu.re of such a character, and to pro
nounce that all other consiqerations must have been sacrificed to the indulgence 
of it; for this country would be wholly uninhabitable, were it not for the 
nourishment it affords in such abundance to the sheep; but these yield such 
extraordinary produce, that with a tolerable flock a whole family may be 
entirely supported without the owner being obliged to contribute the least 
exertion of bis own. From two thousand sheep a thousand Jambs may be 
calculated upon_ annually, after allowing all deductions for what may die or · 
be stolen. Six hundred wethers are requisite for feeding a family the year 
through, including the slaves and Hottentots, and in many a colonist's family 
no other food but mutton is ever tasted: four hundred will then remain for 
~le to the t~velling butchers, which are worth ribout iix hundre<l dollars. 
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and that money supplies the remaining.wants of the family. AU·tbe trouble 
that the colonist has is to see that bis Hottentots go out with the flocks ill 
the morning, and that the sheep are brought home safe at night. 8olDej 
indeed most of them, visit their flocks in the course of the· day, and in the time 
of lambing they sometimes stay-with them the whole day.· The remainder 
of the time passes in trivial household employments, or . in frequently 
repeated devvtional exercises, only a little variety is sometimes sought in 
tbe chase. 
· In parts favourable to the feeding of cattle the lot of the inhabitant is &Ollle• 
what happier, for such countries are also favourable to agricul~ure, and.sufficient 
corn may be raised to supply the family abundantly with bread. Milk beside& 
affords a very pleasant and wholesome article of food, and from the buttet 
which is annually carried to the Cape Town a handsome capital is in time 
amassed. In most places the litter is left useless to dry away in the kraal, 
but an active farmer will collect it, and by the liberal use of it procure ex
cellent garden products, and perhaps so large a quantity of corn, that beaides 
what is necessary for his own use he will have some left for sale. Yet again 
it must be observed that these fair appearances may be at any moment de
stroyed by the robberies of the Bosjesmans, the inroads of the Caff'res, a 
sudden storm, or the murrain among the cattle ; and the latter seems produced 
equally from want of water during the great heats in some places,-and from 
th_e cold and damp of winter in others. It is only the extreme facility of 
produce that can in any degree COl,!nterbalance these contrarieties. 

Is it surprising that men, who not only have no excitement to activity, but 
who would, if disposed to exertion, often find t.hat it had been exercised 
wholly in vain -with regard to themselves, by degrees learn to think of nothing 
but indulging the natural propensity of their nature to indolence; that they 
grow constantly more and more indifferent to the higher enjoyments of the 
mind and heart, and sink gradually into a sort of demi-savages, seeming to 
live only to satisfy the wants which they have in common with the whole 
animal creation, of sleep and food? One medium for supplying the latter want · 
·is here offered so bountifully by nature, that her other gifts are so much the 
more inexorably withheld. Man bolds out his . hand to receive her bounty 
without admiring it; he suffers the other privations io which he is doomed. 
without feeling them as privations; therein consists his principal source of 
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happiness, that he does not know the value of those things of which he ii 
deprived. In an almost unconscious inactivity of mind, without any attrac• 
tiona towards the great circle of mankind, knowing nothing beyond the little 
circle •which his own family fom1s around him, the colonist of these parts 
passes his solitary days, and by this mode of life is made such as we see him. 
·We may. compassionate, but we ought not to be angry with him, for the 
character of a man is not formed by himself; it arises from the circumstances 
under which he is placed ; it is derived in great measure from the nature of 
the country which he inhabits. It is with these things always in mind, 
tbat I wish my readers to form their judgments of the character of the 
African colonists, and if they will comply with this stipulation, I trust 
that in the sequel I · shall render it more justly appreciated than it has 
been hitherto. 

We now crossed the arid and widely-stretched plain of Camdeboo, which 
towards the west is Jost in the Great Karroo, and has all the cbaracteri&tics 
of that country; such as they were described in the ninth chapter of this 
work. It · is only in the neighbourhood of the mountains, particularly the 
Snow Mountains to the north, from which flow some considerable rivers, that 
the climate is milder; the heats are never so violent, and the district is con. 
seqoently much more habitable. . Our road led us soon again over the Vogel
river, ~nd here we were obliged to supply ourselves with water for the whol,
day, since not a drop was to be met with again till the Melk-river, a distance 
of ten hours. When we had filled our ¥essels, and our cattle had draok · 
plentifully, we proceeded on our way. 
. It is. difficult for an European to form an idea of the hardships that are to 
be encountered in a journey over &uch a dry plain at the hottest season of 
the year. All vegetation seems utterly destroyed; not a blade of grass, not 
a green leaf is any where to be seen; and the soil, a stiff loam, reflects back the 
heat of the sun with redoubled force: a man may congratulate himself that 
being on horseback he is raised some feet above it. Nor is any rest from these 
fatigues to be thought of, since to stop where there is neither shade, water, 
or g,&11, would be only to increase the evil rather than to diminish it. 

Yet the African horses are so well accustomed to hardships, although they 
have in fact much less innate strength than the European, that it is incredible 
wllat a length of w~y they · will go, in tbe moat intense heat, without either 
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food or drink. It is, however, customary for the riders to dismount at inter
vals, when the saddles are taken off and the animals are suffered to roll upon 
the ground and stretch out their limbs for a ahort time; this they do with 
evident delight, and after they ,have we11 rolled, stretched, and shaken them
Belves, they rise up and go on as much refreshed as if they had had food and 
drink given them. On arriving at a farm, the invitation 0£ the host, who 
comes immediately to the door, is, " Get ojf, Sir, and let him roll." A sla,e 
then appears, takes the horse and leads him backwards and forwards for a 
few minutes to recover his breath, and he is then unsaddled and left to roll. 

These rollings were then the only refreshment we could offer our hones. 
and both they and their riders were, when towards evening they arrived at 
the l\lelk-river, exceedingly exhausted. In the midst of the parched bed of 
the river is a pool of water, which never dries even in the greatest beat, pro
bably from being supplied by subterraneous springs. Near it is a farm now 
inhabited by an old man, Curt Grobbelaar by name, with his equally age.I 
wife. 

The fatigue we bad experienced this day from the excessive heat deter
mined the Commissary-general to travel the remaining ten hours to Graaff'. 
Reynett by night. We stopped, therefore, the whole day at the MeJk-riYer; 
and when the moon rose proceeded on our journey. We set out soon 
after midnight, and next morning it was so exceedingly cold that ~e were 
yery glad to put on our cloaks, thinking it fortunate that we had them with 
us. The country through which we travelled appeared,. as far u could be 
judged hy the light in which we saw it, less dry and barren than the former 
part. Both to the right and left were farms scattered at intervals, and about 
half way we passed through a considerable thicket of mimosas. Our guide, 
who did not seem particularly courageous, although he filled the office of a 
Field-commandant, told us that this wood was full of lions: in the preceding 
week seven had been seen together, . only one of which was killed. People 
avoid as much as possible, he said, traY~lling the road b, night, since if the 
draught oxen smell the lions they are terrified, and run away with the wag
gons. We, however, escaped their attack&, and at break of day saw the 
Spandau mountain in Graaff-Reynett before us. 

This mountain, like many others in the country, till within a few years 
had no name. An old Pru1Sian 10ldier, by name Werner, who lived at Graaff-
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Reynett, gave it that which it now bears, as a remembrance of his native 
country: its summit is very remarkable from being surrounded by two circles 
of rugged broken pieces of rock, forming almost inaccessible natural barriers 
like those of a fortification.• . At its foot, an hour from Graatf-Reyuett, we 

• 
were received by the Field-commandant Gerotz, who besides exercised the 
temporary office of Landdrost, with his suite: they were according to the 
usual custom of the country an dressed in short jackets with pantaloons, but 
had each a sword or sabre by his side. On entering the village we saw the 
Batavian flag flying, and the Commissary-general, as representative of the 
States, was complimented with a salute of one and twenty guns, fired from 
three small pieces. 

. • The annexed plate gives a vie.w of this mQuntain, and presents a very accurate idea of the 
peculiar character of the African landscape scenery. These parallel layers, these naked moun. 
tain ridges, these dry beds of river■ with the thinly leaved mimosas on their f>anks, arc scene■ 
which are, alas! but too often repeated io this country. In the distance is seen the villagc ·of 
~raafl'.Reynett, which indeed doe• not here al6Ume the cheerfol appearance that really belongs 
~ it, and farther in the back ground is the inhospitable plain of Camdeboo. The ri,er through 
whose dry bed a colonist with his Hottentot servant is riding, is one of the numerous and 
nameless branches of the Zondag's.river, which never has water in it but after the impetuous 
r;uns that accompany the thunder storms, and then bnt for a very short time. 
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CHAP. XXVI. 

Dacription 11/ Gran.f-Reynett.-The Chm-acter of tl,e Colonist, of the,e Part,, and tAc 
. Circw,utance, 'll)/,ic/a occalioned the Di11eruion1 that preoailed there., both before and 

-ofter it taIM under the Engli,h Go1>ernment.-Regulatio,u made by the Comrnis,ar,rr 
8eneralfor the Re,toralion of Order mul Tran!J.uillity.-Lo11u 1ustained b!J the dis• 
trict in the Ca.ff re War. 

THE village of Graaff-Reynett was founded in the year l7S6, by Governor 
Van de Gra~ff, and was called from the examples of Stellenbosch and Zwel
lendam, after the names of himself and his wife, the latter being of the family 
of Reynett. About twenty house~, with the gardens between, built in a 
-etraight line, form a tolerably broad street. The inhabitants of these houses 
are a smith, a waggon-wright, a sadler, a carpenter, and other handicraft 
yvorkeri~ ~ho gain a very good livelihood; there are also some little traders, 
but their stock of wares appeared very scanty. The drosty, or habitation of 
the Landdrost, was the oldest and worst house in the village; and the church, 
although rebuilt only eight years before, at the expense of the congregation, 
was in very indifferent repair. At the end of the street were the remainli of 
the English barracks, which formerly served as a sort of fortress. At the un
fortunate period of the last contest between the villagers and the Hottentots 
in the English service, they were set on fire, and two of the houses reduced 
to ashes. Melancholy traces of the calamities by which these parts were so 
long distracted were no where more evidently discernible than here. They 
not only appeared in the destruction of the public buildings, but were still 
more manifest in the unexampled disorder that had been introduced into every 
part of the administration of the district, and the change wrought in the 

. manners and modes of thinking of the inhabitants. It appears, therefore, not 
irrelevant to my pllrpose to investigate somewhat more amply than has yet 
been done the occasion of these dissensions. 

Even before the drosty of Graaff-Reyn~tt was established, the inhabitants 
of the country were some of the most factious and turbulent of the whole 
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eolony. They lived in so remote a· part that it was almost impossible 
for the government to provide effectually for the laws being properly enforced, 
and they were besides almost all foreigners of perturbed minds, who here 
sought a home. If a · soldier who had served out his time, or an European 
who had not talents liufficient to get his bread in the Cape Town, wished to 
establish himself as a colonist, this was the part to which all such were sent. 
During the rapidly increasing population which took place between the years 
1760 and 1780, several colonists' sons sought in this country, so propitious 
to the feeding of cattle, to establish themselves with herds of their own ; and 
the success they met with attracted others to do the same. The then go- · 
vemment was certainly guilty of an error in being too careless and easy in . 
granting lands to almost any one who applied for .them, without regard to the 
views or principles of the applicant. 

The assembling together of so many uncultivated men in so remote a coun
try, where every one, without any attention to the laws, acted only according 
to his own pleasure, could not fail of producing bad effects upon the gene~al · 
character~ To the many ~ilings which, no doubt, might previously be ini• 
puted to them, the emigrant Europeans, who were commonly from among 
the lowest ranks in the mother country, brought a new list of vices till then 
unknown among the Africans, or from which they had been withheld by 
their bigotry, often overstrained, thotigh useful in this point of view. The 
contentious spirit, always too prevalent among the colonists, and which com
monly has for its object soµie difference regarding the boundaries of their 
respective properties, broke out here into lamentable family divisions, which 
were attended with the most degrading consequences. Without the · restora
tion. of some severe civil regulations, and the introduction of some in
termediate authority, which could constantly watch over the people, it 
seemed inevitable that every generation would go backwal'ds in civilization, 
and that they woul<l, at last, sink nearly as low in the scale of human nature 
as the former savage inhabitants of the country. The foundation of the 
drosty at Graaff'-Reynett became, therefore, a measure of indispensable neces
sity; · indeed, in order to have had all the effect that was to be wished, it 
ought to_ have been established ten or twenty years sooner. Perhaps, how .. 
ever, that was scarcely possible, as this part of the colony was not then 
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sufficiently populous to support the keeping up 4 magistrate of its own witla 
all the appendages necessary to it. . 
• For want of one, the evil had now taken an unfortunately deep root, and 
circumstances occurred which encreased it still farther. In the first place the 
-mechanics who were sent as inhabitants of the newly-established village were 
almost aJI Europeans, since no free Africans ever apply themselv,es to me
chanical arts ; and among theae strangers were not many, who were likely. 
to improve their new associates by their· example. The government we,e 

·besides particularly unfortunate in the first persona they fixed upon to fill the 
new magistracy. They were either weak men, who, from indoleQce suffered 
things to go on in their usual course, or men who acted with.an ill-judging 
zeal, not knowing how properly to regulate the firmness and uprightness 
necessary to be united in the judge and regent of such a district. They were 
in fact people to whom the government, for some reason or other, thought it 
necessary to give appointments, and as none could be found for them io tha 
~pe Town they were sent hither; or they were persons whom they wished 
to send to a distance in hopes of keeping them quiet. They ought rather to 
have been rising persons of merit, who should llave been taught to couider 
the station as a step to a better appointment, if they conducted tbemselvea 
properly in this. Every fresh person was terrified with the toils to be gone 
through in the new and as yet but imperfoctly organized government, and 
seeing bow much ought to be done, shrunk iom all attention to business; 
l,esides, the rnelancholy life led in this solitary region, the nature of the cli
mate which · disposes to inactivity, and the distance &om the superioteQdiog 
power, all contributed more and more to confirm the propensity to negligence 
and inattention. 

The dissatisfaction of the colonist& wu soon by theee m_eana strongly excited, 
and eyery new instance of neglect of their interests incensed them more and 
more against the government, and ita ae"ants, the landdrosts. From the very 
imperfect instructions given to the latter, a certain degree of arbitrary proceed
ings was on their side almost unavoidable, while restless spirits did not &ii on 
every such occasion to represent them as acts of tyranny and despotism. In 
minds so prepared, a spirit of tumult was without difficulty excited. The 
separation of the American coloniea from the Mother Country had already 
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awakeaed many wild projects among certain ill-o)lf8Dised heads in the colony, 
which, t() those acquainted with the helpless situation of the country in itsel~ 
could not appear otherwise than wholly laughable; and the subsequent revol\l. 
tions in France and Holland occasioned an . universal ferment all over the 
colony. Parties of Loyalists and Patriots -mere formed, which were rendered 
formidable from the then weakneas of the government. The speeches mad& 

. by the demagogues in Holland, in their popular assemblies, coincided entirely 
with the sentiments of most of the citizens of the Cape Town, where the old 
■ystem, was not very popular; but as long as they saw those in authority COD• 

tinue to cherish opposite sentiments, they had not courage to shew them• 
■elves openly. 

Nothing then remained but to blow the spirit of discontent and resistance _ 
which they saw rising among the rough colonists in_to an open flame; while the 
latter, &om their ignorance and.credulity, were easily woo over to opinions so 
perfectly accordant with their principles. Many European adventurers in the 
district of Graaff'-Reyoett, among whom the names of Pisani and Delport stand . 
recorded in the history of the colony -Of the Cape, with particular horror, suf
fered themselves to be made in se>me meuure the tools of thoee who wished 
to disturb the public peace; but they were, besides, themselves ambitious of 
being popular leaders, and were ready to do any thing which by exciting gea. 
ral confusion might afford a hope of their own private ends being more effec
tually attained. In the year 1794 the commotions in Graaft'-Reynett fairly 
broke out. The then Landdrost Meinier, who had not been a very mild. 
regent towards his subjects, was constrained to depart, and a popular govern• 
ment was immediately organised, which, though the eeat of it was.at Graaff
Reynett, extended over other parts of the colony. A commission of some 
~mbers of the gc>Temment, who went into the country endeavouring to 
rettore peace in a mild and reasonable way, returned to the Cape Town, after 
the first interview with the ringleaders, wholly discouraged; at the aame time, 
-if they bad been disposed to do that by force which they had seught in vain 
.to obtain by gentlene&s and persuasion; the means Wefe wanting, since an 
attaek from the English was to be apprehended at any m9ment. 

The peasants therefore were; of necessity, left to puraue their mad career 
unmolested ; dtey held prjmary asaemblies ; they wore tbe national cockade ; 
they chose from · among themselves a president and secretary who could 
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scarcely read or write, and deliberated with a like important air npoe a6il'I 
of state as upon the affairs of their own private families. The ,protocol of 
these auemblies, which still exists in the archives of the drosty, exhibits .• 
very curious picture of their proceedings, to which, how much soever they 
endeavoured to ape thote of the French popular assemblies, nothing . similar 

•can any where be found. Yet it must be mentioned, to their credit, that during 
the whole time this state of anarchy continued, no real horrors were perpe
trated, no cruel sentences were inflicted either of death or of corporal punish. 
lbent. The phrenzy, however, continually spread wider an~ wider. In th~ 
districts of Bruintjeshoogte, of th~ Zw~rtkops-river, the Zwa~eberge, ~nd the 
Sneeuweberge, societies were formed, nay, even some individuals. from Kouh, 
and the Roggeveldts, associated themselves together under the Sbiboleth of 
liberty and equality. Some of the peasants, in their journeys to the Cape 
Town, went so far aa publicly to insult certain members of the government, 
and others, who were considered as of the Orange party, . while the weakness 
of the higher powers was such that it was necessary even to permit like 
instances of audacity to pass unnoticed. 

Matters were in this situation when the colony was taken by the English, 
as many of the best intentioned people at first believed, to preserve it as a 
possession for the Prince of Orange. . This . only created in the distant parts 
a more determined spirit of resistance .against the new government, nor wu 
that spirit diminished when the real views of the new. posseuors more clearly 
appeared. Lord Macartney required an oath of the collected inhabitants of 
the colony to remain true and faithful subjects to his Britannic Majesty ; a 
requisition, which in a military possession, a country still not united t,o the 
dominions of its conquerors, was esteemed hard, and must even appear im• 
politic. For, even supposing it to have been taken, those inhabitants of the 
oolony who really preserved an attachment to their Mother Country could 
ecaTcely have considered it as binding, if the expediti .on of the Schout-l>y• 
Nagt had succeeded, and some thousands .of Dutch had been landed upon 
the coast; from those of the inhabitants who were retained in places of 
public trust, such an oath must naturally be requii:e~, but that i.t should be 
exacted from private persons not only in the . Cape Town, -but all over the 
country, and that in case of refusal they should be commanded to quit it, 
wu a thing wholly unprecedented. It besides _proved at ooce to the new 
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wbjecta that eo confidence ·was placed in them, · and this embittered 
~yood measure those who were previously too well disposed to tumult and 
disorder. 

Emboldened by the little. opposition they had hitherto · found from the 
weaknes., of the Dutch government, the people of Graaff-Reynett had. the 
courage formally to refuse taking this oath. The tone however of the leaders 
was wholly: changed. Instead of the revolutionary propositions they h'ad 
hitl!erto held, they now only talked of attachment to their Mother Country • 
. What drove them to opposition was no longer the Orange principles; it was 
to the English that they declared themselves decided opponents ;-instead 
of enemies to the old order of things, they were now determined foes to the 
new. A detachment of English soldiers sufficed however to overthrow all 
. their plans: scarcely did .they shew themselves, before their determined op
position was no longer thought of; they submitted quietly, and promised obe
dience. This was the propitious moment when the peace and happiness of 
the district might have been assured. The race of human kind there might 
eveo have been improved if a person of understanding and judgment had been 
placed at the head of them ; one who knew how to gain the respect and 
.aff'ection of men unaccustomed to restraint, and to rule them with paternal, 
decision. . Instead of that, the unfortunate idea was adopted that they mus,t 
be govern_ed with energy, and the same Meinier was sent there anew as Land
drost, who from his ill-timed severity had occasioned the breaking out of the 
discootente •. Mr. Barrow, Lord Macartney's secretary and counsellor, accom
panied him; to iostal _him· into bis resumed office, and this journey gave 
.occasion to those valuable reniarks with which the literary world of Europe is 
so well acquainted. 
. The newly reinstated Landdrost had a terrible score of . efFences received 
from the peasants to forget, if he would rule them mildly, while ihey must' 
equally lose the recoJlection of his. tbrmer proceedings, if they were to obey 
him willingly. It was not difficult to foresee that this was a degree of modera
tion at which neither side was very likely to arrive; while to increase the evil, 
it was before the Landdrost that the detested oath was to be taken. h would 
.have been much less insupportable if this ceremony had been to take place 
~re an · Englishman born. It became then very soon evideat that the au
thority of the Landdrost could not be maiowned without a military force. 
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Sir .James Craig had organized a body of Hottentots, anti theae were the, 
· troops selected to humble , the colonists-to watch ov.er and cootrol them. 
It is impossible not to censure the imprudence of such a measure~ .How 
great soever might be the faults of the colonists towards their Hottentots, this 
was not the way to promote better behaviour in future. At the same time 
that '9n opportunity was given to the Hottentots to gratify a spirit of revenge, 
which ought rather to have been discouraged than promoted, the colonists 
were inflamed to a positive hatred of their former servants, and bad too much 
pret~nce given for greater severity in their future conduct towards them. 
Besides, there were many among the Hottentots who had received much 
•kindness from their former masters, and they were now placed in such 
a situation as to subject them to the reproach of repaying their kindnesa 
with ingratitude. The colonists were, moreover, from this measure COD• 

-strained to forego the hired services of the Hottentots, and to purchue 
slaves at a very high price, or let their establishments fall entirely to the 
ground . . 

Spacious barracks were built at GraafF-Reynett for the Hottentots, the 
erection tJf which plainly shewed that the possibility of a revolt was a thiQg 
speculated upon, and in case of a powerful attack, they would be secure ill 
these buildings. The Hottentots were well fed and weU paid; they were even 
treated abunda~tly with their favourite brandy, and revelled in a sort of . 
affluence, while the situation of the colonists sunk every day lower and 
lower~ The government of the Landdrost was carried on in conformity ·with 
·the principles he laid down when he had been in office before; it wu with 
. a firmness bordering on ferocity, at least so it must appear to the subject&, 
and it failed not to alienate their minds from the new government more and 
more every day. Several of the colonists, rather than · take the oath, fted, 
part of them to the Caffres, part to some distant solitary region : these weaie 

. out-lawed, a traffic with the Caft'res for their Jives was even attempted, and 
others were banished from the colony. It might be considered as one of die 
fortunate consequences of t~ese events that Pisani and Delport were among 
the number oftbe latter. They were transported to Holland, and repMN!nted 
themselves there u martyrs, to their patriotic principlea. The first howevet 
·.became in a short time discontented, and fled to France; where be attempted 
· to come forwards as-a writer upon die C~ · 
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For two years · the people of Graaff-Reynett w.ere kept down by means of 

the garrison, but about the end of the year 1798 an occurrence happened 
which ga~e the signal for ·an open revolt. A certain Zacharias Van Jaarsveld 
was put into prison by the Landdrost on account.of some money w~ich as a 

trustee he had misapplied, and was to be transported .to the Cape-T~wn, and 
delivered over to the College of Justice there. Though he had himself always 
avoided taking any part in the disturbances, some of his friends-were among 
the most discontented, and fourteen of them entered into a solemn agreement 
to free him from the hands of justice. The project ··sueceeded so far, ,that 
they overpowered the escort which was to carry him to the Cape, and 
brought him back to Graaff-Reynett. There a number of the other colonists 
joined them, and the question was no longer confined to freeing the prisoner
the Landdrost was'required to redress other grievances, over some of which 
-be had not of himself any power. As their force was too considerable for 
the Landdroat to act in open opposition to them, he retreated into the 
barracks as bis only asylum. The number of the discontented in the 
mean till)e kept constantly increasing ; they went round the whole country 
exciting it to tumult, and in Graaff-Reynett itself, made use of a house 
directly opposite to the barracks as a place of assembly for the rin,
leaders. 

Whether it' was apprehension of these tumultuary movements ending in a 
real attack, or hope to impress the insurgents with terror, the ~ddrost was 
pleased to &re upon the house : many of those assembled there were wounded, 
and soon after the house broke out into flames. The colonists indeed fired 
again upoa the ~cks, but no important consequences occurred, and they 
soon returned into the village without undertaking any thing farther. Their 
natural phlegm, the fear of inevitable punishment, if they engaged in any 
decisive act of force against the Landdrost, want of necessaries to provide for 
IO large a number of men, perhaps also want of union among themselves, 
compelled them to peaceable behaviour; while a stronger detachment of • 
English which soon amved dispersed them entirely. Nine of the most tur• 
bulent were seized and carried prisoners to AJgoa bay, whence they were sent 
by sea to the Cape Town. The College of Justice there, in the sequel, co~ 
demoed them to death, but the sentence wu not yet executed when infor
mation of the peace Qf Amiens arrived. The English commander then judged, 
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honourably enough, that in. consideration of the good understanding restored 
between the two powers, the pretence of adherence to the Mother Country, 
which had been assigned as the principal moti,·e of their delinquency, ought 
to be suffered to have its weight, and left the final decision of the process to 

the Dutch themselves. By them a four years imprisonment was determined 
to be sufficient punishment, and the delinquents were in the end set at 
liberty, at the same time that a general amnesty waa proclaimed. But in 
order that the Dutch government might not be supposed to consider them as 
entirely innocent, their restoration to freedom was accompanied with solem
nities which demonstrated that it was regarded as an act of favour shewn 
them, not as an acquittal to which they had an indisputable claim. 

Soon after the above occurrences in Graaff-Reynett, that is in the year 
, 1799, the English government judged it proper to name a new Laoddrost in 
the place of Meinier. But the distrust and discontent of the colonists had 
risen to so great a height that it was become impossible to restore tranquillity. 
More than sixty families under the conduct of Rensburg bad emigrated; the · 
Caffres had established themselves in the whole southern part of the district; 
more than half the farms were forsaken and destroyed ; dearth and murrain 
succeeded, and carried the misery to its acme. Those among the colonists 
who had remained did not cease upon every possible occasion to show a 
spirit of disobedience to the government; and notwithstanding their unfortu
nate circumstances, to thwart and do little acts of enmity towards it in various 
ways. The Landdrost in the end was wearied ouf, and returned back to the 
Cape, and in his place the Field-commandant Gerotz, a worthy old 
Swabian, from mere good-will, but without any great capacity, took upon 
himself the administration of the public business. The government 
seemed scarcely any longer to think it worth while -to concern itself 
about these people, especially after intelli3ence was receiVt.'Cl that the 
colony was to be restored to the Dutch, and quietly abandoned them to 
their fate. \ 

Under circumstances so unfavourable, the restoration-of order in this\~i,trict 
was one of the first and most anxious cares of the new Dutch com~nder. · 
After having concluded peace with the Caffres, General Janssens next re~red 
t.o Graa~-Rey_nett. He found the cou_n~ry in the. "!ost melaochol! condit\on, 
half the mhab1tants reduced to extremities by .the Caffrea, othen ui perpet~ 
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ltrif'e with tbe Boajeaman1, few in a aituation to pay the most trifling impost • 
. The cheat of the djstrict was empty, the books of accounts were in the most 
lame~table disorder, the public buildings were deatroyed, and presented nothing 
but a ead monument of crimes ; the most important posts were filled by people 
JJholly ignorant and devoid of capacity. Nothing but the unbounded confi
tleoce of the colonists in the benevolent views of the government towards 
them could .Word a prospect of reacuing them from .ao forlorn a condition, 
.and reioatatiog them in any thing like comfort and prosperity. Yet their rude 
iad perverted ways of thinking abated in some measure the hope that it would 
~ possible, at leut immediately, to inspire them with a love of order, and a 
~ose of submission and aubeervience to the laws. It seemed as if they had 
been too much accustomed to live ~ithout respect for any earthly power to be 
easily brought back to a due respect for that under which they were no~ to 
_liye. Their reciprocal. irreconcilable spirit of discord and enmity towards 
each other, their whoUy pe"erted ideas of right and wrong, their extravaga!lt 
notions with regard to liberty, their total want of true religious principles, 
though making much external profession of piety; their perfect ignorance in 
ibortof all social duties, of all social virtues, had placed them in a most unfor
tunate situation both for themselves and for the government.· 

Tb~ total seclusion of the colonists from gener-cll intercourse with the world, 
and with civilised life, their confinement to the little circle oftheir own families, 
the easy manner in which the first necessities of our nature are satisfied, 
are very disadvantageous to them under ~any points of . view ; and noi• 
withstanding their simplicity of manners, their general purity of morals, and 
their. ignorance of many of the greater crimes t9 which the European nations 
are subject, they appear, taken in the aggregate, even to impartial observers, 
much rather under an unfavourable than under a favourable point of vjew . 

. Selfishness, lawlessness, hardiness, intolerance, and a thirst of revenge, ate the 
reigning ':ices in their character, which will perhaps hardly be thought atoned 
by a disposition to. be easily satisfied, by a spirit of economy yet united with un
bounded hospitality, a finn adherence to truth, and a great respect for religion. 
But what is most to be deprecated in the character of some among them, is 
the harshness with which they treat their slaves and Hottentots, and in others, 
_the bitterness and irreconcilable animosity with which they carry on their 
differences among each other. 

CCC 
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J\n unfortunate 'jmicti'ce aino'ng th'eni rs tlfat 'ev'erj ·persona\ caluinny, every 
derogatory assertion, ·e·very reputed fo'c"roacti'rnent, is 'ta'k:e·n d'o,vn in writirig, 
~n'd 'est~blisne'd by witness~s, tlia1t 'tTie 'o"fle'nder _'iiiay 'pe"rfiaps, fears i1er, 't>e 

t-t~ct:1~:P::u::~~; t; ·a!; ·ez~:~!~i:~•t: b:r~~c~~ ~=~e bt:t!t~·i:~~a~: 
agai"nst 'an enemy. Su'cb 'private differences T>ecom~·the·concern. of1tlie i:nole 
socie'ty, since every one wlio ·can 'wnte 'si,f>scr'rbes 'tnJse papers~ 'Verklaarings, 
as 'they 'are callecl, on one "$ide or 'the "other. The \~h~le "matter 'soin'efiriies 'of 
o~e 'orthem is that'sucb 'a 'oiie, ~t'su~h a'time, c~1fed 'su~n ~anotber'a 'gfa~etes\ 
fellow' or spoiie -~vii of Mm 'he hind hfs_ back. ·:t\fany 'of 'iliese testi riionie's ·-were 
faid before 'both tlie Governor and "the ·_commis~ary~geriera1 upon· theirjourii~ys. 
Lut 'no ·wh~e in greater ahunctance 'than ◄ ·in 'Graaft-~eynett. Every ·one ha'a 
\i'ere his enemy, and brought against ;him the bitterest com;pl~iriis, whether :he 
~as 'a_·metnbt:ir ofthe goveriiinent'or a private person; 'no one -wouia acknow
ledge'himseif in 'the wrong, ''ai1d ·it_ ,v·as 'always 'those ~ho stood 'th'e 'most :in 
'need 'or 'forgi'v'etiess theins~lves 'that "c'ried the :loii~est for 'prosecution aria 
'pttnis.hnien"t. · Aith◊ugh a gene·ral amnesty·,,;~ prodaimea by' the government, 
and the .. remembrance of all' ~ffeiic-es· ~hich 'arose· o~ly from political opfoioiis 
was exploded, daiiy compl:1iot·s 'were made that ·such or· such ·had been guilty 
'of factious measures, or ·had sought ' to. pface .the conduct ·or former landdrosts 
'in'tiie 'most.odious'Iights. . 
... ·su~h complicated and deep~rooted ·evils coJia' not'be"i-eiriedie;d in'a nioinerit. 
The Governor, ho·w·e·ver, 'rejoiced 'that.by:his 'journ'ey he'had· acqu'ired ·a niore 

. accurate .knowledge of the district of Graaff-Reynett, arid of its actual sitiia
. tion. He exhorted the ii1habitants ID the most energetic manner 'to 'live In 
. peace and concord among each other; ·he endeavoured to introduce ·soni'e 
. order in the government, and . at . his ·return . to 'the Cape Tow·n, corisultecl 
, earnestly with the Commissary~general upon. tbe 'means ·of repairing . tlie 
. present, and obviating future evils. The carrying into execution the resolu-
tions taken for· this purpose· was one of the primary ·objects of the Comm is

. sary-general's j~urney. The hitherto. secretary of tbe 'district of Zwellendam, 
Stockestrom, a man who had alJ the qualities· and·aJI the knowledge· requisite 

.,. for occupying so_.arduous a post, had been prevailed upon to accept the office 
·of landcirost, an·d his ·arJ i val was expected. at .. tlie· same· time with. ourselves. 
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The Commissary-general was particularlJ anxious to provide during bis atay 
effieient assist~nce to the new landdrost in all the other offices of the admi
nistration. He paid great attention to the state of the finances, and allotted 
a portion of the imposts which bad been usually paid into the general treasury 
of tlI'e colony to be now paid into the chest of the district. He himself 
arra~ged the account books, and made many excellent regulations for the 
future• administration of. the finances. lnstead of the miserable habitatio~ 
which QOW served as the drosty, a handsome dwelling was ordered to be built, 
as well for the habitation of the landdrost, as for holding the courts of justice. 
The plan for the building was laid out, and the funds necessary for its com
pletion were to be furnished by the government partly as a loan, partly as a 
present. Tl!e whole was completed the same year. 

The church had during the troubles been used as a magazine, ~nd as 
barracks and stables for the cavalry, and was therefore in a very dilapidated 
state; it was now repaired, and a sum of three hundred . dollars was given to 
the congregation to put it into proper order for the performance of divin& 
service. , It was also determided that till a regular preacher should be ap
pointed solely for Graatr-Reynett, the minister from Zwellendam should 
come twice in the year to stay there for a certain time. It was the intention 
~o send for some liberal-minded well-informed p~tor from Europe, in hopes of 
leading future generations from their errors, and teaching them more salutary 
ways. In order farther to promote tranquillity and good order, a decree ~aa 
issued on the twelfth of February, that since the district of Graatr-Reynett 
w~ too extensive for one jurisdiction only, it was in future to be divided 
~to two, and a new drosty waa to be founded in the nighbourhood of 
,4\.Jgoa bay. 
· T~ ruioa of the barracks and ~ther disastrous monuments of discord 
111ere cleared away, and in their place the ground for a street waa laid out, 
~ntended to accommodate the new eettlers. The JnQSt important dii'erencee 
;unoug the in~itaots were adjusted, and tbe parties solemnly reconciled 
wi~ ~~h otber; while no warnings and eihortations were spared to induce 
them te cbaog~ their conduct in future, to make them understand that they 
~wed ~heir a:li~fortunes to their own pe"erted views of things, and must net 
JD.~ very di&rept . manner towards the goverl)ment and towards each other if 
•ey wouJ,d wiah t~ tvoid a rene~al of th,.m. Tbe ,ieq)lcl has ,hewed that 
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all these ·pains were not taken ·wlao11y in vain, nnd · if as yet no atn'king 
change appears in the principles and manners of the inhabitants, at least the 
outward manifestations of the inward sentiments are restrained, and they 
have been taught to respect the civil authorities. 

The viJlage of Graaff-Reynett' lies in a desert, naked, and arid country, 
almost entirely enclosed by mountains, for which reason in the summer months 
the heat is almost insupportable. The Zondag's-river tlo,vs directly behind the, 
village with a considerable fall from a declivity, so · that tlte water might 
easily be conducted, by means of small channels, into the fields and gardens, 
which \VOUld give the whole spot a muoh more cheering and lively aspect, 
besides increasing to an invaluable degree the produce of the soil. It would,· 
indeed, ha,·e been extremely ill-judged to place- a village- here~ :had · it not 
been for this facility of supplying it with water . .. Farther upwards, upon· the 
Zondag's .. river, are many much more fertile plains, but the tritlin·g fall of the 
river, and the· depth of' its bed, · would have rendered it impossible in the dry 
season to supply the neighbouring fields with water. As the sources of the 
river are in the Great Snow Mountains, it'ne·ver entirely dries, · yet thert are 
many examples of the supply of -water being too small to permit of all the 
:fields being benefited by it. 

The cultivable part of the valley is, however, but of inconsiderable extent, 
and on · this ground it may well be made a question whethe~ the vi11age cao 
ever be made to support an extensive · population.' The climate is, on ac
-count of the heat and the drying north-wind, which blows here for a great 
part of the year, neither agreeable, nor particularly healthy; at least in no 
place did I find so many sick. Dysenteries, agues, · inflammations in the 
eyes, and eruptive disorders, were in almost every house, and I never 
found hysterical complaints more prevalent. A <ti-devant ship surgeon had 
established himself in the village, but he.complained to me that although he 
was the only professional man in the district,· and there were a great many 
people ill, he had scarcely any practice. Six little boxes covered with dust, 
and three little phials, contained his whole stock of drugs, and by a present 
of jalap, I had the happiness of-supplying all his wants for some time to come. 

The only place of any consequence is the garden of Werner, the old .Silesiao 
mentioned above, in which are a great variety of fruits, particularly most 
delicious grapes: they were now just ripe, and · we found them, as well 
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as the o&her fruits, exceedingly grateful after having been so long•without 
tasting any. The wine made here is of a middling quality, but may, if the 
grapes are carefully picked before they are pressed, as Werner does, be very 
much improved. This · cheerful old man has lived here ever since the drosty 
was founded, and has gained a very good livelihood by his profeuion of a 
tanner. His style of living, measuring it according to the general fashion . 
of the country, may be called bri~liant; indeed I ~ave observed that the spirh 
of hospitality so general among the colonists is no where more ·conspicuous 
than among those who are Germans born. I have often rem.arked that my 

. . . 

fellow-countrymen in Africa do not reconcile themselves very easily to the 
solitude in which they mus_t necessarily live. The love of society seems to 
cling more closely to them than to the colonists of any other nation, and 
in none is it so evident how dear to them is the sight of an European traveller. 
I must however condemn them in this respect, that none seem more easily 
to forget their native country and ·its manners and customs. Even in the 
Cape Town, except one little circle in· particular, of very amiable German 
families, the Germans associate little · together: . they speak Dutch among each 
other, and do not receive a fellow-countryman with more delight aod cordiality 
than any other stranger. 

It is indeed true that most of them owe their being here to unpropitious 
circumstances ·· attendant upon their youth, which do not Jea~e upon their 
minds pleasing associations connected with their latest recollections of their 
native country. With every succeeding year any recollections grow fainter 
and fainter ; the intelligence from home is less and less frequent, and the ties 
which connected him with his native soil are proportionately weakened, as 
he forms others under the new sun to which he ie transported. Indeed, those 
are far happier who become wholly Africans, than others who retain a too 
fond remembrance of the climes they have quitted: to the former the priva
tions of early joys are 'felt the ·1ess 'deeply in ·proportion as the manifold ad
vantages to be found in their new abode are preferred. It speaks very much 
in favour of this country, that examples of being home-sick rarely occur. 
We ~ay generally observe that Europeans of the lower ranks and with little 
pretensions are soon satisfied here, and easily forget their native country, while 
p;rsons of polished educations and refined feelings experience a painful void,, 
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and a longiug aft.er their homei. whicli pre¥e11ta their ever 6ndiog themselves 
wholly satisfied elsewhere. . 

During our stay at Graatf-Reynett w~ had intelligence from Algoa bay, anct 
&om the Catfre borders. The l~tter C()DUl'Jned the news we heard on our 
joumey, that ~ reconciliation bad 4ken place between King Geika and th~ 
rebel chiefe, Jahihaa and Conga, the latter having voluntarily submitted to the 
former. It was added that Sambeh', adherents constantly diminished, and it , 
was hoped that he also would submit, or at least that he would be obliged to 
quit the colo.ay. 

The Field-comet Rasmus of Agtebruintjeshoogte came hither himself to 
inform us that the Caffre horde which we had met on the thirtieth of January, 
on the repeated threats that their cattle would be taken away from them, and. 
not restored till _ they had crossed the Fish.river, had now actually quitted 
the domains of the colony ; another horde following their example had also 
returned. The importance of thi, intelligence, and of keeping upo_n a 
tiiendly footing with the Caffres, was never more evident than in the spot 
where we now were. For if the sight of so many houses in ruins, of so 
many fields· desolated, of 80 many families wholly impoverished, had shewn 
us in very striking colours the lamentable consequences attending a Caffre 
war, the conviction was inconceivably increased by seeing the catalogue of 
the losses sustained by the inhabitants of this district, which was hung up in 
the drosty, taken according to the oaths of the sufferers. Not more than 
two-thirds of them had given in their account, and yet the list amounted to 
eight hundred and fifty-eight horses, four thousand four hundred and seventy
five oxen, thirty-five thousand four hundred and seventy-four cows and calves, 
thirty-four thousand and twenty-three sheep, and two thousand four hundred . 
and eighty g ate. 

When it is considered that the great wealth of the colonists in this country 
consists in their cattle, and that the subsistence of the whole colony, 
even of the Cape Town itself, depends very much upon the suppliea derived 
from hence, it will be apparent of what importance such a lo• must bave 
been. lo fact, in the year l 800 there was so great a scarcity of cattle, that 
the English government was obliged to ,end ' commissioners to the Briquae 
to purchase a supply. Thia end waa hc,.wever ia great meuure unattained, 
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and the principal advantage derived from the experiment was the gaining 
a considerable knowledge of the Beetjuans, a remarkable tribe, till then 
very little known. Even now the price of homed c~ttle is beyond all 
comparison higher than before the war, and from the rapidly increasing 
population, it will be essentially necessary for the general welfare that 
the districts where cattle are reared should remain for many yeara in UD• 

disturbed peace. 

END OF PABT THB THIRD, 
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Remarks upon the ,C,_angu~ge of ~he Koossas, <6Cc_o,~panicd by a ,, 
·· . Vocabulary of their Words. ·•· : ... ,.; · 1." 
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' TuER.E is no dOllbt but that the situatl'on of a satage nation, the degree of ciYillzati~D wbiclt 
Hists in it, and aboYe al,I; t~e relationship w~ich it bean with other natihns, can nev~r be,accu
ntely ~pderstood,. and pri,?~rly es(imated, '\ ithaut a competent knowledge of its language;~ p· · 
without 1;1ndcrsta.nding •q:U_aUy the mode of pronouncing it, its->strlictnre, and its compass • .. Tb;· 
number of wants and ideas existing among a people, whether that number be great or s!!'all, u 
well as their relative situation with the countries by which they are surronnd~d, can nev~r tie 1c, 

efficiently determined u by procuring a collection of their worila, the mediums whereby Jhoae 
wants and idea■ are expressed, aud tbose, relations are de.tined. Bllt in order to render such a 
coltection truly nluable, it must a~w~Y.s be examined_ with a _reference ;to the innate purpo111 · 
for whicb language. was giYen us, considering well the combinations and _inflexions of word, . 

. • tll]qugh which peopl~ arriYe at . a rociprocal exchange of ideas. T~e more arbitrary a_ language 
~ . is;' in the use ~nd combination of . words, the less it is recluced to fixed ru!ea, so much. the more 

vain appears the attempt to give a just idea of the manner o,f bein~ of of the m~nda of tho1e ·by , ·· 
whom it is ~mployed. ·. . · • · ' f · · · : . · ,.• 

Among a people where no such things exist as the palpabl _e 1igns of language, who lead beside 
a nomade life, and are diYided into numerous tribes, at whose.:rise· and fall ne" d~lects arise and 
old ones are lost-among such a people . the langua~c has in it nothi~g_perm~~CDt,• it 1bare1 the __ . 
fate of those by whom it is, spoken, it changes without being impro!cd. Be, therefore, whc,., .. · 

~ ~ould catch and describe thii" spirit of i~.has no easy task, especially if that man be a trHeller, .,:,.-. 
who bas only had an oppohtiqity of knowing one or two of the tribes, The language of sa~ages , · 
is ne-ver any thing more t~o·a medium of communication amoug them; it cannot haYe any higher· 
aim; it caii hardly be said to h&Ye attained what is properly called ,ipirit, and is therefore; , ~ 

incapa~le of proYing all that may be pr~nd by the polished languages of Europe. . . .· 
Nay, farther: let any ~ne be evtr so ~ell acquaiated ?fith the language of a 1inglc Caft"re,(ribe, ;t_ 

be still cannot form an accurate judgment of the manners anil~odes of thinking among the~p1,;..; ! · .f 
in general. This is not to be effected unles1 he has attained• competent knowledge.pf tbe'~«t; · ._ < ~ 
bouring dialects, ~ad found a medium whereby to compare what is permanent iD ~ach,. witli)*it.~f,i"~:f · 

~ • · . ;(:,f{;i 
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. is fuctuating. 13y these means only can the uniYersal characteristic of the Caft're language lit 
determined, and the end proposed in the inyestigation be accomplished. As it is, howenr, 
acarcely to be expected that this comprehenshe knowledge will speedily be obtained by any 
one who has at the same time the powers and opportunity to impart it clearly and scientifically, 
I will renture to hope that this Essay may not" be wholly useless. I must Satter myself that it 
may smooth the way for the future happier loquirer, who has the same desire to iDYeatigate the 
Catfre language upon the apot; that what I am able to bring ferward may, to a certain extent, 
lighten his task. 

I mu~t premise that it ia now three years smcte I published, in the first TOlume of the Archioe, 
Jor Ethnogruph,Y and Languages, a comparison of the most important languages of Southern 
Africa. In it I expressed myself fully upon th~ difficulties there appeared to me in iine&tigatiug 
them, anil e.1 plained the manner in which I thought those difficulties were the most effectually to 
be overcome; <>ndeavouring, at the same time, to point out in . the clearest manner possible the 
1reater or less affinity which they bear to each other. In that work the remarks upon the Jan. 
guage or each separate people followed the description of their customs and manners; and, aa I 
hope, I thus made them subservient to atcert~ining perfectly the degree or cultintion at which 
eaclt is arrhed. I shall, notwithstanding, here bring forward my whole collectio-n of words, since 
I only there produced some of the leading ones. 

J hHe described, above, the language of the Caffres as full.toned, smooth, and pleasing to the 
.. 11, formed chiefly of simple sounds, the words for the most part not uceeding two syllables. 
It ia fi-om the slow, distinct manner of speaking, from the frequent recurrence or open vowel,, 
and from the clear intonation of the last syllable, that the pleasing sound of the language seems 
to ariee, It has almost the sound of Italian, and is not difficult to be pronounced by Europeans 
efany nation·, at the very first bearing it: a German finds no difficulty in writing it down wilh 
the characten of bis own language, so as to· preserve exactly in his memory the right pronuncf. 
ation. These general properties of all the Caffrc dialects will apply equally to that of the 
Koossas, although in one respect they differ from the other tribes, that they have a certain degree 
of clatter in their manner of speaking to which the other tribes are entire strangers: this they 
have probably acquired from their frequent intercourse with the tribes of Hottentots in their 
ncighbonrhood, particularly with the Gonaaquas, for such a mode of speaking has already 
been mentioned as universal among the Hottentots. 

This clatter arises, as in the Hottentots, in the lowest degree, from moving the tongue Terr 
quick behind the upper fore teeth, in a greater degree by the same movement behind the upper 
back teeth, in thp greatest degree by turning the tongue so that the back of it touches the gums. 
The principal difficulty in imitating this sound is, that a letter must be pronounced at the same 
moment with the movement of the tongue. The stitl stronger stroke of the tongue_ which occurs 
in the Hottentots' language, does not prevail among the Koossas; at least it it very rarely beard, 
and only in words which hue been transferred from the Gonaaql!a language into theirs. I dis. 
tiogoish these sounds by the numbers 1, '?, 3, o,er the syllable which is so pronounced, 1 denoting 
the lowest degree of it, 3 the highest. 
• The generality of the Caffre dialects <liff'er again from that of the Koossas in the total absence 
-.t'thc r&tUiDi r> which makes them par1icularly soft and smooth. 1n some few words decidedly 
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Hottentotish the r is found, ba.t ia prooouacing tllem they generelly substitute an t. The 
Koouas also use the f with its sister S-Ounds i, and w, which are never to be found in the dialect 
or Beetjuan. There is • ccrtaia lisp in all the Calfre dialects \Vhich I have endeaToured to dis .. 
tioguish by the Greek circumftcx .. oYer tae syllable where it occurs. It is produced by thrusting 
thepoiut o( tH tongue agaiast tJae gums, sometime, ■ore slightly, sometimes harder, and take, 
place principally iD speaking an,, or ,;, or tj. With an I, st, kl, or tl, there ls a positive stam. 
mering, aa is tlle case sometimes in a taihare of the organs of speech: this sound, therefore, pa.r. 
ticularly at first hearing it, exceedingly displeases an European ear. 

TIie full~ proper, liissing souod of the German ,ch, as well as the softer tone of the French g-1, 
do not occur at all in the Calfre dialect; nor is there any thing like an r. After k, p, and t,ia 
many words a sharp aspiration follows, a distinct 1,, which therefore, where it is found in the 
words particularly distinguished, must not be dropped. The dipthongs au, 011, e11, and ai-, which 
abound so much in the Hottentot dialects, and occur under so many different modes of ex6eosioo• 
are wholly foreign to the Caft're language. 011 the contrary, in every syllable k a simple vowel, 
dearly proaou~ced, and not enc~mbered with many consonaats. lo tbe Koossa dialect u is the 
,owel that occurs the most fr~uently; o the least so. 

The K.oossas speak slowly anddisti~tly, in short sentences, between eTery oae of which they 
make a longer or a shorter pause. Their enuneiatlon is singing and rhythmical, the accent 
reathl& on the last syllable of every word, and particularly upon the lut wotd of the sedtence. 
Ill upressions of sorrow their body remains quite still, their arms and ban~ without· motion; 
but the head, in pronouncing the last word of lamentation, is stretched significantly forward., 
either towards the spot or the object in question, and then the mantle is rlosed together with their 
.hands onr their breast. Their gesticulation is therefore not exceedingly expressive, but their 
eye is elttremely so. Their whole meaning may often be read in their eyes, at the same time that 
the muscles of the face are no more moved than is necessary for pronouncing the words. 

As they speak in short sentencei, so is the oonstmction of their language simple, and easier to 
be comprebeaded by literal translation than that of the Hottentots; the latter being OYerloado4 
with arbitrary interlocutory syllables. They haH no proper article, no auxiliary verbs, no 
inflexions either of their Yerbs or substantives: this the annexed collection of ex&lllples will 
clearly proye. 

The simple, abstract proposition I am cannot b~ expressed in their language. b a circunt. 
stance to be related, it is sufficient to put the personal pronoun to the word descripfrre of .the 
circumstance, without any intermediate verb. The Terb without the pronoun always signifies 
die thiNl-peno■• Theu- penonal pronouns vary accordinJ to the time intended to be marked. 
From these changes in the pronouns is determined whether the 4uestion is of the past, present, 
or future, so that their Terbs arc conjugated without auxiliaries, or without any cha'ngc~ io their 
terminations. A word to which particular expression is intended to be giYcn is repeated snerlil 
times over in rapid successioa. These repetitious are ofte11 truly frequeotative, signifying that 
ao actioa was performf'd repeatedly, Tery quick, or with great force. Among the K()ossas the· 
repetition falls principally upon the Terbs; among the Beetjuans upon the adverbs; · · 

The dialect of the Koossas has this pe(uliarity, that before speaking many words, . par,ti~ularly. 
sub&~thcs which begin with consonants, they close the lips . so that a sort of 1011nd ·like all 

at 
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,,. or n is produced: it is in general not more than the sound or"· Before man:, words begin
ning with a •owcl, a whole syllable will be introduced, as am, one, um, or in. The arbitrary 
mann~r of bringing in this syllable by hearing it often is clearly undentood; but it bu the 
effect of perplexing a person who is not thoroughly acquainted with it, when he bean the other 
Caft're dialects, where the same words are used without the rreYious syllable. It 1eeo11 u Ir the 
deliberately.speaking Koossa would assist by this the solemnity and diatinctneu of his enunci
ation: it is as if in order to gain time he abuts his mouth, for the sole purpote of opening it 
afterwards. As elisions ought to be carefully &Yoided throughout, I b&Ye uniformly, wberner 
two different Towels casually fall together, introduced an •,-the true n iqltb'fltlCG7, Some 
ether particular remarks will be better made in the way of notes to the Vocabulary. 

,A;considerable number of the words in this Vocabulary were collected by mysell in the course 
of my trnels; but it has been much imprond by the additions I haTe rec:eind from friends. 
For the beat part I am indebted to the iofonnatlon of Vander Kemp, who, during his Jong stay 
at the Cape Town in NoYember, 1805, wu unwearied In answering all the qarstiona I pat to 
lainl, and gi'fing me e-Yery possibl, satisfaction upon the subject. The Commissary.General bad 
prel'iously fnoured me with a list of Caft're words which he had collected; whence I hate ia 
some sort enric~ DtY Vocabulary. Alberti'• work, ao run of inrormation In many rt>spccts, 
containa 10 little with regard to the Calfre language, that · it ls not worth mentioning. It 
tcarcely need be ob1erwed how little earlier tranllers, Sparrmann, j,a Vaillant, and Mr. Barrow, _ 
h"N notleed it. I haH endenoured to exculpate my work from beioJ liable to the aame 

ebMnadon. 

VOCABULARY 
OF WORDS FROM THE LANGUAGE OF THE KOOSSAS • 

.. 4. Man . .....•.••••.•••....•.......•.•.•. . • ••• U b m t ~- • 
Meo •.•....••...•.•.•••...••....•••• -. . . . • • • . U m u h o t ~-

• 1Vllere I bHe ~ tbe abort • at t11e ad of a word, It lmplia tlaat die IOIIDd II lullf ■Dk, to that'll -
'1most doubtfal wbetber It ought to be an o or a 11.-AoT11oa. 

Aa oble"a1ioo made io a llllte to page 292 mun Mre again be repe.atrd, that tbNt- wMch being gi•ea acconllns 
to tllle ldru that the aoaada tonnyed to a Grrman ear, It ill probable tbe ortbograpby woald ha Ye bttD In many 
illlltance1 give. dill'erac ly by an Enr;lltb writer, Al (or eamplt' r tllr II la German '1111 a -,ery dl~reat -d from 
~ 11 in J,;ngliah, It le nearer lo U1e IOIIDd of oar oo, lbeagh aot eudly ranibllng ii, A prnna accatCMHCI flt 

tile mode of pro1111anch1g among the lower d-a. IUld iadtt• of •me ••OllfJ tlle lligher Ollrl, la Yorkllalre allll 
tJie oilier aortliua counlia, will, from tbeir pronuuci,,tlon of the u la tlle wonb hi, b•ttrr, At, ha-,e • ffrJ 
accurate Idea or tbc maaaer ia wbicb it la prooo1U1Ctd in <,ermaa. It beDce appea11 probablf', 1b11t wllere tile• 
ecean la tbe lollowUIJ Vocablllary, an Eogli1b writer would rather ban 1pelt &be worcla wltb tile H.•

TaA•u.t.-roa • . 
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A Peopti, a Tribe ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• G ab a an t '1, 
The Nation, all the Tribes collecti•ely ...•.... . • ••. Gab ab a ant~.• 
A Husband, •••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••• lndoda, 
A Wire ................... ; • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • U Ill f i s i. t 
.A Patller ••••••••.• , •.•••••••••••••••••••••.• Bao.· 

. ~~::· .. 
A Mother • • • • • • • • • • · .• • • • ••• • •••• '. • .. • .• • • • • • • U n i n •· . 

Kuo i na, 
. . . N j o k o. t 

Paternal Grandfather , u .............. ~ ........ I oj an j a.\ 
' . 

Maternal Grandfather ••••• , •••••••• , • , •••••.••• Ith i k a. D 
Grandmother ........................... . • •••.• Uhm a - k u l 11, 

A new.born Child......... . • • ••.••.•.••••.•••. Bess an a,. 
A ChiW, in grneral ••••••• , •••••• , .• .• , •••••.•• _. Uhm to in a. ~ 
AyooogMao ........................................................ lndodAna. 
A young Girl •••••.••••..••••••••••••.•••••••.. K al as an a •. 

A Virgin ••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••.•••.••• T o om b i. 
A pre!lnant \Voman ............................ U mi th,. · 
A barren Woman _ .......................... , • • • • U i o o 1 o. 
An elder Brother ••••••••••••• ; •. • ••••••••••••• U m k f u eh_.•• 
Younger Brother .............................. 0 m n l n awe. +t 
Sister •• , •••••••• it ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• U de d •• or Dad e d a .. -
Nepbew, Brother•• Sou •••••••••••••••••••••••• U m a & k o-. 
l'iiece ••••••••• r ............... ; ••• " •••••••••• u m .- • a " e. 

• ne pl-la and -'e collecthea •re forme• b1 doubling a. ayllnb~, comaaoaly tlae Int, probably from ualoey 
wltla tile ttpetltio• 11f tbe vetba -ntlonecl aboYe. 

t Ali ia uidvenally a ff'mlnioe terminatloll. Aa,oeg those Cnt"n- tribet who bue the r, (mteaclof ari it ii ori, 
t These Ive wurdafer 111•1/ttr were gh• as at dla,,en1 t~, ud by dilkrent penom f but tbe two Grat atta 

.... iD ... 
\ Hue ag,io It II\D5t be oblf'rtel, tftnt the j In German is pronounced like· tbe Eagliah g, • tbaa •• Englitla 

writer would probably ba•ewrittea tbfe wel'II Jnyonya,-T1tA1UUToa • 
..-1 TIie reackr la rtqentN llf're to lffOllfft tlte -lug or tbe numeral onr tbe syftabl~ as givf'n above, It i• 

allo to be oblened, that III Ille GertDUI dr., tile l wberner tbe tit tome together,.Jlall word 1bould probably be 
proaouncl'd ltfA:e.-TaAn11 .\TOIi, 

I .41111 ia the 111m,11uthe 1erml11at~ v•mtoi• dgwil8ta ...n, a little man. 
•• 87 tt aad tit I - to n,r- two •~f'llt soallda of ... t, tbe 6rat of wbldl comn nearly to the IOtlod of 

Cle •: they c-aoDOt be more properly enmpllled than lty tbe uf'rmao wonls kerett nod kltrtn. Thrre is the 111me 

dill'erencr • lo t'reach betweea l MCI f, • lo plre, IU, 6t-■tl I the lioal lettf'r lo eacla of tbe L,teer ,rorda Jlayl111 
enctly the aGa4I which I llaw reprewated by cit, 

-t t The • la German Is ,--CINI lile the i,;eglilb •, sodlat we must, acrordiJlg to title rail-, probably 111llstilllte-

... • •l'OIIOIIIICll'C• .. •• w11etewe Wtlle w.-Tau11o.noa. · · 
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Cousin . . • • . . . . . . . . • . . . • . .•••••• ~ • • • . . • . . . . . U • e h t a • . 
U ocle ..•...•••...........••.•.•.•.......... . B a o I um i. 
Aunt .... ; ..••.•.....•••.....•.•••.•...•..•.. M a o I um i. • 

Limbs and Parts of the Human Body. 

s 
The Head .•.... , ........ ...•...•..•.... .•.•.•..• Um k Io go. 
The Hair ............•.........•.•.•.....•..• I n u e e I e. 
The Forehead . •.•.••...........•...••...•.•... I w uh o s i. 
The Temples ....••••..•••..........•••....... I t SI a w 11 o u. 
The Cheeks. . . . . • . . . • . . . • . • • • • • . . • • . . • • • • . . • • I s i b e e I e. ,. 
The Jaw .......................•............ Kandu.ihdu. 
The Eye .. .....•••••.....•..•....••.. • •••...• Ame · ea f j o. 
The Eye.lashes _ •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••• A mm a s s i. 
The Ear •••••••••••••• • •••••••••••••••••.•••• E e I eh be, or S i n z e h b e. 
TheNose •••••••••••• • ••••••••••••••••••••••• ~oomlu, or Umpoomlu.t
The Mouth ••••••• • •••••••••••••••••••••••••• M Io om u, or Um Io om u. t 
T&e Tongue .......•....•..•....••••...•.•.... MI um e. 
A Tooth ......•.....•.................. •••• .. Saih nj u. 
The Teeth .••••..•....••••.......•••••..••••• A m. m a a a i h u j u. \ 
The Lips •....•.•.••..•..•••••• ••• ··•• .....••.. Lee be. 
'I'he Chio •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••• I a i I e o. 
The Beard . . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • . . I n d 8 O. 0 
The Neck .........••......•........•••....••. In tamo • 

• 
The Windpipe.. . . . • • • • • • . . . . .....••..•..•••• Um k a I a. 
The Breast ••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I a i f u b a. 
The Breasts or a W omao ••••••••••••••••.•••••• I bee I e. 
The Shoulder.blade ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I g a I ab 11. 

The Back • ..................••••.•....•.••••• U m SI at n a. 

• These two words are derived from flao and Mao, Father aod Motber. 
t Where the oo occurs, it is i1,1teodcd to represent a sound similar to the French a. I , the o may be 1ouaded like 

Uie oa in the English word throat. 
f. These words are given os o specimen, of the elfect of the m, which is often pronoanced um, introduced before 

a word beginRing with a consonnnt, au noticed above. It la to be obRned that the augmentative m commoely 
precedes words begiouing with a labial letter, whereas II precedes the dental ones. Before f, k, 1111d ,, bolluOIUld, 
are ~ually ,used. 

~ The word Amma, as here used, always represents a collective idea1 thus Ammakoosiaa is the wboleaatioaof 
~he KoossaR; Thumbe is !I" gut, Ammathumbe the whole inlt!.tines. 

U The i at the end of this word le half sunk or suppr=ed, and in the Cdre prOIMUlciatioa ii aeltber ,oac Cit' 
accented, but appears little more tbaa a 1ort of modulauoa of tho~. , 
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The 8ell7 . ..••.•.....•.. r • ••••••••• # ••••••••• 0 • I i e • s o. 
The A rm ......•................. , . • . . . . . . . . . U n k. o n o . 

• 
The Elbow .. ..•......•.....•.•...........•••• K n n eh b a. 
The Hand . . ....•.....•...•.••.•..• , . . • • . . • . . . I s a n g a • .. 
A Finger • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . • . • • • . . . 0 m n u. 
The Fingers. . . . •......•.••••••.•..•.•.. ,,. ••. Im in u. • 
The Thumb •...•••.••••.. •·•• .....••.•..••••• lsi th u b 11. 

A Nail • . • • . • • • • • • • . • • . . . • . • • . . • . . • . • . . . . . . . . I o s 1 p u. . ' 

The Hip.bone • • • • • • . • • • . • . . . . • . • . • . ......•.• In g a I a. 
The Thigh .........•..••..•.... ~ ..•... - .••.. Um I ens i. 
The Knee········•··•·•··•···••·•·••·········• ldoolo . 

• 
The Ankle.bone .••...••...•..•. .•. •.•• .......... Uk on g; 

~ 1 
A Knuckle .•••• •• •..••.....•••• ...•........... 0 kw e e l,e,. 
The FO"Ot .•••••••.•••••• I •••••••••••••••••••• J e II j Io. 
The Heel ........ ,. .....•..............•......• I a t he e n de-. 
A Toe .... , • . . . . . • ................. . ........ 0 s o w a n e. 
The Toes ........................ . ......... _. .• Am m as o v, a De. 
The Great.too•• •, • , •, • • • •., .. • . •,, • , • • • . , • • •, U b OD Ii, or I th U b j e D jar; 

The 1'humb of tlle Foot. 

Name, of BetUI!. 'f' 

Game, or wild Animals in general .......... , •• ~ •• Sam ma k a Ji·. 
A Baboon. (f,'ynocephalua Ursinua)... • • • • • • • • • l m f e c n e. 
Green Ape. (CercopitheCtH Glaucw)- •••••••• •••• Im k io. 
Liori ~ .......................... ...... ............ Guin j i.11ua. 
Panther. 
Leopard.
Wild Cat. 
Hyzna. 
Jackall. 

( Felia Pardu,) •••• •••••••••••••.•••• l n g w a, 

(Feli1 Jubata) t .................... ll 61 -i. 
( Felia) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• B o o I d I a .. 

( lly,1ma Crotuta) ••••••.•••• .• , , •••••• lJ n o_g j II k a. 
(Canis meaomelas) •••••••••••••••• .... Pung u b, t.f • 

• Notwith1tanding all the trouble I bne taken, I haYe not been able to discover a determined rule for Ille
formation of the plural. Al I have obserYed In a former note, many plurals an formed by ff'pt'atlug tbe flnt 
ayllable of the singu'ar twice over; and Ammq e:rpresses a collectln, but in the instance beforr m of the Jnier•~ 
we do not find the plural formed in l'ithl'r way. 

t I hope to render a trifling service to naturalist& who may hereafter traYel over Southrm Afrkn, in giYi~ here 
a list of names of the animals tbat inhabit the CaJfre country, according to what they are called by the natives, wit!, 
th111e a<signed thrm In the acientlfic clnssitkatioo. 

t .Not the leopard o/ tbe 1y1tem wblrb b c01Dprebended uDCler Fella JI"'""'• bill wbat the culo12isu call L11ip1uml. 
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Jlol. (Caniafamiliaris) ••••••••••••••••• , ••••• In zf a. 
Bitch • • . • • • • . • • • • • . • . . • . • . . • • • • • • • • • . . • •.• • • • I u z j a k a a I. 
Red Weasel. ( Yioerra Cajf ra) • • .. • • • • • .. • • • • • • l g a I a~ 
Honey Badger. (Gulo mcllioorus) •••••••••••••• 11 i eh ta e. 
Pole-cat. ( Mustela Zorilla) • ................... I k ha k a. 
Civet.cat. (Yioerra l'ioetta) • ••••••••••••••••• Ump u k·u. 
Elephant •......•...........•..•.....••....... Ung I o To. 
Rhinoceros ••••.••..•...•••••••••..••••••••••• U n k h o m o. 
River.horse. (Hippopotamos) .•••..•••••••••••• 1 ·m f uh bu. 
Horned Cattle in general •••••••••••••••••••.••• I n k o m o. 
A Bull ••..•..•........ -..•.....•. ; ........••• K o h D s i. 
ACow ••••••••..•••••••••••••• · ••••••..• · ••••• ·Komokisi, or M•••• 
An o .. ...................................... Ka b i. 1 

Cattle without Horns •••••.••••••••••••••.••..• U n k u v a. 
A Calf •••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••••••..•..•• M e t o I e, or M a th o I a. 
A young Calf •. • • , . •, • , .. •, , , . , . , .. , ...• , • .. , K O j i. D a. 

t 

l,ean C&ttle . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . • • • • • • . . . . . . I o k o m o. i n i I e. 
Fat Cattle • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • I n k o 10 .o o t f e • le I e e j o o cl. 

lnkomo.ammaCata. t 
Butl'alo. ( 801 Cafer) • •••.•••••••••••••••••••• U re a ti. 
Elaad. ( 4ntilope orea,) .. • .. • • • • • • • • .. • • . .. . • • V m p o o (. t 
Blue.deer. ( 4ntilope leneophaa) • • • • • • • • • •••.• Ip u th i. \ 
Wood.deer. ( 4ntaope 19l1JaJica) •••••••••••••.• Babe h I a. 
Roebuck. ( Anlilope cinerea) ••••••.•.••••••.• I li s a. 
Reed.deer. ( .Jntilape 8!Jrinz) • .. • .. • • • • • • . • . • • • P' h u h n s i. 

t 
Red Roebuck, probably new •.•••••••••••••••••• N a I a. 
Mountain Antelope. ( 4ntilope pygaria) ••• ..-. ••• Pad e. 
The Gazelle, the Duiker. ( Anti/ope grimmia) .•.• P uh n s i. O 
The small Antelope, the Oribi, ( Antilope pygmrea) •• J u 1 a. 
A Ram •••••.•.•.•...•. . • . . . • • • • . . . . . . . . . • . . . . I n g u b n I i. 
An Ewe ••...•••.......•• • .....•.......•...... I m m r u - i D g a. n i. 
A W ether . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . I m m f u. 

' . ' 

• With t'epl'd to tbe dilferent species ot Yivcrra in Southern Africa great erron eeem to e:a:ilt, which, howner, 
cuaot here be tet right. 

t F•ta •igai6es fat : al.so butter. . 
t Th('nce, probably, the name of Empo1ho1, giYen to this animal by 1ome wrlten. 
\ According to the assertions of Vnnder Kemp,and of some other colonists, the blue-deer, wbicla ii now scarcely 

to lte seen within thi-boundaries of the colony,Etill abounds lo the Calfre country. 
U The name ot thi, deer dilren only from that of the reed-deer by the aspiration of the first syllable. ID 

prooon11ciog the latter p' Au/uui care mut be taken to gin the aspirate te> the 11, not to pre>aouce the word u if it 
brpn with /• 
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A Lamb··•••····•··•••••••••·····•··•·•····· ltholeel.immfu. 
A Goal .. • ••••.•. • • • •.•••.••••••.•••• • ••.•... I m b u h r i~ 

A Quagga .•......•••......•.•••.•. •••.. . . : ... Q ~ a g g a. 
The Zebra. .....••••.•• .• ...•..........•...•... D a u. • 
A IIorse • • • . • • • . . • . • . . . • • • • • . . . . . • • . • ••.•••• Haass i. 
A Ilog ••••.. .• ••••••. • ••.. • •.• . •.• . ••• • • •• •• Iha a g w u. 
A Wild.boar. (Su, .IEthiopicus) .. . ............. Gu l uh.we, Ing u I u It be. 

£ 

The Ant.bear. (Oructopenu cape11sis) •••••••••. Inn a g 11. · 
i 

A Hedge.hog. ( /lystri.r cristata) •••• · .••• · •••. • .• In nae n d a. 
A l\lole. (Geor!Jchus capensis) ................. I n th u k o. 
A l\f ouse ••••.•• • •••.......... • ..••.••••••••. I m p u k. 11. 

A Seal. ( Phoca tiituUna) .............. . ... , ••• I n g uh s a. 
A Whale. ( Ph!Jseter macrocephalus) •••••••••••• Um nee o g a. 

Names of Birds. 

.\. Bi rd . . . . • . • • • • . . . . •. . . . • . . • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . • I D t a k a. 
A Cock...... . . .•.••........•...........•... Kuk u dun a. 
A Hen • •••..•.••• •• ••••••••••••• ~ ~ •••••••••• Kuk u It. a a i. t 
A Pheasant. ( Phasianus gallus) ................ Kuk u kw i o j an e. 
The Vulture. ( ~ultur percnopterus) • ~, •• ~ ~ •••• : Ka I an g a, 
The Falcon. ( Palco parasitus) ••• •••••••••••••• Um s .. was a.· 

. e . 
The Ostrich .• • •••.•••••••••••••••••• .• ~ •••• .• • _ •. I n n g i b a. . 

Black Crow. (Cortius Afer) ..... ~ .. '. . ......... _Kw aw a. ' 
Jackdaw. (Cornus albicollis) .. .. ...... .... .... Ith bog u b I u. 

Parrot. . . • • . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . • . . • •••••.. ~ . • . K o n e e n 'e. 

Luri. (Corgthaix Persa) ...................... 6 u I u b w i. 
The Honey.cuckoo. (Cuculus indicator) t ....... Io t a.-k a.bu h s. 
A Crane •••••••• , •••• .••••• • ••••..•••• • •• . •••• J e n d 6 w c. 
The yellow crested Heron •••• • ..••••••••••• .•••• JI e em_. 
The wild Peacock , • ••• , •••.••••..••••••••••••• Z e em e. 

" A Partridge ••..•••• . · • •. .••..• ••. • , •••.. •· •.•• _ I s I a n g u. 
A Duck . ..... . .......... . •... . ..........•••• D a d a. 

• The zebra is called-by this name in almost all the Hotfentot dialecls • 
t At the time of the fint Portu~ete discoveries in Southern Africa, the Catrres had tame fowls. 
t This bird lives chielly upon wild honey, He seeks out the bees' uests, and gives notire when he has found 

one, by a cry of llcherr tuherr, which indicatn to the inhabitants that a nest is near• thence hi• name of 
Ilklic:otor. · 

b 
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Names of Reptile,, Fish, Insect,, ~·c. • 

3 
A Tortoise ....•...... ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ••. I o g uh I o. 
A Frog . ............................ . ........ I z e e I e. 
AToad .•.......•................ •··•·••• '••·• Gong6de. 

t 
The l,egaan ...•....•....•............. • . . . • . . T a a m. 
The Salamander •••••••••••••••.••••••.•••••••• U k b u c b u. 

t .. 
Three diff'erent 1orta or Lizards . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • I k i 1 i e t j e. 

3 .. 
ilnkuhmi. 

I c h a k o o t j e e n e. 
A Serpent in general .••••.•••••• , •• , • • . • • • . • . • . N j 6 k a. 
Tbe grey Wood Snake • • • • • •••••.••••••••••••• N a am b a. 
The yellow striped Snake ....................... Nu has u. t 

t 
The green Water Snake •••••••.• , • • • • . • • • • • • • • • K h a a n d i. 
The large Por.adder •••••••••••••••••• ◄ •••••••• I ch am b a. 

l 
The Mountain.adder ••••••••• , •• , •••••••••••••• I n th a n g o. 
The Cobra.capclla. • • • . • • • •••••.•••••••••••••• P' h i mp i. 

t 
The rour.rooted Snake t .............. ~. ; ..... , Ka be h. 
Fish in general ................. ; • : ...... ; ; ; • • T i a a n s i. 
A Lobster .. 4: •••••••••••.••••••• · ••• · •••••••••• I D k a 1 a. 
A Fly ........ . ............... : ......... ~ .... up Dk. a De. 

An Ant ....•..••• ' •.................. ~.~ ..•... BoYani. 
A Worm that bites or stings ........ . .... ; ....... Is i bong u. 
A large green Fly into which this Worm changes ~ •• Sb a o. 
AW orm which ia probably the Lane or a Phryganea, 

or something of that kind .... ; .. ; • ; ... , • • • T u b n t a fa n a. 
A Bee . .....•.••................•. .-. . . . · •. ·. . I n j u h s s i. 
A Lo111e . . . • • . • • • • . • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . . . . . . • • • . • . J e n t o w a J a. 
A Flea • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • . , • • • • J e ·n t o w a k u h m b a. 
A Butterfly··••·•··••••·· •••.•••••••••••••••• lnaiaguhs. 

1 
A Scorpion • .• • .... • • .. , • ....... • . • . • __. ....... D a U d O & D i. 

• I follow bere entirel1 tbe mmea gi,en me by Vander Kemp; It would be yery dUlicuJt to ascertala the proper 

1eie11tl8c mmes. 
t Tbia ia tbe make mentioned ill Cbap. 24tb, wbicb we found wblle we were eDCa111ped la tbe Cal're country 

waiting for Geika. 
;t Perbaps tbe colder 1avrit11 mentloaed by Nemalcb I.A bis 1,,zicon ckr N11tur1e1c/aiclate, u a snake ba•lnc 

aae• rneablance lo a lbard.-TaANu..noa, 
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Parts of .4nimals. 

A Born ••••••••••••••••• · •••••••••••••••••••• P, h 6 n do. 
An Elephant's Tusk. •••••••.••••••••••••••••••• P' h 6 n don u n g i o To. 
Hair •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Pb j a. 
The Skin of a Beut • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • I s i k h u m b a. 
Feathers •••••••••••••.••••••.••••• , •••••••••• I n a i b a. 
Tail-feathers • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I t • f o b a. 
The Tail or a Bird or Quadruped •••••••••.••••••• U m s i I a. 
The Wing Feathen ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• U • i b a. 
Flesh ••.••• , ••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• J am m a, or I n j a m m a. 
A J oio t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • • T h a a m b o. · 
A Marrow-bone ••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••• Um mo n go. 
Tile Lungs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• I p ' b u n g a. 
The Breath • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • U p e f u h m I a. 
The Heart •••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••• I p ' h a p u. 
The Stomach ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• L u ha a u. 
The Kidneys •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Si o I O• 

Tho Liver • ~ •••••••••••••.••••••••••••••••• Is bib n di. 
The Intestines ••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••• Am math um b a. 
Os.dung •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Pu Ion go. 
The Bladder. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I a i h n j a. 

s -
An Egg •••••••• •••••••••··· •••••••••• •••·••. Kanda. 
Milk •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• A m ma a a • i. 
Fresh Milk • ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• · •••• L II bi h 1 1 I. 
Sour Milk. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • K h aka. 
Butter, or Fat •••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••• Fu ta. 
Boney • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 b a h 1 • i. 

Name, of Tree, and Plant,. 

ATree ····································· Immlh ti. 
Tbe Cripple Tree. ( Protea conocarpa) •••••••••• I n t s a as I a. 
A tall Tree, with Frait resembling Plums, perhaps 

the Siz9phuunucronatu1 • ................. I n g on j a. 
The large Thom • • • • • • • • • . . • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • U m m u h n g a. 
Another sort or Thom, both species or Acacia ••••• Imm i e ell g a. 

!I • 
The Cat.Thorn •••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••• Um k a k ob a. 

!I 
A sort of Cusia. (Schotia ,p,cioso) •• ••• , • , ••• , • Ing a am. 
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H assagai.Trec. (Curlisia faginea) .••.••••••.••• Ins la k o sf an e. 

l\fonkcy's.Cord. (Cyna11chum obtusifolium) • •••• Lu h s i. 
A Gourd ...•••••••••.••••.••..•••••••.•••••• Pu h s i. 
The C.ilcbash, or Bottle.Gourd. (Cucurbita ·lagc-

naria) .•......••.••.• , ..•. ; ; : ; •• ,' •.• .' .' "i., i sec I d•a. 

The Calfre Water.melon ......... ; : ; ... : .... : : : rt hang a: · 
The Catfre Millet. ( llolcus Sorghum) ~.,, •. , ... , EC ma SO m b a • . 

Thb Straw of the Millet ..•.•••••....••...•. ~ ••. g eh I e. 
An Aloe ...•......... ; ..•.•..•.••• :-; .. : ..... lk'hala. 
The Plant the~ use for Tobacco .... : : ... : . : : . : .. It' h u· b a. 
A large Reed ....................... ; • '. ·: • : . : . : 1 n g o n g o I o. 
A sort of Sugar.cane •........ . •...• : . : ••• : ; : : ; j ~ c n {e, · · · 
A Plant which the Calf res USC as a sort of Spoon• , • u·m p h 6 ~ b o_. . 
A certain Root eaten by the Ca ff res • · ••. · ..•• · ••••.. N on go. 

Gras§ ......................... ; ......... . : .. lngha, Tjani, Uht{aa.11. 
Rushes .•••...• , . . . • . • • • • • • , .. : : . ·.:.: •• · •• · •.. ·1 m. mi h s i. · · · · 

A Mushroom •••.. ~ •••...•.••••. ::: ·.:;·.·.:: .••. ·1( o a~ r; .... .. . . 
Wood ............... · ........... : : : • '. ·• · ..... '. • K ~ h ~ i. · 

. ' ... ~ ... . 

Small ,vood for Firing ....•..•••••.•• , ••••. ..• :. _Ts a a s.s a. 
Ashes • •..••••.• • • • • • •• : • ••• • •• ·• · .•. · ..•••.••. _. . U t h u t u, . . . . . . . . z 

A J.,car .. • •• · ... · • • · . · · , . • • • • · • • · · · • · · ~ , , , • • , · I n gab i. 
'l'hc Bark .. •.......••......•.• , .• , , lit •• , •• ,. ••• K O s a. . ~ 
The Seed •.•... • ........... • ..... ~ ~ , , , , , , • . . . B e e 11 • . , • • 

Gum .... •. • • ..... • .. • ................ • ...... I I) s i a k. a .. . . . . 
Rosin · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · • · · · · · ~ · ~ ~ · .' · · · · ~ · ~ T i u a. 

Things relating to tl1e Earth and the Heavens. 

Clayey Earth •••••••••••• , • , •..••••••• : ••••• • , · U m d 6 h n g e· · 
i 

Sand • • • • . • . . . . • . • • • • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . T I a b a t i. 
Copper. • . • • •••.••.•...••..•••.•••••.••.•.•• Ba n g a I a. 
Brass •••••••.•.•••.. • •.• .-• • : •••••.••.•••..• Z um b i • t s i o p e. 

Iron ................ . • ....................... Z u m bi • I in j a !11. e. 
Stone .. • ••••••. . •••.•••••••••• : ; •••.••• _ •••.. 11 i e t j eh. 

• Alberti givet the fellowing description of this plant, and the use made of it: It has a tlat item, ab9'1t an 
iacb broad and two lines thick, with ftbres wove very bard togelhcr. The &1em is cut oft' in the broadeit part, and 

•eat with a stone, till the filtres separate, and make a ·sort of brush; this is dipped in tbe milk, and conveys a good 
deal at a time to the mouth. They also IIIC muscl1;-~hells a9 spoons, The Beeljuans, wbe are farther advanced in 

civilization than the Koossa.s, cut spoons in the form of our& very tolerably out of acacia wood, 
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Hewn S~one . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . B o D g 6 t o a. 
A rounded Top of a Mountain •••••••••••••••••• I n tab a. 
A Mountain terminating in a Ridge at the Top M a D go. 
Jagged Pieces of Rock ........................ I Ii w a, 
A steep, or nearly perpendicular Rock •••••••••• U d on g a. 
,vhite Ant Heaps •••••••.••.••••••..•••••••••• Sid uh I a. 
A Cleft, or Gulley in a Rock •••••••••.•••••.• , • Um Cu h la. 
A Valley . . . • . . • . • . . . • • • . • • . • . • . • . . • •....••• K' It e eh i. 
Earth, Terra Firma ........•..•.......•......• U m s i a b a. 
Sea ......•.....•.............•.•.. •• •....... Lo1ranse. 
The Foam of the Sea •••• ' ••••••••••••••••••••• A Ill a I~-

A River ................•••.••............•.. Um I aa m b o. 
A Ford for passing a Rh·er •••••.••••••••.•••••• S w 11 k •• 
. Water .•.. ............ ·· ...........••••....... 
Fire ......•.........•...•...•.•••..•...•••.. 
Flame .. ...••••...•....••...••.....••........ 
Smoke ..•..•••......•......•...••.... •'• ...•. 
Shade •••••.•.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Ammaansl • 
U ml ilo. 
Fut• ha; 
Uhmsi. 
Um thunsi. 

The Sun .•........•••............•..•••..••.• 
The Moon ....•.. · .••...•...••..••............ 

The Stars ......•••••... • 4 ••••••••••••••••••• 

L e 1 a n g a, or I la n g •• 
Jujanga. 
Kwinkweies. 

The E,ening Star 
The Morning Star 

............................ 

............................ 
The SeTen Stv.rs •••.•••••.•....•...••••••.••••• 
Night •......•....•.....•....••••.•••...••••• 

Day .••• ............................••.•..•.• 
Morning ...... ..•.•...••••.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
E,ening ....... • .••••.••.....•••... "' ••... ,,. •• 
The Henens ............................ •, ... 
A Cloud .. .•...•..•.....•.••.••.............. 

3 
N gaandi. 
I k wees. 
Isiimeela. 
Upauh ch. 
I miae. 
G oms o. 
Kwakuhi.su. 
Iauhlu. 
AmmUu. 

Thunder • ..... ~ .....•.....•.••••........•...• La d u d u b m a. 
Ligh tnio1 • • • . • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . • . . . . . • • . . . • • • • A b a n e e k a.· 
Rain .....••••.....................••...••..• I n r u h I a. 
A 'Rainbow •.•.... , •..•....••.•...... , ......• Um j am a. 
Snow .............•........... •••·•••••••••• See le. 
Rime, Boar-Frost ••••..•..•••.• • •••••.••• • •. • • Ink OJ O 8 an e. 
Fog ..... -..................................• Inku·bago. 
Wind .•...................••.•......•.•..•.. M o j •• 
Drought ••• • •••••••...••..•..••.......• , ••••• K'II o m eh 1 e. 

• 

\ 
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The Dwelling-Place, Jlousehold Furniture, 4-c. 

The Village, the Kraal ................ : : .. · ..... I k ii a} a, or Um• (a an t e. 

A House, or Hut ••.•.•••••..•.•.•... · .. : ••••• I n s i uh. 

The Cattle Fold •.••...•..•••••••••• • •...•••••. tJ t' ha n g o, 
. l 

A Door . .............. .-... . ........ . .. 4 ........ U m k a n g o. 
A ,vindow ••••• • .• • •••••.••••••. . . _._ .•••••. .•• l11ikh6 ha. 

The centre Post of the Hut • , , ••..•.. .•.• ..••.•.• Int s eh k a. 
The Side Poles •.••.•.•••..•••....•. . .•• .•••••... T 6 n g a. 
The Mats for sleeping upon • ..- .••••••.. , • , ••••. Uk h u k o. 
A Mat for eating upon .......... . ...... ........ Is thee be. 
The eartheu Pot for keeping their Liquor •.. . •••• Ts fa I a. 
Any other Kind of earthen Pot ......... . ........ Im bis a. 
The Coyer or the Pot •••••..••••••••.•..•••••• I, i k i k we. 

A Bottle Gourd •••••••••••••••••••••.•••••.•.••• Koko m bi, 

The Shell of other sort of Gourds •••••••••••••••• Ind eh be. 
A Milk.Basket • .-••••.••.•.•••••.•••..••••.••. Sihtfa, or T•huhnc•• 
An Axe .. ....•.........•.........•........... Z i m b i. 
A Knife ........................................ 'f ! j eh mi. 
A Case for a Knife •••••••.•.•••.••••.•.••••••• Is Ii ts f e ct sf a. 
A Wooden Spade •••••• • •..•...•••••••• · •• ." •••• SI a k'h u Io. 

. • 11 . 

A Spoon ...•.••••••••••••••••••. • ••••••• _. .• •. • .• I g a b b e h k a. 
A Bru~h Spoon ••••.•••••.•••••.••.• , , •• , , •••• U m s f o o s a. 

A Tortoise.shell Box ••••.•••••.•• , ••.•• , , •••• , U m k e e k e. 
A Needle, or Bodkin •... • •.••• , ••••• , ••••..••• Si I and a. 

11 

A Bag • • • • ; • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • .. • • • .. • • • • • • I n n O h u. 
The Sticks for striking Fire .................... Vee the. 

2 

A Looking.Glass ................ ; •• ; •••••..•• Na di. • 
M oncy .•.. • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • . . . • • • • M a I i. t 
The Hottentot Gdrrah, a Musical Instrument ••••• Iha If i. 
A small Recd Pipe ..••••.....•••••.••.••• ; ; •.•. U m baa n di. 

· A Hassagai ••.••••••••••.•••.••••.••.••....••. U m k'h 6 n to. 
A Ilassagai with a quadrangular Shaft ...••.•••••.• Is a g g a. 

' 
• A word learnt from the Dottentola. Wbea tbey lrst saw tbe Europcaoa read, they called tbe book by t• 

tame word Nadi, adding ot' hula; that II to say, a speaking looking-gl-. Tbey have Bioce di1tiogui1bcd a look• 
lug-glass by lbe addition of ok' /aan:eela, wl1ich signifies for loolr.iog into. 

t Tbis b tbe same aa tbe Penic word for mo11ey. TIie K001981, bowCTer, laad tho word from tM Bettaatoll, 
byw bom it is called Jl11ri, 
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A Handful of Hassagals. • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • S i g g a I e. 
A Kirri ................••..........••••..... Ind Uk u. 
The Bosjeaman's Bow.,. , ••••• , , •· •.•••••••••••• Sipe f' ta. 
The Bowstring, made .or Sinews •••••••••••••.••• Um mu h tra. 
An Arrow .•.......•.......•.....•.••..•..... •Um t ~ Io. 
The Shaft or the Arrow • . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • • • • • • • • • U d i h s a. 
The Point or the Arrow ........................ Ing ah 1 a. 
A Gun .........• ~ .....•....•.....••••.••... M p uh. • 

Articles of Cloal.hing, and Food. 

A Mantle of Ox Hide •••••..••••• , ••••••••• ; •• I a g uh b o. 
A Mantle or a Wild Animal's Skin ............... Un e e be. 
A Woman's under Garment .•••.• , ••• ~ •• · •••••••• In kj o. 

. s 
A Woman's Head.Dress ..•••• , •••••••.•• , •••••• Ngo n s e. 
A Shoe, a Sandal .•• , ••••.•••••• , ••••••• , •••••• ~ et an g "O, 

. I 

Metal Bracelets •••• , •••••••• , •••••• , •• , ••••••• Uh s k o 1 o. 
s 

I Tory Bracelets ••••••• , ••• , •• , • , , •••.•..•.... Kha g a. 

Finger or Toe Rings •••••••••.• ··•· ·• ······••• Pseesana. 
Joint~ or Animals worn as Ornaments •••••••••••• Lube en go •. 
Beads •••••••••••.••..••••••••••••••••••••... I g a l a k a. 
Victuals ••••.•••••.••.•••.••••.••••• ~ • • • • . • • • K u h l s i' a. 
Bread . . • • ••••••••• ; ••••. · •.••••.•••• : .•••••. I s o n k a. 
Cooke~ Millet •••..••••••••••• · • .••••• ; •••••••• K 6 bi. 
Salt •••••••••••••••.•••••••..•••••••• ~ •• ; ••• T Ju a. 
}fillet Wine ••••.•..•••••••••••••••••••.••••• Ing u hj a. 
The weaker Liquor from the Millet ••••••••.••••• T J a 1 6 a. 
1\-lillet Vinegar •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ,._ •.• T fa l a. 

Proper Names,· Titles, ~c. 

A Man or their own Country ••••••••••••••••••• K o o s a a, or K an s s a. + 
A Woman or their own Country ................. Ko o s s aka a i, or K au II a. 

k as i. 

• Prooounced ao, u In some 10rt to imitate the report of a gun, 
t It mult be obsened, tbat the Hin German is sounded much like the Eoglisll o•, 10 that all Englilhmaa. 

would probably have wri\&ea KowM ratbcr thu Kauna.-Ta1.1nL.noa. 
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A Hottentot •••........ , .... . •. ••••, •••••.•••. Um I LiS. 
, A Bosjesman ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• U m t ~ a, or B at o a. 

A Namaaqua .................................. Dam 111 a.• 
Namaaqualand .... •••.•..•...••.• , ••••..••.•••.• Dana moe .n •• 
A White Man, a Colonist •••••• .•••••• , •••••• , •• Um I uh n go. 

The King, theLor _d ··•·•··•·•• ►••············ Inkooas-i. 
The Queen ..••....•.•.•••••...•..... ..•....... I D k o a. a k. a I I. 
A Ser,an t. • . ............. • . .. . • . . . • • • • • • • . • • • • I g o & a o. 

3 

An Eocbaoter, a Magician ...................... Ge i c b a. 

' Aa Enchantress, a female Magician •••••••••••••• Ge i ch aka s i. 
A Friend • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • U m ,~i I o b o. 

A Comrade 
An Enemy 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A Thief •...•...••.•..... ~ .•..... ~ ...•... ~ : .. 
A Raseal .•..•.•.•••.........•••••.. ~ .. ~ •.... ~ 

Diseate~. · 

Van din i • 
Imm pi. 
lndefajo. 
G wig a. 

Sickness, Pain .•••••.•..••••.••..••.....• ; •••• S i 1 6 a d a. · 
• A FeTer ..•••..•. , , ................ ~ ~ .•..•••.. G eisa k we. 

Ao E~uption ................ , ••.. • ....•. ~ ..••. Uk week we. 
. 3 ... . 

The Small.Pox .................... ; .. : .. ~ •••..• I n g a g a k a. 
Pim pies . .•••••...••..•......•.... ; ; ... · ~ ••...• I n t' h U b a. 
A Cough •• • ••••••.•..•••••••..•••••• ; •• ~ • :··. : K o C e e I a. 
Flatulence ....•...•...... : ...........•....... S uh ,.... · 
Hunger •••• 

.Adjecti-ou. 

Handsome ...•.••••.........•.•.•.....•...•... Jen k i c. 
Strong····•··••••····•·· · ··•·•••··•·•••••••• Ammaansi"a. 
Weak . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . T h a t h a k a. 
Sick ............•...................• ! ! •••• t: 1~ a h. 
Alive, Living .... .•••••••••••••.•. _ .•.• : .. . : •... Lich i h s e. 
Dead ..........••••.......................... Puhl a. 
Pleased • • . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • • • • • • • . • . • . . • • • . . • • • T s a I a. 

• It remains to be proved hereafter, whether by thiil name is to bt understood tbe Dammaraa, otwllo111 very 
little is at present known; or whl'ther it is not intended by this name to dcKribe all.lbe tribes of Hottl'atets on tbe 
westel'll coa§t, that being the part where the N amaa11uaa iDbabit. 
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Afflicted . . . . . . . . . . •·.. . . . . . . . ............ . Dammlle. 
Obedient ••••••••.••••••.•••••••••••••• , •••••• K ow i a.: 
Disobedient •••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••• _ •• Ako .-a; 
Sensible. Spirited . .......................... . Wimba. 

a 
Slothful ••••••••••.•• , , , •• , ••••• , ••• , •••••••• K e e n a. 

I 
Drank.en • • . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J a n g e ~ I a. 
Hungry ••••• .••••••••••••••••• , ••••.•••••••• IJ am bi I e. 
Aged • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I a d a I a. 
Young • • • • • • • .. . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • I k h o b O k •• 
Rich ••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Fi h. 
Crooked, in action, u'fiutt , •••.•••••••••••••••• 
Upright, in aclif?n, Ju,I • ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Upright, 1mcere •••••••• .•• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• 

······································· 

Guelna. 
Long a. 
Longile. 
Janiaa. True 

False •...........••.•.......•...•...•...•... I • 
K hokandtle, 

Good ••••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Bad ••••• -•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••• . •• 
Angry •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • •. 
Sweet ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Kajeek.e. 
Kuhmba. 
Kuhmbile~ 
M'maandi. 

Soar .•.••.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ." .... Imm uh n j e, or II ah n I • 
Sharp • • •••••••••••••••••• ~ •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • A m e e r •• 
Corrupt. Putrid ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• An aka, 
Warm •••••••••.. • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Hot •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

S ju h, or Sa h I a. 
Tsfiba. 

• Cold •••••••••••••••.•••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • T r a b b a, or I n g i h l e. 
Cold Weather ••••.. ••••·••. •••••••• •••• •·· ••· G odoo 1 e. 
IArge ..... • • • • • ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • K u h l u. 
Small •••••••• • •• • , • • • • • • • • • • •-• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I • t o a n n a.-
Fall • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I I e e I e. 
Much 
Little 

...............•...............• ~ ..... s i Di' Dz I. 

• • •.• • • • • • • • • • · • • • · • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Tu an I. -
Dark, ..,;th relation to Colour ••••••• • • •-. , • • • • • Ku h 11 i ma. 
Light, witll relation to Colour ••..• , ••••••••• , • , K. h o a• ja. 
White ..•••••.•.••..•.•..•••.•••••••••••••.•• T Ii O p •• 
Black • • • . • • • • • • • • .. . .. . • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • T. 1 ft .; a. • •• 
Red• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • p O D g W u. 

Yellow ••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L I b i k I u. 
Green ••··•••••••··~•••··~·••··•·•··•••····•L11b11a.e11L 
Blue ••• • •.••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I n I w i • •• 
Gre,1' ••••··•••••• ••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••• lchoaua. 

• 
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To gi,e ' .. 
• e • e • • e e • • • e • • e e e I 'e • • e I • • • e • • •"' •. • e • • Pa h, Nik a, or Ee th a. I-

To ta kc • • . . • . . • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • T , h a b a t a. 
Tobuy, toexchange •••••••••••••••••••••••.•• T•heenga~ 

To pay •··•···•··•···•••••··••···••••••···•• S&ula. 
To keep ••••••••••••••.• • •• • •• • • • • • • • • • • •••• B c e k a. 
To conceal ..• , •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••• Fa k. k a. 
To seek to obtain any thing, to beg ..•••••••••••• Fu h n a. 

'fo fin<l ••••.••..•..•••.•.••• •·•·•·•••·•··•· •• Fumina. 
To will ••••••••.•••••.•.•••••••••••••••••••• Wu h ma. 
To think • . . • . . . . • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . . • . B u h I a. 
To believe ......... · •••••••.•••••••..•••••• •··· Sang a, or K•hoolL 
To trust, to hue confidence in •.•••••••••••.•••• D 5 eh I a. 

To love •·•·•·•·•· .... ····•·· •··· ···•·• ••. ; .• T•handa: 
To hate ..•..••••.• • • ' .• • • • •• ..• • • • • • •.• • • • • • ••• S o n d cS a. 
To hope •••......• •· ••.•••.• ·•·• •.•• ••••.·••• In gana. 
To praise ..................................... K OO ta. 
To Ii;, To ~peak untruth ••••••.••••••••••••••• K• ha k i e 18 a. t• 
To swear ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••••• •, F u h O g a. 
To deal justly •, • • • • •• , •.•• , , • , • , , , ~, • •••. • • •. Long j e I a a. 
To learn ••••.••••.•••• : . • • • • • • • . • . • • • • • • • • • . • F u O d a. 
To be taught •.•.••..•••••••••••••.•• • .• ; ••••. Fu n d i es s a. 

To see•···••·•· .·•·•····•··•·••••············ P6na. 
To point to ••.••••••.•.••••••••••••.•...•••••. 
To hear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •,• ...... . K•hangeelL 

K oTa • 

• All verbs end io a I most or them, particularly tbe purely active,_ are radical, and commonly of only t.-o 
1yllable1. The derivati•r• have more syllables, ending lo ann, ela, or eua. The neuters are for the most part 
the same as the adjerlives from which they are derived, as Lambn, hunger, Lamba, to be hangry,-Kulamb, bad 

· Kullmba, lo be wicked,-T!ala, plt-~ing, T!ala, to be plerued. It is the being preceded by a proDOaa wlllicli 
4listinguishes the Yerb I the intermediate auxiliary nrb i1, however, not spoken ; it is ool y ondentood. 

+ Among th-, l•iika haa a nry particular signi6cation, It Is partly used in the same s,noc 01 tbe other two, 
bot sometimrs, nccordil~g to wha.t arrompooie• ..i.L.Jiuoifir.a to nennil ,. thh.,. ._ ""given to you. At, for example, 
with the first penoo, n, Nika i, sometimes to be understood not / give, but gitt• mr.; and with the ~cood penoa 
future, O Nik a is not to be uodentood thou dalt & ive, but thou ,halt be gi1:en, that ii, something shall be si•ea 
to thee. 

t These e.1:amples, u ~ell as some others, shew the manner or forming the derivatives. Kliolta is at the 
tame time a lit, IUI untruth; '1Uld to lit, to tell anlrulba. Khokan,li~ signifies Jal••• Kliokita,a i1 properly, 
according to Vander Kemp, to 6• habitvated to framinc lie1. Lo Nga ii upright; relating to action, jud. 
Lo111ilc Is tiocett J Lon1ien11, to deal justly, to be just in our dt:ilinga. 

.. 
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To understand • . . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • • . • • • • • • • . • • • De e w a. 
I • 

To speak •....................••.•••...• , , ... T ' h e e ta. 
To call • • • . • • • • • • . • ••. · .•.•..•••.• , ••••• , ••••• P' bi s a, 
Te count, to reckon ••.•••••...• : •••••. , •••••• Ba I a. 
To sigh ••••••• , ••••••..•••••..••••.•••••••••• P ' h u h m I a. 
To blow .. ............... , ............••....•. W u th e:e I a. 
To be hot ....................... ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . I g & I a. 
To sweat. ••••••••••••• ; ..•••••••••..•••••••.• Pi la. 
To dream ..••..... · .•••....................... T 'h o n g a. 
To weep .•••• , . • . • • • • • • • . • , •••••••• , • , , ... , . • L i l a. 
Tosleep .............. , .....................• Lala. 
To cnt ... , .................•..............•• Sig a. 
To shiYer, to break to shivers ...... , ........... T fan d a. 
To bind •••••••• , •• , •••••••.•••••• , ••• , , •..•. Ee b 11. 

To hack with an alle • •••..•.....•. , •..... ., ..... G au I a. 
To dig ..................................... 
To plant ••••.•.•••••.••••.•.••• , •••••••••••• 

Limma. 
Bina.; 

To sow Seeds in the Ground • , • . •.••••.••••••. , T 'j a I a; 
To cook .•.•••••.•••......••••. , ••••••••••. , , P e e k a. 
To sew with a Needle ••....• .••••• ,,., •• , •• , ••.• Thu h n g a •. 
To milk. ...........•...••..•....•............ S i n g a. 
To make, applied to Substances ••• , •.••.• Ee n s a. 
To loosen any thing that is tight bound •••• ~ .• , •• Ge i ma. 
To coyer, applied to sensible Object, •••••••••••• Wing a. 
To close up .....•....••• ..................... Fa I a.; 
To unclose, to loosen, to set at Liberty ••••••••• : Fu la. 
To open, to unfold. , .•••• , ••.••••••••••••• , ••• Kil a. 
To fold together . ......•••••••••.• , ••••.. : .•• , • Song a. 
To break any thing to pieces •.••••••••••••••••. P' Jt u I a. 
To smear over any thing ••••••••••••••••.••••• , • T 'ham bi es 1 •• 

To work Iron .........•.•••••.....•...•...... K' ban d a• 
To go bunting .•••.•••••.•••.. : ••••.••..•••••• Singeela. 
To snare .......................•.....••...... Am b a. 
X o hold fast ••••••..•••.•..••• ~ •.• _ •••••••• P ' h am b a. 
To strike ......••...... •••• .. •••• ..•... · ••••.. Pe eta. 
To thrust •.........•• -.•. , ....... __ ..... l(>baba. 

To kill .....................••...........• , . . P u l & b a. 
To die. . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . • • . • . . . . . . . . . F i I a. 

- To fight .. •~••••·· ...........•...•....•.•..•.. Ilsa. 
To throw the Hassagai •.• , •••••••••.••.••••••• 
To run . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • ••.....••......••.. 

To 1wim • • • • • • J • • • • • t • 1' • • I • ♦ • t ♦ • t f t ♦ • • • • I • • 

Bieensa. 
Dsfidi ma. 
Slam b a, or D a d a. 
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To dance • • • • • • • ••••I I e I I• I• t • • • • • t •. • • • • • • 
Duda. 

To go .••••••• , •••••••••••• , ••••.•••.••••••••• Ham b a. 
To ait • • •••••••••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••• , •••• T s i a 1 a. 
To rile up •••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••..••••• V u k. a. 

To come.• .• •. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • •. • • • .•.. • •. Is a. 
To stay, to remain with. .......................... Im •• 
To go on a Journey ••••••••••••••••••••••••••. Ku d 11 k a. 
To carry any thing away • • • • . ......•••....... Mu k i es s a. 
To bring in •••••••••••••••••• •-• ••••.••••• f •••• G i D D l e s s a. 
To empty • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • . • . • • • • S u h a s a. -

To bear ••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••.•••• 
To eat •••••. . ............................. . 

Pees a. 
J ea ia. 

To drink, or to be drunk ••..•..........•...... Tse el a. 
To sa ct up • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 I a a n J"' a. 
To entertain any one as hia Bolt ................. P: h u k. a. 
To smoak with a Pipe ••••••••••••••••••••••••• Sj ai la. 
To smoak., u the Fire does. ~ •••••••••••••••••••• M ' m u h s a. 
To mury ••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• M • e • k a. 

Jtnia1 ••••••·••••···••••••••••••••·•··••••• Fula.i 
It thanden •• . •••••• , ••• , •••••••••••••••••••• D II dub m •· 

PronOt1n1. 

I • • • • f • I•• • ■ • I• • • • • ■ • • • • • ■ • • • • • ♦ • • • • • • ♦ • ♦ • 
,; 

Thou ••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ~ •· •••••••••• 
M I n a, or M an a. 
Oenna. 

He 
We 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -
........................................ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... , Ye, or You 
They ······································ ✓ 

LuhmU • 
T •bin a. 
N i n a, or N i n ~ • 
Luhm t~. • 

These personal pronouns are only used when it is intended to point 011t t1ae penon. witJa 
particular emphasis. In 'the common mode of speaking, the personal pronoun• uaecl with tilt 
Terbs are different, and are cha_ngcd according to the ti111e intended to.. h e:apreaed, imkad of 
the verbs changing by inflexions, as the 1ollowiog table will ahew: 

• This word, for the third person, coml'S app~atly from Uhmto, a man J au tie L atancll, • it were, la 
the place of the demonstrative articlf' 1 u if to say, Utis m ... , IMH "''"• 
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PllEHNT. •.UT. •uTURE. 

1 ................ Dia ..•.......... Di, or Ind i • , •. Do. 
Thou ............ U j a ............. U be . ~ •. : ...•. 0. 
lie .............. Ea .............. Ebe .......... W o. 
W c ......••...... S i j a .•••••••.•.. S i b c • ; .••..•.. So. 
Ye . ••......•••... N i j a ..... ~ ... N i b e ..•..•... No. 
They ••••••••••••. P a j a • , ••••• , • E b e ••••••••• : Bona. 

The regularity and conscqucoce in the formation of these pronouns of time is well worthy 
of remark. The characteristic for the distinction of the person lies in the consonant ; as, for 
example, the first person singular in all begins with D; the first person plural in S. N dis. 
tioguishes the second person, B or P the third. On the contrary, th-e time seems pointed out 
by the Towel: A for the present, E for the past, and O for the future. Certainly a Tery 
simple and ha1>py combination. This form of personal pronouns super;edes, in the language 
of the Koossas, the use of auxiliary verbs, of which they have none. In the language of· tile 
Beetjuans, which differs io some respects from that of the Koossas, there arc auxiliary Terbs, 
and the only inflexions in verbs are formed by them. Here and there also~ in the Koo~sa lan. 
guage, Di ku, I go, occurs as an auxiliary in the formation of the future. For the rest, the 
pronouns are sometimes placed before, sometimes after the verb : I could not, however, make 
out whether there was any fixed rule for doing this, or whether the application is wholly arbi. 
trary. 

Mine ........ : ..•.• : . -; • . . . . E a am. 
Thine ••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • Sa am, Ako, or La k o. 
His ••••••••••••• , ••••••• , • K h a I u h m t ~. • 
Ours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . A.et h u • 
Yours and their,, the same as •••• , • • Thine and hi1. 

These possessive pronouns are joined ta-substantives ; as, for example, Umfas' eaam, my 

wife; Inkomo lako, thy ox; lnsi uh.a/:tl,u, his house; Le, Lo, or Lento, is a sor(of articla 
1rhich is sometimes placed before substantives, but is also used as a demonstrative pronoun: as, 
for example: 

Wh.it is that ? ; •.••••••••• , , , •••••••.•••••••• N i • le ? or I n t o n i.l o ? 
This, that .. ~ ..............................•. L eh s'. 
\Vho, which •• •.••• •, • .. •, • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • D.., ,, 1, Jt Ob an i. 
What .......... , ............................. Ni, or I n in a. 
TJiese, which ••••.•••..••.•• , , •.•.• , •••••...•• I. i. 

• That is to say, to tlti1 ma"'- or fir lhi1 mnn. 

e 
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Thiswaywhiohgoe1direetly out.~ ............... lsdeela,t longilejo, i enkfe. 
None ••• •- .................................... A k' h a. 
No one, nobody ••• , .... , ................. ••,,, Ak • h 11.n .uh mt IS, 

Prepositions. 

For ••••••.••••••••..••.••••.••••••.•.••••••• K' ha. 
To ........................................... Au. 
Speak. to bim .••• 4t ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• The ta aa I 8-. 
Or, . or from .••.•••.•.•••• _ •••••••••••••••••••• V e l, ., e 1 a. 
By •••••...•••••.••••••••.•.•••••••••...••••• Khan. 
Abo.Ye • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • •. • • • • • • • • • • Pe e • u h 1 o. 
lJ nderneath •••••••••• Paaen tsi. 
Withira. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ginn a, K. uh It e. 
Deep in ••••••••••••••.•••••.••••• • • • • • • • • • • L e m b o. 
Deep in the water. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • • . • Lo m b o - a. am a a 11 i. 
Without •.••••••••.•••••••••••••••••••• A k. h • k u. 

With• •••••••••••••• · ••••••• •. • • • • • Ne,••, n'. 

Ne', or n', are, properly speaking, only used to join togctier two 111betantirt1.; aa, 
lndoda.n.Umfasi, husband and wife; ' lnduda.n.In-zj a.kasi, a dog and bitch; l'l1uhnga.nin..._ 
•aa1, a basket with milk. 

To.day ••••..••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• N am Ii a. 
To-morrow .... . .................. , •••••••.••• G om a o. 
The day after to.morrow ....................... Go ms o. om aj e,, 

Yesterday CTening ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Is a Ii. 
This evening , .............................. . 
Daily •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
No• ·• ••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••.•.••••••• 
Na•er •.•...•••••••..••••..•..••.. : •.••••.... 

.... Where •• , •••••••••• ~ •••• , •.•••• , •••••••••••• 
There ....................................... . 
Wherein ••••••••..• , ••••.•••••••••••••••.•••• 
Whither ....................... . .. ·-· ... - -
Therein .•...•••••....•••• • •·• ••• ,. • • • • •. • ••• 
Thither .•••••••••••••••• r • ••••••••••••••••••• 

II ere ••••••••••• .•••...•• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

Hithe~.- ••••••••.•••...•.••••• • · · • • • · • • •• • • • 
How ••.....••.... , • • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • • • • 

Pc s ll Ji, 

U m sl a • j o n k e. 
Kai o k o, 
Paga ti. 
E pi, or op u • 
App a. 
P'hina. 
V,.l 0 A•pftln&, 

Appaja. 
Vel.appaja. 
Lind aj o. 
Naj o, 
Sin. 
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- BM' large? •••••••••••••.•••••••••••••.•••••• Si ■ • k' h aka. 
Bow much? ••••••.•••••••••••••••••••••..••• 
So much •••••• , •• ••• •••••••••••••••••••••••.• 
So u .•••..•...•.•••........•......•..•..... 
As hot as fire ....... ........................... . 
A little ..................................... 
Slow, low,. (ia speaking) still, quiet 
Quick, loud, ltarah •••••.•••••••••••••••••••••• 
Whet-el-ere l •••••••• .•••••••••••••••••.•••••••• 
Yes •••••••••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••••••• 
No ........................................ 
Not •••...••••••••....•.•.••••.••••.••••.•.• 
Thsit is far oW •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Why 
But ••••••• 

Interjection,. 

Sing a. 
Si R j e ~ I .. j 6, 
Gansj e. 
T sf i b u g a a sf c • a • u m 1 i to. 
I a n , a f, or i n t h a n i. 
G41f;.. 
K oneene. 
K. k e h, or U n a n i. 
He, ewe, or e w ah, 
H aai. 
Aiko, or an~ 
Eon aant3. 
Ma. 
Uh. 

Mere cxcla.mations, u O, ah •••••• , • , , ••••• , •••• W •~ 
To express astonishment ......................... U It-, au~ 
To e:rpreu disapprobation ••••••••••••• , •••••••• 0 o i h. 
The oath commonl7 used •••••••••• .••• •·• •••••• ,. Non. 
By ·ChachaW •.•••.•••••••• , •• , • •, •• •, •••• ,. •., NOD Ch IC ha be. • 

Nume-rals; 

One .................... ......................... I h n j e. 
Two •••••••••••.••••••••••••...••..••••••.•• M ab i o i, or S om bi n i. 
Three ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• M a t ' ha t u. 
Four .•••••••••••.••••••.••••••••••••••.•• •. • 
Fif'e ••••••• .••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Six ........... •• ••• .••••••••.••••••••••••••••• 
SeYen 
Eight 

tat t. at t I • t • t t t t t t e t t t t et t t t ■ t t t t t t t t t t 

............ - . . -...................... . 

Mani. 
Masi&nL 

I 
S ikan a. 
Si t ' h an d a t u. 

Niae .••.••......................••..•.....• , T ' b 11 o m m e. 
'!:ea •• , .... .................................... SJ' u.m c, 

* See pa,0954. 
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When a ltoossa would express a number, be commonly, as he speaks the numeral, at the 

same time raises the like number of fingers. Sometimes, however, the numeral is not men. 

tioned; the action of raising the fingers only is used. Many, as. has been already mmtioned, 

cannot even name the numerals. Vander Kemp, notwithstanding the length of time he remain 't-d 

among them, never could learn any term for eight; and among the Beetjuans I could not learn 

any words for the numbers/foe and nine: much less have they the means of expressing higher 

numbers, as twenty, forty, a hundred. Mr. Barrow, indeed, gives them, but he appears to 

ba-ve been dt-ceived by bis interpreter, for m:me among the .Caffres, of whom we enquired how 

they called clevep, twelve, twenty, &c. seemed at all able to comprehend what was meant. 

Specimens of their 1"/orles of speaH11g. 

Whence comest thon ? • • • • • . • • • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • .• • V e I a p • h i n a. 

From -;;licre. 
lcomefromGuakubi .•........................ Di vela Guakubi. 

I from Guakubi. 
What is your name? ..•....•.•..••••.......•... Ni g am ma I a k o. 

What name thine. 
I am a Colonist ••••.•••.•••••••••••••••••••••• M i n a U m I u h n g o. 

I Colonist. 
Where is thy wife? ......••.................... E p i- n • U m f as i lake. 

1Vhcre Wife . tl1ine. 
I ha Ye no wife ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Ai k o • n . U m fa Ii. 

No Wife, 
Let us sit down •••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••• M a. s i • t s la I e. 

1Vhy rre sit. 
I came ~n horseback .• • ••••••.•••••••••••••.•.. Dis e n e ha as s i. 

Di I, isa come, n~ with haassi, 
horse. 

I come from the ,vood . • • ••••••••••••••• , •••••• Di v e I e s i'a t' hi n a. 
Give me milk to drink .•.• • •••••••.•••••••••••• , Di n i k e di t se I 

. I gi'De I drink 
GiTe me bread •.•. . ••.•. . .•.•••••.•.••......• D j . p e s o n k a. ~ 

. I ~it,e hr-,/, 

am m aa s . 
milk. 

Milk is in the basket • • : .-.......... ~. -.... : ••• , • Am m.aas aso . t' huh ng -en~. 
t 

Corn is in the bag ..•• , •••..•••••.••• , •• , , ••••. Ee m as o m b a a s i n no wen c. 
'l'he milk is thick ..•.•• • .••.••••• , ••••••••..•. Am ma as a,, u th i I e, 

I am going to milk •••••••• : • ••••....•• • ••••••. DI a k u sing a. 
Are you going to milk ? ••••••••• • •••••••••••••• U j a k u s in g an a. 
Cut me a piece of meat ••• , •••••••• , ••••• , ••••• Di s e gee I ' . in j am ma. 

,, 
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Roast it tor me ...................... " ..... 
Cook it for me •••••••••••••••• ·• ••••••••••••••• 
The fire does not b•rn ...................... , •• 
The hut is on fire •••• . • ••••••••••• •• .............. . 

The fire smoak1 ... .............. ...... ...... . " ••••• 

ne fire goes ~ut 
Stir up the fire •••••••• , ••••••.•• ·.·.·.-.·.-.-.-.-.·.-•• · •• 
'fhefood is bot ••••••••••• ~ ••••• •••.- ••••• ·.·, •• · •• 

\ 

Do- 111ehla, 
Do (.futue) me, tuella, rout. 
D o p • h e k e h I e. 
A • u h te J -e • m I ii o. 
lnaiull i a.elttsta. 
Umlilo aoaui. 

1 
Umlllo lgnlle. 
Kwase· h umlilo. 
Ukuhlsia 

~ 

The food is cold · •••.•••••••••••. · • ••••••• ·; •· •• .-• Uk uh l• la 
usjusu. 
kn p'h 61 e. 

~ 

Thefoodissalt •••••••••••••••• · .......... ..... .. Ukuhl91 a auna tjua. 
I musts~k to thee .................... · •••••• Di 1-a 11 kutfeela. 
Do you not hear? ••••• , •••••••••••••••••••••• Al k. 'h o "f •• · 

I do not understand .••••••••••••• ·•·•· •••• ·•· •• · ••••• Ao di W'&. · 

Do you take it l •.. ; .•..•••••••••••••••••••• U j e a o an a. 
I do not comprehend it •••••••••• .-•••••••••••••. A 11 di k a a•• 
Speak loud, that I may understand ••·•·····••· T•heeta k'hakulu di hlela 
I understand it .••••.••••..•••••••••••••••••••• D l a i h I e. 
Wbattidingadoyoubring? ••••••••••••••••• · •• ~·Uaako t•hl nina. 
The enemy comes ••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • J e s a I m p i. 
Utusgo .......................... ·.•••••••••• Hamb& 1l ham be. 

Co 
R 1 k D- ~•.d· k. UD qu C •• •., •• , , • , •,, , , , •• , , , , •,,, •,,, • • • • SJ I Im a OD e e De. 

Go home ••••••••. • ••••••••••••• · •••••• · •• · •• ·• ·• ·• ~ 
I am wea..ry ••••• , •••••••••••• , • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
l·will strike ti.e. •••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••• 

Ku ·duka. 
Di dini we. 
tna it" 
I 

peeta o6aDa. 
,triu 

Wait a pon me •••••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• ~ • • • • • K ' h au d l I i , n d e; 
Gin me tobacco to amoak ................... • :Na di tael i t'h u ba. 

Give l drink tobacco. 
WberedoyttuliTe? •••••••••••••••• ·.~.-. ·.· ••••••• Nini p;hina. 

You · tDhere. 
We liTe at Sjamml •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Th l n a pp aj a {j ommi-, 

Sjomnti. 
Kave you any wJte ? •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
I Ila•• tewa Hildred ••••••••••••••••••••• ,• •••••• 

The woman i• Ttry rich ••••••••••••••••• , • ~ ••••• 

The day brea\.a 

It is Tery early 
............................ 
.......•..•.•.•.••...••••.•. 

TIie sua riNI •••••••••••••••••• ·• •••••••• ~ •••• 
It ••eak1 dlrtugla ••••••••••• , , ••••••••••••••• 

f 

We there 
Un Umfaaina. 
Di sfum ·e abanto anabaam 
~ Ion peopls cAildr•n. 
L'11:• has' ufi hh II aka bl* 
Woman rich trial. 
K wiaasu. 
Kuhua essa. 
ll•n ga llha. 
Lia p'ha11u. 
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ltis windy to.day •••••••••••• ••••••••••···~·• Uko moja- naaaia. 
The sun goes down ••• • ••••• _ •••••••••••••••••• • L e I a n g a z on a. 
The brother comes back, ••••••••••••••••••••••• B u j a U m k l a eh. 
He ran quick. ......•.•••.•.....•.•••.•••.•••• E be kit aim i h 1 e. 
That is good • . . . • • • . • . • . . • . • • • . . . • • •. • • • . • • . • T j- a p i ~ I e. ,. 
You say right ........................ ........... U j a tJ a p L · • 

Bind the calf fast •••••••••••••••••• _ •• _ •••••••• _Ne c b' . i_ n_~ e o j a De. 
The cow has calved •••••••••••••••• _ ._ ••••••• _ •••• _Is e e I~ i n_k om o. 
The sheep ls come home ......... . .............. Is i mm f uh s_a k 11 du k a. 
The little calf is gone •••••••••••• • : • ......... In k_o nj_~ne_ siari kile. 
Shall you kill an ox? •••••••••••••••••••••••• K h e e I a o e n n a K h e e I an l ? 
lwilloot •••••.•.•••••••••.•••.. _._••.•.•••••••••A _n di ~uhme, or an_dl 

k. ·.~a and i! 
Thedoghasbitme ·•••••••• .. ·••:;•_•_• _•_ .... ·; ••• In di lumihle inaja. 

• 1 (past) bitten dog. 

I will kill the dog that bite, ••••. •• -•-••, •• ••~ I W: zf a I e i 1 um aj o do 
kupulaba. 

_Dog that_ bites I (future) kill. 
Let us now rise ........... • • • • • • _• ~ ~ • _• • • • .• • ~ M a _ s i v u k a k a Io k o. 
I am read7 ..............•.•...•••.••...... Di k e w i I e. 
I have not enough ... . ............ ·• ;. ·., ;:. ·• ·; •• • A. n di k a a.i u ti. 
It will rain ....•...•.•.••..••••••.•• ·• · •.•••• Ea k u r u I a. 

Let us go over the r ord ••••••••••••••••••••••• • M a _ a u . ~ e l e i , w. u k a. 
The riYer is full ••••••••••• •• • · •• ;;;. ;;. :;; • • · U ~-I a am b o use e I e. 
The river runs ... ... : .....•....... ·:. ~ · •. ·. ~ .. · .•. · {.J m I a a -~ J> ~ ·. I ham b a. 
No, the riveri1 empty •• •, • ••• • <-:•·;.~ • _-,-~•;.••Ha a_i am l_a11m bo uh tsihh.-
The rher is still • • • • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • U m I a am b o i • h ts i h I e. 
A storm is coming_ on .• ••••••••••••••••••• , ••• Le a k us e b e k e el e. 

It thandcn • • • • • • • • • • • • •. ~ • • • ~ ~ • • ~: • • • • • • • •. u· s. u _h I u I a d u d a h m •• 
lle®en thet'e thunder. 

Let us go home •••··•··•···•···•••·• .••:•••· ~~mJ;>ane JE:aduk.a. · 

These . little specimens will suffice to proYe by accurate comparison, that in this language 
111any affinities may be traced with the andent"ones; I must, however, confess, tliat here and 
there the combining of words is obscure to me, and particularly that I cannot wholly under. 
stand the meaning of many of the intermediate. syllables. In thest>, the lant,tuage of . Southern 
Africa abound so much, and their sense is so little defined, being often very different i ■ one case 
from what it is in another, that it cannot be attained.by learoi~ eiagle words only, it must be 
sought by learning whole phrases. · _ _ _ 

But however incomplete may be this Vocabulary, -aa1J.the-rema-rks annexed to it, I yet hope 
tbat by it I may have given some insight into the degree of cultintion that uibts among the 
Koossas, and smoothed the way to future researches; that I may, with respect to enqairies 
into the Caff're languages·, u well as on many other points; have reoder1>d ffl)&clf useful to 
future travellers. No nation is so savage as not -to see, with more-fan,urablc eyes, a'foreigner 
who endeuours to expres1 himself in their langu_age; aod. _tbil. feeling,. therefore, might be 
upected from the Cat'res, OYeD 1upposing them the moat wild and un.taJqed ~ple upoa tbe 

th . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
tar • 

l 
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A. 
Abw, the Dane, his remarkable fate, 178. 
Adder Pof, au extraordinary species of aer. 

pent, 35, 
African Farm,, a sort of little statea within 

themsehes, 47. 
Alberti, captain, his work upon the Cat're1 

!49, note--His account of the dissension: 
among the Caft'rea different from V ander 
Kemp'•, !!93, note--Hi1 account of an em. 
bassy to the Caifre king, and presents made 
to the latter, 3!1, note-His negociatioos with 
t~e Caifres, 3!8-Great confidence placed i11 
h,m by the Caifres, 330-He accompanies 
the Commissary-general into the Caifre coun. 
try, 334. 

Algoa.ba9, description of the setUement 
there, 'l3i. 

Aloe.gum, ~noer of preparing it, 169. 
Aloe.perfol;ata, numbersgrowing together, 161. 
.Ammakosina, a tribe of Caff'res, '150, 
.Augusta•, Rest, name given by the traveller• to 

a romantic spot, '107. 
A111,pannplatien, the meaning of the word es,. 

plained, 19, note-Utility of these places to 
the colonists, ti. 

A•thor, the, his desire to visit Southern Africa 
' S-He eogages as tutor to the son of Governor 

Jansse~s, 3-His preparations for his journey, 
16-H,s arrangement of plants and insects at 
the Teefonteio, ~He loses his way in pur. 
auit or insects, 46---Disappointed of 1hoot
iog a hippopotamos, 54-The reliance of the 
colonists on his power of curing disease-, 88 
and 337-His visit to the muscle cave, 17~ 
His interesting progress through the Kaiman's 
cleft, 190-His tlisappoiotment at searching 
in nin for the body of an elephant !25-His 
Yiait to the Lead mine at Van Stadc's:ri,er, 229, 

B. 
Barbier's kraal, why so called, 194. 
Barrow, /l~r. defectiveness or his map, 36, and 

note7H1s lf&ot of libt'l"ality in the description 
be gncs of the Afrlc:an oo.lo11ist11. 48-He 
accus<'s the colonists wrongfully or cruelty to 
their oxen, 66-Ilis mistaken idt'as concern. 
ing the Ncisna lakr, 198-In an error when he 
considers the colonists as the aggressors in the 
Caffrc war, 200-His account or the Caffres, 
an exceedingly good one, '150-Mistaken in his 
representations with re,ard to I.he colonists of 
Bruintjeshoogte, 350. 

Baths, warm ones in_ the Brand.valley, 148, 
Bavian's kloof, society of the united.brethren 

then•, 151, 

Ba91, along the Southern Coast of Africa, simi
larity of them, iOl. 

Beauty, extraordinary instance of it in aa 
African girl, 176, 

Berg.rirJer, plan for making a caual from it to 
Saldanha.bay, 40.-Hippopotami found there, 
49-Mouth of the river, 51-Modc lo which 
It was paaaed by the travelling party, 13. 

Berg.r,alley, a remarkable ravine there, fl. 
Bethel,dorpz.. missionary institution there, !ff. 
Blai1e St • .Hay of, the name by which Mossel. 

bay was formerly known, 181~ 
BoUeveld, the lower, number of sheep fed ia 

it, 84-The country much infested by the 
Bosje,mans, 85. · 

Bosje1ma11 woman, her hideous and d11sgustin1 
appearance, 56-Meaning of the word Bos
je■man, ib, note-Compromise made with tbem 
by the people of the Lower Bokkeveld, 85-
A risit made by two of them to the trnelling 
party, 114-They are a distinct race from the 
Hottentots, 116-Description of them, 117-
A remarkable instance of the hatred borne 
them by the Calfres, i76-Eoormities commit. 
ted by them in the Bruintjeshoogte, 36!, 

Brakkefontein, a place near the Cape Town, 10. 
Brand.valley, a hot spring there, 148, 
Breast ncountain, why so called, Pi. 
Briqua,, a youth of that nation, 113. 
Bruintjeshoogte, a remote district of the colony, 

why 10 called, 369-Fit only for feeding 
aheep, 360-The colonists here were not the 
aggres&ors in tho Caifre war, ib. 

Bru,h, a ·sort of one used as a spoon by the 
Caffres. Appendix, It, note. 

Buy,, Conrad, a colonist, extraordinary account 
of him, !10-DefendP,d against being a stimu .. 
Jator of the Caffre war, 'WIS-Married to 
Geika's mothcr, ib.-The rebel Caffrc Chief, 
refuse to make peace with their kiug unless 
Buys is dismissed from his senicc, 313-He 
comes to meet General Jansscns, 318-Tha 
General iD!,isll oo Geika's dismissin~ him, 3'21S 
-His aversion to the Englilih, 328-Hi■ re
turn into the colony, 330. 

c. 
Ct,ffre.-, the desolate 1tate of a farm destroy.-d 

by them, 197-Firat rencoatre of the travellers 
with them, tl7-Their agility iu throwing 
the hasaagai, US-A mock fight represented 
by them,ib,-Their weapons,ib.-Their danre, 
ug...Tbelr rush basketa, ib.-lnstance of the 
distance at which they can bold a con venation 
10 u to be distinctly bnrd, '124-Their tro■-

f 9. 
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btesome hunting parties in the colony\ !JO.
Origin or the name, '141, and note-Charac. 
teristics of these people, '113-Their probable 
origin, '145-Exteut of the country, '148-
Dissension among the Catfre Chiefs, '193-=. 
Their quarrels with the coloni~ts, ib.-Rauges 
committed by them, '194- '. hey surround 
General Vandclcur, '195-Dri,en back by .. 
colonist party, ib.-Their dread of the water, 
307-Thcir dislike or the F,uglish, ~8-Ne. 
1ociations or Captain Alberti with them, ib.
Thcir eagerness to plunder the author's mcdl. 
cine che,t, 338-An instance of modt>!lty 
among the girls, 339-Mano<'r of travelling 
when a horde remons, 341-A rebel horde 
returning, 357. 

Cajfre Chiefs, dissensions amonc them, '190- ' 
Several or them rernlt against King Geilta, 
'192-Tht, rebellioll8 ones. in,itell to a con. 
fcrencc with General Janssens, 303-Their 
Interview with him, 311--Articles of agree. 
Jnent made with them, 313-Not ,ery willin~ 
to accept his mediation for reconciling them 
•ith G.eika, 315-Tbeir rear of returning into 
their own country, 3'19-Very desirous or 
li,ing on good terms with the Christians, 331 
-Messengers sent by the Commissary.general 
to desire a meeting with them, 334--Tbeir 
arrinl ezpected in nln by him, 34'!-Recon. 
ciliation oC some of them with Geika, 38!. 

Camdeboo, a desert plain, fatigue of crossing 
it, 365. 

Ca11no11, astonishment excited in a Catrre by the 
firing or one, 308. 

Cattle.places, why so called, 5lJ. 
C,'hamtoo.rivcr, arduous passage of it, t'l!

bcauHful country on the other side, '1'14. 
Channa, a plant used by the colonists io making 

soap, 1'14. 
Chro11ic diuase,, more prevalent in the colony 
. than acute, 88. 
Colonists, their journeys to the Cape Town, '10-

\Vrongfully ar\!used by l\lr. Barrow or cruelty 
1o their oxen, 66-ln general unjustly tra. 
duced by English and Freuch trnellers, 74-
K.indncss shewn by one to the travellers when 
they had lost their way, 81-Tbe diseases to 
which they arc principally subjec~, 88-
A.menity of those in the Hant- ~u:t..-OS
-Remarkable for never swearing or using 
abusive language, ib. -Disputes about the 
boundaries of their property, 108-Extraor. 
dinary, instance or boorishness in one, 131-
The colonists remarkably temperate, 167-
Solitary and inactiYe life led by those or 
Bruintje~hoogte, 364-Character or those in 
Graaff.Heynett, and causes why so unamia. 
ble, 377. 

Colony of the Cape of Good Hope, its distracted 
~fate when taken by tllo Engliih in 17Q51 4-

LameataMe state of some part, at the arri,al 
of Go,ernor Janssens, 302. 

Colo11al, a whole family remarkably 10, 150. 
Columns, extraordinary natural colosHal onea 011 

the mountains, 55. 
Commim1r9-ge11eral De Mist determines to 

't'isit tho distant parts ef the eoloay, o
Persons accompanying him on hi, joarney 
enumerated, 9-Preparations for his joumey, 
11-IJis departure, 17-His anxiety to render 
justice to the Hottentou, !~He sots oat 
to Neet th,~ rebel Caffre Chiefs, !34-But 
espects them in 1"ain, Mt-,;-His efferts to 
•tablish order and prosperity in Graa1f. 
Reynett, 378. 

Colfl11Ci11ion for im1no-.lng agncnltttrl', H. 
C1H1ga, a Caffre Chief, his rebellion again~t King 

Geika, '19'!-Sends to inform General Jans. 
een, that he h corning to meet him, !10-
Reconcilcd with Geika, 38'1. • 

Corpulenu, a remarkable instance of it in a 
young woman, 73-Another extraordinar7 
instance of it. 

C-,oolted, or Kromme.ri't'cr, account or it, !IG. 
Cuculus Indicator, or Honey Cuckoo, why 10 

called, Appendix, !>, note 
C9clnps, comparison of the premises of one oftbe. 

colonists to their den, UfJ. 

D. 
Da,, a tittle animal desCTibed, 7'1, and note. 
Deaf and D11mb, a young man and woman born 

so, l~l-Another remackably deaf and dumb 
man, !l'l. 

Iklport a1&tl Pi1oni, t"o turbulent- C91onists,3'7'f. 
De Mui, Mr.J.A. appointed Commissary.general 

at the Cape or Good Hope, '1-His daughter 
,esol,ee to at'company him on his ,oyage and 
subsequent journt>y, 10. · 

De1erter1, 9Heral lt;ngli,h ones, met by General 
Januens in his journey, 318-Accooot of 
some othert1, 330. 

Di11rH1'1 batlt, a romantic spot so named by die 
truellers, '106. 

Disease, most prenlcnt among the colonists, 88. 
Dissension.,, origin of thoso that pre't'aited in 

G raatt: Reynctt, 368. 
Doorn.river, a night pPssed in the open air upon 

.aw~ t>,-the travellers, 79. . 

E. 
Elane!,, or large antelopes, hunted by the colo. 

nists, ln. 
Elepha11t.,, their great affection for their ,oung, 

'114-ln<'ffertual srarrh for the body of one, 
~5-Manner in which a colonist "as killed 
by one, 226. 

English, impolicy or their conduct to the dis. 
c:onknkd coloni,ts, !09-Much disliked by 
the Calfrc,, 328-llow described by Buy,, iJ. 
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B"lli,'lt,,..,,, trade carried oo by oae, 181. 
i•'DOJI•, aeat by the GoYernor to propose peace 

to the rebel Caft're,, aos-Hoapitaltly receiv. 
ed by diem, !Off. 

B:rtraordiury instance of claterity io killing a 
llird with • whip, 31. 

F. 
F..,.,,.,, manner of fortifying them ag:rinst the 

Cat"res, !05. 
Fascinalinipower of snakes,an instance orit, 'l'!O. 
Fatipini route of thP- travellers after losing 

their way by night, 8'!, 
Field Commandrmtr, thPir office, too, note. 
Field Cornets, their office. 87, note. 
Firing guns, a n,mplimcnt paid by the colonists 

to persons or con~equence, '!87 New.ycars 
day cd f'brated by firing them,·! I! . 

Fish, reo•arkabte impressions of them In die 
slate stone, !)5. 

Ffar,,in~o, , a vt•ry large troop of them in 
Saldanha.bay, 44. 

Flies, troublesome ones in the Rietnlley, t g_ 
Curious method practised In soane parts of the 
colony ot catching flies, l'!O •. 

G. 
Gaurit1-rir,er, fine scenery about it, 173. 
Gt;"", named u king of the Koossa Cafl"res, 

!ti-Takes his uncle Sambeh prisoner, i9'l
kld release• lrim, ib.-Several chiefs rebel 
agaioat him, i6i.-Hia people take 110 part in 
tbe quarrels with the colonists, '!95-Hia 
request to the colonist Rensburg to assist him 
qlilllt hia rebel subjects, 310- His eager 
desire to meet tle Gonrnor, ib.-He eends 
to ,-eqeeat of the GHunor a guard to meet 
Wm, 310-Hia arrinl at the GoYernor's camp, 
n«>-His person described, ii>. - Delighted 
with the Earo~a dreH, 3!1-Coaference 
between him anctthe Go•eroor, 3~!3-Articles 
agNed upon between them, H5-Hia aM1'er 
oo being solicited to put Buy• and Rensburg 
to death, 3'17-He appoints a meeting with 
die Commiasary.general, 347-Bot does not 
keep tbe appoint111ent, 35'1-Afraid to- come, 
and wishea the Commissary.general to come 
farther- Into die country, 363-Reconciltd 
with Jahahlaaad Con~•, 381. · 

German mode of reckoning dlll'ta-, •r-to
N■111ber M Gcrman11 io different part, ot the 
colony, 'lO'!-Easily reconciled to li,ing in 
the coloay, 381-Exceedingly rejoiced to s1.-e a 
1tranger coantrytnan, il>.-'fhose settted in the 
eolony do not associate math toget1uir, ib. 

llildenlRlir, & deaf and dumb man, 21'!. 
Good.Hor, Cape of, restored to the Dutch by 

the peace of Amieo1, 1-lts distracted state 
when taken by the English, 4-:-Aud when 
,e~torcd to the Dutch, 302. 

Gourd, a musical instrument made ot one, 04. 
Gr~.ff-Reynett, why 10 called, 368-Descrip. 

tion of the Tillage, il,.-Origin of the disseo. 
si_ons tha~ prenile~ there, ib.-New buildiog1 
diri:ctcd m the ~•llage by the Commissary
general, 379-0ISt iases more prenlent there 
than elMlwhcre, 380-Garden of Werner 
there, ib.-Lossea of the iohabitanta in the 
Caffre.war; 38'1. 

Griesbolc, or grizzled-deer, 72, note. 
Groenekloof, description of, 'l4. 
Guns, large calibre of t~ African ones, 345. 

H. 
Halle medicines, Ycry mach in fnour with the 

colonists, 89." 
Hmeta,n mountain, description of it and ifl par. · 

ticular fertility, 90-Amenity of the colonist, 
there, 93. 

Hardnes, of boot ac'luired by the Mrlcan 
horses, !7. 

Harm11ed Antelope, or .Anti/ope 1erlptt1, ck
scribed, HIS and note. 

Harprichord,, made by a man at tie Cape. 
To•o, 168. 

llartebeenfonl~rt, a very fertile spot for feeding. 
sheep aod cattle, 98. 

llas sagai, a Caffre weapon, US .. 
Helena St . Bay or, !II. · 
Herrenhuter1, or united brethren, all excelloot 
· society or thHJ, 151 · 

H~vportami, found in the Bcrg . riYer, 40-
Decree against their being killed, if>. 

Hoetje1.ba9, a part of Saldanha·bay, !'1. 
Holiday, an Englishman, desolate state of hi. 

farm from the inroads of the Catrres, 196. 
Hone9 Creckoo, or Indicator, account of, appen ... 

diz, 9, aote. 
Horned.make, the poi1on used by the Bosjes .. 

mans for their arrows, !J5. 
Hor,e, of the Cape-, varions kinds of them, t1 

-Hardness of hoof acquired by them, ii>.-:. 
Mode of refreshing the1a io- arid parts by 
letting them roll, 366. 

llollenlot,, estremety dextterous in driYing tlre
waggons, 14-A battalion of them raised by 

· Captain J.eSueur, 18-Ahordeofthem liYlnr 
in the colony as in their owo coaotry, CSO
Nnt du-, or purchased by the colonists, 
118, note-Their extreme address In tracing 
,-nimals, l 'l l-A philosopher Hottentot, !14 
-Anxiety of General Jaossens, and of tho 
Commissary -general, to render them justice, 
2'!0-lmpolicy of employing them against 
the coloni~ts, 3?4. 

Hot-'Pring, one in the Brand-nTiey, 148. 
Jlunting p<trtie, ot tlie culonists beyond the 

bonlers, objections to them, 07-Troubl~ 
1ome one• of tho Caff'rcs, 230. 
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I. 
Idiot,, three in one ramily, U. . 
Indicator, a bird so called, and why, appeod1s, 

9, note. 
Indigo, a plantation of, in Southern Africa,. ffO. 
Institution of the llcrrenhuters, or umted 

bret1iren at Bavianskloor, 151-That of' the 
missionary VauderKemp,near Algoa bay,105. 

],land# in Saldaoha-bay, 44. 
l~ia a11d lrt,, the bulbs eaten by the HoUen. 

tots, 83. 
J. 

Jaar,veld, Pan, of' Graafl'.Reynett, lmprisoued, 
and why, 375-Rescued by the disaffected 
colonists, {b. 

J lllula,o, a Cdre chief, his rebellion againat 
King Geika, t9!-An ambassador comea from 
him to General Jaussens at Algoa bay, 305 
-Reconciled with Geika, 181. 

Jon11en1, General J. W. appointed go,emor of 
the Cape of Good.Hope, 3-Resol vea to ,isit 
tho distant parts of the colony, 5-Hia recep. 
tlon by a number of colonists on his way to 

· meet the Caffre chiefs, 308-Endea,ours to 
restore order in Graaif.Reynett, 376. 

K. 
Inan', Ck/t, a 'fery remarkable mountain 

pa11, UK). 
Kai111an'1.ri'oer, erroneously so called,180, note. ••roo, the great desert so called, striking pros. 

pect from the mountain directly above it, lli 

ferent calculators, t80-Thelr memorlea "'1 
atrong, ib.-Not long li,ed, 281-Exteot of. 
the Koossaa tribe, t8i-Ri,era of' tile cou. 
try, t83-Climate, t84-Their gonromeat, 
t86-Admiui1tratioo of' justice, t88. 

Kraal, numbers of' them bclougiug to a Cann, 
107-Meauiug of'the word, ib. note. 

Kromme, or Crooked.ri,er, account of' it, tUI. 
Kuhnia rhinoceroti,, aplaut that dcnotea 1weet. 

6elds, 63, note. 

L. 
Lf.lllliiekle, a 1pecie1 of murrain among tlle cat

tle, 49-A cow afflicted with it, 148. 
Laub1cher Conrad, bis place at Uylekraal, 30-

His extraordinary dexterity in killing a bird 
with his whip, 31-Jacob Laubscher'• ram 
and patriarchal household, 47. 

Lead.veins near Van Stade's-ri,er, no. 
Leather, mode of preparing it for cordage, 7S-

great quantitlea tanned by the coloni1t1, 116. 
Legplaat,, why so called, 90. · 
Leguan, a very large species of Lizard, 180, ■ote. 
Lichen,, many found iu the muscle· ca,es, 180-

Tree■ extremely oTergrown with them, 188. 
Loeri, or Touraco, a beautiful bint, lOS and 

note • . 
Long-kloof. a remarkable pua among tlae••■-

taios, !08. 
Lou'III, the brothers, return from tlteir jOVDIJ 

to recei,e tho Commissary-general, 1L 

M. 
-Description of it, ltl. Macarlne!J, Lord, impolitic oath eoforoed 111 

Kloo, Stuurmann, leader of' a band of Hotten. him upon th,i colouists, 37i. 
tota,comea to meet GeneralJanssens at Algoa Malay Sla-oe, a remark.able instance of' one living 

_ l,ay, 303-The general ,isits him in his k.raal, to a very great age, 50-Another remarkable 
311-His assiduity in endeuouring to esta- instance of the kiud, 168. 

_ blish peace with tho Calfres, 315-Killcd by Mandarine .A11ple, a ,ery ine 1pecies of sweet 
the bur,ting of his gun, :ms. orange, 57 and note. 

Ilaveraalle9, the place of Van-Reencn, !14. ltlatjesgoed, a sort of rush of which mats are 
Kirri, a Caft're weapon, tl8. made, 87, note 
Kni-oe,, manllf'actory of them among the united Meinier, the landllrost ofGraaff.Reynett,4epos. 

brethren, 155. ed, 371-Restored by Lord Macartney, 373-
Komb•rK, a mountain, why so called, 111- Again su11erscded, 876-Soliciu Geib to pat 

Remarkable l'icw f'rem it, ib. Buys aud Rensberg to death, 3'17. 
Koomu or Kau,sa,, a particular tribe of the /llimo,a,, deformed by insects, :SU. 

Calfres described, !51-Tbcir diseases, ib- jJirage, the, seen by the traselling party, 160 
Their proneness to aapustiti.ao. ~l _ :Ednca. _ _ __ and doao.tbcd, tl>. 
tion of their children, t60-Courtship and Ali1sionarie1, mischief done by thea i• Roode. 
marriagu, 161-lnfidelity in marriage, t64- zand, 1-13-More ou the same subject, 140. 
T1ieir respect for their parents and for old Moed.verlooren, a desolate ,alley, St. 
people, !65-Their buts, t67-Training their ltf ountain1,southern chain of, their adnatagea l N 
cattle, iGS-Modes of hunting, 260-Culti. 1'lount<1in Pa11, a ,ery fine one at tile eatrMct 
ntion of millet, 271-Their lwspitality, i7t of the Bok.kc,eld, 1'17-Anotller .ery te-
-Their dreascs, ib.-Their weapons, !75- markable oue called tlle Kaimaa•1 Cleft, UK>. 
Their hatnd to the Boajesmans, '176-Tbeir Mora-.Jia11s, or united breth,-, a aecict7 er 
w&rs, '177-Thcir works of' art, t79-ludi(. them, 151. 
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Mo11elba9, description ot it, 177. 
Mu,cle caoe, the, at Mossel bay ,account of it, 178. 
Mu,eur,c at Paris, a curious antelope sent to it 

by General Janssens, 3l7. 
Mu,ic performed by sla•es among the colonists, 

28-A performance of it among the Hotten. 
tot Christians, 153. 

Muncal instrument, a remarkable one at the 
habitation of a Hottentot, 94. 

Murder, a horrible one of a coloaist'a family, 
by his sla•es and Hottentots, 100. 

Murderer•, hole, a place so called by the colo. 
nists, and why, !07. 

Murray, an Enslishman, trade carried on by 
him, 18'1. 

N. 
NacalJttneh, an en•oy from the rebel Caffrc chief, 

Conga, comes to mt.-et Gt'neral Janssens at 
Algoa bay, 306-His astonishment at bearing a 
cannon fired, 308. 

Na,naaqiuu, a man of that tribe, 70--A Namaa. 
qua partridge, 87. 

Name,, the same giTeo to many diff'c:rent places 
io the colony;and why, 76, note-Names ot 
places in Southern Africa, changed by the 
Dutch in planting the colony, 181, 

NardOt1fll, a high mountain, 77. 
Nece11arie1 for tra.elling in Southern Afrka 

enumerated, 11. 
Nei1na-Lake, erroneous idea ot Mr. Barrow 

concerning it, 198. 

o. 
OrKan, one built in the colony, HUI. 
Oribi. or pygmy antelope, U 9. 
O,triche,, large number of them together, 110. 
Ollleniqualand, one of the most fertile spots in 

the colony, 184. 
Ozen, numben requisite for drawing the wag. 

gon11 in Southern Africa, 13-Tbeir dreadful 
exertion, in ascending mountains, 64 and 191. 

P. 
P.,-adue, probably the original name or the 

ullcy of Zwellendam, 164. 
Pl!fticion, accoaat of one settled at Zwelleo. 

dam, 181-Anotherat Graaff.Reynett, 379. 
Pike11ienAkwoJ, a mountain •ery di5 .. ll ot U• 

ceot, M. 
l'iltetMrK, remarkable natural columns on its 

eummit, 55. 
Pi.aniand Delport, two turbulent colooists,371 
Pi,h, hoaaee built in that way, 17'1, 
Place, the meaning of the word as used in 

Southern Africa, 18, nete. 
Pla,u for the improYeD1ent ot Saldaaba•bay 

analyeed, 40. 

Plettenberg's.fJay, description of it, !OJ. 
Pof-Adder, a remarkable kind of serpent, 35. 
Poilon of the horned.snake used by the Bosjes. 

mans for their arrows, 95. 
Poles, desertion of several from the Dutch army 

and their strange mistake about the situatio~ 
of their country, 2'l l, 

Polypheme, a colonist likened to him, 137. 
Population, an inatance of its great increue, 

I 13-Anotber, 147-Anothcr, 172. 
Po'Dert11 of the houses io the Lower.RoggeTeld, 

105. 
Prammeberg, er Breast.mountain, why 10 

called, 92. 
Precocity of European products ha Southern 

Africa, 60. 
Prince, a colonist, the manner in which he wu 

killed by an elephant, 'l'l6. 
Prinsloo, a Hottentot, his actiTity in reco•erin1 

property stolen from his master by the Calf res, 
331. 

Prussian Soldier, an old one named Winnekes, 
his hard fate, 'l 13-Another Prussian solcller, 
by name Werner, 366. 

Q. 
Queen lllother of the Koossaa' tribe, her 1reat 

influence in the country, 190 - Proof ef 
judgment shown by her, 297. 

R. 
Rm,ine, a remarkable one in the country about 

the Berg-•alley, 71-Another nry e1traor
dinary one, called the Kaiman's Cleft, un. 

Reefs, very dangerous ones below the sea on the 
Southern coast of Africa, 20!. 

Rhinoceros, the horn of, belie..ed an antidote to 
poison, 86-Mischief done by these animal• 
to tra•ellers, 851-Maooer of hunting them, 
355. 

Rice, a plantation or, in Soutltem Africa, 60. 
Rietoalleu, near the Cape. Town, Hottentot 

battalion there, IS-Another place so called, 
belonging to Mr. Jacob Laubscher, 48. 

Roggevel,I, middle, great want of tree■ there, 
105- Po•erty of the houses ib. - Little 
Roggneld, a terrace abo,e the karroo, I I 4. 

Roodezand, remarkable descent of the mountain , 
into tho -nor, US - Distdct ancl .Ul111e 
described, 141. 

s. 
Saldanha.1Ja9, arrinl ot the author and 1111 
. party therf', 33-Deac:ription or the bay, 36-

Plans for ita improTeOlent analysed, 40. 
Salt.lake, one near the western coast ot tlae 

colony, 77-a more remarkable one on tlte 
southern toast, 335. 
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St'tlt.pnm in tlte Gtbene\1oof, !5. 
Salt.pclrc, quantity of \I: in thf' ~round, 67. 
~·umbeh, a Caffrc chief, rebels again5t his 

nephew and kinl!, 'l!J't. 
Scholz, a colonist compared to Polyphcme, 137. 
Scl&urjedebel"ge, a n•markable mountain, so 

called, 13'!-Ml•aning of the word, ib. note 
Scor11ions, black one1 particularly •enemous, 

80-Grcat umnber of scorpions among some 
ruins, 349. 

Shaddock, to be found in Sou thorn Africa, 69. 
ShaJJe11 Isla11d in Saldanha.bay, 44 
Shield, a Catfre one described, '118, 
Silr,cr.river, ,vhy so callect, 193 •. 
Sluber, Joh11, Lo Vaillant's friend, '19-His 

aged mother, 30. 
Slate, houses in the Ro~gcv:-ld built of it, 106. 
Slave, a remarkably old Malay, 50-Aoother, 

168. 
Snake, 1 ts pursuit of a mouse and fascination of 

it, 220 - A curious lemon coloured one 
caught, 3~3. 

Soldier, an old PruHian one at Salctanha.bay, 45 
Sour-fields, why so called, 63, and note. 
South.wind, its deleterious effects, 349. 
Spandau.mountain, description of it, and why so 

named, 366. ' 
Spanish ,keep Introduced into tho colony, 84. 
Spoon.brush, used by the Caffres, Appendix, 

121 note. -
Springbok, or mounfain deer, described, 3-10-

A perfectly wliitc one taken 'by General Jans· 
sens, and sent to fhe Museum at Paris, 317. 

Spurling snake, or spugslang, curious account 
of, 95. 

Su:cct-jicld,, why so called, 631 and note, 

T. 
Table.bay, seen at a great distance, 52. 
Tea, •ery much drank by the colonists, 106. 
Teefontein, the estate of .Mr. John Van Reenen, 

Sl, 
Ter111e1 fatale, or white.ants, curious account 

of them, 6j, and note 
TMrron, a colonbt, his kindness to the truellera 

when they bad lost their way, 81, 
'l'Aigh-ttn1gue1, a dainty in the coloay, described, 

"11. . 
'J.'lk,ly, a Caff're chief, comes to •lstt General 
· Janssens, :no--Makes a second visit, 315. 
Thunberg, the traveller, grateful recollection of 

him by a colonist, 86, 
Tl&under.1torn,, a nry remarkable one, '12j, 
Torrent, of rain, instance of destruction occa

sioned by them, 344. 

Traveller,, the, lose their 'W3Y by night, 78-
Kindness shewn by a colo1rist on the occasion 
81-Fatigoiog route the next day, Si-The; 
lose their way by night a second time, 174-
Uncomfortable night apent by them in a llal(. 
ruined farm, 'l'l7. 

Trnrelling, different in Africa from other 
countries, 7. 

Tree.snake, one caught by the partv, 160. 
TribCG, dilferent Caffre ones enumerated, !97. 
7'wc11lg-f 011r.river1, fertile uistrict of, 58. 

V. 
Vancler Kemp, the missionary, his io1tit11tion 

near Algoa bay, 235-Extraordinary aceo11ot 
of him, ib.-W retched state of the ilutit11tion 
238. ' 

Vander Merwe, a. remarkably tall family c( 
that name, 150. 

Van Reenw, his place at the Klaverva11ey, !4-
Mr. Jacob Van Recnen's Travels ioto Cai"ra. 
ria, 'l5-A.tteotioo of the brothers Van 
Rcenen to agriculture, ib.-A fine 1t11d of 
horses at bis place, 26 - Mr. J ohA Van 
Rcenen's estate at the Teefooteio, 31-
Anothcr remarkable stud belonging to tlie 
same person, 1H-Daniel Van Reeaen's i111 
breed of horses, 165. 

Van Stade', ri'rer, and lead minea near it, 2ill, 
Verklaarings, papers of impeachment against 

each other kept by the colonists, 378, 
Vultures, the tra-rellers often followed by tlaem, 

130. u. 
Uitenhage, the family name of tlae Commissary. 

general, a new district to be called by it, 134. 
Unicorn, improbability ofitsellistence, UJ7. 
United Brethren, Society of them, 161, 
U_ylekraal, the house of Conrad Laubscher, ,0 

w. 
, 

Waggon, used for tra,ellin~ in Sonthem Africa 
described, U-Manner of floating them 01'er 
the deep rivers, 54-Curious mode of getting 
them through the Kaiman's Cleft, UH. 

Water-fall, one described and recemmeaded to 
the attention of travellers, 144. 

Werner, an oltl Silesia.a7 his garden at Graatr. 
Reynett, 3ltO. 

White .Ants, estraordinary account of them, tn .. 
Witsemberg, • remarkable mountain, 131. 

z. 
Zoetemelk, fertile valley or, 151, 
Zwellettda"', description of1 16!. 

THE END. 
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ADVERTISEMENT. 

THE volume here presented to the public concludes the Travels 

of PROFESSOR LICHTENSTEIN. A Supplement, consisting of a civil 

and political History of the Colony, from its first establishment, 

the natural History of the Country, and a Geographical Description 

of it, will complete the Author's original plan. 

In the first volume an apology was made for its not being accom• 

panied by a map. This was done under the supposition that one 
had appeared in Germany, but through some omission was not sent 

with the copy of the German work, which the publisher received. 
We are now informed, that though it. was intended by the Author 

that a map should have accompanied the first volume, it was not 

completed when that was given to the world, and only appeared in 

Germ~ny wi~h the , sec~nd volume, conse9uently it could not be 
presented sooner with the English translation . A second map, 

elucidating the Author's journey into the Beetjuan country, the last 

part of bis travels, will accompany the Supplement. 
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EXPLANATION Ol" THE IIAP. 

IN casting the eye over this map, it will immediately be seen that it differs very ma
eriallyfrom that given by Mr. Barrow with his work, as well as from Mr. Arrowsmith's, 
though the latter, with respect to the line of the coast, is an improvement upon 

he former. The incorrectness of Mr. Barrow's, notwithstanding that it is infinitely to 
preferred to all the older maps, must be · so obvious to every traveller in the country, 
t it was impossible the liberal spirit of the Dutch governor should not be anxious 
procure a more complete and correct map of the country. Under his patronage 

. erefore the materials already in existence were first attentively revised, with a view 
correcting the errors they contained; and in the second place, the southern coast was 

fully examined by some very intelligent and experienced sea-officers, in several 
oyages which they made from Table Bay to Algoa. Bay. The results of these ~ 

rches were then thrown together on a '/Very large scale, and laid the foundation of the 
t map'. The journey taken by the Governor himself, in which he, as well as his 

e-de-camp, Captain Paravicini di Capelli, directed their attention extremely to correct• 
what was erroneous in Mr. Barrow's map, furnished a stock of materials, which bu 

tributed essentially towards accomplishing the object in view, while the obsenations 
·ch I made in my different journeys have still farther promoted it. Neither in the 

ey of General Janssens, however, nor in my first with the commissary De Mist; were 
astronomical observations taken to ascertain the precise situation of different places; 
was only done in my third journey, when I was favoured by the govemmeht with 
· excellent it111t.ruments for this purpoee, by means of which the situ.:tions have been 
· ·ned with a precisi~n wbich renders the map, as far as my journeys are concerned, 
· the veracity of which a safe reliance may be placed. 
a map where, like . the present, a large tract of country of several thousand square 
is included within a very small space, great accuracy in the very minute details 

ot reasonably be expected. With the greater justice, however, if this be allowed, 
the utmost accuracy be required as to the outline and form of the country, as to 
princ,ipal chains of mountains, and their respective connexions with each other; 

rather, since it should seem that the causes of many peculiarities in the climate of 
them Africa, of many properties in the soil, nay, the forms of the mountains. 
selves, are to be sought for in the directions of these chai~s, and in their relative 
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xii EXPLAIUTIOM OP THB IIAP. 

connexions. The complete developement of these particulars is reserved for that part 
of my work which will treat of the geography and natural history of the country. I 
shall here only throw together such remarks as are necessary for a general explanation 
of the map. 

Two great chains of hills run parallel with the western c068t, having between them 
aitd the coast a sandy plain from five to ten miles in breadth. From the eastemmo'>t 
of these two chains branch off three others, running in a direction parallel with the 
equator, between which are the like number of terraces, including altogether a space 
of between two and three degrees of latitude. The two southenunost of these chains 
are united at several points with the western, and form the vast ridges which, wider the 
name of ihe Black Mountains, run like a steep wall from west to east, broken only at inter
vals by the streams which flow through them from the Karroo. The two principal of these 
ridges terminate at Kromme River's Bay, and at Algoa Bay; smaller branches from 
them run down to Mossel Bay, and Plettenberg's Bay . 'fhe level country between 
the BOuthem ridge and the coast constantly decrease& in breadth from the spot where 
this ridge branches off from the western mountains, till it is lost at Kromme River's 
Bay. Towards the north, several long and spacious valleys run between the ridges of 
the Black Mountains, the principal of which are Kochman's kloof, Kango, the valley 
of the Elephant's river, and Long kloof. It is only at a few points, and even at these 
not without some danger and difficulty, that the Black Mountains can be crossed to the 
terrace north of them, and which is some thousand feet higher than the other two 
terraces, the mention of which occurs so often in these volumes under the name of the 
Great ~oo. This plain, or terrace, occupies the whole of that very large space 
lying between tile Black Mountains and the third great branch from the western hills, 
called the Nieuweveld's Mountains. These latter again unite themselves after running 
for a long extent from west to east, with another chain of mountains ruMing from 
north to souih, forming at their junction that remarkable knot of hills the Snow Moun
tairu,. The Nieuweveld Mountains are called by Mr. Barrow the highest in Southern 
Anica. They are, however, only the highest laid down in his map · and in mine. 
Further north, running in the same direction from west to east, lie the Karree Mountains, 
the situation of which will be shewn in a second map destined for this work, accompa• 
11ying the more ample geographical description of the country. 

A,. to what concerns the neighbourhood of the Cape Town, all is here given a& 

distinctly ae the small scale of the map would permit. It is my purpose with the Jast 
pa.rt of my work to give a map of the Peninsula of the Cape upon a tolerably large 
wale. I must with confidence lay claim to greater correctness than Mr. Barrow, yet 
the mtuation of Saldanha Bay is still not absolutely certain. In Mr. Barrow's map it 
ii undoubtedly placed some minutes too much to the south ; in my original map of 
the Cape it was on the contrary too much to the north, which I must impute to a 
mistake in the engrave~. I have therefore taken the arithmetical medium between fo.ur 
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EXPLANATION 011 T,ff.£ MAP. xiii 

situations given, each differing essentially from the other, and placed . the bay accom
ingly, so that the distance from the Cape Town and from Tulbagh agree with- it very 
accurately. 

If farther, I can speak with confidence of having given the country from the mountains 
of Hottentot's-Holland, Stellenbosch, and Paarl, to the sources of the Elephant's 
River with the utmost correctness, I will not pretend to say the same with respect to the 
parts beyond. The course of the Elephant's River, indeed, ·with ou·r route through 
that district, is corrected as much as possible, but there lies to the west ofit, near the 
coast, a considerable tract .of land, which I have been obliged· to take chiefly from 
Mr. Barrow's map, and for the correctness of which I cannot therefore be mysel. 
answerable. The case is the same from the hills eastward of the Elephant's River• to 
the Lower Bokkeveld, which I never travelled through, and have only given front 
the best information I could obtain. The country about the Khamies Mountains, 
and the Koper Mountains, is still in great measure unknown land, and, with the parts 
north of them, must be more accurately examined before any thing determinate can 
be stated with regard to them. The country westward from Cape Agulhas to the 
Roggevelds, particularly about Tulbagh and the Hex River, is another district on 
which I can rely with confidence that it is very correctly given. I travelled through it 
three times, and for the most part ascertained the situations of the places from astrono
mical observations made on the spot. The Karroo and the countries bordering it I 
c:an also answer are here given with particular care. The country on the coast, south 
of the Black Mountains, is the pan of the colony by far the most visited, and little 
remains therefore to be corrected and improved with respect to this part, unless by 
giving particular and enlarged maps of the different districts. Excepting some errors in 
.the situation of the ba.ys, Mr. Barrow's map may here be of much use. , Much more 
cerrection is still requisite as to the borders of the Caffre country: all the merit I can 
here take t~ myself is, that my map is not so replete with errors as Mr. Barrow's; I am 
far however. from saying that there is no room for improvement in mine. The situation 
of the mountains and rivers is only here corrected as far as concerns their relative 
distances from each other, and their courses; this may particularly be said of the 
course of the Great Fish-river from Agterbruintjeshoogte and Zwagershoek. The 
situation of Gmaff-Reynett is ascertained &om an astronomical observation by an 
English .engineer, and the situation and form of the Snow Mountains, as well as of the 
country north of them, is laid down with no small care and trouble, from comparing 
the best t10urces of information that could be procured. The naked and barren 
Nieuweveld's Mountains were never visited by me, nor can I say any thing concerning 

• It mast be oble"ed that I ■pe:ik here ef the Elephant'■ RiYer oa the wrstern side of the colony, not of that 
ri•er oftbe ■ a.me aame to the soutla, wbicb ram betwee■ the two ridges of the Black llo11DtaiD1, 
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EXPLANATION NP THE IUP. 

the interior of them. I can only say that the representation of them in the map ia 
correct as far as concerns their southern face, bordering on the Karroo. The ·depths 
of the water from the Agulhas bank along the rest of the coast are given from Mr. Arrow• 
amith's map, which may be considered in this respect as very good authority. 

• 

ERRATA. 

Page 16, line ti, for tliou1Ti read 10 tliat . 
54 - 18, for it, read Tie, 

·101' - for Cliap. 31', read Chap 36. 
12'i! - for Chap. 40, read Chap. S7. 
124 - 29, for relro1ade, read relro1rale . 
121 - 2, between ha and 11en, add an u. 
161 - 10, for 1ehurfeder1e, read 1churfetleber11 
192 - al tbe bot101D add matle. 
197 - 26, for acceurag, r.-ad accessory. 
229 - 13, bet,.·een and and a,era, add ' a,e. 
252 - 2, for 1rgttu1 read Kryllu,. 
26i - 18, after a,asA add a C:OllllRll, 

H. LICHTENSTEIN. 
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TRAVELS 

IN 

SOUTHERN AFRICA. 

PART IV. 

JOURNEY FROM GRAAFF REYNE'fT THROUGH THE KARROO TO TU& 
CAPE TOWN. 

CHAP. XXVII. 

Departure from Graaff Rrynett.-S"lutation1 of the Commissary-General upon thir 
Occa.,ion.-The Snow Mountains.-Dcscriplion of the Counlry.-RemarkJ upon 
the Inhabitants, and on the .Account gi'Den of them by Jt,fr. Barruw. 

AFTER a week's stay at Graaff Reynett, the preparations for continuing 
our journey being concluded, we left the Drosty early in the morning on the 
thirt~enth of December. Although the Commissary-General had desired that 
the customary expenditure of powder in honorary salutations might be 
waved, yet the people could not be prevailed on to depart from their usual 
practice. The three two-pounders were fired, while a salutation of mus-

. ketry from all the neighbouring houses intimated to the departing travellers 
the good wishes of the inhabitants for a safe and prosperous journey. The 

. Field-Commandant Gerotz, with the Counsellor of State, accompanied , the 
Commissary-General for a short distance; and a number of the inhabitants 
of the town, as well as of the neighbourhood, followed him, os a mani
festation, after theit fashion, of their gratitude and attachment to him. To 
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those who recollected how little of this kind of respect these people we~ 

iu general accustomed to evince towards any govt:rnment, the sentiment~ 

thus manifc>sted could not be regarded othe_rwise than with the greatest 
pleasure, an<l haikd as a prosperous omen. The number of our company 

was from this place considerably diminished, since the young men who 

accompanied us in the former part of the jour11C'y C)Uittcci their service e\·en 

at Druintjeshoogte, and the 'Waldeck Jagers dt•partcci at Graaff Heynett to 

return to Algoa Bay. Captain Alberti, however, who had occasion to take 

a journey to the Cape Town, accompanied us the remainder of the way, to

our no small satisfaction. 
We directed our course at first northwards towards the Snow Mountains, 

that by means of this little circuit we might obtain a more accurate know

ledge of that country. At the commencement of our route we followed the 

t·ourse of the Zondag's River, bnt soon quitt~<l it, and, ascending by degrees, 

arrived in a few hours upon the first terrace of the hills which form the 

district of the outer Suow Mountains. 

The whole range of hills which is included under this name forms a large 
group_. at which the two great parallel chains from tl:e west, w·ith another 

not less extensive chain from the north-ea .st, and a s .naller from the south, 

are all united. The name in itself indicatC's a pretty considerable hei(!'ht, 

an<l, io fact, the highest point, called the Compass Hill, is, according to the 

calculations of Colonel Gordon, about three hundred feet higher than the 

summit of the Komberg; consequently, six thousand five hundred feet aLove 

the level of the sea. This hill is distinguished more particularly ·from all 

others in Southt:rn Africa, by being less insulated; that is to say, it is sur

rounded every way by hills of a constantly ,lecreasiug elevation, till they 

are lost at leu;th iu the plain. On all sides, the slopes arc gradual from the 

summit, so that the traveller may be coustantly ascending for several days 
together, by tolernl>ly commodious paths, without encountering any dan

gt'rou1 steeps, any deep chasms, or rugged precipi ·ces. The heights are all 
rounded like domes; the valleys aFe spacious and open; even considerable 

plain-3 stretch in some places between one ascent and the next. The aspect 

of the whole mountain is rather naked and uniform, _than wild a-nd majestic~ 

from the gentleness of the acclivity, and _ the level nat11re of the valleys, 

the water does not rush down in torrents,. or form deep channels, · but rather 
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•inks into the earth. To this circumstance the fertility of these mount~ins 
is to be principally ascribed. Not being intersected, like most of the other 
mountains, with deep wooded chasms, but presenting in many parts low 
marshy hollows, in these the horned cattle find excellent pasture; while 
the ri.dges and heights being scattered over with small aromatic plants, ·like 
those which are found in the Roggeveld, particularly the cotula globifera, by 
these the sheep are furnished with abundance of the most salutary nourishment. 
The climate in the higher parts is col<l in winter, and deep snows fall. 
whicb continue to lie upon the ground for many weeks together. Not
withstanding this, the, greater part of the country remains habitable :-the 
inhabitants of the few places that are not so, descend into some of the lower 
parts, where they have a legplaats, or winter habitation, for the 1.hort time 
that they are obliged to quit their more elevated situation. In tl1is respect, 
the Snow Mountains have a very decided preference over the Roggevcld ;....:... 
the weather, besirles, in winter, though cold, is clear and bright, whcrt·a• 
in the Roggeveld there are often thick fog~, which are very injurious to the 
cattle. Whence this difference arises will be easily seen by those who pay 
attention to what has been said of the different forms of these hills, the 
former consisting of rounded domes~ the latter of rugged flats. 

Three considerable rivers have their sources in the Snow Mountains, which 
are constantly supplied with water the whole year round from the melted 
snows and the rain water. Towards the south flows the Zundag's River: 

· towards the east several s1riall streams, which at last unite to form the great 
l<'ish River; and at the foot of the mountains, on the north side, rises the · 
Sea-Cow River: this flows after a · while into the Orange River; and th~ 
latter, subsequent to this union, contiuues its course for more than a huudrc<l 
miles, when it falls into the sea on the western coast. Both the other rivers 
tun in a southerly direction :-a description of them, near the mouth of eacb, 
has been given in a former part of this work. 

The uppermost stratum of the Snow Mountains consists of a large grained 
j,andstone, intermingled at intervals with quartz. Lower down, tlwy com,ist 
of a schist, varying in different parts exceedingly ·both in thickness and 
colour ;-granite is no where to be found. The . soil is throughout a stiff 
argile, which, as well as the sandstone, is in many parts extrcmc>ly oxydatnl. 
Almost every where the ground is strewed over with loose stones, whicu 
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contribute essentially towards keeping it cool in summer, and assisrno less 
in promoting the \'c>gctation of the plants. 

The advantages and disadvantages of this country almost point them!'<elns 
out, from what is said abo,·e. There is no want of spring", and the country 

. . 
is therefore tolerably populous: it is very favourable to thohreC'ding of cattlf', 
anJ most of the iuhabitants are in easy circumstances. There is very 
little land wholly usdess, as in the plains of Camdeboo and Bruintjeshoogte, 
therefore, erery one confines himself readily within his-own allotted boundary, 
consequently is less in danger of being engaged in disputes with his neigh
bour •. On the other hand, one of the disadvantages is, that, though the 
springs continue to flow the whole year through, they do not yield a great 
abundance of water, conseqlH'ntly the fields cannot in many parts be watered 
sufficiently for agricultural purposes. \\"here there is a supply of water. 
very good corn is grown, particularly wheat. Dut little fruit can be pro
cured, partly from the want of W<ltt'r, partly from the nature of the soil. 
Not a tree grows on these hills; and Mr. llarrow's remark, that there are 
pc-ople here who llf'Vt'r saw a wood, or en•n a copse, in their live~, is per
fo'ctly just and correct. In those plac<'s only, where the rivers begin to flow 
into the plai11!'I, are they shaded with mim~sas and other little trees. In the 
higher p:ut~, the beds of the rivers are often broad, and composed of au 
argillaceons sch ist; the stones in many places form a sort of steps, down 
\Vhich, during the rainy season, cascades rusl1 from step to step io a ,·ery 
picturesque man11er. In the ·summer time, ,, hen the streams cease to flow, 
the greater part of the springs are seen rising from the interstices of these 

I 

stq>s. 
The want of_ wood is hC're so great, that no supply can he had even for 

fuel, and the people are obliged to burn the dung of their cattle dried. The 
Llcak wind which blows in winter is particularly adverse · to the cultivation 
of nut or fruit trees; even the oak will not thrive. A still greater evil than 
any yet enumerated is the swarms of locusts which often overspread the 
co1111try, devouring not only the corn but the pastures, so that not a leat~ 
uot a morsel of green of any kind, is to be seen as far as the eye can reach. 
(.,,ime abounds, but for that very reason there are also a great many · lions 
and leopards, which often do _terrible mischief among the flocks and herds. 
But of all the enemies which the country has. to dread, the Hosjesmans are 
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the most formidable, The smallest loss that can he expected from their 
maraudings must be estimated at five out of every hundred of the sheep and 

. ox•·n annually. The inhabitants of the outer Snow Mountains are · more 
particularly, exposed to their incursions; and many a farmer has on a single 
occasion suff'ered such. heavy losses, as to throw him several years behind 
hand in his circumstances. 

The breeding of sheep is the most important occupation of the colonists 
in these parts. The sheep of this country, and of the Roggeveld, are thr most 
weighty of any in the colony, and their flesh is reckoned the best fl,1\·oured. 
Some farmers have flocks to the amount of six or seven thousand, and few 
have less than · three thousand. From the calculations already given, an · 
estimate may easily be made of 'the great profits to be derh 1ed from such a 
stock. Lately, through the inten·ention of the ,commission for• promoting 
the improvement of agriculture and the breeding of cattle, Spanish rams 
have been introduced, which have improved the breed so much, that many 
farmers have now t'XcelleRt wool to bring to market. 'When the adv.lntages 
to be derived from these improvements in the breed shall he more extensively • 
known and allowed, so that it shall become a matter of general adoption, it 
will easily be seen what a ,·ast source of profit must be opened to· the colonists 
of these pa~ts. 

The cattle are an ohject of scarcely less profit to these people. The cows 
give richer milk than els~where. and in greater abundance; the butter made 
here is carried in great quantities to the Cape Town, where it is always 
eagerly bought up. Mr. Barrow reckons that a herd of fifty cows will pro
duce at least a hundred pounds of butter in a week. I have been assured, 
bowe\·er, that such a produce is only to be expected at the best time of the 
year, and u·nder particularly favourable circumstances. The horses in this 
country are extre~ely subject to the prevailing murrain ; none are there
fore bred here ; they are bought in· from other parts •. 

The inhabitants of the Snow Mountains are a vigorous and cheerful race. 
The healthy coldness of the climate, affluence of circumstances, their fre
quent journeys to the Cape Town, and their exertions in the chace, have a 
decided influence upon them, as well as upon · the inhabitants of the district 
of Bantam. It must not, however, be supposed that there is the very 
striking difference between them and all the other colonists that Mr. Barrow 
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represents: they share all the vfrtues ond all the failings of their fellow
couotrymen, only that they are, generally speaking, less indolent, and more 
peaceable than the rest. But among lhem also are individuals who are f!Uilty 
of very great misbehaviour towards those who are under them, and towards 
the Bosjesmans-who even participated, and that with no light or sparing 
hand, in the fatal distu~bances from which Graaff Reynett suffered so severely. 
The humour which the traveller himself happens to be in at the moment, as 
I can answer from my own experience, has often a great influence in the 
estimate he forms of those with whom he associates. In this country the 
people are seldom to be known but in their domestic capacity. The traveller 
enters with them immediately into the relationship of host and guest, and 
the more or less friendly reception he experiences, must unavoida~ly, un
known almost to himself, give a bias to his judgment. Not much accus
tomed to the visits of persons of distinction, the colonist is easily embar• 
rassed,-he endeavours to conceal his embarrassment, under various ill
chosen deviations from his ordinary manner, or, to give himself an air of 
consequence in the eyes of the stranger, assumes the lordly manner which 
he exercises towards his slaves and Hottentots, and so presents himself 
under a much worse aspect than really belongs to him. On the _contrary, 
should it happen that the traveller and bis host meet in a favourable humour, 
the one enters with confidence, the other receives with hospitality; a pleasant 
conversation immediately commences; each is open and frank towards the 
other; and the whole visit goes off to the satisfaction of both parties. Thus 
the stranger forms his general judgment of the people of the country, ac
cording to the good or ill-humour in which he has happened to 6n<l tbP. few 
families he has had _an opportunity of seeing,-accor<liog to 'the auspi<'ious 
or inauspicious circumstances under which he has visited them. Mr. Barrow, 
in his journey through the Snow Mountains, had the good fortune to be 
entertained by some of tl1c most worthy and respectable people of the colony 
-the excellent Gerotz, the honest Van der Walt, Louis Van Wyk, Cobus 
Van Heerden, and others; and if he formed his opinion of the rest by these 
specimens, that opinion could not but be tavourahle. Equally respectable 
people are, however, to be ti,und in every part of the colony; and Mr. Bar
row, had he travelled under more propitious circumstances, \Yould have mc .t 

with them every wh~re. 
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That my readers may know the dark as well as the bright side of the 
question, and ·may see how easily single experiments may lead to partial and 
prejudiced judgments, I cannot resist transcribing a pai-sage from the journal 
of a friend of mine, which will place the inhabitants of the Snow Mountains 
under a very different point of view. This gentleman, an officer of rauk, 
was travelling through the country upon government business in the winter 
season, when he came in the evening of a cold rainy day in July to a farm, 
whither he had sent to announce his intended visit, and where he conse
quently hoped to find things prepared in some order for his receptian. To 
his great astonishment, however, the owner of the bouse was absent, he 
having gone that very day to his legplaats, as if purposely to avoid scein~ 
and receiving his guest. The officer waited a long time before any one made 
his appearance from the house: at length a slave came forth, from whom, 
however, he could learn nothing, for the unfortunate creature was deaf and 
dumb. After awhile, he dismounted from his horse, and went into the house, 
half starved with cold. An old German innlid soldier, who served the 
farmer in the capacity of overseer of bis slaves, who was lame with the gout, 
and crying out with pain, now crept from a corner: to him the officer ad
dressed himself, begging some assistance in unsaddling the horses, and 
bringing in the effects. An old slave, with grey hair, immediately went out 
with the officer upon this business, the invalid calling after the latter to bid 
him beware of the slave, for he was a worthless wretch, and would steal 
whatever he could lay his hands on. Besides this grey.haired slave, and, 
the deaf and dumb one, there was a third (whq was also deaf, and had bul 
ene eye), with a fourth, who had only been there a few weeks, having been 
recently purchased at the Cape Town, who did not understand a word of 
Dutch, and was 110 less ignorant of every thing relating to the business io 
which he was to be employed: to complete the party, a little Bosjesman 
girl, who had wrapped herself up in a· sheepskin, was crouching in a corner 
with the flock. With some difficulty a few chips of wood were collected 
together to make a fire, but they were unfortunately wet with the rain, and 
sent forth the most horrible exhalations. Though this was the house of one 
of t~e most substantial men in the country, not a candle was to be procured~ 
and the guests were obliged to content themselves with the little light 
afforded by this smoaky fire. The host's b~dcbamber was locked up, awl 
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the whole company, consisting of some officers, a small escort of dragoons, 
and several I-Iottentots, were obliged to pass the, night without beds, nest
ling together .round the fire. To complete their misfortunes, it happened to 
these good travellers, as sometimes happened to us in wet and bad weather, 
that on account of the roads being very slippery, the waggona could not keep 
pace with them, but were left much in the rear ;~the company were obliged 
therefore not only to remain in this dirty, smoaky place, but lo remain 
there·destitute of every kind of accommodation, even of food. The ever
complaining invalid, ho~ever, gave them an invita~ion to make use of the 
sheep which was hanging skinned near the flock, saying that it was killed . 
for the travellers. For want of auy thing better, the party were obliged to 
accept of this invitation, and one of the European servants cut out some 
pieces, _ which were cooked, though in a.very indifferent manner, since the 
house was wholly destitute of kitchen utensils: the meat was besides so 
Jean, and so exceedingly ill-flavoured, that very little of it was eaten. To 
shorten in some measure this tedious night, the company entered into con
versation with the little Bosjesman girl, as the only amusement attainable. 
She . was not at ell bashful, and answered with great na'ivete in broken 

. Dutch, mixed with the Hottentot and Malay languages . She represented 
herself as very u.nhappy. and ·said she had once run away, and returned to 
her patents, but the B11as had sent after her, ~nd brought her back. The 
people reminded her, she. sai-d, that she was much better off amoug the 
Christians than in ht::r own kraal; but this she roundly denied, l!)aking 
many complaints of the treatment she experienced. The conversation was 
then turned to the Jean sheep, on which the company had been just regaling 
themselves, wheu the girl very innocently related, that two had died of dis
ease, and this was at the point of death when it was killed. The discovery 
was not very agreeable, and put the party so much the more out of humour, 
as they found from the lists given in to them upon their journey, that this 
farmer was the owner of flocks to the amount of seven thousand four bun~ 
dred head~ My infirm old countryman made many apologies upon the 
subject, saying that his master was indeed over and above stingy; the 
situation of the slaves, therefore,· was truly lamentable, for he only brought .-
1uch from the Cape Town as were to be purchased at a very cheap rate. 
As for him that hid but one eye, that was indeed a mere acc;ident, and 
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happen~d from bis master having by mistake hit him · one day somewhat . 
too hard. It will eRsily be imagined that the company quitted this inhos
pitable retreat the· moment that the waggons arrived. 

It is scarcely necessary to observe how much to blame the traveller would 
be, even though he should by chance meet with a similar instance of inhospi
tality among the Snow Mountains, were he to consider the eu)ogium lavished 
upon them by Mr. Barrow as entirely u·nfounded; and yet this is a failing 
into which that gentleman himself has very frequently fallen. I have ven
tured above to hazard an opinion, that the case would have been different 
had he travelJed under more favourable circumstances, but nothing could' 
have been more impoliticly conducted than his whole journey. He had 
been but a few months at the Cape when it was undertaken, and he en
tered upon it totally unacquainted with the general habits and modes of 
life of the colonists, exceedingly preju_diced against them in every way, 
and very little acquainted with the Dutch language. He regarded every 
colonist as turbulent, seditious, and a disturber of the public peace, 
who must be judged according to the utmost · rigour of the law, and with 
wh9m it was scarcely worth any man's while to make a farther acquaintance; 
and while this was the case on his side, the colonists on theirs considered him 
as a rigorous judge, as the delegate of a government which they did not love, 
and had grievou~ly offended. To this may be added. that he brought with 
him the former Landdrost Meinier, who, as we have seen above, had nei
ther motive or inclination to think favourably of these people, and whose 
presence was enough to crush any -confidence that might be germinating in 
their bosoms. As Mr. Barrow, therefore, saw with the eyes of others, heard 
with the ears of others, · it was very easy to represent every thing to him in 
the most unfavourable light, and to make the quiet and submissive 'appear 
es odious as the daring and rebellious. I am the more anxious to enforce 
·these remarks _. since, of all that this meritorious writer has published concern
ing the colony of the Cape, nothing has been read· with greater avidity, or 
more eagerly treasured up in the memories of the readers, than his accounts 
of the ignorance, the brutality, the filthiness, and the perverseness of the 
African farmers. While his valuable remarks upon the nature of the coun
try, upon the political importance of the colony, upon the Caffres, and many 
other not less important objec'8, are already nearly forgotten 1 every one 
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remembers that an Afric~n colonist will have his slaves and Hottentots scourg
ed du.ring the whole time that his pipe is burning out, and that he will make. 
~ fire under his draught oxen, when the poor tired animals can go on no longer;. 
assel'tion~ the universal untruth of which I am not in a situation positively 
to assert, but I can truly say that o~ instance of the kind e,•er feU under my 
observation. No where have these horrors been retailed with gre~ter assi
duity than in Germany; the journals and almanacks have been emulous who 
1hould bring forwards , ~ith the greatest adroitness, acts which, supposing 
them true, are in the highest degree disgraceful to human rJature. I will 
aot endeavour to trace out the motives of such a disposition, or examine 
whether these relations were prompted by pure humanity and compassion 
for the unfortunate sufferers: I shall be satisfied if I can succeed in lead
ing the public to form a more correct opinion of the actual situation of the 
African colonists-in truth, not an enviable one. 

It must not be believed that it is so very -easy a matter to acquire an 
accurate knowledge of these people; it cannot at least be obtained in a 
single journey, particularly if that journey be performed on government 
business, and in the character of a magistrate. I only learned to form a cor
rect estimate of the domestic lives of many, from travelling several years 
among them, from living among them for months together upou the most so-

. ciable and confidential terms. Much of what I thought I observed io this 
first journey, and had noted down,. I found two years after very incorrect, 
and was forced to recant what I had written. To make this appear more 
clear and comprehensible, I need only observe, that in our own country 
one class of people is seldom accurately known by another; that it is even 

· considered as an art for the higher classes to keep up any intercourse with 
the peasantry. How much more must this necessarily be the case, when 
an European of education goes among a set of rough Africans, where preju
dices on both sides, and an ignorance of _each other's language present many 
additional obstacles in the way of obtaining the desired information. I hope 
I shall be pardoned this digresaion; it was. necessary that it should find 
1 place aomewbere. 
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CHAP. XXVIII • 

.ff-lalje1fonlein.-Houd-Constant.-Rlnes, of the Commil1ary•Gtneral's Daugluer.
.Arrfolll of M. Peron at th~ Cape Toa,n.-Farm of Cobu, Ya Heerden.-Grtat 
-Ulilily of the Breed of Dogs in t.hu~ Parts.-Madne11 unknown among them.-Dc• 
1cription of the ,potted Hyena.-Modes of ,naring 11Jild Bemts.-Burgcr', excel/mt 
Farm at Rhenolterfontein.-Hi, Son•.r Farm at Riet'Dalley.-.Arri'Dal at Tower/on• 
tein.-Four Bove,mans killed. 

THE first place which we visited in the district of the outer Snow Moun
tains, is called Matjesfontein. · Excepting in a smaJI garden close to the 
spring, not the smallest trace ·of a tree, or even of a bush, was to be seen · 
within the whole circuit of the horizon. Two families who inhabit this 
place distinguished themselves by their hospitality, by their eagerness to 
Jerve us, and by the gentleness and mildness of their manners. \•re were· 
met here by Mr. Stockestroem, the new Landdrost of Graaff-Reynett, who . 
conducted us in the afternoon to Houd-Constant, the habitation of one James 
Olivier. The road to it was somewhat more hilly; and we passed a deep 
chasm, which presented us with a very unexpected and most pleasing spec
tacle. The passage from one steep to another was directly at the edge of 
the precipice, down which, in the rainy season of the year, rushes a fine 
cascade. At present we saw below us a dark chasm of more thau a hundred 
feet in depth, the moist sidt:s of which were cloathed with a beautiful ver
dure: down them triclded a small stream, which was lost at the corner of 
the hill in an inaccessible valley. . 

Our waggons had not been able to leave GraafF Reynetl till very late this 
morning, two of the oxen belonging to them having been driven away in th~ 
night by the Bosjesmans, and others to supply their place could not be im
mediately procured. Some of the waggons had, besides, been overturned, 
through the awkwardness of the drivers, which contributed to retard them so 
much more, that it was midnight before they joined us. The place we were 
now at had been once inhabited by several families, but most of them quit
ted it, because they were so ffitJCb annoyed by the Bosjesmanli. As the c, 
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buitdings were not very spacious, the greater part of our company were 
obliged, notwithstanding a pretty considerable degree of cold, to pass the 
night in the open air. At break of day some tents were pitched, and in one 
of them the Commissary-General installed the new Landdrost of Graaff 
Rcynett with all due form into his dignity ; this done, that officer hastened 
back to take possession of it. 

We ourselves set off at nine o'clock in the morning, under very inauspi
cious circumstances, to continue our journey towards the top of the Snow 
:Mo\lntains. The daughter of our chief, for some days before our departure 
from Gr.1aff Rey nett, had been attacked with a considerable degree of fever, 
which now began to assume a very menacing and alarming character. It 
was not possible to postpone our departure, and s~e herself was very unwil
ling to be separated from her father, and left in so inhospitable a place, 
under the care of her companions and the physician. A bed had been there:"' 
fore prepared for her in oue of the waggons, in the most commodious manner 
that the circumstances would admit; and thus was she to be conveyed from 
place to place. She was, however, so much fatigued with the first day"s 
journey, that she was evidently at night much ·worse, and her situation was 
such as to occasion the most _cruel apprehensions. It was besides impos
sible for medical ai<l to be administered with any considerable effect, since 
tl_1e requisite mediums for admrnistcring it were either entirt.'ly wanting, or 
were ba<l in their kind. For example, it was no trifling evil, that not a 
drop of water was to be had in the country perfectly pure, free from natroo 
and other foreign matter. When the question was started, whether to re
main where we were, or further to prosecute our journey, our poor sufferer 
assured us that she felt strong enough to proceed, and begged that she might 
be permitted to follow us. The whole company participated most sincerely 
in the trouble and anxiety of the afflicted father, and the following days, 
through tbe constantly increasing illness of the daHghter, and th~ a_larms on 
'her account, added to the almost melancholy uniformity of the country, 
were among the most unpleasant of our whole journey • 

..t\ short time before our departure from Houd-Constant, a messenger 
arrived from the Cape Town, who brought dispatches for the Comnftssary
Gcneral, and also several letters for me from my friends . there. By the same 
hand I further received a letter from M. Peron, who had just landed at the 
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Cape, in his return from a voyage to the South Sea. The sight of a literary 
foreigner, with whom I was then only united from a conformityof pursuits, 
would have been doubly delightful to me at so great a distance as I then wai;i 
from all literary society ; and a letter which it enclosed from General Decaen, 
Governor of the Isle of France, in order to introduce me to the personal 
knowleclge of this well-informed and worthy naturalist, made me regret very. 
much that I happened just at that moment to be absent from the Cape. · 

About noon we arrived at the habitation of Cobus Van Heerden, where 
we were entertained with as handsome a dinner as the poverty of the coun
try would permit. Besides several sorts of game, fresh fruit grown upon 
the spot was set before us as a very great rarity. On the night before our 
arrival, our host's dogs had killed a large spotted hyena, which hunger 

. attracted too near to the sheepfolds. The corpse of the animal, and of two 
do~s, who had lost their lives in the combat, . were lying together on the 
field of action. The rest of the dogs had retired in a body to the shady side 
of the house, where they were licking their wounds. It would be difficult -~ 
to find more resolute and courageou•'dogs than the breed which are cherished 
by the African colonists, and for this peculiar property they are indebted 
to the dangerous conflicts which they have such frequent_ occasion to sustain 
,vith the hyenas and leopards. At those farms where sheep are bred in 
any numbers, it is not uncommon to find from ten to fifteen large dogs, 
which are commonly so fierce, that it is not safe to go very near them, 
either by day or hy night. They are fed with the entrails of the slaughtered 
sheep, but are commonly so lean and wretched in their appearance, that 
it is quite lamentable to see them. The race most in request is a large dog, 
somt!thing of the kind generally known by the name of the Danish dog: · 
three of these are a sufficient match for the largest leopard. They are early 
trdinC'd to this practice, and are the more useful from their sparing powder 
and shot, whicli are often articles of great scarcity among the colonists, par
ticularly if any delay occurs in the customary supplies arri\·ing from Europe~ 
-At many farms the dogs will go out, three or four together, to the chace, to 
bring home game for their master; and in a country where game is abundant, 
they seldom fail to kill a hartebeest, a wood antelope, or a mountain ante
lope. In this case, one of them comes alone to the house, and is never 
quiet till some one goes with him to bring home the prey; the others remain 
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to watch it, that it may not be seized and carried off by the wild beasts. 
I was an eye-witness to an occurrence of this kind, at the farm of M. l\lei• 
burgh, on the Eerste river, where, in my presence, a dog ran up to his mas
ter, and ma<le him understand by his movements that something was caught. 
The dogs were counted over, and it was found that two more were absent: 
this was a sufficient indication that they had gone spontaneously upon a 
bunting party. We followed the dog, and in about three quarters of .an 
hour came to the spot where the two others were lying with a slain antelope. 
They had bit it in the throat, and had regaled themselves with licking up 
ihe blood as it flowed from the wound. The entrails were immediately taken 
out, and given to the hunters as their reward. 

How exceedingly useful a companion the dog is to man in all countries, 
can nowhere be better attested than by the solitary African colonist i 

nowhere do all his properties, even those that belong to him in a somewhat 
wild state, seem so fully called forth as here. Not only must he keep away 
robbers and pilferers, but he must not shrink from encountering savage ani
mals endowed with strength far beyond his own; instinct here comes to bis 
assiRtance, and teaches him not to seize the enemy by the throat, but by the 
ear, by which means he can hold him much faster, and wound him in the 
mortal part much more securely. 

It is not too much to assert, _that without dogs, and such dogs, this coun
try would be absolutely uninhabitable. By them the inhabitants are not 
only defended from their four-footed enemies, but they are an equal defence 
against the Bosjesmans. Nothing can be compared to their watchfulness: 
the leopard, the jackal, even the lion himself, are terrified with the bark
ing of the faithful troop, and hasten to retreat. The colonists, who undoubt
edly do adhere with gl'eat pertinacity to ancient habits, should not be arraign
ed in this instance, if they prefer the breed of dogs in question to all others, 
and keep them as pure as possible: it is certain that they degenerate exceed• 
ingly io various ways by the breed being mixed with that of the shepherd's dog. 
Dogs kept merely for their beauty, are not to be met with all over the colony, 
except that occasionally, though ra~ely, the shaggy pudel and the poihter 
are to be seen in the possession of Europeans at the Cape Town. The English 
have brought over Newfoundland dogs, as well as some others of the large 
Jtlld hardy breeds; but it appears as if the climate will not agree with them, 
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since 1t 1s universally observed, that they are soon seized with a sort of 
murrain, from which very few recover. Mr. Duckett, a well.informed 
English agriculturist, has made many experiments to introduce other breeds of 
dogs, but they have uniformly failed. It is very remarkable, that no exam
ple of madness among the dogs was ever known in the colony; an additional 
proof that this disease does not so much originate in the temperature of the 
atmosphere, as in other prc-perties belonging to t.he climate. Perhaps 
the effect here noticed may be very much ascribed to the nature of the water, 
which, almost throughout the colony, is strongly impregnated with natron. 

The spotted hyena, hyana crocuta, is here called simply · the wolf. J t is 
a very common practice to call objects purely African by the nllme of any 
European object to which they have the nearest affinity. This animal is by 
far the most abundant of any among the beasts of prey in the colony ; even 
in the chasms about the Table Mountain, there are so many, that the farms 
nearest to the Cape Town are often extremely annoyed by them; nay, in 
the year 1S04, it once happened that a hyena came by night absolutely 
into the town itself, as far as the hospital. These animals keep, in winter, 
about the heights of the mountains, but in summer they frequent the marshy 
parts of the-plains, which in that season are dry. Here they lurk among the 
high reeds to catch hares, viverrae, and gerboas, which iu the hot season 
resort much to such spots for coolness, and to seek nourishment. The pro
prietors of the lands in the neighbourhood of the Cape Town make parties 
almost every year to hunt the hyenas, which are called wolt'..huntings: of some 
of these parties I have myself partaken. There are in the plains, about the 
town, many low spots overgrown with large reeds: one of them is surround
ed, and fire is set to the reeds in many places. When the animal becomes 
oppressed by the heat, and attempts to quit his retreat, the dogs which are 
stationed about fall upon him, and the sight of this combat forms the great 
amusement of the party. • Besides the advantnge of destroying these animals, 
another is derived from the reeds being burnt, that the ground always pro
duces larger and stronger reeds the following year. Indeed, if the hyenas 
in the neighbourhood of the town are in some respects a great annoyance, 
they are not without their concomitant use: they eat up the carrion, and 

_ diminish very much the thieving, mischievous apes, and the crafty genet
cats. lt is seldoqi that we hear in this thickly inhabited country of sheep 
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being killed by the hyenu, for they are by oaturesby,and Oy from mankind, 
No example is known of their having ever attacked a man; and oft,en as I 
have myself met them by night, particularly between Constantia and the 
Wynberg, I always found them take to flight immediately. A circumstance 
with rej1;ard to these animals, held by many to be a fable, I can from my O"'n 
knowledge aver to · be a fact, that they appear by night to Le much larger, 
and of a brighter colour than they really are ; · th~y even appear wholly 
white. I do not by any means pretend to account for. this phenomenon, 
but I have heen myself convinced by my own eyes of its truth. The natural 
colour of the species is a dirty white ,~ith irregular black spots; its heighth i1 
about three feet and a half, its length ·about four feet ; its hair is stiff and 
bristly, but longer and thicker on the back than in any other part; the head 
is less pointed than that of the striped hyena, but is carried in the same way, 
bent down, with the neck arched ; and the creature is characterised by the 
Ame evit and malignant eye. l t is asserted of this species of hyena, as of 
that in the north of Africa, that it partakes of both sexes, or changes its sex: 
but this idea arises solely from the circumstance, that often when very young 
it is extremely difficult to determine of which sex it is. Mt:, frederick Kir
iten had once the goodness to send me twin foetuses, taken out of the body 
ofa female hyena which was killed at his estate in the Wynherg. No differ
ence whatever was to be discerned in their exterior, though it was impossi
ble to determine to which sex they belonged; when dissected, however, 
it was very evident that the one was a male, the other a female. They Wt":re 
both of a dark grey colour, had perfectly the form and appearance of little 
puppies; and I observed, that, like them, they must be born blind. 

At almost every farm is to be seen, at some little distance from the dwell. 
ing-house, a UJolvehuia, as it is called ; that is, a snare for catching hyenas. 
It is a building from six to eight feet square, constructed of rough stones, 
with a trap-door, and a b!lit within, which closes upon the same principle u 
a mouse-trap, on the animal attempting to seize the carrion within. Snares 
of the same kind are made to catch the leopard, only that they are closed 
by a beam from above, whereas the wolf-traps are quite open,. becuse this 
animal neither springs nor climbs. While I wu staying in the neighbour
hood of the Paarl, a dreadful accident happened with oae of these snares to 
a colonist, by name Lattaignaot: he bad just setit, and was creeping out oa 
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~11-fours, when the· door fell upon his legs and broke them both. In some 
places spring-guns are set for the wild beasts; which are managed with very 
great dexterity. A .tolerably deep trench is dug in the ground, in which 
lies the gun, to 'the spring of which a string is fastened, and this communi
cates with the bait. The end of the trench is spread out much wider, and 
the bait is laid in such a manner, that the animal in seizing it must be ex
actly in the direction which the ball will take. The crafty jackal alone some
times manages to draw the bait out by the side so as to avoid the bullet. 
In the neighbourhood of the Elephant's river, on the w~~tern coast, it is a 
common practice to kill the hyenas with poisoned flesh. A tree grows there, 
which is peculiar to that part, bearing a fruit something like a nut, and this 
fruit, gathered unripe and boiled with the flesh, is an infallible poison to 
them. The tree is known under the name of wolfsbane. I ne,·er was 
able to procure a sight of it, and cannot therefore say whether the Jeaf has 
any resemblance to the laurel. As time and circumstances never permitted 
me to make an accurate examination of a dead hyena, I was obligcc1 to con
tent myself with cutting off t~e head of one, to add to my collection of 
skulls; 

On the evening of this day we reached one of the highest habitations among 
the Snow Mountains, caHed Rhenosterfontein, belonging to a certain Ba rend 
Burger, who had been once a principal maiistrate in Graaff Reynett, and 

• had filled his otfice with particular rectitude and dignity. According to the 
universal suffrage, he was one of the most hooest and in.teUigent pusons in 
the whole colony, and in support of this opinion, it is to be observed, that 
n:ry few farms could be c_ompared to his. The fertility of this country 1 of 
which I have already spoken, is here, by means of au extraordinarily abundant 
spring, · carried to its utmost height. Every drop of water that this spring 
yields is collected with the utmost care, and conducted about the lands by 
little channels, one of which is a mile in length, and leads to the -richest 
part of the land. Extensive orchards produce excellent peaches, apricots, 
pomegrauates, bananas, figs, grapes, almonds, and ora!}ges, in the greatest 
abundance, and of tue very best quality. In the lower parts were spread 
out the stubbles of very extensive corn fields, and in the evening numerous 
flocks and herds of sl!eep, goats, cattle, and horses, returned home from their 
pastures. llurger has employed a part of his wealth in building a dwelling-
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house, such as is rarely to be seen in the colony, at least iu a country so 
d1.·stit11tc of wood as the Snow Mountains ; the houses here are in general 
built in the same style as the huts in the Roggcveld, Hound about the 
dwelling-house are a number of small neat buildings for the slaves and Hot
teutots, for barns, storehouses, workrooms, &c~ &c. Even in the neighbour
hood of the Cape Town, not many farms are to be seen that have a greater 
appearance of comfort and affluence. The mild and pleasing manners of the 
inhabitants of this place, the family harmony that reigns among them, and 
the- healthy cheerful appearance of the slaves, all prove what a beneficial 
influence some . refinement in the enjoyments of life has upon the whole 
moral conduct of mankind;, indeed, every thing here reminded us strongly 
of the patriarchal mode of life. It was not without the sincerest regret that 
the next day we exchanged this truly agreeable abode for the accustomed fa
tigues and uniformity of African travdli ng . . 

We passed, in the course of the day, a small river, known by the name 
·of the Buffalo's river, the banks of which we afterwards followed. We now 
saw, towards our right~ the summit of the Compass Mountnin, which Gover
nor Plettenberg, acrompanied by Colonel Gordon, ascended in the course 
of their journey in the year 17i8. The name by which it is known at pre
sent was then given, because, with the assistance of the map, the whole 
·country round may be reconnoitred from it. fly continuing a west-north
\\·estcrly direction, keeping along the dry bed of the river, we came at length 
to the ruins of a pretty large farm, which had belonged to the brother of llarend 
Burger, but was no~v, from the drying up of the spring: totally deserted. 
lt is one of the evils of this country, and one which renders many an appa-

. rently cligibl~ speculation wholly abortive, that a spri11g which bas yielded 
· abun<lantly for time immemorial, will at length suddenly fail, and become 
, wholly dried up. From that moment all the buildings erected upon the 
premises, all the gardens, all pl,rntations of trees are lost; and what had per
haps cost the owner several thousand guelders, falls below any pric~ that could 
be named : happy if the burden of debts contracted in the speculation does. 
not press him to the ground entirely. Then must he, with all his household, 
his stock of sheep and cattle; his whole property in short, seek another habi
tation, au<l Lcgin, as it were, the world anew._ 
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Towards noon we were received in a very friendly manner at the Uictval
lcy, by the son of Barend Jlurger. This young man had not been long mar
Tied, and, supported by his father, was beginn ing to improve his farm, which 
had been too much neglected hy the former possessor. Here our invalid, 
who for the last .two days had been in a very alarming state, first began to 
afford hopes of her recovery. The refreshments we had found at our l:1St place 
of rest, wit~ some strong medicines, perhaps even the gentle motion of her 
mode of travelling, and breathing the fresh air, all contributed to produce 
so happy a change. Here, for the first time since her attack, she enjoyed 
two bo_urs of quiet and refreshing sleep, and from that moment her fever gra
dually subsided. 

After performing the remainder of this day's journey, constantly descend
ing. we came, towards eveuing, to the last place within the circuit of the 
Smnv Mountains, which was inhabited by a son-in-law of Burger's. The 
old man had accompanied us to this place, and when we took leave of him, 
we remarked that he must find it a very great pleasure to have all his children 
so near_ him. His answer was, that it had indeed cost him a great deal 
of money to purchase so many places, but that it was amply repaid by the 
invaluable pleasure of having all his children and grand-children collected 
round him on a Sunday, and uniting with him in the solemn worship of the 
Supreme Being. The remainder of the Sunday, he said, was passed in walk .. 
ing about, or in cheerful conversation, and on the Monday morning they all 
dispersed, and returned to their respective homes and occupations . 

The place where we then were is called Brakfontei11, and the water has 
indeed so disagreeable a taste that is scarcely drinkable. The greater part 
of our compPny had, however, by degrees become pretty well reconciled to 

drinking bad water; on our journey to Hermannuskraal, we were once 
driven by excessive thirst to drink the water of a stagnant pool, which wa~ 
so muddy, that we were obliged to strain the little we could procure through 
a cloth; .since that time we had never experienced any nausea agaiust the 
water when assailed by the cravings of thirst. 

We came now to the Koub, as it is called, or the New-field. The latter 
name was given the country because it was the last ground inhabited by the 
colonists. It forms a part of the great Karroo, and is tolerably level, but, 
-excepting in some few places, is for the greatest part of the year arid and 
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uninhabitable. We had therefore here not the most pleasant prospect imagin
able presented to us, that of meeting with only two houses in the next seven 
day's journeys, the one was to be reached in a few hours, the other in t'wo 
days. On the heights of the Snow Mountains- we had always found the heat 
moderate, but here it rose to so insupportable a degree, that, as in the plain of 
Cam<leboo, it seemed almost to ascend glowing to the sight from the naked 

and bard clay. 
The sight of the last farm was therefore the more deli~htful to ust in pro

portion as it w_as a spectacle of which_we were to be so long deprived. It is 
called the Towerfontein, or the Enclianted Fouutabi, • and was inhabited by 
a very kind and hospitable family, that of Jonathan Jacob van Aschwege. 
Here again it was striking to see what a paradise this country might he ren
dered, if every part were but well supplied with water. In the midst of the 
waste, one tolerably copious spring suffices to render a_ considerable extent 
of land exceedingly fertile. All sorts of fruit, -pulse, and other garden pro
ducts, grow in the utmost luxuriance, and those which ·are but of a ~oderate 
kind when first planted, in a few years improve astonishingly. The wine 
which the owner ga\'e us was beyond all comparison superior to what we had 
~rank at Graaff Reynett, and the almond trees were the largest we had seen 
in the colony. It is every where allowed that no ground is so fertile as the 
Karroo ground when it is well \~atere<l; so much the more is it to be la
mented that the solitary and remote situation of this enchanted spring does 
not admit of the blessings it affords being turned to the utmost possible ac- · 

c count. But such is its situation, that not the most distant hope appears of 
t~e profits which might be <lerive<l from the sale of many among the different 

• lo the ~ame manner tbcre arc in many places about the colony mountains which bear the 

11ame of Towcrberg, 1ha_t is Encha11ted Mountain,. Mr. Barrow confuses this word with the 
English word Tower, and quotes thereupon, not very much to the purpose, a passage from 
Shakespeare, iu. which a hill is likened to a tower. 

Above the rest, 
In abapc and gest■rc proudly eminent, 
Stood like a tower. t 

t It must be observed, that the German author here seems to make a mistake iu the author Mr. Barrow qnotn, 
iiflcr Mr. Barrow him1elf could hardly quote this celebrated pauuge of ltlilton as Sbake,peare'1. It it, besidet,not 
a Aili, but 8ata.n lhil\ it likened toil tower,-T&&l'ill.J.TO&. 
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productions here <:ultivated, being sufiicient to defray the expenses of 
the very Jong and wearisome distance they must be transported to any 
market. The O\\;-ner, therefore, confines himself princip ally .to the breeding 
of cattle and sheep : from these his income is chiefly derived : a very small 
portion arises from the sale of raisins and other dried fruits. 

The solitary situation of this µlace has, besides, this disadvantage, tliat it 
is with much more difficulty defended against the llosjesmans and the w'ild 
beasts , both of which are of course the more abundant in proportion as the 
country is destitute of other inhabitants. The neighbourhood of th:s farm 
is often the theatre of terrible strifes with the Bosjesmans: and Van Aschwcge 
related to me with great simplicity, as a matter of perfect indifference, that 
at only a few hour's distance, lying out in the open fields, were the skele-

. tons of some Bosjesmans, who hacl been shot a few years before by the owner 
of the place, as they were steaUng some of his oxen~ Long as .I bad been 
anxious to procure the skulJ of one of these remarkable people, I entreated 
our host to permit some of his slaves or Hottentots lo go and fetch me one 
of the skulls, for which I would give them something to drink: to this he 
willingly consented, but neithe1· menaces or entreaties could prevail on any 
of them to earn the promised _recompence. They declared they would 
much rather carry the heaviest burden all the way frotn Graaff Reynctt, than 
the head of a dead man the distance of only a quarter o( ~n hour. So uni
versal, indeed, was this prejudice, that even the host himself, however 
obliging he was in all other respects, when I _begged him to send me a skull 
by some opportunity to the Cape Town, peremptorily refused my request. 
All I could obtain was that one of the slaves should accompany me to the 
place where the skeletons were lying; for this service he would not, how
ever, accept money, but begged of m~ some articl_e of old cloathing . At the 
place indicated, I found the bones of, as I supposed, about four men, but 
the carcases had been so torn, gnawed, and scattered about by the wild 
beasts, th:it I could with great difficulty find among the fragments parts 
of two skuJls: these, for want of better specimens, I was forced to carry 
away with me as a great treasure. My conductor stopped at some distance, 
where he remained until I returned to him, nor would he offer to carry my 
burden for me a single step of the way. 

I~ was already night when I rejoined our party, who had in the meantime 
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pitched their tents in the 11eighbourhood of the Buff,tlo's river. In one small 

spot in the river, we procured a supply of tolerably drinkable water: round 

it grew abundantly se\·eral sorts of rlws, which are here all compreheuded 

under the one appellation of Karrecboom. From them the spot is often called 

Karreeboscli. The number of traces of wil<l beasts, particularly of _ lions, 

which we found about the water, proved at the same time, that every thing 

which has life in this country must quench its thirst, and that probably 

farther on no water would be found. ,v e, however, dispossessed these ancient 

proprietors of their right to the spot for one night; but in consequence of our 

usurpation, were assailed with such a howling and noise all around us, that 

to sleep was impossible; our cattle were ren<lered even more uneasy by 
it than ourselves. Towards evening a messenger arrived from the friendly 

Aschwege, bringing us a quantity of pulse and fruits, designe<l more par

ticularly for the refreshment of the invalid. This messenger was the same 

Hottent?t who had in the afternoon remonstrated the most strongly against 

the expedition to seek the Bosjesman's skull. I asked him whether he was 

not afraid to go by night among all the lions and other beasts of prey ? He 
answered, pointing to his gun, that he knew very well how to shoot a lion 

through the bo<ly, but against a dead man's head there wa~ nothing to be 

done. I will not venture to decide whether these superstitious fears of the 

natives belong naturally to them, or whether they have been im,ti1led into 

them by the intruding white men. I am inclined to think, however, that the 

germs of them lurk in the souls of even the wildest and most uncultivated part 

of mankind; and 'tis not a very small degree of cultivation that must he requi

-site, to divest a wlaolc people of their prejudices with n'gard to the mysterious 

power attached to the remains of the hum311 body. 
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CHAP. XXIX. 

Remarks upon the Eland-Antelope.-Various Particulars respecting· the O:;lrich.
Also respecting the Lion, witli two Anecdotes of Lion-Ilunters.-Loss and Recovery 
o_f three llorses.-De Clerk's Farm at the Source of the Chamka.-E.xtraordinary 
Fertility of tlie Spot.-On the Nieuwe-veld .Mountains. · 

. ~ 

ON the following day we proceeded on our journey over a long extent of 
·uniform dry, barren waste, stopping awhile towards noon at an ausspanplatze, 
called the ,v aayfontein. Here one of our guides had once found the skeletons 
of a leopard and a gemsbock together, which he adduced as a confirmation 
of the opinion that this sort of antelope can, with its long and pointed horns, 
strike at a wild beast so as to wound him mortally. The gemsbock, of which 
a more ample description will hereafter be given,. is the most courageous of 
all the antelope tribe, and defends itself with a striking degree of boldness 
against the dogs, by which it is pursued. From the manner in which its 
horns grow, one may easily suppose, that by bending the neck very much, 
which the apprehensions of the animal itself will.naturally urge, it may then 
drive its horns into a leopard, as the latter endeavours to spring upon its back, 
and wound the creature mortally. 

The hardships of this hot and wearisome dafs journey were, in a consi
derable degree, compensated by .the number of wild animals, both great and 
small, that we saw. Among them were several troops of quaggas, harte
beests, gemsbocks, eland-antelopes, and ostriches, intermingled at times 
with stein bocks, hares, and partridges. Towards evening we met a jackal, 
a wild cat, and three wild boars. One of our guides, who had sel off to 
hunt a troop of eland-antelopes, came back after some time, and announced 
that he had killed one of them. In order to see it, we were obliged to return 
back on our road the distance of a good hour, but we were amply repaid for 
our trouble by finding an ostrich's nest, in which were nineteen eggs. The 
eland proved to be a large male, the weight of which must have been not 
less than eight hundred pounds. This is the largest species of antelope, and 
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fo!ms the 11c-xt gradation to the ox tribe: its length is commonly from 
seven to eight feet,• and its height four feet, or somewhat more. The hair 

is of a light grey colour, and very thin, so that the ski11, which is somewhat 
blackish, appears throu~h . The whole form of thf boJy and head is ]ike that 

· of the ox, only that it is more slender: its most striki11g distinction, howe\·er, 

is iu the upri_;ht horns, which almo~t foria a perpendicuiar with the forehead 
and nose: in the old animals the points even bend in a slight degree forwards. 
This is the only antelope that has the perfect tail o( an ox. · The boundary of 

the colony is the part principally inhabited hy the elands; there they are some

times found in groups of twenty or thirty together,but more commonly of about 

eight or ten, of which seldom more than one or two arc males. They feed upon 
the same plants which, in inhabited parts, serve as food for the sheep and cattle. 
The aromatic properties of these plants seem highlysalutary to all sorts ofgrami. 

nivorousanimals. In cuttinguptheentrails of such as foe<l upon them, the odour 
of the plants in the stomach absolutely perfumes the air arou11d. It is some-

. what remarkaLlc, however, that if gathered dry, the same plants have scarcelv 

any c;mcll: their strl'ngth is 011ly to be discovered by the taste. The eland 
runs very swiftly, nor cou l<l it be overtaken by a horsl', if its powers of con
tinuing the race were equal to its swiftness; but it is ·soon wearied, and the 

peasants assert, that it is easier for a man to run down tliis a11imal than a11y 
other, even lo hunt him to death. They add,as a very remarkable circum
stance, that wh_en killed in this way, the fat about the outc>r c.tsc of the 

heart, which in many weighs as much as five or six pounds, is always found 
in a liquefied state; and they consider this melting of the fat as the cause of 
the animal's death. The flavour of the elan<l's flesh is esse11ti • .lly the same 

as that of the ox; but it has a sort of acccssary flavour, which becomes 
<lisagreeable if a man be constrained to feed upon the fresh-killed meat for 
rna11y days together': when smoked it loses this flc1vour entirely, a1td the 

thigh-tongues, which have been descr~bed on a former occasion,t are a true 
gourmandise • . 

The distance that we were from the place <lestincd to he !Jllr ni~ht quar
ters prevented our turning this bo?ty to the best possil,lc account. We 

•Mr.Barrow calls them trn feet and a half long, but he must probably have iudu<led 

the tail. 
+ See Vol I. p~ge 97, English tran~lation. 
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however left one of our Hottentots with it, that he might cut away the best 
parts of the flesh; and when we arrived at our camp upon the Zont river, 
dispatched two more to assist him in bringing away the flesh and the 
skull. These new messengel'8, met their comrade by the way with a very 
trifling portion of the spoils: as soon as the evening began to close in, a 
lio_n, availing himself of the right of the strongest, had appropriated the 
greater part to himself. 

Among the ostriches' eggs which we found, not many were eatable; the 
greater part had been brooded, and had already half-grown chicks in them. 
Our Hottentots did not consider this as any objection, and cooked them in 
the shells with mutton fat. Though this dish at first appeared extremely 
revolting, in the sequel I became perfectly reconciled to it, and was often not 
sorry to procure it. 

The habits of the ostrich are so remarkable, and have been so imperfectly 
described by travellers in general, th~t l cannot forbear bringing together here 
all the knowledge I acquired upon the subject, both in this and subsequent 
journeys. I have noticed, on a former occasion,• a large flock of ostriches 
which we met in the neighbourhood of the Komberg. In that country the 
drought and heat sometimes compels these gigantic birds to leave the plains, 
and then they pursue their course together in large flocks to ~ the heights, 
where they find themselves more commodiously lodged. At the time of 
sitting, tliere are seldom more than four or five seen together, of which 
one only is a cock, the rest are hens. These hens lay their eggs all together 
in the same nest, which is nothing more than a round cavity made in the clay, 
of such a 1ize as that it can be covered by one of the birds when sitting 
upon it. A sort of wall is scraped up round with their feet, against which 
the eggs in the outermost circle rest. Every egg stands upon its point in the 
nest, that the greatest possible number may be stowed within the space. 
When ten or twelve eggs are laid, they begin to sit, the hens taking their 
turns, and relieving each other during the day; at night the cock alone sits, 
to guard the eggs against the jackals and wild-cats, who will run almost any 
risk to procure them. Great numbers of these smaller beasts of prey have 
often been found crushed to death about the nests, a proof that the ostrich does 

• See Vol, I. page J 10, EogU.b tramlation. 
TOL. 11. B 
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not fight with them, but knows very well how to conquer them at once b.~' 
her own resistless powers: for it is certain that a stroke of h~r large foot_ 
trampling upon them is enough to crush any such animalr 

The hens continue to lay during the time they are sitting, and _thar n<?t 
on)y u~ti) the nest is full, which happens when about thirty eggs are laid, 
but for some time after. The eggs )aid after the nest is filled, are deposited 
round about it, and seem desigl1ed by nature to satisfy the cravings of 'the 
above-mentioned enemies, since they very much prefer the new-laid eggs_ to 
those which -have been brooded. But they seem also to have a more import
ant designation, that is, to assist in the nourish·ment of the young birds. 
These, when first hatched, are as large as a common pullet, and since their 
tender stomachs ·cannot digest the hard foo~ eaten by the old ones, the spare 
eggs s~rve as their first nourishment. The increase of the _ostrich race \.,~ould 
be incalculable had· they not so many enemies, by whom great num_bers of 

the young are destroyed after they quit !he nest. 
The ostrich is a very prudent, wary animal, who is not easily ensnared in 

the open field., since it sees fo a very great distance, and takes to flight upon 
the least idea of danger. For this reason the quaggas generally attach them

. selves, as it were instinctively, to a troop of ostriches, and fly with them 

without the least idea that they are followed. Xenophon relates. that the 
army of Cyrus met ostriches and wild asses together in the plains of Syria. 

The ostriches are particular]y careful to conceal if possible the places where 
their nests are made. They never go directly to them 1 but run round in a 
circle at a considerable distance before they attempt to approach the spot. 
On the contrary, they always run directly up to .the springs where they 
drink, and tbe impressjons they make on the ground in the desolate places 
they inhabit are often mistaken for the_ footsteps of men .. - The females, in 
sitting, when they are to relieve each other, either both remove awhile to a 
distance from the nest, or change so hastiJy, that any one who might by 
chance be spying about, could never see both at once. In the day-time they 
occasionally quit. the nest entirely, and leave the care of warming the eggs 
to the sun alone. If at any time they find that the place of their nest is 
discovered, that either. a man or a beast of prey has Leen at it, and has 
disturbed the arrangement; of the eggs, or taken any away, they immediately 
destroy the nest themselves, break all the eggs to pieces, and seek out some 

• 
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other spot to make a new one. '\Vhen a colonist therefore finds a n€st, he 
conteRts himself with taking one or two of the spare eggs that are lying 
near, observing carefully to smooth over any footsteps which may have been 
made, so tliat they may not be perceived by the birds. Thus, visits to the 
nest may be . often repeated, and it may be converted into a storehouse of 
very pleasant food, where every two or three days . as many eggs may be 
procured as are wauted to regale the whole household. 

An ostrich's egg weighs commonly near three pounds, and is consi~ered 
as equal in._its square contents to . twenty-four hen's eggs. The yolk has a 
-very ]>leasaet flavour, yet it must be owned not the delicacy of a he.n's egg. 
lt is so nourishing, and so soon satisfies, that no one can eat a great deal at 
once. Four very hungry persons would be requisite to eat a whole ostrich'• 
.egg; and eight Africans, who are used to so much harder living, might · 
-make a meal of it. These eggs will keep for a very long time: they are 
.often brought to th_e Cape Town, where · they are sold at the price of half a 
dollar each. 

In the summer months of July,August, and September, the greatest numbers 
.of ostriches' nests are to be found; but the.feathers, which are always scattered 
.about the nest at the time of sitting, are of very little value. I have, how
.ever, at all times of the year, found nests with eggs that have been brooded; 
-the contrasts of the seasons being much less forcible in this part of. the world 
,tha1_1 in Europe, the habits of animals are consequently much less fixed and 
-regular. The ostriches sit from thirty-six .to forty days before the young are 
·hatched. 

It is well known that the male alone furnishes the beautiful white feathers 
-which have for so long a time been a favourite ornaiuent in the head-dresses 
.of our European ladies. They are purchased from the people who collect 
them, as high as three or four shillings each : they are, however, given at a 
lower price in exchange for European wares and clothing. Almost all the 
.colonists upon the borders have .a little magazine of these f~thers laid by, 
.. and when they would make a friendl1 present to a guesf, 'tis generally 

· . .an ostrich's feather. F~w of them are, however, prepared in such a manner 
,u to be wholly fit for the use of the European dealers. The female ostriches 
are entirely black, or rather, in their youth, of a very dark grey, but have no 
white feathers in the tail. In every other respect, the ' colour excepted, 
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their feathers are as good as those 0£ the males. It is very true, as Mr. 
Barrow says, that small stones are sometimes found in the ostriches' eggs; it . 
is not, however, very common ; and among aU that I ever saw opened, I ne,•er . 
met with one.• 

The heat of the last day was sometimes as great as we had experienced 
in our fruitle~s journey to meet the Caffre king, or in the dreary plain of 
Camdeboo. It was judged highly dangerous therefore for our invalid; who 
was still very weak, to continue her journey by day, and we determined to 
adjourn the remaining twelve hours to the Lion's river, till the following night. 
The day was consequently devoted to hunting, to catching insects, and to 
the continuation of our journals; and as .evening came on, the tents were 
■truck, and preparations were commenced for proceeding forwards. \Vhen 
our horses, who, as usual, had been sent out to graze on the neighbouring 
heights, were to be driven home, three of them were discovered to be miss
ing, nor were they any where to be found, notwithstanding that the most 
diligent search for them was immediately commenced ; it was consequently 
presumed that they bad been driven away by the Bosjesmans, fresh traces 
of whom were visible all over the country. The greatest part of our com
pany nevertheless set off, whilst myself, with some others, remained behind 
to wait for the return of some new messengers dispatched in search of the 
horses. They returned just as the twilight came on ; and indeed their 
arrival was most fortunately timed, since it was no longer safe for us to 
remain where we were, a lion having suddenly made his appearance at the 
distance of not more than thirty paces from us. We had now been twenty
four hours in possession of the place, the only o_ne w'here water was to be 
found, and so long a time had prevented the rightful owners from coming to 
quench their thirst. Our number seemed, however, to alarm the lion, for 
he stopped, stared at us awhile, and then laid himself down. Our African 
guide immediately set about preparing to receive him, but said he must come 
nearer before he could fire at him ,vith perfect security. But he soon r01e 
up, went some steps back with a half growl, then laid himself down againt 

• Some farther ~emarka of mine ~pon the ostrich may be found in the Brunswick Magazine 
for October, 1809, and in the thirty•second Tolume of B. G. Florke'a Repertoriam of tu 
newest ud moat important reaearches in Natural Hlatory, 1811. 
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looked at us-for several moments, rose up once more, and began to fly in the 
utmost baste. 

On this occasion I learnt the following particulars, which in the sequel 
were confirmed to me by many experienced lion-bunters, and other persons 
of the most perfect credibility. The lion, like all other animals of the feline 
tribe, seizes his prey by a spring, and does not attempt to spring upon any 
man, or other animal, till he has measured his ground, and is at the di°stance 
of ten or twelve paces from him, when be lies crouching on the ground, 
previous to· lancing himself forwards. Of this circumstance the hunters 
avail themselves, and it is a rule among them never to fire upon the lion till 
he lies down, at this short distance, so that they can take aim directly at hi1 
head with the most perfect security. If any one have the misfortune to meet 
a lion unarmed, his 011ly hope of safety is in courage and presence of mind: 
he who flies is inevitably tost, but he who stands still is never attacked: he 
must uot even stir, though be sees the animal approach, and crouch as if 
going to take his spring ; that spring will not be hazarded, if the man have 
only courage enough to remain motionless as a statue, and look the animal 
in the eyes with perfect steadiness and composure. The erect figure of the 
man inspires the lion-supposing that he does not previously know l,y expe
rience how easily a man miiy be subdued-his erect figure inspires the creature 
with respect and awe, and makes him distrust his own powers, an impression 
which is increased at every moment, by the body being kept perfectly still ; 
but all is over if the least movement be made which seems either to betray 
fear of the lion, or to dare him to his own defence. The event proves that 
the animal can be as easily impressed ·with fear as ·the man: for, after some 
time, he rises, slowly retreats some steps, looking earnestly about him, then 
lies down again, then again retreats, till having thus by degrees got quite 
otlt of what he seems to feel as 'the magic circle of the man's influence; he 
sets off, and flies in the utmost haste. 

How unanimously soever I was assured by persons in all parts o( the 
colony of the truth of this statement, I canno_t help being of opinion that the 
experiment has not very often been made: not that it seems to imply 
any contradiction in itself: the principal thing to be urged against it is, that 
it would not be very easy to find many men with sufficient firmness of mind 
and nerve to sustain such a rencounter. It must besides be allowed, that those 
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who may have had the courage thus to stand against a lion, were accustomed 
to the looks of the animal, knew all his ways and habits accurately, and by 
having for a long time pursued the hunter's life, were become hardened 
against dangers of the kind. Nor does· it seem at all improbable, that the 
same thing might occur with any other animal as with the lion, provided the 
person had prudence enough first to weigh the danger with calmn·ess, and 
strength of mind to wait the attack . A panther is too malignant ; his rage 
too fiery: as soon as he thinks there is a possibility of attacking, he rushes 
blindly upon the enemy, as if sure of throwing him down and conquering 
him. If all that has been said from such very remote times, respecting the 
magnanimity of the lion, be not considered as wholly unworthy of credit, 
what is above related seems to me much more credible than a hundred of 
those tales. 

Formerly, when lions abounded much more ii1 these parts, and the colo
nists had not so fully learnt the art of managing them, large parties used to 
be formed for a lion-hunt. They sought to entice the animal into the plail), 
w~en they completely encircled him, and as soon as he endeavoured to 
make his way out, the person on the opposite side fired at him, when he, 
turning angrily round, was attacked from aU quarters with such a shower of 
balls, that he fell. At present, the people geueraUy go singly in chase of the 
lion; nay, those who are extremely good marksmen, and who can depend on 
their weapon not missing fire, will even venture alone to follow the track of 
a lion, and attac~ him in his retreat. Such an undertaking is, however, 
extremely dangerous, and many accidents have occurred from it. Two 
examples of the ~ind will .serve, as well as twenty, to illustrate this truth. 

Th .e Field.:.Commandant, Tjaard Van der Wolf, the same that lost his life in 
the Caffre war, and his brother John, who is still living, followed, not far 
from their dwelling-house, on the easter~ declivity of the Snow Mountains, 
the track of a large lion, which had done a great deal of mischief among their , 
cattle, and found -him at last in a ravine, grown over with brushwood. They 
took their stations on each side the entrance of the ravine, and sent in their 
dogs, to hunt the lion out. The plan .succeeded so far, that the animal 
rushed towards the last-mentioned . brother, crouched to make a spriai at 
him, and was at the same instant shot by him ; the shot how~ver unluck.Hy 
did not hit a mortal part; it only grazed the ear, and one side of the J?reast, 
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so that the monster, after being stunned for some seconds, recovered and 
rushed forwards, foaming with rage, and the smart of the wounds, towards 

. his enemy, who had barely time to leap upon his horse, and endeavour to 
fly. The lion was instantly after him, and sprun3 upon the back of his 
horse, who, overpowered with the burden, could no longer move; when the 
enraged animal stuck his claws into his victim's t_high, and at the same time 
tore his under.garment with his teeth. The man clung with all his force to 
the horse, that he might not be torn off; when at the same moment,'hearing 
l1is brother galloping after him, he called to him, begging him for God'~ sake, 
to fire, not regarding who or what he might hit. The brave Tjaard descended 
in1ttantly from his horse, and taking his aim coolly, shot the lion through the 
head, the ball fortunately lodging in the saddle, without injuring eit_her horse 
or rider. 

Less fortunate was a person of the Zwarte-Ruggens, by name Reusburg, 
who, with a cousin . of the same name, set off on a lion-hunt . . The adventure 
took exactly the same turn as the former, only that the lion, instead of 
springing on the back of the horse, sprang upon the side, and fastened his 
teeth in the left arm of the rider. Very different, however, was the conduct 
of his cowardly companion from that of the brave 1]aard; he chose to avoid 
all risk himself, and ran to call two Hottentots, who were stationed at 
another entrance of the coppice, to his assistance. .Rensburg, in the mean 
time, while the creature tore and mangled his left al'm, with his right drew a · 
knife from his pocket, with which be stabbed the foe in several places; _and 
when those who were called to his rescue came up, they found him torn from 
his horse, swimming in his blood, his left arm and side shockingly mangled, 
and the dead lion, with the knife still in his throat, fallen upon him. He 
was not yet absolutely dead, but expired in a few minutes, exhausted with 
the loss of blood. The life of the pusillanimous c9mpanion has ever since 
bt:en embittered by the upbraidings of his own conscience, and the not very 
milcl'reproaches made him by the relations of the deceased •. 

The people of the .country distinguish three different sorts of lions. . First, 
a small dark brown lion with a thin mane, the most courageous, the fiercest, 
and the strongest of all • . · Secondly, a large tan-colored lion, with a thicker 
mane: and thirdly, a lion of a brightish yellow, who is very cowardly and 
little to be feared. How far this difference may arise from the age, from the 
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time of year, or from varying in their habits, I cannot take upon me to deter• 
mine; The two last sorts seem only to manifest any decided difference aa 
they advance in age. The first sort I never heard mentioned excepting here, 
and on the borders of the Caffre country. 

Besides the lion mentioned above, whose appearance gave occasion to this 
dissertation, we saw not far from us a wild_ boar? sus <£tliiopicus who appeared, 
in like manner, to came in quest of water; and the roaring of other lions, 
which sounded in our ears, gave us warning to remove our quarters. We 
were therefore obliged to set off without our horses, in the melancholy con~ 
"iction that they had become the prey either of the lions or the Bosjesmans : 
and this seemed the more probable, since, being tied by the head and knee, 
they could not run away very fast. Three nights after 1 one of the people of 
the country, whom we had visited at bis habitation among the Snow Moun
tains, and wbo was travelling to the Cape Town, having stopped here, made a 
fire, when he was exceedingly alarmed hy hearing three horses coming towarda 
him. They were our poor wanderers, who bad sense enough to follow the fire, 
in the aasurance that it would_ lead them among men again. The colonist 
recognized them immediately as our's, loosed the bridles from their legs, and, 
tying them behind his waggons, brought them to us, to our no small joy, 
Although the poor animals had been several days without water, they soon 
recovered, and held out to do us good service till the very end of our journey-

The part of the company who had set out before us, wait~d our coming up 
. at. a little wood of tolerably high stemmed mimo5as, having kindled a fire, 

which served as a mark to us at a great distance, where we were to look for 
them. A trifl.ing accident occurred at i(indling this fire.-A powder-horn, 
from which they were shaking some grains of powder upon the burning 
tinder, in order to produce a flamei caught fire, exploded, and slightly wounded ' 
some of the byestanders. 

After resting a short time, we proceeded on our journey, and arrived by 
break of day at the house of the Field~Commandant, Abraham De Clerk. h 
is at the source of the Chamka, or Lion river, in so solitary a spot, that 
Aschwege, who has been already mentioned, and who lives at the distance of 
twelve miles• from him, is his nearest neighbour. The disadvantages of living 

• Twel,e German miles, or 1ist7 miles Eoglieh measure. 
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fn a spot so far removed from any of his fellow-creatures, can only be in any 
degree compensated by the extraordinary fertility of the land. So great i1 
this fertility, that the farm can maintain a flock of eight thousand sheep, 
affording also pasturage for nourishing a proportionate quantity of horned 
cattle and horses. The principal advantage of this farm is, that the owner of 
it can appropriate the land for-many miles round entirely to his own use, and _ 
he is therefore absolute ruler over an extent of country equal to many ao
European principality. If the sheep have eaten one part entirely hare, their 
lord and master has only to drive them to another part at some distance, 
where a superfluity of food will be presented; and this continual change of 
place and food is precisely the thing of all others which contributes most to 
render the sheep fine and healthy. Does a murrain prevail among the horses 
in -any place, the most effectual remedy for it is flight; commonly a c}:iange of 
place, though it be only to the distance of a few miles, is sufficient at the 
same time to restore the diseased, and to preserve those that remain 
untouched from taking the infection. With such resources, any great loss is · 
easily averted or repaired. A year after our visit, I was talking with De Clerk at 
theCa-peTown, when he told me, with perfect composure, that he had recently 
lost three thousand shet-p at one stroke, by the bursting of a water-spout, but 
he hoped that the Joss would be completely repaired in less than two years, 
without his being obliged to submit to any privations. 

This De Clerk was a man of much personal bravery. He was now forty
six years of age, and had killed in the course of his life thirty-9ne lions and 
nine leopards. Hyenas anti game he had slaughtered in such numbers, that 
be kept uo account of them. The colonists held him in great esteem as a 
leader, anJ in the l<1st Caffre war, he ol,tained the approbation of the English 
J{OVcnuneut, not less t:y his mildness than by his bravery. This man was, 
nevertheless, not m{1ster in his own house; that was gove·rned by a mother 
seventy-five years of age, who was eternally scolding from morning till night. 
111 every thing that concerned the economy of the house, he was allowed no 
more than humbly to offer bis advice; nay, he was often obliged, for the sake 
ofpeace and quid, to submit to her revoking orders, which he had given 
without her consent, even when convinced that his own ·were far the most 
adv:seable. " My son," she said to us, herself," is commander in the field, 
but here I am absolute ruler, and will continue 10 a& long as I live.'' T11e 
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rei;pect of children for their parents, and their submission to tltem, even to

their latest years, is a \'ery estimable feature in the character of the African 
colonists, wliich again has a great resemblance to the patriarchal days. Tbougll· 
brothers are often to be seen very much at variance with each other, yet the1 
ere always united in this one circumstance, of the respect shewn by both to 

their parents. It is rare, however, for the latter to employ their influence in 
becoming the peace-makers between their children; they commonly do not 
concern themseh·es with their quarrels, that they may not seem to favour the 
one more than the other. 

De Clerk bad long wished to build himself a new mansion, instead of the 
old ruinous one which we saw him inhabiting; but the mother insisted upon . 
it, that she would live and die in the house which her dear deceased husband 
had built with his own hands. De Clerk had married, but losing his wife 
very soon, forbore to contract a second marriage, merely to please his crusty 
old mother. No immediate prospect appeared of his being released from 
tbis thraldom, since of all the women in the colony that I had seen, above 
fifty years of age, she was by far the most active and alert. She had only 
returned from the Cape Town a few days before our arrival ; having beeff 

, there, without her son to accompany and take care of her; and having 
transacted all her business entirely by herself. She now, not only directed 
every thing in the house with the most uocnmmon activity, but often went 
into the field to look after the flocks acd herds; even in her seventieth year 
she had taken short journeys on horseback. I mentioned to her the wife of 
the .Fidd-Commandant Gerotz, who once, when the Bosjesmans, in the 
absence of her husband, had stolen a lrge quantity of i,heep, mounted her 
horse, and set off in pursuit of the robbers, accompanied only by a single 
Hottentot, fought with them for some time, and at length put them wholly 
to flight. My old lady heard me with attention, and when my story was 
ended, said, that she was herself, even then, capable of doing the s2me thing; 
and that she had, i11 the course of her life, engaged in many dangerous adven
tures of a similar nature. Indeed, however indolent and spiritless the 
African women may appear, when seen only seated at their tea-tables, they 
1hew the utmost resolution in any time of danger, and many striking examples 
of female heroism, particularly in the last Catfre war, have been exhibited 
by tbem. 
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The other products of th~ earth in this place are proportionally good with 
the pastures. Besides the necessary corn for bread, De Clerk had this year 
gathered a rich harvest of barley, which he used as food for his horses. At 
this present time a murrain was prevalent among the horses, so that they 
were all at a distance from the house. Our host, however, assured us, that 
we need not be under any apprehensions for our cattle, since the disease was 
not produced by any momentary impression; it arose entirely from continuing 
the use of the same pasture) and the same water, too long together. It was, 
therefore, a thin~ scarcely ever known, for the horses of travellers to take the 
·intection; for the same reason, it was · generally found, that a change of 
pla~e was an infallible means of stopping the proiress of the disease. Near 
the house was a large garden, in which were cultivated fruits of various kinds. 
At this moment there was an incredible abundance of_peachcs and grapes, 
of the very best sorts, ripened in the best manner. The slaves of our host 
were employed in drying these fruits, which was doue by spreading them on 
reed mats, raised about three or four feet from the ground. The raisins were 
particularly excellent; and our host assured us, that, notwithstanding the 
distance of the Cape Town, they answered extremely well the being trans
ported thither. We were the more surprised to find the wine pressed from 
the same grapes of so very inferior a quality; this must be owing to some 
great fault.in the making it. 

The river, at the head of which lies this solitary farm, is called the 
Chamko, or the great Lion river, to distinguish it from another, which takes. 
eomewhat of a westerly dir€ction, under the name of the Little Lion .river. 
Both cross the Karroo in its greatest breadth, uniting before they quit it, 
after whjch they flow into the Elephant's river, which itself joins the Gaurits, _ 
as we have seen above, and, with that, flows into the sea. .Both arm!I of the 
Chamka are not only dry for a great part of every year; but there are years, 
sometimes even , several years together, when they have no water the whole 
year through. Though rain falls about the Nieuweveld Mountains, in whicb 
both hav~ their source, the water seldom spreads over more than half the bed 
before it is absorbed and exhausted by the Karroo: 

The Nieuweveld Mountains are among the most considerable in Southern 
Africa. They run parallel with the Black Mountains, aud bound the Karroo 

-in its whole length to the north. The ~ills of the Roggeveld, and the Kom-
1' 2 
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berg, may be considered as their extreme western boundary, and the Snow 
• 

Mountains as their boundary to the east. They do not, however, imme. 
diatcly join the Snow Mountains. but are united with them by a chain of 
l1ills, whi.ch appear as nothing in comparison with their colossal neighbours. 
Directly to the north of the Snow .Mountains, the Nieuweveld Mountains 
send out a hranch in a direction towards the equator, on the eastern side of 
which runs the Sea-cow river, which flows into the Orange ri,·er, betweeo 
,he twenty-ninth and thirtieth degree of southern latitude. This circum
stance leads Mr. Barrow into the erroneous idea, that the Nieuweveld Moun
tains are lht: highest chain in Southern Africa. Since this opinion is not 
supported by any measurement, I am inclined to doubt very much, whether 
the hi!:!;hest point of d1csc mountains is really higher than the outer range of 
the Black Mountains; the appearance to the eye, "·bich, however, is here 
deceitful, since the plain of the Karroo must be taken as the level, and that 
declines towards the south, supports my opinion. What more J have to say 
on this subject mu~t be referred to the place when I shall speak of the 
Karree hills, as the third great parallel chain or this country. The part of 
the Nieuweveld in which we now were is called the Greeu-hills. The plain 
in which lies De (;lerk's farm is called de lloo!J.llakte, the Hay-plain. 

\Ve were met bere by a new messenger from the Cape Town, who brought 
dispatches, requiring a speedy and diffuse answer from our chif'f. This 
occasioned us to make a stay of three days, which served as a salutary rest, 
previous to our arduous journey over the Karroo. 1 shall avail myself ex 
_the interval to give anoth..-r extrllCt lrom the journal of General Janssens; it 
is on the subject of the Bosjesmans, and 1 trust will be found not leu iote
"8ling than that already given respecting the Catfre,. 
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CHAP. XXX. 

Ertract from the Journal of G,neral Ja,men1.-Journe_11 of the General and Ai1 Par~y 
into 1/11: Country of the Bo.',jesmnn1.-Thrir Arri.:a 1 al the Greal ri'»er, or Orangt 
river.-.Met thereby a Parl.!J of Dosjesman1.-<Jb1er11alions of the .4uthor upon the1• 
People. 

ON. our journey from ~he Snow Mountains hither, we lefl a very remarkable 
tract of land to our right, which, among all the country inhabited by white 
men, has remained the least altered from its original state, and is inhabited by 
numberless flocks of wild beasts, together with sever-al hordes of the miserable 
aborigines of the country, as well as the new settlers ;-I mean the neighbou~
hood of the Sea-cow river. Although Governor Plettenberg, so long ago as the 
year 17,S, included it within the boundaries of the colony, it was not till about 
the year 1790 that any of the colonists settled there. No other part of the 
colony stretches so near to the Orange river, consequently in no part of the 
colony do the Bosjesmans, whose proper home is on the banks of that river, 
appear so much in their genuine form as here. Mr. Barrow, therefore, in order 
to become better acquainted with the situation of these very remarkable people, 
and to fulfil the benevolent views of the English government with regard to 
them, extended his journey to these parts. General J anssens, not less desirous 
if possible to ameliorate &heir ~i~erahle condition, took the same journey, and 
the notes and observations made upon this occasio!l by his adjutant are well 
worthy of bdng given as a sequel to those of Mr. Barrow, in order to make 
the public more fully acquainted with so peculiar a race. 

He who would travel into this country from Graaff Reynett, must ascend 
the Snow Mountains on their eastern side, and leave the Compass Mountain 
to the left. This _ was the route pursued by the Governor and bis train. 
Although it was now the winter season, when . the colonists commonly leave 
their habitations on the Snow Mountains, they had the attention to be there 
to receive their distinguished guests; several, indeed, after having e11terta_i11ed 
-them io the most hospitable manner that the circumstances would admit, 
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resolved to accompany them in the journey. Such a party may be very 
numerous, without greatly increasing the cares for their nourishment and 
accommodation. The Africans are at all times ready for travelling, and easily 

_ satisfied. Very little more preparati<>n is necessary, than to sl_in·g the powder
horo and bag of shot about the body, to see that the fowling-piece is in good 
order, and to fasten to the saddle a little bag with some bread and smoaked 
flesh. . Thus equipped, the traveller mounts hia horse, taking with htm on 
another horse a Hottentot, commonly a lad of twelve or fourteen yeare of age, 
whose destination is to look after the horses, and sometimes to carry his 
master's gun; commonly- he besides leads a' third horse, that the work may 
be occasionally lightened to the two others. Any change of linen or cloaths 
is not thought of in travelling,and when the little provision of food is consumed, 
the chace furnishes a fresh supply. Is he to pass the night out in the field, 
the saddle of his horse serves him for a pillow, and the master, with his servant, 
alternately keep watch to guard themselves and their horses against the lions. 
In this manner an almost incredible quantity of ground is gone over in a short 
time. If any one goes to visit a friend who lives as far off as from Frankfort 
to Leipsick, stiU it is called only taking a ride. \Vith such a company, for 
the greater part uninvited, did General Janssens find himself on the top of the 
Snow Mountains on the twelfth of July, 1803. It was bitterly cold; a sharp 
north-west wind drove the rain, and a sort of small-hail, like imow, through the 
air,. so that the summits of the mountains were soon w,hitened ov~r. The 
night was <lark as pitch; presently it began to lighten very smartly, and a loud 
clap of thunder was heard : such a phrenome_non, according to the unanimous 
testimony of all the colonists, was unprecedented at that time of the year 
among the m9untains. 

On the following day, the company descended the Snow Mountains, leaving 
the Rhinoceros Mountain and the Table Mountain• on one side, aud passed 
the night in a Rmall empty ·house, the owner of which, with his cattle, had 
descended into their winter quarters, before the coming on of the severe cold. 
In the next day's journey they passed the Red Mountain, wh-ich-bekmgs to 
the same great cluster as the Snow Mountains and the Rhino~eros- Miountaint 

• There arc many m·ountains of this name in the colony, the tabular form being Tcry·common' 

among the mountains. 
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• and whose summit rises to a very considerable height. From the south side 
of the Red Mountain flow the Brakke river and the Great Fish •river, which 
.empty themselves into the Indian Ocean, while the springs on the north side 
supply the Sea-cow river, which takes its course to the Atlantic. A farm of 
tbe Commandant John Van der Walt, near a hill called the Woirs head, was 
the next night quarters of the travellers: the cold was severe, and in the 
morning there was ice upon the water three lines thick.· The lions came 
in the dark ·within sixteen naces of the house, but without doiog any mischief • 

. In the course of the next day the travellers saw a great many gnus, hartc
. beests, and eland antelopes. After passing the next night at a farm called · 

Charles's Port, they descended into the plain, where thf'y found on all sides· 
such an i11credible numl>er· of elands, that the hunters killed no less thal\ 
s~venteen. By thi; mt>ans several thousand pounds of flesh were obtained;• 
a much larger provision than could be carried away. 

From hence the ground wa~ constantly upon the descent towards the va·lley 
of the Sea-cow river. To the leti were the hills on which Governor Pletten-: 
berg erected his boundary stone, and to the right, at a great distance, toweroo 
the lofty summit of the Zuureberg, with the summits of mauy other hills, to 

which no names ha-ve yet been given. About noon, the travellers b~ing at oo 
great distance from the Enchanted Mountain, came to a spring, which is called 
Vau der Walt's fountain, in memory of the deceased Field-Commandant, by 
whom it was discovered. The colonists assu_red the Governor that a tolerably 
good understanding subsisted . between them and the Bosjesmans of this 
country; indeed, wherever, as here, there are plenty of wild animals, oa 
which they cau feed, or if they inhabit the banks of a ri,·er, so that 
they can subsist very ~uch by fishing, thE'y are always more orderly and Lve· _ 
upon a more_peaceable footing with the colonists near them, than iu the barren 

· country about Cam<lehoo, Bruiutjeshoogte, and the Roi~evPIJ. One of 
the colonists, as a proof of the truth of what they asserted, rode forwards, and 
kindled several fires upon the hills, tor a signal to the savages that a christian 
commandt>r had arrived among them. It was not long before four men, armed 
with bows and quivers, made their appearance iu the camp, who displayed so· 
much courage and confidence, that when a quantity of elao<l'lf flesh was given 
them,' they immed .,.t l;t set about cutting it to pieces, a1Jd devoured it half 
raw. As it was the Governor's intention to pruceed farJi'-r tLat day, time 
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would not permit of a longer intercourse with them ; they were aooh dis
missed with some presents. 

The company arrived .in the evening at a gateway,as it is called, between two 
high hills, where they found a very fine spring, grown round with large reeds; 
here the tents were pitched for the night. From this spot to the Great river 
was a journey of two hours. Not far from the spring a gnu was shot, which 
was examined with tolerable accuracy, and a pretty exact drawing made of it. 
As this animal, on account of its extraordinary form, has attracted in a high 
degreP. the attention of all African travellers, and is pretty accurately described 
by all, I may venture to refer my readers to them. It is the same animal 
whose doubtful formation occasioned, for a long time, so much embarrass
ment to the naturalists. It has the mane and tail of the horse; the fom1 
of the head and the horns resemble the ox ; and in the legs and delicate make 
of the body it appear~ of the antelope species, to which it should seem, on 
this account, properly to belong. I must observe, that the name by which 
it is called here, net wilde beest, is falsely interpn•tcd, tlu: wild beast; since the 
name bea,t designates the ox tribe, and u:Ude bees!, signifies neither more nor 
less than the wild o.r. One of theEie animals was sent by General Janssens to 
France, on hoard the vessel The Geograplter, as a present to the Empress 
Josephine, by whom it was placed in the menagt•rie of the botanic garden at 
Paris. For the rest, it is now in every respect tolerably wdt known, and 
has lost the charm of rarity, which it had some years ago to tht: readers of 
travels in Southern Africa. 

The next day, early, the travellers arrived at the Great river, or Orange 
river, as Colonel Gordon named it, in honour of the house of Orange . It 
is a considerable stream.; and in a country where a river, tolerahly full of . 
water,· is a very great rarity, appears a no kss delightful than remarkable 
phrenomenon to the traveller. It has its source in several high hills, which 
boun,I the still unk11ow1i countries of Mathimba, ~Jaduana, and lmmbo to 
the west. The auuu<lant thunder showers, which fall the whule summer 
through, keep it constantly supplied with water; sometimes, even at that 
season of the yr:ar, it swells to an incredible height; in wintt:r it is at 
the lowest: its bauks are high and steep. Along its whole course, run con
siderable hills, both on· the north and south si<le, which in some places 
contract the ,•alley so f!lUCb that they almost meet; by this means the river 
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H so confined, that it presses throu~h the strait, when it is at all swelled, 
with such amazing force as to carry rocks and trees away with it, and these 
formiug in the end a sort of dam, obstruct the course, aud make the waters 
rise .to a height which must appear wholly inexplicable to one not acquainted 
with this circumstance. In proportion, however, as it approaches the coast, 
the banks become more flat, and the-height of the surrounding hills diminishes. , 
At length it reaches the gn~at sandy plain, which renders the whole we;tern 
coast of Africa so inhospitable, and presents an eternal im·incible barrier 
against its ever becoming habitable to any extent, or being con\·erted into the 
seat· of trade and business. Ilut this also impe<les the course of the river, 
and after winding its way over an extent of more than a hundred and fifty 
geographical mi)f'S of country, reinforced by several streams, which flow from 
the districti; of the Corans and llectj uans, breaking itself, by the force of its 
stream, a way through rocky vallies,-after all this, its strength is exhausted 
by the opposition of the constantly moving sands. Its proud flood, humbled, 
t.prea<ls over the wide extended plain, ~nd is by degrees exhausted or absorbed 
before it reaches the coast. This phamomen~n may be explained by the 
peculiarhies of the climate, on the African coasts; the rivers IJere havi11g the 
greatest quantity of water at that season of the year, when the almost perpen
dicular sun has parched and dried the sandy plain, and having, on the con
trary, least water in the cold season of the year, when abundant rains fall 
on the western coast, there is never, at the period when the sands are the moat 
penetrablo, force of water sufficient to break a way through them. Thus, the 
rjvers E:ither fail ent..irely HI forming theJnselves a mouth; or, if they succeed 
in. penetrating as far as the sea, that mouth is always obstructed ,by shoala 
au<l quicksauds. 

It was on the eighteenth of July that our travellers arrived 011 the banks of 
the Orange river, a fow hours distance above the place where it is joiuciJ by the 
Sea-cow river. As usual, at this time of the year, the water was low; not
withstanding wliich it was so broad, as to be a good gun-shot over, and in 
no part throughout the country iEJ the river ever fordable. The tall trunks of 
treea, torn up by the roots, lying on the banks, served as a mark to slicw the 
height 10 which the waters ha<l risen in formerinundations,ani.l by comparing 
the rapidity of the stream, in the present low state of the water, with what 
it must be at the height it had reached when these trees were deposited 
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on the shore, a very accurate idea might be formed of the terrific appearance 
made by the srrenm at those moments. 

A number of sea-cows, or rather river-horses, take up their abode in this: 
river, where they are scarcely ever disrnrbed by the hunters. The traces of 
their ponderous footsteps were to be observed every where on the shore; and as 
uumbers were soon seen in the water, coming to the surface to ihhale the air., 
a general chace of them was agreed upon. The huntsmen have two modes 
of catching these monsters; they either watch for them on the banks of the 
river at night, when they come on shore to feed, or, with a dexterity peculiar 
to themselves, seize the moment when the nose of the animal is above the 

water to draw in the air, and fire at it. Althoug!1 the wound thus given 
is scarcely ever in itself mortal, yet the pain and Joss of blood · sustained 
occasions the a~imal to rise more frequently, and higher above the surface of 
the water, and thus the hunters are furnished w•th new opportunities to 

repeat the fire again aml again, till the animal is at length subdued, and must 
submit to his fate. These hunts are, however, seldom fortunate, if the 
hunters be very numerous; every one then is eager to precede the other iB 
firing, and a single shot fired prematurely will entirely frustrate the whole 
undertaking. So was it ou the present occasion. Abundance of the 
animals were seen frequently rising above the water, snorting and blowing~ 
but_ the very first shot was injudiciously fired, anu taking fright, they hastened 
to the opposite shore, where they were spon at such a distance that no farther
opportunity was afforded of attacking even a single one. After remaining 
for some time in the vain hope of better fortune, the hunters were ob-liged to 
return to the camp, with nothing for their pains but an empty powder-horn. 

In the mean time, several Bosjesinans had arrived at the camp, with whoµi 
the General was engaged in an amicable intercourse, presenting them with 
food and other trifling presents. They were all strikingly low in stature, and 
seemed as if half famished. One of them, and l>y no means the least of the 
party, was m·easured, and found to be only four fee, three inches high; he 
appeared between forty and fifty years of age. The women were stiJI less> 
and ugly in the extreme. The colour of their skin was lighter than that of 
the Hottentots; some among theJU were even less yellow than the Spaniard• 
at. Teneriffe;, at the same time it must be observed, that the genuine colour
of the skin can seldom be accurately distinguished, on account of the greaae -

• 
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with which it is smeared over~• The physiognomy of the Bosjesmans has 
the same characteristic features as that of the Hottentots, but their eyes are 
infinitely more wild and animated, and their whole countenance far more 
expressive, exhibiting stronger symptoms of suspicion anc.l apprehension: all 
their actions indicate strong passion much more forcibly. This difference 
oriirinates undoubtedly in the constant exertions of mind and body, occasioned· 

V 

by the wretched life they lead. They have no property to furnish them with· 
food, in an easy and convenient manner, like many of the savages of Southem· 
Africa, who feed upon the milk and flesh of their herds, but are obliged con
&tantly, by means of fraud and artifice, . to procure a supply of the most 
pressing necessaries. Thence have they been led to the invention of poisoned 
arrows, with which they can hit to a certainty those wild animals of the field, 
whose strength and swiftness would otherwise be an ovcrmatch for them. 
The effect of the poison is so rapid, . that they are sure to find the animal who 
has been touched with it in a quartet· of an hour, if not ahsolutely dead, yet 
ao ~tunned and powerless, · that the effect is the same. To kill it entirely, to 
cut out the poisoned part, and to begin devouring the prey, are acts whieh 
follow each other with the utmost ·possible · rapidity, nor is the spot quitted 
till the last bone is entirely cleared. 

Larger animals, whose thick skins their poisoned arrows ~annot penetrate, 
become not the less the prey of their cunning and contrivance. The ban kl 
of the Great river are full of pits made by the Bosjesmans, to catch the sea• 
c:ow in its nocturnal wanderings.. These pits are large and deep, with a. 

sharp- ·pointed stake pl~nted in the midst, and are most dexterously covered 
over with twigs, leaves, and grass. The animal that falls in dies a death of 
the most horrible torture, for the stake, driven deep into the body, prevents 
his moving about in so confined a space, out of which he might' otherwise, 
perhaps, be able to work his way by the exertion of his vast strength; nor 
is it much in the power of the Bosjesman himself, with his imperfect weapons, 
to release him speedily from his torments. In some places, even the prudent 
elephant falls, in this way, into the hands of the Bosjesmans. Nor are these 

• The principal part of the following remarks upon the Bosjesmans are not from the Journal 
er General Janssens, but are tlae result or my O"D experience; they are inlra,luc:ed here &I 

1enin~ to elucidate what is tc.follow. 
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· people less subtle in ensnaring fish, for the sake of which they haunt very 
much the neighbourhood of the larger rivers. They make a sort of pointed 
baskets of the twigs of tree9, which have very much the form of our eel
baskets, and are used in the same manner; or if they expect a swelling of the 
stream, while the water is still low, they make upon the strand a large 
cistern, as it were, enclosed by a wall of stones, which serves as a reservoir, 
where, . if fortune· be favourable, a quantity of fish are deposited at the 
subsiding of the waters. 

In other parts, they spy about from the heights, to discover the nests of the 
cunnir,g ostriches, and find a most wholesome and refreshing food in the 
e~gs stolen from them. Snakes in abundance are caught by them, on 
account of the poison with which they tip iheir arrows; but after cutting, 
or biting off the head, and taking out the bag of poison, the animal itself 
serves them as food. They know very well, that the most poisonou9, 
1erpents may be eaten with perfect safety; that the poison only kills by bein§ 
Rlixecl immediately with the blcod. The swarms of wandering locusts, which 
to the civilized world are so great an annoyance, furnish to the Bosjesmans 
another resource for supporting life. How easy soever it may be to catch 
them by handfuls in a common way, so as to be furnished w1th a hearty 
meal. this is not enough ; to increase the quantity taken, they make long 
and deep trenches, from which ,he locusts, if they have once fallen int9 them; 
cannot easily rise and fly away. A very favourite food of these savages ill 
the termu-fatale, or white ant, and their eggs. The species of this animal 
formerly described,.• which makes such large heaps, or hillocks, does not 
belong to this part of the country ; it is a species somewhat smaller, which 
builds below the surface of the ground, •Spreading over a very large space. 
In the midst of these nests a hole is made by the Bosjesmans, coosiderably 
oceper than the nest itself, and they are then certain, in a short time, to find 
a number of the animals at the bottom of the hole, they having fallen in on 
all sides, in running about from one part of their l~abitatioo to ~nother. At 
certain · times of the year, or before any great change Of weather, these 
animals are particularly busy; they are seen in great numbers upon the 
surface of the ground, heaping up leaves, very small twigs, aod splinters of 

, • See Vol. I, page ai, Engli1h tran&Ia&ioa, 
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lfood, over the entrance to their mine, as a sort of roof. This is the most 
favourable mom~nt for the Bosjesmans to practise their mode of catching. 
them. 

Sparing ~s nature is here in the distribution of her gifts, necessity has
taught the Ilosjesmans the use of several plants, wholesome to appease hunger, 
which in more abundant ~ountries no one would think of applying to that 
purpose. Many of the lily specie& have a mealy nutritive bulb, which, 
roasted in the embers, has very much the flavour of a chesnut; it is most iu 
order to _be eaten when the flower is just gone off. There are, howev£'r, 
several sorts very pernicious, which occasion 'sickness, and which, by :m 
inexperienced person, . might easily be mistaken for those which are salutary. 
Many sorts of the mescmbryanthemum bear a pleasant acid kind of fru : t, 
called by the colonists Hottentot-figs, whicb are also eaten by the Bosjes .. 

-mans; and those on the other side _of the Great river feed much upon the 
bulbous root of their kambroo, a plant yet little kn-0wn to the botanists, -and 
,redefined by them. 

' 1t is not, however, to be inferred, that no tract of country is so poo,:· 
but that it produces wherewithal to support the miserable lives led by 
these savages. In some parts, as on the banks of the Great river, they can 
procure easily and abundantly the means of supplying tl~eir daily wants.; · 
but in others, which are deficient in game, in ants, in locusts, and in bulbs, 
they are often in a deplorable situatic;m; and, from a long privation of sufficient 
nourishment, waste away to the leanest, most wretched figures imaginable. 
Does a more favourable time of the year, however, come on, or do they 
change their quarters to a more fertile region, it is amazing how soon the 
traces of this misery disappear ; in how short a time they become quite 
different beings. Alas ! instead of chusing the latter means of alleviating 
their misery, they ha\le too often recourse • to another, which draws hatred 
and contempt on all their nation ·;-that is, robbery. Wholly unaccustomed 
as these people are to any ideas of property, or to any of the other ties that 
bind civilized society, possessors of no other wealth than their bow ,and 
arrows, their whole attention turned only to satisfying their animal necessities 
in the quickest and most convenient manner, ought it to be considered as a 
matter of very great reproach to them, that they are ready to take what they 
want~ wherever it is to be founc.l? The situation of their neighbours, I , 

, 
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readily grant, is not rendered more palatable by this reflection ; and even 
. though they do not feel their attacks to be very atrocious, _tbey are not the 
less· justified, nor is it the less incumbent on the~ to defend to the utmost 
themselves and their property. In this very circumstance lies the principal 
obstacle to the Bosjesmans ever being civilized; and it is certain, that there 
are not, over the whole globe, any savages whom it would be more difficult to 
inspire with new ideas, or to form to new habits. 

To say all that might be said upon this subject, without · suffering myself 
to run into a wearisome amplification, would be almost impossible. I shall 
therefore restrain my pen to giving some few of the leading features in the 
modes of life, and character, of the savages in question ; these, connected 
with such particulars as are already known to the public, and such as may 
be hereafter given, will enable them to form satisfactory results. The Bos
jesman has no settled residence; his whole life is passed in wandering from 
place to place; it even rarely happens that he passes two nights together 

- on the same spot. One exception may, however, be found to this general 
rule, and that is, when he has eaten till he is perfectly gorged ; that is to 
say, when he has for several days together had as much as his almost .incre
dible voracity can possibly eat. Such a -revelry is followed by a sleep, or at 
least a fit of indolence, which will continue even for weeks, and which at 
la~t becomes so delightful to him, that he had rather buckle the girdle 
of emptiness round him,• than submit to such an exertion as going to the 
-chace, or catching insects. He is fond of taking up his abode for the night 
in caverns among the mountains, or clefts in the rocks; in the plain he makes 
himself a hole in the ground, or gets into the midst of a bush, where, 
bending the boughs around him, they are made to serve as a shelter against 
the weather, against an enemy, or against wild beasts. A oush that has 
served many times in this way as the retreat of a Bosjesman, and the points 
of whost bent boughs are beginning to grow again upwards, has perfectly 
the appearance of an immense bird's nest. In this state many sorts of the 

· • In Germany it is a common practice for people or the ordinary class, who are riding. jour
■eya, ir they feel thcmsclvce empty, to buckle a leathern girdle round them Yery tight, which 
prevents the empty stomach reeling so much the shaking of the horse. This girdle ii called the 
11ehmachtriemen, the girdle of emptiMII. TaAMSLATOJl. 
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pliant tarconanthus, abundance of which grow on the other side of the Great 
river, are oflen to be found; and if they have been recently inhabited, bay, 
leaves, and wool may be seen, forming the bottom of the nest. It is thi& 
custom which has given rise to the name by which the savages in question 
are now known. Bosje signifying in African Dutch a shrub or bush; Bos

jesman, consequently, a bush-man. An additional reason for giving it being 
derived from their often shooting at game, or at an enemy, from this retreat. 
Whoever travels over this treeless country, can scarcely forbear laughing at 
the mistake of many translators, who have made of this word bosje, a wood, 
or perhaps, forest, and called these people Wood-Hottentots; or, as some of 
the French translators have it, Hommta du foret,. 

The holes in the ground above-mentioned, which sometimes serve these 
people as beds, are only a few inches deep, of a longish round form, and even 
when they are to serve for a whole family, not more than five or six feet 
wide. It is incredil>le how they manage to pack together in so small a ·space, 
perhaps, two grown persons and several children : each is wrapped in a 
single sheepskin, in which they contrive to rol1 themselves up in such ~ 
manner, round like a ball, that all air is entirely kept from them. In very 
cold nights they heap up twigs and earth on t_he windward side of the hole; 
but against rain they have no other shelter than the sheepskin. In the hot 
season of the year, they are fond of lying in the beds of the rivers, under the 
1hade of the mimosas, the branches of which they draw down to screen them 
from the sun and wind. In this situation were they found by Patterson, who 
has pretended to give a sketch of what he saw, but it is defective on the side 
of accuracy ; nor is it difficult to discern, that the sketcher has introduced a 
great deal of his own imagination into his picture.• Household utensils 

• I cannot help inserting here, with reference fo the opinion I haYe given in my first Yolume, 

wespt>ctiog the origin of the Hottentot tribes, a passage from lleeren', idea., relative to the poll. 
ticaJ ,tale and ,ommerce of the most celebrated nation• in the ancient morld. He is comparing 

the information we haYe receiYed from the English tranUer, Bruce, with what we know from the 

a■cients respecting the )Ethiopian tribes; aud shews, ,ery acutely, the conformity of the 
modern writer with the rddtion given by Agatharcides. " The Hy lophagi," aays this latter, 
" lite under the shade_or trees, the branchca of which they bend down to the ground, to form 

" them sci ves a sort of tent,. The Dobenahs, the most powerful tribe of the Shangalla11, Jiye OQ 

" tbe ieab of 1lepbant1 aad rbiooceroaea; tlae Bui, ill Ole plaiDa of Sue, cat tile 8eah of lion•• 
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:they have none, ·unless that name may be given to shells of tortoisf's, of 
.ostriches' eggs, and of gourds. Some of those who inhabit the neighbour
.•hood of .the_ more civilized Caffre tribes, of the Beetjuans, for instance, have 
.knivei., but they 'are not at aH a necessary to them, since they generally eat
-their flesh raw, and ehew it very little. If they dress it, they scarcely make 
.it hot tluough, and bite it with their teeth-the moment it is. taken out of the j 
.ashes. . The incisive teeth, therefore, of the old Bosjesmans are commonly f 
half worn away, and have one general flat edge. They drink out of the 
.rivers and streamlets, lying down flat on their bellies, even when the bank is 
-very steep, so that they are ·obiiged to support themselves in a fatigu .ing 
maaner with their arms, to avoid falling into the water. The Caffres, on 
the contrary, and many of the savage Hottentot tribes, have a way of cronch
.ing down to the water, and throwing it into their mouths with the forefingers 
,of both hands. I do not recollect ever to have seen any of the different / 1 

savages of Southern Africa drinking out of the hollow of their hands. 
As the Bosjesman lives without a home, and without property, he must be 

without tbe great medium 6f moral refinement, the social union. A horde com
monly consists of the different members of one family only, and no one has 

· any power or distinction above the rest. Eve.ry difference is decided by the 
right of the .strongest; even the family tie is not sanctioned by any law or · 
regulation : the wife is not indissolubly united to the husband ; but _when he 
gives her permission, she may go whither she will, and associate with any 

. other -man; nay, the stronger man will sometimes take away the wife of tbe 

. weaker, and compel her, whether &he will or not, to follow liim: I must, 
however, add, that such instances are not common. The almost iostincti\•e 

· lo~~ of tbe parents for their common cbildre.D uui-tes the far greater part for 
_tbe~r w•hole -lives, and habit makes them mserarable companions. Infidelity 
to t.he marriage compact is, however, not considered as a crime; it is scarcely 

. regarded by the offended person. I have, on a former o,ccasion, in my 
remarks . upon tbe languages of these savages, observed', as a thing worthy of 

" of wild ho~s, and of snakes. Farther westward, bt-yond these, is a tribe that in summer 
" fee,&} oo .loru,ts, which they dress, and then keep io baskets <lricd; during the rest of the year -
" they li,e on crocodiles, river-horses, and fish. The most eastward of all are-thl' Struthiophap, 

• -'' or o~trich-c;1ters," Oo how many of t.bese things do the Bo~jcsmaps pow fc«l.? 
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notice, that they seem to have no idea of the distinction of girl, maiden, and v 
wife; they are all expressed by one word alone. I leave every reader to 
draw from this single circumstance his own inference, with regard to the 
nature of love, and every kind of moral feeling among them. As little is the 
son considered as bound to the father, the brother to the brother; every one 
leaves his horde, and attaches himself to another, entirely at his own 
pleasure. 

Very little intercourse subsists between the separate hordes; they seldom 
unite, unless in some extraordinary undertaking, for which the combined 
strength of a great many is required. For the most part, the hordes keep at 
a distance from each other, since the smaller the numbel', the easier is a· 
supvly of food procured. So trifling is the intercourse among them, that 
the names of even the most common objects are as various as the number of 
hordes. Their language is disagreeably sonorous, from the frequent clacking 
of the teeth, and the prevailing croaking in the throat; and it is extremely 
poor, no less iri words than in sounds; they understand each other more by 
their gestures than th1::ir speaking. No one has a name peculiar to himself, 
though they distinguish themselves as a people by a general name.• v.,,....-

• l'liny says the same thing of some of the people in the North or Africa. " Atlante, dege. 
" nere, 11mt humani rilru, Ii cre<limu,. Nant neque nominum ullorum inter eo, appellati1 e1I 
-•'· -neque insomr.ia i,iiu,1l, qualia rclitui mortales. Trogludytm spec1u e.r.cavanl. llt11 illi, 
" domus, i,ictu, 1erpentium car•e1, stridorque non i,or: udeo sermonis commercio carent. 
" Garamante, matrimoniorum er.1orte.1, passim cum Jemini, degunt, 4c!' Hist. Nat. lib. "• 
tect. •iii. " The Atlantes, a people of Mount Atlas, in Africa, if it mar be belie,ed, are 
" destitute of human rites; for they hare no nominal distinctioo among thcmseln·s; neither 
" is their slee1, attended with ,dreams, as that of other mortals. The Troglodytes, a people' of 
." Ethiopia, dig ca•erns in the ground, which they make their habitations; they ft'ed on the flesh 
" of serpents; they make a croaking kind of noise, but have no Toice ; thu1 they are strangeu 
" to the intercourse of speech. The Garamantes, a people of Zaara, in Africa, haring no 
" marriages, cohabit promiscuously \fith women." 

The fame description is gi,cn by Pomponious Mela: •' Tro:lotlytm, nullarum opum domini, 
" strident magi, quam loqllunter, 8fc.•• " The Troglodytes, possessing 110 intellectual facul. 
" ties, make a shrill noise rather than speak., &c." Both gire their relations after Herodotus; 
and how fabulous soerer this account of the African nations may appl!ar, they were probably 
almost founded on esporience. Thus much at least they pro•e, that eYt•o the moat extraordinary 
circumstance, which I hue related, with regard to the Bosje~mao,, art oot wholly new aad 
11Dheard of. 

VOL. II. II 
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. ·when a horde has take~ any thing in the chace, or by plunder, it is con• 
cealed as much as possible fr<;>m all the others; since whoever learns that 
there is something to be eaten, comes without any ceremony, or waiting for 
an invitation to partake of it. As every thing is common property, the/ 
booty cannot be withheld, or a part of it at least, from any one who requires 
it. Thence the incredible voracity with which they immediately devour what
ever they catch in the chace,-thence their avoiding the posses~ion of living 
enimals,--thence the inefficacy of every attempt which has been made to 
k<'ep them quiet, by paying them a tribute of sheep and cattle,-thence the 
fruitlessness of all endeavours to accustom them to milder and more civilized. 
habits. I cannot find any other ground than this envy and jealousy, this 
{ear of being obliged to share what they get with others, for one of the most 

odious and revolting features in their character, their passion for destruction. 
Every thing that comes in their way, which they cannot appropriate on the 
gpot to their own use, iifi d€stroyed, that it may not be of advantage to ot~ers. 
If they discover an ostrich's nest, and circum~tances do not permit their 
continuing on the spot till all they find there is consumed, they eat as_ much 
es they can, but the rest of the eggs are destroyed. Do they meet a large 
flock of springbocks, they wound as many as possible, although six or eight 
are sufficient to la8t them several days: the rest are left to die, and rot on the 
ground. I have already related, that when they fall upon any of the herds or 
flocks belonging to the colonist ·s, they will rather de_stroy every one, though 
they cannot possibly carry th.em away, than l~ave any for the owner. 
- I would not by any means place these ul)fortunate people in a more 

odious point of view than they deserve; I will, therefore, readily admit, that 
this last-mentioned proceeding may very probably be urged, by the idea of car
rying away the plunder at a more convenient time; but J must, in any case, 
vindicate, in great measure, the anger and thirst of revenge excited among the 
colonists. Who among the most civilized Europeans, would not be transported 
beyqnd all bounds, at seeing his whole wealth, the fruit perhaps of many years 
of labour and industry, wantonly destroyed ; the whole flock or herd, so long 
carefully watched and nurtured, 0mo11g which many a particular auimal is, 
perhaps, become very dear to him from its faithful services, left, while the 
ruthless destroyer himself is fled, to end their lives in the most cruel tor
tilent1? It i1 very true; that the coloni1t1 ma,r ju&tly be reproached · with 
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111any and great offences against the Bosjesmans, and their harsh rough 
manners have led them to acts of revenge which are a disgrace to Christia~s, 
to persons who derive their origin from cultivated and- civilized nations. 
I will nC1t here repeat the accusations brought against them; they are suffi
ciently known from the writings of my precursors: such acts are· certainly 
not to be excused; yet it is but justice to urge, what can fairly be urged in 
mitigation and palliation of them. The Bosjesmans did not originally iuhabit 
the countries whence they now carry on their most injurious warfare against 
the colonists ; it cannot therefore be urged, that the savages are but reven ging 
themselres for bl-'ing disp?ssessed of their own country. At the time when · 
the Europeans settled in the Roggeveld, in the Snow .Mountains, in Ag_tc .. 
bruintjeshoogte, and other parrs, there were no Bo.:;jesma11s there ; it was 
the weahh of the colonist5 which first attracted them thither, fro~ their o·wn 
proper districts on the banks of the Great-river. The colonists were not the 
ag~ressors; for, in truth, these savages had nothing of which th<'y could be 
deprived; and no idea was ever entertained of making sla\·es of them. Even 
suppo~ing they had been drh ·en from their native country, which w:-is not 
the case, since those parts now inhabited by the colon ists were all peopled 
by trihes of Hottentots; even supposing this had Lieen the case, what had a 
people like the B0i::jesmans to lose; they who are every where at home, who 

· know not the value of any land, who have behind them a fertile territory of 
several thousand square miles? What had they to lose, but the possession of 
a dry and almost uninhabitable country, whjch could not, in any way, be of 
me, had not Providence sent thither the frugal sheep, as it were, to its owo 
peculiar <listrict? 

The rude .rough man, left f'ntirely in a state of nature, i1 not in himself 
evil and wicked, still less is he so from principle: but he follows blindly the 
impulse of his passions. -which lead him to acts, that to us, in the high point 
o_f civilization we have attained, appear as crimes; but which can only be 
justly considered in that light 1 when the perpetrators themselves are sensible 
and conscioua that they really are so. Hunger and inclination will naturally 
lead the Bosjesman to robbing and plunder, nay even to murder, in the desire 

_of procuring some better kind of food than snakes, anta, and the tallow of 
•ea-cows, without his conscience making him any severe reproaches upon 
&be aubject. without any man being justified in therefore finding iu hi1 

Hi 
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skull the organization of the robber or murderer. As little does the 
colonist see any great ill, if, in defending his property resolutely against these 
savages, even at the hazard of his own life, he chances to kill some of them : 
neither act can fairly be judged upon those principles by which, in well
constituted states, robbery and private vengeance would be judged and 
punished •. The rude Jaw.s of n_ature must ine\-·itably, in great measure, 
rule here ; and the government can, alas ! only interfere if the colonist, 
forgetting the duties of humanity, should put his Bosjesman prisoner to 
death, with cruel and protracted torments; then, indeed, the punishment of 
the oifonder becomes essential, that all superfluous unnecessary horrors may 
be restrained. Entirely to prevent retaliation, is a thing which cannot ba_ 
thought of, unless it were in their power entirely to prevent the aggressions 
of the savages. Before the evil can be wholly removed, the manners of the 
contending partie11 must be softened, all their habits and ideas must be 
ameliorated and refined ; then, and then only, can the cri~inal code 
establishe~ in civilized Europe be made to rule here supreme. But a few 
simple facts prove more than the most able reasonings. The reader is 
therefore requested, when he has gone through the account of my travels, 
and not before, to form hia final opinion upon the aituation of the Bosjesmans. 
and their relations with the colonists. 
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CHAP. XXXI. 

E.rtracl from the Journal of General Jamsen, continued.-A Ri'oer-horse killed, but 
carried away by the stream.-Efforts of the Colonists and Bosjesman1 to r,trit'Oe it.- . 

. Affecting account of the eagerne11 ,hewn by the BosjwNan1 to ,a-oe one of the 

. Colonist., from being drowmd.-More Particular, respicling the Bosjesma111. 

Tnz Bosjesmans, who were now guests to the General, were, like all tlie · 
other savages of this country, cloathed in skins. Some of the colonist• · 
observed to the 9c>vernor, that most of them wore the skins of antelopes ; 
that few were in sheep-skins. They said, that by this circumstance it was 

. easy to judge, whether the horde was among the most peaceable and orderly 
or not. When they were dressed in sheep-skins,• as these could only be •. 
obtained by robbery and plunder, they must accordingly be considered as 
among the disorderly; whereas, the contrary was to he inferred, when they 
were clad in antelope-skins, which are the fair product of the chace. To the 
honour of the colonists, it must be observed, that the Bosjesmans did not 
evince the least fear or distrust of them ; on the contrary, towards some among 
them, who spoke their language, and served as interpreters, they shewed . 
the utmost confidence. As these people relate<l to the Governor, that they 
came not unfrequently into that country, and often in their hunting-parties 
had met these Bosjesmans, and had some intercourse with them, the confi. 
dence shewn by them was a pleasing proof to him, recollecting, as he did, 
bow much difficulty Mr. Barrow had found to induce them to stop with 
him, that the colonists had, since that time, treated the Hosjesmans with 
mildness and humanity. The colonists had, indeed, for some time past, 
engaged the Bosjesmans so much in a sort of amicable intercourse, that they 
bad giveo names to some of the oldest and most distinguished among them, 
by which they were now called; one had the name of Cupid, another the 
Curlew, another Kakkerlak, &c. &c. The men had no other cloathing 
except the akin thrown over the shoulders, and a jackal's skin in the centre 
of their bodies; but the women bad a number of large pieces of leather, tied 
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one over the other, as aprons. Their only ornaments c9nsisted in the intcs• 
tines of animals, hung round the neck, as necklaces; and instead of beads 

round their heads, they had a bandeau of little pieces of ostrich eg-g-shell, all 
roun(led to the same size, and strung upon twine. All of them, women as 
well as men_, seemed pai-sionately fond of tobacco, with which, to their great 

delight, they were richly furnished. 
In the bed of the Great-river are found many pretty little pebbles, · particu. 

larly of jasper, of ag-ate, and of chalcedony. _The Governor had, in his walk 
along the bank, collected a number of them, when news was brought him, 
that a colonist, who went out that morning by himself, had, at about an hour's 
distance up the stream, shot a river.horse, which he begged the Governor to 

come anJ inspect. The whole company immediately repaired to the spot; 
b,u,t before they arrived, tbe stream had carril-d away the monst-er, without 
the possibili-ty of its being prevented. The leather thongs with which he 
was fastened to the shore, notwithstanding their strength and thickness, could · 

not resist the force of the stream, but were torn asunder. Some Bosjesmans 
were dispatched along the bank of the river, to discover, if possible, whither 

' it had beeu carried; and these brought wotd the next morning, at the very 
momeut when the company were about to strike the tents, and proceed on 
their journ<'y, that the dead river.horse was hanging on a rock, a good way 

dowu, on the other side <>f the stream ; and they thought it very possible 
that he might be disengaged from the rock, and become a valuable booty. 
When the, party reached the spot, the breadth and rapidity of the stream 
occasioned many douhtsin their minds of the practicability of such an under

taking. Howen•r, the experiment appeared worth making; it was- there
fore proposed to unite together all the leather straps, which serve for harness 
to the draught oxen, and send the Bosjesmans, who were indisputably the 

most dexterous swimmers, over w_ith them, to see what was to be done. 
This the savages were very ready to undertake; and four· of them imme

diatt-ly set about the task. Each took the stem of a tree, across wltich they 
laid theu1selves; two of them took in their- hands the ends of the leather· 
thougs; a third carried the cloaths of himself and his comrades; and the 

fourth a firtbraud, that they might have the means· of warming themselves 
wht'll they reached the opposite- shore; thus only one hand of each-. wa8" 

at hbt:tty to.assist them in swimming. h was astonishing t~ s~• notwith• 
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1tanding, the rapidity with whrch they,proceeded, and the two latter very 
,soon reached the opposite shore. The other two had scarcely got to the 
middle of the stream, when the thongs they held in their hands became an 
auxiliary to the current, which carried the swimmers irresistibly down with 
amazing force, -constraining them' at length to abandon their enterprize nnd 
l'eturn. A living . river-horse itself would, in truth, scarcely have had 
strength to draw such a weight directly across the stream. 

Some other means ?f accomplishing the proposed end were now to h~ 
devised, and many were suggested, but none found practicable. The hope 
of retriev_ing the prize, howeyer, induced a young colonist to attempt 
"Swimming over; but on account of the vast force of the ·stream, he wa9 
-constrained to return, ere he had reached a fourth part of the way. · In the 
mean time, the two Bosjesmans who had attained the other side of the 
water, having made a large fire, cut a quantity of the fat off th~ monster's 
back, which they baked and eat most voraciously. This sight tempted five 
more of the Bosjesmans to make a new essay; and this was conducted much 

. more judiciously than the former. Each took a light Bat piece of wood,. 
which was fastened to the right shoulder, and under the arm ; when in _the 
water, the point was placed directly across against the stream,· so that the 
great force of the water must come upon that, while the swimmer, with the 
left arm and the feet, struggled against the stream, in the same manner' as a ship 
with spread sails, when, according to the sailor,s language, it sails before the 
wind. They arrived quicker than the first, and almost without any effort,, 
directly to the opposite point, and immediately applied all their strength, 
though in vain, to loosening the monster from the rock on which it hung. 

In the mean time, a freed slave belonging to the Governor,s train, an eager, 
1tpirited young fellow, and a very expert swimmer, had the boldne8s to 
attempt following the savages, witho~t any artificial aid, and 6ot, though 
·slowly, very successfully about half way over; here, howt'ver., his strength 
failed him; he was carried away and su~k, ·but appeared again above the 
water, stru~gling with his little remaining powers to reach the shore. All 
-efforts were vain; he was forced to abandon himself to the ,stream; but 
luckily at a turn in the river, which soon presented itself, he: was carried 
to the land half dead. The Bosjesmans, when they saw his situation, quitted 
their .fire., .and hastening. to hi1 assistance; ·arrived at the ~pot juat as II•·· 
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crawled on shore exhausted with fatigue, and stiffened with cold. It was a 

truly affecting sight to behold the exertions made by the savages to tecover 
him. They threw their skins over him, dried him, and rubbed him with their 
hands, and when he began somewhat to revive, carried him to the fire and 
laid him down by it. They then made him a bed with their skins, and put 
more wood on the fire, that he might be thoroughly warmed, rubbing his 
benumbed limbs over with the heated fat of the river-horse. But evening 
was now coming on, and in order to wait for the entire restoration of . the 
unfor!unate adventurer, it was necessary for the whole party to resolve on 
pa&sing the night where they were. Sqme of the Bosjesmans on this side 
exerted themselves to carry the poor man's cloaths over to him, that he might 
not be prevented by the cold from sleeping and recovering strength for his 
return. 

Early the next morning the Bosjesmans were seen conducting their protegi 
along the side of the stream, to seek out some more conYenient spot for' at
tempting to recross it. They soon arrh•ed at one where was ~- small island 
ill the river, which would of course much diminish the fatigue of crossing.: 
a quantity of wood was then fastened together, on which he was laid, and thus 
the voyage was commenced. The young man,grown timid with the danger from 
which he had escaped, could nol encounter the water again without great ap
prehension : he with the whole party however arrived very safely and tolerably 
quick al the island, whence, with the assistance of his new friends, he com. 
menced the iecond, and most toilsome part of the undertaking. Two of the 
Bosjesmans kept on each side the bundle of wood, while the young man him. 
self exerted all his remaining powers to push on his float. When they reached 
a bank iu the river, where they were partially aground, having water only up 
to the middle, he was obliged to stop and rest awhile; but by this time be 
was so complt!te)y chilled, and his li~bs were so benumbed with the cold. 
that it" seemed almost impassible for him to proceed. lo vain did his com
rades, who looked anxiously on to see the termination of the adventure, call 
to him to take courage, to make, without delay, yet one more effort; he, as 
well as an old Bosjesman, the best swimmer of the set, seemed totally to have 
lost all thought, or presence of mind. At this critical moment, two of the 
Bosjesmans, who had remained on our side of the water, were induced, after 
tome persuasion, to undertake the rescue of these unfortunate adventurers. · 

• 
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A large bundle of wood was fastened together with the utmost dispatch ; 
on · the ends of this they laid themselves, and to the middle was fastened · . ' 
a cord; this was held by those on shore, so that it might not fall into the 

. water, and incommode them in swimming. It ~as astonishing to see with 
\Vhat promptitude they steered directly to the right spot, and came, notwith
standing the rapidity of the stream, to the unfortunate objects they sought. 
The latter had so fa~ lost all coolness and presence of mind, that they had not 
the sense immediately to lay hold of the cord, and their deliverers were in the 
utmost danger of being carried away the next moment by the stream. At · 

. this critical point, the third, who was standing on the bank, seized the only 
means rem1:1ining to save his two companions. He pushed them before him 
into the deep water, and compelled them o~ce more, in conjunction with him, 
to put forth all their strength, while the oth~r two struggled with their ut
most might against the stream. In this manner he at lengtla succeeded in 
making them catch hold of the rope, by means of which all fi~e were ulti
mately dragged in safety to the shore. 

The Governor and his whole company were to the lait degree affected with 
this transaction, and could not enough express the feel~ngs inspired by the 
courage and humanity which the Rosjesmans had evinced throughout. Care · 
was taken imm~diately to make a large .fire, and to revive them with . warm 
wine; the freed slave and three of the Bosjesmans._ were indeed in great want 
of such restoratives, for they were almost depriv&l of their senses through 
cold and- fatigue, and a considerable time elapsed before they were perfectly 
recovered. The colonists were besides emulous with each .other in shewing 
their kindne.ss and good will towards the Bosjesmans, repeatedly assuring us 
that they ~hould never ·have expected so much from them. The Governor 
embraced this opportunity to represent very forcibly to these people the in
justice of which they were guilty towards the poor savages, exhorting them 
earnestly to reflect well upon what had passed, and thenceforward to change 
their conduct towards them. Such an admonition would certainly have been 
infinitely more necessary, but it would also have been far less effective in the 
neighbourhood of Graaff-Reynett. The present company protested unani
mously that they were all inspired with the most lively desire fo recompense 
the Bosjesmans for 'the behaviour they had that day witnessed. · Jn fact, the 
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sequel proved that they were perfectly in earnest in their declarations and pro~ 
mises. 

\V hen the Boajesmans were entirely recovered, the General ordered more 
ample presents of cloaths, with cloth, and a large provision of tobacco, to be 
distributed among them. \Vhile the people were executing these orders, a 
woman came forwards, and pointed to the river, over which a B~jesman was 

now swimming with the cloaths of the freed slave. By means of th~ inter
preter, she explained that he was hf'r husband, and that he d1'scrved equally a 
share of th<? presents. A part was immediately destiued to him, and as he 
struggled with the ~tream, she looked perpl'tually towards him, making a very 
odd trilling noise, by striking her tongue against the roof of her mouth; this 
noise, it appeared, on euquiry, she considered as of great use in assistiug a 
person_ in danger. 

On the same morning the Govnnor prepared to continue his journey. Before 
his dt>parture he summoned all the Hosjesmans to appt>ar before him, when, by 
means of the interpreter, he assured them that if they would observe a quiet 
and orderly behaviour, ~o pains would be spared on the part of the Christians 
to render their lives more easy and happy, and as opportunity might be afforded, 
to administer to their little wants and necessiti1:s: he would himself, he added, 
from time to time send some of his own people to see how things were going 
on, and whether the promises macle them were strictly observed; nay, he 
assured them that the government would never cease to shelter, to protect, 
and to Jove all Bosjesmans who abstained from plunder and murder, and 
shewed that they wished to live in peace with their neighbours. The field
commandant, Van-der-Walt, he conclucled, whose possessions were the 
nearest to their present abode, and in whom they had already shewn so much 
confidence, should be commissioned by him to promote their good in every 
manner consistent with justice, and to assist all their laudable undertakings. 
Th< y expressed th~ir satisfaction· by a variety of gestures, and by some 
incomprehensible words uttered to one another in a kind of singing tone; 
expressions which were redoubled when the General on taking leave held out 
his hand to the man who stood nearest to him. Many of them continued to 
run by the side of the waggons, and only separated themselves by degree& 
from the company on the second and third days. 
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A year after, -Generai Janssens had the happiuess of receiving a strikinr 
proof of the interest he had acquired among these savages. In .July, of the 
dry and unfruitful year 1 S04, the field-commandant, John Yan der Walt, came 
to the Cape Town, when he informed the Governor, that he, with his neigh
bours, had adhered strictly to t_he injunctions given them, and behaved in the 
most lenient and amicable manner towards the Bosjcsmans. This conduct 
was attended with such happy consequences, that no robberies had been 
heard of in the country during the whole year: the Bosjesmans had, on the . 
.contrary, often come to them. in a peaceable and orderly way, to beg food or 
.tobacco. On such occasions, they ha~ either given them food from their 
own stock, or gone with them into the field to shoot game for their supply. 
From the drought of that year, however, the quantity of game was exceed~ 
fogly diminished, many having died, and others having gone to seek more 
hosp"itable quarters i even of the tame cattle, numbers had bce_n carried away 
by hunger or disease, so that an unive!sal s~arcity of food was felt, which fell 
particularly hard upon the Bosjesmans. One day, therefore, a Bosjeaman 
came to him, the same old man who bad shewn so much ardour in rescuing 
the freed slave, bringing with him his son, a boy about ten years of age, begging 
that he would carry him to the Groot-Baas, who,. the year before, had, in 
such a friendly manner, promised them his protection. He had nothing, be 
said, for the chil<l to eat i and could hope for nothing better than that he and 
his mother would die of the hardships and necessities they endu'red. He 
was sure that the Groot-Baas was so good that he would not suffer the lad 
to perish,but would provide him with plenty of food and cJoaths. The General . 
freely granted the old man's petition ; and the child was received into his 
house by the name of Flamingo, where he was educated, and became so. 
attached to the family, that when the colony was taken by the English, he 
begged to accompany his benefactor to Europe. This is the very same lad 
who was at Paris with the General in 1807, and who was often mentioned in 
the papers of that time. I shall have occasion to mention him frequently in 
the sequel. 

The company had not traveJled many hours after parting with the last of 
their new friends, when they discovered another ' horde at a little distance 
from the .road. The whole party rode up to them, and found two men and 
three womeri, of different ages, with several children_ They did not evince 
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the least afarm, though the visit w.as quite unexpected to them, arid greeted 
some of the colonists as old acquaintance. Some presents were made them 
of beads, buttons, &c. but they begged for tobacco ; for this, they were 
tol~, they must come to the camp, as the company had none with them. 
One of the dragoons, however, having a small quantity, gave it to them, 
when they commenced a loud and singing· sort of cry, during which they 
plucked some old reeds up from the earth, and began to smoke. On enquiry 
into the meaning of the cry, they said it was an eager expression ofjoy, 
a1,d repea,edly usured the company that nothing, was so grateful to them ,as 
tQt.acco. The habitations of these people consisted of holes in the ground, 
1uch as have been already described : there were. two large ones, and several 
smaller for single persons or children. They had also a sort of earthen pot, 
but very rough and clumsily formed ; and they evidently preferred for 
use the half shell of a· gourd. The company soon quitted them, but were 
followed by some info the camp, which was pitched for the night at Sea-cow 
river"a Port. Some of the huntsmen, just before the arri-vat of the sayages, 
1hot several head of game, solely with a view to their entertainm~nt. 

From all that has been here said, it is evident that the colonists of these parts, 
have, i'n the latter years, lived upon much better terms than formerly with . the 
Bosjesmans. Whoever remembers the description given of these savages by Mr. 
Barrow, that in order merely to get a sight of them, they must be surrounded 
and fallen upon suddenly; and since great alarm is excited by such a step, 
conflicts often ensue which cost the lives of many.-Whoever remembers thia 
account, will learn with pleasure, that they are become much more approach• 
able, and that hopes may be entertained; that, at least during the lives of these 
hordes, peace wit) be _maintained. It must, alas! however be added, that the 
conduct and behaviour of the savages is not the same everywhere, and at 
all times; and 'also that there is no other part in which the coloni~ts are well
juJging and humane enough to maintain such a relation with the Bosjesmans, 
as a concurrence of favourable circumstances had contributed to establish 
here, at the moment of which we treat. Sorry am I indeed to say that I shall 
seldom have an opportunity of presenting such pleasing and favourable 
pictnres pf the reciprocal conduct of the colonists and Bosjesmans towards. 
each other. What I learnt and experienced in my later travels, will, ~t the 
utmost, excite the compassion of my readers for both parties., but will 
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acarcely ever be of a nature to excite interest or benevolent feelings toward, 
them. 

The friendly intercourse was here carried 10 far, that the colonists, . when they 
bad any thing to say to the Bosjesmans of the neighbourhood, or bad little 
presents to make them, could always collect them together only by lighting a 
fire upon one of the surrounding hills. Things bad even gone so f~r, that a 
few years before, a large stick, ornamented with metal buttons, had been given 
to the most intelligent person in one particular kraal, to distinguish · him ns 
a commander among them, and the rest were strongly exhorted to obey him as 

such. This D;Jan soon died, leaving the stick to ·his son ; but, unfortunately, thtt 
latter died · very soon after his father, which created such an alarm among the 
rest, that they brought back thE: stick, saying that they should all die if they 
kept it any longer. For the rest, they are exceedingly superstitious; and 
there are among them, as among the Caffres, people who are considered as· 
magicians, and who are believed to have the power of <:ommanding rain, 
wind, and thunder, at their pleasure .. If unluckily one of these magicians 
happens to have predicted falsely several times in succession, he is thrust out 
of the kraal, and very likely burned, or put to death in some other way. One 
of the Bosjesmans, who visited the General on this journey, related, that such 
bad been the case with bis wife. Although at first a ,·ery great magician, 
latterly her prophecies bad all proved false, and she was therefore put to 
death by the rest. He himself, for fear she might trouble him after her death,. 
bad dashed · the heacl of the corpse to pieces with large stones, then buried 
her; an~, for greater security, made a large fire ov_er the grave. 

The travellers now followed the course of the Sea•cow river upwards, and 
the next day, the twenty-second of July, reached the boundary-stone, which 
Governor Plettenberg erected not far from this river, on his progress through 
the country, in the year 1778. Fragments of the pillar were lying about the 
pedestal, on some of which were remains of the arms of the Eaat-India Com
pany sculptured upon them •. Here the Governor was met by a messenger 
fro111 the Cape Town, who brought him information of the . renewal of war 
between France and England. This occasioned him' to perform the remainder 
· of his journey by the sliorteat route, with the utmost possible dispatch, and 
with a very small part of his train. A journey of one hundred and seventy' 
houn was performed by him io only ten days, so Jhat he re-entered the Capo 
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Town on the firstof August. The companions from whom he parted company 
continued their journey under the conduct of Captain Paravicini, proceeding. 
by short days' travelling, along the bank of the Sea-cow river; and on the 
twenty-sixth, r.eached the north-west angle of the Snow Mountains, called 
Africa's Hoogte. From thence they proceeded nearly the same way through 
Koub and th~ Nieuwevel<l, by which the reader has accompanied the com• 
missary-gelieral, and on the thirtieth reached the farm of the commandant,. 
De Clerk. Here we will take leave of these travellerR, leaving them to 
pursue their journey leisurely to the Cape Town, and return to our own 
company, whom we left resting for-the day at the source of the Chamka. 
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CHAP. XXXII. 

Continuation of the Commissar9-Generar, Journe_v through tke Karroo.-Tlie r,antl1:r• 
ing ltJen.-Visit to De Beer', Farm ill the Kweek Valley among the B!ack ~loun• 
tains.-Charactt:r of thi, Jt1ar1.-0lto'1 place upon the Cat Ri-oer.-A Hottentot', 
lJ,fanner of e.xpfaining the Proportion, of Time. 

ALL the necessary preparations for our departure were made in the course 
of the day, and ample information procured how our journey through the . . 

desert might be performed in the safest and most convenient manner. It 
was resolved, in cons(•quence of this information, to travel only the latter. 
half of the day, in order to avoid the insupportable heat, which is so great 
about noon in this low flat country, that it soon overpowers both man and beast. 
We therefo~e set off on the twenty.'first of February; in the afternoon, having 
dispatched our wag~ons forward in the morning. We followed the course 
of the Chamka, which we crossed very often, without finding in it the least 
traces of water; and having continue<l our progress for more than an hour 
by the light of the full moon in very serene pleasant weather, our tents 
we~e pitched for the night by the side of the river, and supper was pre• 
pared. Th~ same order was observed on the following days, which passed 
<me after another without the occurrence of any event, or any change of 
objects worthy of notice. As soon as breakfast was m·er, the tents were 
struck, and the waggons packed and sent slowly forwards. The thickest 
copse of mimosas that we could find was then sought out, under the 
shade of which we reposed till the hottest part of the day was over, and the 
sun began to decline, when we proceeded forwards, a11d by the time that night 
was fully closed in, reached the place where we were to pass the night, and 
where the camp was already prepared for us~ 

Notwithstanding this well-imagined regulation, our journey through the 
Karroo ·was attended with many hardships, as any 011e may easily conceive 
who bas attended to the description of this country which I gave on a· 

former occasion. At that time, when we crossed it, between the Roggeveld -
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and the Bokkeveld, the hot season was not so far advanced, and water was 
still to be found in the rivers; ~ur journey through it, besides, lasted only a 
few da.rs, and we were provided with many necessaries, of which we were 
now bereft, while neither we ourselves nor our horses were ao much ex. 
hausted and s.o weary as we had been rendered by the exertions of the last 
three weeks. 

So great was the want of water, that we were obliged almost always to dig 
holes in the bed of the river to the depth of four or five feet, in order to pro
cure this indispensable necessary ; and when thus procured, it was commonly 
so impregnated with particles of salt, or other foreign matter, that it was 
extremely nauseous. Even thi11 miserable liquor would not have been ob
tained without the assistance of our experienced guide; for it must not be 
supposed that io an African river 'tis only necessary to dig, and water, such 
as it is, may any where be procured ; such places are, on the contrary, very 
rare, and are only to be found where considerable cavities in the original 
masses of stone have been filled up with sand, clay, and argile. These 
spots are recognized by cross banks of the firm stone which appear not far 
from them down the stream, and which serve as dams to retain the subter. 
ranean water. Commonly there is also a considerable fall in the river above 
one of these reservoirs, and wherever such a fall occurs, it may almost be 
depended upon that water will be found a little way bel<;>w. 

The scanty supply of water, and the bad quality of the little we could 
procure, were doubly felt by us, since our stock of wine and other necessaries 
was very sensibly dimini.shed ; some articles, indeed, among ourstores, were 
entirely exhausted. Our food had consisted for several days of nothing but 
mutton and biscuit. The wine which we brought with us from Graaff-Re7-
n~lt had fermented with the heat, and was become perfectly sour; aocl even 
of this, our stock was so small that none could be spared for the dragoons and 
Hottentots; the only thing we could afford to strengthen and support them 
was a small ration of bad African brandy. Game was a thing we never saw 
in our whole progress through the Karroo, and. though we would gladty have 
killed a yoong heifer, which l\'e ha<l bought by the way, the want of salt pre
cluded u~ from availing ourselves even of this resource: 

Every day's journey now carried us farther and farther from the Nieuweveld 
Mountains, and the monstrous.wall of the Black Mountains rose before us 
at every m~meni. more and more clistinctly. These mountains form the whole 

• 
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southern boundary of the Karroo, and divide it almost inacce&Sibly from the 
fertile country upon the coa3t •. In looking back towards the northern moun
..tains, one group ~as particularly distinguishable, from its striking resemblance
with the· mountains that bound the Table Valley and the Cape Town on 
the south side. A high hill, flattened on the top to a considerable extent, 
1tands iu the middle, which is encompassed by several other hills not so high, 
with rounded heads. , The former bears the name of the Table Mountain, 
and the two next in height are called the Devil's Mount, and the Lion's 
Head, exactly like those at the Cape. 

For five days we followed the course of the Chamka river, ~ut then quitted 
it to take a direction towards the foot of the Black Mountains, intending to· 
pass into the fertile country beyond them through a cleft broken by the Hex 
river. For the use of future travellers, I shall here set down the names of 
the Ausspannplatzeo at which in tludirst four daya we found a email aupply 
of water. 

On the 21st February,- de Holdrift,-The Hollow Ford. 
2~nd _;_ de Koedoukopf,-The Antelope's Head. 
23rd --- de Remlwogte,-The Blockade Heighl. 
2Hh --- -de Blam,ekranz,-The Blue Girdle. 

Late i~ the evening of this fourth day, before we reached the place where 
1re were ' to stop for the night, we were met by a colonist on horseback, ao 
inhabitarlt of the mountains that lay before ua, who having heard of the 
Commissary-general's- arrival in these parts, came with a pressing invitation 
that he would make a circuit of about half aday"sjourney,and rest himself at his 
farm for a day or two, where he might recruit his 6trength for the remainder 
of the way through the dreary Karroo. This man had, moreover, been $0 

attentive to our probable wants; that he brought with him some stone flasks 
full of costly red wine, the produce of bis own Jancls; thi1, after havin~ 
been so long deprived of any good wine, and having had so many hardships 
to encounter, ,was a wondE:rful refreshment to us. He supported his invi
tation not a little by offering to replenish. our nearly exhausted stores with a 
l!lupply of this wine, and with many other productions of his lauds. Among 
other ·things which he offered, not the least important was forage for our 
.horses, th~ apprehended failure of which had already occasioned us no liule 
· uue~eincss with respect-to our future progress. A1;19ther ~trong reason for 
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accepting hii:i invitation, was rhe still continued weakness of our poo: invalid :-· 
from her continued exertions, and the want of proper nourishing food, her 
recovery was very much retarded. , Finally, we were determined by the 
assu ranee that if this opportunity was lost, we could not in less than another 
week reach any place where our numerous wants might be supplied. 

Our worthy host, therefore, whose name was Samuel de Be·er, and who 
was field-cornet of hiit. district,· rode home that same night, to prepare every 
thing for our reception, and ._the next morning sent us fresh horses, that we . 
might accomplish our daY,'s journey with the greater ease and ceterity. We 
set off early, and found about half way another human habitation, though 
only composed of reeds; but it \Yas inhabited by a well-looking young man,. 
and a neatly dr~ssed woman, who had three or four young children about them. 
Tt1ey regaled ~,s with fresh milk, and regretted very much that they had no 
bread to offer, since they lived entircJy upon \he flesh of their flocks. These 
people were of the poorest class in the colony, who call themse _lves ,oander
ing men, beca.use they have no fixed habitation, but move about with their 
flocks from place to place. · There are many such nomade families, particu
larly in these parts ; and in general .t~ey may be said to be of a description of 
persons very far from respectable: they often render themselves · liable to 
punishment by atrocities towards the savages, and disobedience to the 
government, from whom they can often find the means of concealing 
their very existence. As they possiess no lands, they are strangers to
husbandry; they live upon the produce of their flocks, and are no way con
nected in society with any of their fellow creatures, so that they are almost 
sunk to the situation of savages. The government, it may well be supposed, 
do all in their power to repress such an abuse; to them it is a further injury, 
by their being deprived of the taxes which every land-owner is obliged to• 
pay. To the rest of the colonists these people are often a great annoyance 

. in another point of view : that they not u-nfrequently appropriate to their 
O\VO use the places destined as AU6spannplatzen for travellers, and leave for 
the next person who comes that way nothing hut the bare and naked soil. , 
But the government has, alas ! 11ever been able to exerf its utmost energy 
for the suppression of this grievance, since many families, whose houses and· 
)ands were .burnt and destroyed in the last Caffre war, have been compelled 
through necessity to adopt a wandering' life; while others, just within, or 
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!perhaps even without the boundaries of the colony, by their plundering and 
-marauding, bring an odium upon the name of christian, contriving at the 
·same time to keep out of the reach of justice, and to set the laws at defiance. 

The nearer we approached to the Black Mountains, the more hilly the 
,country became. On the naked heights we found the Geranium. spinosum 
growing in abundance, but at this moment it was destitute either of leaves 
-or flowers; nothing was to be seen but tall thick woody stems, of an ash
:grey colour, s-tuck all over with thorns of about half a finger's length • 
. Farther on, we came to the Black river, a small stream of fine clear water, 
,pretttly overshadowed with African willows and Karree bushes. From 
,thence, in half an hour, .we reached Kweek Valley, the Field-cornet de 
·Beer's place, and were received by him with new and very unexpected marks 
-of honour; He -had collected together the whole population of his district, 
,consisting of ahout twenty persons, who were ranged in two rows on each 
-side of the way up to .his house. . Every one had his musket with him, and 
:as the Commissary-General rode through the ranks, the field-cornet, who was 
,distinguished as the officer by a scabbard of gaily painted leather hanging by 
-his side, and a drawn sword in his hand, made them present their arms. 
While the good peasants performed, to the best of their abilities, the ma
illceu,•res they had learned so hastily, two of our host's children, tbat 
.the proper accompaniment of musrc migh~ not be omitted, played upon a 
.couple of miserable ,fifes the popular song which has for some time been 
-eo much in vogue in Africa, Rejoice, ye of the living. These forms gone 
;through, the field-cornet, with a very important air, made his people form 
.a line in · front of the hot1Se, and at his command fire three salutes. · The 
;tricoloured ·Batnvian flag was all this time waving over the house; and that 
ithe whole solemnity might conclude i_n a proper military manner, the people 
were made .to continue under arms till ilhe field-cornet had ushered our chief 
with all due ceremony into the house, anct given the word of command to 
,them to . mar.ch off. 

~ 

l'hese ceremonials compleated, the field-cornet now appeare<l without his 
-eword and scabbard, as the simple host alone, to welcoqie our chief aud all 
.the party most heart-ily to his house. His wife immedia'tely set the tabl_e out 
-with excellent grapes, melons, water·meloos, and other fruits, a~d various 
arts of:costly wine, all tthe produce ·of. their :own I.ands. · The dinner con-

x 2 
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&istecf of several excellent dishes of fresh vegetables, poultry, and veal. Wlto• 
ever does not understand the nature of this country, must consider it as some
thing very extraordinary, to find, in the midst of such a dreary waste, a place 
so rich in productions of the earth of various kinds; but the whole enigma is 
explained to those who do know the country, by the single circumstance that . 
an abundant spring flows from a chasm in the hill behind the house, and 
waters the fields, the vineyards, and the gardens-. So much is done in this 
mild climate _by such a bountiful and never-ceasing spring, that even the most 
ungrateful soil may be made to yield abundantly all that France and Germany 
together numher among their most costly productions. Alas! such happy 
spots are, however, rare to be found, and they are, for the most part, at such 
a distance from all commercial intercourse, that their fertility is of no farther 
use than for the maintenance of a single family. An increased populatioo 
and improved habits of industryF may, perhaps, amoog future generations, 
make such places considered as a principal source of the national riches: 
whereas, in the present time, in many of them, the unconquerable indolence 
of the owners is confined to providing but slenderly the absolute 11ecessaries 
of life. 

Many ef the prod11ctions of this place are carried to the Cape Town-as, 
fur instance, butter, dried fruits, and wine; the latter is of so excellent a 
quality, that it pays well-the long transp~rt. I carried a sample of it to
Europe, which was esteemed by connoisseurs almost as highly as Constantia .. 
Farther within the mountains there are places of equal fertility 1 among which 
may be particularly mentioned that of the widow Van der Burg. and another 
whic.h belongs to a Dane, by name Nielsen. This latter, a very intelligent 
man, knew ROt how better to employ his great superfluity of oranges, thao to 
extract the aetherial oil f,om the blossoms and the rinds of the fruit, in whicla 
lie has· succeeded · so well, that he has already made it an object of great 
profit. He had la-tely begun to cult;v.ate, with the same view, peppermint,. 
anniseed, and fennel ; and bad found a ready sale for them to the apothe
caries at the Cape Town, who had hitherto impQrted tb.e aetberjal oil of 
these plants from Europe. To the best of my knowledge, thN& is the first 
attempt of the kind ever made in Africa. The number of his orange-trees, 
of different kinds, amounted to two hundred and forty-four. He haq sent 
this year to the Cape Town eighty-three bushels of dried peaches, and. fouc 
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hundred pounds of raisins. In good years, besides gathering this quantity of 
grapes for drying, he makes from twelve to fifteen vessels of good wine. · 

As the grapes that grow in this part of the country :ire not all of equal 
goodness with thrn~e of the Kweek Valley, they are, for the most part, only 
used for making brandy; and the northern countries of Koub, NieU\veveld1 

and the Roggevelds, are supplied from hence with that article. At De Beer's 
farm the people w~re, at this very time, employed in sorting the grapes, in 
order to make brandy from the worst. But the brandy here, how strong 
soever it be made, has always an unpleasant flavour, one which is peculiar 
to spirits distilled from the fruit of this colony, and which must proceed 
f~om substances that would probably render the abundant use of it very 
injurious to the health. My friend Polemann, whom 1 have elSt"where men-

' tioned as a very able chymist, has succeeded, by distilling it anew with 
.charcoal-powder, iu taking _off_ this disagreeable flavour entirely, and making 
it almost equal to the best Cognac~ 

Our host, -De Beer, was a man of so strangely · mixed a character, that I 
cannot forbear describing him somewhat at large, especially since people of 
his stamp .are not very tare in this country. The principal features of his 
character were vanity, bigotry, and a love of domination, accompanied by a 
certain · querulousness, and political fanaticism. He was by no means 
deficient in understanding, as the state of his farm sufficiently testified; but 
he prided himself not a little upon it, as shewing how much wiser be was 
than his neighbours, and looked down with • a sort of contempt upon them. 
He was born and educated in the village of Paarl, near the Cape Town, and 
from living in that more populous country, had acquired a sort of courtly 
manners and refinement, the want of which~ among bis neighbours, · he failed 
not to dilate upon amply, and regret exceedingly. He had some reading, 
and was very choice in the selection of his phraseology, which formed a 
delightful contrast with the African Malay dialect, in which he was t.:<lucated. 
He asserted, as is very common among his countrymen, that Africa would 
be the most fertile and blessed country upon the globe, would produce every 
thing, if the peasants were less idle and stupid. . As a proof of this, he cited 
his own experience in the fertility of bis place, on which he dilated so warmly, 
that it was impossible riot to attract the attention and admiralion of hia 
hearers at the iudustry which iD good truth he had manifested. · Although he 
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was evidently by no means among the most affluent that we had witnessed in 
the colony, he constantly endeavoarecl to itnpress us with the idea that he was 
a very rich man ; in like manner he ~as emulous to pass for a genius, who could 
always find the best way to execute any undertaking in which he engaged, and 

who, on every occas_ion, knew how to conduct himself with propriety. For 
that reason he received us with the military ceremonials above described, t0 
show that' lie. was -every where at hom-e, and knew perfectly well the marks of 
distinction whh which great men ought to be ~eceived. He had been made field• 
cornet, ns ·being the mo~t intelligent and best-informed man of his district, but 

' his vanity and love of domination made him hated in the ·highest degree by his 

neighbours and dependents ; such ·indeed rs -very cotrrmonly the ·case wirh all 
:who fill"the same post.· Almost every body'complained·ofhis pride, for there ia 
nothing that people find harder to digest than a man's setting himself up aa 
superior in wisdom to every body around him. 'Many had gone so far as ab
solutely to refuse obedience to him; and, in fact, we were obliged ,to stay here 
a day fonger than ,vas intended, merely because rhe people would not bring the 
.tlraught oxen which ·he ·bad ·required. When they were ordered by the ·Com
.tnissary:..General, they were ready immediately . 

The field.-cornet made ·a great dis·play of his piety. E.-ery morning early~ 
an 'his children, his slaves, and his Hottentots, were assembled for the purpose 
of devotion, which consisted in singing psalms, in reading a long prayer, and 
a chapte~ •from :the Bible. He did not even forego this ceremony ·during our 
stay, 'though at most places 'where we 1had been, the bastle occasioned by so 
large a ·party of guests, ·was considered as reason sufficient l-0 dispense ,vith 
,the custbtnary religious exercises; In earlier times he had ·had a great -deal of 

intercourse with preachers and missiona'ries ; he ·recited to us verses full of 
mysticism which he ·had himself composed, and ·anagrams on the names of 
tnen who had ·been particularly celebrated for their piety, whi~b he himself 
had discoyered. He bad not absolutely ·taken any part in the ·disturbance6 at 
.Graaff-'Reynett, but he was a zea:lous advoc~te for freedom and -the nahnal 
rights of ·man. He was welt' acquainted with all 'the great public e-vents in 
Europe during the last ·fifteen years, and had so profound a veneration for 
some of the leading heroes of the French revolution, ·that he had given the 
.names of two of the mbs't celebratell among them 1to his ·two youngest · sOl"tt; ! 

,.the one was .called Jcihn ;Bonaparte, the o.ther ·Nicbo}as.Moree .u. Tbe fonner 
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unluckily, at only three years of age, fell into the cistern wl1ere the water was 
collected in the court before the house, and, no one being near to rescue him, 
was drowned. 

On the twenty-ninth of February we left the Kweek Valley, and its hos
pitable inhabitants, and proceeded on our joufOey ill' a westerly direction, along 
the outermost ueclivities . of the Black Mountains: this part of the country 
we thought exceeded · in uniformity and barrenness any we had~·yet seen. 
We crossed for the last time the dry bed of the Chamka, which fr'?m he11ce 
ru"s westward along the foot of the Black Mountains, through which, farther 
on, it finds a passage • . After a loAg day's journey, we reac~ed in the·evening 
the P.<jually dry Cat-river, on the banks of which a colonist, by name Otto, has 
built a couple of miserable huts. · Here we came to the first well we had seen in 
the course of our journey •• 'It was twenty feet deep, and dug immediately on 
the bank of the rivtu, but so scantily supplied with very brackish water, that 
when four of our horses ~ad quenched their thirst, the rest were obliged tQ 
wait for some time till a fresh supply was collected. As water in this country; 
is principally w~nted for the cattle, and for watering the lands, the sinking 
wells is found but a very poor resource; and 'tis owing to this circumstance 
that so very few wells are to be seen. This in question served only to supply 
the house with water: the cattle were obliged to drink as well as they could 
at places in the bed of the river, which could scarcely be calle~ any thing better 
than puddles. 

Here, as in ·most other places where we .had been, complaints were ]aid 
before the Commissary-General. A Hottentot in particular engaged our 
attention; by the simplicity with which he told his story. After he had 
harangued for a long time in broken Dutch, we collected so much as that he 
bad agreed with a colonist to serve him for a certain time at fixed wages, as 
herdsman, but before the time expired, they had parted by mutual agreement. 
T-he dispute was how much of the time remained, .consequently how much 
wages the master ha<l a right to deduct from the sum which was to have been 
paid for the whole time.· To illustrate this matter, the' Hottentot gave us the 
following account. " My Baas," said he, " will have it that _I was to sen·e 
so Jong," and here he stretched out his left arm and hand, and laid his right, 
with the little finger directly under the arm; " but I say that I only agreed ~o 
serve so long," and here he laid his right hand upon the joint of the left 
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Apparently, he meant by this to signify, that the proportion of the time he had' 
served, with that he had agreed to serve, was the same as the proportion of what 
he pointed out of the arm to the whole length of it. At the same time he 
shewed us a small square stick, in which at every full moon he had made a 
little notch, with a double one at the full moon, when he quitted tht! colonist's 
service . As the latter was present, and several of the colonists and Hot• 
ten tots, who attended as auditors, could ascertain exacLly the time of entering 
on the service, the conclusion was, as is very commonly the case. 'that both 
the master and the servant were somewhat in the wrong; that the one 
reckoned too much of the time expired, the other too little, and that according 
to the Hotte1itot's mode of measuring, the time expired came to about the 
knuckle . The Hottentots understand no other mode of measuring time but 
by lunar months and days; they have no idea of the division of the day into 
hours. If a man asks a Hottentot how far it is to such, or such a place, he 
either makes no answer, or points to a certain spot in the heavens, and says: 
" The sun will be there when you get to it!' 
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CHAP. XXXIII. 

Conlinualion •I the Journey O'Der the Karroo.-Rugged Yalley among the Black Moun• 
lain1.-Wol-oefontein.-The Zoute-Ylakte.-.tlccount of a Drunkard there.-Th• 
Rietfontein.-An old Soldier mistake, lhe Author for one of Prince Lichtenslein's 
Family.-Bi1 unfo,·tunale Situation.-Pinaarskloof.-Tl1e Klipfonlein,-Draay.
The Term Little Ride, as used ~1/ th« Colonisll, explained.-1l:[ode of. oonducting 
Auctfons.-Vulle,y of the Jiex-river.-Sumptuous Entertainments given by the rich 
Colonists.-Some of the Dishe1 described. 

AT the close of the follo'fing day our camp was pitched by the river 
Dweika, which here forms the boundary between the districts of Steltenbosch 
and Graaff-Reynett, and which, not far from henc~, joins the Chamk.a. In 
our route thi5 day there was only a hill between us and the ph1ce where these 
united rivers break their way through the Black Mountains. This hill I as
cended, accompanied by Captain Alberti, and took a bird's-eye view of the 
valley below, through which these rivers, when they are fu II, carry their waters 

towards the coast, assisting to increase the devastating waters of the Gaurits 
river. ,v e saw here some of the boldest rocks that are perhaps to be seen all 
the world over; but they are to such a degree wild and rugged, so naked and 
.bare does the deep chasm yawn before us, that it appears as if nature had 
sketched the plan of a fine country, but had bet::n disturbt!d iu the midst of het 
creation, and that all must be cloathed with green, one part rounded off, · 
».nother filled up, to complete 'the design, and form a finished and spirited 
whole. · I have enquired a ~undred times, but never found any body that 
could even name to me the man who had followed the course of this valley, 
to examine whether farther in some beautiful spots might not be discovered, 
with ·perhaps waterfalls, grottoes, or the like. There is a more direct way 
over the hills to Zwellen<lam, to the left of which lie the Elephant's river and 
the Flat-kloof; but it is rugged and difficult beyond any. other mountain 
passage in the whole colony, and can scarcely be traversed except on foot. · 
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Apparently, he meant by this to signify, that the proportion of the time tie had' 
served, with that he had agreed to serve, was the same as the proportion of what 
be pointed out of the arm to the whole length of it. At the same time he 
shewed us a small square stick, in which at every full moon he had made a 
little notch, with a double one at the full moon, when he quitted tht! colonist's 
service. As the latter was present, and several of the colonists and Hot
tentots, who attended as auditors, could ascertain exactly the time of entering 
bn the service, the conclusion was, as is very commonly the case, ·that both 
the master and the servant were somewhat in the wrong; that the one 
reckoned too much of the time expired, the other too little, and that according 
to the Hottea,tot's mode of measuring, the time expired came to about the 
knuckle. The Hottentots understand no other mode of measuring time but 
by lunar months and days; they have no idea of the division of the day into 
hours. If a man asks a Hottentot how far it is to such, or such a place, he 
either makes no answer, or points to a certain spot in the heavens, and says: 
" The sun will be there when you get to it." 
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CHAP. XXXIU, 

Continuation •f the Journey O'Der the Karroo.-Rugged Yalley among the Black Moun• 
tains.-Wol-oefontein.-The Zoute-Vlakte.-.11.ccount of a Drunkard there,-Th• 
Rietfontein.-An old Soldier mistakes the Author for one of Prince Lichtenstein', 
Family.-H is unfortunate Situation.-Pinaar1kloof.-The Klip.f ontein.-Draay.
The Term Little Ride, as used ~1/ th« Colonists, e:rplained.-1lfode of. oonducting 
Auctions.-Valley of the I-le:r-rit,er.-Sumptuous Entertainments given by the rich 
Colonists.-Some of the Dishes described. 

AT the close of the follo'fing day our camp was pitched by the river 
Dweika, which here forms the boundary between the districts of Stellenbosch 
and Graaff-Reynett, and which, not far from hence, joins the Chamka. In 
our route this day there was only a hill between us and the pl.Ice where these 
united rivers break their way through the Black Mountains. This hill I as
cended, accompanied by Captain Alberti, and took a bird's-eye view of the 
valley below, through which these rivers, when they are full, carrytheir waters 

towards the coast, assisting to increase the devastating waters of the Gaurits 
river. ,v e saw here some of the boldest rocks that are perhaps to be seen all 
the world o~er; hut they are to such a degree wild and rugged, so naked and 
.bare does the deep chasm yawn before us, that it appears as if nature had 
sketched the plan of a fine country, but had been disturbt:d iu lhe midst of bet 
creation, and that all must be cloathed with green, one part rounded off, 
another filled up, to complete 'the design, and form a finished and spirited 
whole. · I have enquired a ~undred times, but never found any body that 
could even name to me the man who had followed the course of this valley, 
to examine whether farther in some beautiful spots might not be discovered, 
with perhaps waterfalls, grottoes, or the like. There is a more direct way 
over the hills to Zwellendam, to the left of which lie the Elephant's river and 
the Flat-kloof; but it is rugged and difficult beyond any. other mountain 
passage in the whole colony, and can scarcely be traversed except on foot. · 
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Tlte .interior valleys are rich and wild ; they ar~ inhabited by the zebra, which 
is elst'where hecome very rare, an<I by the spotted antelope and roebuck io 
great abundance: tile almost extirpated blue antelope (antilope leucopl~) is 
<'\'en occasio11:.lly to be found there. 

The abovementioned colonist Nielsen, a man whose credibility I have no 
reason to doubt, told me also that in many parts of these mountains there _ are 
Jio1,1s in such numbers, that he once in a hunting party saw two-and-twenty 
together. l\Iost of them were young; only eight \\'.ere full grown. He h,ad 
takea his oxen from his waggon, and left them, to graze at 10 open place near 
a wood, but at sight of these creatures, he with his l-Jottentots fled t~ take 
,efug·e under the cover of the· _waggon, leaving his oxen as their prey, six of 
which were killed and carried·away by them, without his venturing to fire a 
single shot. 1 

The next day's journey was, from the accustomed heat, want of water, 
and wearisome uniformity of the country, passed with the usual fatigue. In 
the evening we came to a pretty spat, an~ pitched our tents in the bed of a 
small river called the buffalo's river, which ·flows iuto the Dweika. The 
place where we encamped has water.almost all the year round, and is called 
the \f olvefontein. The mimosas for a considerable way on the river side, 
dow·nwnrds, had fresher leaves than we had seen for a long time, and their 
advantageous situation was farther manifested by the growth of the thorns, 
some of which measured from five to six inches and a half in length ; at their 
roots was growing a small quantity of grass. A !though the standing wa·ter 

which we found here and there had the accui;tomed flavourof natron, by making 
small holes of about two feet deep, very drinkable water was soon procured. 
That we might collect the greatest quantity possible, one of theee liU:le wells 
was dug by the 11ide of every tent, from which we acquired the knowledge of 
an extraordinary circumstance, that while 9oe hole yielded the best ~avoured 
water possible, in another, not ten paces from · it, the ·water wns perfectly 

· brackish. It should almost appear therefore as if the natroo lay sometimes 
only in small patchelf below the earth. It is certaie that occalionaHy the 
freshest sprir.gs will rise out of ground the surface of which is covered with 
natr0n, and by digging in the same ground, the water obtained i1 extremely 
disagreeable. There are farms, where in one part the wine that grows will be 
excellent, white the ~ines on a neighbouring land, from the quantity of oatrea 
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' with which it is impregnated, will be perfectly diseased, scarcely having a 
bra~ch upon them capable of bearing fruit. A striking e~ample of this 
phrenomenon may be seen at Constantia, where the ~e!ebrated wine which 
bears that name is made. 

On the third of March, in the evening, we went . a little out of our ,,ay, 
for the purpose of passing the night at al) insignificant farm, which lay in a 
chasm in the mountains. We found a couple of miserable reed huts, but the 
inhabitants were hospitable, and willingly resigned to us their slender repast 
of fresh milk. The father-in-law of the owner had formerly lived in the 
Zuureveld, but was so completely plundered by the Caffres;that his children, 
though themselves in no very proiperous situation, were obliged to lodge 
and maintain bim. This place was c::all_ed Geelboksfontein. The narrow 
entrance to the vaUey appeared to us, as we took our leave of it the next 
morning at sun-rise, compared with the arid plain over which we were still 
travelling, a very romantic spot. 

When we had crossed the Buff'alo's Fiiver, the bed of which was perfectly 
dry, we eame about noon to the Zoute Vlalcte, or Salt Plain, as it is called, on 
account of the oatron which every where rises out of the ground. Here li\'ed 
a certain John Krieger, whose brother, the Field-Commandant of the 
Roggeveld, had arrived just before us, with fresh teams of oxen for our 
waggons. This place belongs· to the district of the Cold Bokkeveld, although 
it is three days' journey from it; but it is nearer to that district than to any 
other more populous region. lo winter, when the inhabitants of the 
Bokkeveld come down to their kgplatzen in the Karroo, the Zoute Vlakte 
is not so entirely desolate. Besides our old acquaintance _from the Rogge
veld_; we met here another family of colonists, who were on their way to the 
Cape. They excited our attention more particularly, from the circumstance 
that amongst ttrem was-the fir.st pe_rson, an African born, whom we had seen 
drunk duriog our whole journey. The man wrangled with our host, dis
puted with aU the rest of the party, was cross to his wife; but notwith
atanding his being so extremely ih liquor, not an oath, or even in unseemly 
word, escaped him. 

We had no\V before us a coutse of ten hours · over the dryest part of the 
Karroa, in which there w.as no house to be seen, fl~r any hope of finding even 
a drop of water. The overpowering heat had almost exhausted the st~rngth 
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of our horses; it was therefore determined that we should once more pro• · 
ceed on our journey by night; and we continued our march from the t!me 
that the moon rose till two o'clock in the morning. The way was, smooth 
and well tracked ; round us stretched the wide spread plain, and nothing 
interrupted the profound silence that reigned over the spot, except the 
braying of a qu,agga, at a greaL distance : ~his appeared the more remarkable, 
since one single hare was the only wild animal we bad now seen for ten • 
days. We had lately, indeed, observed upon the ground some traces .of the 
feet of ~striches, which we .surveyed with satisfaction and interest, as a proof 

_ tbat some kind of living creature was not far off. 
In the morning we were charmed with the glorious, and in this part of 

Africa, rare, sight of the sun rising in the horizon of the monstrous plain 
behind us; ancJ at eight o'clock we· arrived at the Rietfontein, our destined 
place of rest. The .inhabitants were not then resid~ut there; and we were 
received at tlie entrance of a small damp hut, .without windows or chimney, ; 
by an old German, formerly a soldier in the service of the East India Com
pany, now serving the owner of the place as overseer of his cattle and slaves. 
Not far from this wretchtd cabin stood a somewhat more spacious, but very 
ruinous ~traw hut, of the sort which. is here called l,artebeesilwisje. This we 
made our peeple c,lean out, and p1.,1t in a tittle order, and then took up our 
abode in it, till the waggon~ with our tents arrived . In the little garden were 
nice young beans and ripe figs, of which we availed ourselves for our 
dinner and. dessert; thus we soon found ourselves quite at home, in an abode 
which at first appeared so revolt'mg, glad of any thing which afforded us 
shade, and where we could be tolerably cool, The old soldier fatigued us 
with his assiduity, and with _the histories he related of his adventures and 
campaigns. He was a native of Julich, . by name D. Hessler, and had served 
for a long time in the Austrian army, as a hussar, particularly in the regimena: 
of Esterhazy, and under\\' urmi.er: w.ith the true garrulousness of old age, 
be was never weary of repeating the same thing over and over again. My 
name, which he caught by chance, ~wakened in him a thousand interesting 
recollections, with regard to the house of Lichtenstein, in • Austria, which 
be had known very well, aod one of the princes of which he had served in_ 
the quality of a body hussar . As I spoke to him in his mother tongue, and 
seemed to int~rest myself i,n his stories~ ~e woul~ insist upon it ihat I µiust 
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1>elong to this distinguished family; nor, how earnestly soever I sought to 
correct his error, would he be persuaded but that I was the same whom he had 
seen as a boy, and often carried in his arms; he even discovered in my features. 
a strong like1u·ss to the family. It was not without some difficulty that I 
could escape from his caresses. -He then related to us how unhappy he was 
in his old age, and in how much misery he was ending a life which bega11 
under such happy auspices. His master; he said, was seldom there : for 
the greater part of the year he saw no other human being but his black 
subjects, and he lived almost entirely upon dried mutton, and hiJtong. 
Besides this, he was in constant apprehensions for his personal safety, sinc.e 
there were numbers of marauders swarming about these solitary regions: only 
a few weeks before, a party of them, in the absence of his master, had stolen 
.some oxen and the greater part of the household goods, threatening to kill 
him, if he did not remain quiet. In fact, among the white people of the 
colony there are none who lead such wretched lives as servants of this 
description. This situation is the last resource of worn-out invalids, who, 
being destitute of every kind of knowledge, and rough in their manners, can 
seldom find any other means of supporting themselves. Happily, the sen·ice 
required of them is not hard : and the disagreeableness of their situation 
consists more in being deprived of their accustomed enjoyments, in being 

'.separated from the world, and in the absence of those comforts and convc".' 
Jliences so desirable in old age, than in sustaining any positive evil. But 
their pay is small, and as old soldiers, and people of low descent, they may 
well be pardoned if they seek a compensation for all other privations in the 
.enjoyment of strong liquors. The propensity to this is so universal among 
them, that the whole class are known among the colonists by the general 
appellation of the drunkards. Such of these worn-out invalids as have talents 
beyond the generality of their brethren,, that is to say, who can' read and 
write, engage themselves to the peasants as domestic teachers, when they 
have the title of meeskr. But among them there are few indeed capable of 
mfusing into the minds of African colonists any taste for European cultiva
tion; and to the want of instruction among these Africans, compared wfth 
persons of the same rank among the Europeans, is to be ascribed their much 

_less rjgid ideas of moral worth, and the rough1Jcss of ~anners ascribed to them 
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by such Europeans as enter into their service. Fo·r it is easily to be 
imagined that this is the lot of only t~e very lowest among the European 
emigrants, since those who are better educated, and are endowed with any 
kind of taleuts, as for exampl4;l, all who understand any mechanical trade, cao 
easily find employment in the Cape Town. 

At noon tb~ following day we quitted the westerly direction which we bad 
hitherto takeii ; and turned toward~ the mountains to the south. We left the 
Karroo of the Roggeveld to the right, and for some hours saw plainly in the 
di~ian.ce the Tower Mountain, at the foot of which we had passed on the 
~ev.~~~eo!~ ~f November, in our former journey through the Karroo._ The 
-cou~try arouoo us soon began to aasume a v~ry different aspect. Instead of 
!he straight, level track we had been so long pursu_ing, over a smooth schist. 
we now by degrees ascended rugged untrac,ked hills. Mountains of a con-

, aiderable height, at wbQSe ~et vast granite blocks, ~hich had rolled down, 
obstructed the way, r~e menacing before us, closing , from. us alternately aU 
distant view, or, at openings, presenting us with a prospect over wild and rude 
valleys. At the end of the Pinaars~loqf,. a spacious rocky valley, w·e came 
to a place which w,s called . with the.strictest ju&tice the Klipfonttin,. rocky 
fountain. The houae itsel( was built against a hill, the top of which consisted 
of masses of sand-stone, continuing like a wall for .th_e space of a mile, and _ 
t.he ground was covered with vast blocks of granite, which · bad rolled dowu 
from the bills that bordered the other side of the valley. In comparison with. 
the Karroo, vegetation might however here be called flourishing: among the 
rocks, especially on the south side of the san~-stone wal_l, grew a variety of 
plants, some of an aromatic kind, and maoy wholly new to me. 

Good water, fresh milk, w.ith strong chicken-broth, and, above all, the 
heartiness with w_hich we were received by the inhabitants, in a poor house, 
built partly of clay, partly of straw, made the few hours that we rested here 
pass very pleasantly. lo the cool c;>f ,the evening we proceeded onwards, and _ 

· in some hours ar~ved at Draay, the place of a person by name 8ek. Our 
hopes of finding at this place, which wns ooe of considerable note, the_ rest 
and refreshment we began very much to want, was cruelly damped on yur. 

arrival. Nobody was at home; every thing was lock.ed up;. 110. bed, no 
-supper was to be ebtained,_.excepting by breakiug the house ope11. A.couple 
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of staves said, that their master and mistress were gone out on a little ride. 
We enquired whither ?-the answer was, into ~he cou~try of Zwellendam; 
so that this little ride was a distance of, perhaps, fifteen German miles. 

It must be observed, that every journey taken for pleasure, passes here as 
a little ride; and no one must be surprized to hear of a little ride which lasts 
fot a week together • . In fact, by this expression Is to be understood the 
friendly .visits made to connections and acquaintance; and .such kind of 
journeys form the principal amusement of the colonists. They are particu
larly fond of visiting, on a. Sunday, any relations . who live at, the distanc~ -of 
-three or four hours. For this purpose, every member of the family, the 
•wives ·and daughters not excepted, has a· riding-horse, upon which. they go a 
considerable distance in a short time., . When · one meets s.uch a cavatcadt, 
one js very doubtful whether most to .admire the boldness of the riders, that of 
the women in particular, or the sure-fo0tedness of the horses, so swift and 
so safely do they go up hi)J and down hill, over the steepest declivities, 
and the most rough and rocky road,. In the more wealthy parts of the 
country the colonists haye commonly light pleasure-,waggons, · on purpose 
for going out on these parties; they are drawn by six or eight spirited horses; 
but the younger part of the fair sex always prefer riding on horseback. In a 
country where there are, properly speaking, no places of amusement; where 
there ate no popular festivals, no (airs ; where there is not even such a 
thing as a tavern, and where dancing and all sports are every where, except· 
at the Cape Town, and in its neighbourhood,_ regarded as inconsistent with 
decorum; scarfely any mode of re~reatioll remains, but such kind of visits. 
People aniuae each other in the best manner they are able; relate all the recent 
family occurrences; lament the absent neighbours, ~nd the like; and when 
conversati _on begins to flag, the scene is relieved hy hav.ing re~urse to the 
exercises of devotion. The whole company seat themselves round a table 
and sing psalms; or one reads a sermon, or some chapters from the Bible; 
a ceremony which is performed commonly every evening when there are nc> 
visitors. 

The great occasion of festivity in this country is a wedding, when aH the 
nearest relations, and in ·a country where every body is a cousin, or a n~phew 
or niece, the number of these relations is not _inconsiderable-the whole tribe 
are invited, and feasted for several days together. ' The christening of a child 
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is ~are1y celebrated, because the ceremony must in most instances be neces.
sarily performed in a ·cburc·h at a very considerable distance; the birth-d~y 
is still less· frequently celebrated. The only things whjch in any sort 
resemble public assemblies or popular festivals, ar.e the auction!t which take 
place, when, in consequence of a division of inheritance, or from unfortunate 
circumstances, a farm is to be· sold. . This is done by the secretary to the 
drosty, as auction ·eer, Vendemeester, and every one far and near throngs to 

- the place, 'if not with any idea of purchasing, to make one among lhe com
pany, and partake of the revelry going forwards; for, how great soever may 
be the number of guests, the purchaser must feast' them all, and this, 
if he be a man of a generous spirit, he · does very handsomely. Here, as at 
our · popular festivals and fairs, they laugh, they j,oke, and throw aside aU 
restraint. Sometimes wine also is busy among the company, and heats !hem 
till disputes grow frequent_, but rarely indeed do they prpceed from words to 
blows; even amidst all their revelry, the phlegmatic character of the Africae 
colonist stiH maintains itself. Thus u1Uch by. way of elucidation of the 
little ride. 

At the wet ~eason of the year, the place where we we1·e now is one of the · 
gayest and most fertile among these hiJls.' ·The house ·stands in a large plain, 
which stretches a long way towards the east, as far as a spot mentioned in 
other travels by the name of Comtable', plain. Near the house, the road 
to the· Hex river crosses that from the Cold · Bokkeveld to Constable's plain, 
for which reason the place is called de Kruispad, the Cross-way. In winter 
the fields bear the finest grass iri great abundance, but at this moment every 
part about the house was so bare, that it looked _like a thrashing floor; nor 
could we, in the total absence of fresh food for our horses, procure even dry 
forage ·for them. Our party in this dilemma laid themselves down to rest 
awhile, some in sheds, some in the open air, and in the middle of the night 
~et off again. ':f he road lay over a very rugged stony path, at the corner of 
the mountain, . which, on account of the perpendicular walls of rock rising on 

. each side, was called de Straat, the Streight. At day-_break we reached the 
summit of the hill, from which we descended for several hours through an 
absolute labyrinth Qf rocks, into the valley of the He'X-river, and arrived about 
nine in the morning at the very pleasant and fertile place of one of the richest 
colonists that we had any wliere seen, by name W outer de Vos ... 

' 
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The Hex river, with many littl~ branches, rises in the eastern side of these 
mountains, snow-clad mountains as they are in winter; the western side 
supplies the warm and cold Bokkeveld with springs. This river crosses thes~ 
great mountains in a strait direction from north to south, and penetrates 
through a narrow chasm into the valJey of the Breede river, with which it 
unites itself about an hour and a half north of the h~t springs and the Brand 
vaJley. Within the mountains it"runs for a distance of five hours through a 
deep, not very broad, and very obscure valley, to which, on that account, 
the first discoverer of it gave the name of the Hex valley, that is to say, the 
tDitch's valley. In this valJey are four farms,' which at the first glance speak 
the fertility of the spot. The first, that at which we now arrived, is called 
Butfelskraal : it yields abundantly aU things that I have formerly mentioned 
as productions of the Bokkevelds. Although our visit was not txpected, we 
were entertained most profusely, and the table was spread· with every thing 
that is to be seen at- a splendid dinner in the Cape Town. One seems 
suddenly transported into a new country, on finding, so near the empty 
habitations of the Karroo, the farms of the Hex river. From choice we 
declined the beds offered us in the house, and pitched our ,ents under the
thick shade of a little grove of eight chesnut and walnut trees, which our 
host had some years before planted by the river side. Farther above and 
below lay the gardens, the vine greunds, the orange gardens, an_d meadows, 
belonging to the farm, in which every thing is produced in the greatest luxu
riance. The declivities of the hills and the heights furnish pasture for the 
horses and the flocks, but the uncommon drought of this year had so much 
burnt up the grass and the plants, that our host was obliged to send his 
herds and flocks to seek their food in other parts. 

We st~pped here a day and half to rest and refresh o_urselve~, and on the 
following day, in the afternoon, proceeded farther down the Hex river. In about 
•n hour we reached the second farm, which belongs to a person of the name 
of Jordan. On this farm a most excellent wine is produced, of the sort . 
which is here called Madeira. It is made and pressed with greater care 
than is usually bestowed, and amply repays the pains by its great supe
riority. Wine of this kind, ten years old, a sample of which was set before 
us by our host, is in spirit and flavour equal to the best produced about 
the Cape Town, and in Hottentots'~holland. A few days before, a large 
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fish-otter, of which there are numbers in the Hex river, was talierr 
-here: this animal had never before come in my way. I was presented with 
the skin, which was still perfect; it is about three feet and a half ,in length~ 
and is covered with hair of- a dark grey colour. On the ,·ery same <lay I 
found a skull of this animal by the river side. 

We passed the night at the third farm, the Vendutiekraal, whose qwner 
is called Rolof van d;r 1\Ierwe. This man was married to a third wife, who 
had had two husbands before him, so that nine children, whom we found 
here, belonged to fh·e different marriages. Besides these, the good people 
had undertaken the care of two orphans, children of a relation. We were · 

here entertained with a genuine African dish, which is a sort of soup 
made of baked gourds, with small onions sliced in, some salt fish, and 
Cayenne pepper: it is called Kalebassbreedi,• and eYen to the palates of the 
north of Europe, which do not easily accommodate themselves to the hotly 
spiced dishes of the Cape, is .an agreeable kind of food. Although the vege
t-abl~s here are seldom dressed with butter, but almost entirely with the 
clarified tail-fat of the sheep, yet even, to lhe greatest epicure in this way, 
these same vegetables have in no part a higher relish than aa they come from 
the hand of the African cooks. The persons who hold the office of cooks are 
commonly men slaves, or, in the poorer parts of the country, female Hotten• 
tots; but the mistress of the house overlooks the kitchen so assiduously, that 
very rarely indeed can any complaints be made with justice of want of clean .. 
liness in the cookery. 

'Early in th.e morning of the next day we proceeded on our journey, and 
after a few moments chat at the fourth fartn, the smallest of the four, bent 
our course along the narrow pass through which the Hex river runs into the 
plain of the Breede river. It is about half an hour long, enclosed by hills 
of a considerable height, and extremely steep, which give it a venerable 

• Kalebass, a gourd.-Breedi signifies in the Madagascar ton~ue Spinflge; the word i1 
brought hither by the tilaves, and at pr#'sent, throughout the whole colony, every sort of vrgf'table 

which, like cabhage, spinage, or sorrel, is cut to pieces and dres~,•d with Cayenne pepper, is 
includ1>d under the general term llreem. To a particular sort of Rumer io ih stato as a plant, 

this name is abo given. In the Portuguese laaguage, the Blitum 'Dirgalum, which is used aa a 
'"£da1Jlc for the table, bears the name of IJredo,. 
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appearance . The banks are e?ery where narrow, and the rives' is five times 
crossed iti tl1is short distance, in order to keep on the side where there is the 
most space . The road is difficult, from the vast numbers ofrounded flints wh_ich 
abound both there and in the bed of the river . In quitting this strait, the hills 
<>f the Bosjesveld, the Brand \'aJley, and Goudinie, are all seen at the distance 
of about a German miie and half., and the traveller arri \·es in the country not 
far from Roodezand, of which some account has been already given .· 

A I most all the colonists here belong to the numerous family of Du Toit. 
The field-cornet of the district, one of this family, who cao1e to meet us with 
a team of fresh exen, is the proprietor of a very large farm at the entrance of 
the Hex rivei-'s kloof: another of the family is the owner of a considerable 
place on the Breede river: at the former we were entertained at dinner io a 
more than usually hospitable manner; - at the latter we passed the night, and 
were met there hy a gi:eat number of the relations. As there are scarcely 
christian na.oies enough to distinguish each particular member of such a nume
rous family, it is customary ·where this is the case, and perhaps two or three 
haYe the same christian name, to distinguish them by certain nick-uames, 
which are sometimes taken from personal qualities, but are more frequently 
derived from their farms. Our present host was therefore commonly called 
Peter Roodewal, not Peter du Toit, because the former is the name of his 
farm . \Ve were here entertained so profusely, that it almost appeared as if 
our hpst was desirous of making us amends at a single _meal for all the 
privations to which we had ~een subjected in our journey through the Karroo. 
In the fertile regions of the colony, it is nry usual to set before any stranger 
guests, specimens of every thing which the country produces either .of animal 
or vegetable, either in the field or in- the garden, dressed in every way that 
can evince the most profound knowledge in the science of cookery. For this 
reftson it is scarcely possible to count tile number of dishes brough't oa every 
time the table is fresh covered. ~The first dish is commonly a strong soup 
made of fowls, mutton, or veal, seaeoned with red pepper and ginger, and 
flavoured with ~ucumbers and tamarinds. This is a favourite dish through
out all India, and is known to every traveller into that country by the name 
of Kerri; one which is applied to an1 kind of meat prepared with the season
jog ulJove mentioned, but ~hich belongs properly to the soup just described. 
According to the liatavian customs, which are copied by the inb .. bitant6 of 
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the Cape in every thing relating to the lux.uries of the table, half cooked rice
is often eaten with the kerri instead of bread. Next to this dish comes fish
or beef, · both cooked with a variety of sauces, and many sorts of Atjar • and 
Samba/, Under the name of Atjar is included such a vast variety of things 
dressed with Yinegar, and made very hot with spices, that it is scarcely possible 
to enumerate them ail; cauliflowers, French beans, gherkins, lemons, unripe 
maize, and the young shoots of the bamboo, may be mentioned as among 
the most favourite dishes of this description. Samba/ is a mixture of g.herkins 
cut small, onions, anchovies, Cayenne pepper, and vineg,.-u·.. The natives 
commonly season these dishes -besides with the green pods of Cayenne pepper, 
some of which ihey have lying by them during dinner. At all times of the 
year abundance of fresh vegetables are to be seen at the tables of the colonists 
i.n these countries, since the cold is never so great, but that they will grow 
without any trouble in the open air. 

The roti follows next, which is commonly a sucking pig, a turkey, or 
tome kind of game : this is accompanied by six or eight sorts of preserved 
fruits, which are handed round in little tureens. Chicken and pigeon pasties 
close the list of warm dishes. . In the country about the Hreede river, these 
paaties are made in a variety of pretty forms, and the mistresses of the houses 
seek to establish their fame as cooks more particularly by making them at once 
pretty to the eye, and savory to the taste. For this reason, here, as well as 
at several other places, so many of these pasties were set before us, (!lade in 
such a variety of ways, that our people were even satiated with them. But 
an European gourmand would scarcely envy the Africans any of their good 
things so much as the e3.cellent desserts with which the table is last of all 
spread. The very sight of such an abundance of fruit is in itself a source of 
enjoyment; no one can avoid feeling a sort of delight at the many-coloured 
and fragrant-smeUing pyramids which he beholds risi_ng like so many pictures 
from the fruit-baskets. According to the season, these desserts consis~ of 
melons, water-melons, various sorts of grapes, mulberries, peaches, apricots, 
pomegranates, many sorts of oranges, figs, bananas, fresh almonds, and 
roasted cbeanuts; to which may be add~·d,. several of our common sorts of 

• Tbi11 ie a Malayan word, and. should be written thus, not ~ia, : .. it ie to be found io most 

ef tllf German 'Writera.. 
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European, and more rare East and West India fruits, which are cultivated 
in the gardens here. During the meals, a number of slaves are eagerly busied 
in waiting, while others stand about here and there behind the guests, with 
bunches of ostrich feathers in their hands, which they wave to and fro to 
keep off the flies. Before and after the meal, water is set be~ore the guest 
to wash his hands and face. 

This prodigality in the substantial farmers will be easily excused, when we 
see how bountifully nature herself has bestowed every thing which can con
tribute towards nourishing the body in the most agreeable manner. Voluntary 
abstinence would be here, if not absolutely blameable, at least very unnatural, 
and would rather he looked upon with contempt than admiration. All these 
things are obtained with so little exertion, the value of what any one foregoes 
is so insignificant, th.at it might fairly be reckoned a fault not to enjoy what 
nature so liberally offers. • 
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CHAP. XXXIV. 

Arrival o.f tl,e Part!} al Goudinic.- Petition presented to the Commi.~sary-Gentral 
by the Pu1plcoftlwt Country rf'.~['fClinga J.lfiuior,nry.-Some Obser'Oalio,u upon the 
Afri<1an .ftlissionarfrs in g1•mrnl.-Rcturn to Rnode:aml .• -Rondr:a11d-Kloof.-Tl1e 
Country af1out tlu Rn-g River.-Rejlections on the Tenures by Fief, and the Freehold 
Tenures in the Colony. 

I 

ON the tenth of ~larch we continued our journey towards Rood<'zaod, and 
came at noon to a farm which lay on a little height by the i;ide of the Breede 
river, whence we had a nry pleasant view over the valley of Goudinie, so 
richly cultivated, intersected by so many str ea s, and enclosed with hills in 
tuch an amphitheatre-like manner. We found here, very unexpectedly, a 
number of people assembled; and the owner, by name Du Plessis, invited 
the Commissary-General and the party in a very pressing manner to stop 
awhile, since these people had a petition tf> present to him. This was, that 
he would permit a missionary, who was one of the company, and who had 
been sent into the couutry for the purpose of instructing and converting the 
heathens, to establish himself in those parts, and in•struct the people there
abouts. They all loved the man they said exceedingly, and his weak health 
would not permit him to follow the proper object ot his mission: they were 
willing alternately to board and lodge him, -provided he would explain to 
,hem twice a week some chapters of the Bible, sometimes pray with them, 
and occai;ionally, when they wished it, speak words of edification to them. 
Their real view was to have him established amoug- them, as a regular preacher, 
so that they might by degrees erect themselv t>s into a separate parish, and get 
rid of their dependence on the church of Roodezand. 

In order to substantiate such an accusation, l must enter upon this subject 
somewhat more at large. The example of th~ pious George Smith, and the 
Herrnhuter missionaries at Ilavian5klool~ had, in the latter years of the last 
century, prompted the missionary societies in England and Holland to imitate 
an undertaking which was become so celebrated: several persons were iu 
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consequence sent hither, to preach the gospel to the savages, and convert 
them to Chris:ianity. These societies, particularly in Holland, were, how
ever, very careless in their choice of the persons sent,and took, for want of more 
respectable practitioners, mechanics and schoolmasters, who could not con
tinue their trades in Europe, giving them handsome salaries, and paying the 
expenses of the voyage. Most of these, I except only th.ree or four really 
worthy men, con1idered the voyage to Africa only as a 'means of leading a 
more easy and agreeable life than they led at home, .and no soo11P.r arrived at 
the place of their destination, than, seeming to forget all their boasted zeal, 
and the call which they had professed to feel, they thought only of perforn1ing 
the duties undertaken so far as was necessary to give some colour of pretence 

· for claiming the promised stipend. Preparations were outwardly made for 
transporting themselves to ·the boundary of the colony, but when it came tQ 

the point, they seldom got farther than three or four days' journey from the 
Cape Town. The propensity of the colonists to piety smoothed the way 
to them every where: a venerable and modest demeanour secured them the 
most respectful reception wherever they came; and some new prayers, enve
loped in terms of obscurity and mystery, with two or three benedictions, and 
a chapter or two out of the Bible read in the whining tone of the Dutch pietists, 
soon won every heart. 

Nowhere were these adventurers received with greater eagerness than in. 
the country about Roodezand and the Breede river, where, even at that time, 
the person mentioned in the second part of this work, Domine V .•.• , • was 
suspended by the government in the midst of his orthodox proceedings, and 
where tlre people were hut too much disposed to decry his more worthy 
succPssor, a man of a mild and tolerant disposition, as a teacher of heretical 
and erroneous doctrin~s. Many had consequently forsaken the church, and 
instead of going thither, assembled at each others houses to perform .their 
exercises of devotion. Very opportune then to them was the arrival· of the 
new travelling missionaries, since they had long ago exhausted all their former 
sermons, having read them over and over at their meetings, till they had 
almost learned them by heart; nor was it very unnatural that the preacher, 
should find themselves so well situated among these ailluent and hospitable 

~ See Part 11. :,a&e 143, of the ED1li1h traoala&ioa.. 
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people, as that they should have no great inclination to exchange the lite· 
they led there, for the hardships and inconveniences to _ be encountered 
among rude savages. Marriages with the daughters of the ·pious citizens 
came afterwards in the way, and ·then all idea of any farther journeyings 
must necessarily be abandoned. But that they might have something to 
relate to the missionary societies, by whom they were employed, they set 
about preaching to the Hottentots who were in service among the neighbouring 
colonists, ·who· had long known almost as much of Christianity as their 
masters; and then boasted loudly, in · the letters they wrote to Europe, of 
the progress they had made in their task of conversion. Many of these 
ietters were published with ·great ceremony in the Gedenks-sclu·iften der 
Zendelings l,Jaatschappy te Haarlem, -in· all their genuine pomp of style and 
language. Those who wish really to understand the va1ue of the African 
missionaries, and their works, will do u·ell· to read them. 

E,·ery year. the number .of missibnaties who came over increase<l. 
Some of them, chiefly the ·English ones, did, indeed, go among the savages; 
but the greater part remained in the country, about Roodezand, living a 
fortnight with one colonist, a month with another, · regularly receiving the 
salary, towards which many a penitent sinner in Europe tiad contributed 
his ducats, under the pious idea of assisting in leading heathens from the 
paths of error to those of truth. No.ne of these holy messengers ever thought 
of cross.ing the Karroo, to instruct the'distant and poorer colonists of those 
parts, who live at many days' journey from the nearest church, and to whom 
their visits might have proved a real substantial service. No, they 
must chuse an abode in which they could live better, and where any doubt 
in the orthodoxy of the preacher was easiiy obviated; since they had only 
to absoh·e the multitude of their discipfes from the sins to which they were 
most inclined, to insure themselves every where a favourable reception~ 
Hitherto the assemblies had been held sometimes at one house, sometimes 
at another, without any farther solemnities i and the government had very 
wisely never attempted to interpose, for the double reason, that the mission
aries, as such, were in no way under their controul; and that the abuse had 
·not yet gone so far, as that the ecclesiastical council at Roodezand had 
thought proper to make complaints against it. 

But, since a pious woman, at the Cape Town, had, under tlie English 
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government, herself, built a large house of assembly, for the purposes of' 
evening devotion, in which the missionaries gave lectures, the people in 
the country about Roodezand took it into their heads that they too would have 
such an auxiliary church, in which they could alternately either preach 
themselves, or retain !mch preachers as should happen best to please them. 
The place for this church was already chosen, and the Commissary-General 
was now solicited to give his permission for the missionary, Foster, to be 
received as the preacher elected by them; and thus to sanction, in a certain 
degree, the whole undertaking. It was impossible, however,- not to be 
somewhat astonished at this choice; since, among all these lazy sons of 
piety, scarcely could one have been found less prepossessing in every 
respect than this Foster. He was about fifty years of age, aod had _formerly 
gained a livelihood, in Holland, as teacher of the catechisms; he resolved, 
_therefore, notwithstanding he had children, who had a just claim on his 
attention, to go and teach his catechisms to the heathens, and instruct them 
in Christianity. It is scarcely possible to conceive a more lamentable figure, 
a more stupid aQd miserable appearance, than he made, when he presented· 
himself before us; it would be difficult, indeed, to decide, whether his 
figure was most fitted to excite compassion or laughter. Dressed in a white 
linen waistcoat, black breeches, worsted stockings, thick-soled shoes, his 
head, on account of the rheumatism, wrapped round with several dirty 
handkerchiefs, and from weakness supporting himself with difficulty: there 
he stood before us without a word of salutation to offer, much less with any 
reasons to 1ubmit to the consideration of the person whose favour he had to 
solicit, why that favour should be granted. The by-standers, however, 
urged, as excuses for his apparent want of politeness, that he was hard of 
hearing, that his sight was extremely weak, and that be WllS little acquainted 
with the customs of the world. 

While the Commissary-Gf!ne~I was talking with the people in the inner. 
room, our missionary walked slowly up and down the entry, from corner 
to corner, with his arms folded, and sighing repeatedly, sometimes with 
his eyes raised towards Heaven, moving his lips, as if uttering a silent prayer. 
No one could persuade themselves, but with the utmost difficulty, that this 
was the man to whom these people were so auxious to commit the care 

· of their souls; or perhaps it was · bis. miserable aspect, his ~ir of suffering, 
TOL. II. N 
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that prejudiced them so much in bis favour. Are not the Lazaroni of 
Naples venerated as saints ?-It would be remarkable, if a conformity of 
eharacter between the inhabitant, of Southern Africa, and the Italians, 
who live io nearly the same climate, could be established. How many 
interesting conclusions might be drawn, if it could be made to appear, that 
similarity of climate has a similar influence upon the religious opinions and 
ideas of mankind! Among the colonists of the Cape, the causes that 
influence their opinions are not difficult to be recognized ; their separation 
from the rest of the world, the want of higher cultivation of mind, the 
absence of objects on which to exercise the fancy; while at the same time, 
&he fancy is so much the more easily excited, in proportion to the little 
variety presented by the surrounding realities ;-added to which, that the 
less the body is exercised, and the better it is fed, the more powerfully these 
causes will operate ;-all these things, while they are necessary coosequeuces 
of the nature of the country, at the same time furnish reasons sufficient to 
account for the erroneous direction of' the acttvity of the mind. Mankind 
must think, .though all that they think be but a dream. The propensity 
of the· colomsts to religious mysticism, appears to me very sufficiently 
explained by the natare of the climate, and their modes of living. There 
are among them people who ore even so fanatical, a11 to fancy they have 

visions and extasies,-wbo in good earnest believe themselves honoured witb 
divine inspirations. 

The urgent entreaties of the petitioners, particularly of the colonist 
women, that they might not be deprived of the treasure which they fancied 
they possessed iu this man, constrained the Commissary-General, at lengtht 
to come to an explanation, which was made nearly in the followiug terms.
The government, he said, knew of no such pnsons as missionaries among 
the Christians, and could not recognize them, since that would be authorizing 

· a private society in Europe to send persons into the colonies as popular 
teachers, whose principles were not ascertained, and whose pretensions to 
knowledge were not proved. A too ready concurreace with the petition 
on the part of the government might very easily give occasion for these 
people to consider themselves as independent of the jurisdiction of better 
instructed divines; at least, there seemed no means of St'Curing tht<r preaching 
the same doctrine as i1 generally received in the reformed church. lo this 
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way ~eat danger would be incurred of religious differences arising, of the 
confidence in the established preachers being weakened, and of the revenues 
of the church, and the donations to the poor, being greatly diminished. 
More than all, this was a purpose wholly different from that for which the 
missionaries were sent out: the duties they had undertaken, would not 
permit them to live idle among the Christian~, but commanded them to go 
and preach the gospel to the heathens. If the abundance that reigned at 
the tables of the hospitable African cultivators was more agreeable to them 
than the locusts and wild-honey of the wilderness; or if weakness of body 
precluded their fulfilling the task in which they had engaged, the proper 
conduct for them to pursue, was wholly to relinquish the undertaking, and 
-to renounce the salary they were to receive. In such a case, the government 
would not refuse its permission for them to be examined at the established 
college at the Cape Town ; and if they were found properly qualified, would 
readily allow them to_ earn their livelihood by the instruction of. youth. 
They would then be under the jurisdiction of the ecclesiastiral council 
<>f their parish, whose duty it would be to watch over their ge~eral conduct, 
and over the doctrines which they taught. 

It is not very easy to make a farmer, and, above all, an African one, listen 
to reason; or to convince him of any thing, when he has a directly contrary 
idea in his ht:!ad. Our excellent chief was therefore obli'ged to talk for,two 
hours successively, before he could succeed in con'\'"incing these people of 
the necessity and justice of his decision. The poor missionary, in the 
mean time, remained in the outer room, in a !ltate of such anguish, that 
any one, by his deportment, might have supposed his life depended on the 
determination. His wife, who had been housekeeper to the over-pi~us 
minister of Roodezand, every now and then handed him a drop of cordial, 
and endeavoured, hy all the means in her power, to comfort ,him: she 
observt:d, among other things, how much reason there was to . rejoice that 
he had found more favour in the sight of God, than among hard-hearted 
men; and that a truly pious Christian might well despise the persecutions of 
an earthly power, when he was certain of the favour of his Heavenly Judge. 

The conclusion of the matter was, that Foster remained .quie.tl,r .io the 
country, without thinking of undertaking a journey amnng the heathens, 
without renouncing his salary, and without the government, who found in 

JI! 
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his . weak11eu a sufficient guarantee against bis doing any harm, thinking 
it worth while to interfere in the matter. .As Roodezand became soon 
after. the seat of a Landdrost, the latter had to maintain many strugil~s 
against the pretensions of the missionaries. The popufar opinion, however, 
remained decidedly on their side, and it is scarcely to be· conceived, what 
an effect their influence has ultimately had upon the character of the people, 
and the happiness of the country. It is not tq be denied, that it would be 
greatly for the a~vantage of the Christian cause, if the missionaries sent out 
were men of strong and cultivated minds, and free from all l9w interested 
.views. Such would be very likely to find more satisfaction in their inter
.course with the wholly rude savages, and in making exertions to civili?.e 
and humanize them, than in leading a life of absolute indolence among 
,colonists half cultivated, and full of prejudices in "Yarious ways. . 

We here closed the great circle which was to be made in our journey, and 
passed the night at the same place, Die Liebe, where we had stopped on the 
second of December.· At noon, the following day, after having passed by 
the pretty water-fall,• which was almost entirely dry, we arrived once mor~ 
at Roodezand. The minister of the parish, and some of the principal 
inhabitants, came out to meet us, at half an hour's distance from the town. 
We stayed there some days; during which, I ascended the Witsemberg 
again, accompanied by Captain Alberti, and some others of our party. 

From hence we set off, on the fifteenth of March, on our return to the 
Cape Town. The road lies through the Roodezaud kloof, as it is called, 
a narrow romantic valley, through which the little Berg river; a strea~ 
formed by the collected body of streams, which water the valley of Roode
zand, runs into the plain, where it unites itself with the great Berg river. It 
is but very lately that a carriage road has been made through this kloof; and 

• though it might be kept up extremely well with very little trouble, it ia 
much neglected. The road formerly lay over the mountain by the side of 
this pass; and all cattle which are driven loose, must still go by the . moun
tain road, that the new one may not be damaged by them. Whoever makes 
use of the kloof road, pays a certain toll for every waggon; which toll goes to 

. • Set part JI. page 144. of the English translation. 
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'the overseer appointed to keep the road in repair. 'Tis strange enough tha.t 
the money thus collected is farmed out for ever to one particular family; and 
it is for this reason that the -road is left in so indifferent a state. The kloof 
is a good' half hour long, and is full of trees and shrubs. In leaving it, we 
are surprized by seeing, in the plain, a fine and wholly insulated pillar of 
.aandstooe: in the distance are to be descried the Honigberg, Riebek's Casteel, 
and the Paardeberg. The whole country assumes from hence a much more 
amiling appearance; the eye wanders over a reiion, which, compared with 
th~ rest of the colony, may be called highly culti~ated. To the right of the 
entrance. to the kloof, the road leads to the district of the Four-and-twenty 
rivers. Directly in front, towards the west, lie the Zwartland. and Saldanha 
bay, and towards the south, at 'the foot of the mountains, are Stellenbosch 
and the Cape Town. ' · 
· \Ve pasied very near a pretty large lake, now alm.ost dried up, which bears 
the name of-the Voge/valley (bird valley), because in the rainy season such 
numbers of water-fowl, particularly flamingos, albatrosses, and of the sea-birds, 
resort thither to seek food, that the place is sometimes almost covered with 
them. Each separate height d the great range of hills, which we had now. 
to our left, has its particular name. There are several footways over them 
to Goudinie and the Bosjesveld, the two principal of which are called the 
Eland's kloof, and Du Toit's ~l~of. A hill, which stretches from the great 
chain very far ioto the plain, is called the Green-hill, and justly so, since it is 
every where covered with verdure. The declivity is so gentle, that the rain~ 
water does not run off quick, and carry away the soil with it; but rather sinks 
in, and nourishes it: this gives it a very striking and marked distinction from 
the naked heights around. The country all about is abundantly watered 
by springs, which flow from chasms in these mountains, so that it is 
extremely fertile in corn, wine, and fruit -of various sorts. The neighbourhpod 
of the Cape Town lightens the taxes very much, and excites the indu,stry of 
the i~habitants. As they live by agriculture and horticulture, they keep. no 
more cattle than are requisite for cultivating their lands, and transporting the 
products of them to other parta ; each single domain is, therefore, by no 
means so extensive as on the other side of the hills: they are almost all half 
fiefs-that is to say, they are only half an hour in diameter, instead of being 
a whole hour; and only half the usual quit-rent is paid for them. There are· 
even many freeholds here, -which compri,;e no more than sixty rhenish acre• 
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of )and, the entire uncircumscribed possession of which has been obtained 
from the government either by purchase or by grant. Such freeholds bear, 
very naturalty, a much superior aspect to the mere fief,, since not a spot 
within this small space is left uncultivated. The very circumstance of their 
being so confined, as to the quantity of ground, i9 a reason why they can be 
much better attended to than more extensive premises. Besides, wherever 
such purc;hases have Leen made, the purchaser has taken care that his sixty 
~cres shall be all land capable of cultivation; whereas, in-the fiefs, particularly 
in the more remote ones, there may perhaps, in a great extent of country, 
be no more than thirty acres of real good soil: the rest is pasture, and by no 
m~ans fit for use at all seasons of the year. 

The proprietor of a freehold, moreover, knows well that he is working both 
for himself and his heirs, and that every improvement made in the property 
enhances its value to himself and to them: on the contrary, every time the 
fiefs are to be let anew, the government has a right to take advantage of any 
thing which may have been done, in the way of improvement, by the holders 
of them. At the same time it must be acknowledged, that this is a right 
which has.never hitherto been exercised without paying the person by whom 
the improvements were made, an additional sum over and above the price 
which he had given for the farm on entering upon it. From hence it will be 
seen, that the case is the same with these fiefs, as with the 'inheritance of 
fiefs in Europe. An idea had been suggested to convert all the fiefs into 
freeholds ; and it was thought that this would be a means of exciting greater 
industry ao1on~ the cultivators. The idea was, however, rejected as inex
pedient, partly on the ground of the considerations above related, and 
partly for other reasons, on the examination of which I shall not presume 
to enter. It would, perhaps, be a more desirable measure, by dt-grees to 
divide the large fiefs as they fall in; especially those in the moat fertile 
parts of the country, into small freeholds. There would then be as many 
places to offer to sale as there are portions of land of sixty acres each, well 
supplied with water, and capable of cultivation, on a fief of perhaps thirty 
thousaud acres; and the rest might remain as common land to the collective 
body of purchasers. It is almost selt~evideut that &uch an arrangement 
would be suited to the increasing population of the country, were it not 
that the unfortunate idea has been adopted of extending the boundaries oflhe 
colony by new settlements in the Catfre country, and upon the Orange river. 
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CHAP. XXXV. 

Waggon•maker,' Yalley.-Frtnc'h Refugee, settled on tlie Berg Rfoer.-The Village of 
Paar/.-The Paarl Mounlain.-Drakmsttin.-Fn1111chehoek.-lllne11 a,ul Death 
of the .Author's Friend, C. H. Leisle,-Burger,drijl on the Berg River-the Aulltor. 
nFar being drowned there.-Stellenbosch.-Hotlenlots•-Holland.-.ArTi'oal of IM 
Party al lht Cape Town. 

WE pasied the night at the northem foot of the Green-hill, at a place 
called the Green-valley. The next morning ·we arrived at one of the most 
delightful spots in the country, known by the name of the Waggon~makera• 
valley. Under this name is comprehended the whole circle of farms and 
freeholds, lying within the recess between the south side of the Green bill and 
the great chain from which it projects. The district is abundantly supplied with 
water, and is one of the most fertile and best-cultivated spots in the country; 
even in Stellenbosch and Hottentots,•Hollan~ the slopes are not so thickly 
scattered over with habitations as here. Very good wine is made in the valley; 
and several hundred cargoes of sweet oranges, lemons, bitter oranges, figs, and 
other fruits, are sent every year to the Cape Town. There are abundance 
of shrubs, particularly protea, among which the horaes nod Qxen find 
wholesome and nourishing pasture the whole year round. From the 
aides of the hills, .between Drakenstein and Franschehoek, issues the great 
Be~g river, which winds at their feet, watering the valley of Jeh.oshaphat and 
t-be village of Paarl, before it takes a westerly direction towards that part of 
the coast where we crossed it at the commencement of our journey. 

Both sides of the river are inhabited very much by the descendants of the 
French refugees, who were driven from their native country at the latter end 
of the seventeenth century, by the revocation of the edict ef Na~tes; and who 
sought a refuge in these waste and solitary vallies, for such they were at that 
time. Thus, among the names of the principal families, we hear those of 
Rousseau, De Villers, Joubert, Deamarets, Menard, Le Roux, Malan, Villoo, 
Retif, Jourdan, Malherbe, &c. &c. Not a name belonging to the original 
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French settlers is Jost, though a few of Dutch and German origm bave 
mingled among them; but the language and customs of the mother country 
are wholly forgotten, and even the names are not retafoed in pure French: 
they are written , and pronounced after the Du!ch manner. The history o{ 
their descent, moreover, is retained only as a general tradition; but not aoy 
of the minuter circumstances attending this migration of their ancestors ire 
now to be retraced . In their features, in their figure, in their whole deport• 
ment, nothing of the French n~tional character is to be discernedr intermar
riages among the families of Dutch, of Germans, and of Danes, have changed 
their nature entirely: like all other settlers here, they are become entirely 
Africans. By these people the country roun<f was filled with names from the 
promised land, in memorial that they had sought here to find their Canaan : 
this is particularly the case with single mountains. 

It was from hence that the religious sense diffused i~self in so large a 
measure over the whole colony ; and this sense it is which, during an entire 
century, has preserved these people from becoming wholly degenerate and 
savage. Although in many other parts it has taken t.he unfortunate 
direction, concerning which so much has been said, it has here maintained 
itself in nearly the true and genuine spirit of protestantism. The troubles 
excited in some parts by the exerc ise of devotion have here found no place: 
many complaints even were laid before the Commissary-.General against the 
missionaries, that they had endeavoured to gain a foo~ing in the country by 
exhibiting attested forms, the aim of which was to prove themselves persons 
of superior sanctity; and any one who presumed to doubt the genuineness 
of these forms, was immediately stigmatized as being ungodly and evil .. 
minded. A persoo of the name of Tromp had gone so far, they complained, 
as·to excite children to disobedience towards their parents; had even endea,. 
voured to alienate wives from their husbands; urging, as a plea for thus 
poisoning their minds, that obedience was due to God much rather than to 
man. Whole families, in other parts of the colony, might be named, whose 
domestic com.fort and happiness have been entirely destroyed through the 

· intermeddling of these pretenders to piety. 
At the village of Paarl, which has a very picturesque appearance as it is 

approached from the valley of Jehoshaphat, the Commissary-General and his 
train were welcomed with all proper ceremony by the Landdro~t of Stellen-, 
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bosch. The parsonage-house, being at this moment uninhabited, was imme
diately made ready for the illustrious guest; household furnitura of all kinds 
was sent in; and a handsome dinner was prepared, at which all the principal 
persons of the place -attended. The Commissary-General was tlien invited 
to see the new church: this structure was just finished, under the conduct ~f 
a very skilful architect, Maj')r Kuchler; and it is indeed one which would 
be an ornament to any town in Europe. The Commissary was at the same time 
solicited to procure an able and rational minister from Holland, as the parish' 
had been for many years without any regular minister; and the parishioners 
were ohliged to go even to Stellenbosch for all purposes of religion. Sometimes 
a preacher from Stellenbosch, or from the Cape Town, had come lo perform 
the se'rvice there. The premises of this parsonage are among the most 
extensive, and the pleasantest that are to be found any where in the colony. 
One of the ·freeholds above mentioned has been appropriated to the purpose: 
the house is one of the best in the place, and there is an excellent orchard, 
extremely well kept up: a _small avenue of oaks leads from the street up, to 
the house. An institution for the _ education of boys is another thing well 
worthy of remark at this place: it is the undertaking of a German, by name 
Lindebaum. The pupils, among whom are the sons of some of the first 
families at the Cape Town, are all in a spacious house with the m:1ster, and 
are instructed in religion, in the living languages, in history, geography, and 
some of the arts. This is the only institution of the kind in th~ whole 
country. 

The village of Paarl consists of one long street, containing about fifty 
houses : the large spaces tliat intervene between the houses extend the 
street to the length of a short half hour. It runs along the eastern side of 
the Paarl mountain and the numerous springs that issue from this mountain; 
water the gardens and vineyards of the inhabitants abundantly; while not 
far below runs the great Berg river. This river separates the district of Paarl 
from t~e valley of Jehoshaphat, and from great and little Drakenstem : it has 
too little fall, and is too much swelled by the heavy rains in winter for its 
waters to be of much use in the fields and gardens. Yet two years after, in 
my last visit to this part of the country, I saw a work, ~hich, a!!l the single 
one of its kind in Southern Africa, well dese"es to be _mentioned. At a 
place behind the village the river spread, out to a great width; and when the . 
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waters are low, as is the case during the whole summer, an island is left in 
the midst, which had already been long celebrated for its fertility, but which 
no one had ever thought of converting to any use, on account of its being 
constantly overflowed in winter. A citizen of Paarl, by name · l\leyer, a 
native of the country about Frankfort on the Maine, hy means of strong 
and well-constructed dams and sluices, placed at either end of that arm of the 
stream which enclosed the island on the side nearest to the village, had 
succeeded in gaining all the land thus drained, which he had united with bis 
garden that ran down to the street. The river is now entirely coufined to the 
eastern bed ; and what used to be the western, is converted into a large pond 
in the middle of the garden. Although this man was unfortunately inter• 
rupted in the midst of his career by an unusual overflow of the river, which 
broke down his dykes, he was not deterred from his purpose, but rather 
incited to proceed, only giving greater height and solidity to the works, that 
they might, in future, be better able to resist the force of the stream. By 
means of the sluices·, he is able to carry t~e water of the river in any direction 
over his fields and gardens; thus the whole spot is rendered so fertile, and 
is in particular so well adapted to the cultivation of cotton, that he has no 
doubt of all the money expended upon the undertaking being amply repaid in 
,ight or ten years. 
' Paarl, it is well known, has its. name from a large bare round block of 
granite, lying naked upon the summit of the mountain, which every where 
else has a clothed and fertile appearanc~. This block received from the 
colonists the appellation of lhe pearl (paarl), as another smaJJer and angular 
I.lock which lies near it is calJed the diamond. Both are seen plainly at the 
distance of two or three miles. Mr. Barrow, in the second chapter of his first 
part, gives an ample description of them, which is very much distorted in the 
German translation of his work-that of Leipsick, I mean. Great confusion is 
there made between the pearl itself, and the mouotain ; so that the reader is 
led to suppose the former represented as four hundre~ feet high, whereas it is 
only between thirty and forty feet, and at the utmost a hundred paces in 
circumference. Mr. Barrow is, however, himself guilty of a little mistake when 
describing U&t pearl as composed of quartz, feldspar, and mica, as being conse
quently granite, be presumes that this, and similar stones, have been formed 
io their places from a small kernel. The origin of this rock is certainly th~ 
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same as that of similar round masses which are formed from layers of clay :i.;1d 

sandstone, adhering together, and which are often to be seen 011 the tops of. 
other primiti_ve mountains, as, for instance, the Brocken. 

The valley of the Berg river is bounded by the Paarl Mountain, and the . 
village of Paarl to the west; while, on the eastern side, it is enclosed by the 
much higher chain of mountains running from the north, parallel with the 
coast, and stretching even to False Bay. Over these mountains are the passes, 
already so frequently mentioned, . of Pikenierskloof, Roodezandkloof, and 
Hottentota'-Holland kloof, which lead to those parts of the colony distin
guished by the appellation of the countries beyond the mountains. The 
naked jagged summits of these mountains consist entirely of an iron sand
stone, and from them flow numerous and abundant springs, to which the 
Waggon-makers' valley, great and little Drakenstein, Stellenbosch, and 
Hottentots'-Holland, owe their fertility. Between Paarl and Stellenbosch, a 
branch from these mountains stretches some miles into the plain, forming two 
anglt:>s with the mountains themselves, the northern of which is called Frans
chehoek, the French corner; the latter Donkerhoek, the dark corner. Through 
the former flows the Berg river; in the latter the Eerste river bas its source, 
which ru_ns thence, through Stellenbosch and the plain of the Cape, into 
False Bay. 

In the country, on the upper part of the Berg river, that is to say, about 
Franschehoek, Urakenstein, Waggon-makers' valley, and Paarl, the colonists 
Jive chiefly by the cultivation of the vine and other fruits: from them are 
derived their principal articles of trade: they only cultivate corn, and breed 
<'attle, sufficient for their domestic use. Although, according to .European 
ideas, they cannot be accounted rich, for none are great capitalists, yet 
they have abundance of every thing which can render the phyiical life 
pleasant and comfortable. This appearance of plenty contributes equally with 
the aspect of the country itself, where the slopes ~re ever clothed with 
verdure, where farms, with their clean white-washed houses, their vineyards, 
their orchards, and their avenues of oaks, planted by the ancestors of the 
present owners with their own hands, are strewed every where around :-the 
appearance of plmty contributes not less than these objects, so pleasing to the 
eye, towards rendering ajourney through this valley extremely delightful. 

On the road from Paarl to Stelleobosch, we soon arrive at the heights above 
02 
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mentioned, and from thence pass through a large extent of op~n country, not 
thickly inhabited, but producing a great deal of corn. ln descending from these 
heights towards Stellenbosch, a very fertile domain is left on the right, which 
government retains in its own hands for the use of the cavalry horses. A 
great quantity of the best hay is made there, and it furnishes besides a plentiful 
supply of barley. This place is called Klapmuts, because the end of the 
height which stretches qu.ite to this plain, with its spiral top, has some 
resemblance to the high-crowned hat which bears this name. Somewhat 
farther to the right lies· Elsenburg, a farm celebrated for its fertility. It 
formerly belonged to a man by name Martin Milch, a native of Memel, who, 
although he could neither read nor write, grew so rich that he was able to 
build the Lutheran chapel at the Cape Town, entirely at his own expence. 
Still farther, we pass near the estate called Nooitgedagt, whose former owner, 
J. G. Cloete, a brother of the proprietor of Constantia, is among the richest 
private persons in the colony. He had a hundred and eight slaves in his 
service here, a greater number than was ever possessed by any other indi
vidual. From this eircumstance alone, some idea may be formed of the 
extent and quality of. the property. Here the Commissary-General was 

· rPceived by a company of cavalry, composed of the citizens, being one of 
several bodies .of the like description, who, during our absence, had been 
organized by the government throughout the ,country, with the view of 
assisting io the defence of it, if attacked by the English. Farther on, he ·w_as 
met by the Landdrost and othe_r magistrates of Stellenbosch, with a detach
ment of dragoons, sent by the Governor. Accompanied by these, and greeted 
by the usual salutations of honour, he made his solemn entry into Stel
lenbosch. 

I myself had, in this latter part of the journey, with the permission of our 
chief, separated from the company, in conseq uen~e of having been met in the 
Green valley by a messenger from my friend and fellow-countryman, Leiste, 
~ntreating me to visit him at his estate in the district of the Four-and-twenty 
ri,•ers, and give him my advice for a long and painful illness, under which he 
was suffering. I very readily complied with his wish, and set off imme
diately for Gelukwaard, where J. arriv~d at noon the next day.· But, alas ! it 
was not in the power of my art to be ·of any use in an evil of so long standing. 
I made him another visit after my return to the Cape Town, in a month from 
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which time I had the melancholy task to perform of sending an account of 
the death of this worthy man to his con_nexions in Germany. Seldom does 
any one die more universally lamented by all who knew him •. He was a 
pattern to others for understanding, for industry, and good · economy: his 
dependents lost in him a mild, kind-hearted father; his near neighbours, a true 
friend and inteJligent adviser: the remembrance of his virtues will long live 
in every heart. Though his fortune led him to pass his life far from his 
native country, yet that country was ever dear to -him; .and his memory 
deserves to be cherished in it; 'tis therefore that I could not forbear erecting 
a slight monument to him in my book. 

On my return I took a somewhat nearer road, that I might, if possible, . 
cross the Berg river before night was closed in,: taking the direction of the 
weil-knowu ford, called Burgersdrift . I was mounted upon a spirited African 
bunter, and went on very fast, in the short uninterrupted gallop so much in 
use here. It was ne'{ertheless ni_ght when I arrived at the river; and in crossing 
it I was very near losing my life. In the midst of the stream, where it is tl1e 
dP.epest, and the current the strongest, are some large stones, well known to 
those who are in the habit of frequently crossing the stream, but not so 
well known to me, A~ these my horsP, stumbled, and threw me over his head 
into the water. I was instantly carried away by the rapidity of the stream, 
and might probably have been drowned, but that a slave, whom my friend 
Leiste had sent with me as a guide, sprung after me, and catching hold of me 
at the fortunate moment, set me upon my legs. My horse was so -well-
trained, that he waited patiently for me on the other side of the river; and a 
person, by _name John Roux, who lived near, received me hospitably into his 
houie, gave me dry clothes, a supper, and a night's lodging, taking care that 
my own things should be ready for me to put on the next morning, that I 
might continue my journey to Stellenbosch. I often crossed this ford after
wards, and ha_ve several times found it so empty, that the danger was to be 
teen very clearly, with the extreme difficulty of avoiding it to one who is not -
thoroughly acquainted with the spot. Notwithstanding the facility, with 
which these stones might be removed in the dry season, nobody seems ever to 
have thought of such an improvement. Such negligence shewn in all trifling 
matters of police, which, from their k,cality, are without the sphere . of 

· go~ernment, manifest io the most sriking manner the indolence and want of 
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public spirit that reigns-among the colonists. After a short stay at Paarl, on 
the Sunday at noon, I rejoined my party ai Stellenbosch ; they had arrived 
there just twenty-four hours before me. They had been attending public 
worship, at which a solemn thanksgiving was offered up, for the happy con
clusion .of their journey. 

Stellenbosch is rather a small town than a village. It consists of three 
long straight streets, running parallel with each other, and several cross streets 
intersecting them at right angles. The houses are all spacious, and sub-

,, stao1iany built, though only thatched with straw. Each street resembles an 
aYenue, since, on both sides before the houses, are large shady oaks, which 
are almost as old as the place itself,. and that was built at the very beginning 
of the former century, though it was wholly burnt down in 1710. A similar 
accident menaced it but a few months before eur arrival. In December, I so,, 
a fire broke out at· night in several different places, and before the flames 
coul<l be extinguished, twenty houses were laid in ashes. On a strict inves
tigation, i.t was discovered that this arose from a plot among five or six slaves, 
men and women, who confessed it to have been done in the hope of being able 
to escape, amid the confusion, with a rich booty. , These unhappy wretches 
were soon after; according to the rigour of the law, some burnt to death, some 
consigned to the axe of the executioner. The daniage done by the fire was 
estimated at a hundred and fifty thousand Dutch guelders. The number of 
houses left standing was about eighty; among them that of the Lancidrost was 
the most distinguished : in it is a hall, in which all public meetings are held, 
and here also are deposited the public archh·es. The church was built in 
17!2, and though not equal in size to the churches at Roodezand and Paarl, 
is no way their inferior in point of architecture. · 

The number of inhabitants at Stellenbosch, including slaves and Hot- . 
tentots, is .estimated at a thousand. This place has the same evil which ia 
common in all the little country towns in Europe, that amorig the middling 
class of citizens, and here, that is at the same time the lowest, little true 
innate ease of circumstan1es is· to be found. Every one carries on, with his 
trade, some portion of agriculture and h9rticulture ; and as there are none who 
can be called actually poor, who. labour for hire, they are obliged to· have 
slaves, who do not by any means pay the ex pence of keeping them. This 
1ingular situation of the townspeople in southern Africa will be better ex-
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J>lained by what follows. lo the Cape Town the evil is Jess urgent, since there · 
the intercourse of foreign commerce, and the marine, open various sources 
of sur>port to numbers of persons. But in the country towns, people live 
only hy each other, and as matters stand, any one would be almost perplexed 
to determine whether the country about Stellenbosch is too thinly, or too 
thickly peopled. If it were more populous, the value of every thing would 
be raised, and the mechanic would have more ample employment; were it 
less so, each one m·ight extend his domains, and live entirely as a colonist, as 
was formerly the case. Its great misfortune lies in the disproportion bet"'een 
the products and the number of consumers. The latter are appa_rently too 
few; yet,- on the other band, there is a deficiency of working people to bring 
the products to perfection, and afford them at so low a price as to admit the 
possibility of their ever_ becoming objects for a foreign. market., Suppose the 
exports to exceed the- imports several hundred per cent. and the number of 
consumers not to be increased by the government sending a considerable 
garrison, were the East India traders not so ready to take off the superfluities, 
it would be melancholy indeed for the c_olony. The distance of the pos
session, the annihilation of the marine, would be sufficient, in a few months, 
to occasion an universal bankruptcy. But this is not the place to enlarge upon 
such a suhject. The few remarks made will suffice to explain how a town, in 
which there is no external . trade, and no garrison,-which depends on its 
internal trade alone, must in this country always be very poor; and thus a 
&ufficicnt reason is adduced why no towns, scarcely even any viJlages of npte, 
are to be found throughoat the colony. 

Strangers, who in the course of their Jonger voyages, make any stay at 
the Cape, ·seldom fail to visit Stellenbosch; and people of proper,y at the 
Cape Town also, in the .fine season of the year, often make parties of 
pleasure to this fertile spot. Some of the citizens have been in~uced, .from 
these circumstances, to fit up houses for the accommodation and entertain
ment of strangers. People frequenting these houses are not, however, 
received in the same manner as at inns in Europe; they are treated rather 
as guests ; that is to say, they do not call for things, and pay for every thing 
singly, but Jive with the family after their fashion, and pay at their departure 
so much by the day. The general price is three ~olla_rs a day for each 
person; and for this sum they are well supplied with every thing, Europea~ 
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wines excepted; th~se, if required, are paid for separately. An Englishman, 
by name Caldwell, a jovial, well-behaved ma~, and a Hessian, by name 
Wolfrum, keep the best houses of this description. Both are surrounded 
by agreeable families, with whose society the guests cannot fail to be pleased. 

The Commissary-General availed himself of our stay at Stellenbosch, to 
make a little excursion of a few hou·rs into the neighbouring district of 
Hottentots' -Holland; He visited several very large farms; which, indeed, 
exceeded in fertility, and in their pleasing appearance, any we bad yet s~en 
in the •colony. Many of them are among those which were laid out by. 
the Governor Simon Van der Stell, the founder of Stellenbosch, so justly 
celebrated in many ways ;-the man who first introduced the cultivation of 
the vine and various sorts of fruits into the colony,_;._who sent fruit-trees, and 
seeds of various kinds, to all parts of the world: here, therefore, are still to 

· he seen, marry sorts of plants which are not to be found at all, or at least, 
very rarely, in any other part of the colony. Among these may be men
tioned the camphor-tree: in one place there are eight or ten, which were all 
planted by the Governor himself, and which are equal in height and size to 
the largest poplar!J. But, alas! they seem declining with old age, and no 
attempts to procure successors to them by layers have ye·t succeeded. The 
cultivators, however, do not know how to turn thi!i tree to its proper use; 
and it is therefore possible, that the attempts they have made to propagate 
it, were not accompanied with much diligence or anxiety about the matter. 
We were regaled at breakfast with a fruit which I ha:d not yet seen in the 
colony, the delightful berries of the arbutus unedo, ca~led here arbiters. 
The wine of this country is most excellent; many sorts, when eight or ten 
years oh.I, are preferred by connoisseurs to Constantia. . The houses are 
large, and conveniently distributed; some are built by no means wi~hout 
taste. In every thing there is an appearance of affluence; and if the estate 
of some may be much encumbered with debts, this would never be suspected 

· in seeing their houses and tables. For the rest, the people collectively have 
all a certain degree of education and cultivation, and some may justly be 
considered as among the most truly estimable in the whole colony. 

,~e· now ascended Hottentots'-Holland kloof, the nearest and the mo1t , 
frequented way from the Cape Town to Zwellendam, and the whole eastern 
part of the colony, This road is, therefore, kept in better order than that 
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of any other mountain pass, over which we had yet travelled. . In those 
who have not seen any other, the pass may .well excite astonishment and 
admiration; it can excite none in those who ha,·e seen the more sublime 
and tremendous places of the kind which are to be found in the grand 
mvuntainous regions of the interior. But since most travellers commence 
their wanderings by going over this mountain road, in the accounts of their 
trave]s the description given of it is diffuse, and the dangers of crossing it 
are represented as great; while the same traveller passes slight]y over places 
beyond all comparison more formidable and fatiguing, only because he has 
become accustomed to such scenes, tiU they cease to make a deep impression 
upon him: · · 

The course of this road has been many times changed, and the olcl cattle 
road is not yet entirely overgrown, though it has been disused nearly 
thirty years. In some places of the latter the rain has made deep holes, · 
which would be very dangerous to the traveller in descending the hill, 
should he happen to miss his way. The highest point of the mountain 
in that part where the road lies, is about two thousand feet above the level 
of the sea, and the view from it is wonderfully' fine; Turning towards the 
west, we see the richly cultivated country of Hottentots'-Holland directly 
at our feet. These green fields separate the wide desert of the sandy isthmus 
from the peninsula of the Cape. _The Table Mountain and the Lion'a 
Head, 8s beheld from hence, have a very picturesque appearance, The Devil's 
Mountain, lying below the Table Mountain, its extent cannot be accurately 
discerned: its northern declivity borders the Table Valley. ,Vith good 

. glasses, or in fine clear weather with the naked eye, the ships at anchor in 
Table Bay may be plainly distinguished. llarther towards the south, are to 

· be seen the gradually decliuing mountains of the peni11sula; the eye can 
even follow them almost to the Cape of Good Hope, properly so called ; 
while the white houses of Simon's Town are clearly discernible. To the 
west, the widely spread False Bay runs up to a vast depth between the 
peninsula of the Cape and the mountains on this side, forming, with its 
islands and rocks, especially in winter, when the returning ships· put in 
there, a very noble spectacle. Towards the east, the eye roves over the 
mountains, tracing in many different parts the road to Zwellendam. The 
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horizon is closed on this side by the summit of the mountain at Bavians 
kloof and the river Zonder-end. 

In the heat of the day we again lay by, an·d rested at an opulent farm 

belonging to one William .Morkel. According to the custom of the country, 
we had here a most splendid dinner: a principal feature in it \\;as great variety 

of sea-fish, drawn from the abundant stores in this way furnished by False 
Bay. This gave us new cause of admiration at the abundant resources· for 
aupplying the physical wants of our ~ature; which might, with a little 
industry, be derived from this truly bountiful spot. In the evening ·w~ 

returned to Stellenbosch, and on the twenty-third of March proceeded from .. 
thence to the Cape Town, where we arrived nearly at the close of day, after 

a wearisome journey over the sandy plain of. the Cape. 
General Janssens, accompanied by the principal officers of the place, both 

civil and military, received the Commissary-General at about half an hour's . 
distance from the town. On their arrival at the castle, a salute of twenty-one 

guns announced the solemn entry of the chief magistrate, after a successful 
journey of nearly four hundred miles,• and an absence of a hundred and sixty

seven days. 

• G crman miles, making nearly two thousand Enclisb, 

£ND OF PART THE YOURTH, 

• 

, 
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PART V. 

JOURNEY TO ZWELLENDAM AND THE ADJACENT COUNTRIES. 

CHAP. XXXVII. 

Preparation, for War at the Cape.-Plan of Defence formed by lhe GOTJtrnor.-Otta
•sion of the Author's present Journey.-Meybur~h's Farm on the Eerste Ri-oer.
Captain .llforkel's Farm.-Hottentots'-Holland Kloof.-Plant, growing tlurt.-P~• 
miet River.-An Englishman, by name Partridge, drowned there.-Houhoek.
The Bot River. 

DuRING the time we were absent, which was nearly six months, every 
thing at the Cape Town had assumed a very warlike aspect: the Governor had 
with unwearied zeal used all possible exertions for defending the colony to 
the best of his power against an attack from the enemy. Since, by order of 
the Batavian government at home, the whole twenty-third battalion was to 
be sent, under the command of Colonel De Lega, to strengthen the garrison 
at Batavia, General Janssens endeavoured to supply this important loss, by 
organizing a battalion of Hottentots after the European manner, and by arm
ing the citizens and colonists. Besides this, all people at the Cape Town 
who had · come hither from Europe as soldiers, were taken again into the 
service; several auxiliary corps, as they were called, infantry as well as artil
lery, were also formed for. the purpose of li~htening in some degree the seyere 
duty of the garrison : this was scarcely two thousand strong. At our return, 
we found these newly enrolled corps already in their uniforms, and going 
through their exercise every day; yet the winter months, those that are 

• such in this country, of 1804-, had begun to set in before they were all in 
complete activity, and in a state entirely to fulfil their respective destinations • . 

In the meantime, we remained wholly without information respecting the -
• j 
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plans ofthe English government with regard to the Dutch possessions in India. 
It almost appeared as if the menaced invasion of England by France, and the 
strength of the French a11d Dutch in the Indian seas, which was not incon
siderable, deterred them at present from thinking seriously of any expedition 
against these possessions. Notwithstanding this, an attack must-necessarily 
be expected sooner or later, and it was expedient that the delay arising from 
these or any other causes should be used to the best advantage. It was 
also ·to be expected that the attack, when made, would be with an over
whelming · force. Above all things, their exceUent, weU equipped, and well 
manned ships were to be feared, since there was notliing to oppose them 
but batteries very incompetent to withstand their force. The weak situation 
of the Cape Town was another subject or deep regret, and gave the most 
serious cause for apprehension; since, if a ianding were once effected on the 

. western coast of the colony, it wall impossible for the most determined bravery 
to make an effectual resistance. It was, therefore, exceediugly desirable, 
in· order to be prepared in the best manner possible against such an event, 
to seek out some point, where, in case of adverse events, a small force might 
be able to make a stand, and where all possibility of assistance from the 
fleet would be precluded. The fate of the whole colony would not then be 
left entirely dependent on the conquest of the Cape Town: the possession 
of that town might, on the contrary, be rendered an incumbrance to the 
·enemy, if a position ·were taken, by means of which their comm~nication 
with the interior of the colony was cut off, and they were. consequently de
prived of their supplies of food. By Degrandpre, and others who were 
experienced in all matters relating to the art of war, and who bad well con
aidered the situation of the Cape Town under this point of view, the chain 
of mountains about Hottentots' -Holland, and the pass over them, had been 
already _suggested as a very favourable spot for the purpose. On a more 
accurate examination, General Janssens, who went himselfseveral times to 
inspect the ground, thought the situation so well suited to the purpose, tha~ 
he at length determined to make this pass, Hottentots'-Holland kloof, the 
point which should be kept open for defying the enemy's might, in <-ase of 
retreat being rendered necessary • . 

Many objects were, however, to be attended to in the prosecution of this 
plan. Above all things, care m~t be taken that the little army, when it had 
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taken possession of its strong situation, should not_ fail in supplies of food 
and ammunition. The preparing of magazines, therefore, on the other side of 
the mountains, was a very important object, but it was one, the accom-• 
plishment of which must unavoidably be attended with g~eat difficu.lt_y from 
the slender produce of the last harvest. It was not, however, absolutely 
hopeless, that by timely care, and a cautious perseverance, these difficulties 
might be lessened, while the better harvest, of which there was now a pros
pect, would, if time was allowed by the enemy, entirely remove them. 

To fix on a proper situation for the proposed magazines, and to make all 
other necessary arrangements, it was expedient that some person of confidence 
and judgment should be sent into the country; one wh<;> should be well 
instructed in aJl the Governor's view3, who would have a proper respecta
bility in the eyes of the colonists, and who should be authorised to give the 
requisite directions in his name. No one was judged more proper in every · 
l'(>Spect to be deputed for the purpose, than Captain Paravicini di Capelli 1 

who was A id-de-Camp to the Governor, and had accompanied him in his 
journey into the Caffre country. He was therefore appointed to the office, 
and received his instructions from the Governor in the latter days of the 
month of August, I 50-1,, w~th full powers to act in his name. Two officers 

. of superior talents, Captains Verkouteren and De Labat, of the dragoon 
squadron, who, till then, had always rem~ined at the Cape Town; were. 
appointed to accompany him, that they might acquire some knowledge of a 
country, which eventually might become the theatre of war. To them wa, 
also added a very brave and skilful officer of artillery, Lieutenant Meier, as 
inspector of the laboratories and powder magazines. 

Ever since my return to the Cape Town, during the cold and moist season, 
which is the time when in this country vegetable nature is in its hfghest glory, 
I had employed myself very much in collecting and drying plants;· almos~ 
aU my leisure hours had been devoted to this favourite occupation. Accom
panied by my pupil, and my worthy friend Polemann, every Sunday I made 
some botanical excursion. My principal places of resort for this purpose 
were the sandy plain ·of the Cape, the chasms among the mountains, the 
western slope of the Table Mountain, which is particularly rich in plants., 
and the country about Camps Ray: from none of these spots did I ever 
return without a bountiful supply for my herbarium. Three times did · I 
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aacend to the top of the Table Mountain : once I accompanied my patron, 
the Commissary-General, to Simon's Bay, and on other occasions visited 

· the country of the Steenbergen (Stone hills), the heights of Constantia, and 
the beautiful valley that leads from thence to Hout Bay. Thus, in four 
month,;; I had collected aJl the moat beautiful specimens which vegetable 
nature produces in the peninsula, in plants of the lily kind, and in the rich 
tribes of protea, erica, sfruthiola, o.ralis, &c. &c.: it was natural, therefore, 
that I should now be desirous of extending my botanical wanderings to the 
other side of the isthmus: The present season was, of all others, the most 
favourable for this purpose, since the months of September and October are 
precisely those in which the shrubs and plants, on the other side of the 
mountains, are ornamented with their beautiful flowers in the highest per• 

- 'fection, whereas, about •the Table Mountain, they were beginning to fade 
away. I was consequently very easnest to accompany these officers; and 
General Janssens, who was always most obligingly anxious to promote, in 
every possible way, my desire of becoming more intimately acquainted with 
the natural history of the country, who was no less desirous to embrace 
every occasion of binding me still more closely to him, readily g!lve permis
sion for my joining the party, desiring only that his son, my pupil, might be 
my companion. · · 

We set off from the Cape Town on the second of S~ptember, and crossed 
the sandy plain of the Cape i~ an • easterly direction. About noon we 
reached the justly-celebrated farm of Philip Meyburgh on the Eerste river, 
wh~re we rested for some time during the great heat of the day. This farm 
is much •visited by people who make some stay at the Cape, in their way to 
bi' from india, as they are thus furnished ~ith an opportunity of acquiring 
some ic!ea of the mode of life led by the co.lonists. It is indeed well suited 
to the purpose, The owner, who is a very hospitable man, keeps, besides 
the numerous servants and slaves retained to cultivate his lands, a number 
of mechanics, some slaves, some free men, by whom every thing wanted for 
his household, whether of clo;iths, furniture, implements for husbandry, or 
tools of any other kind, are made upon the spot; and while the neighbour
hood of the Cape Town is very conveuient- to him for the sale of his produc• 
tions, he can dispense with purchasing any thing' from thence. Na_v, farther, 
hia near neighbours, who have not all these conveniences about them, often 
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send things to ~im to be made, or hire some of his slaves to work at their 
own homws, as mason'!, as smiths, as wag-gon-wrights, as cabinet-makers, as 

· tailors, &c. &c. Such an institution, where\.·er it is to be found, generally 
serves for 111tist of the farms near it; but there are few where the works are 
exeeuted in the same pnfl'ctiou. In the remoter regions of the colony, as I 
have mentioned rn one of the former parts of my work, this patriarchal kind 
of establishment is more frequent, because there the population being com
posC:'d of small socit,ties, distant from each other, render~ only a certain 
degree of cultivation attainable. Here it is the•effect of industry rather than 
of necessity, and is converted into a profitable branch of economy. , 

Besides all t_his, l\Ieyburgh bas performed several essential services to the 
colony: Five and twenty y<'ars ago he was in possession .of _ several cattle
places ; and Ii ved for a tiJile at ( iraaff Reynett, before this place became a. 
village, and was erected into the seat of a drosty. It was principally by hi~. 
advice that Governor Van der Graaff determined on the erection of this new , 
drm,ty; and the whole was laid out after a plan which he_ sketched. More 
than forty years ago, Meyburgh, as a youth, made several long journeys beyond 
the bo11 ndaries of the colony: among others, he examined the whole cou ·rse of 

th~ Orange river. On this journey, many particulars of which he now related 
to us, he and his few companions livtd, for several months together, on 

nothing but the tallow of sea-cows; and went through the greatest hardships 
an<l dangers. All he related to us respecting this country excited anew in 
me the utmost curiosity to visit it myself, and strengthened my resol~t_ion to 
spare no effons for obtaining the fulfilment of my wishes. 

Captain Paravicini had a long conversation with this very intelJigent man 

respecting the object of his present journey; and it~ in the sequel, the view, 
of,the Governor were proceeding prosperously towards their complelion, it 
was principally to be ascribed to the hints furnished by l\Ieyburgh. , Tha 
great scarcity of corn did indeed throw po~verful obstacles in the way : this 
was, however, thou~ht of in sufficient time to be somewhat obviated, by 
sending into the remoter districts for a supply ; and a year and half later, 
when the overpowerin~ attack of the English was actually made, no hind
rance to keeping possession of this strong position for a longer time was 
found iu the want of stores. 

From all that has been said relative to Meybur~h•~ -fa.rm, jt will be justly 
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inferred, that the inhabitants of these parts, lying not very remote from the 
Cape Town, live much more active and agreeaLle lives than those led by . 
the distant colonists beyond the mountains. The women in these familie5 
are, in many instances, and that in no slight degree, better bred than the 
women of the Cape Town: they are also commonly much more amiable, and 
that principally from not having an equally high idea with the Town ladies of 
their owB charms. From li-vfog in the country, there reigns, besides, a much 
greater simplicity and modesty in their whole demeanour. At the same 
time, they are instructed in every branch of domestic economy necessary for 
forming good wives; and have, for the most part, an adequate knowledge of 
.African husbandry, without being like the girls of the distant parts, mere 
peasants; or, as has been especially remarked of thos ·e who inhabit the 
countries where the prevailing occupation is the breeding of cattle, where, 
consequently, they are unaccustomed to any hard work, sinking into habits of 
sloth and indolence. Here we find them constantly busied, either with 
household affairs or needle-work : and it is no uncommon sight to see all the 
women of the house, mother, daughters, and female slaves, collected together 
in the cool apartment at the back of the house, sewing, knitting, or executing 
fieveral kinds of fine ornamental \Vorks. II ere the daughters a_od nieces of our 
host were employed in a very neat .and clean kind of occupation, weaving 
platted straw for making hats and bonnets, from the wheat-stalks, whitened 
by being laid in the water. Some of them were arrived at such dexterity in 
this kind of work, that they assured us they had made a great deal of money 
by selling their platted straw to the English, when they had possession of the 
colony; anrl thf'y added, that they continued, at that time, to send a great 
deal of it to the milliners at the Cape Town •. The Cape straw is considered 
as peculiarly well suited to this kind of work, from its being so particularly 
white and pliable ; and upon the first samples of ~t sent to England, large 
orders for a supply were immediately received. 

Io the afternoon we proceeded on our way towards the mountains of Hot• 
tentots••Holland ; and the more we ascended, the more fertile and the better 
cultivated did we find the country. lo the sandy plains about the Cape 
Town, excepting various sorts of mesembryanthemum, few plants are to be 
&een, only some from the· species tetragonia, z!lgophyllum, and polygala, with 
single plants_of the gladioltu plicatu,, -and ant/&0'9:m plicata : · these, with IOUle 
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sorts o( the lily tribe, are the only plants which come forth from the sands; they 
commonly flower immediately after the first rains in June and July. On the 
hills we were now ascending, every thing, on the contrary, was at this time 
most beautifuliy in flower. A number of the shrubby sorts of protea were 
scattered in little copses over the slopes, on which the long-tailed honey-bird 
was every where to be seen, settled at the edges of the flowers, in order to 
suck, with their long and slender bills, the honey from the bottom of tbe cups. 
Between these little copses were abundance of garteria and gnidia, with heath 
plants, and the tenderer kinds of lily; to which may be adJed the smaller 
species of. i.ria, of gladiolus, of hyporis, and laclienalia. I particularly 
observed two sorts of the gladiolus, known here under the names of !.·alkoe-utj, 
and ba-,,iaantje, which are hel<l in high esteem from the aromatic smell they 
afford, and which seem hitherto to have escaped the attention of botanists, 
although they are by no lbeans rare in the neighbourhood of the Cape 
Town.• 

A mild spring evening increased, in no small degree, our enjoyment of the 
beauties here presented by nature, and cheered us on our way: that way lay 
by se,•eral pleaiant and well-conditioned farms. From the heights we had at 
intervals fine views over the widely-extended False Bay, and the chain of 
mountains which terminates in the Cape of Good Hope, properly so called. 
Behind this chain we saw the sun sink just as we arrived, highly delighted 
with the varied beauties presented to us, and amid the charms of very . 
pleasant conversation,, at the house of Captain William Morkel. This title 
our new host derived from being the captain of a company of citizen-cavalry; 
and he received us as brethren in arms, and most welcome guests. Evident " 

• Professor Wildenow, who, three years ago, undertook to examine my little · collection of 
plants, gave to these the name of gladiolu, papillonaceu,. It is my intention hereafter to 
describe them, with an h.udred and eighty other sorts of plants, which are in my herbarium, more 
accurately: this will be done in a little work under the title of Spicilegitlm FlortZ Cap,nrd,, 
which is alrearly more than half prepared for publication. To this book l refer the botanical 
part of my readers for a more ample esplanation or these, and several other new plants, which 
are here only named. The greater part or my readers will readily_ excuse me, that, in the present 
work, I coofinc myself merely to giving a general idea or the character of ve.;ctable nature here 
in tho most beautiful season of the year, with the proper sit11ations or many sorts of plants 
peculiar to the oountr1. 
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affluence, unconstrained hospitality, and rural simplicity, placet.1 us at our ease 
in a moment : we seemed as if perfectly at home, and thought ourselves, 
therefore, so much the . more obliged to these worthy people. \Ve were 
sumptuously entertained, with an ever-increasing appearance of good-will 
towards our whole company. l\Iy young companions, all of them pleasant, 
agreeable men, full of frolick and fun, sought, by all the means in their 
power, to prepare an entertainment for our hosts. Lieutena~t Meier, the 
oldest of the company, was the person to whose lot it fell to afford the · 
principal source of this entertainment. He was a man of the most perfect 
benevolence, and endowed with a sound understanding, if not cultivated to 
the highest degree, who therefore willingly gave into the harmless jokes of 
the rest, well assured that they mean .. t no harm, and had the sincerest friend
ship for him. He happened to have been born in a town in Holland, the 
inhabitants of which in former times, as in Germany, the ancient citizens of 
Scliilda and Schoppenstadt, had the reputation of not being riahly gifted on 
the score of understanding, and respecting whose blunders people are much 

. in the habit of telling amusing stories. These stories Meier was to put into 
terms suited to the African ways and modes of thinking, that they might be 
rendered intelligible to our hosts, who had never heard of any thing like 
them. Nor did the narrator fail to humour the astonishment with which he 
saw his auditors impressed, by throwing in occasionally, with great naivete, 
some appropriate confession, which so encreased their belief in the truth of 
what they heard, that at last all doubt vanished.-Nay, these same auditors 
at length enquired for new stories of the blunders made by these people, with 
the same interest and eagerness as an European enquires of voyagers for all 
the curious particulars he has observed among the inhabitants of New 
Holland and Otaheite. The good Madame Morkel, especially, could not 
enough express her astonishment that such extraordinary kind of men ever 
existed in Europe; and often applied to her husband to know whether he 
could have thought it. The perfect good-humour with which the joke was 
here both given and received, took off from it all the odium that often attaches 
to such rodomontade. 'Tia not without feelings of the deepest regret that 
I recur to this, and many otber pleasant evenings spent with my compa
nions among the colonists ;-l say with regret, because the greater part of 
these companions are already in the &'rave, and lo many of them the plea• 
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saot hours · which we passed on this journey were the last moments of 
happiness they ever experienced. 

On the following morning, Captain Morkel conducted us to the foot of . 
Hottentots'-Holland kloof, and supplied us with fresh oxen for our b:lggagc, 
which had been sent hither from the Cape Town. \Ve then began to asce.nd 
the mountain road, which goes for a while straight towards the top; but for 
the latter part of the way takes an oblique direction towards the rugged wall 
of the mountain : over this latter it is carried by a zigzag road, cut with 
great art. How much did I find the appearanc~ of these mountains changed 
since my first visit!. The bushes, at that time cloathcd only with dark and 
dried leaves, were now arrayed in the brightest green, and spread over with 
the lov~liest flowers. The African bushes, when thus in full l,loom, have a 
-totally different appearance from the European, In our northern climate, 
the large trees, and most of the shrubs, bear flowers either merely ~bite, or 
of some faint and feeble colour, the beauty of which cannot be seen .without 
they are examined very near: under the bright heaven of Southern Africa, 
on the contrary, the greater degree of -light and heat produces flowers of 
much larger forms, and brighter hues. The shrubby plants are here the 
greatest ornaments produced by vegetable nature. Gigantic 11eaths, for the 
most part covered with red flowers of all shades, several sorts of the slender 
caprari", t/1esia, gnidia, poda/iria, bor-bor,ia, aspalatl,a, and phglica, all con
tributed their share towards ornamenti .ng the spot, llesides these, and more 
numerous than all, were protea, of every form and description which belongs 
to this numerous cl.ss, and which are al.ways to be .distinguished by the 
silvery, and oftentimes woolly leaves, 110 less than by the large bunches in 
which the flowers expanu themselves. All these gave, at the present moment, 
an indescribably beautiful appearance to the rich and fertile heigl1ts we were 
traversing . 

. The protea, indeed, occupy a very large share of these hills, aud shade over 
the other plants. While the br~ad-leaved sorts of this tree, with umbelliferous 
flowers, and an undivided cup, as the protea, scolgmus, uir:llifera, conifera, 
.irobilina, imbricata, ·sa/igna, argentea, &c. love low grounds, and abound 
most in the clayey soils at the foot of the mountains, the smaller-leaved 
sorts, with separated flowers, which belong to the pimiatca and acerosce, come 
forth in these higher regions from the clefts in the rocks, a11<l more especially 
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from the heaps of loose and broken masses of stone. The protea sceptrum, 
and the lagopus, were the sorts of which I saw the greatest abundance: the 
latter were, above all, striking to the eye, from the large stems of flowers 
which rose among the leaves at the end of every twig. Besides the protea 
racemosa, incurva, eomosa, and prolifera, l found several species not less 
beautiful, though hith~1'to but little known. Among these, I recommend 
more particularly to the notiee of any one who shall come after me, the p,:ote4 
helvola of Professor Wildenow, which is to be known by the beautiful brown 
of the cup, the pyramidal bunches of the flowers, and the numerously 
feathered leaves. Suih new sorts I have discc,vered, upon a more accurate 
examination of my collection, to have been found almost solely upon these 
hills; and i~ appears to me very probable, that our systematical books as yet . ' . 
scarcely include half the species that actually exist of this very numerous 
tribe. I must add, th_at these mountains were examined by me with very 
particular assiduity. For the rest, it is somewhat remarkable that the protea, 
which grow on the hills of Hottentots'-Holland are not to be found on the 
Table Mountain, or the other heights of the Cape Peninsula; while, on the 
other hand, the celebrated silver-tree (protea argeritea), and some other sorts, 
are produced only in this small peninsula, and iu no other part of the world. 
It is further remarkable, that the hills, which lie somewhat more northwards • 
by Stelleubosch and Drakenstein, and whil'h are immediately connected with 
those of Hottentots' -Holland, have again their ow11 appropriate species of 
prntea, which do not grow in any other part. 

Between these large shrubs are many smaller plants or the highest beauty, 
among which I must particularize the erica petiverii, with its fine yellow 
flowers and long brown anthers, the erica p,'ukmetii, and the elichr!Jsum 
proliferum. A considerable space is also covered with several sorts of cl~or
tia, for the most part the same that grow in the Table Valley, only with this 
difference, that here we found both sexes, whereas there, during the whole 
winter, we cottld find none but the female plants. 

We at length reached. the top of the hill, and were delighted with the 
glorious view above-described: this was exceeJingly embellisbC'd by the 
scenery immediately around us, having, from the mil<lness of spring, assumed 
so cheering and lovely an aspect. Even here, in these higher regions of the 
air, all nature seemed to enj.::,y this mildness, ancl things,_ which at my former 
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visit appeared to me insignificant and dead, had now, from the enchanting 
,·erdure 9f the leaves, and the beautiful hues of tbe flowers, acquired an inde
scribable charm. The erica banksii wa_s in amazing profusion, covering over 
large heaps of atones, its runners fastening themseh•es among the interstices. 
It seemed a doubt whether the length and thickness of these runners, or the 
innumerable quantity of the flowers lying upon the flat stones, were the most 
to _be admired. 

We were obliged to wait some time for the arrival_ of our baggage at the top 
of the hill. I left my impati_ent companions to go forwards, and stopped 
myself for the waggons, that the treasures which I collected, and which I was 
afraid to trust to the shaking of the horse, might be placed in aecurity. I soon 
found ample reason to rejeice that I- had done so, since the very first decli
vity presented me with such a number of new plants, that without the 
assistance of my slaves, I should never have been able to collect specimens of 
even the most important. Ten sorts of heaths, not to be found i)1 the Table 
Valley, formed a part of this new prize: four of these I have ascertained, since 
my return, to be wholly new. Besides them, numbers of the most beauti
ful elichrysa, . some penae, .borbonia, crolalaria, diosmea, gnidia, ~c, !:tc. 
presenteq themselves within the first hundred paces; and at every step I went, 
I was rej<>iced with the si_ght of some fresh plant till then uuknown to me. 
This eastern side of the hill is more naked than the western, and having a 
trifling inclination towards the north, &he sup acts upon it with the gr~~ter 
power, driving all the moisture contracted during winter with so much force 
up to the plants, that their growth is more than comm.only luxuriant. 
Collecting insects, at one time my most favourite occupation, I ~as h~re 
obliged partially to forego, since a whole day would have been necessary to 

obtain atl I wanted, and our journey could not be delayed for such purposes. 
How often did I wish that some of my European friends had been with me, 
to share in this delicious banquet; nay, how glad should I have been, if my 
friends from the Cape Town only, _ who, for sever:31 months' had bee~ the 
companions of my botanical wanderings, had now p·artaken in my pleasuces, 

Farther down were many singl~ 1hrubs, of which this valley seems · to be 
the most chosP.n abode. Among them may be mentioned the retzia 1picata, 
tenaea fonnosn, erica gnaphaloides and acuminuta, protea erosa, with many 
others equally beautiful and Fare, 1 !hould weary the patience of i:ny 
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readers wer.e J but to give the names of all the plaots I saw, and which will 
make th.is day ooe 1:1ever to be erased from my memory. He alone can have 
an idea of the pleasure I experie~ced who has ·felt a serious longing to ·see 
a Jarge collection of foreign plants, l,\Jive jo their natural· sjtuations, disposed 
in picturesque groups, and flourishing in all the luxuriance of their proper 
unsophisticated .nature. 

Froio the hills which now Jay to our left, flow at this time of the year 
several abundant streams, which in their course intersect the coasts of the 
valley between_ this place and the Houhoek. The first which is to be crossed 
is tbe most dangerous, on account of the muddy bottom, in which waggooa 
or any thing loaded may easily sink. The ford has from very old times borne 
the name of Grietjesgat. Although stones and trunks of trees without end 
have been thrown in with the view ofmaking a firmP.r bottom, all has hitherto 
been ineffectual: the mud constantly seems to accumulate above them. On 
account 'of the low sandy shores, no attempt -has ever been made at throwing 
a bridge over; indeed, over other streams, where the banks are higher, and seem 
to offer a good foundation for a bridge, it has been found that the overflowiogs 
occasioned by heavy winter rains carried the bridges away, so that the foot 
only was left standing. This hole however is nearly dry in summer, and 
excepting in one small spot, may be forded conveniently. 

About noon we reached a more considerable stream, called the Palmiet 
river. It has this name from the abundance of Palmiet reeds, acorus palmita, 
which grow about it; they are indeed common about all the streams iu these 
parts. In winter and spring this river is very rapid, and not safe to be crossed 
without an experienced guicle: this not .merely from the .rapidity of the· current, 
but tliat here also the bottom is full of muddy holes, which are very dangerous 
if not avoided with the greatest care. A few years before, an English physi
cian, by name Partridge, who would not be persuaded to take a guide, but 
thought he was sufficiently acquainted with the ford, paid for his imprudence_ 
with his life; nor were such examples very uncommon in former times. My 
companions, who preceded me, had on this account crossed the stream some
what higher up, in a boat, leaving their horses to swim after them. Before 
we ·attempted to make the waggoos go ,through, a Hottentot was sent to 
examine the depth, who said that all the things mu1:1t be taken out of the 
waggons, or .they .\Vould be ,entirely weUed. Excepting this trouble, and i& 
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certainly was not a trifling one, th·e passage was performed very happily. I 
now followed my companions somewhat quicker, tracking them in the true 
African fashion by the impressions of the horses, feet on the hard soil, and 
towards evening found them a little out of the road, at a farm where we stopped 
for the night. When the waggon.s arrivecf, I employed the remainder of the 
evening in a closer examination of the treasures I had collected. 

The corn here appeared but poor, and we ,learnt, with great concern, t_hat 
there was very little prospect of a good harvest. The farmers had not been 
able to sow so much corn as the year before, because it was very late before 
tke ground was sufficiently moistened by the rains to permit or its being 
sown; and because the oxen -~mployed in ploughing, had, 'from the continued 
drought, been so scantily fed, that they had scarcely strength to work. ,Tis 
for this reason that the people here always wish the winter to set in early. If 

· the rains begin in March and April, so that the oxen are ready to work in 
May and June, a tolerably plentiful harvest may be expected, _let the summer, 
from September, b~ evEfr so dry. · Perhaps here also may be found the reason 
why rye and oats never succeed very well in the colony, whereas the wheat 
'and barley are particularly good, and, under favourable circumstances, yield 
most plentifully: another _ cause of this may possibly be found in the nature 
of the soil. 

From hence it will appear obvious, that it is a very difficult thing for a:ny 
one to form a decided judgmerit with respect to the fertility of a country in 
which they are only transitory visitors. At least, it would scarcely occur to 
an inhabitant of the north of Europe, that the hardness of the soil_, and the 

· weakness of the draught cattle, could have so important an influence upon the 
plenty or scarcity of the year. With us, the frost, and the moisture of spring, 
keep the soil always in a state fit for cultivation, while we have abundant 
resources for furnishing our cattle with a constant and plentiful supply of food. 
The country on the western side of these mountains, quite to the Four-and. 
twenty rivers, is therefore much better suited to the growing of corn, as the 
farmers ,can send their oxen at the beginning of the year to the coast, where 
the rains, according to the usual course of things, fall earlier; and where, 
particularly in the neighbourhood of Saldaoha Bay, they may almost always 
be sure of finding good pasture as soon as the west winds begin to blow. 
Many farmers have, therefore, a cattle place of their own on the coast; • 
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others only send them thither for awhile, paying a sum agreed upon, accord
ing to the time they are to stay. For the rest, the ·coast is sandy, and, in 
other respects, little capable of cultivation. 

The wants of the people in these parts were, alas ! much increased in the 
sequel, since the harvest of 1804 fell quite as sh~rt as that of the pre_ceding 
year. Happily, the attention of the government was directed to this matter 
time enough to counteract the scarcity in a certain degree. ' As soon as the 
circumstance was known, several cargoes of rice were purchased, and every 
citizen of the Cape Town was limited to a certain weekly allowance of bread, 
according ·to the number of his family; while every baker was restrained from 
having more corn in his possession than was necessary to supply his customers 
according to the regulation. In this manner the year 1805 was passed, under 
a positive scarcity of bread, so that at great entertainments the bread was 
wholly omittedt or else each guest brought his own with him. To avert like 
wants, or the possibility of even greater, preparations were made in the very 
same year for establishing large magazines in Muscle Bay and Algoa Bay, 
whither farmers, who had hitherto, on account of their distance from the 
Cape Town, and the e~pense of transport · thither, grown very little corn, 
might now send any quantity they chose to produce, with a certainty of 
receiving the same price for it as in the town corn-market. The utility · of 
such an institution must be so obvious to every one who knows the country, 
that it is most probable the plan would be adopted and carried ta perfection 
by the English. 

On th~ fourth of September, very early in the morning, we ·proceeded on 
our journey, and soon reached a steep and rugged chasm, which, winding 
among dark aod barren heights, leads to the plain of the Bot river. This 
pass is called the Houdlt0ek, or more commonly Houhoek•-the Hq/ting-pau; 
because from its leugth and ruggedness, the traveller is detained a long time 
in going through it; or because, in the most difficult and dangerous parts it 
is necessary for the drivers of the waggons to hold them very fast. This is 
also called the Great Houhoek, to distinguish it from a smaller pass of the 
same name~ which lies an hour more to the north, and is still more rt1gged and 

• Not Houwhoek, the llollorJed Strait, as some writers line it; nor tho Ouddoek, Old 
Streit, aa it is called by Le Vaillant. 
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difficult to get through. Farther down, in rents made by the waters, 1:he 
rocks were grown over with many sorts of bushes. I here saw, for the first 
time, the tarus, now called podocarpru elongata, the protea pinifolia, the 
levisamua, and many other beautiful sorts of this species, upon an average 
not less than from fifteen to twenty feet high. Among them grew in tol_era
ble ab~ndance a higher sort of tree, which, alas! was not in Jlow: th~ fruit 
bas the same kind of angular form as tpe nut of the Cupres..ms, and the leaves 
are long, n'arrow, and pointed, in the form of a lancet. It . may, perhaps, be 
hereafter examined by some of my successors at a more favourable time of the 
year. The brabejum stellatum also grows here, as it does in most chasms wher~ 
the declivity runs down into a plain, and where water is standing the whole 
year through. . 

We crossed the 'Bot river without much trouble, leaving a pretty farm 
which lies upon this river to our left. The plain _in which we now arrived 
lies considerably above the level of the sea, and is very sandy . Several sorts 
of ,lichtysum form its most beautiful ornament; the· principal are the sesa
moidu, the vestitl4m, and the imbricatum. The colonists call all tliis species 
,even-JJeaTsjlo,oers, because, if gathered when in full bloom, they will last for 
a long time with their beauty unimpaired; seven years, according to the popu
lar belief . The houses of the colonists are every where decorated with them: 
they are sent as presents to the Cape Town, and they are .even made an arti
cle of traffick by speculating Europeans. While the English name, everlast
ings, and the :French, imnaortetles, refer to the imperishable nature of their 
beauty, we Germans are pleased to call them paper:flowers, or itrnwjloflJers; to 
designate, in truly prosaic terms, the dryness which prevents their fading. 
This property, and the brigh~ glow of their colours, point out very decidedly 
the dry nature of the soil, and'. the warmth' of the climate in which they are 
nat ives. Next to the erica and 'protea, these are some of the most charac
teristic P.lants of the country, ao<l belong almost to this alone, at least as far a1 
concerns the species elichrysum and the greater part of the gnapl,alia. 
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TRAVELS IN SOU1'JIERN AFIUCA. 

CHAP. XL. 

Yisit at the Hou$e of M. Otto.-Mirth among tl,e young People tl,ere.-Dimmion 
co,acerning the African Women.-BaTJianl'•Kloof.-Zoetemelh Va!lf'y,-The Post• 
lolder Theunis,en.-Pauage over the Breede River.-Zwellendam.-Botanical Re-
1earches about the DeTJil's-Bush.-Planls colli:rted t/1ere.-Rollndain.-Accou11l of 

, the old blind Botanist, Jolm Andrw, .Auge. 

AFTER resting about noon for some hours at Boontjeskraal, the place of the 

worthy Field-cornet Conrad Greeve, towards evening we reached the outward 

north-westerly declivity of the Bl_ack Mountain, at a place where a itream 

called the Diep river flows from it.• We stopped for the night at the house of a 

person by name Otto, who was not at home himself, but whose children 

received us very kindly, and did the _ honours of the house in the handsomest 

manner possible. \Ve found a party of jovial young people assembled here, 

consisting of the future sons-in-law, suitors to the two charming daughters 

of the house, with many other friends and neiglibours of botb sexes. Many 

of them ·_were already acquai~ted with some one or other of our party, from 

having seen them in former journeys, ~nd by th<'m the rest of the company were 

immediately introduced to each other, so that our intrusion <lid 11ot interrupt 

the geoeral gaiety . On the contrary, we were rcadil_y pern1itted · to join in 

their mode of e11tertaining themseh-es: and as we were already acquainted 

with .the habits and manners of the colonists, it "as tiasy e11,1ugh fr,r us to fall 

at once into their ways so as to remove every thing like restrai11t. 

• The reacler must not be surprizcd if he should not al ways find thc namra of t11csc little 
streams noted down in tho map. They arc too nunll'roua to be all inserted, particularly in a 
general map; there the appropriate names of ccrtaiu bouutlarics must be most p'.ainly distin~ 
guibhetl if a person wi1hc1J to be ~!ear, and to give the 01ost curt dcsi;;nation of tho~c objt·cts 
•hicb raok · the highest in their importanc:c, fo'or the rest, tht: IJ!ack l'tlou11taill ht•rc nicntioucd 

mu~t not be confounded with the great chain that bear, thi, same 1:amc, a111l rum parallel with the 
~outbcru coast. 
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On this occasion I was more fully convinced than before,. that a journey 
like that which I had taken with the Commissary-General is not propitious 
to gaining an accurate knowledge of the people, of their manners, customs, 
and modes of thinking. The rank of our chief, the number of his train, the 
trouble and disorder every wh.ere occasioned by our visits, perhaps also the 
presence of our ladies, seemed always to render the women, both wives and. 
daughters, so shy and distant, not to mention the bustle they were in to 
prepare every thing for us, that it was Sl~arcely p'.:>ssible to observe them 
accurately. Ilut on the presl·nt journey, I saw thein frequently under their 

,genuine forms: these I neither found uniformly amiable, nor, as many earlier 

travellers assert without truth, uniformly rough and insignificant. He who 
comes into the colony with all the recollections of the friends and acquaint
ance he has left in his highly civilized native country fresh in his mind, can 
scarcely be pleased at first with the Cape beauties, particularly with those of 
the country. The women here are commonly very pretty, and dressed in 
the very. height of the European fashions, whence strangers are led to expect 
a high degree of education and polish in their manners; and when reluctantly 
obliged to chang-e their opinions in this respect, they perhaps often go too far 
the other way. It may easily he imagined that the African ladi€S cannot 
display any knowledge in books, or in works of art, and that they do not 
possess very refiued tcelings in any way: every thing by which they are sur
roundt>d from their earliest youth is of the most simple and prosaic kind: 
they live ~ntirely among themselves, and have therefore no opportunities of 
gaining any enlarged stock of ideas. Those who do not understand the rela
tions in which these women are edu_cated, and in which they constantly live~ 
of which alone therefore they can have any clear comprehension, and upon 

. which alone th,ey are consequently enabled to speak,-who judge them 
according to the first impression made, will very probably be led to consider 
them as shy and simple. It is by no means impossible that they may take 

. offence at modes of expression in fact very polite and well bred, bcc~use tlwy 
do D?t un~erstand them: while the rough joke of an African youth, at u hich 
our ladies would blush and cast down their eyes, will be received with laughter 
and applause. But it would be a great error to suppose from ltence, that 
they have no sense of modesty and decorum of manners. If it Le difficult to 

offend their ears by words which might carry offence to minds ditlereutly 
.R 2 . 
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organized, this advantage is derived from it, that their imaginations are more 
tranquil, they are more secure against seduction ; since, according to the 
universally received opinion, girls of the q~ickest sensibility are always the 
most in danger in this respect. · 

The African women are well aware.themselves, that they have the character 
· among the Europeans of being deficient in education, and of permitting them. 

1elves too much levity in their intercourse with men ; they are, therefore, 
very anxious to punish, by the distance of their behaviour, the error of these 
somewhat too squeamish foreigners. Howsoever light of character they may 
be supposed at irst, yet when put to the proof, strangers uniformly find that 
nothing can be more diffic.ult than to obtain the slightest favour from them, 
and no instance ever fell under my knowledge of the last favour bf!ing obtained. 
Mr: Barrow, who pronounced so harsh a judgment upon the women of the 
Cape, afterwards confuted himself in the most forcible manner, by marrying 
one a short time before his departure, whom he took with him to England; 
an example followed by no inconsiderable number of his countrymen. He· 
who would form a more accurate judgment of the African women, who would 
not consider their want of higher cultivation as a reproach, but would make 
aU proper allowances for that slight degree of ruggedness which is the inevit• 
able effect of their education and of local circumstances, would find them for 
the most part amiable and worthy of respect. The modes of amusement into 
which we now entered, would indeed to a highly polished and cultivated 
European circle have appeared very dull and ennuyeu:c ,· yet the universal 
cheerfulness that every where reigned, the na"iueti of the gitls, and the strong 
sense of h~nour with which the young men s·eemed inspired, made the 
evening pass off very. agreeably, or at least by. no means tediously. Those 
who do not expect -too much of mankind, may almost always be satisfied. 
and will often find more to please them than they expected. 

, On the following day we made a retrogade movement of some hours, i!1 
order to visit the institution of the Herrnhuters at Bavians' -kloof. In the 
way thither I again. found a rich harvest _for my collection of plants, parti-_ 
cularly .as we approached the banks of the river Zonder-end: these banks are 
richly overgrown with shrubs. · The halleria luci.da and elliptica were dis- , 
tinguished above the re1t by their . beautiful red tlowers. The river was not 
crossed without difficulty, since the water was four feet and a half deep, and 
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the stream rapid. On the other side of it is a low fertile plain, which leads 
gradually to .the foot of the moootai~s, and is about an hour in breadth, The 

. church of Bavia.ns' -kloof, with its high roof and the buildings around it, had a 
very picturesque appearance, aa seen from hence, and the picture was 
embellished in no slight degree by the height of the mountains· behind, and 

. the depth of the chasm at the entrance of ~hich the village lies. The brethren 
. received us in· the same friendly manner as on the former occ~sion, and before , 

dinner we had an excellent chorus from the Hottentots . Looking over the 
institution: and a walk into the interior of the valley, occup ied us for some 
hours in the afternoon; we then proceede<l on our journey, and in .the even
ing arrived at Zoetemelk's valley, having passed several fine farms, of whicfl . 
we bad only time to take a very transient view. · 

The road from Bavians'-kloof to Zoetemelk"s valley runs at the foot of tbe 
hills parallel with the river. Ma~y little streams are crossedt which flow fr9m 
the chasms, .and water the corn-fields. In the beds of some of these, which 

· consist of small loose stones, the erica urceolaris grows in great abundance, 
rising sometimes lo a very extraordinary height, even from twelve to fifteen 
feet. I remarked some little difference between the leaves and flowers of 
these ·plants, and those of the same species which are to be found in the clefts 
of the Table Mountain, particularly in Kerstenbo!!ch; but this may probably 
be occas ioned solely by the different height of the pl,aces where they grew. 

The spacious buildings in the valley, which is a rural domain, were parti~ 
cularly inspected by our party, with the view to their being converted into 
warehouses for provisions. On the following day, which was spent here 
entirely, Captain Paraviciili'gave various orders for their repair and improve
ment. 'In the Postholder of the place, by name Theunissen, he found a 

-most able, active, and intelligent assistant, for. prosecuting this business-. 
to him was consigned the care of superintending every thing tiU our return 
from Zwellendam. • This venerable old man, who was far from rustic in his 
manners, had come to the Cape as a ·soldier 1rearly fifty years before, where 
he attracted the particular notice of the excellent Governor Tulbagh, and grew 
so much into favour with him, that he was appointed to bis present post,. 
which he had enjoye~ undel" that governor and his successors two-and-thirty 
years, conducting himself in it with the utmost activity, an4 giving the most 
perfect satisfaction to hi• employ~rs. Theunissen was the' father of ten 
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children ; his three eldest sons were . already married and settled, and were 
considered as some of the most estimable among the colonists. lie had 
educated his family himself, training them to be useful citizens ~nd good 
domestic wives. The pleasure of having all his children, with a great num
ber of grand-children, sometimes collected around him, conferred on the 
evening of his life that serenity and happiness to which his merits had so 
just a claim. 

Besides a magazine of provisions, it was proposed to establish in Zoete• 
melk's· valley store-houses for ammunition and other warlike necessaries. . A 
part of theae stores had been sent hither a short time before, the superin
tendance of which was confided to a young officer of the artillery; but 
he had the misfortune not long after to receive so severe a wound in exercis
ing, that he was rendered incapable of active service for the rest of his life. 
He, however, made him~lf useful in instructing the younger children and 
grand-children of the Postholder, by which means, he at the saD!e time bound 
these good people to him in stronger ties, and found an interesting amusement 
to beguile his many hours of leisure which would otherwise have been very 
\\'earisome. 

Several of the most distinguished colonists .of these parts, particularly the 
commandant of the citizen company, came to visit Captain Paravicini, and 
received from him many instructions for the erection of signal-posts, for the 
faci.litating and expediting the correspondence with the government, and for 
procuring a large supply of salt from the salt-pans in Zoetendal's valley. 

Our waggon had met with an accident in crossing the river Zonder-end. 
Through the inattention of the driver, it was suffered to plunge with too mu.ch 
precipitation down the steep bank into the stream, so that one of the hinder 
oxen fell and was strangled with the harness about the neck. This occasioned 
so long a stop in the midst of the water, that every thing in the waggon got 
completely wetted, my collection of plants among the rest: it occasioned me 
a half-day's work to dry them and the papers, and to put them up again 
properly. I was not, on this account, deterred from continuing my pursuit, but 
in the afternoon rambled over the heights above Zoetemelk's valley, accom
panied by my pupil. I found a number of beautiful plaota, among others, 
severaf sorts of heath~ entirely new to me. 

On the seventh of September we proceeded farther down the river Zonder-end~ 
• '- J 
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crossing it several times, and baited at length at the house of our friend Holz. 
ha ssen, the son-in-law of the Postholder Theunissen. As we could not all 
be accommodated here, some were obliged to go for the night to a neighbour
ing farm. It happened, however, as. is not often the case, that this visit 
was not agreeable to the master of the house, who had therefore absented 
himself_ wi~h his wife. The two gentlemen having, however, had S(?me 
intimation of the disposition· of these people, made no ceremony~ but quietly 
took possession of the house in the true military style; and ordered the slaves 
to prepare them a good supper from the stores that it contained. This was 
attend~d with the consequence they expected ; for the master of the house 
now came forth from his concealment, making at least a shew -of courtesy 
and hospitality. The wife, however, who on our former journey had· refused 
to let her house be made a lodging•place for some of our people, -notwith
standing the change in her husband's behaviour, could not be brought to 
any thing like civility, but continued, to the very moment of our departure, 
altogether rude and ungracious. A hint upon this subjP.ct, which she 
received from Captain Paravicini, gave occasion to a truly comic scene, since 
ahe chose to a:i;cribe all her ill-humour to her husband, because she had 
wanted to prevent his talking against the government and the Governor. 
Not being disposed to interfere in this matter, we left the loving couple in a 
most warm matrimonial dispute. 

The farther we went, the more dry, nlas ! did we find the country. In 
some pnrticular spots, during the whole winter, which had now continued 
five months, not a drop of rain had fallen, and the cattle were sick, and 
dying for want of food, while the com-lands were necessarily left uncultivated. 
Some of tlie inhabitants had been obliged to seek n refuge for their cattle in 
the mountainous countries. Close in the neighbourhood of the river Zonder
end, where the ground was lqw, the vegetation was_ tolerably flourishing. 
Large streaks of land, runnin~ between the little copses, were covered with 
the gale11ia nfricana, a pl~nt which furnishes the most wholesome food for 
horses, but the horned cattle do not like it. 

By noon we arrived on the bank of the Hrecde river, which, at this season 
of the y~ar, is not fordable in the place where we had crossed it in our former 
journey. The intercourse between Zwellendam and the Cape Town would 
be entirely cut off durin1r the winter, had not a ft>rrv b<'en made over the1 J . 
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river, by means of which, travellers, with their waggons, horses, and oxen, 
can be set over very con_veniently. .This ferry is at the t.listance of about 
an hour from the direct road, since it could only be established where the 
fall was not too gr~at, and the current flowed tranquilly over a broad bed. 
Every one who makes use of the ferry·pays a dollar and half for crossing.' The 
right of levying this money, with the use of a neighbouring fi_ef, is farmed to 
a colonist, who engages to keep the ferry-boat in g~od repair, and to furnish 
all the rope necessary for working it over. . This ferry-boat is a sort of ftying
bridge, which is drawn over by means of a v~ry strong rope stretched across 
the river from one side to the other~ the same that is called in Holland a 
poot. We stopped at the house of the ferryman, or pontma,,, as he is here 
termed, whose name was Coen, tili our waggon came up with us. By this man 
we were furnished '!ith a dinner, which he seasoned so well with a number 

- of droll stories and anecdotes, related with uncommon fluency, that he made 
it pass off very pleasantly. 
· The passage over the Breede river, which is indeed here tolerably broad, has 

in it this peculiar charm, that it is almost the only point in the whole 
colony where a considerable expanse of water, and the sight of a boat, 
presents to the mind a li\·ing picture of the navigable streams fo our native 

· country. The high banks overgrown with bushes, the house of the pontman 
lying at a little distance upon ~ naked eminence, and the more distant hills, 
rising in the back ground, form altogether a most picturesque scene; one 
which in this country is ..-ery rare.• 

Without meetiug with any other incident worthy of notice, we arrived in 
the evening at Zw,ellendam, and went to the house of the Landdrost Faure. 
He had set out himselfsome days before-ta Algoa Bay, to arrange with Captain 
Alberti and th~ Landdrost Stockenstroem, the boundaries between the three 
districts of Zwellendam, Uitenhage, and Graaff Reynett: the family, how
ever, received us with the accustomed hospitality of the · country, and insisted 

• In my return, I endeaToured to take a sketch of this scene, in the intention Df gi'fing it a 
place here; but when the plate was_engrued, I foond that the ,mall 1n1le, to which the objects 
were necessarily reduced, derogated so much from the character of the scenery, that I withd_rew . 
the sketch entirely I ua.willing to increase the price of my book by a plate which, for the,e 
rea£ons, would ncitber ha,c been bciutiful aor instractbe. 
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that we should all take up our abode at the drosty, though we had already m'ade 
arrangements for hiring lodgings in the houses of some of the citizens. The 
nhseuce of the Lauddrost, who did not suppose the visit of the Commission to 
be so uear, presen!ed a considerable obstacle to following entirely the objects 
of our journey; nevertheless, the activity of the secretary to the district, 

Frauenfelder, who filled the office of deputy till bis return, was such as to 
give hopes, that, Ly I.is assistance, the views of the Governor, in all the most 

e~sential points, would not be disappointed. 
The four days that we remained here were passed by Captain Paravicini 

in consulting with the secretary and the justice of the district, on the best 

means to be employed for the different objects that were to be attained, and in 
giving all necessary instructions for making the proper contracts, ancl dispers .. 
ing the proper circular orders. 'Ev~ry individual of the company lent their 
ao,sistance in this task, partly by tlrawing up the requisite papers, partly 
liy making multiplied copies of them for circulation: so that upon the whole, 

the principal ohjecl of the journey, collecting large quantities of provisions• 
and fixing on the proper places as depots for them, was tolerably well 
accomplished. What could not be done immediately was nece9sarily left to 
the future cares of the Landdrost; and this the rather, since it was impossible, 
in so short a time, to be aware of every thing that must be provided for. 

The event fully proved that no confidence in his zeal and cares could be 
mispla~ed. , 

To Lieutenant Meier was assigned the task of superinteRding the erection 
of a powder magazine and laboratory at Zwellendam. Some invalid soldiers 

of the artillery, whom it was the wish of the government to establish in _a quiet 
mode of life, were appointed as his assistants, and were to work under his 

guidance in the laboratory. To find a proper place fur the purpose was not 

easy, since, on account of the great danger attending such works, they must 
· not he carried on near any dwelling-houses. At length, a sort of shed, or 

barn, in the church-yard, which had served as a workshop to the people em-
, ployed in building the c4urch, was fixed upon to be converted into a labora

tory; and, notwithstanding the opposition made to it at first by the obstinacy 
of the ecclesiastical council, it was at length hired, and possession was taken 
of it immediately. At the same time, a pretty house was engaged by the 

government for Lieutenant .Meier, where he established himself happily, with 
VOL. lJ. I 
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his ,vife and a numerous family, rejoiced, after havin~ passed through so many 
storms of fate, here to find a pleasant asylum, with the prospect of an easy 
and comfortable provision for the rest of his days. Alas ! he thought not how 
short-lived this joy was to be. 

. . The more accurate examination of the wooded chasms in the mountains 
about Zwellendam was the principal object of my journey. Scarcely was the 
sun risen in the morning after our arrival, when I was on my way to the Devil's 
Bush. Almost on quitting the village, upon the very first height, I was 
greeted with some beautiful sorts of the low species of blaeria, which is 
properly at home in this country: the heaths which I harl found on the 
Breede river, though so nearly related to them, were not to be seen here. 
The erica is, generally apeaking, the property of the little south-west corner 
of Africa; but some of the sorts are to be found about Tulbagh and Zwellen
dam. With this species may also be mentioned some slruthiola, pauerina, 
and pAylica, which seem properly to belong only to the neighbourhood of the 
Cape Town. Among the hlaeria were several new sorts; one even, which, in 
the sequel, has been determined a new species, sympieza. 

My route lay now through a low place between two considerable mountain 
ridges, which was watered all along by a rapid stream. Among the rushy 
grass growing in this hollow, many single low shrubs were strewed about, 
particularly podaliria buxifolia, myrtillifolia, and a new sort; vhgata, polygt1la 
appositifolia, aspalatlws tl,ymifolia, 11ii-ea, several liparia, rofnia, cleomea, and 
other species, almost all of the family of papillonaceous flowers. At length I 

8rrived at the edge of the ,mod. Gladly would I give such a description of it 
as should be comprehensible to all my readel'!, if this were not very difficult, 
~ay, almost impossible, without either confining myself to general indications, 
or by entering 011 the subject more diffusely, annoying the botanical reader 
with dwelling on particulars . which would materially weaken the scientific 
part of-my description. I m~st, however, be permitted the use of some 
latin names, familiar to those who have ·any knowledge of plants, and must 
be aUowed to weave together a little nosegay, such as may give a tolerable idea 
of a Southern African wood. From the general extension of botanical know• 
ledge, and the taste which lovers of gardening have acquired, within a few 

years, for the plants that grow about the Cape, it may be hoped that among 
my readers, some will be found who will excuse me to the rest. , · 
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. I was salated, even before I arrived at · the wood, with the camphor-like 
amell from the flowers of the dionnea, which were growing upon the banks 
of the stream; and the first thing that met my eyes on coming to the wood, 
was the harMma ,erratifolium, taller than the ordinary height of a man., with 
its brown and slender branches covered with bright-green leaves, and thinly 
spread white flowers, all turned to the light of the beneficent 1un. Several 
sorts of cluytia, as the pulchella, nlaternoicles, tomentosa, • and gridioid11, 
shared the humid spot. Among them grew (where with us grow the mmtlia 
and veronica,) agathosma serP!Jllaceum, linifolia, and pubt1Ctn1, the two first 
of which were quite new to me. In the drier parts were ornigothalU11t, 
antl,erlcum bulbine, ,iden.andra ttnijiora, and villosa., diosma pectinatum obtu• 
,atum, and graveolcns, with several lachenalia. Further up, in a p)ace where 
the wood was less thick, and where there was consequently more light, I , 
found abundance of myrsine Africana, (which is. very .like the vacciniu• of 
our country), in company with antliospernum aethiopicrm,, and cliffortia 
juniperiua~ covering a coniiderable tract of stones, and growing at the roots of 
the first large trees. The next shade presented me with the dark leaves of 
the laurophyllus r.llpensis, and farther in towered trees of various sorts, as 
sderory/01,, ekebergia capensis, ellclea undulat., po<loc,1rpu1 .,longata : many 
a sp~ce between these was occupied by low shrubs, as rogeu,a, brg<mia, and 
duytia. The higher branches of the trees were entwined with the woody 
wide-spreadin~ runnera of the cynanchum obtusifolium., which sometimes, 
hanging down to the very ground, obstructed the way. I was able without 
much trouble to draw out a young atriog of it, but when I had gone as far as 
thirteen ells,• was obliged .to c4t it off • . The colonists call this plant 11ro1,. 

ke!/,;-curd, since . tbe monkeys often make use of it to get from tree to tree. 
Of the thick stems which are · wound round the branches of the trees, and 
which are often from two inches to three and a half in diameter, ~ticks are 

made, which, on account of their pretty twining appearance, are much bought 
up by the gentry at the Cape Town, where they are calle~ Esculapian sticks. 
The slender bending strings are about tlie thickness of a little finger. It is 
very seldom that side-shoots are to be seen: the string constantly runs on in · 

. • W c do· not know whether the Author means liere the Flemish ell, which is only threu.quar. 
tcrs o( our ·yard, or ·the Fr~uch ell, which is DYe quarters .-TausLAToa. ·· ' 
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J~ngth, so that the same will often · twine itself round ten-or twelve large trees. 
On the young points alone do the leaves grow in pairs: farther hack the pair, 
become more rare, and at length cease entirely. 

Woods _can only flourish in Southern Africa where there is an eternal 
moisture; consequently only in the deepest chasms 9f the mountains, where 
water trickles unceasingly down the stony walla that rise on either side, and 
where the sun cannot exercise its all-tlrying power. As ~he large trees owe 
their growth originally only to thi1 supply of water, they, by a reaction, shelter 
the ground, by the shade which their branches afford, from evaporation, and 
assist to retain the moisture. At the same time, they stop the stones as they 
roll from th_e sides of the mountains, and prepare a new receptacle for the 
Nater, by the soil formed from their decayed ,leaves. From all these wooded 
chasms, therefore, abundant streams flow, which, from the nature of the soil 

that the water passes through, is always tinted with a dark brown colour~ . 
r o these woods is the whole southern coast of Africa indebted for its fertility: 

· 1r"cut away, the country would be rendered uninhabitable for centuries. To 
take a walk for plea,mre in them, is, however, not possible ;-they only admit 
of climbing. The patha are tracked between the stems of the tr~cs ; and they 
are inconvenient from their steepness, and the slippery nature of the ground. 

Some wood-plants grow in the moist soil, the appearance of which, from 
that very circumstance, is wholly unlike the generality of Africun plants; 
they rather -bring to mind the idea of those that grow in our German 
groves. Among them may be mentioned a sticky kind of plant, galium. 
glabrum, which very mueh resembles our galium upa, ·ine, or goose-grass, 
and is no less auh ering in its nature. A plant, which is now . very much 
cherished in our conservatories, the plectranlhtts frulit·osu,, was here in very 
great abundance; and the lily-white hue of its large bunches of flowers, 
formed a fine contrast with the dark soil over which they were spread. These 
wer~ accompani ed by the antirrltiuum macrocarpum? pl,arnaceum galioides, 
and l111benstreitia dentata; but nowhere were any genuine grasses, or any 
sappy kind of plbi1t to be seen, nor . any shrub with fles!1y berries; no 
protea, erica, or inaplwlia,-no plants of the synp;euesia family, nor any of 
the ranw,culus tribe. Higher . up _in the chas(!l were the siltne _ornatat ~r~i: 
tlwgalum pan :ifiorum, and several sorts of o.rati,, already in blow, and the " 

crassula ~ylvatica, . rooled i.n the hard sto1:e. · Hi0hcr still rose a gigautio 
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polypodium, with · several ferns and mosses, things very rare in this country. 
In the stream itself was a plant, the 'roots of which were fast between the 
interstices of the rocks, having a sort of grass-like appearance, with very small 
atalkless leaves,growing to the heighth of ahout two feet. This.deserves a more 

• accurate examination from thoae that shall come after me: perhaps it may be 
a sort of fresh-water alga, of a wholly new species. \\.,.herever the sun pene
trated in the wood, there were abundance of buuerflie~ and beetles , and ~rom 
above, at the inaccessible end of the chasm, the iucessant noise of multi• 
tude~ of apes was repeated hy the echoes all around. 
, It was already far into the afternoon when I turned my steps homeward, 

laden with the treasures which I had collected. 1 did not now take the path 
through the bottom of the delJ, but made my way along the side of the 
mountain, where I found some pilarKonia the myrrhifoliun, among others, 
hermannia cun11ata, erinus serpyllaceus, indigofera erecta, borbonia riucifolia, 
ctilbe cernua, gnidia polygakfolia, and many other beautiful plants, which 
furnished me ample employment for the remainder of the day. A heavy and 
contja-ued rain, very desirable upon every other account, which fell on the 
.following days) prevented my visiting the Devil's Bush again till the day 
before our dPparture. The stream was then so swellea, that I was precluded 
from penetrating far into the dell, and I .was obliged to content myself with 
gleaning some few plants whic;h had escaped me on my first visit. and c,ol• 
lecting the see<ls of a fow others. 

The afternoon of this last day was devoted to an excursion to Rotterda~, 
the Land<.lrost'& country seat, whither the young ladies of the house acc~m
panie<l us on horseback. \Ve looked all about the premises, and particularly 
examined the fine stud of horses belonging to the proprietor of the vlace• 

, _Rut all these things were viewed by me with indifference. l · was impatici1t 
to get to the last house in the court, where dweltan oldcouutryman of mine, 
the oldest botauist living, the blind Auge, now arrired at the great age of 
ninety-three. · 

John Andrew Auge, horn at Stollberg in the year 1, 11, from an irresistible 
propensity to the study of plauts, w~ich he bad acquired as a_ gardener's boy, 
went iuto Holland before he was tweuty years of age, that cu_untry Ldng 
then considered as the principal seat of science in ..gar<le11i11g. fkrc, uodcr 
the celebrated Iloerhaave, he acquired a more than or<liuary stuck of know
lcdie _ in his business. Oldenland and Berg had even at that tin1c made 
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voyages to the Cape, whence they had returned with large collections of 
plants from that country. Their example, and the encouragement he 
received from Boerhaave, determined Auge to make the same voyage, and 
he came to the Cape in the year 1747, furnished with very good recom
mendations. The then Governor, Swellengrebel, immediately appointed him 
assistant to the Company's garden, and Governor Tulbagh, with whom, 
from his botanical knowledge, he was a great favourite, made him afterwards 
principal overseer. He then exerted the utmost diligence to store the garden 
with every sort of rare African plant, so as to convert it into a true botanic 
garden. · In those times alone could that praise be justly ascribed to it: all 
the rarities now to be found there are remains of Auge's cares and industry. 
With equal diligence did he collect wild plants for his herbarium; this in the 
sequel he sent to Burmann, who afterwards publicly made use of it for the 
extension of knowledge in the botanical science. · 

In the year 1761, at the suggestion of Governor Tulbagh, he accompanied 
the Commission, which, under the conduct of the Commandant Hope, under
took a journey along the Great river to the country of the Namaaquas. From 
this expedition he returned with a great many new plants, which were after
wards described by his European friends. Ten years after, he accompanied 
Thunberg and Masson in some of their excursions, and also made acquaint
ance with Sparrman. In later times, from a constantly-increa~ing weakness 
of sight, he obtained his dismission with a small pension, with which he 
retired to live near an old friend in the distant country upon the Chamtoo 
river. This friend took care of him when he became wholly blind,he being then 
more than seventy years old, and in his arms he hoped to have passed the 
remainder of his days in peace. But he was yet to experience severe proofs of 
the instability of all human hopes. When the Cape was taken by the English 
in 1795, he lost his pension; his worlhy friend, however, did not permit 
him to be any sufferer by thi~ loss: he took the same care of him as before; 
providing for alJ his wants out of his own stores. Yet here again the botanist 
was to be farther instru<:tcd in the instability of fate :-by the inroads of the 
Caffres, his friend was reduced to poverty, and instead of being able to help 
others, was himself in need of assistance. The farm at which Auge was 
living was surprised in the night by the savages, a11d the inhabitants, too weak 
to resist, were glad· to take advantage of the darkuess, to escape with their 
lives, leaving their whole property a prize to the enemy. The old blind man, 
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however, was not forgotten: he was carried away, half led, half dragged, to 
the next farm, where a waggon was obtained for pursuing the flight. Bewail
ing the loss of all his property, particularly his books and collection of plants, 
he was brought to Zwelleudam, where the excellent Faure took him under 
bis protection as the friend of his father, who had been long dead, providing 
him with food. lodging, aod cloathing, without ever expecting the )east return. 

The old man having bee11 advertised ofour i11tended visit, had placed himself 
before the door of his cottage, and made many excuses for his blindness and 
debility. He was tall, still tolerably upright, and his hair, as white as snow, 
hung about his shoulders. The sight of a blind person always excites com. 
passion ; here respect was inspired by the sight of dignified old age, to which 
with me waa added veneration for one of the most skilful of botanists; and 
notwithstanding the homeliness of his dress, he stood in the midst of us the 
object of our highest respect and in~erest. He gave us a very connected and 
affecting detail of the hardships he had recently endured, not however 
dwelling upon them so eagerly as upon the kindness he had received from his 
present benefactor. He told us that hia health did not yet seem much oo 
the decline, so as to make him think his death very near, and he was afraid he 
should long be a burden upon this excellent patron. He did not, however, 
repine at it, as he was !rnre that the · kindness shewn him was with the 
utmost good will, and he was highly grateful for it. He was grieved, . how
ever, that he had lost his pension, since that would have enabled him not to 
be so great an expense to the Landdrost; it would at least have found him 
in cloathing. I learnt by the w~y that the worthy Faure had never applied 
to get the peniion renewed, out of delicacy to the old man, lest it should 
appear as if he grudged any part of the money spent upon him. 

A me:re relation of what passed at this interview was sufficient to ohtain 
from the Governor the restoration of the pension with a small monthly addition 
to it; and if the English, as I am inclined to hope,. have continued the bene
faction, my visit was at least attended with this advantage, that it has con
tributed towards rendering the evening of so venerable an old ma111s life 
somewhat more easy and serene. 
_ In gi\'irig me these details, it was very evident that he still retained all 
his love for his favourite scienoe, and I was not a little astonished to find how 
,well he rem.embered the names of the various African productions. Ile 
was rejoiced to hear that I was a collector of plants, and told me many 
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things relating to those which were to be found in the DnWa Buab; but' h~ 
<"alled them after the okl names given by Burmann. Ile had almost entirely 
forgott<>n his native tongue, and spoke the corrupted Dutch of the colonists. 
He enquired with very pcrticular interest about the botanic garden at the Cape 
Town, asking whether such and such trel's that he had planted were in a 
flourishing condition, with the same anxiety as if they had been the friends 
of his youth. " Is my lu:liconia alba alive ?-is my corallodcndro11 • as fine a 
tree as ever ?"-As I answered in the affirmative to his enquiries after these 
and many others, he begged me to describe them to him, how tall and how 
thick they were, and he said he should die happier, if he could but feel them 
once again. He enquired about several others, concerning which I could not 
give him any information, either because tht:!y were no longer in existence, 
or that I did not understand the names by which he distinguished them. I 
had the pleasure of being the first to tell him that Thunbefg had called a 
species ,of plant after him Augea c~,ensis, in order that future botanist• n1ight 
have a lasting memorial of bis services. He was almost angry that I could, 
not tell him immediately from recollection to what class it belonged, for he 
would gladly have known that, and whether it was a plant with which be 
was acquainted. 

:\Jy companions had soon dispersed themsehte11, and I \\'ent with my old 
man iuto his room, where I found every thing very clean and in the nice1t 
order, and where was an old slave, whom the Landdrost had given him as a 
servant. He lamented anew the loss of his collection of plants, and curaed 
the Caffres because they had deprived him of the pleasure of entertaining me 
with it. He said I was the first botanist he had seen for many years, and 
if he could have the same pleasure once every year, his life would he much 
less tedious to him, for the only recreation he had was walking out several 
times in the day, holding by the arm of his black attendant. I stayed more 
than an hour with him, end was really affected at taking my leave of th~ 
venerable old man. At our separation I made him repeated promisea that I 
would speak in his behalf to the Governor, and that if I ever came again to 
Zwellendam, I would..,epend a whole day with him • . 

• He meant ,trelltzia alba and er9thrina csjfra, which are still two or the higbe,t ornaa,enta 
te the Cape-Town garden. The first he brought, u •c now informed me, (~m the couu, of 
tbt Namaaqoas, the other from the Cd're coaatr7. 
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CHAP. XXXVIII. 

Retr,rn to tl,e Olpe Town.-Ziekenhuis.-The Black !J'fountain.-The . Hoa 
Spring,.-Doctor Hamer', Establi,hment tbere.-Account of the Wa:c-1'ree, •Gt&d 
Manner of preparing the Wa.x from il.-Militar.lJ Regulations made by the 
Guz,ernor.-The Autl,or appointed Surgeo11-Major to the Il ottentot Battalion.-Trrrible. 
Epidemic DiSl'ase among the Troops.-R:cp/05ion of the Labol'ator9 al Zwellendam.
Depart"re of the Commil1twy•Ge1teral De Mist for Europe. 

IN the night before the day fixed for our departure, a heavy rain fell again; 
and, though it abated in the morning, the stream was so much swelled by it. 
tbat we could not set off' till noon. Even then it was not without difficulty 
that we crossed the Klip river and the Poespas-valle9.• Our hospitable hosts 
had, indeed, in the hope of detaining us longer; dwelt in strong terms upon 
the dangers to be • encountered ; but by the assistance of a very able and 
experienced guide, we conquered t~m all happity, and came off with 
ao worse disaster than haYing our legs very much wetted. Our party 
received at Zwellendam the addition of Lieutenant Gossling of the Waldeck 
Jigers, who, having been summoned from his station at Algoa-Bay, was tra~ 

velling to the Cape Town. In a few hours we reached the Breede river, 
which was happily crossed through the intervention of our jovial Pontman. 
From thence we .continued our journey to the river Zonder-end. 

It , is astonishing how mpidly the whole appearance of an African landscape 
is cbanged by a heavy rain. Not only were all the shrubs and plants become 
green in a few days, but most of them were already most beautifully in 
flower. Even in the drought, vegetation seems to proceed internally; · no 
suspension seems ever to take place in their growth i no winter rest: their 

• Poe1ptU is a tenn i■ common use in Sou them Africa, and has much the same meaning as the 

familiar Engliab term, higgled9.piggled9. The nlley in question lias its name from the loose 
·fngmenu of broken rock, heaped together in the bed of the river: or some think. it is givcQ 

fro• 'the claagem .. •anon, and goad5 ia them incur, from beinc rattled o,er these ilOnos. 
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leaves do not fall off; and immediately upon the first rain, when the outward 
bark has imbibed the requisite moisture, the blossoms push forth : they do 
not wait for the rain to have penetrated as far as the roots. But the · flowers go 
off again immediately, if they are not in a low situation, or if the moisture be 
not renewed with repeated rains. That the sappy plants and bulbous flowers 
of the Karroo should shoot out with such amazing rapidity, appears less sur
.prizing than the sudden bursting of the hard woody shrubs which we saw 
here, where neither of the above families of Karroo plants are to be found. · 

The Hessaqua's-kloof was, i.n this respect, particularly striking. In coming 
through it, on our way to Zwellendam, its aspect was all mournful and melan
choly: now every plant and shrub seemed even more beautiful than in any 
other part. The shrubs consisted principally of malvci capensis, virgata, and 
crydactilytes, liermannia candicaris, and several other sorts, some quite new. 
Aspalathm, athanasia, relhania, a,·ecotis, sarcophyllum carnosum, ulu rigidtu, 
polygala Aamo,a, ~c. ~c. In the low parts, nearer to the river, were diosmea, 
between melancholy lycia of several sorts, stavia radiata, with three or four 
fine species of zygophyllum, and to•n11be,i campanulata, about which climbed 
the asparagtt8 triacantl,os. No where was an erica to be seen, but many plants 
.of the lily t,ibe, with one of the greatest ornaments of the fields, echiuni 
apicatum: of this there was a very great abundance. 

We passed the uight again with our friend Philip Holzhausen. This man 
had, as a youth, accompanied Van Reenen in his great journey among the 
neighbouring Caffre tribes, when he lost his father from the consequences of 
a wound, leaving him interred in the country of the Tambuckis. He enter
tained us with the account of this journey, confirming many things which I 
had already beard from Lombard, Muller, an<l other of his companions. 

His gruff uncivil neighbour, was now, as a punishment for his former want 
of complaisance, obliged to furnish oxen for a relay to our waggons. He 
found, however, a means peculiar to himself, of giving vent to hi~ ill-humour, 
even under this punish~ent. In harnessing the oxen to a waggoo, at two 
of them, who were called Holland and Lieutenant, he swore and cursed most 
furiously, while he did nothing but praise and caress a third, which had the 
name of England. Nobody, however, thought proper to indulge him with 
taking the ~lightest notice of this : so far, indeed, were we 'rrom. being dis
gosed to any thing like dudgeon upon the subject, that the humour of the 
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thing somewhat reconciled us to him. In our return, the regulations insti
tuted at Zwellendam were made known in Zoetemelk's valley, and a consul

. tation was held with the post holder Theunissen, and some of the principal 
people among the citizen militia, for carrying them into execution. 

On the fifteentb of September, we took another direction in our return, from 
that by which we had come. We first crossed the river Zonder-end, very 

· near Zoetemelk's valley, to examine some new buildings erected by the post• 
· bolder on the other side, and a small cave, which, in former times, had been 
· used by the colonists as a place of rest for the sick on a journey : on this 
account the name of Ziekenhui& was given to it, which it retains to the present 

· day. Among many namea inscribed here in the stone, we observed those of 
· aeveral persons high in rauk at the Cape, about the end of the seventeenth 
century, whose descendants are now some of the principal citizeas of the 

· Cape Town; as, for instance, J. C. De Wet, and Olaf Bergh, both of whom 
are particularly mt!ntioned in Kolbe's travels. From hence we directed our 
course toward& the eastern side of the Black Mountain, and reached the first 

-farm in this district about noon. It stands upon a little stream which flows 
·from the Black .Mountain, called Speelman•s river. In our way we saw several 
duiker, , gnesboka, and other smaller sorts of the an tel ope species. 

Throughout the whole western part of the colony, at stated distances of 
three or four hours, on the most open and conspicuous points of the moun

. tains, cannon were planted, which, in case of an attack from the enemy, were 
· to be fired as signals to sqmmon every citizen to his allotted post. In order 
--to see whether they would answer their de11tination, and spread the alarm 
quick enough, an experim~nt was now t" be made i but it was found that they 
were a~ too great diatancea from each other. It was also found, that the 

·signal posts, particularly those about the coast, were too thinly scattered. 
Captain Paravicini, therefore, after consulting with those who could give him 
· the best information upon the sultject, issued such orders as should correct the 
de6oiency for the future. One imperfection in this mode of communication 
.oould not, however, be remedied. and thi-& was, that from the great distance 
·at which some of the persons appointed to attend upon these signals lived from 
.the tops of the hills, they could be repeated .hut very slowly. Thus, when 
·tbe attack by the English wai, actually made, tbe ne,n was eight hours in 
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reaching Zwellendam, though the distance from the Cape Town, in a direct 
line, is only twenty-two German miles. 

A few hours farther carried us to Roodebloems-kloof, at the !'OUthem 
corner of the Black Mountain; and soon after we arriYed at the hot springs on 

these hills, near which some houses are erected for the accommodation of 
persons who come to bathe. The man, however, who farms these springs, 
Jives a quarter of an hour lower down the hill: notwithstanding this, be 
derives his chief subsistence from Jetting his rooms to the sick who come to 
the waters, and furnishing them with provisions. As he had not at this 
time any bathing guests to occupy his house, we found tolerably convenient 
accommodations, though we could not help being surprised that they were 
not better, considering bow mucb the place is frequented in some part■ of 
the year. Of household utensils, for example, there was a very great acarcity; 
the beds were very indifferent; yet the sick, who could not get one of the 
small houses close to the baths, have no resource but to establish themselves 
here: the eating was but middling, and extremely dear. The inhabitants of 
the Cape Town, who sometimes visit the baths for their health, bad com
plained so much of the want of accommodation, that th~ following year tbe 
government offered a physician at Paarl a contract to settle on the spot, and 
build a spacious and convenient house close by the springs, with all possible 
conveoiencies for the accommodation of invalids. One of the conveniences 
arising from this undertaking would be the having medical advice upon the 
very spot. This estabtishment was octuaJJy begun in 1805; and it is much to 
be hoped that it wil) meet with every encouragement from the English, parti
cularly since the warm bath is now considered as an excellent specific for the 
disease so often contracted in Bengal-the hardening of the liver. The phy
sician who engaged in the undertaking is a German, a native of Breslau, by 
name 1-fossner. 

We stopped here for a whole day, which was employed in examining the 
waters, and the accommodations for bathing, very minutely. The springs 
issue from the slope of a pretty steep declivity on the south-western side of 
the Black Mountain, about two hundred feet higher than the place where 
the farm stands. The way up the bill lies over a hard clay, but tbe leYel, 
nbout the springs, is a deep sand. On the summit of this decliyity, large 
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black stone,a are to be seen in abundance, rising above the sand, whicb, Ji the 
first glance, have the appearance of decomposed lava; but which, on~ closet 
examination, are evidently a soft brown iron-stone. Some lie in single large 
blocks, others in flat piece1:1, one over the other; these latter, for the most 
part, cover an invisible cavity, from whence, in ivalking over them, 11 

deadened kind of sound reverberates. Between these the hot water break11 
out -in many places, sometimes strongc-r, sometimes weaker. lo digging 
deeper, springs are to be found, but most of them are kept stopped, that no 
impediment may arise to the constant flowing of the principal springs. Tii ese 
are three in number, which are almost indiscriminately used: they all lie 
within fifteen or twenty paces of each other. The hill itself is only separate4 
from the chain of mountains that runs northward, by a ,mall chatm, o,·er .. 
grown with wood, and from which flows a tolerably abundant $tream of colc;l 
water. The Jong ridge, which forms the summit of the Black Mountain, 
rising about a hundred feet above the hot springs, consist~ of a _sandstone. 
interspersed with large grains of iron. Iron and carbonic-acid seem the 
principal substances with which tbe water is impregnated; it is slightly 
coloured, deposits a good dea) of ochre, and bas a remarkable pricking kind 
of flavour of tin. The temperature of the three springs is not entirely th, 
same; the highest gives twenty-nine degrees by Reaumur's thermometer, th, 
other two thirty. 

These waters are considered as the most efficaciotts, in a medical point · 
of view, of any among the mineral waters of Southern Africa: tbey are used 
alike externally and internally. Chronic rheumatisms, gout itself, weakoe11 

of the nerves, and eruptive disorders, are those in which they succeed the 
most universally. In sipbyllitic complaints, also, of a long standing, they 
have been resorted to with the happiest success. At the commencemeni. 
the malady has, perhaps, rather appeared increased by them ; but, by perse. 
verance, they have seldom failed of accomplishing a complete cure. It it 
true that there are better accommodations here for bathers, than at any of tbe 
other hot springs in the colony; but there is yet ample employment for 
Doctor Hassner in improving them. The water of the strongest spring is 
conducted into a small quadrangular house, in the lower room of which is a 
spacious bath, with sofas for those who wish to perspire. Above is a 
small chamber, which is commonly occupied by some of tbe principal 
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pel'80ns who come to bathe. Another houae merely encloses the bath with 
a roof and sides, and,the third spring is nearly open, This is only used by 
.the slaves and Hottentots. Near the baths is a large building belonging to 
the government, in which are three apartments and a kitchen ; this is alsc;> 
used as a lodging-house for the bathers. It is, however, in so ruinous a state, 
that most of the guests prefer living in tents during the time they ~re ~o stay ; 
having tents ·also for their household. From October to December is the 
time of year when the waters are esteemed of the greatest efficacy, and ilre 
consequently the most frequented. The beat is not then very great, the 
fields are not yet dried up, and provisions of a good quality are Qlore '3asi1y 
procured. Hitherto, however, the colonists near at hand have 0Qt tho!Jght 
of providing supplies for the bathers; nor could vegetables for the table be 
procured in the neighbourhood at any price; so that t~e sick havE! been 
obliged to send for them as far as Hottentots'-Holland, 

Here are again a variety of heaths: five or six of the mo&t beautiful sorts, 
with the most glowing colours, and the most splendid flowers. Near the hoc 
springs also grows very abundantly a sort of eucomi, without a stem ; th~ 
large, almost bee-hive formed floweri of which, with the leaves lying flat on 
the ground, puzzled me very m,uch. These leaves correspond very well with 
the description of the eucomis nana. It may possibly be a consequeur.e of thQ . 
very great care taken of these plants, and of the moisture iri which they arq 
kept when they come into our conservatories~ that they then ha\·e <l stem, 
This is indeed an effect very commou among the plants of the Cape pre .. 
aerved in our botanic gardens. If the leaves and fl->wers be not seen togetl1er_ 
it is scarcely possible to recognise them, so much are they drawn up, and ~Q 

much have they lost their original strong and compact form. Several sort~ 
of heaths, pote•, and other shrubby plants, which I have aeeo, since my 
return, in conservatories, have appeared to me only · like shoots drawn out in 
water from the old African stem. This observation applies particularly to a 
plant which is exceedingly abundant in the Black Mountain, the wax-tree, 
or myrica cordifolia. It is here seldom tllore than two fetilt high, has a tbick 
woody stem, and is covered with flowers and berries. In our conservatories, 
on the contrary, it sometimes reaches the height of twelve feet, witboue 
having any firm stem; or producing a single flower, 

The berries of this shrub, it is well known, yield a veietable Wi\~ i the~e, 
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with those of another sort nearly aJlied to it, the myrica cerifera, are much 
used in North America. They are covered on the outside with a substance 
which has the appearance of very large powder; this melts with a certain 
degree of heat, and, when cold, hardens into a lump of wax. This wax is col
lected in considerable quantities by putting the berries into large iron vessels, 
and setting them over the fire till an oil is seen swimming at the top, which ia 
then left to cool and harden. The substance thus obtained, might with as 
much propriety be called fat as wax. The facility with which. it is melted, 
by only twenty degrees of Reaumur, its smooth rather than glutinous quality, 
the facility with which it may be converted into a palpable tallow, seem 
rather to identify it with fat than with wax. Rut, on the other hand, its 
dryness and powdery nature, for it may be rubbed into a sort of meal, the 
polish ·on its surface, and its specific weight, which in it& most hardened and 
united state is exactly that of water, seems rather to assimilate it with wax. 

If the berries are not collected with great care, the wax will hav~ more or 
· less of a greenish hue; this is much stronger if many of the stalks and leaves 

are boiled with them. November is the best time of the year for collecting 
the berriei ; six or seven pounds of them will then yield, on an average, a 
pound of wax; earlier, and later in the year, they will not yield so much; 
besides, earlier in the year the collecting them is atteuded with much more 
trouble; and later, it is probable that numbers of the berries have fallen off. 
People are very apt to be little careful in another respect in collecting them: 
they pluck the whole plant .up by the roots, without any regard to future 
generations; whereas, the wise thing would be to gather the berries alone. 
Some excuse for this violent procedure may perhaps be found from the much 
shorter time in which a quantity is thus procured, and the greater facility of 
the transport, no sack being requisite to carry them. They may be carried 

• home in the way of fodder. The wax is of no other use but for making 
candles; it is then commonly mi.xed with an equal quantity of tallow, siuce, 
at the same time that it burns out slower, it does not give so good a light as 
animal wax or grease. Used by itself, it gives a sort of bluish flame.· The 
Hottentots consider the berriea as a very wholesome and nouri&hing food, 

. and many sorts of birds are extremely food of them. The wax will dissolve 
entirely in otl of turpentine, not so easily in spirit of wine: it may be entirely 
bleached with muriatic acid. 
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A few hours after we quitted the hot springs we came into the road by 
which we had gone to Zwellendam, and going over Houhoek and Hottentots'• 
Holland-Kloof, without any particular occurrence, we re-entered the Cape 
Town on the twentieth of September. 

During our absence, an American ship bad imparted the news, not indeed 
efflcially, from the Batavian states, but as an article of general currency in all 
the European papers, and which appeared extremely credible, that a formid
able expedition against the Cape was in preparation in England, so that an 
attack might shortly be expected. General Janssen• considered it necessary, 
under these circumstances, to put the few troops under his command in 
motion as speedily as possible, that they might be accustomed, by degrees, 
to the hardships of a campaign. For this purpose he had a camp formed in 
the plain at the eastern foot of the Table-Mountain, near a stream which 
flows through it, called the Liesbeek river. While the soldiers of the fonner 
East India Company, which had been formed into bodies of auxiliary infantry, 
in conjunction with the citizen militia, performed the garrison duty in the 
Cape Town, and the charge of the batteries was confided to the auxiliary 
artillery corps, the troops of the line were daily exercised in the camp. 
\Vherever any deficiency was discovered in provision, either of food, anns, 
ammunition, or other necessaries for this little army, 'the want was imme
diately supplied to the best of the Generars ability~ 

The whole force consisted in the Waldeck battalion, in the twenty
~ecoud battalion of Batavian troops of the line, the ninth battalion of Jagers, 
and the Hottentot battalion; in all two thousand infantry. Of cavalry, there 
was only a squadron of light dragoons, and two of the new ~itizen companies; 
besides these, there was the fifth battalion of artillery, a moving battery, and 
a newly-formed division of Javanese artillery, w.hich had eighteen field .. 
pieces belonging to it. The whole army was animated by an excellent spirit.: 
and if the English had then made their attack, instead of waiting till another 
year, they would probably have met with a much stronger resistance tbaa 
was the case in I 806. 

The citizens and colonists had willingly incorporated t~lves for the 
&ervice, and taken arms for the defence of the colony ; but many of them 
thought it hard that one or more of their sons must also be brought into 
action. General Janssens, wishing to give a patriotic example -in this reaped, 
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made his own son, 'my pupil, then on]y fifteen years of age, take arms. He 
was placed at first as a cadet in the Waldeck battalion, but afterwards became 
a lieutenant in the light dragoons. Though my excellent patron assured me 
that this should not occasion any change in my connection with him, yet I 
thought it . more honourable and laudable to share in the general zeal by 
which every heart seemed animated, and not remain idle, but take upon 
myself some public situation, in which I might be useful to the states and to 
the colony. The General gave me my choice among several things which he 
proposed to me, when I decided upon accepting the office of surgeon-major 
to the battalion of Hottentot light-infantry. Upon this service I entered tha 
latte .r end of October, and pitched my tent in the camp among that of the 
other officers belonging to tnis body, many of whom were my acquaintance, 
or fellow-countrymen. I had scarcely become somewhat familiar with the 
new <luties I had undertaken, when I had, alas! but too abundant oppor
tunities of shewing my zeal in the discharge of them. Even before my 
arrival, symptoms had appeared among the troops of a very qialignant epi
demic disorder, a sort . of dysentery, which had already nearly filled the 
hospitals at the Cape Town with sick. Most of the patients died in a very 
short time under the severest sufferings; and even those who did not die 
immediately, remained with diseases, which, with very few exceptions, proved 
incurable. Notwithstanding the very great care and attention of the General, 
that every thing should be furnished which might assist the recovery of the 
iitck, that they should have good wine, good food, proper clothing, and 
proper covering at night to protect them against the influence of the climate; 
""7notwitbstanding all these cares, the evil daily increased. Toward the end 
of November, there were frequently not less than ten corpses carried out 
of tQe hospital in the course of the day. Several excellent officers shared th~ 
same lot. 

At length it appeared clear that the situation of the camp was a princip~l 
cause of this heavy calamity, since during the day it afforded no shelter from 
the burning heat of the sun, and that it was open to the damp wind which 
often blows from the sea in the evening between the two rows of hills, sug
denly, as with a breath, dispersing every feeling of warmth, changing- the 
temperature of the atmosphere not unfrequently forty degrees, according to 

1'abrenheit's thermometer, in the course of an hour. Towards the end of 
VOL, II. u 
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~e~ber_ tlaer~fore, Jbe (;~ '"' r~l1¥ltVe~-neare11 to .th,e. T&We.Mounfaia., 
under t~e ,helter of ,~~ JY~.U,#!,. 'M fhey we nlled; ·wwe, indeed, th• 
groupd ~~ leis fav~urqbl~, t>ui ~h~ ,tit~atioQ. was be,ond aU colllf)arieoa IIMll'«t 

s,hibrious. · Before thi1 caUJe ~f the. ~1.-nitJ suggested itself. and the 
medical practitioners ~d learnt thi\t an ,1uiy-and :pleotifuj ute of ·mucuri8' 
preparations was ao iofallib~ ·•peci6c against the di1t11e, buodi,eds. ol ou~ 
brave warriors had fallen IL prey ~ \t. • The W ,ldeck battalion aufferetl par
ticularly; for the Germans a:eenied univef8811y more liable to be ~izecl wit.bi 
the malady than either the Dutch o, &he natives. 

I was not spared ~,self. The pen~e qf' m°"t o.f .. y c&lleagues, wfiot 
were summoned to the town for tbe wTiQe 9' the hospital, made-, peatr 

Tery laboriou-. Aa Ult ooly sqrgeoa~miljQr in t.be C8jllp, many limes l wa, 
calltd up three or four times in the night to the sick, aod ie the·day I, heel,, 
b_esides attending eighty patieot11 io mJ own battalion, many half siclt dee• 
throughoul the camp to l,'isit, whQ naturally wa~ted so much-the more care aad, 

attentiou, ev~~ io mattenue~lly ,ritfo,g1 ia prop,o.-tioo to· the generally:·al'amMDg. 
upect of the diseqe. C~liog medicin .es: "'ere uidispeaaable. iD this-. paiaiul 
practice. I fou11d their . go~ etfects :---by, lbe coDStaol ue of them I bpt 
myself for many weeks free from the d~1i1e, though Wlder circwnlDllr:e& 
extremely unfavourable foe i_t. At Jeogth. aowe.ver, I was: aultdoed, · and 
~as. opliged to quit the · cam pt i,.nd go into $be ~wu. I bad- at tbar time ar 
µui.eat uu.der my care, -wh~ sit,.i~ti.on lay very heaviy oa ay heart~ tbi• wu, 
the chief of the light troops., Lie1>tenant C9fonel Y OD G-i kent one of . tbe. 
., .-o,thiest of men, in every sen~ of the. word, and with whom l Jived_ in. 
the closest friendship. The impootinc:e of his post,, and bis-confidmaee ia my 
1kiH, bad kept him hitherto io tll,e,. ca.mp, ootwithslauding ,hat . be •• 
extremely ill, and that I exhort~ bim very earoeat.ly. to remoNe i.ut~ the tew.o .. 
)fow that I was obliged, very reluctantly to quit my post> he consented ~ 
accompany me, and_ we took a lodging CQgether. where. I cou;ld.still attend 
upon him, as far as ~y atr.ength wo.ul(j per:m.it. · Alas t four days afier our 

• Ir there bo any among my readen who wish for more , ample ancJ accvrate iofon1Jati.on. 
respecting this nry remarkable disease, which I at length ascertained to han ill origin prin
cipally in ialaamation or th• . liter, I rerer.them to a dilfuse Essay upon the s11bjcct, ri.ich l 

pablilW ia die t.••tf-1e.Hatll :-rohune oJ Jlufel&Ddl$ Medical Journal. · 
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removal; 'be' etpited in my atma.-In h-i•m the State11, ana our Chief, sustained 
an irreparab~ lo•;: •and ifmy cares could no'f :preserve so valuable a life, the 
sincere a'ffiicrion ·1 teJt at ' losing hi-m1 was no little aggravation of my owo 
illness. · , , • 
'.-. General ia~ssemi: would not llow permit me to remain in the house of a 

stranger; he insisted upon my coming to his house. To the v.ery great care 
arr<t· kindness' which · i experi~~ed · there,. en:ct to the· skill of my friend and 
'cdll"~gue, ·V dn ii nkgraf, added to ,my ~wn u1riffl'}.18ii'ed youth, am I indebted 
~r ha'ving Jt length gained the victory ove, my disease. I-was for a week in 
'Ii ttluly .dangefou~ situatitm. · Lebourin~ under •the :sbme sj'mptcms which had 
1>receded the 18ea'tit' of tny nJ~r-to~be forgotten fr.iciMt;-I ·could not but Jook 
upon.tbjthvn Mld·as fas'r awroach-i:ng.1 My ~dvery was very tedious ; -and 
·pet'l'iaps die ~ ·:al st'ate:tcr which l•1was' redacted would hne beea· protracted 
much lc:mget, if the Com1n.ifiary:.Generail1 ~ Mikt had not -ta1tea me to a 
country.frnuse he idlfabited· in, :tlfo Tyger-Moootuiri, where · he and his: chil
Breri ttiolt the urmort care df me. j The good ai~leoj~ed there had at lengtll 
w ha'p'J>Y an -efec't, that ·by February .. W'as' &Me 1M' retur.n fo the camp, aod 
'retum'e n\j' functioNs. " Ji•: • , . · ' 1 1, • 

· .: The destructiv-e· n't~ :,t'as-~ lengd1 iaiabdaeitl ;: :but unfmt11Wat&-cire11a-
1tances of another kind, no less impeded our brave-Getietal •in the 1"Ml~ 

he would have taken for the defence of the colony. The corn-harvest failed 
this year even more than the former. There was an absolute scarcity of 
bread; and had not the prudent precautions mentioned before been taken, 
.the means to support the troops would absolutely have failed. The newly
established magazines, therefore, on the other side of the mountains, filled 
•ery slowly, while at the same time another object of our late journey wu 
frustrated by a different catastrophe. The laboratory at Zwellendam, which 
baa been mentioned as left under flie care of the worthy Lieutenant Meier, 
blew up with a dreadful explosion, as he himself, with seven of his people, . 
were at work there, without its ever being known how the accident hap
pened. All who were within lost their lives, and many without were very 
severely bqrt. The church was exceedingly injured by the shock. l\feier 
left a widow and eight helpless orphans, the care of whom General Janssens 
took upon himself, without being able wholly to repair to them the loss of a 
father so honest and upright, and so attentive to their education. u, 
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In the same year I lost another friend. ooe of the dearest companion& of 
my heart, one of our party in the late journt-y, while still another afterward~ 
fell in the war in Spain. Thus, of all the companions who made that journey 
so pleasant to me, Captain Para,•icini and the Quarter-Master Verkoutereo., 
are the only living ,vitoesses remaining of the truth of what I have related 
concerning it. 

On the twenty-fifth of' February, the Commissary-General De Mist, witb 
his amiable family, took their departure from the Cape, tbe Commisaary's 
mission for the organization of the colony being completed. He sailed in 
an American vessel, amid the hearty good wishes of several thousand persons, 
.to promote whose welfare . he had employed his most unwearied exertion, 
for three years. He arrived happily in bis own country the July fellowing. 

As the winter drew nigh, in which, on account of tbe strong north-west 
winds, the attack of the English could not safely be made, and during which 
·the remaining encamped might have been pernicious to the health of the 
soldiers, General Janssen1J thQugbt it right that ,they should return into th~ 
barracks in the Cape Town towards the end of March. · Only t~ Hott~nto~ 
battalion were left in the camp, while I continued at my. post, till a new jour.
aey called me into the interior. Of this joW11ey &A' ,c.count "'.ill _be give~ in 
·the oex.t part of my work. . 

END OF PART TB!; J'JFTH. 
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PART VI. 

JOURNEY INTO THE COUNTRY OF TRE BOSJESMANS, THE CORANS, AN& 
THE BEETJUANS. 

CHAP. XXXIX. 

Di'Vision of tl,e Colony into se-oeral new Districts.-Journey of the Landdrost Van de 
Gran.fl to the Sack River, in 1804.-The .Author engaged b!J General Janssms to 
accompan9 the Landdro,t in a longer Journe9.-Hi1 Departure.-77,e 1'_i;gcr,. 
Mountain.-On African Husb11Rdry.-TAc Berg Ri'Oer, and the .Acorus-P.tniita • ...; 
Roode:Oltff ,. K/oof. 

, Anour the middle of the year 1804, the government began to carry into 
execution the plan sketched some time before, to make a new division of tbe 
colony into more districts or drQSties. The parts bordering on the Caff're 
country, eastward of the Krumme river and Sitzikamma, were erected into a 
district, in the midst of which, not far from the Zwartkopf river, a .new viliag~ 
was to be built, uµder the name of Uitenhage. • This wu to be the seat of 
a laoddrost aod of a civil magistrate. Captain Alberti, hitherto the · com~ 
mandant at Fort Frederic and Algoa Bay, bad been some time before named 
as the new landdrost, and he wa, charged with the regulation of the whole 
institution. Tbe district, which was composed of the southern haJf of Graaff 
Reynett, and a par& of Zwelleodam, bore, like the o&ber districts, the name of 
the principal place. 

In the same manner, the northern part of the district of Stellenbosch, which 
spread out to a considerable extent, and was thinly inhabited, was erected 

• The ,o.,eraor pYe thi, name to the place ln eompliment to t•e Commissary.GeneraJ, tt 
Wog bll eld famil1 ume. . 
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into a separate district. The principal seat of this district was fixed at 
Roodee:and, which iu consequence became the residence of a landdrost. The 
name of the place was changed, and henceforward that, with the whole 
district, was to bear the name of the worthy Governor Tulbagh, who, during 
twenty years that lae waa at the bead of the colony, had rendered it m man; 
important services. M. Henry Van de G!'aatf, nephew to the former 
governor, Cornelius Van de Graaff, a member of the College of Tutelage at 
the Cape Town, was appointed the new Ianddrost; while M. Blettermann, 
the former landdroat of Stellenbosch, was named as Commissary for the first 
erection of the drosty, to fix the boundaries of it, to order the new buildings 
that would be requisite, &c. &a, 

In no part wa1 it more 11ecessary to d·ivide · the cares of the government 
under a considerable number of magistrates than here. While the distaut 
northern parts of the co1ony, the eituati.on ·of which I have in some measure 
d~ribed in tbe first volume of this work., belonged: t-0 the ·droaty of S-teU~n
boach,: lllld cootinu.ed to ioorease io population, it · wasi hnpossib.le that , they 
should be governed with the requisite care and attention. . ·Fra1h, i.nst-ooeee.. of 
disobedience to the government were constantly breaking out among the 
inhabitMJt1t!-tbair harshness· towards iheir dependants~ and•dieir stn~a•and 
quarrele ,amongst eath ori\er, were ·conttently inc~Sing,~ .· It \\tat •~ft~n -~ 
nry· tb send eoQitnisshmers into tbe- coYnt;y to settle tm! di~bces: of fhesl 
peopre: concerning the · boundaries of tbeil" respectt~ · di:Jm'ilins ;- and from tl\t! 
distance wlrich tliese · comminionert · must oecesnrity- be: sertf, , t~ : ifiM 
eseeedingly expensive. •'The great <;,bject of tbe new ittsthutfort wes te 
mtraie ·and-eon-ect these evil.; but' it was at' the same 'thile authorr~tfi tt; 
tegulate· the relations · between the c.oletiiste · en · tbe ·northem bet.indafy; and 
the ·wandering Bos3eamans ·of that neighbourhood~ and ' to ·watch parti~fai1y 
over the bebnfour of each party tt>wards the other. · It-was' the e1ime'8t'Wisti 
of the government to put an end to the roliberies and plundering! · of ttiese 
savages by mild and kind treatment, and by this means gradually to remove 
tb-e ~norent hatred borne them by the colonists of the · ltoggev~, attd" the 
Lower Bokkeveld, 
· The -new -leaddreet of Tulbagh, therefore, very eoon -after his -eRtrance -u.pon 
offic~, had-wders .to viait the most .remote part of bis district, and to enter- ill to 
negociations with the Bosjesmans of the neighbourbood.. la · December, 
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}SO.+, be succeeded in collecting a considerable number of these savages •to,. 
gether upon the Sack river, and engaging them to adopt more peaceable 
viewL One among them was selected, who seemed to be held in some con
aideratioo by the rest, to whom the name of Captatn Goedhart (Good-h,ari) 
was given, and who was appointed speaker for the party. They farther 
attempted. to make him considered among the rest as a real chief, aorl to 
induce them to yield &im obedience as such. This at first seemed a whoHy 
yain attempt,. since the Bosjesmans were not at all disposed to acknowledge 
she authority of any one: they even manifested great jealousy and envy at 
lhe marks of distinetioo shewn to this captain. However, in the end:, the 
eegocia&on succeeded so far as to obtain promises, on the part of. the Bosjes,.. 
mans,. tb~ io consideration of a yearly tribute of cattle to be paid them, . they, 
would maiatain a quiet and peaceable conduct, and would deuver up to 
punishment any ooe who was guilty of violenee _or plunder. On the other band; 
tbey were solemnly promised that no colonist should take into hi• own .hand• 
the ri~ht o( pnnishing injuries received by him; and tbat they shoul·d oot bff 
puH~d for put offences. · It was engaged that the government lhould take 
upon itself the arrangemen, of all differences, and send, every year, proper 
oommi1&iooers l& bear any complaints they might have to make, . and to,11ee 

that ju&tic,e was done them. This inte"iew lasted a whole week, and wu 
made the more agreeable to the savages, from their being aalertained &.y tbe 

. hmddro9t during the whole time that it continued, and from their bei.ag dis
mi-s8ed wich a co1t1iderable present. of live sheep. At partmg, they wer• 
prom,sed that within six · months the laeddrost would return, that the- nego
oiation • might be regttJa,ly and sotemnty C011cluded, when he wouJd brior 
diem many presents. · 

: · 1'-he governor, who felt alt die importance f>f this matter, Wa&· anxioue to· 
king the negociations to a concJusi&1t as soon as- possible, aoo·establisb a 
finn and ,lasting peace. The landdrost of Tulbagh was therefore appointed, io 
tbe -Ma-rch following, to undertak.e the same journey, not merely for tbe pur-• 
pose oi cooclll<iing his negociation with the BosjesmaBB, but to proceed -after
wards farther to the · north, beyond the bounda,ies. of the ~otony, where 
sevetal objects hacJ-attracted the attention of the government, and appeared 
to requite from them a more accurate ·investigation. Three object& in parti
cttTareame under this descnption, Yiz. ia die first place, to gain infbrmatiou, 
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respecting the conduct and disposition of the Hottentots of the Great river, 
as they are called; secondly, to enquire into the relations established by the 
missionaries among these equivocal and dangerous people, as, accordiag to 
all accounts, they must be reckoned; and, thirdly. to examine the situation 
of the great nation hitherto imperfectly known under the name· of the Briquas. 

' but since the English expedition which was undertaken in liOl to trade with 
\hem in cattle, called Butschuauas. Since over the whole country, on the other. 
side of the Sack river, no perfectly unsuspicious information ever could be ob. 
tained, and, notwithstanding the abovementioned expedition, very ·contra. 
dictory reporta were still in circulation, the government thought it important 
to endeavour to obtain more certain information ; since the situatioo and dis
positions of these more distant people might, in time, have as important all' 
influence upon the welfare of the colony as those of the more neighbouring 
l}Qsjesmans bad at that moment. Now the _journey to the Sack river Jay 
,xactly in the direction of that co4ntry; and since tht: busin~ss of the land• 
dr_ost, during a protracted absence, might be performed by tile· Commissary 
BJettenuano, this journey seemeJ to present the most convenient opportu-
11ity possible for prosecuting the desired researches. It was only necessar,r 
somewhat to extend the · preparations made, and to increase the number of 
persons of whom the party was to consist, that the less danger mjght be in- . 
curred by travelling into so remote-a region • 
. While preparat ions for the excursion were going forwards, Go,vernor 
Jaosseas was pleased to invite me to be a sharer in it, desiring me to take 
.upon myself the examination into the nature of the country on the other 1ide 
~f the Orange river, aud the situation of the inhabitants; while the landdrost 
was engaged in his negociations with the Bosjesmans, and the business with 
the missionaries. Long as I had wished to become more acquainted with 
these remote countries, nothing could be more accordant with my wishes 
than such a propo,al. Ahhough I had had to struggle with many little re
lapses in . my obstinate malady, and was with difficulty able to perform my 
duty ~itb my battalion, I did not hesitate a single moment to accept £he 
otfet. The earnest desire I had to see all the new and extraordinary thinp 
1vh.ich I had heard related of the country on the other side of the Orange 
civer, and of the Briqua country, absorbed every idea of the state of 
w~alrness to which I . was reduced, . or of the J?robable danger of a serious . 
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return of my ill~~s upon the jQuroey. I 4id not, howe:ver, iui'er ,this 
~Qtiment to gaici so abs.olute an ~end,.pcy a.Yer .9ile~·• to •ak~ me oeglect · 
JJJY precaution for recruiting my slre,ngth, and llUpperting it by the way, 
or to prevent my making ~very proper regulatioq, i• CMe I -should ~Ell' 

return • 
. My b,eing extrem~ly well ~no~n to M. Vea de GraaH, ,vhh w-hom I bad 

long enjoye~ a very pleasJnt c9,llegiale ~i>nnection, ~e4 -th,e dloug,hts ,of 
tb~ jo1,1roey so much the m9fe ~,able to uie. He came .himeelf to ,the 
Cape Town in the month of April, where ,we bad -several conferences up°' 
~ prepal'Jltions requisite to be m~e; ancl our depu,ure was fixed for the 
beginning oi the following .month. The goveroQJ Jeft 01:1 to cho011e -ou.r ow.a 
guides, and gave ord~rs that 1"e shp11ld be ful'tliebed with ev:-esy ·thing we 
desirec;l u·ooi th~ m~~in~ ~d WOiksh~ of the ~<WeralililBDt. -Oar neces
~ies copsjsted of ~arly - die same things that I lune •u111er,ated oa •the , 
9!8"~P.g <:>1>,t fp~ ow 6llit jo.v~11ey,. w.i,\l this '4i6tre~, fihat;it wns ejfiootiai w -
~.e a :~cb lar~r s~~ of proVi~~s, siuoe we :liho.uld te for a .looger 
~ime al ~ di$p~e fr0in1 t}w oolorJy, al\d :fr9n1 aH il>QSJi.ibilitr @f procuring 
,JJpplie$. On .the .CQJltOU"y, the p11rty ~ing mu.di 11m11ller, our stock, • 
~Jly o,her articles, W.AJS so: be.aides, the eKpe,ieQOe l bad 9btained made me 
omit •~uy ~hings Q.s altogether v11eleaa, with w.hlcli .we had ,welled out 
\>~~e, Ofl the fonner OOOMion. Of.t1ome other articles, !With ,v,hicb before 
we ~ b43en slJ3n~i;ly provicled., or ·w-hicb bad been totally omitted, we Qow 
1ll~f:? aij tlmple pro.vifliQJI. 

\Vbtn ,every ~hi1;1g was re!ldy, and 11ent off. to Tulbagh, it oaly-remained 
for me to follQw. I ~cordingly ,departed from the Gape Town on ,the 
t•ven,y.6)urtn Qf Ap.,.il, without aey companion, aod bent ID¼'· couae-towards 
the T_yger M<>untain. The sun was goiog.do.wn as I -reached iu summit, 
w~n 1 was presented with a glorious prospect over,the sea, &lld the widely 
s,tretcbed plah1. of the Cape. From. h~oce., directly m front, is 11een,the Table 
MoU..QIIW ip its w,hQJe ~x:t,en.t; to-the left «>f ,this runs. t-be De11il's •)1ount1li,I\I, 
and to the right the Lion's Heatl. At·t~ toot of the 'Fable Mou11-taio stands 
lhe t9~Jl, 'fhich, with its white roofs, and its.greea aµd highly cultivated 
tJIJ.VirorJ~, tqr.qi a mQBt plea•ing group of objects. -Sou-Miwards ff'OBI the 
l>.evWs MmJnt;liu are se,m the Wilie Hills, or Constantia, •the &tone Hi:tl~ 
~P~ M~J~biurg i w,hile .be_ywd Jll these., lbe -spaciou&_ aa,bour of ,ialsa 
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Bay spreads itse-lf out. Towards : the east, the high chain of meuntains behind 
Stellenbosch and Hottentots'-Holland, rising like an enormous .wall, shut out 

,any farther view . that way; while, to the west, a most charming contrast ia 
formed by the boundless extent of the Atlantic Ocean. The setting sun 
gilded over an immense surface of the tranquil sea, in the midst of which 
Robben Island appeared to float like a large black speck. The magnificence 
of the scene, the rerollection of friends now far distant, with whom, a few 
months before, I had enjoyed the view from this very same point; and the 
prospect of dangers and adventures before me, altogether wrought me into a 
vein of most pleasing sa~ness. I once more greeted the Cape Town, and 
the roofs of my friends, whom I was perhaps never to see again, and then 
slowly descended the other side of the Tyger Mountain. 

In the next valJey lay the estate of Mastricht, belo.nging to the Sieur J. de 
:Voss, of the Cape Town, where General Janssens bad been re1iding for 
tome time, that he might have leisure to prosecute undisturbed some 
important work1 which he had in band. I passed the evening with him, 
wben we had a most instructive and interesting conversation by his fire-side, 
io which this excellent man explained to me more fully the objects he had 
in view in the present expedition. The works of Kolbe were spread out 
before us, which gave occasion to many remarks upon the comparative state 
of the colony at that time and in the present moment. . A century had just 
elapsed since this traveller was on the same spot. He visited it the twelfth 
of June, 1705. The General gave it as his opinion, that he had not been 
guilty of so many falsehoods as have been imputed to him by later travellers, 
who found things very different from what he represented them. At that 
time, be observed, the Hottentots might well ·be a people having their own 
peculiar customs and manners, though they had been subsequently lost and 
forgotten, by the intercourse established between them and the Europeans of 
the colony. A hundred years hence, he added, what is said by us may 
appear to the generation of that day as wide of the truth as the representations 
of travellers of a century back now appear to us • 
. The next morning, after receiving from the Governor a written paper of 

instructions, I took my leave, and again set forwards on my journey. At 
noon, being arrived in the vicinity of the Pearl Mountain, I stopped to rest 
al a farm, the people of which were all very-busily employed in the ields. 
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Althougb the seasons here are _ in the direct inverse of what they are in our 
northern zone, yet from the very great difference of the climate, the culti
vation, of the lands takes place at nearly the same part of the year as with us. 
No soo,ner do the abundant rains of autumn begi~ to fall, and soften the 
dried and parched soil; that is to say, as soon after as the returning strength 
of the cattle, weakened by the want of sufficient food during: the dry months, 
'Viii permit, the plough is set to work, and the fields are manured and sown. 
A great dea~ of barley, in particular, is sown at this time; this being almost· _ 
the only corn used for horses throughout the colony: besides their being fed· 
wi_th the_ gr;1in, they eat it as grass, while it is you11g and green. Oats do not . 
grow well, and :they are; not considered so salutary for the horsts as barley. 
The land destined for wheat is also ploughed and manured in April or May,· 
though it ia not sown till August. The harvest falls nbout the end of 
November or l>eginning of December, and is particularly abundant if the 
spring months a.re not too hot, and if there be plenty of rain in the month of• 
Ociober. This .is the great time for the trees b~ossoming. • 

The ·course of agriculture is not, however, the same· in every part of the 
colony : it varies according to the situation and nature of the land, so that 
in almost every district different ways and opinions prevail. These are 
·commonly considered by the Europeans as very absurd,, aed are condemned 
severely. In particular, the colonists are regarded by them as extremely 
behind-hand in their agricultural notions, and very deficient in many article, 
of knowledge which are found of the utmost advantage in Europe. This, 
however, ought much rather to be ascribed· to the very different nature of the 
climate in the two quarters of the world. It is impossible that the same 
modes of husbandry can answer in both, and the European commonly goes 
much farther in his censures than the reason of the thing will justify. Jt is 
very certain . that there are many experiments in husbandry which might be 
made in southern Africa; and while the stranger may be over-hasty in con
demning, the colonist undoubtedly clings, with a great deal too much 
obstinacy, to hia ancient prejudices, and will follow only the_ experience of 
his forefathers. But also it cannot ~e denied, that most of the experiments 
in agricultural reconomy which have been made here by the best-informed 
European agriculturists, have not been attended with the aucceaa that waa 
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expected: this h• enly · senied to confirm the Africans in tt\eir' ancieni 
prejudices. 

Fartb~r on, I met some fumilies who were journeying towards tile village 
of P1:1arl, to attend the conseeratfon of a new church, which was to ta1te 
place the next Sunday. M. Serrurier, the first preacher in the Rerormed 
Church al the Cape Town, a man who had attended to his functions for 
fifty-one ysra w-ith the highest reputation to himself, was to perform• the 
ceremony. A deputation of the administrators of eeclesiastitfll affairs of 
the district • hadgoae to :Paarl to receive him. 

l 19011 arrived at the eastern fbot of the· Peart ~fountain, th4! alopts of 
wbicb are 90 much celebrated for their fertility. The road pasS'es several 
v(!ry tine th~ the whole · appeanmce of which bespeak the affluence of thelt 
owners. That of a certain M. Menard deserves particularly to be noticed '; 
h stands in a, most inviting sit·uation, al' the end of a· double · row of old· 
ciaks . . The owner 1\ias busy, 'ttith his sines, in a: fie1d not far from the ro'Bd· 
aide, and came up tE;· n!e ill a truly frieadly mttnner, invitfn•g me td his 

. house. 011 my declining th·e invitation, he insisted that l should Jffi)mise to 
visit him . on my return: but flve months after, when I would have performed 
~ p,emise, l j,undhim th~ no JoBger~. He bad, in tbe in·terim, cotile to 

. ai. •ay, deplc,rab'le end. €>ne of his slaves, a Malay, in his rage at a-punish
ment be had received, killed' .him with an axe. the lad had beer1 a very 
faithful nrvant, and· ha.t' heen treated by Menard, who was in no respect a 
harsh maeter, with, distinguished ~ur and regard. Notwithstanding tbis"t 
ood·. though, according to his own confession, he had desetved the punish
ment inflfotcd, aU id~Q of former kiodneHS seemed' in a moment to vanish 
fr-0m me mind•; a blind fhinf of Jie'ftnge tool: entire possession of him, and h~ 
seized the fffat OJlportuoity when· he fotrnd his mastet alone to execute bis 
horrid, purpose. He •• immediately-sttU'clt with deep remorse ; he gave 
hitnself up of his•o\fftl ~eord to the otftersiaYes-, confessed bis «:rime to tl'le 
magistrate, and subnritted httmelf resigned to· the S'Caffold. 

'Fowanfe·eve&i~ I ani1e<htf the' Berg river, and, to··nry ~at astonist1ment~ 
fouo.t the ford: Gf Burgersdrift quite · dty, notw-itbstanding that onty tn·ree 
<13!'11 before ai raiw of!. thirty~si% lioms c6ntinullnt~ h·ad\fallen. Some tl'a'vel1era 
whom-14 met: infurmed me-, t'hat· two · days before- t~ Berg river hacf been 

' ' ' . 
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impassable at Drakenstein; and here, at the distance of} only three Ge-rman 
miles and a half, not a drop of water was to be seen. This is a phenomeno!l 
which appears scarcely credible to a stranger unacquainted wit the nature 
of the country. -The cause of it 'is, that almost all the mduntain-st're cirTi; 
hereabouts have tliis peculiarity, that they ar~ thic-kly overgro\'vn witH th~ 
acorus palmita, an aquatic plant, tha st11ik~ i tiers ve~y e ~ in tne bed of 
the dver, nnd rises with a bare stem, abcHtt three incnes th'lck, l'\nd Hdllt), , 
at the point of which is a crown of laaves, after the manner of the pal& rce. 
'Fliese crbwns rise above the ortfo1ary height of the wa er, and are so th ic-kly 
crowded together, that the wa f:!t iEr totally cdncealed: in tnatty place , 
light bridges may he thrown over, which will be support(' by th tn. They, 
at the sanre time, shelter the river agafosl the all-parching hea' of tl\e sun, 
and keep it flO\ving, even in the driest seasons, till die summer is v~ry fat 

I 

advanced '. 1'he sten1 of every plant acts as-a gort of re'serl>'oir for the water, 
whence it oozes out by degrees; so th;tt ttle ri,•er in tHe plain will still con
tain water, though no rain has fallen in the mountains, even for months. At 
length, however, this supply being exhausted, the bed of the river dries; and, 
by the end of the summer, the plants are deprived of all noari hment. 'Fhey 
have nothing to protect them but the shade of their oi n er-owns: yef, Oti th~ 
first abund nt rain that falls, the stems and roots form anew a-s'or of dam, 
through which the water has so much the more difficulty to penetrate, the 
drier they and the bed of the river are becom{i, and the more the body and, 
strength of the moisture that would press on, is diminrshed at every moment 
by the suction of the plant. Thus it happens, that, after a heavy rai•n, some 
days will perhaps elapse before the water has pressed through these groves 
so as to arrive at the plains. Persons who passed the ford of Burgersdrift 
only twelve hours after me, found the water already three feet and a half deep. 

After passing the night in the house of a very poor, but kind-hearted family, 
I arrived about noon the following day at Roodezand's Kloof. The young 
grass was every where springing up in the low grounds, and several sorts of 
o.ralis, of hypo:ris, and moraa, were already in flower. These little bulbous 
plants are, as among us the snow-drop and crocus, the firstlings of the flowery 
generation; but they do not, like our firstlings, wait for the advance of spring 
before they appear: they flower at the very beginning of winter. While the 
oaks, and other European trees, which have been transported hither, shed their 
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leaves at the first w~t ao'1 cold , that .comea:dn, anti' experience a re~t from · 
~egetation of two full · months, the native trees -of Africa remain still green · 
and fresh. The dry season is their proper .winter, and the few among them 
that ever !;bed their leaves entirely are deprived of them towards the end of 
the hot a·e.ather.• I Spring beginswi.tb the first, rains, when. the nights are 
long. : Even t~e birds mouJt , tbcir feathers at this : time, and are elotbed in · 
t_heir new wec,iding gar(Tlents in July or August. . Io these months · the Euro.· 
pean trees begi~ also again to resume their v.erdurc, Jlnd by September they 
are in full leaf. In Roodezand's-Kloofj all the -trill ·5hrtibs which,s~e the 
banks of t~e Berg river were in full blow, particularly caprarid 1cutceolaiaaud· 
undu/ata, p/1.9/ica. bu.1:ifolia, cluy(ia a/atenioides, polggonoidea, and 1o,ue1,to,a, 
halteria e//iptica, with several other small plants. Among the interetices of 
the rocks that enclose the kloof, shot forth /ac4enoliar amar!Jllis,· and mu.a. 
'?nia. S9me Gf them were already in flower, and the stems· of ·the larger· 
liliace~us _plaots had already grown to sqme l!eight. 

• • It ,is the propet character of ·yegetation in all warm countries, that the native trees and 
•~b• are iteYer wholly lealless. But for that very reason their leaves are always dry, stiff', 
and dark, and not unfrcquently they hue a dusty appearaace, so that the tiye i• not at any time . 
regal~ 'fith the beautiful sight of pne general displa7 of fresh green leavce. Southern Africa, · 
particularly about the colon_y or the Cape, bas, however, in this re~pcct much the advantage ovt·r : 
many warm climates. We are never deprin4 here of the sight of lea,es upon the shrubs ant.I 
bushes;. btit· at the time of year abovemeotloncd, the lycias, the mimosas, and several sorts of 
natiye willows, patdng out frosla leaves, from the brightness of their green, bring to tho miull 
tile pJeasiog impressioe or .an European spring. . . 

' • I 
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. ,CHAP. XL. 

Sta.1/ at Tulb11gl1.-:-Moslerlshoek.-:-;Tlze Warm BokkC'Oeld.-The Karroo.-Tl1e.Paar.• 
deberge.-11,e Hanglip~-The 0,1gelul. Ri-ver.-Tlte Gottdebloems River.-The 
Geitjes, a particular species of Lizard, l1eld to be 'Der_y noxiou,.-The Wind Ifill.
Unwelcome Tidingsrecci-oed al the F~ol of the Rogge-veld fl'Iounlains.-Fine View from 
the Summit of these Jlounlain .,. · 

Ar Tulbagh I experienced a very friendly reception in the house of my , 
friend the landdrost, Van de Graaff. During the ten days that I remained 
there, I occupied myself in part · with the necessary preparations for our 
journey, .in part with writing sevetal letters to my friends in Europe. · Some 
of my leisure hours were devoted to botanical walks, when I twice visited 
the waterfall.' F.rom the· late abundant rains, this was now in high beauty. 
The rest of my time was passed in the most pleasant social intercourse with 
my friends at Tulbagh~ . 

Jn the mean time, the whole travelling party assembled here. They con
sisted of three persona, besides the landdrost and myself: that is to say, M • 
.V~n der Byl, of Paarl; M. Winterbach, a relation of the landdrost, and 
private secretary to him: and the Messenger Mong, a native of Bresla~. On 
the :first of May~ our -.tbree baggage-waggons set-off. · They were packed with 
tel'!ts, field-beds, and othe.r camp appendages; a stock of biscuit, dried fruits, 
flour, and provisions of various kinds i kitchen utensils, plenty of wine, 
brandy and vinegar; some chests, containing articles necessary for carrying 
on our traffic with the savages; and, finally, my geometrical apparatus, and · 
every thing necessary for prosecuting my _researches in natural history. The 
waggons were to take the route by the Hex river, the passage over the Wit
semberg, an~ even through .Mostertshoek, being now dangerous for heavy 
Joad~ _waggons. The overseer of the waggons had orders to proceed to the 
cold Bokkeveld, and there to wait for us. 

We ouraelve~ departed from Tulbagh on the seventh of May. In three 
bo1:1rs and a half we reached the place of the Field~Coroet Mi.Uler, at the foot 
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of the Mostertshoek, where a number of horses for the whole .party were 
in waiting. After partaking of a good breakfast, we mounted them, and 
proceeded. on our way. Mostertshoek, properly so called, is the southern 
end of the steep walJ of mountains which bear the name of Witsemberg. 
Here the Schurfdeberge, which also has it~ course from the north, joins the 
Witsemb_erg; and here, moreover, the latter is joined by the hills of the He~ 
river: tnis river, and the mountains above it, ·having previously taken the 
names of the Breede river, and the Black Mountain. ·Mostertshoek is Qnly · 
separated from the Ulack .Mountain, by a deep chasm, through which runs 
the Breede river. This river rises in the Bokkeveld. The whole form of-this 
chasm shews that it must have proceeded from some very violent cause. 
411 _par.ts Qf the neigbbouri11g hills decline in an 9blique direction ·towards it, 
~ jf the whole mas~ had sunk here .together. Large blocks of stooe, torn 
fro.m ~he b~ights, and rolle,d down into the gulph below, or lodg.ed on tge , . 

alQpe by th~ wav, Jle~ming to men.ace ,at every moment .11 1farther-f;IH, are 
(e,arfu.I evi~n~e~ .o,f .some .formel' violent concussion. At fia'.St the pass runs 
.i.n ~n .ea,sterly dir.ectioo.; biJ.t ~hQ.Ut the midst of it, near a lukew.arm epriog 
~hj,cb ~ues froµi the rock, it takes R turn to the north, and tefflJinates, after 
many windings, at the plain ~J ,the warm Bokkeveld. A road, made f<>lty 
y~~ .a_g~, by, cett.ain John Mostert, goes sometimes on one side ~f •the 
rh·e.r, aome.tim~ 0•1 the other, according as the ground is m~st favourable for 
_i.f;, and ~nsequeJ;t.tly cm~sses the riv.er several times. Tbe fords are Yery tn
coµveuient fro.w the l.a.l'ge an.d smooth stones which form the bottom of the 
,.wer; horN.es unaccustomad to tbem are very liable to ,stumble, and fall, er 
te{Wlin wiui iheir fe.et ttt.u.ck between the ,st~es, from which ~t is difficult to 

di#eugitge them. 
' ' ' 

. . With aeavq mws, ·tee kloof w sometimes rendered impa.ssa})le, ·and that 
~ven fDr tw~ or three <lays. :O.u_rjourney, which originally had been fixed 
w ·begin on the third, was delayed on acc.':ount of the waters; and even now, 
it w,as oot;witho.1i1t ~e diiticuhy -and danger that we got ,through the pass. 
W,e ,were, lmwev.er, .in a gr.eat degree •repaid•for the dangers incu1Te~ by the 
glorious sight which die ,stream afforded us, in the wat,er tumbli-ng,and· foam
ing over the masses of rock. Towal'ffl:I the end of the pass, the road-quits the 
side of the-s~ream, aad- goes above the right bank along a. roc1'y· terrace in the 
front ,of the S@1:1riedeberge. Here are eom! very steep places, -which are 
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•ery. fatiguing to the oxen. Ours were soon e~hausted 1 notwithstanding that 
the loads were not heavy, and that an ad,ditional pair of oxen were allowed 
to .eacb waggoo. When the highest point is reached, the road descends for 
abottt a quarter of an hour,. before it comes absolutely to t~e plain. 

This plain is called the Warm Bokk.eveld, and is one of the most fertile 
and finest parts of the colony. It forms nearly a parallelogram, which it, 
encl0$ed every way by high. hills. In length, from ·east to west,. it is four 
laours, and iu breadth, from north to south, three. The mountains of the Hex 

,river form the eaitem side; to the north are the heights ef the Cold Bokke
Teld, to the west the Sch~rfcderge,. ~nd to the south the Black Mountain. 
This plain is about a hundred and fifty feet higher than that of Tulbagh, but 
several hundred feet lower than the lowest part of the Cold Bokkeveld • 
. The climate is, the whole year through, tolerably temperate; and it is a com
mon observation,. that a tr-ue Europeau air is felt here. In the most severe 
wiuters the Warm Bokk.eveld is· habitable, and in summer the beat is never 

. iusupportable. Du.ring m.y present visit, the thermometer stood, in the 
mornipg at SUD•rise, at eight degrees of Reaumur, and aboul noon had _rise11 
to seventeen. Fr.om the climate being. so temperate, several sorts of Euro
pean fruit, as apples, pears, plums,. and others, thrive better here than in aoy 
&th~r part of the colony: cherries seem the chosen product of this district, 
aod the lower paa:ts of the Cold Bok.keveld. The pastures are excellent, and 
the cattle particularly fine; the sheep are also better here than in the Cold 
Bokkeveld,. 

The oaks were strikingly more green in these higher regions than below in 
the vallies, and the southern fruits were only now thoroughly ripe. At 

, the house of the Civic Justice,. Francis Van der Merwe, where we stayed 
Ibis evening and the next day, very fine grapes were set before us; whereas at 
Tulbagh, and in the neighbourhood of the Cape Town, the St>ason for them 
had been over some time. We saw here, standing among a number of very , 
fine orange-trees, a fig-tree, the stem of which measured more than a foot in. 
diameter. Our host assured us, however, that there were many in the same
district much thicker. One in particular he mentioned, belonging to a neigh
.hour at no great dist-ance, which could not measure less than three feet in 
diameter. Afterwards, in talking with M. Van der Riet, the landdrost of 
, Stellenbosch, about this extraordinary tree, be said be bad measwed it 
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'hitnself, ana found it eleven R,ieni11' ft?et hi citcutnfere~~. The farmeta 
\iere sow their barley in January, that they tnfty haf'e food fOT 1'1ei, hol'8el, 
tn cate the fielda ihould be coveted with 1now in the winter, Not tllat the 
\larley so\Ved in lanuary i• tipe so soon; the hon~ ·eat it green, miftd wnb 
'the 'ripe barley and chaff'. This ii considered as 'Ver, streogtheuing itnd 

· ·wholesome food. 
The Wnnn l3okkeve1d contain• eleven farms, which are almost all, without 

'exception, verY' fertile. On the belt o'f'them are toferab)e plantaiion1 of Hks 
and poplars, which •yield a competent 1upply of wood. The climate &eetm 

to have a ,·ery benignant influence upon the inhabitants of this district: they 
are, generally speaking, stronger, more active, and more peaceable iu their 
manners lhan in several other parts of the colony, They would re~mble 
the inhabitants of the Snow Mountains very much, were it not that their 
'being so near the principal town, and the constantly increasing population, 
·render their manners much more reflned. Here again I found bigotry a very 
distinguiahing feature of the character, One i11 at first pleaaed io discover, 
1n ·all chelr modes c;f expressing themselvea, a tone and ,manner that nvours 
tnore of education 'tban could be expected; but it aoon hecome9 apparent 
'that ·all I• the eifec't of habit, and that nothing i1 to be aacribed to iutentio~l 
'polis'h. One of the neighbours endeavoured to make himself of more 
"importance In our eyes, by repeating, before every meal, with great p1tb01, 

~and in ·the true church tone, a long speech which he had learned by heart. 
It might easily be recognised as a fragment out of some old aermon. 

We were 1newn here, a1 a remarkable thing, a tame quagga: he was 
'feeding in ·the meadows wttb the horses, 11n<I suffered hitntJelf readHy \Q 

1)e ·atroked and caresaed by the people about. His apiri-t of freed81ft wu, 
'however, not yet so far subdued aa that he would 1t.rffer himself 10 be ,ode. 

·no was only kept 'by bra owner for the purpose of making ·ex-perimmte m 
improving his breed of horses., . 

"On the morning of tbe tenth of ~tay we left this place, and w-eut directly 
· through the 'Warm Bokkeveld to the north.east ·corner, where 1prings the 
· little river t3unin'ka • . 'Rere this district, which ·had.,· till then, •been q.vite 
leve),'begina to be more billy: vast mas1es· of rock rise one above another in 
an amphilheatral fortn, the Upper tangt.·s of which, ·being nat 110 deep• the 

· lower ones, coil1equently ·the tevel terraces 'being much oftener -repeated, 
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th~ t~1,1e repre~at~tioa is gi,zen o( wb_, tb.e A.fr~caos call, ring-rnotUUains,.. 
M~ny of ,hese mou.ntaiQS, the il~ts. of wh~h .atQ fo.tQ)Etd. by ._ dfrect . a.ogle, 
when viewed from below~ have tbe perfect a,ppearance. of ~rtinci~l wo•ks · ol 
forti6ca.tion~ and. remind 1lbe Getman Q'aY~ller ~rongly of the fortre.s&es. Qf 
l\onigsteiq and Ehreubreitstein. The m~ijtijill,$, of wbi.cb. th~!ie hill, ate 
' . 

the b1J.Se, forn.i ao inacces,ible wall. be~weeQ thQ W atm llok.k.e¥eJ<l aod the 
Hex river valley. It is impossible to go from the one to the other, without 
~aking a very great c:ii:c1,1it by. tbt; Cold .Sokkev,eld,. 

· Among these bilb rut;l.S the road, lea.djog to tbe height~ w~ich forqi the 
Co.Id Bokkeveld. This road He$ in ~ north~eastedy dtrec ·t,on, l\Dd i!f, in son.ie 
places, very ~teep. The first place here, i.it ei,i: buodred feet higher than. the 
plain of the Warm Bokkeveld. It ia called Lak~valley, and belongs to. • 
certain . Peter Van der Merwe, who.,. by way of di~tinct.ioo (Z:QOJ his_ OUO).erp~ 

relations, is generally known by the name of Pet~~ L~keovalley, "nd, ~ndq 
this name, acknowledged to be one of the most WOl'.thy and esti~able . aa»ong 
the colonists. We were here, ~ p~rsons un~r tuc employ of the gonrn• 
ment, not only eotert~iKJed iP tbe most sumptuo .. s 111a.nnet, but oqr visit wa$ 
rendered very pleasan_t by the jov~l goo,4-humou,r o{ Q1,1,r h.Qst. He related. ~ 
us a great many stories of his contel\tiona for sever~) years bQth wit~in al)d 
with01,1t the colotiy; and furnished u.s, b_y this n1e;msl with various hints wl)ich 
pl'.oved in ~~e sequel of great utility to IJS. Although this man wa~ now 
iixty-six years of age, be was uncommoQly healthr ~nd active,. ,n<I attended 
himself tQ ~11. tbe qio~~ tritljng de.tails o( bi~ v.er~ e;J.tensive ein~blish.l,ien~. 
He was fat,qer to a very }Arge faJnily of c~.ild.re.n. flii eldest fiOI\ w~s th~ 
,ame Roelof who~ we vi~ited upQQ, the ae" rivel'., 'l QlaD. mQre tJiap _for~i 
years of age, and a,lreijdy a. sr~odf~t.~er. Tbe you.agest. son o( o.ur bost waJ 
a ~n~ boy of only eight ye4rs old. We celebrated hei:~ t.h.e ~ve .Qf a we<l~in~, 
~kenvalley's .younseit . qaµgbt.er, I\ iirl cl. ~~veute~n, 'A:811 to $.ei off the ne_~.t 
morning, accompani~~ by h~r ~ric:\egrqqm, QIJ4 ,,_ lar~e ~omp~ny of brothers, 
sis~ers, and other relatioqs, for 'J;'ulb~h, Qt the same hpur tbat. \fe .wer~ to 

. proceed northw1J.rds, tQ coqiplete the marriage oontraci, I.CC:Qrdiog to· all th~ 
proper for~s, before t.he CQJQmi~wy of t}Je place. :formerly this ceremon.y 
c?~~d only be _perfo~~~_d_ i_n_ tjl_~ Ga_p~ 1'~WJh _ Fr.Qm .. ev~ry part_ of t~e colo.!J.I, 
hither they must come. Thus, as Mr. Barrow justly reIQarks~ many a long 
and tedious jour.q~y wa, uQd~rtQ~e.n to cl0 aq_ ic;t wh_ic;h b~d ~ lllilll1 tbiLlgs 

'Y~ 
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adverse to it. In consequence of the new organization of the cotony ~ the 
contract could now be made at the pri11cipaf place of the district, before tbe 
landdrost and tbe civil magistrate. This approaching marriage, and our 
journey together, bad drawn a large concourse of the neighbours to the house, 
who all considered our journey to the Briquae as a very dangerous under. 
taking. Their parting wish was, universally, that they might see us retur~ 
again alive • 

. After a jouraey of a few hours, the next morning we reached the pf ace of 
the Field.:.Cornet Bruel, of Uitkomst, the delightful sihration of which haa 
been deseribed in the 61-at part of my first volume.• We found here the 
waggons, which ·we had sent on before. They had been w-aWng for us two 
days. We set forwards in company with them immediately. From thence 
to the Karroopforu, the gate to tbe Karroo, is a little hour. This is a narrow 
pass between two high rocks, which is also mentioned in the first part of my 
wot1L. t In quitting this deft le, a considerable pa~ of the ~onstrous Karroo 
p1ain is apread out before ua. Three insulated hills immediate1y catch tlie eye : 
the Towerberg ( Enchar,ted, Mountain) in the east towards the south,-the 
Paardeberg :i.o ,the .east-oortb-east-half-east.-and tbe Zoutpanskopjes {Salt
Pana' Cups) in t'he 11orth-north-eaat. The latter is the smallest of the three, 
and ia parti.eular1y distinguishable, f.rom its summit being divided into two 
jnverted eups.. Frmn .rbis .circumstauce, and from a small salt lake in its 
vicinity, tbe oatne ia derived. When the inhabitants of the Roggevelds and 
the Bokkevetda are at their Legplatu in the Karroo, for th.e winter, they 
are supplied witb salt fr.om this lake. The farther end of the Karroo 
plain to the north, at .the distance of about ten hours from hence, is bounded 
by another hill, which ia considerably lower tha~ the summits of the Rogge
,veld and Bokke¥eld mountains. The plain of the Karroo itself is lower 
than the valleys .of the Cold Bokkeveld. The latter plain is calculated to 
be, upon an average, as high above the sea as the.level of the Table Mountain. 

We had hoped, that. in consequence of the abundant · rain which had 
fallen, we should find the Karroo tolerably green; but, to our sorrow, we 
were disappointed in thia hope. The nuns had not yet extended so far, and 

• Seep. 1!7 or the Enililh Translation. 
t See also p. li'T or the Eoglilh Translation, where the pa~ is called the BokkeYeldapoort. 
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the ground was almost as much parched as when I travelled the same way 
in the hot season of the year. . Only the succulent plants, as the channa,, the 
wiesembr.1Ja"'lzemums, the eupl,orbia, and some others, were beginning just to 
put forth their little buds of green. Indeed, this gave us no very pleasing 
earnest of what we might expect fartller northwards. It filled us with coo
aiderable apprehensions, both as to the pouibility of not finding a supply of 

. water and of food for our horses and oxen. 
: After travelling five hours over a very good and level road along the Karroo, 

we reached • the foot of the Paardeberge abovementioned, near which is a, 
amall spring, and an Ausspannplatze, which bears the name of Pretoriskraal.
Here we pitched our tents, and stopped for the night. I found •a very beau .. 
tiful plant scattered about, the only one in blow in the whole field. It be
longed to the lily family, of which there i1 such great variety . in thi1 couotty f) 
but .waa ao different in ita structure from any I had yet seen, that it led •a 
to suspect it to be wholly new, and that it h{ld been overlooked by all bo-1 
tani,cal traveller, b~fore me, on aecouot of.the unfavourable season at wbieb 

. it blows. Later researches haYe confirmed this suppoaitioo. At 0111 returo1 
I found both fruit and 1eeds upon thie plant.• 
· Before the moon · wu gone down, we aet oft' ,agaia; and the rising aua, 

the nest day, found us at some distance from die place where we Jal p-• · 
the night. About nine o'ck>ck we reached the first beigbt, at whioa· cam-· 
mences the northern hilly part ot:· tile Karroo. This height becemes,: ab,• 

aome time, perpendicular, and, towards the aummit, eYeo projecu ferwarda ;• 
,o that the name of• the Hanglip bu IM,en given to it. The same name ii'. 
borne by a much more oooeiderable IOCk, of a slmilar figure, at the eoutb.• 
eastern e.nd ofFalae Bay. The hill runs on from hence to the OngeJuk river, 
into which, in heavy rains, all the waters from its 1outhem ohai;ims flow. 
One of the principal branches of this river, which comes almost from th• 

- -top of the hill, is called the Juk river. For the greatest part of the year all 

• Count Von Hol'maneeg, and Profe110r Wildenow, of Berlin, who u•rtool tlle enml~ 
adu ot my collectioa of plaoa, recogaisecl in thi1 a new 1peciel; aad the laNer p.e a •eamp. 
tioo and engrayiag of it la tbe &rlin Socida'• Friend lo the Ertguircr i9'o N•.,,.. J• ,- · . 
Year 1807, under the name of LicAleniteirua u,ululal4,. The ge.aeric abaracter i• AeNPtlri4 ,,.,., 
pia~ I fonod another sort of this speciea afterwarda It t•Otaogo ri'fer, To tbat wa, gi'f~ 
tho Dime of Lid,u,ulflnia lern,•a. . -'I -
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tbe1e channels are dry. lo winter alone aere and there a very sparing 1prin1 
trickles &om among the stones, and wherever such an one is to be foltnd, 
• winter habitation is established near it. Some of tbeee places were alread1 
inhabited by their owners. They compJaieed to us with tears, of th~ 
~•usual drought of this year, of the murrain among the horses, aod of the 
aew i•toada made by the Bosjesmaos, which rendered it impossible for thea 
to remain at their usual dwelling-places on the borders, a.ud compelled them· 
t.o come down so early to the Karroo, while yet there. wae scarcely any food 
jar thei, cattle, and stiJl less a tolerable supply of water. They were almost 
afraid, they said, that, under such circumstances, t1-ey should loae the g,eateat 
part of their Mock. 

We sMII arrived upon the height, when we found ourselves separated · 
from aootller bill by a valley about an hour in breadth, through wbicll winds 
a periodical stream, of the same nature as that above-described, tile Goude
bk>ea. itver-(Goldm-.ftow,er.) It bas this name from the abuodaece. of 
~Nlf'ia, gold-Sowers, which grow upon its banks, snd gild tla~m ove, in the 
rainy aeUOD. In order to find water for our horses, which were now. some
what wearied with travelling for nine ~ours, we went out of the road, to the . 
hanu of the river;. aad, after a abort half hour, arr.ived at an uninhabited 
boua peu , a tolerably COWGIii spring. The house was open, and in 004 -

plaoe were eome oJd kitchen uteusila, of which we immediately too.k ~es-_ 
sioa, ,ad applied them Lo our uae. Some barrels _and chea~ serv~d us i~ 

chaict. aod lablee; a sieve of parohmeat, .with b.91~11 bo~ .~a,r0t,tgll ~ •. w~s 
fii¥e4 ioto u opening, aad __. to supply, t4e phloe ef . a w.indPw. 00•~ 
i~Qavea.ienoes being gQt rid of by iumiler devkes. the oi'spring of 8~f3, . 
'Ye fouMl ~Ives ,t ~I& • well aco0111modated in tbiS: loqely ~ · 
t)r.rµ we ret0lved (Q rean1i, u.ere that uigbt and the nelit day, espt;1qi•Uy, • 
•tt hete found, • · ~t we so -.uch waeted. good peoveode_r ~, ~"11 laontea. W ~ 
\lw:> -~-lea~ •ti1t die spring~ whicli waa very 11mch fouled both by plae11t aQd, 
animals • and.. bJ th.ia mea.os, obtained at leugtb a aufficieot supply of very. 
~i11lr,a.ble water. 

la tlae 11qt IINSOO of the yeaF, the usual road betweeljl the Rogge.eld and 
· the inhahited parts of the colony is almost closed up, from the great scarcity 

of water.' A considerable circui\ must, then be ll;)ade through the Little 
Ro~eveld, and over the Kornberg. We were,_ OJ) t_his a_~c~uat, instr4~t~d 
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f>y the Governor to ..eek out eome place in &he Karroo, where water might 
be had at a1ty part of the year~ fer the eecaltlishment of an ion as a plac-, o{ 
Nit belf way fbt' traviellers, et all timet and teaa0ns, in crossing this iohoa
-phable ·waste, and a 1tordroUM for furni1hing them with supplies of food. 

~ As we learnt tht\t the united springs here were ■ever dried up the whole 
~r through : and that, if they were properly attemJed to, and .kept regularly 
cleaned out, ihe supply Gf wnter would be much cnore abundant, we did not 
hesitate to recommend this spot as suited to the object in ,·ie•·· The .idea 
•aa ebout to be carried into execution, a plan Wai 11ketched for erecting _ 
buil4ings adapted to the purpose, and .the inteotiou was, that some i-uvalid 
soldier, or subaltern officer, should be placed at the head of the institution, 
.when the i11Yaaion ·of the Eogli1h, end the conquest of the colony by them, 
iput an end to the plan; OAe which "'ou&d ba:ve been of very great advantage 
10 the inh•hitania of theae northern boundaries. The want of such a place, 
where trneUers lhrough -the KalTOO can .top · to rest, is 1K> great, that the 
English government can eoMOely entirely Jose sight of it. The soil seema 
~tantly more fertile, the more we descend; aiKI the spaci-o1ts kratJU fort~ 
cattle, MW empty, ahewed ·plainly wiiat large hens the j11habitant1 were 
aceu&tomed lo bring thither in ihe winter. . 

On going to our ·reirt, we were warned hy our guidee tio .l,e upoo our guvd 
cigahlat tbe poiaonoua li1arde, whic~ at this time of -the year, aao•nd in ohl 
walla and ,forsaken hooae11. They 81'e knowu by the ume of geiLj11, and aM 

the terr'"' of the people ail around. .J was very ,desirout of obsaiDin1 an 
accurate aoquaintanoe -with theae m .. ftlaed animek, and oft'ered • trillinr 
,eeempe11ce tG any penon . who woutcl :fu•• me with a:aubject for .ao doing. 
~y wist.es •ere, however, W'bally disappointed. l mever. could iucceed 
in pr~ing ene. i{ leamt afterwards, that it is very dc,ubtful whether 
the creflture is .aa venemou, as he ia repreaented; and whether the mortal 
WG\md., ~which ex-amplea were cited to me, were really given by the geitjes. 
!fhe oolon.iaa ,a..e .exceedingly credulous as to every thing that concerns the 
healing ;or aocious nature of the animals arounc:J them, clinging to curioue 
prejuciiees with regard to them, many of which are founded only ill . th• 
agreeable or :dingreeable exterior of the animal. They hold that there ia 
P• 01'2trt11re i more noxious than the ,p!sirw atropos, or deatli's-l,ead-mot1'; 
U.up.. -iQ .eaamimng it, :it ia impossible to find. even supposing i& .to , b@ 
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poisonous in its nature, that it is provided with any means of. intlieting • 
w<111nd. In the same manner-all terpents aDd lizaNls are cODSitlered by then, 
aa venomous, although there are · many sorts of both perfectly inooxiou1. 
The gei!js is, however, too often represented aa the most dangerous ef the 
lizard tribe, not to presume that there must be same truth i-n •he idea. It .. 
must, notwithstanding., be observed, that I never could find any well-authen
ticated instance of their being thus noxious; ,hat the animal is fllr from 
common; and that the deacriptions given of it arevery contradictory. These 
contradictions appear to me a sufficient proof, that if it be ever poisonOUI\ 
it is only ~oder particular circumstances, and that the wounds given. by it ar.e 
never mortal. 

Th_e next day we had another bill to ascend, which lies also io the K~ 
and bears the name of the Windheuwl, or Wind Hill. It ha• a very tlat an4 
wide-spread summit, on which was an empty winter habitation, w.ithout aa.y 
trace of water near it. While we were yet at some di1taoce 7 we saw a thick 
smoke ascending from it; and, as we approached, we perceived that tbe dung 
ot the cattle, in all the kraals about the houae, was burning. .Prebably some 
~YeUen bad thougb1lealy made a fire in one of. them, and neglected &o ex
tinguish it at quitting the place. This dung, which is ofteo two feet iA 
thickneea when trodden down and dry, burns like turf for months, nay, for a 
year together; and it is very difficult, nay, . almost impossible, to extioguisli 
it. Even after a heavy raiu, a kraal, -which has thus been set on fire, will 
ooly smoke the more violently; and, with every ehaoge of wi.od, tbe fire 
re•ives again more bri1ldy than before. The damage done to the owner by 
such a conflagration is very conaiderable, siuce nothing remains but to make 
new kraals ; and this cannot be effected without much tro11ble and great 
expence, from tbe difficulty of getting stakee aad faggot-wood for eaclosiog 
them, and the distance that they must be .transported wbeu procured. 

On the other side of the \Vindheu•el, thenumberof winter babitatwol wu 
constantly increasing. We rested in one of them at noon, and farther on pur• 
sued our course along the dry bed of the Taoqua, the fil'lt strea• of any note 
that we had come to i11 these parts. In the rainy season it reeeiftS.its waten 
from the nearest hills, pursuing its course from the Little Roggeveld quite . to 
the Thom river. Its breadth is eon1iderable in many places. It is ~Nied 
as the most dangerous rive.r of the di1trict; and, in its oYerflowings, D()t un .. 
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frequently destroys the gardens, and greatly damages the houses of the inha
bitants. It has, notwithstanding, never hitherto been noticed in any map of 
the colony. . 

lo a winter habitation, at the foot of the Roggeveld mountains, where we 

arrived in the evening, we found a number of the most considerable inha
bitants of the Roggeveld assembled. Instead of learning that the relays 
of oxen which had been ordered were here in waiting for us, we were 
received with excuseR, lamentations, and disastrous intelligence. The Bos
jesmans had recently been very active in their marauding parties. 1\fore than 
two hundred head ?f cattle, and a much larger number of sheep, had been 
driven away by them; several of the her<lsmen and shepherds had been mur• 
dered, and the inhabitants of the borders had fled into the still parched Karroo, 
that their lives might be in the greater security. From Tulbagh we had 
dispatched one of our most trusty Hottentots on foot to the Roggeveld, to 
bespeak relays for us, and to announce our intended journey to the Sack 
river, that the Bosjesmans might repair thither to the proposed conference •. 
Some paper-money, and some letters which he had carried with him, were 
now brought to us, having been taken from his corpse. He had been 
found by a farmer who was travelling that way two days before, lying on the 
ground covered with arrows, in a place where a narrow path winds among 
the chain of hills, where consequently he could, with more security, be 
assailed by the wretches with their poisoned weapons. They had carr:ed 
away his musket and powder-horn, but had only cut the buttons from hia 
clothes. 

This disastrous circumstance could eot but awaken many reflections in 
01:1r minds. The information of our proposed journey not havin~, by this 
means, arrh·ed at the Sack river at the time intended, the whole business 
must necessarily be delayed : while the timidity of the colonists, and the 
more than usual boldness shewn on this occasion by the Ilosjesmans, might 
throw still greater hindrances in our way. All these reflections were at first 
absorbed in our deep regrets at the loss of our honest servant, who was 
devoted to us with his whole soul, and who besides left a wife and children. 
Proper methods of obviating all these difficulties must, however, be thought 
of. But we had not yet heard all. Some endeavoured to persuade us, that, 
under such circumstances, it was impossible to think of prosecuting our 
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. Jou mey. No one eou Id be SiE> foolish, tbey 1&id, as to be our guide, or to sui"er 
their sons to serve as our escort: a stf'Oflg detachment must be sent against the 
Bosjesmans, who would be able to drive them away by main force. The land
drost, however, explicitly declared that he t1hould abide by the commands he 
had receiverl: he shoul~ only add to the party six or eight of the moat able
bodied young meo that were to be procured, whom he should seek for imme
diately, and fifteen Hottentots. With this small number, he 1aid, he ••ould 
repair to the Sack river, and even much farther; not to subdue the Bosjesmans 
by force, but to endeavour, by mildness, to bring them to reason. Yet here 
new difficulties arose. The murrain bad raged among the horses very much 
for the last month, so that their numbers were greatly diminished ; white 
those that remained were weak and poor in ftesh, from the drought of the 
summer; consequently by no means in a situation to undertake 10 long a 
journey. Nowhere would pasture for them be found; and, beyond the Sack 
river, oot a drop of water was to be expected. We were resolute, however, 

, to investigate the extent of these difficulties ourselves; and in the night sent 
forwards to the nearest farm, with orders that relays of oxen for our waggona 
should be dispatched to us the next morning. 

With these we set off immediately, and atrived in a few hottrs, after expe-. 
Jiencing all the usual toils and troubles, at the top of the mountains. A Tery 
extensive prospect is here presented to the eye of the travelier. At his feet 
lies the monstrous Karroo, the hills in which now seemed nothing more thaa 

• spots. in th~ vast plain. They might easily be overlooked, from their extreme 
disproportion with the point from which they were viewed, and with the 
mountain, of the Hex river towering in the south. At the farthest verge of 
the horizon, glistened like a cloud just discernible in the clear winter air, the 
summit of the Black Mountain above Zwellendam. After eontemplating this 
noble scene awhile, we proceeded onwards, and soon arrived on a perfectly 
level space, not far from the spot where, a year and a half before, I had en. 
countered the largest flock of ostriches that I ever saw together. At some 
distance to the north, very high hills were again t? be discerned, and the 
little stream which we crossed seemed to run towards them: a proof that 
the ground was on the descent, though 10 graduaJJy as to be &eaNJely per
ceptible. 
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CHAP. XLI, 

The Jackal', Fountain.-Disagreemtnt, amMg the Cclonists.-Trial of the Field-· 
Comet Oli'oier.-His Honourable Acquittal, and Reindalement in hi11 Office.-Yisil 
from a party of Caffres.-The Rosin Tree.-Farther Depredations of the Bosjesmans. 
-77,e Bonteberg.-The Riet River.-E.xtraordinary .Manner in which a Lion wa, 

killed by the Colonin Yan Wyk.-$eldery Fountain.-Channa kraal.-Great Draught 
of Fisk .-Q110gga Fmmtain.-Sack Ri'cn-'1 Gate.-Kicherer's Mi'9ionary· lnsti• 
t#lion.-The Mislionary C/rrislia,,, Baima. 

Tsz first farm that we reached is called Jackal•, Fountain. Here we 
pitched our tents for some days, to prepare every thing for the prosecution· 
of our journey. In the first place,. we sent the Governor information of the 
situation of things, requeating that his farther commands might be forwarded 
to us at the Sack river. The young men who were required to accompany 
u, on our journey were then sent for. They appeared with their fathers, 
intreating that they might be released from the senice. However plausible 
were the excuses they made, it was so impossible for us to forego their · 
aSiistance, that we could not give them any attention. The Governor'S' 
orders were positive that the journey should be performed; it was· our 
business to find the means of performing it, nor could the colonists be 
permitted to shake off the burden. The only thing to be done was, to take 
all possible care, that ic ahould not press particularly upon any one individual 
more than another •. From one, therefore, his son was required ; from another, 
a couple of Hottentots; from another, a team of oxen; another contributed 
his best hunting-horse; and others furnished different stores for our bodily 
consumption. Messengers well-armed were sent anew to the Sack river, to 
announce our being on the way thither; and there to assemble the inha• 
bitanta of the border. 

Our ears were here assailed anew with compt~intl - from the colonists of 
the losses tbey had suatained from the Bosjesmans, from the murrain among 
the horees, and fr.om the.extreme drought of the last four months. There 
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was no end of these murmurings and lamentations: we could not get on 
with our busines~. Messengers came from the Nieuweveld, to say, that 
on that side also formidable inroada had recently been made by the Bos
jesmans. Fifteen hundred sheep, and a hundred cattle, had, within the space 
of three weeks, been driven away by them. They ~lso begged assistance, and 
that a strong body of soldiers might accompany us. The latter was refused, 
but the landdrost gave them hopes that by his presence the Bosjesmans 
might be won over to more peaceable behaviour . It would ' indeed have 
been unpardonable cowardice, if we had yielded to the representations of 
these people, · and turned back. At no time was the presence of a magis
trate on the spot more urgent, to suppress the licentious conduct of · these 
savages, and to restrain the colonists from seeking to revenge themselves. 
The latter were at length forced to acknowledge, that a large escort would 
be of no use, on accou·nt of the want of horses and ammunjtion ; and that 
their own interests demanded that they should give every possible assistance 
in promoting the prosecution of our meritorious undertaking. 

We could not, however, proceed on our way, without first reconciling 
some lameutable misunderstandings, by which these men rendered their 
unfortunate situation still more calamitous, in associating to furious inroads · 
from without, strifes and dissentions within. This was one of the most 
important objects of our undertaking, and was too pressing to be delayed till 
our return. Most of the colonists here ~ad entirely thrown off all obedience 
to the Field-Cornet of the district, legally appointed by the goverument: they · 
made heavy complaints of him, and demanded his removal. It had long before 
appeared to me, that the under-magistrates, chosen from amoug the colonists, 
had very little respect shewn them by the rest ; and that they must either; 
contrary to the intentions of the government, forego the rights with which 
they were invested; or, if they performed their duties strictly, must incur the 
universal hatred and ill-will of their fellow-citizens. 

In this last predicament stood the Field-Cornet iA question, Gerrit Ma
rits, who, from his age, his intelligence, and hia punctuality in the dis
charge of his duty, well deserved the office he held. But he was poor; and 
it was an offence not to be pardoned by his richer neighbours, that one' less 
wealthy than themselves . should be set above theQ_l. Besides this, he 
neglected to court the favour of the missionaries and the pious women; aad·· 
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he was therefore persecuted by them with the bitterest hatred. Chance so 
ordered, that he, one _Sunday afternoon, charged by the government with the 
commission,summoned several of the colonists to attend a juridical examina
tion, at the very moment when they were assembled at their social devo
tions, where a pen1on, by name Heenop, presided as reader or preacher. 
This man was one of the Field-Cornet's most determined adversaries; and, 
although be waited till the devotions were concluded before he opened his 
commission, the pious divine immediately began a new sermon against sab
bath-breaking, and exhorted the persons summoned to resist the ill-timed 
requisition. The whole_ assembly, on this, unanimously declared that they 
would receive no farther commands from the Field-Cornet, and compelled 
him, in a tumultuary manner, to quit the · house. A letter which he wrote 
to the landdrost upon the subject was intercepted, broke open, and circulated 
among the inhabitants;· with an agreement affixed to it for their signature, by 
which they all bound themselves no longer to be tormented tf> death by the 
hard services which he required of them. These services, however, con
sisted o,nly in occasionally furnishing a horse or a yoke of oxen · for expe
diting a messenger on the public business. 

Accustomed as these people were to an unbridled freedom, it did not pro
bably occur to them, that this agreement ' was a completely revolutionary 
measure: for it was remitted, without the least hesitation, to the Janddrost, 
with a long catalogue of grievances against the Field-Cornet. So determined 
indeed were they to abide by the resolution entered into no longer . to yield 
obedience to his commands, that we discovered afterwards, this, and this 
alone, was the true cause of our not finding the relays of oxen which had 
been ordered for us against our arrival. No sooner did we arrive at the 
Jackal's Fountain, than a shower .of Verklaaringen, as they are called, waa 
p~ured in upon us; in which it was asserted, that Mari ts was an unjust 
magistrate, an unrighteous Christian, .one who disowned the laws of God, 
and an unfaithful subject of the government :-moreover, that ten years be
fore, at the time· of the disturbances in Graaff Reynett, he had worn the tri
coloured cockade. - The colonist Heenop, who lived only upon going from 
house to house, teaching people how to pray, happened to be at present 
on this spot, and brought in his complaint with the rest. Marits was cited 
before the landdrost, ·and appeared, notwithstanding the infirmities of bis 
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agc1 and that he was but just recovered from a severe illnea. A formal 
t.rial was instituted, at which the laoddrost presided. The cause wu opened 
by M. Winterbach; and M. Van der Byl, with myself, were the couo.el. Our 
tent was laid open on both &ides, aod a great number of the peaeaots were 
collected round it, that they might hear all that passed. The whole wu 
carried 011 with great regularity. aod 110 bitter expressions against the accused 
were permitted to break out. 

The Field-Cornet defended himself with great steadiness aud composure. 
A principal article of accusation agafost him was, that he had embezzled the 
property of the government. having retained, for his own use, one of tha 
waggons belonging to Mr. Triiter, in his journey t-0 the Briquas. Against 
this charge he justified himself, by producing a letter from Mr. Barrow, under 
his O\l!D hand, in which he makes him a present of this waggou, witla some 
other things, as an acknowledgment of the services he had rendered the party. 
In like manner he shewed very dearly, that most of the complaints urged 
against him were either absolute forgeries, or facts wholly perverted in the 
representation made of them. On one point alone be could not entirel1 
justify himself, that he sometimes delegated his command to one or other 
of his friends. After three dift'erent aittiugs, in which our patience was 
very much exerc i4iied by the absurd assertions which fell from the bigotted 
and Jawlt?ss peasants, on a summing up of the charges and the defence, the 
cue was. very easily decided: that Mari ts should retum to his office, with
renewed power; that all bis orders should, in future, be punctually obeyed;. 
and that all . which bad pused hitherto should be forgiven and forgotten. It 
was. not "·itbout a great deal of trouble, that most of the people could be 
made to comprehend, that obedience to those in authority, and reconciliation . 
with those with whom we had been at variance, . were as esaential parts of 
Christianity, a1 praying, and singing hymns. Some of the more reaaonable,, 
however, now convinced that : too much bad been seid, against the accused, . 
aolicited a reconciliation joyfully, and in good earnest ·; the rest followed 
their e,;ample, some from pru~",J)ce, some from necessity. On the following 
day we gave a dinner to the principal people in our tent; on which occasion 
the pious Heenop did• not fail to make a long prayer at sitting down to · 

table, returning thanks solemnly that peace was, re,tored among the t:om• 
pany. 
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While we were celebrating this festival of reconciliation, a troop of Caffres 
suddenly made their appearance before us. Exceedingly amazed to see a 
party of these people at such a distanoe from the eastern border of the 
colony, we hastened op to them, and learnt that they belonged to an emigrant 
horde, who had now for several )ears, lived at the sources of the Chamka. 
Their chief had taken the ~ame of Hendrik, and was in the habit of sending 
some of bis people hither almost every year to beg Jive cattle, and any 
other kind of food they could procure. As they behaved with great deeorum, 
and seemed very peaceably disposed,-as they had, moreover, brought with 
them some trifles, such as their baskets, and carved gourd-shells, &c. &c. to 
traffic with, they were received with complacency, and some supernumerary 
sheep were given to them. As they were now come earlier than in former years, 
they gave as a reason for such a premature visit, that they also had suffered 
from the Bosjesmans; and, from having been plundered by them, were 
reduced to very great want. Some were quite in a rage when they talked 
of the Bosjesmans, and wanted to have the whole nation extirpated with fire 
and sword. The party consisted of three men and eight women, with a 
number of children, who were tied fast upon the oxen. Though they had 
now been for a long time separated from their countrymen, they had not lost 
that very distinctive characteristic of the Caffres,-their importunate solicita
tion for whatever th(>y saw. They begged, if not obstinately, yet unceasingly, 
for some contributions to their alrf'ady tolerably large flocks of sheep, as well 
as for several utensils of different kinds, which they saw in our waggons, or 
in the house of the colonist. 

Some of the people complained grievously to the landdrost of these impor
tunate visits of the Caffres, wholl) they did not dare to drive away by force, 
Jest they should raise themselves up a new enemy. On this our worthy 
magistrate desired that the three 111en might be called, when he ordered them 
to tell their chief, that the government were exceedingly displeased with the 
frequent visits made by them to the Roggeveld; that they were particu. 
larly angry at their coming this year, when the Christians themselves, being 
very much in want, it was not to be eipected that they could have any thing 
to give the Caff'res. If they (the Caffres) were not in a situation to maintain 
themselves, in the place they then inhabited, by means of their cattle, and 
other objects of industry, they bad better hire themselves to the colonists as 
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servants. Idle people, he said, were not to be endured in the colony, much 
less s~arms ~f them roving about together; and he therefore gave them 
warning, either to quit the country directly, and return among their own 
people, or to expect that they would be compelled to support themselves by 
their industry; and that they would be made useful to the state at the 
expense of their liberty. 

At length, on the seventeenth of May~ every thing was ready for pro-
. 'ceeding on our journey, and the very same evening, when the moon rose, 

our' waggons were sent forwards. During the four days that we remained 
here, a very cold north-west wind had blown over the plain, which, to. 
wards noon, rose so high, that we had some difficulty to keep our tents 
standing. In the morning and evening it was tolerably still; but the air was 
so cold, that the thermometer sunk to sixty degrees by Reaumur; while about 
noon, when the atmosphere was clear, and the sun shone bright, it stood, even 
in the shade, at seventeen or eighteen. The nights being long, and the air 
of _such a temperature, the growth of the flan ts was visible every day, not
withstanding the continued want of rain. In the neighbourhood of the 
Jackal's Fountain were growing among the rocks several sorts of o.ralis, and 
of the smallest species of ixia; that is to say, the ixia rosea, bulhocodium, and 
tortuosa. Besides these, I found hereabouts ornitlwgalum parvijlora, several 
·,,,1elanthia, and many plants of the syngerusia tribe; as aster, rellwmia, cotula, 
mussinia, gorteria, berkheya, arctotis, and othonna. Near the spring the ana
matiia laserpitiifolia was in blow, and higher ,up, the slopes were almost all 
ornamented with a shrub, which grows from two feet to three feet and a 
half high, called by the colonists ltarpuisbosjes, - the rosin. tree, and held in , 
great esteem by them. At the time when it is in blossom, ·which it was now, 
a considerable quantity of a so1·t of rosin, or bitumen, exudes from it; which, 
.hardened into a sort of beads, covers the young boughs almost entirely. This 
exudation the colonists consider as a true balsam for the cure' of wounds, and 
.as such it is eagerly collected by them. It is very glutinous, quite transpa. 
rent, and has a strong smell. When quite dry, it is covered over with a white 
powder; and it dissolves ·entitely in spirit of wine. A salve is prepared from 
it, which is al~ost- the only specific for wounds ever made use of by the 
colonists. Although the Roggeveld was frequently visited by Thunberg, he 
.probably never saw this plant in blow, since it is not mentioned io iDY of 
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bis botonical writings. Professor \VH<lenow pronounced it a cineraria, and 
called the two sorts which grow together here promiscuously, ci11eraria resini. 

jera, ancl polygaloides. Both have the same properties, only the latter is 
smaller than the former. 
· At the very next farm we visited, as we proceeded onwa1:ds, we were 
greeted with fresh complaints against the Bosjcsmans. The wife only was 
at home: the husband had rode out with his Hottentots, in hopes of recover-

. ing some cattle stolen the preceding night by the savages. During our 
momentary stay, aeveral waggons, with the colonists, and their effects, 
passed by. They had fled their usual habitations, and urgently exhorted 
every body not to remain any longer in the Roggeveld. The Kuilenburgs 

· river was our place of rest at noon. From hence, the ground began to de
cline towards the north; and passing through the Little Riet river's gate, we 
arrived before night at the place of a colonist by name Van \Vyk. As the 
fotlowrng part of the way was one of the most dangerous, as it was extremel,1 
dark, and as a heavy rain fell, we resolved to pitch our tents here for the night, 
contrary to our original intention. Here again the people were in the same 
·story: nothing was to be heard but complaints of the Bosjesmans. A few 
days before, they had plundered our host of almost his whole stock, and 
driven away the people who were attending upon them, with the loss of their 
muskets. Van Wyk. however, followed them so closely, that he recovered 
bis cattle, without being obliged to fire a shot. The savages fled when they 
saw him, but uot till after they had hamstrung three of the oxen. Van W yk 
had quitted his proper habitation, and come hither, where he was more out of 
the way of these marauders, till there should be water at his winter house in 
the Karroo. We visited his family in a wretched kind of hut, which ,vas 
built upon the ruins of a larger house. On account of the cold, the wife and 
t'hildren had got round a charcoal fire. The latter cried and trembled 
whenever ~he Bosjesmans were mentioned. 

\Vhen we arose in the morning, and went out of our tents; we found the 
whole surface of the ground white with hoar-frost; a thick fog was spread 
over the plain, and the water in our saucepans was frozen aa thick a~ the 
little finger • . To most of our company this was a perfectly new sight ; and the 
astonisb~ent of our slaves, who had never seen any -thing like it, either at 
Mozambique or in the Cape Town, afforded ua infinite entertainment. It 
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11'81 utt-erly incomprehensible to them how they could take water in their 
llands as a solid mass. They made a hundred experimenis with it, holding 
it up against the light, sticking it in the fire, endeavouring to bite and to 
chew it: they were just like a group of children. 

About ten o'clock the sun broke out; the fog dispersed, and a beautiful 
clear winter air succeeded. While the plain glistened with the dew, the 
hills still remained wbite for a time; till, by degrees, the sun cleared them 
alao, and the melancholy dark hue of the masses of rock came forth. Our 
attention was particularly called to the highest of the mountains about us, 
the Boliteberg, which lay, nearly a mile to the east, and which we w,ere 
informed wa, one of the great lurking places of the Bosjesmans. There is 
only one way, and that a very difficult one, of getti~g to the flat summit, 
where there is a spring. Of this circumstance the BosjesnJans avail them
aelves, and drive •he stolen cattle up there, whence nobody is in a situatioa 
to drive them down again. If the/ find themselves pursued, they skulk 
among the clefts i~ the rocks ; and the colour of their bodies resemblea 
that of the rocks so much, that they are i-n no danger of being discovered. 
They can, therefore, unperceived, assail their pursuers with a shower of 
arrows, without their having the least idea that a single enemy is at hand. 
The ascent to the mountain is so steep, that it is difficult to conceive how 

they succeed in driving the oxen up. It can only be done by pricking afld 
goading them with their hassagais. On feeling them, the poor tortured 
animals are glad to put forth all their strength. 

Not far from hence, the river breaks itself a way through the mountains., 
fomiing a pass of about three quarters of an hour in length. This is called 
the Riet river's Gate. The road lies along the banks of the river, the high 
reeds prev_enting the bed of the river itself, which does not very often contain 
water, from being used as a road. On the other side of the pass, where agaiD 
is a large plain, in the deeper parts of the river's bed, was some water; but 
it was strongly impregnated with salt, and about the banks the ground was 
eovered with a thick rind of natron. At no time of the year are these kuikn, 
as they are called, wholly destitute of water; but the quantity increase& 
in winter, even without rain, and the water loses its salt flavour very much. 

Near one of these pits was the proper habitation of Van Wyk. On 
aecount of -the weakness of our horses, be had lent 1.1.8 some of his -o»ea to 
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11ai1t in conveying us on to the next place where we were to stop. While 
our oxen were grazing awhile, and we sought the shade within the door of 
bis house, he related to us the following history. " It is now/' be said, 
" more than two years since, in the very place where we stand, I ventured 
to take one of the most daring shots that ever was hazarded. My wife 
was sitting within the house, near the door; the children were playing 
about her, and I was without, near the house, busied in doing something 
to a waggon; when, suddenly, though it was mid-day, an enormous lion 
appeared, came up, and laid himself quietly down in the sha<le, upon the 
very threshold of the door. My wife, either frozen with fear, or aware of the · 
danger attending any attempt to fly, remained motionless in her place, while 
the chi1dren took refuge in her lap. The cry they uttered attracted my 
attention, and I hastened towards the door; hut my astonishment may well 
be conceived when I found the entrance to it barred in such a way. Although 
the animal had 'not seen me, unarmed as I was, escape seemed impossible; 
yet I glided gently, acarcely knowing what I meant to do, to the .side of the 
house, up to the wimiow of my -chamber, where I knew my loaded gun wu 

-atanding. By a moat happy chance, I bad set it into the corner close by the 
window, so that l could reach it with my hand ; for, u you may perceive, the 
opening ia too small to admit of my having got in; and, still more fortunately, 
the door of the room was open, so that I could see the whole danger of the 
acene. The lion wu beginning to mov~, perhaps with the intention of making a 
apring. There was no longer any time to think : I called softly to the mother 
not to be alarmed, and, invoking the name of the Lord, ,fired my piece. The 
llall passed directly over the hair of my boy•s head, and lodged in the forehead 
ef the lion, immediately above bis eyes, which shot forth, as it were, sparks 
of fire, and stretched him on the ground, so that he never stirred more.''
lndeed, we all shuddered aa we listened to thi1 relation. Never, as he him.
■elf observed, _wu a more daring attempt hazarded. Had be failed in his 
aim, mother and children were all inevitably lost. If the boy had moved, 
he had been atrnck ; the leaat turn in the lion, and the shot had not been 
mertal to him. To have taken an aim at him from without was impossible, 
for the ahadow of any one advancing in the bright sun would have betrayed 
him : while, to conaummate the whole, the head of the creature was, ia. 
Nae ..-t., protected by the door-post. 

A a I 
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·Another circumstance, of a very different kind, rendered this spot doubly 
remarkable to me, that very near the house, in a large block of stone, l 
found a very fine prdmite, which perhaps had only come there by chance, 
since the people of the country seemed wholly unacquainted with this sort 
of stone. Late in the evening of this ,day we reached the Setdery Fountain, 
where we found a waggon sent by the l•ield-Cornet Olivier, with a view tc:. 
its being dispatched to the Cape Town, for a supply of powder and ball tg 
fit out a company of soldiers as a defonce against the 80!-jesmaus. The 
Field-Cornet, not expecting to see the lan<ldrost in these parts, had addressed 
a letter to him, in which he made known his ideas and wishes; urging many 
new robberies and murders committed by the savages as reasons for what 
he requested. After some conversation upon the subject, the landdrost 
agreed that the waggoo, with the people appointed to accompany it, should 
proc~ed on the proposed journey, giving them a letter to the Governor, with 
all the necessary explanations upon the subject. 

The next day brought us through a terribly dull and .un~form country ti? 
lhe Channakraat · We pursued our way, amid very earnest consultations 
upon the proper measures to be pursued in the not extremely pleasant pr&
dicament wherein we stood ; and we arrived at our place of rest by no meaoa 
in the most exhilarating mood possible. The situation of the, place, at the 
foot of a naked , hill, separated from the plain only by the ,dry bed of the 
Little Riet river, which was now yello_wwith the decaying reeds, had nothing 
in it to enliven us and chase away this gloom. A small uninhabited but 
was closed against us oy rows of slate stones laid against the door ooe above 
the other. According to the custom of the country, this wall, which was 
only intended as a blockade against the wild beasts and the Bosjesmans, wa 
demolished by us, and we took possession of ihe mansion, which we found 
just spacious enough to hold four chairs and a table. There would be ample 
reason to wonder why, in this country, where, in almost.every part, there is 
plenty of stone at hand, sufficient to build immense palaces, with reeds in 
the greatest abundance to thatch them-there would ,be, I say, reason to 
wonder, this being the case, w by the people build such very. con fined habi- · 
tations, were it not for the extreme difficulty there is in , procuring the . wood 
necessary for ma~ing spars to support , the . roof. Since we quitted the 
Bokkeveld, _we had not seen a siogle tree; aad ev~n: tbe Karroo n~w appeared 
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to us a cheerfnl country, since thPre at )east mimosas were growing almig the 
banks of the streams. A lyciun, of two feet high, or a bush of eup/10,ln.i,m 
of a yellow green,. was a remarkable thing here, 10 few plants tr,oful high, or 
green, were to be seen. 

Amid these and the like gloomy observations, we wandered a little waJ 
along the banks of the Riet river, where we were told that we shouJd find , j■ 

8everal places deep poofs, with water standing ill' them. Sueh ,,.aces we ft:>und 
in fact, but the water was salt and muddy, and the banks were covered witlPa 
thick crust of natron. · We observed notwithstanding that they swarmed·w,itb 
fish, and casting ou, nets. we draggt>d them entirely along one of the•pools~ 
when we perceived they were so full, that we could not dra.w them,ow shote1 
Some Hottentots were therefore sent iuto the water tosupport the nets,:aod 
take out the fistt . . There were three different sorts of C.l/P,.;,eus, the.targeet of 
which was about two feet long,andrrsembled a very deep ~·ellowcarp;onJy:tat 
it had no 'whiskers. The second ans,vered to Lin:neus's descrlpti~ :ofirilll 
cgprinm gunoryn<:ltos; the third varied from the.other two in the numberof:tlae 
ftns, and in having a long nose like a snout. The number-of fish taken amoun-.; 
ed to nearly fifteen hundred, most of which'weigfat:d-above a poood. : We o•l'y 
kept the largest, on some of which we made an excellent supper, and ·carried 
·awa,- iwith us two casks of them salted. · :Ag t~e riven hi, tile colony:are gene
rally very poor in Jish;and as carp-in particufa'r, hmppoaed'w~oowhea->a 
be found; : this abundant ·draught of fish-WH 1a :.most,agreeable upriteJanB 
contril,uted very much towards c:tisp8rtiilg dae,vapoa whieh wereate~og.o• 
ourminds. :•.,i ,,_ - ·.,. : ·.,• .. ·:1·j,.•1. 1, • , : ;•'. , •• ;1,-.•,' :':•, 

· Before·we laid bonel,ves down to rest,;;i,e•di.v.ided.01J11.oeiapany iGtoi thIW 
parties, who were by turns to keep watch during, the .aight; ii-nee.the fift!S)'df 
the Bosjesmans' ,were to be seen on -the distant -hills. We -0or1ekres, rose 
several times as we happened to wake, and .Rnt our•rounda. --1i0 see'that,the 

.,pe_<;>Ql~ ~~r~ -~~--t~-~i!' ~l~t~ -~~-'-' !i.?'!~_!,e!.?!!~in~~-q~i~~; -~~i]e t~1e_ barking 
of our dogs, who were restless and disturbed, kept both the wild beasts and 

, ' • • • t•", • f • I • ' t • . • ' ·t • '' / :" 

~wild men at adistarice.' Ori_ the following morning we proc_eeded on:out'way, 
·and wert: soon wit bout the ·boundaries of the colony, -~~cording to ~hat a~e 
usually considered• its boundaries, and laid down as &:U<;h i,n, Mr. Barro,,~ 
map. This gives the ·Little Riet ·river u the line of~ l but u die 
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eoantty. quite to the Sack ri•er, is here aad there inhabited by whites, this 
latter river is now generally coos,dered as the boundary. 
· Weexperieaced this day, for the first time. what afterwards happened to u1 
not unfrequeotly, that at the place where we purposed to have rested, there 
wu 110 water. We therefore pursued our way till towards evening, when we 
arri~ at the Quagga.fountain, where, by digging a well, a scanty supply of 
this Int neceasary of life waa procured. When we had collected what waa 
1nnted for ourselves and the kjtcheo, the next thing was to satiAfy the thirst 
of our poor cattle. This was a very tedious operation, for by the time that 
three or fuur of the oaen bad taken their draught, the well wu exhaueted, , 
nd it wu neeess1r1 tlo -wait eo~e. time till it was filled again before any more 
could drina. 

After paaing the night under the same regulations u the former, we pr<r 
eeeded the next day again i-a a nortber)y direction. The farther we went, the 
IIIOli! dry and parched we found the country; in some places it evet1 appeared 
• if tlte plaot1 had beeo burnt on the KfOund. as is done about the Cape 
To•n, for t~e ·purpoee of manuring the land and exciting veget<1tion anew. 
At oooa we etopped al the Dw•l-fountain, and arrived in tlaeeveningat the 
lack fi.er's gate. 
-· Thia is the oa• given to a pall between two rows <>f naked rugged .. nd
aoae rocka,blaekeae4aU-0ver,• wlaich leads intotbe valley of the Sack river. 
Fmmthelideoftheae rocu,flewe a apringofvery fine clear water. which never 
•ee up_. The pa• ie about a buedred paces in length, and tbe 1oil in it ii 

. much more fertile than in m01t of the country round, since it is to be e&fltidared 
• in aome aort &be bedofari~r; tae rain& briaging the.._, ~rah dowa hither 
·;from the bifbet plaiae. , For . a~t a buq~red pact'a up _wards, on each aide, . 
d:ria ,- ie OCM'ered with a sholt g,..., or turf,. almnt like-a lawn, the I*• 
-.I. wueh ..... a-&oe contrast : with tbe dark dilmal bue of the rock& • 

.. r 

. . . • AU the, aancbto■e that we had aeen aiiaee the ,Ro11e.eld, ao4 farther within the couotr7, bad 
· the same thick black conrlag onr it. I will not pretead to decide wbetber this it to be ascribed 
·~ the g~a( quantity oCitoo that lt toatalna, or whether it be merefytheeff'ec:t ofthe..tmNplle,e. 
'Tle lstter la tlte more p;ot,~ble, ,Ince, accoNlog to die latelt eb-.nllllooe, afl atolUII in· tnpical 

......., wl .. oat ....... a1a ae cbtik.ncu ti Fent, an Wtcll__. •• ia die •me ••r• 
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It WM net1rtbe entNnee of thia .pau, that i• the ,-1799, tlle mieli<>Mry 
Kichererformed hie establiehmentforconvertiogtbeheathens,ofw~ch ~ 
boating bas been made by himself and ~is frienda in Europe. Supparted by tha 
missionary societies in Eog]and, which are tolerably wealthy, .he came hitbu 
with a large 1tock of sheep and cattle, and collected about him a conaiderable 
a umber of Hottentots, and even of Bosjesmans, whom be promiaed tomaiotain, 
provided they would receive and follow the doctrines he should teach them. 
He built a eortof cburch, nearwhich thesavagesconstructed their huts,•and 
they assembled daily for the worship of God, and to hear bim preach the 
_gospel to them; but without his ever thinking of paying attent\on to formi• 
their minds and manners in any other way. · He,as well as Van.der-Kemp, 
seemed wholly to forget that mankind were destined to work as well 48 to pr.ay. 
Besides, these savages were taught to pray in a language of which they unclee
stood not a word: their instructor tho'-ght it sufficient for them to learn .the · 
prayers by heart, hoping that thus they would learn the language, and tbea · 
understand the prayers, how mystical ·soever they might be. 

Such an ·institution bore in itself the germs of its downfall. What eo11I• 
be expected, when no provision -was made for keepieg up a supply of the 
necessaries of life, by instructing the pupils in agriculture, and tbe breediag ,of 
caheep and cattle. The original stock, however considerable it might be., wa 
constantly diminishing; no recruits were raised; the colonists refused the ¥ol_. 
tary contributions applied for; and the Roejesmans, wlaen they found .theJe 
was nothing left to eat, hesitated not a moment to aJ)08latize fro• cbristiani~. 
Nay, afterwards, when the missionary received some auppliea of cattle, they 
found it more to their taste to steal them and carry them away, ithan to 
·purchase them, though at the trifling expeoce of listening to the ioatnactio111 
·of their former tll'tor: tbua, the 90metimes pupil• of the institution, became 
in the · seq.~el its most formidable enemies. The lirought of .everal succeediag 

• The plate here giTen repre1ent1 the missionary Institution abo.e tlescribed. Among the 
hou~s to the left, the largett ia the C~rch, u it is ealled, the habitation , of the mi1&ioeary; rouad 

. about arc the huts of the Hottentot .ii. Somewhat te enlr'f'~ tlle -sceae, cattleattd golllll are In~ 
due-ell; but the fact is, that the spot is entirely deatitut(ef food for tbele Himalt. Tlloaglt tie 
aoil in the pats ia meutloned at .being fertilised by a ;lpring whieb•low. from,tlanookt, tlaat .... t 
ceaaea close to the howe, and the whole plain is naked ud banen~ 
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yean increased these evil~~- remittances from Europe failed ; the number of 
the pupils constantly decreased; , so that at length, in the year 1803, Kicherer 
teaowed to quit the· institution awhile, and take a journey to Europe, to solicit 
farthersupport to his undertaking. -That he might succeed the better in his 
application, be carried with him three Hottentots, a man and · two women, 
who bad several years before been baptized at the Cape Town by the preacher 
Fleck; and these were ~o be shewn as eleves~of his institution. The great 
impreaion made in London by the Christian Hottentots, and how much they 
•on. the hearts of all pious people, by their steadiness in resisting every 
irregularity of conduct, is well known from the account published by Kicherer, 
with engravings of them. .Mention is also made of these converts in many 
other publications of the time. ..\s to what farther concerns Kicherer himself, 
and his.merits, I can say nothing, never having known him personally: I can 
only judge of them by thei .r consequences, of which it remains for me to 
apeak.• 

At his departure for Europe, Kicherer left as his substitute, at the head of 
the isstitution, a colonist by name Christian Botma, who, from pure enthusiasm 
for the cauae of christianity, had followed the missionary hither. He now-, 
.in the absence of hjs principal, not only undertook the whole trouble of 
.inatrucring what pupils remained 1 abandoning his own atfair1t for the purpose, 
-laut also made great sacrifices of money to support the thing. Him we found 
:here, a quiet, orderly personage, not a man of many words, but who, from hia 
.superior knowledge and understanding, was a properer person to fulfil the office 
of a mi_saionary than most of those sent out from Europe. · At his first vis,t 
,the Landd,oat requested his ad-vice as to the Lest course which could be 
·pursued for obtaini .r.g the ends be had iu view with regard to the Bosjesmans; 
,aud he in r.et.urn for this confidence received us with the utmost hospitality, 
devoid of alJ constraint. He offered us the Church, as it is called, for our 

• A 1imilar establishment was also formed by Kicherer on tke other aide of the Orange rinr, 
which boweTer he 100n gave up to another missionary, by name Kramer. What Mr. Barrow 
1ay1 of him, ••Y be aeea ia the ,ecood part of that geotJemao•11 work, page 54. He did not 

. Jaowenr go alone Uleng the Bosjesmans, but wu accompanied by a number of bastard Hotten. 
to.ta. For tlae rest, ,Mr. Banow himself acluaowledgea the n,:7 1reat pnfe,eocc that i, to be 
Jinn to the eatabliahmentl of tho Herrnhuter,. 
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flabitation; but as we W<>ul~ not disturb the daily assemblings for the service
.of God, we 'had -0ur tents pitched, and ooly requested that we might have 
the churc'h as our night-quarters, that affording a better protection against 
tthe cold. 

This c'hurc'lt 'is really scarcely any thing more than a little barn, for it 
-corisi~ts of nothing but 1he watt,, 11nd a roof, _ without any divisioAS or fitting ' 
~p within. To ·the left of the entrance is a sort of pulpit, . bui It of stone. 
,whence it-he preacher gives -his ·instructions, and •in face of it are ha~f a 
.dozen benches for h-is aaditore. There is not the slightest trace of an 
a1tar, a cross, a picture, or any other symbol of christianity. Instead of 
,these, in the datk back ground of the butlding, -is a lted , a table, a couple of 
,stools, with leather thongs crossed over them for the seats, aod ~ couple of 
,old chests: these constitute the whole household furnitttre of -the pastor ... 
A _piece af_par~hment scraped ·fine, and stretched o~r .a hole in the walJ, 
.serves as a window : this is not sub9tantial eaough to keep out the cold aif, . 
.and not ~ra~arent enough properly to admit the 4ight: the bu.ildiug is about 

. . forty feet long and sev-enteen broad. Near it -6tand six or eigbt .pa,,dokk~ 
as they are called, a kind of huts made of reeds w0ven into a wooden frame, 
which are inhabited -by the prineipal 13astar<I-Hottentote : the poor.er have 
little low huts in the form of a hemisphere, which cootist of a !keleton oe· 
.wood, with a mat drawn over 'it. 

'.fbe whole number of puptts at -this moment amounted to forty, among 
whom were on1,y eight men capable of bearing arms. Some, who formerly 
.Jived here, had not Jong since -been sent by Kieherer to another p]aee, which 
·was dedicated to the use of the pupils under -the name of Blyde V ooruitzigt, 
(,pleaMZntprospect~} 1\tost of those that remai~d here .were Bastard-H.otteetots: • 
•ev~r~l of.them were entirely white; and the greatu part bad been baptized 
il~efore tbey caJI}e hither :: some were even born of ..christian parents. Not one 
.among them were _pure absolute Hottentots ·: all of that desciiption had for
aaken the institution-: those that-remained were-of the old original stock, the 
elect that ,Kicherer bad brought with him ito .form and instruct the others : 
t'ttese ~lone adhered steadily to their ealling. Most of.them l1ad beee educated 
in christianity, and through their instruction, .the end of .the jnstitution _wu 
appare~dy amply fulfilled; but the fact is, that they would ltave been much 
heeler employed in- the serviQe of -the -coloniste, providing for tbe.ir wan ta by 
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industry, than purauing, u they did here, live. wholly aseles1, and abaa .. 
doned to sloth-. Their indolence was indeed absolutely insupportable: 
instead of occupying themselves io buabandry. or at least in taking care 
of the few cattle remaining to them, they passed the whole day in their 
buts in complete idleness. A boy Wai sent into the field with the cattleF 
who often suil'ered two or three to run away in the course of the day,., 
without any idea ever being en~ertained of going in search of them. Some 
of our people, one day in wandering about upon a ahooting· party, found 
six of their ,oxen who bad escaped, feeding together very quietly upon a hill. 
while the proprietors aseerted that they had been stolen by the Bosjeamans. 
Nay, to auch • pit~h was this indolence carried, that an absolute command 
&om the Landdrost, to go and bring them back, was necessary, before aoy 
one could be made to stir for that purpoae. 

The whole ■tock of •beep and cattle, which at first had been very larce, 
N aow ,educed to about three hundred sheep and forty oxen. The kraals 
where they uaecl to be incloeed at night were fallen into ruins, and D() 

attempt w• ever made to repair them ; the cattle lay amonr the huts, or 
were left to run about at their pleasure; in consequence of this, the little 
garden which the missionary once had -was all trodden down, the spriog,
•~re fouled, and other mischief was done by them. In short, such was the 
universal sloth and negligence, that no one could remain here, but with 
great reluctance, and from strong necessity. Botma bad, indeed, made some 
etforts to correct these abuses~ by setting a good examp&e _i11 his own person._ 
He had enclosed a piece of land of about an acre and a half, with a hedge,. 
which was destined for growing corn, and vegetables for the kitcheg ; but 
more than once a whole side of the hedge had been carried away by his pupils, 
to spare themselves the trouble of going further for firewood. He lamented 
to us, with tear■, that all bis endeavours to rouse them to some degree of in
dustry and activity had hitherto been fruitlef:s; meaus to compel them to it, he 
said, he had not, and if he had be should scarcely have the heart to use them, 
since the people were all very piou1, and very desirous of godly instruction. 
The Landdrost, therefore, took upon himself the business of endeavouring 
to make them see more clearly the consequences of continuing to lead such 
indolent fives, and threatened that if'they would not exert themselves for 
tbeir own ,maintenance, they abould all be carried to Tulbagh, and there 
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kept to labour at the public works for proper pay. Botma had, from 
pure zeal in the cause, sacrificed at least half his property in supporting 
the institution, that it-might not fall to the ground entirely. He continued 
to furnish from his own means the first necessaries of life, nor, as it appeared, 
was he likely to shrink back as long as any thing remained to him. He waa 
very anxious for Kicberer's return, when be hoped that a more forttJnate era 
in the i1atitutioa wouW commence. 
.. Tile regulations ef the place were as follows; At the sound of an old drum, 
tile pupil• tepaired to the church, where a .pealm was sung, in which they 
all· joined;. afterwards a chapter from t11e _bible was read and explained by 
the pastor; the latter was done with a pious unction, bot on the whole in a 
more ratiooal manner than I had generally heard among the missionaries. 
This service wu performed t'Wice·in the day, at seven in the morning, and 
at fiTe in · the afternoon ·: it lasted each time about three quarters of an hour: 
the rest of the day was passed in sleep and indolence. Men, as well a• 
women, were cldthed in garments of tannecl-antelope..skins, made in the · same 
form as the clothe1 wom by the colonists ; the women had besides dirt1 
lirreo caps or handkerchiefs tied round· their beads. A few of the women 
were employed in making these garments; some were weaving rush mats fix 
covering the huts; others were cooking, or fetching wood and water; but all 
was done· in a slow and indolent manner, that bespoke forcibly the evil 
habit• to which they were . accustomed. In their whole behaviour, and 
particularly in their manner of talking, they endeavoured to make a great 
display of piety, humility, and moderation, excusing their • indolence under 
the veil of indifference to every thing earthly and perishable. That the 
fautt is not to be laid upon them, but upon the spirit in which the institution 
has been formed; needs no other proof, but the recollection that the same 
description of men are at Baviana-kloonraiaed into active and useful citizens. 

I 
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CHAP. XLU. 

More Conjlid1 wit Ii IAe 1Jo,je1mo,u,-TiH Men a,ounded by t~em.-- T1,e Can of on, 
partict1larly de,cribed.-Co,upiracy of I01IN Bo,jennmc Seroattt.- to Murder tlteir 
Ma1ter.-Con1e9uence10JIAi1 C,m,piracy.-A ScAeae propoHdto tlN G~,Jor 
.mdeawuFinK to Ci-oili1e tlte,e Snt1Ke1.-0bll«le1 to· its being carried iNto Ezttlllioir. 
-De1cription of IAe Bo,jemum C~ntry.-F11r1/,er ParticulM, r41PedntK I~ 
),[o,cner,, Cwtom,, and Habit, of tlae Bosje,man, .. 

THB same complaints w~th· which we had been 10 often asaailed relative 
to the depredations of the Bosjeamans, pursued us hither. Only a week 
before, the whole flock belongi_ng to the Hotten tots here had been driven away ;. 
but the robbery was dis~overed before it was. toc, late to pursue the robbeta, 
and depri ye them of their booty. , Of' the f~ui: ~astar<).s wh9 ex~rted themsel vea 
,to perform .t~is servic~, t~o were wounded in the rencouqter; the one, as it 
appeared, .with a newly-poisoned arrow, for he diedin an hour-; the other wa, 
still lying ill in ·his hut, and requested my advice upon hjs case. Tbe wound 
• ·• .no.w vitliug; .but,. notwithstanding that th~ ar.row was drawn out in .. 
_1tantly, the place .awelled very much in the course of a. few hours, and had 
occasioned v.ery great pain. I ordered the dressing to be taken off; this co~ 
ais1ed of sheep'• fat spread on a leathern bandage. The wound was in the 
lower part of the arm, between the elbew and wrist ;. the hand, aod the . arm., 
even above the elbow halfway to the shoulder, was still eoosiderably swelled. 
An abscesa, accompanied with a very had appearance,. w:as formed about the 
:wound,. having spread quite round the. arm:. it discharged a considerable 
quaat1ty of a thin and very pU11gent matter. The edges of the wound were 
flabby and spotted, and the skin wherever the matter had rwi was full of little
blisterl, which were attended with very great smart. The patient 18id that 
be had certainly mended within the Jut two days; he had been uee from fever,. 
and felt le91 pain; . at first, he said, the pain had sometimes in the night beeB 
almost insupportable. I prepared h~m a salve of pr-ecipitate, and gave him 
•some medicines internally, from which he evidently received muc:h beoena 
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during my stay. The wound ~s however ·scarcely healed when I saw' hirrl 
two months after, on my return. 
· · At a neighbouring farm, where some tam, Bosjesmans, as they are called, 
were employed as servants, a conspiracy had been entered into among a part 
of them, to murder their master, and carry away ·his cattle. One of the con
epiratort revealed the plot, and the leaders were arrested. They were brougbi 
l>efore us,:whet1 they strongly denied the charge, tilrfour young Bosjesmaos, 
fads from 1ixteen to ·twenty years of age, were· taken prisonen, who confessed 
that · they had intended going farther into the country, and that at the last 
friendly · visit they made · to the accused at their maste~•s farm, they had 
promised to join 'the party as guides. From thes~ and aeveral other eircum
etancea which appeared _ in the examination, the guilt · of these meri1 seem·ed 
indisputable, and at last they acknowledged it tbemselvee. It was th·erefor«r 
resolved that they should be sent to Tulbagh, there to und~rgo a regulaltrfat'. 
The rest of the Bosjesmans, however, who had hitherto conducted th.ems~~ 
in a tolerably pacific manoe~ towards the colonists hereabouts, only ·sometimes 
coming · to· beg tobacco or brandy of them, ,vere set at liberty, th6ugh there 
wtts very great reason to suspect them of having been privy to the evil ioien.; 
tions of their countrymen, if not to have been the instigators of them~ It 
appeared to us, however, necessary to shew as much forbearance as possible 
towards those we had in our power, in hopes of exciting the rest to tnor~ 
peaceable behaviour in future. . ~ 

We took the opportunity of enquiring of them, by means of our interpreter~ 
where Captain Goedhart was at that time, since he wu the person with whom 
\be · treaty of peace was now to proceed to a formal conclus ion, and we' had 
brought considerable presents for him. Our ·Bosjesmans assured us that he . 
wu a thorough rascal, on whom no dependence was to be placed : he had 
~un to ,rob and plunder again immediately after the Laoddrost'• visit, an'd 
the treaty made with him: be was, they nid, the instigator of alt the d~pt'e~ 
dations committed; and the information that we were coming bad therefore 
•terrified him to such a degree, thtt he, with all bis people,'bad led into the 
Kanee mountain,. · There, they added, we might very likely find liim, witli 
·• herd of four hundred cattle, which he had collected by his robberies within 
the last few month,. Upon th~s, we offered them a reward if they would go 
le the captain,. :•n4 invite' him to :come to us, that we mi,bt negociate· with 
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~i~ t~ surr~nder his stolen . cattle, and to eqt~r into a solid treaty of pea oe. 
In case of his refusal, they were commissi<:me~ to thre~ten that a slroo 

Pi3rty of soldiers should be sent to pu 11ish bis [I!isdeeds. They al.I, howe v er , 

~cl red unanimously that they would not undertake such a ~oipm~ss ion, since 
!~ey should most certai1 ly be ins1\antly put to death: b,e had menaced every 

~me, they said, who h~d ever lived with the christians with such a fate. 
We m~de thes~ men some little pxesen,,s,_ and .di~missed t~eD;l with many 

wholeso[\1e admoniti~ns; but we learnt in the sequel that it would have beeg, 

more pru,dent t~ send them prison ers to Tulbagh. Scarcely a mo)l_th after, 
the same lads fell by nig,ht upon a fai:m, to which a few days before tl)ey had 

p;iade a friendly visj t killed ~he dogs, ai:id oarried away the cat~le The pro,

priet .or, collecting h! 1 eigl;ibpurs, p µ rs~ed them, when two were sbo,t d~d in 
~~fending their prey,, an.d the others were compelled to resign it. On the 

very same day that thes~ were dist;0isse,d, some more Bosjesman prisoners wer e 

br<;mght in, w..h,? had s ol eo a y,oke of oxen, sent to us from the Roggeveld ; 

~hey w,ere seized in the very act of devouring Qne-of them. 

Am9og t~e l\,eW prispners, was one wh,9 had fo a lonK time been the terror 
9{ the nejghbourhood, and wh<;>, though often taken, had aJways found mean, 

tq e~cap~. He was knpwn to the coloni~ts by the name of th, beard-man, 
since he waa the onJy Bosjesmao ever seen with hai~ on qis chin and lips; 

,nd thj~ was suppQsed · to be from his age, w.hjch 111ight be between fifty and 

sixty: his wife, and two children of four and six y ears olq, wer~ t,aken prisoners 

w.itb l)im. He had been informed by thos~ who topk him, that tqe Landdrost 

was in tke cou,ntry, apd would most probably order h im to be saot, so tha 

pe trembled all ov~r when he agpeared b~fore us, and it was a long , time 

befi re our interpreter could get an an~wer to any . question put to him. He 

was askE:d why he ha ij <\}ways been so ad~i~t d to. st,ec\ling: qy way of answer, 

. .h~ p~inted to his body, w~ich huµg together iq folds, and taking a pi13ce up in 
his hand, he drew it out as far as it cquld ,be drawn, to shew, how mu<;h ii 
~ould ,holp if it w,as full; then, wjt ,hpu~, 'fiaiting for an answertothia demon 

strable reason for his depr e~ation~ he beggE;~ for some;tl}ing to eat, although 

not ~ore tha11 a . hour before h~ had been ,regaled with a g9pd b,reakf~t. 

~v~ry an1wer he madi:i shewed great inditfer~nce to what was . passing: he 
,eemed to seeak with much difficu~ty, anp manifested besides so much 
,tupidity, combined with so muc,h , of the w.e,kne11 of qlcl age, t :at we \\;er, 
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IIJll&ly embarnlJl!M .what to do witb bun. A., IM>wever1 he appeared still 
19 have .tll~utot 1treng.tb nn:uiniog to do mueh ·miscbief, it was in the end . 
.,.olYed that Ii~ should be eena to Tulbagb. His wife also · being aocuted 
by the colonists of instigatinJ him to bis robberies, aod of having even 
,..ieted, i.n themt we were afraid of setting her at liberty; but on account 
of .her children, sJ>e was. treated more m.ildly than the husband; and waa car•
rie,d in uother w,.,goo chained by _only one arm. When the husband and wife 
1Hre separated, the olcl IHa,d.man, though supposing alw.iys that he was to 
be put to death, pve oo sign of being aff'ected in any way: he quitted bis . 
cbiLdre1-1 without even caating. a look at them. Two other prisoners, 
brought in at the -same time, were sentenced to share his fate,, that they, 
might be preveAUd f,:oa incurring any farther guilt. They, however. made 
their -~e. by the way, tbe colooista who were to guard them through th• 
Roggeveld, havMW io compuaion taken off their iren1, and in _this 1ituation. 
left them unwatched~ · 

We- sent at the same time a long memorial to the Governor, 1tating fully 
the disaatrous situation of the colonists, and submitted to bis consideration• 
whether ,it would• not be expedient to send a party of soldiers against the 
Bosjesm~•: his.decisien upon thi1 subject wu reque1ted a,ainst our return •. 
In a,,aa· of ,an. affirmative .answer being sent, a aupply of powder and ball wu: 
desired, eioce . there : wat so great a want of &hem in these parta, that the peaant1 
had not the: means of defending tbemaelve1, much lesa of resorting to the" 
cbue . u :a: meaos of support, or of making incuraions upon their enemy. 

lo a private letter w-hich I w-rote to the Govel'Jlor, I suggeated that if per-: 
mission wa granted for a party of soldiers to be. foro1ed for the defeace of the 
coloni1ca. inltructiODt should . be given themi to spare the lives of the poor. 
1&nge1 as muob • IXJ"ible, and rather to endeavour to make. them prisooen. 
A placeia the neighbot,r.boodoftb•Cape Town, the Robben-lalaod, perbap,,,, 
might thea be aet apart to hold them in a aert of euier imprisonment, where' 
they 1bould be kept to moderate work: t~e profits of their work might, it 
appeared, be made to pay the state the expence of maintaining·. them. It· 
might then be hoped that by degreea, though perbapa not till the second gene
ration, they would be led to adopt more active and civilized livea. To thi1; ~ 

the teacbiog .them to have more than one want would essentially contribute, 
aince now they had but one-that of food. A double &ood would in tbi1 wq 
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be attained; the borders would be freed from a terribi•f eYil; and ibe1e poor-, 
creatures would be excited to aim at a higher degree of 'cultivation. Aa a· 
reward for good behaviour, the best might graduany be restored to ·tiberty, and·• 
allowed to return home, where they might introduce something like civi
lization a1~ong their countrymen. It was not, however, to be denietl, that 
there was a great obstacle in the way of such a plan, viz. that the wild Boa- · 
jesmans will never receive again among them any of their people who bave 1 

lived long among the christians; and that a 8011jesman who had once been hi ' 
any degree civilized, would never bear to reinbabit his own inhospitable · 
wastes; or, if he did, he must soon lose the milder manners he had acquired 
and return to bis old trades of robbery and plunder. 

General Janssens, however, thought, for many important reasons, that it wu 
proper to refuse the request of a company of soldiers. Matters of more im
portance demanded almost hia whole attention at that moment: the expected 
attack of the Engliah would scarcely allow of his permitting him.elf to be 
occupied by divided cares, :rnd it rendered the sparing any ammunition for 
less important objects a thing scarcely to be thought of. To earry the aboYe · 
proposal into effect was therefore for the moment wholly out of the question i 

and since those to whom it was made have no longer the power of adopting 
thia or any other plan of the kind, it remains for the newgovernment'to exercise 
all their prudence and circumspection in devising the least objectionable meua 
for removing so great an evil as these perpetual strifes between the Boej~ 
mansand the European borderers. Above all things, it is incumbent on the colo
nists themselves, to shew the utmost humanity towards this unhappy race of 
men ; not to shed blood but in cases of the last extremity; rather to make as 
many prisoners as they can, and send them away to Tulbagh. Nothtng like · 
inhumanity on the part of the colonists towards their enemies ought to 
pass unnoticed by the government: a atrict account ought to be demanded 
of the life of e\·ery Bosjesman that falls in the conflict. 

P.erhaps this is the best opportunity that may occur to aed what more I 
have to say concerning tli"e country of the Bosjesmans, the manners, customs. · 
and modes of life of the inhabitants, so as to give the most connected view of 
them. · These additional remarks will serve as illustrations of the adventurea 
I bar~ to record, and will support t~e tJuth of many assertions that wiJI be 
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The true native country of these people is the district which lies between 
the Orange river, and the mount~ins that extend from the Roggeveld eastward 
to the Snow Mountains; a district in seeing which the traveller is convinced 
that a cuuotry may exist, even more barren and inhospitable than the Karroo 
itself, and may, notwithstanding, be inhabited. The Karroo is at a certain time 
of the year refreshed with genial rClins; it becomes green and lovely to the eye; 
it is overspread with flowers. But no such happy moments ever bless this 
deplorable region. Whole years pass without the soil being fertilized by a 
single drop of rain. The ductile clay of the Karroo requires nothing bijt 
~oistnre to give life to vegetation, but the ground here is covered with broken 
masses of rock, and with blocks of stone; while a thin layer of soil, com .. 
posed only of the smaller particles from these masses, gives life to nothing but a 
few of the su<'culent tribe of plants. This tract of country i, diYided between 
two very different climates; that which is general throughout the colo.oy of 
the Cape, and that of the interior of the Caffre country~ Yet it doea not 
abare with the former the genial winter rains, or witb the latter the cooling 
thunder-storms of the hot season; now and then an irregular and hasty clou4 
only, in passing over, will discharge itself, 11 if by a mere chance. ., 

lu such a kind of apol few animals can find nourishment; thote alone which 
aature seems to have formed expressly for it. The ostrich, the eland-an .. 
tP.lope. the rhinoceros, and the sparing sheep, which was first introduced here 
ibrough the intervention of the di111tant settlers that iutruded tbemaelves into . 
ibe more fertile parts bordering on this district,-these are the only object, 
which are to be numbered among the luxuries that regale the miserable live, 
of the inhabitants. Their common objects of pursuit are serpents, lizards, . 
ants, and grasshoppers; the larger game eeldom fall victims to the imperft'Cl 
weapons with which .alone they can assail them. Little accustomed to 
drinking, they will remain whole days without a drop of liquid ever pauing 
their lips; as a eubstitute, they chew the few 1ucculent plant• with which 
their barren soil ,upplies them; and their food it all eaten without aalt
Alway11 seeking their prey from place to place, following the track of the ante• 
lope, or oftbe insects on which they feed, they have no fixed hibitation, Lnn 
pass the night in boles made in the ground; or id the milder season of the 
7ear, beneath the branches of such trees as the country affords. The corpo. 
real form of people doomed to auch a mode of life, cap be no other thao 
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what it is in fact. The Bosjesmansare low in stature, lean, and apparently weak 
fo their.limbs; yet from the necessary exertions attendant upon their wander. 
ing mode of life, they are capable of enduring much more fatigue than could 
be supposed at the first sight of them: they are less indolent in their movements 
than the Corans, and other of the more civilized Hottentot tribes. Their 
higher organs of sense are particularly acute, as they arc daily very much used 
in spying out their objects of food at a great distance, and in lurking after them. 
Their lower organs are on the contrary weak: they might almost be supposed 
to have neither taste, smeJI, or feeling; no disgust is ever evinced by them at 
even the most nauseous kind offood, at least what would to ua be the most 
nauseous, nor do they appear to have any feeling of even the most striking 
changes in the temperature of the atmosphere. 

Where each individual tbinks of nothing hut satisf1ing for the moment 
the first animal wants of our nature, without any regard to the future, without 
tninking of the permanent possessioo of any property whatever, no social 
bond can unite any number of men together. Families alone form associations· 
ie single small hordes ;-sexual feelings, the instinctive love to children,- or 
the customary attachment among relations, are the only tie, that keep them in 
any sort of union. The hardships that attend on satisfying the most urgent 
necessities of life, preclude the possibility of forming larger societies: these 
families, e,·en, are sometimes obliged to separate, since the same spot will not 
afford sufficient sustenance for all. A part wanders one way, a part another: 
chance sometimes reunites them ; and if circumstances are more favour. 
able ; if they have been so fortunate as to capture any object among the larger 
sort of game; if necessity compels them to unite in some scheme of plunder 
which promises a rich booty, they then continue for a longer time together. 
No one obtains any ascendancy over the rest by hereditary rank: bodily strength 
alone procures diRtinctioo among them; but this gives sometimes so great 
a degree of ascendancy, that the weaker, if he would preserve his own life, 
is obliged to resign to the stronger, his weapons, his wife, and even his children. 
· In short, there is not -perhaps any class of savages upon the earth that lead 

lives so near those of the brutes as the Bosjesmans ;-none perhaps who are 
sunk so low, who are so unimportant · in the scale of existence .~whose 
wants, whose cares, and whos~ joys, are so low in their nature ;-and who are 
eonsequently so little capable of cultivation. Certainly no other tribe of savage• 
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bas yet beel'l found io whom so high a degree of brutal ferocity is unit~d 
. with so much craft, and so many proofs of real power of mind. To sleep, to 
eat, and to drink, are the only wants,-smoking tobacco and drinking brandy 
ar~ the only joys that the Bosjesman knows,-yet these wants, these joys, he 
.can forego longer than any other person. The very same man, who with five 
of his fellow-countrymen will devour a fat sheep in an hour, or a quagga ip. 
half a night, will be able to fast for .three or four days together, even without this 
_abstinence having been preceded by such a fea3t. Mere sloth is sometimes 
the principal motive of this forbearance: he would sooner resist the cravings 
()f his stomach, and endeavour to sle.ep them away, than make any bodily 
_exertion to satisfy them. He will . live for months together upon a few little 
bulbs, which, at certain times of the year, are to be found in the low parts of the 
ieountry, and neve~ leave the 11pot till the ~hole harvest has been .consumed. 
~n uncommon .degree of perseverance is distinguishable in every thipg that 
he undertakes. He will sometimes spend a whole day together, in low place1i, 
~cratcbing up the ground, endeavouring to find water, and if once convinced 
that there is any to be found, will dig even to the depth of six feet to come 
~t it. The whole recompense of this toil is perhaps a handful ·of water for 
each person concerned in the achievement, which they take in rotation, each 
being obliged to wait the replenishment of the little well _after the former 
bas had his quantum. If they perceive the track of any wild animal, they 
pever ceasefollowing..it till the animal itself is taken : no difficulties, in short, 
deter them from pursuing any undertaking on which they are once resolved. 
To the first step alone do they ever shew reluctance; b1,1t if once their 
propensity to indolence is so far subdued as to begin, the object is pur~ 
sued with boldness, with cunning, and with pertinecity, till it is .attained. 
yet this boldness is a very different quality from martial courage: they 
venture much on the idea of good-luck, nothing from confidence in their own 
power • . They never stop to meet an adYersary in fight in the open field: 
~ single musket shot will put a hundred to flight,_ and who~ver rushes 
~pon them with only a good stick in his hand ._has no reason to fear any 
resistance from ever so large a number. . To aim their arrows at an unarmed 
per~on from aome secure skulking-place is their only moue of making war, 
. Their greatest dexterity is shewn in the use of their weapons, or . in watching 
their enemy and bis motions. However imperfect their language is, they, 
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haft a •ery intelligent manner of con•eying their meaning to each other, t,y 
1ign1 and gesticulation9. They have so much adroitness in managing signals, 
that they will make them understood at the distance of many miles ; in the 
night particularly, by means of fire, on the summits of the mountaies, they' 
wiJI indicate to each other the numbers ofa herd or flock which they mean to 
plunder, with the means of defence that the people have -who are guarding 
them. Their sight is rendered so acute, by spying continually around them from 
a great height, after their prey, that they perceive objects clearly at a distance, 

. which no European, even with the best eyes, could see without the assist
an~ of glasses. Of this I have witnessed frequent proofs, since our Bosjes
man servants have sometimes discerned flocks of antelopes at the distance of 
a mile and a half. Some of the most striking instances I saw of this native _ 
rift, as it may be called, of the Bosjesmans, were furnished by a lad of this 
nation-, whom General Janssens carried with him to Europe. In our return 
home on board the Bellona, this lad would often, as he stood on the deck, 
discover ships in tha horizon, which the sailors at the mast-bead could not 
-see, and which we could scarcely discern with our gta"es. If, howe'Ver, 
he was Set to look for a vessel which had been seen by the captain, with bis 
glass, from the mast head, he could never discover it. 

As their weapons are their only property, and at the same time the only 
work of art produced by them, it seems desia·able that a short description of 
them should be given. The bow is commonly about fi\'e feet in length, and, 
consists of a staff of very hard wood, thickest in the middle; the string is made 
of the intestines of animals, twisted together, and is about the thickness of a 
straw : the whole is a very rough and simple piece of workmauship. The 

- arrows are upon an average about three feet and a halflong: the shaft is made or 
a strong thick reed, slit at the lower end, that it may catch the string of the bow: 
it is wound round with entrails, that it may not break farther than is required, 
and has the feather of a bird of prey fixed to it, to give it a more certain 
direction in its flight. At the upper end is fastened either a hard hollow 
piece of bone, commonly the thigh bone of the antelope, sharpened to a point, 
<IT a small triangul ,ir plate of iron: in both cases it is strongly rubbed over 
with poison. This poison is of a brown colour and a glutinous quality: 
when fresh it has the consistence of wax, but it soon dries and becomes hard. 
I& is composed of several 'Substances, the hateful effects of which upon the 
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animal frame, experience baa taught them by degree,. The principal ingre
.tient is alway■ the poiaon _ of eerpent1; but as t_his is of itself too thin, aud 
evaporates too soon, they mix with it the poisonous sap of one of the larger 
species of e,cplaorbia, called tDOlj',-,.ilk, wh icb thickens to the conai1leace abov~ 
mentioned, Aaother sort of poison used by them is extracted from tbe bull> 
of the /,,e,n,ant/,,a te:ticartns, which . is a sharp alkali, and when mixed wid• 
the blood, decomposes it immediately. The tame Bosjesmap-s_calJ this eap 
to Dutch bolJetj,s pauon. Another sort bears the name of roclt pouon, from 
being a 90rt of brownish viscoua substance, occasionally found upoa ~ 
rocks. I have never seen this, and c_annot imagiue what it. can be. A 
colonist, who was well acquainted with it, and to whom I mentioned . ~ 
conjecture tbat it ?Vas a sort of bitumen, said that I was in an error;. be 
thought it was a sap which flowed from some plant. 

These ingredients are mixed according to the object against which they are 
to be used. If against a man, there is a larger proportion of the animal poil()DJ 

if against animals in the chace, then the sap of the h"mantlaus is the prevai~ 
ioi ingredient. Although these people know very well that the poisons are 
only noxious when mingled with the blood, they cautiously avoid prepari111 
them with the naked band: they are mixed up with a wooden stick, in• 
hollow stone which has previously been heated. They are particularly CH• 

tious in smearing their arrow,, since they might easily wound tbemselve1 b7 
giving an awkward turn to .the weapon while they are doing· it. For thw 
purp01e, a atone is used, in which is a BOrt of small channel, or gutter, aad 
this being filled with the poison, the point of the arrow is laid into it, •mi 
the mixture rubbed on with the little 1ti~k till the proper quantity is imbib
ed. A horrible acceasray to theae weapons. is that the arrow i1 cut ball 
through, about an inch below the point, so that if in wounding it should 
happen to strike against a bone and rebound, it will break olf at thi1 place. 
and leave the point sticking in the wound. Besides this, to make tbe m~tel' 
u1ore sure in wounding the tle1thy parta of the body, at leut in cas~ of aay 
attempl to withdraw the arrow, a sort of hook made ofa 1~U piece of quill., 
is _contrived near the place where the incision is made, and if the arrow ba 
incautiously handled, the point is sure to be left iD the wound : no cbaace 
of life then remains, for farther help ia impoNible, the part 1well1 IQ iQlllle. 
~iately over the point. 
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The wood for the bows, and the iron l)Oints for the arrows. are both pro,. 
cured from a distance, by exchanging for them, with their countrymen to the 
east, arrows ready made; or sometimes the iron is procured by plunder
from the Hassagais of the Caffre tribes. They are ignorant, however, of the 
use of fire in working the iron : the triangular plates they use, are produced 
by beating the iron with stones, so that a whole day is sometimes occupied 
in making one. By far the greater part of the arrows are pointed with 
bone: those with the- iron heads are never used in the chase; they' are 
reserved to be employed against mankind. The preparing the. arrows, and 
mixing the poison, are considered by them as arts in which few ever attain 
entire perfection. 
- In like manner, it i1 not every one among them that can distinguish the 
poisonous sorts of serpents from those that are harmless. In general it may 
be taken as a rule, that those which move with the greater agility are of the 
noxious kmd. The well-known horned serpent, which among the colonists 
is esteemed so very dangerous, is little esteemed by the Bosjesmans, be
cause it does not move rapidly. Some which are very poisonous are slow 
,mt languid in their movement at the time they are about to cast their 
akin,, and, according to what the Bosjesmans affirm, they have then no etfoc
tive poison. The greater the trouble they have in catching ·a serpent, the 
harder they must hold ·it down between the stones, the more it writhes and 
•eems enraged, the more pungent is the poison esteemed, - the more cer .. 
tain and dreadful in its effects. The dexterity and.courage shewn by them in 
catching these serpents is truly astonishing. No sooner do they see the ani
mal upon the level ground than they set their foot upon its neck, press the 
head fast together with their fingers, so that the jaws cannot be moved, and 
then separate the head from the body with a knife, or, for want of that, bite it 
off'. All this is the operation but of a moment. They then take the bag of 
poison out of the bead, and prepare it for use, before time can be allowed 
for the leut particle of its pungency to evaporate. That they greedily 
devour ~he bony of the serpent, and even prefer it to fish, I have mentioned 
already. 

The quivers in which the arrowa are kept are made of the hollow stem of 
a large sort of aloe ; on this account the plant has obtained from the colonists 
the oame of the fUiwer plant: it is nearly allied to the Aloe pe,foliata. The 
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bottom, and the cover of the quiver, are of leather; sometimes, · to make .it · the 
1tronger, the whole quiver is covered with leather. It is slung over the 
left shoulder with a leather thong, banging so that the arrows .can be drawn 
out directly under the left arm: when, in case of one missing, another is ready 
at hand in an instant. In this way they can shoot five or six times in a minute. 
They do not direct the bow on a level, as might be supposed, but inclin
ing, like Sagittarius in the Zodiac : they hold it in the middle with the left 
hand, the arrows rest on the thumb, and with the right ·hand they draw the 
arrow back at the same time upon the string. This is all done at a comma~ 
dious height below the eye, so that the direction of the arrow may be per~ 
fectly calculated, but not its inclination. For this reason they often fail in 
the height at which they aim, but never in the direction, and can hit to a 

certain.ty the stem of any given tree of some height, and half a foot in thick
ness, while they would almost always shoot over a hedge three feet high, or 
perhaps not reach it. The distance at which they can take their aim with the 
greatest degree of certainty is about eighty paces; farther off, the best marks
man will often fail ; we once, however, saw a man hit his mark at the distance . 

: of a hundred arid five paces. · ~ 
In the chace, artifice and dexterity must supply all that is wanted from the 

imperfection of these weapons; and they are so practised in lurking after the 
game, that they scarcely find any their masters in this respect. It is oo 
trifling art in these naked barren plains, to be able so to conceal themselves 

, from the shy antelope, and .the long-sighted ostrich, that they can get within 
Jifty or sixty paces of them. ·This is done by almost crawling along the earth 
upon their beIJies, strewing their bodies and garments over with dust, that 
the colour may not betray them, and never moving if they see that the ani
mal appears to be looking that way. Nor is their patience exhausted, though 
they are obliged to remain in this situation even for hours, so that an animal 
seldom escapes when once the pursuit of it is undertaken. 

With the same precaution and regularity in their plan, do theyproceed in 
their marauding parties. They never venture on an attack without having 
first well reconnoitred their ground, and having come to a proper understand• 
ing with each other upon the signals to be made in every possible case that 
cab occur. The last quarter of the moon is the time when their incursions 
are the most to be apprehended, for the depredations can then be ~ompleted 
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during the darknes1 of midnight, while the morning moon is of great assiat • . 
ance to them in making their escape. Still more must people be upou their 
guard again•t them in cold and wet weather: at such a time it i1 not safe in 
many places to trust the cattle at night in the pastures: they know very well 
that in the damp a gun will often miss flre. The Hottentots, besides, who 
are emp]oyed as shepherds and herd11meo, having an extreme senaibility to 
this damp cold, creep into boles in the rocks, where they make a 6re _and 
lie down to sleep: then are the oxen driven away by the Bo1tjeimaua, and 
their keepers, or those who ought to be 10, not unfreqQently murdered io 
their sleep. To be the more secure against all reaistance, the murder is often 

· performed by throwing a large atone at the head, whic~. dashes it eotfrely to 
pieces. 
· I have already, in two different earts of these Travels, related many othw 
things concerning the Bosjesmans, which there i1 no occasion here to repeat. 
I have, for example, described their cloathing, their food, their propeo1ity tQ 

plunder-I have mentioned that they have oo DJl.mea, and scarcely any lan
guage, with various particulars of the like kind. When, therefore, l ba,e 
observed, that they do not seem to have the least idea of a Supreme Being, 
and are more superstitious than even the Caffre1 tbemaelves, I think the 
reader wiJI be possessed of all the moat important information that I caq 
·give concerning them. I therefore return to the account of our journey.• 

• Some raD&rJu IIJ)OII their lup-,e will be found in the Appendix at tlie end of thi• yolollf. 
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CHAP. XLUI. 

ale f'rtl'Ol/linK P•lg a,1eml,kd.-De.portwe from the Sode Rroer.-The Laliwde of 
Ml, Rlwr a,emaintd,-Kopje1/ontrir1.-Pill,y11efontein,-Lifln'a Foumaia.-The 
.Aul.ior and o Parl!J go in Search of Cop1.oin Go«l/.wrl.-Descriplioo of ihe Karr~ 

. Mounlain,,-Lorge Flock of-Oatriche, ond Quoggas.-Huati11g Parties.-Unjor,u
nate Death of Krieger, killed b.!J an Elephanl.-H ia Gra-oe. 

BY degrees we collected together some of the colonists and Hottentots who 
had been required to _accompany us. Far the greater part, however, did not 
appear, excusing themselves by writiug, -and sending a uumber of useless 
testim-onies, that it was impossible for th~m to serve. The Field-Cornets 
Net and Van Aart, wrote to say, that it was not in their power to compl.y 
with the demand for a certain number of young men from their district ~ 
,erve in the escort, since all their youth were already gone in a body to the 
Karroo. Some who did indeed come, were Jet so deeply impressed with the 
recent horron committed by the Bosjesmaos, and of the dangers to he en• 
countered in our journey, that they begged penni1sion .to return for a few day!I 
previous to setting off with us; and, this permission obtained, we saw them 
110 more. 

Thus, instead of the .number we ought to have bad, only three remained 
true to the cause. These, however, from their zeal and abilities, almost made 
amends for the failure of the rest: they were, in ~very respect, of the great~ 
importance to us. One of them was a man already somewhat advanced io · 
life, by name Jacob Krieger, who bad Jived, for several ,Years, among . the 
savages that we proposed visiting; and who was likely to he of the utmost 
use to us as a guide in these t~ckless countries. At the time when th~ 
colouy was in the possession of the English, he, with hi• brother, were 
guilty of some crime against the state, for which they were arrested; but 
while their trial was pending, they found means to escape, and fled beyond 
t.be boundariea of the colony, among the tribes of the Coraoa. After · tb.ree 
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years paned there in great misery and want, the other brother lost bi1 life, 
and Jacob then ventured to return into the colony ; when, through the inter
vention of some friends, a pardon waa obtained for him, on condition of hi• 
furnishing all the information be could respecting these people. At that time 
very little was known concerning them. This-information, which was indeed 
eomewbat exaggerated._ was, in part, the occasion of our present journey; 
and he was soon to ,,confirm to us himself tbe truth of his assertions; Guilt 
and repentance bad made deep furrows in his countenance: he spoke little, 
and scarcely ever was bis mouth distended into a smile. lo his sunken eyes 
was an expressioD rather of contempt of danger, than of youthful courage. A 
large grey beard, thick eye-brows, and long hair hanging over his face, gave 
him a wild aud formidable appearance. He was armed with a short, thick 
elephant-gun, which carried shot of a quarter of a pound weight. 

The second of these men, Gerrit Vischer, was a youth only eighteen yeart 
of ag~, whose father had, in the course of his life, carried on frequent neg~ 
ciations with the Bosjesmans, and bad succeeded, in the year 1796, io 
establishing a peace between them and the inhabitants of the Roggeveld. 
From him our young man had learnt the language of these savages; be had 
always been bis father's co~panion in his journeys among them. He had 
e,·en accompanied him once into the country of the Briquas. The third wae 
John Van der Westhuizen, of the same age as Vischer, whose co.mpanion he 
was frequently in the chace. He was a great acquisition to us, both from bis 
youthful cheerfulness and courage, and from being one of the best shots io 
the country. · 

Our whole company now consisted, besides the landdrost and myself, of 
six Christians, including the messenger Moog; of twelve Hottentots, and 
five slaves; in all, twenty-five persons. We were obliged to have nearly a 
hundred oxen for the use of our three waggons, besides some that we carried 
as stores, to be killed when occasion required it; for the same purpose 
fourscore sheep were added to our convoy. We bad only eight horses among 
us, and they soon became very weak and la~·guid for want of proper food~ 
Only two of them lived to return. Four goats that we also carried with us, 
held out the best of any of our animals, and never ceased to furnish us with 
exeellent milk for breakfast, however barren of food the ·country might appear 
to be. · · · · 
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Before we d~parted, the col(.)nists of the country once more endeavoQ.l'ed to 
deter us, by representing, in forcible colours, the hardships attendant upon 
the undertaking. Krieger bad alrea~y said every thing that could be urged, 
~ith regard to the probable want of water, and of pasture for our cattle; 
that we might not have, in the sequel, to charge him with having been want
ing in bis duty, by no-t giving us due warning of what we were to expect. 
But we were firmly resolved to o.bey the Governor's commands, and satisfy 
our own curiosity as much as possible; and therefore persisted in under
taking the journey, pr9mising only to use the utmost discretion in prose
c~ting it, and to turn back, as soon as we saw that we could not proceed with
out rpaoifest danger. 
. 0Jl Sunday, the thirtieth of May, we left the Sack river, and, with it, took . 
our leave, for several months, of any country inhabited by white men, or 
Cbrjstians. Since this river has been made the northern boundary of the 
cplony, itJ situation is become much more important. In the week that we 
stayed there, I therefore made observations daily, to ascertain the latitude; 
ancl the result wa1, that the Sack river's Gate, which 1s about a quarter of a 
l'Jlile from the river, may be Ia.id d~wo with tolerable certainty, as hi-latitude 
$irty degrees sixteen minutes.• For the _rest, the Sack river does nol bound 
the most northerly part of the colony: that is bounded by the Koussie river, 
which is among the Khamies mountains. The Sack river, the sources of 
which are in the Nieuweveld mountains, forms the boundary of the colony 
for thirty miles, running in a direction from east-~outh-east, to west-north
west. Farther on, it is so lost in a sandy plain, that scarcely any traces of ita. 
bed can be discerned. Still farther, its waters ~re collectt:d together again, 
and form a river, but no longer bearing the same name. It is then called the 
Hartebee"ls river, and, qnder that name, falls into th~ Orange river. At the 
time we were in the country, the Sack river was entirely dry; and the colo
nists said, that it had never been otherwise for the last six years. The devia-

• Tbeae obsenationa were made with two good aextaata. Fortunately my eountrymao, 
_ Moog, who MCI formerly aened u pilot's mate on board a ship, understood how to manage 

llaem, so tut we could take two corresponclin1 ol>lenations e..ery day. The wallt of • clear 
llori1011 wu eompeuated b7 a quicuiher glass. 

» di 
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tio& of t!ae dltgnelic needle, at the place of o&servation, fflls twenty-five 
4egrees and a ·half north-west. 

Directly on the other side of the river, the eountry was tolerably fey-ef; 
•rokeo only by some small rounded eminences scattered at intervals, but 
whicWl had by no means the naked, rugged appearance of the more southerly 
hills. After travelling three hours, we came to a spring called Kopjesfontein. 
Towards noon we reached the Brakke riYer. From thence we proceeded to 
the remains of what had been once a eattle-pla<:e, belonging to a colonist by 
name Corf, but which be had been obliged to quit, when tlte goverament 
would no longer aflow of any settlements being made by the peaeants beyond 
the boundaries of the colony. The kraal for the cattle was still entire, and 
served for night quarters to our animals. Finding here fresh traees of the 
Bosjesmane, we made a lerge fire, hoping this signal might entice some of 
them to come and visit us ; but, since in this we were disappointed, we. were 

doubly watchful during the night. The waggons were drawn up to the 
tents, and guards were placed in them, who relieved each other by turns. 

Oo account of the very poor supply of pasture here, we aet off again •Iba 
next morning with the dawn, and stopped, after some houn, at a small apring 
between two hjlfs, where was a little grass. This place is eaHed Pwt,ys ... 
ibotein, (Partridge Fountain.) From this place we went oo a shootiag 
party, and killed some hares and stone-antelopes. In the latter part of our 
day's journey, we met a troop of quaggas, one of which was hit in the haunch 
by a shot from our party. He notwithstanding attempted to fly, and hit 
•iolently when we weot up to secure him. However desirous we were t& 

spare our powder and shot as much as pomble, we were obliged t& fire at 
him a second time; for all attempts to come near him ~ere vain, al'MI mani
festly not to be made without danger to ourselves. When · he was killed, .,., 
Hottentots immediately began to cut him up, and ·the best parts were . added 
fo the stores in our waggons. We attempted to eat some, but eot being H<>f. 
tentots: we could not find it relishing • 
. I~ wall.night, arid stal no water was .to be met with. How cold soever it 
w-., lllQd bow weary soever OIU poor oxen grew, we w.ere therefore obliged 
togooo. Abc>u.t mtdnighute callM! to a narrow mo1tntaio-pua, where, by tbe 

· advice of our g~ides ·, our con\foy ns 90 arranged that the loose cartle march.ct 
in the centre , between the waggons.. We ourselves kept with the waggons-, 
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carrying oar guns in . our bends. The Mlvawced guard on horseback hd · 
some shots to clear the way; and in t•is manner we got happily through, · 
without being attacked by man or animal. 

It was three o'clock in the morning when we reached the Lion'• Fcnintaia~ 
where, te eur great joy, we not onJy foond a plentiful spring of water, ba-t 8 

pit made close by, in which a large quantity of water was already cottected~ 
When day-Jiight appeared; we perceived the place · to be pleasantly situatetf 
between two low hilts. Through the miditt of the valley meandered the dry 
bed of a river, · which was thickly grown . over with dried reeds. These we · 
set on fire, pa11tly to drive out the game that might be harboured among 
them, pa1itly as a signal to the Bosjesmans that we were come on a friendly 
«rand, and did not "·ish to conceal our arrival, but would be glad to see• 
them if they would come to us. Neither of these objects was, however, 
attained. · 

Vegetation was here so poor, that we could not find bush ·es enough to coot 
a little soup. Fortonately, some months bP-fore, a party of missionaries bad _ 
travelled through the country, carrying with them a large number of cattle r 
and the dried dung of these animals served u1 as fuel both here and in several 
other plaoes as we proceeded farther , As the poor cattle are obliged iii 
these p;rts , to feed alm0itt entirely upon the woody stems of the 11ie1emlwy~ 

a,,t/,emu,n ,pinemm, the dung contains a great deal of this, which made it· 
burn almoet like turf. It was necessary, howev-er, to take great care that the · 
saucepane made use 'of should be wen secured against the smoke getting in·; 
fer that gi~e& a very unpleasant flavour to every thing impressed with it. 

Our next place of rest was-called the Klipfontein. • Here again we-went 
tQJerably sopplied with water, which poured · out from a large deft in the 
reek. The reeds, with which the spot was overgrown, were burned, and we
disco•ered a chasm ·, a hundred feet deep and twenty wide, enclosed by per ... 
pendicular rocks.. It is probable, ,hat: m times of hard rain, the water moat 
pour down'here with great force; itince, at the bottom of the fall, a cfeep . . -~ ,;, . .. . .... 

·' 
• All these places received their oama fi:om the colonilta in tJae frequellt aJao.1iag _putlts 

which they for_merly mat.le beyond the borders. fa late11 times these espeditions haYe bee~ pro. 
hibited by the government, and we were obliged to carry the tri-coloured Batc,ian 4ag upoa 
a11£b of 011 .. waggon,, to shew dlaf n tmellocl 1111dvr ,OTft'DIDeat authority. ' 

• I 
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b,taoa was.· hollowed out, which was now full of clear; water. The ,tone 
w hiob formed this •bason was a soft .kind of schjst, veined with iron, in thin 
horizontal strata, sometimes running parallel, sometimes in a curved diree
tioe.. The part exposed to the air had, in many places, a smooth, shining, 
dark.-brown &Urface, as if it had been glazed. AQIOng the plants which t · 
found near the spring, in a somewhat green and flourishing state, the most . 
a~undaot waa myrsiph9llum, or medeola asparagoidts. From the height& 
above our camp, we had, for t .. e first time, a view of the Karree mountains,: 
which, divided into three groups, formed the whole northern and north. 
eutern horizon, and, gilded by the morning sun, had a truly picturesque 
appearance. What renders these hills particularly distinguishable from 
hence ii' the number of summits, all of an equal height, and all flattened:. 
each baving a level of some hours at the top. We had here to encounter a 
pretty severe degree of cold, so that the water was frozen over hy morning 
to the thickness of some lines, and could bear our youngest slave, a slight 
made lad of fourteen. . So great, however, was the power of the sun, that.J· • 
by. ten o'c{ock, not a partic~ of ice was any longer to be seen • 

...: Acco~ing to the information given us at the Sack river, we might expect. 
t~ find Captain Goedhart, with his people, in this part of the country; and · 
abundant fresh traces of cattle and sheep, reminded us of him many times 
in the course of our journey this day. As, however, it was ilot probable 
that he would come first to visit us, it appeared desirable that we should 
endeavour to see him, which would be an indisputable proof of our confidence • 

. I mounted my horse, therefore, with the most resolute of our company, 
Mong, 1:{rieger, and Vischer, to seek for him; and thatthere might be nothing 
inimical in our appearance, we went entirely unarmed. Two Hottentots. 
who were particular adepta in the use of a gun, were ordered to follow at a · 

diftance, IO that by a signal given they might soon come to our assistance, if' 
required. The traces that we followed brought us soon to the foot of the Kar .. 
ree ~ouotains, through many a valley, where our hearts_ certainly sometimes 
began to beat. After some hours, we came to the Schietfontein's river; and, 
pursuing our way along its shores, at length reached a plain, where the remains 
of fires, of bones, of dung, and other indisputable tokens, ,hewed that men bad 
been here very recently. My companions, experienced in matters of this kind, 
■aid, that they could scarcely have quiUed the place four-aod-twenty hours. W• 
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lollewed theae traoet still 1omewbat farther, ~dll co■vineed ot1nel¥e1 at len!'t. 
that the Bosjeamans had directed their course entirely westward, that they 
might keep out of our way u much u possi~ · Aa the day, beeld•, befan 
to decline, it appeared more ad•iseable to give up any farther pursuit, aad r•t 
satisfied with the assurance that the great borde of this Goedhart would aot 
incommode us on our way. According to the quantity of tracks, our coloai•• 
•timated the cattle that they bad with them · at a buoclred oxeo, aDd three. 
~undred sheep. With such a stock, the Bosjeamans become shy and full offeare.; 
and are not likely to think of commencing an attack. They are not ~rfectly: 
happy till all is eaten, and they are secure that their prey cannot be takee from. 
them. Such a stock therefore does not last for more than a few wee.ks, since 
all the Bosjesmans, f~r and near, when they hear of the fare that is to be had, 
hasten to partake of it, and the company does not separate till every moawel is
demolished. 

We p~rsued our way through the long gaping vallies of the Ka,ree mGUD• 
tain1, to the river above mentioned, and rejoined our company at aight, the7 ~ 
having already pitched the tents by the Schietfontein at the foot of the largest 

· and most prominent of these hills. A flock of bartebeests being met by the :., 
way, a Hottentot had shot one ·of them: as it was too late to carry it away 
the same evening, we covered it with some bushes which we tore up, and 
Jasteniog a white handkerchief to them, as a little flag, we hoped that the lions 
and hyenas would be frightened by its waving about, and not venture to attack: 
our hooty. This is a very common experiment, but oot always crowned witll 
iuccess : in the present instance it succeeded very happily: the animal wa1 
found the next morning untouched, and was brought home in safety to our 
camp. Near the river two of these animals were lying dead. From the. 
bareaesa of their skins in many places, they appeared to have died of an.
eruptive disorder, which the .colonists call brandzieku, aoci which often in ver, -
dry ·season, carrie1 off numbers of animals. 

The Field-Cornet Olivier, and another young colonist who was to aocolhpao.J) 
•s, had promised to follow in a few days, and were to overtake us, at the Iateat. 
at this place. Here therefore we 1topped for a day, which I emplqyed in a. 
bunting party among tbe Karree mountains. . I took •• my aasociates aome ·of 
our :Ho1tentot1 who were the best, shots ; and as I bad made my•lf acq"ainted · 
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tt.e da1 ltetore with the eo11ntry to the wat, I aow climcte4 .m.y oou'" 
eutward•. · , 
· ·(t ia dillleuJt to give • adequate idea of die deeert wildoesa of the~ 

IIIOlntllina. The rugged forme of the mountain, in the Lower BokkeveJd. 
aN the lofty jagged musea of tee Black Mountains, witb their deep wooded 
«lella, utoaiab, aod make an imprenion on the miud that is au-froauUsagreeable. 
In these wide gaping nUiea, on the contrary, where uote tree o, a buab is to. 
1te eeee, oot .a ltream or a blade of grass, where the mountain, around are 
in the form of a ball, a tower, or a table, where the naked tcough-like appear. 
ance flf the low-grounds contnsts with the wavy linea of the heights, and the 
1mooth rounded •idea mtigue with their uoiformity,-io aucll a frightful 
10titude, the firet impreasioo made can be only silent melancholy and repug
na11oe. The whole country may Yrery well be compa~d to d1e sea in a 
violent storm, when the waves rise to a mountainous height, and naked vaHies 
alene are lb'etched oat beneath. TJ.,e eye is carried betwee11 1B01JAtaio1 
dm>agh •allie1 stcetcbed iar beyond auy diataoce that it can reach, and at 
every new tumiog a new labyrinth opeoL Not a trace i• to he 1ee11 of tae 
nlteya e•er being trodden by human feet, yet ia .no direction i1 the way 
obstructed t>y a.cks or wooda. Not-a plantthri,.,e1 here wlaieh could furnull 
.feed to a ma~ were be driven ·to the utmost oeoeuity, •o t1lat even tae weq 
Boajesmaa tliea these vallies ; and there are probably aaoy ia1o which -.a 
bulnlllft being ever yet entered. lt i• over a •est -circuit that this mouotainMI 
eceMI ntellda. As far as we could ■ee the day before •odaiog else preeeot,ed 

itlelf to our view eastward, and we were assured that the ,end of it w0111d 
hardly lte l'eacbed io six day's journey. The mountain■ ron ia a reg.
li-rection from west-north-w-est to east-aoutb-eut, aed their Bat sumotia. 
appear to be tlte bigbest ground on t&e western aide of Southern Africa. U 
dae more· tliataot OIOll'llltai111 to the eut, in which are the 110Ufcea ,of tDI Onmge 
river, and which no one bas yet examioed. may perllaps be higher, it iuertaita . 
that the HIDOlit of the Komherg ia only oo a level willb tlte vaUey1 u the 
1'anee moootea, dleee nllies being at a laeight of from eigat hundred to~ 
tbee■-nd feet. Whether the extnlclirdiury foma of the mouot:aiM, their. 
equal lleigM, th lu:>l'-iaoolatity of their ...-cnit:w, tbe abeeooe of all traoea a 
any atighty eenwleiolt, 4o nt,t ~ a rery elev.ated eihlaliea. ·all a veq -
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early emersion from the great deluge!-I· must leave to experienced geologists 
to determine. 

Not without the most cautious observation to a,·oid iniasing our way in 
returning, did we proceed from one valley to another; and through what a 
length · of them did we go without discerning the least trace of any living 
creature. At length one of our Hottentots remarked a narrow path which 
seemed to have been beaten by ostriches. This we followed awhile, when, at 
turning round an-angle in the mountain, we perceived a flock of about thirty 
of these gigantic birds directly hefo_re us, and behind them a troop of quaggas, 
amounting to not less than eighty or a hundred.• As we approached them 
we were seen by the ostriches, who immediately took to flight, and were 
followed instinctively by the quaggas; for 1"ow different soever these 
animals are in their habits, they have a gl'Nt attachment to each other, and are 
almost ahv.ays found together. The quaggas follow the ostriches, as I have 
already mentioned, because the latter can see to ao great a distance, and there. 
fore sooner-discern food or danger; the ostrich, on the other hand, likes to 
associate with the quagga,. because his dung attracts a sort of large beetles, 
which are, to this bird's palate, great dainties. , 

It is impossible to restrain a young and eager Hottentot, fond of the cbue, 
from firing whenever an opportunity is presented. Little did it signify, 
therefore, that I represented to my lad bow wholly useJeu it was to fire at the 
quaggas, since we had at the moment an absolute supeiabundance of fresh 
ineat; besides, we were at such a distance, that it would be imposaible to carry 
any home. I encouraged him, however, to fire at an ostrich, because I wished 
to get the whole plumage of one, and all the moat important parts of the 
akeleton. He made a circuit lherefore on the slope of the hill, and c~me 
round the fugitives, so that be could with ease have taken aim at an ostrich; 
but the other was to him the more tempting morsel, and he brought down a 

• The annexed plate gi-Yes a yje" in the Karree mountains 1'hich. I sketched m71etr on our 
return. Tile general description of this country giYeD abon wlll beat explain the print. 0.trlche• 
and wlld.uaes, cited In the Holy-Scriptures u emblem• of aolitude, are here giYen aa the onl7 
inhabi&uu .t theee cleaolate regioa1. Tiley are to be auppoaecl ffying Crom the hunten, wlaoare 
-behind to tbe Jett, oat of fi&lat, u4 to be eeekiDg aome 1till more remote part of the moant.i• 

a:a a place ol reluge; 
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large quagga, evea the sllin of w~ieh we eouW not carry away. Jest as I had 
collected together some few remarkable plants and insects, and we were about 
te make a retrograde movement, and eeek our camp agaia, a large rainooeros . 
appeared in eight: a& first it seemed to graa leisurely, but, as we approached, 
i~ soddenly trotted off with amuiog veloeity.- · It was late in tbe afternoon 
when I rejoi ■ed my companions, very much tired, but not ungratified wita 
the seven hours that I had spent in d1ese researches. , Towards evening the 
weather became cloudy and rainy, and we had some difficulty to warlll 
ourselves. The next morning the atmosphere was enveloped in • thick fog, 
and the ground was covered with a white boar-frost; our tents were frozea 
quite stiff. We observed in the sequel tbat a like remarkable tum ia the 
weather almost always took wace at the change of the moon, but that it never 
contiuued above four-and-twenty hours. 

As the sun broke out about noon, and the companions whom we expected 
to join us did not appear, we detenamed aot to wait for them any louger,aod 
proceeded on our way through the Sc""ifomem,-po,ort; so a aarrow pua 
between the two principal ~roups of tbe Karree mountain is called. Aftet 
some hours, we arrived at a large plain, ioclosed with mountains, the 
summits of which had the absolute .forms of cones and towers, and which 
might be about six . miles in diameter. Some of our people, who were sent 
forwards with spades and pick.axes to level the worst places in the road for 
our waj:!goes,. having surpri9ed a party of l3olvesmans, went up to them in a 
friendly manner, hoping to draw them into ~onversation ; they, however, fled 
immediately, and Yaniahed with i11c:redible 11peed among the mountains. · 

To our great joy we remarked that the ram of the day before bad been Jiere 
..ery abunclant, and . that ~here was much more vegetation in the valley than in 
1Gme parts through which we had passeti .. Onealmab fell under my observatioa 
which was very remarkable; every twig from tbe- rG»Ot upwards·, even Co the 
smallest, came forth by three together, so that each one formed with those that 
stood by its side, as well as with the principal stem, an angle of a hundred and 
twe.nty degrees,-that is, . the .third part of a complete circle. This shrub is 
known to the colonists by the name of the Tri-lhom; it appears tQ b~ q( the 
Lyeia. family,. ha.ving this property ia common w~th that tribe,. th" the ead 
twig iwalwaywabarp pointed. As,. however, not the, J.e&N IPaoeioffMtor:loH 
was to be found upon it, I must leave it for future travellers to' exmrinei tl1'9 
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very t'emarkable plant, aod determine its class. Some o•her shr_ubs. of larger 
growth, 11·hich we bad seen within the last few weeks, were algo flourishing here 
in full leaf, but none were i.n flower. Farther on in the plain the flowers of 
some of the smaller liliaceoua plants were already blown. 

Here also the larger sorts of game, as hartebeests, elands, ostriches, and 
quaggas, were in the greatest abundance. \Vhole flocks of them were to be 
seen wherever our eyes were directed. We all dispersed ourselves nbout 
Jitferent ways upon our horses, and all succeeded in killing something. One 
ofus having discovered a pool of water in the midst of the plain~ it was deter
mined that our camp should be pitched near it, so that the whole booty we had 
made might be safely 1towed. When we reached the place, one of our waggons 
was entirely unloaded, fresh oxen were yoked toh, and it wa11 sent round t~ 
coUect the produce of our day's sport. Though all was not to be found, a very 
heavy load was.brought home. Among the prey were two elands, that weighed, 
one seven hundred, the other five hundred pounds, with a hartebeest, 
•everal stooe.aotelopes, • and an ostrich. The latter I had shot myself. 

Such a bunting party aa this must be reckooedooe of the principal amuse
ments afforded by a journey through these solitary African regions. No great 
dexterity i1 requisite to find ample sport in a country abounding so with wild 
animals; a good gun and a well.trained horse, are the principal requisites for 
that purpose. Moat of the colonista have hones so well-trained, thnt though 
JittJe promise appears in their exterior, they are found to have acquired by long 
practice 10 high a degree .of dexterity and understanding, that the sportsman 
rider baa acarcely any occasion to guide or to stop them. When onoe weU
aecuatomed to following the game, no IIOQllerBN they put into purauit of one 
-object in particular, tban .they never 1ufi'er themselves to be diverted from it . 
by the intervention of any other: they follow that, and that alone, not with an 
eager pace, but a constant steady gallop, which by degreee .wearies out the 
animal pursued. When they are got near enough to the object, a &ignal with 
dl• mouth is sufficient to make them atop, ao that tbe rider may take his aim 

• Theee two latter ipeclea of aotelopea hate too many l)'■tematic names for me to put them 
down he19, witb011t, at dae aame time, pnnc an aapte jaatUicatJon of the familiar name by which 
J-.Te co ... DlyOlla.l tlNm. I parpoee, tlaenfore, la aaother place to explain myself more full7 
witb ft&lftl to tbe wit.- ... apedea, and elaaidMl-11116•.JI...._. 

&ei 
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eecurely. If the shot fails, the horse waits patiently till his master bas loaded -
his piece again, and then resumes the pursuit with the saine steady perse
verance as before. Sometimes it is better to dismount to take the aim, but 
then the horse may be left enlirely to himself; be stands perfectly still; nay, 
.the rider may even rest the gun upon bis neck or back to fire, and be assured 
.that he will never move. Dogs are of little use in pursuing the game after 
this fashion, because the colonists do not understand how to train them suffi
ciently so as to restrain their ardour; and because they find it better for 
pursuing the -lion and the tyger, that they i.hould retain a certain degree of 
wildness. 

The following morning was passed in salting and smoaking the best parts 
of our newly-acquired stores. The Hottentots, according to their . usual 
custom, cultheirsharesof the fleshintosmall strips, and hung them upon the 
bushes to dry. The smell of this brought around us an incredible number of 
hungry ravens, coruus albicollis, which were scarcely to be driven away. From 
this circumstance our colonists gave the place, which as yet was without a 
name, that of Kraayenkraal. ,This day again we saw a vast deal of game very 
near us, but as they .were only the same sorts 0f which we had already so great 
plenty, they were spared. The quaggas even came among our cattle as they 
were grazing, and fed quietly with them; a proof how little,shy they are in 
a place where they are scarcely ever pursued. I had plenty of employment 
now for some days, . in preparing the skulls, and other remarkable parts ie 
the skeletons of the animals that we had taken, for being deposited in my 
collection. 

The number of birds of prey, particularly the large vulture, increased so 
much, that we thought it better to make room for them, and at noon we 
proceeded -00 our way. Though we had left these voracious creatures abun
dance both of flesh and entrails, they soon followed us, and continued to do 
so during the whole of 01,1r journey. That they were always the same birds 
.was proved, because, whenever we killed one, we invariably found in its maw 
~ome of the relics that we had left at our camp of the night before. .After 
amusing ourselves very much with hunting in the course of the day, we .came 
in the e,·ening to a spring, now dried up, which has the name of the Gr,1fl
fontein-the fountain of the grav:e; a name given. to it because the brother 
of our companion .Krieger liet ,buried here. W_hile these two brothers, duriOi; 
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their banishment, lived among the Corans on the other side of the Orange river, 
they often used to go with the natives to shoot elephants. On one of these 
occasions they found several elephants together, which they ,began to chase 
in all directions. The elder Krieger had already killed one, and while the 
Corans were cutting it up, he went in pursuit of another which had been 
fired at. Probably he ventured too near, his shot failed again, and he was killed 
by the elephant. c~rtain it is, that _ when some, of the Corans a few hours 
after went to seek for him, they only found his corp&e lying on the declivity of 
a hill, dreadfully disfigured. Their first suspicions fell, not upon the elephant, 
but upon · their hereditary enemies the" Bosjesmans, a little horde of whom 
they had met at a spring. Without any farther reflections, they immediately 

· sought them out, attacked them with their kirris and their hassagais, and put 
every one to death. · 

This horrible deed was performed before the younger Krieger returned from 
the strifes of the day, when too late he proved to them by the most indisputable · 
tokens that his brother must have been trodden to death by the elephant. He 
then had the corpse brought hither for interment: it was deposited n_ot far 
from the spring, and he raised a sort of wall over the grave, of pieces of slate 
stone piled together, intending it at once as a simple monument to his memory; 
anc! a defence to his remains. This wall being now somewhat dilapi
dated, h~ calmly occupied himself in repairing it, without -appearing in the 
slightest degree affected with the recollections attached to what he was 
doing.· The large elephant gun which he carried was the same that his brother 
had in hi1 hand upon tliis ·disastrous occasion, and he pointed out ' a seam 
upon the stock as a proof with what eagerness the elephant must ha Ye trodden 
it to the ground. The death of this brother laid indeed the foundation of 
his receiving his pardon ; since he now proved that the deceased was · the 
contriver and instigator of the crime for which they were banished, that lie 
had himself only been deluded into it as an accomplice. Thus it appeared, at 
least, from the act of pardon : he himself never said a word to us upo~ die 
iubject. He indicated to me the place where the Bosjesmans were ~illed, · 
and I went thither, in hopes of finding a complete skull; but' the · liotia had 
broke all the ~ones to pieces, and strewed them about. 1 • 

.• 
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CH.AP. XLIY. 

Great mant of Water.-The Salt Lake,.-Jokc1 among thr Tra'Oelling Parly.-7"'4 
Modderfontein ·,-st.'Oeral MeetingJ with Bo1jesmans.-The Great Ri-cer•, Gate. 

, · -Arri'DOI at Ike Ora11ge Ri-oer.-De,cription of thi1 Ri-oer.-.Arduou, Pa.uage O"Oer 
: 11.-Yuit, from Bosjm11an1 and Cqffres0 on the other Side,-Bands of Hottelflol ,uul 

. Ewopean Ro,1,Hr, inhabit~ tM Co11Rtry.-Tlie Small•Po.r ,·eported to be raging 
; ""'f''W the SaTJage,, . 

. Ws now proceeded through another pass, which carried u11 entirely out 
()f the Karree mountains; and, before the sun was gone down, we were pre
~eoted with a vie\V of their northern front. The country became, at every 
ltep, more level, more sandy, and more barren. Fresh traces of human foot
lteps, which we, however, found, occasioned us to press forwards; that, if 
possible, we might overtake those by whom they had been made. But our 
~ltdea.voura were useless. Towards evening, the cold became very piercing; 
,od continued increasing, till at length we could not sit upon our horses. 
:We were obliged to dismqunt, and proceeded on foot, aa Jong as the moon 
•ft'orded u1 light. Our horses seemed ·to feel themselves so much in oeed of 
~ur protecti(¥l, that they followed us voluntarily: there was no occasion to 

,ead t.~m; not the least disposition was shewn by them either to go on before 
e>r to linger behind .. 

A ~Ul, which had been pc,inted out to u1 as the b0unda11y of our day', 
J.oumey, w-. at length reached, at the momen& when the 111000 was goioi 
do,ro; buJ \~e ,pring, at which we had hoped to refresh ounelve1 and ou_r 
~ttl~ lfU dried up : Dot a drop of water remained jq it,. We formed our 
little ca~p UJ)der th«, lhe!t,r of ~ immeoae wall of ro.ck, and 111ade a la~ 
fiN\, wbich revived us ·v.ery much. . During the night, we all kept watch by 
iurna, with loaded gu~, to &u~ both ourselves and our cattle api0&t the 

· lions, o·umerous traces of which we had seen in the 1aods. Soon after mid• 
· ~ight · the rest of our company arrived with the waggona. The oxen were 
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extremely fatigued', and had great need of rest; so drat the want ot water 
embarrassed us exceedingly. If in the next day·s journey we· were still to 
find the spriugs dried up, our eituation would be such as to gi..,e mtrch cguse 
for reflection, and that not of a · -.ery pleasant nature. lt was thereto~ 
resolv~d to send some of our people forwards, to examine fhe sitoatiorr o(the 
country farther on-, that we might return back in time, if it shonld be found 
10 unfavourable as to preclude the execution of our- enterprise. While they 
proceeded on their way, we enjoyed, round our fire, as much rest as cold 
and thirst would aftow us ; 11nd having become, by degrees, very much 
accustomed to hardships and·privations, we resigned ourselves to our situation 
with tolerable philosophy. At three o'clock in the morning we set out again, 
that, in case of good tidings being brought, as little time as possible might be 
Jost in taking advantage of them.• Many of the company condemned th~ 
·haste as very imprudent, but they were obliged to comply. We had secretly 
resotved, notwithstanding any difficulties that might be presented, to pen~
trate at least ·as far as the Orange river. This, at the utmost, could not be 
more than three day's journey from the spot where we were ; so that it w~s. 

Tery little farther to go on thither, than to return again to the last spring w_e 
bad quitted, ·· · 

As noue of our messengers were returned by noon, we began 1 to cherish 
yery plea&ing pre80ges, since it , was agreed that one should teiorn) aria 
give us -intelligence if 110 water was found in the first six hollrs • . ·They 
bad indeed discovered a spring·; and a woke; which began to be visible 'a(a 
distance, rising from a tire they had· made, soon converted our hopes into· :a 
joyful certainty. ·,We hailed with shout« a little l>oof of dirty water, about 
ten feet in diameter; whi-ch,though supplied : by a sp-rrng frickli'ng ~o g,entfy 
as to be bu, -just perC"eptible, seemed to us ·a1i invatoa·Me freaso're. ft' wda 
not without cousitlerable trouble that ·we could restrafn··the ho~s- tmd o:ken, 
whose tltirst hHd not been allayed fo'r now near1y two cfay,; tiff we ourselves. 
bad drank ·, at\d tilt-they were somewhat cooled, The- pool was tfren eaJa,ged 

; .. : . • ~.;'.I ·1 • ' • 

. ' . 
• 'J his place "!,•• cal~~d by ~ur guides Blesforttein., th~u~ .b,: o~ra: i~ is .c,lled B~Jfelho"',,. 

l>euuae a Coran · Jlotteotot wa_s once nearly trod!l~n to death here bJ !' l>u~ai:c,. ·.A. !h• ~
•ad beeQ lame from ~at time, ·me abo,e name-wil che11· to him, anil tlie~ce ~raua!er~ _to tJi.. 
.,...,,, ,'.' • •. •• , j .,I , ' \ ' ( I •. ,. ' lt I••,• • ,1 : ••,• •' ! r, , ••-•I 
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and deaned; but, notwithstanding. this, the momentary supply was whoJly 
exhaijsted,. before the turn came for the last ox to drink. 

Very near this piace we arrived at a perfec\ plai 11, of sQme houri in circum
ference; which, in _very heavy rains, is filled entirely with water, and resem
ble~ a lake. When it dries again, after having been thus overflowed, it is 
~overed with a thick crust of natron. Iu tht;; situation th~ valley so entirely 
.resembles a frozen lake, that eTen in going over it, from the glitter of the 
_natron, and the crackling of the salt under the feet, any one might easily be 
deceived into the belief that they were actually going on ice. The crust waa 
in many places, particularly about the middle, where the moisture had coo
t.ioued the longest, from two to three lines th1ck, and might be br•ke off in 

_large lumps. On every side the footsteps of game of various kiods were 
perfectly traced in the salt, so that 1 had to regret the brittleness of the 
crystals, which wou]d not resist impressions. This place is generally calJed 
the Chalk Fountain, the base of one of the hills consisting eQtirely of a white 
chalk, while higher up it is composed of a variety of minerals running one 
into the other. By some the name of Jonkerfontein is given to the spot • 

. Our business, while we rested here, was confined to writing down our 
journals; to little excursions about the country; and to some domestic 
labours for the advantage of the whole party. As night closed in, the· whole 
company usembled round a large fire near the camp, and w~igbed, in com
mon, the hardships and dang~r~ which bad been surmounted, and those 
which the following day might bring. , Not (ar from us several smaU fires had 

,been mad~.• and the $laves were occupied in preparing our .supper. The 
Hottentots, more accustomed to the want of wood, were <:ontent rather to 
,sutfer ~~mew hat from cqld, thap take the trouble of collecting hushes to mak~ 
,a 6~ We found them even sleeping near our fire, and permitted our joYial 
yo~ng..mea t~ IQake a noise and frighten them, that they might recollect they 
_oug~ to.be upon the watch. While they were sitting half asleep, our wags went 
~lily to a .~ittledistance, and sbot a c:;oupl~ of arrows from a Bq$jesman's bow~ 
No sooner did the slumberers hear the twang of the spring, and perceive th, 
shafts falling·-1,ythem, than they sprang up hastily, almost tumbling ~~er 
each other, to get their.arms f•om the waggon. They were received there 
with a loud burst of laughter from the people about. . 
. For thi1 joke they afterwards took ample revenge. As the a;ame young, 
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men were amu1ing themselves one· dar-k evening · with . setting . fire to some. 
dried reeds, about two h-iuadred paces from our 'camp, and were vastly de-; 
lighted with the crackling ~nd aparkling they made, some ·-of the Hottentot& 
stole directly behind the reeds; and, · with the shell of • an ostri~h's egg,, 
imitated the roaring of; a lion so naturally, repeating it three times, , every. 
time as if nearer than the former, . that .at length the yopng men, · recollecting• 
~hat t~ese reeds were a -favourite : haunt of the lions, . raQ away, screaming
Tiolently, and came almost breathleH ~t> .the camp. These, and similar kind 
of jokes, contributed very much · to the maintenance of good humour, in a. 
journey which was otherwise very monotonous. The evening was passed : 
among-us amid sportive sallies relative to the Bosjesmans aud lions; among the 
colonists•in singing hymns; and among the Hottentots with dancing and other • 
pastimes. After supper we separated,some to our rest, some to mount guard., 

About noon the following day we set off' again; and, after travelling some 
hours, found the rest of the avant-coure"r,, who had been dispatched in i,earch,. 
of water. They were seated by a spring, which, like the former, waa near a _ 
salt lake, and was strongly impregnated wich ,natroo. They had s1,1rprised a -
Bosjesman here, who, . when they came pretty near him, ran a,vay with . 
almost incredible swiftness ; but, after much search, he was found crouching 
under a bush, rolled up nearly as round as a ball. They took from him his_ 
weapons, and brought him to us. He told us, _through the i!}tervention of 
the interpreters, that he belonged to a little horde, whose usual aLode was ~t, 
tlie distance of some days' journey; and tb4lt he had been for several day 5: 
out on the chase, but had not shot any thing: he therefore begged that his 
weapons might be resto~d. His arrows were examined, when only five were 
found fit for use, very slightly poisoned, and . without iron plates. H~ 
asserted .that be knew .nothing of the robberies of hit countrymen, nor of 

. the situation of the people who lived farther up the country. As he ap
peared -under ireat appreheoaion, it was signified to him that no injury 
should be done him; but that we would always be the friends of every one 
of his nation who abstai~1ed from robbery. His . bow and arrows were then , 
restored to him; and, as he gave us to understand that he was very hungry, a 
large piece of cooked meat was presented him to eat directly, and a quantity 
of smoked· eland's flesh as store for bis journey.. He, however, devoured 
the whole -~m~ediately with the utmost diapatch, . roasting the latte~ in the 

VOL. IJ. I' f 
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•hea, white be wu regaling oa tile fonwr. He thee begretl for-b••"Y-
tobacco : the latter he atufted in .. • reetl, and 111DOkecl with 1ucb, eage,._., 
that he was 900D completely illto•icated, alMI fell down sen•less. - He bad 
■ea pt1fl'ed out lhe 1moke a• be ioba18' it. but had awalJowed every monel. 
Our Hottentota rolled him abeut upon the ground; end aatwe u1i1ti~ to 
tltrow up what a&cted him, he at length came to himaelt: He sooa after 
began eating again, aod evinced such complete eatilactin at tbe hespitalit1 
we had shewn him, that we propo&ed his accompanying u1 for the remainder 
of our journey, with liberty to quit us whenever he might nh it. He 
readily accepted the proposal, and immediately sought himeelf out a place 
near our tent, where he slept quietly the whole night. The aext morDiag. 
however, when we were about to depart, be 1eemed seized w~ta a 11Udden 
panic. At first he began to steal away ilily and ,lowly; but 50011, wbeo 
he thought he was far enoul!h, he set off' nm■iog with such ■wiftaea, tltat be -
was out of sight in a few momenn.. 

The place where we had now stopped is calJed Moddetfonteio. It is re
markable from a row of hill• which begin here, stretching a considerable way 
eastward, and which appear to be composed entirely of a pale green. semi
transparent quartz. No particular regularity of strua was to be obserYed; 
b~t here and there large masses seemed loosened from the geaeral maas, aacA 
were either standing free, J.ike pillars with their points erect, or lying io Jarp 
cubica1 blocks at the foot of the hill. The aterior of the stone w1a in some 
parts more, in some less, affected by the weallher. Man,y pieces bad nearly 
lost their transparency: when fresh btoken, they were 1titl clear withm, sud 
every where intenperaed with flakes of mica. The nearest hill to us was 
about a hundred feet high, very steep, almost entirely naked;-with only a few 
plants growing upon the summit, or shooting out from tile intenticea. Amoog 
them I observed, with great pleuure, some of the larger aloe species; tbingw 
we had not seen since we quitted the Bokkeveld. I considered tJus as aa 
earnest that we were getting ioto a better country, and I did not find myself 
deceived in the expectation. 

In an hour from our setting out, we came to a third nliey, la,ger than 
either of the othen, and, like them, covered witla natron. At the farthu 
end of the valley we discerned five men, whom, on examiniag--tbem with our 
glasses, we determined to be· Boejeemana. I made my way up to them, 
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Namml, taking an interpreter with me; afid though at first they seemed dis
posed to fly, by calling and making signs, we succeeded at length in prevail
ing upon them .to stop. They all wore little mantles of antelope skins, which 
served as a proof that they lived ·by the chase r«lther than by robbety, My 
companion employed all his eloquence in their language, to persuade them 
to go with us, but without success, tiJI he gave them a little tobacco, and 
promised them plenty ·more; if they would come to our camp. On this they 
accempanied us, holding, by the way, an eager conversation with each other, 
which my companion could not understand entirely ; fot he remarked that 
they made ute of a di1leet very different from that of their countrymen on 
the borders of the colony. One said tbai they belonged to the other side of 
•, Garitp, so they ctll the Or1tn1,?e river, and had come hither only in pursuit 
of game. They had already shot, he said, two ostriches and an eland ; and 
therefore proposed soon to return. When we asked whether ttiey did noi 
let lheir women partake of their booty, they answered that they had ants · and 
Jocu1t1 ~enough, so tliey bad ' themselves eaten all they bad kitted. T-h~ 
91>okaQJan-lled-a good open countenance, wi.tb very stmill lively ey~, which 
sparkled with joy •hen the promised tobacco, and some brandy, wer~ given 
to him and bis ~iates. He was ·obliged to repeat every _thing three 
times before lie-c011ld make Viscber comprehend hit meatting-; ' and he 
fbunrd no '.J• ,difficulty. in understanding •ny ' queitiori put to hian~ The 
•guage of t~ people · had, indeed, a •ery: diff'erent sottnd froth that td 
which we were aceu1tomed. · They spoke in a "lety high tone, particularly in 
t1be laat syllahle of a senrence, which was uttered like a loud shout; and sunk, 
by degreee, 't11to • towi and'faint !oile~ · ·Some 6f these •ounds contihued eveti 
fbr fh•r•ot ft.~ aeeondt~ · At taking' lene they begged· rot morf! btandy1 which 
wu- n!fa84ldl them ;i but instead bf it' th~y ;were repled ·with roasted tne•t. 
We pte 1bwa also • · -live ~ -to fall~ t@ tb~r wim ,and cbildteu. They 
Nemed, tlowever• not to thiok 1of.gc,iog *"~• ·bdttungt!d tbemselves tound a 
•~ ·to: 1M ·thew -dinner~ : ,Jn: ir · &Hott: tf m~-a Hotterttot ~'1me. and' fold'. us that 
th.,- had:-already tilled their theeJJ, 1lnd •~ lmsied m clevotrrlng it. ltideed~ 
1heirvbnieiey ache.I lo us the utmostasconislmrent. Wi~otit skiaaing the 
llllimal,: tbtiy tut ouc -,e pieces; threw tbedt,-'all ' bloody, iota -the &-e; 
•ben• ·tbej .aou -Witbdtew them; and ! th~ 'began to- eat, •applyiag their _ 
plllli81i•.tle -•beri 1rilh ~h pitee,. : T~ •v w._. •mall,', oot: ftfghfolr 
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~ore than about thirty-six po~nds; yet it appeared scarcely cotnpfeben1ible 
to_ us, that it was all devoured in less than an ho·ur. Some of the .entrails 

thE>y kept, and had wound them round their legs. They remained at our 
camp all night, and went away early in the morning, without taking any 
farther leave. 
. \Ve now arrived at a pass between two bigh mountains, which is called, by 
the colonists, the Great . River's Gate. Here, for the first time since we 
quitted the Karroo, :we saw some mimosas ; and the place where we now 
pitc;hed our camp appeared to us, on that account, very pleasant. The want 
of water was m,ore easily , supported, as we had brought some barrels of this 
neceuary article from the place where we last re~ted, and we found good 
pasture for our cattle • . Besides, the .Orange river was not now at a great 
distance, and . we w.ere hastening forwards to reach it as soon as possible. 
Befo.:e we quitted the place, I .ascended one of the bills: the chain, of which 
~tforms a part, stretches to some extent from east to west, running parallel 
with the Great river. . I . saw, with no small -delight, the vallies lying before 
µs, displaying ,a ricller verdure than any we had yet traversed: aod, upon the 
declivity of the . bill, I found several, beautiful plaots: some were ·even -in 
blow. · From.all.these things it was ·evident tbat we were getting into a better 
soil~ and ~ .more benignant cliOl&te. . The plants were almost aJl ,new to me.· 
There were not only succulent plan,s, such as the 'Jl'i"er t,·ee, :-and others of 
lhe aloe tribe, but flowers of the fine~t perfume, and the richeat hoes, belong .. ' 
ing to the tribes jiuticia, · ,a/via, .acantlnu,, riiellia, ~nd other,. 

The usual signal for our departure being.given, that ,ia tp·say; chree smacks 
l"ith on~ of th~ long colonist. w~er'.s whip~ ·:,".hj~fl,lll~ -b~ ;heard to 'the : 
distance of half ~~ : ~o.ur, I . \V:IJS too sQ9,n: oblige~ :to cQnelude m)' walk, ·and · 
rejoin my c<>;mpao_y • . I, how~v#r,.fcnm~ ill ;our .rqutEt,' ~hie~; lay- through 
.a wi~e ~pread, v~~ley, many' ,~;pgs to· _at\r!lCt °'1Y att«;n~ioo~ .Alcnoet every , 
qij~ct presented ~~EtW, _and~t ~,v~ry; atrj~ing,JorQl, 1T~e,greater part of. 
t)le ~~i~lu~ta_ were .compq~ Qfa 1lyuh1 "!iJh f•tJi~ey )~ff~s Jnd •t,Qog thom• 

· ~pn:~~ _backwards; by th~, mya,lf,. P.S :~~IJ-,p~ ffly· l:l()ttel)tot, lt'ete : ill~Y· 
,;~es •~ugh~, as we ;eod~avo.~ . to ~ze .. '9JD.e .\'Ofy.1fi~ ~et}t)tJ, dffit,wero 
~itting,uwn .tb~ bu,abes.~ ;D~~ ~qui~ w~ ~sen~ 01,n~dves.1wi~h~¥t,;much · 
~i~u~~Y., , -an~ h~vi~g,qur 1c_l~h~ .,ter~,, ,, "4nf~UR~~~ 1~be.:~ 'h-4 not., 
1t t~ia,ti?)e, ~it.her fr':lit,.o~14o;w~.-i ~ri~~r; af.ter."~4, _. !9l~•l#fJ, ,.fh&Aiwll,n; 

~ ·1 'l 
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' he q'uitted the country, he had . carried cuttings with him to his own bou&e, 
and had raised hedges from them, which, on account of the thorns, were impe• 
netrable to all beasts of prey, even to the jackal. Besides . these, I saw several 
sorts of .lgcium and ceatrum, covered over with the most beautiful insects!' 
Among tbe latter I particularly distinguished the bupresti• interp,m,:,ata, and 
the-gryllus mola. The former is one of the largest and most beautiful beetles 
of Southern Africa, the latter an animal of the most paradoxical conforma. 
tion : both were hitherto wholly unknown to me. Upon these bushes I 

· observed, in many places, a parasite plant, with very fine deep red flow~,• 
which was a real ornament to the valley. The rocks too partook of the same. 
character of novelty as the plants; . Several specimens which I brought 
with me have been classed by German mineralogists as entirely new .moun
tain productions. t 

Occupied as I was with such a variety of interesting objects, I lingered 
behind the rest of the party, and did not reach the banks of the Orange riTer 
till some hours after them ; so that I found our camp already fortned, under 
the shade of some tall trees. The s_ight of the river, a rapid stream, with it1 
lofty banks richly shaded by trees, was mOlt transporting to us, after travelling 
eo long through a barren waste, often i1nwailtof water. Tbe present low. state 
of tbe water, and an island in the midst . of the river, which concealed half its 
breadth from us, at first diminished very much, in our idea&j the represeota. 
tion given by our guides of th• frightful tiepth nnd force of the atteam. Oo 
examination, however; it was eaay to see, that, . under other circumnancei, 
tba& repreaeotatioo would be f01,1nd in no way exaggerated~ :The proper bed 
of the river ia about twenty feet deeper .tbaa the . nearest Jevel grouad •; and 

• M. Wendland, principal gardener In the botaDic gatden' ~t Heri!9'a\1Mn, -detetmtlied thle 
pint to be a )181' -,ecies; and, to do honour to my little merit., ga-,e It -, nlmt, aecler 1'11111 
jt is 41~~~ •ong bia Colkction of Natir,e and Fori,ip PIGnt,, Vol. II. '{ab. a; Pior...~ 
}Vildenow ~• howe-,er, reat~rcd it to the species lorantAu,, Crom ,which _it -,..-~ea putr ~n ~ 
number of ita. filaments. . . 

t U oder this description comes the truefibroUi IJUllrts, which the prloclptl phyalclan, Coun~lot 
KlaJ>Toffl, aamlned, and hu detcribed in the Magillne of the Berlin Society'• ~ lo t1" 
lfff'Hl'W in'4J Na1"1'III Hutora for th. Y•• 1811. l "'· J 
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die distaace of the baoka from each other .in the broadest pert, iqcludiog 
lhe ialand, is, according to au accurate measurement, one thousaod seven 
hun~d ud twenty Rhenish feet. The greatest part of this breadth was at 
present dry. Bach um that enclosed the island might have water to the 
breadth of a buadred and forty, or a hundred and fifty feet, at the utmost. 
The i.land itself may be about six hundred feet in breadth. It is evident to 
an accurate obsener, that this whole breadth is sometimes entirely filled 
1Vitb water; that even the island itself is aubmerged. Bunches of grass were 
now hanging to the treea that grow upon it, and the banks bore fresh marks 
of the force with which tbe stream must have rushed oloag. Sometimes 
even, though very rarely, it overflows its high banks, and spreads itself over 
the sum,11nding country, quite to the foot of the nearest mountains. Some 
of our companions -said, that they had seen it in this state four years before; 
and pointed out, as a proof of the truth of their assertions, some large trunks 
of tr~ lyiog at a certain height upoo the hills on both sides, which must 
indisp1nably have been carried thither by the waters. The breadth of the 
river moat then have exceeded a geographical mile; and, at a moderate com~ 
patation, if: must have riaen. at leat fifty feet higher than it was in its present 
atale. It would, bowe .ver, be a great error to ascribe this pr..odigious inulida
ei9n 1D tba ~al -immoderate swelling of the whole ma• of waters. It 
•ias from the stream being confined, about a German mile and half lowet 
down, in • Yery narrow chum between two iteep rocks . At both eJtda of 
.iua atreigh•, the bills •~tch &om the north aud aooth eo as almoe1 eo f9rm ~ 
dam, end appear aa if, io ancient times, they had enclosed a lake, the waters 
bf .w-hic~ by degreee, bore dowu this dam in the lowest part, and forced 
themselves a way through. If, aa is sometimes the· case during the summer 
uioiltbs, violent arid-contiiufea 'tbunder --ahowers · fall aforig' tlie· banks oT the 
Jiver,,Nld, among the lliUs to the east, tbi1 narrow chaam .ia wbQlly iuadequate 
.. ~ a , P•-. to t.he boiiy of water which poun Jown; aad# tua 
,epellej •m going forw&Nh with the rapidity · necessary fO't eany,ng it 
tiff, the water must sprea4' itself out on each side. For t'1i1 reason the 
~aters n.se'. higher just io this spot . tbao in any other part. Oo t~e northern ,id_ ctf ~ iiver •me ,eraaiua are to be di1ceroed of the old bed of a river: 
that. i• to aay; the same pebbles ar.e fouN there, . ia abuntluee. aa...., 
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which comJ>Ne the upper stratum in the baek1 of c1M preset1t riffr; namel1, 
aga~ jasper, and chalcedony. Some of these are nry large, and of gn~t 
N&uty. · · 

Ma■y of the trees which ornament the banks of the river are of a eonsictet,. 
able height. Among them may be particularly distis,guished the lfiz!l'l''
•eu:101MdU8 ol Protessor Wildenow, vulgarly called the brt.ffe,W, tAorn •. The 
stem of this tree is rarely more than two feet in thickoes9. Tbe branchu BMi 

all set with thoro3; which grow by pairs, the one of which stands erect, the 
other curYes backwards. Lower down, on the Pteep banks, are mimo~ 
fifitferent sorts of willows, and Kar,eeb,u/,es. .~mong th~ latter the coloni1t,1 
include several sorts of -,hus. Between these, ·and farther into the plain, are 
many shrubs, particularly of the tri~es l!JftNa, culrum, ancl zygoplayll.l,m. To 
get down these banks to the river itself, it is best to follow the patha beat ~ 
the river-horses, in their nocturnal excursion■ on shore. Were not suet. 
evident traces of their pondc.-ous feet every where to be aeen, it woula 
appear almost impossible for such ao enormously massive ·body &o get up 81> 

ascent so sleep . 
As we found the water uncommouly low, it was resolved to attempt the 

passage of the river without any delay, lest a sudden increase of it shou141 
augment our difficulties. After a careful examination, that we might be ·sure 
of taking the moet commodious spot, and having, not without some tl'otlble,, 
made a path, we mounted our horses, and rode by the side of the waggoDI; 
while; for their greater security, we made some of Qur Houentott 1trip the•..: 
selves, and lead the oxen, that they might not swerve, in the slightest degree, 
to the right or to the left. One of the colonists, who thought all this cau. 
tion by oo mean■ neceseary, in going over a bank between the shore a1Ml ttt. 
island# deviated from the direction we bad taken, and fell into che boJieo of a 
river-horse, where he waa in the utmo9t danger of being- droweed:- he w• 
only extricated from bis perilous situation t>y the extraordinary etr~ngit~!.,and 
dexterity of his lu>rse. Two of our sheep were carried away b-y the ltfeam, 
and drowned. The deepest place we found was oa the other side of the 
island, where the water was !}early over the backs of our hor&e1, and pene
trated · into our waggons. As we had some reason to apprehend th~,, all the 
goods bad been raised and supported in the waggon•, 10 tha& nothing wu 
injured. No sooner had we aceompliebecl our antuom tuk, andreaclled elae 

, / 
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opposite shore, than we pitched our tents,. resolved to rest for a day, and reeruit 
our cattle after so much fatigue. Our guides, however, advised us not to stay 
here very long, since the fresh river-water might prove injurious to the oxen· 
after they had been io long accustomed only to ~rackiah water. We our
eelvee indeed found a great difference, and were forced in the end to confess 
that the river-water tasted vapidt and that the 1alt-petre water we bad drank 
for some time quenched the thirst better. 
• On the following day, early in the morning, Krieger's large elephant gun 

was fired several times to notify our arrival to Jhe Corans and Bosjesmaos of 
the neighbourhood. After some hours, two Bosjesmans actually appeared, 
who saluted us with their 't Abell, asked for some tobacco, and having re
ceived it, seated themselves behind a bush, by a little fire, to revel at their ease 
in the delight of smoaking. I devoted a considerable . time to· observing these 
men 'fiery accurately; and though, according to all that is related above, I most 
allow the validity of their claims to be classed among rational creatures, t 
cannot forbear saying that a Bosjesman, certainly in his mien, and al_l hia, 
gestures, has more resemblance to an ape than to a man. One of onr present 
guests., who appeared about fifty years of age. who had grey hair and a bristly 
lteard, whose foreheadt nose, cheeks, and chin, ,vere. all smeared over with. 
bl~k grease, having only a white circle round the eye washed clean with 
the .tears occasioned by smoakiog,-this man had the tr.ue physiognomy of 
the small blue Jpe of Catfraria. What gives the more verity to such a com
parison was the . vincity of bi1 eyes, and the flexibility of his eye-brows, 
which he worked up and down with ev-ery change of countenance. Even his 
nostrils and the cornel'I of his mouth, nay, his very ears moved involuntarily, . 
,xpress.ing his hasty transitions from eager desire to watchful distrust. Ther~ 
waJ not, on the contrary, a single feature in his countenance that evinced a 
coo11ciousoess of meµtal powers, or any thing that denoted emotions of the 
i;nind of a mil~er specie.a than what belong to man in his mere animal nature. 
Whee a piece of meat was giv.en him, and half rising he stretchecJ out a dis .. 
trustful arm to take it. be snatche~ .it. hastily. a_nd stuck it )mmediately 
into .the fire,.peering around with his little keen eyest as iffearing )eat ,omeone 
should take it away again :-all this was done with such looks and gestures, 
that aoy one .mutt have been ready te> swear he had taken the example of the:n 
entirely fromaq ape. He soon took the meat from the embers, wiped it hastily 
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,with his right hand upon his left ar{ll, and tore out large half raw bits with his 
.teeth, which I could see going cutir~ down his meagre throat. At length 
.when he came to the bQnes and entrails, as he couJd not manage these with his 
teeth, : he had recourse to a kuife which was hanging round his neck: with 

~this he cut off the piece wliich :he held in his teeth, close to the mouth _, witl~-
_out touching his nos~ or eyes,-a feat of dexterity which a person ·with a 
. Celtic countenance could not easily .have performed . When the bone wa!J 
. picked clean, he stuck it again info the 6re, and breaking it uetween two stone~ 
-~ucked out the marrow; . this done, he immediately filled the emptied boo~ 
:With tubacco. I offered hi1~ a clay pipe, which he declined; and taking 
the t i1ick hone a great way into his mouth, he drew io the smoke by lopg 
draughts, snapping his eyes like a person wbo with more than usual plea~u-~ 
.oriuks a glass of costly wine. After three or four draughts, he handed . th~ 
bone to his countryman, wh~ inhaled three or four mouthfuls in like ma,nper.:, 
and tbeu stuck it, still burning, into his leather bag, to be resefve~ f~ ftmir~ 
:occ·asions. . They both now looked at .me with complacence, and seemed ,.t~ 
.divert themselves very much at cny observing the~ with such eager curi<;>sily,. 
They did not leave us till we ourselves quitted the spot, but . we · could nq_t 
obtain .from them any information respecting their own countrymen or th~ 
Corans • 
. . Soon after them appeared a numerous horde of Catfrcs-people · whom. we 
little.expected to have seen here. \Vhen by means of our interpreters;we had 

.held a conversation with the chiefs of the party, one of whom waa .call~d 
Oalda, and the other Gola, both being, as we learnt, nephews of Sambeh, we 
found .that this party were emigrants from their.own country, and had beep 
.now fora considerable time established in these parts. The interpreter who 
had taken the Dutch name of Da nster, (Dancer) and who called himself th~ 
,corporal of the horde, had left his country about ten years before with a large 
. swarm of followers; bot he had soon, with a select few, separated himself from 
the rest, and retired to this neighbourhood. After remaining here awhile, 
be was driven · by want to seek refuge in the colony, where be hired biJDself 
to a farmer a& bis herdsman, while his co~panions . in like manner .. ~,ch 
procured t~emselves some means of gaining a subsistence. Having learnt the 
Dutch language, and served till he grew tired of his situation, he collected the 
greater part of his "band again about him, and establisned bim&elf with them 
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lJ}>on the banks of the Great riftf; a part of the country·whidtt wa,·beeome 
110 asylum for all the rabble that wet-e fbr any ..,ason outcasts frem the -co1eny. 
Here he became ac-quainted with some of the followen of rhe•wnstched Motten
'tot African-us, who W88 leaderofthe band that cut short the days ofitbe worthy 
·Pienaer, 8'S mentioned in the firet avolume of this work;• The fear of falling 
•into ·the hands of justice, afler havinr been guilty of ·such a crime, intJueed 
<the perpetrator to quit the colony entirely, and he retre&'ted at that time to 
,an island in:theriver, \\'here heintrenched ·himself very stron~ly, and whither be 
'always returned after a fortunate -predatory excursion. With this men, Deusteir 

'1,.y •degrees entered ,into ao -strong.a frit>Odship, that a plan was in agitation 
'to -unite their tw-0 hordes; when suddenly, in ,the absence of most of the 
'Oaffres., the few who:remained were slaughtered by AfricanUfl's band, and the 
~meo,aod children ,were:ca,ried away. Danster, ,too .weak to revenge him• 
.elf.~g1u, at Jeaat, 1o :seUhe prisonenJ,atlibeny, in .which he:succeeded ione 
:«lark night, when the rdbbe11 were..asleep, ;after having ,celebrated a festiwl 
'for-Mtnenewvictory,,with ·dancing a11d:brandy. He etole(to theplace, -and goc 
•the women :.-gain ·into.his :power, · but was .betrayed too · soon, before : be ,wu 
:>ible:ro·put 1Africanus, .with bis .eompaniona, 1to death as ·they-slept; he wu 

. 'eft11obliged to leave.the ,childreo;in .the power .of this .terribleHottentot. ;Fr.em 
that time Danster did not dare to remain any longer in the neighboumoo.d 

'of his former'friend,but went ,farther up the river, where, afterencountering:for 
1some ;timegreatviciBSitudesof,fortuoe, he met with a party of his count,ymaa, 
•who had emigrated at a ·later-period than himself, under the two aboveoamed 
!leaden. These people, although · more than : a buodred strong, united tbem
•selves with . his little family,aod:placedthemaelns under his guidance • . From 
ttbau 1time they had gained but,a miserable existence, partly with.breeding 
~atlle, and partly•wiih•the labcniollS 1punuit of game, sustaining .perpetual 
·c«Jn8ic1s 'With the-Bosjeamana, ·eod :conetantly wandering ,about from plaoe 
'to plaoe, 1hougb,amyseeturaieg, ,from,pteference, to the banke.of ,the riftl'. 

·w-. hadi1ca1cely1entered;ioto,convereatioo withithem ,before,they :began .to 

•est!toJae,tbeir country's charter, -,andibeg ofus, uot,oolybrandy,and tobacco, 
{Wt a·numlMr of sheep, 1bat.tlaey,111ight have,a s11bstaotial dinner. -Cooviaced 

• S.. th &.,gliah trlDllatlo~, Vol. I. P• 119• 
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tbet tley would seize by force what they could oot obtain by·solicitation, we 
did not venture upon a positive refusal of their demand, but sought to elude . it 
under different pretences. We soon perceived that the two ebiefs seemed to 
have very little authority, but that Danster issued out his orders without 
referring in the least to them. Him·therefore we sought to win by trulny secret 
presents, and by treating him with a distinguished courtesy of behaviour: by 
these means we at length succeeded in getting a release from the uibute 
required, upon a promise that at our return we would share with him whatever 
we might then have in our possession. Though we were now pretty well ac
customed to hearing stories of murder and plunder, related as matters of little 
moment; to see a man's life considered as a trifle; 10 that in listening to such 
details we seemed only attending to things relating to national customs and 
manners ;-how much soever this was the case with us, it WH tttill not without 
gteat internal atruggles, tbat we could suppress the indignation perpetually 
rising within us, so far as to treat in such a manoer. with a wretcll like this 
Daoster; for he gave us, with the most consummate audacity, and without the 
smallest reserve or appearance of shame, such histories of ,he murderous deeds 
which be bad committed among the Corans aad Bosjesmans, and talked of so 
many more which he projected, that we were quite chilled with horror. He 
also told us of a baud of cbristians who lived farther up the river, subsisting 
entirely upon the ch111e and occasional plunder. . From all the circumstances,. 
and eapecially from the cbristiao names of the leaders, which only he could 
repeat to us, we had no doubt that they were the brothers Bezuidenhout and 
the brothers Locheoberg, who, in company with some English deserters, bad 
for maoy years led a vagabond life, and were proscribed by the govern. 
ment. • Dooster farther talked of some christiaua whom he occasionally 1aw 
1iogly wandering about, whom, from the description of their cloathing, we had 
no.doubt were deserten from the Dutch army. As we inquired about these 
with particular anxiety, he hesitated in hia answer: he only assured us that we 
should not find them; so that we could not help euspecting that they haa •l•o 
fallen victims to his hardened soul. 

• See the Engliah tranalation, Vol. I. p. U0,-One of theee nameK is there by mistake called 
Lochet1hout, ins tad of Locheuber1. 
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I was m~ch struck in contemplatini the countenances of Oalela and Gola; 
with observing that they both squinted; a thing I had remarked in almost all 
the near relations of Sambeh. For the rest, the appearance of these prmces 
was somewhat poor. Instead of the beautiful tyger-skins worn with so much · 
parade by the princes during the conference at the };'ish river, they had only 
garments of sheep and antelope skins, which were indt>ed oft he Caffre fashion, 
but had holes in many places; a thing which a Caffre cannot endure. Their 
skin too wanted the shining hue usual in their country, and they complained 
to us, as a serious evil, that there was none of the proper dyi11g stone to be 
found here, that they could only rub themselves over with fat and ashes. 

One piece of information, however, with which the Catfres sought to dis
suade us from proceeding farther, gave us more uneasiness than all die rest; 
this was that the small-pox raged very much among the people whom we 
proposed visiting, and that many persons had already died of it. Notwith
standing all our precautions, we could not keep this from reaching the ears of 
our African companions, who were already a little weary with the difficulties 
encountered in the journey; but this new danger threw them into such dread
ful apprehensioQs, that they no longer saw any thing hut inevitable death io 
the prosecution of our plans. In the year 175j, the small-pox had raged very 
much in the Cape Town, so that two-thirds of the inhabitants had been 
swept off; the ,·ery name of this disease had ever since been sufficient to 
make an African tremble, and we could not therefore blame uur compan,oos 
much for the anxiety they evinced. They declared that they were ready to 
encounter every da11ger with us, which might be overcome by courage and 
resolution, but to die of this miserable disease was so horrible to tlieir 
imaginations, that they must renounce serving us any longer. We endeavour- · 
ed to persuade them that the report was most probauly au entire iuventioo· 
of . the _Caffres, who wanted to prevent our going farther, and that it would 
apf:t_ear very foolish in us, if we suffered ourselves to be deterred froin our 
purpose by a mere report, without examining into the truth of it ourselves. 
By such representations we at length succeeded in somewhat traoquiJlizing 
them; but the impossihility of returning without us, had I believe much more 
influence in determining them to proceed. 
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CHAP. XLV. 

15eparturc from the Orange Ri-oer.-Another ltfeeling with Bo~Jesmans.-Precocity of 
thtir Clzildre11,-A Hottentot Wedding.-Description of the 't Go1·rah, a Hottentot . 
Musical lnstrument,-The broken Reil Rock.-Striking CuT'De of the Ri-oer.-Rer~: 
counttr with .~ome Missionaries.-John Malthias Kok.-Dijferent Climate of thi, 
Country.-The Hottentot R,,public.-Laauwaterskloof.-.Mode of Worship of th~ 
.lt_lissionaries. 

TH~SE Caffres were so little agreeable to us as neighbours, that, contrary. 
to our original i_ntention, we determined on breaking up our camp the very 
next morning, to proceed on our journey. The ford of the Orange river, · 
where we had crossed, and which bears the Coranian name of Priskab, iJt. 
very judiciously chosen for the purpose. The river here m~kes a curve ia: 

' the form of au S, so that iu the first day's journey we _did not entirely quit 
its banks, but remai11ed always upon, or at a short distancJ from them. The~ 
most northern part of this curve is four hours distant from the ford: but as 
we loitered ·a long ti~e upon the road, and a part of our company did ·~ot 
return from the chase till late, we only reached it as the sun was fast 
declining. _ 

I bad, with some of our party, got to a distance fr01l\ the waggons, in pur-. 
suit of a flock of gnus, and were returning back, wheu we met, in a little 
valley, with a Bosje!lman family, seated under some bushes, who, to our 
astonishment, waited our coming up to them very quietly. · Besides t\e ~Id 
ape, who bad visited us the day before, and who came towards us with t~e 
utmost confidence as acquaintance, there were four men and six women, with 
several young girls and little children. When we came up to them, they all 
shout ed repeatedly, 't .Abeh, 't Abeh, in which our old man joined; but, . 
excepting him, not one of the party moved from the srtting or recumbent 
postures in which we first saw them. Soon after, they called, in a gentler 
tone, Taoak, Ttc"k, holding out their hands for tobacco. When we had dis-
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tributed among them the little we had about us, the girls putting in for their 
share, as well aa the rest, they all began to talk very quick : during which, 
they sometimes looked at ua, 1ometimes rubbed the tobacco in their hands, 
and 1tuffed it into their bone pipes. Their conversation was apparently 
concerning us; but each one seemed enly repealing bia thoughta aloud, 
without any view to the rest li1tening to him, or answering him. A couple 
of young girls, who looked at us very roguishly, di1tingui1hed themselves 
particularly by the vivacity with which they epoke. They lengthened out 
tbe 10und of the last syllable interminably ; aod, when it appeared u if their 
breath WM wholly exhausted, after a pause to draw breath, they recom
menced such a clattering, babbling, and snorting, that we Wff8 obliged at 
length to stop our ears. 

An old woman now drew out a large root from the ashes, which I after
ward, teamt was that of some water plant, and which looked savoury and 
good. She divided it with the other women ; upon which they laid down 
their tobacco bones, aft~r having taken in several very large quaffs of the 
81Doke. The little children were extremely ugly, and no less shapelessly 
thick in the body, than the grown people were shapelessly lean. The sk uH 
projecting exceedingly behind, and the short hair growing very low down 
upon the forehead, gave them the appearance of hydrocephalus; and they 
had almost all such small winking eyes, sunk so deep in lat, that at first I 
thought there had been some general complaint in the eyes among them. 
In endeavouring to convince myself whether this waa so or not, one of these 
children began to cry most piteously; and the mother seemed 10 little to 
understand my coaxiug it, and patting it on the back to make it quiet, that 
she dTew it to her with a distrustful air, and put it under her cloak. The 
wh~le party immediately ceased speaking, which we took as a mark of ill
will towards us: but wc no sooner began to divide among them the few 
1operfluities We had about ua, as, for instance, some of the buttons which we 
cut from our coats, than their eloquence was recommenced. 

Another thing which I remarked in the children was, in what an extraor
dinary degree, consid'ering their age, tley seemed al,le to help themselves. 
Quite young creatures at the breast crawled about in the sands, wilhout any 
help; and many, who did not appear to be ~ year old, went alone, erect upon 
tbeir fogs: others but a little older, were grubbing about 1Q the fields, to gee 
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~ere the children ·from eight to fo.urteen years old. The boys, .whQ were;a 
little oldP.r, looked .already piteo~ly lean, and ~heir skin ,had :that ,flabby 
;eppearance •wbicb characterises the whole nation. Among the wep h~re, as 
w.u the case ,w.itb the ·old 6eard ma1i, their bellie.s were hanging do.wn in folds. 
With some the akiP of their breasts bung down also on each .side, .in .suqh ia 

manner, that, between this circumstance and the ,want of beard, it _ WJs-easy 
in .a person of years to mistake the sex. Having ·oo interpreter with us., ,it 
-was difficult to make them understand, by signs, that we invited th~m ,tp 

:visit our camp, .where they .should have some presents. It is., in~, 
probable, that they did not understand it ,at all, although frQm their 
nodding their heads, and talking very loud, we suppoaed they did: .fqr 
we uever received any visit from them, nor did we see them any more .. 
What we ob.1erved here, however, confirmed .a remark which I hav.e .made 
before, that the Bosjesmans about the Orange river are the most gentle a.-d 

.-aociahle of any among their countrymen. At taking leave, .we repeated to 
them their •, Abdi, that we might not go away in an entirely cold and un-

1aocial manner: they, however, .laughed, as they only !alute each other .~t 
1meeting, never .at taking leave. They observed a strict sileuce as we .quittecl 
1tbem, ·nor appeared to pay the least attention .to us. 

lo the .mean time it was dark before .we reached the waggons, where w.e· 
were expected with the utmost . impatience. We were no,- again by the 
.. river .aide, but not io a ,place .where we.could go do.wn to it, ao.d .we were 
.therefore necessitated to proceed aome way farther by moonlight. As 
_there ia no beaten track here, and the way was rend ered much more difficult 
lo' the dry· gl'Uf, and .the deep 1gutters which ran down the bills to the river; 
-aa, besides, one of .our company had had the .misfortune to fall .into a pit 
.made by the Bo~jesmana.for ensnaring the river.horses, from.which, however, 
.Jaappily he eacaped, without being materiaJJy hurt, the usual stake . oot .bei1;1g 
. .atuc:k into the middle of it,--all .these things considered, we were at leegth 
obliged to resolve on stopping for the night. Our Hottentots, moreover, bad 
.begged Yery hard not to go farther, .~cause they wished to celebrate a sokmn 
. featinl this evening by the light of tbe full moon. At the Sack river we bad 
,taken into o.ur cQlllpa~y a Baswrd Hottentot., .whQ, with his fami_ly, w111 

.desirous .of joining ,the institution of .the .Missiouary Aildersou. ,A ,~ister, 
. . 
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who previously helonged to our company, soon pierced the heart of this 
'new-comer; , and, a few days before, he had requested, with all proper form 
and ceremony, our permission to make her his wire. Here, then, was the nup
tial feast to be solemnized; and no sooner Wf'fe the tt!nts pitched, and the 
oxen proper!~ taken care of, than all the Hottentots assembled round a large 

fire, to prepare their snpper, and to enjoy, with sing in~ and .shouts of trans
port~ a double ration of brandy, which was allow<'d them for th·e occasion . 
After supper they went through their usual sports rounJ the fire: they had 

-mock~fights. and concluded the whole, late in the ni~ht, with n general dance. 

These pastimes, however, had not much of irntional character, since the pre
· sent generation of Hottentots in the interic,r of the colony have, in this 

·resp'€ct, very much adopted the European customs . They seemed tu pay 
little attention to the new married couple, and the whole appeared to be 

' principally a pretence to have a frolic by moonl ight, ·accordin:; to ancient 
1eustom. 
· : The bridegroom was perfect m~ster of playing on the 't Gorrah, one of the 
-proper musical instruments of the Hottentots; one whfoh is not now very 

often to be met with, and which is seldom well played upon but by otd 
shepherds an<l hercismen . It consists of a staff of hard wood somewhat 
curved, over which is stretcht>d a long catgut string: at the lower end a quill 

is fastened to it, with a horse hair, and by this only again brought into contact 
with the staff, so· that it is in some sort insulated, and can sound of itself. 

The person who plays takes the quill in his mouth, and, by blowiug ~tron~t-r 
or weaker, occasious a vibration cf the catgut . The whole has very much 

· the appearance of the bow of a violin; and is, according to the above descri p· 
· tion, partly a stringed, partly a wiud instrument. Jt is commonly played 
lying down, and the Hottentots seem sc:1rC'ely able to play, but amid the 

tranquillity of n;ght. They wrap themselves up comfortably in their-skin, 
, lay one ear to the ground, and hold the 't Gorrah commodiously before the 

' mouth • . In the latter weeks of our journey, the amateurs would sometimes 
; -amuse themselves with this instrument almost the whole night through, 

although they had been obliged to dri\'e our loose cattle for nearly the whole 
day. We were, by degrees, so accustomed to the monotonous sound, that 

our sleep was never disturbed by it; nay, it rather lulled us to sleep. Heard 

• at a distance, there is nothing unpleasant in it, but something plaintive and 
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aoothing. Although no more than six tones can be produced from it, which 
do not besides belong to our gamut, hut form intervals quite foreign to it, yet 
the kind of vocal sound of these tones, the uncommon nature of the rythm, 
and even the oddness, I may say wildness, of the harmony, gives to this 
music a charm peculiar to itself. 

I venture to make use of the term harmony, for so it may indeed b~ called, 
1ince, although the interva,s be not the same as our's, they stand in a propor
tion perfectly regular and intelligible, as well as pleasing to the ear. Between 
the principal tones and the octave lie ouly three intervals: the first 
is at least somewhat deeper than our great third: the second lies in the 
middle, between the little and great fifth ; and the third between the great 
sixth and little seventh; so that a pel'Bon might imagine he bears the modu-

. lation first in the smallest seventh accord. Yet every one lies higher in pro
portion to the principal tone; the ear feels less the desire of breaking off in 
the pure triple. sound; it is even more satisfied without it. Practised players 
continue to draw out the second, sometimes even the third, interval, in the 

. higher octave. Still these high tones are somewhat broken, and seldom pure 
.octaves of the corresponding deep tones. Melodies, properly speaking, are 

"ever to be heard ; it is only a change of the same tones, long protracted, the 
principal tone being struck before every one. It deserves to be remarke~ 
that the intervals io question do not properly belong to the instrument: they 
:are, in truth, the psalmodial music of the African savages. But to return to 
ourselves. 

Our camp was pitched in a very dangerou1 place: directly_before us was the· 
atream, and directly behind a long steep wall of rock. If the stream should 
happen to rise suddenly in the night, as is not unfrequently the case, we 

·_should have had great difficulty to escape. Instances of such misfortunes, 
es I have remarked already, when speaking of the Gaurits river, are by no 
means rare on the banks of the larger rivers in Southern Africa; and the place 
· where we were, as we had occasion to observe on the following day; is parti
cularly distinguished for it. It will easily be comprehended, that, in a place 
where so powerful a stream takes, on a sudden, a completely contrary direc
.tioo, the forms of the mountains must be yery peculiar; and that they must 
bear upon them strong marks of the powerful effect produced by the stream 
working upon the~ throu9':i long-enduring centuries. The steep waJla, indeed, 
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which compei the river to take thi~ extraordinary turn are extremely plc
torcsque. They rear their heads to a vast height, often curving like arches 
over the willows and mimosas which ornament the banks: vast blocks which 
have fallen, and between which these trees slowly and sparingly shoot up, 
display forcibly the vast power of the waters when they rise to a considerable 
IJeight. From two deep chasms, which divide the chain of m'ountains into 
three groups, two periodical rivulets fall directly down into the main stream: 
their banks are thickly grown over with wood, and in the inierior or the 
tallies are some very wild and bold cliffs. The first rock at the entrance of 
the southern chasm is of a very extraordinary structure; its strata are ei:
teedingly broken, and sunk at the sides, but are united together again in their 
present situations by later concretions. For this reason travellers have given 
it the nllme of the Re'd-bri>ken-rock, and this name is now extended to the 
\\>hofe spot. Th 'e storie of which the rock consists stretches in strata of a sort 
of slate deep into the river; it is of a fine blue colour, and is esteemed by the 
colonists extremeJJ durable; they use it therefore very much, when it can be 
procbred, for rubbing over their hous 'es and walls, first oiling it well. Farther 
\:vithirt the valley the rocks are covered with a sort of crust of a red yellow 
~bre, which proves that they contain a~great quantity of iron; and- almost 
~v~)' Mien the mass of the rock is interspersed with cubical iron stones.• 

Early in the morning l{rieger quitted the camp to seek out a horde of 
IJ~ta:rd.:.Ilotten'tots iind Cdrans ivho forinerly Jived on the other '1dde of thh 
river. Towards noon he returned, without havini found them ; but he com~ 
ibubicated 'the disagreeable intelligence that he had met with some missiona
'ries, tvho t:ai:ne froin the llriqua country, whence they brough't no naj 
·welcome tidings: they had forined their ·camp just beyond the turn of the 
'riv~r, ~here they were w~iting for us. We accordingly set ou't without delay, 
but \¥ere obtiged to make a vety long circuit through the tnouhtaios, toarri'i'e _ 

• The principal pbyaician, Klaproth, ,rho examined k!so this milleral, found it of 10 ,-, 

•i■tioct a nature from a~y other he had 1een, that he pronounced it a new 1pecic1 or mountain, 
and gaye It the nanie of Blw.iron.ltoM. I ta particular hardne■s, and the darabiiity or the blue 
colour, which resists fire, are nry marled cbaracten io it. Ao accurate account o'r It, chemical 
'propertle■, ancl ·ot'all lta ce■pooeot parta,'is sinnln the deecription publi•b'e4 by Jtb. iltaprotla 
ita Oie it.rnra ·So'ciet7'1 Frktid1t1 tA. ln,iulrer into Natllrtd·Jli,ror; rorthy~r 181'1. 
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at i place )Vhich in a straight Jine lay at not more than an hour's distance fro111 
us. After asceoding and descendi,og constantly for four hours we arrived at 
the spot, when we .saw the rocks, beoeath which we had passed the night, as 
it were directly at our backs. 

We were received by the missionaries Van-der-Lingen and John Matthias 
Kok, the former a DLJtchman, who bad only a few months before travelled 
to the Briqua couatry, the latter an African bom, having lived fOlJr yeans among 
these savages. They toJd us that they had beea under the oecessity of quitting 
the country, on account of a war whi~b bad broke oqt betweeo two tribes of 
the Briquas. TwootbermiBSionariesthey said were also already on their return, 
91ld were only three day's journey behind them. They had both numerous 
families with them: the Hottentot, were busied with making a sort of huts 
9f mats between the wheels of the wagg.ons. Tbe disagreeable news of the 
,maJl-pox haviDg brokeo out among ,tbe,a¥agee, was coufirmed by them; bu.a 
Jbe1 added .that the di1ease wu of a very faYou able kiod, nd l'lad .already 
abated mucli. New terrors were now awakeoed io our camp. Noae « O\H' 

African companion, would venture to go neu the misaionaries for fear of 
taking the infection from tkem ; nay, their apprehensions were carried • far, 
ibat they kept always to windward of the miniooary camp. that the.infection 
might not be wafted to them through the air. It was true, that not one among 
the mi98iooa.ry pa_rty was iU with the disease, yet as they had quitted the lasi 
village of the Bast~Hotteotots only three days before, some one of them 
migh,t, unknown eYen to bimse~ carry the poison about with him, and 
91ight perbapa be taken ill the very next day. We did not say a word ~rainst 
these precautious, Je,t our good coloniat1 aliould take a fancy to quit us, aad 
join ,these people, wbo were retreating from the danger, rather than remaio wit& 
those who were ruo.11iog into the midst of it: oa the contrary, we commended 
their a.ttentioD to preventing the infection from•preadiog, ooly representing to 
them, that in case of the worst they would be safer in our company, since we 
bad medicines, and .could uke better care of them. The confidence which 
they had in my me.dical skill was on this occasion not without its use; the 
colon is.ts. did llOt tb.e leas, however, employ all their eloquence to persuade 
u1 to retuyn. It was clew, theynid. that our ,stay among the savagea mun 
be io die hiJbest degree dangeroue, siooe theae messengers of peace bad found 
tbem~lvea pDCJor tlle 11ece11ity of taking their departure 10 h11tHy. The 
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1ame reasons which had obliged them, they alleged, to quit the country. 
~ould render our stay in it impossible: one of Kok•s Hottentots even whis
pered them that the king of the Beetju~ns had come to a resolution not to 
1uffer any more white men in his dominions, and that the missionaries had io 
fact been driven away. 

Not without reason were we impressed with the suspicion that it was some 
disputes and jealousies among the missionaries themselves which occasioned 
their present journey to the Cape Town, or that they had attempted to 
exercise some str tch of power among the savages, which had ended in their 
being compelled to remove in baste . If either of these was the case, an 
additional and very urgent motive was here presented for continuing our 
journey, that we might execute the more amply the commission we received 
from the government, who expected to be fully instructed by us of the 
manner in which these same missionarieaconducted themselves. To proceed 
with all possible circumspection, our apostles were the next morning 
questioned separately, and the questions and answers which passed with 
both on this occasion were drawn up by our secretary in a regular protocol 
for our use. 

Van-der-Lingen first urged bis ill health as the reason of his returning into 
the colony, then the want of means for the support of life, then the perverseness 
of the Beetjuans, who would not receive the christian instruction off'ered to 
them; at le·ngth he acknowledged, half unwillingly, and as if sorry after
wards that he had made such a confesasion, th~.t both were driven away 
owing to the querulousness and thirst of rule shewed by the two last arrived 
missionaries: he added, also, the war between two tribes of the savages as a 
principal reason of his quitting them. Kok on the contrary asserted that he 
should never have thought of returning into the colony, since he found 
himself very comfortable among the Beetjuans, if be had not received an order 
to repair to the Cape Town to answer to some charges against him-charges 
which he asserted could only have been made by wicked calumniators-. This 
order he said was brought to him by Koster and Janssen, and h'e' was the 
more surprized at it, since these persons had also set out on their return. 
while he had yet proceeded but a very small part ol the way. 

These accusations gave us much light upon matters which particularly 
eonc~rned the obj.ecta of ou.r journey.,, To put Kok. the more to·tbe proof; 
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we told him plainly that nothing should deter us from going to the king of the 
Beetjuans, to learn from bis own mouth all the proceedings of the missiona
ries in his country, and what restraints it would be necessary in future to pu.t 
upon them. We were in want, however, of a guide, who was well acquainted 
with the country and with the language of the sava"ges; and we could not 
dispense with his joini11g us, and returning to serve as our guide and interpre
ter. This be declared himself very ready to do, and added that he was upon 
such friendly terms with the king of the Beetjuaos, that this king bad indeed 
so strong- a personal attachment to him, that be had good reason. to hope he 
might render us important services. The only thing which troubled him was 
that he could not take his wife and ~hildren with him, and jt was impossible 
to leave them in that desert country, among the Caffres and the Bosjesmans; 
without his protection. He however consented that they should join tlu~ 
missionaries, who were expected here in a few days, an<l travel with the~ 
to the Sack river, where they might wait his rejoining them. 

We were followed even hither by the Catfres, who put our: patience :to a 
Tery severe trial by their continued amt importunate begging. That they 
might not become too heavy a burden upon the poor missionaries, we gave 
them several live sheep; and presented them also with some trifles; this 
however did not prevent tht>ir continuing to beg. We had besides agai11 som• 
Bosjesman visitors, as well men as women aud children: the men were wel\ 
armed with an ample store of strongly poisoneJ arrows, aud Beetjuao hassa
gais. The girls and children had a bald circle round their head, and their 
hair and faces were thickly powdered over with the dust of a deep yello,., 
iron ochre: they seemed not a little delighted with this decoration. W ~ 
gave them an opportunity of evincing their voracity, offering them many 
things in exchange for their bows and arrows. They hesitated extremely 
what to do, and appeared very suspicious• of our having insidious views in 

I 

making such offers. •, 
I earnestly recommend to the notice of travellers, who may hereafter visit 

this country, a lovely spot upon the high banks Qf the river not far from this 
place. There, seated under the shade of a venerable buffalo--tree, which 
mu11t have weathered the blasts of centuries, he may enjt>y a large extent or 
prospect over the quiet stream that -glides b~low. · Its counermay be seeri 
for half a German mile upwards~-aod its curve· downwards may be foilowed 

' . ~ 
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-be,imith t!ie:hlglu:lar~ wall, by which it is enclosed,• far as the Red-broken. 
i-ooki -, The shrubs .on either soore. newly clothed with greeo, the elev 
watry mi,ro'r, ·wbose smooth surface is only brokim by a rocky cli.W. against 
which the little billows dash witb a pleNing murmuring . noise, give, all 
together, a trau,quil a~d 1ootbing feeling to the . heart, which, amid thi, 
inhospitable, rude, aod barreo waste, is a real and solid ble,sing to the 
true lier. _ 

The necessary preparations for continuing 01Jr journey were now made. 
~me of our young oxen were slaia, and ,alted; a quantity of bread 11'at 

baked; candles were made; bulleta were cut; • number of axle.tree4 for the 
waggons were pr&Yided, by cuttioi do~o some of the Jargett treet 0,1 the 
banks of the river; a quantity of powder was distributed among dle men, 
&c. &e. In order to provide ourselves with a supply of bread iP our journey, 
a quantity of flour w&1 among the &tores contained io oor waggona" An ove,,Q 
for baking it could always be made in a very short tjme. Our Hotfentol~ 
used to dig a hole from four to six feet in diameter, in the oeare11t dry bed of 
a river, where the aoil waa the PJOtt disposed to clay. It waa iiot very often; 
however, that we could find woGd eaougb to heat such an oven. 

On the fifteenth of June, early in the morning, we set off fron:a the Qrapge 
ri~er. It was a clear frost, and the ground was thickly covered with a wbit• 
clothing. Tite country w~ tolerably level: only low gcntle r~iiJ~ varied 
the scene, with laf!e widely-stretched plaiua. The land .appeared, at eve1y 
atep, to increase in fertility : the foliage of the busbea was thicker, tbe green 
of it wa. more vivid, and -the trees were less &tubbed, tbau oo the soutbera 
side of the stream. Large .tracts were furnished with what, at sOJBe sea~ 
ot the yeM, auat be long good grass; but at present it wu driedt aod <>Ur 
cattle coutd «ill find liule nourishment, e1teepting the same sueoulei.t plaor.. 
on which they had been obliged .to feed ·in the deeett. All the IOJ'te of grasit 

that I uw were new to me : they seemed, for the most part, to belong to th• 
firmiliei of poa, m,lica, aristicltt, aad aflllropog1111. 

•The climate er thie coum:ry • atrikingly di~ent frolll the mo,e toulhem 
OJ&trict, whieh forms the ooi8ny of the Cape : it 1'8Mmblea m»eb llJOl'O tbal 
of ,die KOQII& country. Ia winter, the 1euoa at which we now wen,, a dry 
fresh ~Id, with a teJlelle air, eeeaa to prenil. In the night, and mor• 
especiatly t<>ward1 euariee, the th«moae&er •iaka below die -.ziPg pohtS s 
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1till, as far as my ~xpetience goes, never lower than twenty-seven dt-gree!J, by . 
Fahrenheit. lo an hour after sunrise, the frost i1 commonly melted entirely; 
and, by ten o'clock, the weather is warm, like summer. At noon, the sun's 
mys are even oppressive; but in the shade it is cool: for a steady equal 
north wind blows over the plain. This is the almost daily tenor of the 
weather, without any variation. Al ii change of the moon alone, and par
ticularly at the new moon, did we remark, in all the three months of our 
journey, any striking variation: never at any other time. As a prelude to 
this change, the wind first veered a little towards the west, and settled at 
length in the north-west. The air was heavy, the frost was thicker in the 
morning, and snow or rain fell: the weather, however, cleared again about 
noon; and, in the evening, the wind returned to the north. In one instance, 
the bad weather continued two days; and the situation of us poor nomades, 
particularly of the Hottentots, who slept out in the open air, was then really 
pitiable. But our oxen and horses were the seYerest sufferers: the greatet 
part of them, in fact, died, some sooner, some later, of cold and hu'nger. In 
August and September, the weather is again warmer; the south-wind begins 
to be prevalent, but the weather continues dry till the setting in of the hot 
months, when, from the heavy thunder-showers that then prevail, the spring 
may properly be said to commence. These storms occur several times in the 
week, aometimes for many days successively, and produce a vegetation, 
which, according to the account given us by the missionaries, for rapidity 
and Juxuriance, exceeds all description. A short time before the storms 

come on, the heat rises to an almost insupportable degree; but it cools again 
the moment the thunder-clouds begin to gather, even in the distance. The 
1utumo months are again dry, with a considerable degree of heat, of the mosc 
disagreeable kind, the missionaria said, in the whole year. In this, and ib 
the greater degree of cold in the winter, which must be ascribed to the high 
situation of the country, the climate differs from that of the K0011sn. 

After a long day's journey, in which eeYeral ·etaods, aed other game, became 
our preyt we arrlftd, Jate in the evening, at the fiNt village of the Bastard! 
Hottentots, where we were received t,y the hftds of the principal familiea, 
and by •the missionsiee Koster and J .... eti. The place is called Laeuwa
tlerskloof; or SOllletimes, more iuniliarly, Butenskloof. By tae Cotan• it it 
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called Aa _,t kaap. It is one of the six villages of the Hottentot republie 
which has been formed under the patriarchal government of the missionaries. 
The whole nature of this remarkable establishment was not perfectly under
stood till our journey. That such a thing existed at all, had only been known 
within a few years. Reports not very favourable to these men having 
reached the government, one o~ the objects of our journey was to examine 
ioto the real situation of the establishment, and give an exact account 
of it. 

Colonel Gordon, at his journey to the Orange river, found a little colony 
established here of emigrant Bastard-Hottentots. But neither through him, 
oor through any other traveJler into these parts, was more known of them 
than that they were clothed after the European manner; that they were con
verts to Christianity; that they lived hy breeding cattle, ·or by the chase; 
that they had good fire-arms in their possession ; and that they obtained 
powder and. ball, with other necessaries of civilised life, by a traffic in 
elephants' teeth with the inhabitants on the northern borders of the colony. 
This trade for powder was considered as very dangerous: the Hottentots, it 
was said, were overreached in it in the grossest manner. It was secretly 
carried on by some citizens at the Cape Town, through ageuts on the 
borders. They bought the powder from foreign ships that touched there, 
and gave the elephants' teeth in exchange, at a moderate price; thus under.; 
selling the East India Company, who bad formerly the monopoly of this 
trade. It was thought, besides, not a thing to pass over unnoticed, that 
such a number of men should be collected together at the very back of the 
colony, furnished with European arms, without being under the regular con
troul of the government. Some English miasionaries were sent thither in 
the time of tile former government, and remained there 'without farther per
mi11ioo. These people exerted themselves strenuously to keep the little 
.state true to the interests of his Britannic Majesty, and that power was con~ 
stantly prayed for in their daily offices of public worship. It was supposed 
that they waited only for information of the English having landed, to break 
loose entirely from the Dutch government. This last assumption, the ab
surdity of .which was self-evident and glaring in the extreme, had attracted 
ahe attention of the ruling powers, less on account of itself, than because it led 
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to • an inYeatigation into the nature of the secret traffic for powder; and thi1 
w·as a principal cause of the inquiries ·we were directed to make concerning 
the institution itself. The amount · of what we learnt is as follows: 

A considerable tract of land, focluding about two hundred square miles, 
is inhabited hy near.ly a thousand men, whose regulations as a community, 
-and whose habits and customs exhibit a curious intermediary state between 
savage and civilised life. They have only recently begun, under the conduc .t 
of some shrewd and understanding missionaries, to unite in one general and 
firm bond of union. Most of them are Bastard-Hottentots, descended, io 
part, from old Christian families. Perhaps some elucidation may here ~ 

.necessary. In the middle of the last century, when the country north of th,e 

.Elephants' river was first peopled, when the customs and manners of .th~ 
colonist& had degenerated less from European manners and customs thlijl 
they have at present, reciprocal necessities, and more pure religious ~eeling~ 
united the colonists and the Hottentots in their service more closely togetheJ.' 
than they are now united. when, in spiritual cultivation, they approach so 
much nearer to each other. I say, approach so much nearer, because I am 
afraid it will be found, that, while the heathens have advanced a step upon 
the ladder of Christianity, the South African Christians _ have descended a 
atep lower. At that time the Hottentot was considered as a member 9,f the 
family, which was governed patriarchally by the head . of it. The daily 
exercises of devotion were celebrated in _presence of the whole assembled 
flock. The children of the Hottentot women, in whose veins Christian 
blood often flowed, were educated in Christianity: they learnt to sing psalms, 
and .to read; and were, even to receiving the sacrament of baptism, as good 
Christia.as as the pure offspring of the Europeans • . At the death of one of 
these heads of families, his sen•ant wou Id often assume his name ; and not 
unfrequently sought himself some little spot, to which he retired with all 

.belonging to him, a_nd gaineq a subsistence for himself and his family by the 

.breeding of cattle. No quit-rent was paid by him to the government: they 
perhaps did. not know of his existence, 9r thought that a Hottentot had 
better be exempted from. taxes, t~e _ imposition of which might have been 
considered as a tacit acknowledgment of his right uf citizenship. 

Many Hottentot families of this description had established th~mselvea _in 
the Lower Bokkeveld, when the increasing population of tke colony o~ca-
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sioned new releBfches to be made after laDd1 capable of cultivation i lmd t~e
white children of the colonists did not hesitate to make u1e ef the right or 
the strongest, and to drive their half yellow relations out C!>f tl1e pla<k& where 

. they had fixed their abodes. These BastaJd Hottentots were thea obliged to 
aeek an asylum in more remote parts, till at length, driven from the Sack river, 
u they had been before from the Bokkeveld, nothing remained for them but 
lo retre~t to the Orange river. · Here, united more and more e'fery day in a 
ieommunity with each other, their former ties with the Christians growing 
tevery day weaker, yet retaining the customs, manners, and opi-eions which 
·tlley had iJJ}bihed among them, in the utmost purity, they became at length 
-what we found them. It must, however, be acknowledged, that they would 
'tlot ha1'e arrived so rapidly at the degree of cultivation they had then attained, 
itithout the interYentioo of the missionaries, whe found the meao• of 
making an easy and pleasing impression upon them. When Kicllerer 
·rounded bis institution at the Rietfootein, in 1801, his principal merit c:011-

'llsted in nothing more lhan in preaching to the Hottentots already establiabed 
in the country, who had been educated in Christianity; in buildiag., with 
1their assistance, a rude kind of church ; and in leaving, when he quitted 
·,hem after a stay of some months, his assistant Kramer to take eare of their 
'souls. His undertaking had, however, the happy conaequen~, that the 
families who had hitherto been scattered about, united under his instruo
•tion. One pandok aft-er another was constructed, till at length.a little yiUage 
•rose. With them were soon united several hordes of pure Hottentots, who 
Jived wandering lives along the banks of the river, under strong suspicioas 
:that their bands w-ere nol wholly free from robbery and plunder. But these 
men brought with them no means of subsistence: their enly idea was to live 
in indolence: they expected to be marntained entirely by the Bastards,. who 
were anxious for their conversion. To these were added rabble of every kind, ' 
free blacks, and slaves who had escaped from their servitude; 90me even of 
-.1\fricanus's band were to be found among the motley assemblag~. Tbe pre
tence for joining the institution was always a desire to be iAStructed in 
tChristianity; but the fact was, that they found it pleasanter to lead a wholly 
idle life, than to give themselves the trouble even of robbing and pluDdering 

1to obtain a subsistence. 
Among the members of these iDstitution were aceordingly Houeu.tota- . of 
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every tribe and every description. · I was much rejoiced to hear -from many 
of them that they were Namaaquas, and had wandered hither ten years 
before, ·on account of the drought. The numbers that settled to the south 
of the Orange riter were ne,·er considerable: the whole could,' at no time, 
con!Jist of more than four kraals. It was therefore extremely natural that Mr. 

-Barrow, in his journey in 1797, should have sought for them in vain; and 
it was very hasty and unjust in him to assert, ,that the whole nation of the 
Little Namaaquas had been entirely destroyed by the colonists. Ilesides 
these, we heard the names of several other tribes which have been long lost 
in the colony, and are only now to be found in the narratives of former 
travellen,-as the Giriquas, the Cheisiquas, and others. 

The impossibility of finding subsistence for so large a number of people on 
the same spot, soon began to be manifest. They therefore scattered them-
1eh•ee about, moved from one pasture ground to another, and only assem\lled 
all together on a Sunday, when the missionaries held a meeting for public 
worship. This wandering, unstable life was liable to very great objections; 10 

that the first · efforts of the English missionary Anderson, a very worthy man, 
whocame hither in the year 180!3, were directed to establishing them in fixed 
habitations, and turning their attention to agriculture. For this purpose, be 
diYided the whole population into six parts, who were distributed in the like 
number of villages, under the names of Laauwaterfontein, Rielfontein, 
Witwater, Taayboechfontein, Leeuwenkuil, and Ongeluksfontein. Here the 
penoo1 of most distinction among the Bastard Hottentots were appoint~d 
u magistrates to inspect and take care of the rest. Anderson, with Kram~r, 
performed the office of pastors. 

It cost, ho,vever, no small trouble to make the pupil• · comprehend, that . -
breeding cattle would never suffice for their sustenance; but that agriculture, 
and the improvement of the meadow lands, could alone secure them against 
the danger of losing aJI their atock in years of drought, and at length dying 
themselves of hunger. Some, indeed, did begin to plough small portione 
of land; but most of them considered this as wholly auperfluous, till the dry 
year of 180:3 drove them to the necessity of wandering into the mol'e 
northern parts with all their cattle. On this expedition they were conducted 
by Andenon himaelf. When they returned hither, at a more propitious 
aeuon of the year, the prudent miuionary immediately sent a waggon to the 

Ji! 
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Roggeveld to procure seed corn : implements of husbandry were also pro. 
cured, in part, from the same quarter, while some were of necessity made on 
the ·spot, in the best manner that the means would admit of. Thus, in the 
first year, a tract of land, of . fifteen acres, was rendered cultivable; and, 
notwithstanding that the season was. somewhat dry, the ground was rendered 
so fertile by means of having water conveyed to it, that, on an average, the 
corn yielded a hundred fold. This fortunate experiment had the desired 
effect, so that in the very same year corn was sown iu all the six villages, 
and succeeded admirably. The pure Hottentots could not, however, the 

. more be persuaded that it was incumbent on them to assist as volunteers in 
the task : they contended that they ought to be hired by the Bastards for 
the service, and receive wages proportioned to their work. 

The place where we were was inhabited by about thirty families, of which 
one half were Bastards, the rest were Namaaquas, and Hottentots of the 

. Great river, as they are called. The former lived iu large clea11 huts; and 

. were clothed in lineu or woollen cloth ; the latter lived in dirty paodou, 
and had skins thrown over them. The Bastards almost all bore names well 
known among the colonists, and each family had cousiderable herds of 

. cattle, of mor :· than a hundred head. In their behaviour there was a certain 

.good-natureJ ostentation, a sort of vanity, which seemed to shew, that they 

. considered themselves as much superior to the rude Hottentots. Towards. 
us, however, tlu~y were uncommonly polite, and often assured us that ther 
knew pertectly well what was due to the ambassadors of the government. 
They therefore mingled abundantly in their conversation the term Edele Hter, 
(Noble Sir,) as was the form of addressing the members ·of the government · 

_in the time of the Company: and on the following morning, which happened 
to~ Sunday, the whole populatton of the village, Ho,ttentots included, came 
in procession, and defiled before us, first the men, then the women,- as we 

stood at the.entrance of the tent, to receive their compli.ments. These com
pli~ents consisted in each one stopping, making~ low bow, and pronouncing 
very slowly~ Good morning, 1,oble Sirs. Some of the most distinguished added 
a long_ welcome, and wishes for our happiness. , After-wards they modestly 
enquired whether we had brought with us any old clothes, or linen and· 
woollen wares for barter. .There is. pothing of wh:ch they are so much ia. . 
wa~ aa a reg,ular supply of clothing, and they are ready to pay agoodaum. 
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in cattle h_v way of exchange. To the . speakers and their wives some.of the 
things asked for wne <.listrihuted in t~e . way of presents: the rest made 
various purchasPs of our people, who had brought with them, upon specula
tion, many of the articles required. Their clothes were so well made, and 
their linen was so clean and white, that we could not contemplate them 
without astonishment: the more so, since the times having been b$d, and 
every thing very dear, many, even of the colonists, were clothed only in 
garmt>nts of antelope leather. They explained to us, however, that they 
had procured a great deal of linen and woollen cloth from the English, when 
·they were in the country, by way of barter for their cattle. 

On the same morning the missionaries held a solemn meeting, in the open 
air, for public worship; since, otherwise, the families living here must have 
.gone to attend church either at Rietfontein or Leeuwenkuil. A psalm wu 
first sung, which the whole audience knew by heart, and which was accom
panied by the two missionaries with the violin an<l clarinet. One of them 
then laying aside the instrument, preached a long, drawling, heavy sermon, 
from Klinkenberg, a celebrated preacher in Holland ; the matter of ~hich 
was far beyond the comprehension of the assembled auditors. Tbe service 
was closed with a general hymn. 
· Immediately after this ceremony we held a conference with the missionaries. 
They were both young, and not long arrived from Europe, and made a great 
parade with explaining their-principles. It was never their idea, they said, to 
· make mere devotees of the savages, but to infuse iustruction into their mind1 
. by mild and pleasing impressions, particularly by the aid of music. One of them 
had been formerly assistant to a surgeon at the Cape Town, and boasted much 
of the happy effects which had been produced upon the minds of theaavagea, 
by some cures which he had•performed among them. As these men bad 
only left the Cape Town a few months before us, we expressed our astonish
ment at finding them so soon on their return. Those by whom they were 
sent, we observed, could ■ot be pleaaed that a journey, the expencea of 
which must have amounted to several tbouaand dollars, should have served 
no other purpose than to procure them the casual sight of a country, and • 
people, whose instruction and civilization they had engaged to undertake: we 
must, therefore, be particularly anxious to know tbe reuon of ._ step, which, 

· 11 appeared upon the face of it, wu so little to be justified. Upoa this, they 
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gave us in substance nearly the same accouDt we had beard from the others: 
adding, that they, as Europeans by birth, and ~s having received a liberal 
education, must ioevitabJy feel the nece1Sity of living in an orderly and com~ 
tortabl4! manner; that they considered it as their duty, in collectiog the 
1avages around them, to set them an example of cleanliness, of order, anti 
regularity, both in their houses and their persons, not to level themselves 
with them, and occupy themselves in the troublesome tlnchri1tiao business 
of bunting: this latter occupation might do very well for rugged colonists 
(pointing to Kok), but would not do for missionaries sent from more civilized 
parts, to instruct the savages no less by their example than by their doctrine. 
Such a 'peaceable and respectable mode of life, they proceeded, had however 
been found impossible, and they had been able but poorly to fulfil the 
purposes of the missionary institute at the Cape, by whom they were deputed. 
No other alternative remained to them but either to die with hunger, or, 
~ontrary to their principles, to take arms into their hands. To the latter, 
though reluctantly, and unpractised in the use of such weapons, they had 
been obliged to have recourse: war and scarcity had followed, and the king, 
flow much soe'Ver he wished to retain them, had not been able to furnish 
them with any support in procuring the meansef subsistence. 

From all this, it was evident that these men had represented to themselve1 
that the business of convert-making would afford them as easy and quiet 
• lite as that of a good country parson; that they conceived the sanges to be 
es much bound to provide them with the necessaries of life, as if they had 
been their chosen confessors. One of them bad besides a young wife, who, 
born in the Cape Town, probably did not find the privation of her accuatomed 
ease tmd conveniences very much to her taste, and wished therefore to return 
'home as soon as possible. That all their reesoos for returning were unsatia
·factory, appeared clearly in the sequel, since they had a 1ufficieocy of 
~European goods by them to exchange for food. And why could not the1, • 
·well as Kok, have h1ld recourae to lhe plough or tD breeding ca\tle, if they 
found thechase too·aevere labour for them? Above all things, wbydid tboae 
by whom the,1 were employed think of 11endiog outs11ch poor creature~ not 
·even inspired with sufficient eothu1iaam to sacrifice their uaoaJ eate ud 
comforts in fulfilling the objects of their mi1&ion? 

It alwats appeers t<t me that the African c:olooiats;.who dewot• tbemeelyea 
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to eonvert-.makiag succeed much better with the savages. tho.ugh they ma7 
not be 90 deeply read ip the doctrines of christianity, thal\ aoat of tws 
European missionaries. They are accus.tomed to a solitary life, they are in 
habits of intercourse with these people, they learn their language with facility, 
they easily fall into .their modes of thinking, they know the uature of tho 
country; and from this knowledge are better enabled to make use of i'
t>roductions, and to turn the fertility of the soil to a good account. _ It i$ true, 
that most ofthoae who undertake the task, do it only with the view of gaini;ng 
a subsi$teoce, being too poor to purchase a place in the interior of the coloQy. 
But while they obtain among the savages as good a subsistence as an ordinary 
African peasant obtains, their converts receive a full equivalent in becoming 
acquainted, through them, with many of the advantages cf civilized life,. no leee 
than in being instructed in the doctrines they co1De to preach. This was Ibo 
oase with Kok and the rest of the missionaries connected with him, how 
much soever they might be decried by these new-comers: they did more real 
essential good among the Beetjuaos, thao all the rest ()li•t together. In tho 
sequel~ he alone of the whoJe body returned into the country: most of the 
others, after wandering about for a long time,at length established themselv.es. 
some in one place, some in another., as citizens, gaining their livelihood by
pursuing aome mechanical occupation. 

The two missionaries here, on being sent away by the king of the 
~eetjuans, understood that he would no longer suffer any chriAtian to come 
into his country, but would immediately drive back those who might altempC 
i.t. They therefore counselled _us earnesdy to return, warning us against the 
h;iimical views of these suspicious and artf1:1l people. We thanked tbem b 
their cautions, but earnestly intreated them not to hint any thing of this k·i,ncl . ' 
10 our companions. Kok, whose counsel we asked upon these matters, said 
it was very true that the Beetjuana were prone to anger, artful, suspicions, 
and warlike, that he could not therefore be answerable for our visit bei.og 
attended with happy consequencee, yet he thought that be knew the k}•g •of 
the Beetjuans better than the other missionaries did, and he was inclined ao 
&hink that there was no reason to entertain apprehensiows as to the .event. 
In any caee, he said, he was ready lo go fi,s-t himself, and leara how our visit 

· would be received. 

When we qaesliooeEI lhe -miesiooariee about t.he Bosjaman8> they a.id 
that they had been extremely molested 011 their journey by numbers of them, 
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and bad found it oo easy task to defend theDllelves against tnem. Thefr 
whole herd bad once been seized by thesa savages, and it was only by a sort, 
of miracle that they were recovered. Part of their company were at the. 
time absent in pursuit of a giraffe, and without knowing-any thing of the. 
robbery, • answered the signal of alarm from the camp,; the . B01jesman1. 
on this thought they were surrounded, and fled in the utmost . haste, leaving 
the cattle J)ehind them. 

The account of the small-pox having broke out was here fully confirmed. 
It had prevailed very much for several months in all the. places belonging to 
Anderson's Institution, but it was of a very favourable kind, since. on an 
average not more than one in twenty-five of those infected had.died, although 
no other remedies bad been employed than native emetic and cathartic plants, 
and after the disease was nearly over, drinking pure . whey. I found some . 
persons still ill, and was not a little surprized to recognise all the characters 
of the true genuine small-pox: till this ocular conviction, I had believed. 
that it was some other eruptive disorder, to which that name was erroneously 
applied. According to the universal testimony, the disease was brought 
hither by ~he Corans from the interior of the country, among whom, aa well 
as among the Caffres, it is known to have beeaf prevalent at various time,. 
The oldest Bastard-Hottentots, having gone through the disease on a former 
occasion, were exempt from it on this; many of them were indeed strongly 
marked with it. This dreaded disease bad therefore for several generation, 
been frequently in the neighbourhood of the colony, without the inhabitants 
having coucemed themselves about it. The few people whom we found 
marked .with the small-pox among the Koossas, had, as it was geoeralJy 
1upposed, received the infection from the crew of a ship; but here we sud
denly found the same malady very far in the interior of the country, among a 

people with whom .the inhabitaots_of the coast had so little intercourse, that 
they scarcely even kuew of their existence; and these people asserted that 
the malady was brought to them from the north, whither the . traditions of 
the Caffres equally traced it. Certainly this is remarkable enough, and the 
matter seemiS well worthy the investigation of future travellers, aioce the 
conjectures respecting t_he true native country of so destructi\'e a disease may 
receiv.;e much elucidation from such researches.• 

• I have given m7 ideas upon thit aubject mere 11111pl7 ia Hu/eland', Medical Journal for tJa• 
year 1810, Vol. 33. 
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There was no occaaion to give any warnings, or to issue any prohibitions 
to our people, againtt holding communication with those who were ill; 
they, however, received an useful lesson that the disease was not so formida
ble and so fatal as terror had pictured it to their imaginations; they saw also 
that in our mode of travelling effectual" precautions might eRsily he employed 
so as to obviate all danger of taking the jnfection. We had therefore now oo 
great difficulty in persuading them to continue the journey. In order, how
evP.r, that the disea~e might not be carried into the colony, and spread there, 
writteu · ord~N wera given to the missionaries; that in case the small-pox 
should hrt'ak out among their people, they were not to pass the borders till a 
fortnight af1er the p1 rfoct recovery of the last person infected; a precaut~on, 
which, es we learnt · afterwards, was by no means superftuous. 

·We made u11e of the favourable disposition of the Bastard-Hottentots 
t«1nrds us,· ad thefr attachment to the government, to solicit from them 
frah ·teems of &xen for our waggons. Our request was readily gnmted, and 
io a few houl9 all the best oxen from this and the neighbouring villages were 
eolleeted together, while others were to be ready to meet us as we proceeded 
ori oar journey. Our lean, and almoat exhausted cattle, which we had · 
brouv,hL from the Roggeveld, were left under their protection till our return, 
•Rd they promiaed that the utmost case should be taken of them • 

.. 
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CHAP. XLVI. 

f>eparttlrt from LaDt.nMttrskloof.-'tnormou, Swarm of Locu,1, • ...;So,,ee Remarb ttpo,t 
tl,e,e Anlmal,.-The Rietfontein.-Account of Cornelius Kok.-Prol,al,ltJ known to 
b Yaillant.-De,cription of the Coran Holtmtot1.-Taa9bo1chfontein, the nnalltil 
eflhe Hottentot Yill,agts.-Ya,t Quantity of Wild Animal,.-Witw,,,.,..-Lutnotfl• 
lluil.-The Misritmtlr!J Anderson.-Aceounl of m, J,e1tilrdion. 

As our business here consisted principally in obtaining a -eomplete list of Ill 
the beads of families, with the places of their birth, their for•er mod~ af.life, 
and the aumber of their children, tbie beina concluded, oa the seveoteeatla 
of June we proceeded on our jeuroey. We bad scarcelJ· paned the oort88111 
entrance to the kloof, when we perceived by our side one of t-.eenormoua 
swarma of travellillg locusts which I bad hitherto wiab~ in 'fain &o see.• lt 
had exactly the appearance of a •ut anow-cloud, hanging on the slope of tile 
mountain, from which the illlOW was falling .io very large flakes. J spurred 
my horse up the hill, to the place where I thought the SfW&rm.seemed the 
thickest. When I was within a hundred paces of them, I heard the rushing 
noise occasioned by the fl;igbt of so many millions of insects: this constantly 
increased the nearer I approached; and when I ~ot into the midst of them, it 
wu, without any ezaggeration, • loud as the dashing of the waters occasioned 
by the mill-wheel. Above, below, and all around me, the air was filled with, 
and almost darkened by these insects. They settled about the bodies of 
myself and my horse, till the latter wu so much teased and fretted, t~at he 
became extremely restlese, turning his back constantly towards the side OD 

which their flight was directed. Every stroke of the riding-cane swept 
twenty or thirty to the ground,. and they lay there so thick that it was impos- · 
aible to take a step without trampling a number to death. I gathered up 
aome for my collection, but found them all injured i even those who flew 
before me were obliged almost immediately to settle themselves. Those 
that settled were indeed only the wounded of the party, aucb as bad a leg 
-or wing broken in their flight by comiag in contact with their neighbours: 
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ti-e fo,me4.a very aapall part d the whole enormou• mass. Thou that 
Sew the highest, rose te> fifty or sixty f~et above the ground; those which 
did not rise to more than twenty feet, restetl at every hundred paces, and then 
iew on again. They all took . exac~ly the same course, not going with the 
wind. b~t in ao oblique '1irectioo apinst it, directly towards the fie_lds of the 
Hottentots. I ;Was very much alarmed for the young coro ; but on my 
return I learnt that t~ swarm had done no mischief; it bad gone over ~t 
the distance of a thousand paces from the fields. They never deviate from 
the straigbt line, so long as the same wind ~lows. The bl}shes _around were 
already eaten quite bare, though the animals could not 1\#lve ~een long on the 
spot, since a&1 hour earlier our oxen bad been graiZing, without the persons 
who att-ended .upon them having seen a single locust. Finally, that I might 
complete my ·survey, I rode against the-swarm so as to pass them, and found 
that the train extended ia length to be.tween two and three thousand paces; 
io breadth it could scarcely exceed a hundre!l. 

It i1 difficult to conceive bow so prodigious a number _of these voracious 
insects can find sufficienL nouriahment, w so na,ked a country, till they arrive 
at maturity; since we mus.t take .it for granted that the numb .er of the larvre 
greatly exceeds that oftbe perfect animal. Probably sudden prolific. showers, · 
which for awhile renew vegetatipo, may .a~ the ~me time-assilft the baichi ng of 
the eggs, and the dev.elopeu,en.t of the young larv~ _; yet tbi~ supposition is 
not a little contradicted by the ONervatioQ that such swar1J1J are:seen Ql all 
tiQles;of the year, even after a long and gea.-ral drought~ and in CQuntriea the 
moat bare .ef v.ege.tatiQn. Oo my na:st journey- I O!Jce found i~ the : lqw.'lr 
.Bokkenld a wbole ti.eJd atrewed·o~ witlll the larvre of aJ}other•JQ4~fi~t: 
daey 18& by hundreds on a bush, gnawmg the rind, andi ;the :w.QOQy, ibr.~: 
•er, thiag around ,was devoured, and .nothing wa, to 4e :i.e~n wqicp ap~_a,:ed 
eapable of affording subsist~nce to tbeae cre_atures: it .was ev.ident th~t they 
m.ust have been hatched upon the spot. W •· ~ay tb,erefore presum~ tbat the 
.-. -U:~ ,aalcbed very suddenly, allfl ihat the )'QUDg animals r,equire -little 
Jl.OlU'.isbDllll;lt; that it is oet ~ill tbq ~~ p~tfect, at the , time when 
veg,eta.tioo _ii Qlote abuodaot, that tb&ir extreme .vor.acity ~omme(Jces. The 
•oca.sas of Southem Africa have hit~o been .suppoaed the sam.e a~ those 
~bicb •iweat Asia and some of _the south-easterly parts of Europe, gr,J/1.U 
~i&w1 but on &be examination of some specinicus. which l pres~rved, tbt\Y 
. x k 2 • 
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8re determined to be a ,,ery different speciea, ·and they now bHr their -appro• . 
priate name of Grylllu devastator. I did not here se~· any of the birds· Tania, 
Gryllivorus, which usually follow the swarms ·of locusts. 

·After some hours, we arrived at the Rietfontein. Here it was that Kicherer 
first coliected around him the Bastard- -Hottentots, and here is still a church, 

• which is, if possible, smaller and more wretched than that a't the Sack river. 
His successor, Kramer, having returned into the colony, the care of tbe flock 
devolved upon the Bastard Solomon Kok, as the most substantial personage 
in the place. This man had entirely the appearance of a colonist: he was 
well made, and spoke the Dutch language tolerably conect, and with tolerable 
purity. He was the son of one of the oldest and most noted among the Bas~ 
tard-Hottentots, by name Cornelius Kok, who lives now at the mouth of the 
Orange river, and who always made one of Colonel Gordon's suite. At 
thai time his principal occupation wa1 elephant-hunting, and he carried on a 
contraband trade in elephants' teeth, by which be had a prospect of soon be.:. 
coming a rich ·man. According to the information we received from his son, 
it seems probable that Le Vaillant was well acquainted with him. On our 
enquiring of Solomon whether giraffes were to be found in the country where 
we now were, he said that the first to be seen were in the Briqua country, 
whither, in his early youth, ~e had several times travelled with his father. 
They had once, he said, killed a very large and beautiful giraffe, the skin of 
which they had stripped off carefully, with the intention of· selling it in the 
Cape Town. However, on their journey thither, when they were ·.in the 
Karree mountains, they met with _a Frenchman upon bis travels, to·whom 
hi• father sold the skin for twenty doJlars : the same Frenchman, he said, bad 
■hot various sorts of birds and other wild ~imall, for the purpose :of stuffing 
-them • . He travelled with them tome way, and made many enquiries of'them 
concerning .the country on the other side of the Orange river. · 
. , ~hen we had ~nrolled in our register .the names of all the fathers of fami
lies in the place, bad listened to their complaints relative to the smaH-po:x, and 
tbe inroads of the Bosjesmans, and had answered their eoqu1rie1r whether w~ 
bad any clothes or gunpowder to · dispose of, we proceeded on o_ur way to 
Witwater, which place we reached the same day late in the evening: _On the 
way we were joined by a horde of Coran Hottentots, some of whom ·bad al'." 
ready visited us at the kloof. These Corans are the oldest original inhabit-
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.ents efthe ~Ntfy .; they are •tdlelilbly nemerous raoe, mild, and weft.dis

.posed, -speaking- almost the saaM ianguage that ·waa .·fe,merly spoken , by .tlie 
Hottentot tribes witbio . tbe,colony, b_ut which ·has , not .hitherto been suf
_ficiently Jtnowo by the :Europeans to acqun-e from it much insight into the 
;.aacient customs and habits-of these people. · They still live efter the nianner 
of Jheir forefath~rs, ia ainall viUages or kraals,.in huts:of a hemispher~al form, 
and are slotbfu l.by nell:tre, so . that . they .are not 80 :lbccessftiH n breeding cat
tle., though &~it country is euremely well adapted to. it, ias the stronger and 

· 1D011e .iadustric,us Caff're tribes. · With .these, who are ·therr nearest neigh.' 
b,ott,a,_tbey live -on. Yery good terms; · but :•a petpetual. ,raifa~ l!lubsirts ~ 
tween , thew-and the . Bosjesmana~ ,tbe : latter are, . bated by them . -to extesa. 
TheCQnns have hitherto been very erroneously confounded ,witk the Bbsjesl
mans; bµt they are a totally distinct people, having their priacipaJ!residence 
on tbe banks of the Narb and Vaal rivers, north-eastftGIII where·we now. were-, 
and south of the Beetjuan couotry. 'They are divided into several tribes, ~ 
priuci.,.lof w.hich are called the Kharemankia and the Kburemannl. ; i■~tlieir . 
size and corporeal structure they resemble .the Hottentots very much; but tbo 
cheek and chin bones are. leu prominent, ,.nd the ·whole face is ·.more· onl 
than ~ome other of the Hottentot tribes. They have all a kind of1voluptuous 
exptession about the ~outh, w~icb, united with a peoulier .wild rem of. the 
eye~ aed a rou11t br0.kea manner of speak mg, give them altogetber ·the ·appear• 
'°ee,of iotoxfoatioo; aor indeed ,re. they. falsified :by it,·since-ihey are truly 
a--v.Qluptuoua race, deficieot in •. bodily etrengtb, aad ,destjtute 1 of •martia~ 
courage. . . . . : . 

'fheir clothing consists .ip a mtotle of prepared &kin, .made either from :the 
hidea of thei1; eatt~, or fro.\11 th<llle d· ,the ,sni:elopes-:··it . iii &111affer; -and of .'a 
somew.llat -clifferent fo,cn from ,that -wore by the Beetjuana• · and is:nerer made 
.of-several small skin• .•wed- together. A fa~ourite mode witb :them is, io·' 
acrape &guresof l'Ui(¥.lt.kinds .on the baity.side of theae ·maQtlea. They trade 
;with the Beetjuaae tor ornaments for the -ears, ~eek, and arms. The cattte 
are held io ·high· ooosiderationi by them : they take mncb more. eare ~f ttiese 
creaturee than the other tribes,• or than mo1t of ,,be cof011ists. · ·They .ilTe·eo 
much celebrated for training the oxen, as riding sod draught-animals, that the . 

. Beetjuans ackno:wledge them to be io this instance their -muten, and purchaee 
of them those that they use for ri_diog. . · These aaimal1 p ~ exceediagly 
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-gc>M tret or gallop, ad . clear a ·peat deal of greuod in & wty abort tilae. 
There is no oca-.ion llffrto beilarsb with daem: ,tis suacient to teucll theta 
with a thin oeier. The rider never negleclll• whe11 he dismottntS\ to ba'f'e the 
animal Jed about alow,ly for a quarter·of ao bour, that be may aeol by dep,ea • 

. . The briclle is faeteoed to a wooden pin, stuck throegh the noae, and a sheep\ 
or ·goat's1kiq serves.a asaddle. On this tbe rider ·baaao.firm a seat, that be 
ia in no dnger . of being thrown lly eveo the wiklest ox. The Corans do eo't 
apply tbeaeh-.es at all to agriculture: tben-'Cl•eUings &N sph«ital huts, ffff 
much lib thoee flf the KOG81U, but not so spacious. Some skin ·an4 IIIMI, 
-OD wllicla they sleep, some .leather knapsacks, and a sort of vessels &oine.._ 
athe-iorm of cans, wllicb are cutoetufa piece of sol-id wood, with some ea• 
lebasbee.1111cl bamboo CllDe&, ~ompo111 dae whole of their househotd:faraiture • 
.M:cwt of them __. a kaife of the Beetjuan mamithetory, in a case slung round 
their neck", wita a -u leather .bag., or theeheU of a tortoise, in which is the 
pipe,·the tlObaeco, and the iintfor striking fire. 

Thay baYe no iiJ1ed hlhitatim, but often move from one place tt> another, 
alway• eury.iq witla; tl1em, as. i1 the custom among the other trihes, tlie staves 
8IMi am .of which tNU" huta.:~ buiit. All the goods and chattels are packed 
topdler within a very small compass on the back of the patient ox ; and thus 
• -•hole Coran TiU.,.isstruck; :aacl'in-fuU march in &•few IIM)ffients. Their 
. ,._ of govem1De1tt ■ .the same u with the other Hottentot tribes : the nel,·
eat penen in tbe,k.r.-1 ia tl.e •ceptai.Dl Ol' •f>IIOYoet: he Is tihe leadel' of 1tbe 
party,. aod tlle 1pek.esmaa on: aU oocllliqne; without cleriviog frem dlitt ofllce 
any judicial right over the rest: His authority isl exceedingly circumecr-ibed, 
aod 110 on~.eoaaiden hia.elf _• wbelly NUlld .co-yield,obedienoe to him; nei
tbo doa bebiaaelfeter:p1111eod,to eomman4 -cbem. • ,~nfy-in ase of being 
-ebtigetl tc, defeodtbemeelTe& against a.fo,eJgnJelMNJlyiia, he the ;fhwt1 betav~ 
beiag ·.-ridleat, l.e!...&rsaoat from.tbe ·attack • .Pltlhlity of •Wi¥e9 is·ri~ 
eoaanry·to tlaeir iaatiunioos; yet,r■ever,heerd ofian,- ltedy,who Wd>-tnoM 
t1-D:..oae1wife. . Tbe,.are t., aamJWigood•tempered·; 1 lmt1Jhey·ale' •oledl, 
11Dd1 .db.onot ulte.-yigreat-iaterest fur. others •: . less -cunnittg·ttlan• the Hotten
tet,, ~erefore ~ -4to, ,be, deceiffd in mdlo~ing with tshem, -iuMl,:,f,om their 
simpiicity,:~lWIMl 110 auy pmpctse ;by •llhe•lfttracl'ioo of:stronr liqueni, ·to• 
bacco,:aod th~e, luxiariBB. . , 

:a!be..oompllllf wll~ •w-joiaed1 us were ~car.tam .Sipb, 1V.ith eight or tea Iii 
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bis people, whose habitation was at that moment only at the distance of~ 
few hours. He had Jived awhile in the colot1y, and had been, with several of 
his followers, in the service of a farmer. Here his good behaviour acquired him 
many friends; and it was not without re ret that they saw him, after some 
years, return to his native country. He himself repented of this hasty 
measure, and requested, when we should pass that · way again, that he might 
be permitted to join us, and seek his old acquaintance among the colonists. 
He said that it was impossible for him to remain longer where he was, on ac
count of being so grievously molested by the Bosjesmans: if the Bastard-Hot
tentot-s were not so near, and bad not sometimes taken him under their pro
tection, he should Jong ago have lost all his cattle, perhaps not even have 

escaped with his life. But these good friends were now destitute of powder, 
and could not, without great difficulty, protect their own herds. He was de
sirous, therefore, once more, to seek bis fortune in his ancient situation. Some 
ofour company recollected him, and observed, that when he was in the co
lony, the name of SJapparm was given him, because be was Jame in the left 
arm. His corporal was, for the same reason, called Buffelbout, because he had 
once been thrown down by a buffalo , and wounded by him with his horn in 
the thigh. It was after him that the Biesfootein, where we stopped on the 
sixth of June, received the same name. Anoth er of th ese people had, in like 
manner, been thrown dow,n by a buffalo, -and was so much hurt as to be ren

dered an absolute cripple; it was not without great difficulty that he could sit 
upon an ox. We afterwards saw many of the avnges, who bore about them 
strong marks of the ill-treatrient they had received from these mischievous 
animals; among others may be mentioned a B etjuao, whose left ear had 
been severed from his head by the tread of a buffalo, as if it had been cut off 
by a razor: he was named by .his countr,ymen after this accident. 

The inhabitants of Wit water were almost all Hottentots: there was only one 
~astard family among them. A_s, from fear of the small-pox, we pitched our 
camp at a little distance from the village, we were very much di turbed in the 
night by the jackals and lions; they ventured so near, and terrified our oxen 
and sheep to s11ch a degree, that these ere tures broke loose, and were with 
<Jifficulty collected together again in the mornin g. We also heard the noise 

of quaggas ne r our camp incessantly the whole night through. 

The next morning we proceeded onw~rds, the w-eather being very cold. 
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.The wives of the Corans, who had associated themselves with us the day be
fore, joined the party ·, rurining by the side: of our waggons, while the hus
,,ands rode in great state upon their oxen. These lords of the · creation were 
exceedingly angry that their ladies would not stay quietly at home; and took 
great pains to excuse themselves to us, and to assure us that th~y had come 
out aga;nst their express commands. Upon some little presents .being made 
them, they. however, soon quitted us, but the husbands proceeded a consider
able way farther. The extraordinary protuberat_Jce of the ' hinder parts of 
some of these women excited our utmost astonishment; the more so, as they 
were otherwise in general very slender. Perhaps the custom of carrying their 
children always on their backt may have some share in thissingula'r confor: 
matio~, but it is certain that the principal cause must be sought for in 'the ori~ 
ginal organization. Examples of this structure about the hips are to be . seen 

. emong the women in almost all the Hottentot tribes, even among'tbose in 
the service of the colonists, who have never had any' children ; and one· can
not forbear again observing, that this is· also the country which produces the 
enormous fat-tailed shePp. · ' 

We were now again in a district abounding exceedingly with game, and, after' 
· having passed Taayboschfontein, the smallest of the Hottentot villages, leaving 

it a little to the left,, the fields were overspread with elands, gnus, and spring-
. bock,. They were soon frightened by the noise of our train, and -began to fly,: 
~ut we dispersed ourselves about in pursuit of them. 'l followed first a· iroop 
of springbocks, one of which I killed ; but my attention was soon diverted 
from them by a party of very fine large ostriches. •I alsci saw at a distance a 
herd of butfal.QS; but as I was on foot, and alone, it was imj>t,ssible to think of 
followi_ngthem. After some houn, I i-ejoined our ·company, and sent a Hot~ 
tentot in search of my slaughtered .springbock ; bu't the Bosjesmans had al-
r~ady made a prize of it, lea.ving only the entrails as my share. · 

Towards eveniog, as we were proceeding o'a our journey, · rain came oo, 
with whicb,.af~r suq~t, anow was mingletl: this incommoded ii& extreme-· 
ly, when, qo ar~iving at Leeuwenkuil, our tents were to be pitched jo the 
dark. We were, moreover, obliged to forego our .aupper entirely, since we
could not get the fire to burn ; this, at a,lYenturers now pretty well seasoned 
to hardships, we ,l;tould not much have : regarded, had not the cold made the 
comf911 of a ho\ ~~al p~licularly desirable to u. 1 As th,e wind besides blew 
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with considel'llble violence, we were every moment afraid of the tents being 
blown down ; so that we all t~ther passed a Tery sleepless and comfortlesa 
night. Added to these grievances, and worse than all the others combined, a 
),on broke into our camp, dispersed our cattle, and carried off our best milcla 
goat, directly from the side of one of the waggons. We could hear the cry or 
the poor animal to a great distance, without being able, from the darkness, t<, 

afford it any assistance; and the next morning we could trace the course which 
the robber had pursued, by the drops of blood along the snow. The bad 
weather did not subside till noon the following day, but the evening was milcl 
and serene. 

We were now at the dwelling-place of the missionary Andenon, in the 
largest of the H9ttentot villages, which contained between three and four 
hundred inhabitants. \Ve paid our visit to the patriarch, who was very iU, 
and so weak, that he could not quit his hut. His habitation was a Coran but, 
only somewhat larger than the usual size; it was very poor within, but kept 
perfectly clean; the bed was shut up from the rest of the room by a curtain : 
in the middle was a table, and round about, some chests and coffers instead 
'?f chairs. Some small English prints were hanging about the roof of the 
but, such as the apotheosis of a child,s soul, and portraits of Van-der-Kemp, 
with other celebrated missionaries. We found in Anderson an amiable ap .. 
pearing man, about thirty years of age, with great serenity and piety in his 
whole deportment. His features were fine, and his eye beamed with a spirit 
of religion and resignation ; this, combined with the evident traces of a long~ 
standing sickness, gave him wholly the aspect of a saint, and could not fail, at 
the first glance, to win the heart of every one who approached him. He spoke 
the Dutch language tolerably well, sufficiently so to make himself perfectly 
intelligible to the Hottentots, but he was not a little rejoiced al being able to 
talk with us in his mother-tongue. He assured us that our arrival was most 
gratifying to him, for he bad long wished to see the attention of the govern
ment turned towards his institution, that he might, with the greater confi
dence, address bis petitions to them for support. He was sensible that many 
obstacles must exist to this assistance being grant€d; and his penetration did 
not go far enough to meet all that might be urged by e\·il-minded individuals 
against the interests of the government, and of the institution. 

Our missionary had already been four years in the country, yet be ~om-
VOL. JI. J. I 
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plained;·that aotwitbataodiog his most 1tRauou1 exertiou ia bis vocation, 
be bad accomplished but little. This he dlought was partly to t>e a10Tihed. 
to the-successive yean of drought whiclt had intervened, and "·hicb obliged 

· them perpetually to move from one place to another ; partly aleo to the h1gh 
degree of iodocilit1 which unfortunat~ly characterized moat of bis pupils. h 
was only since their being permanently fixed OR that apot that be could see 
awy prospect of his efforts heiog attended with the happy consequences which 
hit wialaes had anticipated. Sin~ that time, be could perceive am·oog them · 
• increasing spirit of industry, of docility, and desire of improvement: the · 
example of the best among the Bastard-Hottentots seemed to make· some im
pression upon their wholly savage brethren. His great object at present was 
to keep the institution fixed, and for this purpose he was endeavouring, ht 
all possible means, to excite a spirit of attention to agriculture, and to wean 
&be_m from their attachment to the nomade life. He had already pnsuaded 
some of his people to build · themselves permanent houses instead 9f 
moveable huts; he was even occupied with having a large building erected, 
partly as a habitation for himself, partly as ~ pla~e of assemblage for divine 
worship. He had had canals dug in some of the low grounds to drain them,' 
they beiJlg too marshy for use ; and he hoped, by this means, that they would 
the next year be fit for cultivation; he hoped also, by such exertion.s, to in,; 
crease the spirit of agriculture, as one of the best means of rendering the 
people stationary. 
· The Leeuwenkuil is a long valley betweea two ridges of flat-topped hills: 
at tbe upper end of the valley is a copious spring, which renders the whole a 
sort of morass ; further down, the waters are collected into a bed, and the 
slopes on both sides are amazingly fertile. This part has been particularly 
devoted to agricultural purposes: equal shares of from five to six acres are 
. portioned out, and allotted to those who have industry to cultivate them. -On 
the slopes of the hills which border the great valley, some small stone house. 
are already eFected; and somewhat lower down is a very neat house, built of 
·wood and bricks, with a kitchen garden adjoining, which belongs to the most 
distinguished among the Bastards, by name Moses. The greatest industry 
and spirit of order reigned in this household, more than is often to be found in 
African farms. Maize and tobacco were cultivated in the garden with the 
usual vegetables for culiuary purposes. Not far from the spring was the half-• 
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finished building designed for a church~ which in size was much the same as 
that at the Sack river, but of a very superior construction. If the two insti• 
tutions be cqmpared with each other, one cannot ~e sufficiently astonished 
that Kicherer's should hitherto have been so e"ceedingly extollc<l, and 
Anderson's treated with so much contempt. 
. From the most accurate inquiries that could be made into the situation of 
the institution, and the relations which it held with the colony, the following 
results were obtained. It is undoubtedly true that these men carry on a sort 
of contraband trade for powder and fire-arms with some of the citizens at 
the Cape-Town, who have catlle-plaae, on the borders of the colony, giving in 
exchange for them horned-cattle, elephants' teeth, ostrich feathers, and the 
hidea of animals . . In this traffic the disadvantage is so much on their side, 
&hat they cannot obtain a musket of even a middling quality for less than five 
or six oxen, or a hundred weight of ivory. And yet, perhaps, si nee inall cases 
merchandize can ouly be estimated according to its relative value, it may 
appear bard _to call this traffic unjust. At Amsterdam it would undoubtedly 
be a gro~s imposition, if an ignorant person were takeo in to barter a large 
elephant's tooth at a frippery shop against an ordinary coat; but on the otber 
side of the Orange river such an exchange might be far from unfair. Intli,. 
viduals among the Bastard-Hottentots have sometimes come _privately to tht 
Cape-Town, where they have bought arms and powder more advanlageously; 
but experience has taught them that it is better to give the higher price, ancl 
be spared the fatigue aod expense of the journey. The breed of elephants. 
however, begins to diminish very much in this country, 10 that they fail in 
their most valuable article of traffic, and for some time they have not been . 
able to purchase powder. Till very recently, .a small supply, which they 
procured from the English commiMaries in 1801, had not been wholly 
e]Jbausted, but at length even that failed, and the whole little colony wu 
reduced to great distress for the want of so necessary ao article. This calamitJ 
was the more severely felt, since the Bosjesmaos bad begun to discover th\t 
th~y could no longer use their fire-arms, and had.therefore become mu.ch more 
troubiE-some, and bolder in their incuniona. 

This specimen alone is su6icient to shew the depeadenoe of the institutioa 
upoo the colony, and the folly of ~iog tbat it is ever likely to becom, 
~angeroua to the European establiabments. H<>w little an incunion frOIII 
th~e har~less rpen ii to be awreheoded, i• obvic;,u1 from their coqsidering . 

L l i . 
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themselves as fellow-citizens of the colony, and 111bject& of the colonial 
government; they are even ignorant of the boundaries fixed by the govern
ment for the colony. Anderson'~ regarding himsel( as completely under 
the controul of the government, his inculcating on bis followers a strict 
obedience to it, and even relying on it for assistance, proves no Jess the 
falsehood of the reports circulated against him, than it attests the reat purity 
of his views. It is very true that another English missionary did in 
his prayers mention his own king; but this never happened among the 
Bastards; nor could such a thing be any designed injury to the Bataviao 
republic, since its relations with the other European powers were thea wholly 
unknown. 

Undoubtedly dais little State deserves not only the attention but the 
.-amest support of the government at the Cape. However necessary it may 
be that the extending the boundaries of the colony should be prohibited to 
:European adventurers, it is on the other hand no less advantageous that so 
'fertile a tract of land should be cultivated and· rendered ttsefal; that it should 
l>e inbabited by people who wilt readily barter the superft-uity of corn and 
cattle, with which heaven may bless them, against EuropeaD commodities-; 
who are too remote from the colony, and are separated from it by so iohospi• 
table a eountry, that there is no danger of their ever being engaged in cootest9-
with · the colon~ts on the borders. All will depend in future upon a-carefuf 
ehoice being made of the missionaries who are atlowed to eome hither; that", 
like Anderson, they may unite with an eager enthusiasm (or spreading tbe 
principles of true religion, enlightened views with regard to human policy. 
No less important will it be-that a· strict attention to rectitude aod good faith 
should be obser\'ed in the interchange to be carried on betweeB' the-Hotten .. 
tots and the colonists~ For this purpose, it will be well that penons of tried 
integrity should 1occasionaUy be sent into the country to reconcile any Jittfe 
misunderstaorlings that may oeeur, a-nd- to p11oish any offences cemaiitted 
egaiost the laws. 

We made use of the opportunity now- presented us to recommend the 
iDstructiona of the worthy missionary in the strongest manner to the -
auentioo of his pupils, a11d to-enforce upon them obedience to him as one of 
their first duties; assuring them that the neglect of it would be conaidered as
an offence ~ailist the goTernment, and would• be punished accordingly-. 
'fhe diligent were enceuraged to oecupy themscJ.ves etiU more 111iduouely 
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with hu$bandry, and hopes were given them that the government would 
lighten the taxes opon the produce of their labour, and endeavour to have 
them supplied with European commodities at an easier rate,. The slothfid 
were admonished to forsake their bad_ habit& and imitate the industrious-, 
otherwise they were threatened with being sent away for ever from tbe 
institu,ion. SQme of the most untractable among the Jfotteutots wece 
pointed out to us by Anderson, as those who ateod in the greatest . need of 
1hese exhortations and admonitions; nay, their comrades complamed DO 

Jess of these people, that they would not even work for hire, but expected tp 
be maintained by the more wealthy in total indolence ; that thus- they were 
a heavy burthen upon the whole society. The aggressors themselves could 
not deny that they were strong and healthy enoogb to work ; they ackeow
Jedged also that sloth was a crime, but answered, when asked why ·they 
would not work, that it. was the ,infalnmof tl,e .ftuh, tl,e innale bad priflcipl, 
of man. They could not, they said, renounce this fault; but God· wu 
merciful ; and as they were so ready to acknowledge their tnmsgrenioot,.. he 
would forgive them; for he alone who had Jesus within him, who ·wu ·homble 
of heart, and full of faith, could be saved. Here again is a fresh proof bow 
contrary the ctoctrine taught by most of the missionaries is to the- true 
welfare of the human race, and how much harder ii is to co1tv~rt men to

christianity, whose miJ!dS are not prepared for it by early cultivation, than ff) 

mak~ pious and religious people of polished Europeans. Anderson himself 
told as that it was always the most lazy and worthless people in his institu
tion, several of whom had even been detected in attempts- at · robbery · ond 
murder, who talked the most about reJ.igion, who bad the most piety io-theil· 
mouths; with regard to some, the fear alone of making them. w.laoUy ,~illain•, 
who would -become dangerous to the institution itself, induced him -to re~n 
them; he should otberwiae dicard them entirely, aod abandon. them to &bei1' 
fate. 

From hence, dispatches to tbe goveruor, aud letters to our friends at the 
Cape-Town, as well as some to be forwarded to Europe, were sent by t,wo 
Hotte11tots, who were ret11rniug to the Sack river on riding-oxen;. and .thus,. 
6ttr businese here being concluded, on the twenty-irat · of June,. we t;ook 
leave of the worthy Andenon and his pupils.. We bad hen, de~ated ita 
tome measure from the exact direction towards the country of the Beetjuaos, 
and now once more resumed a. due westerly course.. · 
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CHAP. XLVII . 

. IHparture from Letuwenkuil.-Ongcluksfontein, w!,y so ca!l(d.-Grotaque ttppear• 
once of the Traoe/ter,.-Re.monstrances of tire Party ngainsl the Prosecution of 
'the Joun,tJJ.-Tieo Hottentots mvdered by the Bo~e1man1.-Thrir Familia 
re,tued l,J lhe TraYJelling Part..v•-John Bloom's Fou11tain.-1ne Dogs of tlle 
Bo~ennan,. 

- Ou.a coune waa now over a flat desert country, which scarcely produced 
-eny. thing but some dry grasses, and a few small plan ts of the ayngenesia tribe, 
•• a,ur,, gorleria, and berkl,,ya. By the dry bed of a stream were several 
eorts of mimosas, ahogether new, and such as I never yet found described: 
the formatioa of the leaves was _very remarkable. Here we 6rst found som~ 
siagle shrubs of that favourite among the Beetjuans, the grewia obtuaifolia; 
farther on gr~w in abundance, rising even to the height of a man, the tarco
wathru camp/io,·atu,. This is one of the bushes in which the Bosjesman• 
particwarly delight to make their nes~: its aromatic leaves were chewed 
with the greatt>st delight by our Malay slaves, since they found the flavour 
Nry similar to that of eorne of the plants of their own country • . 

After .ascending a 1mall bill, towards evening we arrived ' at Ongeluksfon
tein, so called, becauae some years before a Bastard-Hottentot ha~ the 
misfortune at thi1 spot, by handling hia gun incautiously, to shoot his 
eompanion in the chase.• Thia is the most northern of the villages inhabited 
by tbe disciples of Anderson. We found it · iohahited only by N amaaquas, 
•d Hottentots of the Greatriver; they were nevertheless equally civil and 
obliging u the others. They brought us milk, panther-skins, and oxe~, 

• All tJaeee places ban likewise Cerao names; whicb · I had collected with die lntenflff of 
lolel1ieg dae111 equally la my work. t soon found howe•er either tllat thelle 11a1DH belo111,11 to tle 
:•a..te •t.tlliet, o, ei.. tlat.&be &'eeideuee of each single ,orde had• diffeffllt appellatio•• · or. wu 
pr011e111toed tli.,.tlJ. Bes!Ales, a, these names are io genenl ver, long, aod as the proouo
tiati~ of diem is utnmcly dificult, I h&TO c0116ned myself to gi'fing the Dutch names, whicla 
are miacJa morea1ed by the pruent .wbabi&ants or the district, aod aft'or4 les~ danger of arteratioli 
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which they oft'ered in exchange for our European goode upon very reasonable 
terms. Afi the last day•s journey had beeo. very long, and as .the next spring . 
lay ,at 'the distance of more thae a day's journey, we determined to proceed a 
part of the way only on the tweoty-ttecood, taking with us a provision of 
water sufficient to satisfy our wants for the night. We did not set off till
die afternoon. Such tong ,ests are often very necessary in journeys like the 
preaeat, eot obly to relieve the cattle, but also for p.reserving the health of the 
travellers~ · who· othenvite would be liable to suffer much from a want or 
ele1,11lioess and propet food. It was oot indeed possible for us to pay all the
attention that could have been wished to our dress, and to the neatn~ oi 
our external appearance. From the time that w~ quitted the Sack river w~ 
ltad constantly passed the night with our clothes oo, that in case of dsoger
we might be ready in a moment; nor did we ever sleep in a bed till tbreo
months after this, at our return to, Tulbagh. From circumstances, we were
«>bliged often to remain a week together without being able to change ou~ 
clothes. Our large trunks were in the waggooa uuder a quantity of other 
goods,· and seldom .could be unpacked: we had only each a little cf oak-hag 
with some changes of linen, and these we were often obliged to wash ourselves, 
since the slaves either bad really uot the tine to spare, or did them so n1 that 
•·e could scarcely wear them. In like manner we were also obliged occa
sionally to mend our clothes, and even our 'shoe&, ourselves, because there wa1 
no one amon~st us who could do it better. 

la the early part of our journey we ~ad made a point of shaving oUJ'Selvet. 
iegularly; but ~s we found ·that the water. being strongly impregnated with 
natron, could not, from the particles of sulphuric acid which it contaioed, b~
easily made to froth with the soap, and besides, that pe11haps for five or sis 
-.lays we had no opportunity of performi111g this ceremony, we at length agreed 
to wne it altogether, and we begaa now to have all of us very respectable 
heardL Krieger and Van-der-Byl io par.ticular acquired by this means a 
moat veaerable aspect, which sometimes produced a very favourable impres
sion upon the savages, and pleased them exceedingly. Our wbol~ exterioJ' 
indeed gave us so· strongly the appearance of adventurers. that w.e often 
could not forbear laughing at it ounelves: it wouW have afforded an· 
interestiug spectacle to any Europeaa who had suddenly come among us. 
We had among· us people of all colQus, and· c)Qtbed ii) a. variety 0£ fw,hi,Qn•; 
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natives of Mozambique in Malay garments, with a sort of turbans on their 
heads, and foll short breeches; brown Malays with their hair twisted up in 
curls upon the head ; half-naked · tame Bosjesmans with bodies smeared over . 
with grey ashes; · yellow Hottentots with cloaks of sheep-skin and akin caps; 
Bastards, with brown leather waistcoats and -~reecbes, "large white felt.bate 
ornamented with black ostrich-feathers, and black mustachios; colonists in . 
their light national costume; an~ lastly, Eu,opeans in old half-worn-out 

... 
clothes of various fuhioos; one- was in a short shooting-jacket, with a 
night-cap and fur-boots, another in an uniform with a helmet cap and 
military shoes, perhaps large woollen stockings drawn over the leather . 
breeches. These varied costumes composed particularly picturesque groupt, 
when in a cold evening they were collected together round a large fire, and the 
light was thrown from below upon the black or bearded countenances; the 
fire perhaps illuminating a· rugged mass of rock in the back-ground. A 
faithful sketch of such a group, with the horsea standing near, and the arms 
and saddles lying about, would have afforded a most admirable frontispiece 
to some terrible romance, in which a troop of banditti were to play a 
principal part. 

We had here again another conflict to sustain against the reluctance of 
some of our party to proceed on the journey • . The Namaaquas had only a 

- few days before been attacked by a numerous horde of Bosjesmans, and the· 
sufferers asserted that the district before us was the true native country of 
these marauders ; that they were liere bolder and more formidable than near 
the colony, and their numbers were so great, that if they were to make a 

aerioas attack upon us, our force would not be sufficient to resist them. 
Our guides added, that we should not meet with a human habitation 
between that place and the Beetjuan country; that our horses would ·be 
famished, and no longer able to move; that we were ill-provided with 
powder;-that we had not more than three or four effective dogs; that several 
of ouf gu.ris were no longer fit for use; with many other objections of a 
similar n'ature. Moreover, even supposing that we had the good fortune to 
escape with safety from the Bosjesman,, it was not at ull improbable that we 
might find ourselves in a very disagreeable situation with the B~etjuans, 
whose disp0&itions were, to say the best of them, at least very doubtful. 
How would it be poesible to defend -ourseh·es against .thia numerous aod 
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warlike Ration, in case they should choose to seize our waggons, our bo11ses, 
and our oxen; and how much harder should we find it, supp osing: we 
escaped with our lives, to be obliged to return through the Bosjesmans' conn try 
on foot, and unarmed. Kok himself, whose advice we asked, seemed to feel 
his courage droop. He had now for some time expected two Hottentot 
families who were in bis service, and who were to follow a few days after 
his departure: he had hoped to meet them at the Rietfontein, since nothing 
had detained them from setting out from e Beetjuan country, but some 
little repairs which were wanting to their wa"gon: having the most perfect 
dependence on their good faith, he had purposed trusting bis family to their 
protection; on their journey to the Sack river. · Some disaster he was 

\ 

convinced must have happened to them: either th ~y had been coercively 
detained by the Beetjuans, or murdered in the way by the Bosjesmans. 

All these representations were however insufficien~ to shake our 
determined resolution, and our compa ions were necessitated to yi eld to 
our will, which was immediately and clecideclly declared without the least 
hesitation. Kok submitted joyfully, and assured us that our resolution 
determined him to proceed with us as far as we chose, for he must now 
believe that it was inspired by God, who willed our journey; he should 
therefore think no more of fear. 

Soon after noon, therefore, we set forwards along the declivity of a small 
hill which lay to our right. At the distance of about three miles to ou~ 
left, we saw a high ridge of .hills running parallel with it for a great length 
of way, which, on account of the distance tl1at it extends from north to south-, 
is called the Long-Mountain. The declivity over which our route lay was, • 
interrupted io several places by small dells, the beds of so many periodical 
streams. Though we sent some of our people forwards with pick-axes 
and spades to level the ways over these places, they were often dangerous 
to our waggons, and wearied our oxen extremely. Besides th,is, there was 
now scarcely any beaten track to be discerned: here and there only could -
we perceive in the grass some faint impressions made by the wheels of 
the missionaries' waggons. From hence therefore we were obliged ' to trust 
wholly to the compass and to the direction of the mountains as our guides. 
Ti,e way we pursued was chiefly o'ler a plain, uninterrupted by diffs, dells, 
or high shrubs 'of any kind. In this country it was that we first discovered 
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the footsteps of giraffes: tbeae we took some pains to examine accurate1y, 
that we might know bow to distinguish them in future. · 
· When we had almost reached the place where we were to encamp for the 

night, a most tragical scene was presented to us, I had gone on before wit 
Kok, who, according to our usual custom, was giving me a lecture ia 
the Beetjuan language, when we discovered in a little thicket before us the 
ti-It of a waggon. As we approached it, Kok recognized the wives and 
children of the people he was expecting, and exclaimed joyfully: " There 
they are !-There are my Hottentots, Jantje and Da, ·id. "-We hastened up 
to the waggon, and reached it before we were observed by any of the party. 
At the moment when we came up, one of the women, seeing us, uttered a 
loud and piercing shriek, and falling prostrate to the earth before Kok, · 
embraced his knee in a tumult of agony . In an instant after, the childre11 
ran towards us crying, sohbing, and lamenting, in the most piteous manner, 
so ,.that it was some time before my worthy companion, down whose cheeks 
tears were streaming, had power to ask the unfortunate woman where her 
husband was. For a while renewed sobs were the only answer he couid 
obtain, till at length the woman pointed with one hand to a little distaace, 
while she held the other over her eyes. We loC\ked up, and saw a f~w 
paces from us a boy about twelve years old making'a grave with an old 
i,on axe, and near him, lying on the ground, the body of bis father wrapped 
in a mat. "The Bosjesmans have murdered him," exclaimed the unfortu
nate lad; and letting his axe drop, he broke out into ·the most bitter cries and 
lamentations. After awhile, from several incoherent answers, which were 

. all we could at first obtain, we comprehended that the other Hottentot also, 
with• one of his children, had fallen victims to the barbarity of the Bosjes
mana; but by degrees having succeeded in somewhat calming these poor 
creatures, we learned from them the following particulars. 

These men were brothers, unmingled Bastard-Hotteutots, who had long· 
been attached to our Kok, and who had accompanied him, with their 
families and their property, in all his travel, for the work of conversion, 
giving every day new proofs of their devoted adherence · to him. The 
inclination which led Kok among the Beetjuans .extended itself to them: 
they lived upon the best terms with these sa¥ages, they learnt tbeir language, 
they adopted their cu,toms, neyertheless av.oidiJig any: ioterfereuce in the • 
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.contests wh~h were : perpetually taking place .between ~hese people and 
.the Bosjesmaos; no~ on~ of this miserable race had ever .falleQ by their hands.. 
'.fh~y saw therefore n_o reason _to apprehend being molested on their journey, 
and strongly reje~ted the warnings of the Beetjuans not to follow their 
master, who must already be so far before them, through so solitary a 
country, \Vttb th.eir worn-out waggQn. A.nurpb~r of elephants' teeth which 
~hey had collec~ecl together they hoped would sell to great advantage at the 
Cape-Town, and they expected _to retui;o well equipped with new implements 
for hu.sbandry, clothes, and tools for work • 
. •On the third day of their journey they were joined by some Bosjesmans, 
~ho begged for t~1e _offals of tlie game they ~ad killed, which being given 
ihem, !hey sat down quietly at a little dis~auce and eat .them. A . ,herd of 
sixty oxen, however, which the Hottentots . ~arried with them,. strongly 
excited the appetites of these voracious guests ; but too dast;udly to attemp~ 
to ~eize them by ;open force, though the Ht.tie convoy coni,istcd . _o( no more 
thoo twp ~en <rapable of bear~ng arms, with th~ir ,. mother, their wive~ 
and fourteen cbi ,ldren, they formed ,~ .plan tp get the _m by . degrees . in -. 
Qumber ;of petty contests. . The wat~~fulne~ of the bro_thers preventeq 
their . commencing the ~xecution of their. > plan ,the succeeding nigh~! but; 
tbe ,next Jinorning these men, ~ing at work at some distance from each other,. 
the wretched invaders seized tbe favourable moment wl1en one of them hafi: 
beQt him~elf ·down t.o ~o sometl1ing to the shaft of the waggon, and ":hile, 
a party engaged him in conversation, one of th e boldest thrust a sharp , 
hassagai into his back, quite _ through to his breast. A girl of eight yea.rs, 
old, the darling of her father, and who was stauding near hiUl, se~ing bis 
d,anger before the thrust was actually mat.le, . ~ttered a violent shriek, for 
which a spear was run through her by another Bosjesman. Alarmed by 
the cry, the brotQer looked up, anc;i saw_ the l}orrid deed performed, without ; 
the possibility of comjng in time to preveqt j~ Enraged, he rushed for~ards, 
having nothing in his hand b.ut a short axf, when the murderers, . not~itb
s~anding they were eight in number, . hastily took to flight . After ha.ving in '. 
,rain aimed a stroke with his axe a~ the head of th~ . hindmost, he seized -hie; 
gue, and firing . after the fugitives, wounded one of them in the . shoulder; - · 
but before ~e . cou.ld load his piece . again, they were oil out of sight. Bows,., 
arrQw,_, spea~_all w.e-re thrown ,way by the _m,. that they D\igbt 69 w.ith the 
grGter haste .. 
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The bodies ot the poor murdered father and child being terftOved f ntb 
the waggon, the party immediately proceeded on their -way, lest the 
Bosjesmans should return upon them with inc~ed numbers. · In order 
to conceal from the savages the place where the bodies were deposited, ·amce 
it is a custom with them to misu~ exceedingly the corpses of those who 
have fallen by their ban·ds-to obviate this, they were buried · in the dark the 
follo1'Ving night. The next day the unfortunate party continued their 
flight under the moat painful anxiety, the Boajesmans appearing eyery now 
and then at a distance upon the heights, without daring to renew their 
attack : the night was passed in the open field, under the strictest 'watch, to 
keep the enemy at a dmtance. The next morning, however, the route lay 
at the edge of a considerable thicket of mimosas, whence the travellers 
were ossailed with a shower of poisoned arrows, ·by which some of the 
children were touched. Those who were in the waggon found an extraordinary 
'protection from the dried skin of a buffalo, which was hung en the side of 
it by mere chance, and in which many of the arrows sruck. Yet 'the 
wretches were terrified at the courage of a single man, and a :abot from the ' 
Hottentot's gun drove them from their lurking-place, and pUt them to 
Sight. Somewhat farther ·on, the attack was renewed, but the arrows were 
then principally aimed at the draught oxen, that the progreu of the party 
might be stopped. Some of these fell, but they were immediately replaced by 
others; while the man and the eldest boy, ho·wever-; were doing thi-s, the 
latter received a very slight wound, the father a more severe one. This did · 
not prevent his still defending his children and his herd: eleven of the 
children, notwithstanding, as they continued their course, one after the · 
other received wounds from the 'm-illlcreants. · Tl1e tnorning of the next 
day put the · final seal to this catastrophe; tho robbers appeared in greater ' 
numbers upon the heights around, Bl'ld at length moved towards the lfttle 
OC!Jllv~y in several c!ivisions, so 11s ·to surroll'nd it. The Hottentot fired m1· 
piece;- but this was the moment for wh'rcb they waited: all the M'l'OWs were 
then aimed ~t him, •and whife he was endeavouriftg to load his piece -again, 
he was mortally wounded in three places. That lie might in-ot fall before 

· their eyes, he ·haeteiled, belf..fainting, to the wagg&Q, his son fc>tlowing htfn : 
aad the miscreants witih a -shout of vietory drove a'Way the whole herd. 
· The wt>t1oded man soon lost hit· speech and reeollection, :tltd 4ied -in the 

space of an hour. All hope of escape was lost to the sufferers, w:118'&, ._, _ 
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nOOI, at the .piece where we met witla them, the a-xle-tree of t~ir waBOn 
broke. Pluodered, laog11i1hing with their wounds, inev-haole death seemed 
before their eyes. ·Some harking Bo1jesmans were 1ee11 spying about the hille, as, 
it appeared, with a view to posseaing theD;lselves of the last remaiaing dl'BUghl 
oxen. The uncertainty alooe whether the wounded defender might not be 
atill alive, whether his little remaining &trength might not yet be emptoye4 
.against them, seemed to make the cowards keep aloof, te make them hesitate 
fo putting the finishing stroke to &be misery of their 'tictims: and it was 
probable that they wai~d only for the closing in of night te renew their 
attack with the greater security. Fully convinced that it was this alone wbich 
afforded them any respite, the women eollected their children •round them, 
and · employed the iaterval in prayer,, when suddenly the Bosje8818111, 
probably having seen us, disappeared, and hope &nee more revived in ·the 
.boaoms of these unfortunate people: it seemed possible that they ·migltt hie 
able to reach Ongeluksfootein, which they knew to be at no great clittance. 
They were therefore hutening to deposit the dead body in · the earth, put. 

. posing, wbea that was done, to employ all the atreagtb left them by th'ree da,a 
of anguieh, passed without reat, sleep, or nourishment, in tlying witb ;th'e 
utmost ,peed that the circu1RStances would pennit. 

Our compaio~ who now began t-o jGstify · their fOfflller appre'llensioni, 
and again to mention ·our retumiag\ were soon howe"f'er obUged te -co1'fess 
with ·sbaoae, that .ti.d it aot been for our peneverance, all these peoph, 
would have fallen victims to a lu1>rrid and painful death; an hour later,ana 
we had probabiy 11ot found &ne of diem al-ive. 'the people dremsetv~ 
eonside~ our incomprehentible af'l)earance in a place th-rough whic'h 
scarcely• smgle 1taiveller passes t-he whole year round, and that at the momedt 

_ of the most i.mminent danger, as· an absolute miracle, as .a vi!Pibte interpc,i
sition of heaven for d,eir preservation. Kok, to whom they poured ~ 
-their ·hearts in rhe most affecting man11er upon tbts std,ject, thanked u1 

t'llgerly with te8f'8 of gratitude for the fifnmeRs •tth which we htadt tht 
mot'ding adhered to the prosecution of ooT joomey. Disposed by '811 tfHs 
to be 1a1isfied with 0111' detomination, we found a stiH farther ,111str&.tioa 
of what we had done, in the mat1ifest cowirdi(:e~ "·hich, eccordrng to th 
tragical relation, we bad .heard, waa disiptayed ·by the B09,jesftlans: ft-om 1hit 
e-owardH:e we reeeiftd the tmrest -pledge of that detettniuatiea _ ·INring 
·••ctioned _.,, me e~eat. -
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Our first busi11ess was now tE> take care of:t.bese unfortunate · people •. . Three 
of our Hottentots were sent back in the night, well armed, to Ongelukafon
tei~ to fetch some. of the Namaaquas from thence, that they · might, the next 
day, convey the women and children to a plaee of security. Some other of 

. our people were employed in a complete repair of the waggon, and others dug 
a grave to bUFy the corpse. This, though dead only a few hours, from the 
atroog aud dreadful nature of the poison, was already · in ·• state ofr total cor
ruption ; the large wounds iu the back, in the belly, and in the tbjgh, were 
immoperately swelled,- and were surrounded with ;a greenish blue circle. 
The smell which proceeded from them was fac worse than wbat proceeds froa1 
ao ordinary putrid corpse. The grave was made very deep; and : the earth 
pa:e~ hard down upon it with stones, to keep it from the beasts of prey . . 

I, for my share, occupied myself with attending to the .wounded children ;: 
I washed their wound~ with wine, while the cook made some strong broth 
for them to take. Happily, scarcely any of the wounds were more than Bkin 
deep, the miscreants having fired at too great a distance to do any eaaenfo~l io:. 
jury; with most of them I therefore · did nothing more : than rub . the 
whole l)ody over . with warm oil, which I have always found ~he best spe
cific that could be used against the poison of the Bosjesmans,. arrows. To the 
deeper wounds I applied, according to the experiencel had had of its efficacy, 
amercurial salve; the freshest wounds I only endeavoured to lubricate, and 
found them, t}le next morning, vastly amended, less swelled, . aud looking 
m"!ch better than the older wounds. . l gave the people besides some medicines 
to carry ~ith them on their journey, and, by the careful attention of .the me
the.rs to the directions they received from me, united with their extreme clean
liness, they succeeded happily in saving the li\·es of all ; at least, none had 
died when we repassed the same way a month and half after, although the 
health of several of the sufferers was by no means entirely restored~ 

At day-break our three Hottentots returned, accompanied by some Namaa,
qu~s, who had shewn themselves very ready to give all possible assistance to 
the sufferers, and repeated to us, · several times, that they considered it as a 
Christian duty. They would have the wholestory io the snorting Houentot 
language, from the women, and then first began _ to make prepuatioos for their 
departure._ \Ve now took leave of our protegis, making them some preseotJ 
at parti~g of live sheep,-brcad, and wiue. Some of these poor creatures were 
stowed in the waggon; others were mounted upon . riding-oxen, ·which the 
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Namaaqnas had brought with them; and as we set forwards in one direction~ 
we saw them depart in the opposite. 

We found on our way abundant traces-of the conflict above described. The 
frequent deviations of the track of the waggon wheels from the straight line 
ahewed plainly how often the oxen had started aside, terrified with the ar
rows; and we found two of these poor creatures dead in the road. · They 
were swoln to an enormous size, and were so dreadfully offensive to the smelt; 
that even our dogs would not endure to go near them. On both sides of the 
waggon tracks, we found such· numbers of arrows scattered at intervals, "that 
we might with ease have collected more than a hundred. The Bosjesinans 
despise an arrow that has once failed of its mark ; and, on the contrary, con~ 
sider one that has hit as of double value. They will. therefore rather make 
new arrows, how much time and trouble soever it may cost' them, than col
lect those that have missed, and use them again. All that we found were 
newly poisoned, and most of them had fresh-sharpened iron points: the fotni 
of these points, however, differed from any that we had hitherto remarked, 
inasmuch as they did not describe a rectangular triangle, two sides hav-iog a 
degree of convexity, the third a degree of concavity, so that they formed a sort _ 
of heart, with crooked points on the sides made very sharp. · 
. . The place at which we passed the night is called · John Bloom's Fountain i 
for here had lived about ten years before a colonist of that name, the remem
hrance of whom was held in abhorrence both by the Heathens and Christians 
of the country. He wa& the first of all the white men who arrived at any ac
cqrate acquaintance with the Beetjuans, but he misused the consideration 
which his superiority in unde1·standing, and their ignorance of the mighty' 
power of fire-arms, gave him over them, to plunder them of vast quantities or 
cattle, partly by craft, partly by main force; nay, he even carried his crimina-· 
Jity so far, that he once set on fire a whole Beetjuan village, the inhabitants of. 
which had fted from him and his companions. When be had made a success .. 
fuf expedition of plunder, he used to return to this spot, and send the stolen•. 
cattle by hi-s Hottentots into the colony, to ex~hange them for powder· 
and ball, and other things, of which he stood in need. The Beetjuans, who at•_ 
:first received him with the utmost confidence, were, through, this disgraceful 
conduct, so embittered. against all white people, that when, happily for them • 

. ' 
John Bloom died, they would not permit any ,Christiane to remain in their: 
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~~ood, tiJl th~ twe> brothtrs K1i~, who, the CoraM usuteicl them, 
were very well disposed men, by degrees rerooved their prejudice .; and oa tbi. 
diiis~ti4>R Kok contrived to i,1aprove so weU, tlJat be wu received with the 

1i1i,Ql~t coofidqce. 
A~ng ~ the ;ndicati:<>os given us, we dtig up the elephants• teeth, 

•hith t~ ao\teJtots ~ buried in the ground, in order .to lighten their- wag1 
po. Her.e alitu:> we found t-l!e remains of some oxen, which the women men
t,iqn.,J u having been killed by the poisoned arrows; notwithstanding which, 

11-.y w,ere ahi$O&t devou:red by the lions •and hyenas. The people of the coon. 
tl']r 818Mred aa that these wild beast<s have no objection to things killed ·by 
poiaoned arrow, at. Loog as they are fresh, but thanbey will not touch them 
~a oace ,he putridity, which so soon takes place, bu commenced. While 
~ ~nions .went ia pursu.it ofl(>me gnus aed kudus that appeared in the 
vicieity Gf tllis place, I occupied myself, the horizon beiog Yery clear and 
'--'el, 'lt!itb aacettai.niiog \he ioclioatioo of the magnetic needle, and I found it 
to be tweuty-.four degreea thirty minutes north-west. According to the mon 
w:qunle calculat,ioas, from former and later observatio~s, the latitude of this 
plaqe, aust be twenty-six degrees twenty-seven minutes. 

The following night was not passed without some uneasiness, on acoount of 
,be ioejetnlt\DI. Soon after sunset a strange dog was diacovered in 0.urcainp, 
which we kn~w. i.m!Qediately to be a Bosjesman'a dog ; and we bad reason to 
,1,1ppoee tb8't bis, master wes not far off. The poor beast was. according to 
all al>pearaiace, a.ttracted by the odour of our cOQkery ; for although he seemed . 

lery ahJ of us, aod whenever any one went near him, ran away immediately, 
he elway1 came back to the spot where our cookery was going forwards; aoa 
Ii • morael waa thrown to him, swallowed it with incredible greediness. 
These dogs, in tihei» size and form, have a striking resemblance to the black
baolie4 fog ~ 8o¥\h~ro. Africa, the jackal, as be is falsely called, canu tNao

•la; 89 · that i.t &eenM l{ery probable that the one is reaUy a descendant from 
the•GUilel'.·; ~y that d•e p roperties of the animal are, in the course of time, 
~e.what cbiinge41, from ils baving been tamed, and trained by the band of 
QIP. . 'l'he CQ)our i1tnearly the same; but in the dog the black stripe down 
t~ kc:k, wbic1-w so di,sJinctive- a charactieristic· of the fox, ia waatiog: die 
Ii ~~u..Jli i4 a,tri~ in lbo, stiff erect ears, and the poi.uted HOG.t: these feuuea 
•e a-ue1h atr~g~r ,~aa ill a.Dy· of th• .iwopeao breeds of wm.t are called m-
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dogs. I had opportunities in the sequel of seeing a great many of these dogs, 
and found them all very much like each other; but I ne\·er saw any so well 
fed as Mr. Barrow met with in his journeyings. His supposition, that, for 
want of better food, they will feed upon locusts, I can coufi_rm from my own 
experience. For the rest, it is not a little remarkable, that they are never heard 
to bark; but whether this be natural to them, ot whether, as the colonists 
assert, it arises fro_m their being trained to silence by their masters from their 
earliest youth, I must leave undecided. They are employed only in finding 
out the tracks of the game, for which they have an excellent scent, but they 
are never ~mployed in the pursuit of the animals: they are cowardly, and by 
no meaus watchful in their nature. ' 

Our own dogs, even after they had driven these guests from our camp, 
were more than usually uneasy, barking almost incessantly, while, a~ to every 
_thing else, the most _profound silence reigned on all sides. This excited in 
us great apprehensions with regard to the llosjt>smans, some of whom, we 
were afraid, must be lurkii:ig about: our dogs, w.e were sure, would not be so 
restless without a cause; and we could not suppose lious, l1yenas, or jackals, 
to be near, since they would have betrayed themselves hy their noise. At 
length, however, the voice of a lion, which was heard ubout midnight, satisfied 
us as to the cause that had so much disturbed our faithful guards. I I itherto 
we had all been very watchful in the fear of an attack ; the cattle were col• 
lected together within the waggons, and a watch ~as placed at each waggon, 
who patroled diligently from the one to the other. Our fire was also ex
tinguished, b~ause it at once hindered . us from i.eeing so well around, and 
made us conspicuous ta the enemy. The kitchen fire alone was kept burn• 
ing, so that nobody experienced greater terrors than our cook, whose duty 
chained him to this post. Scarcely, perhaps, was there ever a better creature : 
in the world than this thick-lipped Mozambic slave. Wholly unawares that 
cowardice is a failing,yet well aware, from experience, that uegl1gence in his 
service would be punished, he never thought of taking auy paius to conceal 
his deficiency in courage, and strongly intimated a wish tliat his masters 
would be pleased to content themselves with a cold supper, or at least with 
meat not half cooked. Though in his very confined sphere of enjoyment, lite 
might, to a philosophic mind, appear scarcely to him a moral good, the dismal 
stories he had heard of wounds and murders, had made such an imp1e,sio11 
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upon him, that it outweighed every other consideration, and his whore atten
tion was divided between his boiling pot and the Bosjesmans, so that he never 
Qnce observed bow much amusement was afforded to others by his truly 
comic gestures and behaviour. The most trifling noise terrified him to such a 
degree, that his eyes, which sparkled like the •ery fire with which they were 
blended, and with which be stared wildJy into the dark desert around, became 
three times as large as they were before. If a dog approached, and was driven 
away, he followed him eagerly with his eyes, watching, by his movements, 
which side he might expect the enemy to advance., and then crept awhile un
der a bush, till the pot boiling over, roused him, and he sprang rorwards to 
checlr. its fury, forgetful for the moment of danger, thinking only of the con-
sequences attending a neglect of duty. · 

At the return of day, from many indications, we ■aW' plainly that five er 
1ix of the Bosjesmaos must have been lurking about io the vicinity of our 
camp at night: in 'some places it was clear that they had been lying flat on 
the ground, within a few paces of our waggons. On this and other oc
casions we had to regret the neglect of an article in our equipment, which I 
had earnestly recommended as of essential importance, and which was only 
omitted through the inattention of the man to whom the care of providing 
every thiug iu the list given him was confided: this was rockets and other 
fire-works. From the total unacquaintance of the savages with these fires iu 
the air, they would hue_ inspired, particularly those that make a great 
explosion, greater terror than the fire-arms themselves. They are, more
over, partly from being more harmless, partly from keeping alight for a longer 
time, exceedingly to be preferred as objects to inspire terror. I think I may 
strongly recommend to any future travellers through this country a parti-. 
cular attention to this hint; the rather, since the fireworks may not only 
-N made of the greatest use ueder this point of view, in case of a· hostile dis-
position among the savages, but if friendly relations be established, they 
mi&ht be rendered a high source of amusement and enjoyment to them •. 
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CHAP. XLVIII. 

The Ct1'0l'I of Sibihlong.-A Buffalo ,hot.-Stompjesfonlein.-Bata'Dian Deserters.
Hunting the Gira.Jfe.-Extroordin«ry Manner in which. this Creature moves.-A 
woung one 1hot.-Maputi.-Ris1ipie11.-The Yalle_y of Koossi.-More hunting of 
Giraffe,, and Danger encountered b!J Cle .tfllllwr in oonsequenee.-Arri111J ef tie 
P•l!J ue the Co"nlr!J of tAe Btdjuans. 

A COlllSI D~RABLE hill, with a high conical summit, was the first object wo,
thy of remark that presented it1elf, as we proceeded oo oor way. It was com
poeed of brown iron stone, 1md on the ~st tiide was a ca·vero with a broad eo
traooe, rugged, and running d6ep io,to JL -v:aet &trat-um of ochraceous iroo. Tb.e 
i,vhole bue on this side consisted of an iron clay, 800le.times of a wore 01 leas 
deep rose colour, sometimes of a.o ochre yellow, someti,mes of a br,ownisa 
iroo clay, mingled abundantly with crystals of mica, very brittle, and of .a 
lead colour. Thi. substance, rubbed to powder, awl mixed wit.a fat, .is much 
used by the Beetjuans to &1J1ear tb.eir skin and hair; end for that purf>ose 
large quantities of.it are brought by them from this spot. The cave sears the 
name .af Sibiblong, and it is the most southern point to -which the wanderingi 
of the Beetjuan people exteod. The colonists caH the mountain Blinkltp 
( glitt,rmg roek), and .formerly used to relate stories coocem ii0g it of .extrava
gance beyond all bounds. 

We went into the cavern, cai,rying tighted lanthoros .io our '&aad8; and 
when "We had des.cended about thi.rty paces, came to an arcbway not moretha.n 
• foot and a half in height. Through this w.e were obliged io .craw), when , 
we entered a iort of passage, runui11g fo a horizontal direction, by which we 
eoon arriv.ed at a spacious lofty-arched r<><UD, whence issued six or eight other 
caverns. All about the arched s.ides and .roof, the chrystals sp~rkled with 
the reflection of our lights, and our hands and cloaths had acquired, from tue' 
soft and greasy nature of the stone, quite a shining brown appearance. 
Larg.e pieces of the stone were broke ~ff' with a little exertion, illl~ great 1 

masses .about the roofseemed ready to be ,shaken down with any co~vulsion. 
N n !l 
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A few weeks before, as Kok told us, three Beetjuans, having broke off a pii-ce 
of the stone incautiously, or perhaps, in order to see the better, having made 
too large a fire, occasioned a violent shock; and when search was made for 
them, it was found that they had fallen into a large cavern in the interior of 
the mountain. Although there was nothing disagreeable in our situation, a, 
far as damp or cold were concerned, yet the idea of so dreadful an example 
made us soon retrace our steps, and quit the cavern : two of the company 
still endeavoured to explore a steep passage to the left, just at the en. 
trance. They, however, returned almost immediately, having found the fresh 
dung of a lion : this seemed to indicate that it was not safe to venture farther. 

After we had examined two other small cavities on the opposite side of the 
mountain, and given our cattle food and water, with the latter of which they 
were furnished from a stream that flowed at the foot of the mountain, we pro-

. ceeded on our way, and came to a tolerably extensive plain, lying on a regu
lar even slope, which had scarcely any soil: the surface consisted almost en
tirely of a grey quartz, whence shot out, in some places, single hard crystals, 
capable of resisting, for a long time, the impression of the air. From the refts 

, in this slopy surface a few small succulent plants sprung up, particularly of 
the sloptlium and mesembryanthemum tribe: of the latter, were several wholly 
new to me: these were not a little annoying to · our horses and oxen, into 
whose hoofs they frequently stuck. On this plain we espied a considerable 
herd of buffaloes, to which we immediately gave chase, and a large bull was 
shot. He was still alive when we came up to him, and so enraged, tearing · 
the ground with his horns, notwithstanding that a Jarge quantity of blood had 
already flowed from the grt·at artery of the neck, which was shot through, 
that nobody dared to go near so powerful a creature, struggling with the 

. agonies of death, till the conflict was ended. He was then cut up, and one of 
the waggons was freighted with some of the best pieces of bis flesh. While 
we were performing this business, I was struck with a peculiarity in the Rtruc
turt; of this animal, which has been overlooked by Sparrman and other accurate 

-«>bservers: this is the extraordinary breadth of the rib-Lones; they almost 
unite the one with the other, so that on the outer side nothing at all is to be 
seen of the intercostal muscles. 

At a little spring, which is called the Stompjesfontein, our people found 
some tin buttons with the number nine upon them, which we immediately 
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?ecognized as buttons belonging to the uniform of the ninth battalion of Bata
vian jiigers: probably, ·some deserter from that corps had here ended his life. 
Another unhappy · being of the same description, a German, was mentioned to 
us by Kok, who described, in an affecting manner, the questionable mode of 
his appearance, the solitary unsteady life that he led, without arms, and al
most without clothes, wandering about these widely- extended deserts, 
with no other companions than wild beasts and wild men. Kok had pro
mised to carry him back into the colony, and recommend him to a person 
of his acquaintance; but our arrival had terrified him with the idea that he 
would be taken · and delivered up to us. He had, for this reason, disappeared, 
Dor was be ever after heard of. 

Our hunters expected to find a great deal of the larger sorts of game in the 
country we were now to traverse, and therefore rode on before, since the 
noise of our whole convoy together would, probably frighten theni. The horse 
that I brought with me from the Cape-Town being almost exhausted with 
hardships, and the want of proper food, I was obliged to forego the pleasure 
of accompanying them, and to content myself with insect-hunting near the 
waggons. We had scarcely travelled an hour, when the Hottentots called our 
attention to some object on a hill not far off on the left hand, which seemed 
to move. The head of something appeared almost immedia\ely after, 
feeding on the other side of the 'hill; and it was concluded that it must be that 
ofa very large animal: this was confirmed, when, after going scarcely a hun
dred steps farther, two tall Rwan-necked giraffes. stood almost directly before 
us. Our transP..orts were indescribable, particularly as the creatures 
themselves did not perceive us, and therefore gave us full time to exa
mine them, and to prepare for an earnest and serious chace. The ooe 
was smaller, and of a paler colour than the other, which Vischer imme
diately pronounced to be a colt, the child of the larger. Our horses were sad
dled, and our goos loaded in an instant, when the cbace commenced. Since 
all the wild animals of Africa run against the wind, so that we were pretty 
well assured which way the course of these objects of our ardent wishes would 
be directed, Vischer, as the rilost experienced hunter, separated himself from 
us, and, by a circuit, took the animals in front, that he might stop their way, 
while l was to attack them in the rear. I had almost got within.shot of them; 
when they perceived me, and began to fly in the direction we expected. But 
their flight was so beyond all idea extraordinary, that between laughter, asto-
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m1banent, and deligbtt I almost forgot my designs upon the barmlftls creatures' 
lives. From t'he extrangant disproportion between the height of the fore to 
that of the hinder parts 1 tlld of the height to the length of the 1oimal, great 
obttacles are presented to its moving , with uy degree of swiftness. Whett 
Le VaiUaot &111erta that be has seen the giraffe trot, he spares me any farther 
t,ou~ in p110ving that thts animal never presented itself aHve before him. 
How in tile world should an animal, so disP"oportioned in height, before and 
bebind, trot? The giraife can only galtopt as I C8D affirm from my own 
uperience, having seen between forty and iifty at different times, both in 
their slow nod hasty movement, for they only step when they are feeding 
quietly. But this gallop is so heavy and unwieldly, and seems performed 
with 80 ,much labour, that in a distance of more than a hundred paces, 
eompariag the ground cleared, with the size of the 11nimal, and of the 
•11rr<>unding objects, it m:ight .almost be 1&id that a man goes faster on fuot. 
Tiae beaviaess of the Dl0vement is only compensated by the lenp of the 
1tepa, eacla one of which clears on a moderate computation from twelve to 
ais:teen feet. On account of the size and weight of the fore-pam, the 
giraffe cauot move forwards through the power of the muscles alone; he 
IDU8t bend back his long neck, by which the centre of gravity is thrown 
ecmewbat-more behind, so as to assist his march; then alone is i-t possibte 
for him k> ,raise his fore-legs from the ground~ The neck is however thrown 
back w~thout being itself bent, it remains stiff and erect, and moves in this 
erect form ,slowly backwards and forwards with the motion of the legs, 
almost like the mast of a lhip dancing upon the waves~ or, according to 
-the pbr.ase used by the sailors, a -,eeling-1/iip. • It is not diffiouit to overtake 
the giraffe with a tolerably good horse, especially if the g,-ound be advanta
geous, and somewhat on the rise; for it will be easily comprehended that 
-it must be extremtly difficult for a creature of such a structure to move 
upon the ascent. 

The extraoooinary motion of this animal, the fatigue he ~eemed to 
operience in hea~ing up his fore-legs, and the stiff manner in which they 

• It baa been said that the monment of the knight at chess was borrowed from that of the 
,alraft'e. If there be any trath in tbil · notion, it can refe,-only to the llpriogiog oYer nery 
tbi■&; not to its oblique motion, wbich ia wholly foreign to that of the giraffe. 
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came to the ground, so rivetted my attention, that my ardour in the pursuit 
of him was ,for a moment checked, and recollet'tion was wholly lost fo 
observation. I soon however set my horse again into a gallop, and sprang 
towards this wonderful figure, while he, probably never before interrupted 
by a human being, and perfectly unsuspicious of our evil designs, stood there, 
looking with an eye of curiosity towards me, without seeming to be aware 
of my companion. That companion had already approached the animal 
in front, but unluckily he had not patience to wait a few moments longer 
before he fired, and taking his aim at too great a distance, the shot failed. 
Alarmed, the creatures now ran with redoubled swiftness; besides which, a 
minute was necessarily lost in re-loading and cocking the gun, in which· 
they got the start of us very considerably. Our horses, though already out 

- ~f breath, were again spurred on ; but we should never ha,•e come up with 
the giraffes, if they had not suddenly turned round,. having probably seen 
some of our companions, who had gone on before, or had the idea of 
aome other danger, and oome directly towards us. By this means they 
were soon within our reach, when Viscber, hastily dismounting from his 
horse, fired, and the youog one fell. The old one immediately renewed her 
flight more eagerly than before, and was hit by my fire, but not in a mortaf: 
part. I followed her still awhile by the track of the blood, but she quickly got 
the start of me very much, and my horse was so completely wearied, that I 
was forced to give the thiDg up. I then returned to my companion~ 
whom I found sitting upon the neck of our fallen prey. He called to me 
BOt to approach incautiously, since the animal, though · wounded in the 
spine, bad yet a great deal of strength remaining, and had made several 
efforts to spring up again. which he was seeking k> prevent by keeping the 
ueck down. As our companions soon after re-joined us, we . released the 
poor giraffe from his confineme _nt: this wu no sooner done, than, though 
almost at the Jut gasp, it endeavoured by a powerful spring of its long · 
neck to raise itself up., and remained for aome instants with its body half 
raised from the ground. It then fell again, from weakness ; but in falling,. the 
left horn struc_k against a stone, which consider-ably injured the beauty of 
the akull. 

As night was coming on, we all united with the utmost diligence in. 
catting up our prize, the skin of which, witlt the most important parts of 
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the ,keleton, and some pieces for the kitchen, were carried away. After the 
head was separated from the neck, and the whole fore-part was laid open, 
we began four of . us to work at stripping the thjgbs, when a last convulsive 
palpitation of the whole tendon muscles scattered us on all sides, not in a 
,•ery gentle manner. Two Hottentots who were at work on the hinder 
hoofs were struck with such force as to be thrown to the distance of three 
or four paces, and I myself received a blow on the head from the front 
hoof which I felt pretty severely for several days. Jr. all the larger 
quadrupeds, particularly' the buffalo, I have observed an 'extraordinary 
irritability in the muscular fibres, which probably arises principally from 
the vital warmth remaining so much longer in so large a mass before it 
can be wholly expended. The muscles in the thighs, for example, l have 
known not unfrequently tremble at being touched with the knife even an 
.hour after they were SP.parate<l from the body. 

Very reluctantly did we leave the rest of our prize a prey to the Bosjes
mans, whose fires were already to be seen on the neighbouring hills. \Ve passed 
the night without being molested by them, taking up our quarters at the 
foot of a pretty high hill, from a wild wooded dell in which flowed a 
plentiful stream, called by the colonists Klipfontein, but by the natives 
Maputi. We remained here half the following day, that we might pack and 
arrange our booty with the utmost possible care.. The skin of the giraffe 
was well cleaned, and rubbed over with various sorts of spices and other 
preservatives; but though every possible precaution was raken, such 
was its thickness, lh.at we could not wholly preserve it from injury: in several 
places the outer skin had decayed and fallen off with the hair. When welf 
cleaned and spiced, it was spread upon the tilt of the waggou to be dried; 
and almost covered it, the long neck reaching to the middle of the shaft, 
and the feet almost touching the ground. The height of this young 
animal in front, from the point of the horns to the end of the toes, was 
thirteen feet four inches; the neck was somewhat more than five feet fo 
length~ the leg from the tip of the shoulder-blade to the toe was u~rly 
eight feet; the hinder legs were six feet and a half; ~he length of the body 
to the beginning of the tail seven feet. At dinner we had a most luxurious 
repast from the J>roduce of our h_untiog pal'ties, and our cook exerted aU 
bis art to make us excellent buffalo-soup, ragout of steiQbock, fricassee, 
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. orvin~ot, and roasted . giraffe. The ~ter in pa~ticular Wai uncommonly 
teu~er, 8(1.t oo less well .. flavoured, . exteemely white, -and strongly resembliog.
yeal~ It was the unanimous opinion of. the whole party, that among all 
the wild animals of Southern Africa, nooe was in .flavour equal to the giraffe. 

We had scarcely travelled an hour farth~r in the afterooou, wheat we 
discovered, not more -than a hundred -paces from the road side, the place 
where the unfortunate Hottentots had buried the father and daughter who 
first fell by the hands of the Bosjesmaus. They had described the · spot to 
as very accurately, and begged that we would exau1iue whether the bodies 
were untouched . We foun<l the grave not only disturbed, but both bodies 
dragged out of the ground, .an<l mangled in a horrible manner; they 
were however little corrupted, th.e victims having been stuck through with. 
hassagais, not !)hot with poisoned arrows. We stopped to bury them in 
deeper graves, and, according to the Horten lot custom, . pressed down the 
earth _upon them with large stones. As it began ,to grow dark, we stopped 
upon a very _barren spot, .dest-itute of water, so that we were obliged to give 
4?Ur cattle the water we ba(J brought with us in two large Wine casks. At 
~ur .arri,al jn tbis place, we met a considerable flock of gnus, and after 
dark a .numerous troop of quaggaf passed our camp at full gallop. 

We; spent tbis ,night aga_in without $leep, the whole party being under 
the greatest .anxiety Jest _a seriou!J attack should be made upon us by the 
Bosjesmans. Our dogs barked incessantly on all sides, and some of the most 
co.urageous among us, w.h<>, favQu:red by .the darkness, had crept upon all
fours under the ·I.ow bu11hes at a little distance from t~e camp, returned with 
t~e information th~t Q<>t far .off there were a considerable number of .mea. 
use~bled. rOuf precautionary ~easures were therefore doubled, .and we all 
remai_ned the whole night t1\1der arms. This watchfulness probably saved 
u,s froqi some mischance, for the ne,ct morning, when we examined the 
envirQDS, ~e discovered in 11 1circle of about two hundred paces round Gui' . . 

camp ~undant footsteps of the Bosjesmans. · Our experienced buo&el'I 
pronounced, from the marks left, that the"'3 muat have been at least fifty 
prowling about. 

We now hastened fqrwards in search of wate~ for our thirsty cattle, and 
after travelling more than three hours, came to . a half-dried ·lake, overgrown 
with reeds, called by the Beetju~ms, Rissipi~o: here w~~e abundance .of · 
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wild-ducks and water-bent. Among the mimosa bashes around the lake' 
traces were visible of its having been very recently the abode of a consider~ 
able horde of Boajesmana. The boughs were in a great many places bent 
down ·to the ground, some · were even fastened into it with small pins, after 
the aeual fashion of these people: there were also many loose and broken 
.-rows scattered about. As we proceeded forwards, towards evening, 
aome of our bunters, who had rode on, came back with the agreeable 
mformation that about two hours distant they had killed a very large male 
giraffe, entirely of a dark brown colour, which they had ·covered over welt 
with bushes, hanging a pocket-handkerchief upon a staff as a flag, to secure it 
from the wild beasts, and they had no doubt of finding it safe in the morning. 
Kok assured us that he bad never seen a larger and handsomer animal: 
he thought that it could not be less than twenty feet in -height. 

We stopped for the ni§ht in a pleasant valley, which was indeed almost an 
entire meadow: through it meandered a small stream, every part of which 
contained water, though not in great abundance; this spot is called by the 
Beetjuans KoOIIJi, that is, tire rich. On the north side stretches o long bill, 
flattened at the top, and, towards the plain, richly overgrown with trees and 
shrubs. We found our situation here so much the more agreeable, since 
our camp stood in an entirely open place, so that 110 Boajesman could 
approach it undiscovered. Although our Hottentots had scarcely had any rest 
for 1evenl day,, they passed half the night in sports round the fire, which 
enliv.eoed and amused us scarcely less as spectators than them as actors. 
At day-break . we set furward1 in search of the giraffe, which our friends 
upposed they had left in perfect security; but, alas! when we arrived at 
the spot, we found nothing of the animal remaining except the entrails; the 
rest had been carried away by the Bosjesmans. To our astonishment, we 
could only trace the footsteps of four men, who must therefore in that short 
portion of time have conveyed away a weight of at least a thousand pounds. 
I - have always been assured- that the l3osjesmans, notwithstandi~g their · 
di_minutive s~e, and apparent slightness of structure, are capable oflmpporting 
almost incredible burtbens, and they can carry away a Jarge qliantity of 
flesh so much the more readily, •since they never stop to flay the animat, but 
cuttlesh, skin, and hair off aU rogether, How gladly would we have spared 
them all the. flesh, provided they wou 1d have left us th skin and the bones. 
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Io our Ntum to the camp, we met a large flock of antelopes, of a speeieil 
quite new to me, and little known in the colony: they are.only to be founl 
north of the Orange river, and are called by the huntera bastard-elands. 
They approach jo size pretty near to the genuine elands, but differ from 
them in being a darker colour, and in having horns that bend backwards. 
They are considered as the most mischievous of all the antelope species, 
and instances have been known among the savages, not onf y of theii 
turning and running at their pursuers with their pointed horns, but even of 
their wounding tbem mortally. I never but once besides saw a flock of 
these animals ; and that was in our return: but in both instances they were 
at a considerable distance from me. 

While we were thus vainly seeking the slaughtered giraffe, our companions 
bad· not been idle; they had not only killed some quaggas, two large·troops · 
of which had in the night passed by our camp to the river, but had alsO' 
shot a great number of pintados and partridges. These birds were in such · 
abundance here, that not less than fifteen or twenty partridges sometimes 
fell at a shot. The pintados, of which there were commonly some 
hundreds together, ran with incredible swiftness among the bushes, -anct 
we were forct>d to send ?Ur dogs to hunt them out again. We afterwards
learnt a better manner of pursuing them, and shot them io great numben· 
at the closing in of night, as they were perehtng upon the trees about. But 
as their flesh is somewhat hard, and not very well-flavoured, we in the 
sequel did . not much concern ourselves about them, but rather confined 

. ourselves to their eggs, which are particularly good, and of which we coUected; 
'fsy• large quantiti~. On ~ur return we took eome of the young onee· 
alive, which soon be~me so tame, that when we stopped for the night, we 
1uffered them to run about unrestrained and perch upon the trees, whence 
they always returned to us in the morning very punctually to be fed, and · 
were then put into their cages to proceed on the journey with us. 

On the following day, at noon, after having maintained a conetant hunt! 
of antelopes and quaggas for several miles, we met at length with fc>ur 
giraffes, to which immediate chase was given on all' sides. When we had 
puraued them eome-time, a troop of ten of the same creatures appea,ett 
from another quarter, and uniting lritb die first, they all took a direction 
~avourable for us,' up the declivity of a long hill. The hope of being able 
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here to come near enough to get a fair shot at them wae doubly dieappointed 
hy my falling from my horse, and by the gun of another of the company 
going off· unintentionally, from the owner carrying it in a careless manner. 
The report of it frightened the animals, and they fled with much greater 
speed than before. A third of the company did indeed afterwards wound 
one of them, but at the same moment, when we had got so near as to ha,•e 
been able to fire with effect, we were all unfortunately destitute of weapons. 
My piece had been injured in the lock by my fall, and while I was trying ta 
repair it, the objects of my aim were soon out of my reach. We would not 
however wholly abandon the pursuit, since we observed that the animal 
who had been shot lost blood very much; and ns our horses were extremely . 
wearied, we followed them awhile on foot, · ha,·ing seen them halt upon the 
plain. On drawing near them, they however again took to flight, 10 that" 
we were ultimately constrained to desist, and to think of returning, as tho . 
pursuit had carried ua southwards; the sun was besides already declining 
pretty fast. 
. Large troops of quaggas, hartebeests, and ostriches, now paisecl us, 

1rithout our thinking of molesting them: it was more difficult to resist ten 
or twelve gnus who came towards us, and who, by their boldness, and tb8 
woaderful springs they made, seemed to court us to the attack: we shot 
one, wbieh proved to be a female. As we had not yet obtained au entire 
1kia or 1kull of thia animal, we carried away both, as well as a fret us which . 
we found within. So much time Wai spent in this, that it was alma.st dark 
,then we once more aet forwards. It now appeared, to our no small chagrin, 
that our bonet were absolutely exhausted; that two of.them. even, from ,~ . 
pitileu manner in which they had been treated, could aot ·easily be made t<> 
mon from the spot. I· resolved therefore to diapatcli M9ng, who was our 
beet rider, to the camp, with a comanissio~ to procure fresh horses to he seot 
tous, while I end Van-der-We,thuiaen follo\Ved slowly. ,ve atiU awhilq 
led our ho11es oo, but at leogtb I was compeUed to abandon mioe ent•rely 
to his fate, as he was too much fatigued evel) to proceed ~t ~ .foot's.-pace. 
After some hours, we came to a low spot o.vergrowa with. bt4fhe~, :-Wlliob 
gave us some uoeasinees, as it was very likely to J>e a h~unt of~ Bosjes.. 
mans; but we soon found that tbQy were not the only _41n~qiies lQ be f•antd, 
We h11d scarcely gone a hupdred ,t~~. wheq qur ea.-. _were 11hH"d ,vi,h ii.ct 
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toaring of a lion. I eug~ested that we should not attempt to go. any farther. 
but make a fire, anel wait the arrival of the fresh _horses. This my companion 
opposed, assuring me that. our death was inevitable if the light of the fire 
1hould betray m, to the Bosjesmans, end they should see that we were only 
two. To go farther, however, seemed equally unadviseable, on account of 
the lion : 1i nee, if we proceeded, as we shou Id get at length to the windward of 
him, . he might find prey to be at hand, and might chuse to make a meal of 
us. To complete our disaster, we were nearly destitute of arms: my gun 
was rendered Useless by its accident; Van-der-Westhuizen's was, indeed, 
loadfd, but he had no more balls, and some that I had were of too small· 
calibre for his piece. We returned back to the height, and by the feeble 
remaioi of light afforded us for the next quarter of an hour, we thought 
we discovered that the upper part of the valley was not bushy, and that by 
taking a circuit we might avoid tlie thickei and the lion. · · 

This circuit we made, and came directly under a hill ' thiough a deep 
rocky valley, along which we were often obliged to climb our ,vay with otir hands 
and feet. Scarcely were we again on even ground, when our horse, who smelt 
the lion, or some other beast of prey, suddenly sprung from us, and, notwlth •. 
standing his weariness, galloped away at full speed. It wa■ not without great 

, trouble that we caught him again, but with the loss of our whole· dafs 
booty, for the skin and skull of the gnu, with which he was loaded, · were 
gone. The moon, which bed hitherto favoured us, was now· set;· the night · 
wu completely dark: and the track of our waggoos was entirety lost, owing, 
to the circuit we had been obliged to take. Seeking our way with. our band• 
and feet, we kept alcmg the edge of the thicket~ and :after groping: for a con. 
1iderable tinie~ felt at )ijugth, aa we thought,- very decidedly the uacke of 
wbeela. · · 

We now hoped tC!> 6nd out companions at the foot of a hill which laybe
fore .us; and by the exertion of our -last strength, whiob waa nearly exhausted, 
H we had not eaten any thing · for four-and-twenty hon rs, we at length 
reached it. How great howeve• was our disappointment not to find any 
tpces of them! bow much greater, when ascending a little way, we looked 
11rouod in hopes of. seeing a fire,. which might indicate to us where they 
,rere,; but couhl not di,cern any thinr like one I all was involved.' in 
aontinued darknes1. In the valle7 below we heard the noite of numberless 
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j~ckals, the usual companions of the . lions; and the idea of this•~" danget 
brought the courage of my companion, which hitherto 1 bad supported 
tolerably well by my consolations and exhortation~, once more into question. 
He could no longer restrain his murmurs and repinings: first he cursed the 
giraffes .. then the landdrost and me, who had inveigled him into taking this 
jouroey, through which he should now at this early age come to .uch a 
miserable end. It was clear, that whether we should stop or proceed, the 
danger was equal; probably Mong bimaelf bad not reached the camp. Our 
strength was wholly exhausted, and as we must not venture to make a fir~. 
the cold would deprive us wholly of our senses,. and leave us a certain prey 
to the wild beasts. 

Although I was not myself in the moat courageous humour possible, and 
in my heart was disposed to be extremely angry with our careless companions, I 
rallied my young man very much upon his cowardice, and endeavoured even 
to render it laughable to himself. In any case, I observed it was expedient 
tba .t we should endeavour to defend our Jives; and in order to do so the more 
effectually, alike against the cowardly Bosjesmans, and the fierce beasts of 
prey, it was essential to make a fire, that we might at least have one enemy 
the less in the cold. I proposed, therefore, that each should watch alternately, 
while the other was taking rest, having with him the gun, with our )asl re
maining charge; and standing at a little distance from the fire, the better to 

•PY any danger that might approach. Without waiting for bis consent, I 
proceeded to execu~e my plan; and taking the gun upon my shoulder, weot 
out upon the watch, leaving him to rest and warm himself by the fire. I had 
not been long at my p06t before I heard a shot, the joyful signal that our 
companion Mong was not far off, and I immediately answered by firing my 
piece. His _joy at finding us was scarcely Jess than our own, for be bad ex
perienced no small uneasiness on our account. The company bad· been 
obliged to proceed on a long way, in order to obtain water, and Mong, from 
his horse being so extremely fatigued, was ,·ery late before he arrived in the 
camp. He -brought boraes with him, on whi~b we immediately mounted., 
and soon after m_idnigbt rejoined the rest of the party. Here we were re
freshed with a warm drink of wine and ginger, which revived us exceedingly, 
and in the evening of the next day our horse, were brought back to us by 
eoiae Hottentots whom we sent in 1earch of them. 
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We were now upon the very verge of the Beetjuan country: a little hill 
alone separated it from us. This we ascended early the next morning, and 
on quitting an opening like a gateway in the last row of hills, a wide exJ 
tended plain, scattered ,over with single large trees, was spread out before us. 
Kok now welcomed our arrival in the promised land, and made us observe 
that all things here wore a very different and much more pleasing aspett 
than what we had been accustomed to see of late. The cbuntry was every 
where green with exce1lent grass, and decorated with trees and shrubs; the -... 
sight of it filled our hearts with joy, and expectation was strongly awakened-
with respect to the many' new and remarkable objects with which we were 
to be presented. 

THE END OF PAllT VI. 
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. , J. t PART VII. ,: .· .· 

STAY WITH TJIE BEET1UAN TRiaE OF MAATJAPING BY THE RIVER JtU. 

-RUJfMAN, RETURN TO THE CAPE TOWN, AND -VOYAGE 'l'Q EUR.OPE. 
,• I ; 

CHAP. XLIX. 
◄ 

Firn Inttr'Oitw mith 1ome Beetjuan Herd1men-Arri-oal al the Relidtttce of the King 
Muliha'IID,,,.g,-Yilil of the King to the Trtr0eller1.-Friendly lntercourJe '(J)ilh ll&e 
SG'Dage,.-So/em,,Audimce gi-oenby the Kin1,-De1criptionof the Town.-A Hou,e 
de1cribed.-Yi1it to the High•priest.-Names of IIUli'Oiduals. 

UNDER the shade of a tall and wide spreading giraffe tree, the acacia 
girajftE of Wildenow, were Jying the fir1t men whom we saw after we entered 
the celebrated district, by which our curiosity was so much excited. They 
were herdsmen watching their numerous herds of cattle, that were grazing in the 
meadows around. They seemed struck at the sight of our cavalcade, and ob
serYed it awhile as if irresolute and undecided what they were to think of it, 
but at Jength approached, after repeating the word Morra, meaning good 
morning, which they had learnt from the missionaries. When they perceived 
Kok among us, they evinced the utmost astonishment and delight, by clap
ping their hands, and by repeated bursts of laughter. They begged some 
tobacco of us, and then, according to their duty, returned back to their posts. 

Although, to judge from the first friendly reception, there seemed no oc
casion to have any apprehensions of what was to follow, I nevertheless re• 
1olved to advance first with Kok and M. Winterbach, to investigate the dis
positions of the people, and particularly that of the king, before we ventured 
too far. We soon came to a little village of about thirty flat spherical huts, from 
which a number of women and children and some men came out, obse"ing us 
with eager curiosity, but with perfect confidence. Here we stopped till our 
waggons came up ; and here also we found Kok uni venally known., and, as it 
~ppeared, highly beloved. The children pressed around him, kissing and 
earessing him, while the grown people uked him a thousand queationa coa-
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cerning bis unexpected return, expressing great astonishment at it; they en
quired also of every thing that bad happened to him among his own people. 
Nothing seemed to excite their interest so much as the unhappy fate of the 
Hottentots David and Jantje. Kok seated himself upon the front bench of 
a waggon, and related to them in their own language all the particulars of 
this catastrophe, to which they listened with downcast looks, yet eager not 
to lose a word that fell from his lips, now and then repeating something after 
him, as a mark of their attention: at the end of every period they said, Eli,: 
Eh, (yes, yes) to shew that they understood hiin perfectly. ,vhen he had · . 
concluded, they broke into lamentRtions for the death of their two friends,· 
assuring Kok that they had given them the most earnest warnings not to 
undertake the journey. The lengthened tone with which they repeated the 
words of exhortation they had used tiba Jantje, tihba, tiihba (stay Jantje; 
stay, do stay) had something in it so truly impressive and affecting, that 
even the most rugged among our company were struck, and seemed to feel 
it deeply. For the rest, they had already some knowledge of the affair from· 
the neighbouring Bosjesmans themselves. From them they had also heard 
at the same time, when we could scarcely ha·re left the last village of the 
Bastard Hottentots, that a train of four wa{lgons was upon the road towards 
their country, so that our arrival was not wholly unexpected. They assured . 
us, that the Bosjesmans have . such an uninterrupted communication w~th 
each other through their signals by fire, that they know every thiog that is 
going forwards in the country much earlier and more accurately than any 
other nation. Individuals · of these people, they said, sometimes came to 
their herdsmen alone and unarmed to beg food of them, and in return would 
communicate any news of which they were posS€ssed. 

They now in a courteous and friendly, but somewhat pressing manner, 
asked us for tobacc~, and no sooner ~as any given to one than all came 
forwards, stretching out their hands, in hopes that they also might be equally 
favoured. :we m,ule Kok tell them thnt we ,vere unwilling to d'irninish our 
stock by mere presents, that we wished to give it in exchange for articles of 
their cloathing or ornaments. To this they answered with great simplicity, 
that they were too poor to have any thing worth offering to us, since they 
were only herdsmen; we must make these proposals when we should reach 
the river Kuruhman, where lived the rich people of the country, to whom 
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these herd, belonged. As each received a little of the tobacco they grew 
much more talkative, and gabbled so fast to each other that it was scarcely 
possible to distinguish one word from another; I cou)d only make out the 
words manati, good, and makua, white person, which they frequently repeated 
as they rubbed the tobacco, and rammed it down into their bone pipes: this 
seemed done to make us understand that we were welcome into the country. 
· As we had been taugl'lt to believe that the Beetjuans were very distrustful, 

and that there was great reason to be anxious about our own lives while in 
their power, auch deci<led proofs of their confidence rejoiced us very much, 
and -disposed us to be equally confiding. While we took our cold dinner, 
as usual, upon a mat spread on the ground, they all seated themselves round 
11s, at first without asking for any thing, though very much pleased to re
ceive whatever was gi.v:en ihem, for we every now and then offered some of 
them a piece of our meat. By degrees they drew nearer and nearer, and at 
length came and seated themselves between us upon the mat, and did not wait 
to be invited before they helped themselves. In this the female part of the 
company were much more forward . than the mt:u, exactly as if they pre
sumed that we should expect some favours from them in return. A little 
lively woman in particular, who did not appear more than fourteen or fifteen 
years of age, and who had laid her sucking child down upon the ground a 
few paces from us, seemed to have such confidence in the power of her 
roguish eyes, that, without any scruple or hesitation, she took the best bits_from 
the dishes, and even from our hands. As we examined with great attention 
her clothes, her earrings, her necklace, and other ornaments, she seemed ex
tremely delighted; she even took off .some of the ornaments, and gave tbe-m 
into our bands to examine, reaching out her hair, richly smeared over with 
lat and mica, for us to feel it: nay, she did not even evince the least distrust 
when we took in our hands the weapons whicfi the people had brought with 
them. 

Extremely aatiafied with this first reception, I proceeded on my way with 
Kok and Wiuterbach, while the waggona followed slowly; after awhile they 
stopped entirely at a place indicated, where they were to wai.t our return. 
We aoon came to the banks of the river Kuruhman, towards which we bad 
descended for some hours, and arrived at the spot Kok had inhabited, 
•nd where bis but was now standing. From hence there was only a half 
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hour's ride to the principal place, the residence of the king l\Iulibawang. 
A pleasant way through a not very thick wood of tall thorns carried us 
thither. A short time before we arrived at the place, we passed through an 
open field, where a number of men were employed in business, others seemed 
only taking a walk in the evening sun. . On the opposite side of this field 
was again a little thicket of mimosas; beyond which, rose one pointed roof 
after another, as far as our eyes could reach. Three large giraffe-trees 
stood at equal distances among them, dividing the site symmetrically, for the 
center one was the largest ; this, as Kok told us, was the king's favourite 
tree, under which he sat very often. \Ve were no sooner espied than the 
·whole population of the place swarmed out upon 11s, so as almost to obstruct 
our way. All greeted Kok in the most friendly manner, while he on his 
side, to free himself in some sort from their importunities, eagerly inquired 
after the king; on this they made way, and pointed to the spot, where l\1u
lihawang himself was coming slowly and solemn1y towards us. 

A tall figure was now presented to our view, having very marked features, 
and appearing about sixty years ofage ; he was clothed in a large mantle, and 
wore on his head a rough _high pointed cap. He was followed by four other 
men in a row, all clad in the same manner, and appearing nearly of bis own 
age: a number of people pressed about him on·all sides. We dismounted, 
and while we were still embarrassed how to salute him, be reached out his 
right-hand in silence to touch our•s; then turning to Kok, who, as an old 
acquaintance,'he greeted more heartily, betook both his hands, pressing tbein 
eagerly. Here again some time was passed in the neces!IBry explanations of 
Kok 's speedy return, aod the occasion of our visit. To my great joy I .dis
covered, that through my diligence in )earning the Beetjuan language, I could 

. even now make out the general sense of what passed; indeed, I understood 
almost every word said by my instructor Kok, who himself spoke the lan
guage with a Dutch accent and construction. The king expressed himself 
u extremely pleased with our visit, and promised to bid us welcome that 
very day in our own camp. Then followed again the history of the two 
Hottentots, which I begged to abridge, that we might not be kept too late 
before we returned to our companions, and that the curious populace might 
not get there sooner than ourselves, which would very much have, impeded 
tho formation of our camp. We soon therefore took our leave, and hastened 
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back, when "'e found our company at the river, cl~se to Kok's babitatioo, 
busied in making the proper arrangements for our longer stay; they were 
exceedingly rejoiced at hearing of the good reception we had experienced. 

The precautions necessary for securing our property against the little thefLs 
tb be apprehended from so numerous a train of ,•isitors, _and to keep out of 
sight things which might have drawn upon us troublesome importunities, 
were scarcely completed, when the corps d'avance appea~d; they were fol
lowed almost immediate.ly by the king himself~ We went towards him, and 
when he had saluted my colleagues by touching their hands, we led him to 
our tent, where he was informed, standing (for he seemed to despise the seat 
offered him) of the objects of our visit. The principal object Kok repre
sented to be the wish of the Dutch government to enter upon an intercourse . 
of traffick with hia country, and to live in friendship with him and his 
people: we were sent, he said, to bring him assurances of good-will on the 
part of our government, and, as a proof of it, to make him some little pre
sents. He answered, not without dignity, and as if the presents were a 
matter of perfect indifference to him, that he had not the least objection 
to strangers visiting his country, provided they came with pacific views; in . 
particular, any one would be welcome who was brought by his friend Kok, 
whom he was not a little rejoiced to 11ee again. He had suspected Kok, he 
said, to have some secret reason for leaving the country, and that he never 
'intended to return, 110 that his re-appearance gave him the greater pleasure, 
since it afforded a new proof of his good disposition-his white l,ea,·t, as the 
king expressed himself. We now learnt, that the four old men, who imme
diately followed him, were his counsellors~ and that two younger men of 
his train were his sons. One of them, who was heir to the throne, Methibe 
by name, appeared about thirty years old: . he had a very pleasing coun
tenance, with much inteiligence in his features: the other, by uame Molimo, 
was third son to the king: he was tall in stature, large boned, and with an 
ugly but good~humoured physiognomy. Both of them, like all the other 
young men. w~re bare-headed, having their hair drawn into short tufts, and 
rubbed over with the shining metallic ·ointment. During the conversation, 
the king threw open his mantle, and displayed a profusion of ivory rings upon 
his arms; both above and below the elbow : he had, besides, necklaces of 
several sorts, from . which hung amulets of various descriptions, made of the 
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bones of animals, and other materials. All the men wore a short garment, 
closed round from the middle of the body, half way down the thigh: it was 
made of a sort of shining tanned leather: they had sandals of thick leather on 
their feet, and round their legs, instead of stockings, leather thongs were 
twined: the knees, the body, and the b~ast, were entirely naked. 

While the king was speaking, all the rest of the company observed a 
profound silence; but when be had concluded, those who were at some distance 
began to beg tobacco of our people. This reminded us that it would be proper 
to offer the king a pipe; we therefore presented him and both the princes with 
clay pipes fiUed with tobacco, which they immediately lighted, and began to 
sm°'.--with great solemnity, squatted· upon the ground, according to the 
custom of all the savages in Southern Africa: they drew in very large draughts, 
great part of which they swallowed, .Mulihawang himself performing the 
greatest feats· in this way. When he was satisfied, be reached the pipe over 
his shoulder to his minister, who drew in ten or a dozen strokes, and then, 
with deep sighs, which brought the water into bis eyes, nose, and mouth, ga.ve 
it to his next neighbour. In like manner, the ·pipes of the princes were 
handed to their train, and travelled for some time from mouth to mouth, till 
at length they returned to them again, A little comical feJl~w, who was very 
busy about tbe king, and more familiar with him than the rest, who we after
wards learnt was his valet-de-chambre and principal fool, would not be easy 
till the king had ordered one of the people to hand him the pipe. When h~ 
had got it, he drew in the smoak so eagerly, that in a few minutes he w·as 
entirely stupefied. Some of the other attendants laid him on the ground, aod 
trampled gently with their feet upon his body, which drove out again the 
smoak he had swallowed, and he soon recovered •. 

As the evening was coming on, the king began to prepare for his return 
home, At taking leave, he said he was sorry that we had established our 
camp so far from his habitation, since it would prevent bis seeing as much of 
us as he wished, moving about not being very easy to him. As we were, 
bowever, fully convinced bow necessary it oiust be to avoid too great an 
intimacy and community at first with this numerous tribe of savages, we 
excused ourselves from changing our quarters, saying, that the present 

· situation of our camp was more convenient to us, on account of the good fee(j 
and water it afforded for our cattle, who were in great need of being recruite<J. 

. . 
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\Ve promised his majesty, however, that our frequent visits should spare him 
the inconvenience of coming to us. At the same time we begged permission 
to wait upon him the next morning, to have some farther conversation on the 
objects of our mission, and to see the town. Kok accompanied him a -part 
of his way home, .and at bis return told us that the king had communicated 
to him secretly his wish that only the presents destined for him as king 
ahould be given him in public; that any ornaments or delicacies for eating, 
should be presented in private, since, if his people should know of his poa. 
-sessing them, he should have no rest; they would be continually begging. 
and he should not be able to avoid sharing even the smallest trifle with them. 

Scarcely was the kiots back turned, when the people who remained 
became much · more imi/ortunete, asking for tobacco, brandy, and other 
presents. As Kok was gone wi.th the king, we were afraid lest our hesitation 
should give occasion to misunderstandings and discontents, and I therefore 
endeavoured to put forth all my treasure of knowledge in the Beetjuan 
language, to make them understand that the traffick should be opened the 
next day, but that they could not have what they wanted at that moment, at 
least, as presents. Instead of murmuring at this, they remained with the 
llame confidence as before : their whole attention seemed absorbed by my 
addressing them in their own language. Muhnto-si bua Beetjuana, the man 
•p~akl Beetjuan, they ·r_epeated to each other a hundred times, forgetting 
~"Ve'ty thing that they liad asked for before; and all began talking to me with 
•uch rapidity ·and vivacity, that I could not understand a word. I was 
obliged therefore to break off the conversation, somewhal ashamed of myself, 
·that] ·had been so forward in putting forth my knowledge. 

To our astonishment, not a single woman appeared among this party. By 
'the intervention of a Hottentot who could speak the Coran language, which 
ia understood by many oftbe Beetjuans, and spoken by them with considerable 
•ftueney, we asked the reason of this, when we were answered that they were 
·at hom·e, and ·must -work. Very few among them had brought arms of any 
"kind; a fresh proof that they entertained no injurious suspicions of us. The 
thing which gave us the most pleasure during this conversation, was to learn 
'that the war with Muruhlong, of which the fugitive missionaries seemed to 
;be in -.uch extreme terror, had never absolutely broke out. Mulihawang had 
·expected support in the attack he meditated, from the Coraus of the V aal-
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river, and sent his son Mathibe to them with tbis view. But this prince had 
returned three days before, not having been able to prevail upon them to take 

any part in the attack, and Mulihawang did not think himself sufficiently 
strong to undertake it without assistance. By degrees all our guests departed, 

· except a few of the poor, as they stile{) themselves, who remained, and Rlept 
quietly at night near our waggons. 

The next morning some of our acquaintance were very early at our camp, 
when we remarked that they were dressed as if it was a holiday. Some wore 
handsomer cloaks of the skins of jackals or genet-cats, and all were fresh 
rubbed over with the shining ointment; the hair being particularly thick and 
glittering with it. As they had walked fast, and were in a great heat, big 
drops of dew stood on their countenances, which, mixed with this shining 
material, looked like beads of quicksilver. A young man soon appeared, 
with a really noble aspect, and dressed more sumptuously than t.he rest, 
having a number of ivory rings round his left arm: he was announced to 
us as a messenger from the king, and he came to say that be was appointed 
by his majesty to be our guide and protector for the day (a sort of guard of 
honour), and was ordered to conduct us to the town. We followed him 
through the thicket of mimosas by a nearer foot-path, and soon came to a 
very pretty well-shaded spot. About halfway we saw some women employed 
in cutting down wood, who immediately came up to us, repeating very 
earnestly the word Monyuko, tobacco. As we were going to give them some, 
our protector withheld us, and scolded the women exceedingly, bidding them 
go back to their business, and threatening to strike them with bis t,iambok 
if they did not obey instantly. They, however, far from minding him, 
grumbled exceedingly, and disregarding his menaces, renewed their importu. 
nities. We therefore at length gave them a little, but this was taken very 
much amiss by our protector; he complained to Kok, and said it was not 
right that tobacco should be given to these ordinary women, which had been 
refused the day before to men of distinction, and be desir~d the misaionary 
to hint to us that we must never offend again in the like manner. 

When we arrived at the plain where stands the town, a great number of 
people came out to meet ue, women and children, as well as men. Th~se 
our protector put aside, ordering them to make way for our train; those who 
were the most troublesome, he drove away with his fiambok. On entering 
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the town,• we came immediately into a pretty wide street, running part 
between houses, partly between the hedges that surrounded the kraals for the 
cattle. The houses were all of a circular form, with the roof running up tu a 
point ; the roof rests upon a circ!e of posts, which are united together below 
by thin walls of loam ; above, for a little way below the roof, they are left open 
to admit light and air. At the doors, which are almost all to the street. sat a 
great many women and children, who looked at us very quietly as we passed 
by. Fatther on, we came to some places where there were neither shrubs nor 
grass, and then again to several little crooked streets, of unequal breadth. As 
the circular houses, and the quadrangular kraals between them, are placed in 
all directions, with regard to the neighbouring houses, the streets are, properly 
speaking, little else than open spaces, having no regularity, either in their 
direction or their breadth. 

The tall giraffe-tree reminded us that we were appr6aching the habitation 
of the king. We entered a large quadrangular space, well-fenced round, in 
the middle of which this tree, having three stems, rose. The place was now 
empty; only Mulihawang with his counsellors lay upon the ground at the 
entrance, basking in the sun. He no sooner saw us than he rose up, received 
us ·very cordially, and while be gave his right hand by turns to us all, with 
his left he pointed to the tree, as if inviting us to accompany him under its 
shade. He went slowly and silently before us, till we were directly under 
the tree, then turned round, and seemed waiting to know our pleasure. At 
the same time he made up a very solemn mien ; and throwing all possible 
dignity into his somewhat melancholy countenance, in which there were many 
Teoerable wrinkles, he gave us to understand that here, between the stems of 
tbia tree, he was, as it were, upon his throne in full majesty. · 

Kok was now desired by us to repeat the assurances of friendship from the 
Dutch government at the Cape, and to represent us as ambassadors from the 
governor. The king, having no conception of the nature of the establishment 
in the colony, could not easily he made to understand our relation with the 
government. At first, he took the landdrost for the governor himself, and 
co.uld not be reconciled to the idea of an inferior magistrate. As I had beard 

· • I call this place a town, thongh it has neither walls nor gates, for an 1111e111blage ot ab 
hundred houses, and five thousand iohabitaata, seems too largo to be deoomiJJated a •illa,e. 
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that among these people, the king's sons alone \\'ere seut ou c:mbassics, (. • 
advised our calling ourselves the sons of the govunor, and then the king 

• 1eemed thoroughly satisfied upon the subject. \ft;! now, produced tl1e 
presents . . They consisted of a thick stick five fett in length, with a large 

·meta.f head, on which ,,·as engraved the letters B. R . .the cypher of the Bata• 
vian republic, .,\'ith 'tl1e·.,name of Mulihawaug~ and the date of the year, of a. 
roll tontain -ing about ten pounds of tobacco, some pounds of glass beads of 
aU coloun1, some dozens of large · smooth steel buttons, some knives, some, 
b1·ass-ivire, · &c. &c. This was 01ily a part of the presents destined for i1-~m: 
according :to h.is desir~ .Kok carried him the rest i.n the evening secretly: jn; 
them was incJud·ed .a sman quantity of our dried European pulse, and so~ 

sew.. ,bread; . which he, had· . particularly desired. All the,e things seemed t~ -
please .him v~ry;m-uclt: he received them with much ceremony, but avoidiDg 
any ~pressions,of gr~at delight. The stick he placed by him against the; 
tree:· the 1r~t,oftqe things: were consigned to &he care of h·is valet-de-cliam.lwe-. 
~:utiri;:,~hor ,tasdo '.attendance hear him, and who conten;iplated them ~ith. 
great-eag~i:lees an~ cui:iosity .. ~ . . 
: As we were .goti1g _to enter u,pon the other objects of our embassy, he 
tlesired that we woYld not detain him to-> long, and answered, not witb 
abilolut~ indifference,. but: with a,o great interest, that. ~s .. to the principal_ 
ques-iion• '.wbethet .he' w;0uld:io future ever' permit whi_te people tq Ii~~ i,u his. 
~lmlrr; lie, had -ho. objection to- it, provided they brought, with them tb.e: 
ineans of subsistence. , ! When asked w hetber he was satisfied with the mis-. 
sionar.ies who had jyst:qui.tted ·the country, living amoa1g his people, he. 
answered,. that he knew ;very; Httle of them ; that he believed they were good 
JQind pf me~, ~tul.be_h~ not.bing .to_s~y against their returning; but _he wished,: 
above .aU thing,; l~at.:lC~lk,_· rwould_ J'.emaio there, since he was well ac
quainted ~ith husbandry,· and h.ad alrea~y given them ~ome very useful 
. . ' . 
J_M~,t.tQtl~Sj JD Jt., : ; , . . . 

11 ~h•d"f this ;con~e~•atj90,. wh~h l~s~d a.lmost an hour, p great number of 
pe(1ple.h•che~e into th~ iqcJosed pl~ce. :All crowded forwards to hear _some-. 
thigw Qf ,what .. p119sed, so that o,utyoµng pJ'.o,tector and t~e king's. cougs~llpra. 
had: ~me: difficulty to keep them from pressing upon ·us, . Mong, an~ some, 
otµers ,of_our party, h?d brought.~ith tqem l~ttle papers.of snuff and tobacco;, 

"'!~tb. ~~~cµ, ,aft~~ ,the. a~dieoc~. th~y purpo~ep,to presen~ ~Offi(;! _of_ the mos.t_, 
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distinguished persons that might be present. Unluckily, they suffered these 
papers to appear too soon, and suddenly there burst f.oi:th such a tumult, 1ucb 
crying out among the people, and such a scrambling, that it was impossible fo, 
the com·ersation to be thought of any more. The king, who himself got a thrust 
in the ribs, endeavoured at first to quiet them, by crying with a loud voice 
2hamaja, zl,amoja, go away ; get you gone ; and indeed all were silent who 
heard bis voice. But those who were too remote to hear it still continued their 
clamour; the women in particular, stretching out their arms, cried with all 
their might, lekoano moRtjuko, give us tobacco, till the monarch at length 
losing all patience, took his large mantle under bis left arm? and with bia 
tight ewung his tremendous ,jmnbok of rhinoceros.leather., striking on all sides; 
till he fa~ly drove the whole multitude before him. This was. a, aignal to his 
c:ourtiers to do the same, so that the blows were dealt handsomely eve;y way, 
and nothing. was heard but the strokes of the thongs upon th& leather cloaks; 
•ay, those who did nbt make their retreat with .sufficient speed, got a.stroke 
or two upon their naked legs. Mutiri, . who, as guar.dian · ofi the presents, 
remained near us, justified this proceeding of his master very. warmly, aauciog 
us that i-t was contrary to the ·customs of the countty for .women to enter 
that place, and this waa what made the king so eiceedfogly angry. Io lea than 
a minute, the courl was entirely cleared, wheri M·uhhawa11g, having plaoe4 a 
guard at tbe entrance, came back to USt and . listened · awhile l~nger tf.)-oua, 
j11terpreter, yet with constantly decreasing attention, till ; at :)ength,., bis ·wJwlt,, 
abstaining from a~y answer gave us to understand that it~ time :w~ should 
take our leave. At parting, we invited him to. djne with us the ··nen day., 
which seemed to please him Yery much, and he ge~ us-free petmissiollctos 
walk about the town, ordering some of his people • to coriduot .tJ&. · As,we 
were going away, he called after them, that they should use the sjiffnlHJl,-if; 
the women were again equalfy troublesome. 

We were now carried through an absolute labyrinth ef' ltttle allty&•· 
large places, and broad streets, to the quarter in which - stood -die principal 
houses. Here we were first introduced into the inside ofl one; k wasi.cbaa 
of our conductor. A number of children; the greater part- of! whom went· 
entirely naked, were playing in the wann ·sand before the door, aed the rett' 
WQre made to come out, that we might see f!Very. thing more commodiously. 
While Kok was explaining tO ue ·t~e &tructure c,f the : house, and tbe ·ulet' ·or 
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the various implements and utensils which it contained, the inhabitants re
mained on the outside, leaving our numerous company, without the slightest 
appearance of distrust, quietly to take down and handle every thing; they 
did not even look in to see what we were doing. It is _also worthy of remark• 
as a proof of their confidence, and as a matter of forbearance on their part, 
that during the whole time o( our st;iy, not one of the people appeared 
armed; as if they were desirous to avoid every thing wliich might have in the 
slightest degree an inimical appearance. It was only in our visits at the 
houses that we saw their shields and hassagais: among the rich there were 
generally thirty orforty of the latter standing in some remote corner. 

The commodiousness and durability of the houses was what struck ua 
most at this first visit. As the great care and ·exactness with which they 
are built forms one of the principal features in which these people differ 
from the Caffrc tribes of the east, and especially from the Koossas, a parti. 
cular description of one seems not to be here out of its place. A 
Beetj,Jan tribe always fix their abode in the midst of a wood of mimoaas, 
the stems of these trees, which here grow to a considerable height, being 
one of the most essential articles in building their _ houses. Twelve or 
foarteen of these stems are requisite to build a good house ; eight or ten of 
these must be nine foot high, the rest three or four feet higher. Tbe 
shorter are stuck upright in the ground at equal distances, forming a circle, 
the diameter of which is from sixteen to twenty feet; and this serves aa the 
<mter scaffolding on which the roof .rests; the long stems form a email 
circle within, to which the roof is sloped; but tire highest part of the roof 
is not exactly in the centre, because it rests upon one of these posts whicll 
is longer than all the rest, and thus the roof has the appearance of a not 
perfectly regular dome. The thatch with which it is covered is either straw 

or reeds, very ingeniously woven together. A wall, the height of a man, 
is formed of mimosa boughs interwoven between the pillars, thl! thorns of 
which are turned in so dexterously, that passers.by are in no danger of being 
caught by them, while at the same time not . the smallest beast of prey , 
could press through. Th is hedge is plaistered over within with a smooth 
and firm plaister, composed of argillaceous earth and ox-dung. A similar 
wall, but higher, is formed by the circle of posts within; and .this i_s the princi
pal abode of the family, the outer part being allotted ito fhe servants. The 

Qq2 
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entrance is hy a doorway bt!tween two of the posts. The inner !-i~ams· an{i 
cross spars ~n which the roof rests, serve for hanging up the clot~es and 
skins; a reeJ mat also is often stretched over these beams, on which, as in a 
granary, or garret, many sorts of food are spread out to be dried, and kept 
fo1· store. A !so for keeping the stores, a i:sort of pantry is often built up in 
the back part of the house, with twigs and clay, in a spherical form, and five 
or six foet high. There is never any had smell in these houses, because of the 
free circulation of air: the, inhabitants ar.e entirely sheltered from rain, 
and in the heat of summer it affords tl,em a cool shade. 

The huts of the poor are smaller, not being above eight o~ tea feet io 
diameter; sometimes even they consist only of a conical ruof, resting upon 
the grounc.J, having neither light or air but through a low door: a low 
fence is then commonly macle round, within which the smaller domestic 
animals, as the kids an·d others, are kept. · The kraals for the caUle are 
spacious; they commonly join the house, and besides the outer hedge, 
which is generally the height of a man, they are often stuck round 
within pretty thick with palisades, at a little distance from the hedge, tha~ 
the latter may not be injured by the animals themselves. 

After we hacl examined several houses, in all of which we met with a 
most frienclly · reception, some of the inhabitants, entertaining us with 
slices of dried gourd, and the sweet berries of the gre,cia obtusifolia, Kok 
carried us to 'see the high-priest of the place, recommending our shewing him 
the utmost respect and politeness, since he had great influence with the 

, king and the people, and was not particularly well-disposed towards 
strangers. \\' e founcl a man advanced in years, with a sort of woeful 
countenance : he was sitting on the shady side of his hut, occupied with 
sewing jackal-skins together. The work ,not on very slowly, since he first 
borecl with an iron piercer the holes tl~rough which the tendon thread was 
to be run. But when done, the work was particularly firm, and the surface 
perfectly even ; the skins were indeed so well united, that no appearance of 
scams could be discerned on _the hairy side.. Tqe old man would scarcely 
give himself the trouble of looking at us, but continued intent upoe his 
work, answering in a very short manner the conversation Kok addressed to 
him, as well as our offt!rs of a present of tobacco, beads, and buttons. He 
however accepted the present, md laid the things down by him quietly, not 
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appearing the more . disposed ~ to spe~k ;·· \V>e • therefore sQon left him~ The 
whole business of this priest consists in circumcising the youtlts, which is 
performea every othct year with mu~h thf same· ceren)onies as among ·the 
Koossas-; in consecl'atiog lhe cattle against the commencemen~ of a· war.; 
and, ia case ~f victory, with presiding over a festival, where some simple 
soiemnities are performed. He is besides in possession of some medi~al 
knowledge; understands the influence of the stars; prepares charms, _ in the 
infallibility of which the people have the firmest belief; . in short, every , thing 
which relates to· the popular creeds and superstitions emanates from_ him. 
These priests differ in one point essel)tially from the enchanters among 
the K091sas, that they are not merely dealers in magic,· whose work·s 
may he deceitful, b.ut -they are distinguished by various kinds of know .. 
ledge, being educated, during . their whole Jives, as men destined to the 
priesthood; · 

The remainder of our time was employed- in a walk to the western side of 
the town, towards the foot ofa high hill, from which poi-nt we could see all over 
this Beetjuan capital. At a rough guesq, we tstimated the number of houses 
at between five and six hundred, Kok, who had in the latter years of his 
residence here travelled northwards, and visited the tribes of Muruhloog and 
.Matsaraqua, assured us that their principal town~ were much larger; so ex .. 
tensive, that the whole could scarcely be included in one glance of the eye. 
The tribe of Maatjaping, where we were, was, five or six years before, much 
µ1ore numerous: it was at that time united with the tribe of .Muruhlong, 
-under a chief by name Makrakki. It was in this situation when the Epglish 
commissaries, Triiter and-Somerville, visited the country in 1801, on which 
occasion these gentlemen e~timated the population · at fifteen thousand. Thjs 
estimate was coAfirmed by Kok, who said that when about a year after 
Mulihawang and Makrakki agreed upon ao amicable separation, two-third• 
at least followed the latter, so that not more than five thousand subjects 
remaioed to the · king of Maatjaping . At that time they lived commonly at 
the spring of Takuna, three days' journey farther to the _north-east; and from 
this name those travellers derived that of Litakoo, by which they called the 
place. Never has the town, however, any proper name of its own: it always 
bears that of the chief, and nearest natural station : here, for instance, the 
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·name ~f'the river ·Kuruhman equally serves ·u the name of the capital of 
, Maatjaping. 

lo ·the sandstom,, of which the base of this mountain -ii composed, we •• 
alt about a number of figures symmetrically carved, the 111e1ming of which 
we -enquired ·both of Kok, and of our Beetjuan guide. They both uaured 
•us 'that they had no particular meaning, that they were done by tbeherd11Den 
·ai an amusement to pass away the time while they were atte..Jing upon their 
. -berds; ·. Similar ·figures are to be seen burnt jn the wooden working tools 
·her~: ·this evinces a pleasure in regular forms, and must be considered as a 
-preliminary step in the art of design. 

1We now took leave of the guide appointed by the king, making hjm some 
1ittte presents, and returned back to our camp. On our route, however, we 
'got 'a little -·out of the regular · path, and were obliged to enquire of a herda
man the right way through the wood. He conducted us himself, and was 
-exceedingly unembarrassed and talkative all the · time be remained with us. 
l asked -him his name, and be told me it was l\fanong. I had .already 
learnt that this word signifies a falcon; and as I expressed my wonder 
'that he should bear the name of such an animal, he told me that it was a 

, '\'ery general custom ; one of his brothers, he said, was known by the name. 
or Tjoni, ape, and his uncle was-called P' /,nkuhje. jackal. Kok, however. 
assured us, that this custom prevailed only among ·the common people; that 
prrn·ces and people of distinction ·had all of them names, the sense and con
nexion of which, with other ·words, was not known.• These names were, 
moreover, often changed upon ·particular ·occasions, or else the people ac
quired ·surnames derived from some important occurrence in their Jives, or 
some memorable act performed by tlwm. It was indeed 0 by no means un
common for a very distinguished person to h-a,·e more ·than one such name. 

• That most of tbc names of distinguished persons, and ~tn those of the tribes themr.clffs,. 
1ue -derived originally from the Arabic, I have demon,tratt ·d in my e~say, wbh:h I have often 

mentioned before, upon the languages -of the savage tr ibes in ~outhcrn Africa, iri Dert11cA'1 "nd 
Pater's Ethnograpl1ical Archives. lf traces of Arabic <lcrintion ne ·to be fonnd in the Ian. 

&uagct, it is very probable that they may be discOTered, in -Oie first io1t1nccs, io the D.\IDOI of 

princes 11nd pc-r~ous of diatiuctJOD. 
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Mulihawang alone, for instance, had four. We might be assured, he said, 
that every one of us strangers had already some name given us by which we 
were designated among these people; indeed, I soon learnt that I was called 
Thammakulana, red-neck, becaus~ I bad a a,ed cape to my uniform. When 
we questioned them about the English commissaries, they always called 
Mr~ Triiter, Angokorra, ugly-face, because be,ba~·• aert~gloom1·loo)tlwitll 
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Bi'n,r;r. 'gi~ IQ(th~ J[ing_ eJ l.h~ Be'l4.JU;(lllit -~ l~e C<Zmp_.-:-_Co~TJersalf~n-.flli~h tlir: three 
Prince,.-Their Confidence in the Europea~s,7Traffick .;·i0 the Nf-lfoe,.- ~isits 
from the TJ"omen.-The King's ffTi-oes.-Thc Traffic continued.-Slaves offered for · 
-Sale.-A Dance.-Embarrassing Proposal ma:.'e by the King.-ftloti-ces for a hasl.!J 
Departure from the Country. ' · · 

WE found at the <:amp a number of visitors, who were very much in the 
way of our preparations for dinner; we put them aside however more 
courageously than we had v-entured to do the day before; without their ap
pearing the least offended at it. As our tent was too small to entertain so · 
large a company., we had two w::1ggons fastened together, the linen tilts to 
which served as a shade against the sun and weather: at the end wu placed 
a guard of honour. About noon the king appeared, accompanied by the two 
-princes, without .any other train. We invited him to sit down before our 
tent, tiU the dinner was ready, to smoak a pipe, and, according to the cus-
tom pf the CapE', to drink a glass of wine before he began to eat. He declined 
both, but sat down upon one of our camp stools, which by chanee was some
·what high, and did not stand very firm· in the sanJ. It was obvious how 
.entirely he was unaccustomed to this manner of sitting, and how much he 
was afraid of falling, for every movement · he made was with tbe greatest 
attention to preserving the equilibrium very exactly. He, however, took 
great pains to .avoid betraying any symptoms of fear, and did not quit his 
.scat till we rose from ours. To entertain him, several European works of art 
were brought and exhibited, as a gun, a watch., a compass, &c. &c. Nothing 
,pleased him, however, so much as our phosphoric matches, and a burning-
glass. As some paper was set on fire by the latter; be exclaimed eagerly, seve
-ral times successively, • .Uutelo Leetslwatsi, fire from the sun. Prince Molima 
shewed quite a childish delight at the sma·rt occasioned by putting the finger 
too near . the foc4s of the sun's rays. He begged to have the glass for a few 
minutes, and stealing behind a number of the people, he burnt the nearest 
.to him directly in the back; a joke which pleased tbe rest exceedingly, anti 
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\\'hich was repeated several times to the very great entertainment of his high
ness and all his countrymen. ,v e now conducted our guests to the table, seating the king in the upper
most place; andf that he might no.longer be embarrassed by the stool, a heavy 
chest was placed for him to--sit upon. The Land<lrost and myself took our 
seats on each side of him, and the princes were mingled with our party •. 
The conversation at table, as will easily be comprehended, could not be very 
animated, since it was necessarily carried on almost entirely by means of in
terpreters; besides which, the pressing and noise of the crowd assembled round 
was so great as almost to drown the voices. The king seemed somewhat 
more at his ease than in the morning, uow and then addressing some words 
to tne bye-standers, and handing them, at intervals, something from his own 
plate, or sending his bounty by Mutiri, who was always in waiting_ at his side. 
When this was the case, however, the valet was not always faithful to his 
trust; the best pieces never reached thei1· ultimate destination, they stopped
by the way in his own mouth: heavy complaints and clamours were raised , 
against this breach of confidence, but the king did not condescend to turn• 
roun<l and pay them any attention. 

His majesty now remarked, among the company standing about, his fourth 
son, l\folala, a beautiful youth of al>out sixteen: he immediately called to him. 
to come and eat with him. As there was no place left at the table, and_ as 
our people had not politeness and respect enough to make room for him,. he 
sat down upon a chest which was standing close by his father • . .A tin plate 
with soup was handed to him, which he took upon his knee, but that being. 
naked, it was soon burned by the hot metal, which made him start, and the 
greater part was poured down his legs. The king took great pains to learn 
the use of the knife and fork, and soon managed them very tolerably, but the 
princes took out their own double-bladed knives, and, in their usual way~ 
putti,!!g the meat into their mouths, cut the bit off very dexterously close to 
the lip. Among all the dishes served, the vegetables pleased the king the 
most, particularly the cooked rice, and the ~ried fruit and bread; he also 
relished the buffalo's flesh very ID!)Cb. He was exceedingly surpr.ised at our 
liking small roasted birds, and made himself very merry at seeing us enjoy 
what, as he observed, was almost all bones. Such things as were no known 
io him be would not taste, -till he bad enquired of Kok whether t!tey al8o u:ere 
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good~ He drank three glasses_ of wine, but when a fourth was off Pred, be 
declined it with thanks, saying that he was not accustomed to such liquor 1 

and was afraid of being intoxicated. Indeed, with what he had drank 
already, he was become · much more animated end talkative, and asked so 
many questions, with such rapidity, that Kok, as interpreter, could scarcely 
get in answers to them all. 

In the first place, he gave us to understand that the people whom we had 
seen scarcely constituted a sixth part of hi!. subjects. A great number of 
the men, capable of bearing arms, were out in different hunting parties; 
another party, under tlie conduct of h'is second son, Tellekella, were gone to 
the 't Garieb, the Orange river, to make a treaty of alliance there; and still 
another troop were on an excursion to tlae Corans. He was very sorry, he 
added, that the country was in so weak a state at that moment, since other
wise he should have proposed to us to unite in an expedition against the Bos
jesmans, and revenge the murder of David and Jantje. He then descanted 
on the perfidious conduct of his former associate l\lakrakki, who, he said, 
had driven away the herds belonging to himself and his people, for which 
he hoped to make him pay .very heavily. We begged Kok to break oft' the 
conversation upon this subject, as we did not wish to be invited to take any 
part in his punishment; and to enquire on our behalf after the monarch•s 
wives, not one of whom we had as yet seen. The king replied that they 
would be very glad · to ,•isit us, and to ask us for presents; and then proceeded 
to enquire whether we, like Kok, had only .one wife each. What was his 
surprise when he heard not only that none of us bad more than one, but 
that most of us had none ; this he thought almost incredible. As in this 
country a number of wives forms part of a man's riches, nod he concluded 
us to be all very rich, he could scarcely conceive that we were speaking the 
truth,, when we talked of having no wife at all. \Vhen we explained to him, 
that, by the laws of our country, people could not marry till they were of a 
mature age, and then could never have more than one wife, he said it was 
perfectly incomprehensible to him how a whole nation could submit voluntarily 
to such extraordinary laws. He had five wives, he said, and children by them 
all, and his relation Masjouw, king of the distant tribe of Murublong, eight 
years before had ten wives, and it was very probable that he bad now 
several more. · 
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Wtien we rose from table, the king sought out a retired and quiet 
spot, where he laid himself down on the grass, first smoked a little tobacco-; 
and then slept a short · ti~e, his counsellors sitting in a circle . round him~ 
and l\lutiri waving a long bunch of ostrich feathers back wards and forwards, 
to keep the flies oft'. The Landdrost also withdrew, as did the rest of the 
company, so that at length I was left alone with the three princes, when 
they all began to make me the confidant of their wishes. The friendly 
eagerness of Methibe, in particular, made a strorig impression upon me. I 
was .much delighted with the naivete of his gestures, as he repeatedly sai1l 
Ke rata11jehna-I will thee, which I afterwards learnt from Kok is an ex pres .. 
sion, nieaning I will do thee all tl,e good I can. As our conversation was 
carried on with difficulty, Kok not being present, we ,vere ohliged to assist 
it as well as we could by signs. I gave them to -understand that I would 
make each of them a present as a ·remembrance·of me, and that they should 
chuse what they would have. For this purpose I ordered my chest of 
clothes to be brought, from which I took a variety of trifles and laid before . 
them. Methibe chose a razor, l\folimo a dozen of plain buttons, and 
Molala a silk handkerchief. A lookin~-glass, some small buck .les, some 

ribband, some stockings, and some linen cloth, they set entirely aside. 
Molima expressed . ~ very great longing for my helmet-hat, in which he 
admired himself very much, but, as a part of my uniform, it could not be 
disposed of, though at length he offered six oxen in exchange for it. 
. Methlbe reproved his broµier for his importunity, and reproached him 
with offering.so high a price for an useless ornament; _ but, he said, the razor 
was of great value to him, for his beard bad become very inconvenient, 
.and since the war with Muruhlong was not likely to take place (for the 
Beetjuans only let their beards grow in time of war, or upon a journey), he 
wished very much to be shayed immediately. · At the same time he pointed 
out to me how badly this operation must be performed with their own short 
knives, since every single hair must be plucked up which occasioned great 
smart. Although I took particular pains to make him understand the 
manner in which the razor must be used, he cut his cheek in the very finat 
attempt. Without asking any more questions, be seized my band, and led 
me to the stump of a tree, on which be made me sit down, when he put the 
open razor into my band, and seating himself upoli the ground between my 
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legs, rested his hood-upon my \nee, as a sign tbat I •must shave him. So 
quickly had we gained the. confidence of these people, that in ·less than 
four-and-twenty hours after our arrival, a pr(ace trusted his head without 
the least hesitation to my hands thus armed. This proof of confidence 
delighted me the more, from being unsought on my part, and from my having 
no idea that I was giving him so much pleasure. I ordered soap and water 
to Le brought, and having first washed off the ointment which was rubbed 
pretty thick upon the beard, began my operation. Not, however, being very 
much accustomed to perform it, and the razor being somewhat blunt, as I 
had Leen careful not to present his royal highness with my best, I was very 
tedious, and occasioned so much smart to the operatee, that the tears rolled 
down his princely cheeks. He, however, remained perfectly still, contem
plating himself from time to time with great complacency in a small looking
glass. The spectators around stood mute with admiration during the whole 
performance, gazing_with the utmost eagerness in their countenances, and 
bursting at length into a general peal of laughter-this being their customary 
mode of expressing delight, astonishment, admiration, nay, even emban-ass
ment and fear. Ev-ery one now who had any trace of beard on his chin 
wanted to be shaved by me; I, however, begged, rather unpolitely, to decline 
the honour, and, indeed, the prince would not allow his razor to be used any 
more. The people afterwards said that they liked our beards much better 
than the smooth effeminate faces of the two young, missionaries, though 
they -were not sorry to learn that in a quiet domestic way of life it was 
customary among us to part with them. 

The time seemed -now . ar,ri\·cd for producing our stock of tobacco, and 
other oLjects of barter, of which every one was to have a portion in exchange 
for trifles of their .own workmansh-ip. A formal market was therefore 
opened, and one of the enclosed waggons was allotted as the place of traffic. 
Mong was appointed the head shopman, and two assistants were given him~ 
.one of whom was to take care of the things purchased, and place them in 
security, the Cilther was to attend to the objects of barter. Scarcely had a 
.few copper rings been purchased at the price of a small roll of tobacco, about 
as Jong as the finger, when crowds pressed .around the waggon witb their 
.l1ands full of rings, necklaces, earrings, and other objects, all offering them 
in exchange for this favourite commodtty. Others ran to ·their houses 
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<md brought hassagais, spoons, knives, and a variety of household implements, 
tWhich they ·offered in abundance, for a -couple of inches of African roll 
tobacca. The purchaser could scarcely repel their earnost entreaties, and 
while he was making a bargain with one, another pressed i-n between, -assuring
fiim that his wares were infinitely superior, a·nd might be had much cheaper, 
shewing with the finger how short a piece of roll tobacco would be taken 
for them. All appeared afraid lest our merchandize should be exhausted 
before they could make their bargain. It was soon obvious that they had 
no idea of the ordinary usages of barter, for when they had agreed for so 
much tobacco for a ring, they were afterwards not satisfied and wanted 
more, which, if granted, more -still was required. Many, after taking the 
payment, went away with their wares, so that the purchaser was at length 
eonstrained to hold his purchase-money fast, and not fot it go till the equi-
valent was delivered. · 

A general · spirit of trade was now so . much rou'$ed, that while this 
commerce in trifles was carried on in the waggon, some of our colonists 
commenced a traffic for cattle, which they could not, however, obtain but at 
11ery high prices: the owners would not part with them for tobacco; they 
required bar-iron, · nails, silk, or lioeri doth, European clothes, and other 
articles of equal consequence. On this occasion a saw was perceived among 
-0ur stock of iron tools, and these people having learnt the use of it from 
Kok, .very high offers were made to obtain it. Unfortunately we had only 
-this one. In our equipment we had not sufficiently recollected that we 
.were to deal with a nation not wholly destitute of civilization. Future, 
travellers will find it very expedient to carry a stock of tools for mechani
eal works with them to this country, particularly articles of steel, since 
the Beetjuans have not any idea of hardening iron. They were not lesi 
delighted with a file, a thing which they had never seen before, and in 
the use of which they were now first instructed: for this they would have 
given a price out of all proportion. Next to their cattle there was nothing 
on w-hich they set so high a value as their larger objects of clothing, and it 
was not whhout great difficulty that I could make a bargain for a cloak, 
Yery neatly sewed together, on which I had fixed my mind strongly. I 
ofiered beads, uailj, and cloth, but all in vain; such a cloak, they said, was
never given but for live cattle. I therefore commissioned one of .om 
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Hottentots to purchase twooxen for me, witlr which I afterwards purchased 
the cloak, and thus obtained it at a lower price than I had before offered · 
for it: it belonged to one of the king's old counsellors. Elephants• teeth 
were to be procured at a much cheaper rate, and I got a part of one that 
might weigh from twelve to sixteen pounds for a piece of roll tobacco of 
only the same length. · 

A great many women were among the company on this .occasion; indeed, 
their numbers kept consta,ntly increasing, till in time they far outnumbered 
the men. They brought a profusion of trifles to exchange for tobacco, for 
they, like the men, roasted it a little, then rubbed it in their hands, stuffed 
it into their bone pipes, and inhaled the fumes with the utmost avidity. 
Some mixed the tobacco when it was rubbed small with wood ashes, then 
ground both together between two stones to a fine powder, and drew it up 
through a reed into their nostrils ; this, as well as smoaking, they called 
chocha, which signifies properly, s,,cking.• 

Although these women behaved to us with the same confidence, and 
with as little embarrassment as the men, they all shewed great modesty and 
re.serve. The least disposition to improper freedom shewn by any of our 
party was repelled with anger, but they seemed to like our company 
extremely when proper respect was shewn them ; and Kok assured us that 
theiresteein was only to be obtained by treating them in such an honourable 
way. Among them, however, as among the Koossas, the ideas of maiden 
reserve are not so strict: the same may indeed generally be said with respect 
to the women here as is related in the first part of my work, respecting one 
of the much longer and better known Caffre tribes. t 

It was almost evening when the king, who, during all thes~ ·tumultuary 
transactions, bad been little thought of, returned among us. His presence 

• It is remarkable that the custom or smoakiog and snuffing up certain pungent narcotic 
plan ta prevailed hero long before any intcrcoµrse ever took place between theae people and 

the Europeans : this I can assert from the strictest inYestigation. It is very probable that 
the practice may have been carried to the · West.Indies by slaves of African descent, from 

. whence we have derived it; thus it is by no means unlikely that the Beetjuans are oar olde1t 
instructors in a custom which has now for some centuries prevailed all oTer Europe. 

i See the English tranalation, Vol. I. p. ~64, and following. 
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in some degree, quieted the outrageous noise; at least nobody who was near 
him ventured to talk and gabble so loud as before. He brought two of his 
wives with him, who came on purpose to see our camp: he addressed a few 
words to them, and then left them, together with the men of his train, to amuse 
themselves, while he retired wh~re he could be quiet. Kok, who was now 
summoned again to take upon himself the office of interpreter, introdu'ced 
us in all due form to the ladies. The one was the king's third wife, Mak~it
schoah, about two-and-twenty: she had regular features, a fine form, and 
was very pleasing in her whole appearance. The other was the youngest of 
all the queens, scarcely fi°fteen years old, with brisk animated eyes, but 
somewhat of a negro countenance: her name was Marani. The high rank 
of both might be presumed at first sight from their cloathing: they wore 
cloak• striped alternately with the skins of the gerboa, and of genet cats, and 
the eldest had a bunch of grey cats tails fastened to her left shoulder, which 
hung very ornamentally over the cloak, both before and behind. Over the 
breast of both was a piece of leather finely tanned, which was fastened with 
straps over the shoulders, as well as round the body: they had both a profu. 
sion of necklaces, made of glass heads, of pieces of cut bone, and little plates 
of copper: a small part of the body was bare, but from the hips, some way 

· below the knee, hung leather aprons both before and behind, which only, 
occasionally in walking, allowed the k~e to be seen i the legs were wound 
round with leather, and on the feet were sandals fastened with several leather 
straps crossed over each other. The lower part of the arm was ornamented 
with a number of rings,· made of giraffe's hair, twined round brass wire •. 
Makaitschoah wore on her left arm, as a token of her rank, no less than 
seventy-two of these rings, which must have weighed some pounds, and was 
exceedingly pleased with our taking notice of them and counting them. Her 
hair was dressed with great care ; it was divided into small bunches, which 
were well rubbed over with the shinin'g ointment, and hung down from the 
crown of the head, looking like a profusi ,on of silver thread or cord. She 
invited us to examine it more accurately, and informed us that the hair of 
the young girls was always kept cut very closely round the face, that it ' 
might grow more profusely upon the crown of the head, and that the bunches 
might fall more gracefully about, than could be the case if the whole hair 

• were suffered to grow. 
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~e had tea prepared in the tent, and invited our royal visitors to come irr 
and drink some: the invitation was accepted, and they sat down upon a 
chest, but our beverage was not to their taste: they appeared, however, 
exceedingly delighted when we gave them wine; perhaps brandy would have 
pleased them still better. ln our conversation, which began upon their children 
and their household affairs, but which was afterwards turned to the situation of 
the female sex in European countries, 1\Iakaitschoah shewed a great deal of 
good sense an<l sound judgment; she often comprehel)ded our interpreter fully,. 
before he had done speaking. Among other things, she remarked very judi
ciously, that Jaws such as ours would not suit the Beetjuans, because there 
were so great a number of women, and the male population suffered such 
diminutions from the wars. At seeing European works of art, tiH then 
unknown to them, both the ladies, particularly the youngest, evinced their 
delight by repeated loud bursts of laughter. The countenance of the elder 
gained exceedingly, by being thus enlivened, particularly as she did not 
laugh so unreasonably ; a generally sweet expression about her mouth, and 
the uncommonly beautiful teeth which she displayed, obliged us to confess 
that the taste of the old king was abundantly justified; for he had raised this 
woman from a low station to her present exalted rank, on account of her 
beauty and discretion. l\hrani, on the contrary, was daughter to the prince 

. of a neighbouring tribe, that of Chojae. 
Our wine, and the pains we took to amuse the ladies, by shewing them 

a variety of things, to them objects of novelty and curiosity, detained them 
longer than they had probably intended. We at length found their company 
somewhat tedious, and were not very sorry, when evening coming on 
reminded them that it was time to thiuk of returning; this they did under 
the care of Kok, who had received from the king a secret commission to that 
effect. A hint was given us by these royal visitors themselves that some 
presents must be made them at their departure, which we attended to very. 
punctually, and they in return left us some of their necklaces and arm-rings. 
By degrees the comp:rny in general now took their leave; a few of the men 
only, among others the herdsman, Manong, remained at our camp all night .. 

The next morning early, to our no small satisfaction,. we received from the 
king a present of two beautiful black-spotted oxen, and a very fine cow, with. 
a bu II calf. ,We afterwards purchased four more oxen exactly the same, and 
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carried the whole team to General Janssens, as a specimen ot the beauty or 
the Beetjuao cattle. After the necessary business of the camp was com
pleted, I went, unrler the guidance of Kok, again to the town, to visit the 
king and the princes in their houses. As I passed along among the numerous 
inhabitants of this populou~ town, and met frequently a face that I knew, 
my heart felt a secret delight that fate had appointed me, in preference to so 
many others, to visit a nation so well worthy of attention; whose existence 
as a half civilized race had long been utterly unknown, and whom I found 
every h~ur more reason to love and esteem. What I had seen and heard 
within the last few days sometimes appeared to me wholly like a dream ; and 
the conviction or the reality of every object by which I was surrounded gave 
me inconceivable delight. . 

I found the king (who has, properly speaking, no house of his own, but 
who lives alternately among his wives) with his oldest wife, the mother of 
Methibe, whose name I forgot to note down: to judge by appearance, she 
must be older than Mulihawang. She received our visit with perfect indif
ference: the work in which she was engaged, cutting a sort of beaker-out 
of a piece of mi mos~ wood, seemed wholly to absorb her attention. Accord.: 
fog to Kok's account, the king had a very high value for this woman, and 
Methibe had the most profound Jove and respect for her. I did not perceive 
any thing very distinguished in the house, except a large quantity of leopard 
skins, with one of which~ to my no small satisfaction, the king presented 
me.• He then carried me to one of his cattle kraals, where we found the 
-cattle all very lean! this the king said was owing to the treacherous conduct 
of Makkraki, which constrained him to keep them in the neighbourhood, lest 
they should all be stolen ; the consequence was, that all the fields near were 
eaten quite bare, and scarcely any means of subsistence now remained for the 
cattle. We next visited Makaitscho.ah, who we found surrounded by four 
children ; the whole head, the ridge of the nose, and a circle round the eyes, 
in each of'the two eldest, were dyed with a very deep yellow ochre, a kind 
of ornament which I had before observed in many of the children about the 
streets. We gave the beautiful princess a little packet of snuff~ which she 
had begged the day before ; of this she not only immediately took a large 

• It wu of t1iat sort of leopan M nre in the neighbourhood of the Cape. Town,J,li1..ju'1ata. 
VOL. IJ. SI 
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pine~ herself, but gave some to ber children, even to the youngest, who was 
at the breast, without the infant's making the 'least wry face at it, or, which 
appeared to me still more extraordinary, being excited to sneeze. The usual 
manner of taking snuff here, is to lay a quantity upon the upper lip, and 
throw it up with that into the uostrils. 

From this, and some other transient visits, in which we saw mothers with 
~heir children, an attention to cleanliness struck me more forcibly than ever,. 
as one of the most commendable of all features in the female character. The 
infinite trouble which it costs these women to clean and nurse their children, 
half naked as they are, and with nothing but leather to wrap about them, 
must be seen, to make the value of linen, and the importance of it ~o arriving 
at a state of high cultivation, justly ~nderstood and appreciated. At our 
visit to the heir-apparent, we also saw two of his wives, who, as well as his 
whole household, bore marks of distinction which I little expected to find. 
Here I saw a Bosjesman's bow, and quiver full of arrows, which I suppose 
were kept as trophies of some victory. The prince, however, said that they 
foun~ it necessary to employ against these depredators the weapons which 
they themselves used, for that in any conflict with them, if their people were 
only armed with hassagais, they always came off with the worst; they now, 
\herefore, kept the arms of such as were slain,, though formerly, from their 
horrol' of such destructive weapons, it was a law among them that they were 
to be burnt. 

Kok had talked to me so much of Pollachani's (the high-priest) knowledge of 
the planets, and of their courses, for every one of which he had his own pecu
liar name, that, notwithstanding the uncourteous reception we met with the 
day before, I was very desirous of repeating my visit. We found him in his 
cattle kraal, occupied in doing some repairs to the palisade. Over the· 
entraoce hung the hinder half of a scaley lizard, an animal not the least trace 
of which I had seen before in Southern Africa;• and in the midst of the space 
lay an enormous bulb, which must have measured nearly a foot in diameter, 
probably of the liamant/,u, or on,itl,ogalum species •. I would gladly, almost 

• Mani, 1i1anteo, or the pogelo of De1marchais'1 Tra,els, now considered as a nriety o( (he 
'"""" lwaclapri, or penladact9la, the true pantolin or Southern Asia. Jlitherto thi1 1pecielJ 
wa, only known to us from the Cout of Guinea; it baa aner beeo brought from tlie Cape. 
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flt the risk of my life, have carried off both, but Kok earnestly in treated me 
not- to attempt it : they were charms, he said, by which the cattle were pre
served from enchanters, and would not be parted with by the possessor at 
any price ; he might perhaps even be offended with the mere proposal to 
traffic for them. We were in no way better received than the day before, 
and were ~bliged to wait a long time before the indifferent questions with 
which we began the com·ersation could obtain even a monosyllable anawcr. 
But when we began to ask about the stari, he obserYed the strictest silence, 
and gave us moreover to understand that our company was by no means . 
agreeable to him. 

From hence Kok carried me to another old man, who had equally the repu
tation of having great knowledge and experience, and whom I had already 
seen in the king•s train. This man, in his early years, had taken repeated 
journeys to most of the other Beetjuan tribes, and furnished me with much 
information relative to the situation and distance of these people, the most im
portant parts of which shall be given in their proper place. He gave the popti-

' lation of each tribe in comp~rison · with that of Maatjaping, only when he 
spoke of the JJ1acquini, the most remote of all, he dropped this medium ; and 

•to show that they were innumerable, took up a handful of sand, and let it. 
run slowly through his fingers, repeating frequently, till his hand was emptied, 
ittintzi-mucb. The n.ames of the tribes on the eastern coast, Koossa, Ma
thimba, lmmbo, &c. were wholly unknown to him; and he was much surprised 
to. hear that in manMrs and customs they were so much like the Bectjuans, 
yet were not called by their name. 

On our return to the camp, we came to a house, the building of which was 
not yet completed: from this we could understand the manner in which they 
were put together much more clearly. None but womei1 were employed in 
the building, for almost all the hard work is put upon them. Six of them 
,viii complete the building a house of the usual size in a week. The roof 
w.as very ingeniously woven together with reeds and rushes, without any 
other materials to bind them; the cross-beams were, however, fastened to 
the main posts with leather thongs, and string made from the fibres within 
·the bark of the trees. 

Among the many persons who were attracted to the camp by the spi•rit of 
traffic, was a man who brought two boys of eight and ten years old to sell as 

ss2 
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slaves. They had fallen into his power, as infants, in a war some years before 
with the tribe of {;hojaa, and as lawful booty were his slaves for ever; he 
laad even full power over their lives. He demanded a live sheep for each, 
and added, that be wishe_d very inuch to dispose of them, since he had nothing 
for them to eat, and he was afraid they would die with hunger. Very much 
surprised at this offer, and at hearing that all the servants of the rich were in 
like manner the property of their masters, being prisoners taken in battle, or 
their descendants, we shewed very plainly how revolting to us was the idea 
of such a traffic, and positively rejected the offer.• 

In the afternoon the throng increased exceedingly, yet the traffic went 
an m'ucb more heavily, for on the one hand our stock of tobacco was very 
much diminished, so that we were less willing to part with what remained ; 

' 

• lo the description of the Beetjuans, which I published in the Uniaer,ol Geoirapkicaf 
Ephem1ride1, for the year 1807, I mentioned this pr9iM!naity to traflic in slues, u a conse
quence or the institution, or these people, and contro,ertcd Mr. Barrow's too hasty repreaco. 
talion of their lo,e or freedom, not a word or which is to be found in the original Crom the pen 
of Mr. Triiter. My opinion has since been confirmed, in the description gi,en by the English. 
man, Mr. William White, of the Caffre tribes in the neighbourhood of Da Lagoa Ba1. He 
mentions, with much sympathy, the ,ituation of those among these people who are the property 
of others, and adds:-" Though no advocate for the slave trade, yet I am sure that it would 
have been a christian.like act to have purchased sonic of the slues offered to us for the immense 
price of a bottle or rum, or arrack. They were perfectly destitute _of every sort or clothing, 
and had no food gi,en them. I enquired -how they could possibly subsist. Same a, bullock, 
was the answer gi,en m~ by one of the natives : he ad1foJ, thlt in time of scarcity they themsebea 
were obliged to eat grass.,. Probably the sla,e trade owed its origin in the first instance u 
much to the hard situation of those •ho traded in the slues, as to the cupidity of the Europe&D 
purchasers ; and I do not hesitate to assert, that a ,ery accurate knowledge or the institutioos 
of the people in the interior of Southern Africa is requisite, before the question can be decided 
whether the sudden abolition or thia traffic is desirable e,cn for the poor slues th('mseh·ea: 
were it abolish.:d, the lives or the prisoners taken in battle would not be spared as they are 
now. For the rest, I am ,ery far from denying, that this traffic is a disgrace both to the buyer 
and aeller ; and I am perfectly or opinion that the m ·usage experienced by the sla,es in their 
transport on board the ships is a terrible stain upon the character of e,ery nation that can be 
reproached with it-a blot in the history or human nature irsclf. I believe, notwith&taoding, 
that the aituation or the sla,cs in the East Indian colonies, and at the Cape, where they are 

•uch better treated than in the West lndlea, ia happier than that of the senants hired from 
•oag the people or the country. · 
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and on the other, we were now pretty amply provided with the articles for 
which the traffic had been_ commenced. Among the few things that I 
wished earnestly to possess was a pair of dice, if so · they might be called, 

. which one of the most distinguished among them wore fastened to a leather
thong round his neck. · I say, if tlwy might be called dice, because, though 
they were employed much in the same way, the form of the objects in ques
tion was not cubical_ like that of a die; they had the figure of equal sided 
pyramids, and were cul out of the cloven foot of an antelope, being stuck 
upon small thin quadrangular platt:s of the same material. The use of these 
things, as I learned, was to determine, when any thing of importance was 
to be undertaken, whether it would terminate happily or not. · But few 
persons, the priests only, as far as I could collect, know how to prepare 
them ; they descend as an inheritance in families, and the more ancient they 
are, the greater reliance may be placed on their prophetic spirit. In order 
to see how they ~ere used, I intreated the owner to tell me whether our 
journey would be happily ended or not. He immediately l,eut himself down 
on one knee, smoothed the ground with his hand, and then held the dice 
between the points of his fingers, one in each hand, and after making several 
mo,•ements with his hands up and down, and pronouncing some incompre
hensible words, threw them on the ground. He then bent himself down, 
appeared to examine very carefully the situation of each, and their 
direction towards each other; and, in about two miuutes, pronounced that we 
should reach home without any .accident. l\'ly very great desire to possess 
these magical objects made me not object to the high price required for 
them, and, after purchasing two young oxen with some beads and knives, I 
gave the oxen for my dice; recollecting, as a balance against this somewhat 
unreasonable bargain, many other very equal ones which I had concluded. 

We received also another visit this day from the king, who wanted to 
see some specimens of our dexterity in shooting. Accordingly, a mark 
being set up, some of our marksmen, with their best pieces, took their 
aim in his presence, and hit it very happily. He expressed very great asto
nishment, but begged that the experiment might not be reqewed, as the 
noise of the gun was very disagreeable to him. The general expression of 
astonishment among the spectators was a short 0, 0, often repeated. I never 
heard any of them whistle, as tl)e Kooasas do, when they would express asto
nishment. 
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In order to atrord us a new species of entertainment, the king ordered 
some men and women to dance before us: this was performed in the same way 
as among the Koossas, and was in Jike manner accompanied with a dis
· agreeable howling kind of singing. All the men dancers wore an ornament 
upon their beads, which had really a good effect. It was a sort of wreath of 
porcupine's quills, standing erect, which, being taken from the neck of the 
animal,' where they are the longest and the most pliant, waved backwards 
and forwards not ungracefully with the various movements of the bead. 
Night coming on, put an end both to business and amusements, and in a short 
time all our guests quitted us. 

It was somel\·hat extraordinary, that notwithstanding the abundant oppor
tunities afforded for stealing, aod the impossibility of keeping all our ·things 
out of the way, or watching them, that scarcely any thing was ever missed, 
except now and then some pi~ces of meat or other articles of food. A trifling 
piece of deceit, which I myself experienced in the course of this day, was 
almost the only one of which they were guilty towards us. I had given a 
woman a little piece o~ tobacco in exchange for an ivory ring, when another, 
who was standing by, aod who had for some time been begging for a little 
tobacco very earnestly, and who saw two more pieces in my band, again 
urged my giving them to her as a present. I# however, represented that it 
would be unjust, when I bad required payment· from the other woman, to 
let her have any gratuitously ; but if she would give the same price I was ready 
to part with my tobacco. An ivory ring was immediately produced by ber, 
which I put in my pocket, and paid her for it; this was no sooner done than 
a third was offered me, for which I gave my last piete of tobacco. I now 
withdrew from the crowd, in possession, as I supposed, of my three rings, but j 

when I examined my pocket I found only one : it had been twice taken \ 
thence for the purpose of being resold to me. 

Kok, who had accompanied the king a little way, soon returned, and told 
us that his majesty had been making a serious proposal, that we should enter 

• into a solemn lengue with him against Makrakki, and had commissioned him 
to inquire upon what conditions we would be willing to support him with 
horses and fire-arms in an attack upon his enemy. This proposal occasioned 
us to hold a very earnest consultation whether it would be expedient to make 
a longer stay in this place, and what plans should be pursued for the remainder 
of our journey. I was very eager for proceeding farther to the north, and 
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proposed to leave the tribes to the west, who were likely to be involved in 
war, wholly out of the question, and direct our course northwards to Chojaa 
and Thamacha. From thence we might return · through the yet untracked 
country of the Corans, crossing the Orange river in some other part, passing 
over the Snow-Mountains, and through' Graaff-Reynett again to the Cape. 
Town. · This plan, however, was controverted by my otherwise adventurous 
colleague, the Landdrost, who gave reasons for his opinion, to the importance 
of which I found myself, alas ! ·compelled to yield. Our cattle were exhausted 
and enfeebled to a very great degree, particularly the horses, most of which 
we must leave behind us : there was little reason to hope that we should find 

• better food for them farther northwards; indeecl, all the best information we had 
been able to obtain, gave us reason to expect directly the contrary. Farther, 
'Our stock of powder, as well as provisions, wine, brandy, and vinegar, were 
all so diminished, that at the utmost the remainder could not last more than 
three weeks: our waggons were, moreover, exceedingly out of repair, and 
our people for a considerable t!me had ht-en weary, and longing to measure 
back their step<J. The principal objects of our journey, he farther urged, 
were already attained, and the views of our government would perhaps be 
better promoted by communicating with the utmost possible expedition the 
information already procured, than by setting our Jives farther to the hazard.· 
Had our stock of powder and other necessaries been greater, and the strength 
of some of the horses been more restored, I should perhaps have continued 
my researches, accompanied by some Hottentots, or, I might even have trusted 
to the aid of the Beetjuans alone, leaving the Landdrost and the rest of the 
company to return without me; but the reasons against any of us proceeding 
fartht>r were too weighty to be resisted. Had I not yielded, the political 
occurrences which soon after took place at the Cape, might, perhaps, hava 
made me grievously repent my obstinacy. · 
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CHAP. LI. 

Departure from the Bettjuan Co,mtr_tj,-The Fountain of Klabor11gt111i.-lnfon11alion 
concerning the Beetjuan Tribes.-1'heir ft/ode, of Life, Cloathing, and Ornammt,. 
-Tl,eir Institllllion,, their Jtlanner of m•king War, and 'Darious other Particular,. 

Oua return being resolved on, it was thought expedient that it should take 
place as soon as possible, before the good understanding hitherto so fortu
nately maintained with these people shoul<l have time to receive interruption. 
On the following morning, therefore, the preparations for our departure were 
commenced ; in particular, the repairs to our waggons, which had gone on 
very slowly, were hastened by every means in our power. In this the Beet
juans, who are, many of them, very expert smiths, were of great assistance 
to us. Two of these people were hired, for wages agreed upon, and per
formed their work with a celerity which appeared scarcely credible to our 
people, considering- the imperfect nature of their tools. The most essential 
part of their work was to shorten the iron bands of the wheels, which from 
the drying of the wood had become too large, and were very loose. For thia 
purpose they made a sort of pile of wood embers, and to keep them alive 
used bellows made of a couple of goat-skins, very similar to those already 
described as used by the Koussas: they had heavy iron hammers, which had 
a abarpened side that served as an axe ; instead of tongs, they had only 
two thick pieces of 11tick, with which they took up the hot iron, and 
for an anvil they used a large block of stone. Notwithstanding so many 
impediments, the work was finished before evening. 

The day was passed amid a variety of business, in making many visits, 
and in coUecting and noting down all the information that could be procured 
relative to the situation, manners, and cuatoms, of these people. Towards 
evening I visited the king, accompanied by Kok, to intimate to him that it 
was impossible for us to comply with his wishes, the want of many neces
saries, and the strict injunctions of our government, requiring our speedy 
return. He appeared more struck with this tb'an with our declining the 
support he had requested, and gave us very clearly to understand that h• 
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suspected th~re were other motives for our depai:ture besides those we bad 
acknowledged. He should have been very happy, he said, in our longer 
stay, that he might have formed a closer counexion with us, even if we 
,vould not have taken any part in the war-it . was scarcely worth having 
travelled so far, if we would not stay some weeks with him-it was morti
fying that we should deparf before he had time to know us well, and enter 
into a strict friendabip with us. Although in my heart I was very much of 
his opinion, to please my impatient companioi;is I was obliged to urge the 
necessity of our d~parture, and endeavour by all sorts of pretences to make 
it comprehensible to him, and prepare him for our somewhat sudden dis
appearance. This at least seemed to me more adviseable tbao wholly to 
conceal our intentions, which perhaps would have created in his mind in• 
jurious suspicions with respect to our real views, and would consequently 
have been very prejudicial to any future travellers who should happen to 
visit the country. My companions, however, were much displeased with 
me, and said that we must set off the next morning by break of day, else it 
was very probable that the king would detain us by force. I did, notwith
standing, prenil so far as that Kok was seot early in the morning to .an.nouncc 
that we were actually going. 

In the mean time all our preparations were made, so that we wer.e ready to 
decamp the moment Kok returned from his mission; but, to our shame 
-be it spoken, . we were, on this occasion, outdone in .politeness by the 
savages, for with Kok came the princes Methibe and Molimo . to take 
leave of us, and make apologies from their father that he could not visit us 
himself. He would gladly; they said, have come to our camp to see us 
once mort>, with many of his people, who were all extremely surprised and 
concernei:J at our hasty departure.· The princes got into one of our waggons 

. to accompany us a little way, as they should like, they said, to go in such a 
house. They then took a most cordial leave of us, reminding Kok that hG 
was expected to retmn speedily; and stay in the country. 

About noon we reached the place, where, at our entrance, we had seen 
the first Beetjuans, and learned that it was caJled Segonjana, fl'Om a little 
stream that flows through it. As the source of the Kuruhman, a very 
copious spring which bunts out in the open field, was not far from hence, 
we now went to visit it. ,v hen we had followed the stream up'wards for a 
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little way, we came toa mass ofrock, twenty or fiv-e~and-twenty feet in height, 
below which the water ru_ahed out as from a s1uice, forming immediately a 
1tream sufficient to bear small boats. Two free standing natural pillars, \ 
on which rests the margin of the cleft, divide· the cavern into three dark 
chambers. Some lanterns which we ha<l with us lighted us into the cavern, 
· from the arch of which hung abundance of stalactites, some as much as a 
foot and a half in length. The farther we went, t-he greater was the noise 
and rushing of the water, and the more difficult i-t was to get on over the 
slippery stalactitic masses under our feet. \Ve besides felt such rea.l 
inconvenience from the extreme cold, that we judged it better to returir, and 
not explore any further. 
. Kok told us that sometimes an enormous serpent was seen abou-t \ 
the entrance to this cavern, at which his Hottentots had once fired, without, 
however, doing 'it any injury. It was fortunate, he said,for them that they 
had not killed it, since the Beetjuans consioder it as a sacred animal, and 
assert, that in case of its death, the water of the river, on which they" depend 
for drink for their cattle, would all be dried up. U the Hottentots had 
injured _this aquatic deity, it is very probable that their Jives might -have 
answered the offence •. This spring, which bears the name of Klaborugani, 
is celebrated far and near in the Beetjuan country. Kok imagines that the 
water rises originally in the mountains which lie at ~ distance in the south
east, and ,runs for many miles in a subterranean channel: he assured us thal 
three days' journey down the river it loses itself under-ground, and six 
hours farther comes forth again in much the same way as here. 

'While we were stopping at this spring, some Beetjuans from Segonjana, 
who were holding our horses to drink, seized one of our white slaves, and 

· wanted to have washed him by main force, as they could not be convinced 
that the colour of his skin was natural: they wer~ persuaded it must be 
rubbed over with somethtng. They indeed firmly belieTed that w~ were all 
as brown as themselves, but had dyed our bodies white . We were soon 
separated from these last of our friends among the Beetjuans, and pursued 
our way over the plain. Before we quitted it we cut down a large giraff'e
tree, that we might carry a good block -of this excellent wood as a present 
to the Governor. As night was setting in, we reached the hill which forms 

·the boundary of the Beetjuan country. Before. I proceed, however, to 
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11n~ti,•e of occurrences during the remainder of our journey, J must give 
an abstract of what I could collect during our short stay respecting the 
eustoms, manners, and institutions of the Beetjuans;-of such particulars 
at least as have not been given in the foregoing details.• 

The observations which I have made in my first volume, t upon the 
universal character of the great Caffre nations, taken collectively, 
an11wer perfectly to the particular tribe now in question: what is there . 
~id of the bodily structure of the Koossas, of their colour, of the growth 
of their hair, &c. &c. will equally serve to describe the Beetjuans. The 
great differences observable between the two nations, and which are 

chiefly to the advantage of the latter, consist in the more durable construction 
of their houses, the greater art displayed in makin~ their weapons, their . 
clothes, and their household utensils, 'the higher respect in which their 
princes are held, and the greater permanency of their establishmentl. The 
1'oossa is more ro11gh and warlike, more fiery in his disposition and in his 
actions; the Beeljuan is more industrious and persevering, more disposed to 
a quiet life, to cultivate the peaceable arts of husbandry; in the latter indeed · 

• In the rear 1801, · the e.pedition or the two English commiasaries, Triiter and Somenillc, 
,rhich has beeD aueady many times alluded to, was umkrtakcn by order of the then go,ernmen.t 
at the Cape, This wu the first regular espedition ever dispatched from the Cape to the 
Dcetjuan country; and Mr. Barrow, int.he account of his truels to Cochinchina, has &iTcn 
many particulars with regard to it fram the journal or Mr. Triiter, his father.in.law: hence the 
public attention was first led towards this natio11. Triiter'e journal was al5o put into my hands 
by the Dutch goyernment, when l was ~bout fo undertake tbe present journey ; aad I found , 
it or much use, as furnishing hints for my obsenationa and inquiric■• At my return to 
Europe, Mr. Barrow's abstract or this journal was well known in Germany: a translation 
or lt appeared in the Unioersal Geographical Epheaeride, for February aod M.arch, 1807, 
aad in the number for May, or the same work, I published my account, in order to correct 
and complete the former from the hands or Mr. Barrow and Mr. Triitcr. I ha,e· therefore 
1houglat it unnecessary here to refer to what has been said by theae my meritorious precunor,, 
aDd hue confined myself to giTingsucb other particulars as arose out of the ad,enturea of. tllc 
iourney, and are connected with the description already gi,eu or the Koossa tribe. It is 
consequently yery far from being my intention to represent the earlier work alluded to as 
11sdes1 and superfluous, on the contrary many things which ( pass slightly o,er art> there more · 
amply exptained, and the work may be earnestly recommended to the attentioa or an wb 
take an interestiri tbe Beetjoan nation. 

t See the English translation, Vol. I. part III. chap. 18, 

Tti 
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he is mocb more experienced than the Koossa. Tbeee different propensitie!I', , 
are even distinguishable in the exterior. Among the Beetjuans, few men are 
to be found of 10 great bodily size and strength as among the Koossas; few 
with the same daring aud determined countenaoces. The physiognomy of 
the Beetjaan has in it something mild and engaging; the women in particular 
are far handsomer and more interesting than the Koossa women. The nation 
appears milder aad more gentle, or, perhaps, we should rather say, that the 
@tbers, from being molested in a greater degree by enemies from without, 
from beiog less united among themselves, from inhabiting, besides, the moon. 
tainous regions of the coast, may have imbibed more rugged manners, and 
have fallen behind them some steps in civilization. That they haYe the same 
origin, appears in nothing more clearly than in the striking conformity 
between all tbe principal radical words of both languages. This is so striking, 
tbat I cannot suppose, bu~ that a Koossa and a Beetjuan,. meeting by chance, 
must understand each other ultimately, though perhaps slowly. The expe
riment is perhaps not very likely to be made, since neither nation knows any 
tiling of the other: che inhospitable nature of the c~untry north of the. Orange 
riYer haswwwat least stteh seems the probable way of accounting for their total 
igoorance, even of each other's existence-th& nature of that country is the 
probable cause which has hitherto kept them strangers, and this is an impe
diment not likely soon, if ever, to be removed. 

Under the name of Butjuana, Sihtjuana, or Jfluliljuana, are to be included 
all the tribes that inhabit the country which extends from the river 
Kuruhma.1=1, as its most southern boundary, thirty or forty days' journey 
north\vards; several tribes inhabiting this latitude, extend quite to the eastern 
coast of Africa. To the west, the same latitude is inhabited by tribes of 
Hottentots, as the Namaaquas and Dammaras; while a part of the country 
to the 'Orange river is the abode of the Coran Hottentots. 

The principal tribes among the Beetjuans, as far as I could learn, are: 
I. That of Maatjaping, the nation which we visited, containing a popu

lation of not more than five thousand souls: to these people the following 
description will principally refer. 

2. The tribe of Thammacha, ten days' journey to tbe eastward of Maa&.. 
japing, a much more numerous tribe, divided into several villages, aud _ 
governed by several regularly established chiefs. 
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3. Chojaa, to the north.east of the former, and, like that, but little con• 
nected with Maatjaping; known, however, to be exceedingly populous~ 

4. Still more remote, directly to the north of Chojaa, lie the Much.uruhzi: 
they are governed by the .bravest of all the Beetjuan kings, Sebochori. 

5. The \Vanketsi, three strong days' journey to the south-west of the 
Muchuruhzi) whose king is named Muranmuleta. This is the weakest of all 
the Beetjuan tribes. 

6. One day 's journey nearer to Maatjaping, and south-west of the 
Wanketsi, is one half of the tribe of Muruhlong, governed by two chiefs, 
Masjouw and Lessomo. · 
· 7. The other half of Muruhlong, governed by king Makrakki. Some time 
back, this half tribe separated itself from the former, and united with that of 
Maatjaping, during which, the two lived together at the well of Takuna~ 
A few years ago, this community being dissolved, the half tribe of Muruhloog 
turned northwards, and settled in the country it now inhabits, upon the river 
Setaabi: its population is estimated at teu thousand souls. . · 
· 8. ·To the west of them live the Matsaraquas, a peaceable tribe, whose 
chief is called Keissi. They inhabit a part of the banks of the Kuruhman, • 
which is here increased from the union of many other streams. 

9. The most numerous tribe of all, that is the Macquini, ar~ quite to 
the north-east, beyond the Muchuruhzi. It is from these people that the 
other Catfre tribes receive tlieir metals: they are reported to be dug out of a 
vast mountain, one side of which yields iron, the other copper. The1e 
people are equally known to the Koossas and the Beetjuans, ·both calling them 
by the same name: it is the most distant, and the most important country 
known to both. They procure from it hassagais, knives, needles, earrings, 
and arm•rings, in exchange for which they give cattle. But this is not an 
immediate traffic : it passes through four or five hands. 

AU these tribes speak the same language, and their modes of Jife, customs, 
and manners, vary little from each other, as to the most essential points. 
The neighbouring tribes are generally at enmity one with another : the 
remote, more or less known to each other, are often united against those that 
lie in · the centre. None but the sona of the kings, particularly the heir
apparent, are employed as ambassadors, by which means the chiefs have 
always the m~st extensive knowledge of the country. Till John Bloom'• 
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appearance, it was a generally received opinion here, that the notion o( white 
men-and rumours that such did exist, had reached them from the east, 
particularly through the Macquini-the notion that such people did exist was 
till then treated by them as a mere fable. Makrakki, who often expressed a 
wish to see a white man, and was ridiculed for his credulity, triumphed not· a 
little when one actually appeared. 

The principal wealth of the country consists in the breeding of cattle. Their 
herds are much more numerous than those of the Koossas, and they have as 
great a veneration for them. One man alone will sometimes be the owner of 
eight or ten considerable herds, each herd being of a different colour, and differ
ently marked frem the other. The attendance upon the herds is also here 
exclusively the business of the men. Milk, whey, and cheese, are the 
favourite food of these people. The chast:!, besides, affords them a variety of 
food; nor is there· any sort of wild animal wholly rejected by them; even 
beasts of prey, when killed, a.re in case of necessity eaten. They do not even 
abstain from the hyenas, as the Koossas do, because in that country these 
animals eat the dead bodies. · But among the Beetjuans, this is not the case: 
there the dying are not exposed, and the dead are buried quietly in the cattle 
kraals, without the habitation being thereby rendered impure, or any neces
sity of quitting it being imposed on the owners. There are only certain 
ceremonies of mourning, which the nearest relations must observe, and which 
are very similar to those a o ng the Koossas : when these are accomplished, 
they appear again in society as usual. I never heard of the chace being 
preceded by any solemnities, or that any particular honours are paid to the 
conqueror of a bea~t of pre)', Next to their cattle, nothing is so much valued 
among them as the goat: they like its milk exceedin~ly, as well as the flesh 
of the young kids; but the great value of the animal consists in its skin, of 
which they make fine leather for the under garments and for aprons. The 
breed of goats is not large; the horns are small; the hair shining, and the 
colour in general white, with black, brown, or bluish spots. There are/ 
no sheep in the country, though the people Jov.e the flesh of this animal, 
which is but lately known to them, exceedingly. 

They pay much more attention to agriculture tlaao the Caffres: their fields 
are commonly fenced ·round, and they cultivate, besides the Caffre-miJlet, 
two sorts of beans, gourds, and water-melons; all, as it should seem, of new 
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sorts, which have never yet been described. The women alone are employed 
in husbandry: iron spades are used for digging the ground. The harvest is 
got in very carefully, and the corn is laid by, as store for the winter months. 
The fruits of many sorts of trees that grow wil<l are also collected, and dried 
for winter stores. Fish, and amphibious animals, are universally held in 
abhorrence as food, being considered as unclean. They have even a dread of 
meddling with them in any way; accordingly, when I visited the spring at 
Klaborugani, the water swarmed with fish. 

The Beetjuans drink water very unwillingly, preferring much to quench 
their thirst with the juice of the water-melon and other fruits, or with milk 
and whey: the milk is brought from ·the fields where the cattle graze, in a 
sort of vessels made of goat skins. The practice which prevails among the 
Koossas, of extracting a sort of.spirit from their corn by fermentation, is here 
wholly unknown: the people are, however, very fond of wine and brandy, 
when they come in their way. Salt, properly speaking, they have none; 
instead of it, they make use of natron, or the ashes of a certain salt succulent 

· plant: their favourite mode of dressing their meat is to roast it in the ashes. 
Skins of animals, tanned with great nicety, are the only materials of which 

their cloathing is made: the poor wear antelope-skins entire, .but the rich 
wear cloaks of the finer skins of jackals, of gerboas, of wild cats, and others., 
neatly joined together, the value of which depends greatly upon their size. 
The hairy side is always worn inwards, but the cape, which is; made of the 
skin from the beads of the animals sewed together, always falls back over the 
shoulder, and the skins of the feet are made into a border below. T.here are 
no armholes to the cloak; it is fastened over the breast with two strips of 
leather, so that it can be turned over either side of _the body where it is most 
wanted, as a defence against the sun and weather. When not in motion, the 
cloak is often thrown quite behind, that the arms may be left the more at 
liberty, though very little gesticulation is used in conversation. 

The nakedness which sometimes shocks so much among the Koossas is 
never to be complained ·of here: the Beetjuans are extremely modest, even 
among each other. It has been already mentioned, that both with men and 
women, the greater part of the body is covered : the women wear several 
aprons, one over the other; the inner one has a number of strips of leather 
sewed to the bottom, forming a aort of fringe, which moving about u 
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they walk, keeps the flies from their legs. Both sexes wear necklaces of little
plates of metal, rushes, or the bones of animals, as amulets; it is also not 
uncommon to wear the caul of a fresh slain ox tied round the neck, and to let 
it remain there till it falls off of itself. The double-bladed knives, in wooden 
tases, which they make themselves, or their bodkins, with tortoise-shells, and 
little bags, containing a variety of trifles, like the pockets of an European, are 
also worn hanging from the neck. Rings of ivory, of which, ·among the 
Koossas, a certain number only could be worn, and that solely by persons of 
the royal family, because ail the elephants' teeth are the king's property: 
euch rings are very common among the Beetjuans, but they are scarcely ever 
worn any where, excepting on the lower part of the arm, between the elbow 
and wrist. The making these rings is very tedious; for although they are 
mere parallel circles, cut from the hollow part of the elephant's tusk, yet as 
the use of the saw is unknown, they would not be able to cut them through, 
but for a method they have discovered of softening the ivory. They let it lie 
for some days in sour milk, by which it becomes so soft, that it may be cut 
with a knife; the operation is, however, performed very slowly, and not 
without a great deal of trouble. 

Much more extraordinary is it, that these people should have found the 
means of making elastic rings of brass-wire. This wire is flat, being beat 
with a hammer til~ it is made thin to a degree almost incredible, and which 
cannot be accomplished but at 1n immell6e expense of labour. I should 
think that they must bave received the first idea of such a manufacture 
through the medium of the commercial intercourse subsisting between the 
people on the eastern coast, and the Europeans. They shewed me some 
pi~ces half prepared, by which I perceived that they could not make any 
above a foot in iengtb, so that the rin£1J cannot be composed of one entire 
piece; they must be bound together at certain distances with a thicker piece 
of wire. The poorer Beetjuans wear heavy copper 'rings•, and those who 

• It is wortby of remark, that the chief physician, Klaproth, buing examined one of these 
rings, found the metal or which it was made to consist of ninety.three parts of copper, and 
seven of tin; consequently, that it was nry much the same as caldaric ore. As no mineral con. 
taining tin has yet been found in Southern Africa, it i• very probable that these rings come 
farther northwards, and perhaps in some of the former waaclerings of the Catfres were 
broagllt _laithcr, · 
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cannot afford even them, wear leather ones, cut whole out of the skin of the 
rhinoceros or the river-horse. Only old people have 'caps on their heads: 
they are made of skins sewed together, with the rou~h side worn inwards. 
Young men and women go with the head bar1~, the hair being rubbed over 
with the shining ointment, and made up into little -bunches. Here is, con
sequently, a difference between the Beetjua11s and Koossas, since among the 
Jatter the women never appear with their heads uncovered. 

For what concerns their diseases, and their superstitious modes of curing 
them, the physical education of their children, the usual length of their lives, 
the ceremonies in contracting and celebrating their marriages, they are, with 
some very ~light deviations, the sa.me as among the Koossas, to which, there
fore, the reader may be referred. 

The power of the chief or king among the Beetjnans is much more 
extended than among the Koossas. This is a natural consequence of their 
having permanent habitations, which renders the means employed with so 
much effect by those more wandering tribes to resist all e11croacl1ments in 
power on the part of the prince impracticable. The king of the Beetjuans 
has nearly uncircumscribecJ power, since he can punish all offences according 
to his own pleasure, and .no one has any right to oppose his decisio11s. He 
seldom, however, exercises his power, for there is no positive la,~• of which 
the king can be regarded as the executor. • Single combats for the possession of 
property, or against acts of oppression; take place'before the king, without his 
interfering in them in any way, even though they should be carried on to the 
death of the parties. If, however, a complaint he laid before him, aud his 
judgment be requested, he takes the matter up very warmly ; and the mis
sionaries have seen examples when he has scourged some of his subjects 
almost to death for robberies committed by them. Ile is himself the executor 
of his own sentence, even when the criminal is condemned to death, which i~ 
the constant punishment of any one who has betrayed the cause of his 
country in war. The mode of execution is, that the criminal is laid upon tht! 
ground, and the king thrusts him through with a hassagai. The titl~ of the 
ehief is .Nlurina-lord; a word strongly resembling Ja.lurimo, which expresses 
the Godhead. He has no other outward mark of distinction, but the people 
have a certain veneration for his person, and for every thing about him. He 
receives, as a tribute, tbe breast and tongue of every ox killed, and of every 
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animal taken in the chace. He has, besides, a right to all the elephants" 
teeth, and to the skins of all leopards and lions· taken by his subjects; yet be 
seldom uses these skins for cloatbiog. His counsellors are chosen by him 
from among the richest and most distinguished of bis people: he commonly 
takes their couniel on the subject of peace or war, though he has himself full 
power to regulate .all the relations of the exterior by his sole will. His sons 
are born leaders of the armies, and ambassadors; and tbe eldest is the heir to 
the throne. The tribe of Maatjaping has been governed by the ancestoni of 
the present king from time immemorial. There is a species of nobility ·among 
the Beetjuans, which is derived from the wealth and di3linction of their 
ancestors, and from relationship with the fami1y of the chief. 

In their wars, they observe the same proceedings as the Koossas, and in the 
oegociations which precede and accompany the breaking out of hostilities 
the utmost openness 'and contempt of all chicane or deceit ie manifest; a 
proof of innate rectitude, and consciousness of natural strength. Their 
weapons differ very little fro01 those of the Koossas, only that the bas.,agais 
are of better workmanship; the blade bas commonly two points on the back. 
and the inn•r shaft is jagged at the_ edge. The ahields are scarcely halt' so 
large as the Koossas' shields, but the kirris, on the contrary, are longer in tbe 
handle. 

A singular custom prevails here not to be found among the K008S81. 
After a successful war, a festival of triumph is held, of which every warrior 
who has killed an adversary partakes. As a proof of bis achievements, be 
must bring a piece of flesh from the person he bas killed, with the skin cut 
from the body, having the navel in it. The priest collects the heroes by night 
in an enclosed place, with a low fence round it: here no man enters who 
cannot produce this piece of flesh; the rest of the men, with the women, 
remain on the outside as spectators. The warriors range themselves round a 
large fire,· stick the piece of flesh into the glowing embers, and when it is 
sufficiently roasted, eat it. This custom is not the result of any cannibal 
ideas, but arises from an ancient superstition, that eating human flesh 
inspires courage, and by degrees makes the warrior invincible; so far, how
~ver, are the people from considering this repast with delight, ·that moat of 
them feel a sort of abhorrence of it, and yield to it only from superstition. 
But the ceremony doe• not end here. The priest now takes a sharp husagai, 
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with which· he makes a long cut in the skin of. each warrior, from the hip 
down to the knee, which, for the remainder of his life, is a palpable token of 
his heroism. Notwithstanding this wound, the festival concludes with a 
dance, which is often continued till sun-rise. One of the king's old coun
sellors had no less than eleven of these cuts in bis thigh, and I saw several 
men with five or six. 

Kok, in 'relating this custom to me, mentioned a circumstance which I 
afterwards heard fully confirmed by Koster and J ansscn, a!I equally eye
witnesses of it. A few weeks before our arrival, a horde of Bosjesmans had 
beeo attacked by the Beetjuans, with such a superiority of numbers on their 
part, that many of the combatants must necessarily return without the 
requisite testimony of their valour. One of them, who, however, was well
known to be far from deficient in bravery, was so morti6ed at the, idea of being 
ex~luded from the festival; . that, no longer master of himself, he ran home,. 
killed one of his own bondsmen, and carried away the proper trophy as a 
passport for his admission. Kok added, that this was the only instance in 
which be ever saw a Beetjuan weep: rage had forced the tears from his eyes, 
before he , thought of having recourse to the above horrible expedient. The 
deed, for the rest, was never condemned; it was rather applauded as an 
ingenious device: a proof that the life of prisoners taken in war is at the 
absolute disposal of the conquerors, and is considered as a present whenever 
spared. These bondsmen are regarded, indeed, as a separate class of 
people, and are called Mutjanka; no other servants·are included under tbia
appellation, only the prisoners of war. 

But among the most remarkable superstitions of the Beetjuans, is the con• 
secration of their cattle by the priest, before they go to war. By this 
ceremony, these animals, the possession of which is often the subject of the 
con&est, are secured against the enchantments of the enemy, and even against 
all danger of being forcibly carried away by him. This consecration consists 
in the priest's taking each animal individually, as it is brought to him, and 
paiAting a particular mark upon its hind leg, with a jackal's tail dipped in a 
kind of black· paint. This he performs kneeling, pronou·ncing at the same 
time certain mysterious words, during which, another person, kneeling behind 

' him, repeats the same mark with a little brush upon his back or arms. 
Among their moat common charms, is to put round the necks of their 
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children a number of the shells of a large beetle, the bracl,yce1·uJ apttrus, 
strung on a little strip of leather. This is believed to be an effectual pre• 
ventative of certain diseases, particularly to facilitate the cutting of the teeth.• 

Their ideas with respect to the deity are not much clearer than those of 
the Koossas. They venerate an invisible Being, whom they call Murimo, as 
the cause of all appearances in nature, and the origin of alJ the good and evil 
that happens to them, without any act of their own. They are not, howe\•er, 
agreed among themselves whether this being is an entirely beneficent 
or malevolent being; and if on the one hand they thank him for any good 
received, they ne,•er hesitate to shew their indignation at any ill expe
rienced., or any wish unaccomplished, by the most bitter curses. They 
have no religious worship, and could never be persuaded by the missionaries 
that this was a thing pleasing to GodJ Of their language I shall treat in a 
separate Appcndi 'x: I now return to our journey. t 

• A representation or these shells is given in Eclwards's Natural llistor9 of Birds, Vol. IV. 
Tal)le 178. He obtained one from a friend, who brought it from the island of Madagascar, and 
supposes that they are used by the Caifres as a sort of whistle to call their herds together. 

t The annexed plate represci1ts nrious objects or ornament and household 11teo1ils, with 
other thiogs particularly worthy of note aQ'leng the Beetjuaoa. 

1. A hassagai, of a form very much in use among them. The blade, terminating at the back 
in two points, and the jagged shaft, render it a much more formidable weapon than the hassa. -
gais of the Koossas. A part of the handle only is here given , the whole weapon is seven feet 

in length, always tapering towards the end. 

'!. An iron bodkin, used for boring the holes in the skins that are to be sewed together; also 
used in wea,ing rushes; and as a chirurgical instrument: it is worn frequently hanging to a strip 
or leather round the neck. 

3. The double edged knifr, ma<le by the Beetjuans. 

4 . The wooden sheath to the knife, having the figures burnt upon it, and the leather straps 
affixed, by which it is hung round the neck. A piece of bard wood for whetting it, and some 
copper rings, as.ornaments, are attached to the leather. 

b. A fan of ostrich-feathers used by Mulihawaog to keep oft' the flies; a present to me from 

the king's own hand. The poorer people use a jackal's tail fixed to a stick for the same purpose. 
Both are also employed to wipe the sweat from the face. 

6. Beetjuao spoons, made or mimosa wood, with figures burnt upon them. The handles are 

sometimes made to represent the head and neck of a ·giraffe, or of some bird, and are remarkable 
~ the first essays of an uncivilized nation in the art of sculpture. 

7. The head.dress or a dancer, made of porcupine's quills, as described in page !18. 
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8. A pot made of dark. red clay, hardened io the sun: instead or a handle, a leather 1trap is 
fasicned to the brim. 

9. A leather bag, worn slung round the neck, for keeping nrioos trifles. The women wear it ' 
very commonly banging on the arm. The tufts of strips of leather are attached to it as ornaments. 

JO. An amulet of the shells of beetles, as described in page 33'!. 
11. The magical dice made of the cloven feet of antelopes, as described in page 317. I could not 

lt'Bro the signification of the figures ca"ed oo the outside : one is not unlike the double Hebrew 
,chin, a sign to which great consequence was attached by the Jewish priests, and which, in com
mon with many other things in the customs, manners, and modes of life, amoag these people, re. 
minds us very much of the ancient eutem nations. Tbe antiquarian would perhaps fiod io these 
dice the lali and Oftraiali of the aocieots, 
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CHAP. LIi. 

Return to lhe Col~y, amidst 'Oariou, Hardship, and Privations.-The .Author obliged to 
. abandon hi, jaTJ011rile Hor,e.-The Tra'Delkr, joi,eed ~V tu,o !JOU11g Beetjua,u.
. So~ of the parl!J ill with eating Bulb,.-Tlre Dancing and M11sic of the Coram.
Dm,genin repa,meg the Or,mge Riur.-The Red Ebony Tree.-Fruitle,s Entka-
110ur1 lo ,h~t Ri-of:r-Hor1e1, ond to catch Gerboa1.-Ba'Oiumbak.-Eruptfoe Du
order among the Catt/e.-Suff erings of the Tra-oeller, from Wet and Co/d.-Tke Letu• 
a,enjontein.-The Silurus Anguillari,.-TJ,e African Wild-Goose, and it, rema,-kahle 
N~t.-Sma/l-poz among the Bastard Holte11tots.-Arri--.ial again al the Sack Ri'Der. 
-EztrMrdinar!J Train of Caterpillars.-The Rogge,;eld.-The Karroo.-A.rriTJal at 
Tulbagh. 

ON the morning of the second day, we arrived again in the valley of Koossi, 
having by the way chased several giraffes and antelop~s: some of the latter 
were killed. We also met a flock of that beautiful species of antelope, hitherto 
unknown to me, which is called by the Beetjuans p'halla, but to which I 
gave the name of antelope melampu,s. We were so fortunate as to kill a very 
fine male, of which the annexed plate is a faithful delineation. This animal 
is particularly disJinguished by the strikingly disproportionate size of its 
beautiful angular horns, by a black stripe d~wn the back, which from the 
root of the tail spreads out on each side in the form of a crescent over the 
thigh, and by the brilliant black spots upon the outsidt: of the knee and heel. 
The colour of the back is a chesnut brown, which towards the neck softens 
into a reddish yellow; about the . eyes and under the chin the animal is 
white. The brown of the back also softens into the same reddish yellow, as 
it approaches the belly: the belly itself is white. The length of the animal, 
from the tip of the nose to the end of the tail, is about five feet and a half. 
Its height in front to the tip of the shoulder is about three feet.• 

On the second day, the fifth of July, in the evening, we arrived at the 
Klipfontein, where we experienced a pretty severe degree of cold. From 
this, our oxen and horses, already extremely exhausted, and for whom in the 

• With the plate of this animal is gi,en that of two Caires fighting wi.th the kirri, wbich 
by mistake was omitted iu the first -rolume. 
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latter days but a very scanty supply of food could be procured, suffered so 
much, that several from weakness and lameness could go no farther, and we 
were obliged to leave them behind. Among them was my best horse, 
from whom I parted with sincere grief of heart, thinking of the faithful services 
I had received from him, and the melancholy fate to which he was abandoned. 
Notwithstanding this, I could not resolve to put an end to his life, especially 
as my companions persuaded me, that here, where some few small green 
plants were growing, which would serve him as food, he might recover. I 

, afterwards reproached myself exeeedingly with this mistaken feeling of com
passion, this want of a little resolution, convinced that he must soon have 
been discovered by the Bosjesmans, at. whose hands he would doubtless 
receive a death of tortures, instead of the mild one he would have found 
from mine. 

Indeed. the melancholy situation of our cattle, on whose account we had 
even more to apprehend from the cold than from want of food, called upon 
us very urgently to h~sten our journey as much as possible. Nor this 
circumstance alone-the state of our provisions, our wine, and other objects 
of the first necessity, as well as our small remaining stock of powder, all 
concurred to excite in us an almost painful longing once more to reach an 
inhabited country. We therefore generally travelled by night, leaving our 
oxen time to rest and feed in the day. In this manner, we arrived, on the 
eighth of July, at Ongeluksfontein, having in the night passed by the grave 
of the Hottentot Jantje. Here again the Bosjesmans had taken up the body 
and mangled it; we only found some of the limbs strewed about, whi'ch bad 
been torn off either by the savages or the hyenas : these we collected, and re
placed them in the grave, which was still open, covering it over hastily with 
stones. 

Leaving Leeuwenkuil on our left, we came by a shorter way to Witwater, 
where we rested for a day with the Bastard Hottentots, exchanging with 
them twenty of our weakest oxen and two horses for their fresh cattle. At 
the Rietfontein, we received a visit from our Coran chief, Sigeb, who remind
ed us of our promise to take him and his company with us to the colony: 
from hence, therefore, he joined our convoy, providing for his own subsist
ence, and bis own means of travelling. 

From the Bastard Hottentots, at Laauwatersk)oof, we received the oxen 
that we had left under their care; but they were not in much better cooditioa 
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than when we parted from them, and our anxiety for the rest of our journey 
was not much diminished. We also made an exchange here at a considerable 
loss for some fresh cattle, and continued our journey with them, notwith
standing that a frost had come on so severe as to liave covered the little 
1tream with ice as thick as the finger. Oo the eleventh of July, we arrived 
at the Orange river, on the bank of which we pitched our camp. \Ve were here 
much surprised at the arrival of two young Beetjuans, who, as they told us, 
urged by a desire to see foreign countries, had left their parents secretly, and 
followed the track of our waggons in hopes of coming up with us. They 
now begged us earnestly to take them into our service, and to let them accom
pany us to the colony. 

We at first endeavoured to dissuade them from pursuing their idea, repre:. 
seating to them that if hereafter they should feel a longing to return to their 
native country, the journey over the inhospitable district which they must 
traverse would Le very fatiguing and dangerous. To this they answered, 
that young men must seek to establish themselves in the world; that their 
father was a poor herdsman, and had scarcely any thing to eat himself; that at 
home their situation in the service of the rich was not very happy, and that 
they were not uneasy about their return, for they were accustomed .to hard-
11hips, and could go so weU on foot, that they had been only seven days in 
coming from the Kuruhman hither, consequently, notwithstanding oursuperior 
means, they had been more expeditious by two days than \Ve. From the 
Bosjesmans, they added, they had nothing to fear, since they had no cattle 
with them; like them, they were themselves often constrained, at the worst 

season of the year, to live on such little bulbs as they could scrape out of 
the ground, and sometimes for day~ together they were hard pressed indeed 
with hunger. 

As we found them so resolute, and could collect from other assurances 
they made that they had conceived the greatest confidence in us, and were 
resolved to pay the entertainment they solicited by the most faithful discharge 
of their duty, if we would only take them into our service, we at lengtb 
consented, and never had any reason to repent the compliance. During all 
the remainder of our journey, they were eager to do every thing that their 
confined knowledge of our habits and ways of life would permit, and omitted 
no pains to learn many little arts, such as harnessing the oxen, pitching and 
striking the tents, or any thing else in which they thought they could be 
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us~ful. They also laboured so earnestly to learn the Dutch language, that 
they could make themselves understood by the Hottentots in so short a time 
as to excite our utmost astonishment. Both took names of animals, according 
to the custom of their own country : ohe called himself Makabi, a draught 
ox, the other P' holla, a Kudu antelope. When we arrived at Tulbagh, they 
remained in the house of the Landdrost, who fed and clothed them, and paid 
them · wag-es ; and they conducted themselves with great diligence and regu
larity. After four months, however, they suddenly disappeared, yet taking 
nothing with them but the clothes which they had on. Most probably they 
returned home, though, notwithstanding all possible inquiries, no trace of 
th~m could be discovered on their route to the boundaries of the colony. 

In a valley where we stopped during the latter days of our journey, some 
. of our party had collected a quantity of bulbs, which, when roasted in the 
emb~rs, were found to have a very pleasant flavour, much resembling that of 
chesnuts. Probably from not being sufficiently acquainted with these roots, 
it was not the proper eatable bulb of the iris edulis that they had got, but 
one of the sorts that are of a pernicious quality, for all that had eaten of 
them were soon after seized with violent cholicky pains, from which they suf
fered so much, that however urgent it seemed to lose no time, we were 
obliged to postpone our journey, and exert all our cares for their restoration. 
By the use of proper remedies, the next day they were so much recovered 
as to be able to proceed. 

The preceding night being the full moon, the Corans who accompanied 
us spent it in singing and dancing: the «lance was of so peculiar a nature, that 
I had seen nothing at all resembling it in any other tribe with which I was 
iacquainted. One of the men stood in the middle, leaning on two sticks, which 
be supported against bis . shoulders, with his arms twined round him, now 
•bending to the ·right, then to the left, at the same time stamping with his 
foot to beat time. Eight or ten women were squatted upon the ground in· a 
circle round, with their bands joined together, and held up towards him. 
T_hey all made a bowling noise, intended for singing, with their utmost might# 
in which they were joined by a number of men, who were sitting quietly 
without the circle: some of these men accompanied the singing with a small 
deadened hollow sounding drum. This drum consisted of a simple kind of 
Tessel made of the stem of an aloe, the original use of which was to keep 
milk in, over which was stretched a sheep-skin, not prepared in any way. 
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The dance,, who was commonly the aged Sigeb, turned himself constantly 
during all this. singing upon his crutch-like sticks, fi.rst one way, then the 
other-,. with his head stretched out, bowing himself now to one of the women, 
then to another, all preparing to receive him in their arm~; till at length, 
after he had appeared for a long time to be mak..ing his choice, he sunk into 
the lap of one, and fell with her to the ground. Soon, however, starting up 
again, they returned to their places, the others remaining ~II the time squatted, 
and the same was repeated over again, ti.II after awhile they were replaced 

by fl-esh dancers. 
Their singing was divided into the same extraordinary intervals, as have 

been noticed before, in speaking of the t'gorrah, and which, if written down 
. according tQ our system of notation, would be nearly as follows: 

IJ~}I J 11 J ii Jf$l'J1l rJ __,,,,. ~ :::.-,, '.:.-/ '::_./ 

On:y it must not be forgotten in this figure, that there is no pure thir<l, fifth, 
or little seventh, but that the tones are always between two pure intervals 
and the uear~st half-tones, and always Dearer, the greater the interval is, so 
that it appears very doubtful whether the modulation is in a sharp or ajlat, 
and any one who· b~ars it scarcely knows how to decide either for the one 
or the other. So much is this at \'ariance with what are considered 
among us as the fundamental tu les of harmony,· that it seems as if among 
the nations of Southero Africa the whole diapason was an octave- divide61 
into four parts, formed by their smallest interva1s. According to this, the 
interval following the principal tone would be equal to ou-r third, mitiu1 two 
rests; the second interval would be like our fifth, m.frmi four rests, tiherefo,e 
nearly a little fifth ; and the third would be only two r~sts- higher than the 
sixth, consequently nearer to this than to the little seventh. This is a matter 
worthy the investigation of future travellers, and the Cape offers. a rich field 
in this respect to an experienced inquirer, since the various, slaves from 
different nations,• from Mozambique, and Madagascar, th~ Malays, and above 
all the Bugonese, have each their own peculiar melodies, with inter.vaJs not 
in any way adapted to our diatonic scale. 

In the same night we bad an eclipse of the moon, for which, owing to 
the neglect of fixing the true time, I was not prepared beforehand, and 
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therefore, to my great mortification, so good an opp()rtunity of ascertaining _in 
some measure the I ngitude of the spot where we were was wholly lost. 

On the twelfth of July, we sent the waggons alone round by the tedious 
way, which we ourselves had equally taken before, on account of the turn 
m the river, and went on foot the nearest way along its banks. Here, for 
the first time, we again saw Karroo mimosas, which do not grow north of 
the Orange river: they seem the exclusive produce of d1e·countries near the 
coast i-o Africa. In the parts we had lately visited, their place was occupied 
by several species nearly related to them, as the beautiful giraff.e tree, the 
elepl,ant's tlwrn, aud the ,·ed ebony free. The wood of the latter is the hardest 
and finest of ahy in this country, next to the giraffe tree, although the stem 
·is seldom more than four inches thick in diameter. The trouble which our 
people had when they we·rc sent out for firewood to cut the boughs of tbia 
tree first Jed my attention to the hardness of the wood. From the esperi
ments l then made; I found that in its specific weight, closeness, and hardness, 
it far exceeds the black ebony, and in working acquires so fine a polish, that 
an attention to it may very we!I be recommended to the inhabitants of the 
-colony. as an object of trade from which great profit might be derived.• 

At the Red-broken-rock, we waited the arrival of our waggons, and from 
its summit enjo_yed the fine prospect over the whole turn of the ri\·er, and 
the peninsula formed by it. When, after a short rest, we set forwards again, 
we soon met with an immense swarm of locusts, of the sort already described, 
which in a short ~ime completely covered the ground all round u_s. They 
were pursuing their course northwards across the ri\·er, into which so many 
bad fallen, that the whole aurface of the water, as far as we could see up
·,vards, seemed overspread with them. In a quarter of an hour we had passed 

• This wood, (or Hample, is of a remarkably fine quality for making wind.Instruments, a• 
) can af6nn from the experience of a flute made o( it by M. Eisenhardt of Gottingrn, a most 

, excellent musical.instrument.maker. The tone of 1his flute, from the hardness of the wood, is 
rarticularly fine and full. For the rest, none of the sorts here enumerated have as yet been 
arranged in the system, the giraffe.tree e1cepll-d, of which 1ome aceount bas been given by Pat. 
t~rson ; enn the names of the others are not known. From the specimens which I brought, 
ProfeHor \Vildenow classes them all collectively in the species acacia, and calls these hte prin. 
cipal 1orf1 acacia tira.ff«, and acacia hmmaloTNlon. This Isa little piece of information b1 the 
way for botanilta; in the sequel they shall fiocl the subject more amply discussed • 
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through this cloud, as it might truly be called, when we saw it spreading 
out agreat way behind us to the right. 

Between hills, . whose summits were crowoed with large stems of aloes, we 
proceeded on our way to the ford of Priskob, on the Orange river. I hastily 
cut off' a branch of an aloe, but was obliged to forego my wish to carry 
away a whole stem, since most of them were at the root a foot in diameter. 
We found the water in the river still Jower now than when we crossed it 
before, aod therefore commenced the passage immediately: it was not 
performed without some danger. The Hottentot boys, who Jed the 
foremost oxen in the waggons, and who, on that account, were obliged to 
be breast high in the water, were so benumbed with its extreme coldness, 
and had so much difficulty to resist the force of the stream, that they failed 
in taking the right direction, and sinking into a hole, _they could only save 
themselves by holding fast to the leading rein. The drivers sitting in the 
waggoos endeavoured, in vain, to turn the oxen right: they had now got the 
cords under their feet, and were so much entangled with them, that it was 
necessary to stop the whole cavalcade in the midst of the stream. Nothing 
but the presence of mind of these Hottentot drivers, who hastily sprang . 
into the water, and loosened the oxen in an instant from the yoke, saved 
the waggon and . the whole team from bei~g carried ·away. By this means 
the oxen were disentangled, and we happily arrived in safety on the other 
aide of the river. 

Near the place where we had before encamped on the south side of the 
stream, we fouod so many marks of river-horses, that we resolved immediately 
to commence a chase of them. Although night was setting in, we went 
downwards aloog the banks of the stream, and soon beard the snorting of 
three of these monstrous creatures, as they came up to the surface of the 
water to breathe. There was not, however, sufficient light remaining to 
distinguish the place where the nose was above the water with sufficient · 
accuracy to take a successful aim ; and when once a shot was heard they all 
vanished immediately, so that after watchiog them awhile, in \\&in, we were· 
obliged to return, wholly disappointed and half frozen, to the camp. As 
little successful were we the next morning in our pursuit of the gerboas, ·the 
holes of which we found in vast numbers at the foot of a neighbouring 
mountain • . Although all our Hottentots set to work with 1pade1 and pick-

• 
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axes, to remove the earth, aad find put the subterranean pauages to their 
retreats, and although we every where found fresh reJt}ains of them, we we,e 

• at Jength obliged to abandon the attempt, since the passages crossed each 
other so repeatedty, forming such an absolute net-work, that it was impossi
ble to follow the course of any one in particular. Our Hottentots also 
assured us that these animals make their way under ,ground much faster 
than it is possible for any man to follow them with his spade; that the only 
means of taking any number is to turn the water of the river into thejr habi
tations, which woo Id immediately drive them out; but. this, on account of 
the height that we \Yere above the river, could uot now possibly be done~ 
In hasty showers, a man may catch as many of them alt he pleases with his 
hands only: the wet which drives them o.ut of their holes deprives them at 
the same time of that agility, which enables them, by taking leaps of three 
or four ella at one spring, to outstrip the swiftest dogs. 

On the thirteenth of July we passed through the Great RiYer"s-gate~ In 
the afternoon a number of antelopes were shot, among others a beautiful 
striped female kudu.• The night was passed at Baviansbak, where, the next 
morning, we we're obliged again to leave BOme of our aick oxen behind us. 
From the general and increasing weakness of these creatures, a sort of 
eruptive disease, not unlike the itch, began to prevail among them, of 
which many at length died. This, though in some respects a great 
disaster to us, had yet an advantageous side on which it might be viewed
that henceforward we were spared all apprehensions of being molested by 
the Bosjesmans: they always found a sufficient supply of food al any place 

where we had encamped. By this means, during the whole of our return, 
we uever saw any of these people ; and if, 10metimes, we stopped for the 
night, our dogs never appeared uneasy, except· when the roaring of the lion, 
or the howling of the fox, was heard. As little did we see on our return~ 
to our . no small joy, the importunate Caffres, from whom we should not 
easily have disengaged ourselves, all our objects of traffic having been dill
posed of among the Beetjuans. It is much to be feared that our poor Coran• 
fell either into their hands, or into those of the Bosjesmans, for we ha<l n-ever 
aeeo them 1ince we crossed the Orange river, and expected in vain that they 

• ~elope S#epliuro,. The male only of tlais •pecies bs homs. 
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would rejoin us. neither had any thing been heard of them in the colony as 

long as l remained in Africa., 
When we were in the neighbourhood of the Saltpans, a cold rain fell, 

which continued for two days, changing to snow in the evening, so that at 
every step the travelling became more difficult, and wearying both to men and 
animals. We had not now indeed to struggle against the want of water, 
which had been so great a distress to us on our journey into the country; 
but the want of shelter, and the difficulty of making a fire to warm ourselves, 
was even a greater evil. Our waggons being, according to the custom of 
the country, more calculated to protect us against the sun than against the 
c;old aAd wet, kept us dry but for a very short time: the rain soon came 
through the thin linen tilts, soaking not only our clothes but all our packagea, 
even the very mattrasses and coverlids. which we used at night. Our tent, . 
which was not set up without some difficulty, stood upon ground entirely 
wet: every thing was wet that was brought into it, or soon became so from 
the rising Hpour: ship-biscuit, and dri~d flesh, were our only articles of 
food; and the night was passed in conversation, wrapped in our wet cloaks. 
I had a better protection than any of the party in my Beetjuan mantle, on 
which, well rubbed over as it was with the ointment of fat and inica, not a 
drop of rain stood. Our people, however, suffered the most in their leathern 
jackets, without either shirt or upper garment, obliged to spend almost the 
whole day in the wet, and at night even less protected from the snow and 
frost than ourselves. Hitherto the great waut of firewood had in some sort 
been supplied by the t.luog -of the oxen l~ft in our journey upwards at the 
places where we stopped, an.d which was now so dried as to make excellent 
fires. But the rain having deprived us of this resource, our people were some. 
times an hour collecting a quantity of the low brushwood, which was burnt 
out in a few minutes. Indeed~ if this weather had continued for six or eight 
days, we should have suffered much more severely from it than from any of 
the former vicissitudes we had experienced. Perhaps, considering the 
manner in which our cattle were evidently affected, not one of them 
,vould have survived, and we should have been under the greatest embarrass
ment how to pursue the remainder of -0ur journey. Such an example is 
sufficient fully to confirm all that has hitherto been said of the many hardships 
and difficultjes which travellers are liable to encounter in this country; it i& 
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almost impQssible, indeed., to calculate upon all that may occur, consequently 
no provis'1on can be made against them. 

On the third night the wind abated, and turned to the south: it snowed 
hard till midnight; and the sun rose in a very clear sky, casting a bright pur
ple tint all O\·er the wintry landscape. Our tent was frozen so hard that ii 
remained standing _ after we had loosened the cords, intending to strike it. 
We were, therefore, constrained to wait till the sun had melted the snow, 
nor could we proceed till about noon; we were even then obliged to leave 
behind ~ix of our oxen, they being so entirely lamed that they could not 
move. Here we were again in the neighbourhood of the Karree mountains, 
the remarkable summits of which were at every moment more and· more 
distinguishable. Innumerable icicles- glittered in the refts of the highest 
stratum, whieh gave the even borders of these hills the appearance of each 
summit.being encircled with a broad silver band. About noon a large rhino
ceros came pretty nea-r to our tent; he was. pursued, but the ground was 
so extremely slippery, that his pursuel's could not make any way; and as.he · 
trotted off, he was soon lost among the heights. We stopped awhile at 
Krieger"s grave, and eojoyed for the first time, after so long a privation, a hot 
meal and some refreshing sleep. 

In the great plain which was bounded to our left b-y the varied mountains 
and deep vallies of the Karree, we again saw a profusion of wild animals, as 
ostriches, quaggas, eland-antelopes, and springbocks ~ of these a sufficient 
number to serve us for several days were shot with very little trouble. On 
the seventeenth of July we reached the Shietfontein,. and on the eighteeuth 
the Leeuwenfon.teiD, where we agreed to take a day's rest. We observ.ed 
here, in one of the basins of the spring, a number of large fish ; but when 
we. threw our nets to catch them, they took refuge very adroitly under. the · 
rocks, so that our nets, when drawn out, were scarcely half filled ► To my 
great astonishment, . when I came to examine our prisoners, I found tbem to be 
the silurus anguillaris of Linnreus, a species nearly a.lJied to- our silu.ru, 
glanis, or sheath-fish, which in the aystema nalurm is given as an inhabitant 
of the Nile. Some amoog them were three foot long, and weighed eight 
pounds : we thought them very well-flavoured. and were exceedingly glad: 
of the change, after having lived for so long a time on nothing but flesh. At 
first it appeared to me wholly incomprehensible bow these fish could have · 
come into so small a place, unconnected, in_ the remotest degree, with any 
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#' river, at, the utmost having some IJ)ode of commooication with a stagnant 
lake. Soon, however, finding in the vicinity a nest of the large African 
wild-goose,• which we saw not far_ off swimming- on the wa_ter, the idea 
very natur::illy occurred to me that these birds might probably have brought 
the spawn of the fish with them from the Orange river, where, as we were 
toJd by our compani •ons, they abound. The nest itself excited my attention 
very strongly. The foundation of it was thick bard reeds, very artificially 
woven together; it was of a regular quadrangular form, and )aid dry and 
soft upon reed-stra," and leaves; within, it was lined with feathers and the 
wool of certain plants. . There were no egga in it, but it seemed quite fresh 
made, as if this was the season for laying and setting; Some of these ani
mals whom we shot at the Orange river appeared then to be moulting. 

When we arrived at the Brakke river, on the twentieth, after a very fatigu
ing chase of some quaggas, to our great astonishment we found there the 
missionaries Koste1· and Janssen, and learnt from them, that by the time they 
arrived at the Orange river, some of their Hottentots fell ill with the small
pox, on which account they had not been able to proceed on their journey. 
To prevent aoy farther delay, Koster immediately inoculated all ~is people, 
even his wife, -and none of them had the disorder severely. Mosl were able 
to go out on the tenth day, and attend to their work; and he was only now 
staying the time required by the Landdrost, according to the written io-
1tructions which had been given him, for obviating all danger of infection either 
from the persons themselves, who had bad the disease, or from their clothes. 
The last of his people who was ill had now been recovered a fortnight, and 
he, therefore, hoped soon to receive full permission to return into the colony. 
As it was our own intention to stop some days at the Sack river, the mis
sionaries were desired to follow us into that neighbourhood, where, after 
an accurate examination into all circumstances, they should receive their 
final orders. On the following day we arrived at Kicherer's Institution, where 
was the family of our Kok : among these people also this formidable dis~ 
bad broke out. They had, therefore, faithful to our orders, not gone among 
the Hottentots, but taken up their abode at about half an hour's distance 

• This goose i, considered by some persou only as a variety or the ~mu 2Egyptiaca ot 
Linnaeus: with what justice I cannot pretead to decide, as I' .know so little or either. They 

· are certainly, at leut, Tery aearly related. 
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from them. I examined those who had gone through the disease, most of 
whom had been recovered some weeks. Some of them were pretty strongly 
scarred~ My advice was, that after well cleansing and purifying every thing 
behnging to them, they should remove in about a fortnight into the Rogge. 
veld. - This advice was followed: and the evil which, perhaps, at a hotter 
season· of the year, ·and in the houses of the colonists, might have assumed a 
very malignant character, was, through these precautions, happily averted. 
But for the accidental circumstance of our journey lying in such a <lirec~ 
tion as that we came into the proximity of the places where the disease 
prevailed, the const>quences might have been more disastroui. The govern
ment of the colony must, however, be always very careful, supposing a 
greater . intercourse to be hereafter established between the European 
colonists and the nations on the other side of the Orange river, to prevent 
this evil becoming more serious. I gave my free opinion to the Governor 
respecting the regulations that ought to be made on this point; together . 
with an account of all that I had myself witnessed, and all the information 
I could obtain. 

During our stay at the Sack river, we occupied ourselves very much with 
examining into some small establishments which Jay scattered within a 
circuit of about three or four miles. AU these places were the habitations 
only of single families, and all bad a like melancholy aspect. A little scanty 
spring, a hut of rushes, full of filth and vermin, a little cattle kraal, with a 
low fence round it, and, at the utmost, eight or ten meagre oxen, are the 
most striking objects by which such a spot, standing in the midst of a most 
naked and unfruitful district, is distinguished. The Hottentots who have 
selected such a place of residence belong to Kicherer's Institution; but 
have separated themselves from the rest, as being the richer part of the 
community, and not willing to share their wealth with their 'poorer brethren. 
They only go to the principal institution on a Sunday, to attend divine 
worship at the church. There is no doubt that even the wild Corans lead 
more active and happier lives than these men; and there is probably not 
one, even of the poorest, among the Beetjuans, who would change situationi 
with them. 

·on the news of our return being spread in .the neighbour~ood, the Field
Cornet Olivier, and some other c0Joni1t1J, who had been ordered to form a 
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part of our escort, came to our camp, and endeavoured, by a tboasand 
hollow excuses, to apologize for having failed in their duty. Some con. 
fessed, with great frankness, that fear was the sole cause of their neglect ; 
since they were' perfectly convinced, in their own minds, that not one of our 
party would survive the expedition. Had they conceived the smallest idea. 
that we should return so soon, . and so happily, they should never have 
thought of eluding the orders they had received. We pardoned them so 
much the more readily, as they had not been at all missed by us, and as 
their company would only have contributed the sooner to exhaust our store& 
of all kinds. 

On the twenty-sixth of July, we' again set out fr0m the Sack river, and 
encamped for the night at the Quagga Fountain, where we were much 
annoyed by the lions: their roaring kept both us and our c:attle upon the 
alarm all night. From the different noises, we could make out plainly that 
there was a whole family together, the father, the mother, and the child. 
Not far from the Karree mountains, we had, in the middle of the day, roused · 
such a company from their rest; when, taking to flight, we could trace their 
f ,otsteps for three days along the waggon road. They seemed to have fol
lowed it by preference, as the most convenient route they could take. 
Perhaps it was the very same party that we now heard, and in a country 
10 poor in wild animals they were driven by hunger to come so near us. 

On the following day's journey we met with another remarkable pheno
menon, an enormous train of caterpillars. They were the larve of a·speciea 
of the bombyr. Several millions of them, pressed closely together in rows. 
were crawling in the same direction. Every row was a foot~ or a foot and a 
half from the olher, and was the breadth· of five or six of the animals. It 
did not appear as if they were urged by the want of food ; for not one sal 
quietly on any plant_; all crawled along restlesa upon the ground; and, farther 
than the eye could reach north and south, these parallel rows appeared, pur. 
suing their course. The origin of such an enormous number of these crea
tures, and the motive of their migration, is certainly still more difficult to be 
divined than the history of the locusts. The specimens thatl carried away 
changed in a very short time; but not a single one remained alive, so as to 
arrive al its full developement. 

This couotry again abounded exceediogly with ostriches; several of which,. 
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single ones' only, we bit when we fired at them, and killed one. That it was 
their time of sitting was evident from the great number of nests which we 
discovered in our hunting parties. We collected a pretty good stock of 
eggs, to carry as presents to our friends at the Cape Town. Even here the 
Bosjesmans bad been evidently indulging themselves in their thirst of 
destruction. , The produce of whole nests were trodden to pieces. and the 
impression, of the feet by which they had been crushed were still remaining 
in the sand. The superabundance of .which these plunderers cannot avail . 
themselves, they are resolved no other shall enjoy. They have a particular 
hatred to the ostrich, on account of his being so long-sighted and so suspi
cious, that he often betrays them to the antelopes and quaggas, whom they 
are lurking after,, when they are got pretty near to them. -Many of the 
remarks which I have made upon the oatrich, on a former occasion, were 
the result of the opportunities which I had in this district of investigating 
their habits and manners. 

We made another capture of fish in the Little Riet river, at the Gaonakraal, 
among which were abundance of carp; and in this region al~o was the 
botanical harvest again plentiful; .while on the heights, none but small lilia
ceous plants were beginning to blow. At Seldery-fontein, a colonist, by 
name Meintjes, was brought before the Landdrost, to answer charges made 
against him of harsh treatment of bis Hottentots. From these people we 
learnt, that, a few weeks before, some of the neighbours had been robbed of 
all their cattle in the night hy the Bosjesmans; but, having united in pur
au ing , the robbers, they were overtaken, and three, who had shot poisoned 
arrows from a lurking place, were themselves shot in return. T_wo of 
these were among the number whom we had had in our power at the Sack 
river, but had released. · 

• In our journey from the Groote river to Kuilenberg's river, we had again 
10me very cold weather, with enow showera; and in the Roggeveld we 
found the :&now not only drifted in the hollow ways to the depth of several 
feet, bat the fields were also .covered with it. The houses were all empty, 
the inhabitants being still at their winter habitations in the Karroo. The 
nearer we came .to the edge .of the Roggeveld mountains, t_he more severe _wa~ 
tbe .,cold; and if we had not found a house and cattle kraals at the farm i1t 
tbe -'Jackal•valley, we should hardly have rem~ned all _night in the _op~o .air; 

Yy2 . . 
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we should, notwithstanding our fatigue, have been constrained to hasten, 
with all possible expedition, down to the Karroo. Immediately on our 
arrival here, a messenger was dispatched to announce our being returned 
into the neighbourhood of the Karroo, and to order fresh teams of oxen to 
be prepared for us. He returned before daybreak, bringing with him some 
fresh bread, and a flask of brandy. These were costly presents to us; since,. 
for the last week, we had had nothing but ginger-water and mutton tea, or 
tea of antelope•s flesh, to drink. He also brought a packet with newspapera 
and letters from the Cape Town, which had been some time waiting there 
for us. With what eagerness they were read may easily be imagined. · The 
pleasure I had found, however, in all the novelties which I had been 
witnessing, was now wholly embittered by the afflicting news of the death 
of Lieutenant Janssens, my former pupil, and the companion ,of my earlier 
travels, whom I so ardently longed to see again. W1th bim died a thousand 
fond hopes,' which my heart had cherished, of the future figure this 
amiable youth, with such talents as he possessed, would make in the 
world; nor could I now think, but with the. most poignant anguish, of 
returning among the melancholy circle whom I should find lamenting so 
severe a loss. 

In descending the Roggeveld mountains, one of our waggoos ran againn 
the rock, in a most dangerous place. Most of the things io the waggoa 
suffered no less by the shock than the waggon itself. What I had, above 
all things, to regret, was, the injury done to my collection of ekalls ancl 
bones of animals. Some of the most rare were wholly lost; and l found 
others, when I came to examine them the next day, broken al moat to pieces. 
In arranging the things in the waggon, after the accident, the Hottentots bad 
paid very little attention to them; as they could not conceive that mere bonet 
could be of any value. 

In . the Karroo we were heartily welcomed home by the whole collected 
inhabitants of the Roggeveld, at the place of-John Van der Weathuizen; and 
since the stock of bread, wine, pulse, and fruitsJ began to run very low alto 
among these people, for the harvest of the former year in these articlea wu 
very poor, and the like luxuries do not, at any time, · abound very mucb 
in this part of the colony, one brought this, another that, according to "1hat 

they could best spare from their own little stock, to 1upply our wants. 
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The difference in- the temperature of the air was striking; and, while we 
saw the edges of the mountains every morning bordered with a white frost., 
we found ourselves here in a very pleasant degree of warmth. Indeed, some
times at noon it was rather more than pleasant; it was almost overpower
ing. We stayed here some days, partly to get the waggons repaired, partly 
to settle with the colonists the damages to be paid for the oxen that had 
perished in the journey. My attention was particularly called by my 
hosts to a phenomenon observable in the diseased oxen who had reached 
their homes. They sought out the half-decayed bones, ·which were every 
where strewed about, and would ,masticate them, for hours together, witn 
great pleasure, as it appeared, particularly at night, or when they laid down 
to chew the cud. We had several times on our journey observed them 
doing the same thing; and we were told here that this principally occurs 
when they are removed suddenly from one kiud of feed to another, 
particularly if the feed is changed from the st0eet to the sour fields. It is 
very probable that the practice may arise from these animals being 
troubled with acidity in the stomach, wbi-ch instinct teaches them the bones 
will correct. 

At this time, the body of an unknown female Hottentot was found dead 
in a field some miles from hence, and the Field-Cornet N el ordered some 
of the people of bis district to assemble there for a judicial examination of 
the body. In the hope of being able to procure some interesting preparations, 
I did not hesitate to take half a day's journey, in order to be present at the 
investigation : but when we arrived, the body was already in such a state of 
corruption, that nothing but the skull could be saved. 

On the fourth of August we quitted this place, and, at the same time, 
took leave of our faithful travelling companions, Vischer and Van der West
buizen; to whom, as well as to all the rest, handsome presents were made, 
in the name of the government. Spirited horses carried us, in one day, 
through the still green and cheerful-looking Karroo; and, on the seventh, 
after passing over the \Vitsemberg, we arrived again happily at Tulbagh, 
where we were received with 'shouts of joy by the family of the Landdrost. 
We had been absent exactly three months ; and, in this short time, had 
travelled nearly three hundred and fifty German miles, the farthest point we 
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bad reached, lying a hundred and seventy-eight miles from the Cape Town. 
Our fint care was now to make ou,aelves fit for the society of civilised beings; 
to change our linen regularly, aod to have our beards shaved. So powerful, 
laowever, is the influence o~ custom, that the fint night we went regularly to 
l>ed, we almost all found ounelves far from comfortable, and were not so 
much refreshed as we bad often been with a short sleep upon the ground, 
wrapped in our cloaks, and our heads_ rested· on our saddles. · 
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CHAP. Lill. 

4 Leopard caught ali-oe by a Colonist.-Fighl btlween•Aim and the Doi,.-Rtlurn of 
the Author to the RoggeTJeld, to 1pread Vaccination aneong the People.-Poorne11 of 
Li-oi11g among the Coloni1t1 btre.-Their De'OOlio11.-4 Hottentot kilkd by the 
.Author', Sitte, 1/rot by o Bo1je1man, milh a peisoned _ArrOflJ.-Rtlurn again to 
Tulbagh, and afterwards to the Cape Twm.-Death of Kok.-A new Journey O'Dtr 

the Black Mountain ' to the Bo.eferoeld and the River Zander-end-The Colon.!J 
attacked b!J the English in 1806.-Capitulation of the Dutch 7roops.-Depart•re 
from the Cope.-Sta!J at the lslond of St. Helma.-Rtlurn to Europe. 

Fao.11 the Sack river we had sent dispatches to the Governor, to aonouuce 
our safe return into the colony, and to give him a general sketch of the 
fruits of our journey. In former dispatches, the pre.valence of the small-pox 
beyond the colony had been mentioned ; and I suggested, in order to pre
clude, as much as possible, all danger of the disorder rising to any hei~ht in 
the colony, supposing it to be brought thither, that every encouragement 
should be given to vaccinating all persons who had never had the small-pox. 
In case this advice was followed, I offered to go myself into the country 
where there was the most danger of the infection being commuDicated, to 
recommend this preventative, add inoculate as many as were willing to avail 
themselves of it. I now only waited here to receive the Governor's 0rders, 
with those of my chief, the Director of the Hospitals, Dibbetz. 

During this interval, I occupied myself very much in wanderings about the 
valley of Roodezand, which was now in high beauty: and indeed, from the 
great variety of plants that it boasts, it is one of the most important spots io 
the colony to the botanist. One of the colonists, who lived not far from the 
drosty, having, just at this time, caught a large leopard, he sent round to his 
friends to inform them of it; inviting them, according to the custom of the 
country, to assemble on a day appointed, in the afternoon, to see the combat 
between this animal and the dogs, who would bite him to death. i• fter par
taking of an excellent dinner, we were conducted lo the snare where the 
creature was still confined, whence he must be taken very cautiously to be 
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carried to the place of combat. This snare was in the remote part of a 
mountain dell, and was enclosed by a wall of rou.gh pieces of stone; so that 
two large blocks like the others formed the entrance: for the rest, with 
regard to the mechanism, it was constructed upon the same principle as a 
mouse-trap, only with the proper difference of proportions. The snares made 
for hyenas are of· a similar construction, excepting that they are open 
above: this, on the contrary, was cov.ered with rough planks, between which 
we could look down upon the ~autiful and enraged beast; and on which 
1tood the people who were now to fetter him. They began with throwing in 
slings, by which first one paw, then another, w;is caught; and the legs were 
thus drawn together, while he in vain raged and roa,ed most terribly. \Vhen 
this was done, another person went in, who threw a sling over the head; by 
the assistance of which, the creature was half drawn out. A strong muzzle 
was ·then tied over his mouth ; and, thus secured, he was carried to the 
place of combat. A cord was now thrown round his body, just above the 
haunches, to which a chain was affixed, and that was fastened to a strong . 
post. By degree• his bandages were taken off, and at length he was left 
with no other confinement than being tethered to the post. ·He soon 
recovered his strength and agility, and began alternately his wild springs and 
bis graceful movements to and fro, exhibiting indeed a very fine spectacle. 
It was one of which no person can hue an idea who has only seen these 
animals in the cagea where they are shewn about by the exhibitors of wild 
beaats in our own country, bumbled and tamed as they are by chast,sement. 
hunger, and the damp cold of an European climate. This South African 
leopard differs from that of Northern Africa, the true panther, in the form 
of its spots, in the more slender structure of its body, and in the legs not 
·being so long in proportion to the body. In watching for his prey, be 
crouches on the ground, with his fore paws stretched out, and his head 
between them, his eyes rather directed upwards. In this manner be now 

' laid himself down; and, being held fast by the chain, stretched himself 
to such a length, that he appeared entirely a different animal. He then 
unexpectedly twined his body about sidewards, this way and that, so that his 
movements very much resembled those of a snake. Convinced that he was 
sufficiently secured by the chain, we ventured close to him. We even 
sought to teaze and provoke him to spring and roar, by throwing little stones 
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at him, and by playing other tricks. As evening was, however, coming on, 
a -consuhation was held, whether it would ·not be adviseable to set the doga 
upon him; for hitherto they had been kept in confinement, that M'e might 
first see as much as we wished of the manners and behaviour of the prisoner. 
The question being determined in the affirmative. most of the company 
went to · prepare these new combatants for 'the field; when the leopard, 
making a grand effort, broke the chain, and , being thus left entirely at liberty, 
made a formidable spring at the Landdrost and me, who had ventured .rather 
too near him. \Ve took to flight, under the utmost alarm and astonishment; 
but happily the leopard's stren~th being somewhat exhausted, he missed his 
aim, and, at that important moment, before he could attempt a second spring, 
the dogs, who were· no,v let loose, rushed upon him, and immediately seized 
laim by the throat and ears • . One of them, who had from age lost a tooth 
upon our journey, was easily shaken off by the monster, who killed him 
immediately, by a desperate bite on the bead. The rest of the dogs now fell 
furiously upon him; and two of them bit him in the throat so effectually,' 
that in iess than a quarter of an hour not tbe least spark of remaining life was 
to be discerned. In the conflict another of the dogs was so severely wounded, 
that he died the next day. In dissecting the animal, I found all the muscles 
about the throat aud neck bit, but not the smallest hole made in the skin. 
As · it was wholly uninjured, I purchased it of the farmer at the usual price 
given here for leopard skins, ten dollars. I took, besides, as an addition to 
my collection, the skull, and some of the most important parts of the bones. 

As no letters had been received from the Governor by the fifteenth of 
August, I prepared to accompany the Landdrost to the Cape Town ; when, 
just before the time appointed for our departure, a messenger arrived, by -
whom I received a commission to repair immediately to the borders of the 
coJvny; and, according to my proposal, to spread the vaccine inoculation as 
much as possible among the colonists; also to take any other precautions I 
might think adviseable for preventing the introduction of the small-pox. For 
this purpose matter for the vaccine inoculation was sent, and an.order, on my 
behalf, to the Field-Cornets of the several districts to furnish me with every · 
thing that might be wanted for the prosecution of my undertaking. I 
accQrdingJy set .off. again from Tulbagh on· the seventeenth of August; bt>t, 
on ·ac.count of a trifling indisposition, which obliged me to stop two days by 
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the way; 1 did not arrive at tbe foot of th~ &ggeveld mountains till tBe 
Jwenty-fourth. Here I took up my quarters al the house of my frieod Vaa 
der Westhuizen. I performed the whole journey on horeeback, Dever 
having any other companion than a single Hottentot, who was· furnished me 
from one station to another. Tilus it was impossible fiu me to carry any 
provisions with me: I was obliged to content myself with partaking thq 
,;.ery humble fare to which the good people, whose guest I was, are accus
tomed from their youth. In this way I got upon more confidential term• 
with my hosts, and became more thoroughly acquainted with the domestic 
economy of the houses, and with the manners and habits of the colonists i& 
these parts, than in my former travels; and learnt, farther, that such aconfi
aeotial intercourse alone can enable aoy one to give a really fair and just 
account of a foreign nation. Many features in the characters of these 
Africans, both censurable and commendable, were now fil'lt known to me; 
and I was enijbled to correct many errors into which I had fallen with respect: 
to them. 

That the object of my journey might be fulfilled-without delay, immediatel1 
on my arrival I inoculated some Hottentot boys, belonging to the followers of 
Kramer and Edwards• who were on their way to Anderson's Institution •. 
Moreover,, as these two sensible men were already convinced of the efficacy 
of this · preventative, I gave them a written memoir, with directions for the 
inoculation, establishing the full security it afforded against the infection of the 
small-pox. By them the vaccine inoculation was carried to the Sack river, 
where Krieger and Botma, equally instructed by me, were active in engaging 
the families on the borders to avail them.selves of it. It was much more 
difficult to persuade the . incredulous and prejudiced inhabitants of the 
Roggeveld to conform themselves to our wishes. I, however, won at · 
length so much upon their favour and confidence, that I succeeded io 
removing their scruples; the rather, since the examples I could thew, in the 

, Hottentots vaccinated under my care, coov-inced them that the illness 
attending upon this mode of inoculation was very triftiog indeed. Thus by 
degrees the fame of this preventative offered against a disease so much 
dreaded as the small-pox, was so widely spread over the country, that tbe 
people in the · Karroo, on the days appointed for inoculation, brought their 
children, their slaves, aod their Hottentots. in great numbers to undergo ti. 
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operati<'n: oay, tnenl fathers of families themselves, with their wkres, \Vere 
inoculated. Some of the old people, however, thought it scarcely worth 
while to make the experiment, thinking that they had no reason to have 
any apprehensioo of catching the small-pox. In the four weeks that I stayed 
here, I inoculated nearly three hundred persons ; and, through the zeal of the 
Field-Cornets Net and Marita, the good opinion 'of this practice even in. 
ere11sed after my departure. Thus I could happily consider the views with 
which I undertook thejourney as fully answered-.• 

But, during this space of time I had to endure many inconveniences, and 
lived even more sparingly than in the latter half of my recent journey.· 
Scarcely' any other food than mutton ever appeared at the table of my host, 
or of his neighbouri. · Two or three sheep were killed every day : the entrails 
and feet were cooked with the fat of the tail, for breakfast, after a fashion 
which is very much in vogue throughout the colony, under the name of 
pen, en pootjtta. The dinner consisted generally of a strong soup, and roasted 
mutton : the remaining scraps of the sheep were made into a sort of hash for 
supper. Not a morsel of bread had we to eat with our meat; and, for a while, 
not even salt, for none was any where to be procured. It did indeed require 
a pretty strong appetite and sound health, to live in such a way for several 
weeks together. But the worst part of the story was, that the water was 
scarcely drinkable~ oa account of its being so strongly impregnated with 
natron. A sort of decoction of tea was the constaQt liquor at all our meal-.. 
Wine, beer, brandy, and vinegar, were thin~ wholly out of the question; 
and milk I only got occasionally, at a present from patients who wished to pay 
me some tribute of gratitude. Almost all the milch-cattle, from the scarcity 
of grass hereabouts this year, were sent to a distance, where feed was more 
abundant. My worthy host, to whom I complained that the want of bread 
was the greatest privation I experienced, spared no pains in endeavouring 
to procure some corn from hi• neighbours; but a hatful of barley was all h~ 
could obtain. Of this the good wife.made me a sort of cakes, which were 
kept entirely for my use: no one besides was allowed to touch them. FQr-

· • The cow-pox was brought, in NoYember, 1803, to the Cape Town by• Portuguese sine. 
llhip from. Mozambique, after the EngHlh Go-rernaient had io •ain attempted to introduce it 
fremEqsl...._ 
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tunately, 11t this season of the year single colonists were occasionally coming. 
tom the blessed Bokkeveld into the Karroo, with fruits, brandy, and to
bacco, which they bartered with the peasants of the Roggeveld, at a big~ 
price, for their fat sheep. After long expectation, some of these people 
came, and I procured from them a stock of pomegranates, and a flask of 
very indifferent brandy, for whrch I paid them in ready money. They, al 
the same time, from pure friem.lship, let my host have some pounds of salt. 
All these things, how insignificant soever they may appear, made the 
remainder of my stay much more supportable to me. 

At first I found ample employment in writing down directions to distribute 
amorig the Field-Cornets of the district, in case the real small-pox should,. 
notwithstanding all ottr precautions, break out. Two things in particular I 
.inculcated very strongly, as duties of the utmost importance: one was, the 
immediately removing any person on whom the disorder declared itself,. 
with their clothes; and every thing belonging to them, to a situation remote 
from all danger of others taking the infection from them ; the second was,. 
that all strangers, coming from the farther side of the Orange river, Rhould 
undergo a strict examination before they were permitted to travel into the 
interior of the colony. When I was afterwards more at Jeisure, I did 
not omit my usual walks in search of rare insects and plants; and I 
often took rides, both to near and distant neighbours, w'ho wished to ha\'e 
my medical advice. . Several days were spent in endeavours to ptepare soda 
from the ashes of certain salt plants of the species of ,alsola and salicomia, 
that grow abundaetly hereabouts. lo this I succeeded so happily, that the 
specimens I carried with me were thought equal to the best Spanish barilla. 

Much time was also passed in ·the services of devotion, at which I regu
larly attended; although it must be acknowledged, that for the most part 
I found them very tiresome. The day was begun regularly with a psalm 
being sung, and a chapter from the Bil>le bei-og read. Not onJy the children, 
but 1111 the slaves and Hottentots, were required .to attend. Among the 
latter, almost all the women bad learnt the favourite psalm, by heart, and 
joined in singing them with their sharp and shrill tones. The flocks were 
then driven into the fie)d, the shepherds received their portions of raw meat, 
and, after breakfast, every body retired to their respective employments. 
When the flocks returned home in the evening, and bad been counted over, 
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and when the shepherds had received their evening rations, the whole 
collective body of people belonging to the house were again assembled~ In 
the first place came , a female Hottentot, with a large tub full of water, in 
.which the feet of every individual in the family, from the father to the 
smallest infant, were washed. A table was next set out, at which all the 
.Christians seated themselves; the slaves and Hottentots squatting, as in the 
morning, round the room. .The father then read some extracts from bis old 
sermons, which was followed by the whole company singing a psalm. The 
ceremony was concluded by the evening blessing. Besides this, on the 
Sunday morning a solemn service was performed; at which a long sermon 
.was read. Since there were no other books in the house but the sermons 
and the Bible, and .I was observed to study the latter by preference, I 
acquired the . reputation not only of being very pious, but of being deep read 
in scriptural learning; and I was soon requested to undertake the evening 
readings, explaining, as was the custom among the travelling mis~ionaries, 
every evening, a chapter of the Bible. I was so much the more ready to 
comply with the wishes of these good people, as I found the pious discourses 
of the old preachers very wearisome, and began to be heartily tired of them. 
The exposition of my own religious opinions I thought would be much more 
edifying and entertaining. In choosing the subjects for my commentaries, 
I studied chiefly to select such passages in the Bible as would afford me the 
best opportunities of correcting the false principles of devotion inculcated by 
the mh1sionaries, or of enforcing upon my auditors, in the strongest manner, 
that there could be no true piety without the love of our neighbour; without 
forbearance and complacency towards eacb other (virtues in which- the 
African colonists are apt to be somewhat deficient); and that we must not 
hope, merely by affected humility and self-abasement, to render ourselves 
acceptable in the sight of God. Notwithstanding these somewhat bold and 
free hints, I had the satisfaction of observing that my doctrines were received 
with approbation. A striking proof of this was, that the neighbours soon 
began to attend at our evening devotions, and to listen to me with atten
tion and applause. I could not help often being inwardly amused with the 
very singular situation in which I now stood, as a member of the Lutheran 
Church, transformed in•to a Dutch reformed preacher. So grossly ignorant 
and intolerant, however, are these people, that, if they had conceived the least 
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idea of my being a Lutheran, they would ~ll have deserted me with no 1eu 
disgust than they now attended to me with satisfaction. 

A short ~ime before my departure the news arrived of a fresh inroad made 
by the Bosjesmans, and one of a hitherto unheard-of nature. They had set 
one of the empty houses upon the mountains on tire; and, since this could 
.not be prompted by hunger or cupidity, since it could proceed only from 
·malice, from a desire to do all the injury possible, it occasioned the greatest 
terror and consternation among the colonists. The old active Field-Cornet 
-resolved, however, to examine into the matter himself; an<l, as it was to 
-be the excursion of a day only, I determined to accompany him. We 
had two Hottentots with us, armed; one of whom, from the many conflich 
jn which he had been engaged with the Bosjesmans, was become a most 
skilful combatant. He even made it a great boast, that he bad shot more 
than one of these m.arauders. 

We arrived about noon at the farm designated, which was indeed only an 
insignificant cattle-place, upon the Little Fish river; but we found, to the 
justification of the Bosjesmans, that the dwelling-house was not injured: 
a smell outbuilding only was burnt down ; and it seemed probable, from 
eppearances, that they had not intentionally set it on fire, but had 
~ade a fire too near, for the purpose of warming themselves, and cooking 
the victuals they had plundered; and, in their careless way, neglecting to 
extinguish it at their departure, it had caughl the building, and destroyed it. 
With this consolatory information we returned home at night, not attending, 
as much as we ought to have done, since darkness was coming on, to keeping 
in the right road. By this means I was placed in a situation of more immi
nent danger than any I had hitherto encountered. It was almost dark when 
we crossed a little branch of the Rhinoceros river, and came to the foot of a 
considerable .rocky hill. As we were very cold, we ~greed to dismount 
from our horses, and warm ourselves by ascending the hill on foot. The 
Field-Comet, with one Hottentot, went on before, and I followed with the 
other at a little distance. On a sudden we heard the twang of a bow on one 
side of us; and, at the same moment, my Hottentot gave a scream, and 
exclaimed that he was wounded: then hastily turning round, fired his gun. 
The arrow stuck in his side, between the sixth and seventh ribs, and 
entered nearly two inches deep. Our . companions hastened up · to us 
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immedia~ly, ad assisted me to draw it out carefully. In: this we partially sue-
. eeeded, notwithstanding the hook that turns back; but we found, alas-! that 
the iron point, which is generally loosely fastened on, was left in the wouod, , 
and with it, as we were afraid, some of the poison. Destitute as we were 
of every kind of remedy, nothing remained but to seek th.e nearest house 
with all the haste possible. , We turned therefore directly to the right, and 
descending the hill by a steep path, brought our wounded man to a· winter 
habitation directly at its foot, though the latter part of the way he experi
enced such dreadful agony from the wound, that he was scarcely able to sit 
upon his horse. Every possible assistance was here given us by the good 
people of the house; but a too great length of time had elapsed before this 
assistance could be obtained: in an hoµr and a half after onr arrival the poor 
creature expired. Probably the poison was of a very subtile nature, for the 
patient lost all recollection, and died in strong convulsions. It seems very 
proba,ble that we had been seen in the day by the lurking Bosjesmao,, who 
recognised their old antagonist, and resolved to be revenged on him. A 
bunch of white ostrich feathers, which he wore in hia hat, rendered him 
very conspicuous, even though it was nearly dark, so that they could see to 
take their aim with tolerable certainty, and nothing could avert his doom. 
Amidst all the affliction which this accident occasioned me, l had much 
reason to rejoice that the Bosjesmans were such skilful marksmen ; fot, if 
the arrow had deviated the least from the direction it took, I was so close to 
the Hottentot, that I should have received it, and he would have been saved~ 

I now longed more ardently than ever to quit this melancholy region, anfi; 
with the utmost delight mounted my horse on the twentieth of September to sec 
out on my return. I pursued a different route from that by which I had come 
thither, visiti~g by the way some colonists with whom I was already ac
quainted, and examining the SchoorBteen Mountain with that part of the Kan-oo 
of the Bokkeveld which it borders. Through the ignorance of my guide, I 
was wandering about half one night in the waste, the remainder of it• befog 

. passed, as we could not find the habitation we sought, sleeping upon the 
ground with my saddle once more for a pillow. After all these adventures, 
I arrived safe at Tulbagh on the twenty-fifth, where I remained a few days, 
and then proceeded to the Cape Town, re-entering it on t,he thinieth, havi91 
been absent" exa-ctly five months. 
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l)uring sotile part of my return, I had travelled in company with our friend · 
Kok, who now first, having concluded his business in the Karroo, visited 
the Cape Town. An examination into bis conduct while among the Beet
juans having been instituted by the government, as well as the department of. 
the European Missionary Societies- at the Cape, he was determined to have 
acted with perfect propriety and rectitude. This done, he furnished himself 
with every thing necessary for making a stay of many years among his old 
friends, and in a few weeks set out on his return. Although he continued · 
to be gen.erally beloved both by the king of the Beetjuans and the people, he 
happened, in the year I 808, unfortunately to get into some private quarrel · 
with an individual, by ·whom he was killed. His widow returned into the · 
colony, having first received a solemn promise from th_e king, that the offender · 
should be punished with the utmost rigour. Whether he kept his promise 
was not known at the time that the last intelligence I received from the · 
Cape was dispatched. The information we had brought from the Beetjuan · 
country continued then to be the latest. A party extremely well equipped set 
out in the year ISO;, under the auspices of the then English governor, Lord · 
Caledon, at the head of which was a physician of great knowledge and science, 
Dr. Cowan. The ohject of this expedition was to pass through the Beetjuan 
country, and if possible to penetrate by that route to the settlement of the . 
Portuguese, in the neighbourhood of Mozambique. There is reason to fear 
that it has ended unfortunately. lo May, IS 10, no tidings had been heard of 
the party; nothing was known subsequent to dispatche!f which they had 
sent in September, 1607, when they were only on the borders of the colony. 
From the 'spirit of inquiry, however, so prevalent among the English, we 
may be allowed to hope that they will not be deterred by one disastrous 
experiment from pursuing their researches, and I must .still flatter myself 
with the idea, that before the expiration of many years, I shall find my 
observations confirmed, and my knowledge encreased by some enlightened 
a.ad enterprising person of that nation. · 

A few week after my return, General Janssens once more sent two officers, 
the captain of .dragoons., Labat, and the captain or" artillery, Mossel, to visit 
some .of th~ nearer parts of the colony. Once accustomed to an unsettled 

. life, I availed myself with pleasure of his permission to accompany these 
gentlemen, principally for the purpose of oetaining a more accurate know-
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ledge of the mountainous country about the sources of the Zonder-end, mid 

ascertaining whether they were properly laid down in the map of the colo11y, 
on which I was now employed. \Ve set out from the Cape Towu 011 tlie 
twenty-third of October: in two days we reached Stellenbosch, and theu 
crossing the mountains, arrived at the warm-baths on the Black l\fountain, 
on the very day wben Doctor Hassner laid the first stone of his new bath-· 
house. A very numerous assemblage of persons was collected together II pon 
this occasion, among whom were many even from the Cape Town: several 
were now staying here to use the baths, and spoke highly of the very im
proved accommod11tions which the guests already found. Three dollars 
per day was the price given by each person for lodging and board, not includ-. 
ing foreign wine; that, if required, was paid for sepura.tely. 

From hence, we visited again the brethren at Ba,rianskloof, where we found 
a sort of little inn established, which, from the constantly increasing number 
of strangers visiting these parts, answered, as we were informed, tolerably well. 
Then proceeding along the banks of the river ZoncJer-end, and the , woods 
upon the neighbouring mountains, once more I had the pleasure of 6nding 
myself in Zoetemelk's valley. Here, on the second of November, we expe
rienced one of the most dreadful hurricanes that was ever known in the 
colony. The venerable old oaks before the house of the postholder were 
deprived of their largest and soundest boughs by the impetuosity of the storm ; 
and such a violent rain fell at the same time, that the river was in a few houri 
swelled beyond example. On the same day, all the ships in Table-Bay were 
torn from their 'anchors, and most of them, among otl1ers the beautiful 
French frigate the Atalanta, were stranded~ From Zoetemelk's valley we 
went along the banks of the river upwards, traversed the mountains where it 
rises, with the whole Bosjesveld,' and came, on the seventh of November, to 
Tulbagh. Some days were passed with our friends here, and we then 
returned by \Vaggon-maker's-valley, Paarl, and Stellenbosch, to the Cape 
Town. A few days before I arri\'ed for this last time at Tulbagh, the old 
heard-mm, had died in prison. I got his corpse taken up, that I might have 
his skurt, which, while he was alive, l had observed to be in many respects 
very remarkable. At my return to Europe, this, with the skin · of his face, 
was depositecJ in the admirable collection of Counsellor Blumenbach, at 
Gottingeu, 
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The following weeks of my stay at the Cape Town were passed in drawing 
o~t a detailed rep,nt which [ was to make to the govern~ent, and in arrang
ing my papers and natural curiosities. Notwithstanding the increasing favour 
shewn me .by my superiors, and the former bonds in which l was daily united 
with my equals, I beg-an, while I was thus occupied, to feel au eager longing 
after my native country, my dear Germany, there to talk over all l had seen, 
and all the knowledge [· had acquired, with the learned and scientific men 
whose friendship I could boast. The wish at last became so powerful, that· 
I could not forbear communicating it to the Governor, when he promised to 
promote my yiews by every possible means. Though from the interrupted 
co~munication with Europe. and the high ·price of transport, he was afraid 
that [ should find very great difficulties. }i'ortune, however, as it seemed at 
the first glance, threw in my way a Danish ship, the physician to which had 
died at Batavia, and I was entering upon a treaty with him, -which would 
have proved a mutual accommodation, when suddenly the news arrived that 
a large English fleet was approaching, and that an immediate attack upon the 
colony was to be expected. The news .was brought by an American ship, 
the captain of which said that he counted sixty sail ; that they were some
what south of the line, and were steering southwarus: the truth of this 
statement was confirmed a few days after, when · a French vessel was _driven 
on shore by'an English fr,igate nor far from Hout-bay. All remained quiet, 
however, till the fourth of January, l S06, when, at daybreak. this large 
enemy's fleet was espied at a distance, which, the nearer it approached, appeared 
the more formidable: towards evening it came to anchor between Robben 
Island and the coast, to the amount of sixty-three sail. 

The detailed ·account of the attack that ensued, and of the measures of 
defence taken by the general-in-chief, belong properly to the historical part 
of' my work, where they will be introduced in regular connexion with the 
preceding events, and with some strictures upon the military situation of 
the Cape Town. I was myself an eye-witness of some of the most import
ant circumstances, being at the place of landing, when the battalion in which 
I served made a feeble attempt at resistauce. I consequently retreated with 
this battalion to the principal corps, with which,two days after,on the eighth 
of January, I was present in the engagement that decided the fate of the 
Cape Town, and ultimateJy, though uot immediately, that of ~he whole 
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colony. The town, weakly defended by the citizen militia, and the auxi
liary troops, under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel Von Prophalow, 
capitulated on the ninth, and the Waldeck battalion became prisoners of 
war. General Janssens, steady to the plan he had formed, retired with the 
small remains of his army to the heights of Hottentot's-holland. Here, from 
the precautions taken to provide store!' on the other side of the mountains, 
his little army of scarcely fifteen hundred men might long have bid defiance 
to the overpowering force of the enemy, at least till from Tulbagh he could 
be taken in flank; even then the passage of the Houhoek would always have 
furnished a favourable point of defence. But the council of war were unani
mously of opinion that it was better to accept the honourable terms of capi
tulation repeatedly offered by the English ; so that the General at length con
sented, and the whole colony was surrendered, on condition of the army 
being transported free to Holland. This capitulation -was signed at the foot 
of the hill on. the twenty-third of January, by persons empowered on both 
sides, and the following day we removed to the Wine-hills, where we were 
to be encamped till our departure. 

I accompanied the General to the Cape Town, where all possible respect 
was shewn him by the English <'ommanders, Sir David Baird, Sir Home 
Popham, and General Beresford. The month of February was passed in 
making the necessary preparations for the departure of the troops, and early 
in March they were distributed on board the seven cartel ships destined to 
recei\ 1e them. The very convenient and spacious transport ship, the Be Ilona, 
was piaced at the entire disposal of the General, on board of which, beside'S · 
his family, he carried a small train_, among whom I was so fortunate as to be 
included. On the fifth of March, we went on board. Much as I wished to 
return to my own c<,uotry, I could not without lively emotions take leave of 
a town, and of friends to whom I owed so many obligations, and should 
probably never see again. We set sail the next day under a favourable south• 
east wind, being saluted by the castle and the English ships of war. By degrees 
the well-known country faded.from before our eyes, which now, as we parted 
from it, seemed much more dear than it had ever appeared before. Inn few 
hou1-s the Table-Mountain was seen only as a d~rk cloud in the horizon, and 
before night closed in, no other objects were in view but the sea and the sky. 

On the twentieth of March we arrived at the Island of St. Helena, and 
Aaa2 
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anchored the same day at noon before James-Town. The governor of the
island, Sir Robert Patton, not only gave us permission to come on shore~ 
and purchase refreshments, but received· us with the most distinguished 
attention and politeness. ' Every day a number of the Dutch officers were 
invited to his table, and the opulent inhabitants of the place seemed emulous 
to vie with him in hospitality. Nobody received a• more ample share of 
these civiiities tlian myself. General Janssens thought it not adviseable, 
for many reasons, that he should leave the ship: he considered it as incon
sistent with the dignity of a general, who was not a prisoner of war, to be 
seen in the fortress of an enemy. For himself, therefore, he declined all the 
governor's invitations, pressi11g as they were: this did not prevent tkese 
truly honourable men feeling the most sincere esteem for each other, and 
the frequent communications they had respecting exchanges of prisoners of 
war, or the surrender of ships taken, gave them reciprocal opportunities of 
knowing how much both were worthy of esteem. Governor Patton, there
fore, did not hesitate to relax somewhat on his side, and to pay the first 
compliment, by coming voluntarily on board our ship. A repeated invita
tion, that the ladies of the General's family might be permitted to make those 
of the governor a visit at the country-house of the latter in the interior of the 
island, was for the same reasons declined. General Janssens, however, 
had the kindness to think of my love for natural history, and obtained per
mission of the governor for me to make a little tour about some of the most 
important parts of the island. It was a general regulation that no foreigner 
was to be permitted to ascend the heights, since some years before, two tra
vellers, who were considered as wholly unsuspicious persons, were detecte<l 
11pon the heights in taking drawings·of the fortifications about the town. The 
governor, notwithstanding, complied with the general's request. and at day
break l went on shore. After breakfasting with this polite Englishman, I 
found an excellent horse):>repared for me, and the o,,.erseer of his gardens, a 
certain l\1r. Porteus~ ready to accompany me.• 

• Captain Kruscnetern, the Russian circumna.igator, mentions in the account of his ~oyage, 

that foreigners are not allowed to go about the island of St. Helena, assigning the same cause for 

this regulation that is here given : he also mentions tha,t a.n exception had been made, a few week.a 

before, in favour of Dr. Lichtenstein, who happened to be at the Cape when it was captured by 
the English, and had a particular recommend&tion from Sir David llaird.-'fR.USLA'tOR. 
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St. Ht>lena combines in itself the excellencies of several climates. It lies 
in the torrid zone, under the sixteenth degree of southern .latitude .; but 
being, as it were, one enormous rock, with a vast plaiu at the top, which is 
almost always enveloped in -clouds that entertain an unvaried moisture, and 
being surrounded by the sea, the heat is never insupportable. Besides, which 
is very remarkable, the south-east wind constantly blows here at all seasons of 
the year, and the strongest at the time when at the Cape of Good Hope, 
which lies directly to the south-east of it, the north-west wind prevails there. 
About the equator, at this time of the year, navigators have often to complain 
of calms, by which they are extremely annoyed-a phenomenon not easily to 
be explained. James-Town lies in a narrow dell, among the mountains, 
through which a small stream flows into the sea. This is the landing-place, 
and it is defended by a respectable battery upon the shore. The road• is com
manded ~y very formidable works, erected at different heights upon the 
mountains on each side. The island is considered, in its present situation, 
as wholly impregnable. A convenient and substantially built mole facilitates 
the lancling of the boats; which otherwise, (rom the heavy swell ofthe sea, 
would sometimes be very difficult. From hence the road goes to the . rtght 
wing of the strand battery, beyond which a fine avenue of the large Indian 
fig-trees,ficus rtligiosa, leads to the gates of the town. This lies nearly in the 
centre of a wall which runs from one hill to the other, and which divides the 
town from the strand. On entering the town, the Government-house, a 
very spacious building, lies directly to the left; and from hence runs a long 
street, which, with some houses scattered upon the heights, comprehends the 
whole town. Directly at the end of the street lie the gardens of the governor, 
and some private gardens: behind the latter stands a .centinel, who prevents 
any stranger going farther. 
, . In the governor's garden are plants from all climates. The principal walks 
are bordered with the ficus religiosa, or the ficus hengalensis. Some of the 
bye-walks are formed of bamboo-canes, which grow to a great height, and 
afford ample shade. Here are to be seen European plants by the side of 
natives of Africa, of the East Indies, of New Holland, and of South America, 
all apr earing equally thriving and healthy. Nothing excited my interest and 

atte n 1> n so much as a tree, which the ce ebrated Cook, at bis return from his 
second voya0 e, planted here himself, giving it the name of the Bar1'initonia 
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,peciosa. It is now of a considerable size; and, at the present moment, when 
every branch was full of the most splendid flowers, it really presented one of 
the most glorious spectacles that the world of plants could offer. Some idea 
of it may he formed by conceiving a very beautiful lime-tree, with a large 
flower of the cactu, at the end of every twig. The smell is indeed scarcely 
less balsamic than that of the beautiful cactu,, which we prize so much in 
our hot-houses, and which · blows only in the nig~t. Protea, erytl,rina, 
,ophora, and other well-known plants of the Cape, were presented to my 
view, as if once more to bid us farewell: ~bile in the moister parts of the 
garden \Vere cocoa-trees, with date and fan-palms. These latter seemed to 
have found here a soil much more congenial to them than that of the Cape, 
where they never will thrive. 

When we had gone over this garden, which indeed I had visited before 
on the first day of my arrival, we proceeded on our way. Tllis Jed first still 
deeper into the dell, and then ascending, for about half an hour, by a very 
steep path., we arrived at the plain. Here we saw every way a number of 
farms among fine verdant fields and meadows, which reminded me more of 
European, particularly of English houses, than any I bad seen in the -colony. 
Fat cattle were feeding upon luxurious grass; yet my companion said that 
the island could not furnish such a supply of food to these creatures as they 
required. The character he gave of the inhabitants was such as may be 
applied to European colonists in most parts of the world. Courage, hospi
tality, propensity to oppose the government, eternal quarrels with their 
neighbours, neglect of cultivating the mind,-these, as he said, are the prin
cipal features of their characters. The country soon became more uneven 
and hilly, till we reached a highly romantic spot, where neat farms, in deep 
recesses in the mountains, planted round with oaks and poplars, presented 
themselves on every side. I absolutely revelled in the enjoyment so Jong 
denied me, of the moist mountain air, and luxurious pastures. Our route 
carried us to the north-westerly and highest point of the island. Here the 
soil was less fertile, and the houses &P'Jaller. About the hills stood · many 
single trees, natives of the country, in ~eneral from ten to t\\telve feet high, 
with naked stems and large broad leaves, the systematic names of which my 
companion could not give me. Three sorts of them -are here called cabbage- . 
trees, and two othet suts gum-tree,. The higher we went, the more moist 
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we found the soil, and the more did the grasses, which were almost all of 
the pure European sorts, give way to ferns. We rode constantly in a mist, 
or small rain ; and I learnt that the sun is here seldom seen. Clouds are 
always resting on this part of the island. After seeing many very rare and 
beautiful plants of the polypodium, asplenium, blecknum,jungermannia, and 
marcl&anlia species, with a variety of others, we came at length to the spot 
which is the true native place of the largest among all the ferns, dickscmia 
arborescens. This plant may very fairly be likened to the palm, which, 
however, it far excels in the beauty of its leaves. The stems of many of the 
plants were from twelve to fourteen feet in height: they stood singly, grow-ing 
out of r~fts in the rocks. They are only found on this one spot in the 
island, and grow in no other country; so thu it would uot he a difficult 
matter to extirpate the race from the earth. 

My companion now led me ·along the crest of this hill to one of the finest 
points in the island, from which the eye wanders over a very remarkable 
country . To the left, the green heights stretch in a direct line, declining 
always towards the western border of the island ; behind which the horizon 
of the sea, seen from this height to an immense distance, seems to ril!le in an 
immeasurable arch . On the other side tower, in fearful contrast, monstrous 
naked masses of rock, of equal height with the opposite jagged summits. 
It seems wholly inexplicable why there should be here no symptom of 
vegetation, when in most parts of the island it is. so luxurious. Nothing, 
however, is to be seen about these rocks, excepting the nests of tht1 sea. 
fowl, which are built in the cavities, and seem to be suffered to remain 
there .undisturbed. Th~t the wild and romantic character of the valley may 
be preserved even in its name, the first discoverer consecrated it to the memory 
of one of the heroes of Ossian ; and, at this day, it bears the name of 

R!lno's Vale. 
From hence we were obliged partially to measure back our steps, since 

there is only one path by which these heights can be reached. \Ve then 
turned towards the northern shore of the island; and in the afternoon arrived 
at the governor's country-house, where we found h1m himself, surrounded 

by his three most amiable daughters. The good taste displayed in the house, 
I 

and in laying out the gardens, reminded me., in the most pleasing manner, of 
England. Each of the young ladies was mistress of some art. The eldest 
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played very finely, and the second sung with equal tastC', while the third 
shewed me a room filled with the most excellent oil-paintings, the produce 
of her own hands. Six large pictures represented the finest views, on the 
island. I knew them immediately; and contemplated, with transport, such 
a spirited and faithful representation of Ryno's Vale. A better judge than 
myself, seeing these pictures in a gallery, might have supposed them the 
production of some great master. The few hours that I spent with this 
interesting family, will always be reckoned among the happiest of my life. 
After dinner, which was not over till night was closing in, I returned back to 
James-Town, in company with Lieutenant Pritchard, Adjutant to the General. 
I just arrived at the town in time to go on board my ship with the last boat. 

The next day we weighed anchor, and pursued our voyage with a continued 
favourable wind. On t~e twenty.ninth we passed the island of Ascension; 
and-on the fourth of April crossed the line, in twenty dt>grees of longitude 
west of Greenwich. We soon came into the course of the north-east trade. 
wind, which continued to prevail till the twenty-seventh of April. It had 

· brought us by that time to the latitude of the Canary Islands. A storm 
then came on from the north-west; in the midst of which, on the fifth of 
May, we passed the Azores. On the sixteenth, we first found a bottom ~t 
eighty-five · fathom water, and the next day the Scilly Islands were visible. 
We were here at the entrance of the Channel visited by seYeraJ English ships 
of war; and our proud Captain, not always choosing to give an immediate 
answer. we were fired at by some. On the twentieth, we came to anchor 
before Plymouth. Here we learnt all the most important political occur
rences that had recently taken place, but not one of us was permitted to set a 
foot on shore. After as short a stay as possible, we pursued our course; and, 
at length, on the fifth of June, arrived safely and happily at Flushing. 1 
remained four months in Holland, and in October once more-·reached my 
native country, having been abseot five years and a half. In the arms of my 
friends, I found a most delightful recompense for all my toils and labours. 

END OF PART THE SEVENTH, .AND OF THE TRATELS. 
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APPENDIX. 

No. 1. 

On tlie Language of the ,vild Hottentot Tribes, particular/9 of the Corans and 
Bosjesmans. 

f N the colony, and in the serrice of the Europca~s, very few~Hottentots are to be found 
who are not able to speak the Dutch language, or who speak their own language pure and 
entire, Most of them only retain some particular e:cpressionP, which are mingled with 
the Dutch, Portuguese, and Malay languages, spoken by the sla,es and common people, in 
the proportion of not more than a fourth part. On the borders alone are some Hottentots to 
be found who speak their own language; but among them several foreign words arc intro. 
duced, spoken with the Hottentot accent and snort. It is, therf:fore, a nin endenour to 
become acquainted with this language in the colony itself: it is only beyond the borders that 
any one can hope to procure such results upon the subject as may senc for a foundation on 
which to confirm or refute what has been saicl by former travellers. Much of the information 
I have procu;ed from other writers, who ha,e occupied themsel,es with such researches, 
illustrated 'by many obsenations of my own, has already been given to the world, in the Essay 
which I published in Bertuch and Yater', Ethnographical .ArcMoe, upon the Language, of the 
Suoage tribes in Southern .Africa; I shall, therefore, only give here, in addition, such general 
observations as appear to me the most worthy of attention. 

The extraordinary characteristic of these languages has attracted the notice of all tra,ell~rs. 
The Portuguese, who first landed here with Vasco de Gama, called the Hottentot manner of 
,peaking stammering. Later observers, among the English and Dutch, repeated this inapplicable 
comparison, finding the pronunciation so difficult, that, for instance, in Lancaster's ,oyage in 
the year 1601, not one of his people, during a stay of se,en weeks, could pronounce a single 
word accurately. Dapper compared the Hottentot manner of speaking with the gobbling of a 
turkey-cock; but, this set aside, he describes the language as fundamentally !lOod. Ten Rhyo 
is the writer who speaks with more accuracy upon this subject than any other, when he gi,es 
the clacking with the tongue, and the speaking with open rounded lips, as the most striking 
characteristics of the pronunciation. Le Vaillant is the most diffuse of our modern truellera; 
but he heard too little of what can be called pore Hottentot, to judge of it fairly ; and many 

'YOL. u. - :a b b 
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things sai<l by him are therefore erroneous. For nrious reasons, indeed, it is almost impossibl• 
. to give, in writing, information that shall be intelligible upon languages of such a nature, or 

to treat of them after the manner in which we should treat of a language reduced- to a 
tfgular system. My remarks 111ust therefore appear desultory, and, in some sort, like 
broken fragments; yet, I trust, they will be found not destitute of merit or utility, in com. 
11arison with those of former writer~. 

To give an idea of the general impression made on the ear by the sound of this language on 
first hearing it, a man moat figure to himself that he is listening to short sentence,, pronouncecl 
with. a quick and rough voice, deep in the throat, accompanied by a sharp aspiration amt 
clucking with the tongue, in which dooble Towels oecur perpetually. Nothing strikes so mucla 
as the croaking in the throat, and clucking with the tongue. Most of the tones are formed 
deep in the mouth between the back of the tongue and the gums. Labial letters are scarcely 
to lite heard at all: or only, as it were, by chance, at the end of a sentence in closing th• 
mouth. This clucking seems the most striking distinction to be obsened between the pro. 
nunciation of these languages, and of all others. Le Vaillant was the first who taught 11.1 

that there were several degrees of it to ·be distinguished, of which he particularly describes 
three. Van der Kemp describes six, which, he observes, all have their ditferent powers; those 
powers, arising from the point of the tongue, being struck against the inside of the double 
teeth, or of the front teeth, or from the back of the tongue being struck against the roof or 
the mouth. The smallest dt>gree is compared by Le Vaillant to the tooe with which a man. 
dri,es a horse. For the stronger, it is difficult to find a comparison; and · it is nearly im. 
possible to be imitated by an European. The peculiar conformation of the skull of a Hottentot, 
where the bones of the gums are less wide asunder, and the roof of the mo.uth is less arched 
than among us, at the same time that the tongue ia shorter and thicker, must be considered as 
the foundation of this very extraordinary sound. The principal difficulty u not 10 much in 
produring the sound &ingty, as in following it immediately with another letter OI' syllable. It 
will usily, therefore, be comprehended that it cannot accord with many consonants, since they 
must be tHoduced by the lips: that the sound must much rather be expressed hr vowels, or 
guttural letters; though occasionally n, ,, and t occur. Le Vaillant made use of signs 
ini-cntcd by himself to express these sounds; but I think they will be more e.asily com pre. 
hendcd by following Van der Kcmr's method,• and employing the numbers J, 2, 3, to distin. 
guish the degrees of the sound; and, after the example of Sparrman, . to precede many worda 
with the t, which gives a pretty accurate idea of that particular sound. 

In sounds whirh may be described by the letters of our alphabet, the Hottentots ha,e_ none 
corresponding with l, f, v, t.1, and x; nor have they any sound similar to the hissing of our 
sch, In guttural soun,ls they abound much .more than we do: they haYe all that proceed from 
h, through the Arabic hha, the ch, the Dutch g, to our German g, k, and kch. The strong 
aspiration, which occurs in so many words, is, abo,e all things, characteristic in these 
languages; yet Le Vaillant goes too far when he would give it a distinctive sign,. since it 

* This enthusiastic converter of the Hottentats, printed, with his own baods, in the year 1806, a cattcbislll ID 
tlae llottcntot laogungc for the use of the missionaries.. · 
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is much, better expressed by the sounds given above. The gradations in this sound are se 
minute, that an European ear bas often much difficulty in distinguishing one sound froin 
another, which· presents a directly opposite idea, and is distinguished only by the greater or 
less degree or aspiration. In the sounds formed by the teeth and lips, they are much more 
careless, and confuse every moment d with g, and 6 with d; so that one is doubtful which of these 

letters ought to be employed to e11press the sound. The abundant terminations in ihb and 
. ihng, in uhf> and uhng, have often the same meaning. The termination in labial letters, on the 

contrary, as b and m, have a marked distinction from those coding in ,. The b, or m, 
is always the sign of the masculine, the , of the feminine ; as, t'ghub, a ram; t'guhs, an 
ewe ; chaib, a man; chaisa,, a woman; t'kaam, brother; t'kaans, si~ter. 

Vowels and double Towels abound, and are very distinct in all their gradations: 0 and u 
are those that occur the most fr•!quently; e the most rarely. They are pronounced through. · 
oat much more long than short, and the sounJ rests upon them. The radical words are, 
for the most part, of two !!yllables: in these the consonant~ are pronounced much more 

rapidly. .A and o hue here, as iR most languai.;es, the greatest nriety of shadings; and 
occur, in nrio11s ·ways, as double sounds with the other Towels. It is, therefore, with a 
particular Tiew that I make use of diiferent signs to distinguish such double sounds, although 
in our language they would pass for the same as aa and ah; and with equal design I write ou, 
au, eu, oi, oi, o, eh, ee, a, ei, ai, as indicating gradations which must be espresaed by distine. 
tive symbols, if we would make the Hottentot understood in writing. An idea of what I 
mean may be collected from the following list of words nearly allied to each other:-

t' 1 a u 1, •••. , •••••••• the neck. 

t' • a a u b ••••••••••• blood. 
cl a u b •••••••••••••• the zebra. 

d a au b ••••••••••••• a road. 
g a u b ............... the gnu. 
t ' • g a a u b ••••••••. cold. 
t • • k a u b ••••••••••. a snake. 
t' 1 k a a a b ••••.•••• a buff'alll. 
t' 11 k a a n b ••••••••• a party of aoldiera • 

t' , k c h a u b •••••• • a fish. 

t ' ' k c h a a u b ••••• the field; 
k o u b ••••••••••••• the heart. 

t' ' k o u b •••••••••• fat. 
t ' • k o o b .••••••••• flesh. 
t' 1 k h o o b •••••••• a kaapeack. 
t ' 1 k o b ••••• , ••••••• a child. 
t' ' It o o b i ••••.•••. death 

.Ai, ei, eu, and oi, have in other words similar relations; as here au and ou, which must all 
be distinguished by thtl diiferent degree of clucking with the tongue, and of which it ls tllere. 
fore very difficult lo ghe an idea in writing. 

As to what concerns the grammatical formation of the language, the following remarks 

seem to me worthy of attention. There is no article ; so that there is no mean■ of shewing 
the declensions of nouns but by the connexion, the intonation, and the gestures. In some 

particular cases these are assisted by the particles, which are very abundant, and which appear 
to be introducl'd very arbitrarily ; so much so, that at first, people endeavoured to convert 
them into terminatiou, or into the article itself. 1'~arther, there arc no auxiliary verbs; and 

the Ho.ttcntots, even in speaking Dutch, do not know bow to make use of them. · Aa little 
abb2 
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could I succeed in finding out any thing like conjugation of urbs; so that there reign, 
throughout in the language a want of precision, which is only to be supplied .by the 
uriationa of the countenance, and the animation of the gestures. The arrangement of the 
words seems also very arbitrary ; at least, notwithstanding all my endcuours, I could not 
arrive at any satisfactory results in this respect. Indeed, every inquiry which I made as to 
the reason why such a wotd was put in such a place, or what was the use of an interme
diate syllable, only led to my being more and more embarrassed. There is no -doubt, bowen~, , 
that much elucidation of this matter might be obtained by remaining for a long time with one 
particular tribe, so as to obtain a complete knowledge of the language. All that I coul,l 
learu, respecting these intermediate syllabics, was, that they used them principally to render 
the expression more· clear and more forcible. They are, therefore, the most in use among 
the most ruile and wild of the tribes, abounding much more .in the Bosjesman language 
than in the Coran. They change, indeed, almost in every single horde; and where the 
nouns and verba themselves are the same, the thought is' expressed by a different intermediate 
syllable. The verb, standing by itself, always signifies the third person: there are appro
priate pronouns to distinguish the first and 1econd. The want of auxiliaries to expresa the 
time, is often transferred by the Hottentots into the Dutch . language. Personal pronouns 
are as little declined as substantires. The adjectives arc, for the most part, either ver,bs 
o,: substantives, with such trifling nriations, that they can scarcely be distioguished froin 
participles. 

Among all the Hottentot dialects, none is so rough and wild, and dif'ers so much from the 
rest, as that of the Bosjesmans; so that it is scarcely understood by any of the other tribes. 
It is, in the first place, much poorer in sounds : many sounds, which may be expressed by 
our letters, in the Gonaaqua, the Coran, and the Namaaqua languages, are eitJier totally 
wanting.among them,. or very rarely occur. Pure vowels are seldom to be beard; b,ut the 
cluck and the diphthongs are much more frequent. The cluck, in particular, seems the most 
completely at home among them: scarcely a word occurs without it. The gurgling in the 
throat is much deeper, and hence ensue the.most disagreeable nasal tones. The speech ends 
with a sort of singing sound, which dies away by degrees, and is often some seconds before it 
wholly ceases. To noid saying any thing about the language, I rather give a 1hort voca
bulary of words and modes of speech. I do not make it wery ample, since •DO one wlto may 

, happen, after me, to visit this people, will wish to learn so rude a language, except upon the 
spot itself:· they may yet, however, be glad to have some specimens of it. 

VOCABULARY. 
Coran. Bo,jesman. 

One . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . t' 1ko.ei................... t' 1ko-ai. 
Two . . • • . • . . • • • • . . . • • t'1koam......... . . . . . . . . . . t''kuh. 
Three............ .. .. t'•norra................... They are entirely destitute- or 
Four •••••• , • , • • • • • . . hakka ..••••••••. , •• , • • • • the other numerals, 
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FiYe ••••. .•...••• 
Six .. ..•••...•••• 
SeYen .•••• , •••••• 

Eight •••••••••••• 
Nine, . ...... ◄ ~ •••• 

Teo ........... : . 

A Mau •......•••• 
The head ••.•••••• 
The eye .. , ••••.•• 
The nose ••••.•••• 
The mouth ........ 
The teeth ..•.••••• 
The tongue ••••• , • 
The beard . ....•. 
The hair .. .••••... 
The ear ... .....• ·. 
The neck .•••••.•• 
The breast.• ••••.• · 
The arm ..• ..•••.• 
The hand ••••••.•• 
The finger . • • • _. .• 
The body ....... : 
The belly ........ . 
The entrails •••• , • ~ 
The back •.•• • .••. 
The thigh •.•...•.• 
The leg ••••••••••• 
The foot ..••••••• 

Father .•••••••••• 
Mother .•.....•• : 
Brother ••• , ••••• 
Sister . ••.•.•••••• 

Husband ••••••••• 

· Cwan. 
kur,uh 
t'1oani 
honko 

........... · ... . ............ . 
. .............. . 

t"kaissee 
t' 2goi111ee 

............ 

. .......... . 
diWi ................. . 

kohn ················ 
m1nnong •• ............. 
muhm . ............ . 
't'1geub ••••..•.••••.. 

t''kchamma •••••••••• 
t'1kuhm 
tamma 

............ 
t' 1nomkoa ••••••••..••• 
v•onkoa ........•.... 
t' 1naum ••••••• • .••••• 

t'1aub ........••.•...• 
t'1hamma• •.•....•...• 
t"koam •••..••.•• , ••• 
t' 1koam ~ 
t'•unkoa 5 · · · · • • • .. · · 
t''kaab ...•••.. ......• 
t'1komma ............ . 
t" ge11akoa ••• • ••.•••••• 

t''kam, t'sk.aib t .••.• , . 
tiim ••••....•....•••• 
t''nuh . ......••••••.•. 
t'1k.eib • " •••••••...••• 

Aboob ...... • ....... . 
Eijoos •...•...•... ~ .• 
t'1k.aam •••• , ••••••••• 
t'2kaans ............. 

~
koub ~ 

· keub 
chaib . 

• TIie same word la the Beeunan lllllpll(e •lgoilea the aeck, 

t Literally, the teAi• -• 

. t' 1kubi. 
t' 1naa. 
f"saguh, 
tt1ouhqt_u. 
tub, 
t••kei. 

t"iori, 
t••nomm. 
t"uki. 
t' 1no t!iqgtu. 
t"k~u. 
t'oeioiu. 
t''oo. 

t' 1aa. 

t''ka,u ,ki. 
, t''kautu~ 
t"geu~. 
t"kooiJI.; 
t'hee. 
t' 1k9f,b, 
t'•no,h. 

Oa. 
Choa. 
t''kang. 
t' 2kaach. 

t"aa. 
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Wile., •••....••.. 
A girl .•••. •.••... 
A youth ••••• • •• •. 
A child ••••••••••• 

Sir, master •••••••• 

A garment •••• • ••• 
A cap .••••••••••• 
Slippers •••• , ••••• 

A hassagai , ••••••• 

A bow ...••••••• ~ 

An arrow .. .,. ..••• • 
A quiver .••••••.• 
A bag .• • 1 •••••••• • 

Game .••••••••.•. 
A lion ........ ...... . 
A leopard ••• • u •• 

A hyena •••••••• 

A jack.al, ••••••••• 

A dog .•.... •••• .. 
An elephant ••••••• 
A riYer-horse ••• , •• 

A buffalo ••••••••• 

Cattle •••••••••••• 

A bull •••••• •• ••• 
A cow •.•.••••• •• 
An 01: ........ , ... 
A calf 
A aheep .••••••••• 
An eland ........ . 
A gnu ••.... . .•... 
A apringbock ••••• 

A hare •.••• •·• ••• 
An ape ..•......• 
A binl •......••.• 
A crow •••••••••• 
A fish •.•.••....• 

The sun ...• .••..• 

Th~ mooa ·, ••••••• 

APPENDIX. 

Coran. 
chaiaaa~ 
t'1ko1 S • · • · • · • • • • • • 
tt1karoob ••••••..•••• 
V1kob ••.••••••.•••• 
t"gausab 

t'1oama 
kabaab . ........... . 
t''abokoa ••••••• . ••.. 
koana ••••••••••••••• 
kehaab 
t"koab 
guruhs 

.............. 

t''khoob .•.... ........ 

chammarieb 

chamma 

. . . . . . . . . . 
choassaub 
t"juhnkam 
t"geu.eeb 
Arrieb m. 
t••koaab 

............ 
. . . . . . . . . . . 
Arries f. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . 

t''kaaus ••••.•••••.... 
t"kaa11b 
gummaode 

kchrama 

gumaogo 

dwiman . .......... . 
t' 1oom 
tnguhb .............. 
t'•kannam •••••••••••• 
gaub . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
Vhuuna ••••·•••···••· 
t•skoamp 
t''oaitaab 
t"kariode 
t"guraab 
t' 1kchaub 

aorohb 
t' 1kbaam 

............ 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . 
' .......... . 

BodeMan. 

t' 1aiti; 

t'koang. 
t' 1kat' 1koang. 

t•1nuh. 

t' 1oo.eing. 

t''ki. 

t' 1kuki. 
t''gorkfka. 
t'i:han. 
t' 1,tnoa. 

t' 3ko.al. 

t' 2koib. 

t''kaai • 
t''kaang. 
t''knih. 
t"goaog • 
t'•kooru. 
tt1kcSi11g. 

t''koah • 
t''gah. 
t''kau. 
choro. 
t"go.aih. 
t•sgoaiti. 
dibi. 

t"goorkcSa. 
t' 1gai~ 
t' 1sah. 
t''kori • 
oai. 
t' 2knau. 
t' 1hoho. 
t''kauoi; 

t' 1aaki • 

t''ko-einga • 

t' 2ko!1ra • 

t''kaukarub. 
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The s~rs •••• , •• , 
. Fire .... .••....•. 
Water •••••. • • , •• 
Land, the field •••• 
A riYer .•• • ••• ••. 
A spring ••••••••• 
A tree •• ••••..... 

'Wood ......••..• 
Rain ............ . 
Thunder ••••••••• 
Lightning •••••••• 
Wind ........... . 
Day ...•.•..••..• 
Night 
Summer •••..••••. 
Winter •••••••••• 
A mountain ••.•.• 
A road 
Flesh 
Fat 
Milk 
Honey ••••..•.•• 

Good 
Bad 

.......... ............ 
Young •....•••.• 
Old ..•.•....•.• 
Warm . . . . . . . . . . 
Cold •••••...•••• 
Ill ............. . 
Dead ....••..••.• 
Ea.sy .....•...••• 
Hard ..•.••.•••.. 
White •••• •••••• _ .. 
Black 
Red 

I 

............ 

Thou .••••...•.•• 

APPENDIX. 

Coran. 
kambrok6a 
t''aib •....•••.•..•••. 
t"kamma 
t"kchaaub •.•.••••••.. 
t''k.ahp ••••..•.•••••• 
muhmt'1kamma ....•... 
heikoa •..•••••••.... 
t'•oomma •••••...•••• 
t'huus ..••...••••••• 
t''garuh .•.•....•..••• 

t'1koaab . ..........••• 
aorOkoa •.•••.•••••. ~· 
t"k.aib .............. 
t'1ka~m ............ • • • 
tsauba .. ••••••••••••.• 
t••eub ............... 
daaub •• • • ••••••• " •..• 
t'2koob ••••.........• 
t'1gneub •...•••..••• · •• 
diib •.•.•••. -•..•••.•.. 
dariiogs .••..... ••••.. 

.-
t''kain ....•...•..... 
t'huh ....•.•••••..... 
t"aa 
geida 

••.•............ 
. . . . . . . , ....... . 

t''koaog ..••...... ..... 
t''goaub ••••••••..•. .• 
t' 2aissen 
t''koab 
aiiih 
t''kom 
t'ichatih ••.•..••••••.• 
t'1auh .•••••.• •••••••• 
t"abaa 

tire ••.•......•.•.•.. 
saats •••••••.••••••.. 

Bo.tjesman. 
t"koaati. 
t''jih. 
t' 1kohaa. 
t''kauguh. 
t' 1ka. 
t' 1kohaat' 1saguh, • 
t' 1huh. 
t"hauki. 
t'huus. 
t''guruh. 
t' 2koabkauog. 
tnkooih. 
t•igaa. 

t'2kaankula. 
t"koara. 
t'•naa; 
t"aau. 
t"kau 
aa, 

s•jeuni. 
t"koaiti. 
t' 2kaau. 

teteini; 
t' 2kauaki. 
t"aa, 
t•lnatara • 
tant''jih. 
tissariti, 
t' 2koaissiog. 
t"kuhb. 
t' 1kirri. 
t' 1nangua, 
t''ko-eita. 
t' 1nna. 

_ t••kuja. 

ii.a oder mm. 
aa. 

• Literally, the e9e of the Nter. lJl almost all the Easteru languages, the word· ain sipUles equally oe eye, 
111d a1pin1, 
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He • , . !t ••••••• , , • 

We 
Ye .......... ; .. . 
They ••••.••••••• 
Mine .......•••• 
Thine •••••. , ••• 
llis ........... . 

Ours ....•..... , . 

To eat •.•••.•••• 
To drink ....... . 

To smoak ... • • • •• 
To sleep ••••••••• 

To hunt •••..•.. 

To ensnare •.•... 
To strike ••••••.• 
To shoot •• , , •.•• 
''J''o hit ..•....... 

To fail •••••••••• 
To 1tand ....... . 
To go •.•••••••• 
To ruo ......... . 
To speak ....... . 
To laugh •••• , , •• 
To stop •••••••••• 
To be hungry •• , 
To be thirsty ..•••• 
To li,e ••••...... 
To die ••••••• , •• 
To lie 

Good day ........ 

Whence come you ? 

APPENDIX. 

Coran. 
t"naakeub 
(this man.) 

. ........ . 
silla. ..•.•• • •. • • • • • .• 
1akaa11 •. • . . . . . • • ••• 
t'inaakaau .-.· .-.. · ... · • •. • 
tli .. ; •... · ........... · 

sachuhb ••••••..•.•••• 
t'1oaa keub huhb •••••• 

{this man good.) 
1idachuk1Sa ••.••••••••• 

uhng •••••• ~ ••.•• ~ ••• 

t''kchaa •••• ; ..• ; ; ; • ; •• 
t'1kei ; .......•...... ~ 

t11 kchom .. ; .••• • • •·· • 
t' 2kchammi; .• , .• , • , • , , 

t'1naau ............ ; .• :. 

i' 1noaa ~~ .....•. ;;; .. 

t•1noaa.h6 
t''noaa.sa. •••••••••••• 

maa.. • .. • • • • • ••• • ....• 
t' 2kuhung •• , , • • • • • • • • 
t1ku.iih .·;;,;,.,;;.,. 

kabaa;; ... e •.. ;~ ..... e 

t"kaing .•••.. • • • . , • .• 

t''koo ..•... ; •• ~••••·• -
t''karroo ; ....... • .•• 

t''kamiih •. • ~ •• • •.... 

dnabeh - . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
.. s c. 

................. · . l B. 

Bofjesnaon. 
baba. 

ji oder 1i&i. 
\i.u. 
(wantiog.) 
inng. 

aaka t'•so.ing, 

baka t'2so.iog. 

haa. 
t' 1koa. , 
t' 2ohii. 
t''ko.ing. 
t''kobaa. 
t' 2kcia, 
t'2gauchu. 
t''khaaiti,. 

t•'khce, 

t"koachi. 
t''kakki. 
t''koain1t, 
t' 2kaa, 
t''kanga, 
t' 1kf'unja, 
t''kaua. 
t' 1kuki. 

t''koaja, 

t'1abeb. 

Hamt''kubb saat goacha.• 

Whence you come? 
Achang t''aiotidi. 
Whence come? 

• The 1yllable Ham or ha, among the Coram, u ,nil as the Bosjesmana, always denotea a question, u .itch, 

,,ichang, Achaling, and ipares a change ·of tone. Under what circumstance these syllable1 are chaaged, aud 
whether they are introduced arbitrarily, or according to any rules, I coald not learn, 
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I come (fom thence . . . . . . .. . .. : ...... ~: 
Sc. 

What is your name ? • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l B. 

~
c. 

I am a colonist, aa Europeani a white . 

man •.••• •• • .. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • B . . 

Sc. 
Haye you seen any game ? • • • • • • • • • • • • l B. 

Yes .... • • • •.• .. • ~ .. • • • • • • • • • .. • • .. I~: 
. § c. 

No ...... ·••••••······•.•·····••· ... ~ B. 

sc. 
Where did you ace it?• .. • • • • • ·" • • • • • lo. 

. Sc. 
Whither do you go ? • • • • • • ' • • " • • • • • • l B. 

Sc. 
Give me oome tobam. ••• • • • • • • .... • ~ B. 

sc. 
I ha•c none· .·••• • • • • · · • • • • · • • • • • •• •' t B. 

§c. 
ei'ake it •• , • , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • · • ~ 8. 

sc, 
Are you thinty ? , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ._ l B. 

YOL, II, CCC 

t••aoa daaub lir' goacha . 
This way I come. 

t••kang in~ t''~nti. 
There I come. 
Ham.ti sa unna. 
What thy name. 

Achang aa taide, 

Bow you call. 
t12uhmbe tire. 
Colonist[. 
Mm t' 1koanga t''huh, 

I man white. 
Chammaring muhsti ha. 
Game seen ult. 
Achasing t•1au t"kaaiti, 

Ask seen game. 
Eijoo. 
Kangee.ha, 
Aa or Haa. 
t"kau.iha. 
Babaat1i muhtsi ha. 
Where seen ask. 
Ti.,; chasing t'1aua. 
Where uk seen. 
Babaatsi t' 1kuhng ha. 
Where go ask. 

Acha kaung tnalntidi, 
Ask where go, 
Bachab maa. 
Tobacco giY~. 
Ake twakka. 
GiYe tobacco. 
t•tgaiah. Bachab orekc..aa. 

It fails. Tobacco ha,e not. 
Mm t' 1koang tttau t"keikei. 
I man none h&Ye. 
Uh. 
t''kaa. 
t"kaantsi t''kang. 
Thirstest thou thirst. 
Acha t' 1keunja, 
Ask thirst. 
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I am thirsty • • • • • • • • · · · · · · · · · · · · 

Drink here is water . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ' , 

You are a good man • • • • • • • • • · • • • • • • • 

Thia man is not good • • • • • '. • · • • • • • • • · 

sc. 
~B. 

sc. 
~B. 

Sc. 
lB. 
sc. 
lB. 
sc. 

Do yoa know him ? , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • l B. 

Give me meat • • · • • • • • • · • • • • • • · •.• · · • 1 ~: 

t' 1kaare t•1kang. 
Thirst I thirst. 
Mm t' 1koang t"keunja 
I thirst. 
t'kamma t' 1kobaa. 
Water drink. 
t' 1kohaa t' 1kaukhe. 
Water drink. 
Sa.t''kaina k.eub. 
You good man. 
Aa t'koang teteini. 
You man ,ood. 
t''kaina tite t' 1naa keub. 
Good not thi1 man. 
hua t''koang t•'au teteioi. 
This man not good. 
Entse heu keub. 
Know ask man. 
Achaa injii. 
Ask know. 
t' 2koob maa. 
Ake aa. 

~

c. t'aati ub. 

You shall come to.morrow . , • • • • • • · • • 
B. 

sc, 
You,..,, come ,.,in · •· · • · ••• • •··••• ~B. 

Morrow take. 
t•3uhakaissi ahat•qaui. 
Morrow. 
t' 1kaaba ha. 
Come ult. 
Aa kossi t'1kangii 
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APPENDIX. 

No. 2. 

Upon the La11guage of the Beetjuans. 

ALTHOUGH this has been already mentioned as a dialect of the Koossa language, and that 
there i, a striking resemblance in the radical words of both, yet the same differences are to be 
found as bet~een two dialects of any European language. That of the Beetjuana is full. 
toned,,soft, and pleasing to the . ear; rich in simple sounds, poor in diphthongs, and is spoken 
slowly and In short sentences. It is deficient in some of the simple sounds of the Koossas; but 
it has also some not known to them. The snorting of the Hottentots does not pre.ail among 
the ·Beetjuana; and the /, with all the relative sounds, is wholly wanting: the croaking r, 
howe,er, occurs in many words, and the cluck with the tongue, which I also distinguish here 
by the mark -, is much more prevalent than among the Koossas. What is said of the declama. 
tion and of the con~truction of the language among the latter, is equally applicable to the 
Beetjuans; bat in the use of the auxiliaries, and ·the preceding mute syllable, there is a great 
difference. They do not mark the relations of time, like tliem, by the declension of the pronouns, 
but h&Te actual auxiliary ,erbs: acho, haTe, for the past-rata,' will or shall, for the future. 
They ha,e no word to represent tlie idea his; nor have they, JikP. the Koossu, augmentati,es 
by introducing the m, n, am, or in; but they hue the less occasion for these, a1 their language, 
from not ha,ing the croaking in the throat, aad from not being o,ercharged with words that 
begin with ,uwels, is very easy to be spoken. 

The annexed ,ocabulary, I collecte,d, with great diligence, from the mouths of the Bertjuans 
themsehea: some particular remarks I have subjoined in their proper places. It is true, that 
upon our journey into the country, the missionary Kok imparted to me many obsenations 
which be had made upon the language; but none are put down here upon credit only; all hue 
been proYed and corrected by my own experience. The two young men of this nation who 

accompanied us io our return, gaye me moreo,er a fine opportunity for extending "1 
enquiries, 

ccct 
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VOCABULARY 
Of Words of the Beetjuan Language. 

A man ................... . M uh nt6. 
Baa t 6. Meo, people ••..•.•••.••.. 

A husband • • • • • • • • • • . • ••• 
A wife .•....•••••••.••••• 
A preg~ant woman ....•• ~ •. 

Moouhna. 
Maasari, Bassari.• 
M agatza. 

A father.... .. .•.•••••.••• 
A mother •••••.••....••••• 
A .child ••.••••••••••••••• 

A youth ••.....•.•. ,. .. •••• 
A virgin . .••••••••.•••••.• 
A brother or sister ••••••••• 
An elder brother •••••••••.• 
A younger brother ••••••••. 
A king, a master .•••••••••• 
A sla,e, a aer,ant •••••••••• 

The head .................. . 
The hair •...•••. '-•••...... 
Ao eye ................... . 

Ra a ch o.t 
Ma a ch o. 
Unjaoa.f 
Mo Is i h man. 
MoaaiaaoaL 
Na k a. 
Muchuluih. 
Mio n a. 
Muriona. 
Mutjanka. 

Kocho. 
Muri hr. 
Li k lo. 

The eyebrows • • • • • • • • • • • • • L o o I s i. 
The ear •..•.••.•••.... , . . Z i. b e, 
The oose •••••••••••••. ; • • 0 n g k 6. 
'l'be mouth • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • M u I u m 6. 
The tongue • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • L o I e h m i. 
The teeth .••••••• _ • • • • • • • • • M e n o. 
The beard . • • • • • • • • . • • • • • L i t e h r o. 
'fhe neck. . . . • . • • • . .• • . • • . . . T ' b a m. 
The breast • • • • • • • • • • • • • • . • S e b u b •· II 
The back ... • • • • • • • • • • . . • . • M a k o t ja. 
The body...... • • • • • • • • • • • • M m e I e. 

• B 1111d mare nry often changed -onc the Heetjuam, In tbe -aame 11U111ner u wu the caae in many of tlle 
6'ecian dialect■• Ari i1 here the feminine trrmlnatlon, Bi &mOIIJ the Koossu tlle syllable nsi. 

t The Bee\jaaos swear by their father, Kar raacho. TIie Corull8 make use •;f death aa a word to e1elte terror, 
and as a cane; · t'kooJi muhtli, death 1tt1 thee; or, t'l:oolli kam,i, death take thee, 

f AH, or jana, it also In tbia langua«e a diialnutiff termination. 
U As tile Beeljuans han not the/, d1ey put aDOtber aound ioatead Into the word where the Koo!1581 ae it I 

•u of /li/ullta ii made ScAu,Ua I of I•/ccrti, Tjoril I of /m/uA6u, KIIA6•, of lrt/Nh'4, PuA'4, ~c. Ac. 
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The stomach •••••••. , •••••• 
The entrails ............... . 
The a1111.. • • • • • • • •••••••• 
Thtt hand ••••••••••••••••• 

The finger • • • •••••••••••• 
A nail ..•••••••••••• . 
The thigh ................ . 

The lei. ~ ••••••••..••••••• 
The foot ••• , ............. . 

Wild animals in general ....• 
An ape ••••••••••••••••.•• 

A lion .•••.•••••••••••••• 
A lt•opard •••••••••••••••• 
A grey wild cat. , • , , ••••••• 
A red wild cat • ~ ••••••••••• 

A mottled wild cat •••••••••. 
A hyena.••• •••••••••• •••. 
A jackal .••••••••••••• • ••• 
A d,>g •••••••••••••••••••• 

Ao elephant ..• , ••••••• , , •• 
A rhinoceros • • • • • ••• ; •••• 

A riYer.horae .•••.••••• , ••• 
A giraffe ••••..••••••••••• 
Cattle in general • • • • • • •••• 
A bllll ••••••••••••••••••• 

A cow ••••••••••••••••••• 

Anos •••••••••••••••••••• 

A draught ox ••••••••••••• 

A catr •••••••••••••••••••• 
A buffalo •••••••••• •• ••••• 
An eland antelope •••••••••• 
A kadu antelope ••••••••••• 
A hartebeest ............... . 
A gnu ••••• .••••••••••••••• 
A springbock ••••••••••••• 
A slleep •••••••••••••••••• 

A goat ••••••••••••••••••• 

Mochohra. 
Mm al•• 
M abo cb. 
Sae aa kj,a. 
MaoonL 
Non a a la. 
Sir ah pi. 
Leaaaapo. 
Lon a.S. 

Polleholle. . 
T j o o i. 
Tau. 
Oolt o i h.t 
P• ha a ch. 
T•huaui. 
Z i pa. 
P•heeri, 
P•h6kajeh, 
Int j a. 
Ka u. 
K'hombL 
Kuh h u. 

T•b6koa. 
Komo. 
PaahL 
Komo oa-n a mag,, l • . 
KomotaaL 
Mak.aba. 
Na ID a DJ. 
Ne rri. 
Po ha. 
T'hollL 
K •ham. 
K'hok.oog.-
z ebe. 
0 D g k ah, 
Puhri. 

• 0n1k6 1ipiti~ tbe aoae I probably the name of the leopard ii therefore derl•ed from tbe IIClltellell ol bll 
mell. In IIM 111111111er 1sh dpia. Ille car, Nh a ,pmpock, dludetl froa tile '9icuea or beubig la &Id, 

uiaal. 
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A horse, a quagga • • • • • • • • • P' h e e t s i •. 
A bird . • . . • . . . • . . . . . • . . . . N ~ n j a n i. 
A 't'ulture •••.• ·•• • • . • • • • . • • M a D o a g. 
An ostrich • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • I o t j e h. 
A crow • • • • • • • • • • • . • • • • • • M a k a .k i b i. 
Fish • . . • . . . . . • • . • . . . . . . . . T j a p i. 

Flesh .......•.• ~ ..••....• 

Fat ....•. ..••..••••...... 

Milk ........••.•......... 
Fresh milk •••• •...•.....•• 
Honey ......•............ 
Corn, bread •••••••••••.•.. 
Victuals in general ••••••••• 
Tobacco •••• ....•.••...•.. 

A pipe ..••••..•...• I ••••• 

Nam a. 
Mah u r. 

•Maas Ii. 
M a a I s i I o b e h s a. 
R i DO O 8 Si. 

Mabehli. 
L ij o. 

Mon tj ult o. 
Kak.anna. 

A house, a hut, a waggoo .•• 
A garment, a cloak ••••••••• 

M o o s a i or O n t j u h 
Ko b IS. 

A head.dress •••••••••••••• 
Sandals .•••••••.•••.•....• 
Beads •III• I I I I I I I I I I I I I• I 

Buttons •.•.••..•.•••..•.. 

A bag •••••••.••••.••••••. 
A bassagai ........•••.•..• 
An arrow ....••.•....•.•.. 

A bow ••••.••• r• • ••••••• 

A qui,er •...••••.•..••.. ·• 

Land, the field •.•••••••••• 
A river ..•••............. 
A spriog ••••••••.•••••..•• 
Water •.•.•••••...•• •..... 

A tree ••.......... • • ··• ... 
A shrub •••••••.•••••••••• 
A thicket .•.•.. ...•...•••• 

Wood ......••••....• ..••.. 
Fire ..••••..•••••.....•.. 
The air, the heaYens •••••••• 
The sun •...••••.......... 
The moon •.•••••••••••••• 
The stars .•.....•....•.... 

Rain ...•.•......... : •.... 

Kurr u. 
Sitt a k o. 
Se ha ch a. 
Thal am a. 
K•heetsi. 
Le r u hm o. 
Mu• a; 
Bu ra; 
KI h Q .b uh I o. 

Leh a a ts i. 
Malappo. 
N oka. 
Mee ts i. 
Mo ka. 
Se It a r. 
Sek arr e. 
Loch uh m. 

·Mu I eh Io. 
M aar o. 
L e e t s h a a t s i. 

Kohr i. 
Lioaleert. · 
Puhla. 
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Thunder ................. 
J..,ightniog •••.••••••••.••• 
The wind... • ••.•.•••.••. 
A mountain •••• ...•••.•••• 
A hill ..............•..... · 

Stone, a rock •••.••••••• , •• 
Hard, heavy stone .••••••• : • 
Soft atone ....••••.•.. ', ... 

Smooth atone . . " ••.•••••••. 

A road, a path ••••••••••••• ~, .. ~ ................. . 
Night ...•••......•....... 

Twilight ••••.••••••••••••• 

Red morning , ••••••.•.••.• 
The year .•• .• .•••......••.• 
Summer . .•..••••..•. • •• • .. 
Winter •••••••••••••••••.. 
To.day, ..• ...•... · ....... . 
To.morrow •.••••••• •• ••• ~ 

Good ................... .. 

Bad. . ; ................... . 
Great ••. •..•...•.••• , •••• 

Small ..••••.... ..-, •.••••.• 
Young .•••....•.•••..•... 

Old ..•• •••..•..••••••••.. 
Warm .•...••••••.•••••••. 

Cold .... • •• •••.....•..... 

Ill, sick. ••• ~ ••.••...•..... 
I>ead • •••••••••••••••••••• 
AliTe •..•.•••....•.•• ,.,.. • 
Light, in weight •••••••••••• 
Heayy ...•....•.......•.. 

Rich .•.. ... < ••••••••••••• 

Poor •.••.•.... .....•..... 

Tjarre. 
Lechorima. 
Pee h u~ 
Maje h, 
Majanna: 
Lio t, j o ah~ 

' L i n j a k o m o. • 
Lio j a p ii r i. 
Toot I j o. 
Se I a. 
M o ts i c h a r i. 
Busse ch o. 
B u s II e c h o • Bu Ii e h I o. 

(Oark, clear.) 
Mu k u k u • . 

Ongacha,t 
Se I eh m·o. 
Marihcba. 
C h o rp p f j e n o. · 
K.ammuhscho, 

Man at i. 
Bussuhla. 
Bue hula. 
Pataijana. 
Khubuka. 
Mubtsjuah~ 
Cho tee t Ii. 
Ser a am i. 
Bukubk. 
S j o a. 
Sir i h le. 
M eheeh u. 
Tatta.:j: 
KOO 8 II i. 
Malaala. 

• Literally, oz-lfHe, as tbe following ii literally 1oat-1to11,. 
t The Beetjua1111 divide tbe year Into thirteen l1111ar months, eome of which are named after certain coloun, 

In this desigoatio11 of the aeaao111 they aeem to be followed by the Coram, by whom the)• ore still more med and 
better known, 

t This worJ signiles equally lard, 1tron1, A11,ty, fUick I ucl, to dacribe a lllcb degree of any of thae qaalities, 
it ia frequeutly repeated. 
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1,oag ._ •••••••••••••• w • • • • T e I e b I •• 
BiF•••···•····• ......... Chorimo.• 
Alone. • • • • • • • • •.• • • . • . • • • • H c e s s i or No o • • i. 
White •.•• : ....••. ...•...•• Mosjeho. 
Black .••......•.••••••... Muhotju. 
Red . . . . . . . • . . . • •• • . . . . . . K u b n u. 
Red-spotted •••••••••.•••.• 
Black-spotted 

To eat ................... 
To drink ••.•••..•..•.•••. 
To sleep . ...•......•••••.• 

To 1111oak. ••• •••••••••••••• 
To hunt .• ••.•....•••.•..• 
To ensnare .......•••••••. 

To atrik.e •••••••.••••••••. 
To bit •. •.•• • ••....•..•..• 
To mi11 
To fight 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,, 

T'hammacha. 
Ti flu hr i.t 

J a h.;t 
Noa. 
RobalJa; 
Chocha. 
T ju ma. 
Tjoarra. 
Beets a. 
Bectsahula. 
B e e t s a ·h o o ss a • 
EJ1t'h6a • 

Toatand .. •••• •... •••••••• Ee ma. 
To lie down, to be at rest... R u I a. 
To rise up • • • • • . • • • • • • • • • • Z c h u c a. 
To go •...••.•...........• 
To 1ruu .•..•.....•..• •••.. 
·To dance •••••••.•••••••.• 
To sing . . • . . •••••...•••• 
To beg •••••..•••••.•••••. , 
To speak ................. . 
To lie .••...•.•........... 
To laugh .... ~ •.••••••• , •.. 

To see .. ••••.....•....•.•• 
To bear, to feel .•••••••••• 
To gi,e ••.•• .• , •.•........ 

To take ••••.•.••••••••••• 

To have, to possess ........ . 

Z•bamma. 
Z•hamma tatta. 
pin a, 
Opehla. 
Rapchla. 
Bu a. 
M aa k a~ 
Z e cha. 
Bon a,11 
Hukoa. 
Na. 
M eh. 
N aj o. 

• This is one of tbose words, that, in the aeme in whtcb It It asecl; bu a great-resemblance tu tile Arabic llllcl 

Chaldilc. Words with aa Arabic souad are, however, principally t• be obsenecl lo tbe INUDea of tbe tribes, 
ad of the chlr.&. 

t Tbe tw• lat words are applied principally to dlttinguiihiog tlae dilfereot cattle. 
t ,Jo this language the verbs end almost all lo•• 1111d very few ha,e more tblUI two ijyllablea. 
I The hammer, being a tool ·with whicb they ba't'e only lately become acquaioted, bu, tlleiefore, recelffd tr.m 

tllea the derivative appellation of ,cto,v,, 
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To hold, to grasp ••.• , ••••• 
To hack, to cut ..••..•• , •• , 
"fo slice .•••......•...•..• 

I .... ; ..... • •..•......... 
I mysetr .•••••••••••.••••• 
'fhou ..................... . 
lie ...... . ...... . ....... . 

Wo ..•...•.......•...•... 
Ye •••.•••.•.•••••••.••.. 
They • 

Mine .................... 
Thine .. ..•......•..••••.. 
His .. •....••...••...•.... 
Us .••.••.•..•.••••..•••• 

Sj u • r r a. 
Chore .mm a. 
Lootsa. 

Ke. 
Ke. n ah. 

0 in a or O. 
M Uh D t O • S i h. • 

(Tho man here.) 
T j on a. 
No.in a or No. 
Ba at o. s i h. · 

Aami. · 
Ch a go. 
A k k a m n h n t o; 
At j on a. 

• 

These positiYe pronouns are, as among the Koo11u, substantiYes, to which the idea or 
possession is attached. 

This - sila, or tio (not zio) is, a, among the Koossas, a demonatratin article added to the 
words. 

This thing ..••..•••.•••... 
This dog •••.•..... •••..... 
There i1 the dog ........... .. 
What? ...•... , .•.••.••.. , . 
What is that? •••••••••••••• 
Who is that man ? ........ .. 
Where? wherein? whither? .• 
Thero ....•...•••••••.••.. 
How ...•....•......... ••. 

S I e h l o • 1 i h. 
In tj a. s i h. 
In tj a~ ti o. 
No. 

N o s a e b I o • s i h. 
N o m n b n t o • t i o. 
Kai. 
K oah. 
Ing. 

How large? •••••••••..•• , • B u c h u b I u. in(, 
A little • . . • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • J a n a. 
Very hasty ............... ! Ta tt a. 

Only, simply ....... - • • .. • H e e I a. 

!flongal&eela, the number one-Ke i'laama heela, I go only so, I wander-Nama .~; heela, 
this meat only; that is to say, thfs is all the meat I ha Ye: all that was giye11 me. Th .. l1u:!a 

precedes almost all particles with ..arious 1ignification1; it al ways ends the phrafe, and inc1ease1 
the force, like other particles, by repetition. 

VOL, ll, 

• The , at the btr;imlillg of a 1yllable ii 1h,ay11llarp, 

• d d 
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Much ••...••.... ••• •••••. 
• Very much ••..••.•••.....• 

Yes .•...•.••....... .•.... 

I tz i oz i. 
I t I i D z i D - z i. 
Eh. 

No ..........•••.•....••• Njaa. 
Not ••••••••••••••••••••• Chasih or Chago•r 

E:rclamationa. 

To ~sp~ess astooishmeot, ad- l O • f. 
m1ratlon .••••••••• •••••• ~ 

Joy, applause ••••••••• , ••• 
Suspicion, distrust ••.••••••• 

Eh ii. 0. i h. 
0. ah. 

Pain ....•.•..•••••••• , • • • U b s c h. 
An oath . . . . • • . • • . . . • • • . . • K a r r - re. 

Numeral,. 

One ..................... 
Two ....•.•.•...•........ 
Three .•••••...••..••••••• 
Four ....•........•..•••. 
Fi•e · .................... . 
Six .. . .••............•. , . 
Seven ..•.....•.••......•. 

Eight ......• • ........•••• 
Nine •..•. ..,.. ............ . 

Mongaheela. 
Babe er i. 
T b a r r o or B a r a r r o. 
In n n i. 

T' ha n no. 
Liasjupa 
Arri n n n i. 

Ten . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . S j u me. 

The numbers are commonly e:rpressed among the Beetjuans by fingers held up, so thatthe word 
is rarcly-1poken: many are even unacquainted with these numerals, aml never employ any thing 
but the sign. It therefore occasioned me no small trouble to learn the numerals; and I could 
by ne means arrive at any denomination for the numbers jive and nine. Beyond ten nen the 
most learned could not reckon, nor could I make out by what signs they evl'r designated these 
higher numbers. For the rest, the resemblance between the proportional numbers of three 
and six, of four and ejght, is worthy of remark. The word for the number ten is the same in 
both the Caffre dialects, and accords with that given both by Sparrman and Mr. Barrow, 
thoui;h the nst of my numerals differ essentially from theirs. 
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Specimens of Pltrases. 

Good day .•••••..•••••••• 
Whence come you? .•••••••• 

I come from Koossi .••••••. 

What i:. thy name ? • • • • • • •• 

I am a colonist ••••••..••••• 

-
K r u m e b la or C h u r i m u r i h s a, 
0 z' ha. k a i. 
('Thou comest whence.) 
K e z • h a k o a h K o o s s i. 
(I come thence--.) 
L i n a c h a a go i n g. 
(Name thine what.) 
Ke Makua.• 
(I colonist.) 

Have you seen any Bo~jesmans? 0 - a c h o b o n a M a k a u tu, 
(Thou hast seen Bo~jesmans.) 

I have seen uonc ••..•••• , • • K e c h a s i h h e e l a. 
(l not so only.+) 

Nor I neither . , • • . . • • . • • . . K en ah c h as i h~ 
(I myself not.) 

They have stolen some oxen.. A c h o m e h k o m o n a. · 
(line taken oxen.) 

Whowillfollowandbring{ ~Tjona z'hamma sjuarra ta tta tatta. 
them back ? •••••••••• 5 ~(Who go hold fast fast.) 

I a h K e b o I a k e tJ' a I a. m ungry •••••••••••••• 

I am thirsty ••.•••••••••••• 
I have a pain in my head •••• 

(I suffer I hunger,) 
Ke bola ke linjora. 
K e b o I a k e k o c h o. 
(I suffer I bead.) 

GiYemesomedrink ........ Leekoanno kc noa heela, 
(Gi't'e here I drink,) 

Drink, here is milk .... · .. ·... No a ma a II s i. ti o. 
(Drink milk here,) 

There is a party going to hunt L e e t j u • e h I o p o 11 eh o 11 e k o a h~ 
( A number armed game there), 

They are going to hunt { ~ R a ta t j u ma Zeb i, 
springbocks .......... 5 l(Will hunt Zebi.J 

lhaveseeuagreatmanygallinas Ke acho bona K'haka itzinzi, 

• This was the name by which they beard the first white 111811 called that ever came into their co111try f and 
th~y now deslguate by It all foreigners who are not Hottentots or Calf res, 

t This is also used to Hpl'e9', I never tho111Ac •ucA about it, 

»ddt 
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They are good for nothing ••• 

Their flesh is bard •••••.•••. 

Take him, hold him awblll' ••• 

I will go with you ••••••••• 

Whither are you going ? ••••• 

I am going to the Kurubman .. 

Do you go alone? •••••••••• 

A re you hungry ? •••••••••• 

The sun is going down •••••• 

The sun rises •••• • • • • , •••.• 
I am weary ............... . 

We will go homo and sleep .•• 

· Go along , •••••••.•••• , • , • 
Go a little out of the way ••• , 
Gi't'e me tobacco, •••••••••• 
I ha Ye none .. ...•••....... 

I will not ••••••••••••••••• 

I will readily, I am ready •••• 

I do Dot understand •• , ..... 

Have you found water? •.••• · 

ll&Ye you tasted the bread ? •• 
I smoke tobacco •••.••••••• 

APPENDIX. 

C h a g o b m a n a ti. 
(Not good.) 
N a m a r a b i h I e t a t t a. 

(Flesh bard very.) 
S j u a r r a j a n a. 
(Hold awhile.) 
K e z ' b a m m a j a n a. 

0 • z' h a m m a k a i. • 
(You go whither.) 
Ke khamma koah Kurumaoa. 

Z'hamma heesi Oina. 

(Go alone thither.) 
'f j a I a b o I a O • i n a. 
(Hunger pain thee.) 
L e e t s h a a t s i s j u l e, 
(Sun dies.) 
L e e t I h a a t a i I e e t j a b i h I e. 
K. e a c h o I a p pa or k e I a pp i h 1 ... 

Z h.a mm a r o b al la o a M o o s s i. 
(Go sleep at home.) 
Z • b am m aj a. 

Z ' h a m m a j i n a. 
L e e k o a o o o m o n t j u k o. 
Cbago na seepi. 
(Not have any;) 
Ke c ban n a. 
([ decline.) 

K e a c b o r a t i. 
(I have willed,) 

Nachasi huk~a. 
(Not hear.) 
N a h u k.~ a ,m e e ts i. 
N a h u k ~ a m a b e e I i, 
M o n t j u It o k e b II k ~ a h e e I a. t 

• Although the 511me word signifies to KO, and to come, it will be observed, by co.;.paring this eumple with · 
the abo•e, that the pronounting die word ,bort gi•es it a dilferent sense I and that by mis alone is determined 
-whether the mo•ing to or from a place is iotl'nded. I hnve observed the li·ke with other words, without being 
able to find the circumstaocet< under which it was done. 

t Tbe same word, hukoa, signifies to hear, to amoak, lo tastt>, lo feel, to perceh,e, to understand, to find. te be 
aware of. From hence it ia l'asy to 9ee how poor the language is still, and bow much thb want of preciaioa mthe 

,yor• reqairea the assi~taore of gesticulation, 
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I haye killed a kudu • • • • . • • Ke a c h o b e et s a T 'ho I I a. 
I hit it directly ..... :. . • • . • • . • • Ac ho be ct s a h u I a hula. 
Have you seen a leopard? •••. 0 • a ch o b o n ·a O o g k o ii h. 
Where did you see him?..... 0 - boo a .-k a i. 

Do yo~ know the river? ••••• 
Is the ri ,er deep ? •••••••••• 
The river is deep .......... . 
GiTe me an egg to eat ••..•••• 

You.shall have it to.morrow •• 

You must return ••••••••• , 

{You saw where.) 
0 - in a h e et s i M a l a p p o • s i h. 
C h o r i mo m a I a p p o - s i h. 
M a I a p p o • s i h c h o r i m o. 
Leek o an no ma j i k e j ah. 
(Give egg I eat.) 
I k e k c h k am m u h s c h o. 
(Wait a little, morrow.) 
0 c h a r o c h a c h a p e h. 
(You come again back.) 
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A. 
~ccident, a colonist caught in a snare for wild 

beasts, 16 · 
.Acorus Palmita, or Palmiet reeds, this plant 

described, 118 
.IEthiopian tribes, Bruce's account of them 

compared with those of ancient writers, 47, 
note-Like the modern Bo~jesmans, ib,:
Pliny's account of these tribes, 49, note
And Pomponius Mela's, ib . 

African l'olonisl.f, their manner of travelling, 38 
Af1'icanus, thl- Hottentot, account of him and 

his d<'prt><lations, 226 
.Agriculture, course of it in the colony, 155 
Aloe perfoliata, or quiver plant, 198 
.Ande1·son, an English missionary, his ex<'rtioo11 

in civilizing the Savages, 243-His habita
tion, '1!>7-Dcscription of him, ib. 

Animal,, a profusion of wild ones in the Kuree 
Mountains, '111 

Ants. the white, eaten by the Do~jcsmans, 44 
A,·bullls, or strawberry tree, 104 
Aromatic 11/ants, salut,iry food to animals, '14 
Aljar, an African dish described, 84 
.Auctions, how carried on in the colony, 80 
Ange, the blind botanist, the author's visit to 

him, 133 
.Ausspannplat:cn; the principal ones in the 

Karroo, 65 

B. 
Barilla, extracted by the author from plants 

in the colony, 356 
Barri11gtonia speciost1, a tree plantE,d by Cap

tain Cook at St. Helena, 365 
Barrol.i!, .11r. strictures on some of his opinions 

of the African colonists, 5 
Basta,·d Eland, a species of antelope, '1i3 
Bastard Hottentots, arrival of the travellers 

at their settlement~, '!39-First knowledge 
of the existence of this republic, 240-Situa. 
tion in which it was found by the travellers, 
'l41-Institutions, '144-Reception of the 
party, ib.-The small pox prevalent among 
these peopl!!, !!48-Their traffic with the 
colonists, '!50-Deserving the attention of the 
government, '!60-Cases of two who were 
wounded by llosjesmans, 188 

Bar,ianskloolf, visited again by the author, 1!4 
-His last vuit to it, 361-An inn esta. 
blished there, ib. 

Beard.man, a Bosjesman so called, account of 
him, 190-Hia death, 361-The author gets 
his ~kull, ib • 

Reetjuana, unfortunate expcditioa of a party 
of tuglish thither, 360 

Beetjuans. Arrival of the author and bis 
party in their rouutry, 288-First interview 
with the king, '!!H-The ki11g returns the 
visit, 292- \'i,it to the capital, '!!Jo-Au. 
dielicc of the ki112:, ib.-Prl'~ent,; made to 
Jiim, 297-Thc capital dl'srrih( ·cl, ':!9R-Con • 
&truction of the hou,,•s, '.l.9Y-Un~u<pel"!ing 
behaviour of the Beetjuan~. 211U, 2!, 9, 307 
-The hi~h-priest, :JOO, j 1-1-Pop,.latioo, 
301-Naml's of pnwns, 3:;'!-Can·ings on 
the ~and slone in the mountains, ib.-Entcr. 
tainment gin·n to the king, 304-Plurality 
of win~. 306-Markct op, nt>d with the 
people, 308-ThP women, 310-The king's 
wives, 3' I-The king's pr<;sents to the Tisi. 
tors, 31'!-Love of snuff and tobacco, '105, 
313, 318-Cleanliness, 314-Hard work 
done by the women, 315-Traffic in slave,, 
316-Prophetic dice, 317-Mode of ex. 
pres~in~ astonishment, ib.-Their dances, 
318-H.easons of the travcllerS for quitting 
the country, ib.-Thcir departure, 3'!1-
Corporeal structure of the Bcetjuans, 3'13-
Gcneral characteristics, ib.-The different 
tribes, 324-Their food, 3'!6-Cloalhing and 
om amen ts, 327-W orks of 11rt, 3'!8-Their 
institutions, 3·29-The kin~ly office, ib.
The princes, 330-Their wars, ib.-Thrir 
weapons, ib.-Their ft'~tivals of •ictory, ib. 
-Cuosecralion of their cattle, 331-Their 
belief in charms and amulets, 332-ldeu 
with respect to the Deity, ib.-Superstitio11 
concerning a serpe11t, 32'l 

Beetjuan 9ollths, two, join the travellers oa 
their return, 336 

Berg.-oalley, the district of, nry fertile, 100 
Bokkeveld, War•, one of the most fertile parts 

of the colony, 161 
Bones, eaten by the diseased oxen, 340 
Bonteberg, a great lurking place for the Bos

jesmaos, 178 
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Ro.<jesmans, four skeletons or in a field, 21-
Those of the Sea-cow river tolerably peace. 
able, 39-Visit of 6ome to General Jansscns, 
on the Orange river~ 42-Their stature and 
colour, ib.-Thcir physiognomy, 43-.Modes 
of snaring animals, ib.-Live much on the 
banks of rivers, ib.-Their modt>s of catch. 
ing fish, 44-Objccts on which they feed, ib. 
-Kxtremities to which they arc somPtimes 
reduced for food, 45-Thcir great propl'n. 
sity to robbery and plunder, ib .-They have 
no settled residence, 46-Thcir .-oracity, ib, 
and ~19-lndolence which follows it, ib.
Make themselvt-s nests in the hushes, ib.
Hence their name derived, 47-Called by 
some travellers Wood Hottentots, ib.-No 
household utensils, ib .-Theirmode of drink. 
ing, 48-The matrimonial tie among them, 
ib.-No social union, 49-No individual 
names, ib.-Comparcd with the ancient 
lEthiopian tribes, 47, note, 49, note-Their 
passion for destruction, 50-Aoimosity of 
the colonhts against them, ib.-Thc more 
peacoable to be dbtiuguishcd by their dress, 
53-Namcs given to some of thi>m by the 
colonists, ib.-Th, ·ir ornaments, 54-Their 
exertion& to .:ct a river.horse that had been 
shot, ib.-A nd to save a colonist from being 
drown1·d, 55-Oue taken into tht> service of 
General Jan·•1 ns, 59-Di·predations com. 
mitted by them, 169-Morc depredations, 
171-Complainrs made against them by some 
Caffrcs, 175-More comptaints, 177-1..urk 
Yery much abo111 the Bonfcbt •rg, 178-Othcr 
complaints, 188-Cuo~piracy of some to 
murdn thl'ir mdster, 189-S,,vcral taken 
prisoners, 190-ltequest to ,he Governor to 
send troops against them. 191-Sugo(estions 
of the author for civil,ziug tlu·m, ib.-lo. 
hospitable nature of their counrry, 193-
Animals that inhabit it, ib.- Great scarcity 
of watu, ib.-Corporeal structure of these 
people, ib.-Acuteness of some senses and 
dulness of others, 194-Thcir societies, ib. 
Nearest to brutt'S of any clas. of nu•n, ib.
'fhcir persucrance~ 195- 'I heir audrcss in 
making signals, 196-lnstanct-s of their ex. 
traordinary acuteness of siiht, ib.-Thcir 
weapons, ib.-Poisoo used by them for their 
arrows, ib.-Thcir manner of usin~ it, 197 
-Mode or ascertaining the most. poisonous 
serpents, 198-Dcxterity in catching &er. 
pents, ib.-The quivers for . their arrows, ib. 
-Manner of lurking after game, 199-A 
party seen in the Karree mo,mtains, 210-

One at the natron lake, !17-Rcmarks upon 
him, ib.-lntoxicatt-d with smoaking, 218-
Hc steals away, ib.-Five more mt't by the 
travellers, ib.-Two more, 2'2-1-A pc.like 
aprcarancc and manners of these people, ib. 
-A family met beyond tlu· Oran,;c river, 
229-Ugliucss of the children, 230-Thcir 
forwardness, ib.,-A party falsely accust·d 
of setting fire to a house, 358-A Hottentot 
snvant killed by them, ib. 

Botma, a missionary, his zeal in the cause, 
184-Sacrifices made by him to support it, 
187 

Bread, scarcity or it in the colony, . 120 
Breedi, signilication of the word, 8~, note 
BujfaJo, a man nearly trodden tu death by 

one, 215, note--Other instances of a similaF 
kind, 255-A. buffalo shot, 'l76-Peculia. 
rity in the rib.bones or this animal, ib. 

Buffalo', thorn, a shrub so called, 'l'l3 
Bulbs, a sort much eaten by the Bosjesmaos, 

45-The travellers made ill by eating some· 
bulbs, 337. 

c. 
Ca.ff res, a party of, come to beg of the traye}. 

lers, 175-Another party~ 225-Their emi. 
gratioo from their own country, and subse
quent history, ib. 

Camphor tree, senral in one particular spot, 
104 

Carp, abundance caught, 181 
Catrrpillars, a remarkable train of, 346 
Cattle places, many farmcrS hue them on the 

coast, 119 
Church, a very handsome new.built one, at 

Stellenbosch, 97 
Climate! beyond the Orange river, remarks on 

it, 238 
Cold, sufferings or the travellers from it, 334, 

342 
Colonists, not very blameable for their animo. 

sity to the Bosjesmans, !i0-Comfortable si. 
tuations of those about the Berg riYer, 99-
Their modes of living, 355-Thcir dno. 
tions, 356 

Colony attacked by the English, 362-Capitu. 
latcs, 363 

Compass.mountain, height of, t . 
Coram, the oldest original inhabitant• north 

of the Orange ri.-cr, 252-A totally d:atiact 
race from the Bosjesmans, 153-An euer. 
nted people, ib.-Th~ir cloathing, ib.-Ce. 
leltrated for training oxen, ib.-Nu reiular 
habitations, 254-Formof gonrnmcnt,ib.-
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Nirknamcs common among them, 255-Jn. 
stances of scn•ral wounded by buffaloes, 
ib.-Tbc Coran women, ~56-Their extra. 
ordinary conformation, ib.-Their dances, 
337-Their mu~lc, 338 

Costumes, great nricty among the travellers, 
263 

Cou:an, Dr. unfortunate e:i:pcdition of him and 
others to Bcctj uana, 360 

CJ1n<mchun1 obtusifolium, or monkey's cord, 
vast length of its runners, 131 

C!JJirinus, abundance of, caught, 181. 

D. 
Damter, a Calfre, account of him and his 

party, 225 
Da-;,id and Janlje, two Hottentots, murdered 

by the Bosjesmans, 266 
De Beer, the colonist, his singular character, 

69-Names of his children, 70 
De Clerk, a colonist, his productive farm, 32-

Tyranny exercised by his mother, 33 
Desserts, the excellent ones in the colony, 84 
Devil's bush, botanical Yisit of the author to 

it, 130 
Devotion, much time spent in it by the colo. 

nists, 356 
Dishe,, sc,eral Arrican ones described, 83 
Dogs, the breed among the African colonist, 

described, 13-Tbe Bosjesman dogs, 272-
They nner bark, 273 

D9ke, curious account of one made in the 
.Berg river, 1n. 

E. 
Etluca!ion, an institution for the purpose of, 97 
Eland, tile largest species of antelope, de

scribed, 23 
Elephant, a colonist killed by one, 213 
Else11berg, a farm celebrated for its fertility, 

100 
.Enchanted .~p,·ing, and Enchanted mountain, '10 
Epidemic disease, a terrible one am_ong the 

troops at the Cape, 145 
E'Derlastin!! jlOfiJers, mu.:h prized in the co. 

lony, EU. 

F. 
Far,n, Mcybur~h•s e:1cellent one, much visited 

by strangers, 110 
Fashion, women in the colony dressed in the 

height of it, 1'!3 
Feaihe,-s, the ostrich's much valued in the 

colouy, '17 

Fern, an extraordinary large species in Ole 
Island of St. Helena, 3157 

Ferry, one over the Breede riYeT, 1'18 
Festival, a wedding one celebrated by the Bot

ten tots, '131 
Fief,, the nature or them in the colony, 93 
Ji'ield·Cornet .Marits, accused of misconduct, 

17'!-Hooourably acquitted, 174 
Fig trees, extraordinary size of them, 161 
Fire,, two alarming ones at Stellenbosch, 10'!

Fires in the kraals, not uncommon, 168 
Fish, a prodigious draaght o( in the Riet riYer, 

181 
Flamingo, a Bosjesman se"aat, so called by 

General Janssens, 59 · 
Frost, a pretty severe one, 177-Astonisltment 

of the Mozambique sla,cs at it, ii,, 

G. 
Geiljes, a species of lizard, reputed poison

ous, 167 
Gemsbock, a very daring kind of antelope, "!3 

--Defend~ itself with its Jaoru1 against dogs 
and wil<l beasts, ib. 

Gcrboas, difficulty of catching them, 340 
Giraffes, two seen by the tra...ellers, 't.77-

Extraordinary manner in which this animal 
moves, ib.-One shot, 279-Excellent food, 
'181-Another killed, 28'!-But carried away 
by the Bosjesmans, ib.-Four more seen, 
'1R3- And afterwards ten more, ib.-Cha.sed, 
but none killed, n, 

Gn"-', a species of antelope described, 4<>--0oe 
scot a present to the Empras Josephine or 
France, ib.-Called by the Africans let 
UJilde bee st, ib. 

Goedhart, (gootf heart,) a Bosjesman 10 called, 
151-Bad character giY,m of him by bis 
comrades, 189-The author and othen go 
in search of him, 106 

Gorrah, the •t gorrah, a Hottentot musical in
strument, 232 

Great river, called by Colonel Gordon the 
Orange river, 40-.\rrinl of the travellen 
at the Great riYer's gate, '!'JO 

Green.hill, a beautiful hill 10 called, 93. 

H. 
Harp1tisbo.jes, or rosin tree, descriptioa of 

it, 176 
Heroi,m, a characteristic or the colonist 

women, :J4 
He:r-'Dalle!1, the, dctcribed, 81 
Homme, de, Jorets, the Bosjesmaas 10 called 

by some French writers, 47 
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llorie,, fhose of the coleolstl well tnined for 
hunting, '111 

Hottentot,, their Yea~aace to dead bodies, t _l 
-Deplorable fate or two murdered by Boa. 
jesmans, '165, t66 

Hottentot-fig,, a fruit so called, 45 
Hottentot,• Holland lcloof, 104-Fioe Tiew from 

this mouulain, 105 
Hunti,eg partie,, interesting ones in the jour

ney to Beetjuana, tll-Address of lhe 
hones in diem, ii,, 

Hurricane, a Yiolent one in the colony, 361 
llu11ar, the author taken by an old one for 

one of Prince Liclltenst~in's family, 76 
ll9ena, the spotted, described, 15. 

I. 
111.laumour or a colonist and bis wife, lt7-

Curious mode of giTiog nnt to it, 138 
Indolence, extreme of the Hotteatot con,erts, 

186 
lrcn,, nature of them in the colony, 103-A 

place fo,ed oo for establishing one in the 
Karroo, 167-One established at BaTians. · 
kloof, 361 

Jm,alid ,oldier,, their comfortless situation in 
Africa, 77 

.Itch, a disorder resembling it, among the oxen, 
341 

.f. 
Jame, Toron, St. Hlllena, its. situation and 

strength, 365 
Janssen,, General, extract f'rom his Journal, 

37-Visits the Bosjesmans on the Sea.cow 
ri,er, ib.-Death of' bis son, 348 

Jantje and Dar,id, two Hottentots, m~rdered 
by Bosjesmans, '168 

John Bloom's fountain, bad character of 
Bloom, 271 

Joke, played upon a colonist by the tranllera, 
114-Practised among each other, 216 

Jo,ephine, Empreas, a gnu presented to he.r, 40. 

K. 
Kaleba,1lweedi, an African dish, deacribed, St 
Kambroo, a bulb so called, 46 

W retcllled atale of aome habitations co.a. 
nected with it, 345 

Kole, Cornelius, father to the missionary, pro. 
bably known to Le Vailh~nt, '!5t 

Kok, Sol~mon, the missionary, first meeting of 
the trayeJlen with him, '135-Alarms ~
cited among some of the party by his fol• 
lowen, ib.-Engaged to join the party, t3G · 
-Enquiry into his condurt by the goYero. 
meat, 360-Hia honourable acquittal, ib.-
Hia death, ib. . · 

Komberg, height of this mountain, i 
Kraal,, the dung in some on Ii~ 168 , 
Krieger, a colonist banished among the Coraaa, 

t0l-He joins tbe tra,elling party, ib.
Description of him, ib.-Hia brother'• graTe, 
tit-Manner in which the latter Jost hia 
life, tl3 

Kflleelc fJalleN, fertility of De Beer's farm 
thue, 67-Medical plants raised by him for 
the apothecaries, 68-Quantity of fruits 
dc-icd thore in one year, ib,-Cbaracter of 
De Beer, 69. 

L. 
Laborator9, one erected at Zwelleodam, !10 

-Unfortunately blown up, 147 
Lattaignant, a colonist, caught in a snare for 

hyenas, 16 
Leeuroenkuil, a missionary villaie; described, 

:iss 
Leopard, combat between one and · the dogs, 

351-Superior beauty of these animals when 
running wild, 35! 

Lion,, the proper mode of attacking them !D 
-Two anecdotes of lion.huntin&, 30-Three 
different sorts of lion, io the colony, 31-
A large number assembled together, 74-
Extraordioary manner iu which one waa 
slwt by a colonist, 179 

Little.ride, the term how used by the co)e. 
nists, 79 

Lizard,, a poisonous specie• called geltjes2 _ l 67 
Locttst,, eaten by the Bosjesmans, 44-Mao. 

ncr in which they are caught, w.-A nst 
swarm of them, t50-Observationa upon 
these animals, 251- _Aootber swarm, 339 

Kurree mountain,, first ,iew of them, !06--
Described, '!OS-Large 8ock of ottrichea M. 
and quaagas there, 209 Marit,, the 6eld.coroet, accused of miacoo. 

Kerri, an African dish, described, 83 duct, 17i 
liiclaerer, the miasionary, his iostitutiou at the MeNH, Van der, the mixture of children iD 

Sack riYer, 183-IU success of it, ib.-Hi1 his family, 82 
return to Europe, 184-Interesting parti• Muerntryantheneu•, a •~iea · of this pl~t 
cular1 respecting the institution, 185- eaten by the &1jcsma111, 45 

•or.. n. E ee 
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M1yt,1JrgA, his excellent f'a\'111 on the _Eerste 
ri'rer, 110-All sorts of trades carried on 
there, lb.-His journeys to the Orange riter, 
111-Nice works performed by his daugh. 
ten, 11'1 

Mi11ionary, curious account of one at Goudi. 
ale, 86 

Jli,nonary Jn,titution, Kicherer's, at the Sack 
ri,1:r, 183-The church, 185-1<:xtremc in
dolence of the pupils, 186~Ordor of the 
devotions there, 187-Clotbing of the pupils, 
ib.-Their occupations, ib. 

'Monke9'1 cord, extreme length of the runnt1rs, 
. J~n-Sticka made from the stem of this 

plant, ib. 
Moon, an eclipse of, 338 
lllorul, Captain, his farm, 113-His hospita. 

lity, 114-Jokes played upon him, ib. 
Mollertahoek, the pass of, described, 160 
Mozambique slaves, their astonishmrnt at seeing 

ice, 177 
lllurder of a colo11ist by a M6lay staTe, 156 
Muaical in1trument, a Hottentot one described, 

2H-Notes played upon it, 233. 

N. 
Natron, a remarkable circumslancc altcntling 

it, 74-A thick crust of natron about the 
Riet riTer, 178-A natron lake, 'lt6-
Another, 'l17-Another, 'l\8 

NieurDeTJeld mountains dl'scribed, 35 
No:rfous animal.t, crednlity of the colonists 

upon this subject, Hi7. 

0. 
Oaks, plantations of in the \Varm Bokkcveld, 

162 
Orange river, the name given by Colonel Gor. 

don to the Grl'at river, 40-Subjcct to ter. 
rible inundations, il,.-Lost in the sands oo 
the western coast of Africa, 41-Journeys 
of the colonist Meyburgh along its course, 
t 11-Arrival of the author and his party 
upon its banks, 2U-Description or the 
river,, ib --Arduous passage of it, '2'23-
Bands of robhcrs settled on its banks, 226, 
'H7-Extraortlinary curve in the rher, 229 
-More remarks on this curve, '1J4-
Danger of the travellers in recrossing the 
riTer; 340 

Ostriches, their habits particularly describctl, 
!16-Their nests, r'b.-Theit' eggs a faTourite 
food with the Hottentots, ib.-Thelrfeathers, 
27-A large lock seen in the Karree mouu. 
hins, '109 · 

Otter, a fish.otter, from tho Hex riter, gi,en 
to the author, 82 

O:ren, often unable to work from the scanty 
supply of food, 119-llones often eat by 
the diseased ones, 349. 

P. 
Paorl mountrzin, the name whence derived, 98 

-Errors in some de~criptions ~ivcn of it, ib: 
Paarl, village of, described, 97-A curiou~ 

,rork to restrain the waters of the river, ib. 
Palmiet ,·ecd.,, Acoms Jlfllmita, numbers grow. 

iug in several of lhe rivers, 118 
Pare11t.,, respect shewn them by their chi). 

dren, .H · 
Parh'idge, an English physician of that name, 

drownl'd 1 118 
Partridge.,, a Tast profusion of, '183 
l'<uties, great Taril'ty at an African dinner, St 
1'htl!11om1•11on, a curious une 1 with rc;ard to 

some of the rivers, 156 
P 'halla, a species of antelope, tlescribrd, 33-t 
Pilll<tdoe.•, nst numbers of them, 283-Thcir 

egg, excellent, ;t,. 
Pliny, his account of the ancient African 

·tribeR, 49, note 
Plll11dcrers, a !)and of Christian ones oa tho 

Orange rivn, '227 
Poison, "·ild bt•a~ts killl·d by baits of poi,oned 

flesh, 17-Dilfrrent sorts of poison used by 
the Uosjesmans for their arro,n, 196 

Pomponius Mela. his acrnunt of the ancient 
African tribes, 49, note 

Pool,, several in the lliet riTcr, full of fish, 181 
Prelwite, a Tery line one found by the author, 

180 
Protc .,fm1ti.rm, the genuine spirit or, where to 

be found, 96, 
Q. 

Quu_~!('l, a lame one, 16-t-Onc killed, extreme 
wildnrss of 1hcse animals, 20t-A large flock 
Sct.'n in the Karree mountain~, 'i09 

Quagr;a fou11tain, scanty eupply of water 
there. I~~ 

Quartz, ·green, hills of thii mineral, '118 
Q11ive,·-pta11t, a sort of aloe so called, ao4 why, 

198. 
R. 

Ravens, a great number assembled aboat the 
camp, '112 

Recl.brokcn·rock, a curious one so called, near 
the Ora11ge river, '!34 

Recl-ebo.,,y.tree, hardness or the wood, 33!1 
Refugees, French, a numlJer settled on Uae 
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· Berg river, 9!1-The genuine ~plrit of Pro. 
testantism ret~ined among them, 96 

Rtttsburg, a colonist, killed by a lion, 31 
Rut river•, gate, the pass_ of, 178 
Ring mountains, definition or this appellation, 

163 
Ri::f!rs, o1 curious phamomenon relative to some 

in Africa. 156 
River./iorsu, or Sea.cows, abundance in the 

Oran/!c river, 4<t-One shot by the follow. 
ers of -Gt>neral Jan~sens, 54-Carrieil away 
by the stream, ;!,.-Efforts of the colonists 
and...8otijcsmans to rrcover it, ib. 

Roode::ancJ klouj <lescribl'c.11 92 
Rosin tree, thr, 176 
R!J110'1 -onle, a nllt>y so calll>d io the island of 

St. lleleoa, 367 

s. 
Sack rr"ver's !{ate, Jiass of, 182-Latituc.le of it 

ascertained, ~03 
Saint llelent1, island or, the author arrives 

there, 363-Dt·~cription of the islJnd, 365-
A tree planted by Captain Cook, il>.-De. 
parture from thl' islanc.l, 368 

S11licornia, a salin•: plant, barilta e1tractcd from 
it, 356 

Salsola, another saline plant, 356 
Sflmbfll, an African dish, described, 84 
· Sambeh, the Caffre, two nephews of his met 

by the travellers, 2'25-Both cross.eyed, 'l28 
Scriptures npoun1h·d to the coloni~ts by the 

author, 357 
Sea co,lJs, or river horses, abundance in the 

Orange river, 4'2-Mo,ll's of catching them 
among the h1111krs, ib.-Pits for snaring 
them made hy the Bosjrsmans, 43 ,. 

Srn.cor;J river, the rountrv about not altered 
from its original state, 37 

Supent, 1•atcn hy the Bo~jcsmans, 44-ldras 
of the llmjnm:ins concerning the most 
pois;inous, 198-Supcrstition of the Beet. 
juans '"ith regard to a serpent, 3'22 

Slteflth-fish, the Siluru, anguillari,, resembling 
them, 343 

Shrub, a remarkable one, excellent for mak. 
in1s h, d~es, 220 

Siliihlong, cnrions cues or, 'l75 
Silunu a11q11iltari1, oumbers of th is fish caught, 

343 
Si~eb, a Coran, with' his follpwer~, mPt by the 

travello:rs, 254~Some account of him, 255-
Callcd in the colony Slapparm, ib.-He re. 
joins the party, 835-His apprchendf'd fate, 
SH 

Sitt11td1 r.stablisl,cd about the country, 130-
Skcleton,, four of Bo~jesmaos, lying out ia the 

field, 21 
Sla-oe, a Malay one, murders his master, 158 
Small-pox, reported by the Caffres to prenil 

in tho country, 2'28-Thc news contirmetl 
by some missionaries, 235-Prevalcnt amonc 
the Bastard Hettcntots, 248-ldeu concern. 
ing the native country of this disease, ib.
Broke out amon~ the Hottentots, 344 

Snares, tho~c mad; for catching hyenas, 16-
A colonist severely hurt by ooe, ib. 

Snow mountains, the, described, 2 
Soda, or barilla, extracted by the author from 

saline plants. 356 
S1n·ing1, the African ones often dried up, 18 
tipring ga,111 used for shoofo1g wild beasts, 1, 
Stelle11busch, village, or towo of, lOi-Twice 

much damaged by fire, ib.--Bad sitaatioo Gt 
the tradespeople there, ii. " 

Stell Vfln der, various useful objects introdwced 
by him Into the colony, 10, 

Sticks, prt>tty ones made of tlte plant called 
monkl•y's cord, 131_ 

Strar.:berr9 tree, or arbutus, 104 
Straw liflts, very neat ones made by the Afri. 

can women, 112 
Surf!eon major, the author appointed to tbi1 

offir,• in the Hottentot battalion, 145 
Sus ./Ethio11icus, or wild boar, one aeen, 3!. 

T. 
Tame Bo.cjcsmans, a conspiracy of some to mur. 

der their mast1•r, 189 
7'amp,a, a river, dangerous from its overflow. 

ings, 16R 
7'ennes fatale, or white ants, eaten by the B01. 

jcsmans, 44 
Time, a Hottentot's curious mode_ of defining 

it, 71 
Tjaflrd, Yan der JfTalt, his d<-xtcrity in ,hoot. 

ing a lion, 30 
Toil Du, a numerous family in the colony, 83 
7'owerberf!, many mountains in the colony so 

called, 20, note 
To1.:erfo11teill, the name el(plained, 20 
1°r{l(/i11g clus.f, their uncomfortable situation 

in the towns, lO't 
Trial of Marits, the fieltl·cornet, for misron. 

cluct, 173-Acquittal, 174 
T,-lthorn, a shrub ~o called, 210 
Tromp,amissionary, troubles excited by him, 96 
Tyger mormtain, tine view from it, 153 
1!lranny practised by a colonist woman orcr 

her son, 3:1 
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v. 
,.occin, lnOCMlalion introduced into the colony, 

353 
Yalle9, • curiou, rugged one, among the Black 

mountains, 73 
Yegetalion, rapidity of it in A(rica, 137 
1'iew, very fine one from Hottentots' Holland 

kloof, 105-Anotherfrom the Tyger moun. 
tains, 153-Anoth~r above the Karroo, 170 
Anothrr on the Orange rinr, '!37 

'Yogel valley, or Bird nlley, a dried lake, de. 
scribed, 93 

'Pultures, the travellers followed by a number, 
i11 

w. 
Wanderint men, a class of penon1 in the 

colony so called, 66 . 
w- bath,, tho1e in the Black mountain, 

140-Fint ,tone or a new bath house laid, 
301 

Wann Rolck~,ltlf a very fertile district, JIU 
Water, scanty 1upply at the Qaagga fountain, 
· 181-Great want of it, tl4 

Water.,,,..,, three thentand sheep cleatl'Oyef 
by one, SS 

War tree, or Myrica cordifolia, 14!-Manner 
of collecting the was, 143-Qaality oC the. 
C3ndlea made from it, i6. 

Weddings, the manner in which tlaey are cde. 
brated, 79-Gclebration of the eve of oae. 
l(S3-A Hottentot one, 'Ul 

Wilde bee,t, 1ignification of tbe term, 40 
Wild boar, one seen by 1he travellers, n 
Wild goo,e, the large Africa11 one, 344-lb 

curious nest, ib. 
Wolf', bane, a poiton uRd lor de1troyi111 wiW 

beuta, 17 
Wol-oehui,, 11 snare for catching layeau, 16 
Women, manners of those in tile colony, lU 
Wood llottenlot,, a name giYell b7 ,ome tra-

vellers to the Bosjeamam, 41 
W9k Yan, a colonist, the darioi IUIINr i■ 

wliich he killed a liou, 170. 

z. 
Ziekenhui,, a small cue, wlay so called, 139.. 

THE END. 

B, CLA&U. l'datv, Well Sneer, Load~••• 
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